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TRAVELS AND DISCOVERIES
IN

AFRICA.

CHAPTER LIII.

DEPARTURE FOR TIMBUKTU.—THE HILLY NORTHWESTERN" PROV-

INCES OF BO'RNU.

The death of Mr. Overweg, happening at a period when the

prospects of the mission just began to brighten, induced me to re-

linquish my original plan of once more trying my fortune in Ka--

nem and on the N.E. shores of Tsad, as an undertaking too dan-

gerous for me in my isolated position, and the results of which

could not reasonably be expected to be great, even with the pro-

tection of a small force, in a disturbed country, in comparison with

the dangers that accompanied it. Besides, such was the character

of the horde of the Welad Sliman and their mode of warfare, that,

after having received the sanction of the British government for

my proceedings, and being authorized by them to carry out the

objects of the mission as at first projected, I could scarcely venture

to associate myself again with such a lawless set of people. I

therefore determined to direct my whole attention toward the

west, in order to explore the countries situated on the middle

course of the great western river, the I'sa, or the so-called Niger,

and at the same time to establish friendly relations with the pow-

erful ruler of the empire of Sokoto, and to obtain full permission

for myself or other Europeans to visit the southeastern provinces

of his empire, especially A'damawa, which I had been prevented

from folly exploring by the real or pretended fear of the governor

of that province to grant such a permission without the sanction

of his liege lord.

The treaty which I had at length succeeded in getting signed

by the Sheikh of Bornu and his vizier on the last of August, to-

gether with a map of all the parts of Central Africa which I had

as yet visited, and containing at the same time all the information

Vol. HI.—

B
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which I had been able to collect concerning the neighboring prov-

inces * I had forwarded home in the middle of October, addressing

at the same time the request to H. M.'s consul at Tripoli to send

me, by a special courier to Zinder, a certain sum of money. The

road which I had before me was long, leading through the terri-

tories of a great many different chiefs, and partly even of power-

ful princes ; and as soon as I should have left Zinder behind me,

I could not expect to find fresh supplies, the sum of money which

I had received on my return from Bagirmi being almost all spent

in paying the debts which we had incurred when left without

means. A sum of 400 dollars, besides a box containing choice

English ironware, had been some time before consigned to a Tebu

of the name ofA'hmed Haj fAll Bfllama ; but instead of proceed-

at once with the caravan with which he had left Fezzan, as h.e

ought to have done, he staid behind in his native town Bilma to

celebrate a marriage. The caravan, with about twenty horses and

a hundred camels, arrived, on the 10th of November, without

bringing me any thing except the proof of such reckless conduct

;

and as I could not afford to lose any more time in waiting for this

parcel, I left orders that it should be forwarded to Zinder as soon

as it should arrive, but never received it.

Nearly three fourths of the money in cash which we had re-

ceived being required to pay off our debts, we had been obliged

to give away a great portion even of the articles of merchandise,

or presents, in order to reward friends who for so long a period

had displayed their hospitality toward us, and rendered us serv-

ices almost without the slightest recompense; so that, on the

whole, it was only under the most pressing circumstances I could

think of undertaking a journey to the west with the means then

at my disposal. But, very luckily, a handsome sum of money'

was on the road to Zinder ; I also expected to receive at that

place a few new instruments, as the greater part of my thermom-

eters were broken, and I had no instrument left for making hyp-

sometrical observations.

An inroad on a large scale of a tribe of the Tawarek, or Kin-

din, as they are called in Bornu, under their chief, Musa, into the

province of Muniyo, through which lay my road to Zinder, delay-

* This is the map which was published by Mr. Petermann in the account of the

progress of the Expedition to Central Africa, adding from Mr. Richardson's and
Mr. Overweg's journals, which I had sent home, an outline of those districts visited

" by themselves alone.
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ed my departure for a considerable time. This inrpad of the

hordes of the desert claimed a greater interest than usual, espe-

cially when considered in connection with the facts which I have
set forth on a; former occasion * the Tawarek or Berbers having

originally formed an integral part of the settled population of

Bornu. These Diggera of Musa, who appear to have occupied

these tracts at a former period, had evidently formed the firm in-

tention of settling again in the fine valleys of the province ofMu-
niyo, which are so favorable to the breeding of camels that even

when the country was in the hands of the Bornu people they used

to send their herds there.

At length, after a long series of delays, the road to the west be-

came open, and I took leave of the sheikh on the 19th of Novem-
•ber, in a private audience, none but the vizier being present. I

then found reason to flatter myself that, from the manner in which

I had explained to them the motives which had induced me to

undertake a journey to the chiefs of the Fiilbe or Fellata, there

were no grounds of suspicion remaining between us, although they

made it a point that I should avoid going by Kano ; and even

when I rejected their entreaty to remain with them after my suc-

cessful return from Timbuktu, they found nothing to object, as I

assured them that I might be more useful to them as a faithful

friend in my own country than by remaining with them in Bornu.

At that time I thought that her majesty's government would be

induced to send a consul to Bornu, and, in consequence, I raised

their expectations on that point. But matters in Bornu greatly

changed during my absence in the west, and, in consequence of

the temporary interregnum of the usuper
fAbd e

7 Kahman, and

the overthrow and murder of the vizier, the state of affairs there

assumed a less settled aspect. I concluded my leave-taking by
requesting my kind hosts, once more, to send a copy of the his-

tory of Edris Alawoma, the most celebrated Bornu king, to the

British government, as I was sure that, in their desire to elucidate

the history and geography of these regions, this would be an ac-

ceptable present.

The vizier, in particular, took great interest in my enterprise,

admiring the confidence which I expressed, that the Sheikh el

Bakay, in Timbuktu, of whom I had formed an opinion merely

from hearsay, would receive me kindly and give me his full pro-

tection ; and I did not fail to represent to them that, ifthe English

* See vol. ii., p. 28.
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should sucpeed.in opening these great high roads of the interior

for peaceful intercourse, it would be highly advantageous even for

themselves, as they would thus be enabled to obtain those articles

which they were in want of from the regions of Western Africa,

such as kola nuts and gold, with much less expense and greater

security ; and they were thus induced to endeavor to derive a

profit even from this my enterprise. The sheikh, who had form-

ed the intention of undertaking & journey to Mekka, wanted me

to procure for him some gold in Timbuktu; but, uncertain as

were my prospects, and difficult as would be my situation, I could

not guarantee such a result, which my character as a messenger

of the British government would scarcely allow. The sheikh

sent me two very fine camels as a present, which stood the fatigue

of the journey marvelously, one of them only succumbing on my

return journey, three days from Kukawa, when, seeing that it was

unable to proceed, I gave it as a present to a native nfallem.

Having finished my letters, I fixed my departure for the 25th of

November, without waiting any longer for the caravan of the

Arabs, which was soon to leave for Zmder, and which, though it
.

held out the prospect of a little more security, would have ex-

posed me to a great deal of inconvenience and delay.

Thursday, November 25th, 1852. It was half past ten in the morn-

ing when I left the town of Kukawa, which for upward of twenty

months I had regarded as my head-quarters, and as a place upon

which, in any emergency, I might safely fall back upon ; for al-

though I even then expected that I should be obliged to return

to this place once more, and even of my own free will made my
plans accordingly, yet I was convinced that, in the course of my
proceedings, I should not be able to derive any farther aid from

the friendship and protection of the Sheikh of Bornu, and I like-

wise fully understood that circumstances mighj, oblige me to make
my return by the western coast. For I never formed such a scheme

voluntarily, as I regarded it of much greater importance for the

government, in whose service I had the honor to be employed, to

survey the coast of the great river from Timbuktu downward,
than to attempt, if I should have succeeded in reaching that place,

to come out on the other side of the continent, while I was fully

aware that, even under the most favorable circumstances, in going,

I should be unable to keep along the river, on account of its being

entirely in the hands of the lawless tribes of Tawarek, whom I

should not be able to pass before I had obtained the protection of
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a powerful chief in those quarters. Meanwhile, well aware from
my own experience how far man generally remains in arrear of

his projects, in my letter to government I represented my princi-

pal object as only to reach the Niger at the town of Say, while all

beyond that was extremely uncertain.

My little troop consisted of the following individuals. First,

Mohammed el Gatroni, the same faithful young lad who had ac-

companied me as a servant all the way from Fezzan to Kukawa,
and whom, on my starting for A'damawa, I had sent home, very

reluctantly, with my dispatches and with the late Mr. Kichardson's

effects, on condition that, after having staid some time with his

wife and children, he should return. He had lately come back

with the same caravan which had brought me the fresh supplies.

Faithful to my promise, I had mounted him on horseback, and

made him my chief servant, with a salary of four Spanish dollars

per month, and a present of fifty dollars besides in the event of

my enterprise being successfully terminated. My second servant,

•and the one upon whom, next to Mohammed, I relied most, was
fAbd-Allahi, or, rather, as the name is pronounced in this country,

'Abd-All^hi, a young Shuwa from Kotoko, whom I had taken

into my service on my journey to Bagirmi, and who, never hav-

ing been in a similar situation, and not having dealt before with

Europeans, at first had caused me a great deal of trouble, especial-

ly as he was laid up with the small-pox for forty days during my
stay in that country. He was a young man of very pleasing man-

ners and straightforward character, and, as a good and pious Mos-

lim, formed a useful link between myself and the Mohammedans

;

but he was sometimes extremely whimsical, and, after having writ-

ten out his contract for my whole journey to the west and back, I

had the greatest trouble in making him adhere to his own stipu-

lations. I had unbounded control over my men, because I agreed

with them that they should not receive any part of their salary

on the road, but the whole on my successful return to Hausa.
fAbd-Allahi was likewise mounted on horseback, but had only a

salary of two dollars, and a present of twenty dollars. Then came
Mohammed ben A'hmed, the fellow of whom I have already spo-

ken on my journey to Kanem, and who, though a person of very

indifferent abilities, and at the same time very self-conceited on

account of his Islam, was yet valued by me for his honesty, while

he, on his part, having been left by his countrymen and co-relig-

ionists in a very destitute situation, became attached to myself.
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I had two more freemen in my service, one a brother of Moham-
med el Gatroni, who was only to accompany me as far as Zinder

;

the other an Arab from the borders of Egypt, and called Sliman

el Ferjani, a fine, strong man, who had once formed part of the

band of the Welad Sliman in Kanem, and who might have been

of great service to me from his knowledge of the use of fire-arms

and his bodily strength ; but he was not to be trusted, and desert.

,
ed me in a rather shameful manner a little beyond Katsena.

Besides these freemen, I had in my service two liberated slaves,

Dyrregu, a Hausa boy, and A'bbega, a Margin lad, who had been

A'bbegji. Dyrregu.

set free by the late Mr. Overweg, the same young lads wkom, on
my return to Europe, I brought to this country, where they prom-
ised to lay in a store of knowledge, and who, on the whole, have
been extremely useful to me, although A'bbega not unfrequently
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found some other object more interesting than my camels, which

were intrusted to his care, and which, in consequence, he lost re-

peatedly.

In addition to these servants, I had attached to my person

another man as a sort of broker, and who was to serve as a me-

diator between me and the natives; this was the MtSjebri
fAH el

A'geren, a native of Jalo, the small commercial place near Aujila,

which has recently been visited and described by the Abbe Ham-
ilton. He had traveled.for many years in Negroland, and had trav-

ersed in various directions the region inclosed between Sokoto,

Kano, Bauchi, Zariya, and Gronja. But for the present, on my
outset from'Bornu, I had not made any fixed arrangements with

this man ; but in the event of his accompanying me beyond So-

koto, he was to have two horses and a monthly salary of nine dol-

lars, besides being permitted to trade on his own account. Such

an arrangement, although rather expensive to me, considering the

means at my disposal, was of very great importance if the man
did his duty, he being able, in his almost independent situation,

to render me extraordinary assistance in overcoming many diffi-

culties
;
but, as an Arab, I only put full confidence in him as long

as circumstances were propitious, while his wavering character as

soon as dangers began to surround me did not put me in any

way out of countenance.

These people, besides an Arab, a so-called sherif, from Fas,

who was going as far as Zinder, and who had likewise attached

himself to my small party, composed the band with which I cheer-

fully set out on my journey toward the west on the 25th of No-

vember, being accompanied out of the town by the Haj Edris,

whom I have had frequent occasion to mention. In order to get

every thing in readiness, and to be sure of having neglected no

precaution to secure full success to my enterprise, I followed my
old principle, and pitched my tent for the first day only a couple

of miles distant from the gate, near the second hamlet of Kalilu-

wa, in the scanty shade of a baure, when I felt unbounded delight

in finding myselfonce more in the open country, after a residence of

a couple of months in the town, where I had but little bodily exer-

cise. Indulging in the most pleasing anticipations as to the success

of the enterprise upon which I was then embarking, I stretched my-

self out at full length on my noble lion-skin, which formed my
general couch during the day, and which was delightfully cool.

Friday, November 26th. This was one of the coldest, or perhaps
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the very coldest night which I experienced in the whole of my
journeys since entering the fertile plains of Negroland, the ther-

mometer in. the morning, a little before sunrise, showing only 9°

Pahr. above the freezing point. The interior of Africa, so far re-

moved from the influence of the sea (which is warmer in winter

than the terra firma), forms, with regard to the cold season, an in-

sulated cool space in the tropical regions in opposition to the warm

•climate of the West Indies, and the coasts and islands of the Pa-

cific and Indian Oceans. We were all greatly affected by the cold

;

but it did us a great deal of good, invigorating our frames after

the enervating influence of the climate of Kukawa. We did not

set out, however, before the sun had begun to impart to the at-

mosphere a more genial character, when we proceeded on our

journey westward. The country which I traversed, passing by

the frequented well ofBesh&, although already known to me from

previous travels, now presented a very different aspect from what

it had done on my first journey from Kan6 to Kukawa, those

bleak and dreary hollows of black argillaceous soil being now

changed into the richest corn-fields, and waving with a luxuriant

crop of masakuwa, while the fields of small millet (Pennisetum)

stood in stubble.

We encamped near the well Siiwa-buwa, or, as it was called by

others, Kabubiya, on the gentle slope of the rising ground toward

the north, from whence the busy scene round the well, of cattle,

asses, goats, and sheep being watered in regular succession, pre-

sented an interesting and animated spectacle, more especially

coming after and contrasted with the dull life ofthe capital. The
well measured fifteen fathoms in depth, and the inhabitants were

so on the alert for gain that they thought it right to sell us the

precious element for watering our camels. My whole party were

in the best spirits, cheerful and full of expectation ofthe novelties,

both in human life and nature, that were to be disclosed in the

unknown regions in the far west. In order to protect ourselves

from the cold, which had so much affected us the preceding night,

we set fire to the whole of a large decayed tree, which, with great

exertion, we dragged from some distance close to our tent, and

thus enjoyed a very moderate degree of temperature in our open

encampment.

Saturday, November 27th. I now entered Koyam, with its strag-

gling villages, its well-cultivated fields, and its extensive forests of

middle-sized mimosas, which afford food to the numerous herds
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of camels constituting the wealth of this African tribe, who in for-

mer times, before the Bornu dynasty was driven away from its

ancient capital Njimiye by the rival family of the BuLila,* led a

nomadic life on the pasture-grounds of Kanem. Having thus

traversed the district called Wodoma, we encamped about noon,

at a short distance from a well in the midst of the forest, belong-

ing to a district called Gagada. The well was twenty-five fathoms

deep, and was frequented during the night by numerous herds of

cattle from different parts of the neighborhood.

While making the round in the night in order to see whether

my people were on the look-out, as a great part of the security of

a traveler in these regions depends on the vigilance exercised by
night, I succeeded in carrying away secretly the arms from all my
people, even from the warlike Ferjani Arab, which caused great

amusement and hubbub when they awoke in the morning, and

enabled me to teach them a useful lesson of being more careful

for the future.

November 28th. Having taken an early breakfast—an arrange-

ment which, in this cold weather, when the appetite even of the

European traveler in these regions is greatly sharpened, we found

very acceptable—we pursued our journey, passing through the

district of Garanda, with deep sandy soil, and rich in corn, cat-

tle, and camels. A great proportion of the population consisted

of Shuwa, or native Arabs, who had immigrated from the east.

As we proceeded on our march, the trees gradually assumed a

richer character, plainly indicating that we were approaching a

more favored district. There was the ngilisi, or ham£d, a tree

very common over the whole eastern part of Negroland, with

its small leaves bursting forth from its branches; the karage,

or gawo, now appearing as a . small tree of scanty growth, far-

ther on spreading out with a large and luxuriant crown not ced-

ing to the
f

ard£b or tamarind-tree ; and the korna, which, ex-

tending over the whole of these immense regions, is remarkable

for bearing almost every where the same name.f The underwood

was formed by the kalgo and gonda bush, which latter, however,

did not seem to bear here that delicious fruit which has so fre-

quently served to refresh my failing energies during my marches

through other districts
;
and, cold as had been the night, the sun

even now was very powerful during the midday hours, there be-

ing a difference of 40°.

* See vol. ii., p. 31. t See vol. ii., p. 489, note.
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We encamped after a march of about thirteen milesj having by
mistake exchanged our westerly direction for a southwesterly one,

near the well called Kagza,* and were very hospitably and kindly

treated by a patriotic old man, a citizen of the old capital or birni

of Ghasr-dggomo, who, when that splendid town was taken by the

Fulbe or Fellata in the year 1809, had fled to Waday, and had lived

there several years among the Welad Rashid, Waiting for better

times. This good man described to me, with a deep feeling of sor-

row, the taking of that large and wealthy town, under the command
of the Fulbe chiefs Mala-Rida, Mukhtar, and Hannima, when the

king, with his whole host of courtiers and his numerous army, fled

through the eastern gate while the enemy was entering the west-

ern one, and the populous place was delivered up to all the hor-

rors accompanying the sacking of a town. What with the pleas-

ant character of the country and the friendly disposition of our

host, I should have enjoyed my open encampment extremely if I

had not been suffering all this time very severely from sore legs,

ever since my return from Bagirmi, when I had to cross so many
rivers, and was so frequently wet through,f
Monday, November 29th. Pursuing still a southwesterly direc-

tion, our march led us through a district called Kddani, in regard

to which the state of the cultivation of the ground (the g<3ro, the

wealth of this country, lying in large heaps or "bagga" on the

fields) and the uninterrupted succession of straggling hamlets left

the impression of ease and comfort. But we had great difficulty in

finding the right track among the number of small footpaths di-

verging in every direction ; and in avoiding the northern route,

which we knew would lead us to a part of the river where we
should not be able to cross it, we had, by mistake, chosen a too
southerly path, which, if pursued, would have led us to Grujeba.

While traversing this fertile district, we were astonished at the re-

peated descents which we had to make, and which convinced us
that these sandy swells constitute a perfect separation between the
komadugu and the Tsad on this side. The district of Rddanl was
followed by another called Kangalla, and, after a short tract of for-

est, a third one, of the name of Meggi, consisting mostly of argil-

laceous soil, and not nearly so interesting as K&kni. We en-
* The depth of the well measured twenty-two fathoms.

f This is a complaint to which almost every European in these climes is exposed,
and from which Clapperton suffered very severely. I found the best remedy to be
raai-kadeiia butter, which is very cooling; but in the eastern part of Bdrnu it is

rarely to be met with.
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camped at length near a group of three wells, where, once a week,

a small market is held. In the adjacent hollow a pond is formed in

the rainy season. The wells were twenty fathoms in depth.

Tv£sday
)
November 3Qth. The district through which we passed

to-day, in a northwesterly direction, seemed to be rich in pasture-

grounds and cattle. It was at the time inhabited by a number of

Tebu of the tribe of the Daza, or rather Bulguda, who in former

times, having been driven from A'gadem, B&kashi Farri, and

Saw by the Tawarek, had found refuge in this district, where they

preserve their nomadic habits to some extent, and by no means

contribute to the security of the country. Having been warned

that along the road no water wag to be had, we encamped a little

'outside the track, near the farming village of Gogoro, where the

women were busy threshing or pounding their corn^ which was

lying in large heaps, while the men were idling about. They

were cheerful Kanuri people, who reside here only during the

time of the harvest, and when that is over return to their village,

Dimmarruwa. The ground hereabout was full of ants, and we
had to take all possible care in order to protect our luggage

against the attacks of this voracious insect.

Wednesday, December 1st. We now approached the komadugu

of Bornu, presenting with its network of channels and thick for-

ests, a difficult passage after the rainy season. Fine groups of

trees began to appear, and droves of Guinea-fowl enlivened the

landscape. In order to give the camels a good feed on the rich

vegetation produced in this favorable locality, we made even a

shorter march than usual, encamping near a dead branch of the

river, which is called Kulugu Gussum, S.E. from the celebrated

lake of Muggobi, which in former times, during the glorious pe-

riod of the Bornu empire, constituted one of the chief celebrities

and attractions of the country, but which at present, being over-

whelmed by the surrounding swamps, serves only to interrupt the

communication between the western and eastern provinces. Al-

lured by the pleasing character of the place, I stretched myself

out in the shade of a group of majestic tamarind-trees, while the

man whom I had taken with me as a guide from the village where

we had passed the night, gave me some valuable information with

regard to the divisions of the Koyam, the present inhabitants of

this region east of the komadugu, which had been conquered from

the native tribe of the So. He told me that the Kiye, or, as the

name is generally pronounced in Bornu, the Kay (the tribe which
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I have mentioned in my historical account of B6rnu),* originally

formed the principal stock of the Koyam, together with whom the

Maguni and the Farfer<3 constitute the principal divisions, the chief

of the latter clan bearing the title of Fugo. The Temagheri, of

whom I have also had occasion to speak, and the Ngalaga, frac-

tions of both of whom are settled here, he described as Kanembu.

But, besides these tribes, a great proportion of Tebu have mixed

with the ancient inhabitants of this district, probably since the

time of the king Edris Alawoma, who forced the Tebu settled in

the northern districts of Kanem to emigrate into Bornu. In con-

nection with the latter wide-spread nation, my informant described

the Tiira (whose chief is caUed Itfrkema, being a native of Dirki),

the D^birf or Dibbiri (also spoken of by me on a former occasion),

the U'nguma, and the Kaguwa. The Jetko or Jotko, who live

along the komadugu, west from the town of Yo, he described to

me as identical with the Kel6ti, the very tribe which is repeatedly

mentioned by the historian of Edris Alawoma. Thus we find in

this district a very interesting group of fractions 'of former tribes

who have here taken refuge from the destructive power of a larger

empire.

I took a long walk in the afternoon along the sheet of water,

which was indented in the most picturesque manner, and was bor-

dered all around with the richest vegetation, the trees belonging

principally to the species called karage and baggaruwa. Farther

on diim palms became numerous ; and it was the more interesting

to me, as I had visited this district, only a few miles farther north,

during the dry season. Guinea-fowl were so numerous that one

could hardly move a step without disturbing a group of these lazy

birds, which constitute one of the greatest delicacies of the travel-

er in these regions. A sportsman would find in these swampy
forests not less interesting objects for his pursuits than the bota-

nist; for elephants, several species of antelopes, even including

the oryx or t£tel, nay, as it would seem, even the large addax, the

wild hog, besides an unlimited supply of water-fowl, Guinea-fowl,

and partridges, would prove worthy of his attention, while occa-

sional encounters with monkeys would cause him some diversion

and amusement.

At present the water was decreasing rapidly ;f but this part

* See vol. ii., p. 29.

t Compare what I have said with regard to the periods of the rising and decreas-

ing of this river in vol. ii., p. 576.
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had been entirely dry at the beginning of September, when the

late Mr. Overweg had visited it, and the conclusion then drawn by
him, that the river inundates its banks in November, was entirely

confirmed by my own experience. There was a great deal of cul-

tivation along this luxuriant border, and even a little cotton was

grown ; but a very large amount of the latter article might be ob-

tained here with a greater degree of industry. Besides a village

at a short distance to the S.E., inhabited by Koyam, and which

bears the same name as this branch of the river, there is a hamlet,

consisting of about thirty cottages, inhabited by Fulbe, or Fellata,

of the tribe of the Hfllega, the same tribe whom we have met in

A'damawa. They seemed to possess a considerable number of

cattle, and appeared to lead a contented and retired life in this fer-

tile but at present almost desolate region. But, unfortunately,

they have been induced, by their close contact with the Kanuri,

to give up the nice manner of preparing their milk, which so dis-

tinguishes the Fulbe in other provinces ; and even the cheerful

way in which the women offered us their ware could not induce

me to purchase of them their unclean species of sour milk, which

is prepared by means of the urine of cattle.

Beautiful and rich as was the scenery of this locality, it had the

disadvantage of harboring immense swarms of musquitoes, and

our night's rest, in consequence, was greatly disturbed.

Thursday, December 2cl Winding round the swamp (for the

nature of a swamp or kulugu was more apparent at present than

that of a branch of the river), we reached, after a march of about

three miles, the site of the ancient capital of the Bornu empire,

Grhasr-^ggomo, which, as I have stated on a former occasion,* was

built by the King f

All Ghajid&ii, toward the end of the fifteenth

century, after the dynasty had been driven from its ancient seats

in Kanem, and, after a desperate struggle between. unsettled ele-

ments, began to concentrate itself under the powerful rule of this

mighty king. The site was visited by the members of the former

expedition, and it has been called by them by the half-Arabic

name of Birm-Kadim, the "old capital," even the Bornu people

in general designating the place only by the name birni or burni.

The town had nearly a regular oval shape, but, notwithstanding

the great exaggerations of former Arab informants, who have as-

serted that this town surpassed Cairo (or Masr el Kahira) in size,

and was a day's march across, was little more than six English

* Vol. ii., p. 589.
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miles in circumference, being encompassed by a strong wall with

six or seven* gates, which, in its present dilapidated state, forms a

small ridge, and seems clearly to indicate that, when the town was

conquered by the Fulbe or Fellata, the attack was made from two

different sides, viz., the southwest and northwest, where the lower

part of the wall had been dug away. The interior of the town

exhibits very little that is remarkable. The principal buildings

consist of baked bricks ; and in the present capital not the small-

est approach is made to this more solid mode of architecture,f

The dimensions of the palace appear to have been very large, al-

though nothing but the ground-plan of large empty areas can be

made out at present, while the very small dimensions of the

mosque, which had five aisles, seem to afford sufficient proof that

none but the people intimately connected with the court used to

attend the service, just as is the case at the present time ; and it

* The intelligent Arab Ben 'All, in the interesting account which he gave to

Lucas (Proceedings of the African Association, vol. i., p. 148), distinctly states the

number of the gates as seven ; but it is remarkable that, in all the accounts of the

taking of the place by the Fulbe, mention is only made of two gates, and it is still

evident, at the present time, that the western and the eastern gates were the only

large ones.

f It must be this circumstance (which to the natives themselves, in the degener-

ate age of the later kings, appeared as a miracle) which caused the report that in

Ghambartf and Ghasr-e'ggomo there were buildings of the time of the Christians.
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serves, moreover, clearly to establish the fact that even in former

times, when the empire was most flourishing, there was no such

thing as a mddresd, or college, attached to the mosque. The fact is,

that although Bornu at all times has had some learned men, study

has always been a private affair among a few individuals, encour-

aged by some distinguished men who had visited Egypt and Ara-

bia. Taking into consideration the great extent of the empire

during the period of its grandeur, and the fertility and wealth of

some of its provinces, which caused gold dust at that time to be

brought to market here in considerable quantity, it can not be

doubted that this capital contained a great deal of barbaric mag-

nificence, and even a certain degree of civilization, much more so.

than is at present found in this country ; and it is certainly a spec-

ulation not devoid of interest to imagine, in this town of Negro-

land, a splendid court, with a considerable number of learned and

intelligent men gathering round their sovereign, and a priest

writing down the glorious achievements of his master, and thus

securing them from oblivion. Pity that he was not aware that

his work might fall into the hands of people from quite another

part of the world, and of so different a stage of civilization, lan-

guage, and learning ! else he would certainly not have failed to

have given to posterity a more distinct clew to the chronology of

the history of his native country.

It is remarkable that the area of the town, although thickly

overgrown with rank grass, is quite bare of trees, while the wall

is closely hemmed in by a dense forest ; and when I entered the

ruins, I found them to be the haunt of a couple of tall ostriches,

the only present possessors of this once animated ground ; but on

the southwest corner, at some distance from the wall, there was a

small hamlet.

The way in which the komadugu, assisted probably by artifi-

cial means, spreads over this whole region, is very remarkable.

The passage of the country at the present season of the year, cov-

ered as it is with the thickest forest, was extremely difficult, and

we had to make a very large circuit in order to reach the village

of Z&igirf, Where the river could be most easily crossed. I my-

self went, on this occasion, as far southwest as Zaraima, a village

lying on a steep bank near a very strong bend or elbow of the

river, which, a little above, seems to be formed by the two princi-

pal branches, the one coming from the country of Bedde, and the

other more from the south
;
but, notwithstanding the great cir-
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cuit we made, we had to ford several very extensive backwaters,

stretching out, in the deeper parts of the valley, amid a thick "belt

of the rankest vegetation, before we reached the real channel,

which wound along in a meandering course inclosed between

sandy banks of about twenty-five feet in elevation, and, with its

rich vegetation, presenting a very interesting spectacle. The for-

est in this part iS Ml of tdtel, or Antebpe oryx, and of the large

antelope called " kargum." The few inhabitants of the
,

district,

although they do not cultivate a great deal of corn, can not suffer

much from famine, so rich is the supply of the forest as well as of

the water. Our evening's repast, after we had encamped near

Z&igiri, was . seasoned by some excellent fish from the river.

However, I must observe here that the Kaniiri in general are not

such good hunters as the Hausa people, of whom a considerable

proportion live by hunting, forming numerous parties or hunting

clubs, who on certain days go out into the forest

Friday, December 3 c?. Having made a good march the previous

day, we were obliged, before attempting the passage of the river

with our numerous beasts and heavy luggage, to allow them a

day's repose ; and I spent it most agreeably on the banks of the

river, which was only a few yards from our encampment. Hav-

ing seen this valley in the dry season, and read so many theories

with regard to its connection with the Niger on one side and the

Tsad on the other, it was of the highest interest to me to see it at

the present time of the year, when it was foil of water, and at its

very highest point ; and I could only wish that Captain William

Allen had been able to survey this noble stream in its present

state, in order to convince himself of the erroneous nature of his

theory of this river running from the Tsad into the so-called

Chadda, or rather B£nuw£. Though the current was not very

strong, and probably .did not exceed three miles an hour, it swept

along as a considerable river of about one hundred and twenty

yards breadth toward the Tsad, changing its course from a direc-

tion E. 12° S. to 1ST. 35° E. While the bank on this side formed a

steep sandy slope, the opposite one was flat, and richly adorned

with reeds of different species, and luxuriant trees. Ml was quiet

and repose, there being no traffic whatever on the river, with the

exception of a couple of homely travelers, a man and woman,
who in the simple native style were crossing the river, riding on
a pair of yoked calabashes, and immerged in the water up to their

middle, while they had stowed away their little clothing inside
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those very vessels which supported them above the water
;
but,

notwithstanding their energetic labor, they were carried down by
the force of the current to a considerable distance. Besides these

two human beings, the river at present was only enlivened by one

solitary spoonbill (or, as it is here called, b£ja or ked£bbu-bunibe),

who, like a king of the water, was proudly swimming up and

down, looking around for prey.

The following day we crossed the river ourselves. ' I had some

difficulty in concluding the bargain, the inhabitants, who belong

to the Tebu-Z6nghi,* making at first rather exorbitant demands,!

till I satisfied them with a dollar; and we ourselves, camels, horses,

and luggage, crossed without an accident, each camel being drawn
,

by a man mounted on a pair of calabashes, while another man
mounted the animal close to its tail. The scenery, although des-

titute of grand features, was highly interesting, and has been rep-

resented as correctly as possible in the plate opposite. The riv-

er proved to be fifteen feet deep in the channel, and about 120

yards broad ; but there was a still smaller creek behind, about five

feet deep.

At length we were again in motion ; but our difficulties now
commenced, the path being extremely winding, deeply hollowed

out, and full of water, and leading through the thickest part of

the forest ; and I had to lament the loss of several bottles of the

most valuable medicine, a couple of boxes being thrown from the

back ofthe camel. The forest extended only to the border which

is reached by the highest state of the inundation, when we emerged
upon open country, and, leaving the town ofNghurutuwa (where

Mr. Richardson died) at a short distance on our right, we encamp-

ed a few hundred yards to the south ofthe town ofAlaune, which
I had also passed on my former journey.

Here we entered that part of the province of Manga which is

governed by Kash&la Belal ; and the difference in the character

of this tract from the province of Koyam, which we had just left

behind, was remarkable, the country being undulated in downs
of red sand, famous for the cultivation of ground-nuts and beans,

both of which constitute a large proportion of the food of the in-

habitants, so that millet and beans are generally sown on the same

* I do not know exactly whether the ford has been called after this tribe ; but the

name Zenghiri also occurs in other localities.

t These people wanted in general nothing but cloves. I, however, succeeded in

buying a sheep from them for eight gabaga, at the rate of eight dr'a each.
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field, the latter ripening later, and constituting the richest pasture

for cattle and camels. Of grain, negro millet {Pennisetum typhdi-

deum) is the species almost exclusively cultivated in the country

of Manga, sorghum not being adapted for this dry ground.

The same difference was to be observedin the architecture of

the native dwellings, the corn-stacks, which impart so decided a

character of peace and repose to the villages of Hausa, but which

are sought for in vain in the whole of Bornu Proper, here again

making their appearance. The Manga call them " s6be" or " gusi."

The cottages themselves, although they were not remarkable for

their cleanhness, presented rather a cheerful aspect, the thatch

being thickly interwoven with and enlivened by the creepers of

various cucurbitacese, but especially the favorite kob^wa or Meb~
pepo. The same difference which was exhibited in the nature of

the country and the dwellings of the natives, appeared also in the

character of the latter, the Kanuri horseman or the Koyam cam-

el-breeder being here supplanted by the Manga footman, with his

leathern apron, his bow and arrow, and his battle-axe, while the

more slender Manga girl, scarcely peeping forth from under her

black veil, with which she bashfully hid her face, had succeeded

to the Bornu female, with her square figure, her broad features,

and her open and ill-covered breast. I have observed -elsewhere

that, although the Manga evidently form a very considerable ele-

ment in the formation of the Bornu nation, their name as Such

does not occur in the early annals of the empire, and we therefore

can only presume that they owe their origin to a mixture of

tribes.

Having passed the important place of Kadagarruwa and some
other villages, we encamped on the 5th near the extensive village

Mammari, where the governor of the province at that time re-

sided.*

Mo7iday, December 6th. A small water-course joining the koma-
dugu Waiibe from the north, separates the province of Kash&la
Belal from another part of Manga, placed under a special officer,

* To this province, although I do not know by what particular name it is called

by the natives, belong the following places, besides Mammari or Mommoli : Kati-

kenwa" (a large place), Gubalgorum (touched at by me on my former route) at a
short distance to the S.E., Tafiydri E., Keiibiidduwa, Maine', Nay, Mammed Ka-
nuri, M'adi Kulloram, Kara ngamduwa to the N., Keriwa, Dugguh', Gildderam,
Ngaboliya, Kajimma, Alaune, NghuriTtuwa, Bam. The place Shegori, although
situated within the boundaries of this province, forms a separate domain of Mala
Ibram.
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who has his residence in Borzari. Close on the western side of

this water-course, which is only about thirty yards across, the

Manga, at the time (in the year 1845) when, in consequence of the

inroad of Waday, the whole empire of Bornu seemed to be falling

to ruin, fortified a large place in order to vindicate their national

independence against the rulers of the kingdom
;
but, having been

beaten by *Abd e' Eahman, the sheikh's brother, the town was

easily taken by another kokana or officer, of the name of Haj Su-

dani. It is called Maikonomari-kura, the Large Maikonomari, in

order to distinguish it from a smaller place of the same name, and

contains at present only a small number of .dwellings, but was

nevertheless distinguished from its more thriving neighbor by a

larger supply of articles of comfort, such as a fine herd of cattle,

well-filled granaries, and plenty of poultry, while the neighboring

province, which we had just left behind, appeared to be exhaust-

ed by recent exactions and contributions, the greater part of the

population having even sought safety in a precipitate flight. The
country, however, which we traversed on our march to Borzari

was not remarkable in any way for the beauty of its scenery, al-

though the former part of our march led through a well-cultivated

and populous district ; and the heat reflected, during the middle

of the day, from the bleak soil, clad only with a scanty vegetation,

was oppressive in the extreme, although it was the month of De-

cember. Thus I passed the walled town of Gr^marf"* without

feeling myself induced, by the herd of cattle just assembled near

the wall, to make a halt, the ground here becoming excessively

barren and hot. On reaching the town of Borzari, I preferred en-

camping outside, although there was not the least shade; my
heavy luggage and my numerous party rendering quarters inside

the town rather inconvenient. The governor, to whom I sent a

small present, treated me very hospitably, sending me a heifer, a

large provision of rice, several dishes of prepared food, and two

large bowls of milk. This excellent man, whose name is Kash-

611a Manzo, besides the government of his province, had to regu-

* I will here mention, as an instance how careful travelers, even those tolerably

well acquainted with the languages of the country through which they travel, must

be with regard to the names of places, that when first passing this town I asked a

man its name, and, not having distinctly heard what he said, I asked another per-

son who stood by, and he said "mannawaji." Supposing at the time that this was

the name of the place, I wrote it down, but soon convinced myself that it meant

nothing but "he does not want to speak," or "refuses to answer," and I then

learned on farther inquiry that the real name of the town was Gremarf.
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late the whole intercourse along this road, being instructed at the

time especially to prevent the exportation of horses from the Bor-

nu territory into the Hausa states.

The town, which is surrounded with a low crenulated wall and

a ditch in good repair, is of considerable size and well built, and

may contain from 7000 to 8000 inhabitants ; but there is no great

industry to be seen, nor is there a good market. The wells meas-

ure ten fathoms in depth.

Our direct road from this point would have led straight to Zur-

nkulo ; but an officer of the name of A'dama, who was to accom-

pany me to Zinder, having joined me, I was induced to take a

more southerly road, by way of Donari, which constituted his es-

tate ; and I was very glad afterward that I did so, as this road

made me acquainted with the peculiar character of the territory

of Bedde, which I should not otherwise have touched at.

Tuesday, December 7th. The first part of our march led through

a more dreary tract of country, which was neither very picturesque,

nor exhibited any great signs of industry among the natives ; but

after a stretch of a little more than eleven miles, large, wide-spread-

ing tamarind-trees announced a more fertile district, and a few

hundred yards farther on we reached the border of one of the

great swampy creeks connected with the southwestern branch of

the komadugu, and intersecting the territory of Bedde, which we
had now entered. We kept close along its border, which was

adorned by fine, luxuriant trees, till we encamped at a short dis-

tance from Daddeger, a place inhabited by Bedde, and at that

time forming part of the estate of Mala Ibram. The village is

situated on a small mound close to the swamp or jungle, for the

water is so thickly covered with forest that no portion of the

aqueous element is to be seen. It forms rather what the Kanuri

call an ngaljam (that is to say, a swampy shallow creek or back-

water, having little or no inclination) than a kulugu ; and there

can be no doubt of its connection with the great komadugu of

Bornu. The natives call it at this spot Gojagwa,* and, farther on,

Maje. They are pagans, and wear nothing but a narrow leather

apron or fono round their loins,f with the exception of a few Ka-

* I almost suspect that this is the water of which Mr. Hutchinson, when in

Ashanti, heard a report from the natives under the name "koumouda Gaiguina."

(Bowdich's Mission to Ashantee, p. 213.)

t What Koelle relates (Kantfri Proverbs, p. 82, text; p. 211, transl.) on the au,

thority of his informant, that the Bedde, or Bode, as he writes, wear wide shirts,
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nuri, wlio are living among them, and who cultivate a small quan-

tity of cotton, for which the banks of the swamp are very well

suited, and would no doubt be extensively used for this purpose

if the country were inhabited by civilized people.

The Bedde, according to their language, are closely related to

the Manga, but, as far as I had an opportunity of judging, are

much inferior to them in bodily development, being not at all dis-

tinguished for their stature ; but it is very probable that the in-

habitants of these places in the border district, who come into con-

tinual contact with their masters, the Bornu people, are more de-

generate than those in the interior, who, protected by the several

branches of the komadugu and the swamps and forests connected

with them, keep up a spirit of national independence, possessing

even a considerable number of a small breed of horses, which they

ride without saddle or harness, and in the same barbaric manner

as the Musgu.

Wednesday, December 8th. The district which we traversed in

the morning was distinguished by a great number of kuka or

monkey-bread-trees, the first one we saw being destitute of leaves,

though full of fruit ; but gradually, as we approached a more con-

siderable sheet of water, they became adorned with a profusion of

rich foliage, and we here met several small parties laden with bas-

kets, of an elongated shape, full of the young leaves of this tree,

which, as "kalu kiika," constitute the most common vegetable of

the natives. Besides the kuka, large karage and korna or jujube-

trees (Zizyphus), and now and then a fine tamarind-tree, though

not of such great size as I was wont to see, adorned the landscape.

We had just crossed a swamp, at present dry, surrounded on

one side by fine fig-trees and gerredh of such luxuriant growth
that I was scarcely able to recognize the tree, and on the other by
talha-trees, when, about noon, we emerged into open cultivated

ground, and were here greeted with the sight of a pretty sheet of

open water, breaking forth from the forest on our left, and divid-

ing into two branches, which receded in the distance. The Bedde
call it Thaba-kenama. The water is full of fish, which is dried by
the inhabitants, and, either in its natural form, or pounded and

formed into balls, constitutes an important article of export. "We

met a good many people laden with it.

It was here that, while admiring this river-like sheet of water,

"kalgu," besides the fund, of course (as is the case also with the Marghi) can only

hare reference to those among them who have adopted Islam.
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I recognized, among a troop of native travelers, my friend the

sherif Mohammed Ben A'hmed, to whom I was indebted for a

couple of hours very pleasantly and usefully spent during my stay

in Yola, and for the route from Mozambique to the Lake Nyanja,

or, as it is commonly called, Nyassi, I for a moment hoped that

it might be my fate, in the company of this man, to penetrate

through the large belt of the unknown equatorial region of this

continent toward the Indian Ocean. But as he was now on his

way from Zinder to Kukawa, we had only a few moments allow-

ed for conversation and the exchange of compliments, when we
separated in opposite directions, never to meet again—my fate car-

rying me westward, while he was soon to succumb to the effects

of the climate of Negroland.

Three miles farther on, turning a little more southward from

our westerly direction, we reached the town of G&hiya, once a

strong place and surrounded by a clay wall, but at present in a

state of great decay, although it is still tolerably peopled, the

groups of conical huts being separated by fences of matting into

several quarters. Here we encamped on the north side, near a

fine tamarind-tree, where millet was grown to a great extent.

The south and west sides were surrounded by an extensive swamp
or swampy water-course fed by the komadugu, and, with its dense

forest, affording to the inhabitants a safe retreat in case of an at-

tack from their enemies. All the towns of the Bedde are situated

in similar positions, and hence the precarious allegiance of the

people (who indulge in rapacious habits) to the ruler of Bornu.

The inhabitants of G^shiya,* indeed, have very thievish propensi-

ties ; and as we had neglected to fire a few shots in the evening,

a couple of daring men succeeded, during the night, in carrying

away the woolen blanket in which my companion the M^jebrf

merchant All el A'geren was sleeping at the side of his horse.

Although he was a man of hardihood and experience, he was
dragged or carried along to a considerable distance, until he was
forced to let go his blanket; and, threatening him with their

spear in case he should cry out, they managed this affair so clev-

erly and with such dispatch, that they were off in the dark before

* Thebfllama, or mayor, of this town, who has subjected himself to the authority

of Bornu, bears the title " Mai 'Omar BeMdema." Fititi, the residence of the chief

Babyshe or Babudji, and the chief town of Bedde, lies a short day's march from

here S.S.W. I have more materials of itineraries traversing this region, but they

are too indistinct with regard to direction to be used for a topographical sketch of

the country.
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we were up to pursue them. It was a pity that these daring rascals

escaped with their spoil
;
but, in order to prevent any farther dej >-

redations of this kind, we fired several shots, and with a large ac-

cordion, upon which I played the rest of the night, I frightened

the people to such a degree that they thought every moment we
were about to ransack the town.

Thursday, December 9th. Keeping along the northeastern bor-

der of the swamp, through a fine country where the tamarind and

monkey-bread-tree were often interlaced, as I have repeatedly

observed to be the case with these species of trees, we reached,

after a march of about three miles, the town of Gesma, which is

girt and defended by the swamp on the south and east sides, the

wall being distinguished by the irregularity of its pinnacles, if pin-

nacles they may be called, as represented in the accompanying

wood-cut. The inhabitants, clad in nothing but a leather apron.

were busy carrying clay from the adjacent swamp, in order to re-

pair the wall, which, however, on the west side, was in excellent

condition.

Close to this town I observed the first rimi, or silk-cotton-tree,

which in Bornu Proper is entirely wanting ; and as we proceeded

through the fine open country, numerous species of trees which

are peculiar to Hausa became visible, and seemed to greet me as

old acquaintances. I was heartily glad that I had left the monot-
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onous plains of Bornu once more behind me, and had reached the

more favored and diversified districts of this fine country. Small

channels intersected the country in every direction ; and immense

fishing-baskets were lying in some of them, apparently in order

to catch, the fish which, during the period of the inundation, are

carried down by the river. But the great humidity of this dis-

trict made it swarm with, ants, whose immense and thickly-scat-

tered hills, together with the dum bush, filled out the intermediate

spaces between the larger specimens of the vegetable kingdom.

Having then crossed a tract of denser forest, we entered upon

deep sandy soil, where the kuka became the sole tree, excluding

almost every other kind, with the exception of a few tamarinds,

for whose company, as I have observed, the monkey-bread-tree

seems to have a decided predilection.

Thus we reached Donari, formerly a considerable place of the

Manga, and surrounded with a low rampart of earth, but at pres-

ent greatly reduced, the inhabited quarter occupying only a very

small proportion of the area thus inclosed. But a good many cat-

tle were to be seen, and, lying just in .the shade of the majestic

monkey-bread-trees which, mark the place, afforded a cheerful

sight. This was the residence of the Bornu officer A'dama, who
had accompanied me from Borzari, and who the previous day had

gone on in advance to pass the night here. But having once made

it a rule to encamp in the open country, I preferred the large

though leafless trunk of a kuka at a short distance from the east-

ern gate to a cool shed inside the town; and the heat was by no

means oppressive, a cool wind blowing the whole day.

December 10th. We exchanged the domain ofthe monkey-bread-

tree for that of the dum palm^by giving to our course a north-

westerly direction toward Zurrikulo, the queen of the region of

dum palms and the residence of the hospitable Kashdlla S'aid,*

passing at some distance on our way a comfortable and populous

little place, surrounded with a stockade, and bearing the attractive

name of Kechiduniya, " the sweetness of the world," where a little

market was held, to which people were flocking from all sides,

male and female, with sour milk, ground-nuts, grain, earthen pots,

young cattle, and sheep.

In Zurrikulo I fell into my former route, which I had followed

* His province comprises the following villages : Chando, Giro, Ghasrman, Kel-

lerf, Gabchan, Bilaljawa, Nkibtfda, Lawandi, Dalari, Ken-zeman, Kibi, Grdrna

Dalari.
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in the opposite direction in March, 1851, and, crossing the north-

ern branch of the komadugu, which at present was two feet and

a half deep, and following almost the same road, encamped the

next day in Shech^ri, the first village of the district of Bundi.

CHAPTEK LIV.

THE MOUNTAINOUS TEKRITORY OF MU'lSTIYO', AND ITS GOVERNOR.

December 12th. In Shech^ri I left my former route, which would

have taken me to Bundi and Mashena, and followed a N.N.W.
direction, toward the mountainous province of Muniyo, which be-

fore the time of our expedition was entirely unknown. Passing

through the district of Chej&semo, to which Shecheri belongs,

we entered a forest where the kusulu or magaria,* with its small

berries, was very common, the ground being covered with tall jun-

gle. We then reached the town of Ngarruwa, surrounded with

a clay wall in decay, and here watered our animals. The wells

were ten fathoms deep ; and crowds of boys and girls were busy

drawing water from two other richer wells situated on the north

side of the place. The path was also frequented by numbers of

people who were carrying the harvest into the town, in nets made
from the leaves of the dum palm, and borne on the backs of oxen.

Farther on, forest and cultivated ground alternated ; and leaving

a rocky mound called Miva, which marks the beginning of the

northwestern hilly portion of the Manga country on our right, we
reached, after a good march of altogether about twenty-two miles,

the rich well of Berb&uwa, a small miserable hamlet which lies

at a short distance to the west.

The well, however, which was scarcely a fathom in depth, was

surrounded by six fine wide-spreading tamarind-trees at regular

distances from each other, and afforded quite a pleasant resting-

place. The well is important as a station for travelers, while the

hamlet is so poor that it does not possess a single cow or goat. It

still belongs to the province of the ghaladuna, who about thirty

years ago had a caravan of from sixteen to twenty Arabs exterm-

inated in this neighborhood, when Mukni, the then ruler of Fez-

zan and one of the greatest slave-hunters of the time, penetrated

as far as the Komadugu Waiibe. Sheikh fOmar also, when on his

* See what I have said about this tree in vol. i., p. 404.
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expedition against Zinder, in order to subjugate the rebellious

governor of that town (Ibrahim or Ibram), encamped on this spot.

The temperature of the water of the well was 66°.

On inquiring to-day for the small territory of Auyok or Nki-

zam, the situation as well as the name of which had been errone-

ously given by former travelers, I learned that it is situated be-

tween Khadeja and Gummel, and that it comprises the following

places : Tashina, U'nik, Shagato, Shlbiyay, Belangu, Badda, Ko-

meri, Songolom, Meleb6tiye, and U'marf

.

Monday, December ISth. A band of petty native traders, or dan-

garunfu, who carried their merchandise on their heads, here joined

our party. Their merchandise consisted of cotton, which they

had bought in Diggera, and were carrying to Sulldri, the market

of Muniyo, where cotton is dear. While proceeding onward, we
met another party of native traders from Chelugiwa, laden with

earthenware. In the forest which we then entered, with undula-

ting ground, the karage was the predominant tree. Farther on

the road divided ; and while I took the western one, which led me
to Yamiya, my people, mistaking a sign which some other per-

sons had laid across the path as if made by myself, took the east-

erly one to Chelugiwa, where M£le, the lord of this little estate,

resided, so that it was some time before I was joined by my party.

The well (which, as is generally the case in this district, lies at

the foot of a granite mount, where the moisture collects) in the

afternoon presented an interesting scene, a herd of 120 head of

fine cattle being watered here ; and it was the more interesting,

as the herdsmen were Fellata, or Fulbe, of the tribe of the Hir-

l£ge. The well measured two fathoms in depth ; and the temper-

ature of the water was 80° at 1.20 P.M., while that of the air

was 84°.

Tuesday, December 14^7i. After a march of about six miles

through a fine country, occasionally diversified by a rocky emi-

nence, and adorned here and there by fine tamarind-trees, we
reached Sulldri, a considerable place, consisting of several detached

hamlets, where the most important market in the territory of Mu-
niyo is held every Friday. The place contains about 5000 inhab-

itants, and was enlivened at the time by a considerable herd of

cattle. Millet is grown to a great extent, although dum bush or

ngille, with its obstructing roots, renders a great portion of the

soil unfit for cultivation, and scarcely any cotton at all is raised,

so that this forms an important article of importation. Toward
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the south lies another place, called Deggerari, and to the south-

west a third one, called Dugura. Granitic eminences dotted the

whole country ; but the foggy state of the atmosphere did not al-

low me to distinguish clearly the more distant hills.

Proceeding in a northwesterly direction through this hilly

country, and leaving at a short distance on our right a higher em-

inence, at the western foot of which the village of New Bune is

situated, we descended considerably into a hollow of clayey soil

of a most peculiar character. For all of a sudden an isolated date

palm started up on our right, while on our left the unwonted as-

pect of a tall slender gonda, or Erica Papaya, attracted our atten-

tion, the intermediate ground being occupied by a rich plantation

of cotton. Suddenly a large " sirge" or lake of natron of snowy

whiteness, extending from the foot of the height which towers

over Bune, approached on our right, the rich vegetation which

girded its border, along which the path led, forming a very re-

markable contrast to the barrenness of the " sirge f for the whole

surface of the basin, which did not at present contain a drop of

water, was formed of natron, while people were busy digging

saltpetre, from pits about six feet deep and one foot and a half in

diameter, on its very border. A short distance off, fresh water is

to be found close under the. surface, giving life to the vegetation,

which bears a character so entirely new in this district ; and I gazed

with delight on the rich scenery around, which presented such a

remarkable contrast to the monotonous plains of Bornu. Wide-
spreading tamarind-trees shaded large tracts of ground, while de-

tached date palms, few and far between, raised their feathery fo-

liage like a fan over the surrounding country. The ground was
clothed, besides, with "retem," or broom, and dum bush, with the

Tamarix gallica, or u
tarfa," which I scarcely remember to have seen

in any other spot during the whole of my travels in Negroland.

Ascending from the clayey soil on a sandy bottom, we reached

the western foot of the eminence of Old Bune, which is built in a

recess of the rocky cliffs on the western slope of the mount. But
the village, which has already suffered greatly by the foundation

of New Bune at so short a distance, and which is important only

as the residence of Yeguddi, the eldest son of Muniyoma, had been

almost destroyed some time before by a great conflagration, with

the exception of the clay dwelling of the governor, situated at the

foot of the cliffs. It was just rebuilding—only the dendal, or

principal street, being as yet fit for habitation, while the rest of

the place wore a very cheerless aspect.
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Eeturning, therefore, a few hundred yards in the direction from

whence I had come, I chose my camping-ground on an eminence

at the side of the path, shaded by a majestic tamarind-tree, and af-

fording an open prospect over the characteristic landscape in the

bottom of the irregular vale. Here I spent the whole afternoon

enjoying this pleasant panorama, of which I made a sketch, which

has been represented in the plate opposite. I had now been suf-

fering for the last two months from sore legs, which did not allow

me to rove about at pleasure, otherwise I would gladly have ac-

companied my companion CAH el A'geren on a visit to his friend

Basha Bu-Khalum, a relative of that Bu-Khalum who accompa-

nied Denham and Clapperton. At this time he was residing in

New Bune, where he had lately lost, by another conflagration, al-

most the whole of his property, including eight female slaves, who
were burned to death while fettered in a hut. As conflagrations

are very common all over Negroland, especially in the dry season,

a traveler must be extremely careful in confiding his property to

these frail dwellings, and he would do well to avoid them en-

tirely.

Wednesday», December 15th. A cold northerly wind, which blew

in the morning, made us feel very chilly in our open and elevated

encampment, so that it was rather late when we set out, changing

now our course entirely from a northwesterly into a north-north-

easterly direction. The whole neighborhood was enveloped in a

thick fog. The country, after we had passed the mountain Boro,

which gives its name to the village Borman, became rather mount-

ainous. The path wound along through a succession of irregular

glens and dells, surrounded by several more or less detached rocky

eminences, all of which were clothed with bush. The bottom of

the valleys, which consisted mostly of sand, seemed well adapted

for the cultivation ofsorghum. We passed a large store of grain,

where the people were busy pounding or threshing the harvested

corn.

In many places, however, the ground was intersected by nu-

merous holes of the fenek or Megalotis; and at times clay took the

place of tlie sandy soil. Numerous herds of camels enlivened the

landscape, all ofwhich belonged, not to the present owners of the

cduntry, but to the Tawarek, the friends and companions of the

people of Musa, who had lately made a foray on a grand scale

into this very province.

We encamped at length, after a march of about thirteen miles,
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near the second well of Suwa-Kololluwa, which was two fathoms

in depth, and, unlike the first well, contained a good quantity of

water.

The scenery had nothing very remarkable about it; but it ex-

hibited a cheerful, homely character, surrounded as it was by hills,

and enlivened by herds of camels, horses, and cattle, which toward

evening gathered round the well to be watered ; and the character

of peace and repose which it exhibited induced me to make a

sketch of it.

Among the animals there were some excellent she-camels, which,

as evening advanced, were crying and eagerly looking out for

their young ones, that had been left in the surrounding villages.

The inhabitants, who treated us hospitably, seemed to be tolera-

'

bly well off ; and the feasting in my little encampment continued

almost the whole night long,

Thursday, December 16th. With the greater eagerness we started

early in the merning, in order to reach the capital of this little

hilly countryfwhich forms a very sharp wedge or triangle of con-

siderable length, projecting from the heart of Negroland toward

the border of the desert, and exhibiting fixed settlements and a

tolerably well-arranged government, in contrast to the turbulent

districts of nomadic encampments. Our direction meanwhile re-

mained the same as on the preceding day, being mostly a north-

easterly one. The situation of this province, as laid down from

my route upon the map, seems very remarkable ; but we must

not forget that in ancient times, during the flourishing period of

the empire of Bornu, the whole country between this advanced

spur and Kanem formed populous provinces subjected to the same

government, and that it is only since the middle of the last cen-

tury that, the Berbers or Tawarek having politically separated en-

tirely from the Kanuri, the whole eastern part of these northern

provinces has been laid waste and depopulated, while the energetic

rulers of the province of Muniyo have not only succeeded in de-

fending their little territory, but have even extended it in a cer-

tain degree, encroaching little by little upon the neighboring prov-

ince of Diggera, a tribe of the Tawarek, whom I have mentioned

on a former occasion.*

The country in general preserved the same character as on the

previous day, the narrow vales and glens inclosed by the granitic

eminences being well cultivated, and studded with small hamlets,

* Vol. i., p. 472.
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in some of which the huts approached the architecture usual hi

Kanem. Several troops of natives met us on the road, with pack-

oxen, over the backs of which large baskets were thrown by means
of a sort of network; they were returning from the capital, hav-

ing delivered their quota of the 'ashiir or "kungona maibe." The
system of tax-paying hi these western provinces is very different

from that usual in Bomu Proper, as I shall soon have another op-

portunity of relating.

After a march of about six miles, an isolated date palm an-

nounced a different region, and a little farther on we entered the

valley of Tiingure, running from west to east, and adorned with a

fine plantation of cotton, besides a grove of about two hundred

date palms. Having traversed this valley where the road leads

to Billa M'allem Gargebe, we entered a thicket of mimosas, while

the eminences assumed a rounder shape. The country then be-

came gradually more open, scarcely a single tree being met with,

and we obtained a distant view of Giire, situated at the southern

foot and on the lower slope of a rocky eminence, when we began

to descend considerably along the shelving ground of the expan-

sive plain laid out in stubble-fields, with here and there a few

trees, and intersected by several large and deep ravines.

Having first inspected the site of the town, I chose my camp-

ing-ground in a small recess of the sandy downs which border the
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south side of a concavity or dell surrounding tlie town on this

side, and laid out in small kitchen gardens and cotton plantations,

as shown in the accompanying wood-cut; for, notwithstanding

the entreaties of the governor, I did not like to take up my quar-

ters inside the place.

In the evening I received a visit from Yusuf Mukni, the late

Mr. Kickardson's interpreter, who at present had turned merchant,

and, having sold several articles to Muniyoma, the governor of

the country, had been waiting here three months for payment.

He was very amiable on this occasion, and apparently was not in-

disposed to accompany me to Sokoto, if I had chosen to make
him an offer ; but I knew his character too well, and feared rather

than liked him. He gave me a faithful dbcount of the wealth and

power of Muniyoma, who, he said, was able to bring into the field

1500 horsemen, and from 8000 to 10,000 archers, while his reve-

nues amounted to 30,000,000 of shells, equivalent, according to

the standard of this place, to 10,000 Spanish dollars, besides a

large tribute in corn, equal to the tenth part, or 'askur, which, in

all the provinces of Bornu northwest of the komadugu, in conse-

quence of the governors of these territories having preserved their

independence against the Fulbe or Fellata, belongs to them, and

not to the sovereign lord, who resides in Kukawa. Each full-

grown male inhabitant of the province has to pay annually 1000

shells for himself, and, if lie possess cattle, for every pack-ox 1000

shells more, and for every slave 2000.

I had heard a great deal about the debts of this governor ; but

I learned, on farther inquiry, that they only pressed heavily upon
him this year, when the revenues of his province were greatly re-

duced by the inroad of the Tawarek, of which 1 have sj)oken be-

fore. As a specimen of his style of life, I may mention that he
had recently bought a horse of Tarkiye breed for 700,000 shells,

a very high price in this country, equal to about £50 sterling.

Friday, December 17th. Having got ready my presents for the

governor, I went to pay him a visit
;
and, while waiting in the

inner court-yard, I had sufficient leisure to admire the solid and

well-ornamented style of building which his palace exhibited, and

which almost cast into the shade the frail architectural monuments
of the capital. I was then conducted into a stately but rather

sombre audience-hall, where the governor was sitting on a divan

of clay, clad in a blue bernus, and surrounded by a great number
of people whom curiosity had brought thither. Having exchanged
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with him the usual compliments, I told him that, as Mr. Kichard-

son had paid him a visit on his first arrival in the country, and

on his way from the north to Kukawa, it had also been my desire,

before leaving Bornu for the western tribes, to pay my respects to

him as the most noble, powerful, and intelligent governor of the

country, it being our earnest wish to be on friendly terms with all

the princes of the earth, more especially with those so remarkably

distinguished as was his family. He received my address with

great kindness, and appeared much flattered by it.

The number of people present on this occasion was so great

that I did not enter into closer conversation with the governor,

• the darkness of the place not allowing me to distinguish his fea-

.

tures. I had, however," a better opportunity of observing his al-

most European cast of countenance when I paid him another visit

in order to satisfy his curiosity by firing my six-barreled revolver

before his eyes. On this occasion he did me the honor of putting

on the white helali bernus which had constituted the chief attrac-

tion of my present, and which he esteemed very highly, as most

noble people do in this country, while the common chief values

more highly a dress of showy colors. The white half-silk bernus

looked very well, especially as he wore underneath it a red cloth

kaftan.

The real name of the governor is Koso, Muniyoma being, as I

have stated on a former occasion,* nothing but a general title,

meaning the governor of Muniyo, which, in the old division of

the vast empire of B6rnu, formed part of the Yen. In the pres-

ent reduced state of the kingdom of Bornu, he was the most pow-
erful and respectable of the governors, and by his personal dig-

nity had more the appearance of a prince than almost any other

chief whom I saw in Negroland. Besides making himself respect-

ed by his intelligence and just conduct, he has succeeded in spread-

ing a sort of mystery round his daily life, which enhanced his au-

thority. The people assured me that nobody ever saw him eat-

ing
;
but, as far as I had an opportunity of observing, even his

family harbored that jealousy and want of confidence which un-
dermines the well-being of so many princely households based on
polygamy.

Koso at that time was a man of about sixty years of age, and,

unfortunately, died shortly afterward, in the year 1854. He had
displayed a great deal of energy on several occasions. It was he

* See vol. i., p. 555, note.
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who had transferred the seat of government of this province from

Bune to Gure, having conquered (or probably only reconquered)

this territory from the Diggera, the Tawarek tribe formerly scat-

tered over a great part of Hausa. But, notwithstanding his own
energetic character, he had manifested his faithfulness to his sov-

ereign lord in Kukawa at the time of the inroad of the Waday
when Serld Ibram, the governor of Zinder, not only declared him-

self independent, but even demanded homage from the neighbor-

ing vassals of the Bornu empire, and, when such was denied him,

marched against Muniyoma, but was beaten near the town of

Wushek. Such faithful adherence to the new dynasty of the

Kanemiyin in Kukawa is the more remarkable in this man, as the

ruling family of Muniyoma seems to have been of ancient stand-

ing, and it was an ancestor of Koso, of the name of S^rriyo, who
once conquered the strong town of Daura, the most ancient of the

Hausa states.

But, notwithstanding the more noble disposition which certainly

distinguished this man from most of his colleagues, here also the

misery connected with the horrors of slave-hunting and the slave-

trade was very palpable
;

for, in order to be enabled to pay his

debts, he was just then about to undertake a foray against one of

the towns of the Diggera, the inhabitants ofwhich had behaved in

a friendly manner toward the Tawarek during their recent in-

road, and he begged me very urgently to stay until his return

from the foray. But as I did not want any thing from him, and

as the road before me was a long one, I preferred pursuing my
journey, taking care, however, to obtain information from him,

and from the principal men in his company, respecting those lo-

calities of the province which most deserved my attention..

Koso departed, with his troop in several small detachments,

about noon on the 18th, the signal for starting not being made

with a drum, as is usual in Bornu, but with an iron instrument

which dates from the old pagan times, and not unlike that of the

Musgu. It was also very characteristic that during his absence

the lieutenant governorship was exercised by the magira, or the

mother of the governor, who was said to have ruled on former

occasions in a very energetic manner, p-iioishing all the inhabi-

tants capable of bearing arms who had remained behind. Before

setting out, however, on his foray, the governor sent me a camel

as a present, which, although it was not a first-rate one, and was

knocked up before I reached Katsena, nevertheless proved of
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some use for a few days. I presume that it had been his inten-

tion to have given me a better animal, and that his design had

only been frustrated by some selfish people. He had expressed a

wish to purchase from me a pair of Arab pistols
;
but, although I

possessed three beautifully-ornamented pairs, I wanted them my-

self as presents for other chiefs on my farther march, and there-

fore could not gratify his wish. During my stay here he treated

me very hospitably, sending me, besides numerous dishes of pre-

pared food, two fat sheep as a present.

Gure, the present residence of Miiaiy6ma, lies on the southern

slope of a rocky eminence, and is separated by irregular ground

into several detached portions, containing altogether a popula-

tion of about 8000 inhabitants. In former years it was more

spacious, and its circumference had only been lessened a short

time before my arrival, in order to insure a greater security. But

it is only surrounded with a single, and in some places a double

fence or stockade, the southwestern corner, which is most exposed

to an attack, being protected in a curious way by a labyrinth of

fences, including a number of cotton-grounds and kitchen-gar-

dens.* But although in this manner the town is only very in-

sufficiently protected against a serious attack, the inhabitants have

the advantage of the rocky cone rising over their heads, where
they might certainly retire in such a case.

Sundayr

,
December 19th. I left Gure, continuing my march toward

Zinder, not along the most direct road, but with the intention of

* I here give a list of the towns and more important villages belonging to the

province of Muniyd : Gure, the present capital, conquered from the Di'ggera by Kdso,

the present governor
;
Bune, the old capital ; New Bune

;
Sulleri, the chief market-

place ; Wushek ;
Gabana; Sangaya; Meza; Gertegend; Mazamm; Mastata; Kete-

no; Kizammana; Dellakdri; Bdbit, W. of Old Bune ; Bfrni-n-Gammachak or Chd-
chega, the oldest possession of the Muniydmas

; G£bu, inhabited besides by Manga,
also by Kanuri and Fulbe ; Bratawa ; Kdlori ; two places called Gediyd ; Kabara

:

Fasu; Chagamo; Meren; Ngamaii; Berderi; Wddo; Dude'merf; Yebal; De-
nkwa

j
Kalaliwa ; Chando ; Wurme ; Masoda ; Fusam ghana ; Bermarili ; three

places called Kadale'bbuwa ; two places Maja
;
Changa, with a market every Wed-

nesday; Hogdman; Gmuwa; Umdraii; Maiganan; Falam; three places Koldl-
luwa; Donari; Gaso; Onjol; Wonji; Aladari; Greman; U'duwa; Koigdam:
Bi'tuwa; Kiirerf; Wdriram; Shdddiga; Ngamda; Boggosuwa; Sh£; BnCda:
Garekkhi; Madanl; Gergeriw&; Sassudari ; Gasaba*

;
Maya; Lesson; Shift;

Aiira; Ganakta; Maye; Kelle; Aidambd; Feram; Hugaddbbuwa ; two places
Felladan; Yemmen; Dugeri; Bugu; Ngdliwa; Te'rmuwa; Gurdguda; U'rowa;
Garruwa; Farram; Hosomawaro; SMshuwa; Kangarruwa; Bdbot; M'allem
Madon; Daiirduwa; Denguwa; Gujambo; Wanmi; Gajemmi; Inydm; Tse'r-

ruwa; M'allemn; Karbo; Ariwaul; Di'ni, and others.
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visiting those localities which were likely to present the most in-

teresting features. I therefore kept first in a westerly direction,

passing through a mountainous district, and farther on through

more open country, with the purpose of visiting Wiishek, a place

which had been mentioned to me as peculiarly interesting. The
situation of the place has something (as the plate a few pages far-

ther on, as well as the woodcut, will show) very peculiar about it

—a mixture of fertility and aridity, of cultivation and desolation,

of industry and neglect, being situated at some distance from the

foot of a mountain range, and separated from it by a barren tract,

while on the side itself the moisture percolates in several small

dells and hollows ; and thus, besides a good crop of wheat, several

small groves of date-trees are produced. The largest of these

groves, skirting the east side of the town, contains about 800 trees,

while a little farther east another dell winds along, containing

about 200 palms, and, joining the former to the north of the vil-

lage, widens to a more open ground richly overgrown with tama-

rind-trees, which are entwined with creepers and clad with herb-

age. This grove, which encompasses the whole of the north side

of the place, exhibits a very pleasant aspect. Several ponds are

formed here, and abundance of water is found in holes from a foot

to two feet in depth.

Going round this depression, I entered the town from the

northeast quarter, and here found a large open space laid out in

fields of wheat, kitchen gardens, with onions, and cotton-grounds,

all in different stages of cultivation : most of the beds where wheat

was grown were just being laid out, the clods of dry earth being

broken and the ground irrigated, while in other places the green

stalks of the crop were already shooting forth. The onions were

very closely packed together. Every where the fertilizing ele-

ment was close at hand, and palm-trees were shooting up in sev-

eral detached clusters ; but large mounds of rubbish prevented my
taking a comprehensive view over the whole, and the more so as

the village is separated into four detached portions lying at a con-

siderable distance from each other, and forming altogether a cir-

cumference of about three miles, with a population of from 8000

to 9000 inhabitants. But the whole is merely surrounded by a

light fence. The principal cluster, or hamlet, surrounds a small

eminence, on the top of which stands the house of the head man
or mayor, built of clay, and having quite a commanding position,

while at the northeastern foot of the hill a very picturesque date
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1. Principal hamlet surrounding the dwelling of the billama, which is situated on an eminence.

2. Several smaller clusters of huts. 3, 4. Shallow vales with palm-trees.

5. Small depressions or cavities in the sandy soil, also with palm-trees.

6. Another group of palm-tree3 on the border of a small brook formed by a source of living water.

grove spreads out in a hollow. The ground being uneven, the

dwellings, like those in Giire, are mostly situated in hollows, and

the court-yards present a new and characteristic feature
;

for, al-

though the cottages themselves are built of reed and stalks of

Negro corn, the corn-stacks, far from presenting that light and

perishable appearance which they exhibit all over Hausa, ap-

proach closely that solid style of building which we have ob-

served in the Miisgu country, being built of clay, and rising to the

height of ten feet.

Wushek is the principal place for the cultivation of wheat in

the whole western part of Bornu ; and if there had been a market

that day, it would have been most profitable for me to have pro-

vided myself here with this article, wheat being very essential for

me, as I had only free servants at my disposal, who would by no

means undertake the pounding and preparing of the native corn,

while a preparation of wheat, such as mohamsa, can be always

kept ready ; but the market of Wushek is only held every Wed-
nesday. In the whole of this country, one hundred shells, or

kungona, which are estimated equal to one gabaga, form the stand-

ard currency in the market ; and it is remarkable that this sum is

t
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not designated by the Kanuri word "mfye" or u
y<Sro,"* nor with

the common Hausa word " darf," but by the name " zango," which

is used only in the western parts of Hausa and in Sokoto.

I had pitched my tent near the southeastern hamlet, which is

the smallest of the four, close to the spot where I had entered the

place, not being aware of its extent, and from here I made, in the

afternoon, a sketch of the mountain range toward the south, and

the dry shelving level bordered by the strip of green verdure with

the palm-trees in the foreground, which is represented in the plate

opposite. In the evening I was hospitably regaled by each of

the two billama who govern the town, and I had the satisfaction

of making a " tailor to his majesty Muniyoma," who was residing

here, very happy by the present of a few large darning-needles for

sewing the Kbbedi or wadded dress for the soldiers.

Monday, December 20th. On leaving Wushek, we directed our

course by the spur of the mountain chain to the south-southwest,

crossing several hollows, one of which presented a very luxuriant

cotton-ground carefully fenced in by the euphorbiacea, here called

magara, which I have described on a former occasion. The coun-

try in general consisted of a broken sandy level clothed with tall

reeds. Leaving, then, a small village of the name of G6dij6 in a

recess of the mountains, we entered an undulating plain, the prairie

of Nogo, open toward the west, but bounded on the east by an

amphitheatre of low hills, and densely clothed with herbage and

broom, to which succeeded underwood of small mimosas, and far-

ther on, when we approached the hills on the other side of the

plain, large clusters of " abisga," or Capparis sodata. Only here

and there traces of cultivation were to be seen. The sun was

very powerful ; and as we marched during the hottest hours of

the day, I felt very unwell, and was obliged to sit down for a

while.

After having traversed the plain, we again had the mountain

'

chain on our left ; and in a recess or amphitheatre which is formed

by the eminences, we obtained a sight of Gabata, the old residence

of the Muniyoma, but at present exhibiting nothing but a heap

of unsightly ruins, encompassed toward the road side by a wall

built of different kinds of stone, but at present entirely in decay
,

while in the very angle of the recess at the foot of the mountains

a stone dwelling is seen, where it was the custom, in olden times,

* The Kanuri, in order to exjlress "one hundred," have relinquished the expres-

sion of their native idiom, and generally make use of the Arab term "miye." «
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for every ruler of the country, upon his accession to the throne,

to remain in retirement for seven days. It had been my intention

to visit this spot j but the present governor had urgently request-

ed me to abstain from such a profane undertaking, the place be-

ing, as he said, haunted by spirits ; and my sudden indisposition

prevented me from accomplishing my design. The natives say

that there are caves leading from the stone dwelling into the rock.

Our left being bordered by the mountain slope, which is beau-

tifully varied, and having on our right a fine grove of magnificent

trees and cultivated fields, we reached, at three o'clock in the aft-

ernoon, the well situated in the recess of the mountains, but had

great difficulty in choosing a spot tolerably free from ants. Here

I felt so weak that I did not care either about the ruins of Gabata

or any thing else but the most profound repose.

Tuesday, December 21sL The night was very cold and disagree-

able, a heavy northeasterly gale not only bringing cold, but like-

wise covering us with clouds of the feathery prickle Pennisetum

distichum, and we started in a condition any thing but cheerful.

The mountain chain on our left now receded, and the country ex-

hibited a rich abundance of timber and herbage, the forest being

agreeably broken by a large extent of stubble-fields where millet

and beans were grown ; and distinguished among the cultivated

grounds by the appearance of a certain degree of industry were
the fields of Oh^gchega or Gammachak, the oldest estate of the

family of Miiniyoma, which we had on our left* In the inter-

. vening tracts of forest the um-el-barka or k£go {Mimosa Nilotica)

was very common, but it was at present leafless. Granite pro-

trudes now and then ; and farther on the whole country became
clothed with retem or broom.

Close to the village of Baratawa we crossed a narrow but beau-
tiful and regular vale, adorned with the finest tamarind-trees I

ever saw, which were not only developing their domelike umbra-
geous crowns in fall splendor, but which were the more beautiful

as the fruit was just beginning to ripen. Close to the well a group
of slender dum palms were starting forth, with their light fanlike

foliage, in singular contrast to the domelike crowns of dark green
foliage which adorned the tamarind-trees. This beautiful tree

farther on also remained the greatest ornament to the landscape

;

but, besides this, the komor or baure also, and other species, Were

* I am a little uncertain, at present, whether 8iis is the old residence, or the
• Gammazak nearWiishek.



observed, and the fan palm was to be seen here and there. Cattle

and camels enlivened the country, which presented the appear-

ance of one vast field, and was dotted with numerous corn-stacks.

I had entertained the hope of being able this day to reach the

natron lake of Keleno ; but I convinced myself that the distance

was too great, and, although I reached the first hamlet, which

bears the name of Keleno, I was obliged to encamp without being

able to reach the lake. There had been in former times a large

place of the same name hereabout ; but the inhabitants had dis-

persed, and settled in small detached hamlets. Close to our en-

campment there was a pond of small size, but of considerable

depth, which seemed never to dry up. It was densely overgrown

with tall papyrus and mel6s. The core of the root of this rush

was used by my young Shuwa companion to allay his hunger,

but did not seem to me to be very palatable
;
and, fortunately, it

was not necessary to have recourse to such food, as we were treat-

ed hospitably by the inhabitants of the hamlet. The baure, or, as

they are here called, komor, have generally a very stunted and

extremely poor appearance in this district, and nothing at all like

that magnificent specimen which I had seen on my first approach

to Sudan, in the valley of Boghel.

Wednesday, December 22d. The night was very cold, in fact, one

of the coldest which I experienced on my whole journey, the ther-

mometer being only 8° above freezing point ; but nevertheless,

there being no wind, the cold was less sensibly felt, and my serv-

ants were of opinion that it had been much colder the day before,

when the thermometer indicated 22° more.

As the natron lake did not lie in my direct route, I sent the

greater part of my people, together with the camels, straight on

to Badamuni, while I took only my two body-guards, the Gratroni

and the Shuwa, with me. The country presented the same ap-

pearance as on the previous day ; but there was less cultivation,

and the dum palm gradually became predominant. In one place

there were two isolated del£b palms. Several specimens of the

Kajilia were also observed. The level was broken by numerous

hollows, the bottom being mostly covered with rank grass, and

now and then even containing water. In front of us, three de-

tached eminences stretched out into the plain from north to south,

the natron lake being situated at the western foot of the central

eminence, not far from a village called Magajiri. When we had

passed this village, which was full of natron, stored up partly in
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large piles, partly sewn into "takrufa," or matting coverings, we

obtained a view of the natron lake, lying before us in the hollow

at the foot of the rocky eminence, with its snow-white surface girt

all round by a green border of luxuriant vegetation. The sky

was far from clear, as is very often the case at this season ; and a

high wind raised clouds of dust upon the surface of the lake.

The border of vegetation was formed by well-kept cotton-

grounds, which were just in flower, and by kitchen gardens, where

deraba or Gorchorus olitorius was grown, the cultivated ground

being broken by dum bush and rank grass. Crossing this ver-

dant 'and fertile strip, we reached the real natron lake, when we

hesitated some time whether or not we should venture upon its

surface ; for the crust of natron was scarcely an inch thick, the

whole of the ground underneath consisting of black boggy soil,

from which the substance separates continually afresh. However,

I learned that, while the efflorescence at present consisted of only

small bits or crumbled masses, during the time of the biggela, that

is to say, at the end of the rainy season, larger pieces are obtained

here, though not to be compared with those found in Lake Tsad

—the kind of natron which is procured here being called "bok-

tor," while the other quality is called "kilbu tsarafu." A large

provision of natron, consisting of from twenty to twenty-five piles

about ten yards in diameter, and four in height, protected by a

layer of reeds, was stored up at the northern end of the lake.

The whole circumference of the basin, which is called "abge" by

the inhabitants, was one mile and a half.

I here changed my course in order to join my people, who had

gone on straight to Badamuni. The country at first was agreea-

bly diversified and undulating, the irregular vales being adorned

with dum palms and fig-trees ; and cultivation was seen to a great

extent, belonging to villages of the territory of Gushi,* which we
left on one side. Presently the country became more open, and

suddenly I saw before me a small blue lake, bounded toward the

east by an eminence of considerable altitude, and toward the north

by a rising ground, on the slope of which a place of considerable

extent was stretching out.

Coming from the monotonous country of Bornu, the interest of

this locality was greatly enhanced
; and the nearer I approached,

* This territory comprises the following villages : Farilkaia, Gorebf, Matara*wa,

Tsamaiku, Kachdbare, Yaka, and Bada. The greater part of the inhabitants al-

ready belong to the Hausa race, or, as the Kantfri say, " A'fumi."
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the more peculiar did its features appear to me; for I now discov-

ered that the lake, or rather the two lakes, were girt all round by
the freshest border of such a variety of vegetation as is rarely seen

in this region of Negroland.

We had some difficulty in joining our camels and people, who
had pursued the direct road from Kel&io

;
for, having appointed

as the spot where we were to meet the northeastern corner of the

town of Gadabuni, or Badamuni, toward the lake, we found that

it would be extremely difficult for them to get there, and we there-

fore had to ride backward and forward before we fixed upon a

place for otir encampment, at the western end of this small luxu-

riant oasis. On this occasion I obtained only a faint idea of the

richness and peculiarity of this locality; but on the following

morning I made a more complete survey of the whole place, as

well as my isolated situation and the means at my disposal

would allow, the result of which is represented in the following

woodcut.

The whole of the place forms a kind of shallow vale, stretching

out in a westeasterly direction, and surrounded on the west, north,

and south sides by hills rising from 100 to 200 feet, but bordered

toward the east by Mount Shedika, which rises to about 500 or

600 feet above the general level of the country. In this vale wa-

ter is found gushing out from the ground in rich, copious springs,

and feeds two lakes after irrigating a considerable extent of cul-

tivated ground, where, besides sorghum and millet, cotton, pepper,

indigo, and onions are grown. These lakes are united by a nar-

• row channel thickly overgrown with the tallest reeds, but, not-

withstanding their junction, are quite of a different nature, the

westernmost containing fresh water, while that of the eastern lake

is quite brackish, and full of natron. It seems to be a peculiar

feature in this region that all the chains of hills and mountains

stretch from northeast to southwest, this being also the direction

of the lakes.

The chief part of the village itself lies on the northwest side of

the plantation, on the sloping ground of the downs, while a small-

er hamlet borders the gardens on the southwest side. The plan-

tations are very carefully fenced, principally with the bush called

magara, which I have mentioned on former occasions; and besides

kuka or monkey-bread-trees, and korna, or nebek, a few date

palms contributed greatly to enliven the scenery. The monkey-

bread-trees, however, were all of small size, and of remarkably

Yol. III.—
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1. Kichest source at the southwestern border of the plantation.
2. Open square in the village, adorned with a luxuriant M kari'ige"-tree.

8. Another rich source in the northern vale. 4. Market-place.

slender growth, such as I had not before observed, while the pub-

lic place or " fage" of the smaller village was adorned by a karage-

tree of so rich a growth that it even surpassed, if not in height, at

least in the exuberance of its foliage, the finest trees of this species

which I had seen in the Musgu country.

I began my survey of this interesting locality on the south side,
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following first the narrow path which separates the southern vil-

lage from the plantation, and visiting again the principal source,

the richVolume of which, gushing along between the hedges, had

already excited my surprise and delight the previous day.

.This lower village can not be very healthy, both on account of

its exuberant vegetation, and the quantity of water in which the

neighborhood abounds ; but its situation is extremely pleasant to

the eye. Keeping, then, close along the southern border of the

plantation, I reached the eastern edge of the western lake, which

is thickly overgrown with papyrus .and melds, while, in the* nar-

row space left between the plantation and the lake, the baure and

the gawasii are the common trees.
'

The presence of the latter at this spot seems very remarkable,

as this tree, in general, is looked for in vain in this whole region;

and I scarcely remember to have seen it again before reaching the

village, a few miles to the northeast of Wurno, which has thence

received its name.

The papyrus covers the whole shore at the point ofjunction of

the two lakes, while in the water itself, where it first becomes

brackish, another kind of weed was seen, called "kumba," the core

of which is likewise eaten by the greater part of the poorer in-

habitants, and is more esteemed than the meles. It was highly

interesting to me to observe that my young Shuwa companion,

who was brought up on the shores of the Tsad, immediately rec-

ognized, from the species of reeds, the nature of the water on the

border of which they grew, as this mixed character of brackish

and sweet water is, exactly in the same manner, peculiar to the

outlying smaller basins of that great Central African lagoon.*

I found the junction of the two lakes from sixty-five to seventy

yards broad, and at present fordable, the water being four feet and

a half in depth. The difference in the appearance of the natron

lake from that exhibited by the fresh-water basin was remark-

able in the extreme, the water of the one being of a dark blue

color, and presenting quite a smooth surface, while that of the

other resembled the dark green color of the sea, and, agitated by

the strong gale, broke splashing and foaming on the shore in

mighty billows, so that my two companions, the Shuwa lad and

the Hausa boy, whom I had taken with me on this excursion,

were quite in ecstasy, having never before witnessed such a spec-

tacle. It would have been a fine spot for a water-party. The

* See what I have said on this subject, vol. ii., p. 64.
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surrounding landscape, with Mount Shedika in the east, was ex-

tremely inviting, although the weather was not very clear, and

had been exceedingly foggy in the morning. But there Vas nei-

ther boat nor canoe, although the lake is of considerable depth,

and is said always to preserve about the same level
;

for, accord-

ing to the superstition of the inhabitants, its waters are inhabited

by demons, and no one would dare to expose himself to their

pranks, either by swimming or in a boat.

The brackish quality of the water arises entirely from the na-

ture of the soil. In the centre it seems to be decidedly of such a

quality ; but I found that near the border, which is greatly in-

dented^ the nature of the water in the different creeks was very

varying. In one it was fresh, while in a neighboring one it was

not at all drinkable
;

but, nevertheless, even here there were

sometimes wells of the sweetest water quite close to the border.

Swarms of water-fowl, of the species called " garmaka" by the

Hausa people, and "gubori" by the Kanuri, together with the

black rejijia and the small sanderling, enlivened the water's edge,

where it presented a sandy beach.

A little farther on, the mel£s and kumba were succeeded by the

tall bulrush called " bus," while beyond the northeasterly border

of the lake an isolated date palm adorned the scenery, which ,
in

other respects entirely resembled the shores of the sea, a rich pro-

fusion of sea-weed being carried to the bank by the billows.

Then succeeded a cotton plantation, which evidently was indebt-

ed for its existence to a small brook formed by another source

of fresh water which joins the lake from this side. From the

end of this plantation, where the natron lake attains its greatest

breadth of about a mile and a half, I kept along the bank in a

southwesterly direction, till I again reached the narrow junction

between the two lakes. Here the shore became very difficult to

traverse, on account of an outlying branch of the plantation close-

ly bordering the lake, and I had again to ascend the downs from

whence I had enjoyed the view of this beautiful panorama on the

previous day. I thus re-entered the principal village from the

northeast side; and while keeping along the upper road, which

intersects the market-place, I saw with delight that the town is

bounded on the north side also by a narrow but very rich vale,

meandering along and clad with a profusion of vegetation ; and I

here observed another spring, which broke forth with almost as

powerful a stream as that near the southern quarter, and was en-
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livened by a number of women busily employed in fetching their

supply of water.

The market-place is formed of about thirty sheds or stalls ; and

there is a. good deal of weaving to be observed in the place, its

whole appearance exhibiting signs of industry. I could not, how-

ever, obtain a sheep, or even as much as a fowl, so that our even-

ing's repast was rather poor ; and a very cold easterly wind blow-

ing direct into the door of my tent, which I had opened toward

Mount Shedika in order to enjoy the pleasant prospect of the

lakes and the plantation, rendered it still more cheerless. The

whole of the inhabitants belong to the Hausa race, and the gov-

ernor himself is of that nation.* He is in a certain degree de-

pendent on the governor of Zmder, and not directly on the sheikh

;

and he was treated in the most degrading manner by my trooper,

although the latter was a mere attendant of A'dama, the governor

of Donari.

Friday, December 2ith. I made an interesting day's march to

Mirriya, another locality of the province Demagherim, greatly fa-

vored by nature. The first part of our road was rather hilly, or

even mountainous, a promontory of considerable elevation jutting

out into the more open country from S.B., and forming in the

whole district a well-marked boundary. The village Handara,

which lies at the foot of a higher mountain bearing the same

name, and which we reached after a march of about two miles,

was most charmingly situated, spreading out in several straggling

groups on the slopes of the hills, and exhibiting a far greater ap-

pearance of prosperity than Badamiuii. It was highly interesting

to take a peep on horseback at the busy scenes which the court-

yards exhibited. Poultry was here in great abundance.

While descending from the village, we crossed a beautiful ra-

vine enlivened by a spring, and adorned by a few detached groups

of date and deleb palms spreading their feathery foliage by the

side of the dum palms. Leaving then a cotton plantation, stretch-

ing out where the ravine widened, we ascended the higher ground,

our route lying now through cultivated ground, at other times

through forest
;
and, after a march of about fourteen miles, we

crossed a kind of shallow vale, richly adorned with vegetation,

and bordered toward the north by sandy downs, over which lies

* The territory under his command comprises, besides Badamuni, four villages,

nil situated toward the north, their names being as follows : Jishwa, Koikam, Zer-

md, and Jigaw.
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the direct route to Zinder. A little lower down this valley we

passed a small village called Potoro, distinguished by the extent

of its cotton plantations. Along the lower grounds a few date-

trees form a beautiful fringe to this little oasis
;
here, also, springs

seemed to be plentiful, and large ponds of water were formed.

Four miles beyond this place we reached the wall of the town

of Mirriya, which was beautifully adorned with large tamarind-

trees. This tawn had been once a large place, and the capital of

the whole western province of Bornu. But when the town of

Zinder was founded, about twenty-five years previously, by Sli-

man, the father of the present governor Ibram, Mfrriya bqgan to

decline, and the chief of this territory fell into a certain degree of

dependence upon the governor of Zinder. At the north side of

the town there is an extensive district cultivated with cotton and

wheat, and irrigated likewise by springs which ooze forth from

the sandy downs ; besides a few date-trees, a group of slender,

feathery-leaved gonda overshadowed the plantation, and gave it

an uncommonly attractive character. Having proceeded in ad-

vance of my camels, which had followed for some time another

path, I had to wait till long after sunset before they came up, and,

while resting in the open air, received a visit from the governor

of the town, who, in true Hausa fashion, arrived well dressed and

mounted, with a numerous train of men on horseback and on foot,

singing men, and musicians.

Saturday, December 25th. This was to be the day of my arrival

in Zinder, an important station for me, as I had here to wait for

new supplies, without which I could scarcely hope to penetrate

any great distance westward.

The country was more open than it had been the preceding

day, and the larger or smaller eminences were entirely isolated,

with the exception of those near Zinder, which formed more reg-

ular chains. The ground consisted mostly of coarse sand and

gravel, the rocks being entirely of sandstone, and intersected by
numerous small water-courses, at present dry. This being the na-

ture of the ground, the district was not very populous ; but we
passed some villages which seemed to be tolerably well off, as

they had cattle and poultry.

Pursuing our northwesterly direction, we reached the town of

Zinder after a march of about nine miles and a half, and, wind-

.

ing round the south side of the town, which is surrounded by a

low rampart of earth and a small ditch, entered it from the west.
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Passing then by the house of the sherif el Fasi, the agent of the

vizier of Bornu, we reached the quarters which had been assigned

to us, and which consisted of two clay rooms. Here I was en-

abled to deposit all my property in security, no place in the whole

of Sudan being so ill famed, on account of the numerous confla-

grations to which it is subjected, as Zinder.

The situation of Zinder is peculiar and interesting. A large

mass of rock starts forth from the area of the town on the west

side, while others are scattered in ridges round about the town, so

that a rich supply of water collects at a short depth below the sur-

face, fertilizing a good number of tobacco-fields, and giving to the

vegetation around a richer character. This is enhanced especially

by several groups of date palms, while a number of hamlets, or

zango, belonging to the Tawarek chiefs who command the salt-

trade, and especially one which belongs to Lusu, and another to

A'nnur, add greatly to the interest of the place. The larger plan-

tation
r
which the sherif el Fasi, the agent of the vizier of Bornu,

had recently begun to the south of the town, although very prom-

ising, and full of vegetables difficult to procure in this country, was

too young to contribute any thing to the general character of the

place. It was entirely wanting in larger trees, and had only a sin-

gle palm-tree and a lime. I am afraid, after the revolution of De-

cember, 1853, which caused the death of that noble Arab, who was

one of the more distinguished specimens of his nation, it has re-

turned to the desolate state from which he called it forth.

The accompanying ground-plan of the town and its environs

will, I hope, convey some idea of its peculiar character ; but it can

give not the faintest notion of the bustle and traffic which concen-

trate in this place, however limited they may be when compared

with those of European cities. Besides some indigo-dyeing, there

is scarcely any industry in Zinder
;
yet its commercial importance

has of late become so great that it may with some propriety be
called " the Gate of Sudan." But, of course, its importance is only

based on the power of the kingdom of Bornu, which it serves to

connect more directly with the north, along the western route by
way of Ghat and Ghadames, which has the great advantage over

the eastern or Fe2zan route that even smaller caravans can proceed

along it with some degree of security, that other route having be-

come extremely unsafe. It was then the most busy time for the

inhabitants, the salt-caravan of the K^l-owf having arrived some

time previously, and all the hamlets situated around the town
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1, Residence of governor, inclosed by matting-work.
2. House of sherif el F. si. 3. Market-place. 4. My own quarters.
5. Quarters built for the accommodation of strangers.
0. u S:inia," or plantation, belonging to the sherif el Fnsi.

7. Hamlet, " zango," belonging to A'nnur, the chief of the Kel-owi.
8. u Zango" belonging to Lusu, the chief of the Kel-azaneres.
9. " Zango" belonging to some other chiefs among the Tawurek.

being full of these desert traders, who during their leisure hours

endeavored to make themselves as merry as possible with music

and dancing. This gave me an opportunity of seeing again my
friend, the old chief of Tintellust, who, however, in consequence

of the measures adopted toward him by Mr. Eicharclson, behaved

rather coolly toward me, although I did not fail to make him a

small present.

Being most anxious to complete my scientific labors and re-

searches in regard to Bornu, and to send home as much of my
journal as possible, in order not to expose it to any risk, I staid

most of the time in my quarters, which I had comfortably fitted

up with a good supply of " sfggedf ' or coarse reed mats, taking

only now and then, in the afternoon, a ride on horseback either

round the town or into the large well-wooded valley which stretch-

es along from N.W. to S.E., at some distance from the town, to
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the RE. Once I took a longer ride, to a village about eight

miles S.S.E., situated on an eminence with, a vale at its foot,

fringed with dum palms and rich in saltpetre.

On the 20th of January, 1853, 1 received from the hands of the

Arab Mohammed el 'Akenit, whom I have had occasion to men-

tion previo^ly,"* a valuable consignment, consisting of one thou-

sand dollars in specie,f which were packed very cleverly in two

boxes of sugar, so that scarcely any body became aware that I had

received money, and the messenger seemed well deserving of a

present equal to his stipulated salary ; but I received no letters

on this occasion. I had also expected to be able to replace here

such of my instruments as had been spoiled or broken by new
ones ; but I was entirely disappointed in this respect, and hence,

in my farther journey, my observations regarding elevation and

temperature are rather defective.

I then finished my purchases, amounting altogether to the value

of 775,000 kurcli, of all sorts of articles which I expected would

be useful on my farther proceedings, such as red common ber-

nuses, white turbans, looking-glasses, cloves, razors, chaplets, and

a number of other things, for which I had at the time the best op-

portunity of purchasing, as all Arab and European merchandise,

after the arrival of the kaflfala, was rather cheap. Thus I pre-

pared for my setting out for the west ; for although I would glad-

ly have waited a few days longer, in order to receive the other

parcel, consisting of a box with English ironware and four hund-

red dollars, which was on the road for me by way of Kukawa, and

which, as I have stated before, had been intrusted, in Fezzan, to a

Tebu merchant, it was too essential for the success of my enter-

prise that I should arrive in Katsena before the Goberawa set out

on a warlike expedition against that province, for which they were
then preparing on a grand scale. It was thus that the parcel

above-mentioned, which, in conformity with my arrangements, was
sent after me to Zmder by the vizier, and which arrived only a

few days after I had left that place, remained there in the hands

of the sherif el Easi, and, on his being assassinated in the revolu-

tion of 1854, and his house plundered, fell into the hands of the

slaves of the usurper rAbcl e' Eahman.

* See vol. i., p. 166.

t Unfortunately, they were not all Spanish or Mexican dollars ; but there were

among the number forty pieces of five francs, and more than one hundred Turkish

mejidiye.
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CHAPTEE LV.

DEPARTURE FROM Zl'NDER.—THE BORDER REGION BETWEEN THE

BO'rNU AND THE FULFU'LDE EMPIRES.—SECOND STAY IN EA'-

TSENA.

Sunday, January 30th, 1853. I left the capital of the western-

most province of the Bornu empire in the best spirits, having at

length succeeded, during my prolonged stay there, in getting rid

of the disease in my feet, which had annoyed me ever since my
return from Bagirmi to Kukawa. I had, moreover, strengthened

my little caravan by two very excellent camels, which I had

bought here ; and I was now provided with a sufficient supply of

money, stores, and presents, the total value ofwhich exceeded two

thousand dollars, and which seemed to guarantee success to my
undertaking, at least in a pecuniary point of view, and gave me
confidence once more to try my fortune with the Fulbe, my first

dealings with whom had not been very promising. However, the

road before me was any thing but safe, as I had again to traverse

with my valuable property that border district intermediate be-

tween the independent Hausawa and the Fulbe, which is the scene

of uninterrupted warfare and violence, and, unfortunately, there

was no caravan at the time
;
but, nevertheless, the most intelligent

men in the place were of opinion that this route, by way of Graza-

wa, was safer than that by Daura, the unscrupulous governor of

the latter province, under cover of his authority, which could not

be withstood with a high hand, being apparently more to be fear-

ed than the highway robbers in the border wilderness, who, by
watchfulness and good arms, might be kept at a respectful distance.

But altogether this was a rather unfortunate circumstance for me,

as I cherished the ardent desire of visiting the town of Daura,

which, as I have explained on a former occasion, seems to have

been the oldest settlement of the Hausa tribe, who appear to have

been, from their origin, nearly related to the Berber family, the

Diggera, a section of that nation, being formerly entirely predom-

inant in the territory of Daura. At that time, however, I enter-

tained the hope that, on my return from the west, I might be en-

abled to visit the latter place, but circumstances prevented me
from carrying out my design.
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The whole country which we traversed on our way westward,

besides being richly studded with fixed dwelling-places, was full

of parties of A'sbenawa salt-traders, partly moving on, partly en-

camped, and having their merchandise, carefully protected by
fences of corn-stalks. But, although these people greatly contrib-

uted to the animated character of the landscape, yet their presence

by no means added to the security of the country, and altogether

my order of march beoame now a very different one from what it

had been. Throughout my march from Kukawa to Zinder, with

a few exceptions, it had been my custom to proceed far in advance

of the camels, with my horsemen, so that I used to arrive at the

camping-ground before the greatest heat of the day had set in

;

but, on account of the greater insecurity ofthe country, it now be-

came necessary for me to pursue my march slowly, in company

with my luggage train.

The ground along our track, as we proceeded from Zinder, was

undulating, with ledges or small ridges and isolated masses of

granite boulders starting forth here and there ; but the country

gradually improved, especially after we had passed a pond at the

distance of about seven miles from the town, filling out a concav-

ity or hollow, 1 and fringed with wide-spreading trees and a fine

plantation of cotton and tobacco, which were shaded by a few dum
palms. Thus we reached the village of Tyrmeni, lying at the bor-

der of a shallow vale, and surrounded with a strong stockade.

Here we fell in with a numerous body of Ikazkezan, mustering,

besides a great many on foot, twelve or thirteen men well mount-

ed on horseback, and thinking themselves strong enough, in their

independent spirit, to pursue a contraband road along the border

district between Daura and Katsena, in order to avoid paying any

customs to the potentates of either. But the restless governor of

Daura keeps a sharp look-out, and sometimes overtakes these dar-

ing smugglers.

Near the village of Dambeda also, which we reached after a

march of two miles from Tyrmeni, through a more hilly country,

several divisions of the salt-caravan were encamped, and we chose

oifr camping-ground near a troop of native traders, or fataki.

While we were pitching the tent, a Tarki or Amoshagh, mounted

on horseback, came slowly up to us, apparently astonished at the

peculiar character of the tent, which he seemed to recognize as an

old acquaintance ; but he was still more surprised when he rec-

ognized myself, for he was no other than Agha Bature, the son
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of Ibrahim, from Selufiyet, the chief instigator of the foray made

against us at the time of entering A'fr or A'sben, by the border

tribes of that country.

In the depression of the plain toward the south from our en-

campment, where all the moisture of the district collected, cotton

was cultivated to a great extent, while adjoining the village, which

lay close to a ridge of granite, a small field of tobacco was to be

seen. A petty market, which was held here, enabled us to pro-

vide ourselves with grain, poultry, and red pepper, as we had for-

gotten to lay in a store of the latter article, which is indispensable

to travelers in hot countries.

Monday, January 31s*. The district through which we passed

was densely inhabited, but it was rather scantily timbered, the

ground being clad only with short underwood ; detached hills

were seen now and then ; but after a march of about seven miles,

the character of the country changed, kalgo appearing more fre-

quently, while the soil consisted of deep sand. Toward the south

the vegetation was richer, several Tawarek hamlets appearing in

the distance. Thus we reached a large well, about thirteen fathoms

deep and richly provided with water, where a large number of

Buzawe, or Tawarek half-castes, of both sexes, were assembled

;

and I was agreeably surprised at the greater proof of ingenuity

which I here observed, a young bull being employed in drawing

up the water in a large leather bag containing a supply sufficient

for two horses, this being the only time during my travels in Ne-

groland that I observed such a method of drawing up the water,

which in general, even from the deepest wells, is procured by the

labor of man alone. The young bull was led by a very pretty

Amoshagh girl, to whom I made a present of a tin box with a

looking-glass in it as a reward for her trouble, when she did not

fail to thank me by a courtesy, and the expression of an amiable
" agaishdka," "my best thanks." In the whole of this country a

custom still prevails, dating from the period of the strength of the

Bornu empire, to the effect that the horses of the travelers must

be watered at any well in precedence to the wants of the natives

themselves.
*

The whole spectacle which this well exhibited was one of life

and activity ; and the interest of the scenery was farther increased

by a dense grove of fine tamarind-trees which spread out on the

south side of the path. I learned, on inquiry, that this district be-

longs to the territory of Tumtumma, the governor of which is a
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vassal of Zinder. Close to Tumtumma, on the west, lies the con-

siderable town of Gorgom.

Leaving the principal road on our right, and following a more

southerly one, we encamped near the village of Gumda, which

consisted oftwo hamlets inhabited exclusively by Tawarek slaves.

But the territory belongs likewise to the province ofTumtiimma.

A troop of fataki, or native traders, were encamped near us."

Tuesday, February 1st The surface ofthe country through which

our road lay was broken by depressions of larger or smaller ex-

tent, where the dum palm flourished in great numbers—a tree

which is very common in the territory of Tasawa, which we en-

tered a short time before we reached the village of Kaso. We
had here descended altogether, most probably, a couple of hund-

red feet, although fhe descent was not regular, and was broken

•by an occasional ascent. The road was well frequented by people

coming from the west with cotton, which they sell to advantage

in Zinder.

We made a long stretch, on account of the scarcity of water,

passing the large village of Shabare, which attracted our attention

from the distance by the beating of drums, but could not supply

us with a sufficient quantity of water, its well measuring twenty-

five fathoms in depth, and, nevertheless, being almost dry ; and

thus we proceeded till we reached Mayirgi, after a march of al-

most twenty-five miles. The village is named from a troughlihe*

i depression, on the slope of which it is situated, and which, toward

the south, contains a considerable grove of dum palms. We en-

camped close to the well,- which is fourteen fathoms deep, at some

distance from the village, which has a tolerably comfortable ap-

pearance, although it had been ransacked two years before by the

governor of Katsena
;
but, in these regions, dwelling-places are

as easily restored as they are destroyed. The inhabitants are no-

torious for their thievish propensities, and we had to take precau-

tions accordingly. The whole of this country is rich in beans

;

and we bought plenty of dried bean-tressels, which are made up

in small bundles, and called " harawa" by the Arabs, affording

most excellent food for the camels.

Wednesday, February 2d. Several native travelers had attached

themselves to my troop. Among them was an abominable slave-

dealer who was continually beating his poor victims. I was ex-

tremely glad to get rid of this man here, he, as well as the other

* *' JirgT means boat, as well as a large trough for watering the cattle.
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people, being bound for Tasawa, which I was to leave at some

distance on my right. While my people were loading the camels,

I roved about, making a very pleasant promenade along the valer

which was richly adorned with dum palms. Having set out at

length, keeping a little too much toward the west, and crossing

the great high road which comes from Tasawa, we passed several

villages on our road, while diim palms and tamarind-trees enliv-

ened the country where the ground was not cultivated, but espe-

cially the many small and irregular hollows which we traversed.

Having lost one of our camels, which died on the road, we en-

camped near a village (the name of which, by accident, L did not

learn) situated in a large vale rich in dum palms, and encompass-

ed on the east side by a regular ridge of sandhills of considerable

height. Kice was cultivated in the beds beside the onions, while

wheat, which is generally raised in this way, was not grown at alL

As I have frequently observed, there is no rice cultivated in the

whole of Bornu, this village constituting, I think, the easternmost

limit ofthe cultivation of this most important article of food, which

is the chief staff of life in the whole ofK£bbi and along the Niger.

The wells in this valley were only three feet deep, and richly pro-

vided with water ; and the whole vale was altogether remarkable*

Thursday, February 3d. The dense grove ofdum palms through

which our road led afforded a most picturesque spectacle in the

clear light of the morning sky, and reminded me of the extensive

groves of palm-trees which I had se'en in more northern climes,

while large piles of the fruit of the fan palm, stored up by the na-

tives, excited the facetious remarks of those among my people

who were natives of Fezzan ; and they sneered at the poverty and

misery of these negroes, who, being deprived by nature of that

delicious and far-famed fruit of the nobler Phoenix, were reduced

to the poor and tasteless produce of this vile tree. We then left

the shallow bottom of the vale, with its wells seven fathoms in

depth, at the side of a village a short distance to the east. The
country then became more open ; and after a march of four miles,

we reached the shallow faddama of Grazawa, and, leaving the town
at a short distance on our right, encamped a little to the south, not

far from a fine old tamarind-tree. .

I was enjoying the shade of this splendid tree, when my friend

the serki-n-turawa, whom, on my first entrance into the Hausa
country, I introduced to the reader as a specimen of an African

dandy, came up, on a splendid horse, to pay his compliments to
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me. The petty chief ot Gazawa and his people had been much
afraid, after they had received the news of my approach, that I

might take another road, in order to avoid making them a pres-

ent, which has the same value as the toll in a European country.

He told me that they had already sent off several horsemen in or-

der to see what direction I had pursued, and he expressed his satis-

. faction that I had come to him of my own free will
;
but, on the

other hand, he did not fail to remind me that on my former pas-

sage through the country I had not given them any thing on ac-

count of the powerful protection of Elayi, which I enjoyed at that

time. This was very true
;
and, in consequence, I had here to

make presents to four different persons, although I only remained

half a day : first, this little officious friend of mine ; then the gov-

ernor of the town himself, together with his liege lord, the chief

of Maradi
;

and, finally, Sadiku, the former Pullo governor of

Katsena, who at present resided in this town.

Having satisfied the serki-n-turawa, I wrapped a bernus and a

shawl or zubeta in a handkerchief, and went to pay my respects

to the governor, whose name, as I have stated on a former occa-

sion, is Eaffa, and whom I found to be a pleasant old fellow. He
was well satisfied with his present, though he expressed his ap-

prehension that his liege lord, the prince of Maradi, who would not

fail to hear of my having passed through the country, would de-

mand something for himself ; and he advised me, therefore, to send

to that chief a few medicines.

I then rode to Sadiku, the son of the famous M'allem 'Omaro,

or Ghomaro, who had been eight years governor of Katsena, after

the death of his father, till, having excited the fear or wrath of

his liege lord, in consequence of calumnies representing him as

endeavoring to make himself independent, he was deposed by
rAKyu, the second successor of Bello, and obliged to seek safety

among the enemies of his nation. Sadiku was a stately person,

of tall figure, a serious expression of countenance, and a high,

powerful chest, such as I have rarely seen in Negroland, and still

less among the tribe of the Fulbe. However, he is not a pure

Pullo, being the offspring of a Bornu female slave. He had some-

thing melancholy about him ; and this was very natural, as he

could not well be sincerely beloved by those among whom he was

obliged to live, and in whose oompany he carried on a relentless

war against his kinsmen. Sadiku's house, which was in the ut-

most decay, was a convincing proof either that he was in reality

Vol. in.—

F
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miserably off, or that he felt obliged to pretend poverty and mis-

ery. He understood Arabic tolerably well, although he only

' spoke very little. He expressed much regret on hearing of the

death of Mr. Overweg, whom he had known during his residence

in Maradi ; but having heard how strictly Europeans adhere to

their promise, he expressed his astonishment that he had never

received an Arabic New Testament, which Mr. Overweg had

promised him ; but I was glad to be able to inform him that it

was not the fault of my late lamented companion, who, I knew,

had forwarded a copy to him, by way of Zmder, immediately

after his arrival in Kukawa. Fortunately, I had a copy or two of

the New Testament with me, and therefore made him very happy

by adding this book to the other little presents which I gave him.

When I left the company of this man, I was obliged to take a

drink of fura with Serki-n-turawa—however, not as a proof of

sincere hospitality, but as a means of begging some farther things

from me ; and I was glad at length to get rid of this troublesome

young fellow.

Friday, February UK We had been so fortunate as to be joined

here at Gazawa by two small parties belonging to the salt-caravan

of the Kdl-owi, when, having taken in a sufficient supply of water,

and reloaded all our fire-arms, we commenced our march, about

half past two o'clock in the morning, through the unsafe wilder-

ness which intervenes between the independent Hausa states and

that of the Fulbe. The forest was illumed by a bright moon-

light ; and we pursued our march without interruption for nearly

twelve hours, when we encamped about five miles beyond the

melancholy site of Dankama, very nearly on the same spot where

I had halted two years before. We were all greatly fatigued

;

and a soi-disant sherif from Morocco, but originally, as it seemed,

belonging to the Tajakant, who had attached himself to my cara-

van in Zmder in order to reach Timbuktu in my company, felt

very sickly. He had suffered already a great deal in Zmder, and

ought not to have exposed his small store of strength to such a

severe trial. Not being able to have regard to his state of health,

as there was no water here, we pursued our journey soon after

midnight, and reached the well-known walls of Katsena after a

march of about six hours.

It was with a peculiar feeling that I pitched my tent a few

hundred yards from the gate (kofa-n-samn) of this town, by the

governor of which I had been so greatly annoyed on my first en-
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tering this country. It was not long before several A'sbenawa

people belonging to A'nnur, followed by the servants of the gov-

ernor, came to salute me ; and after a little while I was joined by

my old tormentor, the Tawati merchant Bel-Giiet. But our meet-

ing this time was very different from what it had been when I

first saw him ; for as soon as he recognized me, and heard from

me that I was come to fulfill my promise of paying a visit to the

Sultan of Sokoto, lie could not restrain his delight and excitement,

and threw himself upon my neck, repeating my name several

times. In fact, his whole behavior changed from this moment;

and although he at times begged a few things from me, and did

not procure me very generous treatment from the governor, yet,

on the whole, he behaved friendly and decently. He asked me
repeatedly why I had not gone to Kano ; but I told him that I

had nothing to do with Kano
;

that, in conformity with my prom-

ise, I had come to Katsena, and that here I should make all my
purchases, in order to undertake the journey to Sokoto from this

place under the protection of its governor, Mohammed Bello.

Now I must confess that I had another motive for not going to

Kano besides this ; for the Vizier of Bornu had made it a condi-

tion that I should not go to Kano, as my journey to the Fulbe

would else be displeasing to himself and the sheikh, by interfer-

ing with their policy, and I had found it necessary to consent to

his wishes, although I foresaw that it would cause me a heavy

loss, as I might have bought all the articles of which I was in

want at a far cheaper rate in the great central market of Negro-

land than I was able to do in Katsena.

I staid outside the town until the following morning, while my
quarters in the town were preparing. There was an animated in-

tercourse along my place of encampment, between the old capital

and the new place Wagoje, which the governor had founded two
years before ; and I received the compliments of several active

Fulbe, whose expressive countenances bore sufficient evidence of

the fact that their habits were not yet spoiled by the influence of

the softer manners of the subjected tribe, although such an amal-

gamation has already begun to take place in many parts of Hausa.

The house which was assigned to me inside the town was spa-

cious, but rather old, and so full of ants that I was obliged to take

the greatest care to protect not only my luggage, but my person

from these voracious insects. They not only destroyed every-

thing that was suspended on pegs from the walls, but while sitting
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one day for an hour or so on a clay bank in my room, I found,

when I got up, a large hole in my tobe, these clever and indus-

trious miners having made their way through the clay walls to

the spot where I was sitting, successfully constructed their cover-

ed walks, and voraciously attacked my shirt, all in an hour's time.

My present to the governor consisted of a very fine blue bernus,

a kaftan of fine red cloth, a small pocket pistol, two muslin tur-

bans, a red cap, two loaves of sugar, and some smaller articles.

The eccentric man received me with undisguised pleasure as an

old acquaintance
;
but, being aware that I had a tolerable supply

of handsome articles with me, he wanted to induce me to sell to

him all the fine things I possessed ; but I cut the matter short by

telling him, once for all, that I was not a merchant, and did not

engage in any commerce. On the whole, he was well pleased

with his presents ; but he wanted me to give him another small

pistol, and, in the course of my stay here, I was obliged to comply

with his request. He had a cover made for the pair, and used to

carry them constantly about his person, frightening every body

by firing off the caps into their faces.

It was, no doubt, a very favorable circumstance for me that the

ghaladima of Sokoto was at this time staying here, for under the

protection of the unscrupulous governor of Katsena I should

scarcely have reached the residence of the emir el Mumenin in

. safety. The ghaladima, who was the inspector of Katsena as well

as of Zanfara, had collected the tribute of both provinces, and was
soon to start, with his treasure and the articles he had purchased

there, on his home journey, so that there did not seem to be time

enough f<5r sending some of my people to Kano to make there the

necessary purchases ; but circumstances which I shall soon men-

tion delayed us so much that there would have been ample op-

portunity for doing so, and thus saving a considerable gum of

money. The ghaladima was a simple, straightforward man, not

very intelligent, certainly, nor generous, but good-natured and so-

ciable. Born of a female slave, he had very little about him of

the general characteristics ofthe Fulbe, being tall and broad-shoul-

dered, with a large head, broad features, and tolerably dark com-

plexion.

I made some considerable purchases in this place, amounting
altogether to 1,308,000 shells, employing the greatest part of my
cash in providing myself with the cotton and silk manufactures

of Kano and Nupe, in order to pave my way, by means of these
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favorite articles, through the countries on the middle course of the

Niger, where nothing is esteemed more highly than these native

manufactures.* But, as I afterward found out, I sustained a con-

siderable loss in buying the Nupe tobes here, at least 20 per cent-

dearer than I should have been able to do in Gando ; but this I

could not possibly know beforehand, nor was it my previous in-

tention to make any stay in that place, where large parcels of

these articles are never brought into the market. I also added to

my store a few more articles of Arab manufacture, there having

arrived, on the 5th of March, a very numerous caravan ofGhadam-

si and other people from the north, with not less than from 400 to

500 camels, but without bringing me even a single line, either from

my friends in Europe or even from those in Africa. Having like-

wise arranged with All el A'geren, the M^jebri who accompanied

me from Kukawa, buying from him what little merchandise he

had, and taking him into my service for nine dollars a month, I

prepared every thing for my journey ; and I was extremely anx-

ious to be gone, as the rainy season was fast approaching. On the

26th of February evident signs were observed of the approach of

the wet season, the whole southern quarter of the heavens being

thickly overcast with clouds, while the air also was extremely

damp, just as after a shower. Mounting on horseback in order to

observe better these forerunners of the " damana," I clearly distin-

guished that it was raining in the direction of Zariya and Nupe,

and even in our immediate neighborhood a few drops fell. In

the course of the evening the freshness and coolness of the air was

most delicious, just as is the case after a fall of rain, and summer
lightning was flashing through the southern sky.

* I bought here altogether 75 tiirkedis or woman-cloths, which form the usual

standard article in Timbuktu, and from which narrow shirts for the males are made;

35 black tobes of Kano manufacture ; 20 ditto of Nupe manufacture ; 20 silk of dif-

ferent descriptions ; 232 black shawls for covering the face, as the best presents for

the Tawarek. I also bought here, besides, four very good cloth bemuses from some

Tawat traders lately arrived from their country with horses, and some other little

merchandise, and half a dozen of "hamafl,"or sword-hangings, of red silk of Fas

manufacture. I also provided myself here with water-skins and kulabu, or large

skins for covering the luggage for the whole of my journey. No place in the whole

of Negroland is so famous for excellent leather and the art of tanning as Katsena

,

and if I had taken a larger supply of these articles with me it would have been very

profitable ; but of course these leather articles require a great deal of room. I also

bought a good quantity of the tobacco of Katsena, which is held in great estimation

even in Timbuktu, whither the excellent tobacco from Wadi Nun is brought in con-

siderable quantity.
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The ghaladima was also very anxious to be gone ; but the army

of the Goberawa being ready to start on an expedition, on a grand

scale, against the territory of the Fulbe, we could not leave the

place before we knew exactly what direction the hostile army

would take. They having at length set out on their foray on the

7th of March, we began to watch their movements very anxious-

ly, each of these two powers—the independent pagans as well as

the conquering Fulbe—having in their pay numbers of spies in

the towns of their enemies. Only two days before the Goberawa

left their home they killed Bu-Bakr, the chief spy whom f

Alfyu,

sultan of Sokoto, entertained in their town.

In the company of the ghaladima there was a younger brother

of his, of the name of Al-hattu, who had lost the better portion of

the character of a free man by a mixture of slave-blood, and be-

haved at times like the most intolerable beggar ; but he proved

of great service to me in my endeavor to become acquainted with

all the characteristic features of the country and its inhabitants.

Besides this man, my principal acquaintance during my stay in

Katsena this time was a Tawati of the name ofAbd e
? Bahman, a

very amiable and social man, and, as a faki, possessing a certain

degree of learning. He had been a great friend of the Sultan

Bello, and expatiated with the greatest enthusiasm on the quali-

ties and achievements of this distinguished ruler of Negroland.

He also gave me the first hints of some of the most important

subjects relating to the geography and history of western Negro-

land, and called my attention particularly to a man whom he rep-

resented as the most learned of the present generation of the in-

habitants of Sokoto, and from whom, he assured me, I should not

fail to obtain what information I wanted. This man was 'Abd el

Kader dan Taffa (meaning the son of Mustapha), on whose stores

of knowledge I drew largely. My intercourse with 'Abd e' Bah-

man was occasionally interrupted by an amicable tilt at our re-

spective creeds. On one occasion, when my learned friend was
endeavoring to convince me of the propriety of polygamy, he ad-

duced as an illustration that in matters of the table we did not

confine ourselves to a single dish, but took a little fowl, a little

fish, and a little roast beef ; and how absurd, he argued, was it to

restrict ourselves, in the intercourse with the other sex, to only one

wife. It was during my second stay in Katsena that I collected

most of the information which I have communicated on a former

occasion with regard to the history of Hausa.
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Besides this kind of occupation, my dealings with the governor,

and an occasional ride which I took through and outside the town,

I had a great deal to do in order to satisfy the claims of the in-

habitants upon my very small stock of medicinal knowledge, espe-

cially at the commencement of my residence, when I was severely

pestered with applications, having generally from 100 to 200 pa-

tients in my court-yard every morning. The people even brought

me sometimes animals to cure; and I was not a little amused

when they once brought me a horse totally blind, which they

thought I was able to restore to its former power of vision.

Living in Katsena is not so cheap as in most other places of

"Negroland ; at least we thought so at the time, but we afterward

found Sokoto, and many places between that and Timbuktu,

much dearer ; but the character of dearth in Katsena is increased

by the scarcity of shells in the market, which form the standard

currency, and, especially after I had circulated a couple of hund-

red dollars, I was often obliged to change a dollar for 2300 shells

instead of 2500.

I had here a disagreeable business to arrange ; for suddenly, on

the 18th of March, there arrived our old creditor Mohammed e'

Sfaksi, whose claims upon us I thought I had settled long ago by
giving hini a bill upon Fezzari, besides the sum of two hundred

dollars which I had paid him on the spot;* but, to my great as-

tonishment, he produced a letter in which Mr. Gagliuffi, her maj-

esty's agent in Murzuk, informed him that I was to pay him in

Sudan.

Such is the trouble to which a European traveler is exposed in

these countries by the injudicious arrangements ofthose very peo-

ple whose chief object ought to be to assist him, while, at the same
time, all his friends in Europe think that he is well provided, and
that he can proceed on his difficult errand without obstacle.

On the 19th of March we received information that the army
of Goberawa had encamped on the site of the former town of

Roma, or Ruma, and I was given to understand that I must hold

myself in readiness to march at an hour's notice.

Meanwhile the governor of Katsena, who had received exag-

gerated accounts of the riches which I was carrying with me, was
endeavoring, by every means at his disposal, to separate me from

the ghaladima, in order to have me in his own power ; and his

measures were attended with a good deal of success, at least in the ,

* Sec vol. ii., p. 676.
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case ofmy Arab companion 'AH el A'geren, who, although a man
of some energy, allowed himself too often to be frightened by the

misrepresentations of the people. On his attempting to keep me
back, I told him that, if he chose, he might stay behind, but that I

had made up my mind to proceed at once, in company with the

ghaladima, whatever might happen. I had the more reason to be-

ware of the governor, as, just at the period of this my second stay

here, when he knew I was going to his liege lord, I had had an-

other opportunity of becoming fully aware of the flagrant injus-

tice exercised by him and his ministers. For the sherif, who, as I

have said, had attached himself to my party in Zinder, having

died here of dysentery soon after our arrival, he seized upon what
little property he had left, notwithstanding that person had placed

himself, in some respects, under my protection ; and although he

pretended he would send it to his relatives, there is no doubt that

he or his people kept it back. The safety of the property of any

European who should die in these regions ought to be taken into

account in any treaty to be concluded with a native chief; but no

such contingency was provided for in draughts of the treaties

which we took with us.

CHAPTEE LYI.

JOURNEY FROM KA'TSENA TO SO'EOTO.

Monday, March 21st. The whole town was in motion when we
left ; for the governor himselfwas to accompany us for some days'

journey, as the whole country was exposed to the most imminent

danger, and farther on he was to send a numerous escort along

with us. It was a fine morning, and, though the rainy season had
not yet set in in this province, many of the trees were clad already

in a new dress, as if in anticipation of the fertilizing power of the

more favored season.

The hajily had begun, about the commencement of March, to

put out new foliage and shoots ofyoung fruit ; and the dorowa or

Parhia exhibited its blossoms of the most beautiful purple, hang-

ing down to a great length from the branches. The dorowa,

which is entirely wanting in the whole of Bornu, constitutes here

the chief representative of the vegetable kingdom. It is from the

beans of this tree that the natives prepare the vegetable cakes
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called " dodowa," with which they season their food * Next to

this tree another one, which I had not seen before, called here

"riinhu," and at present full of small yellow blossoms, was most

common.

The first day we made only a short march ofabout three miles,

to a village called Kabakawa, where the ghaladima had taken up
his quarters. I had scarcely dismounted, under a tree at the side

of the village, when my protector called upon me, and in a very

friendly manner invited me, urgently, to take up my quarters in-

side the village, stating that the neighborhood was not quite safe,

as the Goberawa had carried away three women from this very

village the preceding day. I, however, preferred my tent and

the -open air, and felt very little inclination to confide my valu-

able property, on which depended entirely the success of my en-

terprise; to the huts, which are apt to catch fire at any moment

;

for, while I could not combat against nature, I had confidence

enough in my arms and in my watchfulness not to be afraid of

thieves and robbers,f
In the afternoon the ghaladima came out of the hamlet, and

took his seat under a neighboring tree, when I returned his visit

of the morning, and endeavored to open with him and his com-

panions a free and unrestrained intercourse ; for I was only too

happy to get out of the hands of the lawless governor of Katsena,

who, I felt convinced, would not have been deterred by any scru-

ples from possessing himself of my riches
;
indeed, he had gone so

far as to tell me that if I possessed any thing of value, such as

pistols handsomely mounted, I should give them to him rather

than to the Sultan of Sokoto, for that he himself was the emir el

Mumenin
;
nay, he even told me that his liege lord was alarmed

at the sight of a pistol.

Tuesday, March 22d. In order to avoid the enemy, we were

obliged, instead of following a westerly direction, to keep at first

directly southward. The country through which our road lay was

very beautiful. The dorowa, which the preceding day had form-

ed the principal ornament of the landscape, in the first part of this

day's march gave place entirely to other trees, such as tall rimi or

bentang4ree, the kiika or monkey-bread-tree, and the del^b palm

or gigifia (Borassus flabelliformis?)] but beyond the village of

* See the description which Clapperton gives of the manner in which these cakes

are prepared. (Denham and Clapperton's Travels, ii. p. 125.)

f The wells here were eight fathoms.
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Doka, the dorowa, which is the principal tree of the provinces of

Katsena and Zariya, again came prominently forward, while the

kad^na also, or butter-tree, and the all&uba, afforded a greater

variety to the vegetation. The all£luba (which, on my second

stay at Kano, I saw in full blossom) bears a small fruit, which the

natives eat, but which I never tried myself. Even the dum palm,

with its fan-shaped yellow-colored foliage, gave occasionally great-

er relief to the fresher vegetation around. The cpuntry was pop-

ulous and well cultivated, and extensive tobacco-grounds and large

fields of yams or gwaza were seen, both objects being almost a

new sight to me ; for tobacco, which I had been so much surprised

to see cultivated to such an extent in the country of the paga,n

Musgu, is scarcely grown at all in Bornu, with the exception of

Zinder, and I had first observed it largely cultivated near the

town of Katsena, while yams, as I have already had repeatedly

occasion to mention, are not raised at all in Central Negroland.

Numerous herds of cattle were seen dotting the landscape, and

contributed largely to the interest of the scenery. But the dis-

trict ofMaje especially, which we traversed after a march of about

seven miles, impressed me with the highest opinioii of the fer-

tility and beauty of this country. Here, also, we met a troop of

Itisan with their camels.

Having then proceeded for about two miles through a more
open and well-cultivated country, with extensive cotton-grounds,

large plantations of indigo, and wide fields planted with sweet po-

tatoes, or dankali, we reached the village called Kulkada, where

the governor of Katsena had taken up his quarters
;
but, leaving

this outlaw at a respectful distance, we followed in the track of

the ghaladfma, who had been obliged to seek for quarters in a

small Tawarek hamlet at the distance of a mile and a half toward

the southeast—a remarkable resting-place for a party proceeding

to the westward. The heat was very great; and the dor6wa-trees,

with their scanty acacia-like foliage, which, besides a few gonda-

trees (Carica Papaya) and a solitary ngabbore, were the only mem-
bers of the vegetable kingdom here seen, afforded but insufficient

shade, the dryness of the country being the more felt, as the sup-

ply of water was rather limited.

I was hospitably treated in the evening, not only by the ghala-

dima, who sent me a sheep, but even by the inhabitants of the

hamlet, who came to visit me in large numbers. I learned that

they were Imghad, natives of Tawar Nwaijdud, the village which
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I passed on my road from Tint&lust to A'gades * and that they

had seen me in A'sben, and knew all about my affairs. They^

were settled here as tenants.

Wednesday, March 23d I had just mounted my horse, and my
camels had gone in advance, when a messenger arrived, who had

been sent after me from Katsena, bringing a letter from Mr. Gag-

liuffi, her majesty's agent in Murzuk, a mere duplicate of a letter

already received, with reference to the sending of the box (which,

however, did not reach me), but not a single line from Europe.

We had to retrace our road all the way to Kulkada, and from

thence, after a march of about six miles through a dense forest,

reached the walled town of Kiirayd, and, not being aware that the

country on the other side was more open and offered a far better

camping-ground, pitched our tent on that side whence we had

come, not far from the market-place, consisting of several rows of

stalls or sheds. A market was held in the afternoon, and we
bought grain and onions, but looked in vain for the favorite fruit

of the tamarind-tree, to which we were greatly indebted for the

preservation of our health.

The town was of considerable size, and contained from 6000

to 7000 inhabitants, but no clay buildings. The wall was in ex-

cellent repair, and well provided with loop-holes for the bowmen,

and it was even strengthened by a second wall, of lesser height, on

the outside. The town has three gates. The wells were three

fathoms in depth.

Thursday, March 2±th. The country on the other side of the

town of Kuraye seemed to surpass in beauty the district which we
had left behind us ; and the bentang-tree, the sacred tree of the

former pagan inhabitants, rose here to- its full majestic growth,

while, besides the dorowa and the butter-tree, the ngabbore (or

sycamore) and the dunnia appeared in abundance. The cultiva-

tion was here limited to sorghum or Indian millet. After a while

the ground became rather undulating, and we had to cross several

small water-courses, at present dry, while boulders of granite pro-

truded here and there. The path was enlivened by the several

troops of horsemen which constituted our expeditionary corps.

There was first the governor of Katsena himself, with a body of

about two hundred horse ; then there was an auxiliary squadron

of about fifty horse, sent by D^mbo, the governor of Kazaure ; and

lastly Kaura, the serki-n-yaki, or commander-in-chief of Katsena,-

* Sec vol. i., p. 313.
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with a body of about thirty-five well-mounted troopers. This of-

ficer, at the present time, is the most warlike man in the province

of Katsena, and had greatly contributed to the overthrow and dis-

grace of Sadiku, the former governor, in the hope that the govern-

ment of the province might fall to his share ; but he had been sad-

ly disappointed in his expectations. As for the ghaladima, he had

about twenty mounted companions, the most warlike among whom
was a younger brother of his, of the name of fOmar, or Ghomaro,

who was descended from a Pullo mother, and, on account of his

noble birth, had better claims to the office of ghaladima than his

brother. Most of these troopers were very fantastically dressed,

in the Hausa fashion, and in^a similar manner to those I have de-

scribed on a former occasion. Some of the horses were fine,

strong animals, although in height they are surpassed by the Bor-

nu horses.

"We watered our cattle in a kiirremi or dry water-course, which

contained a number of wells from one fathom to a fathom and a

half in depth, and was beautifully skirted with del£b palms, while-

a granite mound on its eastern shore rose to an altitude of from

eighty to a hundred feet. I ascended it, but did not obtain a dis-

tant view. Near this water-course the cultivation was a little in-

terrupted; but farther on the country became again well culti-

vated, broken here and there by some underwood, while the monk-
ey-bread-tree, the dum palm, great numbers of a species of acacia

called "arred," and the "merkd" dotted the fields. The latter

tree, which I have mentioned on a former occasion, bears a fruit

which, when mixed with the common native grain, is said to pre-

serve horses from worms.

Thus we reached the town of Kurrefi, or Kulfi, and were not a

little puzzled by the very considerable outworks, consisting of

moats, which the inhabitants had thrown up in front of.their town,

besides the three-fold wall, and the double moat which surround-

ed the latter, as shown in the opposite wood-cut.

The town was said to have been founded only three years be-

fore, being peopled from the remains of other places which were
destroyed by the enemy. It may contain from 8000 to 9000 in-

habitants, but it had recently suffered from a conflagration. The
wall was full of loop-holes, and it had a gate on each side except

the eastern one.

Having made our way with great difficulty through the moats,

instead of taking up our quarters inside the wall, to the great
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astonishment of the people we pitched our tent outside, at some

distance from the western gate. Such was the confidence which

we placed in our fire-arms. A rocky eminence, such as are met

with also inside the town, started up at some little distance from

our camping-ground; and a majestic dorowa, the largest tree of

this species which I saw on my journey, shaded the place to a con-

siderable extent, but attracted a number of people, who disturbed

my privacy. The ghaladima had taken a northerly road, to the

town of Tsauri, which he had recently founded, and did not arrive

till the afternoon.

1. Outer entrance, leading into a large square surrounded -with a double moat, and containing

three huts for the guards.
2. Second entrance, leading from this outwork through the outer moat which surrounds the town.

3. Gate leading into the projecting angle of the wall, from which a second gate leads into the town.
4. Granite mounds inside the town. 5. Outer moats of the wall. 6. Situation of my tent.

7. Granite mount outside the town. 8. Open pasture-grounds.

Friday, March 25(h. On mounting my horse in the morning to

pursue my march, a Pullo came up to me and handed me a letter,

which he begged me to take to a relative of his in Timbuktu.

This showed his full confidence in my success, and it did not fail

to inspire me with the same feeling. The inhabitants of the town

marched out their bands of musicians, who played a farewell to

us ; and the several troops of horsemen, in their picturesque at-

tire, thronged along the path winding between the granite mounds
which broke the level on all sides. Groups of deleb and dum
palms towered, with their fan -shaped foliage, over the whole

scenery.

We had now entered the more unsafe border country between

the Mohammedans and pagans while changing our direction from

south to west, and the cultivation was less extensive, although

even here a little cotton was to be seen. After a march of about

eight miles we traversed the site of a deserted town called Taka-

bawa, inclosed between rocky cliffs qn all sides, and at present

changed into a large cotton-ground, the inhabitants having sought
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refuge in the more rocky district toward the south. But, although

the destructive influence which war had exercised upon this prov-

ince was plainly manifested by the site of another town which we
passed soon afterward, yet the country was not quite deserted, and

even small herds of cattle were observed farther on. Meanwhile

the dum palm became entirely predominant, and rocky cliffs and

eminences continued to break the surface ; but beyond a rocky

ridge, which, dotted with an abundance of monkey-bread-trees,

crossed our path, the country became more level and open, en-

livened by herds, and exhibiting an uninterrupted tract of culti-

vation.

Thus we reached the walls of the considerable town of Zdkka,

and here again we had to make our way with difficulty through

the moats which started off from the walls as a sort of outwork,

when we pitched our tent on the west side, in the shade of two

large dorowa-trees. Even here I did not choose to take up my
quarters inside the town, which was full of people. Besides those

detachments which had come along with us, there arrived here

also an auxiliary troop of 110 horse from Zariya, together with

the governor of U'mmadau with twenty horsemen. The Kanawa,
or people of Kan6, who were proceeding to Sokoto, had contin-

ued their march straight to U'mmadau, in order to take up their

quarters in that place.

Besides numbers of sick people from the town, who came to so-

licit my medical assistance, I received also a visit in the evening

from one of the five governors of the place, who bears the title of

serki-n-F£llani. He came to ask whether I had not for sale

another pair of pocket pistols, such as I had given to the governor

of Katsena ; for my eccentric friend played with the small arms I

had made him a present of all the day long, to the great alarm of

every body, so that the rumor of my possessing such articles had
spread over the whole of this part of Sudan, and even Kaura had
pestered me greatly on this account.

In the town of Z£kka resides also the former governor of the

wealthy town or district of Euma, mentioned repeatedly by Cap-
tain Clapperton, but destroyed by the Groberawa after the period

of his travels ; that officer still bears the title of serki-n-Ruma.

There was a pond of dirty water near our encampment, but good
drinkable water was only to be obtained from a water-course at a
considerable distance, whi$h, although dry at present, afforded

wells at very little depth in its gravelly bottom.
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Saturday, March 26ih. We remained here the whole forenoon,

as we had now the most difficult part of our journey before us;

but, instead of having leisure to prepare myself for an unusual

amount of exertion, all my spare time was taken up by a disagree-

able business, the governor of Katsena having succeeded in se-

ducing from my service, in the most disgraceful manner, the Eer-

jani Arab, whom I had hired for the whole journey to Timbuktu

and back, and whom I could ill afford to lose. This lad, who had

accompanied Ibrahim Basha's expedition to Syria, and an expe-

dition to Kordofan, and who had afterward resided with the We-
lad Sliman for some time in Kanem, might have been of great use

to me in case of emergency. But, as it was, I could only be grate-

ful to Providence for ridding me of this faithless rogue at so cheap

a rate ; and the insidious governor at least had no reason to boast

of his conduct, for the Arab, as soon as he found himself well

mounted and dressed in a bernus by his new master, took to his

heels, and, following the track with which he had become ac-

quainted in my company, succeeded in reaching Zinder, and from

thence returned to his native country.

We here separated from most of our companions, the governor

of Katsena, as well as the people from Kano and Zariya, who were

carrying tribute to the Sultan of Sokoto, remaining behind, and

only an escort or "r^kkia" of fifty horsemen continuing in our

company. The hostile army of the Goberawa being in this neigh-

borhood, the danger of the road farther on was very considerable

;

and the Kanawa and Zozawa, or Zegezeg£, of whom the latter

carried 2,000,000 shells, 500 tobes, and 30 horses, as tribute, were

too much afraid of their property to accompany us. There had

also arrived a troop of about 100 fataki with asses laden entirely

with the famous dodowa cakes, but they also remained behind.

. The governor himself, however, escorted us, for a mile or two,

to a large koramma called Mejidi, which no doubt forms one of

the branches of the koramma of Bunka, and contains several

wells, where we watered our horses and filled our water-skins for

a night's march. Fine cotton-grounds and fields of onions fringed

the border of the valley.

As soon as we left this winding water-course we entered a dense

forest, only occasionally broken by open spots covered with reed

grass, and we pursued our march without interruption the whole

night, with the exception of a short halt just in the dusk of the

evening. I had taken the lead from the beginning ; and the gha-
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ladima, who was fully sensible of the great advantage ofmy fire-

arms, sent messenger afteir messenger to me till he brought me to

a stand, and thus managed to get all his slaves and camels in ad-

vance, so that I could only proceed very slowly. After a march

of little more than twelve miles from the koramma, we entered a

fertile and picturesque sort of vale, inclosed toward the north and

south by rocky cliffs, and intersected by a narrow strip of succu-

lent herbage, where water is apparently to be found at a little

depth. This is the site of the town of Moniya, which had like-

wise been destroyed by the Goberawa three years previously.

Their army had even encamped here the previous day ; and when

our companions found the. traces of their footsteps, which indi-

cated that they had taken an easterly direction, all the people

were seized with fright, and the intention which had been enter-

tained of resting here for a few hours of the night was given up,

and with an advanced guard of twenty horse, and a guard of from

fifty to sixty, we kept cautiously and anxiously on.

About midnight we again entered a dense forest, consisting

chiefly of underwood. We marched the whole night, and emerged

in the
<v
morning into open cultivated country. We then passed

several small hamlets, and, crossing first a small and farther on a

larger water-course, reached, a little before nine o'clock, the con-

siderable place Bunka, surrounded by a clay wall about twelve

feet in height, and by a half natural, half artificial stockade of

dense forest. In this town, the governor of which is directly de-

pendent upon the ghaladima of S6koto, my protector had taken

quarters
;
but, true to my old principle, I here also preferred en-

camping outside, and, turning round the town on the south side,

along a very winding and narrow passage, through dense, prickly

underwood, I pitched my tent on the west side, in the midst of an
open suburb consisting of several straggling groups of huts.

The inhabitants of the village proved to be industrious and so-

ciable, and, soon after we had encamped, brought me several ar-

ticles for sale, such as good strong ropes, of which we were greatly

in want. In general, a traveler can not procure good ropes in

these countries, and, for an expedition on a larger scale, he does

well to provide himself with this article. The ropes made of

ngille or the dum bush last only a few days ; and those made of

hides, which are very useful in the dry season for tying up the

legs of the camels, and even for fastening the luggage, are not fit

for the rainy season. We also bought here a good supply of tarn-
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arinds, plenty of fowls (for from thirty to forty kurdi eack), and
a little milk. Part of the inhabitants of this village at least con-

sisted of A'sbenawa settlers ; and they informed us that the army
of the Goberawa had come close to their town, but that they had
driven them back.

The town itself, though not large, is tolerably well inhabited,

containing a population of about 5000. It is skirted on the east

side by a considerable water-course, at present dry, but containing

excellent water close under the gravelly surface, and forming a

place of resort for numbers of the gray species of monkey.

The approach of the rainy season was indicated by a slight fall

of rain.

Monday, March 28th. The ghaladima, whom the imminence of

the danger had induced to fix his dej)arture for the next day, in-

stead of allowing a day for repose, had already gone on in ad-

vance a considerable way, when we followed him, and soon after

left on our right a large, cheerful-looking hamlet, shaded by splen-

did, trees, and enlivened by numbers of poultry. Extensive cul-

tivated grounds testified to the industry of the inhabitants, who
likewise belonged to a tribe of the A'sbenawa, or rather to a mix-

ed race of people. Having then crossed dense underwood, where

the Mimosa Nilotica, here called 11 elku," was standing in full blos-

som, while the ground consisted of sand, we reached, after a march
of about a mile, the southeastern corner of the wall of the consid-

erable town of Zyrmi. The water-course ofBiinka had been close

on our left, providing the inhabitants with a never-failing supply

of excellent water, which is found close under the surface of the

fine gravel which composes its bed. »

Zyrmi is an important town even at present, but, being under

the dominion of the Fulbe, is only capable of preserving its exist-

ence by a constant struggle with Gober and Maradi. However,
the governor of this town is not now master of the whole of Zan-

fara, as he was in the time of Captain Clapperton, who visited it

on his journey to Sokoto,* the Fiilbe or F<511ani having* found it

more conducive to their policy to place each governor of a walled

town in this province under the direct allegiance of Sokoto, in or-

der to prevent the loss of the whole country by the rebellion of a

single man. Some ninety or one hundred years ago, before the

destruction of the capital, this province was almost the most flour-

ishing country of Negroland; but it is at present divided into a

* Clapperton, Second Expedition, p. 150,

Vol. III.—

G
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number of petty states, each of which follows a different policy;

hence it is difficult to know which towns are still dependent upon

the dominion of Sokoto, and which adhere to their enemies, the

G6berawa* The town is still tolerably well inhabited, the west-

ern more densely than the eastern quarter.

The direct road leads along the wall, and close beyond passes

by the site of the former town Dada
;
but, in order to water my

horse, I descended into the koramma, which was here encompass-

ed by banks about twenty-five feet high, the gradually-shelving

slopes of which were laid out in kitchen gardens, where onions

were cultivated. Passing then a. tract thickly overgrown with

monkey-bread-trees, we traversed a straggling village,* the whole

appearance of which left a feeling of peace and comfort rather

than of the constant state of warfare which prevails in this country.

But every thing in human life depends on habitude ; and these

poor people, not knowing any better, bear the state of insecurity

to which they are exposed without uneasiness.

Numerous neat cottages were just being built ; and the western

end of the village especially, being adorned by several groups of

the gonda-tree, or Erica Papaya, had a very pleasant appearance.

Dyeing-pits are not wanting in any of the larger towns of Zan-

fara ; and a numerous herd of cattle met our view close beyond

the village.

When we again reached the direct road, the neighborhood of

our friends was distinctly indicated by a very strong and not quite

aromatic smell, which proceeded from the luggage of those of the

caravan of native traders (or fataki) who had attached themselves

to our troop in Zekka, leaving their more cautious brethren be-

hind. The merchandise of these small traders consisted, for the

most part, of those vegetable cakes called dodowa, which I have
mentioned repeatedly, and which constitute an important article

of trade, as the dorowa or ParJcia, from the fruit of which those

cakes are made, thrives in great abundance in the province of

Zegzeg, while it is comparatively rare in the provinces of Kebbi
and Gober. Three thousand of these cakes constitute an ass-load,

and each of them in general is sold in Sokoto for five kurdi, hav-

ing been bought on the spot for one uri ; so that the profit, being

not less than 500 per cent., makes this commerce attractive for

poor people, notwithstanding the dangerous state to which this

* For farther details on this subject, see Appendix I. ; and for an outline of the

history of Zanfara, see the Chronological Tables
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road is at present reduced. The return freight which these petty

merchants bring back from Sokoto generally consists of the salt

ofFogha.

Our farther road conducted us through a more rugged district,

intersected by numerous small "water-courses with very rocky beds,

' and mostly covered with dense forest, only now and then broken

by a small tract of cultivated ground producing even a little cot-

ton. Thus we reached the town of Duchi, the name of which,

meaning 44 the rocks," served well to indicate the peculiar nature

of the place, which has a very wild and romantic appearance—

a

labyrinth of rocky eminences inter-

sected by a small ravine, as shown

in the woodcut : the dwellings,

which are scattered about in sev-

eral groups, can scarcely be seen,

owing to the prevalence of rocks.

Several groups of dum palms con-

tribute greatly to the picturesque

character of the place.

Having got inside the wall, which consisted of loose stones, we
had some difficulty in finding a fit spot for encamping, and at

length, having traversed the whole place, pitched our tent not far

from the western gate, but still inside the wall, in the shade of a

fine tsamia or tamarind-tree, and close to a small group of huts.

The principal hamlet lies nearer the east side. The little water-

course contained only a very small supply of water under the

gravelly surface of the bed ; but on my return from the west in

the autumn of the following year, a foaming brook was rushing

along it. The interesting character of the scenery induced me, in

the course of the night, to leave my tent and to sit down for a

while on a rock, which commanded the whole interior of the town.

There I had a charming prospect over the scene by clear moon-

light, while people were busily employed the whole night collect-

ing the small supply of water from the channel for their next

day's wants.

Tuesday, March 29th. In order to pass the narrow gate, if gate

it may be called, I was obliged to have the two posts which en-

compassed it on each side removed. The whole country round

about is rocky, with only a slight covering of fertile soil, so that

nothing but Indian millet is cultivated, which thrives very well

in rocky ground. But the country was adorned with a tolerable
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variety of trees, such as monkey-bread-trees, most of which had

young leaves, the dorowa, the kadeiia, and the merkd While

crossing a small rocky ridge, we were joined by a trooj) of people

bearing large loads of cotton upon their heads, which they were

carrying to the considerable market of Badarawa. This cotton

was distinguished by its snow-white color, and seemed to be of

very good quality.

Beyond the rocky ridge the country became more open, rich in

trees and cultivated fields ; and having passed a village, we turned

round the southwestern corner of the walled town ofSabon Birni,

making our way with great difficulty, and not without some dam-

age to the fences as well as to our luggage, through the narrow

lanes of an open suburb. The western side of the town was bor-

dered by a koramma containing a considerable sheet of stagnant

water of very bad quality, and fringed all round by a border of

kitchen gardens, where onions were cultivated. The governor of

Sabon Birni, like that ofZyrmi, is directly dependent on the Emir

of Sokoto. The name or title of his dominion is Bazay.

From hence, along a path filled with market produce, we reach-

ed the walled town of Badarawa, which, like most of the towns

of Zanfara, is surrounded on all sides with a dense border of tim-

ber, affording to the archers, who form the strength of the natives,

great advantage in a defense, and making any attack, in the pres-

ent condition of the strategetical art in this country, very difficult.

In the midst of this dense body of trees there was a very consid-

erable market, attended by nearly 10,000 people, and well sup-

plied with cotton,* which seemed to be the staple commodity,

while Indian millet (sorghum) also was in abundance. A great

number of cattle were slaughtered in the market, and the meat

retailed in small quantities. There was also a good supply of

fresh butter (which is rarely seen in Negroland), formed in large

lumps, cleanly prepared, and swimming in water : they were sold

for 500 kurdi each. Neither was there any scarcity of onions, a

vegetable which is extensively cultivated in the province of Zan-

fara, the smaller ones being sold for one uri, the larger ones for

two kurdi each. These onions are mostly cultivated round a

large tebki, about half a mile to the west of the town, which, even

at the present season, was still of considerable size. Instead of

entering the narrow streets of the town, I pitched my tent in the

* It was extensively cultivated in this province at the beginning of the sixteenth

century. (Leo Africanus, lib. vii., c. 13.)
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open fields, at a considerable distance from the wall; for I was
the more in want of fresh air, as I was suffering greatly from
headache. The consequence was that I could not even indulge

in the simple luxuries of the market, but had recourse to my com-

mon medicine of tamarind water.

There was some little danger here, not so much from a foreign

foe as from our proximity to a considerable hamlet of Tawarek,

of the tribe of the Itisan, who have settlements in all these towns

of Zanfara. "While endeavoring to recruit myself by rest and

simple diet, I received a visit from an intelligent and well-behaved

young faki, M'allem Dacli, who belonged to the suite of the gha-

ladlma, and whose company was always agreeable to me. He in-

formed me that the Zanfarawa and the Goberawa had regarded

each other with violent hatred from ancient times, Babari, the

founder of Kalawa, or Alkalawa, the former capital of Gober,

having based the strength and well-being of his own country on

the destruction of the old capital of Zanfara ninety-seven years

previously. Hence the people of Zanfara embarked heart and

soul in the religious and political rising of the Sheikh fOthman
against his liege lord, the ruler of Gober. I learned also that the

same amount of tribute, which I have before mentioned as carried

on this occasion by the messengers of Zariya to the emir el Mu-

menm, was paid almost every second month, while from Katsena

it was very difficult to obtain a regular tribute, the governor of

that town generally not paying more than 400,000 kurdi and for-

ty articles, such as berntises, kaftans, etc., annually. It was only

an exceptional case, arising from the exertions of the ghaladima,

as I was told that he had sent this year 800,000 shells, besides a

horse of Tarki breed, of the nominal value of 700,000 kurdi.

Wednesday, March 30th. Allowing my camels to pursue the di-

rect road, I myself took a rather roundabout way, in order to get

a sight of the tebki from which the town is supplied; and I was

really astonished at the considerable expanse of clear water which

it exhibited at this time of the year (shortly before the setting in

of the rainy season), when water in the whole of Negroland be-

comes very scanty. The ground consisted of fine vegetable soil,

while the cultivation along the path was scarcely interrupted ; and

in passing a hamlet, we saw the inhabitants making the first prep-

arations for the labors of the field. Cotton was also cultivated to

a considerable extent. About a mile and a half farther on, at the

village of Sungurur£, which is surrounded with a strong keffi, I
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observed the first rudu, a sort of light hut consisting of nothing

but a thatched roof raised upon four

poles from eight to ten feet in height,

and affording a safe retreat to the inhab-

itants, during their night's rest, against

the swarms of musquitoes which infest

the whole region along the swampy
creeks of the Niger, the people entering

these elevated bed-rooms from below, and

shutting the entrance behind them, as

represented in the accompanying wood-

cut.

Leaving, then, the walled town of

Katiiru close on our left, we entered a dense forest richly inter-

woven with creeping plants, and intersected by a large koramma

with a very uneven bottom, affording sufficient proof of the vehe-

mence of the torrent which at times rushes along it. At present

it contained nothing but pools of stagnant water in several places,

where we observed a large herd of camels, belonging to a party

of Itisan, just being watered, while tobacco was cultivated on the

border of the koramma. A little farther on the torrent had swept

away and undermined the banks in such a manner that they pre-

sented the appearance of artificial walls. We met several natives

on the road, who, although Fulbc or Fellani (that is to say, be-

longing to the conquering tribe), and themselves apparently Mo-
hammedans, wore nothing but a leather apron round their loins.

Thus we reached, a little past noon, the town Sansanne Aisa,

which was originally a mere fortified encampment or " sansanne."

But its advanced, and, in some respects, isolated position as an

outlying post against the Goberawa and Mariyadawa rendered it

essential that it should be strong enough by its own resources to

offer a long resistance ; and it has, in consequence, become a walled

town of considerable importance, so that travelers generally take

this roundabout way, with a strong northerly deviation. Here
also the wall is surrounded with a dense forest, affording a sort

of natural fortification.

Having entered the town and convinced myself of its confined

and cheerless character, I resolved even here to encamp outside,

though at considerable risk ; and I went to the well, which was
about half a mile distant to the south, and, being five fathoms in

depth, contained a rich supply of excellent water. Here a small
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.caravan of people from A'dar, laden with corn and about to re-

turn to their native home, were encamped ; and I pitched my tent

on an open spot, close to some light cottages of Itisan settlers, who
immediately brought me a little fresh cheese as a specimen of

their industry, and were well satisfied with a present which I made
them in return of a few razors and looking-glasses. These Tawa-

rek are scattered over the whole of western Sudan, not only fre-

quenting those localities occasionally as traders, but even some-

times settled with their wives and children. Their women also

did not fail to pay us a visit in the afternoon, for they are extreme-

ly curious and fond of strangers.

"When I had made myself comfortable, I received a visit from

the ghaladima of the town ; he brought me the compliments of

the governor, who was a man of rather noble birth, being nobody

else but All Karami, the eldest and presumed successor of Aliyu,

the emir el Mumemn. He bears the pompous title of serki-n-Go-

ber, " lord of Gober," although almost the whole of that country is

in the hands of the enemy. Having taken his leave, the messen-

ger soon returned, accompanied by Alhattu, the younger brother

of the ghaladima of Sokoto, who was anxious to show his import-

ance, bringing me a fat sheep as a present, which I acknowledged

by the gift of a fine helali bernus, besides a red cap and turban

;

and the governor expressed his satisfaction at my present by send-

ing me also corn for my horses, and half a dozen fowls. In the

evening we had a short but violent tornado, which usually indi-

cates the approach of the rainy season ; but no rain fell, and we
passed the night very comfortably in our open encampment, with-

out any accident.

Thursday, March 31sL We had a very difficult day's march be-

fore us—the passage of the wilderness of Giindumi—which can

only be traversed by a forced march, and which, even upon a man
of Captain Clapperton's energies, had left the impression of the

most wearisome journey he had ever performed in his life. But,

before returning into our westerly direction, we had first to follow

a northwesterly path leading to a large pond or tebki, in order to

provide ourselves with water for the journey. It was still a good-

sized sheet of water, though torn up and agitated by numbers of

men and animals "that had preceded our party from the town,

and we were therefore very fortunate in having provided our-

selves with some excellent clear water from the well close to our

place of encampment. The pond was in the midst of the forest,
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which, toward its outskirts presented a cheerful aspect, enlivened

by a great number of sycamore-trees, and even a few deldb palms,

but which here assumed the more monotonous arid cheerless char-

acter which seems to be common to all the extensive forests of

Negroland.

The beginning of our march, after we had watered our animals

and filled our water-skins, was rather inauspicious, our companions

missing their way, and with bugles calling me and my people, who
were pursuing the right track, far to the south, 'till, after endeav-

oring in vain to make our way through an impervious thicket,

and after a considerable loss of time, any thing but agreeable at

the beginning of a desperate march of nearly thirty hours, we at

length, with the assistance of a Piillo shepherd, regained the right

track. We then pursued our march, traveling, without any halt,

the whole day and the whole night through the dense forest, leav-

ing the pond called tebki n-Gundumi at some distance on our left,

and not meeting with any signs of cultivation till, a quarter before

eleven the next morning, when, wearied iu the extreme, and

scarcely able to keep up, we were met by some horsemen, who
had been sent out from the camp at Gawasu to meet us, provided

with water-skins in order to bring up the stragglers who had lag-

ged behind from fatigue and thirst. And there were many who
needed their assistance—one woman had even succumbed to ex-

haustion in the course of the night ; for such a forced march is

the more fatiguing and exhausting, as the dangers from a lurking

enemy make the greatest possible silence and quiet indispensable,

instead of the spirits being kept up with cheerful songs, as is usu-

ally the case. But having once reached the cultivated grounds,

after a march of two miles and a half more we arrived at the first

gawasu-trees, which surround the village, which is named after

them, " Gawasu." In the fields or " karkara" adjoining this vil-

lage,
rAliyu, the emir el Mumenm, had taken up his camping-

ground, and was preparing himself for setting out upon an ex-

pedition against the Gober people.

It was well that we had arrived, having been incessantly march-

ing for the last twenty-six hours, without taking into account the

first part of the journey from the town to the pond, for I had

never seen my horse in such a state of total exhaustion, while my
people also fell down immediately they arrived. As for myself,

kept up by the excitement of my situation, I did not feel much
fatigued, but, on the contrary, felt strong enough to search, without
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delay, through the whole of my luggage, in order to select the

choicest presetits for the great prince of Sokoto, who was to set

out the following morning, and upon whose reception depended a

good deal of the success of my undertaking. The afternoon wore

on without my being called into the presence of the sultan, and I

scarcely expected that I should see him that day ; but suddenly,

after the evening prayer, Alhattu made his appearance with some

messengers of the chief, not in order to hasten my present, but

first to give me a proof of their own hospitality, and bringing me
a very respectable present, consisting of an ox, four fat sheep, and

two large straw sacks or takrufa containing about four hundred

pounds weight of rice, with an intimation, at the same time, that
rAKyu wished to see me, but that I was not now to take my pres-

ent with me. I therefore prepared myself immediately ; and on

going to the sultan's we passed by the ghaladima, who had been

lodged in a court-yard of the village, and who accompanied us.

We found Aliyu in the northern part of the village, sitting un-

der a tree in front of his quarters, on a raised platform of clay.

He received me with the utmost kindness and good-humor, shak-

ing hands with me, and begging me to take a seat just in front of

him. Having paid my compliments to him on behalf ofthe Queen
of England, I told him that it had been my intention to have paid

him a visit two years previously, but that the losses which we had

met with in the first part of our journey had prevented me from

carrying out my design. I had scarcely finished my speech, when
he himself assured me that at the right time he had received the

letter which I had addressed to him through the Sultan ofA'gades

(informing him of the reason why we could not then go directly

to pay him our compliments), and that from that moment up to

the present time he had followed our proceedings, and especially

my own, with the greatest interest, having even heard at the time

a report ofmy journey to A'damawa.

I then informed him that in coming to pay him my compliments

I had principally two objects in view, one of which was that he

might give me a letter of franchise, guaranteeing to all British mer-

chants entire security for themselves and their property in visit-

ing his dominions for trading purposes ; and the second, that he

might allow me to proceed to Timbuktu, and facilitate my jour-

ney to that place (which was greatly obstructed at the present mo-

ment by the rebellion of the province of Kebbi) by his own para-

mount authority. Without reserve he acceded to both my re-
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quests in the most cheerful and assuring manner, saying that it

would be his greatest pleasure to assist me in my enterprise to the

utmost of his power, as it had only humane objects in view, and

could not but tend to draw nations together that were widely sep-

arated from each other. At the same time he expressed, in a very

feeling way, his regret with regard to
fAbd Allah (Captain Clap-

perton), whose name 'I had incidentally mentioned, intimating that

the then state of war, or " gaba," between Bello and the Sheikh el

Kanemi, the ruler ofBornu, had disturbed their amicable relations

with that eminent officer, whom in such a conjuncture they had

not felt justified in allowing to proceed on his errand to their ene-

my. In order to give him an example how, in the case of foreign

visitors or messengers, such circumstances ought not to be taken

into account, I took this opportunity to show him that the ruler

of Bornu, although in open hostility with the most powerful of

his (Aiiyu's) governors, nevertheless had allowed me, at the pres-

ent conjuncture, to proceed on my journey to them without the

slightest obstacle. He then concluded our conversation by observ-

ing that it had been his express wish to see me the very day of

my arrival, in order to assure me that I was heartily welcome,

and to set my mind at rest as to the fate of Clapperton, which he

was well aware could not fail to inspire Europeans with some dif-

fidence in the proceedings of the rulers of Sokoto.

With a mind greatly relieved I returned to my tent from this

audience. The dusk of the evening, darkened by thick thunder-

clouds, with the thunder rolling uninterruptedly, and lighted up
only by the numerous fires which were burning round about in

the fields where the troops had encamped under the trees, gave to

the place a peculiar and solemn interest, making me fully aware
of the momentous nature ofmy situation. The thunder continued

rolling all night long, plainly announcing the approach of the

rainy season, though there was no rain at the time. Meanwhile I

was pondering over the present which I was to give to this mighty
potentate, who had treated me with so much kindness and regard

on the first interview, and on whose friendship and protection de-

pended, in a great measure, the result of my proceedings ; and

thinking that what I had selected might not prove sufficient to

answer fully his expectation, in the morning, when I arose, I still

added a few things more, so that my present consisted of the fol-

lowing articles : a pair of pistols, richly ornamented with silver,

in velvet holsters ; a rich bernus (Arab cloak with hood) of red
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satin, lined with yellow satin ; a bernus of yellow cloth ; a bernus

of brown cloth ; a white helali bernus of the finest quality ; a red

cloth kaftan embroidered with gold ; a pair of red cloth trowsers

;

a Stambuli carpet; three loaves of sugar; three turbans and a

red cap; two pairs of razors; half a dozen large looking-glasses;

cloves, and benzoin.**

Having tied up these presents in five smart handkerchiefs, and

taking another bernus of red cloth with me for the ghaladima, I

proceeded first to the latter, who received his present with ac-

knowledgments, and surveyed those destined for his master with

extreme delight and satisfaction. "We then went together to

'Aliyu, and found him in a room built of reeds, sitting on a divan

made of the light wood of the tukkuruwa, and it was then for

the first time that I obtained a distinct view of this chief, for on

my interview the preceding night it had been so dark that I was

not enabled to distinguish his features accurately. I found him a

stout, middle-sized man, with a round fat face, exhibiting evident-

ly rather the features of his mother, a Hausa slave, than those of

his father Mohammed Bello, a free and noble Pullo, but full of

cheerfulness and good-humor. His dress also was extremely sim-

ple, and at the same time likewise bore evidence ofthe pure Pullo

character having been abandoned ; for while it consisted of scarce-

ly any thing else but a tobe of grayish color, his face was uncover-

ed, while his father Bello, even in his private dwelling, at least

before a stranger, never failed to cover his mouth.

He received me this time with the same remarkable kindness

which he had exhibited the preceding evening, and repeated his

full consent to both my requests, which I then stated more explic-

itly, requesting at the same time that the letter of franchise might

be written at once, before his setting out on his expedition. This

he agreed to, but he positively refused to allow me to proceed on

my journey before his return from the expedition, which he said

would not be long
;
and, acquainted as I was with the etiquette

of these African courts, I could scarcely expect any thing else

from the beginning. He then surveyed the presents, and express-

* I may as well add, that the richly-mounted pistols which chiefly aided me

in obtaining the friendship of this powerful chief, as well as another pair which I

afterward gave to Khalflu, the ruler of Gando, and also several other things, were

paid for with my own money, which was forwarded to Tripoli by my family at the

suggestion of the Chevalier Bunsen, as well as two harmonica, one of which I gave

to 'AJiyu, and the other to the Sheikh el Bakay.
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ed his satisfaction repeatedly; but when tie beheld the pistols,

which I had purposely kept till the last, he gave vent to his feel-

ings in the most undisguised manner, and, pressing 'my hands re-
,

peatedly, he said, " nagode, nagode, barka, 'Abd el Kernn, barka"

—"I thank you, God bless you, 'Abd el Kerim, Grod bless you."

He had evidently never before seen any thing like these richly-

mounted pistols, which had been selected in Tripoli by the con-

noisseur eyes of Mr. Warrington, and surveyed the present on all

sides. It was to these very pistols that I was in a great measure

indebted for the friendly disposition of that prince, while the un-

scrupulous governor of Katsena, who had heard some report

about them, advised me by all means to sell them to himself, as

his liege lord would not only not value them at all, but would

even be afraid of them.

Soon after I had returned to my tent the ghaladima arrived,

bringing me from his master 100,000 kurdi to defray the ex-

penses of my household during his absence ; and I had afterward

the more reason to feel grateful for this kind attention, although

the sum did not exceed forty Spanish dollars, as I became aware,

during my stay in Wurno, how difficult it would have been for
,

me to have changed my dollars into kurdi. I then satisfied my
friend Alhattu, the younger brother of the ghaladima, whose be-

havior certainly was far from disinterested, but who, nevertheless,

had not proved quite useless to me.

Although we were here in the camp outside, and the people

busy with their approaching departure, yet I received visits from

several people, and, among others, that of a Weled Bashid of the

name of Mohammed, who, on my return from Timbuktu, followed

me to Kukawa in the company of his countryman, the learned

A'hmed Wadawi. This man, having left his tribe on the south-

eastern borders of Bagirmi, had settled in this place many years

before, and, having accompanied several expeditions or forays,

gave me an entertaining description of the courage of the F6Uani-

n-S6koto, although he had some little disposition to slander, and

even related to me stories about the frailties of the female por-

tion of the inhabitants of the capital, which I shall not repeat.

Sunday, April 3d. Being anxious that the letter of franchise

should be written before the sultan set out, I sent in the morning

my broker, 'All el A'geren, with a pound of Tower-proof gun-

powder, to the prince, in order to remind him of his promise ; and

he returned after a while, bringing me a letter signed with the
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sultan's seal, which, on the whole, was composed in very hand-

some terms, stating that the prince had granted the request of

commercial security for English merchants and travelers, which I,

as a messenger of the Queen of England, had made to him. But
the letter not specifying any conditions, I was obliged to ask for

another paper, written in more distinct terms ; and although fAH-
yu's time was, of course, very limited, as he was just about to set

out with his army, even my last request was complied with, and I -

declared myself satisfied. I was well aware how extremely diffi-

cult it is to make these people understand the forms of the articles

in which European governments are wont to conclude commercial

treaties. In regions like this, however, it seems almost as if too

much time ought not to be lost on account of such a matter of

form before it is well established whether merchants will really

open a traffic with these quarters; for as soon as, upon the general

condition of security, an intercourse is really established, the rulers

of those countries themselves become aware that some more def-

inite arrangement is necessary, while, before they have any expe-

rience of intercourse with Europeans, the form of the articles in

which treaties are generally conceived fills them with the utmost

suspicion and fear, and may be productive of the worst conse-

quences to any one who may have to conclude such a treaty.

The sultan was kind enough, before he left in the afternoon, to

send me word that I might come and take leave of him ; and I

wished him, with all my heart, success in his expedition, as the

success of my own undertaking, namely, my journey toward the

west, partly depended upon his vanquishing his enemies. Giving

vent to his approval of my wishes by repeating that important

and highly significant word, not more peculiar to the Christian

than to the Mohammedan creed, " Amin, amin," he took leave of

me in order to start on his expedition, accompanied only by a

small detachment of cavalry, most of the troops having already

gone on in advance. I had also forwarded a present to Hamme-
du, the son of 'Atiku, an elder brother and predecessor of Bello;

but he sent it back to me, begging me to keep it until after his

return from the expedition. The ghaladima also, who was to ac-

company the sultan, called before his departure, in order that I

might wind round his head a turban of gaudy colors, such as I

then possessed, as an omen of success.

After all the people were gone, I myself could not think of

passing another night in this desolate place, which is not only ex-
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posed to the attacks of men, but even to those of wild beasts.

Even the preceding night the hyenas had attacked several people,

and had almost succeeded in carrying off a boy, besides severely

lacerating one man, who was obliged to return home without be-

ing able to accompany the army. An hour, therefore, after the

sultan had left his encampment, we ourselves were on our road to

Wurno, the common residence of 'Aliyu, where I had been de-

sired to take up my quarters in the house of the ghaladfma ; but

I never made a more disagreeable journey, short as it was, the

provisions which the sultan had given me encumbering us great-

ly, so that at length we were obliged to give away the heifer as a

present to the inhabitants of the village of Gawasu. It thus hap-

pened that we did not reach our quarters till late in the evening

;

and we had a great deal of trouble in taking possession of them

in the dark, having been detained a long time at the gateway,

which itself was wide and spacious, but which was obstructed by

a wooden door, while there was no open square at all inside the

gate, nor even a straight road leading up from thence into the town,

the road immediately dividing and winding close along the wall.

CHAPTER LYII.

RESIDENCE IN WURNO.

I shall preface the particulars of my residence in Wurno with

a short account of the growth of the power of the Fulbe or F£l-

lani in this quarter, and of the present condition of the empire of

Sokoto.

There is no doubt that, if any African tribe deserves the full at-

tention of the learned European, it is that of the Fulbe {sing. Pul-

lo), or Fula, as they are called by the Mandingoes ; F&lani {sing.

Bafellanchi) by the Hausa people, Fellata by the Kanuri, and Ful-

lan by the Arabs. In their appearance, their history, and the pe-

culiar character of their language, they present numerous anoma-

lies to the inhabitants of the adjacent countries. No doubt they

are the most intelligent of all the African tribes, although in bod-

ily development they can not be said to exhibit the most perfect

specimens, and probably are surpassed in this respect by the Jo-

lof. But it is their superior intelligence which gives their chief

expression to the Fulbe, and prevents their features from present-
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ing that regularity which we find in other tribes, while the spare

diet of a large portion of that tribe does not impart to their limbs

all the development of which they are capable, most of them be-

ing distinguished by the smallness of their limbs and the slender

growth of their bodies. But as to their outward appearance, which

presents various contrasts in complexion as well as in bodily de-

velopment, we must first take into account that the Fulbe, as a

conquering tribe, sweeping over a wide expanse of provinces, have

absorbed and incorporated with themselves different and quite dis-

tinct national elements, which have given to their community a '

rather varying and undecided character.

Moreover, besides such tribes as have been entirely absorbed,

and whose origin has even been referred to the supposed ancestors

of the whole nation, there are others which, although their pedi-

gree is not brought into so close a connection with that of the

Fulbe, nevertheless are so intermingled with them that they have

quite forgotten their native idiom, and might be confounded with

the former by any traveler who is not distinctly aware of the fact.

Prominent among these latter are the Sissflbe, as they call them-

selves, or Syllebawa, as they are called in Hausa, whom I shall

have occasion to mention on my visit to Sokoto, and who are

nothing but a portion of the numerous tribe of the Wakord or

Wangarawa, to whom belong also the Susu and the so-called Man-
dingoes

;
and while that portion of them who are settled in Hausa

have entirely forgotten their native idiom, and have adopted, be-

sides the Fulfulde language, even the Hausa dialect, their brethren

in the more western province of Zaberma use their own idiom at

the present time almost exclusively.

On the other hand, foremost among those tribes who have been
entirely absorbed by the community of the Fulbe are the Torode
or Torunkawa, who, although they are considered as the most
noble portion of the population in mofct of the kingdoms founded
by the Fulbe, yet evidently owe their origin to a mixture of the

Jolof element with the ruling tribe* and in such a manner that,

in point of numbers, the former enjoyed full superiority in the

amalgamation ; but it is quite evident that, even ifwe do not take

into account the Torode, the Jolof have entered into the formation

* It is, however, remarkable that, according to Sultan Bello's account, in a pas-

sage not translated by Silame, the original idiom of the Torode was the Wakoro or

Wakord, which, if it be true, would render the Tordde the near kinsfolk of the Sis-
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of the remarkable tribe of the Fulbe or Fula in a very strong pro-

portion, although the languages of these two tribes at present are

so distinct, especially as far as regards grammatical structure ; and

it is highly interesting that A'hmed Baba (who, by occasional

hints, allows us to form a much better idea of the progress of that

tribe, in its spreading over tracts so immense, than we were able

to obtain before we became acquainted with his history of Sudan)

intimates distinctly that he regards the Jolof as belonging to the

great stock of the Fullan or Fulbe,* although at the present time

the terms " Jolof" and u Pullo" seem to be used in opposition, the

one meaning a person of black, and the other an individual of red

complexion.

It is this element of the Torode in particular whi<& causes such

a great variety in the type of the Fulbe community, the Torode

being in general of tall stature and strong frame, large features,

and of very black complexion, while the other sections of that

tribe are always distinguished by a tinge of red or copper color.

But besides the Torode, who, as I have said, in most cases as

well in Futa as in Sokoto, at present form the ruling aristocracy,

there are many other nationalities which have been absorbed in

this great conquering nation, and which, on the contrary, are rather

degraded. The most interesting among these latter, at least in

the more eastern tracts occupied by the Fulbe, are certainly the

Jawambe, as they are called by the Fulbe, but rather, as they call

themselves, Zoghoran, or, as they are named by the Hausa people,

Zoromawa. This tribe, which we find at present quite absorbed

by the Fdllani, and, at least in the provinces of Hausa and K£bbi,

reduced to the occupation of mere brokers, we still find, during

the period of the A'skia, that is to say, in the sixteenth century

of our era, quite distinct from the community of the Fulbe or F£L-

lani, as a tribe by themselves, settled to the S.E. of the Great Biv-

er, where it enters the province of Masina ;f and it was this tribe

which, having been continually persecuted by the Songhay during

the height of their sway, at a later period, when that empire had

been laid prostrate by the musketeers of Morocco, contributed the

* He says of the Jolof that their character is distinguished greatly from that of

the other Fullan or Fulbe

:

See Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Soc, ix., p. 536.

t A'hmed B&ba in J. L. Q. S., p. 550, 555, and elsewhere.
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most to its ruin, and conquered great part of it, particularly tlie

most fertile provinces, such as Bara and Karmina.

Nearly the same character distinguishes the tribe of the Laube

on the Senegal, wfro, in general, at the present time have been re-

duced to the rank of carpenters, but, nevertheless, at a former pe-

riod evidently constituted a distinct tribe.** It is these degraded

tribes—viz., besides those above-mentioned, the Mabube or Mabe,

considered in general as weavers ; the Gergasabe, or shoemakers

;

the Waflube, or tailors ; the Wambaibe, or singing men ; the

Waulube, or beggars—who impart to the community of the Fulbe

the character of a distinction into castes, especially as all of them,

in the imaginary pedigree of the Pullo stock, have been carried

back to one common progenitor called So ; but we find the same

degraded families among the Jolof.f

The absorbing of these western tribes, especially the Jolof and

Wakor£ by the Fulfdlde nation, furnishes at the same time an un-

questionable and unmistakable proof that the march of conquest

of the latter proceeded from west to east, and not in an opposite

direction, as has been the generally adopted view of those who
have touched upon the subject. No doubt it is impossible for us,

* M. Eichwaldt, from the account given of them by various French travelers,

makes, as to this tribe, the following interesting statement, regarding them as gip-

sies : " En efFet, les ethnographes considered habituellement lesLaobes comme une

branche des Foulahs : mais ce fait n'est nullement demontre, et nous avons nous-

memes connu des voyageurs qui affirmaient que les Laobe's posse'daient une langue

nationale differente du Foulah." (Journal de la Societe' Ethnologique, 1841, vol.

i.,p. 62.)

f The Fulbe in general divide all the tribes belonging to their stock into four

groups or families, but they by no means agree as to the particulars of the division.

I -will here give one which is commonly assumed

:

t The Jel, comprising the following sections: the Torobe; Ulerbe; Fittobe

;

Jebtobe; Sudube; U'rube; Tarabe; Jellube; Ba'abc; Si'mbirankobe, also called

Ndojiga, from their dwelling-place ; Feroibe ; Ntfkkobe ; Sfllube ; Sosdbe
;
Tonga-

be
;
Waijdbe. Of these the U'rube are again subdivided into five sections : the U.

Bube, U. Feroibe (distinct from the Feroibe before mentioned), U. Dude, U. Sfkam,

U. Waijdbe. The Jellube, again, are subdivided into three sections : the J. Yordn-
ga, J. Haire, and J. Masina.

2. The B'aa, comprising the sections of the Gnara or Gghara, the Suidega, and
the Daneji.

3. The So, comprising the Jawambe, the Mabube or Mabe, Gergasabe, Wailube,

Latfbe, Wambaibe, and Waulube.

4. The Beri, comprising the Siwalbe, Jaleji, Kombangkdbe, and Iungirankdbe.

But besides these there are a great many other divisions of this wide-spread tribe,.

called from localities, some of which I shall mention as opportunity occurs. See es-

pecially Appendix II.

Vol. III.—

H
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. with our faint knowledge of the migration of tribes in general, and

of African tribes in particular, to explain how this tribe came to

settle in the region along the lower course of the Senegal, as their

type is distinguished in so very remarkable a manner from the

character of the other tribes settled in that neighborhood, and evi-

dently bears more resemblance to some nations whose dwelling-

places are in the far east, such as the Malays, with whom M. Eich-

waldt, in his ingenious but hypothetical essay on the Fula,* has

endeavored to connect them by way of Meroe. I myself am of

opinion that their origin is to be sought for in the direction of the

east ; but this refers to an age which, for us, is enveloped in im-

penetrable darkness, while what I have said about the progress of

their conquest from west to east relates to historical times, com-

prising the period from the fourteenth century downward,f In

this respect the mission of two religious chiefs of this tribe from

Melle (where they resided at the time) to Biri, the King of Bornu,

who ruled about the end of the thirteenth and the beginning of

the fourteenth century,^: is of the highest interest, as it shows us

at once that this tribe, even at that early period, was distinguished

by its religious learning, and gives a proof of the progress of the

tribe from west to east. Some other facts which have come to

our knowledge with regard to the progress of this tribe eastward

will be mentioned in the chronological tables ; here I will only

call the reader's attention to the circumstance that we find among
the most intimate friends and most stanch supporters of Moham-
med el Haj A'skia a man of the name of

cAli Fulanu, while in

general it was the policy of the Songhay dynasty, which was be-

gun by that great ruler of Negroland, to keep in check this tribe,

* Eichwaldt in Journal de la Societe Ethnologique, 1841, vol. i., p. 2, et seq.

Among all the arguments brought forward by this gentleman in order to show a re-

lation of the Fulbe with the Malays, there is none of any consequence ; and all his

specimens of words brought forward with this object are either taken from bad

sources or prove nothing, the only striking similarities in the language of these two

nations being the words for fish and spear. I speak here of a special and direct re-

lationship of the Fulbe with the Malays, without taking into consideration the ves-

tiges of the general relationship of the whole human race, which have lately been

pursued and demonstrated with such industry by Mr. Logan.

t There may be some remote affinity between the Fulbe and the South African

tribes, but this refers to an age probably not later than the rule of the Pharaohs

;

and the idea that the Fulbe proceeded from South Africa is certainly entirely erro-

neous. The identity of a few numerals in the Fulfulde and Kaflir languages is ca-

rious, but may be explained on historical grounds.

% Vol. ii., p. 584, under Biri (Ibrahim.)
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the conquering tendency of which could not but become apparent

to intelligent rulers, notwithstanding the humble character of
" berroroji," under which they used to immigrate and settle in for-

eign countries ; and this is the acknowledged reason why the Ga-

b£ro, a tribe whom we shall meet in the course of our proceedings

on the river below Gagho, have entirely forgotten their Fulfulde

idiom, not having been allowed, for a certain period, to use it

Whether it be true, as the F£llani-n-Hausa assert, that Kanta, the

founder of the homonymous dynasty of K£bbi, in the very begin-

ning of the sixteenth century, was originally a slave of a party of

Fulbe settled in the country, a fact which, if confirmed, would

prove the early settlement of the tribe in this country, I am un-

able to decide, although it is certainly true that in the course of

the sixteenth century the Fulbe became strong enough, in the

regions on the east side of the I'sa or Kwara to exercise a great

influence in the struggles which ensued between the successors of

the first Kanta, while it was a chief of their tribe, the ruler of

Danka, or Denga, who, according to A'hmed Baba,* first began his

predatory incursions into the Songhay territory, laying waste the

fertile and once extremely populous region along the Kas el ma.

It is thus explained how, even in the beginning of the seventeenth

century, Fulbe tribes were settled in several places of Bagirmi.f

But just on account of the vastness of the region over which

they were scattered were these people, while pursuing only their

own local interest, powerless even in these loosely-connected and

almost crumbling kingdoms where they had found a new home,

with the exception of Baghena, where they appear to have formed

a nucleus of greater strength, but destitute of any religious impulse.

A new epoch for this wide-spread tribe did not open till the

beginning of this century, when, in the year 1802, Bawa, the ruler

of Gober, summoned to his presence the Sheikh fOthman, together

with the other chiefs of the tribe, and severely reprimanded them
on account of the pretensions which they were beginning to put

forward. It was then that
rOthman, who, being settled in the

village Daghel, performed the office of imam to his countrymen,

and had begun to give them a new religious impulse, which raised

them above their petty interests, filled with indignation at the

manner in which he, the great Moslim, was treated by those pa-

gans, was roused to the attempt of making himself and his tribe

independent of the will of the native ruler of the country, and,

* Alimed Baba, J. L. 0. S., vol. vi., p. 550. t See vol. ii., p. 550.
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having assembled his countrymen, who now conferred upon him

the dignity and authority of a sheikh, raised the standard of re-

volt ; but his proceedings, at least as far as regarded Gober and

the capital Alkalawa, were far from proving successful at the be-

ginning, he being vanquished in almost every encounter ; but the

fanatical zeal of his followers, whom he continually inspired with

fresh energy by his religious songs,* was so great that gradually

he overcame all these obstacles, and at length succeeded in laying

the foundation of a vast empire, being greatly assisted in his ca-

reer by his brother Abd Allahi, who, although his senior, had

been the first to pay him homage, and by his son Mohammed
Bello. He took up his residence first at Gando, where he was be-

sieged for a long time, and afterward at Sifawa, till, as described

by Captain Clapperton in the excellent and concise account of this

strugglef which he has given in the report of his second journey,
rOthman ended his life in a sort of fanatical ecstasy or madness.

He was followed by Mohammed Bello, who endeavored to in-

troduce more order into the empire thus consolidated, and who,

on the whole, must rank high among the African princes, being

distinguished not less by his great love of learning and science

than by his warlike spirit, although his military achievements

were far from being always successful. But he has had the mis-

fortune, after enjoying a great name in Europe for a short time for

the kind and generous spirit in which he received Captain Clap-

perton on his first journey, to incur the severest condemnation on

account of the manner in which he treated that same enterprising

traveler on his second journey. No doubt he was a distinguished

ruler, but he must not be judged according to European ideas.

He had to struggle hard, not less against the native tribes anxious

to assert their independence, than against his great rival, Moham-
med el Kanemi, the King of Bornu, who, just at the time of Clap-

perton's second stay, pressed him very closely, and, having suc-

cessfully overrun the eastern provinces of the Fulfdlde or Fellata

empire, threatened Kano. . Hence this political position, together

with the instigations of the Arabs, who feared for their commerce
with Negroland if the road from the south should be opened, will

account in some measure for his treatment of the English traveler,

who perhaps urged his going to the Sheikh of Bornu with too

much energy. However, there is no doubt that Bello's successor

* I shall communicate his principal song in Appendix III.

f Clappei ton's Second Journey, p. 203, et seq.
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and brother,
f

Atiku, who ruled from the year 1832 till 1837,

would have weakened the interest of the European public in the

example which Bello gave of an energetic and generous ruler in

those distant and out-of-the-way regions if his career had become
known to them ; for he seems to have fully belied the expecta-

tion of " a mean prince,"* which he raised when still living in his

retirement as a jealous king's brother without power and influ-

ence. But his reign was too short for consolidating sufficiently

the loosely-connected empire, although, as long as he lived, full

security is said to have reigned. The spirit of independence broke

out more strongly under his successor Alfyu, a son of Bello by a

female slave, who, save a well-meaning and cheerful disposition,

does not appear to have inherited many of the noble qualities of

his father, and, least of all, his warlike spirit; and hence the la-

mentable condition in which I found this extensive kingdom, while

there is scarcely any hope that affairs will assume a more consoli-

dated character before another more energetic ruler succeeds to

Aliyu. Nevertheless, the kingdom or empire, even at the present

time, still comprises the same provinces which it did at its most

flourishing period, with the exception of Khadeja, the governor

of which has made himself independent ; but the military strength

of these provinces, especially as regards cavalry, as well as the

amount of revenue, is greatly impaired, although the latter, col-

lected from all the provinces! together, certainly exceeds one

hundred millions of shells, or about £10,000 sterling, besides an

equal value in slaves and native cloth, or articles of foreign prod-

uce. The whole strength of the empire, if the distracted state of

each province allowed its quota to be withdrawn from thence,

would certainly still form an imposing force, viz., the cavalry of

the seat of government, together with the subjected parts of Kdb-
bi and Zanfara, about 5000 ; the cavalry of Kano, from 5000 to

7000 ; that of Bauchi, from 1500 to 2000 ; that of Zdgzeg, 3000

;

A'damawa, 2000 ; Katsena and Mesaw, each about 1000 ; Kata-

gum, 1200 ; Marmar and Shera, each 500
;
Bob^ru, 600

;
Daura,

* This is the term which Clapperton uses with regard to him.

t There are inspectors of the provinces residing in Sdkoto who are responsible

for the tribute being duly delivered. 'Abdu, the son of Gedado, has all the follow-

ing provinces under his inspection : Kano, Zegzeg, A'damawa, Hamarruwa, Sam-
bo Degi'msa, Katagum, Sambo-Le, governed by Yerfma A'hmedu. The ghaladi-

ma A'hmedu has only Katsena under his inspection ; the magaji inspects Zanfara

;

Modeggel, Bauchi; Yeron Sambo, Kazaure, the province of Dembo; Dennil Jo'di,

Daura.
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400; Kazaure, about 200. But we have seen to what a state

Zanfara is at present reduced, while the curious manner in which

K£bbi is portioned out between the rulers of Sokoto and Grando*

can not fail to cause a great deal of jealousy and controversy be-

tween the two courts, at the very centre of power; and as for

A'damawa, there are still so many hostile elements in the interior

of that half-subdued province, that it is impossible to withdraw

from thence a particle of its home force
;
nay, even the province

of Kano is so harassed and distracted by the continual inroads of

the governor of Khad^ja, that the ruler of that province is scarce-

ly able to send a few hundred horsemen to join the army of his

liege lord. "We have seen how that same rebel governor of Kha-

d6ja repeatedly defeated a numerous host, taken from almost all

the provinces of the empire, which had been sent against him,

and we shall see what were the inglorious manceuvrings of cAliyu

himself when he led out, in person, his army against the enemy
during my stay in Wurno, of which I shall now proceed to give

a short diary.

Monday, April 4:th. Having entered my quarters in the dark, I

had no idea of their character, and it was not till the following

day that I became aware of it. They cpnsisted, as shown in the

accompanying wood-cut, of a spacious court-yard containing noth-

ing but a clay building, which comprised two apartments besides

a small granary, built of clay, but which was covered all round

I 1

0

1. Entrance hut or parlor, furnished with two seats of clay and two couches of the Bame material.
2. Second hut, without couches. 3. Open court-yard, overgrown with grass.

4. Hut for my chief servant. 5. Clay hall, with a store-room at the back. G. Small granary.

* See Appendix IV.
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with straw at the setting in of the rainy season, in order to pro-

tect it from violent rains. The clay hall had been built by A'bu,

the elder brother and the predecessor of the present ghaladima,

who greatly surpassed the latter in warlike energy, and who fell

in Zanfara during that unfortunate expedition against the Gobe-

rawa, the preparations for which Mr. Overweg witnessed during

his stay in Maradi, in the beginning of the summer of 1851. The
principal apartment of this clay hall, supported by two massive

columns, with an average temperature of 94°, was an excellent

abode during the hottest part of the day, when it felt very cool

and pleasant ; but it was rather oppressive in the morning and

evening, when the air outside was so much cooler. But in the

court-yard there was not the slightest shade, all the trees in this

quarter of the town, as well as the huts consisting of reed, having

been swept away by a great conflagration the preceding year, a

young korna-tree, which had been planted at a later period, only

just beginning to put forth its foliage. The whole court-yard, also,

was in a most filthy state, characteristic of the manners of the na-

tives in their present degraded moral and political situation. The
first thing, therefore, that I had to do, in order to make myself

tolerably comfortable, was to cleanse out this Augean stable, to

build a hut for my servants, and a shady retreat for myself. I

was well aware that the latter, which it was not easy to make wa-

ter-tight, would become useless with the first considerable fall of

rain ; but I entertained the hope that before that time I should be

able to set out on my journey.

It was market-day, there being a market held here every Mon-
day and Friday, although the great market of Sokoto, which is

much more important, even in the present reduced condition of

that place, still serves to supply the wants of the inhabitants of

all the neighboring towns and villages at large. Sending, there-

fore, into the market, in order to supply my most urgent wants, I

found that corn, as well as meat, was even dearer here than in

Katsena, 100 shells scarcely sufficing for the daily maintenance of

one horse, and 800 shells buying no more corn than 500 would
have done in Katsena, while an ox for slaughtering cost 7000

shells ; and I bought two milking-goats, in order to enjoy the lux-

ury of a little milk for my tea, for 2700 shells. The only article

which was at all cheap was onions. The market is held on a nat-

ural platform spreading out in front of the northwestern gate, and

surrounded and fortified by a ditch, as, in the present weak state
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of the Fiilbe, the market-people are liable to be suddenly attacked

by the enemy. . This place, as well as the whole of the town, I

visited the following day, in company with my . friend Alhattu,

who, in acknowledgment of the present I had given him in Ga-

wasu, and in expectation of more, took me under his special pro-

tection
; but in crossing the town in a westerly direction from our

quarters, I was surprised at its neglected and dirty appearance, a

small ravine which intersects the town forming a most disgusting

spectacle, even worse than the most filthy places of any of the de-

serted capitals of Italy. Emerging then by the western gate (the

kofa-n-sabuwa), through which leads the. road to Sokoto, and

which was just being repaired by the people of the ghaladima, in

order to make.it capable of withstanding the effects of the rainy

season, we turned northward round the town. In front of each

gate, on the slope of the rocky eminence on which the town is

built, there is a group of wells, each with a little round clay house,

where the proprietor of the well has his usual residence, levying

on each jar of water a small contribution of five shells; but there

are also a great number of wells facing the northwestern gate,

close to the market.

Leaving a small farm, belonging to my friend
cAbd el Kader,

the Sultan of A'gades, on our left, we then turned round to the

north, into the road which leads to Salame, and crossed once more
the "gulbi-n-rima," which takes its course toward Sokoto, exhib-

iting a very uneven bottom, and forming several pools of stagnant

water. Here a broad plain spread out, at present almost bare of

vegetation, where my poor camels searched in vain for pasture,

putting me to a daily expense of 800 shells in order to recruit

their strength by means of "harawa," or bean-straw, which fur-

nishes the most nourishing food for the camel in these regions,

though in general it is regarded as unwholesome for the horse.

Having thus fed my camels for some time, I sent them to a great-

er distance, in the direction of Sokoto, between Dank^mu and
Gida-n-manomi, where better fodder was to be procured.

After the luxuriant vegetation of other parts of Negroland, I
was astonished at the naked appearance of the country around the
capital, only a few kuka or monkey-bread-trees being seen ; but
the country presented a very different aspect on my return jour-

ney the next year, at the end of the rainy season. Gober is dis-

tinguished for its general dryness, and for this very reason is es-

teemed exceedingly well adapted for cattle-breeding. The fron-
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tiers of the three different provinces or territories (viz., Kebbi,

Gober, and A'dar) join in this corner ; and this is the reason that,

while Sokoto is regarded as lying within the borders of the prov-

ince of Kebbi, Wurno is considered as belonging to the conquered

territory of the province of Gober; while just beyond the gulbi-

n-nma, in a northerly direction, the province of A'dar or Tadlar

commences.

But, to return to my first promenade round Wurno, having

surveyed the broad dry valley of the gulbi, we turned round the

precipitous cliffs over which winding paths lead up to the town,

and, having skirted for a while a small branch or koramma, which
farther on turns away, we kept along the eastern side of the town,

and re-entered the place from the southeastern corner, through the

gate by which we had made our first entrance. Annexed the

reader will find a wood-cut which will serve to show its situation

much better than any description could do.

Meanwhile the town became more and more deserted, and on

1. Residence of Aliyu.
2. Market-place.
3. K6fa-n-Sabuwa.
4. K. Serki-n-A'gades.

5. K. Kasuwa.
6. K. Mi'ileki.

7. K. Kfirremi.
8. K. Ruha.

i I MILE

0. K. Kima.
10. K. Chaladumchi.
It. Gida-n-Serki-n-A'gades.
12. Suburb.
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the 7th of April, Alhattu and 'Omar, or Ghomaro, the two broth-

ers of the ghaladima, with numbers of other people, went to join

the expedition; but these fighting men, with a few exceptions,

care only about their bodily comfort, and for a few "goriye" or

K61a nuts would be willing to sell the whole of their military ac-

coutrements. It was a great matter with these warriors that, while

the old gonye were nearly finished, the new ones, which were

just then brought into the market, were sold for the high price

of 120 shells each. In scarcely any place of Negroland did I ob-

serve so little true military spirit as in "Wurno ; and almost all the

leading men seem to be imbued with the melancholy conviction

that their rule in these quarters is drawing to an end.

Friday, April 8th. It was again market-day, and I made sun-

dry purchases, including a small ox, for almsgiving, as I had

made it a rule, in every large town where I staid any considera-

ble time, to distribute alms among the poor. I was astonished

at the great quantity of cotton which was brought into the market,

and which showed what these fine vales are capable of producing,

if the inhabitants, instead of being plunged in apathy and exposed

to the daily incursions of a relentless enemy, were protected by

a strong government. This very day we received the news that

the rebellious Kabawa, or natives of Kebbi,* had made a foray

against Senina, a town situated on the most frequented road be-

tween Sokoto and Gando, the two capitals and central seats of the

power of the Fulbe in these quarters. The neighboring Fellani

had come to the rescue of the town, and had prevented the enemy

from taking it, but six horses had been carried away. Only a

few days later, the news arrived of another attack having been

made by the rebels upon the town of Gando, the residence of Dy-

ang-ruwa, one day's distance to the south from Birni-n-Kebbi,

although this time they were less fortunate, and were said to have

been driven back with the loss of twenty-two horses. Meanwhile

the sultan himself, with his sluggish host of cavalry, instead of

attacking the Goberawa, who already, before we left Katsena, had
taken the field with a numerous army, was said to be stationed in

Katuru. He had been joined by the governor of Zariya in per-

son, while Kano had sent only the ghaladima with the whole of

their cavalry.

* The national name Kabawa is taken from the ancient form of the name, Kabi,

which was formerly in use (exactly like the form Mali, Malawa), but has given place

to the form Kebbi, which is thus distinctly written, even in Arabic, by authors of

the seventeenth century.



From Katuru, 'Aliyu with his army, after some useless delay,

betook himself to Kauri-n-Namoda, whence we received news on

the 11th, the Goberawa having meanwhile taken up a strong posi-

tion in front of him, without being able to induce him to offer

them battle. The dread of these effeminate conquerors for the

warlike chief of the Goberawa, the son of Yakiiba, is almost in-

credible. He has ruled since 1836, and the preceding year had

roused the whole of the indigenous population of the various prov-

inces to a struggle for their national and religious independence

against the ruling tribe. This dread of him has been carried so

far that they have quite obliterated his real name, calling him
only Mayaki, or " the warrior." "While

fAliyu was stationed at

Kauri-n-Namoda, and part of his army was in Dankarba, the

A'zena made an attack upon Kaya, a town situated at a day's dis-

tance from the former place. But the whole condition of the

country, to the west as well as to the east, was most deplorable

;

and three native merchants, of the Zoromawa or Zoghoran, when
speaking about my projected journey toward the Niger, and be-

yond that river westward, told me, in the most positive manner,

"babo hana," "there is no road;" that is to say, "the country is

closed to you, and you can not proceed in that direction." And
taking into consideration the low ebb of courage and enterprise

among the natives—the weakness and unwarlike spirit of
fAKyu

—the complete nullity of Khalilu—the vigor of the young and

warlike Madem£, the rebel chief of Kebbi, who, starting from his

residence Argungo, distant only a couple of hours' march from

that of Khalflu, was carrying the flame of destruction in every

direction—the revolted province of Zabdrma, with an equally

young and-energetic ruler, Daucl, the son of Hammam Jyrnma

—

the province of Dendina in open revolt and cutting off all access

to the river—all these circumstances rendered the prospect of my
accomplishing this journey very doubtful. Moreover, besides the

weakness of the two rulers of the Fiilbe dominions, there is ev-

idently a feeling of jealousy between the courts of Sokoto and

Gando; and here we find the spectacle of two weak powers weak-

ening each other still more, instead of uniting most cordially in

an energetic opposition against the common foe. For instance,

the young chief of Kebbi, who at present caused them so much
trouble, had been previously a prisoner in "Wurno; but when
Khalilu wanted to take his life, Aiiyu procured his liberty, and

gave him a splendid charger to boot.
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But a European will achieve what the natives of the country

themselves deem impossible ; and my friends the Zoromawa mer-

chants, who wanted to' induce me to relinquish my project, had

perhaps their own private interests in view. They probably en-

tertained the hope that, in case of my being prevented from pene-

trating westward, I should be obliged to sell my stock here, which

I now kept back as a provision for the road before me. By way
of consoling them, I gave them a parcel of beads of the kind called

dankasawa, which I found useless for the countries through which

I had to pass, in exchange for some shells I was in want of for the

daily expenses of my household.

Meanwhile I collected a good deal of information concerning

the topography of the neighboring provinces, and the remarkable

manner in which the province of Kebbi has been portioned out

between the two empires of Gando and Sokoto. I also compiled

an outline of the history of this country, which began greatly to

attract my attention. Meanwhile, in order to preserve my health,

I took a ride almost every day out of the town, and was, in par-

ticular, much interested in an excursion which I made in the after-

noon of the 16th, in a northerly direction, on the road to Salame,

which is at the same time the great high road to A'dar and
A'gades. A cheerful aspect was especially exhibited by the

village of Fachi, stretching out to a considerable length from
east to west, and skirted by a small water-course, which inundates

and fertilizes the neighboring grounds during the rainy season, so

that the people are able to raise, besides two species of yam§,
namely, gwaza and rogo, a good deal of tobacco and cotton. Be-
yond, a wide open plain spreads out, covered with the plant " kak-
ma," which looks very much like aghul (Hedysarum Alhaggi).

But the whole of this ground so near the capital is now very un-
safe imder the weak rule of Aliyu, and exposed to continual in-

roads of the energetic Goberawa; and a few days later the village

of Salame itself was ransacked by the enemy, and a good many
slaves carried off. The more desperate the condition of the coun-
try was, the more remarkable appeared to me the outward show
of dominion which was maintained ; in proof of this, I may state

that the very day we received the news of a new outbreak of the
general mutiny of the native tribes, the tribute from the provinces
of Kano and Zariya entered the town.

Wednesday, April 20th. A highly interesting and delightful in-

terruption to my protracted and involuntary stay in Wurno was
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caused by an excursion which I made to Sokoto. The first part

of this road I had already become acquainted with on a former

ride, which had extended as far as Dankemu ; but at that period,

being more intent upon inhaling the fresh air than upon laying

down the country, I had not paid much attention to the extensive

cultivation of rice which is going on in this valley, while on this

occasion the features of the country, and, in particular, this branch

of cultivation, formed a special object of attraction to me. For

it was the first time during my travels in Negroland that I had

seen rice cultivated on a large scale ; and as we were winding

along the foot of the rocky hills to the southeast, crossing the

various small channels which descend from them and afterward

join the greater rivulet which we saw at some distance on our

right, the country became dotted with small villages, or "rug-

ga," as they are called by the Fiilbe, some of them of historical

renown, such as Daggel, the village where 'Othman the Eeform-

er had his usual residence before he rose to that great political

importance which he attained in after times. But such is the

degraded state of these conquerors at the present time, that even

this village, which, if they had the slightest ambition or feeling

of national honor, ought to be a memorable and venerable place

to them for all ages, has been ransacked by the Goberawa, and

lies almost deserted.

It is at Daghel that the valley attains its greatest breadth; but

as we advanced, in a southwesterly direction, it was narrower,

till, at the village called Gida-n-manomi, it became greatly con-

tracted, shortly after which, the river turning away to a greater

distance, the path ascended the rocks. It is the same path along

which Clapperton, on his second journey, went so repeatedly from

Sokoto to Magariya, but which, from the scanty information ob-

tained from his papers in this respect, has been laid down so very

erroneously. In general, I can not praise too highly the zeal and

accuracy (allowance being made for his positions of longitude)

with which this eminent and successful traveler, who crossed

the whole breadth of the African continent between the Mediter-

ranean and the Bight of Benin, has laid down his various jour-

neys. On the other hand, the companion of his former travels,

Major Denham, has shown great inaccuracy, both with respect to

distances as well as to the direction of his various routes.

The ground was enlivened by the cultivation of u rogo," which,

when attaining a certain growth, contributes greatly to the beauty
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of the scenery ; but kuka or baobab trees were almost the only

larger vegetable production which adorned the country during the

first part of our ride, sometimes shooting out from between the

very blocks of sandstone with which the hills were strewn. Far-

ther on, another tree, called "kadasi," and a few small tamarind-

trees also appeared, and the tops of the ant-hills, which at times

form regular rows, were often adorned with the fine fresh-leaved

bush "s6rkekl" The ground, which consists of black argilla-

ceous soil,
a laka" or " firki," as it is called in Bornu, not yet fertil-

ized by the rainy season, was cracked and torn asunder, while the

white "kali balbal6" (Bnphaga Africana), which enliven every

district of Negroland where cattle are common, were stalking

about in the fields, looking out for food. But cattle at the present

time were sought for in vain. Here they would have found no
pasture, and, in consequence, were driven to a great distance, as is

the general custom with the Fulbe or Fdllani of these quarters,

even those settled in the province of Katsena having at times their

herds of cattle pasturing in the far-distant grassy and healthy

grounds of Zabdrma.

While the cultivation of rice prevails hi the northeasternmost

part ofthe valley, more cotton and sorghum were observed toward
the village of Gida-n-manomi, although the state of the fields did

not argue a great deal of industry on the part of the inhabitants,

being rather obstructed by weeds and thorny bushes. But far

more native corn is grown on the other side of Wurno, so that it

even forms a mercantile speculation, on a small scale, to carry

corn from Wurno to Sokoto
;
nay, even sheep are transported in

this way for a very small profit, being bought in Wurno for 1200,
or, when on credit, for 1400 shells, and sold in Sokoto for 1500.

Having ascended the rising ground close
,beyond a 'source of

limpid water producing a narrow spot of fresh verdure, the rocky
surface was soon succeeded by a fertile plain of sand covering the

rock to the depth of a foot, while the fields of the various farmers
were separated from each other by slabs of sandstone. The labors

of the fields, however, had not yet begun; and trees also here
were scanty, a small mimosa indicating the halfway or "marar-
raba" between the two towns, ;while another village was distin-

guished by a single del£b palm. Having reached the highest

point of the path, from whence we obtained the first sight of S6-

koto, we descended into a deeper hollow or irregular valley, adorn-

ed by fine green fields of "rogo," and bordered by living hedges
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of the Nux pnrgans, the nut being still green, but having just

attained its full size.

This was the valley of Bamurna, which is distinguished on

account of its fertility and abundance of water, but for this same

reason is rather unhealthy, and, during and shortly after the rainy

season, becomes quite impassable for travelers. Close to the

source, which rushes forth from the western cliffs, a small market

is held, where travelers generally make a short halt ; but this spot

being very narrow, and affording but little comfort for a midday

halt, we went on a little farther, and halted for an hour or two at

the end of the vale, under two fine durremi-trees a little to the

right of the path. Here', where the principal vale is joined by a

side branch, and where the greatest amount of moisture is col-

lected, the vegetation is especially rich, and a beautiful limun-tree

full of fruit adorned the place, besides young offshoots of the plan-

tain. But more interesting still was a small plantation of sugar

situated at the foot of the hill, although the stalks were at present

only about sixteen or eighteen inches high ; and I was not a little

surprised when I learned that this piece of ground belonged to a

man who not only cultivated, but even prepared sugar ; but I did

not then make his acquaintance, as he was absent at the time.

Meanwhile, enjoying our cool shade, we partook of a very mod-

erate but wholesome African luncheon, consisting of a few onions

boiled in water, seasoned with some tamarind fruit and a little but-

ter, which forms a very refreshing treat during the hot hours of a

tropical climate ; for the onions hereabout are of excellent quality

and extremely cheap, fifteen being sold for ten kurdi.

Soon after starting in the afternoon we fell in with a long mar-

riage procession, consisting of a bride and her mother, both mount-

ed on horseback, accompanied by a considerable number of female

servants and attendants, carrying the simple household furniture

on their heads. At the same time that this interesting procession

caused a cheerful intermezzo, a greater variety of vegetation was
perceptible at a village on our right. Besides korna, there were

a few dum and del^b palms, and the fields were adorned with a

great number of tamarind-trees, but of small growth.

Proceeding thus over the rocky ground, we reached the small

rivulet of Sokoto, the " gulbi-n-Kaba" or "Bugga," or, as it is

called in its upper course, where I fell in with it on my return

journey, gulbi-n-Bakura. Even at the present season it had a

small current of water, but only about ten yards wide and ten
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inches deep, and just sufficient for us to water our horses. The

water is regarded as unwholesome for man ; and at this season of

the year, shallow wells or holes are dug in the gravel at some dis-

tance from the stream, in order to supply the poor people. The

wealthier classes are believed to be supplied from other quarters,

although such a presumption is very often false, the water from

this stream being merely sold to them under a more pompous

title.

Ascending then the slope of the eminence on which the town is

built, and which rises to about one hundred feet, and leaving a

spacious * 1 marina" or dyeing-place on the slope of the hill on our

left, we entered the walls of Sokoto by the kofa-n-nmi ; and al-

though the interior did not at present exhibit that crowded ap-

pearance which made such a pleasing impression upon Clapper-

ton, the part nearest the wall being rather thinly inhabited, and

the people being evidently reduced to a state of great poverty and

misery, it made a cheerful impression on me, on account of the

number of dum palms and korna-trees by which it is adorned.

Orders having been sent beforehand, I was quartered without

delay in the house of the ghaladima—a clay dwelling in tolerable

repair, but full of white ants, so that I was glad to find there a
u gado" or couch of reeds, where I was able to rest myself and put

away my small effects, without being continually exposed to the
• insidious attacks of these voracious insects. Having thus made
myself comfortable, my first visit the following morning was to

Modibo r

Ali, who had already testified his friendship for me by
sending me a fat sheep to Wurno. Differing entirely from the

present generation of beggars, whose ignoble habits make a long

stay in Wurno or Sokoto intolerable, he is a cheerful old man of
noble demeanor, and with pure Fulbe features, with which his

middle height and rather spare growth exactly corresponded.

He was simply but neatly dressed in a white shirt and a shawl
of the same color. Modibo !All is the oldest member of the

family of the Eeformer still alive, being the son of AJi, an elder

brother of 'Othman the Jehadi, and about seventy-five years of

age. He was seated in the antechamber of his house, before the

door of which his little herd of milch cows were assembled ; and
he received me with unaffected kindness. I immediately saluted

him as an old friend and acquaintance, and we had a very pleas-

• ant and cheerful conversation, after which I delivered to him my
present, consisting of a helali bernus, a piece of white muslin, a
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high red cap or " matri," a small flask of " ottar" of roses, two ra-

zors, a pound of cloves, a loaf of sugar, and a looking-glass ; and

he was particularly delighted with some of these articles, which,

on account of the insecurity of the road at the present time, are

imported more rarely even from Kano. In former times a great

many Arabs used to visit this place, partly for the purposes of

trade, partly in order to obtain a present from the sultan ; but the

danger of the communication in the present reduced state of the

empire is so great that not a single Arab merchant visits the

town. This circumstance can not fail to render the conquering

tribe more favorably disposed toward opening an intercourse with

the English, or Europeans in general, by way of the Niger. At
present almost the whole traffic in foreign merchandise is in the

hands of the people of Ghat and A'gades, especially in those of

Mohammed Boro, my friend the fugger of A'gades, who, being a

native of A'dar, and having a numerous host of full-grown sons,

exercises a great influence upon commercial and even political

affairs in these quarters.

Having thus commenced an acquaintance with the most respect-

able man in the town, I made a longer promenade through its in-

terior, when I found the chief quarter, which had been the resi-

dence of Bello, greatly dilapidated, and the royal mansion itself

in a state of the utmost decay. No doubt a considerable propor-

tion of the inhabitants of the town, especially the males, had join-

ed the expedition of 'AKyu to Zanfara; but as the greater part of

the population consists of Zoramawa or Zoghoran, or, as they are

called farther westward, Jawambe, a peculiar tribe which I have

mentioned before, and about which I shall say more in another

place, mixed here with the Imoshagh of A'dar, who do not join

the army, the war could not exercise so great an influence upon

the desolate appearance of the place. The Zoromawa, in fact, are

the artisans of the town, and the small tradesmen and brokers, and

exercise a sort of monopoly in the art of working in leather, in

which they are very expert, having probably learned it from the

Emgedesiye.

In endeavoring to survey the town, I first paid a visit to the

market, which is situated at its northeastern corner, on the briok

of the rugged slope which descends into the valley. It was empty

at the present time, only a few slight sheds being made ready for

the following day, when the great market was to be held ; and the

prospect over the broad flat valley to the north and northwest, in

Vol. III.—

I
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the direction of Dunday, was uninterrupted, presenting at this

season a scorched-up savanna, while the deep rill of the river was

scarcely to be distinguished. A number of blind women, leaning

on their staves or led by young children, were seen carrying pitch-

ers of water up the cliff, affording a sad proof of the unhealthiness

of the situation of the town, where blindness is very frequent.

Turning then westward from the market, I reached the house

of the late king cAtiku, where at present his son Hamedu resides,

who formerly had his residence at Bakura, till that place was taken

by the G6berawa. The house is in good repair, and the quarter

adjacent is tolerably well inhabited—at least, better than any other

part of the town ; for Hamedu is the chief of the Sissflbe or Sylle-

bawa,* who form the principal stock of the population ofthe neigh-

boring hamlets or rugga of S6koto. The different nationality of

these Syllebawa, causing a diversity of interests and pursuits, is

stated to be one of the reasons why Aliyu, who has been made
sultan chiefly through the influence of the Torobe, does not like

to reside at S6koto as well as at Wurn6, although his residence at

the latter place is greatly needed in the present r::du^ed state of

his power, in consequence of the continual danger fratti the G6-

berawa, who, if the sultan should stay in S6koto, would endanger

the safety of all the people living in the open villages and hamlets

between the former and the present residence ; and it was on this

account that Bello built the town of Magariya (the site of which,

a little to the northeast of the latter, I have indicated on a former

occasion), which, however, was soon abandoned for Wurn6.
The chief, Hamedu, was at present absent ; but I have men-

tioned already that I sent him a present immediately on my arri-

val in Gawasu, on account of his influential position, although I

thought it politic afterward to keep out of his way as much as

possible, in order not to excite any jealousy, Hamedu being one
of the nearest, if not the very nearest, to the succession, but op-

posed by the greater part of the present courtiers. Passing, then,

along the well-frequented road which leads out of the town, we
emerged from the k6fa-n-

fAtfku in order to obtain a first glimpse

of the country which I was to traverse on my road to Gando.

* I shall say more in another place about this interesting tribe, who, originally

belonging to the Negro stock of the Wfikore', have been swallowed up in the re-

markable migration and conquest of the Fiilbe eastward ; here I will only mention
the various sections into which they arc divided, at least as far as these eastern

quarters are concerned. These are the Lobrirbe, Lombc, Scm'ngbe, Yirdbe, Wa>be,
Jakkdbe, WaMrbe, Jagalbe, and Jatfbe.
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It was an open level tract, at present without many signs of

vegetation ; but that part nearest the town was agreeably enliven-

ed by a thriving suburb extending as far as the k6fa-n-Taramnia,

and buried in a thicket of shady trees and hedges, thus presenting

altogether a more animated spectacle than the interior of the town

itself. Keeping along the machicolated wall, here only about

twelve feet high and surrounded by a ditch, and following the

path between it and the suburb, we entered the town, and turned

our steps to the house of the gedado, where Captain Clapperton

closed his meritorious career as an African explorer.

The house is still in tolerable repair,
(Abdu, the son of the

gedado, who, although not very energetic, and still less warlike,

is a man of cheerful disposition and good principles, having too

great a veneration for his father, who did so much toward em-

bellishing and adorning this town, to allow his residence to go to

ruin. The old gedado had long outlived his master Bello, and

if I had proceeded to Sokoto directly from A'gades, I should still

have found- him alive, for he only died during my presence in

Kano in February, 1851. I will here only mention that it was

believed for a moment in England that Clapperton died from the

effects of poison ; but the amount of fatigue, privations, and sick-

ness to which this most eminent of African travelers was exposed

on his circuitous journey, by way of Nupe and Kano, from the

coast as far as this place, explains fully how he was unable to

withstand the effects of the shock which mental disappointment

exercised upon him
;
nay, it is wonderful how he bore up so long,

if his own hints with regard to the state of his health are taken

into account.

In the evening, my old friend Modibo All, and the mother of

A'bu, the elder and more warlike brother of the present ghaladima,

who was slain by the Groberawa two years before my visit to this

place, treated me hospitably, and I sent a present to S'aidu, a

younger son of Bello, who resides in Sokoto, and is considered as

a sort of mayor.

Friday, April 22d. It was the great market-day, which was of

some importance to me, as I had to buy a good many things, so

that I was obliged to send there a sum of 70,000 shells; but the

market did not become well-frequented or well-stocked till between

two and three o'clock in the afternoon, when I myself proceeded

thither. I had taken a ride in the morning through the south-

eastern quarter of the town, proceeding through the kofa-n-
fAt£ku

r
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thence along the wall, toward the west, and re-entered the town

by the kofa-n-
f

All Jedu, where the whole quarter is very desolate,

even the wall being in a state of decay, and the fine mosque, built

by the gedado during Clapperton's stay here, fallen entirely to

ruins. But, even in the present reduced condition of the place,

the market still presented a very interesting sight, the numerous

groups of people, buyers as well as sellers, and the animals of vari-

ous descriptions, being picturesquely scattered over the rocky

slope, as I have endeavored to represent in the plate opposite.

The market was tolerably well attended, and well supplied, there

being about thirty horses, three hundred head of cattle for slaugh-

tering, fifty tak£rkere, or oxen of burden, and a great quantity of

leather articles (this being the most celebrated branch of manufac-

ture in Sokoto), especially leather bags, cushions, and similar ar-

ticles, the leather dressed and prepared here being very soft and

beautiful. There were more than a hundred bridles for sale, the

workmanship of which is very famous throughout all this part of

JSTegrolar\d ; but especially a large quantity of iron was exposed

for sale, the iron of Sokoto being of excellent quality and much
sought for, while that of Kano is of bad quality. A good many
slaves were exhibited, and fetched a higher price than might be

supposed, a lad of very indifferent appearance being sold for

33,000 shells ; I myself bought a pony for 30,000. It being just

about the period when the salt-caravan visits these parts, dates also,

which usually form a small addition to the principal merchandise

of those traders of the desert, were to be had ; and I filled a leath-

er bag for some 2000 shells, in order to give a little more variety

to my food on the long road which lay before me.

April 23c?. I took another interesting ride through the kofa-n-

Dunday not following the direct road to that village, which lies

close to the junction of the gulbi-n-Rima with the gulbi-n-Raba,

but not far from the decayed northern wall, and thus crossed a con-

siderable channel, a branch of the river, full of water, being even

at the present time about fifteen yards wide, and a foot and a half

in depth, and then, keeping away from the village, reached the

other branch, which was narrower, but more richly bordered by
bushes, and, following it up in an easterly direction, reached the

point ofjunction, or " megan-gamu."

The whole valley here formed one uninterrupted rice-field ; and

how different was the aspect of the country from what it exhib-

ited on my home journey, at the end of the rainy season of the
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following year ! A number of small boats were lying here, at the

side of the narrow channel, but all of them separated into two

halves, which had to be sewn together when their services were

required for the rainy season. From this point I crossed over to

the road leading to the village of Kor£, where, two days later, a

party of Kelgeres made a foray
;
and, returning along this road

toward the town, at a distance of about five hundred yards from

the wall, we crossed another small arm of the river, which, during

the rainy season, forms an extensive s wamp. Leaving then the

kofa-n-Kore on our right, we turned round the northeastern cor-

ner of the wall, and ascended toward the kofa-n-Mark<3, which has

received this name from a tree of the mark£ kind, although at

present none are to be seen here. Annexed is a sketch of a

ground-plan of the town.

^ MUE«>1=

1. Market-place. 2. House of Gedado, at present 'Abdu.
3. House of Bello, now of 'Aliyn, very much in decay.
4. House of 'Atiku, at present ilamedu, and close to it the mosque built by Gedado, now in ruins.

5. K6fu-n-Kort!. 6. K6fa-n-Dunday. 7. K6fa-n-Kad«'.
9. K6fa-n-'Ali Jedu. 9. K6fa-n-'Atiku. 10. K6fa-n-Taramnia.

11. K6fa-n-RimL 12. K6fa-n-Marke. 13. Suburb.

Altogether my visit to Sokoto formed a most interesting inter-

mezzo to my involuntary stay in the capital, although it could not

fail to give me a farther insight into the frail character of the do-

minion of the Fulbe over these regions ; and during my stay here

I certainly had no cause to complain of inhospitable treatment, as

my friend Modibo All sent me every day a large basin of fura.

the favorite drink of ghussub water, two dishes of hasty pudding,

and two bowls of milk. Having given, by this excursion to the

former capital, fresh energy to my spirits, I returned to my quar-
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ters in Wurno on the 24th, accomplishing the distance in little

more than four hours ; and it was time that I returned, for in the

evening of that same day the joyful news arrived that the sultan

had reached Gandi. However, he did not enter Wurno till the

23d, having forwarded a message to me the preceding evening

from Yan-serki, in the territory of Kaba, requesting me to meet

him the following morning outside the town. In consequence of

this, I mounted on horseback with the first dawn of day, but found

the sultan already close to the gate, descending the rocky path

which leads from the above-mentioned place. He then made a

halt with his whole suite, and saluted me in the kindest manner,

calling me by my name, Abd el Kerim. The sultan was follow-

ed by the ghaladima ; and I here first made the acquaintance of

the learned Abd el Kader dan Taffa (Mustapha), whom I was

most anxious to see, ia order to obtain from him some historical

information. As soon as the people had dispersed quietly, return-

ing to their various quarters, I sent him a present, when he paid

me a visit in the evening, and furnished me immediately with

some positive data with regard to the history of the dynasty of

the Asaki or A'skia, the rulers of Songhay, which he had per-

fectly in his head, and which were of the greatest importance in

giving me an insight into the historical relation of the western

countries of these regions with that of Central Negroland.

April 29ih. In the forenoon I went to 'Aliyu, in order to pay

my compliments to him upon his safe return from this expedition,

which, although not very glorious, had yet proved not quite un-

profitable, he having reduced to subjection the poor little hamlets

of the rocky district of Kotorkosh^, the inhabitants of which had

previously placed themselves under the protection of the enemy

;

but even this insignificant victory he had only achieved through

the bravery of the horsemen from Katsena, while his own men
had, as usual, exhibited the greatest cowardice. As long as the

Fulbe do not defeat the host of the Goberawa, who take the field

every year and offer them battle, the state of this empire will be-

come daily worse and worse, while at present each of the two par-

ties, the indigenous inhabitants as well as the conquerors, do noth-

ing but accelerate the ruin of the country, without dealing a de-

cided blow.

Although I had made the chief a very respectable present on

my first arrival, I thought it well to give greater impulse to his

friendly disposition toward me by adding something also this time,
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presenting him with a cloth waistcoat and several smaller articles,

besides a musical box, with the performance of which he was ex-

tremely pleased
;
but, unfortunately, when, anxious to impart his

delight to his greatest friend and principal minister,
fAbdu, the

son of Gredado, he had called the latter to witness this wonder, the

mysterious box, affected by the change of climate and the jolting

of the long journey, was silent for a moment, and would not play.

I may observe here that I think it better for travelers not to make
such presents as musical boxes, which so easily get out of order.

The sultan fully granted my request for a speedy departure, prom-

ising also to assist me in my dangerous undertaking with a small
u r^kkia" or escort ; and it was very essential to me to hasten my
proceedings, as the following day brought the first evident proof

of the approach of the rainy season.

Having made a present to the ghaladima also, I thought it bet-

ter, in order to make up for the deficiency of the musical box, to

satisfy the musical taste of the sultan by making him a present of

one of the harmonica which the Chevalier Bunsen, in considera-

tion of the great effect which the Rev. Mr. Knoblecher had pro-

duced with the aid of such an instrument upon the inhabitants of

the shores of the Nile, had procured for me ; but I succeeded aft-

erward in repairing, in some measure, the musical box, which

caused the good-natured chief inexpressible delight, so that he lost

no time in writing for me a commendatory letter to his nephew

Khalflu, the chief of Gando. But I was extremely anxious to get

away from this place, as I was sorely pestered by begging-parties,

the inhabitants of Wurno and Sokoto being the most troublesome

beggars in the world, and besides them there being also many
strangers in the town, especially the K&geres, who had brought

the salt.

I was sitting one day in the entrance-hall of my house, in the

company of some of these sons of the desert, when Gome, the

brother of the Sultan
fAbd el Kader, from A'gades, who had late-

ly been dethroned in order to make way for a new chief, A'htned

e' Eufay, called upon me, and, with a very important and myste-

rious air, requested me to give him a private audience. After I

had dismissed my other visitors, he began by reminding me of the

kind manner in which his brother had received me, and finished

by urgently begging me to use my influence in order to restore
fAbd el Kader to his former dignity. I had great difficulty in

convincing him that I had very little influence with the emir el
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Mumenin, and that I was afraid my intercession would have little

or no effect, although, as well by way of private acknowledgment

for the kindness of my host in that place, where I began to ac-

quire more confidence in the success of my proceedings, as from a

persuasion of the influence which a great service rendered by me
to this man would have upon my future prospects, I should have

desired nothing better than to be the means of reinstating him in

his former position.

Among the people who sought my acquaintance there was also

Khalflu dan Hassan, one of the presumptive heirs to the royal

power—Hassan being a younger brother of Bello—a young man
of gentlemanly manners, but not of a very generous disposition,

as he plainly evinced on my home journey the following year,

when he wanted to oblige me to send him, after my safe return

home, a pair of pistols in exchange for a blade shirt scarcely worth

5000 shells, or two dollars.

All this time I had employed my leisure hours in reading a

manuscript work which had given me the first insight into the

history of the western portion of these F&lani dominions. It had
been composed by 'Abd Allahi, the brother of 'Othman the Ke-

former, to whom the western portion of the conquered region was

awarded as his share. But, although this work, the title of which

is " Tez&i el aurekat," contained, besides a great deal of theolog-
' ical matter, some important historical data, it did not satisfy my

curiosity, and I had been endeavoring in vain to obtain the work
of Bello, entitled " Infak el misuri fi fat-ha el Tekruri," which had
been earnestly recommended to me by my friend the faki

rAbd el

Kader in Katsena ; but I did not succeed in getting it into my
hands till a few days before I left this place, when I found that

the greater part of its contents, which had any geographical or his-

torical importance, were identical with those documents brought
back by Captain Clapperton on his first journey, and which have
been partly translated by Mr. Salame in the appendix to the ac-

count of those travels.

Meanwhile the country became more unsafe ; and on the 5th of

May the cattle of the village of Salame were driven off by the peo-

ple of Ch^beri, to the great loss of my friend Abd el Kader dan
Taffa, who had considerable property there ; but strongly remind-

ed of the effects of the rainy season by a heavy shower which fell

on the 6th, driving me out of my cool shed, I urged my depart-

ure, and in the afternoon of the 8th took leave of fAliyu with a
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cheerful spirit, it being evident to me not only that he entertain-

ed not the slightest mistrust of my future proceedings, but on the

contrary, even took considerable interest in me, as he found that

it was my earnest desire to become well acquainted with the coun-

try and the people, and that I was anxious to establish friendly

relations with the most distinguished and learned among them.

But he gave me repeatedly to understand that he wished me not

to go to Hamdallahi, to present my compliments to their country-

men and co-religionists there and their chief or his successor, we
having just received a few days previously the news of the death

of Shdkho A'hmedu, while he had not the slightest objection to

my going to Timbuktu, and paying a visit to the Sheikh El Ba-

kay , who had spent some time in Sokoto, and was on friendly terms

with the family of Fodiye.

CHAPTER LVIII.

STATE OF INSECURITY ALONG THE MOST FREQUENTED HIGH
ROAD.—GANDO.

Sunday, May 8th. At length I was able to pursue my journey,

which now, as soon as I had passed Sokoto, was to lead me into

almost unknown regions, never trodden by European foot.

I was escorted out of the town, in grand style, by the ghaladi-

ma with six horsemen, and then pursued my former track to So-

koto, the character of which was but little changed, on account of

the vegetation having only just begun to be vivified and restored

by the first showers of the rainy season. The little stream which

skirts the foot of the hill on which the town of Sokoto is situated,

and where we had watered our horses on our former excursion,

now began gradually to increase, although as yet it exhibited but-

few signs of that considerable volume which I found here on my
home journey the next year.

I was lodged in my old quarters, in the house of the ghaladi-

ma, and was treated by my old friends Modibo AH and S f

aid

with great hospitality. Although most anxious, on account of

the season, to continue my journey with the shortest possible de-

lay, I remained here the four following days, in order to procure

what was still wanted in my outfit for the long journey before

me, but principally from regard to the interests of my companion,
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fAH el A'geren, who had here to arrange some business; hence

we did not set out until the 14th of May.

There had been so heavy a shower the preceding afternoon,

that a large stream broke through the roof of my dwelling, and

placed my whole room several inches under water. I passed,

therefore, a most uncomfortable night, and when I got up in the

morning I had a very bad headache. Every thing, also, was ex-

tremely wet, so that it took us a long time to get ready our cam-

els, and it was eight o'clock when we left the kofa-n - Taramnia,

which, though the widest of the gates of the town, did not allow

tnj two largest boxes to pass without damage.

A grandson of Modibo fAH, together with Shdkho, the chief of

the Zoromawa, escorted me outside the town. The first was cer-

tainly sincere ; but as for the second, I could not expect that he

was in earnest in wishing me success in my undertaking ; for the

Zoromawa, who are the chief traders of the country, viewed my
enterprise with a great deal of mistrust, as they were told that I

wanted to open an intercourse along the river.

Thus we entered the large open plain, which is only bounded,

at the distance of about three miles to the north, by a low chain

of hills, and scarcely dotted with a single tree. But the monot-

onous country at present was not quite wanting in signs of life,

the plentiful fall of rain having ihspired the inhabitants of the

several villages which were scattered about with sufficient confi-

dence to trust their seed to the ground. Having then passed a

larger village, called Kaffarawa, we crossed a considerable de-

pression or hollow, stretching from S.W. to N.E., with plenty of

water, and with extensive grounds of yams, a branch of cultiva-

tion which, in these swampy valleys of Kebbi, is carried on to

some extent ; and this depression was soon succeeded by others

of a like nature. Numerous herds of cattle were here grazing on
the intervening pasture-grounds, which were adorned with syca-

mores and monkey-bread trees ; and this continued till we reached

Bodinga, and took up our quarters in a small cluster of huts ly-

ing on the outside, close to the wall. This time I did not enter

the town, but I did so on my return journey, when I satisfied

myself of the considerable size of the town, and the state of decay

and desolation into which it has at present relapsed.

Sunday
,
May 15th. While we were loading our camels, the gov-

ernor of the town, who is a son of M6dibo 'AH, of the name of

Mohammedu, came out to pay me his compliments. He was of
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a cheerful disposition, and had treated us hospitably the preced-

ing evening. He even accompanied me to a considerable dis-

tance, till we left, on our right, the town of Sifawa or Shifawa, an

important place in the history of the Pullo reformer 'Othman dan

F6diye, but at present almost desolate and reduced to great misery,

presenting a fair specimen of the state of the province of Gando,

which we here entered.

The country here, as well as near Bodinga, is almost exclusive-

ly adorned with monkey-bread-trees, and the soil seemed to be

very parched ; but a little farther on we descended into a depres-

sion which, having been already fertilized by the rain, was just

being sown. Farther on, the ground continuing undulating, we
watered our horses at a rich source of living water which rushed

out from the rocks at the side of a small hamlet. We then passed

a large and comfortable-looking place called Dendi (perhaps after

a portion of that tribe, which settled here), and adorned with a pro-

fusion of trees, among which the dorowa or Parkia, the gdreba or

dum palm, and the gigma or del£b palm were most conspicuous.

Toward the southeast side it was bordered by a depression full

of yams and fresh herbage, and fringed by numbers of monkey-

bread-trees. Even a little market-place was to be seen ; and the

place seemed so attractive to my people that they would fain have

spent here the rest of the day, and they were not at all pleased

when I insisted on continuing our march. A little after noon we
passed a pretty village with a small dyeing-place. Besides corn-

fields, where the crops were already two inches out of the ground,

indigo was cultivated to a great extent. We then entered upon

rocky ground, and, five miles farther on, reached the place Shagali,

separated into two groups along the northern slope of an eminence,

and surrounded on three sides by a deep and wide ravine, which

made the access to it very difficult. Here we were rather inhos-

pitably received, the former mayor having been deposed, and a

new one not yet installed in his place.

Monday, May 16th. Early in the morning we pursued our jour-

ney, through a rather hilly country broken by several small wa-

ter-courses, full of cultivated ground and fine timber, principally

monkey-bread-trees, which now exhibited a more cheerful appear-

ance, as they were clad in fresh foliage. We passed several vil-

lages, where we again observed some- signs of industry in the shape

of dyeing, and, about six miles and a half from Shagali, left the

considerable place Senina (the same town which a few days before
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had been attacked by the enemy) on our left, situated on a small

hilly chain. Here we entered a tract of country at present deso-

late, and thickly covered with underwood, and greatly infested by
the independent inhabitants of Kebbi ; but it was only of small

extent, and, about four miles beyond Senina, we entered, by a

steep rocky descent, the fine valley of Sala, which is intersected

by a considerable sheet of water.

We took up our quarters in the walled town of Sala, the dwell-

ings of which were almost lost in the most splendid vegetation,

among which one of the finest tamarind-trees I have ever seen was

greatly distinguished, attracting to its dense foliage countless flights

of birds, which were gathering from all sides to pass the night

here in cheerful communion. The wider-spreading foliage of the

tamarind and monkey-bread trees was very picturesquely diver-

sified by a large number of gonda-trees, or Carica Papaya, while

in front of the principal gate a most splendid rimi or bentang-tree

was starting forth as a proud landmark, pointing out to the travel-

er the site ofthe gate. The camels, who suffered greatly from thirst,

immediately on our arrival were sent off to the brook of living

water, which is formed at the foot of the rocky cliff a little to the

north ofthe place where we had descended from the higher ground.

Tuesday, May 17th. We reached Gando, the residence of an-

other powerful Pullo prince (as powerful as that of Sokoto), after

a march of six hours, through a country richly provided by nature,

and partly, at least, well inhabited. Hill and dale alternated, the

depressions and cavities offering suitable grounds for the cultiva-

tion of yams. The vegetable kingdom also displayed its larger

members in great variety. In the village Babanidi, which we
passed about two miles from Sala, we observed the three species

of palms which are common to Negroland in the same locality,

viz., the dum, the date, and the deleb palm, while, near a swampy
sheet of water before we came to Masama, I caught sight of the

first banana or ayaba-tree that I had seen since I had left A'da-

mawa, with the exception of those young offshoots which I had

observed in Bamurna. Near this latter place, which was situated

at the border of a deep valley, a large swamp spread out covered

with rank reed-grass ; and beyond the town of Masama we had to

cross another large and irregular valley or faddama, where, even

at this season of the year, a large sheet ofwater was formed, which,

according to the statement of the natives, was full of alligators.

The towns also exhibited a considerable degree of industry in

their dyeing-places ; and a short distance from our halting-place
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we even passed large hollows about two fathoms in depth, and one

in particular where iron had been dug out. Small marketing stalls

in some places lined the road, and the town of Masama, with its

straggling suburbs, presented an animated spectacle ; but cattle

were greatly wanting, nothing but sheep being seen, as all the

horned cattle had been carried away by the predatory bands of

Argdngo.

As we approached the town of Grando, I could not help won-

dering how the people had been led to choose this locality as the

seat of a large empire, commanded as it was by hilly chains all

around, in the manner shown in the ac-

companying wood-cut, while the rising

ground would have offered a far more

suitable locality. But the situation of the

town is on a parwith the character ofits do-

minion—without commanding strength,

and quite incapable of keeping togeth-

er that large agglomeration of provinces

which have gathered around it. Howev-

er, for a provincial town, the interior is very pleasant and anima-

ted, being adorned with a variety of trees, among which the ba-

nana is prominent.

Having sent a messenger in advance, I soon obtained quarters

in the house of El Khassa, the chief eunuch of the court ; but they

were extremely narrow and unpleasant, although I had a very

good clay house for myself.

Thus I had entered the residence of another very important Pullo

chief, whose dominion extended several hundred miles over the

country which I had to traverse, and whose friendship it was of

the utmost importance for me to secure, as his provinces inclose

both banks of the Niger, while the dominion of the Sultan of S6-

koto does not reach the principal branch at all. It was the more

unfavorable that the present ruler of this very extensive kingdom

should be a man without energy, and most inaccessible to a Euro-

pean and a Christian. His name is Khalflu, and he is the son of
fAbd Allahi* the brother of the great Eeformer 'Othman, to whom

* 'Abd Allahi died 20th of Moharrem, 1245 ; and Mohammed died 4th of Ram-
adhan, 1250. The children of 'Abd Allahi were the following : Mohammed Wani,

Khalflu, 'Abd el Kadiri Innehawa, Haliru or Hadhirn and 'Ahyu (masuyaki),*

'Abd el Kadiri Ay, Hassan, 'Abd e' Rahmani, A'bu Bakr Maiguna, Is-hako, Mam-
man Sambo (maiyaki).*

* Maiyaki (pi masuyaki) means commander-in-chief.
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that remarkable man, at his death, gave the western part of his

vast domains, while he installed the celebrated Sultan Bello over

the eastern portion. Khalflu succeeded to his brother Mohammed
Wani about seventeen years ago, and has since lived in a state of

the greatest seclusion, well fitted for a monk, but by no means

suited to the ruler of a vast empire, employing one of his brothers

in order to keep up a certain show of imperial dignity where it

was absolutely necessary. Thus, during the first few years of his

reign, he had employed 'Abd el Kadiri, and was now employing

Haliru, or, as the name is written, Hadhiru. Even by Mohamme-
dans he is scarcely ever to be seen except on Fridays. It appear-

ed, from my first arrival, extremely doubtful whether he would

allow me to see his holy face ; and after a vain struggle, merely

in order that, by an untimely obstinacy in matters of form, I might

not frustrate all my schemes of discovery, I agreed at length to

deliver my present to the messengers of the sultan, in his palace,

without seeing him. This present consisted of almost the same

number of article^ as I had given to the emir of Sokoto, with the

exception of the silver-mounted pistols. I gave him three ber-

nuses, one of yellow, one of red cloth, and the third of the kind

called helali ; a haik or jend of the finest quality, a Stambuli car-

pet, two entire pieces of muslin, a red cap, four loaves of sugar,

three phials of rose oil, a pair of razors, five looking-glasses, a

pound of cloves, and another of benzoin.

It was very unfortunate that a foreigner and an adventurer,

who had no other interest than his own selfishness, became the go-

between with me and the sultan, and found ample opportunities,

owing to the monkish character of the latter, for advancing his

own interests, in the thousand embarrassments which he caused

me. This was El Bakay, a person who made me hate his very

name, though it afterward became so dear to me on account of

my protector in Timbuktu being called by the same. However,
he also was an Arab from the west, and from the tribe of the

Kunta, but not connected in any way with the family of the

sheikh. After having tried his fortune in several other places

along the Niger, especially in Zagha and Y&u, he had at length

settled down here, constituting himself a sort of consul of the

Arabs, and, in the miserable state into which affairs were plunged
in this court, soon exercising a great influence over the principal

and the secondary rulers; for, besides Khalflu, his several brothers

enjoyed a large share of authority, to all of whom I had, in con-
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sequence, to make suitable presents besides. The most remark-

able among them were the above-mentioned Haliru and Bu-Bakr

Maiguna, the latter an aspiring and restless man, who occasionally

distinguished himself by acts of great violence, and to whom, in

consequence, I had to make a more respectable present, in order

to insure myself against any predatory proceedings on his part.

My present to the sultan himself seemed at first to have given

great satisfaction ; but after a few days, matters assumed a differ-

ent aspect, and I was told that the pistols which I had given to

'Aliyu were of more value than the whole of the presents which

Khalflu had received from me, while the empire of the latter ex-

tended over a larger tract of country than that of the former ; and

I was clearly given to understand that it was not in my power

either to proceed or even to retrace my steps, unless I gave much
larger presents. After a protracted and serious dispute with El

Bakay and my broker fAK el A'geren, I came at length to the

determination of sacrificing the second handsome pair of silver-

mounted pistols which I possessed, and then at length I had some

prospect of being allowed to proceed on my journey, although

the state of the country before me was really such as to make
progress appear very difficult, and it was certainly very doubtful

whether I should be able to reach the river. After much trouble

and a great number of presents, however, which I had to give to

the crafty Arab, I managed even to obtain a letter of franchise

from Khalflu written with his own hand, but in so general a style

that it had not much the character externally of an official doc-

ument, although its contents were altogether very satisfactory,

guaranteeing full security to any Englishmen visiting his territo-

ries, and commanding the officers of the various provinces to re-

spect their property and to facilitate their ^proceedings.

Besides the presents to be given to all these people, I had also

to make a fresh sacrifice to my Arab 'All el A'geren
;

for, not-

withstanding the arrangement which I had previously made with

him, when he saw the difficulties I was in, and being aware that

the easy part of my journey was now over, he threatened to leave

me if I did not accept the conditions which he prescribed to me.

I had also the misfortune to lose, during my stay here, my best

camel, which I had bought from the governor of Katsena for

60,000 shells ; so that I was obliged to purchase another animal

from Bu Bakr Maiguna at the price he demanded, camels here be-

ing very scarce.

Yol. TTI.—

K
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Notwithstanding all this disagreeable business, which occasion-

ally cost me much bitter reflection, greatly enhanced by the ad-

vance of the season, the month of May being at an end, and that

of June having set in with violent rains, I passed the time during

my residence in this place not quite uselessly, especially as I was
so fortunate as to obtain here, from a learned man of the name of

Bokhari, a son of the late Mohammed Wani, a copy of that most

valuable historical work of A'hmed Baba, to which my friend
rAbd el Kader, in Sokoto, had first called my attention, but with-

out being able to satisfy my curiosity ; and I spent three or four

days most pleasantly in extracting the more important historical

data of this work, which opened to me quite a new insight into

the history of the regions on the middle course of the' Niger,

whither I was bending my steps, exciting in me a far more lively

interest than I had previously felt in a kingdom the great power

of which, in former times, I here found set forth in very clear and

distinct outlines, and I only lamented that I had not time enough

to copy the whole.-

As for the town of Grando itself, there was not much to be

seen ; and the situation of the place, hemmed in as it is in a nar-

row valley, did not admit of long excursions
;
moreover, the in-

security of the neighborhood was so great that it was not possible,

at least in a northerly direction, to proceed many yards from the .

wall. Several times during my stay the alarm was given that

the enemy was approaching ; and the whole political state of the

place was plunged into the most terrible disorder, the enemy being

established in several strong places at scarcely half a day's jour-

ney distance, Argungo being the residence of Daud, the rebellious

chief of the independent Kabawa. A numerous foray ("yaki,"

or, as the Fulbe say, "konno") left early in the morning of the

29th of May, but returned the same evening amid the noisy man-

ifestations of the inhabitants. They had, however, only given an

additional proof of their cowardly disposition, inasmuch as they

had not even dared to attack the enemy, who had just succeeded

in ransacking the town of Yara, and were carrying all the unfor-

tunate inhabitants into slavery.

The interior of the place was not quite without its charms, the

whole of the town being intersected, from north to south, by the

broad and shallow bed of a torrent, which exhibited fine pasture-

grounds of fresh succulent herbage, while it was skirted on both

a dense border of exuberant vegetation, which altogether
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is much richer in this place than either Sokoto or Wurno, being

surpassed only by the fine vegetable ornament of Kano. The
rains are extremely plentiful in Gando, causing here quite an ex-

ceptional state in the productive power of the soil ; and to this

circumstance w.e have partly to ascribe the fact that very fine ba-

nanas are grown here in considerable quantity ; and the fruit being

just ripe at the time, formed a very pleasant variation to my usual

food. The onion of Gando is remarkable for its size and quality,

compared with that of all the neighboring districts ; and it is well

for the traveler, in whatever direction he may intend to go, to

lay in a supply of this wholesome article. But the place is ex-

tremely dull, and the market very insignificant—a fact easily to

be explained by the desperate state of the provinces around, al-

though the situation of the capital, as a central place for com-

merce, is rather favorable. But the town of J6ga has not yet

lost, in this respect, the whole of its former importance, and is

still tfre great entrepot for that coarse kind of colored silk which

is imported from the north, and which, notwithstanding its very

inferior character, is nevertheless so greatly sought after by the

natives for adorning their leather-work. It is, perhaps, in conse-

quence of the little trade which is carried on that the people of

Gando have applied themselves with more industry to supplying

their own want of cotton cloth, and no one can deny that their

cotton strips are of first-rate quality ; their dyeing, on the con-

trary, is very coarse, and they seem quite unable to give to the

dyed cloth that lustre which so eminently distinguishes the man-

ufactures of Niipe and Kano
;
but, nevertheless, this cloth of Gan-

do is in great demand as far as Libtako.

The kingdom or empire of Gando, according to its title, com-

prises a number of wealthy provinces, all lying along that great

West-African river which opens such an easy access into this con-

tinent or on its branches, although nobody who stays in the cap-

ital for any length of time would suppose that it holds such a

pre-eminent rank. I shall give some farther details respecting

these provinces in the Appendix ;* here I will only enumerate

them by name. They are, the western half of Kebbi, Mauri or

A'rewa, Zab6rma, D&idina (comprising Kenga-koy and Zagha),

a great part of Gurma (comprising the provinces of Galaijo, To-

rode, Yagha, and Libtako), with a small portion of Borgu or Bar-

ba, a large portion of Yoruba, with the capital Alori or Ilorin,

* See Appendix VI.
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and, on the east side of the river, the provinces of Yaura and

Nupe or Nyffi. But at that time most of these provinces were

plunged into an abyss of anarchy, which could not fail to impart

to the capital a more sombre aspect than it may possess in general.

CHAPTER MX.

THE PROVINCE OF KEBBI AND ITS RIVER.—THE SALT VALLEY

OF FO'GHA.—REACH THE NIGER.

Saturday, June 4dh. At length I was allowed to proceed on my
journey, which now soon promised to become of overwhelming

interest, as I was approaching that great African river which has

been the object of so much discussion and individual ambition for

so long a period. There had been a very heavy thunder-storm

during the night, accompanied by a great abundance of rain,

which lasted till late in the morning, and delayed my setting out

for a considerable time. It was almost eleven o'clock when we
at length left the western gate of the town, or the kofa-n-J£ga,

and entered the open fields, where the crop was already shooting

forth. Keeping along the rocky ground bordering the valley on

the north side, we soon had a specimen of the swamps which dur-

ing the rainy season are formed in these deep valleys of Kebbi,

while we beheld here also extensive rice-grounds, the first which

I saw under actual cultivation. But the guide, who was to ac-

company me to the very western extremity of the territory of

Khalflu, having not yet arrived, we made only a short march of

about six miles, and took up our quarters in a comfortable hut'

lying outside the walls of Kambasa, which, by a separate wall, is

divided into two distinct quarters.

This town lies on the north side of a large swamp, which fills

the bottom of the faddama, and affords excellent grounds for the

cultivation of rice. The governor treated me hospitably, sending

me every thing that was wanted for a good African dinner, from
a sheep down to a bit of salt and a few cakes of dodowa, and I

made him a suitable present in return. During the night we suf-

fered greatly from musquitoes, giving us a fair idea of what we
were to expect on our journey through these swampy valleys.

Sunday, June 5th. Another storm again delayed our departure

this morning ; and being now in the middle of the rainy season,
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I had a fair sample of what I should have to endure on my long

journey to Timbuktu. In consequence of the rain, it was again

eleven o'clock before we could start. The principal road leads

along the northern bank of the faddama, by way of Zoro, the res-

idence of Chafo, a son of Khalflu ; but it was deemed too unsafe

in the present unsettled state of the country, that very town of

Zoro, although situated on the north side of the faddama, at pres-

ent being only accessible from the south ; and it was decided,

therefore, to cross the swamp close to Kambasa, in order that it

might afford us protection, in our farther progress through this

unsafe region, against any sudden attack from the rebels in the

northern part of the province. Thus proceeding along the south

side of the sheet of water here, about 200 yards broad, and thickly

overgrown with tall reeds of different species, including a large

proportion of papyrus, we reached, after a little less than two
miles, another walled town, likewise called Kambasa, a civil war
having broken out among the inhabitants of the former town,

and a portion of them having separated from the original tribe,

and settled in this place. We then continued along the southern

side of the valley, till, after a march of about four miles, we had

to cross a small branch which joins the chief trunk of the valley

from the south, and opened a view ofMount Bobye, over the sad-

dle of which the road leads from Tambawel to Jega, the great

market-place of this quarter of the country, while the faddama,

here spreading out in a large sheet of water, receded behind a wall-

ed town called Badda-badda. A track frequented by the elephant,

ofwhich for a long time I had seen no traces, led through the rich

pasture-ground to the edge of the water. Almost the whole cul-

was about 1200 yards broad, and even at the present season, be-

fore the rains had set in, was full of water. A couple of months
later it inundates its low borders, and almost precludes any pas-

sage, so that, on my home-journey from the west, I was obliged to

pursue another path. The crops of negro corn were here already

three inches high, numbers ofpeople being busily employed in the

labors ofthe fields, while an isolated del£b palm gave a peculiar

character to the landscape. The prevailing representatives of the

vegetable kingdom were the dorowa and the useful kadena-tree.

The pasture-grounds were full of cattle ; and every thing testified

to the rich nature ofthe district, which is still very populous. After

passing another walled town, perched on the high border of the
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swampy valley, three miles and a half beyond Badda-badda, we

reached Gaumach<5, at present reduced to a femall hamlet, or rath-

er "rumde," inhabited exclusively by slaves, and adorned by a

few specimens of the butter-tree and the^dorowa. It was once a

large walled town ; but in the sanguinary war between the na-

tive Kabawa and the conquering tribe of the Fulbe, it was de-

stroyed by the former.

Having crossed here a considerable stream of running water,

which testified to the quantity of rain which had fallen in this dis-

trict, we passed, on our left, the large walled town of Talba, where

the beating ofdrums gave proof of warlike preparation. The fields

around were adorned with numbers of &e\6b palms.

At a short distance from Talba lies Daube. The whole of this

district had attained a high degree of power and prosperity under

the dominion of the Kanta, and had only recently begun, in con-

sequence of the war of independence, to lose many of its former

centres of human industry.

An obvious illustration of this desolation was afforded by the

little town of Yara, which we reached after another three miles.

We had left the faddama at some distance on our right, and kept

along rocky ground occasionally broken by patches of fine sandy

soil. But we were urgently warned, by people whom we met on

our road, of the danger of an approaching ghazzia.

This place, which a short time ago was the seat of human well-

being, had been destroyed by the enemy on the 29th of the pre-

ceding month, and all the inhabitants carried into slavery, notwith-

standing the presence of the expedition which, as I have mention-

ed above, marched out from Gando to the succor of their country-

men. The aspect of the place was doleful and melancholy in the

extreme, corresponding well with the dangerous situation in which

we found ourselves ; and while traversing the half-ruined village,

which from a bustling little place had become the abode of death,

I almost involuntarily snatched my gun, and held it steadily in my
hand. But life and death in these regions are closely allied ; and

we had scarcely left the ruined village behind us, when, in a widen-

ing of the faddama, which again opened on our right; we were

greeted by a most luxuriant rice-field, where the crops were already

almost three feet high, and girt by the finest border of a rich varie-

ty ofshady trees, such as the dorowa, kad<S, and kagim, overtopped

by a number of tall del£b palms, the golden fruit of which, half

ripe, was starting forth from under the feathery foliage. But our
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attention was soon diverted from the enjoyment of this scenery to

a point of greater interest to ourselves. We here observed a soli-

tary individual, in spite of the unsafe state of the country, sitting

quietly at the foot of one of the palm-trees, and seemingly enjoy-

ing its fruit. Now, coupling the present state of the country with

the news we had just received, we could not help greatly suspect-

ing this man to be a spy, posted here by the enemy in order to give

them information of the passers-by ; and I had the greatest diffi-

culty in preventing my Mejebri Arab, who, when there was no

danger for himself, always mustered a great amount of courage,

from shooting this suspicious-looking character.

Proceeding then through a very rich country, we reached, after

a march of about two miles, the town of G ulurnbd, situated close to

the southern border of the valley, and exhibiting extensive fields

cultivated with yams and cotton. The banana constituted the

chief ornament of the narrow border inclosed between the faddama

on one side and the wall of the town on the other, and the gonda,

or Erica Papaya, raising its feathery foliage on its slender, virgin-

like stem, towered proudly over the wall, as shown in the accom-

panying engraving. The town was walled, of considerable size,

and densely inhabited
;
but, nevertheless, the people were in such

dread ofthe enemy that they kept up a continual beating of drums

;

and although, on account of the smallness of the gate, we encamp-

ed outside, in a court-yard situated between the wall and the border
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of the faddama, we thought it prudent to fire a few shots, in order

to apprise the people around that we were well prepared to receive

them, to the great relief of the inhabitants of the town, who, de-

lighted at the unexpected addition to their strength, treated us in

a very hospitable manner. The only disturbance to our night's rest

was caused by the musquitoes, which harassed us greatly and

drove most of my people into the rudu, that kind of raised hut

which I have described on a former occasion, and which forms the

most essential part of even the poorest dwelling in the province

ofKebbi.

Monday, June 6th. After a thunder-storm accompanied by a few

drops of rain, the night was succeeded by a beautiful morning

;

and I felt great pleasure in surveying the interesting landscape,

only regretting that the insecure state of the country did not allow

the natives to enjoy it in tranquillity, the war having driven thou-

sands ofpeople from their homes, and as many more into captivity.

The fields on this side of the town, as well as on the other, where

we had approached it the day before, were fenced with great care,

while horses and asses were grazing on the rich pasture-grounds.

After a little more than a mile and a half, we passed, on our left,

a farming village called I'gen6, after its master, a cheerful Pullo of

advanced age, who was just inspecting the labor of his slaves in

the fields. The crops hereabouts were already more than a foot

above the ground ; and a little farther on they reached a height of

two feet. Besides sorghum, yams were cultivated to a great ex-

tent; but nevertheless, on account ofthe insecurity of the country,

dearth and famine every where prevailed.

A little farther on we passed, on our left, a considerable sheet

of water, with plenty of dorowa, large kadd, and sycamores.

The del£b palms had ceased just beyond Fgend A broad, flat-

topped mountain, called Hamari, at the eastern foot of which lies

the town of Zoro, broke the uniform surface of the country.

Proceeding through this rich but distracted and unsafe district

I was greatly delighted when, near the walled town of Kardi, I

fell in with a solitary and courageous pilgrim, a Jolof, from the

shores of the Atlantic, carrying his little luggage on his head, and

seemingly well prepared to defend it with his double-barreled gun
which he carried on his shoulder, and a short sword hanging at

his side, while his shirt was tossed gallantly up, and tied over the

shoulder, behind the neck. In my joy at the sight of this enter-

prising native traveler, I could not forbear making him a small

present, in order to assist him in his arduous undertaking-.
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The walls of the town of Kardi, which is chiefly inhabited by
the slaves of Khalflu, and which is of great importance for the

supply of corn in this province, were strengthened 'by a thick

fence of thorny bushes, which, in these regions, afford an im-

mense advantage in the defense of any town by furnishing a se-

cure place of retreat to the archers.

The green bottom of the wide faddama had receded to a great-

er distance on our right ; but we joined it again seven miles from

Gulumb£, and had here to cross it beyond a couple of hamlets

which, lying close together and called, the one Hausawa, and the

other Kabawa, gave us a slight indication as to the history of this

country, where the Hausa element, as the more civilized, gradu-

ally gained the upper hand, and drove the native element, as well

as the- Songhay, which advanced from the west, into the back-

ground. Perhaps, if we knew more of the history of this coun-

try, the annals of these two villages might open to us a view of

an interesting national struggle. The faddama was here at pres-

ent dry ; and besides yams a great deal of tobacco was cultivated.

We then traversed a wooded tract adorned with a violet liliacea

and with the bush tsada or bid6r, the delicious cherry-like fruit

of which I have mentioned repeatedly, and, slightly ascending,

reached, a little before eleven o'clock, the beautiful site of the

former more extensive wall of the large town of Birni-n-Kebbi.

It was founded in this commanding position by the dynasty of

the Kanta, at the time when the rival Songhay empire was dash-

ed to pieces and became the prey of foreigners and of a number

of small tribes, who had once been kept in a state of insignificance

and subjection.

Under such circumstances Kebbi, besides being the seat of a

powerful kingdom, became also the centre of a considerable trade

even in gold, till it was destroyed by the Fulbe under fAbd Al-

lahi, in the year of the Hejra 1221, when a great deal of gold and

silver is said to have been found among the ruins. The royal

palace, however (the ruins of which 1 visited), does not seem to

have been very extensive ; but this in part may be attributed to

the fact that a great portion of the residence consisted of straw

huts for the female department and the followers* The walls of

the present town are almost a mile distant from those of the old

one, lying close to the steep slope which, with a descent of about

* Kalgo, at the northern foot of the mountain, lies southwest from here, and the

town of Gurma, at present destroyed, northeast beyond the valley.
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250 feet, goes down here into the large green valley or faddama

which intersects the whole of Kebbi from E.KE. to W.S.W., and

is at this part almost three miles in breadth, affording the richest

ground for cultivation, but at present plunged in a state of the

utmost insecurity. Even then it was full of cattle, at least its

southerly part ; but they had to be carefully watched by the na-

tives from above the slope, for the whole of the country on the

other side, the hilly chains and cones of which are clearly seen,

is in the hands of the A'zena, that is to say, those native inhabit-

ants of Kebbi who, since the death of the more energetic *Atiku,

are successfully struggling for their religious and political inde-

pendence. On the very brink of the slope a market was held,

where we bought some necessaries before entering the town ; and

I willingly lingered a few moments, as the whole presented a

very novel sight, increased by a picturesque spur or promontory

which juts out into the valley a few miles to the west, and is a

remarkable feature in the landscape. We then entered the town,

which is rather thickly inhabited, but is far from presenting that

cheerful aspect which is peculiar to most of the towns in those

regions, as it is almost bare of trees. I myself was quartered

in an excellent hut, belonging to a newly-married couple, and

possessing all the comforts of which these simple dwellings are

capable—the floor and walls of the hut being neatly polished,

and the background or "nanne" being newly sprinkled with

snow-white sand j but the whole of the courtyard was extremely

narrow, and scarcely afforded space for my horses and camels.

There are two great men in the town, 'Otkman Lowel and r

Oth-

man Zaki ; but the former is the real governor of the place, bear-

ing the pompous but rather precarious title of serki-n-Kebbi—for

even he, at the present time, possesses such limited authority that

it was rather out ofmy respect for historical connections than for

his real power* that I made him a considerable present. He is

a man of simple manners, without pretensions, and almost blind.

His resic^nce was distinguished by its neatness. The other great

man, fOthman Zaki, who was many years ago governor of Nupe,

and knew Clappertoii, although I did not pay him a visit, showed

his friendship for me by very hospitable treatment. He has since

returned to Nupe, and is rebuilding Eabba. We had a long con-

versation in the afternoon with the more respectable inhabitants,

* For a statement of the few facts which have come to my knowledge, with re-

gard to the history of this kingdom, see Appendix.
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on the subject ofour journey, and most of the people thought that

I should not succeed in reaching the Niger, the country being in

such a turbulent state ; but they advised me to address myself to

the governor of Zogirma, who was the only man, they said, able

to assist me in my endeavors to traverse that part of the country

with some degree of security.

Tuesday, June 7th. In the morning we left the town in the com-

pany of a son of
fOthman, a person of manly bearing and a rather

European expression of countenance ; and traversing the fields,

which were quite dry and as yet without any preparation for cul-

tivation, we directed our march straight for a pass in the mountain

spur which I have mentioned above, and which is called Duko

;

but we found it too narrow for our heavily-laden camels to pass

through, the path being cut into the sandstone like a gutter, so that

I was obliged to send my train round the southern slope of the

promontory. We thus descended almost to the level of the fad-

dama ; but having traversed a richly-wooded vale with a variety

of trees, such as dynnia, madachi, and fresh kad£, we had another

mountain spur on our left, while on our right the exuberant sa-

vanna of the valley became visible. The place was enlivened by
cattle, and occasionally by a sheet of water at times fringed with

a rich border of vegetation, among which also isolated specimens

of the del£b palm, besides clorowa, were not wanting.

Thus we reached the foot of a rocky eminence, on the top of

which the walled town of Kola is situated in a very strong po-

sition, commanding the whole passage of the valley^ It is the seat

of a governor who bears the title of serki-n-Zaromd, and who is

said to have as many as seventy musketeers under his command

;

so that, as he was an officer of much importance in this turbulent

country, it did not seem advisable to pass him unnoticed, and we
therefore determined to take up our quarters here, although it was
still early in the morning. He has a large house or palace, but

it is somewhat in decay. Having made him a small present, I

was hospitably treated both by himself and his sister, who sent

me an excellent goose, which afforded a very pleasant change in

my diet. He accompanied me the following morning to the bound-

ary of his little territory.

Our road lay through fine corn-fields, shaded by beautiful do-

rowa-trees, along the border of this fertile valley, which was for-

< merly surrounded on both sides by an uninterrupted line of large

walled towns. But most ofthem are now deserted and destroyed,
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such as the towns of Kuka (which lies about three hours north-

west) and Ambursa ; and both factions are continually harassing

each other by predatory expeditions. In fact the state of the coun-

try is such, that the whole of the tribute which the province of

Nupe has to pay to Gando is obliged to take the roundabout way
through Zagha and Bunza, the latter of which is situated about
eight miles south from Zogirma, on the river Gindi, which is said

to be navigable as far as this place, and sometimes even as far as

J£ga. A considerable number of horses were grazing on the fine

pasture-grounds at the border of.the valley, under the protection

of a couple of hamlets well defended by a stockade ; but the herb-

age was full of small venomous snakes, which repeatedly crossed

our path in such numbers as I never saw before. When we reach-

ed the border of the territory of Jugguru, my companion returned

to his residence.

Leaving the walled town of Jugguru (surrounded by a good

many monkey-bread-trees) on the hills to our left, we reached, after

a march of about five miles along the border of the valley, and

only once crossing a romantic rocky defile, the considerable town

of Diggi ; and here I had the satisfaction of being officially re-

ceived by three sons of the Governor of Zogirma, who quite unex-

pectedly came galloping up to the front and saluted me, wishing

me all possible success on my dangerous undertaking, and bidding

me welcome to the province of their father. The eldest of the

three was a very handsome young man, and splendidly mounted

upon a tall gr^y horse. Pursuing then our march in their com-

pany, we immediately entered the wide faddama which separated

us from Zogirma ; and it took us more than three hours to cross

this shallow swampy valley, the whole of which at the end of the

rainy season is filled with water, but which at present was only in-

tersected by two broken sheets of stagnant water, while I endeav-

ored in vain to make out, at this spot, an uninterrupted chan-

nel of the gulbi : and yet, in the month of September, the whole

valley is flooded by a river of considerable breadth.

The town, which was surrounded by a clay wall in good repair,

impressed me as being more considerable than I had supposed it

to be. "We were led immediately to our quarters, and were here

treated with very good tiggera, or prepared millet and sour milk

;

after which a large calabash full of rice, and, a short time after, a

heifer, were brought me as a present. Later in the afternoon I

went to pay my respects to the governor, Hamed Burtu, and found
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him a very decent-looking man of from fifty to sixty years of age,

with almost European features, but with rather a melancholy ex-

pression of countenance. His residence had a very stately appear-

ance, and surprised me not a little by its style of architecture,

which approached to the Gothic, although the fine and well-orna-

mented clay walls were only loosely held together by a framework

of boards and branches. Presenting to him a red bernus of mid-

dling quality, a piece of muslin, a pair of razors, and some other v

trifles, I delivered to him the letter with which Khalilu had fur-

nished me, and explained to him how the ruler of Gando had

given me hopes of his being able to conduct me safe to Fogha

;

for the two horsemen whom I had with me, one from Gando and

the other from Sokoto, were only of service as long as there was

any thing to eat and while there was no great danger. He re-

ceived my address in the most cheerful manner, and informed me
that there were two roads, one ofthem leading straight on through

the midst of the forest from Zogirma to the town of Kalliul. This

he said was the safest, though it was probably too difficult for my
heavily-laden camels. The other, he added, was more convenient

but very unsafe. He promised, however, that he would find trust-

worthy men to escort me.

Zogirma may contain from 7000 to 8000 inhabitants ; but at

that time it was suffering greatly from famine, on account of the

war which had been raging for the last two years between the

Fulbe conquerors of the country and the native inhabitants the

Dendi, who, favored by the weakness of the government of their

oppressors, had risen to assert their independence ; and I could

scarcely feel dissatisfied with my host when, after the first signs

of hospitality which he had shown me, he left us to provide for

our own wants, although we had some difficulty in procuring a

sufficient supply of corn. I was very sorry that, owing to the

unfavorable circumstances of the whole country, I was prevented

from visiting the town of Bunza (which is situated south from
Zogirma), on account of its interesting and important situation as

regards the intercourse with Nupe on the lower part of the gulbi,

where it is still navigable, and the number of del^b palms which

are said to adorn it. There was also residing in this place a man
whom I should like to have visited, inasmuch as he is reported to

possess a great knowledge of the history of the Kanta, and of the

relations of the province of Kebbi to the neighboring countries.

His name is M f

allem Mahamudu.
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Thursday, June 9th. We were to start the following day, in

order to allow our camels some rest before entering the unsafe

wilderness ; but in the course of the morning the news suddenly

arrived that a party of Tawarek, with about forty camels besides

bullocks and asses, had arrived at the neighboring town of Tilli

on their way to Fogha, thus affording us the opportunity of trav-

ersing the wilderness with some degree of security. It was there-

fore decided that we should start in the afternoon by way of Tilli,

which certainly lay greatly out of our road, in order to join this

party, while my young friend A'bu Bakr, the eldest son of the

governor, rode immediately to the neighboring town to induce

those people to wait for us. It was thus deemed sufficient to give

me for companions only two horsemen ; but fortunately they were

of such a character that I preferred them to at least a dozen other

people, both of them being experienced old warriors and most re-

spectable men, one of them having been till lately the governor

of the town of D6be, which was now deserted, and the site of

which we had to pass on our road. I was heartily glad to get rid

of my two former effeminate companions, Lowel, the servant of

the Governor of Gando, and Beshir, an attendant of the ghaladima

in Sokoto, as they had been of scarcely any use to me on my way
hither, except, perhaps, in procuring me a better reception from

the governors of the towns and villages ; and I gladly complied

with the demands of my new companions, by giving to each of

them a new black "litham" or "rawani baki" for themselves, a

flask of rose oil for their wives, and one thousand shells for the

expenses of their households during their absence.

Returning then in a northeasterly direction along the western

border of the broad faddama, we reached, after a march of about

four miles, when the sun had already gone down, the town of

Tilli, which, coming from Diggi, we had had just opposite us on

the other side of the valley. Here the danger from the enemy

was already considered so great that the gates of the town on this

side had been walled up, only a very narrow passage having been

left, which could only be used by way of a drawbridge or kadar-

ku. Having here learned that our new companions were already

gone on in advance, and had encamped at the very border of the

forest, we changed our direction from northeast to northwest, and,

after a march of about a mile, encamped close to them. A large

herd of cattle had its resting-place in the neighborhood.

Friday, June lQlh. When we started, at an early hour in the
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morning, we soon left the cultivated grounds and entered a dense

forest, which at the present season had a very pleasant appear-

ance, all the trees being in blossom and spreading a delightful

fragrance around. We were also agreeably surprised when, after

proceeding about five miles, we passed two extensive ponds, which

supplied us with delicious water. But on our return journey, in

August, 1854, the water of these same ponds had acquired such a

pernicious character, that it almost poisoned the whole of my
troop. A little beyond these ponds we had a considerable rocky

declivity, of about one hundred feet, from the top of which we
surveyed the extensive forest before us. To our disappointment,

we encamped at a very early hour, a little after noon ; but a short

distance farther on, the danger would have become so imminent

that it would have been unwise to pass the night there. Having

therefore pitched my tent in the midst of the forest, I indulged

with great delight in the pleasure of an open encampment, such

as I had not enjoyed since leaving Grawasu, the dirty huts in

which I had lately taken up my quarters having literally turned

my stomach. But I had to enjoy this wild encampment rather

longer than was pleasant ; for we had to remain in it the whole

of the following day, in consequence of my friends the A'sbenawa

losing, in the course of the night, one of their camels, which they

did not choose to abandon. This involuntary feat of mine pro-

cured me a name in the whole neighborhood, so that when I safe-

ly returned the following year from my journey to Timbuktu, the

people of the neighborhood designated me only as the man who
had spent a day in the unsafe wilderness.

But it almost seemed as if we were to stay here a third day

:

for when we were getting ready our luggage early in the morning

of the 12th, a very violent thunder-storm broke out, with torrents

of rain, which made our open encampment rather imcomfortable,

and did not allow us to start until a late hour. After a march of

about four miles through a very dense forest with low ridges on

our right, we reached the site of Birni-n-Debe, a beautiful open

spot adorned with a rich abundance of dorowa besides a tolerable

number of cleleb palms, while beyond the rich mass of vegetation

a hilly chain approached from the northeast. Footprints of ele-

phants were here observed in every direction. The rich character

of the country scarcely allows the traveler to suspect that a few

miles to the north lies the province of Mauri or A'rewa, which all

my authorities represent as a country approaching closely to the

nature of the desert.
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Having then entered again thick forest, which occasionally be-

came so dense that it scarcely allowed us to pass, and caused re-

peated delays, we reached, after a march of about nine miles, a

large depression or shallow vale coming from the northeast from

the province of Mauri, and therefore called Dallul or Eafi-n-Mauri

(the Vale of Mauri), richly clad with a profusion of the most suc-

culent herbage and with numerous deldb palms, besides a few

specimens of the dum palm ; and having halted here for a few

minutes near a well and the site of a former Pullo settlement of

the name of Bana, we crossed the path which leads from Mauri to

Y6Lu, the capital of the province of D^ndina. This is the most

dangerous part of the whole route, on account of the two prov-

inces, that of Mauri and D^ndina, having rebelled, and there be-

ing constant intercourse between the enemy in these two quarters

along this track, so that our companions were not a little alarmed

when fresh footprints of horses were here discovered. However
we could move on but slowly on account of the dense thicket, and

the anxiety of the people to collect the fruit of the deleb palm,

corn being extremely scanty and scarcely to be got in this region

at the time. Here the camel which I had received from Khalflu

in a present, and which I had given up to my M£jebri compan-

ion, went raving mad, making the most ludicrous leaps, and kick-

ing in every direction, till it fell to the ground.

At length we emerged from the dense vegetation of the fertile

but neglected vale, and ascended higher ground, which separates

the dallul Mauri from the dallul Fogha,* and, after a while, ob-

tained a sight of the hilly chain bordering the east side of the lat-

ter valley, which runs from % 20° E. to S. 20° W., being at the

broadest part about 1000 yards across. These valleys certainly

form a very remarkable feature in this quarter, and, by their shal-

low character and the total want of a current in the water here

collected, evidently prove the little inclination which the country

has toward the Niger, as well as the limited extent of ground

which they drain ; and it seems extremely doubtful whether, even

after the plentiful rains which occasionally fall in the mountain-

ous country of A'sben, the water-courses of that region have even

the slightest connection with these shallow vales which join the

Niger.

It was half past four in the afternoon when, greatly fatigued by

* Dallul Fdgha joins the Niger at Bivni-n-Dole, one day and a half from Griya.
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ground into the valley of F6gha, the beautifully sloping banks of

which are adorned with a profusion of dum palms, but are entire-

ly wanting in deldb palms. Crossing then the green vale, which

was clothed with rank grass, and only presented here and there a

broken sheet of water, we reached the first salt-manufacturing

hamlet, which is situated on a mound of rubbish of almost regu-

larly quadrangular shape, and of about thirty feet elevation, not

unlike the ancient towns of Assyria, while at its foot a shallow,

dirty pond of brackish water of almost black color spread out, the

whole scenery forming a very remarkable ensemble, of which an

attempt has been made to give a fair representation in the plate

opposite.

A few cattle were grazing here and there, but they looked very

sickly and emaciated, and skeletons of others were lying about in

all directions, proving the ravages that disease had made among
them

;
for, besides the fact that general epidemic diseases visit the

cattle in these regions as well as in the countries to the south of

the equator at certain periods, the conquering tribe settled in this

quarter having had to sustain a long siege against the enemy, most

of their cattle, being cooped up in the town, had perished for want

of pasture. Notwithstanding all these disasters, the inhabitants

ofKalKul stood their ground ; for the Fiilbe hereabouts are a very

warlike race, and are excellent archers. Several of them, attract-

ed by the news of the arrival of a caravan with corn, of which

they stood so much in need, rushed past us on horseback as we
were looking out for a place where we might take up. our quarters

with some degree of safety. Leaving two other salt-manufactur-

ing hamlets on our left side equally jutting out into the bottom

of the vale, we descended at length from a higher slope crowned

by a cluster of well-built but at present deserted huts
;
and, being

informed that the town of Kalliul, or Kaura, was still some dis-

tance off, and far out of our road, we turned into one of these

salt-hamlets, which was the fourth on this side. Here we were

quartered in a very excellent hut, but suffered greatly from mus-

quitoes during the following night.

"We remained in this poor hamlet the following day, and, being

aware of the great distress which prevailed in the whole of this

tract of country, I had no more urgent businesfe than to dispatch

two of my men early in the morning to our companions the A's-

benawa, who had encamped on the other side of the valley, in or-

der to endeavor to buy from them as much corn as they were
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able to spare ; but my servants soon returned with the news that

the distressed inhabitants had taken from the fataki or native

traders all their corn by force. I was therefore rather badly off,

but nevertheless was prevented from pursuing my route at once,

as the camels wanted some repose. The site of our hamlet was

highly interesting to me, and I soon set out for a stroll around

this artificial mound of rubbish. It was of considerable size,

measuring about 200 yards in length and the same in breadth,

with an elevation of 50 feet toward the bottom of the valley, and

about 20 toward the edge of the bank, the whole of this mound
bearing evident proof of its artificial character, consisting as it did

of nothing but the soil of the valley itself, from which the saline

particles had been extracted. The salt is here prepared in the

following manner. The earth is taken from the' bottom of the

vale, and put into large* funnels made of straw and reeds, when
water is poured upon the earth, and strained through the funnels,

after which it is caught in vessels placed underneath, and then

boiled, and the sediment formed into the shape of a small loaf.

That it is the earth which contains the saline particles, and not

the rank grass which grows here, I am quite sure, although in

other places there is no doubt that salt is extracted from the grass

growing in such localities ; but this can only be done by burning,

the salt being extracted from the ashes ; and no such process is

pursued here. The salt is of a grayish-yellow color, and quite fit

for cooking purposes ; it is of a much better quality than the bit-

ter salt of Bflma, although, no doubt, far inferior to the beautiful

crystal salt of Taod&mi, of which I here saw the first specimen

with some Songhay pilgrims, who had left Hombori four months

previously on their way to Mekka. However, such a mode of

proceeding is only practicable in the dry, or toward the beginning

of the rainy season ; for at the end of the latter the valley is quite

full of water, which then is fresh, and is said to contain plenty of

fish, the saltish properties of the soil being too scanty and incon-

siderable to impregnate so large a body of water. Even at present

a considerable quantity of the aqueous element had already col-

lected, filling, in some places, the whole width of the valley be-

tween the two banks, to the depth of a foot or two, so that the

people could not make use of the soil from the valley itself; but

they had stored up a sufficient provision to enable them to carry

on their labors for a month or two longer.

The Fulbe call these places sfle-cholli. It is only the salt which
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induces the inhabitants to remain in this locality, for they have

been harassed extremely by their energetic enemy the Dendi.

The town of Kalliul had had to sustain, during a very short pe-

riod, no fewer than five attacks from the latter, whose chief seat,

Y&u, closely borders upon their territory
;
and, in addition to the

sad circumstance of all their cattle having died, these people had

also lost the whole of their slaves, who, under such circumstances,

had run away in a body. The neighborhood, even at the present

moment, was so unsafe, that the people of the town would not al-

low me to stay in the open hamlet where I was, and wanted me to

come to them behind their wall ; but fearing longer delay I de-

clined, and fixed my departure for the following day.

Y61u,* the principal place of D&adina, the country of the

di (a branch of the Songhay, about whom I shall say more on an-

other occasion), is situated only about seven or eight miles lower

down this same valley, which joins the Great Eiver at the town

of Dole, and which is especially inhabited by Songhay people.

Their well-known and renowned chief, Gojida, had recently died,

and had been succeeded by a younger brother of his of the name
of Grodu, who kept up the struggle against the conquering tribe

with considerable energy, and probably, if he had been better pro-

vided with cavalry, would have long ago established the inde-

pendence of his countrymen, by driving away the Fulbe from the

valley of Fogha, and thus opening a free intercourse with the

countries to the north. But the inhabitants of Kalliul, as I as-

sured myself especially on my return journey, when I entered the

town, are hardy warriors, and keep well together, although that

little community is ruled by four petty chiefs—Senma, Mamma
Yidi, and two brothers called Mamma Ghanga and A'medu Gunga.

Even on the present occasion ofmy journey westward, these petty

chiefs paid me a visit, and I made each of them a small present

;

but none of them was able to supply me with even the smallest

* For the other places of Dendina, see Appendix V. Here I will only enumer-

ate a few villages belonging to the districts which we passed on our road from Zo-

gi'rma, and lying just in the border district of the Songhay and Hausa territories.

Close to Junju lie the following places, or rather hamlets, at present greatly re-

duced : Karakara, 'Abd el 'Azi, Jabore, Bebe, Damana, Gangange. The following

places are said to lie along the dallul Fdgha, but I am not able to indicate their sit-

uation more distinctly : Ruma, Be'ngu, Bana Harukari, Nyansame', Kuduru, Ger-

ganga, and Ludu. There is no such town as "Birni-n-Fdgha," Fdgha being only

the name of the valley; but not far from Kalliul there is another town called Baura.

Most of the villages mentioned are inhabited by pagans.
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provision" of corn, although, they all evinced their benevolent dis-

position, and Senina (who, by wearing a miserable sort of bernus

of the poorest description, seemed to vindicate his superiority over

his brother chiefs) made me a present of 100 Kola nuts, which

luxury he could more easily spare than a few grains of corn.

Mamma Yidi, on the other hand, an elderly gentleman, was distin-

guished by his amiable conduct, and understood even a little

Hausa. Generally speaking, none of the Fulbe here speak a

single word of that language, the valley of Fogha forming the

boundary between the Hausa and the Songhay languages. I like-

wise received a visit from two sons of the kadhi or alkali, one of

whom, of the name of <Ahd el Wahabi, was a remarkably hand-

some man, of very gentlemanlike bearing, more like a European

in his countenance than a native of Negroland, and of a melan-

choly turn of mind, which awakened my interest in him.

Tuesday, June 14:th. My two warlike companions from Zogir-

ma, who, by their experience and energetic conduct, had inspired

me with almost unbounded confidence, and whom I should have

liked to have attached to me for a much longer period, had re-

turned home the moment I reached the border of the valley, find-

ing their only safety in speed and secrecy, and cutting straight

across the thickest part of the forest
;
and, in consequence, I had

used all my endeavors to obtain here another escort, but all in

vain. However, Mamma Yidi having promised that a guide

should overtake me on the road, I started tolerably early the

next morning, in order to pursue my journey through this unsafe

wilderness, being anxious not to cause more delay, and thus to in-

crease the danger of my situation in consequence of the news of

my proceedings having spread through the neighborhood ; but

instead of making right across the country, I was first obliged to

retrace my steps northward, to the very place where I had cross-

ed the valley two days previously, for, Kalliul being any thing

but a place of trade and commerce, all the little intercourse which

is still going on in this region is carried on along the direct road,

without touching at this place.

A few hundred yards higher up from this spot a rich source

of excellent fresh water gushes out from the rocky ground, and

forms a large • sheet in the bottom of the valley, affording a re-

markable contrast to the black, muddy water which covers the

remainder of the surface. Having taken in here a supply of wa-

ter, we then passed several other salt-hamlets or slle-cholli, and
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emerging from the valley ascended the higher ground, which pre-

sented open pastures with only a little underwood scattered in

bushes here and there, principally the gonda bush and the poison-

ous plant damankadda, which I have already mentioned repeat-

edly as forming an ornament of the landscape, at the same time

that it endangers the life of the camel.

It was a beautiful morning, and the view over the valley from

this undulating ground was highly interesting. We had just en-

tered denser forest, when my friend Yidi overtook me, accompa-

nied by two horsemen, and handing me, to my great surprise,

besides a good provision of salt, 2000 kurdi, or shells, which I

only reluctantly accepted for the sake of my servants. He also

brought me a guide, who was to accompany me as far as Garbo.

We therefore pursued our march cheerfully, but experienced re-

peated delays in the thick covert of the forest. The trees were

rather dry, and not very luxuriant, no rain having fallen in this

part of the country for some time. A little farther on we passed

a small pond, where we fell in with a party of Tawarek half-castes

from Zaberma or Ch^ggaz^r, who were carrying'the salt of Fogha
to their home on a small number of oxen and asses. We en-

camped at a quarter past three o'clock in the afternoon near an-

other small pond, on an open spot, where I again enjoyed an open

encampment, which is the greatest charm of a traveling life.

Wednesday, June 15th. Soon after starting, we had to descend

a rocky passage, and we were glad to find the road, from time to

time, enlivened by small parties of travelers. First we fell in

with a man of the name of Mohammed el Amin, from Hamed-
AUahi, the capital of the western empire of the Fulbe, who had
come by way of Junju, and who, having cherished the good inten-

tion of performing the pilgrimage to Mekka, had been frightened

by the difficulties of the road ; and farther on we met another par-

ty of travelers, among whom was a Limtuni, that is to say, a Moor,

a man of mixed Arab and Berber blood, of the ancient tribe of

the Limtuna, who, having once formed the chief portion of the

powerful confederation of the Merabetin (Ahnoravides), are at

present scattered and settled, in small fragments, on the very

shores of the Atlantic. He was a stout and active little fellow,

with an open countenance, and, being on his way to Mekka,

rushed immediately toward me to salute me, asking me whether

I was a Turk or a Christian. I presented him with a dollar, re-

questing him to give a short note (which I wrote on the spot) to
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my friend Haj Beshfr, in Kukawa, wherein I informed liim of

my whereabouts.

Having then passed several ponds, among which the tebki Su-

gindo was the most important, and made another rocky descent,

from the top of which we overlooked the large valley or dalM
of Boso, and having turned round a small rocky ridge, we reached

the village of Garbo about two o'clock in the afternoon. Garbo

is a small place, half deserted, and greatly harassed by the enemy,

the D&idi of Tanda having made a foray against this place only

two days previously, and carried away almost all the cattle be*

longing to the inhabitants. But it is of importance, as being the

last Hausa place in this direction, the regions to the west belong-

ing exclusively to the Songhay and Fulbe. A clay wall, which

was to afford some protection to the town, had just been begun

but left half finished. Numbers of corn-stacks inspired us with

the hope that we might be able here t<? supply ourselves with

corn ; but not a grain was to be obtained. There was therefore

no staying in this place, although our heavily laden camels were

rather fatigued after the forced march through the wilderness.

Thursday, June 16th. At a tolerably early hour we were again

on the march through the fields, where the fresh crops were just

shooting up ; but a little farther on they had attained already to a

greater height, and were just being cleared of weeds. Cattle also

were not entirely wanting, and gave sufficient proof that, under a

strong government, there were elements enough for the welfare

of the people. The ground here is broken by several cavities or

hollows, where ponds are formed, which of course vary in size

according to the season. Some of them, although of considerable

circumference, contained salt water of a blackish color. Thus,

having passed a fresh swampy depression, where dum and deldb

palms also were not unfrequent, we reached, after a march of

about seven miles, a farming village called Lanaddji, where the

peculiar structure of the corn-stacks attracted my attention ; but

although built of clay they are not pretty, and neither similar to

the nobler style of those which we have found in the Musgu
country, nor to those which we are to meet with farther on, in

the country of Masina. The whole cultivation consists here of

negro millet, to the exclusion of rice and sorghum. Last year's

crop had here also been very scanty ; and we endeavored in vain

to procure a supply. We had then to cross the bottom of the

valley or rafi, which at present exhibited only separate sheets of
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water, while on my return journey the following year, later in

the season, it was almost entirely inundated. But at a short dis-

tance beyond the hamlet, even at present, we crossed with
Nsome

difficulty an extensive swamp covered with rank grass.

We took up our quarters, after a march of about nine miles,

in an open village situated on a rising ground, and overhanging a

large sheet of water which is overgrown with reeds ; it is called

Songho-sare, meaning probably " the town of the Songhay," but

nevertheless a very remarkable name, as "sare" is not a Son*

ghay, but a M&ndingo word. Besides Songhay and Fulbe, it was

inhabited by serfs belonging to the people of Tamkala; and,

being a farming village, it was full of corn-stacks. All the huts

in these Songhay villages consist merely of reeds ; and while they

are less solid than the dwellings of Kebbi, which throughout are

built with clay walls, they are better ventilated and have a less

offensive smell. There was here a jovial old Pullo farmer, with

a cheerful countenance and pleasing manners, of the name of

Mammaga, who behaved very hospitably toward me, and, besides

milk and corn, even made me a present of a sheep.

Friday, June 17th. There had been a thunder-storm in the

night ; but it was not accompanied with much rain, and the sky,

not having been lightened by a discharge, was thickly overcast

when we set out. An extensive tract of country consisting of

sandy soil was here under cultivation, while the trees at first were

very scanty; but gradually the country became more wooded,

while considerable herds of cattle gave life to the landscape. Af-

ter we had passed another pond of water, we halted for a few

minutes to refresh ourselves near a herd of cattle, which was the

property of a clan of Fulbe, called Danan-koye, the original inhab-

itants belonging to that part of the Songhay nation which are

called Germabe ; and proceeding through a more woody country

with an undulating surface, we took up our quarters at a very

early hour in another farming village, called Tigore: for my
camels were in want of rest, and I was too weak myself to resist

the wishes of my servants. This village is exclusively inhabited

by independent farmers, although belonging to the native Son-

ghay stock. The architecture of the place was entirely different

from that of Songho-sare (which is more of a slave village), con-

sisting of very large court-yards, which evidently appeared intend-

ed for a rich supply of cattle, although at the present moment no

cattle were to be seen in the neighborhood ; and the huts them-
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selves, althougli consisting entirely of reeds, were large and spa-

cious. We had some difficulty in obtaining quarters, as the may-

or of the hamlet was by no means of a jovial or hospitable dispo-

sition, besides that the Songhay in general are among the most

inhospitable people I ever met, and, in their present degraded

political situation, are of a rather sullen character. Moreover,

the inhabitants of this hamlet, just at that moment, were in a state

of great excitement, as they had received the news that Daudu,

the young rebellious chieftain of Zaberma, or Zerma, was about

to attack A'bu '1 Hassan, the Governor of Tamkala, with a strong

force ; and this ray of hope, of once more making themselves in-

dependent of those foreign intruders who had conquered their

country, could not fail at once to rouse the national spirit of these

people, who had formerly offered a long resistance to the Fulbe,

and to render them indisposed to honor a stranger who was pay-

ing his court to those foreign rulers, and at present was under the

protection of the chief of Grando. This report was the reason of

my giving up my intended visit to the town of Tamkala, which

lay a short distance out of our direct road to Say, toward the

north, where we expected to find a supply of corn.

Saturday, June. 18th. On leaving Tigore, we passed by the well,

which presented a busy scene, numbers of women being engaged

in drawing water. Although situated in a depression, it was

twelve fathoms in depth. Farther on we passed another well,

which had even been surrounded by a strong fence, to prevent

strangers from using it ; and in the village of Tihore, which we
reached after a nlarch of about eight miles, the well, although sit-

uated at the foot of the hill, measured as much as twenty-five

fathoms in depth. Owing to the weak condition of my camels, I

was induced by my people to take up my quarters in this village

;

but I was heartily tired of these short marches, for the hut where

I was lodged was in very bad condition, being extremely small

and dirty, with no trees to afford a little shade during the hot

hours of the day. Provisions were also here very scanty ; and it

was with great difficulty that I obtained a small supply of corn for

our horses. But I was so fortunate as to procure a little sour

milk, there being a tolerably large herd of cattle belonging to

Fulbe cattle-breeders, who inhabit a sort of suburb at the north-

western end of the village. The whole neighborhood was suffer-

ing from drought, as there had been no rain for the last eight

days ; nor did a thunder-storm, which in the afternoon gathered

from the east, bring us a single drop.
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Sunday, June 19th. The district, also, through which lay the first

part of this day's march, was extremely parched and suffering from

want of rain, and in consequence of this drought, notwithstanding

the advanced season, the ground hereabout had not yet been

brought under cultivation ; but after a march of a little more than

three miles, through a country partly laid out in fields, partly

covered with underwood, we entered a district which had been

more favored with rain, and where the labors of the field had be-

gun. The people here make use of a hoe with a long handle, of

a different shape from what I observed in other quarters.

Forest and cultivated ground then again succeeded each other

alternately ; and having passed a farming-village of some extent

called Tanna, we took up our quarters about four miles beyond,

in a village called Tondifu, but were obliged to use force to obtain

a hut for our use, as the head man of the village was too lazy, or

too obstinate, to leave his cool shed in the heat of the day : prob-

ably here also the news of the proceedings of their countrymen in

Zaberma kept the minds of the people in a state of excitement.

The hamlet, which is rather a miserable one, has received its

name from lying at the commencement of a rocky district, which

extends from here to the river, a hill or mound being called

"tondi" in the Songhay language. We were now close to the

Niger; and I was justified in indulging in the hope that I might

the next day behold with my own eyes that great river ofWestern

Africa, which has caused such intense curiosity in Europe, and

the upper part of the large eastern branch of which I myself dis-

covered.

Monday
,
June 20th. Elated with such feelings, I set out the next

morning, at an early hour ; and after a march of a little less than

two hours, through a rocky wilderness covered with dense bushes,

I obtained the first, sight of the river, and in less than an hour

more, during which I was in constant sight of this noble spectacle,

I reached the place of embarkation, opposite the town of Say.

In a noble unbroken stream, though here, where it has become

contracted, only about 700 yards broad, hemmed in on this side

by a rocky bank of from twenty to thirty feet in elevation, the

great river of Western Africa (whose name, under whatever form

it may appear, whether Dhiuliba, Mayo, Eghirreu, Fsa, Kwara, or

Baki-n-ruwa, means nothing but " the river," and which therefore

may well continue to be called the Niger) was gliding along, in a

N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction, with a moderate current of about
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three miles an hour. On the flatter shore opposite, a large town

was spreading out, the low rampart and huts of which were pic-

This is the river-town, or "ford," the name Say meaning, in

this eastern dialect, " the river." The Fulbe call it Ghutil, which

name may originally have been applied to the ford at the island

of Oitilli. The banks at present were not high ; but the river, as

it rises, approaches the very border of the rocky slope.

I had sent a messenger in advance, the preceding day, in order

to have some large boats ready for me to cross the river. But no

boat having arrived, I had plenty of leisure for contemplating the

river scenery, which is represented in the plate opposite. There

were a good number of passengers, Fulbe and Songhay, with

asses and pack-oxen, and there were some smaller boats in readi-

ness suitable to their ^wants ; but at length the boats, or rather

canoes, which were to carry me and my effects across, made their

appearance. They were of good size, about forty feet in length,

and from four to five feet in width in the middle, consisting of

two trunks of trees hollowed out, and sewn together in the centre.

These boats are chiefly employed for conveying the corn from,

the town of Sinder, which lies higher up the river, to the town

of Say ; and they had been expressly sent for by the " king of the

waters," or the inspector of the harbor, the " serki-n-jirgl," or

" lamido-lala," as he is called by the Fulbe, or " hiyokoy," accord-

ing to his title in the Songhay language. The largest of them

was able to carry three ofmy camels ; and the water was kept out

much better than I had ever yet found to be the case with the

native craft of the inhabitants of Negroland.

My camels, horses, people, and luggage having crossed over

without an accident, I myself followed, about one o'clock in the

afternoon, filled with delight when floating on the waters of this

celebrated stream, the exploration of which had cost the sacrifice

of so many noble lives. A little nearer the western bank, a short

distance below the spot where the river is generally crossed, an

isolated rock starts forth from the river, rising at this season from

twelve to fifteen feet above the surface ; and beyond there is a

smaller one, which, as the river rises a little higher, becomes cover-

ed by the water. The sight of the river was the more moment-

ous to me, as I was soon again to take leave of it ; for my former

notion, that I should be able to reach Timbuktu only by way of

Libtako, had been confirmed in Gando, and I only entertained a,
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slight hope that perhaps on a future occasion I might visit that

part of the river between Timbuktu and Say. From the very

beginning I entertained strong doubts whether I should be able

to reach the western coast; and it seemed to me more interesting

to survey the course of the Niger between the point where it has

become tolerably well known by the labors of Mungo Park and

R,6n6 Cailli6 and the lower portion explored by the Landers, than

to cross the whole extent of Central Africa.

Having presented myself at the governor's house, I soon ob-

tained quarters ; but they were not at all according to my fancy,

being small and narrow. The town, in its very low position, is

not refreshed by a single current of air, and altogether has a very-

oppressive atmosphere. The huts in these Songhay places are

made rather for women than for men, the greater part of such hut

being occupied by the female apartment or the alkilla, and the

bedstead or serir, made of the branches of trees, being inclosed in

a separate chamber of mats, and thus leaving only a very small

entrance, and obstructing the whole interior of the dwelling. I

have already had occasion, in describing the town of A'gades, to

point out the care which the Songhay people bestow upon their

matrimonial couches ; and I was obliged first of all to take down
one of these small matting bed-rooms in order to obtain some

little ventilation in my hut. At length I had made myself some-

what comfortable, when the governor sent two calabashes of rice

in the husk, and two others of millet, but no refreshment for the

moment, though I stood very much in need of it, having been ex-

posed to the sun during the hottest part of the day. To the mas-

ter of the harbor, who had so opportunely supplied me with the

large boats, I made a present of 1000 shells. Very little rain had

fallen as yet in this neighborhood ; and a thunder-storm which

broke out in the afternoon did not reach us. Indeed the air in

this low valley, which is probably at a level of about 350 feet,

was so oppressive, that I felt at times almost suffocated, and un-

able to breathe.

The following morning I took a ride round the place and its

neighborhood. The shape of the town is tolerably quadrangular,

being encompassed on three sides by a low rampart of earth, the

side toward the river being unprotected. It is of considerable

size, each side measuring about 1400 yards ; but the town is only

thinly inhabited, the dwellings (all of which, except the house of

the governor, consist of matting and reeds) lying scattered about
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like so many separate hamlets. It is intersected from north to

south by a wide shallow depression or vale encompassed by dum
palms, which are almost the only trees either inside or outside the

town ; and at the end of the rainy season it becomes filled with

water, causing great inconvenience to the business of the town

and the intercourse between the various quarters, and greatly

contributing to its unhealthiness. There can be no doubt that, in

seasons when the river reaches an unusual height, the whole town

is under water, the inhabitants being obliged to seek safety beyond

the borders of the valley.

There is a market held every day in the eastern part, not far

from the bank of the river. Poor as it is, it is of some import-

ance in the present state of the country ; and hence the town has

a great name as a market-place among the inhabitants ofWestern

Sudan, a great many of whom here supply their want of native

manufactures, especially of the common clothing for males and

females, as the art of weaving and dyeing is greatly neglected in

this quarter, cotton being cultivated only to a very small extent.

But the place was most miserably supplied with provisions, there

being no store of grain whatever. Every thing necessary was
brought day by day from the town called Sinder—the same place

which I have mentioned as being situated about eighty miles

higher up the river. I was greatly surprised at not finding here

even a vestige of the cultivation of rice, although a large tract of

ground on this low island, which, toward the rainy season, be-

comes partly inundated, is particularly suited to that branch of

cultivation. Not even onions are grown in the place
;
but, fortu-

nately, I had been informed of the circumstance beforehand, and

had provided myself with a large supply of this useful article in

Ganclo, where the onions are excellent.

Being detained in this place longer than I wished, and feeling

a little better, on the Thursday following I took a ride along the

river to some distance below, where it takes a westerly bend, and

I was astonished at the dry and barren aspect which this island

bore; even here neither rice-crops nor vegetables, as might be

expected along the banks of so noble a river, being seen. The
island, which during the highest level the river attains becomes
almost inundated, bore the aspect of a scorched treeless prairie

;

and disappointed in my expectation of finding a cool shade, I re-

whom I met, the name of a moclibo or learned man, which pre-
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ceded me, gaining me the favor of the inhabitants. While pass-

ing along the streets, I was delighted to observe a certain degree

of industry displayed in small handicrafts and in the character of

the interior of the households.

Every thing was very dear, but particularly butter, which was

scarcely to be procured at all. All the currency of the market

consists of shells ; but I found the most profitable merchandise to

be the black cloth for female apparel from Gando, which realized

a profit of eighty per cent., while the Kano manufactures did not

find a ready sale. The black Nupe tobe, of common manufac-

ture, bought in Grando for 3300 shells, here fetched 5000, while

the black zenne, manufactured in Gando itself, and bought there

for 1050, sold here for 2000. Of course all depends, in this re-

spect, upon the momentary state of the intercourse of this quarter

with Hausa
;
and, at the present time, almost all communication

with that manufacturing province being interrupted, it is easy to

explain how an article produced in Gando could realize such a

percentage in a town at so short a distance from that place—

a

state of things which can not form the general rule. At any rate,

for the English, or Europeans in general, Say is the most import-

ant place in all this tract of the river, if they ever succeed in

crossing the rapids which obstruct the river above Eabba and

especially between Busa and Yauri, and reaching this fine open

sheet of water, the great high road of Western Central Africa.

The traffic of the natives along the river is not inconsiderable, al-

though even this branch of industry has naturally suffered greatly

from the rebellious state of the adjacent provinces, more especial-

ly those of Zab6rma and Ddndina ; so that, at present, boats did

not go farther down the river than Kirotashi, an important place

situated about fifteen miles lower down, on the western bank,

while in the opposite direction, up the river, there was constant

intercourse as far as Kindaji, with which place I made myself suf-

ficiently acquainted on my return journey.

About noon the second day of my stay here I paid a visit to

the governor of the town. His name is A'bu Bakr, the son of the

far-famed mallem Mohammed Jebbo. I found him a tolerably

cheerful person, although he is wanting in that manliness of char-

acter which makes a lasting impression, and he bore evident signs

of having been born of a female slave, while his manners appeared

to me to possess something approaching to a Jewish character.

He, however, was delighted to see me, as I was not only the first

Vol. in.—

M
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Christian who had ever visited this place, which Mungo Park, on

his ever-memorable journey, seems to have passed by entirely un-

noticed, but especially as I had come at a time when the whole in-

tercourse of the country had been interrupted, and Arabs as well

as natives were all afraid of visiting it. Having heard ofthe great

superiority of Europeans over the Arabs, both in point of intelli-

gence and industry, he entertained an earnest wish, if it could be

accomplished without detriment to the welfare of his province,

that a vessel or steamer belonging to them might come and fill his

poor market with luxuries ; and it was with the utmost surprise

that he learned that I did not trade. But, on the other hand, this

led the governor to think that, in exposing myself to such great

dangers, I could not but have a very mysterious object in view;

and he soon became alarmed, and asked repeatedly why I did not

proceed on my journey.

I had already been informed in Gando that A'bu Bakr, two

years previously, had navigated the river with a small flotilla of

boats, upward as far as Gagho or Gogo, the ancient capital of Son-

ghay, and collected tribute from the Fulbe or Ffllani settled near

that place, but that he had been prevented by the threatening atti-

tude of the Tawarek from penetrating any farther. In conse-

quence of this expedition on the river, made in open boats which

were continually filling with water, the governor was suffering

very severely from rheumatism, and was scarcely able to move.

Having so many petty chiefs before me, and seeing that this

officer did not possess much power, I did not choose to give him

a large present ; but on my return the following year, when I still

had something left, I made him a more considerable present of a

bernus.

Having entered a new country, where a language was spoken
1

(the Songhay) with which neither I nor any of my servants was

acquainted, and not being able to give much time to its study, as

I had to apply myself to the Fulfdlde, the language of the con-

quering tribe, I was extremely anxious to take into my service a

native of the country, or to liberate a Songhay slave ; but I did

not succeed at this time, and, in consequence, felt not so much at

home in my intercourse with the inhabitants of the country

through which I had next to pass as I had done formerly. For

Gurma, although originally inhabited by quite a distinct race, has

been conquered and peopled by the Songhay to a great extent.



LEAVE THE NIGEK.

CHAPTER LX.

THE HILLY COUNTRY OF GURMA.

Friday, June 24:th. I now left the Great River behind me,

which formed the limit between the tolerably known regions of'

Central Negroland and the totally unexplored countries on the

southwestern side of its course; and with intense interest my
thoughts were concentrated on the new region before me. How-
ever, this very day we had a sufficient specimen of what awaited

'

us on our march during the rainy season ; for we had scarcely

left the low island behind us, on which the town of Say, this hot-

bed of fever, is situated (with its dry prairie ground almost desti-

tute of verdure, and covered only with a few scattered specimens

of the Asctepiadece), and had ascended the steep rocky bank which

borders the west side of the narrow, shallow, and irregular western

branch of the river, which, being encompassed by granite boul-

ders, was at present dry, when a dark array of thunder-clouds

came, as it were, marching upon us from the southeast, and we
had scarcely time to prepare for the serious assault when a terri-

ble thunder-storm broke out, beginning with a most fearful sand-

wind, which enveloped the whole district in the darkness ofnight,

and made progress for a moment quite impossible. After a while

it was followed by a violent rain, which relieved the sand-storm,

but lasted for nearly three hours, filling our path with water to

the depth of several inches, and soaking us through to the skin,

so that our march could not fail to be very uncomfortable.

It was on this account that we took up our quarters about half

an hour before noon in a farming hamlet called Sanchdrgu, where
the people were busily employed in sowing ; the plentiful rain of

to-day, which was the first of the season, having rendered the

fields fit for cultivation. After some search, we obtained two
huts of round shape, which were situated near a sheep-pen in

front of the dwelling of the proprietor. This was a cheerful and

wealthy old man, who both lodged us comfortably and treated us

hospitably. While my people were drying their clothes and lug-

gage, I roved about a little, and observed, at a short distance west

from the hamlet, a small rocky water-course, with pools of stag-

nant water, where the women were washing their clothes, while

the slaves were busy in the labors of the field.
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Saturday, June 25th. Having rewarded our hospitable host, we

started at an early hour to pursue our march, in order to reach in

time the residence of Galaijo, a distinguished chief, ofwhom I had

heard a great many flattering reports. It was a fine morning aft-

er yesterday's storm, and the country through which our march

lay was hilly, and at times presented very pleasant vales or glens,

but in general it was destitute of trees, and was only insufficiently

inhabited and cultivated. The view which presented itself to us

of the country before us, when, after a march of about three miles

and a half, we reached the highest point, was that of an extensive

wilderness, the few cultivated spots being entirely hidden in the

midst of the forest. Eed sandstone was apparently the chief

component of this hilly country, with occasionally a black tint,

received from exposure to the air, and rich in oxide of iron—in

fact, of the same geological feature as the border country between

Kebbi and Gober. Short herbage was springing up here and

there, affording but scanty food to the cattle that were grazing

hereabouts.

A steep rocky declivity brought us from the higher level, which

was covered with small stones, into a deep valley. But we had

soon to ascend again, traversing a district which belonged to the

village of Ndobura, and bore some signs of cultivation ; and a

dell, which we passed a little farther on, was extremely pictur-

esque. But the country hereabouts does not in general seem to

be very fertile, and, besides, the exceptional drought of the pres-

ent year had destroyed a large proportion of the crops; and it

was this very unproductiveness that had induced the chief to

leave his former place of residence, Shirgu, which lay a little more

to the east, and to found a new dwelling-place farther west.

This place, which is called Champag6re, we reached at noon,

but preferred taking up our quarters on a hill opposite the town,

to the north, which was bounded on that side by a well-wooded

dell, and overlooked the whole neighborhood. The town itself

is inclosed by a small hilly chain toward the south, at'the foot of

which are the wells, seven fathoms in depth. It was to have been

surrounded by a clay wall
;
but, only provisionally, the four gates

had been finished with clay, while the rest of the town wa^ - still

inclosed by a stockade. The interior of the place looks very pe-

culiar, and quite different from the style usual in Kebbi, which is

chiefly owing to the remarkable character of the magazines of

corn, which consist of towers or quadrangular buildings, raised a

•
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tew feet above the ground, in order to protect them from the ants.

They are from ten to fifteen feet in height, and about six feet in

diameter, the walls gradually sloping inward toward the top, as

shown in the accompanying wood-cut. They have no opening at

the bottom, but only a window-like aperture near the top, through

which the corn is taken in and out, and, on the whole, they are

not unlike the dove-cots of Egypt. In every court-yard there

were one or more of these magazines ; and they far surpassed, in

their whole appearance, the dwellings themselves, which, with a

few exceptions, consisted of low huts, the whole of the court-yards

being only surrounded by a frail fence, made of the stalks of the

native corn, while in many yards, one half of the circumference
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of the huts themselves, of which there were rarely more than two,

formed part of the fence.

I went in the afternoon to pay my compliments to the chief.

The portal of his residence has quite a stately appearance, as

shown in the preceding wood-cut, bearing evident testimony to

an attempt at architectural decoration ; but the spacious court-

yard inside, which was inclosed by a low clay wall, full of rubbish

and poor mean-looking huts, did not correspond with the stately

character of the entrance. However, the dwelling itself, although

simple, is not so mean, and, besides two spacious clay halls, in-

cludes some very airy and cool corridors built entirely of wood.

Having been first received by Galaijo in one of the clay halls, I

was conducted afterward to a more private audience in one of

these corridors ; and here, while delivering my present,* I had a

fair opportunity of surveying the exterior of this interesting man.

Mohammed Galaijo, at the time of my visit, was a man of about

seventy years of age, of an extremely pleasant and almost Euro-

pean expression of countenance, and of middle stature. He was

dressed very simply, in a light-blue tobe, with a white shawl

wound round his face. Galaijo, son of Hambod^jo, son of Pate,

son of Hamed Yella, succeeded his father—probably the very

chief who treated Mungo Park so hospitably during his stay in

Masina—in the year of the Hejra 1231. He was then the most

powerful chief of Masina, or Melle, which, since the overthrow of

the Songhay empire by Mulay Hamed el Dhdhebi, the Emperor

of Morocco, had been left to itself, and was consequently split into

several petty kingdoms, the three other powerful chiefs of that

country being the A'rdo Masina, the A'rdo Fittogel, and G61

Hamma Mana. But just at the time when Galaijo became ruler,

the great religious movement of the Fulbe of G6ber began, under

the Eeformer 'Othman, and, instigated by their example, and fired

with religious zeal, a chief went forth from them in order to

spread Islam among that section of the Fulbe which was estab-

lished along the upper course of the Niger. This man was Mo-
hammed or Hamed Lebbo, who, arriving in the country of Ma-

sina in the beginning of the year 1233 of the Hejra, at the head

of a small band, formed first an alliance with Galaijo, who him-

self had embraced Islam ; and thus, closely allied, they spread

their conquests over the neighboring country. But, after having

* The present consisted of a red cap, half a piece of muslin, and some smaller

articles.
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succeeded in establishing a strong power, Mohammed Lebbo de-

manded homage and allegiance from his ally Galaijo, under the

pretext of his having brought the ensign, or tuta, of Islam from

Sifawa, the place mentioned on a former occasion, where the Ee-

former 'Othman dan F6diye resided at the time, together with his

brother Abd Allahi. Upon this, Galaijo, feeling little inclined to

cede the dominion of the country over which his claims had been

established from ancient times, entered into a violent struggle

with the new-comer ; but after an unsuccessful resistance, carried

on for three years, he was obliged to give up his former residence,

Konari, and, with the rest of his partisans, to seek a new home
farther eastward. Here he was received with open arms by the

. ruler of Gando, who was not at all pleased with the independent

bearing ofLebbo and his son A'hmedu, by whom he was succeed-

ed—those people, being borne away by a pure reformatory view

of their religion, and elated by their victory, going so far as to

dispatch a message to their kinsmen in Sokoto and Gando, to the

effect that, if they would not reduce the number of their wives to

two, and renounce their wide effeminate dress, they would pay

them a hostile visit ; and it is on this account that, even at the

present time, there is no amicable relation whatever subsisting be-

tween the courts of Sokoto and Gando on the one hand, and that

of Hamda-Allahi on the other.

The chief of Gando therefore granted Galaijo an extensive al-

though not very fertile district in his territories, where he has now
been settled for almost thirty years. Thus we find, in this region,

a small court of its own, and a whole community bearing no re-

semblance whatever to the customs of the people around them,

but having faithfully preserved the manners and institutions of

their native country, Masina
;

for, while all the neighboring Fulbe

are rather a slender race of men, with expressive and sharply-cut

features, who make it a rule to dress in white colors, we find here

quite the reverse : a set of sturdy men, with round, open counte-

nances, and long black curly hair, all uniformly clad in light blue

tobes, and almost all of them armed with muskets. I was utterly

surprised at the noble bearing of several of the courtiers, but espe-

cially that of the vizier and the commander-in-chief or lamido

konno, both of whom reminded me ofEuropeans. The old chief,

even at the present time, keeps up a continual intercourse with

Timbuktu, where his eldest son was at the time studying, and

which place he did not leave until some time after my arrival.
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Taking into consideration the peculiar character of this little

colony, and the benevolent disposition and venerable character of

the chief in particular, I thought it worth my while to enter into

more intimate relations with him, and, in consequence, the follow-

ing day presented him with a helali bernus, which he admired

very much, and was as grateful for as his reduced fortune allow-

ed him to be
;

for, besides giving me a present of a heifer and a

great number of fowls, he provided me also with corn, of which

there was a great dearth in the place. The market was very

small and insignificant, consisting merely of seven stalls or shops,

where scarcely a single sheep or ox was to be seen. The bitter

species of ground-nuts, or gangala, and salt, formed almost the sole

articles for sale. Butter and sour milk were plentiful.

The whole of this country belongs to Gurma—a name which,

however, does not seem to owe its origin to the native inhabitants,

but probably was given to it by the Songhay, who, while still

settled on the north side of the river, applied this term to the

region on the opposite or southern side, identical with the name

Ari-binda. The country, at least the northern portions of it, had

gradually been conquered and colonized by the Songhay, who, as

we shall see on my home journey, have preserved in this quarter

a portion of their national strength and independence, while in

the recent rising of the Fulbe the chief places along the high road

had been occupied by the latter ; but after the first impulse of the

religious movement had passed by, the settlements of this conquer-

ing race had greatly decayed, so that the communication along this

important high road from the west, at the period of my journey,

was almost entirely interrupted, nay, the native independent chief

of Bojjo had totally destroyed the considerable settlement of Mar-

tebogo which commanded the road
;

for, from the very beginning,

the conquerors had only succeeded in establishing themselves

along the high road, leaving the independence of the chiefs in the

interior almost undisturbed. The most powerful of these native

chiefs of Gurma are those of Belanga, B6tu, Bosugu, Bdjjo, Ma-

chakwali, Nandu, and Mayanga.* Of these the chief of Belanga

seems to be at present the most powerful, while next to him ranks

that of Bojjo ; but in former times Botu seems to have been the

chief place in the country, which is the reason why it is still

called by the Hausa people " fada-n-Gurma," " the palace or royal

* For a list of the other places in Gurma, and some itineraries establishing their

position, as well as the more important places in Mosi, see Appendix V.
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residence of Gurma." The name Gurma, however, as I have said,

seems not to be the indigenous name either of the country or of

the people, while the language of the natives bears a certain affinity

to that of the neighboring tribes, the Mosi or More, and Tombo.

However, the original inhabitants of Gurma are not the only

enemies of the Fulbe, but, besides the former, there are also the

Songhay, who h^ve emigrated into the country since the time of

their predominance along the Niger ; and some of these commu-
nities are the most inveterate enemies of the present conquerors,

especially the inhabitants of Larba, or Laraba, a place which we
had to pass on our farther march. Besides the latter place, the

most important settlements of the Songhay in this district are said

to be the following : T£ra (the residence of Hamma-Kasa), Dar-

ghol, Garmuwa, Fambita, close to the river ; and not far from it, to

the west, Garu (probably identical with the neighboring town of

Sinder of that name), Kasani, Kokoro, and Foni.** We shall come
into contact with some of these Songhay settlements on our re-

turn journey along the Niger, and I shall then say more about

them.

It was on account of the Larba that I was induced to remain a

day longer at Ohampagore than had been originally my intention,

the chief begging me most urgently to wait till some other people

who were going to Yagha might join me ; and while staying here,

we were so fortunate as to have a tolerable shower of rain, which

greatly refreshed this parched country and again raised the hopes

of the inhabitants. The whole depression between the hill on

which we were encamped and the town became filled with water

;

and I was greatly delighted at the arrival of the proprietor of the

farm where we had established ourselves, an energetic weather-

beaten Piillo, who came to inspect the labors ofthe fields, and who
was not a little surprised at finding us quietly established in his

homely dwelling.

Tuesday, June 28th. Our road lay through a hilly country, well

wooded and intersected by a number of small water-courses ; and
in some favored localities a good crop of corn was seen standing

in the fields. Cattle also seemed not to be wanting, which ac-

counted for the circumstance of the residence of Galaijo being so

well provided with milk. We also met a great number ofwomen
on their way to the market of Ohampagore with their supplies of

* As smaller places of the Songhay in this district, the following were mentioned

to me ? Fonekowa, Dibbilo, Le'de, Dtfmba, and Basi.
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sour milk. But, besides the small dry water-courses just mention-

ed, we had also to cross a very rapid torrent, which is called

Grorebi, and is said to come from the direction of KulMa, a very

important market-place in the interior of Mosi, and which caused

us considerable delay. Before we entered Ohampalawel, also,

where we took up our quarters half an hour before noon, we had

to cross a considerable sheet of water, three feet and a half in

depth, and about thirty yards broad, about the relation of which

to the neighboring water-courses I am not quite certain.

Ohampalawel is the residence of the governor of the Torobe

;

but it was at that time in the utmost state of decay, and almost

deserted, the slight remains of the ramparts being almost hidden

in a dense forest ; for since the decease of Mo'azu (a celebrated

chieftain mentioned also in other accounts), who died about twenty

years ago, the power of the Fulbe in this place has greatly de-

clined. The present governor, a younger brother of that ener-

getic chieftain, himself tolerably advanced in years, proved to be

a very illiberal and unamiable man, and he would not even assign

me quarters on my arrival, so that I had the greatest trouble in

taking possession of a miserable little hut on my own account,

while good shelter was very essential, as a great quantity of rain

fell in the afternoon. However, all was changed when, toward

evening, a cousin of the present governor, of the name of 'Othman,

arrived, and I then received a present of two sheep. I also had
the great and unexpected pleasure of meeting here an Arab, of

the name of Mohammed el Wakhshi, a near relative of my friend

Bu-Bakr el Wakhshi, the Ghadamsi merchant whom I have men-

tioned repeatedly in the preceding part of my narrative. This

man was then on his return from Gronja, the northern tributary

province of Asanti, the Guro caravan having been induced, by the

state of the country, to abandon its direct road from Yendi to

Komba on the Niger, in favor of a northerly and very circuitous

road by way of Yagha* But I was disappointed in the hope of

* The principal stations of this interesting route, at a very slow rate, are the fol-

lowing, starting from Yendi

:

1 day. Kana, still on the great high road to Komba.

5 days. Natdngo, a village inhabited by Dagdmba.

5 " Wdlawdla, a large place inhabited partly by pagans, partly by Moham-
medans, and dependent on Yendi.

10 " Beri, a large place belonging to Mdsi.

3 " Another Mdsi place, the residence of a powerful officer of the chief of

Wdghodoghd, to whom these native travelers give the title ofYenma.
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corresponding with Europe by means of this man. The letter

which I gave to him, and which I had already written in Say,

never reached its destination, for El Wakhshi succumbed to dis-

ease in crossing the province of Nupe in the height of the rainy

season, before reaching Kano.

Wednesday, June 29lh. On leaving this desolate residence of the

chief of the Torobe, reduced to an entangled thicket, we passed

the encampment, or zango, of the Guro caravan, which, as is gen-

erally the case, consisted of small round huts, erected for the oc-

casion with branches and rank grass. The caravan consisted of

about one hundred individuals, with a couple ofhundred of asses,

which form the usual beasts of burden of these native travelers.

Scarcely a mile beyond the town we had again to cross a river

which, bordered by the richest vegetation, and by abundance of

rank grass, runs at this spot from S.E. to N.W., with a depth of

about three feet, and at times, when a great deal of rain has fallen,

forming a far more considerable volume of water.

The country which we then entered was hilly, tolerably well

cultivated, and thickly inhabited. It was adorned here and there

with the baobab-tree, and a fine leafy tree called here "hariana.'
1

But we made only a short march, being induced, on account of

the danger of the road before us, to take up our quarters in a

farming village, situated in a very rich tract of country, behind a

flat-topped cone, at the distance of a little more than four miles

from Champalawel. Notwithstanding the fertility of the district,

no corn was to be obtained here at present, the last year's harvest

having failed entirely, so that the people were obliged to supply

their own wants at Bosebango. This scarcity is increased gener-

ally in districts where only one species of corn is grown, all the

produce here being reduced to millet
;
while, where various grains

are raised, which ripen at different seasons, even in these countries,

dearth can not prevail to such an extent and for so long a time.

All the inhabitants, including even the head man, belonged to the

native Gurma race. All the cattle-breeding is in the hands of the

Fulbe, who regard "the cow as the most useful animal in crea-

tion," "negge ngomburi ddya fo nafa;" and, there being no such

people in the neighborhood, no milk was to be obtained. The

1 day. Salugu, a market-place, residence of a governor.

I
44 Belussa, a large place of Mdsi, to be mentioned also in other itineraries.

7 days. Libtugu, a small Gurma village.

1 day. Yagha.
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dwelling where I was lodged, with its numerous compartments

and court-yards, presented quite a labyrinth of itself Three ser-

vants of Galaijo, all armed with muskets, had attached themselves

to my troop, and I supplied each of them here with ball car-

tridges, in case of any attack on the road.

Thursday, June SQth. We had a long day's march before us,

through the unsafe wilderness which separates the reduced domin-

ion of the chief of the Torobe from the territory of Yagha. It

was a fine morning, and tolerably clear. Corn-fields now and

then interrupted the dense growth of talha-trees and prickly un-

derwood, while occasionally a baobab or a tamarind-tree gave

greater variety to the scenery. About

four miles and a half from our starting-

point, we passed, on the right of the path,

some peculiarly constructed smelting-for-

naces, about six feet high, and a foot and

a half in diameter at the base. The pro-

ceeding is very simple and unsophisti-

cated. On the ironstone is placed a large

quantity of wood-ashes till the metal be-

gins to melt, and is then, by means of

three channels at the bottom of the fur-

nace, received in the basin.

Close behind these smelting-furnaces, which happened to be the

first I had seen in Negroland, though there are plenty of them in

some districts, we passed the site of a former encampment, or zan-

go, of native traders, or fataki, in a spot clothed with the finest

Poa, and adorned with large, wide-spreading trees. Ascending

then a little, we passed the village of Bangap&le on our left, situ-

ated at the eastern foot of an eminence, and then kept along the

northern base of the latter, while on our right a dense forest spread

out, broken by a rocky ridge. The whole wilderness through

which our way led was in general very dry, and did not possess

any fresh pasture-grounds, although about two miles beyond Ban-

gapelle we passed a considerable pond of water, with numerous
traces of the elephant; but gradually the country became more
rocky, granite prevailing. We encamped, at length, on the site

of a former hamlet, called Kofe, situated on a rising rocky ground,

close to a depression, with water, and clothed with a fine pasture

interspersed with flowers, in whose sweet blossom numerous but-

terflies were indulging. Here again the footprints ofthe elephant
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were extremely numerous; but by far more interesting, and of

much higher importance to me, were the traces of the rhinoceros,

an animal which at present seems to be wanting entirely in the

regions between the Niger on the west and the Sharl toward the.

east. Our rest at this place was greatly disturbed ; for after an

alarm in the evening, which, fortunately for us, proved to be false,

we were kept awake the whole night by a terrible thunder-storm,

which broke out with great violence, and rendered our situation,

in the midst of a low, swampy ground, very uncomfortable indeed.

Friday^ July 1st In consequence of the storm we started rather

late. Close behind our encampment we had to cross a very

swampy ground, which we might have passed more easily the

day before. We were therefore greatly cheered when the boggy

ground was succeeded by sandy soil, which became intersected by
several small water-courses, affording a channel to the watery ele-

ment
;
but, after a march of about six miles, it was again succeed-

ed by a considerable pond, which we had to avoid by a long cir-

cuitous road. Here, also, the ground was marked by numerous

footprints of the elephant, while monkey-bread or baobab trees

were in great abundance.

In the afternoon the whole aspect of the country changed, the

surface becoming rugged, and broken by small rocky ridges ; and

here the danger increased on account of the vicinity of the town

of Larba, the inhabitants of which, as I have mentioned before, art*

the inveterate enemies of the Fulbe. Only a few days before they

had robbed and murdered some people of the governor of the To-

robe. But, well-armed as we were, all the people round about

being aware that an attack upon us would not be an easy affair,

we proceeded without any accident; and having twice made a

considerable descent, we reached, a little after three o'clock, the

village of Bosebango, which is surrounded by a strong stockade.

It is inhabited by the Karabe, who, although kinsmen of the in-

habitants of Larba, fear and respect in some degree the authority

of the Fulbe
;
however, we soon convinced ourselves that the

character of their allegiance is very precarious. The mayor of

the village, being a man of advanced age, dressed in a ragged

shirt, lodged me in his own quarters, which seemed to contain u

very remarkable household, the most interesting objects being his

two wives, very stout females, richly ornamented with copper

rings on their arms and legs, and with strings of beads round then-

necks, but having, besides, another ornament, at which I was more
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surprised, viz., a thin plate of tin in the under lip, like that worn

by the Marghi; but I was astonished at not finding the nose-ring,

which, from what I had heard, I had concluded that all the Son-

ghay were in the habit of wearing. Altogether, these fashionably-

dressed women, with their dirty old partner, would have formed a

highly interesting subject for illustrating the customs of these

people.

Having rested a while, for I felt greatly exhausted after my sick-

ly state in Say, I roved a little about the place (which lies at the

foot of a well-wooded eminence), and collected several specimens

of minerals, which, in the course of my journey, were thrown

away by my people. Gneiss and mica slate were predominant,

and beautifb.1 varieties of granite occasionally appeared.

Having observed from this point that the River Sirba runs only

at a short distance from the place, we endeavored in the evening

to arrange with the inhabitants to assist us in crossing this sheet

of water, where there are no boats. While speaking with the na-

tives about this river, I was surprised to hear from them that they

consider the water unwholesome, and more particularly so for

horses, while even the herbage which grows close to the border is

regarded as extremely deleterious to the cattle ; but the people

themselves supply their own wants entirely from the river. They
do not carry the water in single pitchers on their heads, which is

the general custom in Negroland, but use a simple pair of yokes,

from which a couple of nets are suspended, in each of which a

pitcher is carried, in much the same way as in Germany.

The chief treated my party very hospitably. While in the

neighborhood of Bangap&le there seemed to be great scarcity of

corn, here it appeared to be in abundance. We spent our evening

comfortably, although it was necessary to take great care of the

horses, as a number of horse-stealers were hovering about the

place.

Saturday, July 2d. A few hundred yards beyond the village we
came to the River Sirba, which here forms a bend from N.W. to

N.E., between banks about twenty feet high, and caused us not a

little anxiety, as it was nearly seventy yards wide, and not less

than twelve feet in depth in the middle. We had, moreover, to

cross it merely on bundles of reeds, which we had to tie together

ourselves. At length, after much controversy, we succeeded in

arranging with the natives, for 2000 shells, to assist us in crossing.

While the large bundles which were to constitute our frail ferry
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were being tied together, the head man of the village and a great

number of the natives were sitting on the high banks of the river,

which form a sort of amphitheatre, in order to enjoy the spectacle.

There was something very peculiar about the inhabitants of this

place. The men were formed into interesting groups, with feat-

ures full of expression, but approaching somewhat to effeminacy,

their hair being plaited in long tresses, which hung down over

their cheeks, and in some cases reached their shoulders. Their

dress consisted of short blue shirts, and long wide trowsers of the

same color. Almost all of them had small pipes in their mouths,

which they smoked incessantly. The women were of rather short

stature, and of not very symmetrical forms, with naked legs and

breasts. Their necks and ears. were richly ornamented with

strings of beads ; but they also were destitute of the nose-ring,

which I had supposed common to this tribe.

The men were expert swimmers, and carried the small articles

across the river in large calabashes ; but we ourselves and the

heavier luggage had to cross on the rafts of reeds, and in about

two hours we succeeded in getting safely over the water with our

whole troop. A little after twelve o'clock we left the opposite

bank, being joined by two horsemen of the Syllebawa, who, at no

great distance from this spot, have a large settlement called Dutu-

wel ; but we had great difficulty in making our way through the

swampy plain, intersected by several small water-courses, which

descended in deep ravines from a small rocky chain toward the

north. After a march of about eight miles we pitched our tents

a little beyond the site of a former encampment of the native

traders, where the ground was tolerably free from trees ; and I en-

joyed our resting-place extremely, for, having been exposed to

the sun during the heat of the day, I felt greatly fatigued.

Sunday, July 3d. We continued our march through the forest,

which here had a very fresh appearance, and soon passed a cone

on our right, on the offshoots of which, as would appear from

the quantities of stones scattered about, a hamlet appears to have

been situated in former times. Besides gneiss, large pieces of a

fine species of marble were lying about in every direction. Eank
grass, now and then adorned with blue Cruciferce, filled up the

intervals between the dense growth of trees (but there were none

of large size, and less of the bush called " tsada" than I had seen

the previous day), besides a few isolated monkey-bread-trees. I

observed also that the people were here digging up the same root
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which I had noticed on my journey to A'damawa. The foot-

prints of the elephant and the buffalo were very numerous ; and

a little farther on we fell in with a large herd of the latter species,

indulging in the luxuriant herbage of the pasture-grounds, which

here grows without any use to man.

Having then gone round a considerable pond of water in the

midst of the forest, we entered upon more undulating ground,

adorned with larger trees, where, besides the monkey-bread-tree,

the dorowa was predominant ; and a little beyond an eminence,

at the foot of which the village of Bundore had been situated in

former times, we reached the modern village of that name, which

is surrounded with a stockade. A dyeing-place, containing from

eight to ten pits, besides a large basin for making up the mixture,

presented some signs of industry and civilization ; at a short dis-

tance from our quarters, also, a blacksmith was living. This vil-

lage belongs to the territory of Yagha, and the huts presented a

peculiar style of architecture, being built almost entirely of stalks

and matting. The latter, which constitutes the walls, is plastered

with clay, and reaches an altitude of nine feet. The roof is not

formed of slender boughs and branches, but of large poles.

Not being able to obtain any corn that evening, I was obliged

to stay here the following day. No millet is cultivated in this

place, all the corn consisting of sorghum. The people would not

take any thing but shells, and refused cotton strips. Sixty of the

former bought a full measure of a common drinking-bowl, or
" gerra," of corn; and for 1500 shells we procured a lean sheep.

Tuesday, July 5th. The country which we traversed on leaving

Bundore was well adorned with trees, especially the tamarind,

and bore evident signs of extensive cultivation, even indigo and
cotton being observed by the side of a pond ; but the forest soon

became so dense that our progress was very difficult, and the

amuda, a Miacea which I have mentioned before, was so plenti-

ful in some places, that it formed, as it were, a rich carpet, exhib-

iting quite an unwonted and cheerful aspect, for in general this

quarter of Africa is rather poor in flowers. We had just passed

a very dense jungle of tall reed-grass interspersed with blue and
yellow flowers, when a thunder-storm, which had hovered over us

all the morning, broke out, and soon changed the whole forest

into one mighty sheet of water, when we had to cross three pow-
erful torrents, all running toward the southeast, and probably dis-

charging themselves into the Sirba.
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Completely drenched, and almost swamped by the water, we
reached the village of Denga, but had the greatest difficulty in

entering it, on account of the dense forest with which it was sur-

rounded. At length we succeeded in penetrating this mass of

thorny, bushes, and, having obtained quarters, were able to dry

our clothes ; but the damp was excessive, and the second-best of

my servants, the young Shuwa lad *Abd Allahi, was this very

day attacked by the Guinea-worm, which laid him up during the

whole of the remainder of my journey, and at times rendered him

the most disagreeable person in the world.

The hut which was assigned to myself was well built, but it

was so completely obstructed by numbers of corn-jars of clay

that scarcely any room was left for my own use. Our diet, how-

ever, was not so bad, and besides ,sour milk, which constitutes one

of the most wholesome articles of food for a European traveler in

these regions during the rainy season, we obtained also a couple

of fowls.

Wednesday, July 6th. Our road, on leaving Denga, led through

underwood, which was gradually succeeded by dense forest, the

view being bounded toward the right by heights. Among the

trees of the forest there was soon conspicuous that large beautiful

tree, a species of acacia, which the inhabitants of Shawi and Ma-
kari call korgam, and from which they build most of their boats,

while a kind of vegetable butter is made from its core. It grew
here to an altitude of certainly not less than eighty feet, with a

wide-spreading crown, but not very dense foliage. It is here

called " mur," at least by the Arabs ; its native Songhay name I

did not learn till some time subsequently.

Among the underwood, the most distinguished was the bush
here called "kirche," with its small, white, edible fruit, which is

extremely pleasant when taken in small quantities, but, from its

very sweet taste, soon becomes unpalatable
5 there was, besides,

the "mekh&," as it is called by the Arabs, the fruit of which is

much likfed by the natives, but it was not yet ripe. The wilder-

ness was interrupted by a village of considerable size, called Gon-
gungo, surrounded by a living fence of bushes, and exhibiting a

good deal of cultivation, principally Zea Mais, while a single dum
palm attracted our attention. Here the sun broke through the

clouds, spreading life over, and enhancing the cheerful aspect of,

the landscape.

Forest again succeeded, intersected by a small rivulet which
Vol. HI.—

N
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had inundated the district to some extent ; and about two miles

beyond Gongungo we had to cross swampy meadow-grounds,

where my Hausa Piillo, a native of Zaberma, whom I had taken

into my service in Champagore, called my attention to a plant

named here "yangara-bubiki," which is said to keep flies from

open wounds, especially from those of the camel; it probably

contains a sort of slight poison. Having crossed a short tract of

rugged ground, where granite, gneiss, and sandstone protruded

through the surface, we entered a more populous district, with

several villages right and left, but presenting great difficulties to

the passage of the camels, as it consisted of red clay soaked with

water, which formed several large ponds, and, being recently trav-

ersed by a numerous herd of cattle, was extremely muddy.

Thus leaving two villages on one side, we reached, a little be-

fore noon, the clay wall of the town of Sebba, which, though the

residence of the lord of Yagha, has nothing in its appearance to

indicate the capital of even a small province. The governor was

sitting in front of his house, close to the mosque, in the midst of

a large congregation of people, and was reading and interpreting

t<? them some passages from the Kuran. Having sent two of my
servants in advance, I soon obtained quarters, and was lodged in

an excellent hut, which I shall here describe.

The hut measured about twenty feet in diameter, the walls be-

1. Jod6rde, a clay seat of semicircular shape, raised about a foot, on each side of the door.
2. Lyggere, two round shallow holes in the floor, measuring about eight inches in diameter, to

place the dishes during dinner, in order to prevent them from being upset.
3. Kosondi, a half-oval-shaped place, surrounded by a slight clay rampart, about two and a half

feet high, for containing luggage, etc.

4. Hurgal, a sort of clay bank, about six feet in length, and about a foot in height, and rather
narrow. 5. Three u bcnbel," or large-sized clay jars, for containing corn.

6. Six smaller "benbel," called u mabbirgel benbel."

7. Hobinirde, the cooking-place, consisting of four stones, or rather clay mounds, protected against
any gust of wind by a slight wall toward the Bide of the door, while its privacy is already sufficiently

guaranteed by the large clay jars.

8. Two movable seats, or jodorde, one of round, the other of an oblong shape, both made of wood.
9. Kekimi'ikka, or middle pole, for supporting the roof of the hut.
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ing ten feet high to the beginning of the roof, but consisting mere-

ly of matting, which was coated with clay. The roof was sup-

ported by a pole in the middle. The hut was full of larger or

smaller vessels of clay, and was apparently intended for a consid-

erable household. The wood-cut above will give a full idea of

the comfort which an African household in this region possesses.

Besides the immovable articles, if we exclude the two smaller

seats of wood which were movable, only very few utensils had

been left in the hut by the industrious landlady, the couch, and

even the dishes having been taken away. But suspended from

the roof was the "pilgure," or basket for smaller luggage, which

contained at the time, besides the komcha, the pittorke, or small

stick for weaving, and the fabaru, a small leather portfolio for

writing. The accompanying view, though it exhibits the hut

rather in an inverted manner, will give the reader a fair idea of

its character.

The clay being excellently polished, and the hut of recent con-

struction, left a very pleasant impression
;
but, as" is so often the

case in human life, all this finery covered nothing but misery, and
I discovered the next day, to my utter amazement, that this beau-

tiful hut was one entire nest of ants, which had in one day made
great havoc with the whole of my luggage.

In the afternoon I went to pay my respects to the governor,

who is not without power, so that I thought it better to sacrifice

to him a bernus of inferior quality, besides some smaller articles.

He was a fine-grown man, with large features, which at once indi-

cated his origin from the black stock of the Fulbe or the Torobe.
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Sitting at the door of his palace, he received me kindly, and prom-

iised me that I should have no difficulty in my farther progress.

Considering the scarcity of provisions he treated me hospitably

on the whole, sending me the next day a young heifer, besides a

great many dishes of prepared food.

The name of the principality is Yagha* dating from the time

which preceded the conquest of the Fulbe ; but the governor's

private name is Sajo ben Ibrahima.

Notwithstanding the power of the ruler, the place is in a miser-

able condition, and resembles rather a wilderness than a town

;

but it is extremely picturesque, having a thick covert of beautiful

trees nourished by a large sheet of water. The place contains

scarcely 200 huts, and nothing like a market is to be found. The

difficulty of our obtaining supplies was the greater, as, contrary to

our expectation and the information we had received, nothing but

shells had currency in the place ; and it was with a great deal of

trouble that, by means of the cotton strips with which we had

provided ourselves, we obtained a small supply of butter and

corn, four dr
f

a being reckoned here the same as in Gando, while

in the town of Say there was thirty per cent, profit upon the cot-

ton strips. The most abundant article I found here was milk,

which was the best I had ever yet tasted in Negroland, and it

gave me a fair, but rather exaggerated idea of what I might ex-

pect to find among the Fulbe farther west. We also bought a

small quantity of corn from the women, in exchange for some

looking-glasses and cloves. All the corn here consists of sor-

ghum ; and seventy shells, at the time, would just buy sufficient

corn for a horse for one day, which is a very high price indeed

for Negroland.

Notwithstanding the poor character ofthe place, I was obligeAto

stay here two whole days, exclusive of the day of my arrival, in

order to give the camels some rest, as they were suffering greatly,

from the effects of the rainy season, and on account of the holiday

of the "fotr," which fell on the 8th. If I had known the charac-

ter of the province of Libtako better, I should have deemed it

prudent to make even a longer stay here : and I would advise any
future traveler to do so, taking care, however, to have a sufficient

* The places belonging to the province of Yagha are the following : Denga,
Gongtfngo, Gesangu, Sinsirga, Ndtu, Ddri (surnamed Dembi'ni, in order to distin-

guish it from Ddri or Ddre in Libtrtko), Sebba, Namantiigu, Kankanfdgu, Hdga,
Humdre, Kabo.
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supply of shells with him, which will enable him to make himself

quite comfortable in Yagha.

Music having announced the arrival of the important and joy*

ful day soon after midnight, almost the whole of the men went

out in the morning in order to say their prayers at about a mile's

distance from the town. All the Fulbe were dressed in snow-

white shirts, as a symbol of the purity of their creed ; but some

of them wore dark-blue trowsers. There were about forty horses

with the party, which probably was all that the townspeople

could muster.

Having had to sustain here a slight religious attack from the

kadhi, who wanted to represent me as a sorcerer, I thought it pru-

dent to make a small present to each of the holiday people, as a

kind of s^ddega, or alms. The holiday also disturbed me in com-

piling a small vocabulary of the Gurma language, called by the

Fulbe Grurman-kobe, which I had begun, but was obliged to

leave unfinished.

CHAPTER LXI.

PROVINCE OF LIBTA'KO.—SOUTHEASTERN LIMIT OF THE RANQE
OF THE COMMERCE OF TIMBUKTU.

Saturday
)
July 9th. We left Sebba, the capital of the wilderness

—birni-n-daji, as I called it,—passing through a district where for-

est and cultivated ground alternated. The slaves were busy in

the fields rooting up the weeds from among the crops
;
but, after

a march of about four miles, we had to cross a very considerable

water, which is here called Yah, and about whose course I am
not able to give distinct information. It is said to come from

Mosi, and to join the river Sfrba not far from Bosebango ; but the

latter statement is incredible. The water being not less than four

feet and a half in depth, with a breadth of at least four hundred
yards, most of our luggage became wetted.

The country then assumed a more rocky appearance— mica

slate, granite, and gneiss alternating, the granite sometimes appear-

ing in large boulders. The vegetation also assumed here a more

varied aspect, besides tamarind-trees, madachi and kad6 predom-

inating
;
and altogether the forest exhibited a fresh and pleasant

character, especially as the sun had at length broken through the
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clouds which had obscured its rays during the first part of the day.

After a march altogether of about eleven miles, we reached the

village ofNamantugu, which still belongs to the province ofYagha,

the mayor of which we had met a short time before on' the road

as he was going to look after his cattle.

The village is ofsome importance, and consists of several groups

which cover an extensive tract of ground, lying straggling about

in the fields ; but the huts themselves are very narrow, and the

one which was assigned to myself was so small that there was

scarcely room to breathe. Nothing is more unhealthy for a

European than these abodes of stench and filth ; but during the

rainy season he is often obliged to seek shelter in these dirty

dwellings, especially if he has valuable property in his possession.

Namantugu, which seems to have been of considerable import-

ance in the history of the Songhay empire,* was a rather eventful

place for my whole subsequent proceedings, as I here met an

Arab from the west, in whose company I was safely to enter the

town of Timbuktu. He called himself Sheikho, though this was

not originally his proper name
;
and, in order not to cause any

mistake, I will in future call him (from his father and the name
of his birth-place) Weled A'mmer Walati. He was certainly a

very remarkable fellow ; and I shall have frequent occasion in

the farther course of my journey to advert to his doings. Being

originally a native of Walata, he had emigrated to Timbuktu,

whence he had roved about a great deal among the Tawarek as

well as among the Fulbe, and was at present on his way from

Belanga, the residence of one of the principal chiefs of Grurma.

He had a good quantity of the broad gabaga, or cotton strips, of

Mosi with him, which form the staple currency in the whole tract

of country from Libtako to Timbuktu, ten dr'a being reckoned

equal to one hundred shells. Besides Arabic, he spoke Fulfulde,

Songhay, Mosi, and Bambara fluently, and Temashight, or the lan-

guage of the Tawarek, almost as well, and altogether was one of

the cleverest men whom I met on my journey, in spite of the

trouble he caused me and the tricks he played me. He was a

handsome man, of middle size and of rather slender growth, and

with very fine expressive features. His dress consisted of a long

black gown, with a black shawl wound round his head ; and his

whole appearance, as he was moving along at a solemn thoughtful

* See the Chronological Tables at the end of this volume.
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However, his real character at the time of our first meeting was
of course* unknown to me, and I was delighted at having found

such a man, as he held out to me the fairest prospects of reaching

Timbuktu. But although I convinced myself that this man would

be of great service to me, yet I did not make a bargain with him

immediately, but we agreed that I should arrange with him in

Dore, when he would be able to settle his own business.

The village of Namantugu is almost exclusively inhabited by

Fulbe, all of whom were clad in the purest white, even the little

children wearing round their heads a large turban ofwhite cotton

strips
';
but this was perhaps in consequence of their festival hav-

ing been held the previous day. A great deal of rain had fallen

hereabouts ; and cotton appeared to be cultivated to a considerable

extent.

Sunday, July 10th. Our road on leaving Namantugu led through

a deep clayey soil covered with rank vegetation, which was only

now and then interrupted by a little cultivation. A wealthy fam-

ily of Fulbe, father, mother, son, and daughter, all mounted on

horseback, and accompanied by servants and by a numerous herd

of cattle, were pursuing the same path ; and their company was
rather agreeable to us, as after a march of about five miles, we had
to cross a large sheet of water in the midst of the forest, through

which they showed us the way. It is delightful for a traveler to

meet with these nomadic settlers, after the disgust he has felt at

the degraded character of their countrymen in Wurno. We had
here entered a region full of water, the soil presenting very little

inclination to afford it the means of flowing off. Farther on also,

where we passed the site of a former dwelling-place, we had to

cross several channels of running water, and encamped at length,

after a march of about seventeen miles, in the midst of the forest

close beyond another water-course ; for we were not aware that

about two miles farther on there was a far more favorable place

for encamping, viz., the site of the former town of Tump&iga.
The site of this place we passed early the next morning. Be-

fore the time of the rising ofthe Jihadi, the town had been inhab-

ited by Fulbe and pagans indiscriminately, when, owing to the re-

ligious ferment caused by that reformer, a bloody feud broke out

between the Mohammedan and pagan inhabitants. The latter

were vanquished and fled to Naba, the powerful Gurma domain

at some distance toward the south, while the former founded the

town of Dore. Two dyeing-places bore testimony to the fact that
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a certain degree of industry had formerly prevailed in this place,

which, like so many other human abodes in Christian and Moham-
medan countries has been reduced to desolation in consequence

of religious disputes.

Beyond this place granite protruded in large boulders, while

monkey-bread-trees were in great abundance ; but gradually the

country became more open, the trees being scanty and the soil

hard and barren. This did not, however, last long, and farther

on we had to cross a considerable sheet of water surrounded by
fine pasture-grounds ; then followed another very barren and open

tract, till, after a march of almost twenty miles, we reached the

village of Koria, situated beyond a broad sandy water-course, at

present dry. The scarcity of herbage was here so great that I

was obliged to send two ofmy people back to a considerable dis-

tance in order to procure a little grass for the horses. The head

man of the village received us very inhospitably, refusing us quar-

ters in such a peremptory manner, that it was only by force I

could procure an open yard where to pitch my tent. However,

he soon changed his behavior entirely. It so happened that a

thunder-storm, with the blackest clouds, which in the opinion of

every one portended a heavy fall of rain, twice passed over our

heads without bringing these famished people a single drop;

whereupon all ofthem assured the inhospitable mayor that it was

a divine punishment for his niggardly and unrighteous conduct

toward me. Frightened, therefore, by such signs, he carried his

hospitality so far as even to make me a present of a young heifer.

But the first advances toward a friendly intercourse were made by
an old woman, the mistress of the piece of ground where we had

encamped, she bringing me, as a token of good-will, a dish of

well-cooked paste, which probably constituted her whole supper.

Considering the parched character of the whole neighborhood, I

was surprised to find a few dum palms at the border of the chan-

nel, while the whole neighborhood Was almost destitute of trees.

Tuesday, July 12th. A short march of a little less than six miles,

in company with the son of the old governor, brought us from
here to Dore. The country through which we passed bore at the

time the character of extreme drought and barrenness ; and nu-

merous flocks of gazelles (quite an unusual aspect to me in the

populous districts ofNegroland through which I had .passed) were

roving about over this immense plain, which was scarcely broken

by a single tree, with the exception ofa few stunted monkey-bread-
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trees. In the distance, toward the south, two small eminences

bounded the horizon.

The remnant of a large herd of cattle, in a most emaciated con-

dition, was scattered in the barren fields, licking the soil, which

is here full of natron. The seed had already been sown, but the

crops had scarcely started forth from the ground, and were lan-

guishing for want of rain. Huts were occasionally seen for the

first mile or two, but being exposed to the full force of the sun,

without affording the least shade, they presented rather a dismal

aspect. But this immense plain, which at the present season was

only very slightly broken, about half way, by a shallow strip of

green bordered by projecting granite boulders, supplies abundant

food for a fine breed of horses, for which Libtako is remarkable.

D6re is the chief place of the province of Libtako ; but its ap-

pearance caused us the utmost disappointment, presenting as it

did unmistakable signs of misery and decay, the wall by which

it had been formerly surrounded being nothing but a disgusting

heap of rubbish, while the whole place exhibited the utmost neg-

lect. But through the kind interference of a messenger of Galaijo,

who was most opportunely here at the time, I was lodged in an

excellent and spacious hut, measuring probably not less than thir-

ty-five feet in diameter, and presenting a remarkable contrast to

the little dirty nook which formed my quarters in ISTamantugu.

The place is said to abound in thieves, which is not astonishing,

as it is not only the rendezvous for all the natives from the differ-

ent tribes which dwell in the immediate neighborhood, but even

several Bornu people have settled here since the inroad ofWaday.
Dore is principally a great place of resort for the Arabs of

A'zawad,'the district to the north of Timbuktu, who bring to this

market the salt of Taoclenni in great quantities, and occasionally

even reside here for a long time; but they generally come direct

from A'zawad without touching at Timbuktu, proceeding by way
of Gagho (the ancient capital of the Songhay empire, and once the

great gold-market of the western part of Negroland), or still more
direct, by Tosaye, the point where the river greatly contracts be-

fore it changes from an easterly to a southeasterly course. Some
of them are very wealthy people, one individual having as many
as forty camels with him. Among other important information,

I received from them the news that Hamed Weled Habib, the

sheikh ofA'rawan, who, from the account of Caillte * is generally

* Cailltf, "Travels to Timbuctoo," vol. ii. p. 82. (English version.)
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regarded in Europe as the chief murderer of Major Laing, had

died a short time before, after a reign of nearly forty years ; and

I regarded this piece of news as a very auspicious omen for the

success ofmy undertaking.

These Arabs left on the 17th, a circumstance not quite indif-

ferent to me, as I was led to expect that they might carry the

news of my arrival not only into the heart of the 'desert, but also

to Timbuktu, and thus augment the difficulties of my journey.

There were, however, also a good many individuals who wanted

to pass themselves off for Arabs without having any claim to such

a descent. Besides the Arabs, the Wangarawa, or Eastern Man-

dingoes, especially from Miniana and Wassulo, the inhabitants of

Mosi, and the people of G r

a6, Gagho, or G6g6, frequent this mar-

ket-place in considerable numbers ; and it is principally the Wan-
garawa who impart to this town its importance, supplying it with

a small quantity of white Kola nuts, for which the consumption

here seems not to be very great, besides wodf

a (shells), or " ch6de,"

as the Fulbe call them, which are evidently imported from the

coast of Sierra Leone, or, more probably, from the river Nunez,*

but they were entirely wanting at the time. The people of M6si

bring chiefly their fine donkeys, which are greatly sought after

;

and a numerous body of people of the sheikh A'hmedu, of Ham-
da-Allahi, had left a few days before with a number of asses which

they had bought here. Besides asses, the people of Mosi supply

this market with gabaga, or "tari," as the Arabs near Timbuktu
call them, cotton being extremely cheap in their country, so that

in the great market-places of that country, especially in KulfSla,

an indigo-colored shirt is not worth more than from 700 to 800

shells.

The inhabitants of the ancient capital of the Songhay empire,

and the people thereabouts, on the banks of the Niger, bring

chiefly butter and corn to market ; and it was highly interesting

to me to be here brought into direct communication with that

place, which, although once the most celebrated and renowned in

all Negroland, yet has become so completely obliterated, that its

geographical position has given rise to the most contrary opinions

among the learned geographers of our age.

* I may as well state in this place, that both in Ddre and in Timbuktu bargains

are made according to the full hundred, or the miye sala-miye, while in all the

markets of Bambara a fictitious hundred, the nuye 'ajemiye, being in reality eighty,

forms the standard.
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Shells formed the currency of the market, and these it was very

difficult to obtain. In order to supply my wants I was obliged

to sell my turkedis for 2500 to 3000 shells each, while in the

town of Say they had realized 4000, and, as I afterward found,

fetched the same price in Timbuktu. Sometimes I was not able

to dispose either of my turkedis or my tobes, even at the lowest

price ; while others, that I had at length succeeded in selling, were

returned to me as defective. I was at considerable expense for

my large household, my three horses alone (
(All providing for the

other two) costing me every day 400 shells for the corn with which

I was forced to feed them exclusively.

Almost all the corn which is brought into the market consists

of negro millet, or Pennisetum typhdideum, while Indian millet, or

sorghum, is found only in very small quantities ; and I was repeat-

edly prevented from buying, because I was not possessed of what

the people wanted. Thus when, on the 13th, a caravan of Tawa-

rek serfs with oxen arrived bringing corn from Gogo, they re-

fused to accept any thing I could offer them, viz., shirts, zenne,

and gabaga ; and the day before I started there was no corn at all

to be got, as no Tarki had arrived. Not the smallest particle of

rice was to be obtained ; and I could not but deem myself fortunate

in being able to procure a small supply of vegetable paste of do-

dowa, which made my food of millet a little more endurable.

This formed my usual supper. In the morning I usually break-

fasted on tiggera, or cold paste, with sour milk ; the latter being

excellent and very cheap, and almost the only article which was
to be found in abundance.

But, besides the great difficulty I had in supplying my wants

during my residence in the place, I had still more trouble in ob-

taining the currency of the country through which I had to pass

on my journey to Timbuktu; this is the "farawel,"or "feruwal,"

as it is called by the Arabs, a long narrow strip of cotton cloth

sewn together from a number of pieces, and supposed to measure
thirty-two dr

f

a, though in reality the measure does not exceed

thirty. The price of each feruwal is generally 300 shells ; but

during my stay it rose to 400.

The market is held on the border of the village, on the bleak

open ground which extends to the south ; but there were very

rarely more than 500 people, and in general scarcely as many as

200 assembled. But it is not to be denied that, taking into ac-

count the manner of living in these regions, a good deal of busi-
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ness is transacted in this place
;
and, on account ofthe many stran-

gers who visit it, ready-cooked pudding, tiggera, and sour milk

are offered for sale throughout the whole day. Besides salt, cot-

ton strips, dyed cloth, Kola nuts, corn, and asses, some copper

manufactured chiefly into large drinking-vessels is also brought

into the market by the people of Mosi. However, I do not think

they manufacture the copper vessels themselves, but bring them
from Asanti. Copper is worn by the inhabitants by way of orna-

ment, to a large extent ; and I was greatly amused on observing

that some of the young girls wore in the long plaits of their hair

a very remarkable ornament made of that metal, representing a

warrior on horseback with a drawn sword in his hand and a pipe

in his mouth
;

for, with the Songhay people, smoking, although

forbidden by the present ruler of the western part of the former

territory of their empire, the fanatical prince of Hamda-Allahi, is,

next to dancing, the chief enjoyment of their existence. Whether
these small horsemen worn m the hair of the young damsels form

an ornament without meaning, or are intended as auspicious omens

as to their future husbands, I can not say ; and I must apologize

to the reader for not being able in this part of my journey, which

was more beset by dangers, to enter fully into the private life of

the people.

Altogether, Dore, or, as it is generally called by the name of

the whole province, Libtako, appeared to me an extremely dry

and uncomfortable place. However, this seemed to be rather ex-

ceptional, owing to the extraordinary drought prevailing that year

;

and it was not until the evening of the 17th of this month (July),

that we had a moderate fall of rain, when nature as well as man
appeared a little refreshed. The name which the Tawarek, as

well, as the Arabs of A'zawad, give to this place, namely W£ndu,
or Winde, seems to imply quite another character, as the word
means pond or lake

;
but, in reality, a very extensive sheet of

water is annually formed close to the western side of the town
?

although during my stay the extensive depression was dry; and

I even have ground to suppose that this sheet of water is very

often, through a veiy considerable backwater, directly connected

with the Niger.

The political state of the country, however, was at the present

moment worse than its material condition. The disorder and an-

archy were such as to make it appear as if there were no govern-

ment at all. There were so many different factions that one par-
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alyzed the other, and there is no doubt that the present misery

was the immediate consequence ofsuch a state of anarchy. There

was a titular governor of the place called Fbrahima ; but his mild

disposition aq,d his advanced age had left him scarcely any power at

all, and I had to make my peace with all parties as well as I could.

The most energetic and influential among the aspirants to power

seemed to be a relative of the governor, of the name of Hamed
'Aisa. Then there was an elder but weaker brother of his, of the

name of Bflko, and farther, a man of the name of El Jeladi, who
troubled me greatly, begging me to write him a charm, by the se-

cret influence of which I might procure him the government of

the place.

Libtako is situated between many different tribes, with the seats

ofthe Tawarek close to the north, from whence these restless peo-

ple are continually pushing on ; and this situation necessarily im-

bues the inhabitants with a warlike spirit. In former times, es-

pecially, they were renowned for their valor, and distinguished,

moreover, by the breed of their horses ; but at the present moment,

owing to the severe drought which had prevailed for so long a

time, all the horses had been sent to a great distance, where they

were likely to find better pastures. At present, there being so

many factions and no strong government whatever, and the su-

premacy exercised by their liege lord in Gando being a perfect

nullity, no certain line of policy can be pursued, and they are one

day on good terms with the Tawarek, while the next day some
serious fighting takes placg; and thus it happened that on the

16th a party of these people, who supplied the market with the

article which all the people were in want of, were plundered of

the whole of their property. Even with the inhabitants of the

province of Yagha, so nearly related to themselves by origin and
interest, there were serious dissensions ; and during my stay in the

place the latter drove away all the cattle belonging to the village

of Koria. The province comprises a considerable number of vil-

lages,* and, if well governed, would be of great importance, es-

* The names of the small towns and villages forming this province are as fol-

lows : Ddre, Koria, Katmga, Wendu, Dani, Dangade, Selgo, Jamga, Mammashe,
Bafade, Pekul, Bamde, Babi'rke, Toro'di, Pule, Gambeti, Bedmgel, three villages

of the name of Debere, Bamura, Padambaka, Gelm, Kola, Bombufa, Kachere,

Ktfnde, Le'rbu, Bure, Benbenjango, Kollangel-pattide, Nelba, Beresango, Ptflgu,

Bflli, Chompangu (probably identical with Kampangu), U'regaudi, Gurmare, U'rel-

angawu, Taka, Kilinke, Yakuta, U'riltaso, ITro-Bellabe, Bangatake, Tobijagha,

Dankandi, Begontigi, Ktfri.
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pecially as forming the western province of the empire of Gando
where it borders upon that of Masina, or Hamda-Allahi.

I was peculiarly situated with regard to my new companion El

Walati, who was the sole reason of my making so long a stay in

this place, while my exhausted camels, instead of having, as it was
asserted, a fair opportunity of recruiting their strength for the re-

mainder ofthe journey, were growing weaker every day from want
of good feeding. The clever Arab, who represented himself as a

very important person in Timbuktu and as an intimate friend of

the Sheikh El Bakay, under whose especial protection I intended

to place myself, at times had the power of raising my spirits by
the interesting information which he was able to give me. Now
and then, for instance, he described the great mercantile impor-

tance of Sansandi, or dwelt upon the great authority enjoyed by
the chief, whose fame had inspired me with 'so much confidence

in my undertaking this journey to the west, and through whose

influence the former mercantile importance of Timbuktu had not

only been entirely restored, but a new interest had accrued to it

as being the seat of a religious chief of high authority, who exer-

cised an influence not very unlike that of the Pope of Eome over

a very large tract of country, and extending even over the pagan

tribes around, into the very heart of Mosi, that countiy which, as

we shall see more distinctly farther on, from a remote age has

been the champion of paganism against Islam. But, on other oc-

casions, the conduct of my companion was so little straightforward

as to fill me with serious fears. Nev^theless, I here entered into

an agreement with him, giving him a fine black tobe and a black

shawl, and stipulating to reward him on my safe arrival in Tim-

buktu with a present of twenty dollars and a white helali bernus,

besides buying him here a horse for the price of another tobe,

three turkedi, and a black shawl. On the whole, at that time, I

4
was too much imposed upon by his fascinating manners to become

fully aware of his intriguing character ; and perhaps it was well

that it was so, or I might not have trusted myself into his hands.

However, by degrees, I became heartily tired of the long delay

which he, together with 'A^i el A'geren, forced upon me. I had

long prepared every thing for my outset, and on the 20th I fin-

ished a letter, which I addressed to her majesty's consul at Trip-

oli, and inclosed it under cover to my friend Abd el Kader dan

Taffa, in Sokoto, and decided on intrusting it to the care of Da-

home, the man who had accompanied me from Gando, and who
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was to return home from this place, beyond which he enjoyed no

authority
;
but, unfortunately, he took so little care of the parcel

on his journey, when he had to cross a great many swollen rivers,

that the outer envelope was destroyed entirely, so that the learned

Pullo, not knowing what to make of a letter in a writing which

he did not understand, left it with the bearer, with whom I found

it on my return to Grando, in the middle of the following year.

He had worn it as a sort of charm in his cap, while I expected

that it had long reached Europe and informed my friends of my
latest proceedings.

CHAPTER LXIL

UNSETTLED PROVINCES OBSTRUCTED BY NATURE AND INFESTED

BY MAN.—ARIBl'NDA.—HO'MBORI.

Thursday, July 21st. At length I set out on the last and most

dangerous stage of my journey to Timbuktu, thinking at the time

that I should be able to reach that celebrated place in about twen-

ty days ; but I underrated the distance, such a very different po-

sition having been assigned to that mysterious place by geogra-

phers
;
and I had no idea of the difficulties which attended this

journey, at least for a Christian, and the delays which would be

caused me by the character of the new companion whom I had

attached to me.

On leaving the turbulent town of Dore, a great many armed
people accompanied me, much against my inclination, and their

conduct was so suspicious that we were obliged to make a halt

and send them about their business, for the inhabitants of this

place, not long before, had robbed and killed in a similar man-
ner a wealthy sherff, whom they pretended to escort on his way
from Sansandi. Just in crossing the shallow concavity where
every year a very extensive sheet of water is formed, which often

assumes the dimensions of an immense lake, and even now was
covered with fine fresh turf, we met a large caravan of Mosi

traders from Bussumo, their asses heavily laden with immense
bundles of tari, or cotton strips, and with Kola nuts. Farther on,

where a little cultivation of cotton appeared, the monkey-bread

or baobab tree became predominant. Altogether, the whole prov-

ince seemed to be in a miserable state ; and the village Danand£,
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which, we passed after a march of about seven miles, bore evident

traces of having suffered from the effects of war. The monotony
of the country was pleasingly broken by a small rivulet, which

we crossed a few yards beyond the village, and which was border-

ed by some very fine trees of the " mur" kind, which I have men-

tioned on a former occasion as affording excellent timber for boat-

building. The baobab-trees, also, were here greatly distinguished,

both by their si^e and their fine foliage.

We took up our quarters this day in Wulu, a village situated

beyond a large sheet of water, or, as it is here called, " w£ndu,"

overgrown by the finest trees. The place is inhabited by Tawa-

rek slaves,' who are trilingues, speaking Temashight as well as

Songhay and Fulfulde ; but their huts were very miserable in-

deed, and of musquitoes there was no end, and we had likewise

great difficulty in finding a supply of corn. The hut in which I

took up my quarters had been recently built, and, on the whole,

was not so bad, but so choke-full of simple furniture, such as large

jars, pots, dishes, saddles, provision-bags, and numerous other ar-

ticles, that I could scarcely find room for myself, while the pro-

prietor, when he returned from the fields and found a stranger

quartered in the midst of all his treasures, felt so anxious that he

did not stir from the door. However, the west side of the village

being bordered by a large sheet of water, or tebki, richly adorned

with trees and herbage, I did not remain long in my close quar-

ters, but hastened toward this green open spot, which was deli-

cious in the extreme, but gave birth to a legion of musquitoes. .

.

We felt the inconvenience of this little hamlet the more as we
were obliged to stay here the following day, for we received a

credible report that El Khatir, the most powerful of the neighbor-

ing Tawarek chiefs, intended making a foray against this place,

and the inhabitants were in a state of the utmost alarm. But a

thunder-storm which broke out the next morning, accompanied

with a considerable quantity of rain, relieved us, most providen-

tially, of all danger from this quarter, swelling the many water-

courses which intersect this region to such a degree that they be-

came impassable to the enemy. On the west side of the hamlet

where we were encamped there is a considerable suburb of Fulbe

cattle-breeders, and in the evening a great many of them paid me
a visit.

Saturday, July 23c?. We had here entered a district which was

very different from that which we had hitherto traversed in the
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; and the nature of which caused us great de-

lay and very serious difficulties, on account of the many rivers

and swamps which we had to cross. During the first part of our

day's march we had the W&idu of Wiilu for a long time on our

right, but having crossed without much difficulty one considerable

branch of it we came to another water with a strong current,

which caused us a long delay, as it was at the time about 400

yards across, and not less than four and a half feet deep in the

channel. The water at this spot has a southerly course ; but it is

difficult to say what greater river it joins * For several miles the

upper course of this same water, as it seemed, was seen at a short

distance on our right. Large wide-spreading "mur," tamarind,

and monkey-bread trees every where appeared, and we could see

the footsteps of a great number of elephants. The country on our

left was undulating, and consisted of sandy soil clothed almost ex-

clusively with the kalgo, with its ash-colored leaves and its long

red pods ; but as soon as the river receded the character of the

landscape also changed, the surface becoming rather level, and ex-

hibiting more small brushwood, while numerous water-pools spread

out, overgrown with kr£b, or the edible Poa, and with molukhia.

The district was full of buffaloes ; but it was also much infested

by a dangerous species of fly, which greatly tormented our animals,

and which is very rarely met with in the eastern part of Negro-

land. We encamped, after a march of about sixteen miles, in the

midst of the forest, near the site of the former encampment of a

Tawarek horde, where kr£b was springing up in the most luxuri-

ant abundance, affording the richest pasture to the horses and a

cheerful sight to ourselves ; but we had here to sustain a very

heavy rain, which lasted for several hours. Fortunately, it was

not accompanied by much wind, so that my frail tent offered suf-

ficient resistance ; but the encampment was far from comfortable.

The rain had at length ceased; but we had scarcely resigned

ourselves to sleep, when a troop of pilgrims passing by at this

unusual hour of the night roused us at once. Fortunately, the

ground which we had to traverse farther on was of a rocky na-

ture, else it would have been almost impossible to proceed after

the last night's rain ; but after a march of about fourteen miles

we came to a very considerable sheet of water, which we crossed

with extreme difficulty/and encamped close beyond in a state of

along the Niger.

Vol. Ill—
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entire exhaustion: The channel of the torrent itself, which had

spread its inundation to a great distance, was so considerable, be-

ing at the deepest spot five feet and a half, that it almost swamped
me on my horse, besides wetting all my luggage. The place where

we had encamped was a narrow open spot in the forest; but the

ground was full of ants, and we were also greatly troubled by in-

numerable swarms of small flies which penetrated into all our

clothes. Fortunately we had no rain, so that I was able to stay

outside, as the heat in the tent was scarcely endurable. This day,

also, we observed numerous footprints of elephants.

Monday, July 25th. We rose with the hope that we might ar-

rive at an early hour in Aribmda, or rather the chief place of that

district, although we were aware that we should have to cross an-

other considerable sheet ofwater; but we were sadly disappointed,

for, after a march of about three miles through a more rugged

district with black and red granite and a great quantity of gneiss,

we reached the wide inundations of a river called Buggoma by
my companions, which we endeavored in vain to cross. Seeing

that we should not succeed here, we struck off into the forest in a

southwesterly direction, in order to ford it higher up, when sud-

denly we fell in with two men who were pasturing a couple of

asses
;
but, although we made signs to them that we were their

friends, they would not hear us, and beating their shields cried

out lustily to their companions, who all on a sudden rushed out

in every direction from behind the bushes, and in a moment sur-

rounded us. There were from 150 to 200 people, all tall slender

men, half naked, with nothing but a poor ragged cloth round their

loins, and another rag still poorer round their heads, and each

armed with a couple of spears and a ragged shield, which they

brandished over their heads with warlike gesticulations. The af-

fair seemed rather serious, and here it was fortunate that I had
such a clever companion as the Walati with me

;
for, while I wag

pointing my gun, he begged me to ride quietly in advance straight

upon those people, and at the same time cried out to them that I

was a sherif, and a friend of the Sheikh El Bakay, to whom I was
carrying a number of books from the east. . All of a sudden they

dropped their spears and thronged around me, requesting me to

give them my blessing ; and the circumstances under which I was

placed obliged me to comply with this slight request, although it

was by no means a pleasant matter to lay my hands on all these

dirty heads.
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On the whole it was very fortunate that we met with these peo-

ple ;
for without their aid and information we should scarcely have

been able to cross the water which intersected our track, at least

without a most serious loss to our luggage. People in Europe

have no idea what it is to travel during the rainy season in these

regions; else they would not wonder that poor Dr. Vogel, in go-

ing at that time of the year from Yakoba to Zariya, lost most of

his instruments and all his collections in crossing the rivers.

They were poor people from G f

ao, or Gogo, and the neighbor-

hood, a mixture, as I thought at the time, of Songhay and Tawa-

rek, but speaking only the language of the former; but I found

afterward that they belonged to the tribe of the Gab£ro, of whom
I shall speak in the following volume. They had visited the mar-

ket of Aribmda, and were at present on their way to Dore and

Libtako, carrying as merchandise on a couple of asses and bull

oxen nothing but cotton strips, or " tari," rice, and a few mats,

of which latter article they brought me three as a present. Hav-

ing received my blessing, and the tumult having quieted down,

they conducted us to a place where they declared the water to be

fordable. But the boggy ground inspired us with but little confi-

dence ; and it really caused us an immense deal of trouble. My
people were obliged to carry all the luggage, even the heaviest,

across the swamp, which was half a mile in breadth, the camels

being scarcely able to make their way, even unloaded ; and I my-

self had the misfortune to fall under my horse in the midst of the

swamp, almost as badly as had happened to me on a former occa-

sion on my journey to Kanem. I was firmly convinced that my
horse would not be able to carry me over, and that it would be

the safest way to cross the bog on foot ; but I allowed myself to

be swayed by the Walati, who thought that my dignity, in pres-

ence of those native travelers, absolutely required me to remain

on horseback. It was on this occasion that all my journals got

wet through in a most miserable way, and we had the greatest

difficulty in extricating my horse from the bog, in which it was
lying for some minutes as if dead.

It was almost three o'clock in the afternoon when we again set

out from the opposite side of the swamp ; but we had first to re-

turn along the water in a northeasterly direction, in order to re-

gain the direct track. We then proceeded at an expeditious rate,

in order to arrive at Aribinda before nightfall. A short distance

before we reached our destination, the whole character of the
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country changed, granite mounds rising on our right and left to

considerable altitude, and leaving only a narrow passage through

which to proceed, the beautifully sweeping slope of the eminence

on our right being pleasantly adorned with bushes and enlivened

by goats.

Having left another village at the foot of the granite range, we
took up our quarters in the lamorde or residence of the chief of

Aribmda, which is likewise situated at the foot of the granitic

ridge, part of the huts being built on the slope, and part in the

plain, the latter forming a group by itself, which, with its project-

ing and receding walls, formed a sort of defense, as represented in

the accompanying wood-cut. Here we obtained quarters without

delay, two of my people having gone in advance ; but they were

narrow, dirty, and uncomfortable, and appeared to us the more

miserable as a great deal of rain fell during our stay here. The
inhabitants belong chiefly to the Songhay race, but there are also

a great many Tawarek, or rather Tawarek half-castes, who live

here peaceably, though in general the Tawarek and the inhabi-

tants of these districts are engaged in almost uninterrupted war-

fare with each other, the former always pushing more and more

in advance and threatening to overrun the whole of this region

of Negroland. The people supply themselves with water from

the holes in the rocks, where it collects, their supply for the dry

season being deposited in a cistern of large size.
' The soil in the

valley, which here widens into a considerable plain, is very fertile,

and does not require much rain ; and the corn was here a little

cheaper than in Libtako, one hundred shells, or rather the equiv-
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alent of that sum, for shells had no currency in the place, being

sufficient for the daily allowance of one horse. I also observed

with pleasure a very fine herd of cattle. Aribinda* seems former-

ly to have been an important place, or rather province, and the

most considerable at one time of all the districts on the south

side of the river, so that the Songhay of G6g6 designated it Hari-

binda, "the place beyond the water," which name, in a wider

sense, is given to the whole country on the south of the I'sa, or

so-called Niger, as an equivalent to Grurma.

I had been very anxious to conceal the more valuable articles

of my property from the prying eyes of my clever but greedy

Arab companion ; but the following day, as I was obliged to dry-

some of my luggage, which had been completely soaked, he got a

peep at some fine bernuses which I had with me, and, in order to

satisfy his covetousness, I thought it prudent to make him here a

handsome present. Altogether my luggage suffered severely from

the many water-courses which we had to cross at this stage ofmy
journey, as well as from the excessive dampness of the weather.

I also made some presents to the governor, but was rather aston-

ished when, on setting out, he begged from me the very tobe which

I was then wearing.

Wednesday, July 27th, The country which we had to traverse

was diversified by small granitic ranges and detached cones, but

it also afforded many localities for swampy grounds, very difficult

to be crossed. In some places beans were cultivated besides mil-

let. We encamped at length, after a march of about fifteen miles,

in the midst of the forest, on the site of a former village, which was

richly overgrown with the most succulent herbage, very grateful

both to horse and camel.

Thursday, July 28th. We had had some summer lightning in the

evening, followed by slight rain during the night ; but about half

past six o'clock in the morning a very heavy thunder-storm broke

out, accompanied by violent rain, which lasted till noon, and ren-

dered us extremely uncomfortable. My friend El Walati, being

of a weak and nervous temperament, was, as usual on such occa-

sions, laid up with fever. In consequence of the state of the weath-

er it was not till past three o'clock in the afternoon that we at

length set out on our watery march, and aftei% stretch of about

ten miles, having passed a very extensive and deep water, reached

* There are only three more villages at present belonging to the district of Ari-

bmda, their names being as follows : Hore, U'ri, and Wangar&
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the Songhay village of Ffliyo, and with extreme difficulty obtain-

ed most indifferent and damp quarters in the dark. The whole

village is built of clay, with elevated tower-like entrances not un-

like the granaries in Champagore. It consists of several detached

groups, which are separated by corn-fields, where the crops were

standing moderately high. The inhabitants belong exclusively to

the Songhay race, with the exception of a few Fulbe, who, how-

ever, have themselves almost changed their national character;

and, although the village is externally subjected to the Pullo gov-

ernor of Gilgoji, or Jilgodi, nevertheless the people have a very-

independent demeanor, and hold in detestation the conquering

tribe of the Fulbe ; even their carriage bears evident testimony to

a certain feeling of, liberty ; and there is no end of smoking. The

women wear a profusion of ornaments, while all of them are, be-

sides, distinguished by a copper ring round the wrist.

Having arrived so late the preceding evening that the horses

had even remained without food, I was obliged to stay here the

next day in order to purchase a supply of corn, which I effected

with the farraw'el I had obtained in Libtako, consisting of eight

pieces called "koria," or "farda," sewn together. All the grain

hereabouts consists of Negro millet, or, as the Songhay call it,

"h&ii." The governor of the place, who had treated me inhos-

pitably the first evening, on being remonstrated with for his miser-

ly conduct, gave me very generous treatment.

Saturday, July 30th. On leaving the place, I was exceedingly

struck with its castle-like appearance, as well as with the fine crops

of corn which surrounded it on all sides, while a rich growth of

trees embellished the district to the south. It was a fine morning,

and, a heavy dew having fallen, the drops of wet slipping down
from the corn glistened in the rays of the morning sun, while, the

monkey-bread-trees being just in full blossom, the white bell-like

flowers, hanging down from the colossal branches, gave a remark-

able relief to the scenery. It was through such a country that our

path kept along, on a rising ground, when, after a march of about

fourteen miles, and leaving a couple of hamlets built of matting,

Like the dwellings ofthe inhabitants of Grogo, on one side, we reach-

ed the Songhay town of Tinge, built likewise in the shape of a

"kasr " and situalftd on the summit of a small hill.

The houses in this village have not an elevated tower-like shape

like those of Filiyo, nor do they contain an upper story. They
have flat roofs. The walls consist of sun-dried clay, which is form-
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ed in regular lumps, like stones, and is placed in uniform layers,

with loose clay between. Such being the mode of construction,

the whole of the houses have rather a miserable appearance from

without, and more particularly so at the time of our arrival, in the

hot hour of noon, when the destructive effect of the rainy season

became more apparent in the midday sun. But the interior of the

dwellings is not so bad, and some of them

are very large and spacious, as the accompa-

nying ground-plan of the quarters where I

was lodged will serve to show. These con-

sisted of a very spacious ante-chamber, or se-

gifa, forty feet long by ten feet wide, and as

many in height, I myself taking up the part

to the right of the entrance, and my people that on the left, a sort

of light wall being formed with matting. From this ante-cham-

ber we could pass into an irregular court-yard, which gave access

to a number of apartments where several families were living.

The inhabitants of this place are Songhay who have vindicated

their liberty, up to the present time, successfully against the rest-

less and steadily advancing Fulbe, although in independence they

are far behind their noble brethren in Dargol and those other

places lower down the Niger. The indigenous name of their fam-

ily is Beledde, or, as they are called by the Fulbe, Kurminkobe,

and they are said to have come from Zishia, near T£ra. The no-

bler among them do not disfigure their features at all by tattooing,

or "korto," while some of them make an incision under the left

eye, from the nose toward the cheek-bone, and the common peo-

ple three separate incisions—three cuts on the temple, three in the

middle of the cheek, and three at the lower part of the face. All

of them wear clothing, the greater part of them being dressed in

indigo-dyed shirts. Their weapons consist almost entirely of

spears. Swords are very rare ; nor are the bow and arrow, which

constitute the principal weapons of the people of Dargol, usual

among them. The exertions of the natives of these places in de-

fending their independence are greatly favored by the discord and

dissensions which prevail among the Fulbe, Mahamudu, one of

the Fulbe chiefs of Dalla, having, in consequence of his disputes

with the Sheikh A'hmedu, taken refuge with the pagan natives

of Mosi, from whence he makes continual predatory expeditions

against the territory of his countrymen the Fulbe. The inhab-

itants of Tinge, therefore, males as well as females, enjoy their lib-
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erty and independence in smoking the whole day long, and danc-

ing every evening when it is not raining, an amusement which al-

ready, in the eleventh century, the Andalusian geographer El Bek-

ri did not fail to remark as characteristic of these people,* while

their less happy brethren in Timbuktu and Jimballa have been

deprived of these, their favorite and innocent amusements, by the

austere laws of their fanatical oppressors.

The natives are industrious, both in cultivating the ground and

in weaving ; and these habits seemed to be favored by Providence,

so that, while all the neighboring districts were suffering from

dearth and famine, in this village corn was plentiful, especially

negro millet, or "h&ii." Indian millet, "saba" or "hame," was

rather scarce. But the corn was still in seed, and not pounded, so

that we were obliged to stay here again a day in order to have a

supply prepared for us. We bought our corn in the beginning

for the farrawel which we had brought from Libtako, but after a

little while the inhabitants refused to accept of this cotton, which

is not so good as their own manufacture. The cotton which I had

brought from Gando was much better than theirs, but it did not

please them on account of the narrowness of the strips. My En-

glish darning-needles were, however, very acceptable, as being ex-

ceedingly well adapted for the coarse texture of their woolen

shawls and blankets. Fifty of them fetched here a price equal to

the value of a Spanish dollar ; but the small common needles were

regarded by them with the utmost contempt. '

.

I employed my time, as far as the rainy weather would allow

me, in taking a walk through the country ; and I was not a little

surprised when I found that the ground hereabouts, particularly

toward the west, was very rocky, the corn being sown in the in-

tervening patches of arable soil. On a rising spot a few hundred

yards from the village, there was a group of matting huts, which

constituted a small weaving manufactory. At the foot of the hill

on which the village was situated there was a deep pond covered

with Pistia Stratiotes, like the ponds in the interior of Kano ; and

it was from here that I was particularly struck by the fort-like ap-

pearance of the village, with its receding and projecting angles,

and its half-circular bastion-like walls in other places, as repre-

sented in the accompanying wood-cut ; while in the distance the

mountain groups formed an interesting background. However,

* El Bekri, "Description de l'Afrique," Arabe texte, published by Macguckin

de Slane, p. 183.
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we had here such a heavy fall of rain that I was obliged to sacri-

fice another day, as the roads were rendered totally impassable.

The rain which fell in the- afternoon of the last day of July was

of such violence that a fourth part of the houses in the town suf-

fered more or less ; and in one dwelling, which was totally de-

stroyed, eleven goats were killed, while the inmates themselves

had only just time to escape. It was discovered that just life

enough remained in these poor animals in order to enable their

owners to perform the essential ceremony of cutting their throats,

for they also have a touch of Islam.

In the beginning of this my journey to the west I had been

very anxious to move on as fast as possible, in order to avoid the

worst part of the rainy season
;
but, seeing that all was in vain, I

had become in a certain degree indifferent to the loss of time ; but

when the first of August broke upon me in this village I became

deeply concerned, and wrote in my journal :
" May the Almighty

bless this month, and lighten the difficulties which stand in my
way, that before its close I may safely reach the place of my des-

tination !

"

It was most interesting to observe from the top of the hill the

uninterrupted sheet of water which, after the immense quantity

of rain that had fallen, was spreading out over the low grounds in

the plain ; and the people themselves whose dwellings had suffered

so much, and which were just about to undergo the necessary re-

pairs, were standing gazing with delight upon the deluge which
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promised to them a very rich crop. My clever Arab from the

west lay almost dead with fever; but the head man of the town,

whose name was A'bu-Bakr, a man of very stately appearance,

was of rather a communicative disposition, so that with his assist-

ance I was able to make considerable progress in my knowledge

of the Songhay language
;
and, if I had been able to go on in this

way, I might soon have mastered the language ; but unfortunately

my situation became too unsettled in the sequel to allow of a quiet

course of study ; to say nothing of the fact that the extremely

poor character of tte language itself completely damped, my en-

thusiasm.

I here first discovered the error of Caillie in giving to the peo-

ple ofTimbuktu the name of " Kissur," or, as he writes, " Kissour,"

which is evidently nothing but a mistake, "ki-so
f

ri," or rather "ki-

songhi," " M-songhay," meaning the language of the Songhay. I

here also became aware of the fact that this idiom is originally

monosyllabic, while I observed likewise that the language spoken

in A'gades, of which I had made a vocabulary, though evidently

a dialect of the same idiom, had been affected to a great extent by
the influence of the Temashight, or Berber.

Tuesday, August 2d. We at length set out to pursue our jour-

ney, which now became full of danger, as we had to traverse the

province of Dalla, which is ruled by a governor in direct subjec-

tion to the fanatical chief of Masina residing in Hamda-Allahi,

who would never allow a Christian to visit his territory. I was
therefore obliged to assume the character ofan Arab. Just at that

time a change in the government of this district had taken place,

a young inexperienced lad having succeeded to the former ruler.

Fortunately, there had been no rain the afternoon ofthe preced-

ing day, so that the country had dried up a little from the inun-

dation of the last of July, and the weather was fine and genial.

Thus cheerfully proceeding on our road, we met several people on

their way to the town with fowls and milk ; for during our stay

in Tinge the communication with the neighboring places had been

entirely interrupted by the heavy rains. A'bu-Bakr escorted me
to some distance, when he left me with a hearty wish for the suc-

cess of my undertaking, and begged me urgently to be on my
guard. In taking here quite a northerly direction we now en-

tered a province where the population of the Fulbe entirely pre-

vails, and this day we had passed several encampments of Fulbe

cattle-breeders on our route, consisting ofoblong oval-shaped huts,
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constructed of matting. Cattle seemed to abound ; but the culti-

vation of the ground was rather scanty, and the character of the

country uniform, and without any interesting features, the trees

consisting almost exclusively of talha and horned. We had also'

to cross a river, at present about 200 yards wide and two feet deep,

which the preceding day had evidently been impassable and had
carried away several head of cattle, a fact we learned from a Pullo

neatherd whom we passed on our road, as he was cheerfully stalk-

ing before his cattle, and leading them along merely by the sound

of his voice.

Thus, after a march of about thirteen miles, having crossed a

swamp and left a larger sheet of water on our left, we reached a

miserable hamlet called D£shi, belonging still to the district of

Ksene (which comprises Filiyo), and consisting of several groups

of half-decayed clay dwellings inhabited by poor Songhay people,

who appeared to be greatly oppressed.

It was with some difficulty that we here obtained quarters ; and

we had the misfortune of falling into a dispute with the landlord,

on account of the many dogs which beset his house, and would

not cede their place to us. This was a certain proof that the na-

tives were not far advanced in Islam, as the Mohammedans in gen-

eral are averse to the company of this unclean animal, and the

Fulbe very rarely make use of dogs even for watching their nu-

merous herds of cattle. Most of these dogs were of black color,

and almost all the fowls were of black and white color. I here

also observed that the native women carried the water in a pair

ofbuckets slung across the shoulder, as I had remarked already in

other Songhay places ; but here also they did not wear nose-rings.

The country around was well cultivated, and produced espe-

cially sorghum ; but the harvest of the preceding year had not

been a favorable one, as was the case almost all over the country,

so that dearth was prevailing.

We here met with a party of native traders from Hombori,

with oxen laden with salt, who gave us some useful information

w#h regard to the road before us. It had been a point of great

* dispute with us whether or not we should visit that town, one of

the most ancient settlements in Negroland, probably already men-

tioned as an independent place by El Bekri* and forming the

* El Bekri, ed. de Slane, 1857, texte arabe, p. 179 ;
comp. Cooky, the Negroland of

the Arabs, p. 39, n. 73.—There can be but little doilbt that by this £>ljT <Ljj^,

Hombori is meant ; for although El Bekri made a gross mistake in stating that this
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seat of a governor in the palmy days of the Songhay empire, the

Hombori-koy, and where even now a considerable market is held

;

but after mature consideration we had thought it better to leave it

on one side, as on account of the considerable intercourse of peo-

ple in that place, and the many Arabs who frequent it, the danger

of my true character being there discovered was the greater.

Notwithstanding our determination not to touch at Hombori,

on setting out the following day, after an almost sleepless night,

owing to the number of musquitoes, we preserved an entirely

northerly direction. There was a good deal of cultivation round

the village, consisting of Indian and negro millet, the crops being

almost ripe. But I here met again that great annoyance to the

husbandman, the black worm " halowes," my old acquaintance in

Bagirmi, which I had not seen in the whole intervening country,

and which causes an immense deal of damage to the crops. The

ground was rocky in many places ; but this did not prevent the

growth of the monkey-bread-tree, which is often seen shooting

forth from between the very rocks. Farther on I also observed

a little cultivation of beans, while the black worm was succeeded

by large heaps of the small red worm which I had first observed

on the banks of the river Sirba, and which seems to be a terrible

nuisance to many of these districts. Gradually the road became

more swampy, while we obtained a distant view of the detached

mountains of Hombori.

About three o'clock in the afternoon, five of our party, riding

a little in advance of the camels, approached the town of Kubo,

when, being observed by some of the inhabitants, our appearance

created a great alarm in the place, the people thinking that a

hostile troop was approaching; but as soon as they beheld our

laden camels their fears ceased, and they gave us quarters. Kiibo

is the first place of the district called Tondi, or el Hajri (meaning

the mountainous or stony district), while Filiyo and D&hi belong

to the district called Ks^ne ; but in a political respect Kubo be-

longs now to the province of Dalla, which at present is governed

by the son of Modi Bole ; it is two days and a half distant fr«n

the town of Hombori,* and is a place of some importance. The

place was situated west of Ghana, while in reality it was east, yet on the other hand,

it is very remarkable that the distance of nine days between Ambara and Kiikia.

or Ktfgha, agrees exactly with that between Hombori and the latter place.

* A person starting from Ktfbo sleeps the first night in the forest, halting about

'aser ; the second day, before noon, he reaches TdnderO, probably so called from
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houses are usually well built, and consist of clay, the greater part

of them including a tolerably large court-yard. Our house also

was spacious ; but on account of my heavy luggage I was obliged

to take up my quarters in the open segifa, or ante-chamber, which

was greatly exposed to musquitoes. In front ofmy quarters there

was a handsome square of tolerably regular shape, and toward

the north a considerable tank spread out, along which led the

path into the fields: for, the whole place being situated in a de-

pression of the ground, all the moisture of ths neighbourhood col-

lects here. *

The village is surrounded by a light stockade of two rows of

bushes, and round about the place there are several ponds of

water. Turtles are very common here, and the soil swarms with

ants. The place was tolerably well provided with corn, and I

bought here twenty mudd for one hundred drf

a of Gando cotton

strips, equal in reality to nine hundred shells, but the mudd of

Kubo is smaller than that of Tfnge, being about two thirds of its

size, and in the form of a round dish, while that of Tinge is like

a pitcher. The daily allowance of corn for a horse cost about one

hundred shells.

A very heavy thunder-storm, accompanied with violent rain,

broke out in the evening ; and the clayey soil of the country

which we had to traverse obliged me to stay here the following

day. The delay caused me great disappointment, as the spread-

ing of the news of my journey could not fail to increase its diffi-

culties, and the more so as we heard here the unpleasant tidings

that the Governor of Dalla himself was near, and that most prob-

ably we should fall in with him.

Meanwhile I was applied to by our host and a cousin of his to

decide a dispute between them as to the chieftainship of their vil-

lage ; but of course I referred them to their own liege lord, and

they started off to join him near the village of Duna; but their

absence did not expose us to inhospitality, as we were very

lavishly treated with numerous dishes of Indian corn, which, how-

ever, were rendered less palatable by the use of the dodowa-

bosso, or the adulterated dodowa ; we also received a good supply

of milk. I even bought a few fowls, though they were rather

dear, selling for one hundred shells each—a price here reckoned

equal to two darning-needles.

being situated on or at the foot of a mountain ; and the third day, about nine o'clock

in the morning, he arrives at Hdmbori.
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Friday, August 5th. There had been another heavy rain in the

afternoon of the preceding day, but, fortunately, it had not been

of sufficient duration to render the roads impassable. There was

a great deal of indecision with my companion El Walati as to the

route which we should pursue ; and while it almost seemed from

our northerly direction as if up to this moment he had intended

to take me to Hombori, notwithstanding his former protestations

against such a proceeding, he now pretended it was necessary that

we should go to Duna, and we accordingly changed our course to

the west, or rather W.S.W., steering about like a vessel with con-

trary winds. There can be no doubt that all this time the crafty

Arab himselfwas hesitating as to the course which he should take,

and this was evidently the reason of his great delay, as he prob-

ably thought that he might have a chance of getting rid of me,

and taking possession of my property ; but we did not become

aware of this treacherous conduct till we arrived at the place of

our destination, when we learned how providentially we had es-

caped all his wiles.

At the western end of the village of Kubo there is a suburb of

Fulbe cattle-breeders, consisting of about sixty large huts of reed.

As soon as we had left this place behind us, we were quite horror-

struck at observing all the paths full of those small red worms
which I have mentioned before, marching in unbroken lines to-

ward the village ; even my servants were quite surprised at such

a spectacle, having never before seen any thing like it, and they

gave vent to their feelings of astonishment, and, at the same time,

of commiseration for the natives, in reiterated exclamations of

" Wolla, wolla !" I am not acquainted with the reason of this cu-

rious phenomenon, but it seems peculiar to this region. Yet the

ground was not quite barren, and was even sprinkled with violets

here and there, the surface being undulating, not unlike the sandy

downs of Kanem,' the parallel of which country, namely about 15°

of northern latitude, we had here reached.

Proceeding thus we reached, after a march of about four miles,

a higher point, from whence we had a view over a wide expanse

of underwood, broken only now and then by a baobab-tree, while

toward the north some of the detached cones of the Hombori range

gave to the landscape a very singular feature, the isolated emi-

nences of the range (if range it can be called) starting up from the

plain in the most peculiar forms, as the accompanying wood-cut

will show.
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We passed the site of a former place, but at present there were

only nomadic encampments of Fulbe cattle-breeders, with herds of

cattle and flocks of sheep, and only little cultivation was to be seen.

The dwellings in a hamlet which we passed a little farther on were

of a very irregular description, corresponding to the corn-stacks

which we had left on one side a little before, as represented in the

accompanying wood-cut. All the children here, even those of the

Fiilbe, were quite naked. My companion, El Walati, wanted to

obtain quarters in this place ; but fortunately the huts proved too

bad, and we mpved on, another hamlet, which we passed a little

farther on, being of a still worse description.

On passing several parties of Fulbe travelers on our road, I was

surprised at the change in the form of compliments, the mode of

saluting having been the last few days " baraijo," but to-day we
met some parties who saluted us with the well-known compliment

"fofo," a word which, although probably of western origin, ha.y

been even admitted into the Hausa language, with the meaning of

general well-wishing. Thus we proceeded cheerfully onward, hav-

ing crossed a very difficult boggy ground, where I almost lost one

of my camels, till, a little after two o'clock in the afternoon, we
reached the poor village of Diina, consisting of three detached

groups of huts, one of which, with its high tower-like granaries
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with a pointed roof of thatch, presented a very remarkable spec-

tacle. As for myself, I obtained quarters in an isolated hut of

rather indifferent description.

The first news which I learned here, and which was far from

being agreeable, was that the governor of Dalla with his camp was

at a short distance, and in the very road which we had to pursue

the following day ; and as, in consequence, it would have been

highly imprudent to endeavor to pass him unnoticed, I deter-

mined to send two of my men to him with a present, while I pur-

sued my journey with the rest of my people. But as this gov-

ernor was a vassal of the chief of Hamda-AUahi, who, if he had

heard that I was a Christian, would probably have thrown great

difficulties in my way, and perhaps not allowed me to proceed at

all, I was not without great anxiety, and passed a sleepless night

;

and the crowd of people who had come out from the camp on the

news of a distinguished stranger having arrived, and who com-

pletely surrounded me on my setting out, was far from agreeable.

At length we started, traversing a district of red sandy soil, and

overgrown with scanty herbage, while a considerable extent of

ground was under cultivation, without, however, promising a rich

harvest, the crops being rather thin and of poor quality ; and we
had only proceeded a short distance when we observed such enor -

mous quantities of the red worm as we had never seen before, not
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even near Kubo, forming large heaps, from which long and un-

broken lines were seen moving eastward.

After a march of two miles, we reached the half-deeayed and

deserted village called Nyanga Segga, where the governor of Dal-

la was encamped. But, as if he had expected my coming, he and
all his people had mounted. I had sent El Walati and f

Ali to

present my compliments to him; but when I was pursuing the

right track, all the horsemen came up to me requesting me to give

them my blessing ; and they so urgently entreated me at the same

time to pay my respects personally to their chief, that I could not

resist their request. But it almost seemed as if El Walati had in

some way or other compromised himself by his ambiguous con-

duct ; and when I approached the emir, who was very simply

dressed, the former quite forgot the part which he had to play,

and casting a wild look at me, requested me to withdraw in such

a manner as greatly to increase the danger ofmy situation. Deem-
ing it better not to enter into a dispute with this man under such

circumstances, I Tetreated as soon as I had complimented the chief,

pursuing my track, but I was followed by several horsemen who
were rather troublesome than otherwise.

The governor of Dalla is said to be more powerful than even

that of Gilgoji, with whom he is in an almost continual state of

feud, as is the case with nearly all these petty chiefs, although they

are all the vassals of one and the same liege lord. This man, how-

ever, was to become of remarkable interest to me ; for I was soon

to meet him again under very altered circumstances, when, from

being an object of fear to myself he was obliged to sue for my pro-

tection, as will be seen in the sequel.

The country hereabout presented a sandy level mostly clad with

acacias, and especially with a kind called &ria. About eight miles

beyond Nyanga Segga the ground became swampy ; and after a

march of about two miles more we reached the fields of Mundoro,
or rather their site, for in the present desolate state of the country

they were not under cultivation at the time. Here the soil con-

sisted of deep white sand adorned with large baobab-trees, while

parallel on our right at the distance of aboiit 500 yards a range of

sand-hills stretched along, overtopped in the distance by an impos-

ing cone belonging to the Hombori mountains. Thus reaching at

last cultivated ground, where the crops, however, were still very

scanty and in a neglected state, we entered a little after two o'clock

the deserted village of Mund6ro, which till recently had been a

Vol. in.—

P
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considerable town, consisting of a small kasr-like place, of dwellings

built of clay and with very pointed thatched roofs, similar to those

represented above, and an open suburb of spacious cottages, con-

sisting of thatch-work of a very peculiar shape as represented in

the accompanying wood-cut. With the exception of about a doz-

en people the place was quite deserted, the former chief, Mahamudu,

having fallen into disgrace with the governor of Dalla, and sought

refuge with the inhabitants of Mosi, from whence he carried on a

continual series of expeditions against his kinsmen. Fortunately,

we were accompanied by a trooper of the governor of Dalla, who
took great care in supplying us with necessaries. All the huts

were very spacious, but the thatching was not of very accurate

workmanship, and the humidity which entered my hut in the

course of the night, when we experienced a violent thunder-storm

with very heavy rain, was considerable ; but keeping up a large

fire during the whole of the night I felt tolerably comfortable, al-

though the greater part of my hut was under water.

Sunday, August 7th. Taking now a N.N.W. course, we again

approached nearer the mountains of Ilombori, which for several

days we had already observed in the distance on our right ; but

after leaving Kiibo, owing to our curious zigzag traveling, we had

again turned off from them entirely ; and when we left the village

of Mundoro it seemed even as if we were almost to retrace our

steps, for we followed a direction a little E. from N. while ascend-

ing through cultivated ground, till after a march of three miles we
reached the highest point of this tract, which presented to us a

highly interesting view of the mountains, or rather the detached

eminences of the Hombori range (which is represented on page

229), isolated cones starting forth from the plain in the most gro-

tesque and fanciful forms.

Here we began to descend through an undulating sandy tract

where the acacia predominated, only interrupted now and then by
a single baobab-tree. Ilaving passed a pond of stagnant water
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we gradually began to turn a little westward from N., the country

improving till we reached the fields of I'sayd, or I'se, a place of

some importance, consisting, as the vil-

lages in this neighborhood generally

do, of a nucleus of clay houses remark-

able only on account of its peculiar

tower-like granaries, and a suburb of

cottages ofthatch-work, but ofthe most

varied shape, several of which are rep-

resented in the wood-cut on the follow-

ing page ; and here we took up our

quarters. As for myself, I obtained a

large, excellent hut, with however this

great defect— that the lower part of

the thatching was so thin and frail that *|f|

a heavy shower would have swamped MjL
the whole, but for a small channel -

,

which was carried all round the inner v
part of the wall.

I felt greatly exhausted in conse-
Q

quence of the constant humidity to f , d

which I was exposed, and was neither ojjpS

able to enjoy the hospitable treatment

which was shown me, nor even to get

rest at night, although I changed my
couch repeatedly in order to obtain

some repose. But as we remained

here the following day, I had suffi-

cient leisure to become fully acquaint-
J

•

'

ed with the distinguishing features of

this place ; and I made a sketch (which

has been represented in the plate op-

posite) of the village, together with an

extensive pond from which the natives

at this season of the year get their sup-

ply of water, and the picturesque cas-

tellated mountains of Humbori in the

background.

The place is populous, and inhabited

by Songhay and Fiilbe conjointly, the latter of whom belong to

the tribe called Jellobe, and are in possession of large herds of cat-
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tie and numerous flocks, while the native Songhay seem to be poor

and rather badly off. As strict Mohammedans they have the cus-

tom of wearing silver rings on their little finger, which they fancy

obtains favor for them when saying their prayers. A good deal

of industry was apparent ; but corn was very dear, although cheap-

er than it was said to be farther on where no corn was to be ob-

tained except in Nuggera ; and I was glad to buy a small quantity

of grain, the mudd for four dr
f

a of very broad cotton strips, while

sixteen dr
f

a ofGando cotton strips were esteemed equal to ten dr
r

a

of their own. Cowries, or " ch£de," had no currency here, except

for buying sour milk, of which there was a good supply. On ac-

count of the numerous pools which surround the place, it was in-

fested by musquitoes, which deprived me of what was most valu-

able to me—a good night's rest.

Tuesday, August 9th. There were two roads before us through

the unsettled country to the north, where at present there are no

towns, but only temporary encampments of the Tawarek or Imos-^

liagh, who are now in possession of the country adjacent to the

banks of the great river to a considerable extent—one road lead-

ing in a more northerly direction to Laro, and the other in a north-

westerly one to Bone ; and although the guide whom we had tak-

en with us from Mundoro assured us that we should not find in

Bone either quarters or hospitality, my friend El Walati for some

reason or other preferred the latter route, and we had to make
rather a long day's journey in the weakened state to which we
ourselves and our animals were reduced. But the march was

highly interesting, on account of the peculiar nature and the pic-

turesque shape of the several detached cones of the Hombori moun-

tains, through the midst of which our way led. It would have

been impossible, from the information which I had gathered from

the natives, to form a correct idea of the character of the chain,

which I had thought far more elevated and continuous : the high-
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est elevation which some of the cones reach does not appear to be

more than 800 feet above the plain.

In the beginning the appearance of the country was more uni-

form, while the mountains, covered by the rising ground on our

right, looked like mere hills, our track itself lying through a more

level country, sometimes covered with underwood, and at others

presenting a bleak open ground, or u n6ga;" but the interest of

this scenery increased considerably when we reached the western

foot of a broader mound which had already attracted our attention

the day before. On a sloping ground, consisting of rubbish and

boulders, there rose a wall of steep cliffs like an artificial fortifica-

tion, forming, as it seemed, a spacious terrace on the top, where

there are said to be three hamlets, inhabited by a spirited race of

natives, who, in this rocky retreat, vindicate their independence

against the overbearing intrusions of the Fulbe. We even ob-

served on the slope under the steep cliffs, where there are several

caverns, some people pasturing their sheep, while fields of negro

corn and karas, or Corchorus olitorius, testified to the fact that the

natives sometimes descend even into the very plain to satisfy their

most necessary wants. After passing this mound, and following

a more northwesterly direction, we approached another mound,

rising from the plain like an isolated cone, and, with its steep, nar-
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row, and rugged crest, looking exactly like the ruin of a castle of

the Middle Ages. Leaving this mound, together with the path

leading to the Songhay town of Laro on our right, we approached

the southern foot of another castellated mound, which stretched

out to a greater length, but offered in its rugged and precipitous

cliffs exactly the spectacle of crenellated walls and towers. Where
the foot of the mound juts out into the path on the top of the off-

shoots, the inhabitants of the mountain had erected a small chapel,

or rather a place for pagan worship, which presented a very pe-

culiar appearance. Here we entered a sort of broad defile, formed
between this castellated mound and another cone toward the west,

which, although of considerable elevation, was not so rugged, and
exhibited a less picturesque appearance.

Greatly fatigued by our long march, especially as a cool breeze
in the morning was followed by an oppressive heat in the noon-
day hours, we reached, at about five o'clock in the afternoon, the

Fulbe village of Bone, situated at the foot of the eastern mound;
but, although I had sent two of my people in advance, we were
unable to obtain quarters, and after some unavailing dispute we
were obliged to encamp outside in the open grassy vale between
the two mountains

; for the inhabitants of this village, who are

exclusively Fulbe, do not like strangers to enter their dwellings,
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at least not for a night's quarters. T^ey however treated us in

the evening with a good supply of milk, while they also informed

us that a large encampment of that section of the Tawarek which

is called Iregenaten was at a few miles
7

distance. El Walati sup-

posed, or rather pretended to suppose, that they were the clan of

a powerful chief of the name of Somki, and assured me that it

would be necessary to make this chief a handsome present, in or-

der that under his protection we might proceed safely from camp

to camp till we reached the banks of the Niger; for, although we
might have traveled by a more southerly road turning from this

point westward to Nuggera, it seemed more prudent to endeavor

to get out of the range of the dominion of the Fulbe, in order not

to be at the mercy of the chief of Hamda-Allahi, who certainly

could not but be hostile to my intention of reaching Timbuktu.

And it seems not to be out of place to mention here that this very

Nuggera, a hamlet of some note, as being the residence of learning

and holiness, was the point from which the founder of the dynasty

of Hamda-Allahi started.

CHAPTEE LXIII.

IMO'SHAGH OR TAWA'REK ENCAMPMENTS SOUTH OF THE NIGER.

—LAELES AND BACKWATERS OF THE GREAT RIVER.

Wednesday, August 10th. In conformity with our project, I my-
self, with El Walati and two of my people on horseback, leaving

my luggage behind with the rest of my servants, started in the

morning for the camp of the Tawarek, having provided a very

handsome present, consisting of a large Nupe tobe, a red cap, a

turkedi, and three fine " haf " or " litham," altogether worth about

20,000 shells. However, we had only proceeded about a mile

when we met a few Tawarek serfs, who informed us that it was
not Somki, but another chief who had moved his encampment to

this place
;
and, from what I observed, I concluded that El Wa-

lati had been well aware of this before, but wanted only to extort

from me a large present. Once in the hands of this crafty Arab,

I had to use great discretion in order to prevent him from betray-

ing me altogether, and I was obliged to bear silently any little

trick which he might play me in order to enrich himself, as long

as I proceeded onward and approached the object of my arduous
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undertaking. We thereiSre moved on, and, soon leaving the

mountains behind us, after a march of about eight miles through

a plain covered with dense underwood, reached the encampment

of the Tawarek.

This was a very important stage of my journey. Having with

the greatest difficulty and danger crossed the wide open country

of the other more easterly tribes of the Tawarek on the setting out

of our expedition, and heartily glad to have got rid of them, I here

once more entered their territory, and delivered myself up into

their hands without enjoying the protection of a single powerful

chief, and guided solely by the advice of that crafty man whose

only purpose was to get from me as much as possible. The en-

campment consisted of leather tents of larger or smaller size, but

it evidently belonged to a chief without great power, as seemed to

be apparent from the total absence of camels and horses. How-
ever, I immediately conceived a favorable impression of the mus-

cular strength and dexterity of these people ; for when we ap-

proached the tent of the chief, who was sitting inside upon his

couch of reeds, he with a single jerk jumped out and suddenly

stood upright before us. Of course the tent was open in front,

but, nevertheless, it appeared to me a great gymnastic feat, espe-

cially taking into account the lowness of the entrance, as in jump-
ing out he had to stoop at the same time. Without delay a small-

er tent was placed at our disposal, and we made ourselves com-
fortable.

The tents, " £he" (pi. dhdnnan), consist of a large round piece of

leather formed of a great number of smaller sheep-skins cut in

quadrangular pieces and sewed together, while the borders of the

whole are left purposely very irregular, in order to pass the stalks

which describe the outward circle of the tent through the pro-

jecting corners. These skins are spanned over three pairs of

poles, the middle pair of considerable elevation, the remaining

two not so high, and one of them, on the right of the entrance,

being forked, as represented in the following wood-cut, although,

as far as I have become aware, the middle poles are not always
the same, in some tents both joining at the top, in others seeming
to stand apart. The whole character of these tents will be still

better understood from the plate representing the Tawarek en-

campment at AmaMle in a subsequent part of this volume.
In such a tent there are generally two couches, or divans, called

k
' tesh^git," made of a fine species of reed, and raised about a foot



from the ground; for these people generally choose the most

swampy places for their encampments, and after a thunder-storm

are sometimes to be found in the midst of a lake. They are also

not wanting in comforts ; and on every couch there is a leather

pillow, " adafor," which certainly seems very essential, as it would

be most uncomfortable to rest the elbow on the uneven and hard

surface of these reed couches. Almost all the furniture of these

simple people, besides a few wooden bowls for eating and drinking,

consists of leather bags of excellent workmanship and sometimes

very tastefully ornamented, as will be shown farther on in the vol-

ume. In these they stow away their clothes as well as their pro-

visions, and during the night they surround the whole tent with

very neat mattings of a fine species of reed, so that a tent of this

description forms quite a comfortable dwelling.

Although our host was evidently not one of the first-rate chiefs,

he, as well as his kinsfolk and friends who came to visit us, had

a very noble and prepossessing appearance, being rather broad-

shouldered, stout, and well knit, with a pleasing expression of

countenance and a fair skin, though there were a few among them

who, with their coarse features and their dark skin, bore testimo-

ny to the deterioration of the Berber blood. We had scarcely

made ourselves comfortable, when we were treated with large

quantities of fresh and sour milk, while a fat sheep was slaugh-
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tered and prepared for our supper, but without any additional

food, these people living almost entirely on meat and milk.

Of course I had to make a handsome present to my new friends,

consisting of a fine black tobe, a turkedi, and a black karam ; but

I doubt very much whether my friend El Walati gave them these

articles as a present from me, or whether he sold them as his own.

However, be this as it may, I wanted not only their protection,

but their assistance, too, as my camels were so weakened by the

continual humidity to which they were exposed, that they were

not fit to carry my luggage any farther. But, besides, as we had

to pass the seats of these lawless tribes, we had to grope our way
as well as possible from one encampment to the other, so that

we wanted guides ; and it was therefore arranged that, hiring a

couple of pack-oxen at this place, we should join this tribe the

following morning, when they would take us on our way to the

chief, Somki. The mountainous district, in the direction of Nug-
gera, had the following appearance at its termination.

On returning from this encampment to Bone, being misled by
by a man who professed to know the district, which for the most
part consists of swampy ground, we fell into a dangerous bog, and
made our way with great difficulty. We were also visited by a

very heavy thunder-storm in the evening, which swamped the

whole country, killed one of my camels, and rendered our night's

rest very uncomfortable. In consequence of this violent rain our
road the next day, on our way to the Tawarek, was very bad,

and we had great difficulty in avoiding the swamps ; but I was
rewarded by the picturesque aspect of the scenery, a rich cascade

rushing down over the steep cliffs of the mountain from a height

of about two hundred feet, and forming at the bottom a powerful

torrent, which swept along through a fine border of vegetation in

the direction of Bone. The poor independent inhabitants of that

mountain had left their stone cottages and caves on the slope of
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the steep cliffs, and were busy, after the fertilizing rain, with the

labors of the field in their limited grounds, clearing them of the

weeds. The crops promised well, and had a healthy appearance.

When we disturbed these poor people in their labors, they retired

behind the safeguard of their Cyclopean rocks, and stared at us

with great curiosity, the unusual appearance of our whole train

causing them a great deal of dismay ; and it was in vain that we

endeavored by our gestures to persuade them to continue their

labors, as they did not understand us, while we were greatly

pleased to observe that,,although pagans, they were decently clad

with neat aprons of cotton round their loins.

Having at length joined our friends of yesterday, we pitched

our linen tents, which greatly attracted their attention, at some

distance from their leather dwellings, and were soon beset by

numbers of the fair sex, some of whom were distinguished by

their plumpness, especially by that peculiar feature called " tebul-

lod£n," which I mentioned on a former occasion ; but I was forced

to frighten these fair visitors away, as, in consequence of the last

day's thunder-storm, I felt very unwell, and was obliged to have

recourse to an emetic. As for the men, their dress consisted

throughout of a short shirt with short open sleeves, made of a

coarse kind of broad cotton strips, only a few young lads, sons of

the chief, wearing also here in the encampment blue-dyed shirts,

with a patch of red clotfi to adorn the large breast-pocket. Their

head-dress was likewise very poor, consisting not of a whole shawl,

haram or tesilgemist, but of single cotton strips of various colors,

blue, red, white, and of the mixed kind called " shaharfye," sewed

together, only a few of them being able to add a strip of red cloth

:

for, altogether, these Tawarek are very fond of a variety of col-

ors, a feature already observed by that most excellent geographer

El Bekrf,* and never leave the manufactured shirts of Nupe and

Hausa as they receive them, with the exception of a few of the

greatest chiefs, who pride themselves in possessing a whole shirt

of that kind. Owing to the swampy character* of the neighbor-

hood, which produced countless hosts of musquitoes, and to the

number of hyenas, which frightened the cattle repeatedly, I pass-

ed a restless and sleepless night.

Friday, August 12th. I was now in the hands of the Tawarek,

and my crafty Arab companion was enabled to take full advant-

age of nly dangerous situation. For, on the one hand, it had be-

* El Bekrfs "Description de TAfrique Septentrionale, " p. 118.
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come necessary to represent me to these simple people as a great

sheriff, and thus to excite their hospitable feelings, while at the

same time he instigated me to reward their treatment in a gener-

ous manner, but nevertheless sold my presents to them as his own
property. It required a great deal of patience and forbearance on

my part to bear up against the numerous delays in this part of

our journey, and to endure the many tricks played upon me by
the treachery of my companion, in order to prevent at least his

proceeding to open violence. In this encampment he bartered

the horse which I had bought for him at Libtako, for seven fat

and powerful bulls, which, in Timbuktu, probably might fetch

from 8000 to 10,000 shells each. This business being at length

settled, and the whole encampment breaking up, we proceeded

onward. The men were mostly mounted on horses of a small

unsightly breed, but well adapted to bear fatigue, while the wom-
en were sitting astride on their household furniture, which was

packed on oxen and asses.

Proceeding thus slowly onward, our friends encamped about a

mile from their former resting-place, or "amazagh," close beyond

an extensive meadow-water which caused the young herbage to

spring up all around, and full of holes, thus creating frequent

delay.

Continuing, then, our journey alone^ and ascending higher

ground, where a little cultivation was being carried oil by the

slaves of the nomadic tribe which at present have taken posses-

sion of these grounds, and passing another encampment, we reach-

ed, after a march of about eight miles, the camp where we were

to make another halt. It was situated in an open tract of ground

called Imegg<3lel6, adorned only by a few stunted talha-trees,

while at some distance to the south a flat vale spread out, clothed

with a greater profusion of vegetation, and affording rich pasture

to numerous flocks of sheep and goats. The whole tract forms a

sort of irregular valley, bordered toward the north by a hilly

chain of slight elevation, and toward the west by a cluster of flat-

topped cones.

The camp was governed by three different chiefs, called Sitina,

Jawi, and Fer£fer<3, the latter being a man of a very jDowerftil

frame. Several small presents were necessary to satisfy them all.

Besides, as the two pack-oxen which I had hired the day before

were to. return from this place, I had to buy here two animals

myself; and I had great difficulty, in the course of the following
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day, in concluding a bargain : but I at length succeeded in buy-

ing one bull, with, a tobe worth here 6000 shells, and a turkedi of

inferior quality worth 2000 ; and a second one, with three kaf

worth 4000, together with a turkedi worth 3500. This was not,

however, their real value, but the price fixed by El Walati, who
had himself a profit of at least fifty per cent. He also was the

sole cause of my being detained here so long, as he wanted to sell

the mare which he had brought with him from Bulanga ; for

horses constitute the chief article of trade with these people, and

small Fulbe traders, or rather Jawambe or Zoghoran, visit them

continually, bringing horses from Sofara and the country of Bur-

gu, where the best animal fetches not more than about 80,000

shells, and bartering them with these people for cattle, and the

first evening of our arrival a numerous troop of these native

traders arrived. It was here that I observed, for the first time,

some of the Tawarck clad entirely in shirts made of leather, which

they are skillful in preparing.

Sunday, August liih. The bargaining being at length conclud-

ed, we got ourselves in readiness to pursue our journey, when a

violent thunder-storm, gathering from the north, kept us back

till nearly noon. We at length set out ; but the recently-bought

animals were so intractable that we only moved on at a very slow

pace. We had first to retrace our steps a little to the eastward,

in order to cross the hilly chain which separated us from the sandy

downs along the Niger; and had then to descend a very steep

sandy slope, which brought us into an irregular valley, with the

mountains of Dalla forming a conspicuous object toward the west.

Having then turned round a mountain spur, which stretched out

into the plain on our right, we reached the encampment of Bdle,

a powerful chief of the degraded tribe of the Haw-n-adak. His

exterior had nothing of that noble appearance which so eminently

distinguishes the higher class of these wild tribes, as he was of

Vol. III.—

Q
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unwieldy corpulency, and of a rather short figure, resembling the

famous South-African chief, Nang6ro, visited by Messrs. Galton

and Andersson. He received us, however, very hospitably, and

proved to be rather an intelligent man
;
but, fortunately, he had

not sufficient cleverness to discover that I was a Christian, al-

though, from the very first moment when he beheld my luggage,

he arrived, at the firm conclusion that I was not what my com-

panions represented me to be, namely, a sherif from the far

east; but he had made up his mind, on account of the little

knowledge which I possessed of his language, and which I had

not quite kept back before him, that I was a merchant, either

from Ghadames or Morocco, and it was quite amusing to me to

hear him argue this point, while he affirmed with the greatest

obstinacy, and with an oath, that I was a ShilMh—a Berber from

the north, and wanted to represent myself as a sherif, in order

to pass through his tribe with less trouble and expense. He, as

well as his people, became, by degrees, rather troublesome ; but

they treated us well, sending us two prepared sheep, and large

dishes of rice boiled in an abundance of butter, but without salt.

The chief himself is said to consume every day a sheep, and the

supply of milk from seven cows, in this respect reminding us of

the Emperor Vitellius.

Monday, August 15th. I presented to the chief a first-rate tur-

kedi, two black shawls, and a red cap ; but as my fine horse ex-

cited his cupidity, we had some difficulty in getting away, and

matters appeared for some time rather serious. But having at

length proceeded on our journey, after little more than a mile, we
ascended from the rich grassy plain upon an undulating tract of

deep sandy soil, richly clothed with mimosa and herbage, and bro-

ken now and then by a depression or cavity covered with the

richest species of grass, called "banga." Numerous flocks of

sheep were pasturing here, and a servant of B616, who accompa-
nied us, felt no compunction in seizing the fattest specimen and
slaughtering it. After a march of about eight miles, the poison-

ous euphorbia became very common ; but we looked in vain for

water, as we had taken no supply with us, and it was not till after

a long march over the sandy downs that we reached a pool of

stagnant and dirty water. A little more than two miles beyond,

we came to another encampment of Tawarek. Here, fortunately,

I found better rest than at Bale's, only a few people being present

at the time. The chief, too, being of rather a subordinate charac-

ter, raised his pretensions less high.
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On account of their degraded character, and their low condition

in the scale of Tawarek society, these people were not even allow-

ed to wear swords, which is the emblem of the free and noble

Amoshagh, but, besides their spears, they are only armed with a

long "t£lak," or knife, worn at the left arm. All the Tawarek

hereabouts wear short narrow shirts, and short and tightly-fitting

trowsers ; and almost all of them wear round the lower and up-

per part of their face a shawl composed of strips of different col-

ors and materials, as I have stated above; only the chief himself

uses a black tobe and a shawl of the same color.

These various tribes pasture their cattle quite differently from

each other. Most of the Tawarek, like the Fulbe in general, drive

them out early in the morning, and fetch them home when the

heat of the day commences, in order to milk them, after which the

cattle are again driven out till evening ; but the people of this as

well as of the last day's encampment pasture their cattle during

the night, and fetch them home early in the morning for milking.

We had a fine cool breeze in the evening, which refreshed me ex-

tremely while lying in front of my tent ; but in the night a heavy

thunder-storm broke out, followed by a moderate quantity of rain.

August 16th. It was almost noon when we started, for as long as

my friend El Walati had something to sell there was no chance of

traveling
;
and, in order to diminish my dissatisfaction, it was pre-

tended that one of my pack-oxen was lost. Here my companion

bartered his young camel for sixty sheep, and the bargain being

at length concluded we were allowed to proceed on our journey.

But before setting out I had to give my blessing to the whole pop-

ulation of the encampment, male as well as female. Among the

latter I discovered a few pretty young women, particularly one,

who, together with her baby, formed a most pleasing spectacle,

her beauty being enhanced by her extreme shyness in approach-

ing me ; but their dress was very poor indeed, consisting of coarse

cotton stuff, which was wrapped round the body and brought
down over the head. All the boys under twelve years of age have
the left side of their head entirely shaven, while from the crop on

the right side a long curl hangs down.
At length we were again on the road ; but our march, through

a rather level tract of country, was only of short duration, and

after a little more than six miles, having crossed a basin where a

large sheet of water had collected, we again took up our quarters

in another encampment the chief of which was stated to possess
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authority, so that I had once more to give presents to the value

of nearly 10,000 shells, besides a turkedi and "haf" to be given

to the man belonging to B616, who had served us as a guide. I

had likewise to send a present to a Tarki chief at some distance, in

order to take every precaution recommended to me by my com-

panion to insure my safety, although I felt certain that he himself

applied the greater portion to his own use. It was thus that my
supplies rapidly disappeared, and I had a fair prospect, if this state

of things should continue for any length of time, of arriving in

Timbuktu greatly lightened. We were however hospitably treat-

ed by our hosts, and were even regaled witht he uncommon lux-

ury of a large dish of "megata," a sort of maccaroni, prepared

from wheat with a rich seasoning of butter, and famous since the

time of El Bekn. As a proof that we were approaching Timbuk-

tu, I may mention that the people of this encampment were ex-

tremely anxious to get a sip of tea, which they called the wa-

ter of Simsim, from the celebrated well of that name in Mekka.

Another of my camels being knocked up, I here exchanged it for

four bulls, one of which was fit for carrying burdens, being equal

in value to two or three of the others ; but I had afterward a keen

dispute on account of this bargain, the camel having subsequently

died.
" r

August 17th. On setting out from this encampment, we kept at

first a little more westward, thus leaving the district of Banana,
which formerly seems to have been of some importance, to the

north, in order to avoid the encampment of I'so, a brother of

Somki, who had sent a messenger the preceding day in order to

invite us to pay him a visit. The district through which we pass-

ed is called Mmta, and is rich in iron-stone, while ruins of former

smelting-places are seen in different localities ; but it was extreme-

ly barren, extensive tracts of bleak native soil, called "n£ga" or

"hamraye," fatiguing the eye under a hot African sun. Farther

on the soil became swampy, and bore frequent footprints of the

elephant : but after a march of little more than three miles, while

we again returned into a northerly direction, we entered an un-

dulating sandy tract clothed with bushes, and two miles and a

half beyond again encamped on the site of a Tawarek amazagh.

Here, after having made some presents, we were well treated, two
sheep being slaughtered for us ; but we passed a most uncomfort-

able night, on account of the vast number of musquitoes which in-

fested the place.
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Thursday, August 18/A. We at length made a tolerable day's

march in order to reach the small town of Bambara, which forms

the southernmost of the fixed settlements of the Songhay along

the creeks and backwaters of the river in this part of the country

.

The district through which we passed in the beginning of our

march formed a tolerable level, thickly overgrown with bushes

and the feathery bristle, which gradually attained such a height

as to reach the rider on horseback. At times also the poisonous

euphorbia predominated, and after a march of about nine miles

our old friend the hajilij, or Balanites cegyptiaca, which I did not

remember to have seen since leaving Fogha, began to appear.

But far more cheerful than the sight of the tree was the view of

a large sheet of water, which appeared on our right about three

miles farther on, and which excited in me the first idea of the

size and richness of the upper course of the Niger ; it is here call-

ed Do ; but in its farther course northward, where the eye could

not reach the border, it bears the particular name of Sileddu, and,

at least at certain seasons of the year, is in direct connection with

the river.

Having then passed a small tract of cultivated ground and

emerged from the undulating country, we obtained a sight of the

town of Bambara, situated a little in front of a chain of hills, as

represented in the accompanying wood-cut. In an hour more we

reached the place, and at the instigation of our Arab companion
fired a salute with our pistols, whereupon the principal individu-

als made their appearance, and we obtained quarters without
further delay. The town or village consists partly of low clay
buildings, partly of huts, but the inhabitants appear to dwell al-

most exclusively in the latter, using the clay dwellings, which
generally consist of low, oblong, and flat-roofed buildings, as store-

rooms or magazines for depositing their treasures ; that is to say,

their long rolls of cotton strips, " leppi," or " tari." The dwelling

also which was assigned to me consisted of a rather low dirty hut,
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which, was any thing but well ventilated, and proved almost in-

supportable during the hot hours of the day. But the clay soil

in the court-yard was too hard for pitching my tent, and besides,

it was not advisable to expose myself in this manner to the gaze

of inquisitive and curious observers. The inhabitants of this

place, almost all of whom are Fulbe, and on account of their

large features evidently belong to the section of the Torode or

Torobe, are ill-famed as "dhalemin," or evil-doers. However,

they are a warlike set, and had succeeded a few months before in

driving back the Awelimmiden, who had made a foray on a large

scale against the place. But Bambara is important in an econom-

ical respect, for the inhabitants, besides possessing numerous cat-

tle, cultivate a large extent of ground ; even .many of the people

of Timbuktu have fields here, the transport of the grain being

easy and cheap by means of the immense inland navigation which

is formed by the many back-waters and branches of the Niger.

But the neighborhood of the place is very barren, and at that

time especially, when no rain had fallen for some time, looked

extremely dry, so that the camels had to be driven to a great dis-

tance to find pasturage. Some Tawarek half-castes are also set-

tled in the place, and they kept up dancing every evening till a

very late hour.

Bambara is called Hudari by the Tawarek or Imoshagh, and
Sukurara by the people of the kingdom of Bambara, the Baman-
6n, or, as they are called by the inhabitants of Timbuktu, Benaber.

Why the name Bambara has attached to this place in particular I

can not say, but probably the reason was that the people of Bam-
bara, who some seventy years ago conquered all this country to

the south of the river, retained dominion of this town for a longer

time than of any other place in the neighborhood. There is no
doubt that the Fulbe, or Fullan, as well as the Songhay and
Arabs, call the place only by the latter name.

I had to stay in Bambara several days, not at all for my own
comfort, as I continually ran the risk of being recognized and
identified, having been known as a Christian at the short distance

of a few days' journey from here. Nothing but the scanty inter-

course which is kept up in this region made such a sudden change
of character possible, for as yet I had nobody to protect me. But
my friend El Walati, whose relation with the inhabitants of this

place was of a peculiar character, derived the sole benefit from
our stay. He had married here, four years previously, a rich,
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wife, and had absconded with all her property : besides having

seriously offended the powerful Tarki chief Somki. Having thus

made himself so obnoxious to them, he would not have been able

to enter the place again, if he had not found an opportunity of

enriching himself at my expense and enjoying the protection of

my company. However, it was only by degrees that I became

acquainted with all these circumstances, while I had to bear si-

lently all the intrigues of this man, my only object being to reach

safely in his company the town of Timbuktu ; but it was evident

enough that he was continually wavering, whether it was not

more profitable for him to deliver me into the hands of the Fulbe,

as he knew well that in the town of Dar-e'-Salam, which was only

thirty miles distant, there was a powerful governor, under the

ruler of Masina, and himself a son of Mohammed Lebbo, who, at

the first intelligence of my real character, would have cut short

all my proceedings, and, in the most favorable case, would have

sent me direct to his liege lord and nephew in Hamda-Allahi.

I had to make here some considerable presents to a number of

people. There was first our host Jobbo, who had given us quar-

ters, and who treated us very hospitably
;
then, the son of the

chief or emir, who was absent in Hamda-Allahi; next, three

kinsmen of the latter, who were represented to me as dhalemln

;

and lastly, three Arabs from Timbuktu, who were staying here

at the time, and whose friendly disposition I had to secure for

some reason or other. One of the latter was a very amiable young
man, of the name of Mohammed el Amm, son of the learned

kadhi Mustapha, and it was he, in particular, who gave me some
information with regard to my friend El Walati, who, on his part,

endeavored to obtain the favor of this young man, by persuading

me to make him a good present, and to commission him to take

charge of my horse through the dangerous and watery tract of

country from Sarayamo to Kabara. As for the second of these

Arabs, he belonged to the small tribe of the Ansar, or, as they are

generally called, Lansar, that most respected Arab tribe which,

on account of its intimate connection with Mohammed, enjoyed

every where and at all times great influence, but which is at pres-

ent reduced to a very small fraction. He was a follower ofHam-
madi, the rival of the Sheikh El Bakay in Timbuktu, and seemed

to be of such a hostile disposition toward my friend, that the lat-

ter represented him to me as shamefully exiled from that town,

and as totally disgraced. Besides these presents to the inhabit-
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ants of the place, I had also to reward the various people who
had accompanied us from the Tawarek encampments in order to

show us the road, or rather to drive the sheep and cattle belong-

ing to El Walati. But, in return for all these presents, I was at

least treated hospitably, and, for these countries, even sumptu-

ously 5 and I was glad to find that the rice here, which consti-

tuted the chief article of food, was of excellent quality.

* While we were staying in this place I received a visit from two

Tawarek chiefs, who, owing to our slow progress, had heard of

me, and came in order to obtain from me my blessing, but more

particularly some presents. The chief of them was a very re-

spectable-looking man, of the name of Mohammed, or Hemahem^,
with large open features, such as are never seen among the K£l-

owi, and of a tall stately figure. They behaved very friendly

toward me, and one of them even embraced me very cordially

;

but the scale of their religious erudition was not very consider-

able, and I was greatly amused when El Walati, in order to get

back from them his tobacco-pouch, which they had secretly ab-

stracted from him, suddenly seized one of my books, which hap-

pened to be " Lander's Journey," and, on threatening them with

it as if it were the Kuran, the pouch was restored without delay.

I had been questioned repeatedly on my journey respecting

the M£hedi, who was expected soon to appear ; but these people

here were uncommonly anxious to know something concerning

him, and could scarcely be prevented from identifying me with

this expected prophet, who was to come from the East.

They were scarcely gone when a messenger arrived from the

great chiefSomki, whose name had already filled my imagination

for so long a time
;
and, at El Walati's most urgent request, who*

did not fail to enhance the importance of this man as much as

he was able, I prepared a considerable present, worth altogether

33,000 shells, which my friend was to take to him on the follow-

ing day.

Now, it would not have been at all necessary to have come
into any contact with this chief, as the direct road to Timbuktu
led straight from here, without touching at Sarayamo, near which
place Somki had formed his encampment ; but my friend repre-

sented the direct road from here to Timbuktu as leading along

the encampments of several powerful chiefs, whom it would be
more prudent to avoid ; and perhaps he was right, not so much
from the reason stated as on account of the water-communication
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between Sarayamo and Timbuktu offering a great advantage. In

conformity with these circumstances, on the third day of our stay

here, El Walati at length set out for the encampment of Somki,

in order to obtain his protection to enable me to pass safely

through his territory ; and I sent along with him my faithful

servant, Mohammed el Gatroni, whom I had just cured of a severe

attack of dysentery, although I could not expect that he would

be able to control the proceedings of the crafty Arab, as he did

not understand the language of the Tawarek. They did not re-

turn until the third day, and gave me in the mean time full leis-

ure to study a little more accurately the relations of this place.

CHAPTER LXIV.

THE NET-WORK OF CREEKS, BACKWATERS, AND LAKES BELONG-

ING TO THE NIGER.—SARAYA'MO.—NAVIGATION TO KA'bARA.

On my first arrival at the town of Bambara, I had not been at

all aware that it formed a most important point of my journey, it

being for me, as proceeding from the southeast, what that cele-

brated creek three days west from Timbuktu was to the traveler

from the north during the Middle Ages, and which on this account

has received the name of " Ras el ma." The town of Bambara is

situated on a branch or rather a dead backwater of the river,

forming a very shallow bottom of considerable breadth, but a very
irregular border, and containing at that time but little water, so

that the communication with the river was interrupted ; but about
twenty days later in the season, for about four or five months
every year, during the highest state of the inundation, the boats

proceed from here directly, either to Dire by way of Galaye and
Kanima, or to Timbuktu by way of D&ego and Sarayamo, thus
opening a considerable export of corn toward that dependent mar-
ket-place, which again has to supply the whole of the nomadic
tribes of A'zawad, and the neighboring districts.

This shallow water is bordered on the west side by the hilly

chain which I have mentioned before, and beyond there is anoth-

er branch, winch joins it toward the south. Such being the state

of the water at present, there was no great activity, and two canoes

only were lying here under repair, each of them being provided

with two low chambers, or cabins, vaulted in with reeds and bushes,
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as I shall describe farther on. Of course, when this basin is full

of water, and navigated by numbers of canoes, the place must pre-

sent quite another appearance, while at the time of my visit its

shallow swampy state could not but increase the dullness of the

whole neighborhood, which had not yet been fertilized by the

rainy season. I was assured by the inhabitants that only one

plentiful shower had as yet fallen. This was the reason that, in-

stigated by the absurd rumor which had preceded me that my
favor with the Almighty was so great that it had some influence

upon the fall of rain, all the inhabitants, although Mohammedans,

assembled on the second day of El Walati's absence, and, headed

by the emir, came to me in procession, and solicited my inter-

ference in their behalf for a good shower of rain. I succeeded

this time in eluding their solicitations for a direct prayer, satisfy-

ing them by expressing my fervent hope that the Almighty would

have mercy upon them. But I was so favored, that there was

really a moderate shower in the evening, which did a great deal

of good to the ground, although the air did not become much
cooler, for it was excessively hot all this time, and sometimes al-

most insupportable in my narrow dirty hut. I remember in par-

ticular one miserable night which I spent here, when, not being

able to obtain a wink of sleep, I wandered about all night, and

felt totally exhausted in the morning. Notwithstanding the

swarms of musquitoes, I afterward preferred sleeping outside my
hut, in order to inhale the slight refreshing breeze which used to

spring up during the night. Unfortunately I had, to the best of

my belief, long before broken my last thermometer, and was there-

fore unable, or rather believed myself unable, to measure the heat

with accuracy, but it could certainly not be inferior to the greatest

rate we had experienced in Kukawa. The whole country round
about the village is very bleak, consisting chiefly of black argil-

laceous soil, such as is common in the neighborhood oflarge sheets

of water, and scarcely a single tree offers its foliage as a shelter

from the rays of the sun.

I had also sufficient leisure to pay full attention to the trading

relations of the inhabitants, which, at this time of the year, are

rather poor ; for although a daily market is held, it is on a very

small scale, and, besides sour milk and salt, verjs little is to be

found. Even Indian corn is not brought regularly into the mar-

ket, although so much agriculture is going on in the neighbor-

hood, and I had to buy my supply from strangers who by chance
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were passing through the place, while for one of my oxen I got

!

only as much as forty s
f

aa, or measures of corn : of rice, on the

contrary, which is extensively cultivated in the neighborhood, the

natives, even at this season, appeared to possess a sufficient supply.

The standard currency consists of "tari," that is to say, cotton

strips two hands wide, of which, unfortunately, I did not possess

the smallest quantity ; it is only in purchasing sweet or sour milk

that the inhabitants accept shells. Every thing that is sold in the

market is measured and inspected by an officer, who does not bear

the same title by which he is known in the eastern countries of

the Fulbe, viz., " lamido-lumu," but is here called " emiro-foba."

A good deal of entertainment was afforded me by the daily

turning out and bringing in of the several divisions of the five

herds of cattle which the place possessed. Three herds returned

early in the morning from their pasture-grounds, where they had

been left during the night, in order to be milked ; and the two re-

maining ones were then turned out, in order to return during the

heat of the day. But notwithstanding the considerable number
of cattle which the place possessed, the drought was so great that

there was only a small supply of milk at the time.

At length, on the evening of the third day after their setting

out, my two companions, whom I had sent to Somki, returned,

and El Walati would fain have made me believe that that chief

had at first most obstinately refused to receive the presents, and

had peremptorily demanded that I should make him, in addition,

a present of one of the horses ; but the fact was, that he had per-

sisted in representing that those presents did not come from me,
but had employed them in order to make his own peace with that

powerful chief, and to conclude some bargain with him. After

all this, he had the insolence to propose that I also should go to

that chief, in order to surrender to him some more ofmy property

as his own ; but I could not prevent it, and my only object was
necessarily to get over my difficult situation as well as possible.

Thursday, August 25tk Having, after the return of my friend

from his important embassy, still been obliged to stay another day
in this miserable place, and having had the misfortune to lose my
best ox of burden, which El Walati had sold to the Tawarek who
came along with us, pretending that it had been stolen, I at length

set out on my journey to Sarayamo. But just as we were about

to start, a circumstance happened which might have proved fatal

to my farther proceedings
;

for, at the moment of departure, there
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arrived an Arab, a native of Tisit, who, besides having visited St.

Louis, had made the pilgrimage to Mekka, and knew something

about Europeans as well as about the Arabs of the East ; and as

I asked a great many questions about the ancient and celebrated

town of Biru, and the modern Walata, he began to make some

stricter' inquiries concerning my native home, and the places from

whence I had gathered my information ; for not having found any

one on his journey toward the East who knew any thing about

the seats of these Western Arabs, while the general name of

Shingiti is given to all of them, he was not a little astonished to

find that I knew so much about his countrymen. However, my
whole appearance inspired him with such confidence, that he con-

tinued to take great interest in me. He had already, the previous

evening, sent me a fat sheep as a present, and he now accompanied

me for a while, mounted on a beautiful white mare
;
but, as his

< company prevented my laying down the route with accuracy, I

persuaded him not to give himself any farther trouble.

Having crossed a small water-course, we soon reached a larger

one, which formed a running stream, carrying the surplus of the

shallow creek of Bambara toward a larger sheet, which, at the dis-

tance of a mile, we saw expand on our right. The surface of the

country was undulating, with granite cropping out here and there,

and with a good supply of stunted mimosa, besides the poisonous

euphorbia
;
but, about two miles beyond the open water, we de-

scended into a more level tract, covered with nothing but dry and

short herbage, and abundance of the obnoxious feathery bristle

;

but this is very favorable ground for the cattle, for they are not

less fond of this bristle than their masters themselves are of the

seed, called " uzak," which from the most ancient times* has con-

stituted one of their chief articles of food. We passed, also, the

sites of several former Tawarek encampments.

Having then entered a district where more dum-bush appeared,

we ascended a sandy ridge, from whence we beheld in front of

us an extensive sheet of water, stretching out to a distance of sev-

eral miles, its surface agitated by a strong breeze, and with tall

reeds forming its border. It is called Ny^ngay by the Fulbe, and

Isse-6nga by the Tawarek, and is in connection with the branches

of Bambara and Kanima, winding along from here by way of

* See El Bekrfs " Description of Africa," ed. de Slane, p. 181.
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Galaye to the latter place, and from thence by way of Dfiego to

Sarayamo, and thus opening an uninterrupted navigable canal, at

least during the highest state of the inundation ; but it is said to

be dreaded by the boatmen of the frail native craft, who never

dare to cross it in a storm. It seemed, in a southwesterly direc-

tion, from six to eight miles across, but toward the northwest it

became contracted in such a manner that at the narrowest place

only two canoes can sail abreast; after which it turned away, and

could not be farther surveyed from this point.

Having followed the border of this fine and imposing sheet of

water, where numbers of people were catching fish, for about a

mile and a half, we ascended the sandy downs on our right, and

soon reached the encampment of Mohammed, the chief of the

Kdl-e'-suk, who a few days previously had paid me a visit in

Bambara. Here I had to give away several more of my effects,

but we were treated most hospitably, and even sumptuously, and

besides two enormous bowls foil of rice and meat, swimming in

an immense quantity of butter, a whole ox was slaughtered for

us. The site of the encampment was very beautiful, and I walk-

ed for a long time about the downs, which were adorned with a

rich profusion of trees of the acacia kind, and offered an interest-

ing prospect over the lake ; but the ensuing night was most mis-

erably spent on account of the numerous swarms of musquitoes

which infested the encampment.

August 26th. We were very early in motion, but a heavy thun-

der-storm, which gathered from the southeast, delayed our depart-

ure, although, taking into account the slow rate at which I was
here obliged to travel, it was a matter of total indifference wheth-

er we started early or late, as I was quite in the hands of my
friend the Walati, who stopped wherever he had any business to

transact, and did not set out again until he had concluded his bar-

gain. The, rain-clouds then taking a more northerly direction, we
at length set out, pursuing our track over the hilly country, and
while we lost sight of the Lake of Ny^ngay on our left, soon dis-

covered on our right another but smaller sheet of water called

Grerru. The Ny&igay is said to be full of water all the year

round ; but the Grerru becomes dry in summer, when the inhabit-

ants of Sarayamo repair hither in order to cultivate their rice-

fields, the rice ripening with the rising waters, and being cut short-

ly before the river attains the highest state of inundation.

Having left these interesting sheets of water behind us, we
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traversed a district more richly adorned with acacias, and crossed

a valley where the siwak, or Capparis sodata (a bush which I

scarcely remembered to have seen since my return from K&nem),

was growing in great exuberance, besides numbers of gerredh, or

the useful Acacia nilotica, but we searched in vain for water. The

country also which we traversed from here onward was chiefly

clothed with the Capparis and the Mimosa mlotica, besides a good

deal of dum-bush
;
but, farther on, we emerged from this undu-

lating tract into an open swampy ground, at present tolerably dry

and covered with rich herbage, while we left on our right the site

of the formerly important town Sama-koira,* which once lorded

it over a considerable territory till it was destroyed by the Tawa-

rek, when the remnant of its population escaped toward Bamba
and Ghago.

In these open swampy meadow-grounds, girt by a dense belt

of gerredh, where no Arab would think of pitching his tent, was

the encampment of the chief Somki, with his family and his fol-

lowers (the tents of the kind I have described being just pitched),

and his numerous herds of cattle grazing right and left, besides

about twenty camels. We found the chief reclining on his "tes-

h£git" or divan of reeds, and as soon as he beheld us he rose and

saluted El Walati and me. He was a man of middle stature and

of tolerably stout proportions, his white beard, which looked forth

from under the litham, giving him a highly respectable appear-

ance. He, however, did not show us any signs of hospitality,

which vexed me the more, as, besides the considerable presents

which I had sent to him a few days before, I had now again to

make him another one, consisting of two turkedis and a haf ; but

I soon found that he was not aware of the former presents having

been sent by me.

Being an intelligent man, who had had dealings with a great

many people, he had some slight suspicion that I was not what

my companions represented me to be. While I was sitting in

my tent reading attentively a passage referring to these regions

in the excellent little book of Mr. Cooley on the Negroland of the

Arabs, which has rendered me very great assistance in directing

my inquiries in these countries, he made his appearance very ab-

* This is the name which the Songhay give to the place, "koira" meaning

"town" in the Songhay-kim : while the Wangarawa and the Bambara call it

Sama-kanda, "kanda" meaning "country" or "district" in the Wako^; and the

Fiilbe, on account of the " swamp" which is formed here, Winde Same.
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ruptly, and seemed rather surprised at finding me reading char-

acters which he well knew were not Arabic
;
but, nevertheless,

he suppressed his suspicions. Perhaps in consequence of the in-

trigues of El Walati, he laid claims to the horse which I myself

rode. The eagerness of the women hereabout to obtain tobacco

was very remarkable, and they pestered my servants during a

great part of the night.

Saturday, August 27th. "We set out on our last day's journey by

land, in order to reach the place where we were to embark on the

river. Having emerged from the low swampy ground, we enter-

ed again sandy downs, principally clothed with haskanit, daman-

kadda, and bu-r6kkeba or Panicum colonum, and, having left on

one side a smaller channel, we reached the branch of Fatta, which

extends almost as far as Sarayamo, running parallel to several

other creeks, called after the villages Kasba, Haibongo, and Bene-

s^nga, which intersect the district named Boddu.

The water at first formed a narrow irregular channel of about

200 yards wide, very much resembling an artificial canal, as is the

case with a great many of these backwaters, but gradually it be-

gan to widen, affording excellent soil for the cultivation of rice.

Between this channel and the river there are several other branch-

es, which appear to join the creek which I navigated from Saraj-

amo. Altogether, in this level part of the Niger, the river ap-

pears to spread out in a labyrinth of channels and water-courses.

As for the rice which was grown here exclusively, it appeared to

have been just sown with the assistance of the dew, which suffices

for its growth till the river rises and spreads its inundation.

Here we passed a small village inhabited by a Tarki, or, rather

K6L-e'-suki, of the name of Mohammed Bonyami, who has settled

here with his property, and who, while we passed by, came out

of his hut, and, astonished at my unusual appearance, and delight-

ed at seeing a stranger from such a distance, entreated me in the

kindest manner to stay with him a short time, so that I had in

consequence great difficulty in pursuing my march. He was a

very decent and venerable-looking old man, of short, stout figure,

and with benevolent features, but his dress was of the simplest

kind, consisting of a white tobe and a black shawl. A good many
horses were pasturing hereabout, but not, as it would seem, to the

advantage of the rice-grounds, as they fed mostly on the young
shoots. Having -then left this water-course at some distance on

our right, we reached three miles farther on the town of Saray-
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amo, the chief place in the province of Kiso. A great many peo-

ple being here collected at the news of our arrival, we fired a sa-

lute with our pistols, and after a little search, owing to the very-

low entrances of most of the huts which would not admit my lug-

gage, obtained tolerable quarters.

The town of Sarayamo is formed by an inner city, kasr or

" koira," consisting of clay dwellings, very narrow and uncom-

fortable; and a large suburb on the east side formed of huts of

large size, but all of them with very low doors. The court-yard

where I was quartered was situated at the western border of this

eastern suburb, on a sloping ground, descending toward a small

ravine which separates the suburb from the kasr, and contained

at the time a small quantity of dirty water. This situation had

the disadvantage that, from the opposite slope, every thing that

was done in my court-yard could be observed, and there were a

great many curious people, especially among the rising genera-

tion, who obtruded not a little on my privacy.

I had scarcely made myself comfortable, when I received a

great number of visits ; and it was not long before Mohammed
Bonyami arrived, mounted on a white mare. As El Walati had
persuaded me to take only one horse to Timbuktu, I sent two of

my animals with this man to remain with him until my leaving

that place, while I also intrusted to his care my five camels, to be

taken to a brother of his.

While I was conversing with these people, my friend the Haj

Buda arrived also, with whom I continued to pass for a Syrian

sherif, although he thought it strange that I would not say my
prayers with him in the court-yard.

Sunday, August 28th. Having enjoyed a good night's rest, toler-

ably free from musquitoes, as I had shut my hut at an early hour,

I took a walk down to the river, the morning being, as usual,

cool and fresh, and a slight breeze having sprung up. The bank
on which the town stands was, at present, from twenty-five to

thirty feet above the level of the river ; but this elevation is of

course greatly diminished by the rising of the inundation, the

river reaching generally to the very border of the village. That
branch which is not in direct connection with the water of Fatta,

along which our last day's march had lain, had no current, and
was about 200 yards in breadth. The communication by water

along these shallow backwaters of the immense Niger just open-

ing (for in the dry season the connection is interrupted), only one
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sea-worthy boat was lying here at the time, neither conspicuous

for its size, nor for its comfortable arrangement, and with two

cabins of matting, one in the prow, and one in the stern, while

another boat, measuring forty feet by eight, was just repairing.

All the craft are built of planks, sowed or tied together in a very

bungling manner.

I learned, on this occasion, that it is only at this season of the

year that people go from here to Timbuktu, which lies almost

exactly north from this place, by an eastern winding ; while later

in the season they follow a westerly branch. A labyrinth of

creeks, backwaters, and channels, is in this manner spread over

the whole of this country, of which people had no previous idea.

I had scarcely returned to my quarters when the governor, or

emir, of the place came to pay me a visit. This man, whose name
was fOthman, was a cheerful kind of person. He stands in direct

subjection to the chief of Hamda-Allahi, without being dependent

upon any other governor ; and his province comprises some other

places in the neighborhood, such as Fatta, Hores^na, and Kab^ka.

Having made strict inquiries with regard to the present state of

affairs in Stambul, and having asked the news respecting the

countries of the East in general, he left me, but returned again in

the course of the afternoon, accompanied by the chief persons in

the town, in order to solicit my aid in procuring rain. After a

long conversation about the rainy season, the quantity of rain

which falls in different countries, and the tropical regions espe-

cially,* I felt myself obliged to say before them the "fat-ha," or

opening prayer of the Kuran
;
and, to their great amusement and

delight, concluded the Arabic prayer with a form in their own
language

—

u Alia hokki ndiam"—which, although meaning orig-

inally "God may give water," has become quite a compliment-

ary phrase, so that the original meaning has been almost lost, few

people only being conscious of it. It so happened that the ensu-

ing night a heavy thunder-storm gathered from the east, bringing

a considerable quantity of rain, which even found its way into

my badly-thatched hut. This apparent efficacy of my prayer in-

duced the inhabitants to return the following day, to solicit from

me a repetition of my performance ; but I succeeded in evading

their request by exhorting them to patience. But, on the other

hand, I was obliged, in addition to a strong dose of emetic, to give

* On this occasion I learned from the Haj of Tisit, who was present, that in his

desert town there are in general three falls of rain every year.

Vol. III.—

E
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the governor my blessing, as he was going to the capital, and was

rather afraid of his liege lord the young prince A'hmedu, while

at the same time his overbearing neighbors, theTawarek, inspired

him with a great deal of fear. In the sequel, he was very well

received in the capital, and therefore could not complain of the

inefficacy ofmy inspiration
;
but, nevertheless, not having had the

slightest suspicion that I was not what I represented myself to be,

he was much shocked when he afterward learned that I was a

Christian, to the great amusement of the Sheikh el Bakay, who
wrote to him repeatedly to the effect that he ought to be well

pleased that so wicked a person as a Christian had procured him,

not only rain, but even a good reception from his superior.

The town is tolerably flourishing, and the Fulbe inhabitants, at

least, possess a great number of horses. We counted, one even-

ing, ninety returning from the pasture-grounds, while a good

many more remained outside at a greater distance. The Fulbe

here belong to the following tribes: Uromange, Rilambe, Oro-

manabe, Koirabe, Feroibe, Balambe, Orohabe, and IT'rube. The
whole population of the place may amount to about 5000; but

there did not appear to be many manufacturers ; even the native

cloth, so well woven by the Songhay, is not manufactured here.

The situation of the town at this navigable branch, however,

produces some activity, although no regular market appears to

be held ; and the second day of my stay here, a large boat arrived

from Timbuktu, with eighteen ras (a piece weighing about sixty

pounds) of salt, a large parcel of tobacco, and a great number of

passengers. Shells have currency here, and I bought rice for

fourteen hundred shells and a turkedi, at the rate of forty shells

for each s
f

aa, or measure. Rice constitutes the chief article of

food, although on the west side of the town some negro com is

cultivated. Milk is plentiful.

The town of Dar-e'-salam, or Dari, the residence of
f

Abd-e'-rah-

man, the son of Mohammed Lebbo, lying on the bank of the river

itself, is at a distance of•thirteen hours on horseback from here,

equal to about thirty miles, by way of Taiba.

Having succeeded in hiring the boat which had come from
Timbuktu for the exclusive use of my own party, for 10,000

shells, I prepared my luggage, which, although now greatly re-

duced from the respectable bulk which it presented when setting

out from Katsena, was still sufficient to inspire me with the hope

that I might succeed in securing the friendship of the more influ-
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ential chiefs of these regions, and in the evening of the last day

of August I went on board of my small craft, and passed there a

very comfortable night The river, during the time of my resi-

dence in the place, had risen considerably, and soon promised to

open the communication by the western branch.

Thursday, September 1st After a good deal of delay, we at length

began our voyage about a quarter before eight in the morning

;

and I felt my spirits greatly cheered when I found myself floating

on this river, or backwater, which was to carry me all the way to

the harbor of Timbuktu. The river near the town forms a fine

open sheet, widening to about 300 yards ; but farther on, as we

were winding along in a northeasterly direction, it was greatly

obstructed with rank grass, or rather byrgu, which very often

covered the water entirely, so that the boat seemed to glide along

a grassy plain. It was quite out of the question to use oars. We
were therefore reduced to the necessity of proceeding with poles,

generally moving at the rate of two miles and a third an hour, but

very often less. Besides the byrgu, which constitutes the chief

fodder for horse and cattle in all the districts along the Niger, and

which even furnishes man with the sweet beverage called M Hon-

shu" and a sort of honey called "kartu," white water-lilies, or

Nymjohcea Lotus, were in great quantities ; and between the lat-

ter, the water-plant "serranftisa," which, being about ten inches

long, floats on the water without having its roots fixed in the

ground. But, after a voyage of about three miles, we emerged

from the reedy water of Sarayamo into a more open branch, said

to be that of Bambara, which here joined it. According to some

of my informants, this water is identical with the Gerru, which I

have mentioned on a former occasion. Here the eastern bank

became quite free from reed-grass, while a herd of gazelles was

to be seen near the shore ; the western bank, meanwhile, being

adorned with numerous dum-palms, gawo, and tamarind-trees,

or, as they are called here, bususu ; while farther on, the as-

cending ground was covered with "tunfafia" {Asclepias gigantea),

u retem " (or broom), and " damankadda." But after a while, when
rank grass again began to prevail, this arm also became greatly

obstructed, being separated by the grass into several branches.

The water being only from five to seven feet deep, we proceed-

ed rather slowly onward, winding along in a northerly direction,

at times diverging more to the west, at others more to the east

;

till about an hour after noon we reached the small town of Fatta,
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situated on the eastern shore, and surrounded by extensive* rice-

grounds, where the people were busy with the labors of the field.

The river here changes its direction to the west, being probably

joined by another branch, which, however, I did not see, and we
began steering in that direction, soothing our disappointment at

not moving directly toward the object of our voyage with the

animated songs of our boatmen, who accompanied the movement
oftheir oars with a barbarous, but not unmelodious account ofthe

deeds of the great A'skia. A great many herds of cattle were to

be seen on the left or southern side of the river, and gave life to

the scenery. Our living also was not so bad, a couple of fine fishes,

which we had succeeded in buying from some fishermen, having

been prepared over the fire, .and affording us an excellent dinner.

The farther we proceeded onward the more the channel widen-

ed, becoming free from reeds, although occasionally adorned by a

floating Jayer of water-lilies. However, beyond the village of Gu-

rijigge, or Guridigge, the current became so strong that, in order

to avoid it, we chose rather to enter the reeds, which broke the

force of the water. It is natural that, as this is not a river of it-

self fed by its own sources, but merely a backwater caused by the

overflow of the great river, the current in general must come from

the latter, and proceed inland.

Having kept for some time along the reed-grass of the southern

shore in a winding direction, we again emerged into open water,

where the poles ofour boatmen, which measured about eighteen feet

in length, found no bottom ; and we kept steadily on, although oc-

casionally quite alarmed by our southwesterly direction, which

threatened to carry us rather to Hamda-Allahi than to Timbuktu

;

till at length, a few miles on this side of the town of Goilo, we
changed our direction to W.N.W., and passing some floating reed

islands, seemed to be in a fair direction to reach the chief object

of our journey. But a storm that had been gathering induced us

with the approach of night to moor the boat in a wide grassy creek

of the eastern shore, in order to shelter ourselves from the strong

wind, which easily upsets this light craft. Four fishing-boats were

lying not far from us, and with their lights gave ns a feeling of so-

ciety ; but the numerous swarms of musquitoes molested us not a

little, and the barking of an animal in the water greatly excited my
curiosity. On inquiry, I learned that it proceeded from the young
alligators, or rather zangway.

These boats have no means of approaching the shallow shore.
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Hence it is necessary for the passengers, two or three times a day,

to wade through deep water backward and forward. This, coup-

led with the great quantity of water continually filling the bot-

tom of these boats, is the reason why all the people who travel

along the Niger are subject to rheumatism. The governor of

Say, as I have already mentioned, in consequence of his voyage

up the river to Gagho, had become quite lame.

Friday, September 2d, It was a quarter to seven o'clock in the

morning when we left the sea of reeds in which we had moored

our vessel, which, in the absence of an anchor, is done by fixing a

pole on each side of the prow, and one at the stern of the boat.

We began our day's voyage by slowly gliding along the river, by

the strength of a local current, which ran at the rate of about two

miles an hour ; but soon our boatmen began to make use of their

oars, and we advanced with more rapidity. The open channel

was here quite close to the eastern shore, the uniform level of

which was broken by a hilly eminence covered with fine fields of

millet, when we saw upon our left a smaller arm of the/ consider-

able channel running from the southwest. This, on inquiry, I

found was in connection with that very water-course which, at a

later season, forms the general high road of those people who go

from Sarayamo to Timbuktu. Even at this season of the year

this branch is preferred by those who come from the north. Hav-

ing passed this branch we halted awhile at the western shore,

where, at a short distance inland, there is a small village called

Koito, surrounded by fine trees.

After a short delay we set out again on our zigzag voyage,

while one of our boatmen, his harpoon in hand, proceeded on a

fishing expedition. From a wide open water we soon got into a

narrow channel, while the grassy expanse spread out on each side

to a great extent
;
and, making our way with great difficulty, we

emerged into a wide open branch, much more considerable than

the one along which our course had lain, it being the principal

trunk of the westerly water-course of Sarayamo. As soon as we
had entered it, some large specimens of the alligator tribe afforded

proofs of a more extensive sheet of water, while the current, which

at first was running against us, was so considerable that we ad-

vanced rather slowly. The whole breadth of the river or channel,

forming one large unbroken sheet of water, was certainly not less

than from 600 to 700 yards, while the depth in the midst of the

channel, at least as far I had an opportunity ofjudging from the
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poles of our boatmen, measured fourteen feet and a half, and at

times even as much as eighteen, and probably more. The banks

were enlivened by men and horses, and we passed an encampment

of herdsmen with their cattle. The western shore especially was

adorned with a profusion of dum-palms, besides fine tamarind-

trees, sarkakaya, and others ofunknown species. Thus repeated-

ly delayed by shifting sands obstructing the channel of the river,

we moved on in a tolerably direct northerly course till we reached

the village of Menesengay, situated on sandy downs about twenty

feet high, beyond a deep gulf of the westerly shore. The low

grassy ground on the eastern side formed the place of resort for

numbers of pelicans, and the lower ground emerging at present

only three feet out of the water, was enlivened by numbers of

water-birds, which were looking out greedily for their prey.

Here we again changed our course, following a great many
windings, but proceeding generally in an easterly direction. But

now the water-course began to exhibit more and more the char-

acter of a noble river, bordered by strongly marked banks, clad

with fine timber, chiefly tamarind and kana trees, and occasionally

enlivened by cattle. Our voyage was very delightful, gliding, as

we were, smoothly along the surface of the water, and keeping

mostly in the middle of the noble stream, our boatmen only

changing their course once to touch at the northern shore, in order

to procure for a few shells the luxury of some kola-nuts, of which

even these poor people were by no means insensible. At length,

having passed between the villages of Haibongu on the northern,

and Dara-kaina on the southern shore, we again exchanged our

southeasterly direction for a more northerly one, proceeding along

a very broad water-course
;
but, after a while, the open water was

broken by a broad grassy island, which left only a small channel

on the west side, while that on the east was of tolerable width.

Meanwhile the evening was approaching, and we met with several

delays, once in order to buy some fish, and another time on ac-

count of our boatmen having lost their harpoon, with which they

occasionally endeavored to catch some large species of fish which
were swimming alongside our boat. They were very dexterous

in diving, although it required some time for them to ascertain

the spot where the slender instrument had been fixed in the bot-

tom. This harpoon was exactly similar to the double spear used

by some divisions of the Batta, one of the tribes of A'damawa,
such as the Bagel e, and even by some of the inhabitants ofBornu.
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We had now entered a splendid reach of the river, which, al-

most free from reeds, extended in an easterly direction, and we
glided pleasantly along the smooth water at a short distance from

the northern bank, which was thickly clad with trees; till at

length, darkness setting in, we struck right across the whole

breadth of the river, which now, in the quiet of the evening,

spread out its smooth unrippled surface like a beautiful mirror,

and which at this place was certainly not less than 1000 yards

broad, straight for the evening fires of the village Banay, which

was situated on the opposite bank, and we moored our vessel at the

northeasterly bend of the gulf round which the town is situated.

Most of our party slept on shore, while others made themselves as

comfortable as possible in the boat, and on the top of the mat-

ting which formed the cabins.

Here we awoke the next morning with a beautiful clear sky,

and quietly enjoyed for a few hours the fine river scenery, bor-

dered by a rich belt of vegetation, while our boatmen endeavored

to replace one of their poles, which they had broken, by a new
one, and after some time succeeded in getting one which measured

twenty-one feet. The town or village itself is inhabited by Son-

ghay and Fulbe, the latter being in possession of numerous flocks

and herds. The cattle being just collected on the sandy beach

near the river, were milked soon after sunrise, and furnished me
with a draught of that delicious beverage, which must always con-

stitute one of the greatest luxuries to a European traveler in these

countries.

The chief part of the village extended along the bay to the

south, at the point where we had moored our boat ; but there was
a suburb of detached huts, chiefly inhabited by Tawarek, and this

part of the shore was beautifully adorned with large trees. When
we at length continued our voyage, we observed also a great

many dum-palms, which served to farther embellish the country,

while kadena, or toso, seemed to form the staple produce of the

inhabitants, and thickly lined the shores. The scenery was the

more interesting, as, besides boys who were playing in the water,

a numerous herd of cattle were just swimming across the river,

which to animals not accustomed to such a task, would have been

rather a difficult undertaking
;
and, even as it was, the people who

accompanied them in boats had some difficulty in inducing them

to continue their fatiguing trip when they once began to feel

exhausted, especially as they were accompanied by their young
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calves. However, in these regions along the Niger, with its nu-

merous channels, backwaters, and swamps, man as well as beast

must be accustomed to swimming. I took great pains to discover

whether there was any current here, but I did not succeed in as-

certaining the fact; and altogether, in this net-work of creeks

and backwaters, the current seems to be very uncertain, going in

on one side and out on the other, notwithstanding that we were

now approaching the trunk of the river, following in general a

northerly direction with a slight westerly deviation. The gradu-

ally sloping bank was here covered with the dense rich bush call-

ed b6gina by the Songhay.

But at present these shores, once animated with the bustle of

many larger and smaller villages of the native Songhay, were

buried in silence and solitude, a turbulent period of almost 200

years having succeeded to the epoch when the great Songhay

king, Mohammed el Haj A'skia, held the whole of these regions

under his powerful sway. No less than four dwelling-places*

along this tract of the river had been destroyed on one and the

same day by the father of Galaijo, the prince whom we had met

on our journey a short distance from Say. A solitary antelope,

with her young, was the only living being in the present state of

desolation that we observed during several hours' navigation, but

the banks were occasionally lined with fine trees. Besides the

tamarind-tree, a tree called bogi appeared in great quantities ; it

bears a yellow fruit about the size of a pear, having four or five

large kernels, and which, on account of its pleasant acid taste, af-

forded us a very refreshing treat.

Having met with a short delay, in consequence of a thunder-

storm which brought us but little rain, we observed the island of

Kora, which lies at the mouth of this channel, and the main river

ahead of us, the water increasing in breadth, while one arm
branches off round the southwestern part of the island, present-

ing here the appearance of an inland sea. But we had scarcely

caught a glimpse of the great river itself, when a second and
heavier thunder-storm, which had long been gathering, threatened

to break forth, and obliged us to seek shelter in the grassy eastern

shore of the main. We had scarcely fastened the boat, when the

rain came down in torrents, and lasted, with great violence, for

nearly two hours, so that my berth was entirely swamped, and I

remained in a most uncomfortable state during the whole night

* These places are Bango, Uji'nne, Gakoira, and another one.
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Sunday, September 4th. The weather having cleared up, we set

out at an early hour, following a northeasterly direction through

an open water not obstructed by reeds, but soon halted again for

prayer near the green bushy shore ; while from the opposite side

of the island of Kora, the lowing of cattle, cackling of fowls, and

the voices of men were distinctly to be heard, the island being

still tolerably well inhabited, and the people being said to possess

even a good number of horses. It was of considerable interest to

me here to fall into the course pursued by that very meritorious

French traveler, K6n6 Caillie, on his toilsome and dangerous jour-

ney through the whole western part of the Continent of Africa,

from Sierra Leone to Morocco ; and it is an agreeable duty for me
to confirm the general accuracy of his account. Following close

upon the track of the enterprising and intelligent, but unfortunate

Major Laing, who had been assassinated two years previously on

his desperate journey from Timbuktu, CaiHi£ naturally excited

against himself the jealousy of the English, to whom it could not

but seem extraordinary that a poor unprotected adventurer like

himself should succeed in an enterprise where one of the most

courageous and noble-minded officers of their army had suc-

cumbed.

Gliding slowly along the channel, which here was about 600

yards in width, and gradually exchanging the eastern shore for

the middle of the stream, we observed after a few miles
7 advance

the first river-horses, or banga, that we had as yet seen in the

Niger, carrying their heads out of the water like two immense
boxes, and rather frightening our boatmen, who did not seem to

relish a tete-d-tete with these animals, till I sent a ball after them.

Passing then the site of the former town of Gakoira, near which
the people were busy with the labors of the rice-fields, and having

again landed on the opposite shore, which was covered with nu-

merous kalgo-trees, in order that the lazy boatmen might get their

breakfast with comfort and ease, we had to follow a large bend of

the river where the town of Danga is situated on the right, be-

yond a swampy low ground. This is probably the same town so

repeatedly mentioned in the interesting records of Baba A'hmed,
especially as the residence of the Pullo chief, Sambo Lamido, who
at the period of the ruin of the Songhay empire was the chief in-

strument in achieving that destruction. We then crossed from

here to the other side, and passed the town of Sanyare on a pro-

jecting headland, which at times appears to be changed into an
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island, and containing, besides a good number of reed huts, even

a few clay dwellings. Here our people indulged in the hope of

procuring some tobacco, but were sadly disappointed, the natives

being too much afraid of their fanatical master, the Sh^kho A'h-

medu ben A'hmedu.

Having left this village behind us, we entered a fine northerly

reach belonging to the branch which was finally to carry us into

the great river itself, and left the town of Sanyare beyond the

shallow sand-bank, conspicuous on account of a group of majestic

tamarind-trees. Here the inhabitants wanted to barter some sour

milk for negro corn, which to them, with their ordinary diet of

rice, seemed to be a luxury. Having lost some time, we at length

had the broad sheet of the Niger before us ; and here, at the point

of junction, there started forth from the easterly shore a group of

solitary trees, which appeared to form the usual nocturnal place

of resort for all the water-fowl in the neighborhood, the trunk as

well as tlie branches of the trees being overlaid with a white crust,

formed by the droppings of these visitors, which with animated

cries were collecting together toward the close of the evening.

Having here left the shore, which at present formed a low and

bare headland, but which in the course of a month would be en-

tirely under water, we at once entered the middle of that magnifi-

cent river, the I'sa, or Mayo BalMo, running here from W. 35° S.

to E. 35° N., which has excited the lively curiosity of Europeans

for so many years. It was at this spot about a mile across, and

by its magnitude and solemn magnificence in the new moon which

was rising in front of us, and with the summer lightning at times

breaking through the evening sky, inspired my servants with real

awe and almost fright ; while we were squatting on the shelving

roof of our frail boat, and looked with searching eyes along the

immense expanse of the river in a northeasterly direction, where
the object of our journey was said to lie.

Whether from the excitement of the day, or from the previous

night's wetting, when at length we lay to at the ancient Songhay
town of Koiretago, which had once been a place of importance,

but had been almost destroyed by the Fulbe in conjunction with

the Tarki chief Somki, I was seized with a severe attack of fever,

but in order to take care of my luggage, I was unwilling to go on

shore, where I might have lain down on a fine sandy beach, choos-

ing rather to remain on board our frail boat.
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CHAPTER LXV.

ARRIVAL AT KA'BARA.—ENTRANCE INTO TIMBUKTU.

September 7th, 1853. Thus the day broke which, after so many
months' exertion, was to carry me to the harbor of Timbuktu.

We started at a tolerably early hour, crossing the broad sheet of

the river, first in a northeasterly, then in an almost northerly di-

rection, till finding ourselves opposite the small hamlet Tasakal,

mentioned by Cailli^,* we began to keep along the windings of

the northern bank, which, from its low character, presented a very

varying appearance, while a creek, separating from the trunk, en-

tered the low ground. The river, a month or two later in the

season, inundates the whole country to a great distance, but the

magnificent stream, with the exception of a few fishing-boats, now
seemed almost tenantless, the only objects which in the present

reduced state of the country animated the scenery, being a num-
ber of large boats lying at anchor in front of us near the shore of

the village Korome. But the whole character of the river was

of the highest interest to me, as it disclosed some new features for

which I had not been prepared
;

for, while the water on which

Korome was situated formed only by far the smaller branch, the

chief river, about three quarters of a mile in breadth, took its di-

rection to the southeast, separated from the former by a group

of islands called Day, at the headland of which lies the islet of

Tarasham.f

It was with an anxious feeling that I bade farewell to that noble

river as it turned away from us, not being sure whether it would

fall to my lot to explore its farther course, although it was my
firm intention at the time to accomplish this task if possible.

Thus we entered the branch of Korome, keeping along the grass

which here grows in the river to a great extent, till we reached

the village, consisting of nothing but temporary huts of reed,

which, in the course of a few weeks, with the rising of the waters,

were to be removed farther inland. Notwithstanding its frail

character, this poor little village was interesting on account of its

wharfs, where a number of boats were repairing. The master of

* Caillie's Journey to Timbuktu, vol. ii., p. 30.

f "Tarasham" means a house or dwelling.
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our own craft residing here (for all the boatmen on this river are

serfs, or nearly in that condition), we were obliged to halt almost

an hour and a half; but in order not to excite the curiosity of

the people, I thought it prudent to remain in my boat. But even

there I was incommoded with a great number of visitors, who
were very anxious to know exactly what sort of person I was. It

was here that we heard the unsatisfactory news that El Bakay,

whose name as a just and intelligent chief alone had given me
confidence to undertake this journey, was absent at the time in

Gundam, whither he had gone in order to settle a dispute which

had arisen between the Tawarek and the Berabish ; and as
1

from

the very beginning, when I was planning my journey to Tim-

buktu, I had based the whole confidence of my success upon the

noble and trustworthy character which was attributed to the

Sheikh El Bakay by my informants, this piece of information

produced a serious effect upon me.

At length we set out again on our interesting voyage, following

first a southeasterly, then a northeasterly direction along this

branch, which, for the first three miles and a half, retained some
importance, being here about 200 yards wide, when the channel

divided a second time, the more considerable branch turning off

toward Y&luwa and Zegalia, and other smaller hamlets situated

on the islands of Day, while the water-course which we followed

dwindled away to a mere narrow meadow-water, bearing the ap-

pearance of an artificial ditch or canal, which, as I now heard,

is entirely dry during the dry season, so that it becomes impos-

sible to embark directly at Kabara for places situated higher up
or lower down the river. But at that time I had formed the

erroneous idea that this canal never became navigable for more
than four months in the year, and thence concluded that it would
have been impossible for Cailli<S to have reached Kabara in his

boat in the month of April. The navigation of this water be-

came so difficult, that all my people were obliged to leave the

boat, which with great difficulty was dragged on by the boatmen,

who themselves entered the water and lifted and pushed it along

with their hands. But before we reached Kabara, which is situ-

ated on the slope of a sandy eminence, the narrow and shallow

channel widened to a tolerably large basin of circular shape ; and

here, in front of the town, seven good-sized boats were lying, giv-

ing to the whole place some little life. Later in the season, when
the channel becomes navigable for larger boats, the intercourse
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becomes much more animated. During the palmy days of the

Songhay empire, an uninterrupted intercourse took place between

Gagho and Timbuktu on the one side, and between Timbuktu and

Jenni on the other, and a numerous fleet was always lying here

under the orders of an admiral of great power and influence. The
basin has such a regular shape that it looks as if it were artificial

;

but, nevertheless, it may be the work of nature, as Kabara from

the most ancient times has been the harbor of Timbuktu, and at

times seems even to have been of greater importance than the lat-

ter place itself.

A branch of the river turns off to the east, without however

reaching the main trunk, so that in general, except when the

whole country is inundated, boats from Kabara which are going

down the river must first return in a southwesterly direction to-

ward Korome, in order to reach the main branch. Even at the

present time, however, when this whole region is plunged into an

abyss of anarchy and misrule, the scene was not entirely wanting

in life
; for women were filling their pitchers or washing clothes

on large stones jutting out from the water, while a number of idle

people had collected on the beach to see who the stranger was that

had just arrived.

At length we lay to, and sending two ofmy people on shore in

order to obtain quarters, I followed them as soon as possible, when
I was informed that they had procured a comfortable dwelling for

me. The house where I was lodged was a large and grand build-

ing (ifwe take into account the general relations of this country),

standing on the very top of the mound on the slope of which the

town is situated. It was of an oblong shape, consisting of very-

massive clay walls, which were even adorned, in a slight degree,

with a rude kind of relief ; and it included, besides two ante-

rooms, an inner court-yard, with a good many smaller chambers,

and an upper story. The interior, with its small stores of every

kind, and its assortment of sheep, ducks, fowls, and pigeons, in

different departments, resembled Noah's ark, and afforded a cheer-

ful sight of homely comfort which had been preserved here from

more ancient and better times, notwithstanding the exactions of

Pulbe and Imoshagh.

Having taken possession of the two ante-rooms for my people

and luggage, I endeavored to make myself as comfortable as pos-

sible
; while the busy landlady, a tall and stout personage, in the

absence of her husband, a wealthy Songhay merchant, endeavored

Vol. Ill—

S
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to make herself agreeable, and offered me the various delicacies of

her store for sale ; but these were extremely scanty, the chief at-

traction to us, besides a small bowl of milk seasoned with honey,

being some onions, of which I myself was not less in want than

my people for seasoning our simple food; but fresh ones were not

even to be got here, the article sold being a peculiar preparation

which is imported from Sansandi, the onions, which are of very

small size, being cut into slices and put in water, then pounded in

a wooden mortar, dried again, and, by means of some butter,

macle up into a sort of round ball, which is sold in small pats of

an inch and a half in diameter for five shells each : these are called

" lawashi " in Fulfdlde, or " gabu " in the Songhay language. Be-

sides this article, so necessary for seasoning the food, I bought a

little bulanga, or vegetable butter, in order to light up the dark

room where I had taken up my quarters ; but the night which I

passed here was a very uncomfortable one, on account of the

number of musquitoes which infest the whole place.

,
Thus broke the 6th of September—a very important day for

me, as it was to determine the kind of reception I was to meet

with in this quarter. But notwithstanding the uncertainty of my
prospects, I felt cheerful and full of confidence

;
and, as I was now

again firmly established on dry soil, I went early in the morning
to see my horse, which had successfully crossed all the different

branches lying between Kabara and Sarayamo ; but I was sorry

to find him in a very weak and emaciated condition.

While traversing the village I was surprised at the many clay

buildings which are to be seen here, amounting to between 150
and 200

;
however, these are not so much the dwellings of the

inhabitants of Kabara themselves, but serve rather as magazines

for storing up the merchandise belonging to the people of, and
the foreign merchants residing in, Timbuktu and Sansandi. There
are two small market-places, one containing about twelve stalls

or sheds, where all sorts of articles are sold, the other being used
exclusively for meat. Although it was still early in the day,

women were already busy boiling rice, which is sold in small

portions, or made up into thin cakes boiled with bulanga, and
sold for five shells each. Almost all the inhabitants, who may
muster about 2000, are Songhay ; but the authorities belong to

the tribe of the Fulbe, whose principal wealth consists of cattle,

the only exception being the office of the inspector of the harbor

—a very ancient office, repeatedly mentioned by A'hmed Baba—
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which at present is in the hands of Mulay Kasim, a sherif whose
family is said to have emigrated originally from the Gharb or

Morocco, but who has become so Sudanized that he has forgotten

all his former knowledge of Arabic. On account of the cattle

being driven to a great distance, I found that milk was very

scarce and dear. The inhabitants cultivate a little rice, but have

some cotton, besides bamia, or Corchorus olitorius, and melons of

various descriptions.

Having returned to my quarters from my walk through the

town, I had to distribute several presents to some people whom
El Walati chose to represent as his brothers and friends. Having

then given to himself a new, glittering, black tobe of Nupe manu-

facture, a new "haf," and the white bernus which I wore myself,

I at length prevailed upon him to set out for the town, in order

to obtain protection for me ; for as yet I was an outlaw in the

country, and any ruffian who suspected my character might have

slain me, without scarcely any body caring any thing about it;

and circumstances seemed to assume a very unfavorable aspect

:

for there was a great movement among the Tawarek in the neigh-

borhood, when it almost seemed as if some news of my real char-

acter had transpired. Not long after my two messengers were

gone, a Tarki chief, of the name of Kn£ha, with tall and stately

figure, and of noble expressive features, as far as his shawl around

the face allowed them to be seen, but, like the whole tribe of the

K£l-hekikan to which he belongs, bearing a very bad character

as a freebooter, made his appearance, armed with spear and sword,

and obtruded himself upon me while I was partaking of my sim-

ple dish of rice
;
notwithstanding which, he took his seat at a

short distance opposite to me. Not wishing to invite him to- a

share in my poor frugal repast by the usual "bismillah," I told

him, first in Arabic and then in Fulfulde, that I was 'dining, and
had no leisure to speak with him at present. Whereupon he took

his leave, but returned after a short while, and, in a rather per-

emptory manner, solicited a present from me, being, as he said,

a great chief of the country ; but as I was not aware of the extent

of his power, and being also afraid that others might imitate his

example, I told him that I could not give him any thing before I

had made due inquiries respecting his real importance from my
companion who had"just gone to the town. But he was not at all

satisfied with my argument
;
representing himself as a great " dha-

lem," or evil-doer, and that as such he might do me much harm
;

till at length, after a very spirited altercation, I got rid of him.
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He was scarcely gone, when the whole house was filled with

armed men, horse and foot, from Timbuktu, most of them clad

in light blue tobes, tightly girt round the waist with a shawl, and

dressed in short breeches reaching only to the knee, as if they

were going to fight, their head being covered with a straw hat of

the peculiar shape of a little hut with regular thatch-work, such as

is fashionable among the inhabitants of Masina and of the prov-

inces farther west. They were armed with spears, besides which

some of them wore also a sword : only a few of them had mus-

kets. Entering the house rather abruptly, and squatting down in

the ante-chambers and court-yard, just where they could find a

place, they stared at me not a little, and began asking of each

other who this strange-looking fellow might be, while I was re-

clining on my two smaller boxes, having my larger ones and my
other luggage behind me. I was rather at a loss to account for

their intrusion, until I learned, upon inquiry from my landlady,

that they were come in order to protect their cattle from the Tawa-

rek, who at the time were passing through the place, and who had

driven away some of their property. The very person whom
they dreaded was the chief Kn£ha, who had just left me, though

they could not make out his whereabouts. Having refreshed

themselves during the hot hours of the day, these people started

off; but the alarm about the cattle continued the whole of the

afternoon, and not less than 200 armed men came into my apart-

ments in the course of an hour.

My messengers not returning at the appointed time from their

errand to the town, I had at length retired to rest in the evening,

when shortly before midnight they arrived, together with Sidi

A'lawate, the Sheikh El Bakay's brother, and several of his fol-

lowers, who took up their quarters on the terrace of my house in

order to be' out of the reach of the musquitoes; and after they

had been regaled with a good supper, which had been provided

beforehand by some of the townspeople, I went to pay my re-

spects to them.

It was an important interview
;

for, although this was not the

person for whom my visit was specially intended, and whose fa-

vorable or unfavorable disposition would influence the whole suc-

cess ofmy arduous undertaking, yet for the present I was entirely

in his hands, and all depended upon the manner in which he re-

ceived me. Now my two messengers had only disclosed to him-

self personally that I was a Christian, while at the same time
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they had laid great stress upon the circumstance that, although a

Christian, I was under the special protection of the Sultan of

Stambul ; and Sidi A'lawate inquired therefore of me, with great

earnestness and anxiety, as to the peculiar manner in which I en-

joyed the protection of that great Mohammedan sovereign.

Now, it was most unfortunate for me that I had no direct letter

from that quarter. Even the firman, with which we had been

provided by the Basha of Tripoli, had been delivered to the gov-

ernor for whom it was destined, so that at the time I had nothing

with me to show but a firman, which I had used on my journey

in Egypt, and which of course had no especial relation to the case

in question. The want of such a general letter of protection from

the Sultan of Constantinople, which I had solicited with so much
anxiety to be sent after me, was in the sequel the chief cause of

my difficult and dangerous position in Timbuktu
;

for, famished

with such a letter, it would have been easy to have imposed si-

lence upon my adversaries and enemies there, and especially upon

the merchants from Morocco, who were instigated by the most

selfish jealousy to raise all sorts of intrigues against me.

Having heard my address with attention, although I was not

able to establish every point so clearly as I could have wished,

the sheikh's brother promised me protection, and desired me to be

without any apprehension with regard to my safety ; and thus

terminated my first interview with this man, who, on the whole,

inspired me with a certain degree of confidence, although I was
glad to think that he was not the man upon whom I had to rely

for my safety. Having then had a farther chat with his telamid,

or pupils, with whom I passed for a Mohammedan, I took leave

of the party, and retired to rest in the close apartments of the

lower story of the house.

Wednesday, September 7th. After a rather restless night, the day
broke when I was at length to enter Timbuktu ; but we had a good
deal of trouble in performing this last short stage of our journey,

deprived as we were of beasts of burden ; for the two camels

which the people had brought from the town, in order to carry

my boxes, proved much too weak, and it was only after a long

delay that we were able to procure eleven donkeys for the trans-

port of all my luggage. . Meanwhile, the rumor of a traveler of

importance having arrived, had spread far and wide, and several

inhabitants of the place sent a breakfast both for myself and my
protector. Just at the moment when we were at length mount-
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ing our horses, it seemed as ifthe Tarki chief Kn6ha was to cause

me some njiore trouble, for in the morning he had sent me a ves-

sel of butter, in order thus to acquire a fair claim upon my gen-

erosity
;
and, coming now for his reward, he was greatly disap-

pointed when he heard the present had fallen into the hands of

other people.

It was ten o'clock when our cavalcade at length put itself in

motion, ascending the sand-hills which rise close behind the vil^

lage of Kabara, and which, to my great regret, had prevented

my obtaining a view of the town from the top of our terrace.

The contrast of this desolate scenery with the character of the

fertile banks of the river which I had just left behind was re-

markable. The whole tract bore decidedly the character of a

desert, although the path was thickly lined on both sides with

thorny bushes and stunted trees, which were being cleared away
in some places, in order to' render the path less obstructed and

more safe, as the Tawarek never fail to infest it, and at present

were particularly dreaded on account of their having killed a few

days previously three petty Tawati traders on their way to A'ra-

wan. It is from the unsafe character of this short road between

the harbor and the town, that the spot, about half way between

Kabara and Timbuktu, bears the remarkable name of " Ur-im-

mandes," "he does not hear," meaning the place where the cry

of the unfortunate victim is not heard from either side.

Having traversed two sunken spots designated by especial

names, where, in certain years, when the river rises to an unusual

height, as happened in the course of the same winter, the water

of the inundation enters, and occasionally forms even a navigable

channel ; and leaving on one side the talha-tree ofthe Well Salah,

covered with innumerable rags of the superstitious natives, who
expect to be generously rewarded by their saint with a new shirt,

we approached the town ; but its dark masses of clay not being

illuminated by bright sunshine, for the sky was thickly overcast,

and the atmosphere filled with sand, were scarcely to be distin-

guished from the sand rubbish heaped all round ; and there was

no opportunity for looking attentively about, as a body of people

were coming toward us, in order to pay their compliments to the

stranger, and bid him welcome. This was a very important mo-

ment, as, if they had felt the slightest suspicion with regard to

my character, they might easily have prevented my entering the

town at all, and thus even endangered my life.
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I therefore took the hint of A'lawate, who recommended me to

make a start in advance, in order to anticipate the salute of these

people who had come to meet us
;
and, putting my horse to a

gallop, and gun in hand, I galloped up to meet them, when I was
received with many salams. But a circumstance occurred which
might have proved fatal, not only to my enterprise, but even to

my own personal safety, as there was a man among the group

who addressed me in Turkish, which I had almost entirely for-

gotten ; so that I could with difficulty make a suitable answer to

his compliment; but, avoiding farther indiscreet questions, I

pushed on, in order to get under safe cover.

Having then traversed the rubbish which has accumulated

round the ruined clay wall of the town, and left on one side a

row of dirty reed huts which encompass the whole of the place,

we entered the narrow streets and lanes, or, as the people of Tim-

buktu say, the tijeraten, which scarcely allowed two horses to

proceed abreast. But I was not a little surprised at the populous

and wealthy character which this quarter of the town, the Sane*

Grungu, exhibited, many of the houses rising to the height of two
stories, and in their fagade evincing even an attempt at architect-

ural adornment. Thus, taking a more westerly turn, and fol-

lowed by a numerous troop of people, we passed the house of the

Sheikh El Bakay, where I was desired to fire a pistol ; but as I

had all my arms loaded with ball, I prudently declined to do so,

and left it to one of my people to do honor to the house of our

host. We thus reached the house on the other side of the street,

which was destined for my residence, and I was glad when I found

myself safely in my new quarters.

But before describing my residence in this town, I shall make
a few general remarks with regard to the history of Songhay and
Timbuktu.

CHAPTEE LXVL

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS QN THE HISTORY OF SONGHAY AND
TIMBUKTU.

Previously tomy journey into the region of the Niger, scarcely

any data were known with regard to the history of this wide and

important tract, except a few isolated facts, elicited with great in-
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telligence and research by Mr. Cooley* from El Bekri, the history

of Ebn Khaldun, the obscure and confused report of Leo about

the great Ischia, and the barren statement of the conquest of Tim-

buktu and Gagho, or Gogo, by Mulay A'hmed el Dhihebi, as

mentioned by some historians of Morocco and Spain. But I my-
self was so successful as to have an opportunity of perusing a

complete history of the kingdom of Songhay, from the very dawn
of historical records down to the year 1640 of our era; although,

unfortunately, circumstances prevented my bringing back a com-

plete copy of this manuscript, which forms a respectable quarto

volume, and I was only able, during the few days that I had this

manuscript in my hands during my stay in Gando, to make short

extracts of those passages from its contents which I thought of

the highest interest in an historical and geographical point of

view.

These annals, according to the universal statement of the learn-

ed people of Negroland, were written by a distinguished person

of the name of A'hmed Baba, although in the work itself that in-

dividual is only spoken of in the third person ; and it would seem

that additions had been made to the book by another hand ; but

on this point I can not speak with certainty, as I had not sufficient

time to read over the latter portion of the work with the necessary

attention and care. As for A'hmed Baba, we know from other

interesting documents which have lately come to light,f that he

was a man of great learning, considering the country in which he
was born, having composed a good many books or essays, and
instructed a considerable number of pupils. Moreover, we learn

that he was a man of the highest respectability, so that even after

he had been carried away prisoner by the victorious army of Mu-
lay A'hmed el Dhdhebi, his very enemies treated him with the

greatest respect, and the inhabitants of Morocco, in general, re-

garded him with the highest veneration.^:

This character of the author would alone be sufficient to guar-

antee the trustworthiness of his history, as far as he was able to

go back into the past with, any degree of accuracy, from the oral

* Cooley, "Negroland of the Arabs."

f Revue Africaine, vol. i., p. 287, "Conquete du Soudan par les Marocains,"

par le Baron Macguckin de Slane. Journal Asiatique, 1855, "Literature du
Soudan," par M. le Professor Cherbonneau.

X This character is most strikingly indicated in those very remarks which M. le

Baron de Slane has published in the notice (see preceding note) which was intend-

ed to depreciate the merit of A'hmed Baba as a historian.
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traditions of the people or from written documents of an older

period : for that the beginning of his annals, like that of every

other nation, should be enveloped in a certain degree of mystery

and uncertainty is very natural, and our author himself is prudent

enough to £>ass over the earlier part in the most rapid and cursory

manner, only mentioning the mere name of each king, except that

he states the prominent facts with regard to the founder of each

dynasty. Nay, even what he says of the founder of the dynasty

of the Za, allowance being made for the absurd interpretation of

names, which is usual with Arabs and Orientals in general, and

also the particulars which he gives with regard to Kilun, or Kilnu,

founder of the dynasty of the Sonni* are very characteristic, and

certainly true in the main. For there is no doubt that the found-

er of the first dynasty immigrated from a foreign country—a cir-

cumstance which is confirmed by other accounts—and nothing is

more probable than that he abolished the most striking features

of pagan superstition, namely, the worship of a peculiar kind of

fish, which was probably the famous ayu, or Ifanaius, of which 1

have spoken on a former occasion,f and of whose habitat in the

waters of the Niger I shall say more farther on ; while
{

Ali Kil-

lun succeeded in usurping the royal power by liberating his

country from the sovereignty of the kings of Melle, who had

conquered Songhay about the middle of the fourteenth century.

Nor can there be any doubt of the truth of the statement that Za-

Kasi, the fifteenth king of the dynasty of the Za, about the year

400 of the Hejra, or in the beginning of the eleventh century of

our era, embraced Islam, and was the first Mohammedan king of

Songhay. No man who studies impartially those very extracts

which I have been able to make from the manuscript, in great

haste and under the most unfavorable circumstances, and which

were translated and published in the journal of the Leipsic Ori-

ental Society^ by Mr. Ealfe, can deny that they contain a vast

amount of valuable information. But the knowledge which Eu-

ropeans possessed of those countries, before my discoveries, was

so limited as to render the greater part of the contents of my
extracts, which are intimately related to localities formerly en-

tirely unknown, or in connection with historical facts not bet-

ter ascertained, difficult of comprehension. But with the light

* According to Leo, this dynasty emigrated from Libya,

f Vol.ii., p. 193.

J Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, vol. ix., jt, 518.
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now shed by myjourney and my researches over these regions

and their inhabitants, I have no hesitation in asserting that the

work of A'hmed Baba will be one of the most important additions

which the present age has made to the history of mankind, in a

branch which was formerly almost unknown.

A'hmed Baba, however, limits himself to the records of the po-

litical relations of Songhay, and does not enter into any ethno-

logical questions, leaving us entirely in the dark as to the original

seats of the tribe ; for while in general, on the banks of the Niger,

the towns of Tindirma and Dire are supposed to be the orginal

seats of the Songhay, A'hmed Baba apparently restricts the limits

of the ancient Songhay to the eastern quarter around Kukiya,

stating distinctly* that the town of Timbuktu was not under the

authority of any foreign king before it became subjected to the

dominion of Kunkur-Musa, the celebrated King of Melle. Yet

from this statement we can not conclude with absolute certainty

that the banks of the great river to the southwest of that town

were not comprised in the kingdom of Songhay before that pe-

riod ; for Timbuktu, lying on the north side of the river, and being

founded by the Tawarek or Imoshagh, was an independent place

by itself, and in the beginning not closely connected with the his-

tory of the surrounding region. It might easily have happened,

therefore, that the Songhay language was not at all spoken in Tim-

buktu at a former period, without any conclusion being drawn from

this circumstance respecting the country to the south and south-

west of the river. But although, according to A'hmed Baba's ac-

count, the foundation of the place was entirely'due to the Im6-

shagh, it is probable that, from the very beginning, a portion of the

inhabitants of the town belonged to the Songhay nation ;f and I

rather suppose, therefore, that the original form of the name was

the Songhay form Tumbutu, from whence the Imoshagh made
Tumbytku, which was afterward changed by the Arabs into Tum-

buktu.J

* Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, vol. ix,, p. 525.

t
" The palace which was erected in Timbuktu was called ' m'aduk,' or 1 m'adu-

gu.' This is evidently a Mandingo word, meaning the 'house of the king;' but it

was certainly called so in the language of the conquerors, and not in that of the na-

tives, and A'hmed Baba understands the former when he says that the building was

called by this name in their language."

—

Journ. ofLeipsic Oriental Soc, ix., p. 525.

% The u sound in the first syllable of the name is the only original one, not only

in the Songhay, but also in the Arabic form ; but it has gradually been changed

into an iy and almost all the Arabs at the present time pronounce and write Tin-

buktu, ^X^j' • The town was probably so called, because it was built originally
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But the series of chronological facts which we learn from

A'hmed Baba, or from other sources, I shall give in a tabular

form in the Appendix. Here I will only draw the reader's atten-

tion to a few of the most striking facts, and make some general

remarks on the character of that history.

It is very remarkable, that while Islam in the two larger west-

erly kingdoms which flourished previously to that of Songhay

—

I mean Ghana, or Ghanata, and Melle—had evidently emanated

from the north, and especially from Sijilm^sa, Songhay appears to

have been civilized from the other side, namely, from Egypt, the in-

timate relation with which is proved by many interesting circum-

stances, although, in a political respect, it could only adopt the

same forms of government which had been developed already in

Ghana and Melle
;
nay, we shall find even some of the same titles.

With respect to Ghana, we learn from A'hmed Baba the very in-

teresting fact* that twenty kings were supposed to have ruled over

that kingdom at the time when Mohammed spread the new creed

which was to agitate and to remodel half of the globe.

The kingdom of Songhay, even after
(Ali Killun had made it

independent of Melle, could not fail to remain rather weak and

insignificant, as even Timbuktu, and probably a great portion of

the country to the east of that town, was not comprised in its

limits : nay, it even appears that the kingdom was still, at times,

. dependent in a certain degree upon Melle, the great kingdom on
the upper course of the Niger j and it was not until almost 150

years after the time of
f

All Killun that the powerful king Sonni
r

Ali, the Sonni H61i of Leo Africanus, conquered Timbuktu,

wresting it, with immense slaughter, A.H. 894, A.D. 1488, from

the hands of the Tawarek, who had themselves conquered it from

Melle. This king, although he is represented by all the learned

men of Negroland as a very cruel and sanguinary prince, was no
doubt a great conqueror; for although it was he who, in taking-

possession of this town, inflicted upon the inhabitants a most se-

vere punishment, surpassing even the horrors which had accom-

panied the taking of the town by the King of Mosi, nevertheless

it was he also who gave the first impulse to the great importance

which Timbuktu henceforth obtained, by conquering the central

in a hollow or cavity in the sand-hills. Tiimbutu means hole or womb in the Son-

ghay language : if it were a Temashight word, it would be written Tinbuktu. The
name is generally interpreted by Europeans, well of Buktu, but tin has nothing to

do with well. See vol. i., p. 272, note. * See A'hmed Baba, 1. c. p. 526.



seat of the old empire of Ghanata, and thus inducing the rich mer-

chants from the north, who had formerly been trading with Biru

or Wala
(
ta, and who had even occasionally resided there, to trans-

fer their trade to Timbuktu and Gagho. It is the same king, no

doubt, that attracted the attention of the Portuguese, who, in the

reigns of Joao and Emmanuel, sent several embassies into the in-

terior, not only to Melle,* which at that time had already greatly

declined in power and importance, but also to Timbuktu, where

Sonni 'All seems to have principally resided ; and it was perhaps

partly on account of the relations which he entertained with the

Christian king (to whom he even opened a trading station as far

inland as Wadan or Hoden), besides his cruelty against the chiefs

of religion, that the Mohammedans were less satisfied with his

government ; for there is no doubt that he was not a strict Mo-

hammedan.

It was Haj Mohammed A'skia who founded the new homony-

mous dynasty of the A'skia, by rising against his liege lord, the

son of Sonni f

All, and, after a desperate struggle, usurping the

royal power; and, notwithstanding the glorious career of that

great conqueror, we may fancy we can see in the unfortunate

circumstances of the latter part of the reign of that king, a sort

of Divine punishment for the example which he had given of

revolt.

We have seen that the dynasty of the Za, of which that of the
.

Sonni seems to have been a mere continuation, immigrated from

abroad ; and it is a circumstance of the highest interest to see

king Mohammed A'skia—perhaps the greatest sovereign that

ever ruled over Negroland—who was a native of this very coun-

try, born in the island of N&ri, a little below Smder, in the Niger,

setting us an example of the highest degree of development of

which negroes are capable. For, while Sonni rAK, like his fore-

fathers, still belonged to that family of foreign settlers who either

came from Yemen, according to the current tradition, or, as is

more credible, immigrated from Libya, as Leo states, the dynasty

of the A'skia was entirely of native descent ; and it is the more

remarkable, if we consider that this king was held in the highest

esteem and veneration by the most learned and rigid Mohamme-
dans, while Sonni All had rendered himself so odious, that people

* It is remarkable that, in a map published at Strasburg in the year 1513, the

kingdom of Melle appears under the name of Regnum Musa^Melle de Ginoria.

Atlas of Santarem, pi. No. 13.
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did not know how to give full vent to their indignation in heap-

ing the most opprobrious epithets upon him.

It is of no small interest to a person who endeavors to take a

comprehensive view of the various races of mankind, to observe

how, during the time when the Portuguese, carried away by the

most heroic enterprise and the most praiseworthy energy, having

gradually discovered and partly taken possession ofthe whole west-

ern coast of Africa, and having at length doubled its southernmost

promontory, under the guidance of Almeida and Albuquerque,

founded their Indian empire, that at this same time a negro king

in the interior of the continent not only extended his conquests

far and wide, from the centre of Hausa almost to the borders of

the Atlantic, and from the pagan country of Mosi, in 12° northern

latitude, as far as Tawat to the south of Morocco, but also gov-

erned the subjected tribes with justice and equity, causing well-

being and comfort to spring up every where within the borders of

his extensive dominions,* and introducing such of the institutions

of Mohammedan civilization as he considered might be useful to

his subjects. It is only to be lamented that, as is generally the

case in historical records, while we are tolerably well informed as

to the warlike proceedings of this king, it is merely from circum-

stances which occasionally transpire and are slightly touched

upon, that we can draw conclusions as to the interior condition

of his empire
;
and, on this point, I will make a few observations,

before I proceed to the causes which rendered the foundation of

this empire so unstable.

In a former part ofmy researches I have entered into the his-

tory and polity of the empire of Bornu, and it is interesting to

compare with the latter that of the Songhay empire, which at-

tained the zenith of its power just at the time when Bornu like-

* It is not to be wondered at that Leo, who visited Negroland just at the time

when this prince was aspiring to power, and who must have written the greater

part of what he relates of him and his conquests from infomation which he had re-

ceived after he had left the country, should treat this usurper, whose identity with

his Ischia can not be doubtful, with very little indulgence j and it even seems as if

he purposely intended to give a bad interpretation to every thing which the king

undertook, a fact which is clearly evident from what he relates with regard to his

proceedings in Hausa. That the taxes imposed by him upon his subjects may have

been heavy, I concede may be true,* as without a considerable revenue he was not

able to keep up a strong military force ; but at least they evidently must have been

much less than they were in the time of Sonni 'All, when almost the whole popu-

lation was engaged in war. We find a very heavy duty upon salt, from each

load £5.
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wise, having recovered, in consequence of the energy and warlike

spirit of the king fAH Ghajid&ii, from the wounds inflicted upon

it by the loss of Kanem, the desperate struggle with the tribe of

the Soy, and a series of civil wars, attained its most glorious

period during the reign of the two Edris, in the course of the six-

teenth century of our era.

In instituting such a comparison between these two extensive

kingdoms of Negroland we soon discover that the Songhay em- ,

pire, although likewise stated to be founded by a Libyan dy-

nasty, was far more despotic than its eastern rival; and it is in

vain that we here look either for a divan of twelve great officers,

forming a powerful and highly influential aristocracy, or that

eclectic form of choosing a successor, both of which we find in

Bornu : nay, not even the office of a vizier meets our eye, as we pe-

ruse the tolerably rich annals ofA'hmed Baba. We find, no doubt,

powerful officers also in the Songhay empire, as must naturally

be the case in a large kingdom ; but these appear to have been

merely governors of provinces, whom the king installed or de-

posed at his pleasure, and who exercised no influence upon the in-

ternal affairs of the kingdom, except when it was plunged into

civil war.

These governors bore generally the title of " farma" or " fer&ig,"

a title which is evidently of Mandingo origin,* and was tradition-

ally derived from the institutions of the kingdom of Melle, while

the native Songhay title of " koy " appears to be used only in or-

der to denote officers of certain provinces which originally were
more intimately related to Songhay ; and in this respect it is a re-

markable fact that the Governor of Timbuktu or Tumbutu is con-

stantly called Tumbutu-koy, and is only once called Tumbutu-
mangha.f Besides this province, those which we find mentioned
in the report of A'hmed Baba are the following, going from east

to west :—Dendi, or, as it is now generally called, Dendina, the

country between Kebbi and Say,:): which I have described in the

account of my own journey, and which seems to have contained a

Songhay population from tolerably ancient times, at least before

the beginning of the sixteenth century; but we find none of the

* See Cooley, 4
* Negroland," p. 75, n. 26, and p. 77, n. 28.

t Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, vol. ix., p. 554. If there be no mis-

take, there was a "koy " as well as a "farma " in some of the provinces, such as

Bara.

t A governor of the town of Say is perhaps indicated under the title of Say-weli.

—Ibid., p. 550.
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three divisions of this important province specified, not even Ken-

ga or Zagha. This is to be regretted, as they appear to have been

of ancient origin, and as their history, especially that of Zagha,

which seems to have derived its name from the more celebrated

town ofthe same name on the upper course of the river, would be

highly interesting.

The country from hence toward the capital we never find com-

prised by A'hmed Baba under a general name, nor do we meet

with the names of Zabdrma or Zdrma, which I therefore conclude

to be of more recent origin, although that country, at present so

named, was evidently comprised in the kingdom of Songhay.

West of Gagho, on the banks of the river, we next find the prov-

ince of Banku or Bengu,** which evidently comprised that part

of the river yhich is studded with islands, as we find the inspector

of the harbor of Kabara taking refuge in the district of Banku,

with the whole of his fleet, after the capture of the town by the

people of Morocco. Passing then by the province of Bantal, the

limits of which I have not been able to make out, we come to the

province of Bel or Bal, which evidently comprised the country on

the north side of the river round about Timbuktu, and perhaps

some distance westward ; but without including that town itself,

which had a governor of its own, nor even the harbor of Kabara,

which at that time was of sufficient importance to be placed urtder

' the inspection of a special officer or "farma," who, however, seems

to have been subjected in a certain degree to the inspection of the

Bal-m f

a, or the Governor of Bal, who was able to call him to ac-

count.-)* The governor' of the province of Bal, who bore the pe-

culiar title of " Bal-m f

a," a word likewise of Mandingo origin, m f

a

corresponding to the Songhay word "koy," seems to have been

of great importance in a military respect, while in a moral point

of view the governor of the town of Timbuktu enjoyed perhaps

greater authority, and the office of the Tumbutu-koy seems always

to have been filled by a learned man or fakih, proving that this

town was regarded at that time as the seat of learning ; and that

the fakih who governed the town of Timbuktu possessed great

power is evident from the fact that A'hmed Baba mentions it as

as a proof of great neglect on the part of Al Hadi, the Governor
>

* That Banku lay between Timbuktu and Ghago is evident from the fact that the

governor of that province fled to Gagho, when Mohammed Sadik, the Governor of

Bel or Bal, marched upon the capital of the empire.

t See the account in the Journal of the Loipsic Oriental Society, p. 545.

Vol. III.—

T
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of Tindfrma, that lie did not go in person to the kadhi to pay him
his compliments.

Proceeding then westward from Bal and Timbuktu, we come to

the very important province of Kurmina, with the capital Tindfr-

ma, which very often served as a residence for the king himself,

and became the chosen seat of A'skia Daud. The importance of

this province of Kurmina seems to have been based, not merely

upon its military strength and populousness, but upon the circum-

stance of its having to supply Songhay Proper, together with its

two large towns of Gagho and Kukia, with grain ; and it is evi-

dently on this account that the goveiyior of that province is on one

occasion called the store-keeper and provider ofthe king> 'South-

west from the province of Kurmina there were two provinces,

Dirmaf and Bara, the exact boundaries of which it is difficult to

determine, except that we know that Bara must have lain rather

along the southeasterly branch of the river, while Dirma, having

probably derived this name from the town of Dire, is most likely

to be sought for on the northwesterly branch, although Caillid

places Diriman, as he calls it, south of the river. The province

or district of Shar

aJ may probably be identical with the district

round the important town of S f

a, situated a short distance to the

northeast of the lake Debu, and of which farther notice will be
tak£n in the itineraries. Proceeding farther in, the same direc-

tion, we have the province of Masina, a name which, under the

form of Masfn, is mentioned as early as the latter part of the

eleventh century by El Bekri,§ but the limits of which it is very

difficult to define, although it is clear that its central part com-

prises the islands formed by the different branches of the river,

the Mayo balteo and the Mayo ghanndo or dhann^o, and proba-

bly comprised in former times the ancient and most important

town of Zagha, the chief seat of Tekrur, which Haj Mohammed
A'skia had conquered in the beginning of his reign. It is pecu-

liar, however, and probably serves to show the preponderance of

the element of the Fulbe in Masina, where they seem to have es-

* Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, p. 541 : "Then he made Kishya

fereng of Kurmina, and gave him the office of mezr'a

f It is not improbable that Dirma was originally the name or title of the Governor
of Dire, as Balm'a was that of the Governor of Bal, and that it was in after-times

conferred upon the province of which he was the ruler.—Caillie', vol. ii., p. 29.

% Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, p. 544.

§ El Bekn, ed. Macguckin de Slane, p. 150 !
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tablished themselves from very ancient times, that the governor

of this province bore the title of Masina-mangha, instead of Ma-
sina-farma.

To the northwest of Masina, we have the province of Baghena,

which comprised the central portion of the ancient kingdom of

Ghana or Ghanata, and the important town of Biru or Walata,

which, before Timbuktu rose to greater importance, that is to say,

before the time of Sonni r

Ali, was the great centre of commerce

in this part of Negroland. The province of Baghena was also of

considerable importance on account of its situation, bordering, as

it did, closely upon the central parts of the empire of Melle, which,

at this time, formed almost the only portion that remained of that

vast empire, and which was nearly overwhelmed.by the Songhay
in the course of the sixteenth century. Even the Imdshagh or

Tawarek became tributaries.

South of the river two other provinces are mentioned by A'h-

med Baba, namely, the province of Hombori, which from the na-

ture of the country was also called Tondi, or El Hajri, and Bur-

gu,* or rather Barba, though the latter country was apparently

never entirely subjected.

The governors of these provinces were certainly possessed of

considerable power, and belonging, as they did in general, to the

royal family, exercised a very prejudicial influence upon the des-

tinies of the empire, as at the same time the central government
became weak and debilitated. The Governor of Kurmina, espe-

cially, conscious of the important influence and the rich character

of his province, was very prone to mutiny and revolt. For as it

was certainly a great advance in the scale of civilization that it

was not customary among the Songhay to murder the younger
brothers of the newly-elected king, or to render them incapable

of aspiring to the royal dignity by depriving them of their sight

(as is still the custom in Waday), or in some other manner dis-

abling them
;

so, on the other hand, it was no doubt very preju-

dicial to the stability of the empire that so many royal princes

were constantly installed as governors of powerful provinces, some

* In the passage (Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society), p. 546, in the seventh

line, a second £g is added by mistake. The name can not be read as Burgu-koy,

as all the parties composing the army of the pretender Mohammed e' Sadik, are

said to have belonged to the people of the west, while Burgu is situated at the S.E.

frontier of Songhay; nay, it is quite clear, from page 547, that the Barakoy is

meant, and not the Burgu-koy.
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of them situated at a great distance from the capital. Such a gov-

ernment could only prosper under the rule of a powerful king, such

as Mohammed el Haj A'skia was during his most vigorous period.

On the other hand, we find that the government of Songhay was

far more despotic than that of Bornu, where, as I have had occa-

sion to relate,* the election of a new king from among the royal

princes was placed in the hands of three electors, themselves

chosen from the most trustworthy men of the country ; while the

kings of Songhay appear originally to have designated their own
successor among the royal princes, there being even an establish-

ed dignity of something like an heir-apparent or crown-prince,

with the title of "fer&ig-mangha:"f but this principle, as is natu-

rally the case in barbaric states without any written constitution,

was only observed as long as the king exercised paramount au-

thority, while we see in other cases the army or even a powerful

governor choosing a successor, as that of Dendi, who deposed

Mohammed Bankori and installed in his place A'skia Ism'ail.

As I stated before, we do not even find in Songhay a regular

vizier ; but we find a sort of treasurer in the person of the " kha-

tib," that is to say the imam who preaches before the congregation

every Friday. Thus we find the great Haj Mohammed A'skia

taking the whole of the money which he thought necessary for

his royal pilgrimage, viz., 300,000 mithkals, out of the royal

treasury, which was in the hands of the Khatib 'Omar

;

\ but we
even find, in another passage, the same khatib authorized to lib-

erate a princely prisoner ; and from a third passage§ it is quite

evident that the khatib in Gagho exercised the same authority as

the kadhi in Timbuktu, although we find a kadhi besides him in

the capital.

There appears to have been an established state prison in Son-

ghay, namely, in a place called Kantu, the exact situation of

which, however, I have not yet been able to ascertain. This

* Vol. ii., p. 27.

f Tfce exact meaning of the title "fere'ng-mangha," and the authority with

which it was invested, are not quite clear ; for although there is little doubt that

"fere'ng-mangha" signifies "great prince," it is remarkable that on various occa-

sions we find two " fere'ng-mangha" instead of one ; and it is stated of Mohammed
Ban A'skia, that he expressly designated two (J. O. S., p. 545). Moreover, we
find that neither of these two was taken into account in appointing a successor

(lb., p. 546). But another passage (lb., p. 552) is not less clear, stating plainly

that, the fere'ng-mangha having fallen in the battle, the A'skia named another

prince as his successor, implying clearly the identity of the title "fere'ng-mangha"

with that of heir-apparent. % Journ. Lcips. Orient. Soc. p. 533. § lb., p. 555.
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prison could not fail to become of great importance as the dissen-

sions and feuds in the royal family increased ; and there appears

to be no doubt that at times it was quite full of royal prisoners,

and in this respect, as well as on account of the various assassin-

ations which occurred there, fully corresponded with the charac-

ter of the Tower in the Middle Ages. There is no doubt that po-

lygamy, with its consequent intrigues in the harim, was the chief

cause of the speedy decline of the Songhay empire from the high

position it had attained under the rule of Sonni AH and Haj Mo-

hammed A'skia. The large number of ambitious children that

A'skia Daud, the most peaceful of the Songhay rulers, left behind

him, seems especially to have contributed in a great measure to

this speedy decline ; but the example had been set by that ruler

himself, who, having no other claims to the royal dignity than

his talent and energy, revolted against his liege lord, whom he

conquered and supplanted, but had himself to endure the misfor-

tune of being persecuted, and finally dethroned in his old age, by
his own son Musa.

On the subject of the manners and customs and the state of so-

ciety in Songhay during its period of power we find but little in

the short extracts which I was able to make from the history of

A'hmed Baba ; still a few hints as to some remarkable usages are

to be gleaned from them. Islam, as we have seen, had been

adopted by the royal family at the beginning of the eleventh cen-

tury of our era ; but we learn from the eminent Andalusian ge-

ographer El Bekri, who finished his work on Africa in the year

1067, that while the king was a Moslim by law, receiving at his

accession to the throne, as emblems of his authority, a sword, ring,

and a copy of the Kuran, which were said to have been sent by
an Emir el Mumenm (from Egypt), the greater part of the in-

habitants, even of the capital, at that time, were still addicted to

paganism ;* and we may fairly conclude, from the description of

Leo Africanus and from what we observe in Negroland at the

present day, that even during the time of the A'skias the greater

part of the natives of the country were idolaters, at least in heart

and superstitious usages. However, it would seem as if they had
received in more ancient times several institutions from the

Egyptians, with whom, I have no doubt, they maintained an in-

tercourse, by means of the energetic inhabitants of Aujila,f from

a relatively ancient period ; and among these institutions I feel

* El Bekn, ed. de Slane, p. 183. f See ElEdnsi, trans. Janbert, i., p. 288.
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justified in reckoning the great care which, the Songhay bestowed

upon their dead. We see that even those among their kings who
difcd in the very remotest part of the empire were transported

with the* greatest trouble to the capital, in order to be buried

there with due ceremony. For instance, Sonni f

All had died in

Gurma; but his sons, who accompanied him on the expedition,

took out his entrails, and filled his inside with honey, in order

that it might be preserved from putrefaction.* The remains of

A'skia Daud were transported all the way from Tindirma to

Gagho in a boat. Even in the case of the slaughter of distin-

guished enemies, we find strict orders given to perform toward

them the ceremonies usual with the dead.
'

The attention thus bestowed upon the dead seems not to have

been in consequence of the introduction of Islam, but appears

rather to have been traditionally handed down from the remotest

antiquity. Nevertheless, it is clear that the adoption of Islam

exercised considerable influence upon the civilization of these

people, and we even find a Medreseh mentioned in Gagho,f an

establishment the institution of which we have probably to assign

to El Haj Mohammed, who, while on his pilgrimage to Mekka, so-

licited the advice of the most learned men in Egypt, and especially

that of the Sheikh Jelal e' dm e' Soyuti, as to the best method of

propagating the Mohammedan religion in his own country.

The influence of learning and study, even in the royal family,

is apparent enough from the example of the pretender Moham-
med Bankori,t who, when on his march to Gagho, ready to fight

the King el Haj A'skia, was induced by the Kadhi of Timbuktu,
whom he by chance visited, to give up his ambitious designs for

a quiet course of study, to the great astonishment and disappoint-

ment of his army, who expected to be led by him, in a bloody
contest, to power and wealth. A'hmed Baba himself, the author
of the history of Songhay, who gives a long list of learned na-

tives of Negroland, may serve as a fair specimen of the learning

in Timbuktu at that time. He had a library of 1600 books.

A great deal of commerce was carried on in Songhay during
the dominion of the A'skias, especially in the towns of Gagho
and Kiikiya ; the latter being, as it appears, the especial market
for gold as early as the latter half of the eleventh century. Salt,

too, was the staple commodity, while shells already at that time

* Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, p. 532.

t Ibid., p. 527, from the year 936 A.H. J Ibid., p. 541.
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constituted the general currency of the market
;
not, however,

"

the same kind of shells that are used at present, but a different

sort, which were introduced from Persia ; and there is no doubt

that, even at that time, almost all the luxuries of the Arabs found

their way into this part of Negroland. That Timbuktu, also,

since the decline of Biru or Walata, in the latter part of the fif-

teenth century, formed an important place for foreign commerce,

is evident from the fact that the merchants of Ghadames, even at

the taking of the town by the Basha Jodar, inhabited the same

quarter as at the present day.

We also see, from Leo's account,* that the King of Songhay

was obliged to spend a great proportion of his revenue in the

purchase of horses from Barbary, by means ofwhich he improved

the native breed, as we have seen was the case in Bornu, cavalry

constituting the principal military strength of countries in the

state of civilization which prevails in Negroland. We also find

coats ofmail mentioned, as well as brass helmets; but no allusion

is made to even a single musketeer, nor is the use of any fire-

arms intimated by A'hmed Baba, although he distinctly describes

several engagements and even single combats. It was this cir-

cumstance which secured to the small army sent by the Emperor
of Morocco, a superiority which could not be contested by any

numbers which the last A'skia, ruling over a kingdom of vast ex-

tent, but undermined by intrigues and civil war, was able to op-

pose to it; and we must not conclude from this circumstance

that an army of 4000 men was a great thing at that time in point

of numbers, for the kings of Negroland, at least those of Songhay
and Bornu, at that period, were able to raise greater armies than

any of the present kings of those regions could bring together,

and we hear of an army of 140,000 men.

The circumstance of the kings ofSonghay not having procured

at that time—the end of the sixteenth century of our era—even
the smallest number of fire-arms, is remarkable, if we compare
with it the fact which I have dwelt upon in its proper place,f that

Edris A'lawoma, the King of Bornu, who ruled in the latter part

of the sixteenth century, possessed a considerable number ofmus-

kets. The cannon which was found among the Songhay when
they were conquered by the Moroccains had, I have no doubt,

formed part of the present which the Portuguese had forwarded

to A'skia Musa, as we shall farther see in detail in the chrono-

* Leo Africanns, h vii., c. 3. f Vol. ii., p. 593.
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logical tables ; but the fact of the enemy haying found this piece

of ordnance among the spoil of the capital; and not in the' thick

of the battle, sufficiently proves that the Songhay did not know
how to use it. As for the matchlocks, which even at the present

day are preserved in Gragho, and of which, by some accident, I

did not obtain a sight, they belonged originally to the very con-

querors from Morocco, who afterward, as Euma, formed a sta-

tionary garrison, and even a certain aristocratical body, in all the

chief towns of the kingdom.

Side by side with a certain degree of civilization, no doubt,

many barbarous customs were retained, such as the use of the lash,

which in other parts of Negroland we find rarely employed, except

in the case of slaves, but which in Songhay we see made use of

constantly, even in the case of persons of the highest rank ; and

instances occur, as in that of the instigator of the revolt of

El Hadi under the King el Haj, of persons being flogged to

death.*

It is certainly a memorable fact, of which people in Europe

had scarcely any idea, that a ruler of Morocco, at the time when
Spain had attained its highest degree of power under Philip II.

and was filled with precious metals, should open an access to an

extensive and rich country, from whence to procure himself an

unlimited supply of gold, to the surprise of all the potentates of

Europe. It is, moreover, a very remarkable circumstance that

the soldiery, by means of which Mulay Hamed subdued that far-

distant kingdom and who were left as a garrison in the con-

quered towns, intermarrying with the females of the country, in

the same way as the Portuguese did in India, managed to rule

those extensive regions by themselves, even long after they had

ceased to acknowledge the supremacy of the Emperor ofMorocco,

whose soldiers these Euma originally had been, Euma or Erma
being the plural form of Eami, " shooter," or " sharp-shooter f
and although they appear never to have formed a compact body
ruled by a single individual, but rather a number of small aristo-

cratic communities, the Euma in Timbuktu having scarcely any

connection with those in Baghena, nay, probably not even with

those in Bamba and Gagho, yet superior discipline enabled them

to keep their place. The nationality of these Euma puzzled me
a long time, while I was collecting information on these regions

in the countries farther eastward ; and they have lately attracted

* Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society, p. 543.
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the attention of the French traveler Raffenel* during his journey

to Kaarta, when he learned so much about a people, whom he

calls
11 Arama," that he supposed them to be a distinct tribe, al-

though the vocabulary which he collected of their idiom shows

it to be nothing but a slight variety of the Songhay language.

However, it is clear that under such circumstances the dominion

exercised by this set of half-castes could not but be of a very pre-

carious character ; and after a protracted struggle with the smaller

tribes around they have been entirely crushed by the Tawarek,

and in most of the towns of Songhay form at present an integral

part of the degraded native population, although they have pre-

served their name of Ruma, or, as the name is generally pro-

nounced, Rumma, and still claim a sort of moral ascendency.

It will be seen from the preceding sketch, and become still

more apparent from the chronological tables at the end of the

volume, that Timbuktu has rather unjustly figured in Europe as

the centre and the capital of a great Negro empire, while it never

acted more than a secondary part, at least in earlier times ; and

this character evidently appears from the narrative of Ebn Batii-

ta's journey, in the middle of the fourteenth century. But on ac-

count of Timbuktu becoming the seat of Mohammedan learning

and Mohammedan worship, and owing to the noble character of

its buildings, well deserving to rank as a city or M medma," a title

which the capital itself perhaps never deserved, it always enjoyed

great respect, even during the flourishing period of the latter;

and after Gagho or Gogo had relapsed into insignificance, in con-

sequence of the conquest by the Ruma at the end of the sixteenth

century, Timbuktu, on account of its greater proximity to Mo-
rocco, became the more important place, where gradually the lit-

tle commerce which still remained in that distracted region of the

Niger was concentrated. But, nevertheless, during the age of

anarchy which succeeded to the conquest of the country by the

Ruma, and owing to the oppression from the Tawarek tribes on
the one side and the Bambara and Fulbe on the other, the state

of affairs could not be very settled ; and the town, shaken as it

was to its very base by that fearful struggle of the inhabitants

with the Kadhi Mustapha, with massacre, rapine, and conflagra-

tion following in its train, could not but decline greatly from its

former splendor; yet under the alternately predominating influ-

* See Raffenel, Nouveau Voyage dans le pays des Negres (made in 1847), Paris,

1856, vol. ii., p. 349, et seq,; the Vocabulary, ibid., p. 399, et seq.
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ence of paganism, represented most strongly by the warlike tribe

of the Bambara, and ofMohammedanism represented by the Arab

tribes,* it struggled on, till in consequence of its being conquered

by the Fulbe of Masina, in the year 1826, a few months before

the unfortunate Major Laing succeeded in reaching the town, it

was threatened with the loss of all its commerce. For these peo-

ple, owing to the impulse given to Mohammedanism in this part

of JSTegroland by their countryman cOthman dan F6diye,f had

become far more fanatical champions of the faith than the Arabs

and Moors ; and treating the inhabitants of the newly-conquered

city, as well as the foreigners who used to visit it, with extreme

rigor, according to the prejudices which they had imbibed, they

could not fail to ruin almost the whole commercial activity of the

place. Their oppression was not confined to the pagan traders,

the Wangarawa, who carry on almost the whole commerce with

the countries south of the Niger, but extended even to the Mo-

hammedan merchants from the north, especially {he traders from

Tawat and Grhaclames, against whom the Morocco merchants, in-

stigated by a feeling of petty rivalry, succeeded in directing their

rancor. It was in consequence of this oppression, especially after

a farther increase of the Fulbe party in the year 1831, that the

Ghadamsiye people induced the Sheikh el Mukhtar, the elder

brother of El Bakay, and successor of Sidi Mohammed, to remove

his residence from the hille or hillet e' Sheikh el Mukhtar, in

A'zawad, half a day's journey from the well Bel Mehan, to Tim-

buktu. Thus we find in this distracted place a third power step-

ping in between the Fulbe on the one side and the Tawarek on

the other, and using the power of the latter, as far as their want

of centralization allowed, against the overbearing character of the

former. In consequence of this continued collision the Tawarek
drove the Fulbe completely out of the town about the year 1844,

when a battle was fought on the banks of the river, in which a

great number of the latter were either slain or drowned. But the

victory of the Tawarek was of no avail, and only plunged the dis-

tracted town in greater misery
;

for, owing to its peculiar situation

* This condition of the town explains the great divergence of reports as to the

creed prevalent in Timbuktu ; but it is unintelligible that a person could actually

visit the town without becoming aware that it contained several mosques, and very

large ones, too, for such a place. For particulars, see the Appendix.

f See what I have said, p. 182, about the Sheikh A'hmedu, or rather Moham-
med Lebbo, the founder of the kingdom of Hamda-Allahi, having brought from
Gando the religious banner under which he conquered Masina.



oh the border of a desert tract, Timbuktu can not rely upon its

own resources, but must always be dependent upon those who
rule the more fertile tracts higher up the river ; and the ruler of

Masina had only to forbid the exportation of corn from his domin-

ions to reduce the inhabitants of Timbuktu to the utmost distress.

A compromise was therefore agreed to in the year 1846, through

the mediation of the Sheikh el Bakay, between the different par-

ties, to the effect that Timbuktu should be dependent on the Ful-

be without being garrisoned by a military force, the tribute being

collected by two kadhis, one Pullo and the other Songhay, who
should themselves decide all cases of minor importance, the more

important ones beiilg referred to the capital. But, nevertheless,

the government of the town, or rather the police, as far as it goes,

is in the hands of one or two Songhay mayors, with the title of

emir, but who have scarcely any effective power, placed as they

are between the Fulbe on the one side and the Tawarek on the

other, and holding their ground against the former through the

two kadhis, and against the latter by means of the Sheikh el Ba-

kay. Such is the distracted state of this town, which can not be

remedied before a strong and intelligent power is again establish-

ed on this upper course of the Niger, so eminently favorable for

commerce.

After these general remarks on the character of the history of

Songhay, I proceed to give a diary of my stay in Timbuktu.

CHAPTEE LXVII.

FIRST MONTH OF RESIDENCE IN TIMBUKTU.

It had been arranged that, during the absence of the Sheikh el

Bakay, whose special guest I professed to be, my house should be

locked up and no one allowed to pay me a visit. However, while

my luggage was being got in, numbers of people gained access to

the house, and came to pay me their compliments, and while they

scrutinized my luggage, part of which had rather a foreign ap-

pearance, some of them entertained a doubt as to my nationality.

But of course it could never have been my intention to have im-

pressed these people with the belief of my being a Mohammedan

;

for having been known as a Christian all along my road as far as

Libtako, with which province the Arabs of A'zawad keep up a
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continual intercourse, although there the people would scarcely

believe that I was a European, the news ofmy real character could

not fail soon to transpire ; and it was rather a fortunate circum-

stance that, notwithstanding our extremely slow progress and our

roundabout direction, the news had not anticipated us. I had

been obliged to adopt the character of a Mohammedan in order to

traverse with some degree of safety the country of the Tawarek,

and to enter the town of Timbuktu, which was in the hands of

the fanatical Fulbe ofHamda-Allahi, while I had not yet obtained

the protection of the chief whose name and character alone had

inspired me with sufficient confidence to enter upon this enterprise.

Thus I had now reached the object ofmy arduous undertaking;

but it was apparent from the very first that I should not enjoy the

triumph of having overcome the difficulties of the journey in quiet

and repose. The continuous excitement of the protracted strug-

gle, and the uncertainty whether I should succeed in my under-

taking, had sustained my weakened frame till I actually reached

this city ; but as soon as I was there, and almost at the very mo-

ment when I entered my house, I was seized with a severe attack

of fever. Yet never were presence of mind and bodily energy

more required ; for the first night which I passed in Timbuktu
was disturbed by feelings of alarm and serious anxiety.

On the morning of the 8th of September, the first news I heard

was that Hammadi, the rival and enemy of El Bakay, had inform-

ed the Fulbe or Fullan that a Christian had entered the town,

and that, in consequence, they had come to the determination of

killing him. However, these rumors did not cause me any great

alarm, as I entertained the false hope that I might rely on the per-

son who, for the time, had undertaken to protect me ; but my
feeling of security was soon destroyed, this very man turning out

my greatest tormentor. I had destined for him a very handsome

gift, consisting of a fine cloth bernus, a cloth kaftan, and two tobes,

one of silk and the other of indigo-dyed cotton, besides some

smaller articles ; but he was by no means satisfied with these, and

peremptorily raised the present to the following formidable pro-

portions :

Shells.

Two blue bemuses of the best quality, worth 100,000

One kaftan 40,000

Two waistcoats ; one red and one blue 15,000

Two silk tobes 35,000

Two Nope tobes 30,000
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A pair of small pistols, with 7 pounds of fine powder ....
Ten Spanish dollars

Two English razors, and many other articles

While levying this heavy contribution upon me, in order to

take from the affair its vexatious character, my host stated that as

their house and their whole establishment were at my disposal, so

my property ought to be at theirs. But even this amount of prop-

erty did not satisfy him, nor were his pretensions limited to this;

for the following day he exacted an almost equal amount of con-

siderable presents from me, such as two cloth kaftans, two silk

hamail or sword belts, three other silk tobes, one of the species

called jellabi, one of that called harir, and the third of the kind

called filfil, one Nupe tobe, three turkedis, a small six-barreled

pistol, and many other things. He promised me, however, on his

part, that he would not only make presents of several of these ar-

ticles to the Tawarek chiefs, but that he would also send a hand-

some gift to the governor ofHamda-Allahi ; but this latter condi-

tion at least, although the most important, considering that the

town was formally subjected to the supremacy of the ruler of

Masina, was never fulfilled ; and although I was prepared to sac-

rifice all I had for the purposes of my journey, yet it was by no

means agreeable to give up such a large proportion of my very

limited property to a younger brother of the chief under whose

protection I was to place myself.

Thus my first day in Timbuktu passed away, preparing me for

a great deal of trouble and anxiety which I should have to go

through ; even those who professed to be my friends treating me
with so little consideration.

However, the second day of my residence here was more prom-

ising. I received visits from several respectable people, and I

began to enter with spirit upon my new situation, and to endeav-

or by forbearance to accommodate myself to the circumstances

under which I was placed. The state of my health also seemed

to improve, and I felt a great deal better than on the preceding

day.

I was not allowed to stir about, but was confined within the

walls of my house. In order to obviate the effect of this want of

exercise as much as possible, to enjoy fresh air, and at the same

time to become familiar with the principal features of the town,

through which I was not allowed to move about at pleasure, I

ascended as often as possible the terrace of my house. This af-
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forded an excellent view over the northern quarters of the town.

On the north was the massive mosque of Sankor^, which had just

been restored to all its former grandeur through the influence of

the Sheikh el Bakay, and gave the whole place an imposing

character. Neither the mosque Sidi Yahia, nor the "great

mosque," or Jfnger£-b<3r, was seen from this point
|
but toward

the east the view extended over a wide expanse of the desert,

and toward the south the elevated mansions of the Ghadamsfye

merchants were visible. The style of the buildings was various.

I could see clay houses of different characters, some low and un-

seemly, others rising with a second story in front to greater eleva-

tion, and making even an attempt at architectural ornament, the

whole being interrupted by a few round huts of matting. The
sight of this spectacle afforded me sufficient matter of interest, al-

though, the streets being very narrow, only little was to be seen

of the intercourse carried on in them, with the exception of the

small market in the northern quarter, which was exposed to view

on account of its situation on the slope of the sand-hills, which,

in course of time, have accumulated round the mosque.

But while the terrace of my house served to make me well

acquainted with the character of the town, it had also the disad-

vantage of exposing me fully to the gaze of the passers-by, so that

I could only slowly, and with many interruptions, succeed in

making a sketch of the scene thus offered to my view, and

which is represented in the frontispiece. At the same time I

became aware of the great inaccuracy which characterizes the

view of the town as given by M. Cailli<5; still, on the whole, the

character of the single dwellings was well represented by that

traveler, the only error being that in his representation the whole
town seems to consist of scattered and quite isolated houses, while

in reality the streets are entirely -shut in, as the dwellings form
continuous and uninterrupted rows. But it must be taken into

account that Timbuktu, at the time of Cailli<?s visit, was not so

well off as it is at present, having been overrun by the Fulbe the

preceding year, and he had no opportunity of making a drawing

Although I was greatly delighted at the pleasant place of re-

treat for refreshing my spirits and invigorating my body by a lit-

tle exercise which the terrace afforded me, I was disgusted by the

custom which prevails in the houses like that in which I was
lodged, of using the terrace as a sort of closet ; and I had great
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difficulty in preventing my guide, Ammer cl Walati, who still

staid with me and made the terrace his usual residence, from in-

dulging in this filthy practice.

Being anxious to impart to my friends in Europe the news of

my safe arrival in this far-famed town, I was busily employed in

writing letters, which gave fresh impulse to my energy. My tor-

mentor Sidi A'lawate himself seemed anxious to rouse my spirits,

which he could not but be conscious of having contributed a great

deal to depress, by sending me word that he himself would un-

dertake to accompany me on my home journey, as he intended

making the pilgrimage to Mekka
;
but, having once had full op-

portunity of judging of the character of this man, I placed but

little confidence in his words.

Meanwhile, I began to provide what was most necessary for

my comfort, and bought for myself and my people a piece of good
bleached calico, "shigge,"* or "sehen Mndi," as it is called here,

for 13,500 shells, and three pieces of unbleached calico for 8000
each. At the same time I sent several articles into the market,

in order to obtain a supply of the currency of the place, 3000
shells being reckoned equal to one Spanish dollar.

Thus I had begun to make myself a little more comfortable,

when suddenly, on the morning of the 10th, while I was suffer-

ing from another attack of fever, I was excited by the report

being circulated that the party opposed to my residence in the

town was arming in order to attack me in my house. Now I

must confess that, notwithstanding the profession ofsincere friend-

ship made to me by Sidi A'lawate, I am inclined to believe that

he himself was not free from treachery, and, perhaps, was in some
respect implicated in this manoeuvre, as he evidently supposed
that, on the first rumor of such an attack being intended, I should
abandon my house, or at least my property, when he might hope
to get possession underhand of at least a good portion ofthe latter

before the arrival of his brother, whom he knew to be a straight-

* It is a highly interesting fact that we find this native name, which is given to

calico in the region of the Niger, already mentioned by that most eminent and
clear-sighted of Arab geographers, A'bu 'Obaid Allah el Bekn, in the middle of

the eleventh century, or fully 800 years ago. For, in describing the manufacture
of cotton in the town of Silla, which has become so familiar to Europeans in con-

sequence of Mungo Park's adventures, he expressly mentions that this calico was

called "shigge" by the natives,' 4^l£J\} i'UjIjl, (El Bekn, ed. de

Slane, 1857, p. 173.) Great interests imparted by such incidents to the life of a

region which, to the common observer, seems dead and uninteresting.
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forward man, and who would not connive at such intrigues. With
this view, I have no doubt, he sent a female servant to my house,

advising me to deposit all my goods* in safety with the Taleb el

Wafi, as the danger which threatened me was very great ; but

this errand had no other effect than to rouse my spirits. I armed

immediately, and ordered my servants to do the same, and my
supposed protector was not a little astonished when he himself

came shortly afterward with the Walati (who, no doubt, was at

the bottom of the whole affair) and found me ready to defend

myself and my property, and to repulse any attack that might be

made upon my residence, from whatever quarter it might pro-

ceed. He asked me whether I meant to fight the whole popula-

tion of the town, uttering the words " guwet e' Kum," " strength

of the Christians and protested that I was quite safe under his

protection, and had nothing to fear, and certainly, for the mo-

ment, my energetic conduct had dispersed the clouds that might

have been impending over my head.

But notwithstanding his repeated protestations of sincere friend-

ship, and although he confirmed with his own mouth what I had

already heard from other people, that he himself was to accom-

pany me on my return journey as far as Bornu, he did not dis-

continue for a moment his importunity in begging for more pres-

ents day by day.

One day he called on me in company with his principal pupils,

and earnestly recommended me to change my religion, and from

an unbeliever to become a true believer. Feeling myself strong

enough in arguments to defend my own religious principles, I

challenged him to demonstrate to me. the superiority of his creed,

telling him that in that case I should not fail to adopt it, but not

till then. Upon this he and his pupils began with alacrity a spir-

ited discussion, in the firm hope that they would soon be able to

overcome my arguments ; but after a little while they found them

rather too strong, and were obliged to give in without making
* On this occasion, which was a rather serious one, a most ridiculous misunder-

standing was caused by the peculiarity of the Arabic dialect used in Timbuktu,

which puzzled me and my companions very often, and sometimes made conversa-

tion between me and my friends very difficult and intricate. When the servant

said that we should remove all our ** haiwdn" from our house, supposing that she

meant animals, we told her that we had only one animal in our house, viz., my
horse ; and it was some time before we learned that in Timbuktu, which is in-

habited mostly by such Arabs as have been at a former period dwellers in the

desert, and whose property consisted almost exclusively of camels and cattle, the

word "haiwan" comprises all kinds of movable property.
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any farther progress at the time in their endeavors to persuade

me to turn Mohammedan. This incident improved my situation

in an extraordinary degree, by basing my safety on the sincere

esteem which several of the . most intelligent of the inhabitants

contracted for me.

While thus gaining a more favorable position, even in the eyes

of this unprincipled man, I had the pleasure of receiving a letter

from his elder, more intelligent, and straightforward brother, the

Sheikh el Bakay himself, late in the evening of the 13th, full of

the most assuring promises that I should be quite safe under his

protection, and that he would soon arrive to relieve me from my
unsatisfactory position. And although I felt very unwell all this

time, and especially the very day that I received this message, I

did not lose a moment in sending the sheikh a suitable answer,

wherein I clearly set forth all the motives which had induced me
to visit this city, in conformity with the direct wish of the British

government, whose earnest desire it was to open friendly inter-

course with all the chiefs and princes of the earth
;
mentioning

among other Mohammedan chiefs with whom such a relation ex-

isted, the Sultan
fAbd el Mejid, Mula fAbd e' Eahman, and the

Imam of Maskat ; and whose attention the region of the Great

Eiver (Niger), together with Timbuktu, had long attracted. At
the same time I assured him that his own fame as a just and high-

ly intelligent man, which I had received from my friends far to

the east, in the heart of Negroland, had inspired me with full con-

fidence that I should be safe under his protection. In consequence

of the views which I set forth in this letter I was so fortunate as

to gain the lasting esteem of this excellent man, who was so much
pleased with the contents of it that on its arrival in Gundam,

where he was at the time, he read it to all the principal men,

Tawarek, Songhay, and even Fullan, in whose company he was

staying.

Meanwhile, in order to obtain the friendship and to secure the

interest of other and more selfish people, I gave away a great

many presents
;
but, from what I learned afterward, I had reason

to suspect that they did not all reach the persons for whom the}r

were intended. Most of them remained in the possession of the

greedy Weled A'mmer Walati, through whose hands they had

unfortunately to pass.

The day that I received the important message from the sheikh

has been impressed on my memory with so much greater force, as

Vol. nr.—

U
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it was the grand festival of the Mohammedans, or the 'Aid el Ke-

bir. Here also in this city, so far remote from the centre of Mo-

hammedan worship, the whole population, on this important day,

said their prayers outside the town ; but there being no paramount

chief to give unity to the whole of the festive arrangements the

ceremonies exhibited no striking features, and the whole went

off very tamely, only small parties of from six to ten persons form-

ing groups for joining in prayer, while the whole procession com-

prised scarcely more than thirty horses.

After my fever had abated for a day or two it returned with

greater violence on the 17th, and I felt at times extremely unwell

and very weak, and in my feverish state was less inclined to bear

with tranquillity and equanimity all the exactions and contribu-

tions levied upon me by Sidi A'lawate. We had a thunder-storm

almost every day, followed now and then by a tolerable quantity

of rain; the greatest fall of rain, according to the information

which I was able to gather, annually occurring during the month
of September, a phenomenon in entire harmony with the north-

erly latitude of the place. This humidity, together with the char-

acter of the open hall in which I used to pass the night as well as

the day, increased my indisposition not a little; but the regard

for my security did not allow me to seek shelter in the store-room

wherein I had placed my luggage, and which, being at the back
of the hall, was well protected against cold, and, as it seemed at

least, even against wet. For, not to speak of the oppressive at-

mosphere and almost total darkness which prevailed in that close

place, in taking up my residence there I should have exposed

myself to the danger of a sudden attack, while from the hall

where I was staying I was enabled to observe every thing which
was going on in my house ; and through the screen which pro-

tected the opening, close by the side of my couch, I could observe

every body that entered my yard long before they saw me. For
this reason I preferred this place even to the room on the terrace,

although the latter had the advantage of better air. I may ob-

serve that these upper rooms in general form the private residence

of most of the people in the town who have the luxury of such
an upper story.

Monday, September 26lh. About three o'clock in the morning,

while I was lying restlessly on my couch, endeavoring in vain to

snatch a moment's sleep, the Skeikh Sidi A'hmed el Bakay ar-

rived. The music, which was immediately struck up in front of
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1. First segifa, or, as it ia called in Songhay, " aifa," or ante-roora
2. Second segifa, with a staircase, or "tintim," (3) leading to the

terrace, "garb6ne," and the front room on the terrace,
where three of ray people well armed were constantly keep'
ing watch.

4. Inner court-yard.

5. Hall, with two open entrances, wherein I had my residence by
night and day, on the reed-bed on the right.

6. Store-room, capable of being locked up.
T. Covered passage, or corridor.

8. Second court-yard, originally intended for the female depart-
ment, but where I kept my horse, the surrounding rooms aa
well as the back wall of the house being in a state of decay.

Lis house by the women, was ill adapted to

procure me rest; while the arrival of my
protector, on whose disposition and power

the success of my whole undertaking and

my own personal safety fully depended, ex-

cited my imagination in the highest degree,

and thus contributed greatly to increase my
feverish state.

The following day I was so ill as to be quite unable to pay my
respects to my protector, who sent me a message begging me to

quiet myself, as I might rest assured that nothing but my suc-

cumbing to illness could prevent me from safely returning to my
native home. Meanwhile, as a proof of his hospitable disposi-

tion, he sent me a handsome present, consisting of two oxen, two

sheep, two large vessels of butter, one camel load, or "suniye,"

of rice, and another of negro corn, cautioning me, at the same

time, against eating any food which did not come from his own
house. In order to cheer my spirits he at once begged me to

choose between the three roads by which I wanted to return

home—either through the country of the Fulbe, or in a boat on

the river, or, by land, through the district of the Tawarek.

As from the first I had been fully aware that neither the dis-

position of the natives, and especially that of the present rulers

of the country, the Fulbe, nor the state of my means, would al-

low me to proceed westward, and as I felt persuaded that laying

down the course of the Niger from Timbuktu to Say would far

outweigh in importance a journey through the upper country

toward the Senegal, I was firm in desiring from the beginning to

be allowed to visit Gogo. For, not deeming it prudent, in order

to avoid creating unnecessary suspicion, to lay too great stress

upon navigating the river, 1 preferred putting forward the name

of the capital of the Songhay empire, as in visiting that place

I was sure that I should see at least the greater part of the

river, while at the same time I should come into contact with
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the Tawarek, who are the ruling tribe throughout its whole

course.

But the generous offer of my friend was rather premature ; and

if at that time I had known that I was still to linger in this quar-

ter for eight months longer, in my then feeble condition, I should

scarcely have been able to support such an idea ; but fortunately

Providence does not reveal to man what awaits him, and he toils

on without rest in the dark.

Tuesday, September 27th. This was the anniversary of the death

of Mr. Overweg, my last and only European companion, whom
I had now outlived a whole year ; and whom, considering the

feeble state of my health at this time, while my mind was op-

pressed with the greatest anxiety, I was too likely soon to follow

to the grave. Nevertheless, feeling a little better when rising

from my simple couch in the morning, and confiding in the pro-

tection tendered me by a man whose straightforward character

was the theme of general admiration, and which plainly appeared

in the few lines which I had received from him, I fondly cher-

ished the hope that this day next year it might be my good for-

tune to have fairly embarked upon my home journey from Ne-
groland, and perhaps not to be far from home itself. I therefore,

with cheerful spirit, made myself ready for my first audience, and
leaving my other presents behind, and taking only a small six-

barreled pistol with me, which I was to present to the sheikh, I

proceeded to his house, which was almost opposite my own,
there intervening between them only a narrow lane and a small

square, where the sheikh had established his " msid," or daily

place of prayer. A'hmed el Bakay, son of Sidi Mohammed, and
grandson of Sidi Mukhtar * of the tribe of the Kunta, was at that

time a man of about fifty years of age, rather above the middle
height, full proportioned, with a cheerful, intelligent, and almost
European countenance, of a rather blackish complexion, with
whiskers of tolerable length, intermingled with some gray hair,

and with dark eyelashes. His dress consisted at the time of
nothing but a black tobe, a fringed shawl thrown loosely over the

head, and trowsers, both of the same color.

I found my host in the small upper room on the terrace, in

company with his young nephew, Mohammed ben Khottar, and
two confidential pupils, and, at the very first glance which I ob-

tained of him, I was agreeably surprised at finding a man whose
* For the whole genealogy of the skeikh, see Appendix VII.
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countenance itself bore testimony to a straightforward and manly
character ; both which qualities I had found so sadly wanting in

his younger brother, Sidi A'lawate. Cheered by tho expression

of good-nature in his countenance as he rose from his seat to re-

ceive me, and, relieved from all anxiety, I paid him my compli-

ments with entire confidence, and entered into a conversation,

which was devoid ofany affected and empty ceremonious phrases,

but from the first moment was an unrestrained exchange of

thoughts between two persons'who, with great national diversity

of manners and ideas, meet for the first time.

The pistol, however, with which I presented him, soon directed

our conversation to the subject of the superiority of Europeans in

manufacturing skill, and in the whole scale of human existence •

and one of the first questions which my host put to me was,

whether it was true, as the Kais (Major Laing) had informed his

father, Sidi Mohammed, during his stay in A'zawad, that the cap-

ital of the British empire contained twenty times 100,000 people.

I then learned to my great satisfaction what I afterward found

confirmed by the facts stated in Major Laing's correspondence,*

that this most enterprising but unfortunate traveler, having been

plundered and almost killed by the Tawarekf in the valley

Ah&met, on his way from Tawat, was conducted by his guides

to, and made a long stay at the camp or station of the sheikh's

father, Sidi Mohammed, in the hillet Sidi el Mukhtar, the place

generally called by Major Laing Beled Sidi Mohammed, but

sometimes Beled Sidi Mooktar, the major being evidently puz-

zled as to these names, and apt to confound the then head of the

family, Sidi Mohammed, with the ancestor Sidi Mukhtar, after

whom that holy place has been called. It is situated half a day's

journey from the frequented well Bel Mehan, on the great north-

erly road, but is at present deserted.:):

* See Major Laing's Letters in the Edinburgh Review, vol. xxxviii., 1828,

p. 101, et seq., and vol. xxxix.

f There can not be the least doubt that, in addition to the love of plunder, it

was also a certain feeling of revenge for the mischief inflicted upon their country-

men by the heroic Mungo Park which prompted this ferocious act of the Tawarek

;

and it is very curious to observe the presentiment that Major Laing had, on setting

out from Tawdt, of what awaited him, as most distinctly embodied in some of his

letters, dated Tawat, January, 1826, especially in a letter addressed to James Ban-

dinel, Esq., which General Edward Sabine, the great friend of the distinguished

traveler, kindly allowed me to inspect.

t Instead of communicating the itinerary from Timbuktu to the hillet in my col-

lection of itineraries through the western half of the desert, at the end of the fol-
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We thus came to speak of Major Laing, here known under the

name of E 7 Kals (the Major), the only Christian that my host and

most of the people hereabouts had ever seen; the French travel-

er, K£n£ Cailli^, who traversed this tract in 1828, having, in his

poor disguise, entirely escaped their observation, not to speak of

the sailors Adams and Scott, who are said to have visited this

place, although their narrative does not reveal a single trait which

can be identified with its features.

Major Laing, during the whole time of our intercourse, formed

one of the chief topics of conversation, and my noble friend never

failed to express his admiration, not only of the major's bodily

Strength, but of his noble and chivalrous character* I made im-

mediate inquiries with regard to Major Laing's papers, but unfor-

tunately, not being provided with a copy of the blue book con-

taining all the papers relating to that case, I had not the means

of establishing all the points disputed. I only learned that at the

time none of those papers were in existence, although the sheikh

himself told me that the major, while staying in A'zawad, had

drawn up a map of the whole northerly part of the desert from

Tawat as far south as the hillet or the place of residence of his

father.

Meanwhile, while we were conversing about the fate of my pre-

cursor in the exploration of these regions, my host assured me re-

peatedly of my own perfect safety in the place, and promised that

he would send the most faithful of his followers, Mohammed el

lowing volume, where it would be overlooked by the general reader, I prefer in-

serting it in this place

:

1* day, Teneg el hay, or Tendg el haj, a well where all the roads meet. A
great many celebrated localities along this part of the road.

1 day, Tin-tahdn, about the heat of the day; a locality so called from an emi-

nence, "tahdn."

1 day, Worozxl, a well with a rich supply of water, about the same time.

1 day, E'n-elahi, a whole day. From hence to the small town Bu"-Jebe'ha, pass-

ing by the well e' Twfl, 2 days.

2 days, Ertfk; 3 days from A'rawan
; $| from Btf-JebeTia. Close to Ertfk is

Merizi'k.

1 day, Bel-Mehan, a rich and famous well ; a long day, keeping along a valley

inclosed between the sand-hills, "E'gif," toward the W., and the black

mountains of A'derar toward the E.

1 day, Hillet e' Sheikh.

* It is highly interesting and satisfactory to observe how Major Laing himself,

in the letters published in the Edinburgh Review, speaks of the kind reception

given to him, when severely wounded, by the sheikh and maraboot (Merabat)

Mooktar, or rather Sidi Mohammed. See, especially, p. 105.
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Aish, with me to the Tawarek, from whence I might continue

my journey in the company of my former companion. Such, I

think, was really his intention at the time, but circumstances,

which I am soon to detail, were to change all these premature

plans.

Having returned to my quarters I sent my host his present,

which consisted of three bernuses, viz,, one helali, or white silk

and cotton mixed, and two of the finest cloth, one of green and

the other of red color ; two cloth kaftans, one black and the other

yellow ; a carpet from Constantinople ; four tobes, viz., one very

rich, of the kind called "karir," and bought for 30,000 shells, or

twelve dollars, one of the kind called filfil, and two best black

tobes
;
twenty Spanish dollars in silver ; three black shawls, and

several smaller articles, the whole amounting to the value of about

£30. He then sent a message to me, expressing his thanks for

the liberality of the government in whose service I was visiting

him, and stating that he did not want any thing more from me

;

but he begged that after my safe return home, I would not forget

him, but would request her majesty's government to send him

some good fire-arms and some Arabic books ; and I considered

myself authorized in assuring him that I had no doubt the Eng-

lish government would not fail to acknowledge his services, if he

acted in a straightforward manner throughout.

Pleasant and cheering as was this whole interview, neverthe-

less, in consequence of the considerable excitement which it caused

me in my weak state, I felt my head greatly affected ; and I was

seized with a shivering fit about noon the following day, just as I

was going to pay another visit to my friend. On the last day of

September I entered into a rather warm dispute with A'lawate,

whom I met at his brother's house, and whose ungenerous con-

duct I could not forget. My protector not possessing sufficient

energy, and, in his position, not feeling independent enough to

rebuke his brother for the trouble which he had caused me, beg-

ged me repeatedly to bear patiently his importunities, though he

was aware of my reasons for disliking him. On another occasion

he made me fire off the six-barreled pistol in front of his house,

before a numerous assemblage of people. This caused extraor-

dinary excitement and astonishment among the people, and .ex-

ercised a great influence upon my future safety, as it made them

believe that I had arms all over my person, and could fire as

many times as I liked.
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Thus the month of September concluded satisfactorily and most

auspiciously, as it seemed. For I had not only succeeded in reach-

ing in safety this city, but I was also well received on the whole

;

and the only question seemed to be how I was to return home by
the earliest opportunity and the safest route. But all my pros-

pects changed with the first of the ensuing month, when the diffi-

culties of my situation increased, and all hopes of a speedy depar-

ture appeared to be at an end. For in the afternoon of the first

of October, a considerable troop of armed men, mustering about

twenty muskets, arrived from Hamda-Allahi, the residence of the

Shekho A'hmedu ben A'hmedu, to whose nominal sway the town

of Timbuktu and the whole province has been subjected since the

conquest of the town in the beginning of the year 1826. These

people brought with them an order from the capital to drive me
out of the town ; and Hammadi, the nephew and rival of the

Sheikh el Bakay, feeling himself strengthened by the arrival of

such a force, availed himself of so excellent an opportunity of en-

hancing his influence, and, in consequence, issued a proclamation

to the inhabitants of the town, commanding them, in stringent

terms, to attend to the orders of the emir, and, in the event of my
.offering resistance, not even to spare my life.

There can scarcely be any doubt that my protector, as far as a

man of a rather weak character was capable of any firm resolu-

tion, had intended to send me off by the very first opportunity

that should offer ; but the order issued by the emir of Hamda-
Allahi (to whose authority he was vehemently opposed), that I

should be forthwith driven out of the town or slain, roused his

spirit of opposition. He felt, too, that the difficulties of my
leaving this place in safety were thus greatly augmented. All

thoughts of my immediate departure were therefore set aside;

partly, no doubt, from regard to my security, but much more
from an anxious desire to show the Fullan, or Fulbe, that he was
able to keep me here, notwithstanding their hostile disposition

and their endeavors to the contrary. There were, besides, the

intrigues of the Walati, my guide on the journey from Yagha,
whp, finding that the sheikh did not approve of his dishonest

conduct toward me, endeavored to get me out of his hands, in

order that he might deal with me as he liked. My broker, too,
fAli el A'geren, seeing the difficulties of my situation, gave me
entirely up, making his own safety the only object of his thoughts.

The sheikh, when he had fully understood what I had told him
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with regard to the power and the political principles of the sover-

eign of Great Britain, had determined to write a letter with his

own hand, expressing his satisfaction that I had come to pay him
my compliments, and in order to endeavor to counteract the dis-

couraging effects produced by the account ofMajor Laing's death,

and if possible to obtain for himself a few presents. This letter,

it was understood in the beginning, I myself should take with me

;

but in the evening of the third of October, I suddenly, to my great

amazement, received the intelligence that I was to send my man,

AH el A'geren, to Grhadames or Tripoli with this letter, accompa-

nying it with a note from my own hand, while I myself remained

behind, as a kind of hostage, in Timbuktu, until the articles which

the Sheikh el Bakay had written for were received. But I was

not to be treated in this way by intrigues ofmy own people ; and

the following morning I sent a simple protest to the sheikh, stat-

ing that as for himselfhe might do just as he liked, an'd ifhe chose

to keep me as a prisoner or hostage he might do so as long as he

thought fit, but that he must not expect to receive so much as a

needle from the government that had sent me until I myself

should have returned in safety. My host, too, had just before in-

timated to me that it would be best to deliver my horse and my
gun into his hands ; but I sent him an answer that neither the one

nor the other should leave my house until my head had left my
shoulders. It was rather remarkable that a person of so mean a

character as the Walati should for a moment gain the upper hand
of a man of such an excellent disposition as the sheikh ; but it

was quite natural that this clever rogue should continually incite

Sidi A'lawate to make new demands upon my small store of val-

uable articles.

Meanwhile, while I was thus kept in a constant state of excite-

ment, I was not free from anxiety in other respects. A thunder-

storm, accompanied by the most plentiful rain which I had ex-

perienced during my stay in this place, had in the afternoon of

the 3d October inundated my house, and, breaking through the

wall of my store-room, had damaged the whole of my luggage,

my books, and medicines, as well as my presents and articles of

exchange. But my situation was soon to improve, as the sheikh

became aware of the faithless and despicable character of my for-

mer companion and guide ; and while he ordered the latter to

fetch my camels from A'ribinda, which it was now but too appa-

rent he had sold on his own account instead of having them taken
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care of for me, lie informed me ofwhat had come to his knowledge

of the Walati's previous character and disreputable habits.

The Emir of Hamda-Allahi's sending a force to Timbuktu in

order to dispose of me, with the assistance of the inhabitants of

that town, without paying the slightest regard to the opinion of

my protector, had caused a considerable reaction in the whole re-

lation of the sheikh to the townspeople, and he had made up his

mind to pitch his camp outside the city, in order to convince the

inhabitants, and the Fullan in particular, that he did not depend

upon them, but had mightier friends and a more powerful spell

upon which he could safely rely. He had even, while still absent

in Gundam, opened communication with A'wab, the chief of the

Tademdkket, to this effect.

But all these proceedings required more energy and a more war-

like character than, I am sorry to say, my friend and protector

actually possessed ; and our adversaries were so busy, that, in the

night of the 9th, owing to the arrival of a party of Tawarek, who
were well known not to be friendly disposed toward him, he was
so intimidated that at two o'clock in the morning he himselfcame
to my house, rousing us from our sleep and requesting us most
urgently to keep watch, as he was afraid that something was going
on against me. We therefore kept a constant look-out the whole
night on our terrace, and seeing that the rear of our house was in

a partial state of decay, facilitating an attack in that quarter, we
set to work early in the morning repairing the wall and barricad-

ing it with thorny bushes. The artisans of the town were so

afraid of the party hostile to me, who were the nominal rulers,

that no one would undertake the task of repairing my house.

However, the more intelligent natives of the place did all in their

power to prevent my learned friend from leaving the town, as they
felt sure that such a proceeding would be the commencement of
troubles. The consequence was that we did not get off on the
10th, although the sheikh had sent his wife and part of his effects

away the preceding night, and it was not till a little before noon
the following day that we actually left the town.
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CHAPTER LXVIIL

FIRST RESIDENCE IN THE DESERT.—POLITICAL COMBINATIONS.

—

GREAT MOSQUE.—GROUND-PLAN OF THE TOWN.

October 11th. This was an important moment for myself, as,

with the exception of an occasional visit to the sheikh, who lived

only a few yards across the street, and an almost daily promenade

on my terrace, I had not moved about since my arrival. With a

deep consciousness of the critical position in which I was placed,

I followed my protector, who, mounted on his favorite white

mare, led the way through the streets of the town, along which

the assembled natives were thronging in order to get a glance at

me. Leaving the high mounds of rubbish which constitute the

ground-work of the northern part of the town on our left, and

pursuing a north-northeasterly direction over a sandy tract cov-

ered with stunted bushes, and making only a short halt near a

well five miles from the town, for the purpose of watering our

horses, after a march of two miles more we reached the camp,

which could easily be recognized at a great distance by two large

white cotton tents, whose size and situation made them conspicu-

ous above some smaller leathern dwellings. It was just about

sunset; and the open country with its rich mimosas, and with

the camp on the rising ground, the white sandy soil of which was
illuminated by the last rays of the setting sun, presented an in-

teresting spectacle. The younger inhabitants of the camp, in-

cluding Baba Ahmed and Abidin, two favorite boys of the

sheikh, one five, the other four years of age, came out to meet

us ; and I soon afterward found myself lodged in an indigenous

tent of camel's hair, which was pitched at the foot of the hill, be-

longing to Mohammed el Khalil, a relative of the sheikh, who
had come from his native home in Tiris, on the shores of the

Atlantic, in order to share his uncle's blessing.

In this encampment we passed several days in the most quiet

and retired manner, when my friend revealed to me his course of

action. It was his intention, he said, to bring the old chief Ga-

laijo, from the place of his exile in Champagore, back to this part

of Negroland, which he had formerly ruled, and to reinstate him,
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by the aid of the Tawarek, in the government of Masina with the

residence Hamda-Allahi, of which he was to deprive the family

of Lebbo. But even if it was true, as he said, that the Fulbe

themselves, as well as those settled between Fermagha and Gun-

dam, as those inhabiting the provinces of Dalla, Dwenza, and

Gilgoji, were opposed to the government of Lebbo, such a project

appeared to me to require a greater share of perseverance and de-

termination than, from all that I had seen, I could believe my
noble friend possessed. However, he entertained no doubt at

that time that Alkuttabu, the great chief of the Tawarek himself,

would come to his aid without delay and conduct me, under his

powerful protection, safely along the banks of the Niger. -

However exaggerated the projects of my protector were, con-

sidering his mild disposition, and although by exasperating the

Fulbe more and more, he no doubt increased the difficulties of

my situation, the moving of his encampment outside the town

afforded me a great deal of relief, both in consequence of the

change of air which it procured me, and of the varied scenery. I

could also get here a little exercise, although the more open the

country was, the greater care I had to take of my safety. In

the morning, particularly, the camp presented a very animated

sight. The two large white tents of cotton cloth, with their top-

covering, or "saramme," of checkered design, and their woolen

curtains of various colors, were half opened to allow the morning

air to pervade them. The other smaller ones were grouped pic-

turesquely around on the slope, which was enlivened by camels,

cattle, and goats that were just being driven out. All nature was

awake and full of bustle, and the trees were swarming with white

pigeons. In the evening, again, there were the cattle returning

from their pasturage, the slaves bringing water on the backs of

the asses, and the people grouped together in the simple place of

devotion, laid out with thorny bushes, in order to say their pray-

ers, guided by the melodious voice of their teacher, who never

failed to join them. At this time a chapter of the Kuran was
chanted by the best instructed of the pupils, and continued often

till a late hour at night, the sound of these beautiful verses, in

their melodious fall, reverberating from the downs around; at

other times animated conversation ensued, and numerous groups

gathered on the open ground by the side of the fire.
'

"We returned into the town on the 13th. The first day had

passed off rather quietly, save that a party of twelve Imoshagh,
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of the tribe of the Igwadaren, partly mounted on camels, partly

on horses, trespassed on the hospitality of the sheikh. I had an

opportunity of inspecting their swords, and was not a little sur-

prised at finding that they were all manufactured in the German

town of Solingen, as indeed were almost all the swords of these

Tawarek or Imoshagh.

The interests of the different members of the family now began

to clash. The sheikh himself was firm in his opposition against

the Fulbe, and requested me in future, when I visited him, to

come to his house folly armed, in order to show our adversaries

that I was ready to repulse any violence ; and it was in vain that

I protested that, as I came with peaceable intentions, nothing

could be farther from my wish than to cause any disturbance in

the town. Meanwhile, his brother, Sidi A'lawate, suborned one

of the sheikh's pupils to make another attempt to convert me to

Islamism. This man, who was one of the most learned followers

ofthe sheikh, having resided for nearly thirty years in the family,

first with the Sheikh Sfdi Mohammed, then with his eldest son, El

Mukhtar, who succeeded him in the dignity of a sheikh during

Major Laing's residence in A'zawad, and finally with the Sheikh

el Bakay himself, originally belonged to the Arab tribe of the

Welad Eashid, whose settlements in Waday I have mentioned on

a former occasion. Partly on this account, partly on account of

his great religious knowledge, and his volubility of speech, he

possessed great influence with all the people, although his pru-

dence and forbearance were not conspicuous. But, finding that

his usual arguments in favor of his creed did not avail with me,

he soon desisted. This was the last time these people attempted

to make me a proselyte to their religion, with the exception of

some occasional serious advice from my friends under the tem-

porary pressure of political difficulties.

The emir of the place, of the name of Kauri, who was a good-

natured man, and whose colleague, Belle, was absent at the time,

having advised my protector to take me again out of the town for a

few days, till the Kadhi A'hmed Weled F'aamme, who was going to

Hamda-Allahi, and who was especially hostilely disposed toward

me, should have left, we again set out, on the morning of the 17th

October
;

but, having staid in the encampment that night and

the following morning, we returned to the town the same after-

noon, but left again on the morning of the 20th, when the kafla

of the Tawatiye was ready to set out on their journey to the
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north, and staid with them during the heat of the day. They

were encamped in about twenty-four small leathern tents round

the well where we had a few days previously watered our horses,

and mustered more than fifty muskets, each of them being armed,

moreover, with a spear and sword; but notwithstanding their

numbers, and the circumstance that a rather respectable man, of

the name of Haj A'hmed, the wealthiest person of Insala or
rAin-

Sala, was among them, and was to accompany them as far as

M famun, I felt no inclination to go with this caravan, and thus to

deprive myself of the opportunity of surveying the river, nor did

my protector himself seem to find in this northerly road any suf-

ficient guarantee for my safe return home. I therefore only made

use of this opportunity in order to send to Europe, by way of

Ghadames, a short report of my arrival in Timbuktu, and a gen-

eral outline of the political circumstances connected with my stay

in the city. ,

The caravan having started the following morning, we staid

two days longer in the camp, and then once more returned into

the town, without any farther difficulty, in the company of Sidi

A'lawate, who had come out to join us with a body of armed fol-

lowers, and who behaved now, on the whole, much more amiably

toward me. He even gave me some interesting particulars with

respect to S£go * which place he had visited some time before,

levying upon Dembo, then king of Bambara, a heavy contribu-

tion of gold. This king, who was sprung from a Pullo mother,

Jiad succeeded his father Farma, the son of the king mentioned

by Mungo Park under the name of Mansong, two years pre-

viously.f

The Fulbe, however, did not give up their point, and, as they

did not find themselves strong enough to proceed to open vio-

* The chief information related to the circumstance that all the four quarters of

that town, together with two other quarters which in a wider sense are included in

the place, are situated on the south side of the river, as has been stated already in

Recueil des Voyages, torn, ii., p. 53. Mungo Park, who states (First Journey, p.

195) the contrary, was evidently mistaken ; and from the circumstances under

which he passed by Se'go, as a despised and suspected person, his mistake is easily

intelligible. The two quarters which in a wider sense still belong to Se'go are

called Benankord and Bammabugu, in the former of which a well-frequented mar-

ket is held. There is, besides, a village close by called Bebara.

+ My information as to the succession of the kings of Bambara does not agree

with that received by M. Faidherbe, the present Governor of Senegal, published in

the "Revue Coloniale," 1857, p. 279. I shall refer to this subject in another

place.
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lence, made an indirect attack upon me by putting in irons on the

27th some Arabs or Moors, on the pretext of having neglected

their prayers, thereby protesting strongly enough against a person

of an entirely different creed staying in the town. The Emir Ka-

uri himself, who, on the whole, seemed to be a man of good sense,

was in a most awkward position ; and when the kadhi informed

him that, if he was not able to execute the order which he had

received from his liege lord, he should solicit the assistance of the

people of Timbuktu, he refused to have recourse to violence till

he had received stricter orders to that effect and more effectual

aid
;

for, in the event of his having driven me out, and any thing

having befallen me, the whole blame would be thrown upon him,

as had been the case with Sidi Bu-Bakr the governor, who,, obey-

ing the orders of Mohammed Lebbo, had obliged the Eais (Major

Laing) to leave the town, and thus, in some measure, was the

cause of his death, that distinguished traveler having thrown him-

self in despair into the arms of Hamed Weled rAb£da, the chief

of the Berabish, who murdered him in the desert.

But, on the other hand, the emir endeavored to dissuade my
protector, who was about to send a messenger to Alkuttabu,* the

great chief of the Awelimmiden, to summon him to his assistance,

from carrying out his intention, fearing lest the result of this pro-

ceeding might be a serious conflict between the Tawarek and the

Fulbe. However, from all that I saw, I became aware that the

chance of my departure was more remote than ever, and that, at

least this year,- there was very little prospect of my leaving this

place; for the messenger whom the sheikh was to send to the

Tarki chief, and of whose departure there had been much talk for

so long a time, had not yet left, and the chief's residence was
several hundred miles off. I therefore again protested to my
friend that it was my earnest desire to set out on my home jour-

ney as soon as possible, and that I felt not a little annoyed at the

continual procrastination.

Several circumstances concurred at this time to make me feel the

delay the more deeply, so that notwithstanding my sincere esteem

for my protector, I thought it better, when he again left the town
in the evening of the 27th, to remain where I was ; for after my

* I will here remark, although I have to speak repeatedly of this chief, that the

name seems to be an abbreviation, meaning probably uJai> that is, "pil-

lar of the faith."
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return from our last excursion, in consequence of the severe cold

during the night, I had been visited by a serious attack of rheu-

matism, which had rendered me quite lame for a day or two.

"With regard to the means of my departure, the Walati, whom
I had sent out at a great expense to bring my horses and camels

from the other side of the river, had brought back my horses in

the most emaciated condition. As for the camels, he h&d intend-

ed to appropriate them to his own use ; but I defeated his scheme

by makhig a present of them to the sheikh. This brought all the

Walati's other intrigues to light, especially the circumstance of

his having presented a small pistol (which I had given to himself)

to Hammadi, the sheikh's rival, intimating that it came from me,

and tfyus endangering my whole position, by making the sheikh

believe that I was giving presents to his rivals and his enemies.

But my protector acted nobly on this occasion ; for he not only

Warned me against the intrigues of the Walati, and would not

lend an ear to his numerous calumnies against me, but he even

preferred me, the Christian, to my Mohammedan companion, the

M^jebri,
(AK el A'geren, who was sometimes led, through fear, to

take the part of the Walati ; and the M^jebri, who thought him-

self almost a sherif, and was murmuring his prayers the whole

evening long, felt not a little hurt and excited when he found

that the sheikh placed infinitely more reliance upon me than

upon himself.

In order to convince the sheikh how sensible I was of the con-

fidence which he placed in me, I made a present of a blue cloth

kaftan to Mohammed Boy, the son of the chief Galaijo, who had
studied with him for a year or two, and was now about to return

home by way of Hamcla-Allahi. But, unluckily, I had not many
such presents to offer, and a nobleman of the name of Mulay (Abd
e

7 Salam, who had sent me a hospitable present of wheat and rice,

was greatly offended at not receiving from me a bernus in return.

Meanwhile, the Fulbe or Fullan sent orders to Dar e
7

Salam,

the capital of the district of Zankara, that their countrymen in-

habiting that province should enter Timbuktu as soon as the

sheikh should leave it. The latter, in order to show these people

the influence he possessed, decided upon taking me with him on
an excursion to Kabara, which is the harbor on the river, where
the Fulbe were generally acknowledged to possess greater power
than in Timbuktu, on account of the distance of the latter from
the water. I followed him gladly, that I might have an opportu-
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nity of observing the different aspect of the country two months

after the date when I had first traversed it. In fact, the landscape

had now a very different appearance, being entirely changed in

consequence of the abundant rains which had fallen in September

and October. The whole sandy level, which before looked so dull

and dreary, was now covered with herbage ; while that part of the

road nearer the town had been a little cleared of wood, apparently

in order to prevent the Tawarek from lurking near the road and

surprising travelers. Farther on, when we approached the village

of Kabara, all the fields were overgrown with watermelons, which

form a considerable branch of the industry of the inhabitants.

"We dismounted, at length, close to Kabara, in the shade of a

talha-tree, clearing the ground and making ourselves as comforta-

ble as possible. A great number of people collected round us,

not only from the village of Kabara, but also from the town;

even the governor, or emir, Kauri, came out to see what we were

doing here.

By way of making some sort of popular display, and showing

his enemies the extent of his authority, my protector here distrib-

uted the presents which he had destined for Boy and his compan-

ions, who, before returning to their home in the province of Ga-

laijo, were first going to pay their compliments to the Sheikho

A'hmedu in Hamda-Allahi. He also sent the very bernds which

I had intended for Abd e' Salam to Abd Allahi,* the uncle of

the young Sheikho A'hmedu of Hamda-Allahi. While the emir

walked up and down, at some distance from the spot where we
had taken up our position, in order to have a look at me, we were

treated hospitably by the inspector of the harbor (a cheerful old

man of the name of Abd el Kasim, and of supposed sherif origin),

* I will give, in this place, some particulars as to the court of Hamda-AUahi

:

<&5\ tX44>* tne name ^ written by the natives. Mohammed Lebbo ruled from

A.H. 1241 to 1262; his son Sheikho (pronounced also Seko) A'hmedu, till 1269.

This is the chiefwhom M. Faidherbe (Revue Col. 1857, p. 279) calls Baldgo, a Man-
dingo name, which means nothing but 44 war-chief." Sheikho A'hmedu, in spite

of the opposition of a strong party, was succeeded by his young son A'hmedu. All

the members of the royal family live together in one and the same court-yard,

which has something of a round shape, the yard of the chief himself forming the

centre, and those of the four surviving sons of Mohammed Lebbo, viz., 'Abd Allahi,

'Abd e' Salam, Hamidu, and 'Abd e' Rahman, lying opposite each other around the

wall. Of these uncles of the sheikho, 'Abd Allahi is the richest, and is said to pos-

sess a great amount of gold, 1700 slaves, 1900 head of cattle, 40 horses, and 20 boats

on the river.

Vol. nr.—

X
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with, several dishes of excellent kuskus, one of which fell to my
share : and I was delighted to see that, notwithstanding the de-

cline of every thing in this distracted region, the old office of an

inspector of the harbor still retained a certain degree of import-

ance. But I lamented that I was not allowed to survey at my leis-

ure the general features of the locality, which had entirely changed

since my first visit to this place. The river had inundated the

whole of the lowlands, so that the water, which had before only

formed a narrow ditch-like channel, now presented a wide open

sheet, affording easy access to the native craft of all sizes.

Having then mounted in the afternoon, after a pleasant ride we
reached the town ; but instead of directly entering the dilapidated

walls we turned off a little to the west, toward a small plantation

of date-trees (marked 9 in the plan of the town), of the existences

ofwhich I had had no previous idea
;
for, small and insignificant as

it was, it claimed considerable interest in this arid tract, there being

at present only four or five middle-sized trees, rather poor speci-

mens of the hajilij or balanites, inside the town, although we
know that before the time of the conquest of Songhay by the Mo-
roccains the city was not so poor in vegetation ; but the inspector

of the harbor having fled on that occasion with the whole fleet,

the Basha Mahmud cut down all the trees in and around the town
for the purpose of ship-building.

The little oasis consisted of three nearly full-grown date-trees,

but of small size, only one of them bearing fruit, while around

there were about ten very young bushes, which, if not well taken

care of, scarcely seemed to promise ever to become of any value.

The plantation, poor as it was, owed its existence to the neighbor-

hood of a deep well of immense size, being about thirty yards in

diameter and five fathoms deep, wherein the water collects.

Having loitered here a few moments, and visited a small and

poor plantation in the neighborhood belonging to the Tawati, Mo-
\ hammed el

?

Aish, we turned off toward the Jmgerd-b6r, or "great

mosque," which by its stately appearance made a deep impression

upon my mind, as I had not yet had an opportunity of inspecting

it closely. It was here especially that I convinced myself, not

only of the trustworthy character of Cailli6's report in general, of

which I had already had an opportunity of judging, but also of

the accuracy with which, under the very unfavorable circum-

stances in which he was placed, he has described the various ob-

jects which fell under his observation. I was only permitted to
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survey the outside of the mosque ; as to the interior, I was obliged

to rely upon the information which I received from the more in-

telligent of the natives.

The mosque is a large building, but a considerable portion of it

is occupied by an open court-yard, wherein the larger tower is in-

closed, while the principal part of the building includes nine

naves of different dimensions and structure ; the westernmost por-

tion, which consists of three naves, belonging evidently to the old

mosque, which, together with the palace, was built 'by Mansa

Musa, the King of Melle, as is even attested by an inscription over

the principal gate, although it has become somewhat illegible.

The chief error which Cailli^ has committed in describing this

mosque relates to the smaller tower, the position of which he has

mistaken, and the number of gateways on the eastern side, there

being seven instead of five. Caillid also states the greatest length

of the building to be 104 paces, while my intelligent friend Mo-
hammed ben

fAish assured me that, after measuring it with the

greatest accuracy, he found it to be 262 French feet in length, by
194 in width.*

If this building, which stands just at the western extremity, and

forms the southwestern corner of the town, were situated in the

centre, it would be infinitely more imposing ; but it is evident

that in former times the mosque was surrounded by buildings on
the western side. The city formerly was twice as large.

While we were surveying this noble pile, numbers of people

collected round us—this being the quarter inhabited principally

by the Fulbe or Fullan ; and when we turned our steps home-
ward, they followed us along the streets through the market, which
was now empty, but without making the least hostile manifesta-

tion. On the contrary, many of them gave me their hands.

Soon after my arrival in the place I had sent home a small plan
of the town. This I now found to be inaccurate in some respects

;

and I here therefore subjoin a more correct plan of the town, al-

though on a rather .small scale, the circumstances under which I

resided there not having allowed me to survey the greater part of
it accurately enough for a more minute delineation.

The city of Timbuktu, according to Dr. Peterman's laying

down of it from my materials, lies in 17° 37' N. and 3° 5' W. of

* I recommend the reader who takes any interest in the subject to read the

whole passage of Caillie' relating to this mosque, English ed., vol. ii., p. 71. The
Tawati took the measurement with my line.
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PLAN OF TIMBU'KTU.
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1. House of the Sheikh ATiined el Bakuy, with another house belonging to the same close by, and
having in front of it a small square, where he has established a "msid," or place of prayer for his

pupils, several of whom pass the night here.

2. House belonging likewise to the sheikh, where I myself was lodged, the ground-plan of which I

have given above.

3. Great mosque, lt Gingere (Jinger6, or Zdngero) b6r, Jfim'a el kebira," begun by MariBa Musa,
King of Melle,A.D. 1827, and forming, for many centuries, the centre of the Mohammedan quarter.

4. Mosque Sdnkor6, in the quarter Si'inkor6, which is generally regarded as the oldest quarter of

the town. The mosque has five naves, and is 120 feet long by 80 feet wide.

6. Mosque Sidi Yahia, much smaller than the two other large mosques.
6. Great market-place, or Yubu.
7. Butchers' market, where in former times the palace, or " M'a-duk," or M'a-dugu, is said to

have been situated. 8. Gate leading to Kabara.
9. Well, surrounded by a small plantation of date-trees.

10. Another well, with a small garden belonging to Mohammed el 'Alah.

11. Spot in a shallow valley, up to which point small boats ascended from the Niger, in the win-
ter 1853-4.

Greenwich. Situated only a few feet above the average level of

the river, and at a distance of about six miles from the principal

branch, it at present forms a sort of triangle, the base of which

points toward the river, while the projecting -angle is directed to-

ward the north, having for its centre the mosque of Sankord. But,

during the zenith of its power, the town extended a thousand

yards farther north, and included the tomb of the Faki Mahmud,
which, according to some of my informants, was then situated in

the midst of the town.

The circumference of the city at the present time I reckon at a

little more than two miles and a half; but it may approach closely
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to three miles, taking into account some of the projecting angles.

Although of only small size, Timbuktu may well be called a city

—

medina—in comparison with the frail dwelling-places all over Ne-

groland. At present it is not walled. Its former wall, which seems

never to have been of great magnitude, and was rather more of

the nature of a rampart, was destroyed by the Fulbe on their first

entering the place in the beginning of the year 1826. The town

is laid out partly in rectangular, partly in winding streets, or, as

they are called here, " tijeraten," which are not paved, but for the

greater part consist of hard sand and gravel, and some of them

have a sort of gutter in the middle. Besides the large and the

small market there are few open areas, except a small square in

front of the mosque of Yahia, called Tumbutu-bottema.

Small as it is the city is tolerably well inhabited, and almost all

the houses are ip. good repair. There are about 980 clay houses,

and a couple of hundred conical huts of matting, the latter, with

a few exceptions, constituting the outskirts of the town on the

north and northeast sides, where a great deal of rubbish, which

has been accumulating in the course of several centuries, is formed

into conspicuous mounds. The clay houses are all of them built

on the same principle as my own residence, which I have de-

scribed, with the exception that the houses of the poorer people

have only one court-yard, and have no upper room on the terrace.

The only remarkable public buildings in the town are the three

large mosques: the Jmger£-b£r, built by Mansa Musa; the mosque

of Sankor£, built at an early period at the expense of a wealthy

woman ; and the mosque Sidi Yahia, built at the expense of a

kadhi of the town. There were three other mosques : that of

Sidi Haj Mohammed, Msid Belal, and that of Sidi el Bami.

These mosques, and perhaps some little msid, or place of prayer,

Caillid must have included when he speaks* of seven mosques.

Besides these mosques there are at present no distinguished public

buildings in the town; and of the royal palace, or MVdugu,
wherein the kings of Songhay used to reside occasionally, as well

as the Kasbah, which was built in later times, in the southeastern

quarter, or the " Sane-gungu,"f which already at that time was in-

habited by the merchants from Ghadames,J not a trace is to be
* Caillie, Travels to Timbuctoo, vol. ii., p. 56.

t Sane-gungu means, properly, the island, or the quarter of the whites, "kirsh

el bedhan."

X See about the Kasbah, A'hmed Baba's account, Journal of theLeipsic Oriental

Society, vol. ix., p. 550.
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seen. Besides this quarter, which is the wealthiest, and contains

the best houses, there are six other quarters, viz., Yubu, the quar-

ter comprising the great market-place (yubu) and the mosque of

Sidi Yahia, to the west of Sane-gungu ; and west of the former,

forming the southwestern angle of the town, and called, from the

great mosque, Jmgerd-b^r or Zanger6-b&\ This latter quarter,

from the most ancient times, seems to have been inhabited espe-

cially by Mohammedans, and not unlikely may have formed a

distinct quarter, separated from the rest of the town by a wall of

its own. Toward the north, the quarter Sane-gungu is bordered

by the one called Sara-kaina, meaning literally the " little town,"

and containing the residence of the sheikh, and the house where

I myself was lodged. Attached to Sara-kaina, toward the north,

is Yubu-kaina, the quarter containing the "little market," which

is especially used as a butchers' market. Bordering both on Jin-

ger£-b6r and Yubu-kaina is the quarter Bagindi, occupying the

lowest situation in the town, and stated by the inhabitants to have

been flooded entirely in the great inundation which took place in

1640. From this depression in the ground, the quarter of San-

kor£, which forms the northernmost angle of the city, rises to a

considerable elevation in such a manner that the mosque of San-

kor£, which seems to occupy its ancient site and level, is at pres-

ent situated in a deep hollow—an appearance which seems to

prove that this elevation of the ground is caused by the accumu-

lation ofrubbish, in consequence of the repeated ruin which seems

to have befallen this quarter pre-eminently, as being the chief

stronghold of the native Songhay. The slope which this quarter

forms toward the northeastern end in some spots exceeds eighty

feet.

The whole number of the settled inhabitants of the town

amounts to about 13,000, while the floating population during the

months of the greatest traffic and intercourse, especially from

November to January, may amount on an average to 5000, and

under favorable circumstances to as many as 10,000. Of the dif-

ferent elements composing this population, and of their distin-

guishing features, I shall say a few words in another place. I

now revert to the diary of my own proceedings.

In the evening of the next day I again went with the sheikh

out of the town to the tents, where we were to stay two days, but

where we in fact spent six
;
my friend finding himself very happy

in the company of his wife, to whom he was sincerely attached.
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Not only my companions but even I myselfbegan to find it rather

tedious in the dull encampment, as I had scarcely any books with

me to pass away my time, and my situation not allowing me to

enter too closely into the discussions of my companions, as in that

case they would have redoubled their endeavors to convert me to

their creed, and would scarcely have allowed me to depart at all.

Almost the whole of the time which I spent here the sheikh

left me quite to myself, sometimes not quitting his tent for a

whole day ; but at other times we had some pleasant and instruct-

ive conversation. Among other subjects a rather animated dis-

cussion arose one day. An Arab, of the name of *Abd e
1 Kah-

man, a near relation of my host, and of a rather presumptuous

character, who had come on a visit from A'zawad, was extremely

anxious to know the motives which induced me to visit this

country, and scarcely doubted that it could be any thing else

than the desire of conquest. In order to show them of what little

value the possession of the country would be to the Europeans, I

jestingly told them that our government, being informed that the

natives of these tracts fed on sand and clay, had sent me out to

discover how this was done, in order to provide in a similar way
for the poor in our own country. The Arab was naturally great-

ly surprised at my statement. But the sheikh himself laughed

very heartily, and inquired, with an expression of doubt, whether

there were poor people among the Christians.

Another evening, when the sheikh was cheerfully sitting with

us round the fire, we had an interesting conversation concerning

the worship of idols. In order to overcome the prejudice of his

pupils with regard to the greater nobility and superiority of the

Arab race, and to show them that their forefathers had not been

much better than many of the idolatrous nations at the present

day, he gave them an account of the superstitions of the ancient

Arabs, and in the course of his conversation exhibited unmistak-

able proofs of an enlightened and elevated mind, of which the

letter which I shall communicate in another place will give far-

ther proof.

Occasionally we received here also; some interesting visits from

Arabs or other people ; the most conspicuous person among them
being a man of the name of Frfi, the inspector of the harbor of

Yowaru, a man of cheerful temperament and a great friend of the

sheikh's. He had a perfect knowledge of the course of the river

between Timbuktu and Jafarabe, the groups of islands forming
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the boundary between the Mohammedan kingdom of Masina and

the Pagan kingdom of Bambara, and very important for the trade

along the river, as the boats coming from Timbuktu must here

discharge their merchandise, which has to be conveyed hence to

Sansandi on the backs of asses ; but unfortunately my informant

spoke nothing but Songhay. The state of retirement in which I

was obliged to live deprived me of the opportunity of cultivating

the language of the natives ; which was moreover extremely re-

pulsive to me on account of its deficiency in forms and words, so

that I found it next to impossible to express in it any general idea

without having recourse to some other foreign language. The
Songhay of this region, having been deprived of all their former

independent character more than two centuries and a half ago,

and having become degraded and subject to foreigners, have lost

also the national spirit of their idiom, which, instead of develop-

ing itself, has become gradually poorer and more limited ; but I

have no doubt that the dialect spoken by those still independent

people in Dargol and Kulman is far richer, and any body who
wishes to study the Songhay language must study it there. The
Arab visitors* to the town at this period were especially numer-

ous, this being the most favorable season for the salt trade. A
few months later scarcely a single Arab from abroad frequents

the town.

The private life of the people in these encampments runs on
very tranquilly when there is no predatory incursion, which how-

ever is often enough the case. Most of these mixed Arabs have

only one wife at a time, and they seem to lead a quiet domestic

life, very like that of the sheikh himself. I scarcely imagine that

there is in Europe a person more sincerely attached to his wife

and children than my host was. In fact, it might be said that he

was a little too dependent on the will of his wife. The difference

which I found between the position of the wife among these

Moorish tribes and that which she enjoys among the Tawarek is

extraordinary, although even the Tawarek have generally but one

wife ; but while the latter is allowed to move about at her pleas-

ure quite unveiled, the wife even of the poorest Arab or Moor is

never seen unveiled, being generally clad in a black under and

upper gown, and the wives of the richer and nobler people never

* I must here testify to the accuracy with which Mr. Raffenel, in the plates illus-

trating his two journeys in Negroland, has represented the character of these West-

ern Arabs or Moors.
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leave their tents. The camp life of course would give to coquet-

tish women a fair opportunity of intrigue ; but in general I think

their morals are pretty chaste, and the chastisement which awaits

any transgression is severe, a married wife convicted of adultery

being sure to be stoned. An incident happened during my pres-

ent stay at the tents which gave proof of love affairs not being

quite unusual here—a Tarki, or rather A'mghi, having been mur-

dered from motives of jealousy and brought into our camp. But

I must confess that I can scarcely speak of the mode of life in an

Arab or Moorish encampment ; for the camp of the sheikh, as a

chief of religion, is of course quite an exception ; and moreover

the neighborhood of the Fulbe or Fullan, who, in their austere

religious creed, view all amusements with a suspicious eye, has

entirely changed the character of these Moorish camps around the

town, and it may be in consequence of this influence that there

was no dancing or singing here.

Notwithstanding trifling incidents like these, which tended oc-

casionally to alleviate the tediousness of our stay, I was deeply

afflicted by the immense delay and loss of time, and did not allow

an opportunity to pass by of urging my protector to hasten our

departure ; and he promised me that, as I was not looking for

property, he should not keep me long. But, nevertheless, his

slow and deliberate character could not be overcome, and it was

not until the arrival of another messenger from Hamda-Allahi,

with a fresh order to the sheikh to deliver me into his hands, that

he was induced to return into the town.

My situation in this turbulent place now approached a serious

crisis
;
but, through the care which my friends took of me, I was

not allowed to become fully aware of the danger I was in. The
sheikh himself was greatly excited, but came to no decision with

regard to the measures, to be taken ; and at times he did not see

any safety for me except by my taking refuge with the Tawarek,

and placing myself entirely under their protection. But as for

myself I remained quiet, although my spirits were far from being

buoyant
;
especially as, during this time, I suffered severely from

rheumatism ; and I had become so tired of this stay outside in

the tents, where I was not able to write, that, when the sheikh

went out again in the evening of the 16th, I begged him to let

me remain where I was. Being anxious about my safety, he re-

turned the following evening. However, on the 22d, I was

obliged to accompany him on another visit to the tents, which
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had now been pitched in a different place, on a bleak sandy emi-

nence, about five miles east from the town, but this time he kept

his promise of not staying more than twenty-four hours. It was
at this encampment that I saw again the last four of my camels,

which at length, after innumerable delays, and with immense ex-

pense, had been brought from beyond the river, but they were in

a miserable condition, and furnished another excuse to my friends

for putting off my departure, the animals being scarcely fit to un-

dertake a journey.

CHAPTEE LXIX.

POLITICAL STATE OF THE COUNTRY.—DANGEROUS CRISIS.

In the mean time, while I was thus warding off a decisive blow

from my enemies, the political horizon of these extensive regions

became rather more turbulent than usual ; and war and feud

raged in every quarter. Toward the north the communication

with Morocco was quite interrupted, the tribe of the Tajakant,

who almost exclusively keep up that communication, being en-

gaged in civil war, which had arisen in this way. A u Jakani,"*

called Abd Allah Weled Mulud, and belonging to that section

of their tribe which is called Dr f

awa, had slain a chief of the E'r-

gebat, who had come to sue for peace, and had been killed in his

turn by the chief of his own tribe, a respectable and straightfor-

ward man of the • name of Mohammed el Mukhtar Merabet.

Thus, two factions having arisen, one consisting of the IPjarat

and the A'hel e' Sherk, and the other being formed by the

Dr'awa and their allies, a sanguinary war was carried on. But,

notwithstanding the unfavorable state of this quarter, which is so

important for the well-being of the town, on account of its inter-

course with the north, the sheikh, who was always anxious to es-

tablish peaceable intercourse, repeatedly told me that although he

regarded the road along the river under the protection of the

Tawarek as the safest for myself, he should endeavor to open

the northern road for future travelers from Merakesh, or Mo-

rocco, by way of Tafil&et, and that he should make an arrange-

ment to this effect with the A/C
arib and Tajakant, though there

is no doubt that it was the A' f

arib who killed Mr. Davidson, a

few days after he had set out from Wadi Nun in the company
* This is the singular form of the name Tajakant.

«
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of the Tajakant. There was just at the time a man of authority,

of the name of Hamed Weled e' Sid, belonging to this tribe pres-

ent in the town. On one occasion he came to pay me a visit,

girt with his long bowie-knife. I had, however, not much confi-

dence in these northern Moors ; and seeing him advance through

my court-yard in company with another man, I started up from

my couch and met him half way ; and although he behaved with

some discretion, and even wanted to clear his countrymen from

the imputation of having murdered the above-mentioned traveler,

I thought it more prudent to beg him to keep at a respectful dis-

tance.

Just at this time a large foray was undertaken by a troop of

400 Awelimmiden against the Hogar, but it returned almost

empty-handed, and with the loss of one of their principal men.

Toward the south, the enterprising chief El Khadir, whom I have

mentioned on a former occasion, was pushing strenuously for-

ward against his inveterate enemies the Fulbe, or Fullan, al-

though the report which we heard at this time, of his having

taken the town of Hombori, was not subsequently confirmed.

But, on the whole, the fact of this Berber tribe pushing always

on into the heart of Negroland, is very remarkable ; and there is

no doubt that if a great check had not been given them by the

Fulbe they would have overpowered ere this the greater part of

the region north of 13° N. latitude. Great merit, no doubt, is

due to the Fulbe for thus rescuing these regions from the grasp

of the Berber tribes of the desert, although as a set-off it must be
admitted that they do not understand how to organize a firm and
benevolent government, which would give full security to the

intercourse of people of different nationalities, instead of destroy-

ing the little commerce still existing in these unfortunate regions,

by forcing upon the natives their own religious prejudices.

The danger of my situation increased when, on the 17th No-
vember, some more messengers from the prince of Hamda-Allahi
arrived in order to raise the zek'a,* and at the same time we re-

ceived authentic information that the Fulbe had made an attempt

to instigate A'wab, the chief of the Tadem^kket, upon whom I

chiefly relied for my security, to betray me into their hands.

News also arrived that the Welad Sliman, that section of the

Berabish to which belongs especially the chief Hamed Weled
fAb^da, who killed Major Laing, had bound themselves by an

* Of the amount of the zek'a, I shall speak in another chapter.
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oath to put me to death. But my situation became still more

critical toward the close of the month, when, having once more

left the town for the tents, we received information that a fresh

party had arrived from the capital with the strictest orders to

take me dead or alive. Being therefore afraid that my people,

whom I had left in the town, frightened by the danger, might be

induced to send my luggage out of the house where I was lodged,

I sent in the course of the night the servant whom I had with me
at the time, with strict orders not to move any thing

;
but, before

he reached the town, my other people had sent away my two

large boxes to Taleb el "Wafi, the store-keeper of the sheikh. But

fortunately I did not sustain any loss from this proceeding, noth-

ing being missed from these boxes, notwithstanding they had been

left quite open.

Tliursday, December 1st. Having passed a rather anxious night,

with my pistols in my girdle, and ready for any emergency, I

was glad when, in the morning, I saw my boy return accompa-

nied by Mohammed el
(

Aish. But I learned that the people of

the town were in a state of great excitement, and that there was

no doubt but an attack would be made upon my house the next

morning. Thus much I made out myself; but having no idea

of the imminence of the danger, in the course of the day I sent

away my only servant with my two horses, for the purpose of

being watered. But my Tawati friend seemed to be better in-

formed, and taking his post on the rising ground of the sandy

downs, on the slope of which we were encamped, kept an anxious

look-out toward the town. About dhohor, or two o'clock in the

afternoon, he gave notice of the approach of horsemen in the dis-

tance, and while I went into my tent to look after my effects,

Mohammed el Khalil rushed in suddenly, crying out to me to

arm myself. Upon this I seized all the arms I had, consisting

of a double-barreled gun, three pistols, and a sword ; and I had
scarcely come out when I met the sheikh himself with the small

six-barreled pistol which I had given him in his hand. Handing
one of my large pistols to Mohammed ben Mukhtar, a young man
of considerable energy, and one of ,the chief followers of the

sheikh, I knelt down and pointed my gun at the foremost of the

horsemen who, to the number of thirteen, were approaching.

Having been brought to a stand by our threatening to fire if they

came nearer, their officer stepped forward crying out that he had
a letter to deliver to the sheikh ; but the latter forbade him to
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come near, saying that lie would only receive the letter in the

town, and not in the desert. The horsemen, finding that I was
ready to shoot down the first two or three who should approach

me, consulted with each other and then slowly fell back, relieving

us from our anxious situation. But, though reassured of my own
safety, I had my fears as to my servant and my two horses, and

was greatly delighted when I saw them safely return from the

water. However, our position soon became more secure in con-

sequence of the arrival of Sidi A'lawate, accompanied by a troop

of armed men, among whom there were some musketeers. It

now remained to be decided what course we should pursue, and

there was great indecision, A'lawate wanting to remain himself

with me at the tents, while the sheikh returned to the town.

But besides my dislike to stay any longer at the encampment,

I had too little confidence in the younger brother of the sheikh

to trust my life in his hands, and I was therefore extremely de-

lighted to find that El Bakay himself, and Mohammed el Aish,

thought it best for me to return into the town. At the moment
when we mounted our horses, a troop of K&hekikan, although

not always desirable companions, mounted on mehara, became vis-

ible in the distance, so that in their company we reentered Tim-

buktu, not only with full security, but with great eclat, and with-

out a single person daring to oppose our entrance
;
though Ham-

madi, the sheikh's rival, was just about to collect his followers in

order to come himself and fight us at the tents. Frustrated in

this plan, he came to my protector in his "msid," or place of

prayer in front of his house, and had a serious conversation with

him, while the followers of the latter armed themselves in order

to anticipate any treachery or evil design, of which they were

greatly afraid. But the interview passed off quietly, and, keep-

ing strict watch on the terrace of our house, we passed the ensu-

ing night without farther disturbance.

This happened on the 1st of December ; and the following

morning, in conformity with the sheikh's protest, that he would

receive the Emir of Hamda-AUahi's letter only in Timbuktu, the

messenger arrived ; but the latter being a man of ignoble birth,

called Mohammed ben S f

aid, the character of the messenger irri-

tated my host almost more even than the tenor of the letter,

which ordered him to give me and my property up into the

hands of his (the emir's) people. After having given vent to his

anger, he sent for me, and handed me the letter, together with
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another which had been addressed to the Emir Kauri, and the

whole community of the town, whites as well as blacks (el bed-

han u e
7

sudan), threatening them with condign punishment if

they should not capture me, or watch me in such a manner that

I could not escape.

The serious character which affairs had assumed, and the entire

revolution which my own personal business caused in the daily

life of the community, werq naturally very distressing to me, and

nothing could be more against my wish than to irritate the fanati-

cal and not powerless ruler of Harnda-Allahi. It had been my
most anxious desire from the beginning to obtain the good-will

of this chief by sending him a present, but my friends here had

frustrated my design ; and even if in the beginning it had been

possible—a supposition which is more than doubtful, considering

the whole character of the Fulbe of Hamda-Allahi, it was now too

late, as S£ko A'hmedu had become my inveterate enemy, and I

could only cling with the greater tenacity to the only trustworthy

protector whom I had here, the Sheikh el Bakay. In acknowl-

edgment, therefore, of his straightforward conduct, I sent him, as

soon as I had again taken quiet possession of my quarters, some

presents to distribute among the Tawarek, besides giving the head

man of the latter a small extra gift, and some powder and Hausa
cloth to distribute among our friends. However, my situation re-

mained very precarious. As if a serious combat was about to en-

sue all the inhabitants tried their fire-arms, and there was a great

deal of firing in the whole town, while the Morocco merchants,

with *Abd e' Salam at their head, endeavored to lessen the sheik's

regard for me, by informing him that not even in their country

(Morocco) were the Christians treated with so much regard, not

only their luggage, but even their dress being there searched on
entering the country. But the sheikh was not to be talked over

in this manner, and adhered to me without wavering for a mo-
ment. He then sat down and wrote a spirited and circumstantial

letter to Seko A'hmedu, wherein he reproached him with attempt-

ing to take out of his hands by force a man better versed in sub-

jects of religion than he, the emir himself, who had come from a

far distant country to pay him his respects, and who was his guest.

The following day, while I was in the company of the sheikh,

the Emir Kauri and the Kadhi San-shirfu, together with several

other principal personages, called upon him, when I paid my com-

pliments to them all, and found that the latter especially was a
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very respectable man. My friend had provided for any emer-

gency, having sent to the Tadem<Skket, requesting them urgently

to come to his assistance
;
and, in the evening of the 6th of De-

cember, A'wab, the chief of the Tin-ger-£gedesh, arrived with fifty

horse, and was lodged by El Bakay in the neighborhood of our

quarters.

The next morning the sheikh sent for me to pay my compli-

ments to this chief. I found him a very stately person of a proud

commanding bearing, clad in a jellaba tobe striped red and white,

and ornamented with green silk, his head adorned with a high red

cap, an article of dress which is very rarely seen here, either

among the Tawarek or even the Arab's. Having saluted him, I

explained to him the reason of my coming, and for what purpose

I sought imana; and when he raised an objection on account of

my creed, because I did not acknowledge Mohammed as a proph-

et, I succeeded in warding off his attack by telling him that they

themselves did not acknowledge Mohammed as the only prophet,

but likewise acknowledged Musa, r

Aisa, and many others ; and

that, in reality, they seemed to acknowledge in a certain degree

the superiority of *Aisa, by supposing that he was to return at the

end of the world ; and that thus, while we had a different prophet,

but adored and worshiped one and the same God, and, leaving

out of the question a few divergencies in point of diet and morals,

followed the same religious principles as they themselves did, it

seemed to me that we were nearer to each other than he thought,

and might well be friends, offering to each other those advantages

which each of us commanded.

We then came to speak about their history. I told him that I

had visited their old dwelling-places in Air, Tiggeda, and Tad-

mekka ; but he was totally unaware of the fanciful derivation

which the Arab authors have given to the latter name, viz., "like-

ness of Mekka,"* which probably never belonged to one town in

particular, but has always been the name of a tribe. He felt, how-

ever, very much flattered by this piece of information, and seemed

extremely delighted when I told him how old the Islam was in

his tribe. My little knowledge of these historical and religious

matters was of invaluable service to me, and particularly in this

instance, for obtaining the esteem of the natives, and for overcom-
t

* El Bekn, ed. de Slane, p. 181. £i==U> t£si*J* j See Coo-

ley, "Negroland of the Arabs," p. 30, n. 52.
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ing their prejudices; for, while this chief himself scarcely under-

stood a single word of Arabic, so that I could only speak with

him in very broken Temashight or Tarkiye, his brother, El

Khattaf, was well versed in that language, and spoke it fluently.

Having left the people to converse among themselves, I return-

ed to the sheikh in the aTternoon, taking with me a present for

A'wab, consisting of a checkered tobe (such as I have described on

a former occasion,* and which are great favorites with these peo-

ple), two turkedi, and two black tesilgemist or shawls, besides an-

other shawl and a handkerchief for his messenger or m'allem, who
is the confidential factotum of every Tarki chief. He was as

thankful as these barbarians can be, but wished to see something

marvelous, as characteristic of the industry of our country ; but I

begged him to have patience, till, on some future occasion, some

other person belonging to our nation should come to pay him a

visit.

While I was staying there a Pullo chief arrived from Gundam
with two companions, and reproached the sheikh in my presence

for having shown so much regard for an unbeliever, whose effects

at least ought to have been delivered up to the chief of Hamda-
Allahi ; but I imposed silence upon him by showing him how
little he himself knew of religious matters in calling me an unbe-

liever ; and telling him that if he had really any knowledge of,

and faith in, his creed, his first duty was to try to convert those of

his own countrymen who were still idolaters. At the same time

I told the Tarki chief A'wab that it seemed to me as if they were

afraid of the Fulbe, or else they would certainly not allow them

to molest travelers who visited this place with friendly intentions,

while they could not even protect the natives. In reply he al-

leged that they were by no means afraid of them, having van-

quished them on a former occasion, but that they only awaited

the arrival of their kinsfolk to show them that they were the real

masters of Timbuktu.

To add to the conflict of these opposing interests, a great num-
ber of strangers were at this time collected in the town, most of

whom were of a far more fanatical disposition than the inhabit-

ants themselves, who, on the whole, are very good-natured. The
Berabish alone, who had come into the town with about one

thousand camels carrying*their salt, mustered one hundred and

twenty horse, prepared, no doubt, to fight the Fullan, if the latter

* See vol. i., p. 513.
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should attempt to levy the " r

ashur," or the tithe, but still more
hostilely disposed toward the Christian stranger who had intrud-

ed upon this remote corner, one of the most respected seats of the

Mohammedan faith, and against whom they had a personal reason

of hostility, as they were commanded by f

All, the son of Hamed
Weled Abdda, the acknowledged murderer of Major Laing

;
and,

of course, the news of my residence in the town, and of the hos-

tile disposition of the Fulbe, who had now been two months at-

tempting in vain to drive me out of it, had spread far and wide.

This great influx of strangers into the town raised the price of

all sorts of provisions, particularly that of negro corn and rice, in

a remarkable degree, the latter rising from 6000 to 7500 shells

the u suniye," while the former, which a few days before had

been sold for 3750, equal at that time to one and a half " ras" of

salt, rose to the exorbitant price of 6000 shells.

In the evening of the 7th a slave suddenly arrived with the

news that a letter had reached my address from the north. He
was followed a short time afterward by Mohammed el

f

Alsh, who
brought me the parcel in question, which, however, had been

opened. The letter was from Mr. Charles Dickson, her majesty's

vice-consul in Ghadames, dated June 18th, and inclosing, besides

some recommendations to native merchants, a number of " Galig-

nani," which informed me of the first movements of the Eussians

on the Danube. The Ghadamsiye people, who were the bearers

of the letter, had already spread the news of a dreadful battle hav-

ing been fought between the Turks and the Russians, in which

30,000 of the latter had been slain and 40,000 made prisoners.

The following day A'wab, who himself had arrived with fifty

horsemen, was joined by his cousin Fandaghumme with fifty

more. This was very fortunate
;

for, about dhohor, the Fulbe

held a conference or " kendegay" in the G£nger£-b£r or Jam'a el

Kebira, where Hamed Weled F'aamme, the malignant and hostile

kadhi, made a violent speech before the assembly, exhorting the

people to go immediately and carry out the order of their liege

lord the Sheikho A'hmedu, even if they were to fight conjointly

against El Bakay, A'wab, and the Emir Kauri, whom he repre-

sented as disobedient and almost rebellious to his liege lord. A
friend of the latter, who knew the cowardly disposition of the

speaker, then rose in the assembly, and exhorted the kadhi to

lead the van, and proceed to the attack, when every one would

follow him. But the kadhi not choosing to expose his own per-

voL.ni.-Y
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son to danger, nothing was done, and the assembly separated,

every one going quietly to his home.

Meanwhile the two Tawarek chiefs, with their principal men,

were assembled in the house of the sheikh, where I went to meet

them, but found them not quite satisfied with the part which they

were acting. They entered into a warm dispute with me upon

the subject of religion, but soon found themselves so perplexed

that they left it to the sheikh to answer all my objections. A
Protestant Christian may easily defend his creed against these

children of the desert, as long as they have not recourse to arms.

Next morning we left the narrow lanes of Timbuktu and en-

tered upon the open sandy desert, accompanied by the two Tawa-

rek chiefs, each of whom had fifteen companions. The tents be-

ing now farther removed from the town, near the border of the

inundations of the river, the camping-ground was pleasant and

well adorned with trees ; and having taken my own tent with

me, where I could stretch myself out without being infested by
the vermin which swarm in the native carpets, I enjoyed the open

encampment extremely. Leathern' tents had been pitched for the

Tawarek, who in a short time made themselves quite at home,

and were in high spirits. They became very much interested in a

map of Africa which I showed to them, with the adjoining shores

of Arabia, and they paid a compliment to their prophet by kiss-

ing the site of Mekka.

Being thus on good terms with my barbaric veiled friends, the

Molathemun, I enjoyed extremely, the following morning, the

half-desert scenery, enlivened as it was by horses, camels, cattle,

and interesting groups of men ; but about noon a serious alarm

arose, a great many horses being seen in the distance, and the

number being exaggerated by some people to as many as two
hundred. In consequence, we saddled our horses with great

speed, and I mounted with my servants, while the Tawarek also

kept their animals in readiness ; but the advancing host appeared

rather of a peaceable character, consisting of about twenty-five

of the most respectable inhabitants of the town, with Mulay rAbd
e

7 Salam and Fasidi, the latter a very noble old man, at their

head. They came, however, on a very important errand, based

on the direct order as promulgated by the Emir of Hamda-Allahi,
and addressed to the whole community, being in hopes that,

through their personal authority, they might obtain from my
host, in a friendly manner, what he had denied to the display of
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force. They had two requests, both aimed against myself: first,

that El Bakay should give them a copy of the letter which I

was said to have brought with me from Stambul ; and the se-

cond, which was more explicit, that I should not return into the

town. Now my firman from Stambul was my greatest trouble,

for, having anxiously requested her British majesty's govern-

ment to send such a document after me, I always expected to re-

ceive it by some means or other ; but I was not less disappointed

in this respect, than in my expectation of receiving a letter of

recommendation from Morocco
;
nevertheless, as I had some other

letters from Mohammedans, the sheikh promised to comply with

the first demand of these people, while he refused to pay any at-

tention to the second. After some unsuccessful negotiation, the

messengers retraced their steps rather disheartened.

In order to attach more sincerely to my interest the Tawarek
chiefs, who were my only supporters, I gave to Fandaghumme a

present equal to the one I had given to A'wab. Next morning

there arrived a troop of fugitives who were anxious to put them-

selves under the protection of the sheikh. They belonged to the

tribe of the Surk, who, from being the indigenous tribe on that

part of the Niger which extends on both sides of the lake Debu,

had been degraded, in the course of time, to the condition of serfs,

and were threatened by the fanatical Sheikho A'hmedu with

being sold into slavery. Of course it is the Sheikh el Bakay's

policy to extend his protection to whatever quarter is threatened

by the Fiilbe
;
but, in this case, sympathy with the miserable fate

of these poor people led him to interfere.

It was near sunset when we mounted in order to return into

the town ; and on the way I kept up a conversation with A'wab,

till the time of the mughreb prayer arrived, when the whole of

my friends went to pray on the desert ground, while I myself,

remaining on horseback, went a little on one side of the track.'

My companions afterward contended that it was from motives of

pride and arrogance that I did not humble myself in the dust be-

fore the Almighty. I should certainly have liked to kneel down
and thank Providence for the remarkable manner in which my
life had hitherto been preserved ; but I did not deem it politic to

give way to their mode of thinking and worship in any respect

;

for I should have soon been taken for a Mohammedan, and, once

in such a false position, there would have been no getting out

of it.
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We then entered the town amid the shouts of the people, who,

by the appearance of the moon, had just discovered, as is very

often the case in these regions, that they had been a day out in

their reckoning, and that the following day was the festival of

the Mulud, or the birth-day of Mohammed ; and I was allowed

to take quiet possession of my quarters.

The same evening I had an interesting conversation with the

chief A'wab, who paid me a long visit, in company with his m f

al-

lem, and gave me the first account of the proceedings of that

Christian traveler Mungo Park (to use his own words), who,

about fifty years ago, came down the river in a large boat ; de-

scribing the manner in which he had been first attacked by the

Tawarek below Kabara, where he had lost some time in endeavor-

ing to open a communication with the natives, while the Tin-

ger-^gedesh forwarded the news of his arrival, without delay, to

the Igwadaren, who, having collected their canoes, attacked him,

first near Bamba, and then again at the narrow passage of T6-

saye,* though all in vain ; till at length, the boat of that intrepid

traveler having stuck fast at Ensymmo (probably identical with

Ansongo), the Tawarek of that neighborhood made another fierce

and more successful attack, causing him an immense deal of trou-

ble, and killing, as A'wab asserted, two of his Christian compan-

ions. He also gave me a full account of the iron hook with

which the boat was provided against hippopotami and hostile

canoes ; and his statement altogether proved what an immense
excitement the mysterious appearance of this European trav-

eler, in his solitary boat, had caused among all the surrounding

tribes.

The chief being very anxious to obtain some silver, I thought

it best, in order to convince all the people that I had no dollars

left (although I had saved about twenty for my journey to Hau-
sa), to give him my silver knife and fork, besides some large

silver rings which I had by me ; and he was very glad to have

obtained a sufficient quantity of this much-esteemed metal for

adorning his beloved wife.

These Tawarek chiefe who had thus become well disposed to-

ward me, through the interference of the sheikh, wrote an ex-

cellent letter of franchise for any Englishman visiting this coun-

* The Tawarek must have attacked Park either far above or below this narrow

passage, where, as I afterward found, the current is very strong
;
and, as I Bhali

relate farther on, he seems to have passed quietly by Tin-shenfen.
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try, thus holding out the first glimmer of hope of a peaceable in-

tercourse. But my own experience leaves no room for doubt

that these chiefs are not strong enough of themselves to defend a

Christian against the attacks of the Fulbe in the upper course of'

the river above Timbuktu, besides the fact that A'wab is too

nearly connected with the latter to be entirely trusted. It was

on this account that my host esteemed his cousin Fandaghumme
much higher, and placed greater reliance on him, although the

actual chieftainship rested with A'wab. All this business, how-

ever, together with the writing of the letter to the chief of Ham-
da-Allahi, which was rejected in several forms, and caused a great

many representations from the chief men of the town, proved ex-

tremely tedious to me. My health, too, at that time was in a

very indifferent condition, and I suffered repeatedly from attacks

of fever. In a sanitary point of view Timbuktu can in no wise

be reckoned among the more favored places of these regions.

Both Sansandi and S£go are considered more healthy. But, not-

withstanding my sickly state, I had sufficient strength left to fin-

ish several letters, which, together, with a map of the western

part of the desert, I intended sending home by the first oppor-

tunity.

As the waters increased more and more, and began to cover

all the lowlands, I should have liked very much to rove about

along those many backwaters which are formed by the river, in

order to witness the interesting period of the rice harvest, which

was going on just at this time. It was collected in small canoes,

only the spikes of the upper part of the stalks emerging from the

water. But new rice was not brought into the town till the be-

ginning of January, and then only in small quantities, the s
r

aa

being sold for 100 shells.

December I9ih. This was an important day—important to the

Mohammedans as the Aid e
T subuwa, and celebrated by them

with prayers and s^ddega or alms; and not unimportant for my-
self, for my relation to the townspeople had meanwhile assumed
a more serious character. Sheikho (S£ko) A'hmedu had threat-

ened that, if the inhabitants of Timbuktu did not assist in driving

me out of the town, he would cut off the supply of corn. This

induced the Emir Kauri to undertake a journey to the capital, in

order to prevent the malicious intrigues of the Kadhi Weled
F raamme, who was about to embark for that place, from making
matters worse.
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I have stated before, that, together with the caravan of the

Berabish (the plural of Berbushi) which had arrived on the 12th

with a considerable armed host,
f

Ali, the son of the old Sheikh

A'hmed, or Hamed, Weled rAb£da, had come to Timbuktu
;
and,

seeing that I was a great friend of the Sheikh el Bakay, he had
not come to pay his compliments to the latter, but had pitched

his camp outside the town, and his people manifested their hos-

tility toward me on several occasions. But, by a most providen-

tial dispensation, on the seventeenth the chief fell suddenly sick,

and in the morning of the nineteenth he died. His death made
an extraordinary impression upon the people, as it was a well-

knoWn fact that it was his father who had killed the former

Christian who had visited this place ; and the more so, as it was

generally believed that I was Major Laing's son.

It was the more important, as the report had been generally

spread that, as I have observed before, the Welad SKman, the

principal and most noble section of the Berabish, had sworn to

kill me ; and the people could not but think that there was some

supernatural connection between the death of this man, at this

place and at this period, and the murderous deed perpetrated by
his father

;
and, on the whole, I can not but think that this event

exercised a salutary influence upon my final safety. The follow-

ers of the chief of the Berabish were so frightened by this tragi-

cal event, that they came in great procession to the Sheikh el

Bakay, to beg his pardon for their neglect, and to obtain his

blessing
;
nay, the old man himself, a short time afterward, sent

word, that he would in no way interfere with my departure, but

wished nothing better than that I might reach home in safety.

The excitement of the people on account of my stay here thus

settled down a little, and the party of the Fulbe seemed quietly

to await the result produced by the answer which the sheikh had

forwarded to Hamda-Allahi.

On the 21st December we again went in the afternoon to the

tents. For the first time since my arrival in this town I rode

my own stately charger, which, having remained so many months

in the stable, feeding upon the nutritive grass of the byrgu, had

so completely recruited his strength that in my desperately weak

state I was scarcely able to manage him. The desert presented

a highly interesting spectacle. A considerable stream, formed by

the river, poured its waters with great force into the valleys and

depressions of this sandy region, and gave an appearance of truth
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to the fabulous statement* of thirty-six rivers flowing through

this tract. 'After a few hours' repose, I was able to keep up a

long conversation with the sheikh in the evening, about Paradise

and the divine character of the Kuran. This time our stay at

the tents afforded more opportunity than usual for interesting

conversation, and bore altogether a more religious character, my
protector being anxious to convince his friends and followers of

the depth of the faith of the Christians ; and I really lamented

that circumstances did not allow me to enter so freely into the

details of the creed of these people, and to make myself acquaint-

ed with all its characteristics, as I should have liked.

Part of the day the sheikh read and recited to his pupils chap-

ters from the hadith of Bokhari, while his young son repeated his

lesson aloud from the Kuran, and in the evening several surat, or

chapters, of the holy book were beautifully chanted by the pupils

till a late hour of the night. There was nothing more charming

to me than to hear these beautiful verses chanted by sonorous

voices in this open desert country, round the evening fire, with

nothing to disturb the sound, which softly reverberated from the

slope of the sandy downs opposite. A Christian must have been

a witness to such scenes in order to treat with justice the Moham-
medans and their creed. Let us not forget that but for the wor-

ship of images and the quarrels about the most absurdly supersti-

tious notions which distracted the Christian Church during the

seventh century, there would have been no possibility of the es-

tablishment of a new creed based on the principles of Monothe-

ism, and opposed in open hostility to Christianity. Let us also

take into an account that the most disgusting feature attaching to

the morals of Mohammedans has been introduced by the Mongol-
ish tribes from Central Asia, and excited the most unqualified

horror in the founder of the religion.

Peace and security seemed to prevail in this little encampment.
In general the whole of this region to the north of the river is

entirely free from beasts of prey, with the exception of jackals

;

but at present, together with the rising water, which had entirely

changed the character of these districts, a lion had entered this

desert tract, and one day killed three goats, and the following

one two asses, one of which was remarkable for its great strength.

Eemaining here a couple of days, on the evening of the 25th

* See one of these native reports in Duncan's account of his exploration in Da-
home. Journal Geog. Soc, vol. xvi., p. 157.
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we had again a long conversation, which was very characteristic

of the different state of mind of the Christian in comparison with

that of the Mohammedan. While speaking of European institu-

tions, I informed my host of the manner in which we were accus-

tomed to insure property "by sea as well as on land, including

even harvests, nay, even the lives of the people. He appeared

greatly astonished, and was scarcely able to believe it ; and while

he could not deny that it was a good " debbara," or device for

this world, he could not* but think, as a pious Moslim, that such

proceedings might endanger the safety of the soul in the next.

However, he was delighted to see that Christians took such care

for the welfare of the family which they might leave behind ; and

it was an easy task to prove to him that, as to making profits in

any way whatever, his co-religionists, who think any kind of

usury unlawful, were in no way better than the Christians
;

for,

although the former' do not openly take usury, they manage af-

fairs so cleverly that they demand a much higher percentage than

any honest Christian would accept. I had a fair opportunity of

citing, as an instance, one of those merchants resident in Timbuk-

tu, to whom I had been recommended by Mr. Dickson, and who
had consented to advance me a small loan, under such conditions

that he was to receive almost triple the sum which he was to lend.

December 25th. This day was also an important epoch for the

inhabitants of the place, the water having entered the wells, which

are situated round the southern and southwestern part of the

town ; and this period, which is said to occur only about every

third year, obtains the same importance here as the u
161et e' nuk-

tah" possesses with the inhabitants of Cairo ;* viz., the day or

night on which the dike which separates the canal from the river

is cut. The whole road from Kabara was now so inundated that

it was no longer passable for asses, and small boats very nearly

approached the town.

When my host made his appearance on the morning of the

26th, he was not as usual clad in a black tobe, but in a red kaf-

tan, with a white cloth bernus over it. He began speaking most
cheerfully about my approaching departure, and had the camels

brought before me, which now looked infinitely better than when
they were last conveyed from the other bank of the river ; but as

I had become fully aware of his dilatory character, I did not place

much reliance upon the hope which he held out to me of soon

* Lano's Modern Egyptians, ed. 1836, vol. ii., p. 255.
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entering upon my home journey. We had heard of the messen-

ger whom he had sent to the Awelimmiden, in order to induce

the chief of that tribe to come to Timbuktu and to take me under

his protection, having reached the settlements of that tribe ; but I

was aware that the opposite party would do all in their power to

prevent the chief from approaching the town, as they were fully

conscious that the sheikh wanted to employ him and his host of

warlike people, in order to subdue the Fullan and the faction op-

posed to his own authority.

December 27th. Feeling my head much better, and having re-

cruited my strength with a diet of meat and milk, I began to en-

joy the rehala life, and, it being a beautiful morning, I took a

good walk to an eminence situated at some distance north of my
tent, from whence I had a distant view of the landscape. The

country presented an intermediate character between the desert

and a sort of less favored pasture-ground, stretching out in an un-

dulating surface, with a sandy soil tolerably well clad with mid-

dle-sized acacias and with thorny bushes, where the goat finds

sufficient material for browsing. The streams of running water

which, with their silvery threads, enlivened these bare desert

tracts, now extended a considerable distance farther inland than

had been the case a few days before ; and the whole presented a

„ marvelous and delightful spectacle, which, no doubt, must fill

travelers from the north who reach Timbuktu at such a season

with astonishment. Hence, on their return home, they spread

the report of those numerous streams which are said to join the

river at that remarkable place, while, on the contrary, these

streams issue from the river, and after running inland for a short

time, return to join the main trunk, though of course with de-

creased volume, owing to absorption and evaporation.

All the people of the town who did not belong to any trade or

profession, together with the inhabitants of the neighboring dis-

tricts, were still busily employed with the rice harvest; and this

was a serious affair for my horses, a much smaller quantity of

byrgu, that is to say, of that excellent nutritious grass of the

Niger, which I have had repeatedly occasion to mention, being

brought into the town. Meanwhile the price of the merchandise

from the north went on increasing. A piece of kham, or malti

(unbleached calico), now sold for 5700 shells (at least on the 26th

of January), but in the beginning of February it rose to 7200;
this fluctuation in the prices constitutes the profit of the mer-
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chants, who buy their supplies on the arrival of a caravan and

store it up.

The commercial activity of the town had received some farther

increase, owing to the arrival of another caravan from Tawat,

With black Hausa manufactures, tobacco, and dates, so that I was

able to lay in a good store of this latter luxury, which is not al-

ways to be got here, but which, in the cold season, is not at all to

be despised. Besides receiving a handsome present of dates from

my noble Tawati friend Mohammed el Aish, I bought two meas-

ures (neffek) and a half of the kind called tin-aser for 4000 shells

;

for the "tin-akor," the most celebrated species of dates from Ta-

wat, were not to be procured at this time.* As for tobacco, I did

not care a straw about it, and in this respect I might have been

on the very best terms with my fanatical friends, the EuLbe of

Hamda-Allahi, who offer such a determined opposition to smok-

ing upon religious principles. In a commercial respect, however,

tobacco forms a more important article in the trade of Timbuktu

than dates, although refined smokers here prefer the tobacco of

Wadi-Nun to that ofTawat But even these had an opportunity

of gratifying their inclination at this season, for only two days

after the arrival of the Tawati caravan, a small troop of Tajakant

traders, with eighty camels, entered the town. The feud which

raged between the different sections of this tribe, which, as I stated

before, chiefly keeps up the commercial relations of Timbuktu
with the north, on the one hand, and the war raging between the

whole of this tribe and the E'rgebat on the other, interrupted at

this time almost entirely the peaceable intercourse between Tim-

buktu and the southern region of Morocco.

The arrival of these people enabled me to purchase half a weight

of sugar, equal to six pounds and a quarter, with a corresponding

quantity of tea (viz., half a pound), for three dollars
;

for, as I

have said before, there had been no sugar previously in the mar-

ket. Even when there is plenty, neither tea nor sugar can be

bought separately. These articles must be bought together. It

is remarkable that a similar custom is still prevalent in many
parts of Europe, and even in this country.

The arrival of these Tajakant procured me also the luxury of a

* The other kinds of dates of Taw^t are : ATiartan, Tigaze, Tazarzay, Tin-

warfggeli, Tedemamet, Bu-Makhluf, Tin-kasseri, Tin-dokan, Tin-nijdel, Tih'msu,

Timbozeri, Adikkeli, Gdfagtfs, Daggelet-mir. The district of AriLeY is the most

famous for its dates.
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couple of pomegranates, which had been brought by them from

the Grharb, and which gave me an opportunity of expostulating

with the sheikh on the disgraceful circumstance, that such fruits

as these are now only procurable from the north, while this coun-

try itself might produce them quite as well, and had in reality

done so in former times. Even limes are not at present grown
hereabouts, and it was only from Jenni that I had obtained some

days previously a few specimens of this delicious kind of fruit,

which grows in such plenty in Kano, and which might be raised

in almost any part of this region. Thus closed the year 1853,

leaving me in a most unsettled position in this desert place.

CHAPTER LXX.

BEGINNING OF THE NEW TEAR.—ANOMOLOUS RISING OF THE
NIGER.—COMMERCIAL RELATIONS OF TIMBUKTU.

I had long cherished the hope that the beginning of 1854

would have found me far advanced on my homeward journey;

but greatly disappointed in this expectation, I began the year

with a fervent prayer for a safe return home in the course of it.

El M^dani, my friend from Swera, or Mogadore, whom I used

to call my political thermometer, or rather my politico-meter, on

account of his exhibiting toward me friendly feelings only at

times when he saw every thing quiet, sent me his compliments in

the morning of the first of January; nay, even the two leaders

of the hostile factions—Hammadi, the rival of my protector, and

Taleb Mohammed, the wealthiest merchant in the town, and the

leader of the intriguing merchants from Morocco—gave me to

understand that they wanted to enter into friendly relations with

me. My health as yet was very precarious ; but I felt so much
recovered in mind and body that, preparatory to my longed-for de-

parture, I began arranging the remainder of my baggage, which,

with the exception of my small library, had been very much re-

duced. To my great astonishment and delight, while searching

through my lumber, I fotmd another thermometer in good repair.

From the remainder of my broken instruments I picked up a

good deal of quicksilver, which I gave to the sheikh, who him-

self, as well as his other unsophisticated friends, derived a great

deal of amusement from observing the qualities of this metal.
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Meanwhile, my protector endeavored to make me fully acquaint-

ed with the political relation in which he stood to his brothers,

Sidi Mohammed and Z6n el
r

Abidin, whom he expected soon to

arrive, and of whose different views in politics he gave me some
slight hints ; and I lamented greatly that the power of this noble

family, instead of being strengthened by the number of its con-

spicuous scions, was only rent and split by the divergency of their

views.

The course of my material existence went on very uniformly,

with only slight variations. My daily food, when I was in the

town, consisted of some milk and bread in the morning, a little

kuskus, which the sheikh used to send, about two in the after-

noon, and a dish of negro millet, containing a little meat, or sea-

soned with the sauce of the kobdwa, or Oucurbita Melopepo, after

sunset. The meat of Timbuktu, at least during the cold season,

agreed with me infinitely better than that of any other part of

Negroland ; but this was not the case with the Melopepo, although

it is an excellent and palatable vegetable. In the beginning of

my stay I had consumed a great many young pigeons, which form

a favorite dainty in this city. They are sold at the almost in-

credibly cheap rate often shells each, or at the rate of three hund-

red for a dollar ; but the poor little things were used for culinary

purposes so soon after breaking the shell as to be almost tasteless.

A very rare dainty was formed by an ostrich egg, which was one

day brought, to me. This article is more easily to be obtained in

the desert than in the towns, and such strong food, moreover, is

not well adapted to the stomach of a resident. The* sheikh used

also to send me a dish late at night, sometimes long after mid-

night
;
but, on account of the late hour, I never touched it, and

left it to my servants.

It had been arranged that we should make another excursion

to Kabara, but our visit was put off from day to day, although I

was extremely anxious to witness the features of the country, in

the present high level of the river, at the place where I had first

landed on my arrival. Thus I was reduced, for entertainment, to

my intercourse with the sheikh, his kinsfolk, and followers ; and

as religious topics were always brought forward more prominent-

ly by my enemies, but especially in the learned letters which the

emir of Hamda-Allahi sent in reply to the sheikh,* my conversa-

* I possess two of these essays, the contents of which at the present moment are
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tion with the former now began to turn more and more upon re-

ligious subjects, such as the return of the Messiah, and on the

meaning of the name u Paraclete" given in the New Testament to

the Holy Spirit, who was to descend upon the apostles, but which

by the Mohammedans in more recent times is applied to Moham-
med, whose coming, they say, is predicted in this instance by the

Holy Book of the Christians.

One day when I visited the sheikh the two brothers were en-

gaged in an animated discussion respecting the relation of 'Aisa

(Jesus Christ) to Mohammed, and a warm dispute arose on the so-

phistical question whether it would be allowed, after the return

of Aisa upon earth, to eat earners flesh. The sheikh himselfwas

anxious to prove how difficult it would be for themselves to change

any part of their creed after the return of
f

Aisa, owing to the dif-

ference which existed between the precepts of the two prophets,

and thus intended- to excuse the Christians for not embracing the

creed of Mohammed after having once adopted that of Aisa.

The two learned men, in the heat of their dispute, had overlooked

the fact that the camel was a prohibited animal to the Jews but

not to the Christians, and hence that the return of
rAisa would

not interfere with their favorite repast. It was by cheerfully en-

tering into these discussions that I obtained for myself the esteem

even of those who were most anxious to extort from me as much
as possible of my remaining property.

The arrival of another small caravan of the Tawati was very

near causing me a serious embarrassment. Some of the merchants

from Morocco, excited by commercial jealousy, had spread the re-

port that the calico brought by that caravan was Christian prop-

erty, belonging to the English agent in Ghadames ; and I had

some difficulty in making the people understand that, even if that

article had originally belonged to the agent, it was now the prop-

erty of the Tawati merchants. The presence of those people, also,

caused the road to the north, by way of Tawat, to be again brought

under discussion as the route most suitable for my home-journey.

My departure was now discussed almost daily
; the arrival of our

lively and talkative, but indiscreet messenger, A'hmed el Wadawi,

who had at length returned from his errand to the Awelimmeden,
holding out the hope that my departure was in reality not far dis-

tant ;
but the fact that none of the Tawarek had come with him,

not quite devoid of interest, as they show in what light these Mohammedans regard

the Christians.
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notwithstanding his assertion that they were soon to follow, con-

vinced me that my prospect of departure was put off for an in-

definite period.

Toward the end ofJanuary the waters ofthe river reached their

highest level, exhibiting that marvelous anomaly, in comparison

with the period of the rising of other African rivers north of the

equator, which is calculated to awaken astonishment in any man
acquainted with the subject. For when he knows that the rising

of these rivers is due to the fall of the tropical rains, he will nat-

urally expect that the Niger, like its eastern branch, the Tsadda

or B<Snuw6, or the Nile, should reach its highest level in August

or September. The fact can only be partly explained with the

means at our disposal and in the present state of our knowledge

of this part of Africa, although it is illustrated by similar cases, if

we compare it with the anomalous rising of some South-African

rivers
;
especially the grand discovery of Dr. Livingstone, the Li-

ambkzi, which, forming in its upper course an immense shallow

sheet of water, collects here the greatest amount of water at a time

(July and August) when its lower course, the Zambezi, separated

from it and withdrawn from the immediate effects of the waters

collected above by the marvelous narrowing of the river-bed

from the Falls of Victoria* downward, is in its lowest state, and,

through the influence of the water by which it is joined in its

lower course, reaches here its highest level at quite a different

season, February and March. We have before us exactly the

same phenomenon in the case of the Niger, the great West-Afri-

can river, which, according to the most accurate information which

I was able to gather on the spot, every year continues to rise till

the end of December or the beginning of January, and does not

begin to decrease before February ; while its eastern branch, the

B£nuw£, as well as the lower course of the Niger, where it is call-

ed Kwara, exactly as is the case with the Nile, reaches its highest

course of October.

To explain the difference and anomaly of these phenomena we
must attend to the different character of these rivers. For while

* I assume here the identity of these two rivers, which, however, has not yet heen

fully demonstrated. Compare also the anomalous rising ofthe Chobe* (Journ. Royal

Geol. Soc., vol. xxii., p. 169) ;
although an isolated phenomenon, caused by an un-

usual and unequal fall of rain in the basin of the various branches of a great river-

system, must not be confounded with a constant and regular course.
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the B£nuw<5 after having once assumed a westerly direction fol-

lows it up with but very little deviation, the great western branch

describes three quarters of an immense circle, and having but very

little fall in the greater part of its extraordinary winding course,

the waters which flow toward it from the more distant quarters re-

quire a long time to reach its middle course, so that the rain which

falls in the course of September and October in the country of the

Wangarawa, or the southeastern Mandingoes, will certainly con-

tinue to swell the river at Timbuktu till the end of November or

even December ; for that rain falls in those quarters behind the

coast of Sierra Leone and Cape Palmas till the end of September,

and perhaps even in October, we may conclude with some degree

of certainty from the fact that such is the case on the coast ;** and

this is confirmed as regards Kakpndi and Timbo by Caillie's ob-

servations.! In the mountainous southern provinces ofAbyssinia,

too, whose latitude corresponds exactly with that of the regions

from whence the feeders of the Niger take their rise, the most con-

stant fall of rain has been observed in September. Now while

the whole region between Jenne and Timbuktu is of a very flat

and level character, so that the river, running along at a very slow

rate and with a very meandering course, not only fills a very

broad stream spreading out over the neighboring lowlands, but

forms also a great many backwaters and basins or lakes, ofwhich

the D6bu is only one although perhaps the largest in size, the

river lower down beyond Bamba, and especially in the district

called Tin-sherifen, which we shall visit on our return-journey,

* See Isert in the Journal Hertha, vol. x., a. 1827, p. 374 ; M'Gill in Berg-

haus's Journal (Zeitschrift), vol. viii., a. 1848, p. 59-61; with regard to Cape Pal-

mas, Fraissinet in Nouvelles Annales des Voyages, 1855, vol. ii., *p. 291-293.

f See Tomaro from Caillie''s Observations in Berghaus's Annal. 1829, p. 769

;

but especially Caillie's own account of his stay in Time, vol. i., p. 328 (Eng. ed.)

:

"The rains, to be sure, were not so incessant, but we regularly had rain every day
until October, when it became less frequent." We know also from Caillie that the

Milo, the southeastern branch of the Niger, or Dhiuliba, reaches its highest level

in September. Park's observations, even, show that the rains in the districts trav-

ersed by him extend till November ; while we learn from him (Park's First Jour-

ney, 3d ed. 4to, p. 12) that the Gambia, whose feeders partly issue from the same
districts which feed the western branches

,
of the Niger, reaches its highest level in

the beginning of October ; and when we learn, from the same eminent traveler,

that by the beginning of November the Gambia had sunk already to its former level,

we must take into account the very short course of that river in comparison with the

Niger, which has a course of two thousand miles. The sinking of the Niger at

Sansandi by about four inches, on the 8th of October (Park, vol. ii., p. 274), was

only a temporary fluctuation.
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is shut in and reduced to the width of a few hundred yards, so

that the water, having expanded over such an immense tract and

not exercising, therefore, the same pressure which such a volume

of water would do under other circumstances if it were kept to-

gether in a narrower channel, preserves its level, or even still in-

creases in extent and depth, while the surplus produced by the

fall of rain in the country higher up has already diminished.

This is my mode of accounting for a phenomenon which seems

to contradict in so great a measure the whole of the phenomena

which have come under our observation with regard to the effects

of rain and the rising of the rivers north and south of the equa-

tor, and imparts to the upper course of the Niger the same char-

acter as the G-abun and other rivers of the equatorial line which

reach their highest level in the course of February.

Of course this state of the upper river; although it does not

reach always the same level, can not fail to exercise an influence

also upon the lower part, where it is called Kwara, and where it

has been visited repeatedly by Englishmen. But although, on

account of their being unaware of this character of the river, they

have not paid much attention to its features at the beginning of

the hot season, and have even rarely visited it at that period,

nevertheless Mr. Laird, who spent several months in the Kwara,
has not failed to observe a phenomenon which exactly corre-

sponds to the state of the river which I have just described. For
he records* the surprising fact, which formerly must have been

quite unintelligible, but which now receives its full illustration,

namely, that the river at Iddd began to rise on the 22d of March.

This, in my opinion, he erroneously attributes to the rains up the

country, as there are no rains whatever during the whole of March,

and only a few drops in April ; but it is evidently the effect of

the waters in the upper and wide part of the river at length be-

ginning to decrease about the middle of February, if we take the

current at from 2 J to 3 miles, as the windings of the river extend

to not much less than 2000 miles between Kabara and Idda.

The elevation of Timbuktu above the level of the sea I assume
to be about 900 feet.

It was on the 4th of January that the first boat from Kabara

* See Laird and Oldfield, vol. ii., p. 275. 1 'It was a source of satisfaction to

find that, owing to the rains up the country, the river began to rise about Saturday,

March 22d, since which time it had increased about two inches. A few drops of

rain that fell this morning was all that we had at Iddah."
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approached close to the walls of the town of Timbuktu
;
and, as

the immediate result of such a greater facility of intercourse, the

supply of corn became more plentiful, and, in consequence, much
cheaper : the s

f

aa of millet being sold for 40 shells, and the sunfye,

that is to say, more than two hundred pounds' weight, for 3000,

or one Spanish dollar, certainly a very low rate ; while I myself,

as a foreigner and a stranger, had to pay 3750. The high state

of the waters was naturally of the greatest interest to me
;
and,

in order to satisfy my curiosity, the sheikh took me out on the

9th. Emerging from the town at about the middle of the western

wall, where formerly the bab el gibleh* was situated, we went

first to the nearest creek of the river, but found here no boats

;

and then crossing an extremely barren and stony level reached

another branch of the creek, where eight or ten smaller boats,

without a covering or cabin, were lying ; the innermost corner of

this creek not being more than four or five hundred yards distant

from the Great Mosque, or Jingere-b6r. All the people asserted

that the river, at Kabara, had now reached its highest level, and

even affirmed that it had begun to fall here on the 7th
;
but, nev-

ertheless, it became evident that the waters were still rising during

the whole of the month, almost endangering the safety of the

town. On this occasion I learned that a great inundation in 1640

had flooded a considerable part of the town, and converted into a

lake the central and lowest quarter, which is called Bagmdi, a

name derived, as is asserted, from the tank thus formed having

been enlivened by hippopotami.f

Interesting as was that day's excursion it cost me dear ; for be-

ing obliged, not only to be armed myself, but also to have an
armed servant with me, I greatly excited the hostile feelings of the

merchants from Morocco, and especially of that proud nobleman,
'Abd e' Salam, who went about among the great men of the town,

saying that in Morocco we, the Europeans, or rather the English,

were not allowed to wear arms. But to show the absurdity of

this assertion, I stated that while traveling in Morocco we received

armed horsemen for an escort, while here, where there was no
settled form of government, we had to protect ourselves. He

* Shabihi, in stating that the bab el gibleh was the east gate, certainly labors

under a mistake, "gibleh" with these Western Arabs signifying the west. With
regard to the creek, where we saw the boats, see the ground-plan, ante, p. 324, n. 10.

t The hippopotamus being called "banga" in the Songhay language, the name,

if really derived from that cause, ought to be spelled "Bangfndi j" but the g may
be a nasal sound.

Vol. Ill—
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then spread the rumor that an armed English vessel had ascended

the river as far as G6g6 ; and this curious report was backed with

such strong assertions that my own servant,
fAli el A'geren, felt

convinced of its truth, and thought it strange when I attempted

to prove its absurdity.

But notwithstanding this hostile feeling,
rAbd e' Salam deemed

it prudent'to send, next day, his friend, Mulay el M£hedi, in order

to excuse himself for the expressions which he had used a few

days before with regard to me. It was this man, Mulay el M6he-

di, with whom I should have liked to be able to converse on

friendly terms, as he was a person of intelligence, and even pos-

sessed some little knowledge of astronomy. Indeed, I was not a

little astonished when, conversing with him one day about the

situation of Timbuktu, he came out with the statement that the

town was situated about 18° N. lat., without my having thrown

out the slightest hint in this respect.

All this time the whole of the surrounding country was in a

most disturbed state, owing to several expeditions or forays which

were going on, especially by the restless tribe of the Welad Alush.

They had lately taken 600 camels from the Welad Mebarek, and

had now turned their predatory incursions into another direction.

On the 12th of January we again went to the tents, which had

now been pitched in another spot, called Iiigomaren, at a distance

of about six miles a little S. from E. ; but this time our stay in the

encampment was very unlucky for me in several respects. On
the 13th I felt tolerably well, and had a cheerful conversation with

my protector about my approaching departure, when he sent me
several presents, such as a large cover for the top of the tent,*

called " sarammu" by the Songhay, " e
7

b£ni err£ga" by the Moors

hereabout, and several leather pillows
;
but, on the 14th, a little

after noon, I was seized with such a sudden and severe attack of

fever as I had never experienced before, accompanied by violent

shivering fits, which made my kind host fear that I had been poi-

soned. I had drunk, a short time before, some sour milk brought

me by a Berbushi ; that is to say, a man who, although intimate-

ly attached to the family of the sheikh, originally belonged to

the tribe of the Berabish, whose chiefmurdered Major Laing. Al-

though I myselfhad no suspicion that the milk which I had drunk

had in any way contributed to my sudden attack of illness, yet as

* I have handed over this specimen of Timbuktu manufacture, together with

other specimens of leather-work, to the Foreign Office.
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that man had some private animosity against me, and did not seem

content with a present which I had made him in return for his

small gift, I became so irritated, that I ordered him away in a very

unceremonious manner, which caused a most unpleasant scene

;

for, at this conjuncture, all the people, including my own servants

and even my very best friends among the sheikh's people, with-

out paying any regard to my feeble state, gave vent to their feel-

ings against me as a Christian.

But the sheikh himself did not for a moment change his kind

disposition, sending me. tea repeatedly, and calling frequently to

see how I was getting on. Fortunately, a tranquil night's repose

restored me again to health, and the following morning my friends

came to me, one after the other, in order to beg my pardon for

their neglect. While we were conversing on the. preparations for

my journey, a messenger brought the news of the arrival of a very

intimate friend of the sheikh—Mohammed ben cAbd-Allahi el

Futawi—who had come, with a numerous suite, in order to stay

some time with the sheikh, and, if possible, to be cured by me
of some serious disease : and the prospect of soon leaving this

quarter was greatly darkened by this circumstance.

January 15th. This was one of those rainy days which is said

not to be unusual toward the end of January and the beginning

of February in this quarter along the river, though, in the other

parts of Negroland that I had visited, I had never beheld any
thing of the kind. But the quantity of rain that fell even here

was very little, for the sky, which had been cloudy in the morn-
ing, cleared up about noon ; and although in the afternoon it be-

came again overcast, with thunder in the distance followed by
lightning toward evening, yet there fell only a few drops of rain

in the course of the night.

On the 16th, having made a good breakfast on a goat roasted

whole before the fire, we returned again into the town, where I

was desired to cure a man of a disease over which I had no power.
The character and position of the person would have rendered it

a circumstance of the highest importance to me if I had been able

to do so. The chronic disease under which Mohammed ben rAbd-
Allahi—for this is the person of whom I speak—was laboring,

cast a melancholy gloom over him. I admired his manners, and
the fine expression of his features; but I was disappointed to find

that, although well versed in his religious books, he did not pos-

sess any historical knowledge as to the former state of these coun-
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tries, which formed an object of the highest interest to me. The
arrival of this person made my protector forget all the thoughts

of my immediate departure.

Besides this circumstance, nothing of interest happened for some
days, all the people exhorting me to patience

;
and, my departure

being again put off, fresh attempts were made to convert me, even
by my friends, who from sheer friendship could not bear to see

me adhere to a creed which they thought erroneous. But I with-

stood all their attacks, and at times even ventured to ridicule free-

ly some of their superstitious notions. I was far from laughing

at the chief principles of their doctrine
;
but, as they always re-

curred in their arguments to their belief in sorcery and demons,

I declared one day that, as for us, we had made all the demons
our " khoddeman." This is an expression with which these peo-

ple are wont to denote the degraded and servile tribes ; and I rep-

resented the Europeans as having obtained a victory over the

spirits, by ascending in balloons into the higher regions, and from

thence firing at them with rifles. The idea that the Christians

must have subjected to their will the demoniacal powers occurs

very easily to the mind of the Mohammedan, who does not under-

stand how the former are able to manufacture all the nice things

which issue from their hands.

Meanwhile I was glad to break off my relations with my for-

mer friend the Walati, who had recently returned from a journey

to A'ribmda, and who cqme to ask me officially whether he was

to accompany me on my home-journey or not ; but although I

told him plainly, that after all that had happened he could no

longer be my companion, I treated him with more generosity than

he deserved.

At the same time, I thought it also prudent to cultivate the

good-will ofmy servant, AH el A'geren, although he had almost

entirely separated himself from me, and left me to my fate, since

he had become fully aware of the dangerous nature ofmy position.

I demanded from him no sort of service, though his salary ofnine

dollars a month went on all the time. However, being, rather

short of cash, and not being able to procure a loan from the peo-

ple to whom I had been recommended, I was glad to obtain from

a friendly Grhadamsi merchant, of the name ofMohammed ben fAll

ben Taleb, about 50,000 shells, equal to 13£ mithkal, reckoned at

3800 shells each, and I afterward was obliged to add another small

sum, making the whole 25 mithkals.
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In this place I think it well to give a short sketch of the com

mercial relations of Timbuktu, though it can not make the slight-

est pretension to completeness, as I did not enter into such free in-

tercourse with the natives as would have enabled me to combine

a sufficient number of facts into a graphic view of the commercial

life of the city. The people with whom I had most intercourse

could offer little or no information on the subject. My situation

in Kano had been very different.

The great feature which distinguishes the market of Timbuktu

from that of Kano is the fact that Timbuktu is not at all a manu-

facturing town, while the emporium of Hausa fully deserves to be

classed as such. Almost the whole life of the city is based upon

foreign commerce, which, owing to the great northerly bend of the

Niger, finds here the most favored spot for intercourse, while at the

same time that splendid river enables the inhabitants to supply all

their wants from without ; for native corn is not raised here in

sufficient quantities to feed even a very small proportion of the

population, and almost all the victuals are imported by water-car-

riage from Sansancli and the neighborhood.

The only manufactures carried on

in the city, as far as fell under my ob-

servation, are confined to the art of

the blacksmith, and to a little leather-

work. Some of these articles, such as

provision or luggage bags, cushions,

small leather pouches for tobacco, and
gun-cloths, especially the leather bags,

are very neat, as shown in the annex-

ed and following wood-cuts ; but even

these are mostly manufactured by Ta-

warek, and especially females, so that

the industry of the city is hardly of

any account. It was formerly sup-

posed that Timbuktu was distinguish-

ed on account of its weaving,* and

that the export of dyed shirts from

hence was considerable; but I have

already had an opportunity of skow-

* It may have been so, nevertheless, in the

time of Leo, who mentions the many "botteghe

di tessitori di tele di bambagio." B. vii., c. 5.
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ing that this was entirely a mistake, almost the whole clothing of

the natives themselves, especially that of the wealthier classes, be-

ing imported either from Kan6* or from Sansandi, besides the cal-

ico imported from England. The export of the produce of Kano,

especially by way of A'rawan, extends to the very border of the

Atlantic, where it comes into contact with the considerable import

ofMalabar cloth by way of St. Louis, or Nder, on the Senegal, while

the dyed shirts from Sansandi, which, as far as I had an opportunity

of observing, seem to be made offoreign or English calico, and not

of native cotton, do not appear to be exported to a greater distance.

These shirts are generally distinguished by their rich ornament

of colored silk, and look very pretty ; and I am sorry that I was

obliged to give away as a present a specimen which I intended to

bring home with me. The people of Timbuktu are very experi-

enced in the art of adorning their clothing with a fine stitching of

silk, but this is done on a very small scale, and even these shirts

arc only used at home. There is, however, a very considerable

degree of industry exercised by the natives of some of the neigh-

boring districts, especially Fermagha, who produce very excellent

woolen blankets, and carpets of various colors, which form a most
extensive article of consumption with the natives.

The foreign commerce has especially three great high roads:

that along the river from the southwest (for lower down the river

there is at present scarcely any commerce at all), which comprises

the trade proceeding from various points ; and two roads from the

north, that from Morocco on the one hand, and that from Gha-

* I will here only observe that Lord Fitzclarence, owing to the inquiries which,

on his passage along the Ked Sea, he made of a clever pilgrim, obtained a hint of

this interesting fact.—Journey from India overland, p. 423.
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be exceedingly small, if compared with, a European standard. It

probably does not exceed an average of£20,000 sterling per year.*

The gold is brought either from Bambuk or from Bure, but from

the former place in a larger quantity. The gold from the country

of the Wangarawa does not reach this market, but, as it seems,

at present is directly exported to that part of the southern coast

* M. Graberg de Hemso estimates the export of morocco manufactures to Negro-

land at one million dollars, and the import to Morocco from Nigritia at from three

to four millions.—Specchio di Morocco, etc., p. 146.
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which on this account is called the Gold Coast. The species of

gold from Bambuk is of a more yellow color; that from Bure is

rather whitish ; and that from Wangara has a greenish hue. Most
of this gold, I think, is brought into the town in rings. I do not

remember to have seen or heard of gold dust, or " tibber," being

brought to market in small leathern bags, such as Shabini and
other people describe, containing about one ounce, equal to twenty-

five dollars in value. But, nevertheless, a considerable amount of

this article must come into market, as most ofthe gold dust which

comes to Ghadames and Tripoli passes through Timbuktu, while

another portion goes directly from Sansandi to A'rawan *

It was evidently in consequence of the influence of the Arabs

that the scale ofthe mithkalf was introduced in the trade in gold

;

but it is a very general term, which may signify very different

quantities, and thus
,
we find various kinds of mithkals used in

Negroland, especially those of A'gades, Timbuktu, and Mango, the

Mandingo place between Yendi and the Niger, the former of which

is the smallest, and equal, as I have stated in the proper place, to

1000 shells of Hausa standard, although in the present decayed

state of the town of A'gades, where all the gold trade has ceased,

it possesses rather an imaginary value. The mithkal ofTimbuktu
contains the weight of24 grains of the kharub-tree, or 96 of wheat,

and is worth from 3000 to 4000 shells.:}: The mithkal of Mango
is equal to 1J of that of Timbuktu. Besides rings, very hand-

some ornaments are worked of gold
;
but, as far as I could learn,

most of this workmanship comes from Walata, which is still cele-

brated on this account.§

The next article that forms one of the chief staples in Timbuk-

tu, and in some respects even more so than gold, is salt, which, to-

gether with gold, formed articles of exchange all along the Niger

* M. Testa, in his "Notice statistique et commerciale sur la Regence de Tripoli,

1856," states the imports of gold dust into Tripoli to be of the value of 240,000

francs.

t Whether it be true, as some maintain (among others M. Prax, "Commerce de

l'Algerie, 1849," p. 13), that the name mithkal is a corruption of "medical," a

term used to denote the small weight used for medical purposes, I am not able to

decide. I always thought that it was derived from t|j;

t M. Prax, p. 12 of the little pamphlet just mentioned in the preceding note, is

totally wrong in supposing the mithkal of Timbuktu equal to half a duro, or Span-

ish dollar, or two fr. sixty cents. The very lowest price is just double.

§ There are some interesting articles of gold represented by Lord Fitzclarence in

the work above mentioned.
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from the most ancient times.* It is brought from Taodenni, a

place whose situation has been tolerably well established by M.

Caillie's journey,f and the mines of which have been worked, as

we know from A'hmed Baba, since the year 1596, when the for-

mer mines of Teghaza, situated some seventy miles farther to the

north, were given up. These salt-mines of Teghaza appear to

have been worked from very remote times, or at least before the

eleventh century ; and there can be little doubt that the mines of

Tatental, described by the excellent geographer El Bekri as sit-

uated twenty days' journey from Sijilm&a, and two from the

beginning of the desert, are identical with Teghaza. Even at

that time both Sijilmfea and Ghanata were provided from here,

while at least the eastern and original portion of Songhay was

supplied at that early period from the mines of Tautek, six days

from Tademekka4
In Taodenni the salt, which covers a very extensive tract of

ground in the district " El-J6f," is formed in five layers, or " uje,"

the uppermost of which is called el-wara; the second, el-benti;

the third, el-hammamiye ; the fourth, el-kahela, or the black one;

and the lowest, which is embedded in the water, el-kamera, or el-

b£dha. The upper of these layers are of little value, and the most

in request is the fourth layer, or el-kahela, the color of which is a

most beautiful intermixture of black and white, like a species of

marble. The ground is let out by the " kaid," who resides here,

and whose name at the present time is Z£n, in small portions,

where the diggings are made, and he levies a tribute called the

khomus from each hofra, or hole, the rest being sold by the work-

men.

The largest pieces of salt which are dug out here measure 3 feet

5 inches in length, 13 inches in height, and 2^- inches in thickness,

but they are of very unequal size, varying from 50 to 65 lb. in

weight
;
this, however, is only half of one layer, each layer being

* See El Bekri, ed. de Slane, p. 174

:

In another passage (p. 183) he describes the commerce of Gogo in the words

:

4 'The commerce of Gogo consists of salt, and salt is their standard currency."

f See Caillie's Travels to Timbuctoo, ii., p. 119; and about Teghaza, or, as he

writes, Trasas, or Trarzas, p. 128.

% El Bekri, p. 171. In the time of fibn Haukal (A.H. 960) the salt was brought

from Aulfl to Audaghost.
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sawn into two slabs. The price of these slabs of course varies

greatly at different times, but, as far as I became aware, in general

does not reach such an exorbitant price as has been men^oned by
Leo Africanus, Mr. Jackson, General Daumas, and others. "When
lowest, the price of each middle-sized slab does not exceed 3000
shells ; and the highest price which was paid during my residence

in the town was 6000, the price always rising toward spring, when
the salt caravans become scarce on account of the number of blood-

flies which infest the town and the neighborhood of the river. Of
course, when this great highroad is shut up for a long period in

consequence of feuds between the various tribes, the price may for

a time rise much higher, but such cases must be quite exceptional.

The trade in salt on a large scale, as far as regards Timbuktu,

is entirely carried on by means of the tiirkedi, or the cloth for fe-

male apparel, manufactured in Kano ; the merchants of Gkadames
bartering in the market ofA'rawan six turkedi, or " m&hafa," for

nine slabs, or "hajra," of salt, on condition that the Arabs bring

the salt ready to market ; or twelve, including the carriage to Ta-

dddnni. If they themselves then carry the salt to Timbuktu, they

sell there eight slabs of salt for six mithkal of gold ; but if they

carry it to Sansandi, each slab of salt fetches two mithkal.

But the expense of this journey up the river is very great, on

account of the boats being obliged to unship their merchandise at

the islands of Jafarabe, whence it is taken to Sansandi on the

backs of asses, and on account of the
T

ashur, which is levied by

the Fulbe, the expense is equal to about thirty-three per cent. ; so

that, out of every six slabs of salt transported to Sansandi, two are

required for covering the expense of transport. Thus, each tur-

kedi bought in Kano for about 1800 shells fetches two mithkal

of gold when sold in Sansandi, while in Timbuktu it fetches from

one to one and one sixth. This certainly, when we take into ac-

count the price of gold in Ghadames and Tripoli, is a considerable

profit ; but the road which this merchandise takes from Kan6 to

Ghat, thence to Tawat, and from that place to Timbuktu, is very

circuitous and expensive, and requires the agency and co-opera-

tion of several persons, no single merchant undertaking the whole

of the traffic.

I have already remarked, in the proper place, that Libtaka, or

rather Dore, forms the market-place for the salt for supplying the

provinces to the southeast of Timbuktu. It is transported thither

by a direct road by way of Tosaye or Gogo, without touching at
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Timbuktu
;
while, with regard to the region to the southwest, San-

sandi is the great entrepot for this commerce. The trade in this

article, which, in countries where it is wanting entirely, becomes

so precious, and the more so the greater its bulk, is, as I said be-

fore, of very ancient date in this western part of Negroland. But

the salt was brought at that period, not from Taod^nni, but from

the neighboring salt-mines of Teghaza
;
and, in the former period,

found its entrepot in Ghanata and Walata.

The guro, or kola nut, which constitutes one of the greatest lux-

uries of Negroland, is also a most important article of trade. Pos-

sessing this, the natives do not feel the want of coffee, which they

might so easily cultivate to any extent, the coffee-plant seeming

to be indigenous in many parts of JSTegroland. The guro which

is brought to the market of Timbuktu is imported from the prov-

inces of Tangrdra, the town which was touched at by M. Caillie

on his journey from Sierra Leone to Morocco, and of Teut£ and

Kani, to the south of Timd ; while the guro which is brought to

the market of Kano is imported from the northern province of

Asanti ; and the trees which furnish these different kinds of kola

nuts do not belong to the same species, being distinguished as

Sterculia acuminata, or the red kola nut, and Sterculia macrocarpa,

or the white kola nut
;
although the variety appears merely to ap-

ply to the seed, the fruit of the latter kind being generally of

larger size, while both flower and leaf are quite identical.

But there is a good deal of variety in the character of the guro

nut of each of these two species ; and in Kano four different kinds

are distinguished, according to the size of the fruit
;
namely, the

guriye, the largest fruit, which often measures an inch and a. half,

and sometimes even nearly two inches in diameter, and is sold at

a very high price
;
secondly, the marsakatu ; in the third place,

the sara-n-waga; and fourth, the menu. But this is not all.

There is a farther distinction of three kinds, according to the sea-

son when the fruit is gathered: first, the ja-n-karagu, the first

guro, which is collected about the end of February, but spoils eas-

ily, like the takduf among the dates
;
secondly, the gammagari,

collected at a later season, when the greater part of the fruit is

ripe, and remaining from three to four months on the tree, being

regarded by the Arabs as corresponding to those kind of dates

called tasfirt ; and lastly, there is the nata, the rest of the guro,

and of small size, which does not spoil.

As for the guro sold in Timbuktu, I had no opportunity of
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observing so many different varieties, but only became aware of

three distinctions being made, viz., the tinoro, or Tino-uro, u uro"

being the corresponding Songhay name for guro, and Tmo, or

Tina, the name of a district ; then the kind called siga ; and third-

ly, that called fara-fara.

As regards Selga, the district to which the Hausa traders go

for their supply of this article, three points are considered essen-

tial to the business of the kola trade
;

first, that the people of Mosi

bring their asses
;
secondly, that the Tonawa, or natives of Asanti,

bring the nut in sufficient quantities ; and thirdly, that the state of

the road is such as not to prevent the Hausa people from arriving.

If one of these conditions is wanting, the trade is not flourishing.

The price of the asses rises with the cheapness of the guro. The

average price of an ass in the market of Selga is 15,000 shells

;

while in Hausa the general price does not exceed 5000, But the

fataki, or native traders, take only as many asses with them from

Hausa as are necessary for transporting their luggage, as the toll,

or fitto, levied upon each ass by the petty chiefs on the road is

very considerable. From 5000 to 6000 guro, or kola nuts, con-

stitute an ass-load.

Selga, the market-place for this important article, being, it ap-

pears, a most miserable town, where even water is very scarce and

can only be purchased at an exorbitant price, the merchants always

manage to make their stay here as short as possible, awaiting the

proper season in Yendi, a town said to be as large as Timbuktu,

or in Kulfdla, the great market-place of Mosi ; and they are espe-

cially obliged to wait in case they arrive at the beginning of the

rainy season, there being no kola nuts before the latter part of the

kharif. The price of this nut in Timbuktu varies from 10 to 100

shells each, and it always constitutes a luxury ; so that, even on

great festivals, alms consisting of this article are distributed by the

rich people of the town.

So much for three ofthe most important articles of trade in Tim-

buktu—gold, salt, and the kola nut ; the salt trade comprising also

the dealings in the native cloth manufactured in Kano, which forms

the general medium of exchange for this article, and about which

I have already spoken in detailing the commerce of the great en-

trepot of Hausa. I will only add here, that, as Kano is not a

very old place, this want must have been supplied before from

some other quarter. It is probable that, as long as Songhay was

flourishing, such an import was not needed at all ; and we find
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from several remarks made by El Bekri, and other ancient geog-

raphers, that the art of weaving was very flourishing on the Up-

per Niger, but especially in the town of Silla, from very ancient

times* It is highly interesting to learn from these accounts that

even in the eleventh century the cotton cloth was called in this

region by the same name which it still bears at the present day,

namely, "shigge."

The price of the articles brought to this market from the region

of the Upper Niger, especially from Sansandi, varies greatly, de-

pending as it does upon the supply of the moment. Provisions,

during my stay, were, generally speaking, very cheap, while Cail-

]i6 complains of the high prices which prevailed in his time,f But

it must also be taken into account that the French traveler pro-

ceeded from those very countries on the Upper Niger from which

Timbuktu is supplied, and where, in consequence, provisions are

infinitely cheaper, while I came from countries which, owing to

the state of insecurity and warfare into which they have been

plunged for a long series of years, were suffering from dearth and

famine. «

The chief produce brought to the market of Timbuktu consists

of rice and negro corn ; but I am quite unable to state the quan-

tities imported. Besides these articles, one of the chief products

is vegetable butter, or mai-kad^na, which, besides being employed

for lighting the dwellings, is used most extensively in cookery as

a substitute for animal butter, at least by the poorer class of the

inhabitants. Smaller articles, such as pepper, ginger, which is

consumed in very great quantities, and sundry other articles, are

imported. A small quantity of cotton is also brought into the

market, not from Sansandi, I think, but rather from Jimballa and

some of the neighboring provinces, no cotton* being cultivated in

the neighborhood of the town : but the natives do not seem to

practice much weaving at home, even for their own private use.

At the time of my visit, the caravan trade with Morocco, which

is by far the most important, was almost interrupted by the feuds

raging among the tribes along that road, especially between the

E'rgebat and Tajakant on the one side and the various sections

* El Bekri, p. 173:

t Caillie, Journey to Timbuctoo, ii., p. 33.
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of the Tajakant on the other. This is the reason why in that

year there were no large caravans at all, which in general arrive

about the beginning of November, and leave in December or Jan-

uary.

These caravans from the north are designated, by the Arabs in

this region, by the curious name 'akabar (in the plural,
T

akwabir);

the origin of which I have not been able to make out, but it is

evidently to be ranked among that class of hybrid words used by

the Berber language. The same term is even used in Morocco to

denote a very large caravan, or an aggregate of many small cara-

vans ; but in Timbuktu the term kafla is quite unusual for small

parties, the name in use being "r&ega."

In former times these caravans, at least those from Morocco by
way of Tdfil^let, and from the wad£ Dar'a by way of the territory

of the
f

Arib, seem to have been numerous, although they never

amounted to the number mentioned in Mr. Jackson's account of

Morocco,* and in various other works.

The small caravans of Tajakant which arrived during my stay

in the town, the largest of which did not number more than sev-

enty or eighty camels, are rather an exception to the rule, and can

therefore furnish no data with regard to the average, although I

am quite sure that they very rarely exceed 1000 camels. The
consequence of this state of things was, that, especially during the

first part of my residence, the merchandise from the north fetched

a very high price, and sugar was scarcely to be had at all.

With regard to European manufactures, the road from Moroc-

co is still the most important for some articles, such as red cloth,

coarse coverings, sashes, looking-glasses, cutlery, tooacco; while

calico especially, bleached as well as unbleached, is also imported

by way of Ghadames, and in such quantities of late that it has

greatly excited the jealousy of the Morocco merchants. The in-

habitants of Ghadames are certainly the chief agents in spreading

this manufacture over the whole northwestern part of Africa, and,

in consequence, several of the wealthier Ghadamsi merchants em-

ploy agents here. The most respectable among the foreign mer-

chants in Timbuktu is Taleb Mohammed, who exercises, at the

* P. 96. Here Jackson states the average size of such a caravan at 10,000 cam-

els; and even the more cautious M. Graberg de Hemso repeats these statements in

his " Specchio di Morocco," p. 144, seq. " Ciononostante (le caravane) conducono

talvolta seco da IGJino a 20 mih cammelli."
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same time, a very considerable political influence ; and the wealth-

iest merchants from Morocco besides him, during the time of my
stay, were El M^hedi, the astronomer, MiiTa (Abd e' Salam, the

nobleman, and my friend the Sw£ri ; while among the Ghadamsi

merchants, Mohammed ben Taleb, Sniisi ben Kyari, Mohammed
Lebbe-Lebbe, Haj 'All ben Shawa, and Mohammed Weled el

Kadhi, were those most worth mentioning.

But to apply even to these first-rate merchants a European

standard of wealth would be quite erroneous, the actual property

of none of them exceeding probably 10,000 dollars, and even that

being rather an exceptional case. Scarcely any of them transact

business on a large scale, the greater part of them being merely

agents for other merchants residing in Grhadames, Sw£ra (Moga-

dor), Merakesh (Morocco), and Fas.

The greater part of the European merchandise comes by way
of Sw£ra, where several European merchants reside, and from this

quarter proceeds especially the common red cloth, which, together

with calico, forms one of the chief articles of European trade

brought into the market. All the calico which I saw bore the

name of one and the same Manchester firm, printed upon it in Ar-

abic letters. But I am quite unable, either with respect to this

article or any other, to give an account of the quantity brought

into market. All the cutlery in Timbuktu is of English work-

manship. Tea forms a standard article of consumption with the

Arabs settled in and around the town ; for the natives it is rather

too expensive a luxury.

A feature which greatly distinguishes the market of Timbuktu
from that of Kano, is the almost entire absence of that miserable

kind of silk, or rather refuse, " twani" and " kundra," which forms
the staple article in the market of Kano. Other articles also of the

delicate Nuremberg,manufacture are entirely wanting in this mar-
ket; such as the small ^round looking-glasses, called "lemmr

a,"

which some time ago had almost a general currency in Kano.
The market of Timbuktu, therefore, though not so rich in quan-
tity, surpasses the rival market of Kano in the quality of the mer-
chandise. Bemuses, or Arab cloaks, furnished with a hood, also

seem to be disposed of here to a considerable extent, although they

must form too costly a dress for most of the officers at the courts

of the petty chiefs, in the reduced state of all the kingdoms here-

abouts
;
and, at all events, they are much more rarely seen here

than in the eastern part ofNegroland. These bemuses, of course,
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are prepared by the Arabs and Moors in the north, but the cloth

is of European manufacture. The calico imported constitutes a

very important article. It is carried from here up the country as

far as Sansandi, although in the latter place it comes into compe-

tition with the same article which is brought from the western and

southwestern coasts.

Among the Arab merchandise tobacco forms a considerable ar-

ticle of consumption, especially that produced in "Wadi Nun, and

called, par excellence, " el warga," "the leaf," as it is not only

smoked by the Arabs and natives in the country, as far as they

are not exposed to the censure of the ruling race ofthe Fulbe, but

is even exported to Sansandi. I have already observed that to-

bacco constitutes a contraband article in all the towns where the

Fulbe of Hamda-Allahi exercise dominion, and in Timbuktu es-

pecially, where one can only indulge in this luxury in a clandes-

tine manner.

Tobacco, together with dates, forms also the chief article of im-

port from Tawat, the species from that place being called " el war-

gat," the leaves indicating its inferior character to the first-rate ar-

ticle from Wadi Nun. Dates and tobacco form articles of trade

among the people of Tawat, the poor tradesmen of that country

possessing very little of themselves besides. But the quantity of

these articles imported has also been greatly overrated by those

who have spoken of the commercial relations ofthese regions from

a distance. At least I am sure that the whole of the time I was

staying in the town only about twenty camel-loads of these two

articles together were imported.

"With regard to exports, they consisted, at the time of my stay

in the place, of very little besides gold and a moderate quantity

of gum and wax, while ivory and slaves, as far as I was able to

ascertain, seemed not to be exported to any considerable amount.

However, a tolerable proportion of the entire export from these

regions proceeds by way of A'rawan, without touching at Tim-

buktu. At any rate, those gentlemen who estimate the annual

export of slaves from Negroland to Morocco at about 4000* are

certainly mistaken, although in this, as well as in other respects,

the exceptional and anarchical state of the whole country at the

* Graberg de Hemso, Specchio di Morocco, p. 146. Besides slaves, he enumer-

ates as articles of export from Timbuktu to Morocco, ivory, rhinoceros horns, in-

cense, gold dust, cotton strips (? verghe), jewels, ostrich feathers of the first quality,

gum copal, cotton, pepper, cardamom, assafeetida, and indigo.
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time of my residence, and my own most critical situation, did not

allow me to arrive at any positive results. Thus much is certain,

that an immense field is here- opened to European energy, to re-

vive the trade which, under a stable government, formerly ani-

mated this quarter of the globe, and which might again flourish to

great extent. For the situation of Timbuktu is of the highest

commercial importance, lying as it does at the point where the

great river ofWestern Africa, in a serpent-like winding, approaches

most closely to that outlying and most extensive oasis of " the

far West"—Maghreb el Aksa, of the Mohammedan world—I mean

Tawat, which forms the natural medium between the commercial

life of this fertile and populous region and the north ; and wheth-

er it be Timbuktu, Walata, or Ghanata, there will always be in

this neighborhood a great commercial entrepot, as long as mankind
retain their tendency to international intercourse and exchange of

produce.

CHAPTER LXXI.

DIARY CONTINUED.

Being enabled to collect a good deal of information, as far as

my situation allowed, I did not choose to accompany the sheikh

when he again went to the tents on the 24th of January. He
promised that he would only stay a day or two, but he did not

return until the 29th. On this occasion I took the liberty of re-

minding him that he was not over-scrupulous in keeping his word

;

but, in his amiable way, he evasively replied, "that if a person

had only one fault, or "aib/ it was of no consequence." Among
my informants at this time, two Kanuri travelers, who had vis-

ited all the countries of the Wangarawa, or Eastern Mandingoes,

and one of whom had penetrated even as far as the Gold Coast,

were most distinguished. Besides a good deal of information, es-

pecially with regard to the topography of the country of Mosi,

they gave me an account of the petty struggle between the Swed-
ish and the Tonawa or Asanti ; and they also informed me that

the Mosi people had plundered the villages of Duna, Kubo, and
Isay, all of them belonging to the province of Dalla, which we had
passed on our road hither, and where, they said, no inhabitants

were now left. The Sheikho A'hmedu, after having collected an

Vol. III.—A a
"
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expedition against the I'regknaten, had changed his plans, in or-

der to march against the mountain stronghold of Konna
;
but, as

we afterward heard, he was repulsed by the natives, the Saro,

who, relying upon their strong position, defended themselves with

great valor.

Meanwhile, the salt, the staple produce of Timbuktu, gradually

became dearer, the large Ll ras" fetching now 3800 shells
;

for, as

I have stated, the price constantly increases, caravans not being

enabled to visit the place during the following months, till the

end of April, on account of the large blood-flies infesting the river.

A small caravan containing from forty to fifty camels, which ar-

rived on the 28th, was one of the latest that came into the town.

Thus ended the month of January, with utter disappointment

at the failure of my expected departure, and with nothing but

empty promises. After a sleepless night, I awoke on the 1st of

February full of anxiety. I felt really afraid lest my host, not-

withstanding his friendly disposition toward me, might keep me
here the whole summer. At length I eased my mind in a slight

degree by writing a letter to the sheikh, wherein I made him a

witness against himself, in having so repeatedly given me his word
that I should certainly leave this city and proceed on my home-
journey. But matters, indeed, now looked more serious, another

Pullo officer of well-known energy, viz., A'tkar, the Governor of

Gundam and Dire, having arrived with a considerable troop of

armed men from Hamda-A'llahi, and another man of still more
importance, A'hmed el Ferreji, was soon expected. The Fulbe

seemed fully resolved to vindicate their power and authority over

the town
;
and, in order to show that they were masters of the

place, they exacted this year a tribute of 2000 shells on each slave

with great severity.

Uncertain as were my prospects, I contrived to pass my time

usefully by applying myself to the study of the idiom of the West-
ern Tawarek, with Mohammed ben Khottar, the sheikh's nephew,
and a Tarki of the name of Musa, for my teachers. Thus endeav-

oring to master my impatience, I listened with composure to the

several rumors which were repeatedly spread with regard to the

arrival of the various brothers of the sheikh, an event which, ac-

cording to his statement, formed now the only reason for delay-

ing my departure. But, in a long private conversation which I

had with him on the 4th, when I urged him more than usual, he
began to appeal to my humane feelings, and, discarding all polit-
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ical motives, confessed that the chief reason which detained him

was the pregnancy of his wife, and earnestly begged me to await

the result of this event.

All this time, on account of the unusual height which the in-

undation had reached this year, a great deal of sickness prevailed

in the town ; and among the various people who fell a sacrifice

to the disease was the son of Taleb Mohammed, the richest and

most influential Arab merchant in the place, whose life I should

have liked very much to save
;
but, seeing that the cure was very

uncertain, I thought it more prudent (as I always did in such

cases) not to give him any medicine at all.

Having staid several days in the town, we again went out to

the tents in the afternoon of the 8th, in the company of Eumman
and Mushtaba, two Tawarek chiefs who had come to pay the

sheikh a visit. On emerging from the A'beraz, I had with the

latter a horse-race to some distance. As the Fullan seemed to

have some projects against the Tawarek, and had strengthened

their military power in the town of Gundam, these Berber tribes

were very much irritated against the former
;
they had even made

an attack on a boat, and killed one of the Fullan and wounded
another, while those of their tribe who were settled nearest to

Gundam thought it more prudent to change their dwelling-place,

and to migrate farther eastward.

According to the profession of the two chiefs who accompanied

us, they did not wish to be at peace with that warlike tribe which

0 daily spreading in every direction
;
but, notwithstanding their

personal valor, the Tawarek are so wanting in unity that they can

never follow any line ofpolicy with very great results, while those

who have a little property of their own are easily gained over by
the other party. Thus, instead of sticking closely to the sheikh,

and enabling him to make a firm stand against the Fullan, they

seriously affected his interest at this time, by plundering, disarm-

ing, and slaying four Tawati, who belonged to a small caravan that

arrived on the 11th, and who, like all their countrymen, enjoyed

the special protection of the sheikh.

My friend seemed at this moment to doubt the arrival of his

brothers, not less than that of Alkuttabu, the great chief of the

Awelimmiden, and endeavored to console me for the long delay

of my departure by saying that it was the custom with them to

keep their guests at least a year in their company. He informed

me, at the same time, that he wanted to make me a present of a
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horse, and that I might then, if I liked, give one of my own horses

to Alkuttabu. He was this day more communicative than usual,

and sat a long time with me and his pupils, delivering to us a lec-

ture on the equal rank of the prophets, who, he said, had each of

them one distinguishing quality, but that none of them ought to

be preferred to the other. He dwelt particularly on the distin-

guished qualities ofMoses, or Musa, who was a great favorite with

him, although he was far from being friendly disposed toward the

Jews, the spirit of Mohammed Ben 1Abd el Kerim el Maghili, who
hated that nation from the bottom of his heart, and preached the

Jihad against it, having communicated itself to the Mohammedan'
inhabitants of this part of Negroland.

At another time my friend Entered, without any prejudice, into

the subject of wine and pork, and he had not much to say against

the argument with which I used to defend myself from attacks in

this respect, viz., that while we believed religion to concern the

soul and the dealings of men toward each other, we thought all

that regarded food was left by the Creator to man himself; but,

of course, he would have been greatly shocked if he had beheld

the scenes exhibited every evening by gin-palaces in the midst of

the very acme of European civilization.

At other times again, taking out of his small library the Arabic

version of Hippocrates, which he valued extremely, he was very

anxious for information as to the identity of the plants mentioned

by the Arab authors. This volume of Hippocrates had been a

present from Captain Clapperton to Sultan Bello of Sokoto, from

whom my friend had received it, among other articles, as an ac-

knowledgment of his learning. I may assert, with full confidence,

that those few books taken by the gallant Scotch captain into Cen-

tral Africa have had a greater effect in reconciling the men of au-

thority in Africa to the character of Europeans than the most

costly present ever made to them ; and I hope, therefore, that gifts

like these may not be looked upon grudgingly by people who
would otherwise object to do any thing which might seem to favor

Mohammedanism.

We staid at the tents till the 14th; the time, on this occasion,

hanging less heavily upon my hands than formerly, in conse-

quence of the more cheerful and communicative disposition ofmy
host, and because I was able to gather some little information.

The weather, too, was more genial. We had a really warm day
on the 13th, and I employed the fine morning in taking a long
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walk over the several small sandy ridges which intersect this dis-

trict. There were just at the time very few people about here

who might cause me any danger, and I only fell in with the goat-

herds, who were feeding their flocks by cutting down those branch-

es of the thorny trees which contained young offshoots and leaves.

But the sheikh, having received some private information, suspect-

ed that our enemies might make another attempt against my safe-

ty, and, having requested me to send my servant,
rAbd-Allahi, into

the town, in the course of the day, to inform my people that we

were about to return, he mounted with me, after the moon had

risen, and we again entered our old quarters.

February 16th. This morning, one of my men, the Zaberma half-

caste, Sambo, whom I had taken into my service at the residence

of Galaijo, came to request to be dismissed my service. In the

afternoon I went to pay my respects to the sheikh, and was rather

astonished to hear him announce my departure more seriously and

more firmly than usual ; but the reason was that he had authen-

tic news that his elder brother, Sidi Mohammed, whose arrival he

had been expecting so long, and whom he wanted to leave in his

stead when obliged to escort me the first part of my journey, was

close at hand. The big drum having really announced his arrival

at the tents, we mounted on horseback, half an hour before mid-

night, and arrived at the encampment a little before two o'clock

in the morning. Here every thing, notwithstanding the lateness

of the hour, bore a festive character, and a large tent had been

pitched for the noble visitor at the foot of the hilly slope, the top

of which was occupied by the sheikh's own tents.

The eldest member of this princely family was a man a little

above the middle height, and strongly built, with a fine com-

manding expression of countenance, and manners more stern and
warlike than those of El Bakay, but not wanting in affability and
natural cheerfulness. In the position in which I was placed, as a

stranger, not only of a foreign country and nationality, but of an
opposite creed, and as the cause of so many difficulties to these

people in their political affairs, I could not expect that this man
would receive me, at our first interview, with remarkable kind-

ness and cordiality. It was therefore not to be wondered at that,

in the beginning, he asked me a great many questions which it

was not agreeable for me to answer in the presence of strangers.

Next day Hammadi, the son of El Mukhtar, the near relative

of El Bakay, and the latter's chief adversary, and therefore my
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enemy, arrived with several followers at the encampment El

Bakay constrained himself, for his elder brother's sake, to remain

in the same tent with Hammadi ; but Sidi Alawate, the younger

and more reckless brother, was not to be persuaded to enter the

tent as long as his hated cousin was there. He spent the day in

my tent till his enemy was gone. Sidi Mohammed did not seem

to be at all unfavorably disposed toward Hammadi, and wanted

even to enter the town in his company ; but he was obliged to

yield to the combined efforts of his two younger brothers, who
refused the company of their cousin.

This was the first opportunity I had of seeing Hammadi, with

whom I had wished from the beginning to be on friendly terms,

but was forced by the policy of my host to avoid all intercourse

with him, and thus to make him my adversary, as he was that of

the sheikh. I had received a favorable account of his learning

from different quarters ; but his personal appearance was certain-

ly not very prepossessing. He was of a stout figure, with broad

coarse features, strongly marked with the small-pox, and ofa very

dark complexion, his descent from a female slave being his chief

disadvantage.

Sidi Mohammed was very anxious to get into the towh, but El

Bakay, with his usual slowness, and perhaps this time longer de-

tained by the interesting situation of his wife, made his appear-

ance at a very late hour in the afternoon, and endeavored to defer

our departure till the next day ; but his &der brother was too en-

ergetic to be thus put off, and having given sufficient vent to his

dissatisfaction on account of the too great influence which Mrs.

Bak (that was the name of El Bakay's wife) exercised over his

brother, and asking me with an ingenious turn whether I knew
who was more influential than Sheikho A'hmedu beri A'hmedu
and lorded it over his brother, he mounted his horse, and sent

his young nephew to tell his father that he was ready and was
expecting him. Thus forced against his own inclination, the

sheikh at length disengaged himself from his family, and we went
into the town in the company of a few horsemen who had come
out to pay their respects to Sidi Mohammed, firing a few shots as

we entered the place.

Of course, in a town where no strong government is establish-

ed, and where every great man exercised all the influence and
power of which he was capable, due homage and tribute were to

be rendered to this potentate of the desert, who came to honor it
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with a visit. A musical performance took place in front of the

house of the sheikh, where he took up his quarters ; and each

foreign merchant prepared a gift, according to his wealth, by

which to obtain the protection of this man, or rather to forestall

his intrigues. These gifts were by no means small ; and I felt a

great deal of compassion for my friend
fAll ben Taleb, whose

present, although by no means trifling, was sent back by Sidi

Mohammed as neither adequate to the dignity of the receiver nor

to that of the giver. I myself also found it necessary to make to

this dignitary a respectable present. I gave him the finest ber-

mis, or Arab mantle, which I had still left, besides a black tobe,

and sundry smaller articles.

In other respects, the town, at this time, became rather quieter,

and trade was more dull. The small caravan of the Tajakant,

some members of which had only spent a few days in the town,

left on the 20th ; and the only articles which they took with them

were salt and a little calico. Even directly from the north, along

the most frequented route, the trade became insignificant
j
and a

party of merchants, who arrived from Tawat on the following

day, was exceedingly small. Among them were two respectable

Ghadamsiye merchants, but, having resided three or four months

in Tawat, they brought neither recent news nor letters for me.

However, they came just in time, as on the 22d a countryman of

theirs, of some importance, died, and I learned on this occasion

something about the property of merchants in this place. The
deceased was a tolerably wealthy man

;
among the property which

he left there being found about 2000 mithkal in gold, a consider-

able sum of money for this place, although it did not belong to

himself, but to the Tiniyan, or the well-known Ghadamsi family

of the Tmi, whose agent he was. The house where he lived was
worth 200 mithkal.

Having, while in the town, much time at my disposal, and only

little intercourse with the people, I had made ready another par-

cel, containing the information which I had been able to collect,

for sending to Europe ; and it was well that I had done so, as

early on the 26th a small troop of poor Tawati traders left for

their native home. But, unfortunately, this parcel did not find

her Britannic Majesty's agent, to whom it was addressed at Ghada-

mes, as he had left his post for the Crimea ; and thus my family

was thrown into the deepest grief in consequence of the rumor of

my death ; all my effects were buried ; and when I arrived at
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length in Hausa, where I had reckoned to find every thing that I

wanted, I found even the supplies which I had left drawn away
from me as*from a dead man.

Almost the whole of January and the beginning of February

had been in general cold, with a thick and foggy atmosphere, well

representing that season which the Tawarek call with the emphatic

and expressive name "the black nights," <3haden esattafh&i; and

all this time the river was continually rising or preserving the

highest level which it had reached. But on the 17th the river,

after having puzzled us several times as to its actual state, had

really begun to decrease, and almost immediately afterward the

weather became clearer and finer, thus testifying to the assertion

of the Tawarek—who have exchanged their abodes in the desert

for this border district along the river, as well as the Arabs, who
give to this season the name of the forty nights—that the river

never begins really to decrease before the end of this period. The
greatest danger from the inundation is just at this time, when the

waters recede, as the rising ground on which the hamlets along

the shore are situated has been undermined and frequently gives

way ; and we received intelligence on the 22d that the hamlet of

B6tagungu, which is situated between Kabara and Gundam, had
been destroyed in this manner.

Although I had enjoyed a greater degree of security for some
time, my situation, after a short respite, soon assumed again a

serious character, and hostile elements were gathering from dif-

ferent quarters
;

for, while a very important mission was just ap-

proaching from Hamda-Allahi, on the 25th we received the news
that Abidin, that member of the family of Mukhtar who followed

a policy entirely opposite to that of El Bakay, was reported to be
near, and he was conducted into the town by Hammadi with con-

siderable display.

In the morning of the following day, just as the atmosphere
changed from bright to gloomy, a powerful Pullo officer, and a

prince of the blood, Hamedu, a son of Mohammed Lebbo, entered

the town with a numerous troop on horseback and on foot, among
whom were ten musketeers. They marched past my house on
purpose, although the direct road from Kabara did not lead that

way, in order to frighten me, while I, with the intention of show-
ing them that they had entirely failed in their object, opened the

door of my house, displaying in the hall all my firearms, and my
people close at hand ready to use them.
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But my little band became more and more reduced, for when
the chief of my followers, the Mdjebrf, 'All el A'geren, saw a fresh

storm gathering against me, he disclaimed any farther obligation

toward me, notwithstanding the salary which he continued to re-

ceive. But, as I had given him up long before, this farther mani--

festation of his faithlessness did not make a great impression upon

me. On the other hand, I had attached to myself, by the present

which I had bestowed upon him, the eldest brother of the family

upon whose good-will, under the present circumstances, a great

deal depended.

Thus approached the 27th of February, when the real character

of the mission from Hamda-AUahi, of which Hamedu had only

been the forerunner, was disclosed. Having been in a lazy and

rather melancholy mood the whole day, I was reclining on my
simple couch in the evening, when I was surprised by the sheikh's

nephew entering abruptly, and, although betraying by his sad and

serious countenance that something very grave oppressed his mind,

yet squatting silently down without being able or feeling inclined

to say a word. Scarcely had he left me, when my Tawati friend,

Mohammed el
f

Aish, who continued to show me a great deal of

kindness and sympathy, called me into the sheikh's presence. I

was ushered in with great precaution through the hall and up the

narrow winding staircase, and found the three brothers in the ter-

race-room engaged in serious consultation.

After I had taken my seat they informed me that the Fullan

were making a last attempt against my safety, and that, together

with Kauri, the former emir, a distinguished nobleman of the

name of Mohammed el Ferreji, had arrived in Kabara accom-

panied by a troop of about one hundred men, and that the latter

messenger had addressed to my host two letters of very different

character and tenor, one being full of manifestations of friendship,

and the other couched in most threatening terms, to the effect

that something serious would happen if he did not send me off

before he (Ferreji) entered the town. But no active course of

proceedings was resolved upon, although Mohammed, who was
the most energetic of the three, proposed that we should mount
on horseback and pass the night on the road to Kabara, partly in

order to prevent the inhabitants ofthe town from joining the Ful-

lan in that place, in conformity with the order, which they had
received, partly in order to intercept any thing that might come
from the hostile camp. While proposing this energetic measure,
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the chief of A'zawad was playing with* his four-barreled musket,

which, even under these momentous circumstances, excited my
curiosity almost more than any thing else, as I had never seen

any thing like it in Europe. It was of excellent workmanship,

but I could not say of what peculiar character, as it did not bear

any distinct mark of nationality. Of course I suspected, when I

first beheld it, that it had belonged to the late unfortunate Major

Laing, but I was distinctly assured by all the people, though I

would scarcely believe it, that this was not the case, and that it

had been purchased from American traders at Portendik. At
present it was rather short, the uppermost part having been taken

off in consequence of an accident ; but it was, nevertheless, a very

useful weapon and not at all heavy. It was made for flints, there

being only two cocks, but a cannon to each barrel.

Having discussed various proposals with regard to my safety,

with characteristic slowness, and coupling serious observations

with various amusing stories, Sidi Mohammed sat down and wrote

a formal protest in my favor, and sent it to the Emir Kauri.

However, I doubt whether, on a serious inquiry, this paper would
have been regarded by Christians as very flattering to their posi-

tion in the world ; the principal argument brought forward by my
noble friend and protector for not dealing with me in so cruel a

manner being, that I was not "akafir" than the "rais," -meaning

that I was not a greater u kafir," or unbeliever, than Major Laing;

for, besides not being very complimentary, it left it open to our

adversaries to reply that they did not intend td treat me worse

than the Major had been treated, who, as is well known, having

been forced to leave the town, was barbarously murdered in the

desert.

A messenger from the emir having arrived, the sheikh himself

made a Jong speech, telling him under what circumstances I had
reached this place, and that now I had once placed myself under
his protection, there was nothing but honorable peace, both for

himself and his guest, or war. Upon this the messenger observed,
'

in an ironical manner, that, El F^rreji (who had been sent to com-

promise with the sheikh) being a learned man like himself, every
thing would end well

;
meaning that they would know, if not able

to succeed by force, how to vanquish him with arguments taken

from their creed. Another protest having been sent to Taleb Mo-
hammed, who, as I stated before, although nothing but a mer-
chant, exercised a great political influence in this anarchical place,
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I went home to refresh myself with a cup of tea, and then made
preparations for the eventual defense of my hoiise, and for hiding

the more valuable of my effects : after which I returned to the

residence of El Bakay, about midnight, and found the holy man
himself, armed with a double-barreled gun, about to enter the

great segifa, or parlor, which he had allotted to his faithful and

discreet store-keeper, Taleb el Wafi. Here we sat down
; and soon

about forty men gathered round us, armed partly with spears and

partly with muskets, when, after a great deal of useless talk as to

what was to be done, it was agreed upon to send one messenger to

the Tawarek chiefs, Eumman and Mushtaba, whose acquaintance

I had made on a former occasion, and who at present were en-

camped in Mush^rrek, a locality rich in pasture-grounds and well

protected by three branches of the river, to the southwest of the

town—and another messenger to our friends the Kel-ulli, in order

to summon these people to our assistance.

Meanwhile the sheikh, seated on the raised platform of clay,

which occupied the left corner of the parlor, entertained the sleepy

assembly with stories of the prophets, especially Miisa and Mo-

hammed, and the victories achieved by the latter, in the begin-

ning of his career, over his numerous adversaries. The quiet of

the listless assembly was only disturbed for a time by a shriek is-

suing from the northern part of the town, and every body snatch-

ed his gun and ran out ; but it was soon found that the alarm was

caused by our own messengers, who, on leaving the place, had

disturbed the repose of the inhabitants of the suburb, or " A'be-

raz," the latter supposing them to belong to a foray of the preda-

tory and enterprising Welad f

Alush, who were then infesting

A'zawacl.

Having thus sat up the whole night, full of curious reflections

on these tragi-comic scenes, I returned to my quarters about five

o'clock in the morning, and endeavored to raise my exhausted

spirits by means of some coffee. However, our precautions, in-

sufficient as they might seem to a European, had had their full ef-

fect, and the Pullo messenger did not dare to enter the town be-

fore noon, and even then, although joined by about sixty horse-

men from the townspeople, was afraid to traverse our warlike

quarter.

Meanwhile Sidi Mohammed and A'lawate had left the town
with a troop of armed men, under the pretext of observing the

movements of the enemy, but, perhaps, in order to show them that
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they themselves did not coincide with all the views of the sheikh.

Going then to the residence, I found nearly two hundred people

assembled there, most of them armed, and including among their

number even the Pullo, Mohammed ben rAbd-Allahi, who did

not conceal the greater friendship he felt for the sheikh than for

his own countrymen, the Fulbe of Hamda-AUahi. While I was

there, Mohammed S f

aid, the officer who had been sent to capture

me on a previous occasion, was dispatched as a messenger by Fer-

reji, the new officer
;
and, under the present circumstances, dis-

guising all hostile intentions, he was desirous to know what was

the reason of this show of arms ; such not being in accordance

with the sheikh's former character, and it being rather his duty to

bestow hospitable treatment upon his old friend, El Ferreji.

Although this was rather a curious distortion of facts, I was still

more astonished at the answer of the sheikh, who replied that he

had only followed the example of his two brothers. But the

business was not settled in this manner. Late in the evening

there was another serious consultation in the terrace-room of the

sheikh, and Sidi A'lawate was dispatched to Ferreji to elicit from

him an indication of his real intentions. Sidi Mohammed, mean-

while, in order to pass away the time, opened a cheerful and jo-

cose conversation, by questioning me respecting the social position

and the various relations of the other sex in my own country—

a

subject which always possesses a great deal of attraction, even

among the most serious of the Mohammedans.

Having then been obliged to withdraw, as A'lawate had pretend-

ed that he could onlycommunicate his message from the officer sent

from Hamda-Allahi to El Bakay himself, I returned home
;
but,

long after midnight, I received a visit from the latter, who came

to inform me that Ferreji had brought nothing but favorable let-

ters from Hamda-AUahi, having written, as he said, the threaten*

ing letter from Kabara merely at the instigation of the Saheliye,

or merchants from Morocco; and that he himself, on his part,

had assured Ferreji that, if Shcikho A'hmcdu left me alone, I

should be forwarded on my home-journey after a short delay ; but

adding that the Fulbe ought to assist him from the public revenue,

in order to hasten my departure.

The same day I witnessed an interesting episode in the private

life of these people. The sheikh's mother-in-law having died, he

went to pray for her soul at the "r6dha," or sepulchre, of Sidi

Mukhtar, a sacred locality a few hundred yards on the east side
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of the town, which in my career in this place was to become of

greater importance to me. Such is the reverence which these

Arabs have for the female portion of their tribe. There are,

moreover, several women famed for the holiness of their life, and

even authoresses of well-digested religious tracts, among the tribe

of the Kunta.

Political circumstances were not quite so favorable as my host

wanted to represent them to me
;

as, like many other people, he

was not very particular, when endeavoring to obtain a good ob-

ject, about saying things that were not quite true ; and the fol-

lowing day, when F&reji paid a visit to the sheikh, he designated

me as a war-chief and a " meharebi," or freebooter, who ought not

to be allowed to remain any longer in the town. Altogether it

was fortunate that El Bakay had provided for the worst by send-

ing for the Kel-ulli, who arrived in the course of the afternoon,

about sixty strong, with great military demonstrations and beat-

ing of shields. It was on this occasion that I first made the ac-

quaintance of this warlike tribe, who, notwithstanding their de-

graded position as Imghad, have made themselves conspicuous by
totally annihilating the formerly powerful tribe of the I'gelad and

Fmedidderen, who in former times ruled over Timbuktu and

were hostile to the Kunta. The Kel-ulli are distinguished among
all the tribes of the neighborhood by three qualities which, to the

European, would scarcely seem possible to be united in the same

person, but which are not unfrequently found combined in the

Arab tribes, viz., " rdjela," or valor ;

u
sirge," or thievishness ; and

" dhiyafa," or generous hospitality.

CHAPTEE LXXIL

GREAT CRISIS.—OBLIGED TO LEAVE THE TOWN".—MILITARY

DEMONSTRATION.

There was now a fair opportunity offered me of leaving the

town in an honorable way, under the protection of the friendly

Kel-ulli, who for this very purpose had brought with them from
the encampment my four camels ; but the sheikh missed this fa-

vorable occasion by relying too much upon the promised arrival

of the great Tawarek chief Alkuttabu. As for our friends the

Tademdkket, to whom A'hmed Wadawi, the learned follower of
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the sheikh, had been sent as a messenger, they did not come along

with him, but sent word that they would follow him as soon as

their presence was required, their chief A'wab having gone to

raise tribute from the degraded tribe of the Id&ebo.

Uncertain as my situation was under these circumstances, I felt

cheered by the not very improbable chance of my departure ; for

at length the last cause which had delayed me so long seemed to

be removed by El Bakay's wife giving birth to a child on the 4th

of March. All political as well as domestic circumstances there-

fore seemed to conspire in rendering it possible for him to accom-

pany me for the distance of some days ; and he had really assured

me the night before, when I was engaged in a consultation with

him till near morning, that I should leave on the following Tues-

day
;
but, having had too much insight into his dilatory charac-

ter, I told him <very plainly that I did not believe a word of it, as

he had disappointed me so often. And I had reason to be satis-

fied with my skepticism, as the phantom of the " tabu," or the

great army of the Tawarek, with whose assistance he hoped to

triumph over his enemies, did not allow him to adhere to any

fixed plan. Now the " tabu" was really approaching ; and it was
merely some unforeseen circumstance, probably owing in part to

the machinations of the party publicly or secretly opposed to the

authority of the sheikh, which prevented the great chief of all

those westerly Tawarek from reaching Timbuktu, and crowning

all the hopes and wishes of my protector.

It was in the afternoon of the 5th that we received undoubted

news of the approach of the tabu, the shepherds seeking to secure

their flocks by flight, and all those who had reason to fear the

wrath or anger of their mighty liege lord endeavoring to reach

the islands and creeks of the river as a place of safety. A mes-

senger who arrived from Bamba stated that the tabu had really

reached the town of E'gedesh, a few miles beyond Bamba
;
nay,

even the state of the atmosphere seemed to confirm the news of

the approach of a numerous host, as it was entirely enveloped in

thick clouds of dust. But the sheikh was a little too rash in

sending on the 6th a message to El Fdrreji, giving him official in-

formation of the arrival of Alkuttabu. That officer answered, in

a manly way, that he must not think of frightening,him, and that

he himself, if necessary, was fully able to summon an army from

Fermagha and from Dar e' Salam, the capital of the Province of

Jimballa on the other side of the river ; that he had come to drive
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me out of the town, and that he would at any cost achieve his

purpose ; and although the sheikh's rival, Hammadi, seemed to be

frightened and came to sue for peace, yet Sidi Mohammed was

wearied with his brother's continual procrastination, and from

that day forward did all in his power to make me leave the town

under any condition, and banish me to the tents.

There is no doubt that, in the event of the " tabu" not arriving,

the sheikh's situation became more dangerous in consequence of

the arrival of his brother
f

Abidin, who entered the town amid a

demonstration of firing and music on the afternoon of the 7th.

All the three brothers went out on horseback to meet him ; but

this man, who was bent upon following a policy entirely opposed

to that of El Bakay, took up his quarters with Hammadi, the ad-

versary of the latter. Even the eldest brother was so little satis-

fied with the sheikh's present policy, that, when I called upon him •

about midnight of that same day, a very serious conversation arose

between the two brothers, Sidi Mohammed asking ElBakay wheth-

er they were to fight the Fullan on account of a single individual,

and one too of a foreign religion ; and reproaching him at the

same time with the fact that his preparations did not advance,

while on his part he did not think any preparations were neces-

sary at all, as he was sure that not even the tribe of the Igwada-

ren, who are settled near Bamba, would do me any harm. But
the sheikh endeavored to gain time by telling his brother that he

would send the following day for the horses from Kabara, and
that he would write a letter to some chiefs on the road through

whose territory I had to pass.

Having been a quiet spectator of this dispute, I returned to my
quarters, and in order to provide against any accident I packed

up the remainder of my luggage and made every thing ready for

starting. Meanwhile, Sidi Mohammed and A'lawate, in order to

further their plans, had the same afternoon an appointment with
rAbidin and Hammadi, where they probably determined as to the

course to be pursued with regard to me : and El Bakay, who went
the same evening to pay a visit to to

fAbidm, seemed to have
given a kind of half promise that I should leave in the afternoon

of the 10th. But having obtained a short respite, in the course

of the following day, he delayed my departure from day to day,

expecting all the time the arrival of Alkuttabu.

Meanwhile, Sidi Mohammed had made a serious attack upon
my religion, and called me always a kafir. But I told him that I
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was a real Moslim, the pure Islam, the true worship of the one

God, dating from the time of Adam, and not from the time of

Mohammed ; and that thus, while adhering to the principle of the

unity and the most spiritual and sublime nature of the Divine

Being, I was a Moslim, professing the real Islam, although not

adopting the worldly statutes of Mohammed, who, in every thing

that contained a general truth, only followed the principles estab-

lished long before his time. I likewise added, that even they

themselves regarded Plato and Aristotle as Moslemin, and that

thus I myself was to be regarded as a Moslim, in a much stricter

sense than these two pagan philosophers. I concluded by stating

that the greater part of those who called themselves Moslemin did

not deserve that name at all, but ought rather to be called Mo-

hammedan, such as we named them, because they had raised their

prophet above the Deity itself.

Being rather irritated and exasperated by the frequent attacks

of Sidi Mohammed and A'lawate, I delivered my speech with

great fervor and animation ; and when I had concluded, Sidi Mo-
hammed, who could not deny that the Kuran itself states that Is-

lam dates from the creation of mankind, was not able to say a

word in his defense. As for El Bakay, he was greatly delighted

at this clear exposition ofmy religious principles, but his younger

brother, who certainly possessed a considerable degree of knowl-

edge in religious matters, stated, in opposition to my argument,

that the Caliphs El Harun and M'amun, who had the books of

Plato and Aristotle translated into Arabic, were Met'azfla, that is

to say, heretics, and not true Moslemin ; but this assertion of

course I did not admit, although much might be said in favor of

my opponent. At all events, I had obtained some respite from

the attacks of my friends ; and having thus the support of them
all, in the afternoon of the following day, the 10th of March, we
went quietly to the tents in order to celebrate the " Sebuwa" (cor-

responding to the baptism of the Christians) of the new-born child.

On this occasion I noticed that the water in the outlying creeks

which we passed had only fallen about three feet since the 17th

of February, which is less than two inches per day ; but it is

probable that the water of the principal branch decreases more
rapidly than that of these winding backwaters.

The camp was full of animation, the Gwamn el Kohol, a sec-

tion of the Bdrabish, having taken refuge in the encampment of

the sheikh from fear of the Kdl-hekikan, with whom they were
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on hostile terms. It was highly interesting for me to be thus

brought into close contact with these people, who owe allegiance

to the chief that had murdered Major Laing
;

and, well aware

that I could not fail to entertain a strong prejudice against them,

they all thronged round me on my arrival, and hastened to assure

me of their friendly disposition. They were armed with double-

barreled guns, a weapon which, owing to the trade with the French,

is now common through the whole of this part of the desert, the

long single-barreled gun, the only favorite weapon with the Arabs

to the north, being here regarded with contempt as befitting only

the slave. In general, the people were of middle stature, although

Some of them were fine tall men and of a warlike and energetic

appearance, having their shirts, mostly of a light blue color, tied

up over their shoulder and girt round the waist with a belt, the

powder-horn hanging over the shoulder, quite in the same style

as is the custom of their brethren nearer the shores of the Atlan-

tic. Their head was uncovered, with the exception of their own
rich black hair, or guffa, which, I am sorry to add, was full of ver-

min.

The same evening, although it was late, my host, who was cer-

tainly not wanting in hospitality, slaughtered five oxen, and in

consequence we partook of supper about an hour after midnight.

But that was not at all unusual here ; and nothing during my stay

in Timbuktu was more annoying to me, and more injurious to

my health than this unnatural mode of living, which surpasses in

absurdity the late hours of London and Paris.

Early the next morning two more head of cattle were slaugh-

tered, and enormous quantities of rice and meat were cooked for

the great numbers of guests, who had flocked here together from
the town and from all parts of the neighboring district. Amid
such feasting the name of Mohammed was given to the new-born
infant. The way in which the guests dealt with the enormous
dishes, some of which were from four to five feet in diameter, and
could only be carried by six persons, bore testimony to the vorac-

ity of their appetites ; one of these immense dishes was upset,

and the whole of the contents spilt in the sand.

But the people were not long left to enjoy their festivity, for

just while they were glutting themselves a troop of K61-hek£kan,

the tribe who waged the bloody feud with the Grwanm, passed by,

throwing the whole encampment into the utmost confusion. When
at length it had again settled down, the festivities proceeded, and

VbL. III.—B b
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Mohammed el Aish, with some ofhis countrymen from Tawat, roae

a race up the slope of the downs toward the tents, firing their guns

at the same time ; but altogether the exhibition was rather shab-

by, and some of the men were very poor riders, having probably

never been on horseback before, as they were natives of the desert

where the camel prevails. The inhabitants of Timbuktu, who pos-

sess "horses, are continually pestered with the request to lend them

to strangers
;
and, with regard to these animals, a sort of com-

munism prevails in the town ; but they are of a very poor descrip-

tion, only the sheikh himself possessing some good horses, brought

from the Gibleh, or western quarter of the desert.

The K61-hekikan formed also a subject of anxiety to us in the

evening, and, after a long and tedious consultation, it was decided

to send some people to watch the movements of those freebooters.

Having been met with, they declared they should feel satisfied if

, the sheikh would consent to deliver up to them the person who
had first slain one of their companions, for this had been the be-

ginning of the feud with the Grwanin, although the murderer be-

longed to the Turmus, and not to that other tribe which had taken

up the quarrel. In consequence of these feudal relations I had
an interesting conversation with the sheikh, and Fandaghumme,
one of the chiefs of the Tadem^kket who had likewise come to

join this festival, about the "fed f

a," or the price of blood, many
of the Tawarek tribes refusing to accept any fed

f

a, but perempto-

rily requiring bloodshed. I have already mentioned these free-

booters, the Kdl-hekikan, on a former occasion ; and it is remark-

able that this very tribe, which at present is most distinguished

by its lawless and sanguinary habits, and which, in consequence

of the almost uninterrupted state of warfare in which they are en-

gaged, was at the time reduced to about forty full-grown men,
exhibits the finest specimens ofmanly vigor and stately appearance

which are to be found in this whole region.

Notwithstanding the importance which the day possessed for

my protector, the stay in the camp, deprived as I was of books or

any other source of amusement, and of even the smallest Euro-
pean comfort, became more and more tedious to me. My mate-

rial privations also were not few, especially as I had not even
taken coffee with me this time, so that I had nothing to refresh

myself with in the early part of the morning. However, I tried to

pass my time as cheerfully as possible, and took some interest in

the appearance of a man who had likewise come out to enjoy the
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hospitality of the sheikh. This was the Shenf Mulay Isay, who,

on account of his white skin, was almost suspected by the natives

to be of European origin. In the course of the day the sheikh

showed me some rich gold trinkets belonging to his wife, manu-

factured in Walata ; and this was almost the only time that I had

an opportunity of inspecting these gold ornaments. They formed

a sort of diadem : and I understood my host to say that he want-

ed to have a similar one made for Queen Victoria, which, however

poor in itself, I assured him would be valued by the English as a

specimen of their native industry.

The stay in this place became the more disagreeable, as a high

wind raised thick clouds of dust, and the leathern tent, in which

Fandaghumme was staying, was blown down, and I was therefore

rather glad when, in the evening of the 13th, we returned into the

town. Here, again, the news of the arrival of the " tabu" was a

second time reported, and every body again thrown into a state

of excitement ; the Ergageda, a tribe of Arabs or Moors, moving
to and fro, while all the poor degraded tribes in the neighborhood,

together with their herds of cattle and their flocks of sheep, fled

again for refuge to the encampment of the sheikh, such as the K61
e

7

Sherfa, the K^l-antsar, the I'denan, and the Kdl-tilli. My pro-

tector himself was again to return to the tents on the morning of

the 15th, when a serious business arose, the Fullan insisting with

great pertinacity that I should leave the town this day, or else

they would certainly kill me ; for they would rather, they said,

that the "tabu" should annihilate them all, than that I should re-

main a day longer in the town.

Next morning the Fullan and the merchants from the north as-

sembled in the house ofMohammed el Ferreji, and discussed with

great energy what means they should adopt to drive me out, bind-

ing themselves by an oath that I should not see the sun set over
the town. The officer Hamedu, the son of Mohammed Lebbo,
even went so far as to rise in the assembly and swear that he him-
self would certainly slay me if I should stay any longer. The
alarm which this affair caused in the town was very great, al-

though matters of this kind in Negroland are never so serious as

in Europe. A'lawate, therefore, being informed of what was go-

ing on, entered the assembly and made a formal protest that I

should see both sunset and sunrise in the town, but he pledged

his word that I should leave it before the sun reached that height

called dahhar (about nine o'clock in the morning) by the Arabs,
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and if I remained after that time they might do what they pleased

with me.

March 17th. I had lain down rather late, and was still asleep,

when Sidi Mohammed, before sunrise, sent word to me to mount

in order to follow him out of the town ; and he behaved very un-

politely when objections were raised to the effect that it would be

better to wait for El Bakay. Soon after he came up himself on

horseback before my door, sending one of his brother's principal

and confidential pupils, whom I could scarcely expect to do any

thing contrary to the wishes of his master, to bid me mount with-

out farther delay, and to follow him to the "r6dha," or the sep-

ulchre of Sidi Mukhtar, where El Bakay would join us. Seeing

that I had nothing to say, while as a stranger I could neither ex-

pect nor desire these people to fight on my account, I mounted,

fully armed, and with two servants on horseback followed Sidi

Mohammed on his white mare.

All the people in the streets through which we passed cautious-

ly opened their doors to have a peep at me. The ruling tribe

also were not inactive : and they had mounted several horsemen,

who followed close upon our heels, and would probably have

made a demonstration if we had halted at the u rodha." But my
conductor, instead of staying there, as I had been made to believe,

led on straight to the tents. Numbers of Tawarek families, carry-

ing their little property on half-starved asses, met us on the road,

flying westward, and confirming the fact that the approach of the

tabu was not merely an idle rumor. The encampment also, which

had been chosen at another spot, presented a very animated scene,

a large hamlet, consisting of matting dwellings, or seniha, inhab-

ited by the K^l-ulli and the I'gelad, protiges of the sheikh, being

closely attached to it. The consequence was, that although the

whole locality, formed by a sandy ridge with a slight depression

full of trees, presented a more cheerful aspect than the former en-

campment, by degrees it became rather narrow and confined.

Having received the compliments of my new friends, I endeav-

ored to make myself as comfortable as possible ; but not much
repose was granted me, for, about three o'clock in the afternoon,

Mohammed ben Khottar, the sheikh's nephew, arrived with a'verb-

al and peremptory message from the former to his elder brother,

Sidi Mohammed, to the effect that the Fullan were about to storm

my house in the town, in order to seize my luggage which I had

left there ; and desiring him instantly, and without the slightest
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delay, to bring me back, as all these proceedings were the conse-

quence of his (Sidi Mohammed's) indiscretion.

Boused by this angry message, the noble son of the desert re-

pented what he had done to the detriment of his brother's interest,

and calling together by strokes of the tobl, or great drum, which

hung ready on the top of the sandy slope, all the people capable

of carrying arms, he mounted his mare, with his four-barreled gun

before him, while I, with my two servants, followed behind.

Thus it appeared as if I was destined once more to enter Tim-

buktu, and this time under very warlike circumstances. We went

at the beginning at such a rate, that it seemed as ifwe were about

. to storm the place directly ; but on reaching the first creek ofthe

river we made a short halt, while my Mohammedan friends said

their prayers, and at last came to a stand on an eminence, whence

we sent a messenger in advance. Sidi A'lawate came out of the

town to meet us. Meanwhile darkness set in, and we again halt-

ed on another eminence in sight of the town, and sent a second

messenger to the sheikh. We were joined after a while by the

people from Tawat, who informed us that El Bakay had left the

town with a numerous host of followers, but that they themselves

did not know whither he was gone. Messengers were therefore

dispatched to endeavor to find him.

In the mean while the Tawarek whom we had with us beat their

shields in their usual furious manner, and raised the war-cry ; the

night was very dark, 'and I at length fired a shot, which informed

our friends of our whereabouts. We found the sheikh close to the

town south of the "rodha," with a large host of people, Tawarek

as well as Arabs, Songhay, and even Fullan. The Futawi, Is-

m'afl, who, from his knowledge of colonial life in St. Louis or

Nd£r, afforded me a constant source of entertainment as well as

vexation, welcomed us with a song, and all the people gathered

around us in motley confusion. The spectacle formed by this

multifarious host, thronging among the sand-hills in the pale

moonlight, was highly interesting, and would have been more so

to me if I could have been a tranquil observer of the scene
;
but,

as I was the chief cause of this disturbance, several of my friends,

especially the Imam, Haj el Mukhtar, whom I had known in Bor-

nu, made their way to me, and begged me to beware of treachery.

The sheikh himself dispatched his most trustworthy servant to in-

form me that I had better keep in the midst of the Tawarek, whom
he himselfthought much more trustworthy than the Arabs.. The
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K£l-ulli forthwith formed a square round me, but at the same time

made a joke of it, trying an experiment as to the warlike disposi-

tion of my horse, by pushing against me with one side of the

square, while beating their shields, till, being thrown back upon

the other side, I spurred my horse and drove them to their former

position. Excited by this animated scene, my noble charger, to

the great amusement of this turbulent host, began to neigh from

sheer delight.

Meanwhile the brothers had dismounted, together with their

trusty councilors, and were wasting the time in useless consulta-

tion, while some Fullan horsemen were roving about and kept me
on my guard ; but one of them was dismounted against his in-

clination. His horse received a wound either from the stump of

a tree or from a spear, and thus he remained the sole victim of

this glorious and memorable night's campaign.

At length, having moved to and fro for some time, we approach-

ed the outskirts of the A'beraz, and there took up our position.

But the Fullan and Songhay, who had likewise assembled at the

beating of the alarm drum, being arranged in front of us, notwith-

standing their cowardly disposition, it did not seem likely that we
should be allowed to get inside the town without bloodshed, and

I protested repeatedly to the sheikh that nothing was more repug-

nant to my feelings than that blood should be shed on my ac-

count, and perhaps his own life be* endangered.

Meanwhile numerous messengers were sent backward and for-

ward, till my protector and host, whose feelings had been deeply

wounded, declared that he would allow me to remain outside the

town, if the Fullan would withdraw their force so as to put every

thing in his own hands, and would promise to leave my house un-

touched. And he strictly kept his word
;

for, while he himself

entered the place with A'lawate, he allowed me to return to the

tents in the company of his elder brother. We did not arrive at

the encampment before three o'clock in the morning
?

for we lost

our road in the pale moonlight, and became entangled among the

numerous creeks of Bose-bango, while we suffered at the same time

greatly from hunger, and the coolness of the night. Such was the

sole result of this night's campaign.

The following day we received the news from an Uraghen, who^
arrived from the east, of the tabu having returned eastward, in

consequence of a serious quarrel having broken out between the

tribes of the Tarabanasa and the Tin-ger-6gedesh, who composed
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part of the army ; and in consequence of the obstinacy of A'khbi,

the chief of the Igwadaren, who had refused to acknowledge the

authority of his liege lord, and to come forth from his place of re-

treat, the island of Kurkozay, in order to do homage to Alkuttabu.

The ruling tribe oi the Awelimmiden gave vent to their anger

by plundering the poor inhabitants of Bamba, or Kasbah, a place

situated about half way between here and Gogo. That dreaded

host having retraced its steps, tod thus disappointed the hopes of

my protector, all the poor people who had put themselves under

the protection of the sheikh felt reassured, and again brought out

their little property, which they had secreted in the various tents

of the encampment. The I'gelad lagged a little longer behind,

and in the evening assembled in considerable numbers before my
tent in order to have a talk with me. On the whole they behaved

very decently.

Seeing that I was now restricted to a stay in the encampment, I

had sent my servant, the Gatroni, into the town in order to bring

out my luggage. He returned in the evening without having ac-

complished his errand, but in the company of the-sheikh himself,

who informed me that he did not wish the luggage to be brought

out of the town before he was ready to accompany me himself on
my journey, as he was afraid that his two brothers still wanted to

get something more out of me than they had done. But as he

had sworn in the first paroxysm of anger that he would at all haz-

ards bring me back into the town, I told him, in order to console

him, that I would once more re-enter the place in the dark, quite

by myself, stay a short time in my house, and then return to the

camp, in order that his oath might be fulfilled. But he would not

allow me to expose myself to any danger on his account, as the

rules of his creed made it easy for him to get rid of the obligation

thus contracted against his conscience, by subjecting himself to the

penance of a three days' fast. He informed me now that the Ful-

lan officer, Ferreji, had accompanied him on leaving the town as

far as the "rodha," giving him every assurance of his friendship,

and that thus every thing would end well ; and he hoped to ob-

tain for me favorable conditions from the Julian for any future

European or Englishman visiting this place. Together with the

sheikh, Sidi A'lawate also had come out, and he behaved in a

rather friendly manner to me, offering Kis services toward hasten-

ing my departure, which I gladly accepted, without, however, put-

ting any confidence in him ; for I was well aware that he liked

my property better than myself.
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Seeing that I was obliged to resign myself in patience, and had

still to wait here some time, I sent one servant and two of my
horses into the town. Since the waters had retired, the flies had

become such a terrible plague that they threatened the life of man
and beast, and it was chiefly this nuisance that rendered my stay

here so uncomfortable. It was likewise almost the ruin of the

horse, which I was obliged to keep with me in case of any emer-

gency. It is on account of this pest that none of the people of

the desert, whose chief property consists in camels, are enabled to

visit the town at this period of the year.

Not only flies, but other species of insects also, became.now ex-

ceedingly abundant in this desert tract, after it had been inundated

and fertilized by the waters of the river ; and a countless number

of caterpillars especially became very troublesome, creeping about

the ground, and getting upon the carpets and mats and every other

article. While thus the inconvenience of the open camp was

manifold, my amusements were rather limited, and even my food

was poorer than it had been before. The famous " rejire" had

been supplanted, from want of cheese, by the less tasteful "dakno,"

seasoned, in the absence of honey, with the fruit of the baobab or

monkey-bread tree. In the morning, however, it afforded me
some amusement to observe the daughters of the I'gelad driving

out to the pasture-grounds their parents' asses, and to witness the

various incidents in the daily life ofthese people. But they were

soon to leave, as well as the K61-ulli, both tribes returning to their

quarters farther eastward.

All my friends, with whom I had had only so short an acquaint-*

ance, thus taking leave of me, I was extremely glad when a

brother ofMohammed ben 'Abd-Allahi came out of the town and

paid me a visit. It was from this man, whose name was Daud,

that I obtained a great deal of important information with respect

to the quarter north of the river, between Hamda-Allahi and Bag-

hena. I also met here another person, who gave me a curious

piece of information with regard to the Bas el Ma, the great north-

westerly creek of the river, which I have already mentioned re-

peatedly, and of which I shall say more in the Appendix,* al-

though I was not enabled to understand its whole purport. In

reference to that basin, he said, that when the waters had de-

creased very considerably, a bubbling was observed at the bottom

* Appendix X., which contains all that I know about the western half of the

desert between Timbuktu and the Atlantic.
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of the basin ; but whether this referred to sources of living water,

or to some other phenomenon I could not make out distinctly, al-

though I imagine the former to be the case.

March 2lst. This was a very important day in various respects.

First, it was highly remarkable for its atmospheric character, as

beginning the "nisan," that is to say, the short rainy season of

spring. This peculiar season I had not observed in the other

more southerly parts of Negroland which I had visited, but it is

also observed in other tropical regions, especially in Bengal, al-

though that country is certainly placed under different conditions,

and reaches farther northward. We had two regular falls of rain

this day, although of no great abundance, this phenomenon being

repeated for about seven days, though not in succession. Mean-

while the flies became quite insupportable, and almost drove me to

despair.

But the day was also important in another respect, as the sons

of Sidi Mohammed, El Bakay, and his brothers, attempted to

bring about a friendly understanding among themselves ; and I

was not a little surprised in the morning of this day, on being in-

formed by Sidi Mohammed, who acted as my guard here, that I

was to accompany him back to the "rodha," the venerated ceme-

tery a few hundred yards east of the town, where Sidi Mukhtar

lies buried ; for it thus seemed as if there was still some prospect

of my again coming into collision with the townspeople. Gallop-

ing on the road with Daud, the brother of
r

Abd-Allahi, who ac-

companied us, and beating him easily on my fine u Blast of the

Desert," as I styled my horse, which was still in tolerable condi-

tion, I followed my companion, and we took our post at the

southern side of the tomb of the ancestor of the holy family. Al-

though I had passed it repeatedly on former occasions, I never

until now inspected it closely. I found it a spacious clay apart-

ment, surrounded by several smaller tombs of people who were

desirous of placing themselves under the protection of the spirit

of this holy man, even in the other world.

Gradually we were joined by the relations and friends of the

sheikh, A'lawate appearing first and saluting me in his usual smil-

ing manner ; then the sickly Mohammed ben 'Abd-Allahi, who
was regarded almost as a member of the family ; next followed

Hammadi, who greeted me and received my compliments in re-

turn ;• then the Sheikh el Bakay
;
and, lastly, Abidm, whom I

haddiot seen before. He looked rather older than the sheikh,
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with, expressive sharply cut and manly features, besides a rather

fair complexion, fairer than my host. He was clad in a bernus

of violet color, and it appeared remarkable to me that, although I

had placed myself exclusively under the protection of his brother,

to whom he as well as Hammadi was vehemently opposed, yet he

behaved very friendly toward me.

All the parties having assembled we were regaled with a

luncheon, at which I was the first to be helped. The people then

having said their prayers of " f

aser," while I retired behind the

sepulchre, in order not to give any offense, we went to a greater

distance from the town, in an easterly direction, in order to get

out of the way of the people who had come from the town on this

occasion, when the various members of the. family of Mukhtar sat

down upon the ground in a circle, and began a serious private

consultation, in order to settle their political affairs
;
but, although

it lasted for more than an hour, it did not seem to lead to the de-

sired end, and broke up abruptly. The sheikh had endeavored

to persuade me to pass this night in the A'beraz, or the suburb of

the town ; but this I had refused to do, being afraid of causing

another disturbance, and, as he promised that he would come out

of the town with my luggage on the Friday following, I returned

with Sidi Mohammed to the tents.

Honorably as I was treated on these different occasions in con-

sequence of the great exertions of my protector, yet the Fullan

had obtained, throughout the whole affair, a slight advantage in

political superiority, and they followed it up without' hesitation

and delay by levying a tax of 2000 shells upon each full-grown

person, under the pretext that they did not say their Friday pray-

ers in the great mosque as they were ordered to do. This is one

of the means by which the conquering tribe was endeavoring to

subdue the national spirit of the native population, by making
them celebrate the great weekly prayer in the mosque which had
originally been built by the Mandingo conqueror Mansa Musa,

and which they themselves had made the centre of their estab-

lishment in the town. Even in previous times it had always been

the centre of the Mohammedan quarter. They were .supported m
this endeavor by the precepts of Islam, according to which a Mos-

lim, even if he says his ordinary prayers at home, is obliged, when
staying in the town and not prevented by disease, to say his Fri-

When the Fullan conquered the place they purposely increased
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the ruin of the old native mosque of San-kor£, which is situated in

the northern quarter, and afterward prevented its being repaired,

till, by the exertions of the Sheikh el Bakay, especially on his

visit to Hamda-Allahi some years previously, the inhabitants of

the town had been allowed to repair that mosque at their own ex-

pense. This had been accomplished at the cost of 600 blocks or

rus of salt, equal to about £200.

Besides levying this tax upon the inhabitants in general, they

also devised means to subject to a particular punishment the Arab

part of the population who had especially countenanced the sheikh

in his opposition against their order to drive me out, by making a

domiciliary search through their huts, and taking away some sixty

or eighty bales or sunniye of tobacco, an article which, as I have

stated on a former occasion, forms a religious and political contra-

band under the severe and austere rule of the Fulbe in this quar-

ter.

March 2Mi. This was the day on which the sheikh had prom-

ised to bring out my luggage, but, to my great disappointment, he

came empty-handed ; and again he had much to say about the ex-

pected arrival of Alkuttabu, the chief Somki, it was stated, hav-

ing been called from A'ribmda to meet his liege lord at Ghergo
(pronounced E6rgo) with fifteen boats. But, as the sequel showed,

this was a mere stratagem of that crafty chief, who intended to

make an unexpected foray upon his foes the Kel-hekikan, in

which enterprise he was perfectly successful, killing about a doz-

en of that already greatly reduced tribe. While the sheikh boast-

ed of the innumerable host which his friend the Tarki chief car-

ried with him, I was greatly amused at learning from an Uraghen,
who had come to pay us a visit, that Alkuttabu had only 300
fighting men with him at the time. I also observed with a cer-

tain degree of satisfaction that my kindly host became aware of

what I was subjected to day by day; for, while on a visit to my
tent, one of the flies that tormented me stung him so severely as

to draw blood ; and I then showed him my poor horse, which was
suffering dreadfully, although at times we lighted a small fire in

order to afford him some relief

During my stay here, I had become better acquainted with Sidi

Mohammed, and I had convinced myself that he was a straight-

forward man, although certainly not very friendly disposed to-

ward Christians in general. Next morning, therefore, when he
and the sheikh were consulting together, I complained bitterly of
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their breaking their word so repeatedly and putting off my de-

parture so continually. They then endeavored to soothe my dis-

appointment, and, as they were going into the town, wanted me
to go along with them, but I declined. In consequence of this

remonstrance they sent me from the town the sheikh's nephew,

who had been ill for several days, to bear me company and to

take care of me, and this was a great treat in my solitary situ-

ation, as I had nobody to speak to. However, new difficulties

appeared to arise with regard to my departure, and, during the

next few days, I received several curious messages, the real pur-

port of which I was quite at a loss to understand. But El Bakay

at length promised that I should only have to wait two days long-

er, when he would go with me himself; but it was not till the

very last day in March that he returned from the town to the

camp, and, although he at length brought my luggage with him,

my real departure was even then still far remote.

During this time I had especially to contend against the in-

trigues of my head man CAK el A'geren, who seemed to find the

stay in Timbuktu at my expense (where he himself was quite safe

and well off, and could do what he liked) quite' pleasant and com-

fortable. He was therefore in no hurry to leave, but rather tried

every means in his power to counteract my endeavors for a speedy

departure. An extraordinary degree of patience was therefore

necessary on my part, and I was obliged to seek relief from the

tediousness ofmy stay here in every little circumstance that broke

the uniform tenor of my monotonous life.

A great source of entertainment to me were the young sons of

my protector, Baba A'hmed and Z6n el 'Abidin, who were con-

tinually wrangling about all sorts of articles, whether they be-

longed to the one or the other
;
my tent and my horse forming

the chief objects of their childish dispute. And I was greatly

amused, at times, at the younger boy placing himself at the en-

trance ofmy tent, and protesting that it was Z6n el 'Abiding tent,

and preventing his elder brother from approaching it. The plate

opposite gives a fair idea of the whole life of this desert camp,

witl\ its liberty, its cheerfulness, and its tediousness.

Our camp also afforded me at times some other amusement ; for

although the Tawarek had returned to their usual seats, the

Gwamn were still kept back here by their fear of the K^l-heki-

kan, and they occasionally got up a national play, which caused

a little diversion. But I did not like these people nearly so well
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as the wild I'mdshagh
;

for, having become degraded by being

subjected to the caprices of stronger tribes, they have almost en-

tirely lost that independent spirit which is so prepossessing in the

son of the desert, even though he be the greatest ruffian.

One afternoon they collected round my tent and began boast-

ing of what they had done for me. They told me that the Fullan

had written to their sheikh, Weled 'Ab6da, accusing the Gwanin

that, in the night when El Bakay was bringing me back to Tim-

buktu, they had been fighting against them, and, among other

mischief, had killed a horse belonging to them ; and that their

chief had answered that his people had done well in defending

me, and that nobody should hurt me after I had once succeeded

in placing myself under the sheikh's protection. And this, be it

remembered, was the self-same chief who had murdered Major

Laing ; and one or the other of these very Gwanin, with whom I

had dealings every day, were perhaps implicated in that very

murder. I was thus led to inquire of these people whether there

were no papers remaining of that unfortunate traveler, and was

told that they were all scattered or made away with ; but I learn-

ed, to my great surprise, that there were letters for myself in A'za-

wad, which had arrived from the east ; and although these people

were not able, or did not feel inclined, to give me full information

about this matter, which was of so much interest to myself, the

fact proved afterward to be quite true ; but it was a long time be-

fore I got possession of those letters.

Nature now looked more cheerful; and, after the little rain

that had fallen, spring seemed to have set in a second time, and

the trees were putting forth young leaves. The river having now
laid bare a considerable tract of grassy ground, the cattle again

found their wonted pasture of rich nourishing "byrgu" on its

banks, and were thus able to furnish their masters with a richer

supply of milk. This was a great point toward hastening my de-

parture, as the t&amid (or pupils of the sheikh) had reason to ex-

pect that they would not be starved on the road. The fact that

the tribes winch we had to pass on our road eastward were en-

tirely without milk, which forms their chief support, had exer-

cised some influence upon them.

Meanwhile the turbulent state of the country grew worse and

worse, since the Awelimmiden had shown such signs of weakness

;

and the Tin-ger-6gedesh were said to have fallen upon the tribe

of the Tak£takayen settled in A'ribmda, and to have killed six of

1
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their number. The chief, Somki, also made at the same time a

sanguinary attack upon the K^l-hekikan ; and the state of feud

and hostility among the Igwadaren had reached an extraordinary

height, for besides the common animosity which this tribe had dis-

played against their former liege lord, Alkuttabu, two different

factions were opposed to each other in the most bloody feud, one

of them being led by A'khbi and W6ghdugu, and the other by
T&ri, to whom were attached the greater part of the Tarabanasa

and the K61-hekikan.

This chief, T&ii, rendered himself particularly odious to the

sheikh's party by keeping back a considerable amount of prop-

erty belonging to the Grwanin, among which were a dozen slaves,

more than fifty asses, and three hundred and sixty sheep. A very

noisy assembly was held, in the evening of the 1st of April, inside

my 11 zeriba," or fence of thorny bushes with which I had fortified

my little encampment, in front of my tent. All the Gwanin as-

sembled round my fire, and proposed various measures for arrang-

ing their affairs and for subduing the obstinate old T£ni. One
speaker was particularly distinguished by the cleverness of his

address and his droll expressions, although I thought the latter

rather too funny for a serious consultation. However, this man
was not a Berbushi, but an Fdo All, and therefore could not pre-

sent a fair specimen of the capabilities of this tribe.

This same chief, T&ii, was also the cause of some anxiety to

myself, as it was he who, as I have stated on a former occasion,

when a young man, was wounded in the leg by Mungo Park ; and
I was therefore rather afraid that he might take an opportunity

of revenging himself upon me. There is no doubt that, in the

murderous assault upon Major Laing in Wadi Ah&met, the Tawa-
rek were partly instigated by a feeling of revenge for the heavy
loss inflicted upon them by Mungo Park in his voyage down the

Niger. At this very moment the dreaded chief, with part of his

people, was here in the neighborhood, and caused great anxiety

to Mini, a younger brother of Woghdugu, one of the chiefs of the

Tarabanasa, who had come on a visit to the sheikh. Our fright-

ened friend, in consequence, was rambling about the whole day
on the fine black horse which my host had made me a present of,

in order to spy out the movements of his enemy. He even,want-

ed me to exchange my horse for two camels, in order that he might

This man, who was an amiable and intelligent sort
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gave me a fair specimen of what trouble I should have in making

my way through those numerous tribes of Tawarek along the

river
;

for, when he begged a present from me, I thought a com-

mon blue shirt, or u rishaba," of which kind I had prepared about

a dozen, quite sufficient for him, as I had had no dealings whatever

with him, and was under no obligation to him ; but he returned

it to me with the greatest contempt, as unworthy of his dignity.

My supplies at this time were greatly reduced, and in order to

obtain a small amount of shells I was obliged to sell a broken mus-

ket belonging to me.

Under all these circumstances I was extremely glad when, in

the evening of the 3d of April, the provision bags of the sheikh,

of which I was assured the half was destined for my own use,

were brought out of the town. But, nevertheless, the final ar-

rangements for my departure were by no means settled, and the

following day every thing seemed again more uncertain than

ever, the kadhi, Weled Faamme, having arrived with another

body of sixty armed men, and with fresh orders to levy contribu-

tions of money upon the inhabitants, in order to make them feel

the superiority of the ruler of Hamda-Allahi. At the same time

the people from Tawat set all sorts of intrigues afoot, in order to

prevent the sheikh from leaving the town, being afraid that in his

absence they should be exposed to continual vexation on the part

of the ruling tribe ; for although the Sheikho A'hmedu, in send-

ing presents to Timbuktu, had not neglected El Bakay, yet he

had shown his preference for Hammadi, the rival of the latter,

in so decided a manner, that my friend could not expect that in

leaving the town his interests would be respected }* and I had to

employ the whole of my influence with the sheikh in order to

prevent him from changing his plan.

But, gradually, every thing that my host was to take with him
on such a journey, consisting ofbooks and provisions, was brought

from the town, so that it really looked as if El Bakay was to go
himself. His horses had been brought from Kabara on the 9th,

and several people, who were to accompany us on our journey

eastward, having joined us the following day, the sheikh himself

arrived on the 11th, and our encampment became full of bustle.

My own little camping-ground also was now enlivened with all

my people, who had come to join me ; and my small store of

* The present sent by the Sheikho A'hraedu consisted of 800 measures of corn

to El Bakay, and as much to Hammadi, besides ten slaves to the latter.

Vol. III.—C c
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books, which had been brought from the town, enabled me to give

more variety to my entertainment.

A rather disagreeable incident now occurred. The Zoghoran

officer, the companion of F&reji, had came out on some errand,

while I wag staying with the three brothers in the large tent,

which had been erected for Sidi Mohammed. I wanted to leave,

but Bakay begged me to stay. I therefore remained a short time,

but became so disgusted with the insulting language of the Zog-

horan, that I soon left abruptly, although his remarks had more

direct reference to the French, or rather the French and half-

caste traders on the Senegal, than to the English or any other

European nation. He spoke of the Christians in the most con-

temptuous manner, describing them as sitting like women in the

bottom of their steam-boats, and doing nothing but eating raw

eggs : concluding with the paradoxical statement, which is not

very flattering to Europeans, that the idolatrous Bambara were

far better people, and much farther advanced in civilization than

the Christians. It is singular how the idea that the Europeans

are fond of raw eggs (a most disgusting article to a Mohamme-
dan), as already proved by the experience of Mungo Park, has

spread over the whole of Negroland, and it can only be partially

explained by the great predilection which the French have for

boiled eggs.

Altogether my situation required an extraordinary amount of

forbearance, for A'lawate also troubled me again with his begging

propensities. But when he came himself to take leave of me, I

told him the time for presents was now past
;
whereupon he said,

that he was aware that if I wanted to give I gave, meaning that

it was only the want of good-will that made me not comply with

his wish. I assured him that I had given him a great many pres-

ents against my own inclination. He owned that he had driven

a rather hard bargain with me, but, when he wanted me to ac-

knowledge at least that he had done me no personal harm, I told

him that the reason was rather his want of power than his want
of inclination, and that, although I had nothing to object to him
in other respects, I should not like to trust myself in his hands

alone in the wilderness.

The difficulties which a place like Timbuktu presents to a free

commercial intercourse with Europeans are very great. For while

the remarkable situation ofthe town, at the edge ofthe desert and
on the border of various races, in the present degenerated condi-
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tion of the native kingdoms, makes a strong government very

difficult, nay, almost impossible, its distance from either the west

coast or the mouth of the Niger is very considerable. But, on

the other hand, the great importance of its situation at the north-

ern curve or elbow of that majestic river, which, in an immense

sweep encompasses the whole southern half of North-Central Af-

rica, including countries densely pojDulated and of the greatest

productive capabilities, renders it most desirable to open it to

European commerce, while the river itself affords immense facil-

ities for such a purpose. For, although the town is nearer to the

French settlements in Algeria on the one side, and those on the

Senegal on the other, yet it is separated from the former by a tract

of frightful desert, while between it and the Senegal lies an ele-

vated tract of country, nay, along the nearest road a mountain

chain extends of tolerable height. Farther : we have here a fam-

ily which, long before the French commenced their conquest of

Algeria, exhibited their friendly feelings toward the English in

an unquestionable manner, and at the present moment the most

distinguished member of this family is most anxious to open free

intercourse with the English. Even in the event of the greatest

success of the French policy in Africa, they will never effect the

conquest of this region. On the other hand, if a liberal govern-

ment were secured to Timbuktu, by establishing a ruler independ-

ent of the Fulbe of Hamda-Allahi, who are strongly opposed to

all intercourse with Europeans, whether French or English, an

immense field might be opened to European commerce, and thus

the whole of this part of the world might again be subjected to a

wholesome organization. The sequel of my narrative will show

how, under the protection of the Sheikh el Bakay, I endeavored

to open the track along the Niger.

CHAPTER LXXIIL

ABORTIVE ATTEMPT AT DEPARTURE FROM TIMBUKTU.

I had been obliged to leave the town on the 17th of March, in

consequence of the brothers of the sheikh having deemed such a

step essential for the security of the town, and advantageous to

their own personal interest. Since that time my departure had

been earnestly discussed almost daily, but, nevertheless, amid in-
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finite delays and procrastinations, the 19th. of April had arrived

before we at length set out from our encampment, situated at the

head of the remarkable and highly-indented creek of Bose-bango.

Notwithstanding the importance of the day, my excellent friend

the Sheikh el Bakay could not even then overcome his habitual

custom of taking matters easy. He slept till a late hour in the

morning, while his pupils were disputing with the owners of the

camels which had been hired for the journey, and who would not

stir. At length my friend got up, and our sluggish caravan left

the encampment. There were, besides our own camels, & good

many asses belonging to the Gwanm, and laden with cotton strips.

It was past eleven o'clock, and the sun had already become very

troublesome, when we left the camp. The chiefwas so extremely

fond of his wife and children, that it was an affair of some impor-

tance to take leave of them. I myself had become sincerely at-

tached to his little boys, especially the youngest one, Z6n el
{Abi-

din, who, I am led to hope, will remember his friend
fAbd el Ke-

rim
;
but, notwithstanding my discontent at my protector's want

of energy, I could not be angry with him, and, when he asked me
whether he had now deceived me or kept his word, I could not

but praise his conduct, although I told him that I must first see

the end of it. He smiled, and turning to his companion, the old

Haiballah (Habib Allah), who had come from A'zawad to spend

some time in his company, asked him whether I was not too mis-

trustful ; but the event unluckily proved that I was not.

The vegetation in the neighborhood of Bose-bango is extremely

rich, but, as we advanced, gradually the trees ceased, with the ex-

ception of the kalgo, the bush so often mentioned by me in Hausa,

and which here begins to be very common. I was greatly disap-

pointed in my expectation of making a good day's march, for, aft-

er proceeding a little more than three miles, I saw my tent, which

had gone in advance, pitched in the neighborhood of an encamp-

ment of Arabs belonging to the tribe of the Ergageda. Here we
staid the remainder of the day, enjoying the hospitality of these

people, who had to pay dearly for the honor of such a visit ; for

the pupils ofmy friend, who had capital appetites, required a great

deal of substantial nourishment to satisfy their cravings, and, be-

sides a dozen dishes of rice, and a great quantity ofmilk, two oxen

had to be slaughtered by our hosts. These Arabs, who formed

here an encampment of about twenty-five spacious tents, made of

sheepskins or farrwel, have no camels, and possess only a few
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cows, their principal herds being sheep "and goats, besides a large

number of asses. They have been settled in this district, near the

river, since the time when Sidi Mukhtar, the elder brother of El

Bakay, established himself in Timbuktu, that is to say, in the year

1832.

Although I should have liked much better to have made at

once a fair start on our journey, I was glad that we had at least

set out at all, and, lying down in the shade of a small kalgo-tree,

I indulged in the hope that in a period of from forty to fifty days

I might reach Sokoto ; but I had no idea of the unfavorable cir-

cumstances which were gathering to frustrate my hopes.

The whole of this district is richly clothed with siwak, or <irak

(Capparis sodata), and is greatly infested with lions, for which rea-

son we were obliged to surround ouf camping-ground with a thick

fence, or zeriba ; and the encampment ofthe sheikh, for whom an

immense leathern tent had been pitched, with his companions,

horses, and camels, together with the large fires, presented a very

imposing appearance. I was told that the lion hereabout has no

mane, or, at least, a very small one, like the lion of A'sben.

Thursday, April 20th. The first part of this day's march led

through a flat country, which some time before had been entirely

inundated. Even at present, not only on the south side of the

path, toward the river, were extensive inundations to be seen, but

on the left, or north side, a large open sheet spread out. Having
passed numbers of Tawarek, who were shifting their tents, as well

as two miserable-looking encampments of the Shemman-A'mmas,
whose movements afforded some proofs of the disturbed state of

the country, we ascended the higher sandy bank, where I first ob-

served the poisonous euphorbia, called here "abari e
7

sebuwa," or

"taboru," which generally grows in the shade of the trees, espe-

cially in that of aoacias, and is said frequently to cause the death

of the lion, from which circumstance its name is derived. Pursu-

ing our easterly course, and keeping along the sandy bank, with

a deep marshy ground on our right, we then reached a group of

two encampments, one belonging to the Fdenan, and the other to

the Shemman-A'mmas, and here halted during the hot hours of

the day. Both the above-mentioned tribes are of a degraded

character ; and the women were any thing but decent and re-

spectable in their behavior.

Having here decided that it was better to go ourselves and fetch

the rest of our party whom we had sent in advance from Bose-
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bango, instead of dispatching a messenger for them, although the

place lay entirely out of our route, we started late in the after-

noon, leaving our camels and baggage behind. Eeturning for the

first mile and a half almost along the same road we had come,

then passing the site of a former encampment of the two chiefs

named Mushtaba and Kumman, whom I have mentioned before,

we entered the swampy ground to the south along a narrow neck

of land thickly overgrown with dum palms and brushwood, and

thus affording a secure retreat to the lion. In the clear light of

the evening, encompassed as the scenery was on either side, by
high sandy downs toward the south on the side of the river, and

by a green grassy ground with a channel-like sheet of water on

the other, it exhibited a very interesting spectacle highly charac-

teristic of this peculiar watery region.

Having kept along this neck of land, which is called Temaha-

r6t, for about two miles, and reached its terminating point, we had

to cross a part of the swamp itself which separates this rising

ground from the downs on the bank of the river, and which less

than a month previously had been impassable, while at present

the sheet of water was interrupted, and was only from three to

three and a half feet in depth at the deepest part. We then

reached the downs, and here again turned westward, having the

low swampy ground on our right and an open branch of the riv-

er on our left.

This whole tract of country is of a very peculiar character, and
presents a very different spectacle at various seasons of the year.

During the highest state of the inundation, only the loftiest downs
rise above the surface of the water like separate islands, and are

only accessible by boats during the summer; while the low
swampy grounds, laid bare and fertilized by the retiring waters,

afford excellent pastures to innumerable herds of cattle. Even at

present, while the sun was setting, the whole tract through which
we were proceeding along the downs was enveloped in dense

clouds of dust, raised by the numerous herds of the K^l-n-No-

kunder, who were returning to their encampment. Here we were
most joyfully received by the followers of the sheikh, who had
been waiting already several days for us, and I received especially

a most cordial welcome from my young friend Mohammed ben
Khottar, the sheikh's nephew, whom I esteemed greatly on ac-

count of his intelligent and chivalrous character. He informed

me how anxious they had been on my account, owing to our con-
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tinued delay. Having brought no tent with me, a large leathern

one was pitched, and I was hospitably treated with milk and rice.

The K^l-n-lSTokiinder are a division of the numerous tribe of

the Fdenan, and although in a political respect they do not enjoy

the privileges of full liberty and nobility, yet, protected by the

Kunta, and the Sheikh el Bakay in particular, they have succeed-

ed in retaining possession of a considerable number of cattle. All

of them are tolba, that is to say, students ; and they are all able to

read. Some of them can even write, although the Fdenan can

not now boast of men distinguished for great learning as they

could in former times.

All these people who come under the category of tolba are dis-

tinguished by their fair complexion, and do not possess the mus-

cular frame common among the free Frnoshagh. Their fair com-

plexion is the more conspicuous, as the men, with scarcely an ex-

ception, wear white shirts and white turbans. All of them took

a great interest in me, and looked with extreme curiosity upon

the few European articles which I had with me at the time. Aft-

er some little delay the next morning we left the place, and at

that time I little fancied that I was soon to visit this spot again.

It is called Ernesse, or Nukkaba el kebira, the great (sandy) clown.

Having this time excellent guides with us who knew the diffi-

cult ground thoroughly, after leaving the sandy downs we struck

right across the swampy meadow grounds, so that we reached our

encampment on the other side of Amalelle in a much shorter time

than on our out-journey, while by continual windings we almost

entirely avoided the swamps
;
but, without a good guide, no one

can enter these low lands, which constitute a very remarkable feat-

ure in the character of the river. One of the K^l-n-lSTokunder, of

the name of Ayoba, whom I had occasionally seen in the town,

and who was not less distinguished by his loquacity than by his

activity, here received a small present from me, as well as some

of the Fdenan, who, during my absence, had treated my people

hospitably.

Starting in the afternoon, after a march of about eight miles, at

first through a low swampy country, afterward through a sandy

wilderness with an undulating surface and with high sandy downs

toward the river, we reached an encampment of Kel-ulli, the same

people who had repeatedly protected me during my stay in the

town, and, on firing a few shots, we were received by our friends

with the warlike demonstration of a loud beating of their shields.
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The hospitable treatment which they exhibited toward us in the

course of the evening really filled me with pity on their account,

for, having no rice or milk, they slaughtered not less than three

oxen and twenty goats, in order to feast our numerous and hun-

gry party, and make a holiday for themselves. Thus, having ar-

rived after sunset, great part of the night was spent in rereling,

and the encampment, with the many fires, the numbers of people,

horses, and beasts of burden, in the midst of the trees, formed a

highly interesting scene.

In the course of the evening I received a visit from my protect-

or. I had promised him another handsome present as soon as he

should have fairly entered with me upon my home-journey, and

he now wanted to know what it was. I informed him that it con-

sisted of a pair of richly ornamented pistols, which I had kept ex-

pressly for the occasion : but instead of at once taking possession

of them, he requested me to keep them for him till another time

;

for he himself was no doubt fully aware that our journey was not

yet fairly begun ; and its abortive character became fully apparent

the following day, when, after a march of less than seven miles,

we encamped near the tents of T&ii, or E' Tdni, the first chief of

the Tarabanasa.

The locality, which is called Tdns-arori, was of so swampy a

character that we looked for some time in vain for a tolerably dry
spot to pitch our tents, and it had a most unfavorable effect upon
my health. Here we remained this and the two following days

:

and it became evident that as this chief persisted in his disobe-

dience to his liege lord Alkuttabu, the other more powerful chief,

A'khbi, whose mutinous behavior had been the chief reason of

the former not coming to Timbuktu, would certainly follow his

example. The fact was, that, irritated against their superior chief,

or more probably treating him with contempt on account of his

youth and want of energy, after the death of his predecessor, E' Na-
begha, they had fallen upon his mercenaries, especially the Sh&n-
man-A'mmas, and deprived them of their whole stock of cattle.

This was the first time that I saw these more easterly Tawarek
in their own territory ; and I was greatly astonished at their su-

perior bearing in comparison with the Tademekket and Fregena-
ten, both in their countenance and in their dress. They were also

richly ornamented with small metal boxes, made very neatly, and
consisting of tin and copper : but it was in vain that I endeavored
to obtain some ofthem as a curiosity. They wore also a rich pro-
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fusion of white rings, which, are made of the bones of that very
remarkable animal the " ayu," or Manalus, which seems to be not

lefes frequent in the western than in the eastern branch of the Ni-

ger. As a token of their nobility and liberty all of them carried

iron spears and swords, the degraded tribes not being allowed to

make use of these manly weapons.

The encampment consisted of about thirty leathern tents, of

great size
;
and, besides the Tarabanasa, a party of the K^l-heki-

kan of Zillikay were encamped. This was a less favorable cir-

cumstance
;

for, while as yet I had been always on the best foot-

ing with these Tawarek, the latter proved rather troublesome

:

and I got involved in a religious dispute with one of their chiefs

named Ayiib, or Smnefel, against my inclination, which might

have done me some harm. On his asking me why we did not

pray in the same manner as themselves, I replied that our God
did not live in the east, but was every where, and that therefore

we had no occasion to offer up our prayers in that direction.

This answer appeared to satisfy him ; but he affected to be horri-

fied when he heard that we did not practice circumcision, and en-

deavored to excite the fanatical zeal of the whole camp against

me. I, however, succeeded in partly effacing the bad impression

thus caused, by making use of a Biblical expression, and observ-

ing that we circumcised our hearts, and not any other part of our

body, having expressly abolished that rite, as it appeared to us to

be an emblem of tlie Jewish creed.

I also told them that if they thought that circumcision was a

privilege and an emblem of Islam they were greatly mistaken, as

many of the pagan tribes around them, whom they treated with

so much contempt, practiced this rite. This latter observation

especially made a great impression upon them ; and they did not

fail to remark that I always knew how to parry any attack made
against my creed. But, in other respects, I was very cautious in

avoiding any dispute, and I was extremely lucky in not having

any thing to do with an arrogant relative of the sheikh, of the

name of Abd e' Eahman Weled Sid, who had lately come from •

A'zawad to stay some time with his uncle, and obtain from him
some present.

With the small present which I made to each of the Tarabana-

sa I got on very well with them ; but as for their women, who,

as was always the case at these encampments, came in the evening

to have a look at me, and, if possible, to obtain a small present, I
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left them without the least acknowledgment. Among the whole

tribe I did not observe one distinguished in any manner by her

beauty or becoming manners.

The chief behaved so inhospitably that my companions were

almost starved to death, and I had to treat several of them
;
but,

in acknowledgment, I received some useful information.*

Tuesday, April 25th. At length we left this uncomfortable and

unhealthy camping-ground, and had some difficulty in turning

round the swamp which is here formed, and farther on in trav-

ersing a dense forest which almost precluded any progress. Hav-

ing then passed along a rising sandy ground, we had again to

cross a most difficult swampy tract, overgrown with dense forest,

which at times obliged us to ascend the high sandy downs that

bordered the great river on our right, and afforded a splendid

view over the surrounding scenery.

Gradually we emerged from the dense forest upon the green

border of a backwater which stretched out behind the sandy

downs, which were enlivened by cattle. Marching along this

low verdant ground we reached a place called Tautilt at eleven

o'clock. Here Woghda, the father-in-law of Woghdugu, had just

pitched his tents, and part of his luggage was, at the moment of

our arrival, being carried over from the island of Kora, where the

chief Saul had encamped, and the shores of which were enlivened

by numerous herds of horned cattle.

Such is the remarkable mode of life adopted by these southern

sections of the mysterious veiled rovers of the desert. Totally

metamorphosed as they are by the character of the new region of

which they have taken possession, they wander about and remove
* A complete list of all the tribes and sections of the I'mdshagh or Tawarek

will be given in Appendix XI. Here I will communicate the family relations of

those chiefs of the Igwadaren, which are of importance for understanding clearly

the political state of things in this part of the Niger, and which maybe of some use

to any future expedition. First, ATthbi, the principal chief of this tribe, is a son

of Salem, son of Hemme, son of Akhe'um. His rival is Sad£ktu, the nephew of

Simsim, who is a son of El A'mmer (the name of Sadaktu's father I do not know),
son of Walaswaiislar, son of Akheum. Associated with A'khbi is El Woghdugu,
a chief of a section of the Tarabanasa, a very chivalrous man, and a great friend of

the Sheikh el Bakay, and son of E'g el Henne, son of Manstfr ; El Wdghdugu's
brothers are Mini, Mohammed, Anfti, and Lube'd. Another chief of the Taraba-
nasa, and a deadly enemy of El Woghdugu, although allied with A'khbi, is E' Teni,

son of Agante, son of Khawi, son of Mansiir, son of Ag e' Sa'ade, son of Awddha.
E' Te'ni's sons are : Umbunge, ImbeTtke or Bdba, Asatil, and Inndsara ; sons of a
brother of E' Teni are : Babaye and Bubakkeri. Another great man related to E*
Te'ni is U'gast, son of Shdt, son of Khawi.
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their encampments from one island to the other, and from one

shore to the other, swimming their cattle across the river. They
have almost renounced the use of the camel, that hardy animal

which afforded their only means of existence in those desert re-

gions which had formerly been their home.

It was a highly interesting camping-ground. This branch of

the river, which was about two hundred yards broad, and at pres-

ent from six to eight feet deep, was enlivened by several boats,

together with a good number of cattle, apparently rather averse

to entering the water, which in summer usually- dries up ; the

Tawarek busily arranging their little property and pitching their

tents, or erecting their little booth-like huts of matting ; then be-

hind us the dense forest, closely enveloped by climbing plants.

The principal branch of the river is from two to three miles dis-

tant.

We had scarcely arrived when the cheerful little Woghda start-

ed from his tent with a sudden bound worthy of a public exhibi-

tion, in order to receive his friend the Sheikh el Bakay. We
encamped in the shade of the large trees, close to the border of

the water, where we were soon visited by several Songhay peo-

ple who inhabit a small hamlet on the island of Kora, where they

cultivate tobacco. This article constituted in former times the

chiefbranch of cultivation all along the river, but at present, since

the conquest of the country by the Fulbe, it has become a contra-

band article, so that the people from Timbuktu come stealthily

hither in order to buy from these people their produce with cot-

ton strips or tari.

This chief, Woghda, had been present, when quite a boy, at the

attack which the Igwadaren at E'gedesh made upon Mungo Park,

whom all the old men along the river know very well, from his

large strange-looking boat, with his white sail, his long coat, his

straw hat, and large gloves. He had stopped at Bamba in order

to buy fowls, of which he appears to have endeavored to obtain a

supply at every large place along the river. Woghda farther as-

serted that it was on this occasion that the Tawarek killed two of

the Christians in the boat ; but this seems to be a mistake, as it

appears evident that two of the four valiant men who, solitary and
abandoned, in their boat, like a little fortress, navigated this river

for so many hundred miles in the midst of these hostile tribes,

were killed much lower down.

The people have plenty of asses, and a sword-blade of the com-
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monest German or Solingen manufacture fetches every where two

of these animals, which are sold for at least 6000 shells each in the

town. But the more conscientious Arabs do not trade with the

Tawarek, whose property they well know, for the greatest part, to

be "haram," or forbidden, because taken by violent means.

It had been announced that we were to start in the afternoon,

but there was no reason for hurrying our departure, and we quiet-

ly encamped here for the night, when we were visited by a great

number of the Welad Moluk, whose encampment was at no great

distance from ours. They were short, thick-set men, with fair

complexions and expressive prepossessing features, but some of

them were suffering dreadfully from a disgusting disease, which

they attributed to the bad quality of the water. One or two of

them, at least, had their nose and part of their face entirely eaten

away by cancers, and formed altogether a horrible spectacle.

Much more agreeable was a visit which I received from the

Tawarek chief Saul, the leader of the K^l-Tamulait, a very stately

personage, who remained the greater part of the night with us,

engaged in animated conversation with the sheikh. The follow-

ing morning, while we were arranging our luggage, he and an-

other chief of the name of Khasib came to pay me their compli-

ments, and sat for a long time near me in order to observe .my
habits.

At length we were again on our march, following the windings

ofthe river, which at times spread out to a fine sheet of water, but

at others became hid behind sandy downs. On our left we had a

well-wooded country, now and then changing into a low swampy
ground, and enlivened by guinea-fowls. In this place we met a

fine tall Tarki, mounted upon one of the highest "mehara" I had
ever seen. It was "Woghdugu, the most valiant of all the southern

Tawarek, Awelimmiden, Igwadaren, and Tademekket taken to-

gether, and a sincere and faithful friend of the Sheikh el Bakay.

He was a fine, tall, broad-shouldered man, 'of six feet four or five

inches, and evidently possessing immense muscular strength, al-

though he was by no means fat at the time, and even pretended

not to be in the enjoyment of good health.

Numerous deeds of valor are related of this man, which remind
one of the best age of European or Arab chivalry. He is said, at

the time when the Tawarek conquered the town ofGundam from
the Fulbe, to have jumped from his horse upon the wall of that

place, and catching upon his shield the spears of all the enemy
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who were posted there, to have opened a way for his comrades.

A few days before, he had been surprised, when quite alone, by a

party of from ten to twelve of his private enemies, the followers

of E' T£ni, but he succeeded in defending himself against them,

and catching upon his shield all their iron spears, he reached the

river, and made good his retreat in a boat.

Led on by this interesting man, and by a brother of his of the

name of Mohammed, we soon reached a place named Izeberen, so

called from two sandy downs rising from a flat shore, and at times

entirely insulated. Inland, a large swampy backwater leaves only

a narrow neck of land dry.

CHAPTEK LXXIV.

RETROGRADE MOVEMENT TOWARD TIMBUKTU.

The locality of Izeberen, where we had encamped, was not at

all inviting, as it was but scantily provided with trees. Here we
gave up our journey eastward, and again commenced our retro-

grade movement toward Timbuktu. I was now filled with the

saddest forebodings
;

for, after three or four days spent in vain dis-

pute between the sheikh and A'kkbi, the chief of the Igwadaren,

who was encamped here, the latter persisted in his rebellious con-

duct against his liege lord, Alkiittabu
;
and, instead of restoring

what he had taken from the tribes placed under the protection of

the latter, he made up his mind to follow the instigations of the

sheikh's enemy and rival, Hammadi, and to throw himself into

the arms of the Fulbe and of the chief of Hamda-Allahi. He thus

caused an immense disturbance in this whole region ; and in fact

a bloody war broke out soon after my safe departure.

The encampment at Izeberen, to which this sad remembrance

attaches, was tolerably enlivened with some interesting people,

including as well some kinsmen of A'khbi, as more especially the

sons of E'g el Henne, Woghdugu, and his brethren, Mohammed,
Aniti, and Mini, all of whom are of a very cheerful disposition,

and (as far as it possible for a Tarki to be so) even amiable men.

Among the former there was a boy named Kungu, whose arro-

gance at first was a little troublesome, but eventually he became

one of my best friends, and even now occupies a foremost place in

my remembrance. He was a nephew of A'khbi's, and his father
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had been distinguished for his valor and warlike enterprise, but

had been killed in battle at an early age, like most of the kinsfolk

of this chief, so that the boy was brought up and educated by his

mother, Tatinata, who was a daughter of A'wab, the chief of the

Tadem6kket, whom I have repeatedly mentioned on former occa-

sions.

A'kkbi himself was a man of about forty years of age, good-

looking, but of an overbearing character. His father, Salem, who
had died a few months before at a very advanced age, had been

distinguished by his intelligence, while A'khbi, as soon as he ac-

ceded to power, had broken his allegiance to his liege lord and

entered into open hostilities with him. He had allowed his own
small tribe, which scarcely numbered more than two hundred

fighting men, to be divided into two hostile encampments, and in

consequence of that feud had sustained a very heavy loss among

his own followers. His quarrel with Alkuttabu was evidently a

consequence of the intrigues of the Fulbe and Hammadi, who,

seeing that the political power of the Sheikh el Bakay was based

upon his friendship with the chief of the Awelimmiden, used all

his endeavors to raise up an adversary to the latter ; and the prog-

ress of this struggle, of which I did not see the end, may have

been productive of great changes in the political relations of Tim-

buktu.

The endeavor to preserve the unity of the whole tribe of the

Awelimmiden, which my protector had sincerely at heart, and thus

to keep up the friendly relation of this tribe with that of the Ig-

wadaren, induced him to postpone my interests and to return once

more westward, in order to exert his utmost to settle this serious

affair ; for the very tribe of the Igwadaren, from the first, when
they were settled in A'zawad, had been the protectors of the Kun-
ta, the tribe to which the family of Mukhtar belonged, and had
especially defended them against the hostilities of the Fgelad, by
whose subjection the former had founded their power. El Bakay
could not but see with the most heartfelt sorrow his former sup-

porters likely to become the auxiliaries of his enemies ; and his

brother, Sfdi Mohammed, whom he had left to fill his place in

Timbuktu during his absence, had sent an express messenger from

the town, requesting him to come, in order that he might consult

with him upon the state of affairs.

As for myself, being anxious about my own interest, and fear-

ing even for my life, which I was convinced was seriously threat-
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ened by another return toward Timbuktu, I employed every means
in my power to persuade my friend to allow me to pursue my
journey eastward, in the company of those pupils and followers

of his whom he had promised to send along with me. But he
would not consent to this, and I felt extremely dejected at the

time, and could not but regard this retrograde journey to Timbuk-
tu as a most unfortunate event.

Just at this time the news was brought, by way of Grhadames,

of the French having completely vanquished the Shaamba, and

made an expedition to Wargela and Metlili. In consequence of

this report, the fear of the progress of these foreign and hated in-

truders into the interior of these regions became very general, and

caused suspicion to attach to me, as these people could not but

think that my journey to their country had some connection with

the expedition of the French. But, taking all the circumstances

into account, I found afterward that my friend was altogether right

in postponing for the time my journey eastward.

Sunday, April SOth. This was the sad day when, with the most

gloomy forebodings, I began my return-journey toward the west.

There had been the most evident signs of the approach of the

rainy season, which, in the zone farther to the south, had already

set in, when, after so many reiterated delays, I was obliged once

more to return toward that very place which I had felt so happy
in having at length left behind me.

My protector was well aware of the state of my feelings, and,

while the people were loading the camels, he came to me, and once

more excused himself on account of this retrograde movement
There were, besides myself, some Arabs of the tribe of Grwanin,

who wanted to go on to Ghergo in order to buy tobacco, and who
now likewise were obliged to return once more to the westward,

as they had no guarantee for their security in making the journey

alone. ,

•

The splendid river along the banks of which lay our road, and
which here was about half a mile across, afforded the only conso-

lation in my cheerless mood. The junction of the two branches,

as seen from this spot, presented a very fine spectacle. The ger-

redh-trees also, which were in fall blossom, attracted my attention.

Keeping a little nearer to the sandy downs, we soon reached

the place of our former encampment in Tautilt. Having then

passed along the small backwater of Barkange, the volume of

which had greatly decreased in these few days, we encamped about
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four miles beyond, in the open swampy ground which we had had

such difficulty in crossing on our outward journey. It is called

Erasar. In this low ground, between two swamps, and about 800

yards from the bank of the river, without the shade of the small-

est tree, the Igwadaren had encamped. It was owing to these

swampy sites that I was afflicted with those severe rheumatic pains

from which I afterward suffered so much in Bdrnu, and which I

occasionally feel even now.

The place was the more disagreeable as we remained here the

three following days, El Bakay endeavoring all the time to per-

suade the chief A'khbi to restore the property which he had taken

from the subjects of his liege lord. I was, in the mean time, anx-

ious to keep up a friendly intercourse with the people with whom
I was thus brought into contact, although most of the Igwadaren

had already gone on in advance to their new retreat, and at that

time were collected at Ern&se, while the straightforward and fear-

less chief Woghdugu and his friend Shamuw^l were still behind.

I took a great interest in the name of the latter, for I thought that

the names of Shamuw^l, Saul, and Danidl—all being of frequent

occurrence among this tribe, while, as far as I am aware, none of

them is found among the Arabs—tend to confirm the closer rela-

tion which these Berbers keep up with the Canaanitic tribes than

with the Arabs. There was, in particular, a man of the name of

Sama, who was very friendly with me. On reading with him

some writing in " Tefmaghen," or the native Berber character, I

became aware that this word signifies nothing more than tokens,

or alphabet ; for as soon as the people beheld my books, and ob-

served that they all consisted of letters, they exclaimed repeated-

ly, " Tefmaghen—ay—Tefmaghen !" and my little friend Kungu,

who had just learned the Arabic alphabet, was very anxious to

know something about the value of the letters. I here, also, had
proof of the great dislike which the Tawarek have to the name of

their father being mentioned, for, when the little Haiballa, the com-

panion of the son of the sheikh, mentioned the death of Kungu's
father, the little fellow flew into a great rage, and was ready to

kill him on the spot.

I received, besides, a great deal of information from a young
man who had lately come from the north, in order to study under

the sheikh. He belonged to the Welad Yo f

aza, a section of the

tribe of the M&heduf, which originally appears to have been of

pure Berber extraction, being identical with the celebrated tribe
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of the Masufa, but who, at present, have become Arabicized. He
was evidently a man of a good family; but being now rather

scantily supplied with food, he took refuge with me, in order to

enjoy my hospitality. On this occasion I learned from him a

great deal with regard to some districts of the desert with which

I had been unacquainted.

In the same encampment we received full confirmation of the

news with regard to the progress of the French toward the south,

and of their having taken possession of Wargela. The excitement

produced in consequence was very great, and made my situation

extremely difficult and dangerous. The Sheikh el Bakay came

twice in the same afternoon to me, expressing his intention of

uniting the strength of the Tawatiye and the 'Awelimmiden in a

common attack upon the French. But I endeavored to show him

the absurdity of such a proceeding, telling him that they them-

selves would gain nothing by such inconsiderate conduct, and

would only furnish a fresh pretext to the French for penetrating

farther into the interior. Moreover, I gave it as my opinion, that

the latter, unless instigated, would not undertake such a thing as

a military expedition to these distant regions, but would endeavor

to open commercial intercourse with them in a peaceful manner.

There the matter stopped for the moment.

Thursday, May 4dh. All the exertions of the sheikh to persuade

A'khbi to return the property which he had taken by force from

the tribes placed under the protection of the Awelimmiden being

in vain, the latter broke up his encampment, in order to pursue

his journey westward hi search of new protectors and allies. To
prevent the mischief which might result from this course, my
friend followed, and I was obliged reluctantly to accompany him.

The river had fallen considerably since I had last visited this dis-

trict, and the scanty foliage of the lower part of the trees in the

swampy tract which we traversed in the beginning of our march
bore evident testimony to the higher state of the water some time

before.

Leaving then our former camping-ground in Tensarori on one

side, we encamped after a march of a little more than six miles,

on ground which was still so extremely damp that almost all my
luggage was spoiled, while it likewise exercised a most unfavora-

ble effect upon my health. We had previously had evident signs

of the approach of the rainy season
;
but, to-day, we had the first

regular shower accompanied by a thunder-storm, and rain fell

Vol. III.—D d
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round about us- in a much more considerable quantity. The Ta-

warek were well aware that this was the real beginning of the

rainy season, giving vent to their feelings in the words "akase

yuse"

—

M the rainy season has set in f but my Arab companions,

who repeatedly assured me that long before the setting in of the

rainy season I should certainly reach Sokoto, would not acknowl-

edge this as a regular rain, but qualified it as quite an exceptional

phenomenon connected with the setting of the " Pleiads," and

calling it in sequence, "maghreb el thraya."

* There was a great dread of lions in our encampment. I espe-

cially was warned to be on my guard, as my camping-ground,

which I had surrounded with a fence, closely approached a jungle

of rank grass ; but we passed the night unmolested.

Friday, May 5th. Although I had been promised that we should

certainly not pass this place on our return westward, nevertheless,

in the morning the order was suddenly given to decamp ; and on

we went, A'khbi in the van and we in the rear, passing many
small temporary encampments of the Igwadaren, who were exiling

themselves from their own country. Having thus made a short

march of about four miles, through a country now rising in sandy

downs, covered ^rith siwak and dum bush, at other times spread-

ing out in low swampy meadow-grounds, and leaving Fndikuway
on our left, we encamped again in the midst of a swamp, at a short

distance from the bank of the river. Fortunately, there was.some
rising ground, opening a fine view over the river, which here

formed an arm of about 600 yards in breadth, while the opposite

shore of A'ribinda exhibited a very pleasant background. Cau-

tiously I pitched my tent as high as possible, with the door look-

ing toward the river, in order to console myself with the aspect

of the stream. A beautiful j£ja or caoutchouc tree, here called

^nderen, which I scarcely remember to have seen any where else

in the whole of this district, gave life and animation to the en-

campment. A few miles toward the west, the high sandy downs
of trie Teharge formed also an object of great interest.

It was extremely fortunate that the ground of this encampment
did not present such a uniform level as in our last day's amazagh,

for in the afternoon we were visited by a violent tempest, which

threw back the fence that we had erected ground our camping-

ground upon ourselves and our horses, and threatened to tear the

tent to pieces : then, having made the round of the whole horizon,

it returned once more from the north and discharged itself in a
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terrific shower, which lasted more than two hours, and changed

the whole of the lower part of the plain into a large lake.

This thunder-storm afforded evident proofs of the full power of

the rainy season ; and as I had not yet even begun my long jour-

ney eastward, through districts so full of large rivers and ofswampy
valleys, my feelings may be more easily imagined than described.

I felt very dissatisfied with the Sheikh el Bakay, and he, on his

part, was well aware of it. His own trustworthy and amiable

character inspired me with the confidence that I should at length

get safely out of all my trouble ; but an immense amount of Job-

like patience was required, for we staid in this encampment the

five following days.

But we had a little intercourse with some remarkable persons

which, gave me some occupation. The most interesting of the

passers-by were three noble ladies of the tribe of the K^l-hekikan,

well mounted on camels in an open cage, or jakhfa, of rather sim-

ple structure, with the exception of the rich ornament on the head

of the animal, as is represented in the accompanying wood-cut.

But the ladies themselves afforded an interesting sight, being well

formed, of rather full proportions, though very plainly dressed.

Then the whole of the Igwadaren, male and female, passed by
dose to my tent. There were, besides, the Kel-terarart and the

K61-tamulait, or, as the Arabs called them, A'hel e' Saul ; and T

had a long conversation with a troop of eight horsemen of the

latter, who, in the evening, came to my tent in order to pay their

respects to me. I reciprocated fully their protestations of friend-

ship, and requested one of the two kinsmen of the chief Said, who
were among this troop, to accompany me on my journey east-

ward, promising to see him safe to Mekka. But, although he
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greatly valued my offer, he was afraid of the Ar^wan or K£l-

ger&, and of the inhabitants of A'ir.

There was a great congregation of different chiefs with the

Sheikh el Bakay,' and he flattered himself that he had made peace

between inveterate enemies, such as E 7 T6ni and Woghdugu ; but

the sequel showed that he was greatly mistaken, for these petty

tribes can not remain quiet for a moment. Great numbers of the

Sh^mman-A'mmas were hovering round us, all of them begging

for food. But my spirits were too much imbittered to exercise

great hospitality from the small stock of my provisions, which

were fast dwindling away. Indeed, the stores which I had laid

in, in the hope that they would last me until I reached Say, were

almost consumed, and I was very glad to obtain a small supply

of milk, which I usually bought with looking-glasses, or rather

rewarded the gifts of the people by the acknowledgment of such

a present. But these people were really very miserably off, and

almost in a starving condition, all their property having been

taken from them. They informed me that the Igwadaren had

plundered twelve villages along the Eghirreu, among others those

of Bamba, E'gedesh, Asliman, and Zomgoy.
The river was enlivened the whole day long with boats going

up and down, and some of the people asserted that these boats

belonged to the Fulbe, who were looking out for an opportunity

of striking a blow. The whole world seemed to be in a state of

revolution. The news from the north of the advance of the

French, the particulars of which, of course, could not but become

greatly exaggerated, as the report was carried from tribe to tribe,

excited my friend greatly, and the several letters, written by the

people of Tawat who were resident in Timbuktu, having refer-

ence to the same event, with which the messenger whom he had

sent to that place returned, did not fail to increase his anxiety.

All these people seemed to be inspired with the same fear, that

the French might without any farther delay march from el GroMa,

which they were said to have occupied, upon Timbuktu, or at

least upon Tawat. On the whole it was very fortunate, indeed,

that I was not in the town at this conjuncture, as in the first ex-

citement these very people from Tawat, who previously had taken

me under there especial protection, and defended me repeatedly,

would have contributed to my ruin, as, from their general preju-

dice against a Christian, they lost all distinction between English

and French, and represented me as a spy whose proceedings were

connected with that expedition from the north.
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They now urgently requested the sheikh to write a letter to the

whole community of Tawat, and to stimulate them to make an

attack upon Wargela conjointly with the Hogar and A'zgar ; but

I did all in my power to prevent him from acceding to such a

proposal, although he thought that I was greatly underrating the

military strength of the people of Tawat. However, although I

succeeded in preventing such a bold stroke of policy, I could not

prevent his writing a letter to the French, in which he interdicted

them from penetrating farther into the interior, or entering the

desert, under any pretext whatever, except as single travelers.

He also wanted me to write immediately to Tripoli, to request

that an Englishman should go as consul to Tawat; but I told

him that this was not so easily done, and that he must first be

able to offer full guarantee that the agent should be respected.

In my opinion it would be better if the French would leave the

inhabitants of Tawat to themselves, merely obliging them to re-

spect Europeans, and keep open the road to the interior ; but al-

though at that time I was not folly aware of the intimate alliance

which had been entered into between the French and the English,

I was persuaded that the latter neither could nor would protect

the people of Tawat against any aggressive policy of the French,

except . by peaceable means, as Tawat is pre-eminently situated

within the range of their own commerce. If both the English

and French could agree on a certain line of policy with regard to

the tribes of the interior, those extensive regions might, I think,

be easily opened to peaceful intercourse. Be this as it may, un-

der the pressure of circumstances, I found myself obliged to affix

my name to the letter written by the sheikh, as having been pres-

ent at the time, and candor imposed upon me the duty of not

signing a wrong name.

All this excitement, which was disagreeable enough, had, how-

ever, one great advantage for me, as I was now informed that let-

ters had reached my address, and that I should have them ; but I

was astonished to hear that these letters had arrived in A'zawad

some months previously. I expostulated very strongly with my
friend upon this circumstance, telling him that if they wanted

friendship and " imana," or security of intercourse with us, they

ought to be far more strict in observing the conditions consequent

upon such a relation. I then received the promise that I should
* have the letters in a few days.

Wednesday, May 10th. Our hosts the Kfi-gogi removed their
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encampment, and- we followed them, although my protector had
repeatedly assured me that in our retrograde movement we should

certainly not have to pass the tine caoutchouc-tree that adorned
our encampment. Leaving the high sandy downs ofU'le-Teharge,

on the banks of the river, we kept around the extensive swampy
meadow-ground which spreads out behind them, several small en-

campments of the wandering Tawarek enlivening the green bor-

der of the swamp. Crossing, then, some rising ground beyond
the reach of the wide expanse of shallow backwaters connected

with the river, we came to the well-known creek of Amal&le, and
followed its northerly shore till we reached its source or head,

where our friend A'khbi had taken up his encampment" in the

midst of a swampy meadow-ground, which afforded rich pasture -

to his numerous herds of cattle
;

for, as I have had occasion re-

peatedly to state, the Tawarek think .nothing of encamping in the

midst of a swamp.

As for ourselves, we were obliged to look out for some better-

protected and drier spot, and therefore ascended the sandy downs,

which rise to a considerable elevation, and are well adorned with

talha-trees and siwak, or Capparis sodata. Having pitched my
tent in the midst of an old fence, or zeriba, I stretched myself out

in the cool shade, and, forgetting for a moment the unpleasant

character of my situation, enjoyed the interesting scenery of the

landscape, which was highly characteristic of the labyrinth of

backwaters and creeks which are connected with this large river

of Western Central Africa.

At the foot of the downs was the encampment of our friends

the Tawarek, with its larger and smaller leathern tents, some of

them open and presenting the interior of these simple movable

dwellings
;
beyond, the swampy creek, enlivened by a numerous

herd of cattle half immersed in the water ; then a dense border of

vegetation, and beyond in the distance, the white sandy downs of

Ernesse, with a small strip of the river. I made a sketch of this

pleasant and animated locality, which is represented in the plate,

opposite. The scenery was particularly beautiful in the moonlight

when I ascended the ridge of the downs, which rise to about 150

feet in height. In the evening I received a little milk from tne

wife of one of the chiefs of the K6L-g6gi of the name ofLammege,

who was a good-looking woman, and to whom I made a present

of a looking-glass and a few needles in return. The Tawarek,

while they are fond of their wives, and almost entirely abstain
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from polygamy, are not at all jealous; and the degree of liberty

which the women enjoy is astonishing; but, according to all that

I have heard, instances of faithlessness are very rare among the

nobler tribes. Among the degraded sections, however, and es-

pecially among the K& e' Suk, female chastity appears to be less

highly esteemed, as we find to be the case also among many Ber-

ber tribes at the time when El Bekri wrote his interesting account

of Africa.*

Meanwhile my good and benevolent protector was in a most

unpleasant dilemma, between his regard for his own interest and

his respect for myself. He severely rebuked the Tarki chief for

having disturbed the friendly relation which had formerly existed

between himself and me ; for since our retrograde movement, in

order to incite my friend to a greater degree of energy, I never

went to his tent, although he repeatedly paid me a visit. At
length, after mature consideration, the sheikh had decided that I,

together with the greater part of his followers, should go to Er-

n&se, there to await his return, while he himself intended to ap-

proach still nearer to Timbuktu, although he affirmed that he

would not enter the town under any condition.

Thus we separated the next morning, and I took leave of the

friends whom I had made among the tribe of the Igwadaren.

These people were leaving their former homes and their former

allies, in order to seek new dwelling-places and new friends.

There was especially the little Kungu, who, early in the morning,

came on -his white horse to bid me farewell. We had become
very good friends, and he used to call daily to talk with me about

distant countries, and the different varieties of nations as far as he

had any idea of such things. He was an intelligent and chival-

rous lad, and with his long black hair, his large expressive eyes,

and his melancholy turn of mind, I liked him much. When I

told him that he would yet become one of the great chiefs of the

Tawarek, and a celebrated warrior, he expressed his fear that it

would be his destiny to die young like his brothers, who had all

fallen in battle at an early age ; but I consoled him, and promised
that if any friend of mine should visit these regions after me I

would not fail to send him a present for himself. He regretted

having left the neighborhood of Bamba, which he extolled very

highly on account of its fine trees and rich pasture-grounds; but

* El B:'kri, cd. de Slane, p. 182. ^V* f&<Xji UJ\j
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lie spoke enthusiastically of the Eafar-n-aman, or, . as .the Arabs

call it, the Eas el ma, with the rich grassy backwaters and creeks

which surround it, especially the valley called Tisormaten, the

reminiscences ofwhich filled his boyish mind with the highest de-

light.

Thus I took leave of this young Tarki lad, after having given

him such little presents as I could spare. Swinging himself upon

his horse by means of his iron spear, he rode off with a martial

air, probably never to hear of me again. I took the opposite di-

rection, along the shore of the creek Amalelle, accompanied by a

guide whom A'hnied el Wadawi had brought from Ernfese, and

followed by Mohammed ben Khottar the sheikh's nephew, Sidi

Mohammed the sheikh's son, and almost the whole of his follow-

ers. However, the company of all these people did not inspire

me with so much confidence that my friend and protector would

not tarry long behind, as the fact of the presence of his favorite

female cook, Diko, who accompanied us, and whose services my
friend could scarcely dispense with ; and I thus agreed in the opin-

ion of his confidential pupil, Mohammed el A'min, who, knowing

well the character of his teacher, disputed with energy with those

among my companions who thought that the sheikh would send

us word to join him in the town.

I therefore cheerfully enjoyed once more the very peculiar char-

acter of this river district, with its many creeks, small necks of

land, and extensive swamps. Since we had last visited this place

the waters had retired considerably, and the extensive swampy
lowlands between Temaharot and Ern&se had become quite dry,

so that we had to cross only a narrow channel-like strip of water.

Following then the sandy downs, we soon reached the well-known

encampment of the Kel-n-Nokunder, where I was hospitably enter-

tained with a bowl of ghussub-water. I was disposed to enjoy in

privacy the view over the river, while lying in the . shade of a

siwak, but the number of Tawarek who were passing by did not

allow me much leisure, for the tents of Saul, as well as those of

El Woghdugu, were at a short distance. But these people, con-

scious of their having deserved punishment at the hand of their

liege lord, were frightened away by the rising of a simum, as it is

popularly believed in the country that this wind is the sign of the

approach of the great army, or tabu, of the AweKmmiden, and

they all started off the next morning.

The river, which is here very broad, forms a large low island
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called Banga-giingu, the "hippopotamus iaiand," while a smaller

one, distinguished by a fine tamarind-tree, is called Bure. I en-

deavored in the afternoon to reach the bank of the river itself

;

but it is beset with a peculiar kind of grass of great height, armed

with such offensive bristles that it is almost impossible to pene-

trate through it. In the latter part of the cold and during the

hot season, a path leads along this low grassy shore, but, during

some months of the year, the water reaches the very downs. It

is a fine spot for an encampment, the air being good. But the

whole site consists only of a narrow sandy ridge, backed toward

the north by an extensive swamp, the border of which is girt with

the richest profusion ofvegetation, interwoven with creeping plants,

and interspersed with dum bush. This place is called " uggada,"

and forms a haunt for numbers of wild beasts, especially lions,

and the inhabitants gave an animated description of a nocturnal

combat which, two days previously, had raged between two lions

on account of a lioness.

It had been decided that we should await here the return of the

sheikh
;
but, after we had passed the following day in this place,

our friends the Kel-n-Nokunder, already satisfied with the honor

of entertaining so many guests for one day, endeavored to escape

from our hands, and, without having given us the slightest warn-

ing, on the morning of Saturday suddenly removed their encamp-

ment. Fortunately they went eastward, in which direction I would

have followed them to the end of the world. Thus my compan-

ions, the tflamid, rushed after them like hungry vultures after

their prey. I had my things packed in a moment, and we fol-

lowed them along the same narrow neck of downs on which our

route had lain in coming from Amalflle
;
but, instead of travers-

ing the swamp by the ford northward, we kept along it toward

the east, where the downs gradually decrease in height, being over-

grown with colocynths, and, farther on, with tursha, or Asclepias

gigantea, and the blue Crucifera or daman-kadda. Farther on they

cease entirely, and give way to a low shore, which, during the high-

est state of the inundation, forms a connection between the river

and the swampy background stretching out behind the downs.

Here, where the river takes a fine sweep to the southeast, and

forms several islands, was situated in former times a town of the

name of Belesaro, but, at present, nothing but groups of a beauti-

ful species of wild fig-tree, called here duw£, mark this spot as the

former scene of human industry.
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Crossing then a low swampy ground, overgrown with rich, byrgu

and rank reed-grass, we reached the high sandy downs of Ule-

Teharge, which had already attracted my attention from our en-

campment in Teharge. On the highest part of these- downs the

K61-n-Nokunder chose the place for their new encampment, and I

this elevated position was visible over a great part of the river.

But my young friend, the sheikh's nephew, imbued with the su-

perstitious prejudices of his mother, always greatly objected to my
using the former dwelling-places of other people, as if they were

haunted by spirits.

It was a beautiful camping-ground, elevated about 150 feet above

the surface of the river, over which it afforded a magnificent pros-

pect, the river here forming a very noble sheet of water. It is

asserted, however, that in summer it is fordable at the place called

E'nsow^d. A little beyond the end of the downs, where it form-

ed another reach toward the south, the river presented the ap-

pearance of an extensive lake. Nearer the opposite shore a low
grassy island called Kabara stretched out, and another narrow
strip of ground called Waraka was separated from the shore, on
our side, by a narrow channel, and overgrown with the finest

byrgu. Toward the south, the steep sandy downs were bordered

by a strip of rich vegetation, behind which a green swampy plain

stretched out, intersected by an open channel, which separated us

from the main, where another village of the K^l-n-Nokunder was
lying, the barking of whose dogs was distinctly heard.

The small creek which separated the island of Waraka from
our shore was full of crocodiles, some of which measured as much
as eighteen feet, the greatest length which I have ever seen this

animal attain in Central Africa ; and swimming just below the

surface of the water, with the head occasionally peeping forth,

they greatly threatened the security of the cattle, who were grac-

ing on the fine rank grass growing on the border of the creek.

In the course of the day these voracious and most dangerous ani-

mals succeeded in seizing two cows belonging to our hosts, and
inflicted a very severe wound upon a man who was busy cutting
grass for my horses.

This man had attached himself to my party in order to return
to Hausa, which was originally his home. But there was a great

difference of opinion as to whether he was at liberty to go, although
he was a liberated slave, and I was given to understand that his

3
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company might involve me in disputes with his former masters

;

for, in general, even liberated slaves are supposed to observe some

sort of duty to their former employers. Nevertheless, I had al-

lowed him to stay, but was now obliged to send him back to Tim-

buktu, as almost the whole of his foot had been carried away by

the monster, so that he was entirely unfit for the journey, and re-

quired immediate relief.

The view of the river was the more interesting, as a strong-

northeast wind, or, as the Tawarek say, " erffe," ruffled its surface

so considerably that it crested the waves with white foam, and

presented a very animated appearance, the magnificent sheet of

water, the green island and shore, and the high ridge of the wide

sandy downs forming a most pleasing contrast.

There was, also, no lack of intercourse. Sometimes it was some

fishermen of the Songhay who solicited my hospitality in the

. evening; at others, it was a troop of Tawarek horsemen, who
came to see the Christian stranger of whom they had heard so

much. The most remarkable among them were the horsemen

of the K^l-taborit and the K£l-tamulait,* with whom I had a long

conversation, in the course of which I endeavored to make them

understand that the whole of this extensive region, of which they

knew only a small part, was " nothing but a large island or gun-

gu" ("giingu ghas"), in the great salt sea, just as the island of Ea-

bara, opposite to us, was with regard to the Niger, or the Eghir-

reu, the only name by which this river is known to all the Berber

tribes. They thus became aware that the dominion of the sea

was of some importance, as it gave access to all these countries,

whereas before they had only looked with a sort ofcontempt upon

people living only, as they thought, in vessels on the sea ; and they

* Two of the Kel-tabdrit gave me the following list of places from hence along

the river as far as A'nsongd, and, as it contains a few names with which I did not

become acquainted in the right place, and moreover presents various forms, I will

here insert it; Ejiji, Yd Kaina, Karre, Gdwa, Kama, Kokishi, Boganne, Sererc,

Aribis, Anrabera, Aji'ma, Terarwist, Kdrsejay, Tddafd, Ajata, Autelmakkoren, Te-

kankant, Insammen, E'm-n-tabdrak, Asiya, Samgoy, Taghemart, Kdyaga, Tausa,

Burrum, Ten-ezede, Ha, Gdgd, Borno, Bara, Eneje'ti, Tufadafdr, Ebelbelen, A'nson-

gd. At the same time I learned the localities along the road from A'nsongd, or

probably from Bure to Ddre, the chief place of Libtako, which is a track not unfre-

quently followed by the inhabitants of the districts on the left bank of the Niger

:

Inbam, Ejerar, Tambelghu, Akhabelbel, E'nkulba, Wendu (Ddre). Akhabc'lbel, or

Khale'bleb, is the name of a large lake or backwater, which is also touched at in

going from Gdgd to Ddre, and which seems to deserve the full attention of Euro-

pean.explorers.
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were not a little surprised when I told them that we were able to

come up this river from the sea. They likewise had heard, and

some ofthem perhaps had even seen, something of that adventur-

ous Christian who, fifty years ago, had navigated this river, and

who, even after this lapse of time, remains a mysterious and insol-

uble enigma to them, as to the place from whence he so suddenly

appeared, and whither he was going. ;

The influence of conversation is great among these simple

dwellers of the desert, and the more we talked the more friendly

became the behavior of my visitors, till at last they asked me why
I did not marry one of their daughters and settle among them.

On the other side of the river there were encampments of the

Imediddiren and Terfgntik, and some of the latter paid our hosts

a rather abrupt visit, taking away from them a head of cattle, so

that the sheikh's nephew, Mohammed ben Khottar, was obliged

to cross the river in order to obtain damages from them. The
K^l-n-Nokunder, who in former times had been greatly ill-used

by the free Imoshagh, have been imbued by their protectors, the

Kunta, with such a feeling of independence that they are now not

inclined to bear even the slightest injustice, and they had certain-

ly some right to demand that, at the very moment while they

were treating so large a party belonging to their protector they

should not themselves suffer any violence. However, I heard, to

my great surprise, that they likewise pay zek
r

a to the Fulbe, or

Fullan. My friend, who had some trouble in persuading the free-

booters from beyond the river to restore the property, represented

them to me as fine tall men, kinsfolk of the Tarabanasa, but very

poor. It is really surprising that a family of peaceable men
should exercise such an influence over these wild hordes, who are

continually waging war against each other, merely from their sup-

posed sanctity and their purity of manners.

The interesting character of the locality did not suffice, how-

ever, for our material welfare, and my companions made serious

complaints on account of the scanty supply of food which they

received from our hosts ; and for this reason they were almost as

eager to hear some news of the sheikh as I myself.

From our former encampment in Ern^sse I had sent my serv-

ant, Mohammed el Gatroni, into the town in order to procure me
a supply of the most necessary provisions, as my former stock was

entirely consumed ; and it was fortunate, on this account, that I

had saved 5000 shells, which I was able to give him for this pur-
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pose. He now joined us again in this place on the 14th, and, of

course, every one hastened to learn what news he had brought

from the town and from the camp of the sheikh. He had arrived

in Timbuktu a little before sunset, and, having finished without

delay his purchases of the articles wanted by me, immediately,

hurried away to the camp of my protector
;

for, as soon as the

news of the arrival ofmy servant had got abroad in the town in

conjunction with the return of the sheikh to his camp, the utmost

excitement prevailed among the townspeople, who fancied that I

myself was returning, and, in consequence, the alarm-drum was

beaten. My servant also informed me that the Tawatiye them-

selves were greatly excited against me, as if I had had any thing

to do with the proceedings of the French against Wargela ; and

he assured me that, if I had still been in the town, they would

have been the first to have threatened my life. He had only

slept one night in the camp, and then left early the following

morning, and therefore knew nothing about our protector's com-

ing, but he confirmed the fact that there were letters for me.

Fortunately, on returning, he had been informed that we had
changed our eamping-ground, and finding a guide, he had been

* able to join us without delay. The suniye of negro-millet fetched

at the time, in the market of Timbuktu, 4500 ; a large block of

salt of about 60 lb. weight, 5000 ; and kola nuts, from 80 to 100
shells each. With tny limited supply of means it was fortunate

that I never became accustomed to the latter luxury.

CHAPTEE LXXV.

FINAL AND EEAL START.—CREEKS ON THE NORTHERN BANKS
OF THE NIGER.—GHE'RGHO.

—

BA'mBA.

Wednesday, May 17th. About noon the whole encampment was
thrown into a state of the greatest excitement by the arrival of
two of the sheikh's followers, who informed us that our friend
had not only left the camp, but had even passed us, keeping along
.the northern border of the swamp which stretched behind our
camping-ground. All was joy and excitement, and in an instant

my tent was struck and my luggage arranged on the backs of the
camels. But we had to take a very roundabout way to get out
x>f this place, surrounded and insulated as it was by deep swamps,
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for with our horses and camels, together with our heavy luggage,

we could not think of crossing the creek which entirely cuts off

the downs of U'le-Teharge. We were thus obliged to return all

the way to Beles&ro, almost as far as our previous fording-place be-

tween Amal&le and Ern6sse. Here, cutting through the swampy
plain (which at present at this spot was for the greater part dry)

along the localities called Tm-dggedad, and farther on Oraken, we
at length, having gained firm ground, were able to change our di-

rection to the east along Eliggeduf and Ewabe. We had just

marched three hours when we found ourselves opposite our en-

campment on the downs, separated from them by the swampy
ground of about half a mile in extent.

Uncertain as to the direction which our friend had taken, we
now began to rove about, here and there, in search of him ; but

there was no inducement to tarry long, as, by the breaking up of

a great number of encampments of the Tawarek, an innumerable

host of small flies had been left in this district without occupation

and sustenance, and thus, left, destitute of their usual food, greed-

ily attacked ourselves. Leaving then behind us the low downs,

which were thickly covered with dum bush, the resort of a numer-

ous host of guinea-fowl, we entered again low swampy ground,

and at length, after having traversed a .thickly-wooded district,

ascertained the spot whither the sheikh had betaken himself,

which was at a place called A'kale, the eminence on the bank
of the river being called E'm-alawen. But, when we at length

reached it, we found the holy man sleeping in the shade of a

siwak, or Capparis, and the noise of our horses, as we came gal-

loping along, was not sufficient to awaken him from his deep

slumber. Such was the mild and inoffensive character of this

man, in the midst of these warlike and lawless hordes.

Waiting till my protector should rise from his peaceful slum-

ber, I sat down in the shade of a rich siw&k, enjoying the faint

prospect of my journey home, now opening before me.

At length my friend awoke, and I went to him. He received

me with a gentle smile, telhng me that he was now ready to con-

duct me on my journey without any farther delay or obstruction,

and handing me at the same time a parcel of letters and papers.

There were copies of two letters from Lord John Eussell, of the

19th February, 1853 ; one from Lord Clarendon, of the 24th of the

same month ; a letter from Chevalier Bunsen
; another from Col-

onel Hermann; and two from her majesty's agent in Fezzan.
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There were no other letters, either from home or from any of my
friends ; but there were, besides, ten Galignanis, and a number of

the Athenaeum, of the 19th March, 1853.

I can scarcely describe the intense delight I felt at hearing again

from Europe, but still more satisfactory to me was the general

letter of Lord John Kussell, which expressed the warmest interest

in my proceedings. The other letters chiefly concerned the send-

ing out of Dr. Vogel and his companions, which opened to me the

prospect of finding some European society in Bornu, if I should

succeed in reaching my African head-quarters in safety. But of

the expedition to the Tsadda or Benuw£, which had started for its

destination some time previously to the date ofmy receiving these

letters, I obtained no intimation by this opportunity
;
and, indeed,

did not obtain the slightest hint of that undertaking, of which I

myself was to form a part, till December, when it had already re-

turned to England.

I thanked the sheikh for having at length put me in possession

of these dispatches, but I repeated at the same time my previous

remarks, that if he and his friends wanted to have "imana," or

well-established peaceable intercourse with us, security ought first

of all to prevail as to our letters, and I was assured that this par-

cel had been lying in A'zawad for at least two months. But the

sheikh excused himself, stating that one of the chief men in that

district, probably the chief of the Berabish, had kept them back

under the impression that they might contain something prejudi-

cial to his country ; an opinion which, of course, could not fail to

be confirmed by the proceedings of the French in the southwest-

ern districts bordering upon Algeria. But, altogether, the history

of this parcel was marvelous. It had evidently come by way of

Bornu
;
yet there was not a single line from the vizier, who, if all

had been right, I felt sure would have written to me
;
moreover,

the outer cover had been taken off, although the seal of the inner

parcel had not been injured. But the reason, of which I, howev-

er, did not become aware till a much later period, was this, that,

before the parcel left Sokoto, the news of the execution of the viz-

ier had already reached that place, when the letter addressed by
that person to myself was taken away, and probably also some-

thing else which he had sent for me. But it moreover happened

that the man who was commissioned to convey the parcel to Tim-

buktu was slain by the Goberawa, or Mariadawa, on the road be-

tween Grando and Say, at a moment when the packet was by acci-

vol. in.—ee
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dent left in the hands ofa companion of his, who, pursuing his route

in safety, took it to A'zawad. But the death of the principal bearer

of the letters addressed to me, in all probability, contributed not a

little to confirm the rumor of myselfhaving been slain near Maradi.

However, at that time, and even much later, I had no idea that

such rumors were current in the quarter which I had left.

Thursday, May 18th. It was with a very pleasant feeling that I

at length found myself in the company of my noble host, again

pursuing my journey eastward; and I enjoyed the peculiar fea-

tures of the country with tolerable ease and comfort. The varied

composition of our troop, among whom there were several well-dis-

posed friends, afforded also much relief.

The country was the same that I had already traversed ; but it

presented some new features, as we followed another path. I was

principally struck with the enormous size of the "retem," or

broom, which here assumed the proportions of considerable trees

of more than twenty feet in height, while the siwak, or Capparis

sodata, was in great abundance.

Having rested, after a march of about ten miles, in a dense part

of the forest, which is said to be frequented by lions, we pursued

our march in the afternoon
;
when, proceeding along the swampy

creek of Barkange, which was now almost dried up, and passing

Tautilt, we pitched our tents a little beyond the former amazagh
of the chief Woghda, near a camp of the Welad-Moluk. The
branch of the river at this spot was at present so shallow, that a

flock of sheep was seen fording it toward the island
;
water-fowl,

also, and especially such birds as live upon fish, were in immense

.

numbers. Crocodiles were seen in abundance, and caused us

some anxiety for the horses, which were pasturing on the fine

rank grass at the border of the river.

The Tawarek having now left the banks of the river, the black

natives seemed to be more at their ease, and several boats belong-

ing to the Songhay crossed over to us from the island of Kora.
I had seen the male portion of the Arab tribe of the Welad-Moluk
on a former occasion, but I here, for the first time, saw their wives
and daughters, who, attracted by curiosity, came in the evening
to catch a glimpse of the Christian stranger, and were roving

about my tent, but I did not observe a single attractive person

among them, and, feeling rather sleepy, paid but little attention to

them.

Friday, May 19th. While the other members of our troop kept
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more inland, I followed the bank of the river, , which here, with

its fine open sheet of water, presents a highly interesting aspect,

till I reached our old camping-ground at Iz£beren, from whence I

had some difficulty in rejoining my friends, for the whole of this

part of the river is full of backwaters and creeks, which renders

the communication rather difficult to people who are not well ac-

quainted with the character of the country, but on this very ac-

count they afford rich pasture-grounds after the river has begun

to decrease. Unfortunately, even now, when we had finally en-

tered upon our journey, the dilatory character ofmy host remain-

ed unaltered, and, after a march of seven miles, we halted near a

small encampment of the K^l-n-Nokunder, professedly as if we
were to start again in the afternoon, but in reality in order to pass

the night there. However, I was glad that we had at least gone

beyond the place which we had reached on our former abortive

start.

The locality was adorned with some luxuriant specimens of

duw6 and the tagelalet, or agato. Under one of these fine trees,

the dense foliage of which almost reached the ground, I passed the

heat of the day in friendly conversation with some of the peace-

able Tolba, who came to have a chat with me on religious topics.

When the cool of the evening set in I pitched my tent near the

bank of the open branch of the river, which was girt by a fine

border of rank grass ; but the river was here broken, and did not

present that noble character which I was wont to admire in it

Saturday, May 20th. We were to start at a very early hour, but

the difficulty of making out the right path among these numerous

swamps and creeks kept us back till all our companions were

ready. We then had to turn round a very difficult swamp, which

had now begun to dry up, and where we observed the first traces

of the wild hog that I had hitherto seen along this part of the

Niger. After we had left this swamp behind us, the river ex-

hibited its truly magnificent character, and we proceeded close

along the border of its limpid waters, on a beautiful sandy beach,

our left being shut in by high sandy downs, richly clad with dum
palms and tagelalet.

It was here, for the first time, that I observed the traces of the

zangway. This animal appears to be quite distinct from the croco-

dile, and perhaps resembles the American igwana. It is much
smaller than the crocodile; and its footprint indicated a much
broader foot, the toes being apparently connected by a continuous
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membrane. Unfortunately I never obtained a sight of the animal

itself, but only observed its footprints in the sand: it attains, as it

seems, only to the length of from six to eight feet.

The well-defined character of the river, however, did not last

long, and again there succeeded the low swampy shore, which oc-

casionally obliged us to keep at a greater distance from the main

trunk, while the vegetation in general was abundant. The pre-

dominant tree in this district, also, was the siwak, or Capparis,

which, with its small berries, which were just ripening, afforded us

occasionally a slight refreshment. They can^however, only
v

be

taken hi small quantities, as they have a very strong taste, like

pepper, and on this account are much pleasanter when they are

dried, in which state they afford a not inconsiderable portion of

the food ofthe nomadic inhabitants of these regions. Besides the

siwak, or "t£sak," there was also a great quantity of "retem,"

which is here called atarkit, or asabay ; farther on dum palms be-

came very prevalent.

Leaving, then, the locality called Tahont on -our left, we reached

a very large grassy creek, which was enlivened by herds of cattle,

and encamped on its border, in the shade of a dense belt of fine

trees, woven together by an immense number of climbing plants.

The whole bottom of the valley was at least seven hundred yards

wide, and behind a smaller strip of water a larger open branch

was observed, intersecting the rich grassy valley. It is very re-

markable that neither the Imoshagh, or Tawarek, nor the Arabs,

have, as far as I am aware, a name sufficiently expressive for these

shallow vales ; the Arabs in general calling an open creek of wa-

ter "rejl," or "kra," and a less open one "bot-ha;" while the Ta-

warek call them in general an arm, properly a leg, of the river, or
" adar-n-eghirreu but the native Hausa name "faddama" is far

more significant. It was on this account that Cailli£ called the

whole of these shallow creeks by the corrupted Jolof name, "ma-
rigot."

Close behind our encampment the ground formed a slight slope,

and presented the site or tazambut of a former Songhay place

called Hendi-kiri, a place which is perhaps identical with Kam-
bakiri, mentioned in the history of Songhay as the spot where a

dreadful battle was fought between two rival pretenders.* It is

difficult to imagine the different aspect which this country must
have presented in former times, when all the favorable sites formed

* ATimed Baba\ in Journal of Leipsic Oriental Society, vol. ix., p. 547.
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the seats of flourishing dwelling-places, and animated intercourse

was thronging along the track on the side of the river. It was a

fine halting-place, characteristic of the whole nature of this region

;

but the ants were very numerous, and disturbed us greatly during

our short halt.

After resting for about four hours we pursued our march east-

ward, keeping for the first mile close along the bot-ha, which soon

changed its character to a considerable open sheet of water. Leav-

ing then this water, and crossing several smaller grassy creeks,

and traversing a low sandy ridge, we reached another large back-

water ; and winding along it in a southeasterly direction, through

bushes and dum palms, we reached, after a march of about six

miles, an interesting sandy headland called E'm-niuris, situated

at the point where the creek joins the river, which here forms a

fine sweep, changing its course from a westeasterly to a south-

northerly direction.

On this open sandy promontory we chose the spot for our

night's quarters, opposite an encampment of the K^l-antsar, which

was situated on the other side of the creek, and enlivened by dum
palms. The river itself formed a fine open sheet, broken only by
a small island, and, being animated by several boats, exhibited a

grand spectacle. There was a good deal of consultation in the

evening between the eldermen, or amaghar, of the K^l-antsar and
my protector, with regard to the course to be pursued under the

present political circumstances of the country, these poor people

scarcely knowing which party to follow amid the general confu-

sion which prevailed. I learned on this occasion that the I'gelad,

to whom the tribe of the K^l-antsar belongs, have three learned

chiefs or judges, the most respected of whom, El Taher, lives at

Eas el ma. The night which we passed here on a rising ground
just over the stream was beautifully fresh, while the elevation

caused us to be exempt from the plague usual in these swampy
lowlands.

Sunday, May 21st. While we were breaking up our encampment
and loading our animals, the opposite camp of our friends was en-

livened by numerous herds of sheep and goats, and we should have
made a very interesting day's march, as we were now approaching

a better-inhabited district, if it had not been for the hospitable

treatment of our hosts, who, in order to satisfy their numerous
visitors, had probably, the preceding night, mixed together all

sorts of milk, so that almost all the people were seriously ill ; and
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the first part of our march presented so distressing a spectacle that

most of my companions thought the milk had been poisoned.

Thus we passed a remarkable locality on a rising sandy bank

behind a considerable creek, which by its name, Tamizgida, evi-

dently indicates the site of a former dwelling-place, and is prob-

ably identical with the Tirka (or rather Tirekka) of Arab geog-

raphers,* if that identity does not apply to Gh6rgo. Having

passed this place, we followed the shallow water, which gradually

widened, being intersected by fences and dikes for the purpose

of cultivating rice and catching fish. Larger trees became gradu-

ally more scanty, indicating our approach to a still existing dwell-

ing-place, as is generally the case in Negroland, the trees being

consumed for fire-wood ; but just as we came in sight of this place,

which is Gh^rgo (pronounced K£rgo), in order to avoid the heat

during the midday hours, on an almost unprotected shore, we
thought it better to halt in the shade of the last trees. I myself

found shelter under the densely-woven foliage of a fine group

formed by the union of a g£za with an aghelal, where I had noth-

ing better to do than to treat all my people with tea and coffee, in

order to restore their wasted spirits and strength, as they had suf-

fered greatly from their last night's diet.

Our road from this point to the town led along the border of

the swampy lowlands, following a great many windings round the

indented shore of the creek. Thus we reached, after a march of

a little more than two miles, the bank opposite the village of

Gh^rgo, and began looking about for some time for a fit place to

encamp, for the village itself, situated as it is behind a large back-

water, could not be reached. The opposite shore is exceedingly

bleak and unbroken, being destitute even of bush, while only

three isolated trees dotted the ground for a great distance, and
these were unfortunately too far off from the ford, where we chose

our camping-ground, to be of any use to us during our stay.

Gh^rgo is a place not without interest, and seems to be of con-

siderable antiquity. According to tradition, it is stated to be seven

years older than Tumbutu, or Timbuktu, and seems therefore well

deserving of a right to be identified with one of the celebrated

centres of life in these regions in the first dawn of historical rec-

* See the highly interesting account of this place, the great commercial entrepdt

between Ghana in the west and Tademeltka in the east, in El Bekrf, "Description

de l'Afrique," p. 180. The express mention of the ants which he here makes is

very important, as, in coming from Timbuktu, the first ants were observed by us

near Hendi-kiri.
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nence a little to the east of our encampment, till, in more recent

times, the weakened and unprotected inhabitants were obliged to

retire behind the backwater from fear of the Tawarek. Certainly,

the insular nature of their dwelling-place is of a rather indistinct

character
;
for, in general, with the exception of those years when

the inundations of the river reach an extraordinary height, as had

been the case this year, the smaller branch dries up to such an ex-

tent that a person may enter the place without wetting his feet

;

but this happens at a season when their tormentors, the Tawarek,

leave the banks of the river and retire inland, so that they suffer

but little from them. This year the high state of the inundation

had inspired them with so much confidence that they had refused

their boats to the tabu, or the army of their great liege lord him-

self. The river had risen to such an elevation that it had reached

their very huts, which, separated into three distinct groups, are

situated on a slightly rising ground.

The inhabitants, even in the present reduced state of the coun-

try, raise a good deal of rice and tobacco, though the cultivation

ought to be much more extensive, if we consider the wide ex-

panse of the low swampy ground which is reached by the inunda-

tion. The river, indeed, is at such a distance, that it is not seen at

all, being hidden behind the sandy downs which form its inner

bank. But it is remarkable that the nutritious grass, the byrgu,

which I have so repeatedly mentioned, was almost wanting here,

and the cattle of the village were obliged to be driven to a great

distance, so that, notwithstanding the richness of the pasture-

grounds in general, I was in want of milk.

We remained here the following day, and after a very cold

morning, which seemed rather remarkable in the month of May,

I took a walk up the gradually rising downs, which partly consist-

ed of sand and gravel, partly exhibited a more stony character,

and, contrasted with the wide green valley of the river, presented

a bleak desert scenery with undulating ground toward the north,

clad with nothing but isolated tufts of dry herbage. From the

higher ground I had an interesting view over the whole village,

situated in the midst of swampy creeks and bordered on each side

by a solitary tree. I counted from this point about 350 huts.

On returning from my walk to pur encampment I found a

great number of the inhabitants of the place assembled, and, after

they had paid their compliments to the sheikh, anxiously looking
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out for the stranger in order to obtain his blessing also. But I

did not find them sufficiently interesting to have much intercourse

with them, for they have very little of that noble independent

carriage which distinguishes, in such an eminent degree, their

southeastern countrymen; and their stature, as well as their

features, seemed to indicate plainly a very strong intermixture

with Mosi slaves. It is not improbable that the whole indigenous

population of this northern bank of the Niger originally belonged

to the race of the Tombo. Most of these people wore closely

fitting white shirts and trowsers, both made of a broad kind of

cotton strip, or tari, of very coarse texture, while their head is

generally encircled with a very rugged and poor turban, if we
may so call it, of the same material, only a few of them being

dressed in a more decent style. They had a good deal of butter,

but dared not sell it, through fear of the Tawarek. I was not a

little surprised at the large species of geese which they were

breeding.

Tuesday, May 23c?. "We started in the cool of the morning, keep-

ing close to the border of the swampy creek, which gradually

becomes narrower, while the principal trunk of the river ap-

proaches. After a march of about a mile and a half we receded

a little into the desert, which exhibited an immense number of

footprints of the giraffe, generally three or four together. Here
the vegetation was rather scanty, the ground in general being
covered with nothing but low bushes; but, after we had ap-

proached a small ridge of sandy downs, we crossed a hollow,

which, being the dried-up ground of a pond, or dhaye, was sur-

rounded with dum bush and tobacco-grounds.

We had been joined some time previously by a chief of the .

K^l-antsar, who invited us to spend the hot hours of the day with
him. We therefore halted at an early hour by the side of his

encampment, which was situated on a promontory close beyond
the rich vale whence the district was called "erashar;" Kirtebe
and Tarashit we had left on one side. The people slaughtered a
whole ox, and sent us a great many dishes of rice and sour milk.
The whole tribe of the K^l-antsar is rather numerous, numbering
upward of 1000 full-grown men, but they are scattered over a
wide extent of country, reaching from Gogo to Eas el ma, and
even into the interior of Taganet, the district between Timbuktu
and A'zawad. We had intended to pitch our tent here, but we
found the ground so extremely dry and hard that it would not
hold the pegs.
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Soon after starting in the afterno'on, on descending from the

eminence we had a fine view of the river, two branches of which

united behind an island. But the scenery soon changed, and,

leaving the river at some distance, proceeding first over sandy

ground, and then crossing a large backwater which was at present

tolerably dry, and following a large herd of cattle that were

returning from their pasture-grounds, we reached another con-

siderable amazagh of the K61-antsar, and encamped between them

and the green swampy shore of the river. The place is called

Zar-ho, but in the river lies the island of Kurkoz&y, which has

obtained a kind of celebrity on account of a sanguinary battle

which was fought there thirty-five years previous to the time of

my visit, between the Taw&rek on the one side, and the Songhay

and Ermd, or Kuma, on the other. The people here seemed to be

very rich in cattle, and supplied us with an enormous quantity

of fresh milk.

Wednesday, May 24^. While we were loading our camels, the

sky was overcast with thick clouds, and heavy rain evidently fell

in A'ribmda, while with us the strong wind prevented the clouds

from discharging their contents. I have repeatedly remarked

upon the quantity of rain that falls on the southern side of the

river compared with the northern. Dry as the country here ap-

peared to be, we this day became more than ever entangled

among the numerous backwaters which make the passage along

the river so difficult, although they afford the richest pasturage

to the cattle. The fault was that of our guide, who directed our

course too far south from east, till, on becoming aware of our

error, we had to cross two very considerable grassy creeks, the

first having three and a half feet of water, and the last being still

deeper. The tall rank grass of the byrgu entangled the feet of

the horses, and caused them to fall, to the great discomfiture of

their riders.

Having at length succeeded in crossing this double creek, we
had still to traverse another grassy inlet, joining it from the

north side, after which, all these swampy lowlands, uniting togeth-

er, formed a very extensive faddama, at the broadest part about

two or three miles wide, the whole surface of the water being

covered with water-lilies (Nymphcea Lotus), Beyond this exten-

sive backwater, on a grassy island of the river, lies the hamlet

Tabalit, and at a short distance from it another adabay, of the

name of A'baten. Here the extensive backwaters after a little
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while cease, and allow the river itself to approach the sandy-

downs, which in this spot rise to a considerable height. They
thus afforded myself and the sheikh's nephew a fine view over

the river, which here forms a u large island," designated by this

very name, " autel-makkoren," or "imakkoren;" it often forms

the camping-ground for Tawarek tribes. The sandy downs, how-

ever, soon gave way to swampy backwaters, the indented outline

of which gave to our march a very indistinct direction, and

formed a remarkable contrast to the dreary rising ground on our

left. The difficulties, however, after a while became more serious

than. ever, for we suddenly found ourselves on a narrow dike,

destined to keep back the water for the cultivation of rice, situat-

ed in the midst of a swamp. For the people of Timbuktu, who
were brought up in the swampy grounds, were not aware of any

difficulty until we approached the opposite shore, when we found

that the dike was intersected by a narrow channel, over which it

was dangerous to leap our horses ; and although my own horse

accomplished the feat with success, many of the others refused to

do so, so that most of the people preferred making their way
through the swamp. As for myself, it was highly interesting to

me thus to become aware of all the various features of this whole

formation, although, for the sake of comfort, we ought to have

kept farther inland.

When we at length left this swampy ground behind us, every

thing bore testimony to the fact that we were approaching anoth-

er little centre of life in this neglected tract, which, from a certain

degree of civilization, has almost relapsed into a state of total bar-

barism. Dikes made for the cultivation of rice, and places where

the byrgu, the rank grass of the river, was passed through a slight

fire in order to obtain honey from the stalks thus deprived of the

small leaves, were succeeded by small fields of tobacco and wheat.

Nay, even barley was seen, an almost unheard of article in the

whole of these regions. Meanwhile, the deep channels made for

irrigating these grounds showed a degree of industry which I had

not seen for a long time. At present, of course, they were dry,

the stubble of the wheat and barley alone remaining in the fields,

irrigation being employed only during the highest state of the

river, when the water closely approaches these grounds.

Here, where an open branch of the river was seen dividing into

two smaller arms, we obtained a view of the town of Bamba, or

rather of its date palms, which waved their feathery foliage over
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a sandy promontory. However, the sky was by no means clear.

Soon we reached this spot, and I was highly delighted at seeing

again some fine specimens of the date palm, having scarcely be-

held a single one since leaving Kano. The trees on the western

side of the village are formed into groups, and in their neglected

state, with the old dry leaves hanging down from under the fresh

ones, formed a very picturesque spectacle. On the east side, also,

* where we were encamped, close to a magnificent tamarind, were

two tall, slender specimens of this majestic tree; but altogether

there were scarcely more than forty full-grown date palms. They
• are said to furnish a good kind of fruit, but, not having tasted

them myself, I can not give an opinion as to their quality.

The village at present consists of about two hundred huts, built

of mattings, and oval shaped
;

for, besides a small mosque, there

are only two or three clay buildings, or rather magazines, one of

which belongs to Baba A'hmed, a younger brother of the Sheikh

el Bakay, who generally resides here ; at present, however, he was

absent.

Sjich is the condition of this place at present ; but there can not

be any doubt that it was ofmuch more importance three centuries

ago, as it is repeatedly mentioned in the history of Songhay 5 and

its situation—at a point where the river, from having been spread,

at least during a great part of the year, over a surface of several

miles, is shut in by steep banks, and compressed at the narrowest

point to from 600 to 700 yards—must have been of the highest

importance at a time when the whole of the region along this

large navigable river was comprised under the rule of a mighty

kingdom of great extent, and even afterward, when it had become

a province of Morocco.

This was evidently the reason why the place was fortified at

that time, and probably it had formerly a strong fortress, con-

stantly occupied by a garrison, which accounts for the Tawarek,

even at the present day, calling the whole place by the name of

Kasba. It also serves to explain the fact that the whole popu-

lation of the village, even at the present time, consists of Euma,

the progeny of the musketeers who conquered this province for

the Emperor of Morocco. But, while in former times they were

the ruling race, at present they drag on a rather miserable exist-

ence, the protection of the Kunta being scarcely sufficient to de-

fend them against the daily contributions levied upon them by

the overbearing rulers of the desert. A short time previously

the chief Sadaktu had driven away almost all their cattle.
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While awaiting the camels I sat down on a cliff overhanging

the steep bank, which here was about twenty-five feet in height,

and enjoyed the splendid view over that great watery high road

of West Central Africa. The waves of the river were raised by
a strong wind, and offered considerable resistance to some light

boats endeavoring to reach the opposite shore. My companions

soon observed the interest which I took in the scene, and my
amiable friend, the sheikh's nephew, joined me here to enjoy the

pleasant prospect. He was glad to find that, since we wer6 fairly

proceeding on our journey, my mind had become far easier and

more cheerful. He often spoke with me about my happy return

to my native country, and I expressed to him the wish that he

might accompany me, and witness for himself some ofthe achieve-

ments ofEuropeans. He had been to this place several times be-

fore, and had always taken great interest in the difference in the

nature of the river, which, from spreading out over flat, swampy
shores, with numerous backwaters, with a few exceptions, here be-

comes compressed between high banks ; and he again repeated to

me his account of the great narrowing of the river at Tosaye,

where a stone might easily be thrown from one bank to the oth-

er, while, at the same time, the river was so deep that a line made
from the narrow strips of a whole bullock's skin was not sufficient

to reach the bottom.

While thus cheerfully enjoying the interesting scenery we were

joined by several Kuma inhabitants of the village, who rather

disturbed our silent contemplation. But their own character was

not wholly uninteresting, for several of them were distinguished

from the common Songhay people by the glossy lustre and the

lighter hue of their skin ; their features also were more regular,

and their eyes more expressive. All of them wore, as an out-

ward token of their descent, a red bandage about two inches wide

over the shawl which covered the upper part of their face, and a

leathern belt hanging loose over the right shoulder, ready to be

fastened round the waist at the first signal of danger. Several of
.

them were also distinguished by their better style of dress, which

betokened a greater degree of cleanliness and comfort. As for

smoking, all the inhabitants along the shores of this great river

seemed to be equally fond of it. The pipe is scarcely ever out

of their mouth. While smoking they keep their mouth covered,

after the fashion which they have learned from the Tawarek.

The head of the pipe sticks out from below the shawl.
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At length the camels arrived. They had been called back by
mistake from the upper road which they were pursuing into the

difficult swampy ground which we ourselves had traversed. A
large comfortable dwelling of matting, or "buge," as it is called,

was erected on the sand-hills for the sheikh and his companions

;

but I had my tent pitched near the fine group of date palms, and

from this point I made the subjoined sketch, which will impart to

the reader a tolerably correct idea of the place.

Here we remained the following day, when I was roused at a

very early hour by the crowing of the cocks in Bamba, which

could not but recall to my mind the fate of the enterprising but

unfortunate Mungo Park, who is said by the natives to have staid

here a couple of hours in order to provide himself with fowls, and

thus to have given leisure to the Tawarek, lower down the river,

to collect together and impede his passage ; a story which is also

related with regard to Gogo and some other places along the riv-

er, though it is more probable that his chief reason for making a

halt near the principal places along the river was to open com-

munication with the natives, and more particularly in order to

make astronomical observations.

Eising at an early hour, while the sky was beautifully clear, I

enjoyed an hour's pleasing reverie on my favorite rock of the pre-

vious day, overhanging the river. Although in full agitation the

day before, this morning its surface was unruffled, and several

boats were crossing over toward the island.

I afterward called upon my protector. One of his younger*

brothers, Sidi Fleniin, had the preceding day come to pay him a

visit as he was passing through this country, and when I was

ascending the sandy hill, on the slope of which their matting

dwelling had been erected, he came out to meet me, and compli-

mented me in a very cheerful manner. He was a respectable

man, with a very pleasing countenance, and had with him his son,

a most beautiful boy of seven years.

I could not help thinking what a noble family this was. They
were all sons of Sidi Mohammed el Kunti, the chief who received

Major Laing in A'zawad. First, Mukhtar, Bakay's elder brother,

who succeeded to his father when that chief had succumbed to an

epidemic fever which raged in A'zawad, just at the time of Major

Laing's arrival, and who died in 1847; then Sidi Mohammed, a

man with a truly princely demeanor ; then El Bakay himself

;

next, 'Abiciin, likewise well deserving the distinguished position
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of a chief, although he differed in politics from El Bakay ; then

Hamma, a man with whom I did not become personally acquaint-

ed, but who was represented by all as a noble map ; Sidi Flemin

;

Baba A'hmed ; and Sidi A'mmer. This latter is the youngest,

but certainly not the least noble of the family. While on a visit

to Sokoto, together with his brother, El Bakay, he made a deeper

impression upon the people and obtained their favor more gener-

ally than his elder brother. A'lawate is the only member of this

family who, with the exception of his learning, does not seem to

contribute much to its honor
;
but, even in his case, we must take

into account the customs of the country, and not judge of him ac-

cording to our views of nobility.

The light dwelling which had been erected for my protector,

simple as it was, was spacious and elegant, affording a very cool

resting-place during the heat of the day. It was of an oblong

shape, measuring about 20 feet by 9, with

two doors opposite each other, a large anga-

reb forming a comfortable resting-place. The

mats of which these huts are constructed are very large and ex-

cellently woven, the huts being supported by a frame-work of

slender bushes. But the hut, although very pleasant, was too

crowded, and, during the hot hours of noon, I retired to a group

of magnificent gerredh-trees which overshaded the cemetery, lying

at the southern side of the village, and, interwoven by a dense

growth of creepers, afforded a most agreeable shade, such as I had

never before observed in the case of this tree.

Together with the adjoining tobacco-fields, which were just ex-

hibiting their freshest green, this cemetery formed a striking con-

trast to the barren country farther north, which, although broken

by a dhaye, or pond, of considerable size, and excellently adapted

for the cultivation of rice, has neither trees nor bushes, with the

exception of two or three isolated date palms surrounding the

border of the pond.

We had considerable difficulty in obtaining from the inhabit-

ants a small supply of rice and butter, as they asserted that their

means were so reduced that they were sustaining themselves en-

tirely on byrgu, or native grass ; but I had reason to suspect that

they made this statement through fear of the Tawarek. At all

events tobacco was the only article they offered for sale, the to-

bacco of B&mba, called " sherikiye," being far-famed along the

Niger and much sought after, although it is not so good as the

r
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" tabowd," the tobacco of E'gedesh. Of byrgu they have an un-

limited supply ; and I tasted here the honey-water which they

prepare from it, but found it insipid, besides being slightly pur-

gative, not unlike the maddi, or goreba water, in Hausa.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

THE DESERT.—COUNTRY ALONG THE BORDER OF THE RIVER.

—

GREATEST NARROWING.—SOUTHEASTERLY BEND.

A SLIGHT fall of rain, and then a thunder-storm, which, how-

ever, passed over our heads without discharging itself, delayed our

departure in the afternoon, and, the camels having been sent to a

great distance for a little pasture, it was past five o'clock when we
left our camping-ground. A numerous crowd ofRuma, Songhay,

and I'moshagh having assembled to witness my departure, I dis-

tributed a good many small presents among them, reserving the

few articles of value which I still possessed for mightier chiefs.

Having crossed, after a march of two miles, a backwater much
overgrown with grass, and at present almost dry, we had the fad-

dama or bot-ha of the river close on our right, while the open wa-

ter was at about an hour's march distance. Here a considerable

amount of cultivation was seen, a good many grounds for corn and

tobacco being laid out and connected with the river by channels,

through which the water, during the highest state of the inunda-

tion, approached closely, and rendered irrigation very easy
;
but,

unfortunately, a heavy thunder-storm, rising in a tremendous bat-

tery of clouds, and enveloping the whole country in a dense mass

of sand, did not allow of any exact observations being made. The

many channels which here intersected our road proved a disagree-

able hinderance in our "hurried march, and although the clouds

passed by without bringing any rain, yet darkness set in before

we had reached our destination, and, to my great disappointment,

prevented my noticing the whole character of the district.

But the inconvenience soon increased when we entered upon

the swampy, grassy border of the river; for, although a small fire,

on the dry shore to our left, held out to my companions, who were

traveling almost without supplies, the prospect of a rather poor

supper, a long line of fires in the midst of the river promised them

better fare. Without regarding, therefore, the difficulties of the

Vol. III.—Ff
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ground and the darkness of the night, we made straight for them.

My friends were not even deterred when we reached a narrow

dike scarcely fit for one horse, and in great decay, and which the

guide declared to be the only path leading through a sheet of wa-

ter separating us from the encampment. Thus we boldly entered

upon this dike, but we had only proceeded a few hundred yards

when it was pronounced, even by these people, so well accustomed

to an amphibious life, to be totally impracticable, so that we were

obliged to retrace our steps. While engaged in this most danger-

ous proceeding, my servant, the Gatroni, met with a serious acci-

dent, falling, with his horse, down the dike into the water ; and al-

though, with his native agility, he succeeded in extricating him-

self, with a few contusions, from his unpleasant situation, we had

great difficulty in getting the horse out from the hollow into which

it had fallen, my companions asserting that it was dead, and want-

ing to leave it behind. At length we got away from the dike,

and, finding a ford through the water, we reached the encamp-

ment, which was pitched on a narrow neck of grassy land, and

completely dazzled us with the glare of its many fires, coming, as

we did, out of the darkness. From the opposite side of the river,

two hamlets of Songhay, called Inzammen and Takankamte, were

visible likewise by their fires.

The encampment belonged to some Kel e
7 Suk, who manifested

a rather thievish disposition
;
and, although not altogether inhos-

pitable, they were unable to treat my companions well, as in the

swampy lowland there was an entire want of fire-wood. It was

one of those encampments which contributed in a great measure

to ruin my health, partly in consequence of the heavy dew which

fell during the night. Meanwhile my servant, who was a most

faithful person, was searching the greater part of the night for his

pistols, which in his fall he had lost in the swamp.

Friday, May 26th. While my companions still lagged behind in

order to indemnify themselves for their lost supper by a good

breakfast, I set off at a tolerably early hour, in order to get out of

the swampy ground
;
and, fearing lest we might again be entan-

gled in these interminable low grounds, we kept at a considerable

distance from the river, over the gentle sandy downs, bare at first,

but afterward clad with a considerable quantity of dry grass. But
some of our companions who overtook us would not allow us to

pursue our northeasterly direction, and led us back again to the

border of a broad swampy sheet of water, which is called Terarart,
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and at this spot formed a shallow water full of water-plants and

geese, but gradually widening to a very extensive swamp, which

again increased to a large open branch. The river, however,

which was now almost at its lowest level, must present a very dif-

ferent aspect during the highest state of the inundation, when the

downs of snow-white sand, which at present separated the princi-

pal trunk from the swamp, must appear like a narrow sand-bank

in the midst of the water.

Behind these downs, but separated from the main branch by a

smaller creek, called "the false river," Eghirreu-n-baho, lies the

hamlet E'gedesh, which at the present season was deserted, the

inhabitants being scattered over the islands in the river. The
three villages Garbame, E'm-n-Taborak, and Nsh&ifen, are situa-

ted on its opposite southern bank.

Exchanging at this remarkable spot our east-northeasterly di-

rection for an east-southeasterly one, we encamped, after a march

of three miles and a half, in the shade of a dense belt of under-

wood which girded its shores, and after a short time we were here

joined by El Bakay. A little more than a mile beyond this

place, at the downs called Ghadir, this large backwater joins the

river, and here, when we pursued our march in the afternoon, we
ascended for a while a higher level, consisting of sandstone rock

in a state of great decomposition ; but after a march of three miles,

again descended to its shores, the river being here full of green

islands, with plenty of fine cattle. Two miles farther on, we en-

camped in a place called Tewilaten, or Stewilaten, at the side of a

rather poor encampment of the Kel-Tebankorit. Notwithstand-

ing their poor condition, the people slaughtered two oxen on our

behalf.

I had this day still farther cause to feel satisfied that we were

traveling along the north, and not along the south side of the riv-

er
j
for while we ourselves had but a slight shower, besides sum-

mer lightning the whole ofthe evening, in the course of the after-

noon a considerable fall of rain took place beyond the river in

A'ribinda.

Before we started I began conversing with the people of the

encampment (the chief of whom, a man of renowned valor, is

called Hammalati) in a cheerful manner
;
whereupon they praised

me as an excellent man, but made, at the same time, the candid

avowal that the preceding night, when I did not speak a word,

they felt a great antipathy toward me.
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Having proceeded at a tolerable rate as far as this place, we here

once more relapsed into our usual slow mode of progress ; and af-

ter a short march of scarcely three miles over a ground strewn

with pebbles and small stones, and clad only with scanty vegeta-

tion, we encamped close to the steep bank which descended to-

ward the river opposite the island of Zamgoy, for here we were

told was the residence of Sadaktu, the chief who had levied such

heavy contributions upon the inhabitants of Bamba. As the

country itself did not present any features of interest, it was some

recompense to me for the delay we met with in this place that the

character of the river was remarkable
;
and, in order to enjoy it as

much as possible, I prepared myself a resting-place on the slope

of the bank, which was thickly overgrown with small trees.

It is here that the beginning of the rocky district through which

the river takes its course is first perceptible. The western end of

a small island is entirely surrounded by large granite blocks,

which have given to the island the remarkable name of Tahont-

n-^ggish, clearly indicating that even the natives themselves re-

gard this place, for him who comes down the river, as the "en-

trance-rock," or the beginning of the rocky district.

The island of Zamgoy lies nearer to the southern shore, and

seems to be of considerable extent, densely clothed with trees, and

containing a small hamlet or adabay. Besides the view of the

river, and a walk now and then over the desert ground in our

neighborhood, where I observed the ruins of some stone dwell-

ings, I had plenty of occupation during this and the three follow-

ing days which we remained here in conversing with the natives.

Sadaktu himself was very unwell, and greatly wanted my med-

ical assistance ; but after I had made him feel the efficacy of my
medicines so strongly that he declared every evil to be removed

from his body, he did not reward my zeal with so much as a drop

of milk. I therefore could not help observing, to the great de-

light of his subjects, that he was the most niggardly chief I had

ever met with. There were, however, others who were more so-

cial and communicative, if not more liberal, than this chief. There

was, first, a wealthy and good-looking man of the name of Jemil,

of the K^l-Burrum or the people of Burrum, who evidently orig-

inate in a mixture of free Songhay people and Fmdshagh, and he

himself seemed to unite in a certain degree the qualities of these

different nations, while his rich dress and his embonpoint proved

that he was. not an austere inhabitant of the desert. A great deal
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of trouble was caused me by another man of the name of Simsim,

the son of Sidi A'nimer, and the eldest of seven brothers, a very

rich A'moshagh, who was totally blind, but who, nevertheless, ex-

pected me to restore his sight ; and it really seemed as ifmy friend

El Bakay confirmed him in this belief, in order to obtain from him

some handsome presents for himself.

This person also had the stately appearance peculiar to all these

easterly Tawarek, who seem to have enriched themselves with

the spoil of the native Songhay population, the latter having in

a great measure been reduced by them to the condition of serfs.

Almost all of them had a very proud bearing, but nevertheless,

upon nearer acquaintance, they proved to be of a very cheerful

disposition; and, although of a wild character and of warlike pro-

pensities, they have an easy temper, and are not difficult to manage.

The poor inhabitants of Bamba, from whom Sadaktu had taken

seventy cows and ten slaves, joined us here in the endeavor to

recover their property. They earnestly begged me to be the me-

diator between them and that hostile chief ; and I was very glad

when, after a good deal of dispute, the chief returned half of the

spoil. It was here also that I learned that the whole population

of A'ir, under the command of Haj Abduwa, had gained a great

victory over the Dmnik, or Awelimmiden-wen-Bodhal, and the

Arewan, or Kel-geres. The tribe of the Kel-fadaye enjoy a great

name in this region ; and it is evident that, in former times, they

occupied a much more conspicuous position than they do at pres-

ent. Even El Bakay himself had taken a wife from that tribe

;

and I was also informed here that they lay claim to a descent

from sherifs.

We had a storm almost every day during our stay in this place

;

but, although we ourselves had very little else than a disagreeable

sand-wind, there seemed to be a very heavy fall of rain in A'ri-

bmda. In one of these thunder-storms we nearly lost our camels,

which, headed by one of their companions that had lately come

from A'zawad, were making straight for that district, their be-

loved home, and had proceeded a distance of some miles before

they were overtaken.

Wednesday, May 3lsl. At length we pursued our journey, but

only for a short march of two hours ; and I was so disgusted at

the repeated delays and sham traveling, that I prayed earnestly

that the Almighty would speedily deliver me from this sort of

bondage. Throughout our march, the bare desert, here consisting
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ofstony ground, torn by many small channels, closely crept up to

the fertile bed of the river, where a green swampy lowland gird-

ed the present reduced sheet of water. Among the stones with

which the ground was covered, fine white and red striped rock

was discernible ; and I observed another island, with a rocky

point, toward the west.

The ground where we encamped was bleak in the extreme,

without any shade, although a few hundred yards in front of us

there was a fine grove of gerredh ; but as these trees adorned a

cemetery, my companions, from superstitious motives, were too

much afraid to choose that place for their encampment. Although

our camping-ground was excessively hot, I was agreeably surprised

to find the water of the river so pleasantly cool at a time when the

sun was high, and could only attribute this phenomenon to the

rocky character of the channel and to its considerable depth.

Nevertheless, crocodiles, as well as river-horses, were numerous.

In this unprotected ground we remained not only this, but the

following day, although the place was as uncomfortable for the

people, who were almost scorched by the heat of the sun, as it

was detrimental to the animals, who found nothing to eat here.

The sheikh had gone in the morning to visit Sadaktu, in the isl-

and of Zamgoy, and from thence did not join us until late in the

evening. It was one of the hottest days we had had ; and it was

here that, about noon, we discovered in my tent a large black,

poisonous arachncea, or spider, the body of which measured al-

most two inches in diameter, and whose like my companions from

Timbuktu had never seen. The Tawarek were so disgusted at

the sight, that while I was attentively looking at it, after we had

killed it, they threw it hastily away with their swords, so that I

did not see it again ; but they told me that it was the most dan-

gerous and abominable creature to be found in these regions.

The excessive heat rendered a thunder-storm which we had in

the afternoon of the second day highly acceptable, especially as

the heavy gale was followed by a light rain, which greatly re-

lieved the burning heat of the sandy soil. It was highly amusing

to me to observe also, this time, that although a large leathern

tent had been pitched for the sheikh, nevertheless, as was always

the case when a thunder-storm arose, every body hastened to carry

his treasures, especially the saddles and books, under cover of my
small European tent, which had now withstood more than four

years' exposure to the weather, and was mended and patched in
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such a manner that the original material was scarcely discern-

ible.

Friday, June 2d. "We at length left this place, but only to move
on a distance of seven or eight miles, to an encampment of a

wealthy man of the name of Sidi I'lemin, who, although belong-

ing to the tribe of the Fulbe, was living among the Tawarek, and

had been settled in the place for a great many years. The con-

trast between the open river, bordered by the green grassy low-

lands, which at present had been laid bare by the retiring waters,

and the bleak desert which closely approached it, was very re-

markable, especially a short distance before we reached the en-

campment, where an extensive sandy eminence excluded for a

while the view of the river, and with a few scattered bushes of

the poisonous fernan, and the short herbage called "ellob," made
one fancy one's self transported into the heart of the desert.

Along the former part of our road the low shore of the river

had been clothed with a profusion of excellent byrgu, but hero

there was none, and the poor camels again fared very badly. In

the whole of this district along the river, where trees are very

scanty, the camel is reduced to the diet of byrgu, although it by
no means agrees with animals accustomed to the food of the young

acacia-trees and the dry herbage of the desert. All circumstances

considered, my camels were in a very bad condition, and there

was good reason for my kind friend and protector looking about

for some fresh animals to enable me to reach more favored regions.

He therefore determined to set out from this point to the nearest

of his "kissib," or herds of camels, while we were to wait for him
at a place called Tin-sherifen.

The river, which, in its present state, was about 900 yards from

our camp, had here a very shallow, and not at all an imposing

appearance, although a few miles below it enters a very rocky

district, where it is inclosed by steep banks and broken by islets

and cliffs. Four boats were lying on the shore. The place was

called Igomaren.

The encampment of Sidi I'lemin was large, consisting of very

spacious leathern tents, where Tawarek and Fulbe, and some

Arabs also, were living together in peaceful community. Al-

though they are tolerably wealthy, they have only asses, and no

horses. A good many Tawarek joined us here the day of our ar-

rival, and, while I rewarded the most respectable among them

with a small present of some kind or other, I had some difficulty
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in satisfying a more powerful lord of the name of Miki, the son

of El&a ; and found it still more difficult to satisfy his companion,

or "£nhad," who, as is very often the case in Europe, raised his

pretensions much higher than his master.

The blind Simsim also accompanied us to this place, and troub-

led me not a little with begging a remedy for his blindness.

Among other chiefs, there was one whose name seemed to me
rather remarkable, as he called himself El I'sfahani ; but what he

or his ancestors had to do with the famous town of Isfahan I

could not make out. Sidi I'lemin treated us well with a number
of large dishes of rice, but the food being prepared without any

salt, I was not able to enjoy it, and was the more grateful at being

furnished in the evening with a rich supply of milk.

Saturday, June 3d. While my protector directed his steps toward

the desert, I, with the greater part of his followers, continued my
journey along the banks of the river, which had now almost be-

come a second home to me, and with its many backwaters, islands,

and cliffs, afforded me a never-failing source of interest. About
half a mile beyond our encampment we passed the site of a former

settlement or dwelling-place, after which the sandy downs receded

a little from the bank, affording comfortable ground for a good
number of Tawarek encampments. Having then left on our right

an extensive swampy lowland, which, during the highest state of

the river, becomes inundated, we reached the beginning of the

rocky district, through which the river has to pass. After a very

short march, we encamped in a place called Himberimme, on ac-

count of the indisposition of my friend Mohammed ben Khottar.

The slope where we halted was very handsomely adorned with

fine shady taborak, and the river was here free from rocks, being

divided into two branches by a low sand-bank, while a mile high-

er up a mighty ledge of granite rocks projected into the water.

But about 1000 yards below our halting-place the river presented

a very wild aspect, a considerable rocky island, consisting of im-

mense granite blocks, together with a rocky ledge projecting from

the high bank, shutting in half the breadth of the river, and forc-

ing it, with a direction from S. 80° E. to % 30° W., into a chan-

nel ofprobably not more than 350 yards broad. This remarkable

place, where the river, when it is full, must form a very powerful

current, is called Tin-alshiden.

The heat of the day having passed by, we continued our march,

cutting off the bend of the river over a ground which was at first
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bare and destitute of vegetation, but after a while became over-

grown with stunted talha-trees, a few siwak, and a great profusion

of retem
;

till, after a march of two miles, the river again ap-

proached on our right, being here free from rocks, and bordered

by a grassy lowland richly clad with the famous byrgu. On our

left, a few tobacco plantations gave proof of a certain degree of

industry on the part of the natives, although on this side only a

nomadic encampment was to be seen, but on the opposite bank a

hamlet appeared. The whole of this district belongs to Tin-

sherifen.

As the river takes here a very winding course, meandering

along between steep banks, we again left it at some distance on

our right, ascending from a low swampy inlet upon higher ground,

where we passed another Tawarek encampment, and then, as

darkness was setting in, we again descended to the green shore,

where the river seemed to be obstructed by islands. Parallel with

the bank, a shallow grassy swamp stretched along, and from be-

yond the southern bank, a little higher up, a village was seen.

On the largest of the islands, which was at the same time the

nearest to our side, was the residence of Kara, the father of a

young man named Sala, one of the pupils of El Bakay. This was

the reason why my companions, notwithstanding the darkness of

the evening, and although the island was at present separated

from the main land by a deep channel, entertained the absurd idea

of crossing over to the latter. It was only after much uncertainty,

and a great deal of dispute, that we decided upon encamping on

the narrow neck between the swamp and the river.

In this place we remained the four following days, my protector

not returning until the third day, and my patience was again put

to a severe trial. But, altogether, the stay here was not so unin-

teresting, as we received a great many visits from the inhabitants of

this and the neighboring districts. Pirst there came Kara, the gov-

ernor of the island, a stately-looking old man, dressed in a fine white

tobe, with a white shawl round his head. Having entered into

conversation with me, he stated, without the subject being brought

forward by myself, that about fifty years ago a Christian had come
down the river in a large boat with a white tent, and the river

being then full, had passed without any accident the rocky pas-

sage ahead of us. But he added that the Kel-terarart had attack-

ed him at Zamgoy. Park had passed this place in the morning,

while he (Kara) was encamped with his people on the sandy
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downs of A'ribmda. This chief himself, although he was not at

all hospitable, had really something in his demeanor which might

indicate a descent from a nobler stock, but the rest of the inhabit-

ants of the island had much the same appearance as the less noble

tribes of the Tawarek in general. However, there is no doubt

that the name of the whole district, Tin-sherifen, is taken from

the supposed origin of these people—from sherifs. And here in

this district, as well as in the neighboring one of Burrum, where

the great river, after having made this remarkable bend into the

heart of the desert, changes its easterly course into a southeasterly

one, we must evidently look for the earliest Mohammedan settlers

along the Niger.

I here also first came into more intimate relation with that re-

markable tribe the K£l e' Suk, who seem to deserve a great deal

of attention among these nomadic tribes, although I am not yet

able to elucidate all the points connected with their history, for

they themselves take very little interest in historical facts, and if

there exist written records they are not generally known. But

this much is certain, that these K61 e' Suk have been so called

from a place, Suk, or at least generally called Suk,* situated at

the distance of five days 7 journey from this point, and six from

Gogo, which seems to have been a very considerable place in

former times, but was destroyed in the latter half of the fifteenth

century by Sonni f

Ali, the great predecessor of the still greater

conqueror Haj Mohammed A'skia. The original name of this

place I did not succeed in making out, but it is no doubt that

very place which, by El Beknf and other Arab, geographers, aft-

er the name of the tribe, has been called Tademdkket, and which,

till the middle of the seventeenth century, ruled over this region.

This large and well-built town appears to have been the centre

of various tribes, although I can scarcely conceive that my in-

formants were right when they asserted that their ancestors had

been living there, together with the Hogar and the K£lowi, as

from this statement, if it were true, we should have in this place

* The reader need not be under the impression that the name "silk" indicates

Arabic influence, for the word is of the most extensive Semitic range.

f El Bekn, who is the only reliable authority, in the edition of de Slane, p. 181,

et seq. The distance of nine days from Gogo, according to El Bekn, is to be re-
,

garded as the rate for heavily-laden caravans, corresponding well to six days of

light camels or mehara. See the itinerary from Tawat to this place, in the Ap-

pendix. Of the (erroneous) derivation of the name of the town, I have spoken on

a former occasion. See ante, p. 335.



a much more remarkable example of a community founded by
several Berber tribes together than is afforded by the history of
A'gades. Be this as it may, the name of Siik has settled upon
this tribe, who still form quite a separate body, being distinguished

from the neighboring tribes for their learning and peaceable pur-

suits.

Besides several respectable men of this tribe, I received a visit

also from Nassaru, a daughter of one of their chiefs named Kho-
z^maten. She was one of the finest women that I saw in this

country. Her decent apparel contributed not a little to increase

her beauty, for over her under-gown she wore an upper garment
of red and black silk, in alternate stripes, which she occasionally

drew over her head. Her features were remarkable for their soft

expression and regularity, but her person rather inclined to cor-

pulency, which is highly esteemed by the Tawarek. Seeing that

I took an interest in her, she half-jokingly proposed that I should

marry her ; and I declared myself ready to take her with me if

one of my rather weak camels should be found able to support

her weight. As a mark of distinction I presented her with a look-

ing-glass, which I was always accustomed to give to the most

handsome woman in an encampment, the rest receiving nothing

but needles. She returned the next day with some of her rela-

tions, who were equally distinguished for their comeliness, and

who were anxious to obtain a glimpse of me, not less than of the

Sheikh el Bakay. These noble Tawarek ladies furnished a re-

markable example of the extreme liberty which the females be-

longing to this tribe enjoy ; and I was greatly astonished to see

the pipe pass continually from their mouths to those of the men,

and from the latter back again into the mouths of the women.
In other respects, I can only hope that they surpass the female

portion of the population of Tademekka, ofwhose virtue El Bekn
speaks in rather doubtful terms.

Less agreeable than the company of these people was the arri-

val of the blind Simsim, who, it seems, had been rather disap-

pointed in his expectation of having his sight restored, although

my friend had contrived to get from him a present of a camel and

a female slave. We were here also at length joined by A'hmed
Wadawi, the principal pupil of the sheikh, whom I scarcely ex-

pected to see again
;
but, being fully aware of the slow and delib-

erate character of his master, he felt convinced that he could never

come too late. Altogether I was glad that he had arrived, for,
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although apt to make great pretensions, and being inspired with

too great zeal for his creed, he was nevertheless a cheerful and

good-natured man, and, on account of his considerable learning

and his knowledge of the Tawarek chiefs, might be of great serv-

ice to me after having separated from the sheikh. He had, be-

sides, acquired some useful experience with regard to the differ-

ence between the straightforward and trustworthy character of a

Christian and the treachery and cunning of an Arab ; for having

in the beginning constantly taken the part of my former guide,

Weled A'mmer Walati, against myself, he had been cheated in

return for his friendship by that rascal, and, in order to get from

him what was due to him, had been obliged to pursue him to

A'ribmda. He brought the news from Timbuktu that the rebel

chief A'khbi, whom we had been unable to persuade to return to

his former allegiance, was collecting an army Against Alkuttabu.

The whole time of our stay at Tin-sherifen the weather was

excessively hot, the heat being felt the more severely, as there

was not the slightest shade near our encampment ; and as my tent

was almost insupportably hot, in order to obtain a little shade I

wandered to a considerable distance up the slope which rose be-

hind our encampment, and here lay down under a small hajilij,

or taborak. From this spot I had an interesting view over the

river, which, on account of its peculiar features, here deserved my
full attention, and even more than I was able at the time to be-

stow upon it, as, in the absence of my protector, my companions

were rather anxious about my safety. My young and cheerful

friend, Mohammed ben Khottar, was suffering all this time from

severe indisposition, so that I had no one to rove about with me.

A little lower down, the road recedes from the bank of the river

for a short distance, and hence I am not able to lay down the river,

between this place and Tosaye, with that minuteness of detail

which it deserves, in order to facilitate navigation. Under other

circumstances, I should have made a special drawing of this re-

markable locality on a larger scale ; but the assertion of the na-

tives, that Park, in his large boat (his majesty's schooner Joliba),

had passed through in December or January without accident, re-

assured me perfectly. Besides, as I myself had to travel all along

the bank of the river by land, I had to take care not to excite too

much the suspicions of the natives. x

From this spot I had a clear prospect over the point where the

river, issuing forth from between the islands, is shut in by two
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masses of rock, called, I think, Shabor* and Barror, which obstruct-

ed it like a sort of iron gate, although the passage between them,

especially at high water, appeared to be open and clear. In sum-

mer, however, during the lowest state of the river, the difficulty

of the navigation is greatly increased by the sand-bank which is

formed a little above this strait between the islands and the bank.

On the island where the chief Kala resided, also, a mass of rock,

which at times, in the sunlight of the afternoon, appeared like a

snow-white boulder of quartz rock, started forth like an artificial

terrace. Higher up, the river was encompassed in its winding

course by steep banks
;
but, in one spot, on the opposite shore,

where the sandy downs formed a recess, a low grassy headland

or island was formed, which at the time was enlivened by num-

bers of horses, cattle, and sheep, and was adorned by stately trees,

especially a fine group of dum palms ; for dum palms apparently

begin to prevail here, and lower down the river are found occa-

sionally in great numbers. The slope itself, from whence I over-

looked this scenery, consisted entirely of rock. Quartz and mica

slate were visible every where, and an uninterrupted ledge of the

latter mineral set right across with an inclination toward east.

The evenings were beautiful, and nothing afforded me greater de-

light than to walk along the fine sandy beach far into the river.

During the lowest state of the water, this beach forms a junction

between the main land and the island where Kala resided.

Our attention was also attracted to some young zangway, the

small species of alligator, which every evening raised their cry

from the swamp where they were left by their dams. It sounds

like the barking of a dog, and it appeared to us as if they were

bred purposely in this backwater, in order that they might not

fall a prey to some larger animal in the river.

CHAPTER LXXVIL
TO'SATE, OR THE NARpOWING OF THE RIVER.—BURRUM; AN-

CIENT RELATION TO EGYPT.— GREAT SOUTH-SOUTHEASTERLY

REACH.

At length, in the course of the 8th, my protector returned from

his herd of camels, or, as the Arabs call it, " kissib," bringing with

* I am not quite certain whether Shabor may not be the name of the island and

not of the rock.
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him seven fresh camels. He was accompanied by a nobleman of

the country, and a near relative of his, of the name of Sidi
r

Ali.

Soon after his arrival, he came expressly to ask me whether one

of our steam-boats would be able to cross this rocky passage, and
I told him that, as far as I had been able to investigate the char-

acter of the locality from this point, I thought there was not much
difficulty for a small boat or launch, at least during the highest

state of the river. In the evening he sent me a small bullock to

cut up for our journey, and a short time afterward a camel, in or-

der to supply the place of the most exhausted of my animals, and
it now appeared as if we were fully prepared to pursue our jour-

ney at a more accelerated rate

Friday, June 9th. Having taken leave of all the new friends

whose acquaintance I had made here, I started at a rather late

hour, first keeping along the shore, but, after having proceeded

about 1400 yards, turning away, and, with a northeasterly direc-

tion, entering the stony slope of the desert plateau, which here

consisted of black sandstone in a state of decomposition. At this

spot, where I was obliged to keep away from the bank, the great

rocky ledge, to which Barror belongs, crosses the river. This rock,

not being illumined to-day by the sun, exhibited the same black

character which is peculiar to the whole locality, and there is no

doubt that it intercepts the navigation for larger boats during a

great part of the year.

The bare rocky slope was succeeded by sandy downs, which

surrounded and inclosed small irregular vales, the bottom of

which was formed of small black stones. A little farther on we
passed the locality called Tin-rassen, where Sadaktu had once

vanquished a superior force led by A'khbi, who, notwithstanding

the close relation which subsisted between them, had come to at-

tack him. The women, hurrying forth from the encampment,

had met their kinsfolk with bare breasts, which they held forth to

them as having suckled their kindred, and implored them, for the

sake of their near relationship, not to shed the blood of their own
kinsmen. But this appeal for mercy being without effect, Sadak-

tu and his handful of men, inspired with fear for the lives of their

wives and children, and fighting with the courage of despair, had

beaten the superior force of his arrogant relation, and killed nine

free men of his tribe.

A little more than half a mile beyond Tin-rassen we again

reached the river, at that remarkable place called Tosaye, or T6s£,
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where the noble Niger is compressed between steep banks to a

breadth perhaps of not more than 150 yards, but of such a depth

that, as I have before observed, the bottom has not been found by
the natives. Here the sheikh, who, as in general, had slept till

late in the morning, overtook us, and seemed much interested

when I told him that I thought a small, strong-built steamer

might safely cross this obstructed passage, as, in the case of the

current being too strong, it might be assisted by chains fastened

to the rocks. The locality is of the greatest importance, on ac-

count of the intercourse between the desert and the province of

Libtako, as the Arabs of A'zawad in general prefer crossing the

river at this point, which, although very deep, is easily passed by
the camels and cattle, while in other places they have to swim for

miles.

Immediately beyond this narrowing of the river the sandy

downs cease, and a low stony level, of black, dismal color, stretch-

ed out before us. The river, winding along this tract in a north-

easterly bend, and illumined by the dazzling light of the sun,

scarcely appeared to be the same large and noble stream which I

had admired higher up. The black, stony ground was torn by
several small channels, and being only sparingly clad with the

sad-looking, poisonous bush, the "fernan," exhibited a very mel-

ancholy appearance. But gradually, as we descended from this

rough ground upon the green shore, clothed with the rank grass

of the byrgu, the river again began to widen, and to assume its

former noble character, while a little farther on a large island,

called " A'dar-n-haut," was formed, separated from the main land

by a narrow channel. "We encamped opposite the place where
the latter again joins the principal branch, and where, in the pres-

ent low state of the river, a ledge of rock was seen projecting a

considerable distance into the water, and numerous isolated cliffs

starting forth from their middle course. I chose my camping-

ground a few hundred yards from the shore, among the trees,

where we found some shelter during the hot hours of the day

;

and I even remained here during the following night, although

all the people tried to frighten me with the assurance that the li-

ons which infest the neighborhood would not leave a bone of my
horses and camels.

We were visited in this encampment by the inhabitants of the

opposite island, who, although belonging to the mixed tribe of the

Kuma, have a much better appearance than their brethren in
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Bamba. Their chief, of the name ofMohammed, was greatly dis-

tinguished by his fine glossy skin, his beautiful, black and lively

eyes, and his regular Circassian features. The dress of these peo-

ple, however, is every where the same—white shirts of the com-

monest and coarsest make, sewed together of narrow strips (only

persons of higher rank adorn them with a little silk embroid-

ery), and long white trowsers, besides a miserable bandage of

native cotton tied round the head, over which some of them

wore another bandage of red cloth. All of them had slung over

their shoulders the open leathern belt with which they gird their

waists in case of emergency. The intelligence of these people

seemed very limited, and it was impossible for me to enter into

any serious conversation with them. I was, however, fortunately

enabled to buy some rice with cotton strips.

Saturday, June 10th. As if I was destined to spend my whole

life in this region, we this day only moved on three miles, keep-

ing close along the shore of the river, which here formed several

islands, and gradually took a more southerly direction. The

whole of this part of the river, the valley of which, including the

islands, measures certainly more than three miles in breadth, is

called Burrum, and was formerly one of the chief seats of the Son-

ghay. There is a remarkable tradition that a Pharaoh once came

from Egypt to this spot, and again returned. This story would

at least imply an early intercourse with Egypt, and should not, I

think, be viewed incredulously
;

for, if it had no foundation what-

ever, it would certainly attach to the capital of the nation itself,

and not to a place which possesses no great historical importance.

But, on the other hand, it is highly interesting to observe that

this is the spot where the great river, which here makes a bend

from a westeasterly into a southerly direction, is nearest to Egypt.

Let it be farther taken into account that the inhabitants of the

oasis of Aujila, which lies on the great commercial road from

Egypt to these regions, were the first who opened this western

part of Negroland to the intercourse of the Arabs. The whole

history of Songhay points to Egypt ; the itinerary of the route of

the Nasamones, if rightly constructed, inclines to this quarter

;

and it is easily to be understood how Herodotus,* on receiving

the news that so large a river was running eastward, in such a

northerly latitude as nearly 18°, could conceive the opinion that

this was the Upper Nile. Even in more modern times, we find

* Book ii., chap, xxxii., tj)v odbv irotevpevovg Trpbg Ci<f>vpov uvepov.
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Egyptian merchants established from the eleventh century in the

town of Biru, or Walata, side by side with those of Ghadames and

Tafil&et ; the principal commerce of Gagho and Kukia was di-

rected toward Egypt, and the large commercial entrepot—Suk

—

of the tribe of the Tadem^kka, about one hundred miles from

Burrum, on that great high road, was evidently founded for that

purpose.

Formerly there were three villages, containing a considerable

population, till, about eleven years ago,* the Fiilbe, under the

command of
(Abd Allahi, the uncle of the present ruler of Masina,

who at that time was a very energetic and warlike chieftain, made

an expedition to this place with about 6000 horse and 20,000 foot,

while the whole of the Tawarek, the Awelimmiden, Igwadaren,

and Tadem^kket, collected together near Tondibi, did not dare to

offer them open battle. Destroying, then, those villages of Bur-

rum, the Fulbe transferred the whole population, consisting of

nearly 4000 people, into the neighborhood of Gundam.
A good deal of rice is here cultivated, the cultivation of that ar-

ticle in this region being said to have proceeded from this very

locality, a fact which is of the greatest interest as regards the an-

cient intercourse with Egypt. Even now, those among the rest of

the inhabitants of Burrum who belong to the Tawarek tribe of

the Tademekket are distinguished for their wealth and their more

refined manners ; and I here made the acquaintance of two emi-

nent men among them, named E'nnas and Ged£ma, the latter par-

ticularly remarkable for his corpulency.

At the place where we chose our encampment, the low grassy

shore was greatly compressed, a steep bank of black sandstone ris-

ing to about thirty feet elevation close behind us, and forming at

the top a flat level, strewn with black pebbles, which, if a person

turned^his back to the river, offered almost the same view as the

most dreary part of the waste ; but as soon as one directed one's

eyes southward the picture was entirely reversed ; a magnificent

stream, studded with rich grassy islands and affording the most

refreshing breeze, appeared in sight.

The sheikh had so many dealings with the inhabitants of the

islands opposite our encampment, that he was obliged to stay here

several days
;
but, in order to satisfy me, he made us move on a

little. However, we only proceeded for about the distance of a

mile, leaving this steep rocky bank behind us, the ground remain-

* This passage was written in 1854.

Vol. III.—G g
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ing stony, clad with nothing but small stunted trees. Here we
encamped again near the border of the green shore, where alone

the soil was soft enough to admit the pegs, opposite a long sand-

bank, which was the resort of numerous flocks of white water-

fowl. Of course this sort of progress did not exactly suit my
wishes, and, in order to soothe my discontent, El Bakay, soon aft-

er we had encamped, paid me a long visit, in order to cheer me
up, telling me that he had heard that there really had been, as I

conjectured myself, a letter from Haj Beshir, with my parcel, and

enumerating those of his pupils, or t61amid, whom he wanted to

send along with me.

There being no stated market-place all along this river, the buy-

ing of provisions is sometimes accompanied with a great deal of

trouble ; and although the only produce of this district is rice, that

article is never to be obtained in a prepared state. Nothing but

kokesh, that is to say, rice in the husk, is procurable ; and this is

a circumstance not to be overlooked by Europeans who attempt

the navigation of this river, as they must always be prepared to

lose some time in getting ready and cleaning their rice. I here

bought the n^ffeka of this kind of rice for two drf

a of tari, equal

to forty shells. Butter fetched twenty drf

a per n^ffeka.

During our two days' stay in this place I received some valua-

ble information from some Arabs of the tribe of the Welad Mo-
luk, who were settled in A'ribmda, that is to say, on the southern

bank of the river, and kept up a small trade with Libtako, which

is distant from here about ten days' march. The river being here

so broad, it did not at all surprise me to hear from these people

that, in average years, during the lowest state of the river, it is

fordable in several places.

Far more interesting than the visit of these mixed Berbers was
that of a man called Mohammed, who, with eight companions, was
on his way from Gogo, his native place, to Bamba by water, in a

middle-sized boat, thus proving that the water communication be-

tween those places was still kept up, notwithstanding the total po-

litical ruin of the country, and that, too, at the present season of

the year, when the water was at its very lowest. He was a wealthy
man, belonging to the mulatto stock of the Euma, and spoke only
Songhay. He also brought me the latest news from the districts

farther eastward, and I was glad to hear that, owing to the rebel

army of Zabgrma having been beaten by the Governor of Tamka-
la, the road by Say was open.
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Tuesday, June 13^. Having had a thunder-storm during the lat-

ter part of the night, with a heavy squall of wind, but without

rain, we started at a rather late hour along the grassy shore, which

gradually becomes lower, and is filled with numerous small ponds,

till, after proceeding a little more than a mile, rocky ground be-

o;an to rise to the surface on our left. It soon assumed the form

of steep cliffs, rising to the height of about 120 feet ; but although

during the inundation it is closely approached by the river, at

present a narrow passage was left along the green shore. A heavy

gale raised the waves of the river to a considerable height ; but

the sky was so overcast and enveloped in fog that nothing of the

opposite shore was to be discovered.

Numerous small torrents had intersected the cliffs, while a thick

bush of an unknown species lined the foot of them. A little far-

ther on, while slightly decreasing in height, the rocks became more

regularly stratified, presenting numerous crevices and caverns.

Having then passed a place where the cliffs formed a deep re-

cess, the low grassy shore extending far into the river, we were

obliged to ascend the higher level for a while, an open branch

coming close up to the foot of the rocks. We, however, descend-

ed again after a little more than half a mile, near two magnificent

sycamores, and encamped at 11 o'clock in the midst of a dense

growth of dum bushes, while the sheikh himself pitched his tent

on the top of the downs, near an encampment of K^l-tenakse, a

division of the Kel e' Suk, to whom belonged also another en-

campment upon an island in the river.

The sandy shore, thickly .covered with dum bush, was repre-

sented to us as the retreat of numerous lions, and we were warned
not to encamp here ; but we preferred exposing ourselves to this

slight danger, as the strong wind did not allow us to pitch our

tents on the top of the downs. We had scarcely made ourselves

comfortable, when a great multitude of people belonging to the

different tribes settled in the neighborhood—Tawarek, K£l e'

Suk, Ruma, and Songhay gathered round us. Many of them had

fine features, while others bore distinctly the African character.

The K61 e' Suk, who seemed to presume upon their learning,

scanty as it was, brought forward their religious prejudices, and I

had a sharp disputation with them.

The whole of this district still belongs to Burrum. The Ruma
seemed to have also a hamlet of their own in this tract on an isl-

and in the river, and appeared to be tolerably well off. A great
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deal of rice is cultivated hereabouts. I bought some, and had it

pounded by two females, one of whom, during her work, laughed

and made merry almost without interruption, while her compan-

ion, who was of a more sullen temper, rendered herself guilty of

theft, but was caught in the fact.

Almost all the slaves of these Tawarek wear nothing but a

leathern dress, that of the females consisting only of a long apron,

while the males very often provide themselves with a tight shirt

or kilt of the same material.

From all that I observed, I must conclude that the state of the

morals of these Tawarek slaves is very low, particularly those of

the K61 e' Suk. The latter were formerly the inhabitants of fixed

settlements on the borders of the desert, where a great deal of

foreign commerce centred, and have thence contracted manners

which were strange to their origin. But we must remember that,

from the most ancient times, prostitution, as a proofof hospitality,

has been in practice among various Berber tribes ofNorth Africa.

Wednesday, Junel4:th. Having staid here during the forenoon,

we started late in the day. My protector remained behind in

order to settle some business, while I proceeded in advance with

the most trustworthy of his pupils, first keeping close along the

river, which here seemed to be of considerable depth quite near

the shore, but farther on turning away to some distance from it,

through the plain, which was here well clad with small talha-

trees. Thus, after a march of about four miles from our former

encampment, we ascended sandy downs, behind which a broad

belt of swampy meadow ground stretched along at a distance of

more than two miles from the river itself. The higher level soon

became more rocky, being strewn with black pebbles, between

which numerous footprints of the giraffe were visible. It was
pleasantly undulating, a ledge of sandstone and calcareous rock

intersecting it like a wall. Having here heard from a shepherd

who was watering his flock at a small pond formed by the recent

fall of rain that there was an encampment at some distance, we
gave to our course a more southerly direction, and soon reached

a village lying at the very brink of the steep bank of the river,

consisting of huts, and inhabited conjointly by some Arabs of the

tribe of the Bu- f

All, and some poorer members of the tribe of the

K61 e' Suk. The huts consisted of matting, and were very clean

and well ventilated, each of them having two doors, one on the

aorth and another on the south side, both of moderate dimensions.
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It was late in the evening when we arrived here, and there be-

ing an entire want of trees, we had great difficulty in obtaining

a little fire-wood ; nor was there any good byrgu for the horses,

the river, which here divided into two branches, being too deep

to allow this rank grass, which prefers the swampy lowlands, to

grow to any extent. The poverty of the inhabitants, also, could

not at all satisfy the wants of my companions, who were very

fond of a good supper ; hence El Bakay himself, who was well

aware of this circumstance, had passed this locality, and, notwith-

standing the lateness of the hour, directed his steps to another en-

campment farther on. This was also the reason of our following

day's march being limited to a few hundred yards. "We thus ex-

changed our encampment at Isabegen for that of El Bakay's at

Asakan Imb^gge ; but the change was by no means advantage-

ous to us, as the high level presented here a most dreary aspect,

being almost totally destitute of trees or shrubs. The border

of the river, however, bore a very different character, and the

swampy lowlands extended to a great -distance, intersected by a

dead water which at present had no connection with the river.

The profusion of herbage which grew in this locality enabled me
to buy here a good supply of butter, although the country in gen-

eral appeared to be very bleak. A large island, also, is formed

in the river, which is inhabited by Songhay, and called E'ha.

The previous afternoon, we had observed ahead of us, to the east,

a mountain chain called A'segharbu, and we now saw it more

who were encamped at a short distance with their chiefs Amare
and Sadaktu. They were distinguished by their noble counte-

nance and superior style of dress, and in both respects resembled

the Tarabanasa, whose enemies they are. Most ofthem wore black

tobes, the black alternately interchanging with a white band ; and

I counted not less than fifty of them, all decent-looking men.

After a while I became very good friends with them, although

the commencement of our intercourse was rather awkward. They
had had some dealings with Mungo Park, whose policy it was to

fire at any one who approached him in a threatening attitude f
* It was this policy of Mungo Park, which he no doubt adopted much against his

own inclination, that inspired Major Laing, when he heard of it in Tawat, with such

ominous dread of the fate which might await himself. In one of his letters, which
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and having lost some of their tribe by his well-directed balls,

they kept at first at some distance from me, viewing me with a

rather suspicions and malevolent eye. But when they observed

that I had entered into cheerful conversation with some of their

party they convinced themselves that I did not belong to the

class of wild beasts, or " tawakast;" for such, from the reception

they had met with from Park, they had supposed all Europeans

to be. I even, to my great astonishment, found here, with one of

the K£l e' Suk, the life of Bruce, published by Murray in 1835,

and which most probably had been the property of Davidson, the

K61 e
7 Suk having brought it from A'zawad, where it had been

taken by Hamma, a younger brother of El Bakay, who, about the

time of Davidson's journey, had paid a visit to Taw*at and the

country of the
f

Arib. It was almost complete, only ten leaves be-

ing wanting, and I bought it for three benaig, or strips of indigo-

dyed cotton. It had been used as a talisman, an Arabic charm

having been added to it.

Here, as in general, I allayed the suspicions of the people, and

made them more familiar by showing them some pictures of men
of various tribes. Notwithstanding the great distance which sep-

arated my tent from the encampment, none of the women remained

behind, all being anxious to have a look at this curious and nov-

el exhibition ; and having been sent about their business when
they came in the daytime, they again returned toward night in

such numbers that my people, being anxious for the safety of my
small tent, which became endangered by these unwieldy creatures,

endeavored to frighten them away with powder. But all was in

vain
;
they would not stir till they had seen the pictures, which,

in accordance with the disposition of each, excited their great de-

light or amazement. My custom, which I have mentioned before,

of honoring the handsomest woman in every encampment with a

looking-glass, created here a great struggle for the honor ; but I

was so unfortunate as to hurt the feelings of a mother by giving

; of beauty to her daughter, who was rather a handsome

I had the opportunity of inspecting through the kindness of General Sabine, he ex-

claims, after having mentioned that he met a Tarki who had been wounded by

Mungo Park :
u How imprudent, how unthinking ! I may even say how selfish was

it in Park to attempt to make discoveries in this country at the expense of the blood

of the inhabitants, and to the exclusion of all after-communication j how unjustifi-

able was such conduct !" It was on this account that Major Laing sent back the

sailors that he had with him, and almost gave up his design of navigating the river

below Timbtfktu.
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We remained here the following day, when we had, in the

morning, a considerable fall of rain, which lasted several hours,

and drenched the sheikh and his followers in their leathern tent,

while my old and worn white bell tent, pitched in this open ham-

m&da, withstood the rain beautifully, to the great astonishment of

the Tawarek, who all came, soon after the rain was over, to see if

I had not been swamped in my frail dwelling, which, before, they

had looked upon with contempt.

I had afterward a very important controversy with the sheikh's

people, in which I had to make use of all my energy in order to

carry out my intention of following up the shores of the river

:

for the K61 e
1 Suk wanted to persuade the sheikh to enter here

the open desert, and to make straight for the encampment of their

chief, Khoz^maten, who, they said, would provide me with every

thing necessary for my farther journey. They were seconded in

their endeavor by all the eloquence of A'hmed Wadawi, El Ba-

kay's favorite pupil, who asserted that, after the heavy rains that

had fallen, the desert afforded plenty of herbage for the horses.

But I opposed these arguments in the most determined manner,

assuring the sheikh that, even if he should go, I would not, but

that I should pursue my route straight along the river
;
and, in

order to make an impression on his mind, I reminded him of the

distinct promise which he had given me of conducting me to Gogo.

The sheikh then, seeing that I was firm, adhered to his word, and

it was therefore decided that a message should be sent to the chiefs

of the K61 e' Suk to the effect that they were to meet us in Gogo,

while we continued our march along the river.

Thus we left this cheerless camping-ground in the afternoon,

and soon descended by a gradual inclination from the higher des-

ert tract, which, however, after the heavy rain that had fallen in

the morning, was full of pools of stagnant water. We then passed

several encampments, till we reached the low grassy shore of the

river, when the high ground on our left was intersected by sev-

eral dry water-courses, and obliged us, although only for a short

time, to exchange the green bottom for the rocky slope at a place-

where a branch of the river, which approached closely, was full

of crocodiles.

Entering then an open grassy plain intersected by several chan-

nels, and making our way with difficulty through this swampy
ground, called Erarar, we reached about dark an encampment of

K61 e
7 Suk, at the border of an open branch of the river, which
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was here about 400 yards broad. The locality was called Tab6-

rak, though not a single tree was to be seen hereabouts ; the whole

district is here still called E'ha. The open river afforded a very

pleasant sight, as, during the last few days, I had seen nothing

but swampy creeks. Toward the southeast the watery plain Was

bounded by Mount T6ndibi, which juts out into the river in the

shape of a promontory of considerable elevation. The locality,

however, was so very unhealthy, that I could not long enjoy the

fresh air outside, but was obliged to retire into my tent at an ear-

ly hour.

Saturday, June 17th. On leaving our camping-ground in the

morning we had to cross two small creeks, and then, keeping

along the swampy plain, soon got entangled in a larger sheet of

water, which stretched along the foot of Mount Tondibi, and ap-

peared to intercept our passage. We therefore thought it better

to get out of the swampy ground, which here was full of water

covered with water-lilies, and to ascend the sandy downs, where

we passed another amazagh of the Tin-ger-^gedesh. There is no

doubt that this swampy plain, for several months of the year, pre-

sents one uninterrupted sheet of water. Thus we ascended the

northerly offshoots of Mount T6ndibi, which formed undulating

sandy downs, stretching forth from the foot of the rocky mount,

and richly clad with dum bush ; but we soon passed them, and de-

scended again on the other side into the grassy swampy plain, at

present dry, but intersected by a creek every now and then. The
river was at a considerable distance.

A mile beyond we reached an encampment of the K61 e' Suk,

consisting of reed huts, and at the instigation of the Wadawi, in

the absence of the sheikh, made a halt and unloaded our camels,

when we suddenly received counter-orders, and, reloading our

camels with great alacrity, proceeded on our march. The plain

was here intersected by several winding channels, where we ob-

served numerous herds of cattle and flocks of sheep belonging to

the slaves of Khoz^maten, who, like all the Tawarek, were about

to leave the river, and to enter the region of the desert, and the

mountainous tract of A'derar, where, in consequence of the rains,

fresh herbage was springing up.*

* I here subjoin a list of the names of the most celebrated wells and pasture-

bounds of A'derar, some of which were, at a former period, the sites of wealthy

towns : Amasin, A'raba, Tin-daran, Yunhan or Gtfnhan, Sn*k or e' Stfk, Ijenshfshen,

A'zel-adar,Kidal, a very fine district; E'n-d&hedait, Taghelib, Marret, Talabit, Ta-
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Here we ascended the sandy downs, keeping close along the

green border of the bot-ha, and passing two small encampments,

till we descended again from the rising ground into the green bed

of the valley, which was here about three miles broad, and richly

overgrown with daman-kadda interspersed between the diirn bush,

with which the small isolated sandy downs were adorned, besides

a little " f

ashur," tursha, or Asclepias. But we soon received an-

other'serious warning not to trust to this low swampy ground, for

we suddenly observed a considerable sheet of water, which seemed

to be connected with the principal river, extending in front of us,

so that we were obliged to regain the higher ground.

While riding a while by myself I was much amused in observ-

ing our motley troop, consisting of about thirty individuals, some

mounted on horses, riding singly or in pairs, others on camels,

others again toiling along on foot, some armed with guns, and

some with spears, and all in different attire, moving along this low

swampy ground, where it rose a few feet above the deepest bot-

tom, and was well lined with bush. It being then noon, the sun

was very powerful, and when we reached the drier ground the

heat became very troublesome. My companions, therefore, were

well pleased whpn we reached a village of the Songhay, or rather

of that division of them which is called Ibawajiten, or Ibaujiten,

hoping that they should be able to get some refreshment ; but the

Songhay, now that they have lost almost all their national inde-

pendence, and are constantly exposed to all sorts of contributions,

are inhospitable in the extreme ; and they pointed out to us the

encampment of their chief at a considerable distance along the

river, where we were to look for quarters. The whole district is

called Abiiba.

Following the example of my companions, who were lightly

laden and not very cautious, I was induced once more to enter the

swampy grounds
;
and, being obliged to cross two boggy channels,

we regained with difficulty the sandy downs, which were enliven-

ed with three separate groups ofdum palms, which adorned a cem-

etery. Here we encamped in a small field, inclosed with fernan,

but at present empty, the locality being called Fagona.

The situation on these high downs was so conspicuous, that my
tent, being visible at a great distance over the valley, attracted a

dakket, A'sway, An-emellen, An-sattefen, Asherdbbak, Tin-zawaten, Tajemart,

Blewi, Doheodal, Tin-ajola, E'n-rar, Ejarak, A'shu, Alkit, Takelhut, Dafelliana,

E'n-afara.
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great proportion of the neighboring population, among whom
there were also some Kuma. A few of them were even mounted

on horses, although of a very unseemly breed. They were seated

upon a very awkward kind of saddle, which was merely thrown

over the horse's back without a belly-band, and quite low behind.

Their dress was also poor, and of the same character as that of the

inhabitants of Bamba and Gh6rgo. All these people belong to

the tribe of the Ibawajiten, and were remarkable for more than

ordinary ignorance. Many of them came to solicit medicine from

me
j
and one can not wonder that, in such a locality, a great deal

of sickness prevails, for the whole river is almost entirely lost in

a broad shallow valley of about three miles in width, which, in its

present low condition, bordered by steep banks, was nothing but

a labyrinth of small creeks, intercepting swampy meadow grounds,

although, during the higher state of the inundation, it must be

filled up by the river, and form one large stream. Seeing so few

trees hereabout, I was astonished to hear all the people speak of

the number of lions which infested this district
;
they even begged

us urgently to be upon our guard against them during the night.

Sunday, June ISth. Having heard nothing of lions or wild

beasts during the night, we prepared early for our departure, but

were detained some time, as the sheikh had again business to

transact as a general pacificator; these Ibawajiten having pur-

chased two of the slaves whom Sadaktu had taken from the peo-

ple of Bamba, and not feeling inclined to return them. At length

we started, but found it extremely difficult to avoid a wide

swampy creek which deeply indented the country, while it af-

forded a beautiful field for the cultivation of rice, and even in the

present decayed state of the country was not left wholly unprofit-

able. At length, having passed several small channels, we re-

gained the border of the sandy downs, which were richly clothed

with vegetation, although the melancholy-looking fernan bush

here also vindicates its right beside the retem and the talha-tree.

"We at length resumed our southerly direction, but were not al-

lowed for any length of time to follow a straight course across

this swampy ground, being recalled by some of our companions,

who conducted us to a sandy promontory, with projecting granite

blocks and dum bushes, where the sheikh had made a halt, oppo-

site an encampment of the Songhay, in the " Ammas," as the Imo-

shagh call the bottom of the valley. Although I was sorry to

break off our march so soon, the view from this place was highly
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interesting, as it afforded a distant prospect over the river, if I may
so call a broad swampy valley, hemmed in by steep banks, inclos-

ing in the midst an abundance of rank grass, and scarcely afford-

ing at the present time the aspect of an open sheet of water, small-

er and larger creeks, and more extensive ponds being formed in

every direction. But the most curious sight was that presented

by the river a little higher up, where, corresponding to the deep

gulf which we had turned round in the morning, there appeared

on the opposite side another swampy gulf, the whole width of the

valley at that place being scarcely less than eight miles. It is ev-

ident, from all that I saw here, that the navigable branch of the

river runs on the side of A'ribmda, that is to say, the southern

bank.

As it had been decided that we should remain here during the

night, we had already pitched our tents, and made ourselves com-

fortable, when our companions, having been informed that in a

neighboring encampment there was a better prospect of a good

supper, suddenly started off, although a thunder-storm gathered

with threatening appearance over our heads
;
but, fortunately, the

encampment was not far distant, and the storm passed by without

rain. This encampment belonged to the K& e
1 Suk, and was

very considerable. The next morning several very decent-look-

ing men were introduced to me by my officious friend, A'hmed el

Wadawi, when they assured me that the whole road to Say was
safe. All these people, who possess a small degree of learning,

and pride themselves in writing a few phrases from the Kuran,

were extremely anxious to obtain some scraps of paper, and I was
glad to be still enabled, besides small strips of black cotton cloth

and needles, to give away some trifling presents of this kind.

When we left the encampment, which was at about 800 yards

from the outer bank of the river, the country assumed quite a dif-

ferent aspect, and we had soon to descend a rough rocky passage

of blackened, sandstone, interspersed with granite blocks, in a

great state of decomposition, and, passing several encampments of

Tawarek, of the tribe of the Fmedidderen, we entered a plain

richly wooded with talha, hajilij, retem, fernan, and the poisonous

euphorbia, which, as is generally the case, grew in the shade of

the talha-trees.

We very nearly became embroiled in a serious quarrel with the

inhabitants of one of these camps, who seized a small box which

I had given to the sheikh, and which one of his young slaves was
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carrying. I was riding in advance, and the people allowed me to

pass unmolested, contenting themselves with putting some ques-

tions to me. The whole country was in a state of great agitation,

a rumor having got abroad that I, in conjunction with the sheikh,

was to establish here a new kingdom. But a few considerate ad-

monitions from the more respectable members of the troop brought

the Tawarek to reason ; and it was very curious to witness the

theatrical attitudes which one of these simple-minded but energet-

ic original inhabitants of North Africa made use of, in order to

demonstrate to the author of the riot the absurdity of his proceed-

ings.

. After some slight delay caused by this theatrical intermezzo, we
put our little troop once more in motion, following our former

southerly direction till we were overtaken by a messenger from

the sheikh with the order that we were to approach nearer the

river. Proceeding, therefore, in a southwesterly direction, we
soon came to the exterior embankment of the river reached by its

waters during the highest state of the inundation, and girt by a

dense grove of dum bush and talha-trees, but destitute of the nu-

tritious t)yrgu.

In this locality, which is called Kokoro, we made a halt in order

to wait for El Bakay
;
but, as he did not come, and as we were

unable to stay in this wilderness where no encampment was near,

we moved on in the afternoon, with an almost exact southerly di-

rection, toward Gogo, G'awo, or Ghago, the celebrated capital of

the Songhay empire. We first kept along the border of the green

swampy creek, which farther on presented an open sheet of water,

while on our left, between the dense dum bush, dum palms also

began to appear. But about two miles farther on, leaving the

creek for a while, we ascended sandy downs, where, from the de-

serted site of a former amazagh, bearing evident traces of having

been the resting-place of a numerous herd of cattle, my compan-

ions descried in the distance the tops of the palm-trees of G6g6,

while I strained my eyes in vain, filled as I was with the most ar-

dent desire of at length reaching that place.

Descending then into a slight depression, we reached a larger

faddama, which soon after was joined by a considerable branch

from the northwest, gradually filling with water as we advanced,

and forming an arm of the river. From beyond the other side a

very comfortable-looking encampment became visible, and almost

induced my companions to give up the plan of reaching the deso-
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late site of the former capital of this Nigritian empire ; but the

line tamarind-trees and the beautiful date palms burst now too

distinctly upon our view to allow me to relinquish the pleasure of

reaching them without farther delay. It was a most interesting

and cheering sight to behold a large expanse of fields of native

corn take the place of the desert. The whole country became one

open cultivable level, uninterrupted by any downs ; and I thought

at that moment that we had bid farewell to the desert forever, and

entered the fertile region of Central Negroland, an expectation

which, however, was not folly realized by what I observed farther

on. But here, at least, even in the present decayed state of the

country, there were some remains of industry, and the stubble-

fields of saba, or sorghum, were succeeded by tobacco plantations,

and, after a slight interruption, by rice-grounds under water.

However, darkness set in before we reached the miserable hovels

of Gogo, and we encamped on a large open area, bordered round

about by detached huts of matting, from which the ruins of a large

tower-like building of clay arose to a considerable height, and by
a fine grove of rich trees, running on into a dense underwood of

siwak. The river was not visible from this point.

CHAPTER LXXVIH.

THE ANCIENT CAPITAL OF SONGHAY AND ITS NEIGHBOEHOOD.

Tuesday, June 20th. As soon as I had made out that Gogo was
the place which for several centuries had been the capital of a

strong and mighty empire in this region, I felt a more ardent de-

sire to visit it than I had to reach Timbuktu. The latter, no
doubt, had become celebrated throughout the whole ofEurope on
account of the commerce which centred in it

;
nevertheless, I was

fully aware that Timbuktu had never been more than a provin-

cial town, although it exercised considerable influence upon the

neighboring regions from its being the seat ofMohammedan learn-

ing. But Gr

aw6, or Gogo, had been the centre of a great national

movement, from whence powerful and successful princes, such as

the great Mohammed el Haj A'skia, spread their conquests from

Kebbi, or rather Hausa, in the east, as far as Futa in the west,

and from Tawat in the north, as far as "Wangara and Mosi toward

the south.
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Cheered at having reached this spot, I passed a tranquil night,

and, rising early in the morning, lay down outside my tent, quiet-

ly enjoying the prospect over this once busy locality, which, ac-

cording to the unanimous statements of former writers, was the

most splendid city of Negroland, though it is now the desolate,

abode of a small and miserable population. Just opposite to my
tent, toward the south, lay the ruined massive tower, the last re-

mains of the principal mosque, or jinger£-b6r, of the capital, the

sepulchre of the great conqueror, Mohammed. All around the

wide open area where we were encamped was woven a rich corona

of vegetation, among which, in the clear light of the morning, I

discovered different species of trees that I had long ago lost sight

of, such as date palms, tamarind-trees, ngabord, or sycamores, and

even the silk-cotton-tree, although the specimens of the latter plant

were rather poor and of small growth.

Having enjoyed the scenery for some time, I went with my
young Shuwa lad in order to obtain a sight of the river, of which,

as yet, I had seen nothing here. Emerging from the fine group

of trees, I found that only a very small creek, without an outlet

at the present season, closely approached the town, while an ex-

tensive swampy lowland extended far into the river ; but for sev-

eral months in the year this lowland is inundated, with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of a few spots which rise to a greater height,

and are adorned with talha-trees.

At present the name of G'awo is given not only to the site of

the former capital, but also to the island, and even to the opposite

shore of A'ribmda ; and I once supposed that the chiefpart ofthe

town was situated on the island, but this does not appear to have

been the case ; neither does it appear to have stood on the western

bank. The fact is, that in former times there were two distinct

quarters of Gogo, the quarter of the idolaters on the western bank

toward Gurma, and the royal and Mohammedan quarter on the

eastern bank toward Egypt, whence Islam, with its accompanying

civilization, had been introduced. In the course of time the lat-

ter quarter would gain over the former, which from the beginning,

when pagan worship was prevalent, was no doubt the more con-

siderable.

Even at present, when all this ground was left dry by the re-

tiring waters and formed a rich grassy island, only a few huts

were seen on the island, as well as on the shore of A'riblnda.

But the present inhabitants appear scarcely to be in want of the
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river, for only a single seaworthy boat was to be seen, and four

others out of repair were lying on the shore. The natives, when
I expressed my astonishment at the miserable state of their craft,

complained that they had no wood for building boats. Between

the huts and the little creek, which by means of a northerly branch

serves to irrigate the rice-fields, there is a tobacco plantation. It

is here that the finest trees are grouped together, and I now ob-

served, that besides from twenty to twenty-five date palms, which

were just full of fruit, bordering upon ripeness, there were two or

three dum palms.

Having thus surveyed the river, I took a turn round the ham-

let, which altogether consists of about 300 huts, grouped in sepa-

rate clusters, and surrounded by heaps of rubbish, which seemed

to indicate the site of some larger buildings of the former city.

While walking round the huts, the women came out from their

u buge," or matting huts, and gatheted cheerfully round us, ex-

claiming one above the other, "Nasara, nasara, Allah aakbar! r

"A Christian, a Christian: God is great!" but they seemed to

take a greater interest in my younger Shuwa lad than in myself,

dancing round him in a very cheerful and fascinating manner.

Some of them had tolerably regular features, and were tall and

of good proportions. They were all dressed in the same style,

very different from the dress of the women in Timbuktu, having

a broad wrapper of thick woolen cloth of different colored stripes

fastened below the breast, so that it came down almost to their

ankles, and many of them had even fastened this dress over their

shoulders by a pair of short braces, in the same way as men wear
their trowsers in Europe, and others had simply fastened it from

behind.

While I was thus walking round the village I met an old man
who greeted me in the most cheerful manner, and attached him-

self to me. From what he intimated, I could not but conclude

that he had come into close contact with the Christian who so

many years ago navigated this river in .such a mysterious man-

ner
;

but, unfortunately, he was of weak understanding, and I

could not make out half of what he said to me. I regretted this

the more, as he conducted me through the heaps of rubbish to a

long, narrow clay building at a short distance west from the

mosque, where he wanted to show me something of interest, but

the owner of the house refused me admittance.

Leaving then the farthermost huts on my right, I turned my
Vol. Ill—Hh
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steps toward the jinger£-b6r, and endeavored to make out as well

as I could the plan of this building.

According to all appearance, the mosque consisted originally

of a low building, flanked on the east and west side by a large

tower, the whole court-yard being surrounded by a wall about

eight feet in height. The eastern tower is in ruins, but the west-

ern one is still tolerably well preserved, though its proportions

are extremely heavy. It rises in seven terraces, which gradually

decrease in diameter, so that while the lowest measures from forty

to fifty feet on each side, the highest does not appear to exceed

fifteen. The inhabitants still offer their prayers in this sacred

place, where their great conqueror, Haj Mohammed, is interred,

although they have not, sufficient energy to repair the whole.

The east quarter of the mosque evidently was formerly the most

frequented and best inhabited part of the town, and is entirely

girded with a thick grove of siw&k bushes, which covers all the

uninhabited part of the former city. The town, in its most flour-

ishing period, seems to have had a circumference of about six

miles. According to the statement of Leo* it appears never to

have been surrounded by a wall. The dwellings in general do

not seem to have been distinguished by their style of architecture,

with the exception of the residence of the king, although even

that was of such a description that the Basha J6dar, on conquer-

ing the town, wrote to inform his master, Mulay e* Dh^hebi, that

the house of the Sheikh el Haram, in Morocco, was much better

than the palace of the A'skia.f

When I returned to my tent from this my first excursion I

found a great crowd of men assembled there, but was unable to

make the acquaintance of any one who might give me some in-

formation about the place, and, on the whole, I did not succeed

in entering into any amicable relations with the inhabitants, of

Gogo. Their sullen behavior seems to be accounted for by the

fact, as I shall mention farther on, that they had behaved rather

treacherously toward the Christian who had visited this place

some .fifty years before.

I endeavored also, although in vain, to buy Indian corn from

the inhabitants, although it was perhaps the fear of the Tawarek

which made them deny that they had any. Thus I found my-

self reduced to the necessity of providing myself with a supply

of uzak, or emti, that is to say, the seeds of the Pennisetum dis-

* L. vii., c. 3- t Journ. Leipsic Oriental Soc, vol. ix., p. 649.
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tichum
)
which is generally used as an article of food by the Ta-

warek, my horses having fared very badly for some time.

It was not until the second day of our arrival that my protector,

accompanied by Hanna, Khoz&naten, Hammalaba, and the other

chief men of the K61 e' Suk, who had come to have an interview

with him, joined us. These people were mounted partly on cam-

els, partly on horseback, and the large open area which spread

out between the mosque and our tents thus became greatly en-

livened, and it was not long before the messengers who had been

sent to Alkuttabu returned with the answer that he would meet

the sheikh in this place in three days. It almost appeared as if

Gogo was again to acquire some slight historical importance as the

place of meeting between the native chiefs of these disturbed re-

gions and a European anxious to inspire the natives of these coun-

tries with fresh energy, and to establish a regular intercourse along

the high road which Nature herself has prepared.

When all these people arrived, I was just busy laying down, as

well as circumstances allowed, my route from Timbuktu to G6g6,

which I was very anxious to finish, and to send off from here,

and thus to secure the results of my exploration, in case of any

mischance befalling myself. At that time, the legs of my table

being broken, I was obliged to finish this map on a board placed

upon my knees, and sitting on my mat, as I had at that period

neither chair nor box. Having finished this business, I went with

the sheikh, in order to pay my compliments to the K61 e
7 Suk,

who had just concluded their prayers. The two chiefs, Khoz£-

maten and Hanna, principally claimed my attention. But, al-

though they were very "respectable men, it was a rather curious

circumstance that both were blind, or nearly so
;
Hanna, who was

the elder by two years, had only one eye, and Khoz&naten was
totally blind

;
notwithstanding which, he felt confident that I was

able to cure him.

Besides the transactions with these people, preparations for my
home-journey were going on, although slowly; and the sheikh

addressed a letter in my favor to the chiefs on the road along

which I had to pass. It was couched in flattering terms, and could

not fail to be of the greatest service to me after my separation from

him.* Notwithstanding that a tolerable variety of business was
on hand, the locality soon became loathsome to me on account of

the great heat which prevailed. The shade which was afforded

* A translation of this letter will be given in Appendix XIV.
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by the fine sycamores near the river was at too great a distance

from my tent, and too much frequented by birds to be of any

avail. I was therefore glad that the visit of some other people

induced my host to interrupt our stay here by a small excursion.

These people were the Ga-b£ro, as they are generally called, or,

according to their original nomenclature, Sudu-kamil, a numerous

tribe of Fulbe, who have been settled in these regions for several

hundred years, and from fear of the persecution of the A'skia, or

Sikkia, have exchanged their own native language for that of the

inhabitants of the country. They had formerly enjoyed almost un-

disturbed liberty, in a state of nominal dependence on the Gov-

ernor of Say ; but some time previously they had been forced

to acknowledge the supremacy ofHombori, the governor ofwhich

place had made an expedition against them and killed some thirty

of their number. They therefore desired the sheikh to come and

extend his protection over them and impart a blessing to them.

However, we did not leave this place till the afternoon of the 25th.

Having left behind us the area of the ancient town, and then

traversed a plain clad with small talha-trees and dum bush, we
reached, after a march of about four miles, the grassy border of

the river, and boldly entered the swampy grounds; for in the

midst of these lowlands, from whence the river had retired, there

were several clusters of matting huts, inhabited by Ga-bdro and

Euma. Not having taken any tents with us, sheds were erected

both for El Bakay and myself, but they were in a miserable con-

dition, and it was fortunate that a thunder-storm, which had hov-

ered over our heads almost the whole of the afternoon, was mov-

ing northward, where a great deal of rain fell, and left us tolerably

free from wet and wind.

Monday(

,
June 26th. The inhabitants of the hamlet treated us

rather inhospitably, and we set out at an early hour to pursue our

march in the swampy vale. After proceeding for about a mile we
passed a small hamlet, situated on a rising ground, adorned with

dum palms. Crossing several small channels, where the people

were busy renewing the dikes encompassing the rice-fields, we
reached the firm shore, which was adorned with dum bush, fernan,

kalgo, tursha, and damankadda. The river, which forms here a

tolerably open sheet, is bordered on the side of A'ribmda by a

steep bank, which, a little farther on, is succeeded by sandy downs.

However, after a short time we were again obliged to enter the

low, swampy ground, which at present formed a wide grassy gulf

inclosed by hills.
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The plain was cultivated with a good deal of sorghum, the blades

of which were just starting forth, but the grain does not ripen be-

fore the period when the inundation covers this spot and trans-

forms it into a lake-like widening of the river. Winding along

between several channels which had not yet dried up, we were

glad when we again reached the firm shore, where the rocky slope,

from 80 to 100 feet elevation, closely approaches the open river.

A. party of K61 e' Suk were just pitching their tents here.

Keeping along the narrow slip of level shore, which gradually

became more and more compressed, from which circumstance the

locality is called Tin-sh^ran, we found ourselves, after a march of

about a mile, opposite an encampment of the Ga-b6ro, spreading

out on a flat sandy beach, which at present formed the border of

a very extensive grassy plain, but which, when the river rises to a

greater height, forms a sort of sand-bank, till it is overwhelmed, in

its turn, by the rising waters of the Niger. These being the people

who had invited us to come and pay them a visit, we chose our

camping-ground on the high sand-hills forming the offshoots of

the rocky slope, which here rose to the height of 200 or 300 feet.

It was a beautiful open place, and the Ga-b£ro,* as soon as they

observed us, began to beat their drum, or tobl, and prepared to

cross over to us. To accomplish this, however, it was first neces-

sary for them to borrow some boats, as they themselves did not

possess any, from fear of the Tawarek, who might easily cross

over to them and annoy them.

Having sent three oxen swimming across the river as a first

token of hospitality, they began to raise a very peat matting

dwelling for the sheikh ; but my noble friend, with great courte-

sy, gave it up to me, and ordered another for himself. These
people exhibited great superiority both in carriage and intelli-

gence over the Songhay inhabitants, although their dress is not

very different from that of the Fulbe, being only a little fuller and
less shabby. A few, such as their chief, Hanna, and his people,

wear black tobes, with pockets of red cloth, like the Tawarek.

Their wives dress like the Songhay women, wrapping a woolen

shawl round the lower part of the body, below the breast, and

fastening it over the shoulder.

They derive their descent partly from Futa, and partly from the

* The Ga-bero are divided into the following tribes s the Shedibe, the Bwajil,

the Sillanche (the latter probably so called from the well-known town Silla), the

A'gades, and the Gorrong.
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tribe of the TJ'rube settled in Masina. Some shenfs are also stat-

ed to have intermarried with them ; and it was with considerable

interest that I beheld among them several individuals with real

Pullo features. They are greatly afraid, not less of the Fulbe of

Hombori (the place mentioned in my outward journey, which is

only four good days' march distant from here) than of the Korti-

ta, a division of the Songhay settled farther down the river.

They were therefore most anxious to possess a double talisman

against this twofold danger which threatened them, and received

a blessing from me as well as from the sheikh ; for although I

told them repeatedly that the blessing of the sheikh was quite

sufficient for them, they insisted upon receiving my own benedic-

tion likewise. I now learned that several of them had made my
personal acquaintance on a former occasion, having been among
the troop of natives who assisted me in crossing the dangerous

swamp a few miles from A'ribmda.

In this place which is called Borno, or Barno, we remained the

four following days ; and I might have enjoyed the fine air and the

charming view over the river, notwithstanding my eager desire to

continue my journey without any longer delay, if it had not been

that I was badly off for food, the rice with which we were sup-

plied not being seasoned with salt, and there being an entire lack

of milk. The communication with the opposite shore was ren-

dered rather difficult by the great breadth of the open river,

which, moreover, became repeatedly agitated by a thunder-storm,

and was infested by several hippopotami, which at times were fu-

riously snorting about in the river, as if in anger at our having

disturbed their quiet retreat. The day of our arrival they had

thrown the whole of our horses into disorder and put them to

flight while they were pasturing near the shore. They even at

times interrupted the intercourse between the two banks, and al-

together exhibited a very noisy character, especially during the

evening and in the course of the night, when they wanted to come
out for their usual food. Two white "ar," a rather rare species

* of antelope in these quarters, were seen by some of my compan-

ions on the rocky heights above.

At times I was roaming about in the recesses of the rocky
slope, which offered very charming views, one of which is repre?

sented in the plate opposite, or I had some conversation with

people who were passing by. Among the latter were especially

a troop of Sherifen, a section of the K61 e' Suk, but very dif-
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ferent from the general character of that tribe, whose distin-

guishing features are humility and harmlessness. All of them

came in full armor, and many were well dressed, and their gener-

al bearing bore testimony to an independent mind. It was cu-

rious, however, that the chief of these people mistook me for El

Bakay, and therefore paid his compliments to me first, probably

in consequence of my beard being longer.

Saturday, July 1st. The herd of cattle which the Ga-bdro were

to make a present of to the sheikh having at length successfully

regained their native shore, we set out on our return march to

Gogo late in the afternoon, and keeping along the rocky slope,

where it recedes inland, behind Tin-sh£ran, we halted for the

night in an encampment of the K£l-gunhan, which was very con-

siderable, consisting of more than 100 leathern tents. The en-

campment was full of young slaves, such as I had rarely seen with

any of these Tawarek
;
but, as I have observed on a former occa-

sion, the K6\ e' Suk do not seem as yet to have entirely forgotten

their former residence in a large, luxurious place, and even at the

present time indulge greatly in the traffic of slaves. Here, also,

the slaves, male and female, were entirely clad in leather, but, on

the whole, they were good looking, and appeared cheerful.

Sunday, July 2d. I again reached Gogo, while the sheikh re-

mained behind in the encampment of another body of K61 e
7 Suk,

situated on a sort of promontory projecting into the swampy
plain, which we reached about five miles after setting out from

the place where we had passed the night. Our march lay along

the foot of the rocky slope, full of caverns and ravines, and en-

livened with trees and bush, the swampy ground on our left being

laid out in rice-fields, which the people were busy cultivating, and

interrupted here and there by insulated rising ground clad with

dum bush.

On my arrival in my tent, I was glad, after my long abstinence

from palatable food, to indulge in an excellent rejire, the favorite

drink made with cheese and dates, which is very acceptable in the

desert country, but rather difficult to digest in the feverish regions

of Negroland. Thus E began to prepare myself for my home-

journey, which from henceforward I might confidently expect to

pursue with more steadiness. I then went to pay a visit to my
friends the K61 e' Suk, who, during our long absence, had grown

very impatient, and, as it would seem, not without good reason.

They received me very cheerfully, and in their excess of friendly
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feeling made an endeavor to convert me to their creed
;
but, hav-

ing received a direct refusal, they entreated me very earnestly to

return to them as soon as possible, but this time by way of Tawat.

However, I was obliged to tell them that it was very unlikely I

should ever return, and more improbable still by way of Tawat,

that road being extremely dangerous for us ; but I informed them

that I entertained no doubt that, if it were possible to get over the

rapids which obstructed the lower course of the river, the English

would not be long in paying them a visit.

All my friends, who now saw my departure near at hand, be-

gan to evince their attachment to me more strongly than ever,

and in the evening, after I had dismissed El Munir andln^sa, the,

sons of Khoz&naten, both of them worthy young men, I had a

very animated conversation with my friend Mohammed el Khot-

tar over our tea, and I promised him a considerable number of

Arabic books in the event of his paying a visit to England *

The following morning, when I was lying outside my tent, as

was my custom, enjoying the fresh air, all my friends gathered

round me, and I had to read to them passages from various Eu-

ropean books, including the Greek text of the Evangelists. The
German principally attracted the attention of these people, the full

heavy words of that language appearing to them somewhat like

their own idiom, and they became highly elated when I recited to

them from memory some verses of a favorite German poem.

All my people were so full of enthusiasm on account of a fair

prospect of a speedy departure on our home-journey being held

out to them, that they gave the Sheikh el Bakay, when he joined

us, in the course of the morning, in Gogo, a most hearty reception,

and fired away a good deal of powder in honor of him. I after-

ward went with him to distribute some presents among the chiefs

of the Kel e' Suk and some great nien of the Awelimmiden who
had arrived in the company of the sheikh. Khoz^maten received

a fine black Nupe tobe and a black litham
;
Hanna, a turkedi and

a litham ; the four Awelimmiden, viz., Bodhal, Eiwa, Aliso, and
Sabet, each a litham, besides some smaller articles ; and each of

the sons of Khoz&naten and Hanna the half of a litham. Every
one was content, although some of them would have liked to re-

ceive articles of greater value.

* This young man actually came to Tripoli in the course of last summer, but the

unfortunate state of Indian affairs, and other circumstances, together with an ill-

ness common with people coming from the interior, which attacked both him and

his companions, prevented his coming to this country.
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There being no prospect that Alkuttabu would join us here, as

we were told that he had gone to drive back a predatory expedi-

tion of the K£l-fadaye, I returned the fine black horse which the

sheikh had made me a present of, and which I had destined for

the chief of the Awelnnmiden, to the former, who was going to

visit that chief, in order that he might present it to him in my
name. I also made ready the present which I intended to make
to Thakkefi, the son of the former chief, and El A'gwi, a near re-

lation of his.

The sheikh himself showed his consciousness of our approach-

ing separation by assuming a lively air. In the evening I had a

very animated conversation with him and Sidi A'hmed el Wa-
clawi, the most learned of his pupils, with regard to the shape of

the earth, and succeeded, at length, in clearly demonstrating to

him its globular shape and the circular motion' of the whole sys-

tem of the planets. He was not a little struck when, speaking of

what was above the earth and under it, I told him that, with re-

gard to the Omnipresent Being, such as we and they recognize the

Almighty Creator of the universe to be, the idea of an above and

below was not to be entertained, but that such expressions had
only reference to human speculation. But although, as a Moham-
medan, he could not entirely concur in such a doctrine, being

overawed by the authority of the Kuran, yet, having before his

eyes the beautiful panorama of the hemisphere, he became quite

convinced that on the whole I was right, although, shut up within

the narrow walls of his room in the town, he had always thought

it both absurd and profane to assert such a thing.

Wednesday, July 5th. All was ready for our departure, when
Thakkefi, the cousin of the present ruler of the Awelimmiden,
and son of the late powerful chief E' Nabegha, joined us with a

few of his companions, among whom Soh£b was the most con-

spicuous. The arrival of this important personage caused us fresh

delay, which, however, on the whole, was agreeable to me, as he

was authorized by Alkuttabu to grant me full franchise and per-

fect security for all Englishmen traveling or trading in their ter-

ritory ; and in the course of conversation he even made the re-

markable proposal to me that the English should endeavor, by
means of a strong expedition up the river, to establish regular in-

tercourse with them.

Meanwhile the chiefs of the K61 e
?

Siik departed for their re-

spective homes, holding forth the prospect that I myself might
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soon follow. Thakkefi staid with me almost the whole of the

day, inspecting my effects with the greatest curiosity and atten-

tion. He was a fine, tall man, possessed of great strength and re-

markable intelligence, and had the most ardent wish to see more

ofour ingenious manufactures. I was very sorry that I was able to

show him so little, as almost the whole of my supplies were ex-

hausted. A spear had been thrust through his neck from behind

in the sudden attack by the K^l-geres at Tin-talait, where his fa-

ther was slain, and he was very anxious to obtain some efficacious

plaster for his wound. Every thing went on so well in my inter-

course with this chief, that in the afternoon of the day following

his arrival the letter of franchise was written by Daniel, the sec-

retary of Alkuttabu, and the day after Thakkefi himself called

upon me in my tent. He appeared to have some particular ob-

ject in view, and, having carefully secured the entrance of the

tent, in order to prevent other people from overhearing our con-

versation, he expressed his desire and that of his uncle that the

English might send three well-armed boats up the river, in order

to establish intercourse with them. I took care to point out to

him that, however anxious the English were to establish com-

merce and an exchange of produce with this region, yet the suc-

cess of their endeavors was dependent on the circumstance wheth-

er they would be able to cross the rapids and the rocky passage

which obstructed the river lower down, between Busa and Raba,

and that therefore I was unable to promise him any thing with

certainty. I gave to this chief, who, besides being possessed of

great vigor, had a good deal of good-nature about him, one tobe

shahanye, two black tobes, two black shawls, three turkedis, a

silk cord of Fas manufacture for suspending the sword, and sev-

eral other smaller articles.

During our stay in this place I had laid down the course of the

river between Timbuktu and Gogo on a tolerably large scale, as

far as it was possible to do so, written a dispatch to government,

and several letters to members of the Eoyal Geographical Society

and other private friends, and, having sealed the parcel, I delivered

it to the sheikh in order that he might forward it without delay

upon his return to Timbuktu. I am sorry to say, however, that

this parcel only arrived a few months ago, having been laid up at

Ghadames for more than two years.

Before leaving Gogo, I was anxious to ascertain exactly the na-

ture of the river along this shore, as on our march both to and
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from the Ga-b6ro we had kept at some distance from its bank,

and I arranged with the sheikh's nephew to survey the shores of

the river for some distance downward. When I was about to

mount on horseback Thakkefi requested that I would put on my
European dress, as he was anxious to see how it looked

;
but, un-

fortunately, instead of an officer's dress, which would certainly

have pleased them very much, I had no European clothes with

me except a black dress suit, which could only impress them with

a rather unfavorable idea of our style of clothing ; and although

they approved of the trowsers, they could scarcely fail to think

the shape of the coat highly absurd. But, having never before

seen fine black cloth, they were surprised at its appearance, and,

at a distance, all the people mistook it for a coat of mail, as most

of them had been accustomed to see only red cloth.

Pursuing then my proposed excursion, I observed, also, below

the village, some fine groups of date palms. I also assured my-

self that the creek of Gogo, at least at this season of the year, is

quite unnavigable, although I could not understand why the mod-

ern capital of the Songhay empire was not built on the open riv-

er, the only advantage derived from its actual situation being that

the small creek forms a kind of close harbor, which affords pro-

tection to the boats, and may easily be defended in case of need.

As for the site of the former capital Kukiya, or Kugha, I am sorry

I did not arrive at a distinct conclusion respecting it.

Having followed the bank as far as the point where the creek

joins the principal branch of the river, I felt myself induced, by

the precarious state of my companion's health, to retrace my steps.

This indisposition of the sheikh's nephew influenced the choice of

my companions on my return-journey, as it had-been originally

the sheikh's intention to send his nephew along with me as far as

Sokoto. In his place another, but more distant relation of the

sheikh, Mohammed ben Mukhtar, an energetic and intelligent

young man, but of a less noble turn of mind, was appointed ; and

besides him, there was the Hartani Malek, son of a freed slave,

who was to return with the last-named messenger from Tamkala;

then Mustafa, and Mohammed Daddeb, the latter a native of Tim-

buktu, who were to return from Sokoto, and A'hmed el "Wadawi,

and Haj A'hmed, who were to return from Bornu.

In the evening preceding our departure our camp exhibited a

busy scene, as we were engaged in finishing our preparations for

the journey, the sheikh undertaking the outfit of one half the
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messengers, and I the other ; but the presents, also, which the

latter destined for the chiefs of Negroland, were delivered to me,

in order that I might take them under my care. He had, besides,

the goodness to supply me with some native cotton and tobacco,

to distribute as presents to the Tawarek and Songhay on our road

;

he also gave a dress to each of my companions, I doing the same

to those among his pupils who had been most attached to me. I

even felt induced to make a present of a very handsome tobe from

Sansandi, richly ornamented with silk, which I had intended to

take with me as a specimen of that very interesting manufacture,

to Sidi Mohammed, a son of the sheikh, who had accompanied us,

and who, on account of our long absence from the town, was

rather shabbily dressed at the time.

• CHAPTEE LXXIX.

SEPARATION FROM THE SHEIKH. — CROSS THE RIVER TO THE
SOUTHWESTERN SIDE.—VARIOUS ENCAMPMENTS.—RIVER STUD-

DED WITH ISLANDS.—ANSO'NGHO.
-

Saturday, July 8th. At length the day dawned when I was, in

reality, to begin my home-journey, for all our former movements

along the river had rather resembled the wanderings of the na-

tives themselves than the direct march of a European traveler,

and, although I felt sincerely attached to my protector, and under

other circumstances might still have found a great many objects

worthy of my investigation and research in this region, I could

not but feel greatly satisfied at being at length enabled to retrace

my steps homeward, with a tolerable guarantee as to my safety.

It was highly gratifying to me that when I left this place a great

many people wished me a hearty farewell and a prosperous jour-

ney
;
nay, Thakkefi even commissioned me to offer his special re-

gards to Queen Victoria, with whose name I had made him ac-

quainted.

Having then pursued our march through the level tract along

the river, which here forms a great northsoutherly reach, and

which, from having been full of life, is now empty and desolate,

we reached the site of the encampment of the K6\ e' Suk on the

sandy eminence which we had passed a few days before, but

which was now deserted. From thence we descended into the
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swampy ground toward the river, and here passed by a Songhay
hamlet, the inhabitants of which received us with their usual in-

hospitality, and even refused us a little water—an unkind feeling

which displeased me most from a young newly-married lady, who,

standing in front of her neat hut of matting, with her fine figure

and varied ornaments of all sorts of beads, presented quite an at-

tractive appearance. Turning then round a creek filled with

water we reached an encampment of K61 e' Suk, and pitched our

tent
;

for, although it was our intention to cross the river as soon

as possible, yet, no boats having as yet arrived, we were so long

delayed that evening came on before we could carry out our de-

sign
;
and, obstinately refusing to be separated from my luggage,

I preferred crossing the river together with my people and effects

the next morning. Our hosts possessing a great number of cattle,

we were well treated, and I was able to indulge in plenty of milk.

The Tawarek have a common name for the whole northeasterly

bank of the river. They call the whole of it to the northwest of

Grogo, Taramt, and to the southeast, A'gheld

Sunday, July 9th. This was the day when I had to separate

from the person whom, among all the people with whom I had

come .in contact in the course ofmy long journey, I esteemed the

most highly, and whom, in all but his dilatory habits and phleg-

matic indifference, I had found a most excellent and trustworthy

man. I had lived with him for so long a time in daily inter-

course, and in the most turbulent circumstances, sharing all his

perplexities and anxieties, that I could not but feel the parting

very severely. Having exhorted the messengers whom he was
to send along with me never to quarrel, and to follow my advice

implicitly in all cases, but especially with regard to the rate of

progress in the journey, as he knew that I was impatiently look-

ing forward to my home-journey, he gave me his blessing, and

assured me that I should certainly reach home in safety. Mo-
hammed fyen Khottar, who, in consequence of his serious indispo-

sition, was prevented from accompanying me any farther, and the

sheikh's eldest son, Sidi Mohammed, did not take leave of me un-

til I was in the boat. When I had safely landed on the opposite

shore I fired twice a farewell, in conformity with the request of

the sheikh.

The river here, at present, was studded with sand-banks, which

greatly facilitated the crossing ofmy camels and horses, although

between the sand-banks and the southwesterly shore there was
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a deep channel of considerable breadth. The locality where I

touched the southwestern bank of the river is called Gona, a name
identical with that of a place of great celebrity for its learning

and its schools in the countries of the Mohammedan Mandingoes

to the south. The sandy downs were lined with a fine belt of

trees. Three different paths lead over these downs into the inte-

rior, the most important being the track leading straight to Dore,

the chief place of the Province of Libtako, and joining, at a very

extensive lake or backwater, called Khal^bleb, the road leading

to the same place from Burre to the south of the island Ansongho,

lower down the river. At present a broad swampy lowland

spread out'between the downs and the brink of the river.

The chief of my companions, A'hmed el Wadawi, being once

more called beyond the river into the presence of the sheikh, we
did not leave this place till a late hour in the afternoon, keeping

along the low swampy shore. After a while an open branch ap-

proached us from the river on our left, forming an island of the

name of Berta. Here an animated scene presented itself to our

eyes. An immense female hippopotamus was driving her calf

before her and protecting it from behind, her body half out of

the water, while a great number of "agamba" and "zangway,"
crocodiles and alligators, were basking in the sun on the low
sand-banks, and glided into the water with great celerity at the

noise of our approach. •

Here the swampy shore presented some cultivation of rice,

while on the opposite side the river was bounded by the rocky

cliffs of Tin-sh^ran ; but the sandy beach, which a week previous-

ly had been animated by the numerous encampments of the Ga-

b<3ro, was now desolate and deserted, and we continued our march
in order to find out their new camping-ground.

While ascending a spur of rising ground called Giindam, a

fierce poisonous snake made a spring at my mounted servant,

who was close behind me, but was killed by the men who fortu-

nately followed him at a short distance. It was about four feet

and a half long, and its body did not exceed an inch and a half

in diameter.

Having then kept along the slope for a little more than a mile,

we again descended into the grassy plain, and reached a consider-

able creek, forming a series of rapids gushing over a low ledge of

rocks, and encompassing the island of Bomu-Gungu, where the

Ga-b^ro were at present encamped. The creek being too consid-
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erable to allow of our crossing it with all our effects we encamp-

ed between it and the swamp, in a locality called Juna-baria; and

I here distributed among my companions the articles which I had

promised them.

The river at this point was frequented by several hippopotami,

one of which, in its pursuit of good pasturage in the dusk of the

evening, left the shore far behind it, and was pursued by my com-

panions, who fired at it, without, however, hurting it or prevent-

ing its reaching the water.

Monday, July 10th. It was a beautiful morning ; and while the

Wadawi crossed over to the island in order to fetch a supply of

rice, I had sufficient leisure to look around me. The shore on

this side presented little of interest, and was only scantily adorned

with trees, but the island was richly clothed with vegetation.

The only interesting feature in the scenery was the opposite

shore, with the imposing cliffs of Bornu, where we had been en-

camped some time before. When at length we started, we were

soon obliged to leave the shore in order to avoid an extensive

swamp, and approached the hills, at the foot of which we had to

cross a small creek, which during a great part of the year forms

the border ofthe river itself, and then continued along the downs.

Numbers ofpeople, who had their temporary abode in the swampy
plain, came to pay me their compliments.

These people are called Ga-bibi, a name which is said to have

reference to their black tents, which distinguish them from the

matting dwellings of the Ga-bero. I was here not a little surprised

at the swarms of locusts which the wind drove into our faces, and

which certainly indicated our approach to more fertile regions.

Proceeding in this manner, we reached a fine camping-ground in

an opening of the slope of the downs, through which a path led

to the interior, thus giving to the herds of cattle access to the riv-

er, and therefore called Duniyame, " the watering-place of the cat-

tle." A fine hajilij afforded a cool shade, the vegetation in gen-

eral consisting only of fernan, retem, and bu-re'kkeba, and we at

once decided to halt here, in order to await our guide, Hamma-
Hamma, one of the Ga-bero, who had gone to visit his family,

but had promised to rejoin us at this spot. The situation of our

camping-ground afforded us an interesting prospect over the val-

ley, and numbers of the inhabitants of the neighboring hamlets

and camps visited us in the course of the evening, and even sup-

plied us with a tolerable provision of milk late at night.

Yol. III.—I I
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Tuesday, July 11th. The guide who was to accompany us as far

as Say not having arrived, I had great difficulty in inducing my
companions to set off without him ; and we started at an early

hour, keeping along the sandy downs, which a little farther on

became adorned with the rich bush called "ind&ren" or "kol-

koli," while ledges of rock obstructed the river. Gradually the

downs decreased in height, and the melancholy-looking fernan

succeeded to the fresh ind^rren, but its place was supplied for a

while by the richer taborak. The locality was called Alakke,

and farther on, D^rgimi ; but fixed settlements of any kind are

at present looked for in vain in these districts. In A'ussa, how-

ever, on the northeastern side of the river, we left, first, a hamlet

called Dergonne, and farther on a place called A'ghador. which,

as the name indicates, must have been formerly a walled place.

West from Dergonne is probably the halting-place Shinjeri, and

A'ghador is most likely identical with a place called Eben-efo-

ghan, said to be hereabouts. The opposite bank, gradually slop-

ing down and being clad with large trees, bore the appearance of

a pleasant, cultivable country, while the shore on this side the

river likewise improved
;
altogether it seemed as if we had left

the desert far behind us. I am not sure how the country here is

called ; but I think that the district called A'zawagh may reach

down to the eastern border of the river. The Niger was for a

moment entirely free from rocks, forming a magnificent open

sheet of water, but farther on it again became obstructed by iso-

lated cliffs.

Meanwhile, as we pursued our march steadily onward, at a

short distance from the bank, in a S.S.E. direction, the K£l e
?

Suki, Mohammed e' Telmudi, entertained me, from the back of

his tall m£hari, with a description of the power of the Tarki chief,

El Khadir, the southern verge of whose territory we had passed

on our outward journey, and now again turned round the north-

ern side of it. The chief, at this time, was encamped about three

days from here, toward the west, collecting, as we are told, an ex-

pedition against the principality of Hombori, the governor of

which claims dominion over the whole district. There are even
here several settlements of Fulbe, a troop of whom we fell in

with, and recognized in them young noble people, who in their

countenances bore evident traces of a pure descent. Their idiom

was closely related to the dialect of Masina. During the spring,

however, the T&rki chief generally frequents the banks of the

river, which then afford the richest pnsturage.
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Gradually the green shore widened, and formed a swampy
ground of more than half a mile in breadth, adorned by a line of

trees which, during the inundation, likewise becomes annually

submerged by the water. The valley is bordered on this side

by steep banks of considerable elevation. As soon as I became

aware of the swampy character of the plain, which greatly retard-

ed the progress of my fcamels, I endeavored to strike across the

swampy ground, and to reach the firm bank again, but had con-

siderable difficulty in doing so.

The bank was adorned by a growth of the finest trees, which

gave to the river scenery a peculiar character, and invited us to

halt during the hot hours of the day. We therefore encamped

opposite Tongi, a hamlet lying on a low swampy island, separated

from us by a considerable open creek, and ruled over by a man
of the name of Salah, who was a brother of Hamma-Hamma, the

very man who was to serve us as a guide, but who had broken

his word. The people, who seemed to be called Dekiten, behaved

very hospitably, sending us immediately upon our arrival cows7

and goats' milk as a refreshment, and giving us, in the course of

the afternoon, a bullock for our farther entertainment. I have

already mentioned, I think, on a former occasion, how cruelly the

inhabitants of these regions treat oxen which have been destined

for slaughter, although in general they are rather mildly disposed

toward animals. In conformity with their barbarous custom, my
companions broke the hind legs of the animal which had been

given us as a present, and allowed it to drag itself about in this

state until they found it convenient to slaughter it.

While detained here the remainder of the day, I had the pleas-

ure of meeting, among the people who crossed over to us from

the island, an old man who had a very lively remembrance of

Mungo Park, and who gave me an accurate description of his

tall, commanding figure, and his large boat. He related, besides,

the manner in which the Tawarek of the tribe of the I'de-Musa,

the name of whose present chief , is El Getdga, attacked that mys-
terious voyager near Ansongho, where the river is hemmed in

by rapids, but without being able to inflict any harm upon him,

while the intrepid Scotchman shot one of his pursuers, and caused

two to be drowned in the river.

It was altogether a fine camping-ground, the talha and siwak

being thickly interwoven with creeping plants ; but a heavy thun-

der-storm, accompanied with rain, which lasted almost the whole
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of the night, rendered us rather uncomfortable. Besides this cir-

cumstance, the fact that the people of the sheikh could only with

difficulty be induced to forego the companionship of our guide,

lost us here the best half of the day. But I collected a good deal

of valuable information, especially with regard to the chief settle-

ments of the independent Songhay, as the famous towns of Dar-

gol, T£ra, and Kulman, situated between the river and our for-

mer route through Yagha and Libtako, which I shall give in the

Appendix*
At length I succeeded, at a rather late hour in the afternoon,

in stirring up my companions, and, leading the way, we crossed

from this advanced headland a swampy creek which separated us

from the main, and then kept along the rising ground, which was

richly clad with vegetation, and from time to time formed recesses,

as the one called Tennel, the river being now more open. But

farther on it became obstructed by cliffs and rocks, till at length,

after a march of about seven miles, the river, which here formed

a fine bend, assuming a southeasterly direction, exhibited an open,

undivided sheet of water, and on this account forms the general

place of embarkation, called A'dar-andurren, properly " the small

branch," meaning evidently here a narrowing of the river; for

people going from Kulman to this part of A'ussa generally cross

here. A little higher up there is a hamlet called Tabaliat, inhab-

ited by sherffs, with a chief named Mohammed. Just at that mo-

ment some people were crossing over, but, when we horsemen

hurried in advance, they immediately took to flight with their

boats, leaving behind them some slaves, and four or five pack-

oxen, and all our shouting was not able to convince these native

travelers of our peaceable intentions. Here, owing to a small

creek which rims closely at the foot of the hills, we were obliged

to ascend the rising ground, and, rather against the advice of our

more prudent K6L e' Suki guide, encamped on the heights, which

were clad with rich herbage, but covered with great quantities of

the feathery bristle. This spot afforded a commanding view over

the surrounding country, but on this very account appeared less

secure for a small party
;
and, notwithstanding the elevation, the

camping-ground was greatly infested by musquitoes, which almost

drove our camels to distraction, and troubled our own night's rest

not a little.

But the view which I here enjoyed over the northern end of

* See Appendix XV.
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the island, round which the river divided into four branches, was
highly interesting to me, as being one of the places along the

river best known to the natives as scenes where that heroic voy-

ager from the north had to struggle with nature as well as with

hostile men. Our fires having given to those poor lads who had

been left behind by their frightened masters an opportunity of

discovering what kind of people we were, they took courage and

came to us, when we learned that they were Kel e' Suk, who had

paid a visit to Kulman, and were now returning home. They
also informed us that the crocodiles had devoured one of the pack-

oxen upon their attempting to swim them across the river.

Thursday, July ISth. Breaking up our encampment at an early

hour, we descended, when the branch nearest to us again assumed

an open character tolerably free from rocks; but after a short

time we were again forced by a ridge of sandstone, about twenty

feet high, which here formed the bank of the river, to ascend the

higher ground. We thus obtained a clearer prospect over the

whole valley, which at this spot attains a breadth of from four to

six miles, the ground being open, and the view only for a short

time shut in by a dense grove of gerredh and talha trees.

Farther on the river afforded a very wild spectacle, a sketch of

which is represented in the plate opposite. In the distance be-

fore us the iron gates of Akarambay became visible, bordered by
the high sandy downs of Tidejititen ; a grand mass of rock, like

an immense artificial wall, with a strong northerly dip, started up
from the creek ; and from the extensive grassy island ofAnsongho
similar masses appeared, which rose to an elevation of from sev-

enty to eighty feet. Gradually the shore became more stony and
barren, forming a plain called Erarar-n-tdsawel by the Tawarek,

and Farri by the Songhay. We passed a deserted hamlet which
had formerly been inhabited by the I'de-Musa, and here the river

again approached nearer on our left, but after a short time it again

receded and became obstructed by ledges of rocks, especially at

the place called Tazori, where an uninterrupted ridge of cliffs

breaks through the surface of the water.. Even at this season of

the year it leaves a small channel beyond the grassy shore, which

evidently connects the open water above and below the rapids.

About 1500 yards below this ledge, in a southeasterly direction,

we reached the iron gates of Akarambay, where the river, or at

least this westerly branch of it, is forced through between two con-

siderable masses of rock, at present from thirty-five to forty feet
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high, and about as many yards distant from each other. On the

right the sandy downs rise to a considerable elevation opposite a

large hamlet, situated on the island Ansongho, and adorned with

dum palms.

Following a southeasterly direction, in a short time we reached

the place where the several branches into which the river had di-

vided at A'dar-andurren again join ; but being full of ledges and

rocks, at least in the present low state of the water, they exhibited

a wild and sombre aspect. The river, however, does not long re-

tain this character, and a little more than half a mile below it

widens to a broad and tolerably open sheet of water, the shore,

which hitherto had been clothed only with the gloomy fernan, be-

ing now beautifully adorned with an isolated tamarind-tree, which

(together with the dum palms on the island of Ansongho) might

well serve as a landmark to people who would attempt to ascend

this river. But the hills, which ascended to a height of 300 feet,

approa6hed so closely the bank of the river that we were obliged

to ascend the steep slope, which was thickly clothed with fernan,

and, being torn by many small water-courses, scarcely afforded a

passage for the camels.

Descending from the slope, we reached the Teauwent, or place

of embarkation of Burre, a hamlet lying on the opposite shore,

but at present deserted, where the river forms only a single branch,

from 800 to 900 yards wide, and a little farther on about 1000,

and on the whole unobstructed, with the exception of a few rocks

near the shore. Having here passed a rocky cone, projecting into

the river, we encamped near a cluster of ant-hills, formed by and

adorned with the bushes of the Oapparis sodata ; but it was a very

inauspicious place, as the camels, not finding food enough in the

neighborhood, were, through the negligence of A'bbega, lost in

the evening, and it cost us the whole forenoon of the following day

to find them again. When we at length started, I was obliged to

yield to the wishes of my companions, who, in order to obtain

some supplies for their journey, were most anxious to halt near a

small farming village of a Pullo settler, Mohammed-Sidi, a distant

relation of Mohammed-Jebbo, who had settled here several years

before among Tawarek and Songhay ; and my friends, having

been informed that this -person was a pious and liberal man, felt

little inclination to forego such an opportunity of receiving a few

alms.

Having encamped on a high ground rising to considerable ele-
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vation, we had an extensive view over the river, which was here

again broken by rocky islets and intersected by ledges, so that,

seen from this distance, in several places it appeared almost lost.

Beyond, on the other shore, across this labyrinth of rapids and di-

vided creeks, filling a breadth of two to three miles, were seen the

two mountains of Ayola and Tikanaziten, where, in the time of

the chief Kawa, a bloody and decisive battle was fought between

the Dinnik and the Awelimmiden. Toward the south, on the

contrary, a fertile and well-cultivated plain, bordered by low hills,

where the crops of native millet were just shooting forth, stretch-

ed out, nothing but retem and fernan breaking the monotonous

level.

The hamlet of our host consisted of only six huts ; but the dis-

trict did not seem to be uninhabited, and in the course of the day

a considerable number of Fulbe and Songhay collected around us,

and troubled me greatly, begging me to impart my blessing to

them by laying my hand upon their head, or spitting into a hand-

ful of sand, and thus imbuing it with full efficacy for curing sick-

ness, or for other purposes. Even the river did not seem quite

destitute of life and animation, and the previous evening, while I

was enjoying the scenery, seated on the cliffs at some distance

from our camping-ground, two boats filled with natives passed by,

and procured me an interesting intermezzo.

Saturday, July Ibth. The good treatment that we received here

seemed to please my companions so much that they tried to de-

tain me another day by hiding one of their camels behind a bush

and pretending it was lost. "When at length I had found it, and

was on the point of setting out to pursue my journey, a very heavy
thunder-storm broke out

;
and, although I persisted in proceeding,

the rain became so violent that I was obliged to halt for fully an

hour near some bushes that protected us a little from the heavy
gale which accompanied the torrents of rain. Here, also, the riv-

er was obstructed by a great number of rocks, while the adjacent

grounds were partly cultivated, but only sparingly clad with trees,

till, after a march of a couple of miles, rich talha-trees and gerredh

began to appear; but even here groups of rocks cropped out from

the surface. Thus keeping along at some little distance from the

river, we encamped shortly after noon at the foot of a sandy em-

inence, and were very glad when we were enabled to dry our wet
clothes and recruit our strength with a dish of mohamsa.

Having ascended the rising ground in order to obtain a view
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of the mountains on the opposite shore, I went down to the river

and enjoyed the wild scenery of the rapids, which here also ob-

structed its course, forcing this westerly branch to a velocity of

perhaps six miles an hour, intersected by flat cliffs, which at pres-

ent were only a few feet out of the water. A fine belt of trees

lined the bank at a short distance from the edge of the river, the

islands also being clad with rich vegetation, and, altogether, the

locality seemed to me worthy of a slight sketch, which has been

represented in the plate opposite. I had hitherto looked in vain

all along the shore for traces of the elephant, but I discovered that

this part is visited by them in great numbers. The place is called

Tiborawen. Having indulged in quiet repose for several hours,

we were joined by our companions, who, seeing that I was not to

be detained by their tergiversations, were anxious to come up

with us.

Sunday, July 16th. Keeping a short distance from the river,

first in a more winding, and then in a southwesterly direction, we
entered, after a march of three miles, more undulating and fresher

pasture-grounds; but stony ground soon began to prevail, al-

though without entirely excluding vegetation. Here, before we
reached the cape called Immanan, meaning the fish-cape, the sevi

eral branches of the river united, while a grassy lowland was at-

tached to the higher bank which bounds the river during the pe-

riod of its inundation. This fresh grassy tract, full of herbage

and trees, was a while interrupted by the high ground attached

to the cape ; but as soon as we had left the naked hills behind us,

we descended into a lovely little valley or ravine, which in a

winding course led us to the beach of the river, which here

formed a magnificent reach ; but a little farther on, at a place

called Ekeziriden, it was broken by a ledge of rocks, which

stretched almost across its whole breadth, and, at this season at

least, made it totally unnavigable. A short distance beyond, a

second ledge set across the river, while a little farther on a rocky

islet, overgrown with rich vegetation, caused the stream to divide.

The bank itself now became stony, mica slate protruding every

where, and we ascended a small ridge, which formed a higher

cone at some distance on our right, while on our left it formed a

promontory jutting out into the river. The whole district is call-

ed Bating.

Having descended from this small ridge, we approached nearer

the river, which was here tolerably free from rocks, and then en-
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tered a dense but short tract of forest, full of the dung of the ele-

phant, and traces of the footsteps of the banga, or hippopotamus.

Here we had to cross several water-courses, at present dry, one of

which is called Galindu, and is said to be identical with the Bug-

goma, which we had crossed with so much difficulty before reach-

ing the town of A'ribmda. But rocky ground soon prevailed

again, and another promontory jutted out into the water, the riv-

er, which on the whole has here a southwesterly direction, being

once more broken by cliffs.

A little farther on we encamped opposite a hamlet called Wai-

gun, which was just building, while another one ofthe same name
was lying a little higher up the river. However, we derived no

advantage from the neighborhood of this little centre of life, for,

having no boat at our disposal, we were not able to communicate

with those people ourselves, and they, on their part, felt little in-

clination to make our acquaintance, as they could not expect that

we should be of much use to them, except in lightening their

stores. My companion, the K61 e' Suki, with shouts endeavored

to intimate to the people that their sovereign lord, Boz&i, was
himself present ; but this artifice did not succeed. The Fmelig-

gizen, or their slaves, who dominate both shores, are ill-famed on

account of their thievish propensities, and we protected ourselves

by firing a good many shots in the course of the night.

Monday, July 17th. Pursuing our course at an early hour, gen-

erally in a southwesterly direction, we reached, after a march of

about four miles, a fine* running stream, about twenty-five feet

broad and fifteen inches deep, traversing a beautifully fresh vale,

the slopes of which exhibited traces of several former encamp-

ments of the Tawarek. It joins the river at a spot where it forms

an open and unbroken sheet of water, and greatly contributes to

enhance the whole character of the scenery, although, about 1200
yards below, it was again broken by a ledge of rocks crossing al-

most the whole breadth of the river, but mostly covered by the

water, even at the present season. About 500 yards below this

ledge a small island lies in the midst of the river, occupied almost

entirely by a village called Katubu, consisting of about 200 snug-

looking huts, which were most pleasantly adorned by two beauti-

ful tamarind-trees. But the peace of the inhabitants appeared to

have been disturbed, as they had probably heard our firing during

the night, and were therefore on their guard. Five or six boats,

filled with men, lay around the island at various distances, most
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probably spying out our proceedings, although some of our party

thought that they were fishing.

We here left the beach for a while, and ascended the higher

ground, which rose to a greater height, cutting off a curve of the

shore. The river, farther on, was again broken by a ledge of

rocks, but so that a passage remained open on the side of A'ussa;

and shortly afterward the various branches joined, and formed a

fine noble reach. The country now became more hilly and bet-

ter wooded, being clad with retem, besides korna and hajily. Nu-

merous ponds of water were formed in the hollows, and antelopes

of various species, including that called "dadant," were observed.

Leaving then a path leading to a place called Takala, situated at

a distance of about fifty miles inland, in a southeasterly direc-

tion, we reached, about a quarter past ten o'clock, the highest

point of this undulating ground, from whence we obtained a view

over a wild and gloomy-looking forest region, behind which the

river disappeared, after having inclosed a well-wooded islafid call-

ed Sakken^wen.

From this higher ground we descended into a fine rich vale, the

vegetation ofwhich was distinguished by a few bususu, aghanat, or

tamarind-trees. Emerging from this richly-clad valley, we again

obtained a sight of the river—if river it can be called—for, seen

from hence, it looks almost like an archipelago or net-work of isl-

ands and rocky cliffs in the wildest confusion, the river foaming

along through these obstructed passages
;
for, just as it turns round

a cape, which juts far out to the N.N.W., and is continued under

water toward the opposite shore in a long reef of rocks, forming a

sort of semicircle, it is broken into several branches by a number
of islands, through which it makes its way, as well as it is able,

over cliffs and rocks, in such a manner that along this south-

westerly shore there is no idea of navigation even during the

highest state of the river, but on the A'ussa side it is more open,

and renders navigation possible, although even there caution is

evidently necessary. I have no doubt that this is one of the most

difficult passages of the river. The name of the cape is E'm-n-

fshib, or rather E'm-n-ashid, "the cape of the ass."

Having passed a place where the most westerly branch forms a

small waterfall of about eighteen inches elevation, foaming along

with great violence, we encamped on the slope of the green bank)

adorned with fine herbage and luxuriant hajily, in full view of

this wild scenery. I made a sketch of it from the highest ground
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near our halting-place, which is occupied by a small cemetery, the

locality having been formerly enlivened by a hamlet of the I'mel-

fggizen, of the name of Lebbezeya. This encampment was also

important to me, as I here had to take leave of our guide, Mo-

hammed K61 e' Suki, whom I had vainly endeavored to persuade

to accompany me as far as Say, although he would have had no

objection to have fulfilled his promise, if our other guide, Hamma-
Hamma, had not broken his word and staid behind, for, alone, he

was afraid to trust himself to the Fulbe. It was, moreover, his

intention to proceed from here on a visit to his friends the Udalen.

Convinced, therefore, of the justice of his arguments, I gave him

his present, although I missed him very much, as he was an in-

telligent man, and had given me some valuable information.

CHAPTEE LXXX.

DENSER POPULATION BEGINS.

Tuesday, July 18th. The beginning of our journey without a

guide was not very fortunate
;
for, having set out first from our en-

campment, endeavoring to cut off the great windings of the river,

with my camels and my three freed blacks, my companions, in

the dawn of the morning, lost the traces of my footsteps upon the

grassy undulating ground, and it was some time before they joined

me. The ground became at times stony, talha, gerredh, and other

spices of mimosas being the predominant trees ; and after a march

of eight miles, we had to ascend another ridge, clothed with thick

forest, where the kuka, or tedumt, the monkey-bread-tree, which

I had not seen for so long a time, was very common. This was
an almost certain sign of the locality having once been a centre of

human life, but at present only the traces of a former ksar, or

hamlet, were to be seen. Having then crossed a small "rek" or

"faire," that is to say, a barren, naked plain, we descended again,

while the desolate character of the country continued, and the

only signs of human life which we observed were the traces of

two men, with three head of cattle, probably robbers from the

other side of the river, who were returning to their haunts with

their booty. But gradually the country assumed a more cheerful

aspect, being clad with large trees, and exhibiting evident signs

offormer cultivation, while isolated masses ofrock were projecting

Vol. III.—K k
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here and there. The country altogether was so pleasant, that,

having met with a shallow pond of water in a trough-like cavity

of the grassy ground, we decided on encamping, for it was with

great difficulty that I was able to drag on my companions more

than fifteen miles a day at the utmost.

However, we had scarcely pitched our tents, when we became

aware that our camping-ground close beyond the belt of trees with

which it was girt was skirted by a small rivulet, which, although

full of rocks, was yet so deep that it afforded sufficient room for

crocodiles or alligators, and was not fordable here. It was a pity

that we had not a guide with us who might have given us some

clear information respecting the features of the country, for the

conjecture of my companions,* who fancied that this rivulet took

its rise to the south of Hombori, where it was called A'gel<5, was

quite absurd if it be correct that the Galmdu, which we had

crossed the preceding day, was really the lower course of the river

near A'ribmda; but it is very difficult to say how these courses

correspond, and nothing is more likely than that the same water-

course may join the Niger by several openings. As it was, we
had a long dispute as to the manner in which we should cross this

water, and the following morning we had to take a tedious round-

about way to get over it.

After a march of two miles from our starting-point we reached

a crossway. We followed the advice of the Wadawi, who, hav-

ing taken the lead at the moment, chose the path to our left,

though that on the right crosses the rivulet at this spot ; but in

the end it was perhaps as well that we did so, as otherwise we
should scarcely have been able to ford it. We therefore con-

tinued oar march after my companions had finished their prayers,

which, as we always set out at an early hour, they used to say on

the road. The open pasture-grounds were here broken by large

boulders of granite, while the rivulet, girt by fine large trees, ap-

proached on our right, or at least one branch of it, the river divid-

ing near its mouth into a delta of a great many smaller branches.

* Among my companions, the Hartani Mtfleki, who had visited the countries of

Mosi and Bambara, possessed some interesting information concerning unknown or

little known districts of these regions
;
but, unfortunately, he had something very un-

couth in his manner, which prevented my learning from him all that would have been

possible under other circumstances. This day I wrote down, from his information,

the name of the pagan tribe of the Ncnmer, who are settled between the Tombo
and Bambara, besides that of the Norma, who are chiefly settled in two places, one

of which is called Piira.
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We here changed our direction, keeping parallel along the shore

of the great river, where, on a rocky island, was situated the vil-

lage of Ayoru, or Airu, from whence a troop of about twenty peo-

ple were just proceeding toward their field-labors. Most of them

were tall, well-made men, almost naked, with the exception of a

white cap and a clean white cotton wrapper. Two or three of

them wore blue tobes. Their weapons consisted of a bow and ar-

rows or a spear, and their agricultural implements were limited to

a long-handled hoe of a peculiar shape, such as is called jerran by

the Arabs, and kambul by the Songhay. But, besides a weapon

and implement, each of them bore a small bowl, containing a large

round clod of pounded millet and a little curdled milk, which

they hospitably offered to us, although it constituted their whole

supply offood for the day. We rewarded them with a few needles

and by repeating the fat-ha, or opening prayer of the Kuran * It

was, moreover, very fortunate that we had met them just here,

as, if not directed by their information, we should scarcely have

been able to cross without accident these numerous creeks, some

of which were of an extremely boggy nature, and others obstruct-

ed by rocks, which caused us considerable delay ; for the princi-

pal branch or goru of the rivulet was not less than about thirty-

five yards broad and about two and a half feet in depth, with a

rocky bottom. Fine busiisu, or tamarind-trees, and wide-spread-

ing duwe, or fig-trees, adorned the delta, while a good deal of a

kind of grain called " adeldnka," or " donh^re," was cultivated in

the fields.

Having at length left this difficult delta of small rivulets behind

us, which may occasionally cause great trouble to a traveler, we
ascended sandy downs, and obtained from thence a view over the

whole valley, which here rather resembles a large well-timbered

faddama than a river, only a small open branch becoming visible,

not obstructed by rocks. The district exhibited a good deal of

cultivation, the fields of Ayoru extending for more than two miles,

and the low shore of the creek was adorned farther on by a rich

profusion of kenya, or tedumunt. The richly-wooded islands af-

forded a very pleasant sight, one of them being enlivened by a

great number of horses, which were left here to pasture, and the

shore formed one uninterrupted line of tamarind-trees. But the

navigation may be very difficult here, as from time to time the

river, or at least as much as we saw of it, became greatly obstruct-

* They informed ns that Kulman was six hours' distance from here.
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ed by rocks. It was pleasing to observe that we had at length

entered more hospitable regions, for a short time after we left be-

hind us the fields of Ayoru cultivated ground again succeeded,

and apparently very well kept.

Having then turned round a swampy gulf we ascended higher

ground, and now obtained a view of the remarkably wild scenerj-

of the river which attaches to the island of Kendaji and the rocky

cone Warba, which had been in sight all the morning, and en-

camped, at half-past eleven o'clock, on a rising ground at some

distance from the island. The river here presented a very wild

character, so that it almost seemed as if the navigation was inter-

rupted entirely. .Between the island of Kendaji and the rocky

cone there really does not appear to be any passage open, but be-

yond the island there are evidently two more branches, and, as

far as it can be seen from here, they are not nearly so much ob-

structed by rocks. The village seemed to be of considerable size,

the huts covering the whole surface of the island; but, at the

time of our arrival, not a living soul was to be seen, with the ex-

ception of an unfortunate man who was lamed by Guinea-worm,

all the healthy people having gone to the labors of the field.

But in the course of the afternoon the scenery became pleasantly

enlivened by the arrival of a numerous herd of cattle and a flock

of sheep, belonging to Fulbe settlers in the neighborhood, that

were brought here to be watered.

Gradually, also, the inhabitants of the village returned from

their labors, and began to give life to the scenery, crossing over

to their insulated domicile in small canoes. Others, in the com-

pany of their chief, came to pay us a visit. The latter was a man
of tall, stout figure, but of not very intelligent expression of coun-

tenance, and, as it appeared, not of a very liberal and hospitable

disposition, for he received the eloquent address of my noble

friend the Wadawi, who adduced all the claims which he and
his party had upon the chiefs hospitality, very coldly, answering

through the medium of a Pullo faki who had been staying here

for some time, and rather laying claim himself to a handsome

present than acknowledging the demands made upon him by my
companions for hospitable treatment. The most interesting fea-

ture about this petty chief was his name, which reminded one of

the more glorious times of the Songhay empire, for he called him-

self "Earma-E'rkezu-izze;" "farma" being, as I have said on a

former occasion, the princely title of a governor; "izze" means
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son, E'rkezu being the name of his father. It was also highly in-

teresting to me to observe that these Songhay, the inhabitants of

Kend&ji as well as those of Ay6ru, call themselves, in their native

language, Kado (in the singular) and Habe (in the plural form), a

name which the Fulbe have made use of to indicate, in general,

the Kohelan, or the native black population of all the regions

conquered by themselves ; and it seems almost as if the latter had

taken the name from this tribe.

Besides these Songhay, we also received a visit from a Tarki

gentleman of the name of Misakh, son of Elldkken, and nephew

of Slnnefel, the chief of the I'meliggizen of A'ribmda. These

people are on hostile terms with their brethren in A'ussa, where

the populous district Amara is situated, and thus, fortunately, un-

dermine their own strength, which is only employed in the way
of mischief, although they are still strong enough to lay heavy

contributions Upon the poor Songhay inhabitants of these distract-

ed shores. They had levied, the preceding year, a tribute of four

horses on the people of Kendaji, and a camel, together with a quan-

tity of corn, upon those of Ayoru. But although our guest, who
was accompanied by two or three followers, was a rather decent

young man, nevertheless the neighborhood of these Tawarek in-

spired us with just as little confidence as the behavior of our

friends the Songhay on the island, and we kept a good watch, fir-

ing the whole night. Nothing is more probable than that Park
had a serious quarrel with these islanders.

Fortunately, we were not disturbed ; and we set out from our

camping-ground at a very early hour, in order to make a good

day's journey, but we were first obliged to search about in the two
hamlets which lie opposite the island, and one at the very foot

of the rocky cone ofWarba, for the guide that had been promised

to us the preceding day. We had scarcely set out fairly on our

march when a heavy thunder-storm, rising in the southeast,

threatened us with a serious deluge, and obliged us to seek shel-

ter under some trees to the right of our path. We then unloaded

the camels, and endeavored to protect ourselves and the luggage,

as well as possible, with the skins and mattings ; but the storm

was confined to a very violent gale, which scattered the clouds,

so that only very little rain fell. Having thus lost almost two
hours ofthe best part of the day, we proceeded on our march, not

now digressing to the right and left, but following a broad, well-

trodden path, which led us through carefully cultivated corn-fields,
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shaded with fine hajilij. But soon the ground became more un-

dulating, and we followed a sort of backwater at some distance

from the principal branch of the river, and then crossed a cavity

or hollow where calcareous rock interrupted the granite. The
river also, in its present low state, laid bare a good many rocky

islets, and farther on divided into five branches, over which, from

the rising bank, we obtained an interesting view, with a cone, on

the A'ussa shore, toward the north. One of the islands was hand-

somely adorned with dum palms, while the shore was clothed with

a plant called "hekik."

This district appeared to be extremely fertile, and its populous

state, after the desolate region which we had traversed, seemed

the more remarkable ; for soon after, having passed a small ham-

let, we had on the opposite shore the considerable place Tornare,

and just beyond, on an island, another village called Fichile,

densely inhabited, and full of life and bustle. Scarcely had we
passed this busy place on our left when another hamlet appeared,

called Kochomere, and it was most gratifying to behold the river,

which, during the greater part of our journey, had seemed to roll

its mighty stream along without the least use being made of it,

covered with small canoes, which carried over to our shore num-
bers of people who were going to the labors of the field. The
bank itself also became here beautiful by a variety of luxuriant

trees, such as the k£wa, the dingi, the baure, the hajilij, and oth-

ers of various species, the hajilij, especially, exhibiting here a very

luxuriant and rich growth. A sort of shallow grassy creek sepa-

rated from the bank a low island, which, during the highest state

of the inundation, is under water.

Two miles beyond Tornare the character ofthe country changed,

and deep sandy soil, clothed with the herbage called rodam, and
destitute of trees, succeeded to the fine arable soil ; but after a march
of about a mile cultivation again appeared, and even extended

over the hilly chain which we ascended. We then passed a slave

village called Gandutan, belonging to the Tarki chief, Mohammed
el Amin, where numerous horses were seen grazing in the fields,

distinguished by the kind of herbage called by the Arabs el de-

b£di, in which my companions were delighted to recognize an old

friend of theirs, as growing also plentifully in the A'beras ofTim-

buktu. Crossing the plain, where we met several travelers, we
began to ascend the slope of a promontory called E'm-Alawen,
and soon reached the residence of the chief just mentioned, who
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is the head of one of the two divisions of the Eratafani. The vil-

lage consisted of 150 to 200 huts of matting, with a larger and a

smaller leathern tent in the centre ; but as it did not offer any cool

shade, being perched on the bare hot gravel overlying the rock,

we thought it very uninviting, and preferred descending the steep

eastern slope, upon the narrow slip of the low shore which stretch-

ed along the river, and which, being richly clothed with hajilij,

baure, and other trees, offered a very pleasant resting-place. We
were, however, not allowed to enjoy much repose, but were soon

visited by the whole male population of the village, Tawarek and

Songhay, full-grown men and children, who gathered round us

with great curiosity, but without entering into close conversation,

as they did not know what to make of me, and scrutinized sus-

piciously what my real character might be, my companions passing

me for a sherif.

Later in the afternoon, the chief himself, who had not been

present on our arrival, paid us a visit, and behaved in a very be-

coming manner, so that I made him a present of half a litham,

while I distributed a quantity of needles among his people. The
place was tolerably well supplied with provisions, and I bought a

good supply of butter and rice ; but milk was scarce, although I

succeeded in bartering a small quantity for some dates, of which
these people were extremely fond. A little below our encamp-

ment, on the low shore, there was a farm, and on the island near-

est the shore two small hamlets ; for the branch ofthe river, which
in general appears to be of considerable depth, was studded with

green islands, which stretched out lengthwise in two parallel rows,

being ofthe same height as the bank on which we were encamped,
and which at present formed a steep descent to the shores of the

river of about ten feet, rendering the watering of the horses very
difficult. It was only with the utmost exertion that we rescued

one of them which fell into the stream.

The whole district is said to be greatly infested by lions, and
we saw the remains of four horses which a single individual of
that species had torn to pieces the preceding day

;
but, notwith-

standing the strength and ferocity of this animal, I was assured

by all the inhabitants that the lion of this region, like that of

A'fr, has no mane, and that its outward appearance was altogeth-

er very unlike that beautiful skin upon which I used to lie down,
being the exuviae of an animal from Logone.

Friday, July 21st On our way hither the preceding day we had
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been overtaken, near the village of Gandutan, by a band of some

three or four Songhay people, who had rather a warlike and en-

terprising appearance, and were very well mounted. Having kept

close to us for some time, and spoken a great deal about my arms,

they had disappeared, but at a very early hour this morning,

while it was yet dark, and we were getting our luggage ready for

the day's march, they again appeared, and inspired my compan-

ions with some little fear as to their ulterior intentions. They

therefore induced the chief of the Eratafani to accompany us for

a while, with some of his people on horseback, as they were well

aware that the Songhay, who at present have almost entirely lost

their independence, can not undertake any enterprise without the

connivance of the Tawarek ; but as for myself, I was not quite

sure who were most to be feared, our protectors, or those vaga-

bonds ofwhom my companions were so much afraid; for, although

the chief himself seemed to be a respectable man, these people,

who are of a mixed race of Tawarek and Songhay, do not appear

to be very trustworthy, and I should advise any traveler in this

region to be more on his guard against them than against the

true Tawarek. But, under the present circumstances, when they

accompanied us on the road, I thought it better to tell them plain-

ly who I was, although my companions had endeavored to keep

them in the dark respecting my real character. They had taken

me for a Ghadamsi merchant, who wanted to pass through their

territory without making them a suitable present. After I had

made this confession they became much more cheerful and open-

hearted, and we parted the best of friends. The cunning Wada-
wi-also contributed toward establishing with them a more intimate

relation by bartering his little pony for one of their mares. Noth-

ing renders people in these countries so communicative, and, at

the same time, allays their suspicions so much, as a little trading.

Having separated from our friends, and made our way with

some difficulty through a tract of country partly inundated, we at

length fell in with a well-trodden path, where on our right a low

hilly chain approached. Here a little dum bush began to appear,

and farther on monkey-bread-trees adorned the landscape ; but

the river, after having approached for a short time with its wide

valley, retired to such a distance that, not having provided a sup-

ply of water, we began to suffer from thirst. I therefore rode in

advance, and chose a place for a short halt during the midday

heat, where a sort of faddama, which during the highest state of
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the inundation forms a considerable open sheet of water round an

island thickly clad with dum palms, indents the rising bank of

the river, offering, even at the present time, a handsome tank of

clear water. The surrounding slope was adorned with a fine

grove of dum palms, and, protected by the shade of some rich

hajilij, produced a great profusion of succulent herbage.

Having rested in this pleasant spot for a couple of hours, we
pursued our march along this green hollow, at present half dried

up, and feeding also a good many tamarind-trees, and after a

march of about half a mile reached the spot where this shallow

branch joins a considerable open arm of the river, which here is

tolerably free from rocks. A little below, it is compressed be-

tween rocky masses projecting from either bank, intersecting the

whole branch, so that only a narrow passage is left, inclosed as it

were by a pair of iron gates formed by nature. Yet the naviga-

tion was not obstructed even at the present season, as a boat about

thirty-five feet long, and rowed by six men, which went quickly

past us, evidently proved. The path was lined with mushrooms,

called by my companions tobl e nddri.

This branch of the river presented a very different aspect when,

after having ascended a rising ground, we had cut off a bend or

elbow of the river, for here it formed a kind of rapid, over which

the water foamed along, and from the circumstance of the boat

having followed another branch, this locality did not seem to be

passable at present. The low shores, which are annually inun-

dated, and even now left swampy ground between us and the

river, were cultivated with rice ; the higher ground, rising above

the reach of the inundation, bordered by a belt of damankadda

and thorny bushes, was reserved for millet ; and beyond, the whole

valley, which is here very broad, is bordered by a mountainous

chain. The rocky nature of the river was farther demonstrated

by a remarkable group of rocks rising from an island a little

farther on, and affording a very conspicuous landmark
;
but, in

general, this part of its course seems to be free from cliffs.

We had long strained our eyes in vain in order to obtain a sight

of the large town of Sinder, which we knew to be situated on an

island, till at length, from a hilly chain which here borders the

river, we obtained a fair sight of the whole breadth of the valley,

and were able to distinguish an extensive range of huts spreading

over one or two islands in the river. Here, therefore, we encamp-

ed at the side of a few huts, although it would have been more
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prudent, as we afterward found, to have chosen our encampment

a little lower down the river, where a channel leads straight to

the island of Sinder, with which we wanted to open communica-

tion
;
while, from the spot where we actually encamped, another

considerable island town, called Garu, lies in front of it.

The whole valley, which is probably not less than from six to

eight miles broad, and is studded with extensive islands, is very

fertile, and tolerably well inhabited. The two towns together,

Garu and Sinder, according to the little I saw of them, did not

seem to contain less than from 16,000 to 18,000 inhabitants, and

are of the utmost importance to Europeans in any attempt to nav-

igate the upper part of the river, as they must here prepare to en-

counter great difficulties with the natives, and at the same time

ought here to provide themselves with corn sufficient to carry

them almost to Timbuktu ; for Sinder, which in some respects

still acknowledges the authority of the Governor of Say, is also

the market for all the corn used in this district. A large quantity

of millet can at any time be readily obtained here, and during my
journey was even exported in large quantities to supply the wants

of the whole of the provinces of Zab^rma and Ddndina. Notwith-

standing this great demand, the price was very low, and I barter-

ed half a suniye of dukhn, equal to about two hundred pounds'

weight, for a piece of black cloth, feruwal, or zenne, which I had

purchased in Gando for 1050 shells, a very low price indeed, not

only when we take into account the state of things in Europe, but

even when we consider the condition of the other countries of

Negroland. I was also fortunate enough to barter the eighth

part of a lump of rock-salt from Taod^nni for eight dr
f

a of shash

or muslin ; but as for rice, it is difficult to be got here, at least in

a prepared state, although rice in the husk, or kokesh, is in abun-

dance.

A great many people visited me, and altogether behaved very

friendly. In this little suburb where we had encamped, there was

staying a very clever faki, belonging originally to the Ga-bdro, and

called Mohammed Saleh. To my great astonishment, I became

aware that this man was acquainted with my whole story
;
and,

upon inquiring how he had obtained his information, I learned

that a pilgrim, named Mohammed Fadhl, a native of the distant

country of Fiita, who, being engaged in a pilgrimage, had under-

taken the journey from Timbuktu along the river in a boat, had

acquainted the people with all my proceedings in that place.
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This faki also informed us of the present state of Hausa. He told

us that Daud, the rebellious prince of Zerma, or Zabdrma, after

his whole army had been cut to pieces by A'bu el Hassan, had

made his escape to Yelu, the capital of D6ndina, where the rebels

were still keeping their ground. Meanwhile Aliyu, the Emir el

Mumenin, had arrived before Argungo, but, in consequence of

his own unwarlike character, and a dispute with Khalilu, to whom
that part of Kebbi belongs, he retraced his steps, without achiev-

ing any thing worthy of notice. But I learned that, owing to the

revolt continuing, the Dendi were still in open rebellion, and that,

in consequence, the road from Tamkala to Fogha was as unsafe as

ever, although part of the Mauri had again returned to their alle-

giance.

I should have liked very much to visit the town of Smder, but,

not feeling well, and for other reasons, I thought it more prudent

to remain where I was
;

for, besides the fact that the governor

himself is only in a certain degree dependent on the ruler of Say,

there were here a good many Tawarek roving about, which ren-

dered it not advisable for me to separate from my luggage ; I

therefore gave a small present to my companions, which they were

to offer to the governor in my name. In consequence of this they

were well received, and the governor himself came to meet them
half way between the towns of Smder and Graru, and behaved

very friendly to them.

Sunday, July 23d After a rainy night, we left this rich and
populous district in order to pursue our journey to Say. Keep-
ing close along the bank of the river, our attention was soon at-

tracted by some young palm bushes covered with fruit, which
caused a long dispute between my people and the followers of the

sheikh, part of them asserting that it was the oil palm, while oth-

ers affirmed it to be the date palm. This latter opinion appeared
the correct one, considering that the oil palm does not grow at

any distance from salt water; for on our whole journey through
the interior we had only met with it in the valley of Fogha, which
contains a great quantity of salt. This opinion was confirmed by
farther observation, when we discovered the male and female

seeds, which wanted nothing but the civilizing influence of man
in order to produce good fruit. Without an artificial alliance of

the male and female, the fruit remains in a wild and embryo-like

state. Thus keeping along the shore, we passed several islands

in the river, first Juntu, and at a short distance from it Bisse-
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gungu; farther on, Koma and Bossa, adorned with a fine growth

of trees ; and about five miles from our halting-place, after we had

passed a small hilly chain called Mari, the island of Ndni, which

is likewise richly timbered. This island is remarkable on account

of its being the birth-place of the great Songhay conqueror, Haj

Mohammed A'skia, or Sikkia.

Our march was the more interesting, as we were so fortunate as

to be accompanied by the faki, Mohammed Saleh, whose acquaint-

ance I had made during my stay near Gam. He was very com-

municative and social, and I regretted that I was not allowed to

traverse in his company the whole territory of the independent

Songhay in various directions. He dwelt particularly on the dis-

tinguishing character of Dargol, the principal seat of the free Son-

ghay, especially the Koi-z£, with the remains of the royal family

of the Sikkia, of which several princes were still living.

My companion also informed me of the attack which the na-

tives of Grurma, under the command of their chief, Wentmne, in

conjunction with the Songhay, had made a short time previously

upon the emir of the Torode, or Torobe. He likewise gave me
an account of the extensive dominion of Daud, the grandfather

of
fOmar, the present chief of the Eratafan, who succeeded in found-

ing a large kingdom, when he was murdered by a rival nephew,

and all his power was annihilated.

Our sociable and well-informed companion now left us. A lit-

tle lower down the river, on the opposite bank, are the villages

of Tilla-bdra and Tilla-kaina, which are governed by 'Othman, a
relation ofMohammed Tondo. The whole country is undulating,

covered with rank grass, and adorned with hajily, and altogether

left a pleasing impression ; while here and there, cultivated ground,

with crops shooting up to the height of from two to four feet,

gave some variety to the landscape. A little farther on, large

monkey-bread-trees appeared ; and beyond that, besides talha of

a rather luxuriant growth, kalgo also became plentiful. The riv-

er was at some distance from the path, so that we encamped a lit-

tle after noon in the midst of the forest, near a swampy pond full

of herbage and musquitoes, and surrounded with large, luxuriant

monkey-bread-trees and fine sycamores. I felt here extremely

feverish, and was obliged to take a good dose of medicine.

Monday, July 24t(h. Having been detained by a heavy thunder-

storm, we at length started, traversing a dense forest full of mon-
key-bread-trees, and extending about two miles. We then turned
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round a large swampy inlet, when a hilly chain approached on

our right, and" the shore of the river was clad with a rich bush

called yeu by my companions.

About two miles beyond, we reached a hamlet called A'zemay,

spreading out on a hill, and encamped a short distance beyond,

toward the southeast. The village is inhabited by Tawarek of the

tribe of the Eratafan, who have exchanged their nomadic habits

for those of settlers, but without giving up their character or lan-

guage. A few K£l e' Suk live among them ; but nearly half the

population of the village consists of Fulbe, of the tribe of the Zo-

ghoran, this settlement presenting the remarkable instance of a

peaceful amalgamation of these two tribes. But the Eratafan, as

I have stated above, have lost their former power, although under

the dominion ofDaud they held all the towns as far as Say under

their sway. Notwithstanding their diminished power, they ap-

peared to be well off, for not only were they dressed decently, but

they also treated us hospitably with excellent fura, the favorite

Hausa dish of sour milk with pounded millet ; and in the even-

ing they sent a great quantity of pudding and milk, and a young
heifer.

I here provided myself with a supply of corn, as I had been

given to understand that it fetches a high price in the market of

Say. I found that the price already far exceeded that of Smder,

one feruwal of Gando buying only twenty-three k<51 of millet ; but

my camels were extremely weak, and one had died the preceding

night, so that I was not able to carry with me a greater supply.

As for rice, none was to be had, and no cultivation of this grain

was to be seen, although it might be supposed to succeed here,

the river being wide, and forming a large island called Delluwd
Tuesday, July 25ih. The good treatment of the people of A'ze-

may made my companions rather unwilling to leave this place so

soon, and a farther delay was caused by their bartering. When
at length we set out on our march, we had to make a considerable

detour, in order to avoid the lower course of a rivulet, which is

here not passable. Our path lay through cornfields till we reached

the village of Kasanni, consisting of two groups, one of which was

surrounded by a keffi, or stockade, and inhabited by Fulbe ; the

other was merely a slave hamlet. Eich cornfields, shaded by fine

trees and broken by projecting rocks, extended on all sides. Close

beyond this hamlet we crossed a little rivulet called T^derimt by
the Tawarek, which in this spot, although only twenty-one feet
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wide and a fooft in depth, caused us a short delay, owing to its

banks rising to the height of about ten feet. But, inconsiderable

as was the size of the river, it became important to me, as in cross-

ing it my ear was greeted for the first time by the usual Hausa

salute, which I had not heard for so long a time, and which trans-

ported me once more into a region for which I had contracted a

great predilection, and which, among all the tracts that I had vis-

ited in Negroland, I had found the most agreeable for a foreigner

to reside in.

We then continued our march through the district of Grote, which

is chiefly adorned with the monkey-bread-tree, till we reached a

small village called Bose, which is inhabited by the tribe of the

Koi-zd, or Koizaten (who came originally from Damgot). It con-

sisted entirely of the kind of huts which are usual in Hausa, and

manifested that we had left the Songhay architecture behind us.

But, although it possesses a small mosque, most of the inhabitants,

together with the head man himself, are idolaters. Here we were

hospitably treated with a bowl of ghussub-water, while I had to

give the people my blessing in return. Two miles and a half be-

yond Bose lies the village of Hendobo, on a small branch of the

river. We encamped a short distance from it, in the shade of a

luxuriant duw£, on a ground rising slightly from the swampy
plain opposite the island Barma-gungu, which is situated a little

farther in the midst of the river, which here, from 1ST. 20° W. to

S. 20° E., changes its course to a direction from N. 20° E. to S.

20° W.
The island is adorned with dum palms, and is the residence of

the chief of the Kortita, or Kort<Sbe, whose real name is Sliman,

or Soliman G£ro Kiise-izze, the son of Kuse, but who is generally

known in the district under the name of Soliman Sildi. My com-

panions, who were very anxious not to neglect any great men of

the country, had determined to pay this chief a visit, in order to

try to obtain a present from him. But the eloquent Wadawi and

his companions did not appear to have succeeded with these isl-

anders, for they returned with rather dejected spirits from their

visit to the chief, who showed us not the slightest mark of hospi-

tality. But from another quarter I myself, at least, was well

treated, for the inhabitants of a small island in the river brought

me a plentiful supper in the evening, consisting of prepared mil-

let, a couple of fowls, and some milk.

Wednesday, July 26th. Traversing the swampy ground, after a
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march of half a mile we reached again the direct path, keeping at

some distance from the bank of the river, which, although divided

into several branches, exhibited a charming spectacle in the rising

sun. Cultivated ground and wilderness alternated, and the mon-

key-bread-tree appeared in great abundance ; but farther on the

duw6 and kenya began to prevail ; the islands in the river also,

as Nasile and Ler, being richly clad with vegetation.

However, the district did not seem to be very populous, and

the only village which we passed on the main was Sh^re, sur-

rounded by a stockade, where we endeavored, in vain, to obtain a

little milk. We left, at a distance of several miles to the west,

the town of Larba, which, as I have mentioned on my outward

journey, is inhabited by a warlike set of people greatly feared by
their neighbors ; but at present we heard that the ruler of that

town, of the name of Bito, had lately returned from Say, to whose

governor, A'bu Bakr, he was said to have made his submission,

although it is probable that his only intention had been to keep

free that side, in order to be undisturbed in his proceedings against

the chief of the Torode, or Torobe.

Altogether the region presented a very interesting feature, when,

close behind the village of Garbeguru, we reached the River Sir-

ba, with which, in its upper course, we had first made acquaint-

ance at Bose-bango, but which here had a very different charac-

ter, rushing along, in a knee-like bend, from southwest to north-

east, over a bed of rocks from sixty to seventy yards across, and

leaving the impression that at the time when it is full of water it

is scarcely passable. But at present we found no difficulty in

crossing it, the water being only a foot deep. Nevertheless, the

Sirba is of great importance in these regions, and we can well un-

derstand how Bello could call it the 'All Baba of the small rivers.

Ascending then the opposite bank of this stream, we obtained a

view of a hilly chain ahead of us, but the country which we had
to traverse was at present desolate, although in former times the

cornfields of the important island town Koirwa spread out here.

However, we had a long delay, caused by another of our camels'

being knocked up, so that we were obliged to leave.it behind ; an

unfortunate circumstance, which afforded a fresh proof of the use-

lessness of the camels of the desert tract ofA'zawad for a journey

along the banks of the river.

The country improved greatly after we had crossed a small

hilly chain which approached on the right, but it did not exhibit
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any traces of cultivation, the inhabitants having taken refuge on
the other side of the river. We also passed here a pretty little

rivulet of middle size, girt by fine trees, and encamped close be-

yond the ruins of a village called Namaro, opposite the village of

Kuttukole, situated on an island in the river. The place was ex-

tremely rich in herbage, but greatly infested by ants, and, in con-

sequence, full of ant-hills ; but we only passed here the hot hours

of the day, in order to give our animals some rest, and then set

out again just as a thunder-storm was gathering in A'ussa, on the

opposite side of the river.

The sheet of water is here broad and open, forming an island,

and does not exhibit the least traces of rocks. The shore was
richly clad with vegetation, and a little farther on seemed even to

be frequented by a good many people, but they did not inspire us

with much confidence. Meanwhile, the thunderstorm threaten-

ing to cross over from the other side of tfie river and reach us, we
hastened onward, and encamped on the low and grassy shore, oppo-

site a small village called Wantila, situated on an island full of tall

dum palms, which, however, at. present, was only separated from

the main by a narrow swampy creek. However, we had a sleep-

less night, the district being greatly infested by the people of Lar-

ba. The governor of this place, as we now learned, was then

staying in the town of Karma, which we had just passed, and

from whence proceeded a noise of warlike din and drumming

which continued the whole night.

At an early hour, therefore, the next morning we set out, keep-

ing at a short distance along the river, the ground presenting no

signs of cultivation, while the steep slope on the opposite bank

almost assumed the character of a mountain chain, the highest

group being from 800 to 1000 feet in height, and called Bingawi

by our guide, while he gave to the succeeding one the name of

Wagata ; the most distant part of the chain he called Bubo. At
the foot of this ridge lies the village of Tagabata, which we passed

a little farther on.

Enjoying the varied character of the scenery we continued our

march rather slowly, an ass which my companions had bartered

on the road lagging behind and causing us some delay, when we

entered a dense underwood of thorny trees which entirely hem-

med in our view, while on our right a hilly chain approached,

called from a neighboring village Senud6bu, exactly like the

French settlement on the Faldm£ in the far west.
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Proceeding thus onward, we suddenly observed that the covert

in front of us was full of armed men. As soon as they became

aware that we had observed them, they advanced toward us with

the most hostile gesticulations, swinging their spears and fitting

their arrows to their bows, and we were just going to fire upon

them, when we observed among them my servant, the Gatroni,

whom a short time before I had sent to fetch some water from the

river. ' This fortunate circumstance suddenly arrested our hostile

intentions and led to a peaceable understanding. We were then

informed that, obtaining a sight of us from a hill while we were

still at a distance, and seeing six armed horsemen, they had taken

us for a hostile host, and had armed themselves ; and it was very

fortunate for my servant with whom they first met, as well as for

ourselves, that one of them understood a little Hausa, and was

able to make out from his description the nature of our undertak-

ing. But for this, we should perhaps have been overwhelmed by

numbers. The first troop consisted of upward of 100 men, all

armed with bow and spear, and round black shields, many of

them wearing a battle-axe besides ; and smaller detachments were

posted at short intervals up to the very outskirts of their village.

They consisted of both Songhay and Fulbe, and the greater part

wore nothing but leathern aprons. They wanted us to accom-

pany them to their village, but we did not feel sufficient confidence

in them to do so, and we were glad when we got rid of them. On
this occasion I had another proof of the warlike character of my
Arab companion.

fAK el A'geren, who, as long as there was any
danger, kept at a respectful distance behind the camels, but, as

soon as he saw that all was over, he rushed out his little pony in

the most furious manner, and threatened to put to death the whole

body of men, so that I had great difficulty in appeasing him.

Probably, if we had had a serious encounter, he would have turn-

ed his horse's head, and I should never have seen him again.

When we continued our march, we were gratified to see a wide

extent of ground covered with fine cotton plantations ; on our left,

where the river again approached, much kharrwa, or berkmde, ap-

peared. Farther on, fields of millet succeeded to the cotton plant-

ations, and the cultivation now continued without interruption,

extending to the slope of the hills, while on the other side of the

river five villages appeared at short intervals. We then entered

upon hilly sandy ground, but even this less /avored tract was cov-

ered with fine crops. I had made it a rule, owing to the weak-

VOL. Ill—L L
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ness ofmy camels, which required a good feed, always to encamp

at some distance from a larger place, and we therefore chose our

camping-ground about two miles on this side of the town of Birni,

among monkey-bread-trees and hajily, at a short distance from a

swampy creek of the river. Our encampment, however, became

unpleasant in the extreme, as we had to sustain here a very heavy

thunder-storm, accompanied by violent rain.

All the inhabitants of this district are Fulbe, or Songhay speak-

ing the language of the Fulbe, the conquering tribe of the latter

beginning to prevail here almost exclusively. All of them wear

indigo-dyed shirts. We also met here an old man, originally be-

longing to the tribe of the Udalen, a section of Imghad, or de-

graded Tawarek, but at present in the service of a Pullo, who,

assisted by his slaves, was just getting his harvest into the town

of Birni, where he invited us to follow him on the approach of

night.

Friday, July 28*A. Having lost the greater part of the morning

in order to dry ourselves and our animals, we continued our march

straight upon a kind of defile, which seemed almost to hem in the

passage along the river. The bank here exhibits a peculiar fea-

ture, and the locality would be of the highest importance if the

state of the country was in any way settled, for the hilly chain on

the right closely joins a group of rocky eminences which nearly

approaches the river, and opening toward it in the shape of a

horse-shoe, leaves only a very narrow passage between the south-

easterly corner of this semicircle of the hills and a detached cone

rising close over the brink of the river, the latter being likewise

full of rocks. On the slope ofthe amphitheatre, called Sare-g6ru,

about half way up the height, lies the village or town of Birni *

presenting a very picturesque spectacle, notwithstanding the frail

character of the dwellings.

Even beyond this passage only a small border is left between

the slope of the hills and the river, especially behind the little

village of Kollonte, which is separated by a small ravine into two

distinct groups, and very pleasantly situated in a fine recess of the

* There is no doubt that this was formerly a place of considerable importance,

and commanded the whole of the surrounding district, as the masters of this defile

had at the same time in their hands the whole intercourse along the shore. In

this respect the name Bi'rni is not less remarkable than that of Sare-gdru, both

"birni," as well as "sare," being the names given to cities, or large walled places,

in various negro languages, Sare-gdru means the rivulet or channel (gdru) of the

city (sare).
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hills; at the same time, busy scenes of domestic life attracted our

attention. Here the shore formed a bend, and the river glided

along in a slow, majestic, and undivided stream, but a little farther

on formed two islands, and on the main we observed again that

cotton was cultivated. Traversing then a swampy plain, covered

with several large farms belonging to people of the Kort^re, we
reached a small detached chain on our right, called Kirogaji, dis-

tinguished by three separate cones. Cultivation here is carried

on to a great extent, and the number of horses scattered over the

plain afforded a tolerable proof of the wealth of the inhabitants,

and we passed the residence of a rich farmer, called U'ro-Modibo,

"uro" being the Pullo term for a farm, and " m6dibo" the title of

a learned gentleman. At the village of Saga also, which, a little

more than two miles farther on, we left on our right, beyond
swampy meadow-grounds, numbers of horses and extensive cotton

plantations attracted our attention.

Three miles beyond Saga we encamped near a small rivulet

lined with luxuriant trees, of the species called gamji or ganki,

at the foot of the hills, the slope of which was covered with

the richest crop of millet, and crowned with two villages inhab-

ited by Fulbe of the tribe of the Bitinkobe, the river forming

a rich and populous island called B^-gungu. This place is the

residence of a sort of emir of the name of Bate, to whom my com-
panions paid a visit, and obtained from him a supper and a small

viaticum.

Saturday, July 29th. We made a very interesting day's march.

The hills, which are here crowned with the various hamlets, form
a bend closely approaching the river, and the path wound along

the slope, which was intersected by several ravines foil of rocks

and trees, and afforded a beautiful view over the stream. De-
scending from this slope, we kept along the bank, richly adorned
with kenya, or nelbi-trees, the river spreading out in one un-

broken sheet, interrupted only by a few isolated masses of rock.

We here crossed a broad channel or dry water-course starting

forth from the hilly chain, and called Gorul-tilkolil, or Goru-kere.

This water-course my guide, probably erroneously, indicated as a

branch of the river Sirba. It was succeeded by several others,

one of which, distinguished by its breadth, was called Gorul-lug-

gul. The bank of the river at this spot was cultivated with great

care, and we passed several farming villages, one of which, called

Lelloli, was the residence of a young Pullo woman who had at-
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tached herself to our party the preceding day. She was neatly

dressed, and adorned with numerous strings of beads, and mount-
ed on a donkey.

Here cultivation, including a good deal of cotton, was carried

on with great care, and all the fields were neatly fenced. But this

w;ell-cultivated ground was succeeded by a dense and luxur4ant

underwood, and in the river an island of the name of 'Oitilli or

'Otflli stretched out to a great length. This probably is the ford

originally called Ghutil or Ghudil. A little beyond, at the dis-

tance of about five miles, the soft slope gave way to a small rocky

ridge, through which a little rivulet or brook had forced itself a

passage, forming a very picturesque kind of rocky gate, which,

when the stream is full, must present an interesting spectacle.

But the water contained at the time a quantity of ferruginous sub-

stances, and after taking a slight draught I remained in a nauseous

state all the day long. It affected one of my companions still

more unpleasantly. Here the steep rocky cliffs, consisting of

gneiss and mica slate, and interwoven with fine green bushes,

closely approached the river, which, in a fine open sheet, was

gliding gently along at the rate of about three miles an hour, and

we kept close to the margin of the stream, which, during the high-

est' state of the inundation, is scarcely broad enough to afford any

passage. The cliffs, with their-beautifully stratified front, were so

close that even at present only a border a few feet in width was

left, and this narrow strip was beautifully adorned with dunku-

trees, the dark green foliage of which formed a beautiful contrast

with the steep white cliffs behind them. The leaves are used by
the natives for making a kind of sauce and for seasoning their

food, like those of the monkey-bread-tree. Farther on, under-

wood of arbutus succeeded. The rocky ledge was interrupted,

for a short time exhibiting the aspect of a crumbled wall, but far-

ther on again assumed the shape of precipitous cliffs, although less

regularly stratified than in its northwesterly part.

This steep range of cliffs is called by the natives " Yuri." Just

where it began to fall off and to become smoother we were obliged

to leave the margin of the beautiful stream, which, near the bank^

apparently descended to a great depth, in order to ascend the

higher ground; for here the land juts .out into the river in the

form of a broad promontory, the whole slope being covered with

fine crops, which were just approaching to ripeness. Thus we

reached the farming village, or rumde, belonging to Fittia Imam,
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or, as the name is generally pronounoed, Mam Fitti, a wealthy

Pullo, who possesses also a farm in the plain at the foot of the

promontory close to the river. Here we encamped on the south-

east side of the village, where the ground afforded good pasture

for the camels.

I had been reposing a while in the shade of a small korna, when
my people informed me that they had discovered on the slope of

the hills a spring of living water, and I was easily induced, by the

novelty of the phenomenon in this region, to accompany them to

the spot.

The whole slope is about 500 feet high, and the view from this

point across the river is extensive, but toward the southeast it is

obstructed by the hills rising in that direction to a greater eleva-

tion. This culminating point of the ridge we ascended the next

morning, when we found that the highest level expanded to an

open plain, well clad with bush and grass and a rich supply of

corn, although the crops did not exhibit here the same luxuriant

growth as on the slope of the hills. Proceeding then for a mile

along this level, we reached a small village, in the court-yards of

which, besides sesamum, a little mekka, as it is here called, or

ghafdli-masr, was cultivated. Here I, together with my horsemen,

started in advance of my train, in order to prepare our quarters

in the town of Say, as we had a good day's march before us. The
country here became adorned with gonda bush, of which we had
entirely lost sight during our whole journey along the upper

course of the Niger. Having passed the larger village Dogo,

where with some difficulty we obtained a drop of milk, and hav-

ing traversed a richly-cultivated district, we descended into the

valley of Say, along the rugged cliffs which bounded it on the

west. But the greater part of the valley was covered with water

to such a degree that we became entangled every moment in a

swamp, and therefore preferred again ascending the cliffs and
keeping along the higher border. In this northerly part the

rocky slope attained in general a height of 150 feet, but gradually

began to decrease in elevation. About half an hour before noon

we changed our direction, and made across the swampy bottom-

of the valley, traversing two more considerable sheets of water,

the first of three, and the second of two and a half feet in depth.

Thus we approached the town of Say, which was scarcely vis-

ible, owing to the exuberant vegetation which surrounded its wall

on every side, and which exhibited a most remarkable contrast to
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that dryness and monotony which characterized the place on my
former visit. The town itself was* at present intersected by a

broad sheet of water, which seemed almost to separate it into two
distinct quarters. I at length reached the house of the governor,

where I, as well as my horse, were cheerfully recognized as old ac-

quaintances. I was quartered in the same little hut in which I

had resided more than a year previously, but a considerable change

had been made in its arrangement. The comfortable little sleep-

ing place of matting had been restored, and was very acceptable

in the rainy season, more especially as it did not entirely preclude

a current of air, while it enabled me to put away all my small

treasures in security.

CHAPTER LXXXL

SECOND RESIDENCE IN SAY.—JOURNEY THROUGH DE'NDINA

AND KEBBI.

Having rested a while in my hut, I, with my companions,

obeyed the summons of the governor, and found our poor old

friend, A'bu-Bakr, in the very same room where we had left him
more than a year previously. He was now quite lame in conse-

quence of his disease of seni, but looked a little better than on the

former occasion, and I soon had an opportunity of admiring his

accurate knowledge of the country ; for when A'hmed el W&dawi
had read to him the kasaid or poems addressed by my friend El

Bakay to the Emir A'hmedu, and began to relate some of the more

remarkable incidents of our journey, he was corrected every mo-

ment in the nomenclature of the places by the governor, who ap-

peared to possess the most accurate philological knowledge of all

the spots along the river as far as Tondibi, where he had been

obliged to turn his back on his voyage up the Niger. He appar-

ently took great interest in the endeavor of the sheikh to open a

communication with the Fulbe of Gando and Sokoto, and express-

ed his deep sorrow that on his former voyage he was prevented

by the hostile behavior of the chief El Khadir from reaching Tim-

buktu, when my companions assured him that the sheikh, on the

first news of his approach, had sent a messenger in order to insure

his safety from the Tawarek.

Even if we do not take into account this attempt of his, there
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is no doubt that the Governor of Say is of the utmost importance

in the endeavor to ascend this river, and it is only to be lamented

that he has not greater means, pecuniary and military, at his dis-

posal, in order to draw from the favorable position of his province

all the results possible. Altogether, his circumstances at this mo-

ment, especially in consequence of the rebellion of the Province

of D^ndina, were rather poor. At the same time, his own debili-

tated condition prevents him from exerting his power, and can

only tend to increase his political weakness. The.rather inhospi-

table treatment which we received may thus be explained. Nev-

ertheless, I made him this time a considerable present, including a

red bernus of inferior quality, which I had kept back for the occa-

sion. However, I was so fortunate, in acknowledgment for some

medicines with which I endeavored to alleviate his complaint,

as to receive from him a small piece of sugar, which was a great

treat to me, as I had long been deprived of this luxury, there being

none in the market; and when we left the place, after a*stay of

three days, he was generous enough to make my companions a

present of a camel, of which they stood much in need.

The market was in many respects better provided than on our

outward journey, but with this advantage was coupled the great

disadvantage to me personally that, a large troop, of Hausa traders

having recently arrived and richly supplied the market with the

manufactures of that region, the prices at present ranged much
lower, and for the very best indigo-dyed shirt I obtained only

6000 shells, while two others did not fetch more than 2000 each.

Millet was plentiful, although by no means cheap, the third part

of a suniye, or twenty-four measures of Timbuktu, being sold for

4000 shells, consequently twice or thrice as dear as in the latter

place ; but there was hardly any rice. There was not a single

sheep in the market, nor any horned cattle, either for slaughter-

ing or for carrying burdens ; nor were there any dodowa cakes or

tamarinds
;
nay, even the fruit of the monkey-bread-tree, or kuka,

was wanting ; the only small luxury which was to be found in

the market, besides the fruit of the dum palm, consisting of fresh

onions, certainly a great comfort in these regions.

Such is the miserable character of this market, which, in such

a position, situated on the shore of this magnificent river, and on

the principal high road between Eastern and Western Negroland,

ought to be of primary importance. It was with great delight

that the feeble but well-meaning governor listened to my dis-
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course, when, on taking leave, I led him to hope that an English

steamer would, please God, soon come to ascend the river, and,

supplying his place of residence with all kinds of European ar-

ticles, would raise it to a market-place of great importance ; and

he was the more agreeably affected by such prospects as my
friendly relation with the Shiekh el Bakay had convinced him of

the peaceable intentions of the Europeans.

Wednesday
)
August 2d. It was in the afternoon that we left our

narrow quarters in the town of Say, which had appeared to us the

more inconvenient as we had experienced several thunder-storms,

which had obliged us to take refuge in the interior of our narrow

huts. Before reaching the bank of the river we had to cross a

large sheet of water, which here likewise intersected the town,

filling out the whole hollow bordered by the dum palms, and

causing a serious interruption in the communication of the differ-

ent quarters of the town. Nevertheless, the level of the river at

present* seemed only about five feet higher than it had been the

previous year, a little earlier in the season, and the inconvenience

must be greatly increased when the water reaches a higher level.

It is a wonder that the town is not sometimes entirely swamped,

although we must not forget that the river, the preceding year,

had attained an unusual height, so that the water this year could

scarcely have sunk to its average level before it had again com-

menced rising. The rocky cliff which obstructs the river about

the middle of its course at present only emerged from the water

about a foot and a half. According to all appearances it must

sometimes be entirely submerged, so that vessels must be upon

their guard in navigating this part of the river, especially as it is

not improbable that there are more sunken rocks hereabouts.

It was with a deep feeling of satisfaction that I again crossed

this magnificent river, on whose banks I had lived for so long a

time, and the course of which I had followed for so many hund-

red miles. It would have been of no small importance if I had

been able to follow its banks as far as Yauri, and thus to connect

by my own inspection the middle course of this noble river with

the lower part, as far as it has been visited by the Landers, and

partly, at least, by various distinguished English officers. But

such an undertaking was entirely out of the question, on account

of the exhausted state of my means, the weak condition of my
health, and the advanced stage of the rainy season, which made it

absolutely necessary for me to reach S6koto as soon as possible

;
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and, what was still more, in consequence of the rebellious state of

the Province of Ddndino, which at the time made any intercourse

along the river impossible for so small a troop as I had then un-

der my command. At this season of the year, moreover, it would

be impracticable, even if the country were in a tranquil state, to

keep close along the banks of the river.

This time also I had succeeded in crossing the river without

any accident, with the single exception that a camel which be-

longed to one of my companions was so obstinate that it was

found impossible to induce it to enter the boats, which were not

of the same size as those of the preceding year. It was thus forced

to cross the river by swimming alongside, and arrived in the most

exhausted state, the river being about 900 yards across. The

nearest village being too far off, we were obliged to encamp for

the night on the gentle grassy slope of the bank, which, a little

above and below the place of embarkation, forms steep cliffs of

about 80 feet elevation. The evening was beautiful, and the

scenery of the river, with the feathery dum palms on the opposite

shore, was lovely in the extreme, and well adapted to leave on

my mind a lasting impression of the magnificent watery high road

which Nature has opened into the heart of this continent. Thus

I took leave of the Niger.

TJiursday
1
3d August. We now commenced our journey along

our former well-known path, which, however, in the richer gar-

ment of vegetable life in which Nature had decked herself out,

presented now a very different aspect, and after a march of six

miles we reached the village of Tondifu, surrounded by fine crops

of millet, which were almost ripe and of the very remarkable

height of fifteen to twenty feet. In order to protect their prop-

erty from the attacks of the numberless swarms of birds, almost

the whole population was scattered through this forest-like plant-

ation, and kept up such a continual noise and clamor that it had

quite an alarming effect, more especially as the people were con-

cealed from view.

Having then kept along the faddama as far as the village of

Tanna, we left our former route for a more northerly direction,

and after a march of five miles reached the miserable remains of

a hamlet called Jidder, which the preceding year had been ran-

sacked and entirely destroyed by the Jermabe, as the inhabitants

of Zerma, or Zab^rma, are called by the Fiilbe. But the fine

crops around testified to the natural fertility of the soil. In this
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village, which has a well surrounded by dum palms, it had been

our intention to halt; but, through a ridiculous misunderstanding

of my M^jebri companion, who never could shorten the march

sufficiently, but who this time was punished for his troublesome

conduct, we continued on, and, leaving the village of Hari-bango

at some distance on our right, did not reach another hamlet till

after a march of about five miles more. This place, which is

called Minge, had been likewise ransacked by the enemy in the

turbulent state of the country, and exhibited a most miserable

appearance ; bait here also there was a good deal of cultivation,

and I was not a little astonished at finding, in such a desolate

place, a man who was retailing meat in his hut, but on farther

inquiry it proved to be the flesh of a sick animal, a few head of

cattle having remained in the possession of the inhabitants.

In order to avoid sleeping in the dirty huts, I had pitched my
tent on the grassy ground, but was so much persecuted by a spe-

cies of hairy ant, such as I had not observed before, that I ob-

tained almost less sleep than the preceding night on the banks of

the Niger, where musquitoes had swarmed.

Friday, August ith. This day brought me to Tamkala
;
my cam-

els pursuing a shorter and I a more circuitous route, but both ar-

riving at the same time at the gate of this town. It had been

my intention from the beginning to visit this place, but the tur-

bulent state of the country had induced me the year before to

follow a more direct road, and I did not learn until now that on

that occasion A'bu el Hassan, as soon as he heard of my approach,

had sent four horsemen to Garbo in order to conduct me to his

presence, but they did not arrive till after I had left that place.

The town of Tamkala, which gives great celebrity to this region,

had suffered considerably during the revolution of Zab£rma ; and

if the bulky crops of native corn (which were just ripe) had not

hid the greater part of the town from view, it would most proba-

bly have presented even a more dilapidated appearance ; for not

only was the wall which surrounded the place in a great state of

decay, but even the house of the governor himself was reduced

almost to a heap of ruins. It was rather' remarkable that, as I

approached the building, a female slave, of rather light yellowish

color, saluted me, the white man, in a familiar manner, as if I

had been a countryman and co-religionist of hers. She belonged,

I think, to a tribe to the south of A'damawa.

Having then paid our respects to the governor, we returned to
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our quarters, which, although not so objectionable in themselves,

were so closely surrounded by the crops that we could scarcely

find a spot to tie up our horses ; and the huts were so full of all

sorts of vermin that I scarcely got a moment's repose during my
stay here. Besides the common plague of different species of ants

and numberless swarms of musquitoes, to my great surprise I

found the place also fall of fleas, an insect which I had not seen

since I had left Kukawa, and which formerly was believed to be

entirely wanting in Negroland. Thus I had sufficient reason to

lament that I had here been obliged to take up my quarters inside

the town, the place being situated at the brink of a swampy val-

ley, the dallul Bosso filled at present with water and dum palms,

and the crops surrounding the wall so closely that no space was

left to pitch a tent.

It was just market-day, but, besides meat, sour milk, tobacco,

and pepper, nothing was to be got. Millet was very dear ; in-

deed, the poor state of the market was well adapted to confirm

the report that the greater part of the inhabitants were subsisting

on the fruit of the dum palm. However, I had no affairs to trans-

act in this town besides paying my compliments to the governor,

and therefore was not compelled to make a long stay. But my
business with the latter was of rather a peculiar character, the

people assuring me that he was very angry with me for not hav-

ing paid him a visit the previous year. My companions, the fol-

lowers of the sheikh, even wanted to make me believe that he
objected to see me at all; but I entertained a strong suspicion

that this was only a petty trick played by them to further their

own interest
;

for, being supplied by the sheikh with a present

for this governor, they wanted to claim for themselves all the

merit of the visit. Having declared that if the governor did not

want to see me, he should certainly not obtain a present from
me, I very speedily obtained an audience, and was so graciously

received that I could scarcely believe that he had entertained any
hostile feeling toward me, for on my entrance he rose from his

seat, or divan, made of reed, and met me at the door.

Eesponding to his cordiality in the most friendly manner, I

told him that only the most urgent circumstances and the advice

ofmy own guide, the messenger of Khalflu, had induced me the

preceding year to act contrary to my own well-determined prin-

ciple, which was to make friendship with all governors possessed

of power and authority along my road, and that, in consequence
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of his warlike disposition and straightforward and chivalrous

character, he had become known to me long before, and occupied

the first rank among those whom I intended to visit. My speech,

backed by a tolerable present, made a very favorable impression

upon the governor, especially when he understood that it was I

who had induced the sheikh to honor him with a mission ; and

he entered into a very friendly conversation, admitting that the

Jermabe, or the inhabitants of Zerma, had really pressed him very

severely the last year, till he had at last succeeded in vanquishing

their host and killing a great number of them.

We then read to him the letter of the sheikh, who bestowed

great praise upon my character, and recommended me in the most

favorable terms. Sidi A'hmed made a most eloquent speech, es-

pecially as regarded the sanctity and learning of his master, who,

he said, was very anxious te establish peaceable intercourse along

the Niger, and wanted A'bii el Hassan to prevent the Berber tribe

of the K£l-ger£s and Dmnik from continuing their predatory ex-

peditions upon the territory and against the people of Alkuttabu.

The energetic governor, feeling flattered by these compliments,

took very graciously the hints which my eloquent friend threw

out, that, besides his other noble efforts, the sheikh had no objec-

tion to having homage paid to his exalted position by a small

number of decent presents ; and two of the pupils of the sheikh,

Mohammed ben Mukhtar and Maleki, were pointed out to him

as the persons who would remain here, in order to receive at his

hand the presents destined for the sheikh at the earliest possible

opportunity. This whole business having been transacted in the

presence of only one or two of his most confidential friends, the

governor had all his courtiers again called in, when Sidi A'hmed
read to them the poem in which the sheikh had satirized the chief

of Hamda Allahi, A'hmedu ben A'hmedu, on account of his not

being able to catch me, which caused a great deal of merriment,

but of course could only be appreciated by those who had a very

good knowledge of Arabic, of which the greater part of the audi-

ence probably did not understand a single word. It was rather

a curious circumstance that these people should express their sat-

isfaction at the failure of an undertaking of their own countrymen.

Altogether A'bu el Hassan made a favorable impression upon

me. He was by no means a man of stately appearance or of com-

manding manners, and his features wanted the expressive cast

which in general characterizes the Fiilbe ; and being destitute of
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any beard, lie looked much younger than he really was, as his age

can certainly not be much under sixty. His skin was very fair,

and his dress of great simplicity, consisting of a shirt and turban

of white color, the red bernus which my companions had present-

ed to him only hanging loosely from his shoulders. He is a na-

tive of the island of Ansongho, where his forefathers were settled

from ancient times, and it is entirely owing to his personal courage

and his learning that he has reached the position he now occupies.

A'bu el Hassan seems fully to deserve to be under the orders of a

more energetic liege lord than the monkish and lazy Khalilu, who
allows his kingdom to be shattered to pieces, and in any attempt

to ascend the Niger the Governor of Tamkala is of considerable

importance. The principal weakness of his position consists in

his want of horses, as he is thus prevented from following up the

partial successes which he at times obtains over his enemies.

Having thus met with full success in our transactions with the

governor, we left the audience-hall (which struck me by its simple

mode of architecture), consisting of a long narrow room covered

with a gabled roof thatched with reed, such as are common in

Yoruba. On returning to my quarters I distributed my last pres-

ents among those ofmy companions who were to remain here, and

handed them a letter for the sheikh, wherein I again assured him

of my attachment to his family, and expressed the hope that, even

at a great distance, we might not cease to cultivate our mutual

friendship.

It had been our intention this time to choose the road by Jun-

ju, the place which I have mentioned before as lying on the north-

ern part of the course of the dallul Mauri ; but the governor ad-

vised us urgently to avoid this place, which, being only of small

size, and not strong enough to follow a certain line of policy, was

open to the intrigues of friends as well as enemies.

Sunday, August 6th. Before we started the governor sent me a

camel as a present, but I gave it to my companions, although my
own animals were in a very reduced state. There was a good

deal of cultivation along the track which we pursued, but the ir-

regular way in which the crops had sprung up did not seem to

testify to any considerable degree of care and industry : but my
people argued that famished men, like the distressed inhabitants

of this town, did not possess sufficient energy for cultivating the

ground.

Following a southerly direction, we approached nearer the bor-
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der of the dallul or rafi, the surface of which alternately present-

ed higher or lower ground, the depression being of a swampy
character. Toward the east the valley was bordered by a chain

of hills, rising to a considerable elevation, on the top of which an

isolated baobab-tree indicated the site of a place called G'awo, by

which the road leads from Tamkala to Junju. Gradually the cul-

tivation decreased, and was for a time succeeded by dum bush,

from which a very fine but solitary gamji-tree started forth. How-
ever, the country farther on improved and began to exhibit an ap-

pearance of greater industry, consisting of cornfields and small

villages, half of which indicated by their names their origin from

the Songhay j others pointed to Hausa. All of them were sur-

rounded by fine crops, and one called Bommo-hogu was furnished

with a small market-place. It was a cheering incident that an in-

habitant of the village of Gatara, which we passed farther on, gave

vent to his generous feelings by presenting me with a gift of fifty

shells, which I could not refuse, although I handed them to my
companions. It was here also that we met the only horseman

whom we had seen in the province. They had rather an ener-

getic and stately appearance. Having passed a small market-

place, situated in the midst of the cornfields, and at present empty,

we reached the village of Bashi, where we expected to find quar-

ters prepared for us, but were only able, after a great deal of de-

lay, to procure a rather indifferent place.

We were glad to meet here a native traveler or mai-falk^, from

Wurno, who communicated to us the most recent news from Hau-

sa and Kebbi, although very little was to be told of the chivalrous

deeds of the two great F&lani chiefs,
(Aliyu and Khalflu, both of

whom were accelerating the ruin of their nation. About an hour

after our arrival we were joined by a native duke, who, according

to the arrangement of the Governor of Tamkala, was to perform

the journey through the unsafe wilderness of Fogha in our com-

pany. This man was 'Abdii serki-n-Chiko, lord of Chiko, or, to

speak correctly, lord ofthe wilderness ; his title or " rawani" (prop-

erly shawl or turban) being just as empty and vain as many oth-

ers in Europe, the town of Chiko having many years previously

been destroyed by the enemy. But, whatever the hollownes^ of

his title might be, he himself was of noble birth, being the son of

Abd e' Salam,* who was well known as being once the independ-

* The original residence of 'Abd e' Salam had been Kdri, from whence he had
carried on war with 'Ottoman for five years.
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ent master of the important and wealthy town of J£ga, which had
made so long and successful resistance against 'Othman, the Jiha-

di
;
Bokhari, the present ruler of that place, was fAbdu's brother.

Besides his noble descent, the company of this man proved to be

interesting, for he displayed all the pomp peculiar to the petty

Hausa chiefs, marching to the sound of drums and horns. He
was richly decked out with a green bernus, and mounted on a

sprightly charger, although his whole military force numbered

only three horsemen and six archers ; and his retinue had by no

means a princely appearance, consisting of a motley assemblage

of slaves, cattle, sheep, and all sorts of encumbrances. But, not-

withstanding this empty show, he was a welcome companion on

the infested road before me, and when he paid me a visit in my
hut, I at once presented him with a fine black rawani, thus con-

firming on my part the whole of his titles. He at once proceeded

to give me a proof of his knowledge of the world and of his intel-

ligence, and I found sundry points of resemblance between him
' and Mohammed-Boro, my noble friend of A'gades. Having been

joined here also by two attendants of Abd el Kaderi, a younger

brother of Khalflu, there seemed to be a sufficient guarantee for

the safety of our march. The village where I fell in with tfcese

people was rathfcr poorly supplied with provisions, and neither

milk nor any thing else was to be got, and, owing to the number
of musquitoes, repose was quite out of the question.

Monday, August 7th. A moderate rain which came on in the

morning delayed us for some time. Our route lay through a rich

country, at times exhibiting traces of careful cultivation, at others

left to its own wild luxuriant growth. Having passed the village

of Belande, which was adorned by numbers of dum palms, and
the extensive hamlet called IJ'ro-emiro, we entered more properly

the bottom of the valley or rafi, being already at this season for a

great part covered with swamps, which a month later render the

communication extremely difficult, although at times the ground
rises a few feet higher than the ordinary level. But, although

this low ground is extremely well adapted for the cultivation of

rice, very little was at present actually to be seen.

At length we thought that we had entirely left the swampy
ground behind us ; but about a mile and a half beyond the vil-

lage Gerlaje, which we left on one side, we had to cross a very

deep and broad swamp, in which one of the last of my camels fell

• down and died. Three miles beyond, we reached the village of
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Garbo, which was already familiar to me from my outward jour-

ney, although I was scarcely able to recognize it, so great was the

change produced by the rich vegetation and the crops of millet

and sorghum which had sprung up through the influence of the

rainy season. But the inhabitants also, elated by the hope which

the prospect of a rich harvest held out to them, exhibited a far

more cheerful temperament than on my former visit, and imme-
diately led me through the narrow lanes to the house of the emir,

who received me in a hearty manner as an old friend. On enter-

ing into conversation with him, I was not a little astonished to

find that he was acquainted with all the incidents of my stay in

Timbuktu. He quartered me in the same small but neatly ar-

ranged hut where I had been lodged during my former stay, and

from which I felt rather sorry to drive away the industrious land-

lady. The governor treated me in an extremely hospitable man-

ner, sending me, besides milk and corn, even a small heifer, al-

though I had made him only a Yery trifling present. His name is

fAbd el Wahab, and he is a brother of A'bu el Hassan by his fa-

ther's side. With such cheerful treatment we enjoyed our stay

here very much, the weather having cleared up, and a rainy

moving being succeeded by a fine afternoon.

The friendly disposition of the governor was the more agreea-

ble, as we were delayed here the following day, several of my
cpmpanions being .disabled by sickness, and the Serki-n-CMko

wanting to lay in a supply of corn for the road. I spent a great

deal of my leisure time, thus involuntarily obtained, in the com-

pany of the latter, who detailed to me the incidents of the strug-

gle of his family with the Jihadi, and dilated on the importance

of the town ofJ^ga, which is a market-place of great consequence,

especially for rough silk, with which it supplies the whole of Zan-

fara, and even the distant market of Alori or Ilori. In fact, I am
quite sure that the silk which has been obtained from the mis-

sionary station in Yoruba is nothing but the selfsame article in-

troduced into this country from Tripoli, and again exported from

thence to Hausa. In my conversation with this man, he men-

tioned a circumstance which struck me as peculiar, that the Hau-

sa people have no general name for the Songhay. Their only

designation for them is Yammatawa, meaning the western people,

a term which is only used in opposition to Gabbestawa, the "east-

ern people," without any regard to nationality.

Wednesday, August 9tL On leaving the village of Garbo we •
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were induced to follow the traces of our Hausa companion, and to

ascend directly the steep rocky passage which we had turned on

our former journey ; but we found that this time also the proverb

was confirmed, that " the more haste the less speed," for the pas-

sage proved so difficult that all the luggage fell from the backs of

the camels, and caused us a great deal of delay. However, as soon

as we reached the flat level of the forest, we proceeded onward

without interruption till we had passed our former place of en-

campment. Finding no water here, we pushed on, but, unfortu-

nately, on account of part of our caravan having gone on in ad-

vance, we were prevented from encamping before the storm, which

had gathered over our heads during the afternoon, broke forth,

when the whole ground was in a moment so deeply covered with

water that it was impossible to encamp. Thus, although drench-

ed to the skin, we were obliged to keep on, in the most uncom-

fortable manner, till we found a little higher ground, where the

branches of a sylvan encampment supplied us with the means of

protecting our luggage against the extreme humidity of the

ground. It is such encampments as these which are the cause of

so much unhealthiness to travelers, and I did not feel at all com-

fortable until, with great difficulty, I had lighted a fire inside my
wet tent, the rain continuing outside with increased violence.

But the weather affected my people, who were less protected than

myself, in such a manner that they were shivering with wet and
cold in the morning, and we did not get off until a late hour.

Having met some energetic and warlike-looking horsemen from
Fogha, and passing several small ponds, we descended a little, and
then proceeding over the hilly ground, which was more scantily

timbered, we gradually approached the remarkable valley of
Fogha. As I had decided upon visiting the town of KaUiyul, I

was obliged to change here my direction to the southwest, keeping
along the side of the valley. The narrow footpath was now over-

grown with rank grass, and the numerous salt-manufacturing ham-
lets were destitute of life and animation, and overgrown with
vegetation. We were also glad, for the sake of the famished in-

habitants of this district, to see the fields waving with tolerably

rich crops, and a few cattle grazing about. Some animation was
caused by an encampment of native traders which we passed, con-

sisting of light sheds built of reed.

Proceeding thus onward we reached the town of KaUiyul, and
were here received outside the gate by two horsemen, when I was
Vol. HI.—M m
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without delay quartered in a large and clean hut built of clay, and

about thirty feet in diameter. I had scarcely made myself com-

fortable, when Senina, and the most respectable ofthe inhabitants,

came to pay their compliments to me in the most cheerful manner,

saluting me as an old acquaintance, and as an enterprising and suc-

cessful traveler, while I, in my turn, complimented them on ac-

count of their having retrieved some of their losses by capturing

a fine herd of cattle from the enemy. I was glad to see that they

were not in such a famished condition as when I was here a year

previously, and I gratefully acknowledged the moderate proof of

hospitality which they were able to bestow upon me, consisting

of a little tuwo
?
a large quantity of milk, and a few kola nuts. I

rewarded their kindness as well as I was able under my present

reduced circumstances.

It was here that I learned with certainty the death of my friend

the Vizier of Bornu ; for although the Governor of Say, when we
read to him the general letter ofrecommendation which the Sheikh

el Bakay had written for me, had remarked that 'Omar was no

longer ruler of B6rnu, and had thrown out some hints respecting

the death of the vizier, those indications were too vague to be re-

lied on ; but now circumstances were mentioned in such a positive

manner that I could no longer entertain a doubt as to the truth

Vogel and his companions, and my own affairs in the country of

B6rnu.

Toward evening I wandered about a little, and found the town

only scantily inhabited, although, as I have said before, the ham-

lets for manufacturing salt are almost deserted at this time ofyear,

as no salt can be obtained as long as the bottom of the valley is

covered with water. The situation of the place is of considerable

strength, being defended not only by the wall on the east side,

but also by a swamp on the west side, at least during part of the

year, and it is this circumstance which renders it more intelligible

how the inhabitants have been able to defend themselves against

the repeated attacks of the revolted D&idi.

The greatest object of interest for me, and which would alone

have rewarded a visit to the place, was a specimen of an oil palm,

Elais Q-uineensis, quite isolated, but, together with some palm

bushes of the same species, serving to prove that this palm can

thrive, even in the interior, in localities where the soil is impreg-

nated with salt, as is here the case, although in general it is as-
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sumed, and seems to be proved by experience, that it can not

grow at any great distance from the ocean.

We had taken up our quarters inside the town in consequence

of the statement of
cAbdii that we should be able to cross the val-

ley at this spot, but, to my great disappointment, I learned that I

should have to retrace my steps for some miles, as far as the spot

where I had crossed the valley on my outward journey. In order,

therefore, not to lose more time than was necessary, I left the

place in the afternoon of the next day, intending to encamp be-

yond the valley at the entrance of the forest. After a good deal

of opposition from my companions, I effected my purpose, being

escorted out of the town by Semna, with two mounted archers,

and followed by all the people who wanted to take the same road

;

for as soon as they saw me marching out with confidence, they all

followed, one after the other, and encamped close round my tent,

which I had pitched on the eminence above the valley near the

dum palms, as if it were a talisman to protect them against any

attack; and midnight had scarcely passed, when the drum of
fAbdu was heard in the distance, indicating that he also did not

tarry. But in consequence of the laziness of my people, whom
the numbers of musquitoes had scarcely allowed to close their

eyes, he arrived before we had prepared our luggage, so that we
did not get off until three o'clock in the morning

;
and, owing to

a pack-ox belonging to
rAbdu having fallen down in the narrow

path in the forest, we lost another hour before we could fairly

proceed.

Marching then onward without farther delay, we reached, half

an hour before noon, the site of D£be, in the dense thicket of the

forest, which was inundated with water, and made a short halt,

without dismounting, in order to allow the Hausa people to drink

their fura. There were about one hundre^ fataki or native tra-

ders, most of them bearing their little merchandise on pack-oxen

or asses, but some of them carrying it on their heads as dan-gar-

-iinfu. Having refreshed ourselves, we continued our march, but,

frightened by a thunder-storm which was gathering over our heads,

encamped near a shallow pond of water. However, there was but

little rain, and we had a tolerably quiet evening. Here also we
suffered greatly from the musquitoes, which, together with the

extreme insecurity of the communication, are the great drawback

to the fall enjoyment of a journey through Kebbi.

Sunday, August 13th. About two miles from our starting-point,
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having'slightly ascended, we had again to descend the steep rocky

passage, the rising ground before us, with its dense timber, ap-

pearing like a chain of mountains. Having then ascended again,

we reached the tebki, or pond, which I have mentioned on my
outward journey, and being thirsty, we all went to drink, but

found the water so abominable that all my companions from Tim-

buktu were attacked with serious illness, especially Sidi A'hmed,

who was seized suddenly with such a severe attack of fever that

he declared the water to have been poisoned. But although it is

not totally impossible that the enemy might have poisoned the

pond—from which they knew that all the passers-by supplied

themselves with water—with some herb or other, I think that its

unwholesome character was caused in the same manner as the

water of the brook near TJ'ro B&eng, which had made one of my
companions and myself ill on a former occasion.

Having again descended a rocky passage, we passed the site of

a former encampment of Sultan Bello, which he used as his head-

quarters when he destroyed the towns of Ddbe and Kuka. The
sight of this place, together with the remembrance of the ruinous

warfare which had proceeded from thence, gave my companions

an opportunity of expatiating.on the great strength of Kebbi in

former times, when the whole of Gurma, with all the Songhay
places as far as T£ra, were subject to them; but I never heard

that the dominion of this country, or of any province of Hausa,

had ever extended as far as Timbuktu. Proceeding then cheer-

fully on, we reached the first monkey-bread-trees at the border

of the forest, and were greatly delighted at the sight of the fine

herds of cattle belonging to the inhabitants of Tilli, with the rich

crops, part of which was already cut in order to satisfy the most
urgent wants of the population. The whole district, together with

its fine timber, which had now put forth its utmost exuberance of

foliage, left a very pleasing impression.

Thus we reached the town of Tilli, but the western gate being

very narrow, we had to turn round half the circumference of the

wall in order to reach the eastern entrance
;
but, having at length

penetrated into the interior, we were lodged close to the western

gate, where we had arrived an hour previously. I had thus the

advantage of getting a good insight into the relations of the popu-

lation of this place, and found the town to be much better off and
more densely inhabited than Zogirma. But while the governor

of the latter town ranks like a petty sultan, and has some cavalry
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under his command, that of Tilli is a mere mayor, without rank

or authority. The present governor, whose name is Buba-Sadfki,

enjoyed still less authority from personal reasons, as he was pros-

trated with the same illness which had lamed the Governor of Say.

This "seni" or rheumatism, as I have stated on former occasions,

is a kind of disease of which every African traveler who ex-

poses himself a great deal during the rainy season, particularly

along swampy regions and in leaky boats, is very susceptible. I

suffered dreadfully from it after my return to Bdrnu.

While the tflamid of the sheikh went in person to the governor

in order to alleviate, if possible, his enfeebled state by means of

their prayers and blessing, I made him a small present and he sent

me some rice in acknowledgment. The little market was toler-

ably well supplied, and I was very glad to find here, besides sor-

ghum, the large wholesome onions of Gando, and some dodowa,

sour milk also being in considerable abundance ; and it was in-

teresting to observe how much more cheerful all the inhabitants

were under the present circumstances than they had been the

previous year. I should have liked very much to have paid my
compliments to my friend of Zogirma, in order to see how he was

going on after being relieved from a great part of the anxiety

which appeared to oppress him the year before
;
but, fearing the

delay, I resolved to make direct from here to Birni-n-Kebbi.

Monday, August lUh. "We had heard already on our journey

that we had arrived at the very latest time in order to cross, with

any degree of safety, the swampy faddama of the gulbi-n-S6koto,

which a little later in the season is extremely difficult to pass.

At all events, it was very fortunate that no rain had fallen for the

last few days, or we should have experienced considerable diffi-

culty in crossing this swampy ground ; even as it was, we had to

traverse three sheets of water, the first of which was about three

feet deep and of considerable breadth, the second forming the real

bed of the river, running with a southwesterly bend toward the

Kwara, although not so wide as the former, and the third forming

a stagnant creek. Having passed some rice-fields, we at length,

after a march of little more than three miles, emerged from the

swampy bottom of the valley, and ascended rising ground cover-

ed with the fine crops belonging to the inhabitants of Diggi, and

soon after left the town itself on our right, which, from our for-

mer journey, had remained in our remembrance, as we had here

been met by the chivalrous sons of the Governor of Zogirma.
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Here dukhn and durra were grown promiscuously in the same

field, affording a proof that this ground is well adapted for both

kinds of cultivation.

Having here fallen into our former road, I hastened on in ad-

vance along the well-known path toward Birni-n-Kebbi, which,

however, now exhibited a different character, on account of the

whole country being covered with tall crops ; and turning round

the walls of Kola, we reached the gate of Birni-n-Kebbi. The as-

pect of this town had likewise undergone an entire change, but

not to its advantage ; the town, which of itself is narrow, being

still more hemmed in by the crops. For the moment, the place

had certainly a rather desolate appearance, the greater part of the

inhabitants being engaged in an expedition led on by rAbd el

Kaderi, or, as he is commonly called,
(Abd el Kaderi-ay, a young-

er brother of Khalflu. As I rode up to the house of the magaji

or governor, Mohammed Lowel, he was just sitting in his parlor

with a few of his people, when he, or rather his attendants, having

recognized me as his old acquaintance
rAbd el Kerim, came out

to salute me in a very cheerful manner. However, the expedition

being expected to return the same evening, there was no room for

us inside the town, and wq were obliged to seek shelter outside,

descending the steep and rugged slope to the border of the fad-

dama, where we obtained, with difficulty, quarters for myself in

an isolated farm. The hut was extremely small, and fall of ants

;

but the door was provided with a peculiar kind of curtain, made
of the leaves of the deldb palm, which, while admitting access, en-

tirely excluded the musquitoes, which infested this place in enor-

mous quantities. We were well treated by the owner or maigida

of the farm, in conformance with the orders which he received

from the magaji, to whom I sent a small present, reminding him
of the larger gift which I had given him the preceding year. His

hospitality was the more acceptable, as the market was very

badly supplied, neither millet nor rice being procurable ; sour

milk also was extremely dear, as, on account of the crops, and the

quantity of water covering the valley, the cattle had been all sent

off to a great distance, into the neighborhood of Gando.

Late in the evening the expedition returned, .bringing about

one hundred head of cattle and thirty slaves whom they had cap-

tured from the enemy
;
but, although the commander of the ex-

pedition was to return to Gando himself, I did not like to wait for

him, and started early the next morning along our old path, which
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was only distinguished at present by the quantity of water with

which it was covered, especially near the village Hausawa, where

the whole shallow bed of the valley formed one sheet of water

three feet deep. A good deal of cultivation of rice was at present

to be seen. Thus we reached Gulumb£, where, this time, in con-

sequence of the quantity of rain that had fallen, inundating the

ground outside close up to the wall, I took up my quarters inside

the town, and obtained tolerably good lodgings, the court-yard be-

ing surrounded by a most exuberant growth of vegetation and the

finest timber ; but the mayor did not treat us quite so well as I

expected, although I made him a present of a black shawl. The
market here also being badly provided, I had great difficulty in

obtaining a sufficient supply of corn for my horse.

We had scarcely left the narrow lanes of the town, with its ex-

traordinary exuberance of vegetation, when the rain set in, so that

we were wet both from above and below, the path either leading

through tall crops or through pools of stagnant water. The path

farther on, according to the information which we collected from

people whom we met on the road, being entirely inundated, when
we reached that western branch of the faddama, near the village

of Badda-badda, we followed a more southerly direction to the

large open village Kochi, where we intended passing the night.

But it was with the utmost difficulty that we obtained lodgings,

nor did we experience the least sign of hospitality ; and while an

immense quantity of rain fell outside, I was greatly tormented by
the number of musquitoes, which were insufficiently excluded from

my hut by a stiff piece of leather hung before the door.

Thursday, August 17th. As soon as the weather allowed us we
left this inhospitable village, and soon afterward entered forest, to

which succeeded fine crops of corn. Four miles beyond Kochi

we had to cross a large faddama full of water, and intersected in

the middle by a running stream, bordered by great numbers of

water-lilies, and giving us altogether a fair idea of the difficulties

attending traveling through this country at the present season of

the year. A month later it would be entirely impassable for a

European traveler encumbered with any amount of luggage. But

the road was tolerably well frequented, and we were met by a

long train of broad-shouldered, square-built Nupe females, each

with a load offrom six to eight enormous calabashes on her head,

journeying to the Friday market of J£ga.

This is the important place which, under the command ofAbd
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e' Salam, had made a long and successful resistance against the

author of the reformatory movement of the Fulbe, and which, on

account of its mercantile importance, had attracted attention in

Europe a good many years ago 5 and although it has declined at

present from its former importance, it was still of sufficient conse-

quence to make me desirous of visiting it ; but the great quantity

of rain which fell at this time, by rendering the communication

very difficult for loaded camels, prevented me from executing my
design. A little farther on I met with one of those incidents

which, although simple and unimportant in their character, yet

often serve to cheer the solitary traveler in foreign countries more

than the most brilliant reception. After having crossed a valley,

we were ascending the last rocky passage before coming to Gando,

when we met here a troop of men, and, as soon as one of them

saw me in the distance, he broke out into the cheering exclama-

tion, u Marhaba, marhaba, Abd el Kenm." It was highly grati-

fying to me, when returning after a long absence to a place where

I had resided for so short a time, to be recognized immediately

and saluted in so hearty a manner, although my stay in Gando
was connected with many a melancholy reminiscence.

Here, on the top of the rocky eminence, we obtained a view of

the valley of Gando, and, descending, soon reached the gate of the

town, and straightway rode to the house of the monkish prince,

where we were soon surrounded by a number of people, who con-

gratulated me on my fortunate return. After a while there ap-

peared also my tormentor, El Bakay, which name now appeared

to me as a mere satire, associating as it did this vilest of Arabs
with that noble man who had showed me so much disinterested

friendship. But when he again commenced his old tactics I im-

mediately made a serious protest, declaring at once that the only

thing which it was in my power to give him this time was a black

tobe and a red cap, and this I assured him he should not get until

the very moment when I was about to leave the place. The dis-

mal clay house where I had been lodged during my former stay

in the place had since fallen in, and other quarters were assigned

to me, consisting of a court-yard and two huts.
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CHAPTER LXXXIL

SECOND STAY IN GANDO, SO'KOTO, AND WURNO'.

The quarters which had been allotted to me this time were at

least a little more airy than my former ones. My former guide,

Dahome, here paid me a visit. Upon asking him whether he had

faithfully delivered to the mr

allem 'Abd el Kader, in Sokoto, the

parcel I had given him on his taking leave of me at Dore, he put

on a rather sullen look, took from his cap a small leather case,

opened it, and, drawing forth a dirty piece of paper, to my utmost

surprise and disappointment, exclaimed, " Here is your letter P*

I then learned that, in consequence of the violent rains through

which he had had to make his way, and the many rivers and

swamps which he had to cross, the whole envelope of the letter,

containing the lines addressed to my friend in Sokoto, had been

destroyed, so that the latter, receiving only the English letter, and

not knowing what to do with this hieroglyphic, at length returned

it to the bearer, who had since used it as a charm. Besides this

mishap, which had delayed this letter so long, instead of its being

forwarded directly to Europe in order to inform my friends of my
proceedings, there was another disagreeable piece of information

for me here, viz., that nearly the half of the huts composing the

town had been consumed during my absence by a conflagration,

and that all my books which I had left behind had in consequence

been destroyed.

I staid four days in Gando, endeavoring once more, in vain, to

obtain an audience from the prince, and to persuade my compan-

ions, the t&amid, to give up their hopes of a handsome present

from this niggardly man, who sent me, if I may attribute the pro-

ceedings of his slaves to himself, in return for all the presents I

had made him, a common black tobe and 3000 shells, although

my supplies were totally exhausted, and the two camels which I

still possessed were more or less worn out, so that I stood greatly

in need of generous aid
;
but, not wanting any thing besides from

the governor, I was thankful that I had passed unmolested through

his extensive dominions on my outward as well as on my home-

journey, and even protected, as far as his feeble power was able

to grant protection.
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The town was no better off now than it had been a year before,

as being undertaken by 'Aliyu, having turned out a mere sham,

and, in consequence, the pagan rebels being stronger and more

daring than ever
;
and, just as was the case during my former

residence, there was an expedition on a small scale every Tuesday

and Thursday, made by the old people and the women, in order

to collect wood with some degree of security. On the whole

there was nothing of interest to record, except the remarkable

quantity of rain which fell during my stay and which was said to

have fallen before my arrival, confirming the impression already

previously received in my mind that Gando was one of those

places most abundantly supplied with the watery element ; and it

was highly interesting for me to learn from the people on this oc-

casion that, as a general rule, they reckon upon ninety-two rainy

days annually. I am quite sure that the average rain-fall in this

place is certainly not less than sixty inches, but it is probably

more than eighty, and perhaps even one hundred.

Wednesday, August 23d. I was heartily glad when I left this

town, where I had experienced a great deal of trouble, although

I could not but acknowledge that, if I had not succeeded in some

degree in securing the friendship of the ruling men in this place,

it would not have fallen to my lot to have reached even the banks

of the Niger.

It is to be hoped that Khalflu will soon be succeeded by a more

energetic prince, who will restore peace and security to the ex-

tensive dominions of which Gando is the capital. Under such

circumstances, this town, on account of its mercantile connections

with the provinces along the Niger, could hardly fail to become a

place of the greatest interest.

A great many sweet potatoes, or dankali, were cultivated hi the.

district through which I passed, although the aspect of the crops

was far from being satisfactory. The monkey-bread or baobab

trees, on the other hand, were now in the full exuberance of

their foliage. Leaving our former route a little to the north, we
took the southerly road to the town of Dogo-n-daji, which was

enlivened by passengers proceeding to visit the market held at

that place, which proved to be much more important than that

of Gando, cattle, sheep, salt, and beads constituting the chief ar-

ticles for sale. But, just at the moment we arrived, a thunder-

storm broke out, which dispersed all the customers in the market,
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and left us in a difficult position to supply our wants. The town

itself, although the clay wall was in a state of great decay, pre-

sented an interesting aspect, being fall of gonda, or Erica Papaya,

and date trees, which were just loaded with fruit, a rather rare

sight in Negroland.

Thursday, August 2iih. When we left the town of D6go-n-daji

we crossed the market-place, which is adorned by five monkey-

bread-trees, but, being empty at the time, it looked somewhat deso-

late.

At the present day, at the outskirts of almost all the larger

towns of Negroland, Fulbe families are established, who rear cat-

tle for the express purpose of supplying milk for the daily wants

of the inhabitants, and these people gladly provide travelers with

that most desirable article when they are well paid for it
;
but,

having degenerated to mere tradesmen, they, of course, possess

little hospitable feeling. Leaving then the town of Sala at about

two miles distance to the north, and passing through a populous

district, rich in pastures and the cultivation of rice and sorghum,

and exhibiting near the town of Kusada a good many dum and

del^b palms, we ascended at length along a difficult passage, ren-

dered almost impassable by the quantity of rain which had fallen,

until we reached Shagari, the place where we had slept on our

outward journey, and where a market was just being held. We
were fortunate enough, this time, to obtain tolerable quarters, and

to be well treated.

The whole country which we traversed on our next day's

march was clothed with the richest vegetation, the crops being

almost ripe, but cattle and horses being very scanty. Thus, after

a good march, we reached the town of Bodmga, having lost anoth-

er of our camels on the road, which, in crossing one of the swampy
valleys in which this part of Negroland abounds, had fallen back-

ward with his load, and died on the spot. But the quantity of

water that we had to sustain from above and below was not only

destructive to animals, but likewise to men, and I myself felt

most cheerless, weak, and without appetite, bearing already with-

in me the germs of dysentery, which soon were to develop them-

selves, and undermine my health in the most serious way. My
companions were not much better off, and of the messengers of

the Sheikh el Bakay, none but Sidi A'hmed was able to keep up
with us.

A large and well-frequented market was held before the west-
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ern gate of the town of Bodmga, exhibiting a great number of

horned cattle and asses ; but the more desolate appeared the ex-

tensive and at present useless area of the town itself, which was

now covered with rank grass, or laid out in kitchen gardens, while

only a few straggling cottages were to be seen. Although I again

preferred taking up my quarters outside, in my old place, I en-

tered the town expressly in order to pay my compliments to the

governor, and was here most hospitably treated by my friend,

who manifested the greatest delight at my safe return to his prov-

ince from my dangerous journey westward. But I had great need

of the assistance of a powerful friend, as my camels were not able

to carry my little luggage any farther; and the good-tempered

son ofmy old friend Modibo 'All not only assisted me with cam-

els, but also himself mounted the following morning on a stately

charger, and escorted me several miles on my road to Sokoto.

I reached the old residence of the A'hel Fodiye in a very ex-

hausted state, having been delayed on the road by falling in, in

the midst of a swampy faddama, with a numerous caravan of asses,

which entirely obstructed the winding watery path. But, not-

withstanding my sickness, I took extreme delight in the varied

aspect which the country at present exhibited, in comparison with

the almost total nakedness which it had displayed, when I set out

from Sokoto sixteen months previously; and I felt extremely

grateful when I again found myself in this town, having accom-

plished more than I ever thought I should be able to do.

The whole town, suburbs, wall, cottages, and gardens, were now
enveloped in one dense mass of vegetation, through which it was

difficult to make one's way, and recognize places well known from

former visits. Scarcely had I been quartered in a comfortable

hut, when my friend
rAbd el Kader Dan-Taffa sent his compli-

ments to me, and shortly after made his appearance himself, ex-

pressing the liveliest satisfaction at seeing me again, and sincere

compassion for the reduced state of my health. Not less encour-

aging was the reception I met with from my old friend M6dibo
T

Ali. When I made him a small present, regretting that after the

long time I had been without supplies I was not able to make him
a better one, he was so kind as to express his astonishment that I

had any thing left at all. He also begged me not to go on at

once to Wurno, but to stay a day in this place, and to write to

'Aliyu, informing him of my safe return, and how much I stood

in need of his aid. I made use of this opportunity of at once re-
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questing the Emir el Mumemn to forward me with as little delay

as possible on my journey, hinting, at the same time, that I should

feel very grateful to him if he would assist me with horses and

camels. I intimated also that, as I myself, on account of the re-

duced state of my health, was anxious to reach home by the most

direct road, I had to beg permission for a countryman of mine,

who had just come to Bornu, meaning Mr. Vogel, to visit the

southeastern provinces of his kingdom. The following evening

a messenger arrived from the Vizier
rAbdu, son of Gedado, in-

forming me that we were to start on the succeeding day, and that

we should find camels on the other side of the river. The river,

as I had already learned, was very much swollen, and extremely

difficult to cross.

While my Mohammedan and black friends thus behaved to-

ward me in the kindest and most hospitable manner, the way in

which I felt myself treated by my friends in Europe was not at all

encouraging, and little adapted to raise my failing spirits ; for it

was only by accident, through a liberated female slave from Stam-

bul, who called upon me soon after my arrival, that I obtained in-

formation of the important fact that five Christians had arrived in

Kiikawa, with a train of forty camels. While I endeavored to

identify the individuals, of whom this person gave me some ac-

count, from a very selfish point of view, with the particulars con-

tained in Lord Eussell's dispatch, which I had received near Tim-

buktu, about the members of an auxiliary expedition to be sent

out to join me, I was greatly astonished that, for myself, there was
not a single line from those gentlemen, although I felt still author-

ized to consider myself the director of the African Expedition

;

and I could only conclude from all this that something was wrong.

I had not yet any direct intimation of the rumor which was spread

abroad with regard to my death
;
and, taking every thing into

consideration, it was certainly a want of circumspection in Mr.

Vogel, notwithstanding the rumors which were current in Bornu,

not to endeavor to place himselfin communication with me in the

event of my being still alive.

Tuesday, August 29$. Having arranged my luggage at an early

hour, and waited some time for my people to get ready, I set out.

Winding down the slope of the hill on which Sokoto is situated,

and which was now covered with crops, we reached the border of

the stream, which, from having been an insignificant brook at the

time of my first arrival in the place, was now changed into a pow-
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erful torrent, about 200 yards broad, and rushing along with the

most impetuous violence, undermining the banks, and leaving in

its course small patches of grassy islands, which made the passage

extremely difficult. The view opposite will give an idea of the

scenery. Having at length crossed this stream in frail barks,

dragging our horses and beasts of burden alongside of them, we
had to wait a good while on the opposite shore till the camels

sent from Sokoto came to meet us, when we proceeded about

eight miles, and, having been caught in a heavy shower, took up

our quarters in A'chi-da-lafia, a large straggling farming village.

Here I felt extremely weak and exhausted, my case assuming

more distinctly the character of dysentery.

Wednesday
1
August 30th. After an agreeable march of about six

miles, it being a fine clear day, we reached Wurno, the residence

ofAliyu. Here we were lodged in our old quarters, where, how-

ever, the frail building of the hut had disappeared, and nothing

remained but the clay house. I was received by the court of the

Emir el Mumenin also with great kindness, and, curious as it may
appear to Europeans, my hostile relation with the Fiilbe of Ham-
da-Allahi seemed only to have increased my esteem in the eyes

of these people. Aiiyu had even heard of the ungenerous con-

duct of the Sheikh el Bakay's younger brother toward me ; and
while he greatly praised the straightforward behavior of the for-

mer, he did not fail to reproach Sidi A'law&te with meanness.

He treated me very hospitably, although I was not able to enjoy

greatly the more luxurious kind of food which was here offered

to me, for luxurious it seemed after my poor diet in the famished
and distracted region near the Niger. It was only by the strict-

est diet, especially by keeping to sour milk, together with repose,

that I succeeded, after a great deal of suffering, in keeping under
the disease. However, my recovery in the beginning was only
temporary, and on the 13th of the following month dysentery
broke out with considerable violence, and caused me a total loss

of strength
;
but, after a severe crisis, it was overcome by the use

of Dover's powders, although even then a simple diet was the

most effectual remedy, my food consisting of nothing but pound-
ed rice, mixed with curdled milk, and the seeds of the Mimosa Ni-

lotica. At length, on the 22d of September, I was again enabled

to move about a little on horseback, and from that day forward

my health continued to improve.

Finding that my segffa excluded every draught of air, I built
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myself a shed of matting in front of the door of the clay house,

where I spent my time pleasantly enough, until the great humidi-

ty of the ground, in consequence of the rains that began to fall,

drove me back into my hall. The whole breadth of the valley to

the very foot of the rocky border was now under water to a con-

siderable depth, and covered with water-lilies. Scarcely a small

foot-path remained. A great deal of rice was to be seen in the

low ground, while the cultivation on the higher ground consisted

entirely of sorghum. But the richness of the country around was

scarcely of any avail, for greater insecurity prevailed than on my
former visit, even at the distance of a few miles from the capital.

A small host of the enemy had succeeded in carrying into slavery,

from a distance of less than ten miles from the capital, a consider-

able number of people and cattle.* Another predatory expedition

of the Bugaje from Alakkos, a few days later, drove away two

herds of cattle from the very village of Giyawa ; and on the 2d

of October, a small foray of Tagama plundered the village of

Salame, together with a neighboring hamlet, carrying away a

good number of people.

A great dearth of provisions prevailed, not only with regard to

meat, but even corn, which was the more surprising to us, as we
had been accustomed in Timbuktu to very low prices, although

provisions are there brought from so great a distance. We were

able in that town to buy a sheep for 500 or 600 kurdi, but we

could here find none under 3000, the best fetching as much as

5000 ; and as for corn, the suniye, which we bought in Timbuktu

for 3000 to 4000, we should have been glad to buy here with

10,000, if such large quantities had been brought into the market

at all. It was, besides, extremely difficult for me to find shells.

I was thus obliged to sell five dollars for 11,000 shells, while in

Timbuktu they would have fetched 15,000. I also sold the corals

which I had left at a low price, in order to be enabled to keep up

my establishment. Cotton strips, which are liked better in the

country places, were still dearer in proportion than shells.

The horse which I rode myself being incapable of any farther

* This expedition was led by the Dan-ghaladfma-Gdber, and fell upon the bor-

der district of Jyju, situated in the rocky district between Giyawa and Wurno, and

comprising many small hamlets, or gi'daje, as the Gida-n-Riya, Gi'da-n-Alisdwa,

Gida-n-Gorgabe, Gi'da-n-Kdla-Dalladi, Gfda-n-Maidanga, Gfda-n-Yakubu, Gida-

n-Kuggun-daji, Rumde-n-ghaladi'ma, and Alkali-Asben. A brother of his ran -

sacked Wano, separated only by a narrow valley from Salame.

Vol. III.—N is
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exertion, and my camels having either died or become totally ex-

hausted, I was thus thrown, much against my inclination, upon

the generosity of the prince
;
and, in order to stimulate his good-

will, besides the present which I offered to him at my first inter-

view, I gave him, in a second audience, ten dollars, silver being

always an article much esteemed by these people. I had made it

a point of reserving the last bernus I possessed for the Governor

of Kano, who, in the present state of anarchy into which Bornu

seemed to be plunged, might be a person of great importance to

me. But, nevertheless, I could not induce this not very high-

spirited and noble-minded prince to make a sacrifice of a hand-

some horse, and he gave me an animal which, although it did not

prove to be a bad traveling horse, was of small size, had & very

bad walk, was not able to gallop at all, and, altogether, was more

like an ass than a horse. Besides a horse,
fAliyu was kind enough

to send me a large loaf of Englfth sugar, a rather uncommon ar-

ticle in this country. I felt very grateful for this present, as I

was entirely destitute of sugar.

I had a good deal of trouble with my companions, who did not

like to leave this place so soon as it was my intention to do. This

extended not only to the messengers of the sheikh, all of whom
suffered a great deal from illness, but still more to my head man,
'All el A'geren, whom I would have sent away long before if I

had been able to. pay him off; for this man, who found it very

convenient to trade at my expense, while he had nothing to do

except to receive a good salary, entered into all sorts of intrigues

to keep me in this place, just as he had done in Timbuktu.

Notwithstanding the reiterated delays, I succeeded in fixing my
departure for the 7th of October, and as I afterward convinced

myself from my own experience, the state of the roads which we
had to cross would scarcely have allowed us to commence our

journey before that time ; but the rainy season was now almost

over; and while the noxious insect, called tumunragaye, which
toward the end of the rainy season infests the whole ground, in-

creased in numbers, the quantity of rain decreased. Being now
rather better and feeling stronger, I began again to move about a

little on horseback, although the swampy character of the valley

which surrounds Wurno on almost every side, together with the

rocky character of the remaining part of the district, prevented

me fro.m making long excursions.

During this my second stay in the capital of this extensive em-
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pire, I had again full opportunity of observing the extreme weak-

ness and want of energy which prevails in its very centre, al-

though I could not but acknowledge the feeling of justice which

animates the ruler himself, notwithstanding his want of spirit.

In proof of this, I may relate that, being informed one day that

five young sons of his had committed hits of injustice in the mar-

ket, he became greatly enraged, and immediately sent his two

chief courtiers, *Abdu and the ghaladuna, with positive orders to

seize and imprison the offenders ; and when the young outlaws

succeeded in escaping and hiding themselves for a day or two, he

had the chief slave, who had been with them, executed. But the

cowardice of his people, and their oppression of the weak and un-

protected, became fully apparent. A most disgraceful affair hap-

pened at this time. A caravan of inoffensive traders who had

encamped in Gawasu were surprised by them, and, after consider-

able havoc had been made among them, were deprived of almost

all their property. These people had been reported to be hostile

pagans, or A'zena, from the district of Saje, in Gober, and depend-

ent on the protection of the K£l-ger£s and the Awelimmiden-

wu^n-Bodhal, and were represented as having been trading with

the inhabitants of Tleta, which was hostile to the F6Hani ; but

after this cruel act of injustice had been committed, it was ascer-

tained that they were peaceable traders on their way to Kano,

and that among them there were even several inhabitants of

Wurno.
But it almost seemed as if the prospects of this part of Negro-

land were to darken more and more, for the rumors which I had
heard on the Niger of the ancient feud between the K^l-owi and
K61-ger£s having again broken out in a sanguinary struggle were
Entirely confirmed here. The Kdl-owi had undertaken this year

an expedition on a large scale, consisting of five thousand men
mounted on horses and camels, and, according to report, with as

many as 1000 muskets, against the Kdl-ger£s and the Awelimmi-
den, and had penetrated almost as far as Saje, which place they

destroyed by fire. The K£l-ger£s having taken part in the expe-

dition of the Goberawa against the empire of Sokoto, the relation

of the K61-owi with the latter had assumed a much more friendly

character, and our old friend A'nnur had paid a visit to the town

of Katsena. My friend
cAbd el Kader, the Sultan of A'gades,

who, as I have mentioned in my outward journey, had been de-

posed, and had been succeeded by Hamed e' Eufay, had now
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turned merchant on a grand scale, endeavoring at the same time

to attach the Fulbe to his cause. His usual residence was now in

Katsena, but he had paid a visit the previous year, in company

with the governor of that place, to the Emir el Mumenin, taking

him, besides a quantity of bemuses and other valuable articles, a

present of thirteen horses of Tawarek breed, and receiving from

the latter, besides a number of tobes, 3,000,000 shells and 2(30

slaves. Having remained about two months in Wurn6, and hav-

ing been treated altogether in the most distinguished manner, the

Ex-king of A'gades had been forwarded with a numerous escort

;

for, notwithstanding the extreme weakness of this empire, if

viewed from a European point of view, it even now is not quite

destitute of means. During my stay the messengers arrived from

Z&riya with a bi-monthly tribute of 300,000 shells, 85 slaves, and

100 tobes.

the satisfaction of seeing my departure finally arranged for the . 5th

of October. The ghaladima, in whose company on my outward

journey I had come from Katsena, was again to be my fellow-

traveler on my return eastward. I therefore completed my prep-

arations, and on the 4th of October I had my final leave-taking,

or, as the Hausa people say, the babankwana, when I took the op-

portunity of excusing myself to 'AKyu for having been this year

a little troublesome, after the fashion of those Arab sherifs who
used to visit him, stating at the same time that if my means had

not been almost exhausted, I should have preferred buying a

horse for myself. Having made this prelude, I endeavored to im-

press upon him the dangerous state of the road, when he made use

of the expression common in Hausa, " Alia shibudetal" ("God
may open it !") ; but I protested against such an excess of reliance

upon the Divine intervention, and exhorted him to employ his

own strength and power for such a purpose, for without security

of roads I assured him there could be no intercourse or traffic. He
either was, or seemed to be, very desirous that the English should

open trading relations with him ; and I even touched on the cir-

cumstance that, in order to facilitate such an intercourse, it would
be best to blow up certain rocks which most obstructed the navi-

gation between Yauri and Busa, but of such an undertaking I con-

vinced myself that it was better not to say too much at once, as

that ought to be an affair of time.

Altogether, AJiyu had entered into the most cheerful conversa-
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tion with me on all occasions, and had questioned me upon every

subject without reserve. He also furnished me with four letters

of recommendation, one to the Governor of Kano, one to that of

Bauchi, one to that of A'damawa, and one in a more general

sense, addressed to all the governors of the different provinces in

his empire. Thus I took leave of him and his court, probably

never to see that region again, and lamenting that this extensive

empire, which is so advantageously situated for a steady inter-

course with Europeans, was not in the hands of an energetic

chieftain, who would be able to give stability to conquest, and to

organize the government of these provinces, so richly endowed by

nature, with a strong hand.

Thursday, October 5th. It was about three o'clock in the after-

noon when I took my final leave of Wurno. I had twice resided

in this capital for some length of time, experiencing, on the whole,

much kindness. On my outward journey I had been furnished

on my dangerous undertaking with a strong and powerful recom-

mendation ; and on my return, although I had come into hostile

contact with another section of the same tribe to which the inhab-

itants of this country belong, I had been again received without

the least suspicion, had been treated with great regard, notwith-

standing the exhausted state of my finances, and allowed to pur-

sue my home-journey as soon as the season reopened the commu-
nication with the neighboring province.

Following now quite a different and more southerly road from

that which we had pursued on our outward journey, we encamp-

ed this day in Dan-Shaura,* a walled town, strengthened by three

moats, tolerably well inhabited, and adorned with fine groups of

trees, among which some large gonda-trees, or Erica Papaya, were
distinguished. The town belongs to the district of Raba, which

forms the title of its governor, who is called Serki-n-Raba. He
was a decent sort of man, and treated us hospitably, a dish offish

proving a great luxury to me in this inland region, and bearing

testimony to the considerable size of a large pond which borders

the town on the- east side, being apparently in connection with

* I here give a list of the towns and villages lying along this river on the side of

Dan-Shaura: Dogawa, Tungammaza, Tunsumawa, Tdfa, Gida-n-dan-Damawa,
Gi'da-n-Laudam, Basansan, Gida-n-Somaba, G. Magajij Gelgil

7
G. Atafiru, Jan

Tumbage'be, Birni-n-Dange'da, Gaje're, Dorowa-n-birni, Dakurawa, Kundus, Rara.

Between the town of Raba, from whence this river has received the name Gulbi-n-

Raba, and Sokoto, there are the places Kurfi, Toidnka, Kawasa, Durbel, Dtfnguji,

Tunga-duwatsu, Kabariga (Ungwa Ibrahim a), Gari-n-serkf-n-A'zena.
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the gulbi-n-Kaba or Bugga. The evening was clear, and I en-

joyed for a long time the scenery of the place in the fine moon-

light, but the governor would not honor me with his company,

being greatly afraid of the bad influence of the moon, the effect

of.which he thought far more injurious than that of the sun.

Friday, October 6th. After a night greatly disturbed first by mus-

quitoes, and then by a heavy gale, we pursued our journey, enter-

ing a fine open country, which was intersected farther on by a

broad faddama, and beyond that presented several ponds half dried

up
;
but, after a march of about ten miles, we had a larger valley

full of water on our right, and three miles farther on had to cross

it at a spot where the sheet of water was at present narrowed to

about 100 yards in width and 3 feet in depth, and, notwithstanding

a considerable current, afforded an easier passage than the other

part pf the rainy season bed, which at present exhibited swampy
ground, partly overgrown with rank grass, but was very difficult

to cross, and a f$w days previously had been totally impracticable

for horses or camels.

Four miles and a half beyond this river, through a country

adorned with fine trees, but without any traces of cultivation, we
reached a large river about 250 yards broad, and more than 5 feet

deep, running here in a northeasterly direction, and no doubt iden-

tical with the river which we had lately crossed. How it is that the

river here contains so much more water than it does lower down
I can not state with oertainty, but my opinion is that a great por-

tion of it is withdrawn toward the north, where the forest seems

gradually to slope down toward the desert region of the centre of

Gundumi, where, in a sort of mould or hollow, a large lake-like

pond is formed, It is rather unfortunate that I had not an op-

portunity of asking information on this subject from one of the

followers of the ghaladima, who, instead of crossing the first sheet

of water, kept along its northern bank, and thus, with a longer

circuit, but without the necessity of embarking in a boat, reached

the town of Gandi. Having then crossed another small faddama,

in a wide open country, where sorghum and cotton were cultivat-

ed together in the same fields, we reached the town of Gandi. It

is surrounded by a wall (in a state of decay) and by two moats,

and is of considerable size, but half deserted.

We traversed with some difficulty the entrance to the town,

which was adorned on the outside with three very tall bombax
or silk-cotton trees, and was almost entirely obstructed by a wooden
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gate, and then made our way through the desolate area of the

town, overgrown with tall herbage, dum palms, and korna, until

we reached the house of the magaji, who is one of the five rulers

of this vast and desolate place. But we had a great deal of trou-

ble in procuring quarters in an empty court-yard, where we were

glad to obtain some rest, as, owing to my long illness, and my en-

tire want of any strengthening food, I felt extremely exhausted

by our day's march. I had, moreover, the dissatisfaction to find

that one of my people, a liberated slave from Nupe, had remained

behind and could not be found. As for myself, I was not able to

stir much about to inquire after him, for I wanted rest the more,

as we had a long day's march before us,* and had to rise at a

very early hour.

It was three o'clock the following morning when we all assem-

bled round the court-yard of the ghaladima, but, on account of the

guide who had promised to conduct us through the wilderness

not daring to trust himself with these people without receiving

his reward beforehand, we did not get off till halfpast five o'clock,

after we were quite tired out and ill prepared for a long march.

The forest was overgrown with rank grass, and in the beginning

exhibited some large ponds. The dorowa formed the principal

tree, only now and then a diim palm giving some variety to the

vegetation. Through this dense forest we marched at such a rate

that it rather resembled a flight than any thing else, rendering it

impossible for me to lay down this road with the same degree of

accuracy to which I had adhered with the greatest perseverance

throughout the whole extent of my long wanderings. At length,

after a march of more than twenty miles, we reached the begin-

ning of the large pond Subiibu, which, however, at present was
almost dried up, presenting nothing but small pools of water ; but

I was sadly disappointed in my hopes of obtaining here some rest,

the locality being regarded as too insecure to make a long halt,

although, on account of this sheet of water, we had evidently given

to our course a direction greatly diverging from that of our main
route, which was to the northeast. I felt so much exhausted that

I was obliged shortly after to remain secretly behind, protected

only by my faithful servant El Gatroni, when I lay down flat on

the ground for a few moments, and then, refreshed a little, hastily

* Close to Gandi is the small hill Dan-Fawa, where the ancient town was situ-

ated, and at a distance of about ten miles is the well-known town of Bakura, after

which the river is called Gulbi-n-Bakura.
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followed the troop. Thus we proceeded onward, and the day

passed by without there appearing any vestige of a town. After

many disappointments, dragging myself along in the most des-

perate state of exhaustion, about an hour after midnight we at

length reached cultivated fields, and encamped at some distance

from the town of Danfawa or Dan-Fawa, on an open piece of

ground. Not being able to wait till the tent was pitched, I fell

fast asleep as soon as I dismounted. A very heavy dew fell dur-

ing the night.

Sunday, October 8th. Having obtained some water and a couple

of fowls from some farming people in our neighborhood, we suc-

ceeded in finding our camels (which, on account of the exhausted

condition of my people, had wandered away), and set out a little

after noon, passing close by the town, where a tolerable market

was held, and where I provided myself with corn for the next-

few days. The town of Dan-Fawa is tolerably populous, and

there are even a good many huts outside the walls ; but I was as-

tonished at observing the filthy condition of the pond from which

the inhabitants procure their supply of water. It could not fail

to confirm my former conjecture that most of the diseases of the

inhabitants, especially the Guinea-worm, are due to this dirt and

filth which they swallow at certain seasons of the year in this sort

of water.

Having lost some time in the market, I overtook my people as

they were winding along the steep bank of a considerable river,

which, taking a northerly course, and evidently identical with

the water-course at Katuru, joins the great valley of Gober a few

miles to the northwest of Sansanne 'Aisa. At the place where we
crossed it was about 200 yards broad, but very shallow at the

time, being only a foot deep and full of sand-banks ; but I was

not a little astonished to find that it contained a very great quan-

tity offish, numbers of people being employed in catching them

by the beating of drums. Although the bank was so steep, there

were evident signs that a short time before it had been covered

by the water, and part of the crops, even beyond its border, had

been damaged by the inundation.

The country appeared to be well inhabited. A little farther on

we passed on our left a populous walled town called Dole, and an

apparently larger place became visible on the other side, the pas-

ture-grounds being covered with extremely fine cattle. After we

had crossed the river I found that the highest stalks of Indian
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corn, which was fast ripening, measured not less than twenty-

eight feet. Besides sorghum, sweet potatoes, or dankali, were

also cultivated here to a great extent. Having then crossed a

stony tract, we again reached the town of Moriki, where the river

approaches to within a few hundred yards.'* On the high ground

close to the border of the town a market-place spreads out. Hav-

ing observed the narrowness of the lanes, I preferred encamping

a considerable distance beyond the town, near a hamlet surround-

ed by a thick, fence, and inhabited by Fulbe of the tribes of the

Jakabawa and Kukodawa. The neighborhood of Moriki was said

to be infested by the inhabitants of the town of Tl&a, who were

reported to make nightly forays, carrying away horses and cattle
;

but, notwithstanding this information, we had an undisturbed

night's rest, although I thought it prudent to fire several shots.

Monday, October 9th. Having dried our tent a little from the ex-

tremely heavy dew which had fallen during the night, we set

out to join our companions. Traversing the same rocky district

through which we had passed on our outward journey, we reached

again the well-known place of Duehi, and entering with difficulty

the obstructed lanes of the village, where we lost another of our

camels, pitched our tent on a small open square opposite the

house where the ghaladima had taken up his quarters. Some
tamarind-trees on the slope of a rocky eminence, which rose close

behind our resting-place, afforded us a tolerable shelter during

the hot hours of the day.

Tuesday, October 10th. Our day's march carried us as far as

Bunka, with the loss of another of our camels, and we encamped
this time inside the town, in a tolerably spacious court-yard, the

surrounding fields being now covered with tall crops, and not af-

fording sufficient ground for encamping. Altogether the country

presented a very different aspect from what it had done on our

outward journey, and the water-course near Zyrmi, with its steep

banks, offered a difficult passage, although the water was not more
than a foot and a half deep. My camels being either knocked up

or having entirely succumbed, I endeavored in vain to procure a

good ox of burden, the principal reason of my difficulty being

that I was not provided with shells, and, in consequence, I had

some trouble the next day in reaching the town of Kammane,

* The water-course is here still of considerable size, and comes a good many

miles from the southeast, from a place called Gdzaki, skirting the towns of Kauri-

n-Namdda and Gdga.
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where the ghaladima took up his quarters. Already on the road

I had observed a good deal of indigo and cotton cultivated be-

tween the .sorghum. Even here, close to the town, we found the

grounds divided between the cultivation of rice and indigo, and I

soon learned that the whole industry of the inhabitants consisted

in weaving and dyeing. They have very little millet of any kind,

so that their food is chiefly limited to ground-nuts or kolche.

They have no cattle, but their cotton is celebrated on account of

its strength, and the shirts which they dye here are distinguished

for the peculiar lustre which they know how to give to them.

Although the inhabitants have only about twenty horses, they

are able, according to their own statement, to bring into the field

not less than 5000 archers. However exaggerated this statement

may be, they had not found it very difficult, the preceding year,

to drive back the expedition of the Goberawa ; for they keep their

wall in excellent repair, and even at present only one gate was

passable at all for laden animals, the others being only accessible

by a kadarku or narrow drawbridge. The whole interior of the

town presented an interesting aspect, tall dum palms shooting up
between the several granite mounds which rise to a considerable

elevation,* while the court-yards exhibited a great deal of indus-

try, the people being busy with their labors till late in the even-

ing. The proprietor of the court-yard where I had taken up my
quarters treated me with the favorite drink of fura soon after my
arrival, and with tiiwo in the evening. I was also fortunate

enough to obtain some milk from the villagers outside.

Thursday, October 12th. It was rather late when we left this place

for another long forced march, a dense fog enveloping the coun-

try
j
but it was still much too early for my noble friend the gha-

ladima, who was busy installing a new governor, for which he

received a present of a horse and large heaps of shells, so that it

was almost ten o'clock before we had fairly entered upon our

march. This district being very dangerous, we proceeded on with

great haste, and I really conjectured that it was in truth the un-

safe state of the road which had caused the delay of our depart-

ure, the people being anxious to disappoint the enemy, who, if

they had heard the news of our arrival in this place, would of

* Kammand is one of those places which are distinguished on account of their

granite mounds, and which extend from A'yo and Magare' to Chaband, A'jtfia, and

the fifteen rocky mounds of Kotdrkoshe, where the Sultan of Sokoto had the pre-

ceding year directed his expedition.
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course expect that we should set out in the morning. Having

made our way for about six hours through a dense forest, we left

a granite mound and the ivy-mantled wall of Eubo on one side,

with a fine rimi and abundance of fresh grass of tall growth. The
forest then became clearer, and we reached a considerable tebki,

or pond, which being regarded as the end of the dangerous tract,

my companions came to congratulate me upon having now at

length escaped the dangers of the road. However, our day's

march was still tolerably long, extending altogether to twelve

hours, and, being rather unwell that day, I had considerable diffi-

culty in keeping up with the troop. In consequence of our late

departure, we had to traverse the most difficult part of our route,

that riearest to U'mmadaw, which is intersected by granite blocks,

in the dark, so that our march was frequently obstructed, espe-

cially at a spot where two mighty granitic masses left only a nar-

row passage. A good deal of indigo is here cultivated between

the millet : and the- town itself is very spacious
;
but, arriving at

so late an hour, we had great difficulty in obtaining quarters, all

the open grounds being covered with corn, and we were glad to

find at length an open square where we might pitch our tent.

Friday, October 13th. Here my route separated from that of the

ghaladima. as I was going to Kano, while he, again, along this

roundabout way (the direct route having been almost entirely

broken up by the enemy), directed his steps toward Katsena.

After satisfying our appetites, for which we had not been able to

provide the preceding night, I took a small present with me, and

went to bid farewell to the ghaladima and those of his suite

who had been particularly kind to me, and I hope that they will

long remember me. Having fulfilled this duty, I proceeded with

my people, in order to continue my march alone. The country

was tolerably open, broken only here and there by granite rocks,

while the vegetation was enlivened now and then by dum palms.

Cultivation was limited to certain tracts
;
but, notwithstanding the

unsafe state of the country, the pasture-grounds were not quite

destitute of cattle, and, being at length able to travel according to

my own inclinations, I enjoyed the scenery extremely. It had

been my original intention to pursue the road to Korofi
;
but, by

mistake, after leaving Wurno, I had got into the track leading to

Birchi. I reached this latter town after a march of altogether

about twelve miles, having crossed my former route from Kurayd

to Kurrefi. I found that almost all the male inhabitants of the
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place had joined the expedition against Kaura ; and I pitched my
tent in front of the house of the ghaladima, but was invited by

the people who were left as guardians to pass the hot hours of the

day in the cool entrance-hall of his court-yard. Although the

place does not exhibit any great signs ofwealth or comfort, I was

glad to find that the corn here was much cheaper than in U'mma-
daw. I was also enabled to buy some butter. Moreover, the ab-

sence of the governor exercised no unfavorable influence upon my
treatment, which was very kind: an old m'allem especially evinced

a friendly disposition toward me.

Saturday, October lUIu After a march of about fourteen miles,

passing by the town of Kaweo, where a small market was held,

and traversing the suburb of Sakassar, with its beautiful " nga-

bor£," or fig-trees, we reached the town of Maje, which had been

represented to us as rich in cattle and milk, but which I found ,

half deserted; the town having greatly declined about twelve

years previously, when the whole country, including the places

Takabawa, Matazu, Kor6fi, and Kurkojango, revolted, and gave

free passage to an army of the Goberawa. I was glad to buy a

good sheep for 1500 shells. The governor of the place was ab-

sent in Katsena, where he generally resides. We had pitched

our tent in the shade of a beautiful fig-tree, and passed the after-

noon very pleasantly, but were greatly troubled during the night

by the numbers of musquitoes.

Eising at an early hour, and traversing a fine country, I reached

the large town of Kusada in the afternoon, and encamped here,

outside, not far from the market-place, which at the time of my
arrival was quite untenanted ; but the following night it became

well frequented by a number of travelers who sought quarters

there. On this march I observed a specimen of industry on a

small scale, exercised by the inhabitants of the town of Maje, who
buy sour milk in a place called Kankia, at a considerable distance,

and supply the town of Kor6fi with it. Numerous villages were

lying on either side of our path, cultivated and uncultivated ground

succeeding alternately, Indian millet being here the chief product

besides cotton. The pasture-grounds also were enlivened by a

good number of horses.

Pursuing from this point my old road through the fine province

of Kano, rich in all kinds of produce, and well stocked with cat-

tle, and encamping the next night close beyond the town ofBichi,

I reached the town of Kano in the afternoon of the 17th, having

sent one of my people in advance.
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CHAPTER LXXXIIL

SECOND RESIDENCE IN KANO', UNDER UNFAVORABLE CIRCUM-

STANCES.—MARCH TO XU'KAWA.

On my arrival in Kano I found every thing prepared, and took

up my quarters in a house provided for me; but I was greatly

disappointed in finding neither letters nor supplies, being entirety

destitute of means, and having several debts to pay in this place

—among others, the money due to my servants, to whom I had

paid nothing during the whole journey from Kukawa to Tim-

buktu and back. I was scarcely able to explain how all this could

have happened, having fully relied upon finding here every thing

I wanted, together with satisfactory information with regard to the

proceedings of Mr. Yogel and his companions, whose arrival in

Kukawa I had as yet only accidently learned from a liberated

slave in Sokoto. But fortunately, without relying much upon

Sidi Eashid, the man whom I knew to be at the time the agent

of her majesty's vice-consul in Murzuk, I had given my confidence

at once to Sidi 'All, the merchant whom I have mentioned already

in the account of my former stay in this place as a tolerably trust-

worthy person, and whose good-will I endeavored at once to se-

cure by sacrificing to him almost every thing I had left of value,

including a small six-barreled pistol. In return, he promised to

supply my wants till I should be put in possession of the money
and merchandise which I had deposited in Zmder.

The first thing, therefore, which I had to do the next morning,

after having paid my compliments to the ghaladima and the gov-

ernor, and made to each of them a handsome present, such as my
means would allow, was to send my servant Mohammed el Grat-

roni, upon whom I could fully rely, to Zmder, giving him full in-

structions, and promising him a handsome present if he should

succeed in bringing away all my effects, both those which had been

deposited on a former occasion, and the merchandise which had

been forwarded on my account at a later period, and a smaller one

in case he should only find the latter portion
;
for, after all, I was

by no means sure that the box of ironware and the four hundred

dollars had remained safe during the severe civil struggles which
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had agitated Bornu during my absence. Meanwhile, till the re-

turn of this messenger, I endeavored to pass my time as usefully

as possible by completing a survey of the town which I had begun

during my former residence, but was far from having finished. At
the same time, the state of my health, on account of the close quar-

ters in which I was here lodged, after having roved about in the

open air for so long a time, required uninterrupted exercise. Ow-
ing to the change in my mode of living, severe fits of fever at-

tacked me repeatedly.

Kano will always remain one of the most unfavorable localities

for Europeans in this region ; and it was well that Mr. Vogel, for

the first year after his arrival in Negroland, purposely avoided

this spot. Even my animals did not escape the malignant effect

of the. climate. Three of my horses were seized, one after the

other, with a contagious disease, commencing with a swelling of

the thighs, and from thence spreading to the breast and the head,

and generally proving fatal in six or eight days. In this way I

lost two out of my three horses, including my old companion, who
had carried me through so many dangerous campaigns, and who
had shared all my fatigues and sufferings for nearly three years

;

but the small and ugly, but strong horse which the Sultan of S6-

koto had made me a present of, escaped with its life. This disease

which attacked my horses, of course, interfered greatly with my
excursions, and took away almost all the pleasure which they

would otherwise have afforded, as I was reduced to the necessity

of making use of very indifferent animals. Nevertheless, I enjoy-

ed greatly the open country which extended outside the gates of

this picturesque but extremely dirty town, dotted with large vil-

lages at no great distance ; and ^followed up especially,, with great

interest, the easterly of the three roads which diverge from the

K6fa-n-kura, and which leads to the small rivulet known as the

Kogi-n-Kano. Occasionally, also, I went to visit some cattle-pens,

in order to get a little fresh milk, which I was unable to procure

in the town ; for inside the place I succeeded only after great ex-

ertion in obtaining a little goat's milk. The pools produced by
the rainy season had now dried up almost every where, and that

peculiar kind of sorghum called "maiwa" had been harvested;

and a few days afterward, while making another excursion to the

south, I met the servants of the governor gathering the corn for

their master.

Besides my own private concerns, and the anxiety produced by
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the urgency of my debts and the uncertainty with regard to the

property left by me in Zmder, there were two objects which at-

tracted my whole attention, and caused me a good deal of per-

plexity and hesitation. The first of these was the expedition sent

by the English government up the Kiver B£nuw£, of which I had

not the slightest idea at the time when it was carried out, for the

dispatches which I had received in Timbuktu, after so much de-

lay, did not contain a word about such a proceeding; and the let-

ters which were forwarded afterward to my address, informing

me that such an expedition was to be undertaken, remained in

Kukawa, and I did not get them until my arrival in that place at

the end of December. Thus it was not until the 29th of October

that, just in the same manner as I had heard accidentally in So-

koto of the arrival of Mr. Vogel in Kukawa, I was informed here,

by the report of the natives, of such an expedition having taken

place. I at first thought that it was undertaken by Captain

M'Leod, of whose proposal to ascend the Niger I had accident-

ally gleaned some information through a number of the Galignani,

and it was not until the 13th of November that I succeeded in

meeting the person who had seen the expedition with his own
eyes. This man informed me that the expedition consisted of one

large boat, he did not know whether of iron or of wood, and two

smaller ones, containing altogether seven gentlemen and seventy

slaves, he of course taking
t
the Kroomen for slaves. Moreover, I

learned from him that the members of this expedition had not

gone as far as Yola, the capital of A'damawa, as the Governor

of Hamarruwa had warned them not to go up to that place

with their steamer, on account of the narrow passage between the

mountains. He also informed me that they had commenced their

home-journey earlier than had been expected, and that he himself,

having proceeded to Yakoba in order to procure more ivory for

them, had found them gone on his return.

The other circumstance which greatly occupied my mind at this

time was the state of affairs in Kiikawa ; for in the beginning, on

the first news ofthe revolution in Bornu, and of the Sheikh 'Omar

being dethroned and his vizier slain, I had given up my project

of returning by Bornu, intending to try again the difficult road

by A'fr. At a later season, however, when I heard on the road

that 'Omar was again installed, I cherished the hope that it .

might be possible to take the safer route by the Tebu country,

especially as I received the news of a most sanguinary struggle
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having taken place between the Kdl-bwi and the K£l-ger£s. In

this struggle a great many of the noblest men of the former were

said to have fallen, together with several hundred of the common

'

people on both sides. I was sorry to hear that in this struggle

my best friends had succumbed.

Meanwhile the news from Kiikawa remainedvery unsatisfactory,

and false rumors were continually brought from thence. Thus it

was reported on the Ipt of November that the Sugurti had van-

quished 'Omar, who had made his escape accompanied only by a

couple of horsemen ; and it was not until the 9th that we received

trustworthy news that he was holding his position steadily against

the intrigues of the party of his brother, whom he kept in

prison. It was with great satisfaction that I saw messengers from

'Omar arrive in the course of a few days, in . order to present his

compliments to the governor of this place. I at once had them

called to my house, and made them a few presents, in order to

express my satisfaction at their master having recovered his king-

dom, and still holding his position ; for it was a most important

point with me to see my road to Bornu clear, and to meet there

with Mr. Vogel and his party, in order to give him my advice and

assistance with respect to the countries which it was most desirable

that he should explore. But in the situation in which I was thus

placed, it proved most difficult to obtain the means of reaching

Kiikawa, as I had no money at my disposal
;

for, to my great dis-

appointment, the servant whom I had sent to Zmder on the 18th,

in order to bring from thence the property which I had deposited

there, as well as the merchandise which had arrived afterward,

returned on the 4th ofNovember empty-handed, bringing nothing

but a few letters. It was now that I heard that the news of my
death had been every where believed, and that a servant of Mr.

Vogel's, together with a slave of
(Abd e' Kahman's, had arrived

in Zmder from Kiikawa, and had taken away all the merchandise

that had reached that place on my account, the box with the 400

dollars and the cutlery having been stolen long before, immediate-

ly after the assassination of the sherif.

Thus, then, I was left destitute also from this side, and I felt

the want of supplies the more, as my head man, 'AH el A'geren,

supported by the wording of the contract which I had entered

into with him, had claimed here peremptorily the payment of the

rest of his salary, which amounted to 111 dollars, and I had been

obliged to request Sidi AH to pay him this sum on my account.
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This man had cost me very dear, and if I had possessed sufficient

means I should have discharged him in Timbuktu, as he there

threw off all allegiance and obedience to me as soon as he became

aware of the dangers which surrounded me. He was likewise of

very little service to me on my return-journey
;
but, of course, he

was now anxious to excuse himself for his conduct on the road,

and even laid claim to the present which I had promised him in

the event of his conduct proving quite to my satisfaction. This,

however, I refused with good reason ; and I was glad to find that

my other servants, whose salaries amounted altogether to nearly

200 dollars, were willing to wait for their payment until we reach-

ed Kukawa.

However, the parcel which my servant brought me from Zin-

der was not quite devoid of subjects of gratification, as besides a

few letters from Europe, including a map of South Africa by Mr.

Cooley, it contained two beautifully written Arabic letters, one

addressed to Aliyu, the Emir of Sokoto, and the other a general

letter of recommendation addressed by her majesty's consul in

Tripoli to the chiefs of the Fulbe. These letters I had expressly

written for, and if I had received them two years earlier they

would have been of great service to me. As it was, I sent the

letter destined for
fAKyu to the governor, who was so much

pleased with it that he forwarded it by a special messenger, ac-

companied by a letter from myself, wherein I expressed my regret

that I had not been able to present this letter to him on my per-

sonal visit, while at the same time I excused myself for not being

able at the time to send him a small present, not having found
here any supplies, and being entirely destitute of means. Having
heard a report, which afterward proved to be false, that the Gov-
ornor of Hamarruwa had formed the intention of attacking the

people in*the English steamer with a large force, I took the op-

portunity of protesting in this letter against such proceedings,

giving the chief a plain statement of the peaceable intentions of

the expedition.

The parcel which my servant had brought me from Zmder
seemed also to hold out the prospect of material aid ; for the let-

ter from Mr. Dickson, dated the latter part of 1853, wherein he at

.the same time informed me, to my great disappointment, that he

was about to leave his post for the Crimea, contained two letters

of recommendation to a couple of Ohadamsi merchants, of the

names of Haj A'hmed ben Slfman and Mohammed ben Musa,
Vol. III.—0 0
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who, as lie informed me, had property of his own in their hands,

in order to assist me in case I should be in want of money; but

when I sent these letters to their destination they were very cold-

ly received, and it was intimated to me that I could not be ac-

commodated. The disappointment which the awkwardness of

my pecuniary circumstances caused me was soothed in some de-

gree by the offer which the Pezzani merchant, Khweldi, whose

kindness to me I have mentioned on a previous occasion, made

me at the same time, of lending me 200 dollars in cash. In the

afternoon' of the 14th a servant of his arrived with the money,

which, however, did not suffice for my actual wants, as I had to.

return to Sidi
rAli the 111 dollars which he had paid to my serv-

ant
fAll el A'geren. After having made a suitable present to the

messenger, I had therefore only a very small sum remaining, and

the disappointment which I had experienced with regard to my
luggage made me reluctant to forego the project which I had

formed of taking home with me specimens of the manufactures of

this place. I had also to buy two horses and a couple of camels,

together with sundry other articles, and I was therefore obliged to

procure farther means, however difficult it might be. I had even

a great deal of trouble with Sidi 'All, who put off his promise to

accommodate me from day to day.

At length, having, on the 10th of November, written an ener-

getic letter to this merchant, it was agreed that the affair between

myself and the Ghadamsi merchants, who refused to lend me
money, although they had English property in their hands, should

be referred to the ghaladima, who granted me a public interview

for the purpose. In this audience, in which a great number of

other people were present, the merchants founded their refusal to

comply with my request on the old date of the letter in which

they were ordered to attend to my wishes ; and it was* not until

the ghaladima had ordered them to bring into his presence all

that they possessed of the British agent's property that they agreed

the following day to lend me a sum of money, at the usual rate

of one hundred per cent. Being obliged to agree to this condi-

tion, as it had never been my intention to oblige them by force to

grant me a loan without allowing them their usual profit, I stipu-

lated to receive from them 500,000 shells, equal in this place to

200 dollars, on the condition that 400 should be repaid in Tripoli

at four months' date. This loan, which would not have been nec-

essary at all if I had found my supplies, enabled me, on the other
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hand, to send off my dispatches with the greatest ease and secu-

rity, as it was, of course, the interest of these merchants to have

these letters forwarded to Tripoli by the safest and shortest route.

A courier was therefore dispatched immediately, who, being an

experienced and well-known person, would be able to make his

way through the country of A'fr, which in its temporarily dis-

turbed state was closed to any one else. The only thing which

caused me some displeasure in this transaction was the circum-

stance that these merchants from Ghadames had the insolence, al-

though half the money with which they trade is Christian money,

to call the Christians, in the presence of the ghaladima, by the of-

fensive name of 11 Kafarawa" (" the infidels"), and I made a serious

protest against such a term being employed in official transactions.

The difficulty which I had in supplying my wants, and purchas-

ing the articles that in my opinion were necessary for my outfit,

was the greater, as every thing was very dear at the time, the

merchants being of opinion, on account of the turbulent state of

the road, that no caravan from the north would arrive that year.

Camels especially were exceedingly dear, seven fine animals which

Khweldi had sent from Zinder being sold for 60,000 shells each,

a very high price for a camel. I deemed, myself, therefore, very

fortunate in being able to purchase a she-camel of inferior quality

for 45,000. I also was so lucky as to buy an excellent mare for

70,000 shells, or less than thirty dollars. Having thus at length

provided for all my wants, I got every thing ready for starting on

the 21st, and heartily glad I was when I was fairly embarked on

this the last stage of my journeying in Negroland, with the pros-

pect before me that, in six months or so, I might again breathe the

invigorating air of the north.

I therefore cheerfully took leave of my friends from the far

west, who were to follow as soon as possible to Kukawa
;

for, al-

though they were not likely to be of any farther assistance to me,

they wanted to lay the chief of that country under some contribu-

tion for their own benefit and that of their master. I then pur-

sued my journey with great cheerfulness; and although the gen-

eral character of the country was not new to me, yet the route

which I was obliged to take had not been traveled by me before.

The road, although perhaps less populous, seemed to possess the

advantage of richer vegetation, and deleb palms especially formed

the ornament of many a hamlet or of the open scenery. Fine cat-

tle also were to be seen in considerable numbers, and altogether it
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was a pleasant ride. Thus, after a march of about eleven miles,

we reached the town of Wase or Wasa, and here took up our

quarters; but, as usual, we found the gate so narrow that we were

obliged to take most of the luggage off the camels, and this was

the reason that we always preferred encamping outside, although

here it was deemed too unsafe. Even inside the place the people

were very much afraid of thieves. The town was tolerably pop-

ulous, and the court-yards were fenced with hedges of living trees,

almost in the same way as U'ba, and the one where we lodged

was well shaded. Although, in the present disturbed state of the

country, and with the prospect of another expedition of Bokhari,

the inhabitants did not feel much at their ease, we were neverthe-

less tolerably well treated.

November 24dh. We had the same difficulty in getting out of

the town as we had in entering it, so that I was quite sick ofthese

places, and resolved, if possible, never to enter one again. The
sorghum or Indian corn had just been cut, but was lying on the

ground unthreshed, or rather unbeaten. The dorowa-tree or Bas-

sia Pavhii, which seemed to be the prevailing tree in this district,

appeared in great numbers a little farther on, and even date-trees

were seen, close to a hamlet Having then passed through a more
open country, the scenery became exceedingly fine, and continued

so as far as the town of Sabo-n-gari, which we passed at some dis-

tance on our left. The market-place, enlivened by two beautiful

baure-trees, remained close at the side of our track. It was here

that the Governor of Kano intended to collect his troops in order

to oppose Bokhari; but it was not very likely, taking into ac-

count his own want of energy and the cowardly disposition of his

host, that he would offer serious resistance to that energetic and

enterprising chief, with his warlike bands, elated by victory and

pillage.

Twelve miles beyond Sabo-n-gari, through a less-favored dis-

trict, we reached the town of Yerimari, surrounded with a keffi,

while on its outer side a market was just being held. But there

being here no food for the camels, we proceeded on, through a

district covered with underwood, until we reached, about two

miles beyond, a village called " Gida-n-Alla" ("the house of

God"), which, besides being surrounded with a keffi, was so com-

pletely hidden behind a dense covert of trees, which form a natu-

ral defense, that we could scarcely discover it. But inside this

covert there was a fine open field, whereon we pitched our tent,
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and were soon visited by the mayor and the chief inhabitants,

who behaved in a very friendly manner toward us, and provided

us with every thing we wanted, the place being rich in small mil-

let and Indian corn. The village was, however, very badly sup-

plied with water, the well being at a great distance. The camp-

ing-ground was extremely pleasant, the open green being varied

by dense groups of trees, and the vegetation being moreover en-

livened by a good many del£b palms.

The road which we pursued the following day was more beset

by thorny bushes, but here also del£b palms were numerous, and

dorowa and tamarind trees contributed to enliven more favored

spots. Thus we reached the place where this northern route is

joined by a more southerly one which passes by Gezawa, but not

the same track which I had pursued on my former journey. Here

we continued on at an accelerated pace, as all the people whom we
met were flying in haste before Bokhari. Thus we passed Duk-

awa, a considerable village, fortified with a keffi, and surrounded

with numbers of monkey-bread-trees, which at present were desti-

tute of foliage, although the fruit was just ripening. As the heat

became rather oppressive, especially as we were not provided with

water, all the ponds being now dried up, I rode in advance to H6-

biri, fortified, like most of the hamlets hereabouts, with a stock-

ade, and adorned outside by large tamarind and monkey-bread

trees, and, while watering the horses, refreshed myself with a lit-

tle sour milk. Passing then through a dense forest, I reached the

well in front of the town of Gerki. My people had already ar-

rived, but had not yet succeeded in obtaining the smallest quan-

tity of water, the well, although not very deep, being rather poor,

considering the number of people which it had to supply. I had,

in consequence, to pay 300 shells for supplying the wants of my-
self and my animals. Not feeling any greater inclination this

time to encamp inside Gerki than I had done on my former jour-

ney, I chose my own camping-ground on the north side of the

town. It was a pleasant spot, but, unfortunately, it was too near

a large monkey -bread-tree, which in the course of the night af-

forded to an audacious thief an excellent cover under which to

proceed twice to a very clever performance of his art. I would

strongly advise any future traveler in these districts, the inhabit-

ants of which, are very expert thieves, to take care not to pitch

his tent too near a large tree. As it was, to my great disgust, the

fellow succeeded in carrying away, first the tobe, and then the
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trowsers belonging to one of my servants ; but I strongly suspect-

ed one of the inhabitants of Hobiri, from whom I had bought, the

previous evening, an ox of burden for 9000 shells, to be the cul-

prit. G£rki is famous on account of the many thefts which are

committed in its neighborhood.

Although I had not paid my respects to the governor of the

town, he accompanied me the next morning with ten horsemen,

four of whom were his own sons. He himself was quite a stately

person, and was well mounted. Having then taken leave of him
at the frontier of the territory of Kano and Bornu, I reached the

town of Birmenawa, the small frontier town of Bornu, which I

have mentioned on my former journey, but which, at present, had

assumed more remarkable political importance, as it had not made
its subjection to Sh£ri, the present ruler of Gummel, but still ad-

hered to his opponent and rival, the Governor of Tymbi. On this

account, the inhabitants of this town endeavored to cut off the

peaceable intercourse between Gummel and Kano, and I thought

it necessary, in order to prevent any unpleasantness, to pay my
respects to the petty chief, and to procure his good-will by a small

present, while my camels pursued the direct track. Thus we
reached Gummel, and encamped outside at some distance from the

wall to the northeast.

I had left this town on my former journey in the enjoyment of

a considerable degree of wealth and comfort, under the rule of the

old Dan Tanoma. But civil war, which cuts short the finest

germs of human prosperity, had been raging here ; the person ap-

pointed by B6rnu as the successor of the former governor having

been vanquished by his rival Sh£ri, who, having taken possession

of the town after much serious fighting, had again been driven

out by the Governor of Zinder, sent against him by the Sheikh of

Bornu. Having taken refuge in the territory of Kano, and col-

lected there fresh strength, the rebellious governor had recon-

quered his seat, where he was now tacitly acknowledged by his

liege lord, in the weak state to which the kingdom of Bornu had
been reduced by the civil war. The town was almost desolate,

while the palace had been ransacked, pillaged, and destroyed by
fire, and the new governor himself, who, after a long struggle with

his rival and near kinsman, had at length succeeded in taking

possession of this government, was residing amid, the towering

ruins of the royal residence, blackened by fire, and exhibiting al-

together the saddest spectacle. It was with a melancholy feeling
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that I remembered the beautiful tamarind-tree which spread its

shade over the whole court-yard of the palace, where, on my for-

mer visit, I had witnessed the pompous ceremonies of this petty

court. All now presented an appearance of poverty and misery.

The governor himself, a man of about thirty-five years of age, and

with features void of expression, was dressed in a very shabby

manner, wearing nothing but a black tobe, and having his head

uncovered. There was, however, another man sitting by his side,

whose exterior was more imposing ; but I soon recognized him as

my old friend Mohammed e* Sfaksi, who had accompanied us on

our outset from Murzuk, and who, from being an agent of Mr.

Gagliuffi, had become, through successful trading and speculation,

a wealthy merchant himself. He was now speculating upon the

successful issue of an expedition of his protector against the town

of Birmenawa, the inhabitants of which braved the authority of

the governor; but, fortunately, the debt which Mr. Eichardson

had contracted with him had at length been paid, and he expressed

nothing but kindly feelings toward me, and congratulated me, as

it appeared sincerely, upon my safe return from my dangerous un-

dertaking, praising my courage and perseverance in the highest

terms before his friend the governor. Presenting to the latter a

small gift, consisting of a red cap and turban, together with a

flask of rose oil, I requested him to furnish me with a guide, in

order to accompany me to the Governor of Mashena. He con-

sented to do so, although, perhaps, he never intended to perform

his promise ; and I myself, at the time, had no idea of the difficul-

ties with which such a proceeding would be accompanied, as the

road to Malam, where the Governor of Mashena at present resid-

ed, led close to the territory of Tymbi, the residence of Sh^ri's

rival.

Having returned to my tent outside the town, I was visited by

several of my former acquaintances, and among others by Moham-
med Abeakuta, the remarkable freed slave from Yoruba, whom I

have mentioned on a former occasion. But the most interesting vis-

it was that of E' Sfaksi in the evening, who brought me a quantity

of sweetmeats from his well-supplied household, and spent several

hours with me, giving me the first authentic account of the state

of affairs in Bornu, as well as of the English expedition which had

arrived there. As a reward for his friendly feeling and for his

information, I presented him with a young heifer, which the gov-

ernor of the town had sent me as a present.
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My camels having proved insufficient for the journey before

them, I was looking out for fresh ones, but in the present reduced

state of the place was not able to procure any, a circumstance

which caused me afterward a great deal of delay on my journey.

Monday, Nov. 27th. After losing much time awaiting the com-

ing of the guide who had been promised me, I started after my
people, whom I had allowed to go on with the camels. The road,

in consequence of the civil war which had raged between Sh£ri

and his rival, had become quite desolate. The inhabitants had

deserted their native villages, leaving the crops standing ripe in

the fields, and forsaking every thing which had been dear to them.

Not a single human being was to be seen for a stretch of more

than twenty-five miles, when at length we fell in with a party of

native travelers, or fataki, who were going to Kano. We soon

after reached the small town of Fanyakangwa, surrounded by a

wall and stockade, and encamped on the stubble-fields, which were

covered with small dum bush, not far from a deep well, and we
were glad to find that we had at length reached a land of tolerable

plenty, the corn being just halfthe price it was in Gummel. There

were also a great number of cattle, and I had a plentiful supply

of milk ; but water was at the present season very scanty, and

I could scarcely imagine what the people would do in the dry

season.

A march of a little more than two miles brought us to Malam,

consisting of two villages, the eastern one being encompassed by
a clay wall which was being repaired, while the western one, where

the present governor resided, was just being surrounded with a

stockade. Between the two villages lies the market-place, where

a market is held every Sunday and Thursday. The present Gov-

ernor of Mashena, whose father I had visited on my former jour-

ney, is a young and inexperienced man, who may have some diffi-

culty in protecting his province in the turbulent state into which
the empire ofBornu has been plunged, in consequence of the civil

war raging between the Sheikh rOmar and his brother *Abd e'

Eahman.

While staying here during the hot hours I was visited by sev-

eral Arab traders, one of whom informed me that Mr. Vogel had
gone on a journey to Mandara, but without taking with him any
of his companions. I left in the afternoon, as early as the heat of

the midday hours allowed me, in order to continue my journey

toward the town of Mashena. We encamped this evening at the
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well belonging to a village called Allamaibe, a name not unfre-

quent in this region, and we were most hospitably treated by the

inhabitants, who, enjoying themselves with music and dancing,

celebrated also my own arrival with a song
;
they, moreover, sent

me several dishes of native food.

Wednesday, November 29th. The whole tract which we traversed

in pursuing our road from hence to the town of Mashena was

chiefly adorned with dum palms, which did not cease till just be-

fore we reached Demanmaria ; and the country was tolerably well

inhabited, and exhibited some signs of industry. Cattle also were

not wanting ; and I observed that, at a village which we passed

near the town of Mairimaja, although it was then nearly half past

nine o'clock in the morning, the cattle had not yet been driven

out. Here the water did not seem to be at any great depth below

the surface, some of the wells measuring not more than four fath-

oms. Having then traversed a district where the tamarind-tree

was the greatest ornament, we reached the town of Mashena, with

its rocky eminences scattered about the landscape and encamped

a few hundred yards to the west of the town. I have made a

few observations with regard to this place on my former journey,

but neither then nor at this time did I visit the interior. I will

only add that it was in this place that the Sherif Mohammed el

Fasi, the agent of the Vizier of Bornu in Zinder, with whom my
supplies had been deposited, was slain in the revolution of the

preceding year. Not long after I had pitched my tent I received

a visit from an Arab of the name of
fAbd Allahi Shdn, who had

assisted the usurper cAbd e
7 Kahman as a sort ofbroker, and who,

in consequence, had been exiled by the Sheikh fOmar as soon as

the latter again recovered possession of the supreme power, and

it was in order to beg me to solicit his pardon at the hands of the

sheikh that he addressed himself to me. He also informed me
that the road was at present by no means safe, being greatly in-

fested by the people of B£dde, who were taking advantage of the

weak state to which the Bornu kingdom had been reduced by
the civil war. Corn was here exceedingly dear, or rather not to

be had at all, and beans was the only thing I could procure.

From hence I followed at first my former track till I came to

the place where on that occasion I had lost my road, and here I

took a more southerly direction, and passed the hot hours in

Lamiso, a middle-sized town surrounded with a low rampart of

earth. Outside the town there was a market-place, where a mark-
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et was just being held, tolerably well supplied, not only with, corn,

but also with cotton; besides these, beans, dodowa, the dum fruit,

dried fish, and indigo, formed the chief articles for sale ; and I

bought here a pack-ox for 10,000 shells. As soon as the bargain

was concluded I again pursued my journey, and, after some time,

fell into my old track. Having thus reached the town of Alla-

may, I pitched my tent inside the thick fence of thorny bushes.

I had passed this town also on my former journey, and had then

been greatly pleased at the sight of a numerous herd of cattle

;

but, in the present ruinous condition of the country, not a single

cow was to be seen, the whole place being entirely desolate. Even
the water, which it was very difficult to obtain, was ofbad quality.

The next morning I reached Bundi after a short march, pro-

ceeding in advance ofmy camels in order to pay my compliments

to the governor, and to obtain from him an escort through the

unsafe district which intervened between this town and Zurnku-
lo. After a little tergiversation, my old friend, the ghaladima,
fOmar, acceded to my, request, giving me a guide who, he assured

me, would procure an escort for me in the village of Sheshdri,

where a squadron of horse was stationed for the greater security

of the road. I had experienced the inhospitable disposition of this

officer during my former stay here, and felt, therefore, little in-

clination to be his guest a second time ; but if I had had any fore-

boding that Mr. Vogel was so near at hand, I would gladly have

made some stay.

Having rejoined my camels, I set out, without delay, through

the forest, taking the lead with my head servant; but I had

scarcely proceeded three miles when I saw advancing toward me
a person of strange aspect—a young man of very fair complexion,

dressed in a tobe like the one I wore myself, and with a white

turban wound thickly round his head. He was accompanied by

two or three blacks, likewise on horseback. One of them I rec-

ognized as my servant M r

adi, whom, on setting out from Kukawa,

I had left in the house as a guardian. As soon as he saw me he

told the young man that I was rAbd el Kenm, in consequence of

which Mr. Vogel (for he it was) rushed forward, and, taken by

surprise as both of us were, we gave each other a hearty reception

from horseback. As for myself, I had not had the remotest idea

of meeting him, and he, on his part, had only a short time before

received the intelligence of my safe return from the west. Not

having the slightest notion that I was alive, and judging from its
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Arab address that the letter which I forwarded to him from Kano
was a letter from some Arab, he had put it by without opening it,

waiting till he might meet with a person who should be able to

read it.

In the midst of this inhospitable forest we dismounted and sat

down together on the ground ; and my camels having arrived, I

took out my small bag of provisions, and had some coffee boiled,

so that we were quite at home. It was with great amazement

that I heard from my young friend that there were no supplies in

Kukawa ; that what he had brought with him had been spent

;

and that the usurper fAbd e' Eahman had treated him very badly,

having even taken possession of the property which I had left in

Zinder. He moreover informed me that he himself was on his

way to that place, in order to see whether fresh supplies had not

arrived, being also anxious to determine the position of that im-

portant town by an astronomical observation, and thus to give a

firmer basis to my own labors. But the news of the want of pe-

cuniary supplies did not cause me so much surprise as the report

which I received from him that he did not possess a single bottle

of wine
;

for, having now been for more than three years without

a drop of any stimulant except coffee, and having suffered severe-

ly from frequent attacks of fever and dysentery, I had an insuper-

able longing for the juice of the grape, of which former experience

had taught me the benefit. On my former journey through Asia

Minor I had contracted a serious fever in the swamps of Lycia,

and quickly regained my strength by the use of good French

wine. I could not help reproaching my friend for having too

hastily believed the news of my death before he had made all pos-

sible inquiries
;
but, as he was a new-comer into this country and

did not possess a knowledge of the language, I could easily per-

ceive that he had no means of ascertaining the truth or falsehood

of those reports.

I also learned from him that there were dispatches for me in

Kukawa, informing me of the expedition sent up the Eiver Tsad-

da, or Benuw£. With regard to his own proceedings, he informed

me that his sole object in going to Mandara had been to join that

expedition, having been misled by the opinion of my friends in

Europe, who thought that I had gone to A'damawa by way of

Mandara, and that, when once in Mora, he had become aware of

the mistake he had committed when too late, and had endeavored

in vain to -retrieve his error by going from that place to Uj6, from
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whence the overthrow of the usurper
fAbd e' Kahman and the re-

turn of his brother
cOmar to power had obliged him to return to

Kiikawa.

While we were thus conversing together the other members of

the caravan in whose company Mr. Vogel was traveling arrived,

and expressed their astonishment and surprise at my sitting quiet-

ly here in the midst of the forest, talking with my friend, while

the whole district was infested by hostile men. But these Arab
traders are great cowards ; and I learned from my countryman

that he had found a great number of these merchants assembled

in Borzari, and afraid of a few robbers who infested the road be-

yond that place, and it was only after he had joined them with

his companions that they had decided upon advancing.

After about two hours' conversation we had to separate ; and

while Mr. Vogel pursued his journey to Zinder (whence he prom-

ised to join me before the end of the month), I hastened to over-

take my people, whom I had ordered to wait for me in Kalemrf.

I have described this place on my outward journey as a cheerful

and industrious village, consisting of two straggling groups, full

of cattle and animation ; but here also desolation had supplanted

human happiness, and a few scattered huts were all that was at

present to be seen. Having rested here for about an hour with

my people, who had unloaded the animals at a short distance from

the well, I started again at three o'clock in the afternoon, and

reached Shech^ri, where I was to receive my escort, this being

the reason why I had been obliged to deviate from the main di-

rection of my route. This time we encamped on the open square

inside the village, where we were exposed to the dust and dirt

raised by a numerous herd of cattle on their return from their

pasture-grounds. This was a sign of some sort of comfort remain-

ing ; but we were disturbed in the night by a shrill cry raised on

account of a report having been just received that a party of na-

tive traders, or "fataki," had been attacked by the Tawarek. In

the morning I had great difficulty in obtaining two horsemen for

an escort ; but I at last set out, taking a southerly detour instead

of the direct road to Zumkulo, and thus reached the town of

Keri-zeman, situated two miles and a half southwest from the

former, along a track ornamented by a dense grove of dum palms.

Thus I reached Zumkulo for the third time during my travels

in Negroland, but found it in a much worse condition than when I

had last visited it in 1851 ; and the wall, although it had been con-
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siderably contracted, was still much too large for the small num-

ber ofinhabitants. The governor, Kask&lla S r

aid, who paid me a

visit in the evening, when I had pitched my tent at a short dis-

tance from his residence, requested urgently that, on my arrival

in the capital, I would employ my influence with the sheikh in

order to induce him either to send him sufficient succors, or to re-

call him from this dangerous post, otherwise he should take to

flight with the rest of the inhabitants. There were here some

Arabs who were scarcely able to conceive how I could pursue

these difficult roads quite by myself, without a caravan.

In order to lessen the danger, I decided upon traveling at night,

and set out about two o'clock in the morning, entering now a re-

gion consisting ofhigh sandy downs and irregular hollows, full of

dum palms, and occasionally forming the receptacle for a swampy
sheet of water, where the wild hog appears to find a pleasant

home. After a march of nearly ten hours, which greatly fatigued

my camels on account of the numerous sandy slopes which we
had to go up and down, we reached the little hamlet of Gabore,

situated in a rather commanding position, bordered toward the

north by a hollow dell. Here I encamped on the eastern side of

the village, and was glad to treat my people with a sheep and a

few fowls. From the presence of these articles of luxury I was-

led to conclude that the inhabitants were tolerably well off, but I

was not a little astonished to learn that they pay a certain tribute

to the Tawarek, in order not to be exposed to their predatory in-

cursions.

Monday, December 4:th, It was not yet four o'clock when I was

again en route. I thought it remarkable that all this time, al-

though not the slightest quantity of rain or moisture was percep-

tible, the sky was always overcast before sunrise. I was greatly

pleased when I crossed my former path at the neat little village

Kaluwa, the aspect of which had made so deep an impression

upon me at that time. Farther on I kept to the south of my for-

mer track, through a well-cultivated district, where all the fields

were provided with those raised platforms intended as stations for

the guardians, of which I have spoken on a former occasion.

Thus passing a good many villages, we made halt during the hot

hours at the village Dimisuga, under a group of fine hajilij, the

inhabitants treating us hospitably. Having then continued our

journey at an early hour in the afternoon, we soon passed a vil-

lage which in other respects presents nothing interesting, but the
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name of which is remarkable as showing the facetious turn of the

natives. It is called " Bune kay<Srde S'aid," meaning " Sleep, and

rely upon S f

aid," the hamlet having evidently received this name
from the native traders proceeding from the side of Bomu, who
thus evinced the confidence they felt in entering the province of

the energetic Kashella S'aicl, who they knew kept it in such a

state of security that there was no danger from robbers.

While we were proceeding through an uninhabited hilly tract,

my guide suddenly left me, so that, being misled by the greater

width of the path, and passing the village of Jmgen, animated at

the time by a group of lively females in their best attire, and just

performing a marriage ceremony, I reached the town of Wadi,

which I had touched at on my outward journey, and at length by

a roundabout way arrived at Borzari, where I expected my peo-

ple to join me. But I looked for them in vain the whole night.

They had taken the road to Grdmari. The governor treated me
hospitably; but his object was to induce me to speak a word in

favor of him to his liege lord.

In consequence of my people having taken another road, I lost

the whole forenoon of the following day, and encamped about

seven miles beyond Gr&nari, near the village called Mariamari.

During this encampment I again heard the unusual sound of a

lion during the night. But it must be taken into consideration

that a branch of the komadugu passes at a short distance to the

south of this place, and I therefore think myself right in suppos-

ing that, in Bornu at least, lions are scarcely ever met with, ex-

cept in this entangled net of water-courses which I had here reach-

ed. The next day I marched for a considerable time along , the

northern border of this channel, girt by fine tamarind and fig

trees, and occasionally by a group of dum palms, till, having

passed the village of Damen, and traversed a wide swampy tract,

we crossed the first branch, which formed a fine sheet of water

about a hundred yards broad, but only three feet deep, the only

difficulty being in the steepness of the opposite shore.

Having passed the heat of the day under a neigboring tama-

rind-tree, we continued our march in a southeasterly direction to

the village Daway. Here we pitched our tent in the neat little

square near the "msid," all the matting fences surrounding the

cottages being new and having a very clean appearance. My ob-

ject in staying here was to confer with the " billama" as to the

best means of crossing the larger branch, of the komadugu, which
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runs at a short distance "beyond this village, and the passage of

which was said to be very difficult at the time, encumbered as we
were with animals and luggage. But it was very extraordinary

that the people here contended that the river then was higher

than it had been ten days previously, although I did not find this

statement confirmed on our actually crossing it the following

morning, the water exhibiting evident signs of having decreased,

an observation which exactly corresponds with what I have re-

marked on a former occasion with regard to the nature of this

komadugu. The river here spread out to a considerable extent,

and we had some difficulty in crossing it. The greatest depth

was more than four feet ; but the spreading out of the water was

the reason that it was here passable at all, although it had become

too shallow to employ the native craft, while lower down, between

this place and Zdngin, it could not be forded. Having then

crossed three smaller channels and passed the village Kiujeben,

once a large town and encompassed by a wide clay wall, we took

up our quarters in a poor hamlet called Margwa Sherifen, from a

sherif who had settled here many years ago
;

for, in order to pro-

cure myself a good reception from the ruler of Bornu, after the

great political disturbances which had taken place, I thought it

prudent to send a messenger to him to announce my arrival. I

only needed to give full expression to my real feelings in order

to render my letter acceptable to my former protector, for my de-

light had been extreme, after the news which I had received of
fAbd e' Eahman having usurped the supreme power, on hearing

that the just and lawful Sheikh 'Omar had once more regained

possession of the royal authority. The consequence was, that

when, after having traversed the district ofKoyam, with its strag-

gling villages, its fine herds of camels, and its deep wells, some of

of the sheikh, with thirty horsemen, posted at the village of Kali-

luwa, where a market was just held, in order to give me an hon-

orable reception. Thus I re-entered the town ofKukawa, whence

I had set out on my dangerous journey to the west, in stately pro-

cession. On entering my quarters, I was agreeably surprised at

finding the two sappers, Corporal Church and private Macguire,

who had been sent out from England to accompany Mr.
^

and to join me, if possible, in inj
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CHAPTER LXXXIV.

LAST RESIDENCE IN KU'KAWA.—BENEFIT OF EUROPEAN
SOCIETY.

On reaching safely the town of Kukawa, which had been my
head-quarters for so long a period, and from whence I had first

commenced my journeys of exploration in Negroland, it might

seem that I had overcome all the difficulties in the way ofcomplete

success, and that I could now enjoy a short stay in the same place

before traversing the last stage of my homeward journey. Such,

however, was not the case, and it was my lot to pass four months

in this town under rather unpleasant circumstances. I had ex-

pected to find sufficient means here, and had, in consequence,

agreed to repay the sum of 200 dollars lent me by the Fezzani

merchant Khweldi in Kano ; but there were only a few dollars

in cash left of the supplies taken out by Mr. Vogel, those deposit-

ed by myself in Zinder in the hands of the Sherif el Fasi, viz.,

400 dollars in cash and a box containing a considerable amount

of ironware, having been plundered during the turbulent state of

the country produced by the revolution. Even of the merchand-

ise which had been lately dispatched to Zmder, and from thence,

in consequence of Mr. Vogel's arrangements, transported to Ku-

kawa, a very considerable proportion was found, on a close ex-

amination, to have been abstracted. Being therefore in want of

money, and convinced that if such an outrage were allowed to

pass by unnoticed no peaceable intercourse could ever be carried

on between this country and Europeans, I explained these cir-

cumstances in the first audience which I had of the sheikh, to

whom I made a present worth about eight pounds sterling.

"While, therefore, once more assuring him of my unbounded

satisfaction at finding him reinstated in his former power, I re-

quested him not to suffer me to be .treated in this manner by

thieves and robbers, and to exert his influence for the restoration

of my property. This proceeding of mine, as responsible to the

government under whose auspices I was traveling, involved me
in a series of difficulties, and excited against me Diggama, one of

the most influential courtiers at the time, and a man of mean
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character, as it was his servant, or more probably himself, who
had obtained possession of the greater part of the plunder. In

order to counteract the intrigues of this man, I endeavored to se-

cure the friendship of Yusuf, the sheikh's next eldest brother, an

intelligent and straightforward man, by making him a handsome

present, and explaining to him, in unequivocal terms, how a

friendly intercourse between themselves and the English could

only exist if they acted in a conscientious manner. Another cir-

cumstance which contributed to render my situation in this place

still more uncomfortable was the relation which existed between

Mr. Yogel and Corporal Church, one of the sappers who had come

with him from England ; and I was sorry that the praiseworthy

and generous intention of the government in sending out these

two useful persons should not be carried out to the fullest extent,

but, on the contrary, should be baffled by private animosity. In

this respect I had already been greatly disappointed and grieved

on hearing from Mr. Vogel, when I met him on the road, that he

had gone alone to Mandara, without making any use of the services

of his companions. I did all in my power to convince the two

sappers thatj under the circumstances in which they were placed,

they ought to forget petty jealousies, as it was only by a mutual

good understanding that complete success in such undertakings

could be secured. I succeeded in convincing Macguire, although

I was less successful with Corporal Church.

Meanwhile, I spent my time in a tolerably useful manner, look-

ing over some of the books which Mr. Vogel had brought with

him, especially M. Jomard's introduction to the translation of the

" Yoyage au Waday" by M. Perron, and the " Flora Nigritia" of

Sir William Hooker. I was also considerably interested by the

perusal of a packet of letters which had been conveyed in the

very box that had been plundered, and which, although dating

back as late as December, 1851, afforded me a great deal of pleas-

ure. Partly in order to fulfill a vow which I had made, and part-

ly to obtain a more secure hold upon the friendly dispositions of

the natives, I made a present to the inhabitants of the capital on

Christmas day of fourteen oxen, not forgetting either rich or poor,

blind or fokara, nor even the Arab strangers.

My residence in the town became infinitely more cheerful in

consequence of the arrival of Mr. Yogel on the 29th of December,

when I spent a period of twenty days most pleasantly in the com-

pany of this enterprising and courageous young traveler, who,

voL.ni.—pp
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with surprising facility, accustomed himself to all the relations of

this strange life. But, while borne away by the iinpulse of his

own enthusiasm, and giving up all pretensions to the comforts of

life, he unfortunately committed the mistake of expecting that his

companions, recently arrived from Europe, and whose ideas were

i less elevated, should do the same, and this had given rise to a

lamentable quarrel, which frustrated in a great measure the inten-

tions of the government who had sent out the party. Exchang-

ing opinions with regard to countries which we had both of us

traversed, and planning schemes as to the future course which Mr.

Vogel was to pursue, and especially as to the next journey which

he was to undertake toward Yakoba and A'damawa, we passed

our time,very agreeably. I communicated to him, as far as it was

possible in so short a space of time, all the information which I had

collected during my extensive wanderings, and called his attention

to various points which I begged him to clear up, especially with

regard to some remarkable specimens of the vegetable kingdom,

and the famous mermaid of the B6auw£, the " ayu." It was rather

unfortunate that no copy of the map which had been constructed

from the materials which I had sent home had reached him, so

that he remained in the dark with regard to many points which

I had already cleared up. I also delivered to Mr. Yogel those let-

ters of introduction which I had received from the ruler of S6ko-

to, addressed to the various governors of the provinces in this

part of his empire, so that he had a fair prospect before him of

being well received. We, moreover, lost no time in obtaining

the sheikh's consent to his journey, and at the same time caused

to be imprisoned Mesaiid, that servant of the mission who, by his

connivance, had facilitated the theft committed upon my effects. In

consequence of this energetic proceeding, several of the stolen ar-

ticles came to light, even of those which had formed the contents

of the box sent from England.

Thus we began cheerfully the year 1855, in which I was to re-

turn to Europe from my long career of hardships and privations,

and in which my young friend was to endeavor to complete my
discoveries and researches, first in a southwesterly direction to-

ward the Bdnuw£, and then eastward in the direction of the Nile.

We likewise indulged in the hope that he might succeed, after

having explored the provinces of Bauchi and A'damawa, in pene-

trating eastward along that highly interesting route which leads

from Sarawu to Loggon^, round the southern border of the moun-

tainous country of Mandara.
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Meanwhile some interesting excursions to the shores of the

Tsad formed a pleasant interruption in our course of studies and

scientific communications, and these little trips were especially

interesting on account of the extraordinary manner in which the

shores of the lake had been changed since I last saw them on my
return from Bagirmi, the water having destroyed almost the whole

of the town of Ngornu, and extending as far as the village of

Kukia, where we had encamped the first night on our expedition

to Musgu. There were two subjects which caused me some de-

gree of anxiety with regard to the prospects of this enterprising

young traveler, the first being his want of experience, which could

not be otherwise expected in a young man fresh from Europe,

and the other the weakness of his stomach, which made it impos-

sible for him to eat any meat at all. The very sight of a dish of

meat made him sick. I observed that Macguire was affected in

the same manner.

Having obtained, with some difficulty, the letter ofrecommenda-
tion from the sheikh, and prepared every thing that Mr. Vogel
wanted to take with him, forming a sufficient supply to maintain

him for a whole year, I accompanied my young friend out of the

town in the afternoon of the 20th of January. But our start was
rather unlucky, several things having been left behind ; and it

was after some delay and uncertainty that we joined the people

who had gone on in advance with the camels, at a late hour, at

the village of Diggigi. Here we passed a cheerful evening, and
drank with spirit to the success of the enterprise upon which my
companion was then about to engage. Mr. Vogel had. also taken

with him all his meteorological instruments, and his luggage be-

ing of a manifold description and rather heavy, I foresaw that he
would have great trouble in transporting it through the difficult

country beyond Yakoba, especially during the rainy season
5
and,

indeed, it is evident, from the knowledge which we possess of his

farther proceedings, that he either left his instruments behind in

the capital of Bauchi, or that he lost them in crossing a river be-

tween that place and Zariya. As for his barometer, which he

had transported with great care to Kukawa, it went out of order

the moment it was taken from the wall.

Having borne him company during the following day's march,

I left him with the best wishes for his success. I had taken con-

siderable pains in instructing his companion, Corporal Macguire,

in the use of the compass, as the accurate laying down of the con-
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figuration of the ground seemed to me of the highest importance

in a mountainous country like Bauchi and A'damawa ; for Mr.

Vogel himself could not be induced to undertake such a task, as

it would have interfered greatly with the collecting of plants,

which, besides making astronomical observations, was his chief

object; and besides, being an extremely tedious business, it re-

quired a degree of patience which my young friend did not pos-

sess* However, I am afraid that even Macguire did not follow

up my instructions for any length of time. At all events, as he

did not accompany Mr. Vogel beyond Yakoba, it seems evident

that, even if his journal should be saved, we should probably not

find all the information with regard to the particulars of his route

which we might desire in such a country
;

for, during all the jour-

neys which he has pursued, as far as we have any knowledge of

them, he relied entirely upon his astronomical . observations. I

will say nothing here with regard to the results of this journey, as

we may entertain the hope that his journals may still be saved,

and that we may thus learn something more of him than the lit-

tle which has as yet come to our knowledge.

It may be easily imagined that, on returning to Kukawa, I felt

rather desolate and lonely ; but I had other reasons for feeling un-

comfortable, for, having exposed myself to the cold the preceding

night, I was seized with a violent attack of rheumatism, which laid

me up for a long time, and which, causing me many sleepless

nights, reduced me to an extraordinary degree of weakness, from
which I did not recover for the greater part of the month. Nev-
ertheless, I did not desist from requesting the sheikh, in the most
urgent terms, to send me on my way, and to supply me at least

with camels, in compensation for the loss which I had sustained

through the insurrection. I had hopes that he would allow me to

set out at the beginning of the next Mohammedan month, and I

was therefore extremely delighted when two respectable Arabs
came forward and offered to accompany me on my journey to Fez-

z&n, although I did not much rely on the expectations which they
raised. Meanwhile, on the 3d of February, the pupils ofthe Sheikh
el Bakay, who had staid so long behind in Kano, reached Kuka-
wa, and their arrival was not at all disagreeable to me, although

» ,

* Macguire was to accompany Mr. Vogel on his excursion, and he promised

cheerfully to assist him in every way toward accomplishing the objects of her maj-

esty's government. As for Corporal Church, it was thought the best plan that he

should return to Europe in my company.
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they put me to fresh expense
;

for, by their authority, as being

the followers of a highly venerated Mohammedan chief, they in-

creased the probability of my safely entering upon my home-jour-

ney. I therefore went with my friends to pay a visit to Z6n el

A'bidin, the son-in-law of the Sheikh el Bakay, who, having been

formerly employed by the Sheikh 'Omar as a messenger to the

Emir of Sokoto, was now again to return eastward ; for having in

the beginning been treated rather unkindly by his wife Z£na,

"The Ornament," El Bakay's daughter, he had thought it better

to console himself with a pilgrimage to Mekka, and did not now
appear willing to listen to the solicitations of his repentant wife,

who sincerely wished him to return to bear her company. I

found him a simple and decent-looking man, whose manners

pleased me the more as he abstained entirely from begging, and I

testified the obligation which I bore to his family by sending him

an ox for slaughtering, a sheep, and some smaller articles. I had

also the pleasure of meeting here the Sherif
?Abd e' Kahman, the

same man whom we had met four years previously in the country

of A'lr, and who had lately returned from A'damawa. He brought

me the latest information of the state of that country, and as he

was to return again in that direction, at a later period, when I had

received fresh supplies, I thought it prudent to give him a small

parcel to deliver to Mr. Vogel wherever he should fall in with him,

especially a few turkedis and some sugar, of which he had taken

with him only a small supply.

Having hired a guide and protested repeatedly to the sheikh

that I could not wait any longer, my health having suffered con-

siderably from my five years' stay in these countries, I left the

town on the 20th of February, and pitched my tent on the high

ground at Darwerghu, just above the pool or swamp, round the

southern border of which sorghum is cultivated to a considerable

extent, and which in the daytime formed the watering-place for

numerous herds of cattle. During the night it was visited by a

great number of water-fowl. On the whole, I felt extremely hap-

py in having at length left behind me a town of which I had be-

But it was not my destiny to get off so easily, and leave this

country so soon, for I had had repeated and very serious consulta-

tions, not only with the sheikh, but especially with his brother,

Abba Yusuf, who was distinguished by his learning and his love

ofjustice, about the parcel sent by her majesty's government, to-
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getter with the 400 dollars which I had left behind in Zinder,

and which had been stolen in consequence of the revolutionary

outbreak. After a great deal of discussion, the sheikh promised

me that he would restore what I had lost
;
but, knowing from

experience that with these people time is of no value, and finding

my health rapidly declining, I had come to the resolution, of not

waiting any longer, and the sheikh, seeing that I was determined,

according to all appearance gave his full approval to my depart-

ure by sending me, on the morning of the 21st, five camels, which,

although ofvery inferior quality, yet held out to me a slight hope

of proceeding on my journey. But in the afternoon of the 22d

he sent to me my old friend Haj Edns, in order to induce me to

return into the town ; and the latter made me all sorts ofpromises

as to the manner in which the sheikh wanted to grant me redress

for all the claims which I had upon him. In order to show the

ruler of the country that I had no fault to find with his own con-

duct, and to entreat him once more to send me off without farther

delay, I went into the town in the course of the afternoon, and

paid my respects to him. He desired me to return with all my
effects to my old quarters ; but I told him that was impossible, as

my state of health rendered it essential for me to return home
without farther delay, whereas by taking up my quarters once

more inside the town, according to their own slow mode of pro-

ceeding, I was sure not to get away before a couple of months

had elapsed ; but I said that I would gladly wait outside some

days longer, and that, if he wished, I would come into the town

every day in order to ascertain if there was any thing he wished

to say to me. To this the sheikh seemed to agree at the time,

and thus I took leave of him in the most quiet and satisfactory

manner, and it appeared as if every thing was arranged, and that

he would in no way interfere with my departure. I therefore

bought two more camels the following day out of a large num-

ber which had been brought into the town by the Tebu from the

Bahhr el Ghazal, and on the 25th, through the mediation of a

respectable Tebu merchant, of the name of Haj el Biggela, made

an agreement with a guide, paying him half of his salary in ad-

vance. The same evening the sheikh sent me some more pro-

visions.

Thus all seemed ready for my departure, although I had not

many people at my disposal ; but when it had only been delayed

one day by accident, there appeared suddenly, in the afternoon
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of the 28th,
fAK Zintelma, that same servant of Diggelma who

had stolen part of the merchandise which he was bringing from

Zinder to Kukawa, at the head of four horsemen armed with

muskets, bringing me an order from the sheikh to return to the

town. Feeling convinced, from the character of the messenger,

that if I did not obey the order I should expose myself to all sorts

of insults from this contemptible villain, if I did not rid myself

of him in a violent and unlawful manner, ! thought it prudent,

heartrending though it was, to resign myself in obedience to the

tyrannical will of these people. It happened rather fortunately

for me that Sxdi A'hmed, the chief of Sidi el Bakay's messengers,

was staying with me at the time in my encampment. Having,

therefore, sent my people in advance to my old quarters, I went

to see the skeikh. I then protested against such a proceeding;

but he himself did not speak, a younger brother of his, of the

name of Abba 'Othman, taking the lead in the conversation, and

stating that the sheikh could not allow me to depart in this man-

ner ; and from all that I could learn, I concluded that it was es-

pecially this man who had persuaded his elder brother that it was

not prudent to allow me to go, unsatisfied as I was, and without

having settled my claims, the dangers of the road also being very

great. But the principal reason was, that a Tebu messenger had

arrived with letters from the north, although I did not hear what

the letters addressed to the sheikh himself contained ; but I after-

ward learned that this man had brought the news of the approach

of a caravan, and it was but natural that the sheikh should wish

to await its arrival. This messenger brought nothing for me ex-

cept a copy of a dispatch ofLord Clarendon's, dated 10th of June,

1853, and consequently more than twenty months old. The news
of my death seemed to be fully accredited in Tripoli and Fezzan,

my letter, forwarded from Kano, of course not having arrived in

the latter place when this parcel left ; and the only thing which

afforded me satisfaction in my unpleasant situation were a few

Maltese portfolios, which gave me some information of what had

been going on in Europe four months previously.

All that now remained for me under the present circumstances

was to resign myself in patience, although the delay pressed upon

me with indescribable heaviness, and I had scarcely energy enough

to endeavor to employ my time usefully. However, a rather

pleasant intermezzo occurred, whereby at the same time one of

the conditions was fulfilled upon which my own departure was
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dependent, by the arrival of the Arab caravan from the north

;

and on the 23d of March I went to see them encamped in Pawer-

ghu, the path being enlivened by all sorts of people going out to

meet their friends, and to hear what news had been brought by
the new-comers. The caravan consisted of rather more than a

hundred Arabs, but not more than sixty camels, the chief of the

caravan being Haj Jaber, an old, experienced Fezzani merchant.

There was, besides, an important personage of considerable intel-

ligence, notwithstanding his youth, viz., Abba A'hmed ben Ham-
ma el Kanemi. These people had left Fezzan under the impres-

sion that I was dead, and were therefore not a little surprised at

finding me alive, especially that same Mohammed el Akeroiit,

from whom I had received the 1000 dollars in Zinder, and who
was again come to Negroland on a little mercantile speculation.

This caravan also carried 1000 dollars for the mission, but it was

not addressed to me, as I had long been consigned to the grave,

but to Mr. Vogel, although the chief of the caravan offered to de-

liver it to me. All this mismanagement, in consequence of the

false news of my death, greatly enhanced the unpleasant nature

ofmy situation
;
for, instead of leaving this country under honor-

able circumstances, I was cpnsidered as almost disgraced by those

who had sent me out, the command having been taken from me
and given to another. There is no doubt that such an opinion

delayed my departure considerably, for otherwise the sheikh would

have exerted himself in quite a different manner to see me off,

and would have agreed to any sacrifice in order to satisfy my
claims. However, in consequence of the representations of Abba
A'hmed, he sent me on the 28th, through that same Diggelma,

to whom I was indebted for the greater part of my unpleasant

situation, the. 400 dollars which had come along with the box of

English ironware, and he offered even to indemnify me for the

loss of the articles contained in the box. This, however, I did not

feel justified in accepting, as the value of those contents had been

greatly exaggerated by the agent in Murzuk, and claims raised

in consequence. Nevertheless, the amount received was a great

relief to me, as, without touching the sum brought by the cara-

van, I was thus enabled to pay back the 200 dollars lent me by

the Fezzani merchant Khweldi, and to pay my servant Mohammed
el Gatroni, the only one ofmy free servants who was still staying

with me, the greater proportion of the salary due to him, for I

had succeeded in paying off my other servants from the money

realized by my merchandise.
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Meanwhile I endeavored to pass my time as well as I could,

studying the history of the empire of Bornu, and entering occa-

sionally into a longer conversation with some of the better in-

structed of my acquaintances, or making a short excursion ; but

altogether my usual energy was gone, and my health totally un-

dermined, and the sole object which occupied my thoughts was to

convey my feeble body in safety home. My reduced state of

body and mind was aggravated by the weather, as it was extreme-

ly hot during this period, the thermometer in the latter part of the

month of April, at half past two o'clock in the afternoon, rising

as high as 113°.* My exhausted condition had at least this ef-

fect upon the people, that it served to hasten my departure, by
convincing them that I should not be able to stand this climate

any longer. From the 20th of April, therefore, onward, I was

made to hope that I should be allowed to proceed on my journey

in the company of a Tebu merchant of the name of Kolo. A
small caravan of Tebu, proceeding to Bilma to fetch salt, having

gone in advance on the 25th, I went in the afternoon of the 28th

to the sheikh in company with Abba A'hmed, who, on the whole,

was extremely useful to me in my endeavors to get off, in order

to make my final arrangement with Kolo. This day was certain-

ly the happiest day or the only happy one which I passed in this

place after the departure of Mr. Vogel
;
for, in the morning, on

returning from an excursion to Dawerghu, I found a messenger

with letters from my companion, one dated from Gujeba, the other

from Yakoba, wherein he informed me of the progress of his jour-

ney, and how he had safely reached the latter place, which had
never before been visited by a European. He also informed me
that he was just about to start for the camp or sansanne of the

governor, who had been waging war for the last seven years

against a tribe of idolaters whom he had sworn to subject. Great-

ly delighted at the prospect which opened to my fellow-traveler,

whom I was to leave behind me, of filling up the blanks which
I had left in my discoveries, I made the messenger a handsome
present. Being thus considerably relieved in mind and full of

hopes, I bore with patience and resignation some little disagree-

able incidents which occurred before my final departure, especial-

ly the loss of two of the camels which T had recently bought.

* It was rather remarkable that on the 15th of April we had a few drops of rain,

accompanied by repeated thunder
j and altogether, as the sequel showed, the rainy

season that year appeared to set in at a rather unusual and early period for Ktfkawa.
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CHAPTER LXXXV-.

REAL START.—SMALL PARTY.

At length, on the 4th of May, I left the town and encamped

outside, close in front of th$ gate. The sheikh had also given me
another camel, and a young and rather weak horse, which did not

seem very fit for such a journey, and which, in the sequel, proved

rather a burden than otherwise to me. In this spot I remained

some days, waiting for my fellow-traveler Kolo, who was still de-

tained in tie town, so that I did not take leave of the sheikh un-

til the 9th of the month, when he' received me with great kind-

ness, but was by no means backward in begging for several arti-

cles to be sent to him, especially a small cannon, which was rather

out of comparison with the poor present which he had bestowed

upon myself. However, he promised me that I should still re-

ceive another camel from him, of which I stood greatly in need,

although I had made up for one which was lost during my stay

before the gate of the town, through the carelessness of A'bbegu,

by buying a fresh camel at the last moment of my departure. It

was for this purpose that I took the sum of thirty dollars from the

1000 dollars brought by the caravan, and which I was anxious to

leave behind for the use of Mr. Vogel. Altogether I was ex-

tremely unfortunate with my camels, and lost a third one before

I had proceeded many miles from the town, so that I was obliged

to throw away several things with which my people had overladen

my animals.

Our move from Dawerghu in the afternoon of the 10th was

very inauspicious ; and while a heavy thunder-storm was raging,

enveloping every thing in impenetrable darkness, only occasion-

ally illumined by the flashes of lightning, I lost my people, and

had great difficulty in joining them again. Having then moved
on by very short marches as far as Nghurutuwa, through a finely

wooded valley called Henderi Galliram, we pitched our tents on

the 14th of May near the town of Yo, where, to my utmost dis-

appointment, we had to stay the five following days, during which

the interesting character of the komadugu, which at present did

not contain a drop of water, with its border of vegetation, afford-
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ed me but insufficient entertainment. It would, however, have

been curious for any European who bad adhered to the theory

of the great eastern branch of the Niger flowing along this bed

from the Tsad, to see us encamped in thp dry bottom of this val-

ley. At all events, oppressed as I had been all the time by the

apprehension that something might still occur to frustrate my de-

parture, I deemed it one of the happiest moments of my life when,

in the afternoon of Saturday the 19th, we at length left our station

at this northern frontier of Bornu, in the present reduced state of

that kingdom, and I turned my back with great satisfaction upon

these countries where I had spent, full five years in incessant toil

and exertion. On retracing my steps northward I was filled with

the hope that a merciful Providence would allow me to reach

home in safety, in order to give a full account of my labors and

discoveries, and, if possible, to follow up the connections which I

had established with the interior for opening regular intercourse

with that continent.

Our first day's march from here, however, was far from being

auspicious
;

for, having met with frequent delays and stoppages,

such as are common at the commencement of a journey, and

darkness having set in, the three monkeys which I wished to take

with me, by their noise and cries, frightened the camels so much
that they started off at a gallop, breaking several things, and,

among others, a strong musket. I saw, therefore, that nothing

was to be done but to let loose these malicious little creatures,

which, instead of remaining quiet, continually amused themselves

with loosening all the ropes with which the luggage was tied on

the backs of the animals. Having encamped this night at a late

hour, we reached, the following morning, the town of Barruwa,

and remained here the whole day, in order to provide ourselves

with the dried fish which is here prepared in large quantities, and

which constitutes the most useful article for procuring the neces-

sary supplies in the Tebu country. The Daza, or Bulguda, who
were to join us on the march, had been encamped in this spot

since the previous day. From here we pursued our road to

Ng^gimi; but the aspect of the country had greatly changed

since I last traversed it on my return from Kanem, the whole of

the road which I at that time followed being now covered with

water, the great inundation of the Tsad not having yet retired

within its ordinary boundaries. The whole shore seemed to have

given way and sunk a few feet. Besides this changed aspect of
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the country, several hamlets of Kanembu cattle-breeders, such as

represented in the accompanying wood-cut, caused great relief

and animation.

It was also interesting to observe the Budduma, the pirate in-

habitants of the islands of the lagune, busily employed in their pe-

culiar occupation of obtaining salt from the ashes of the "siwak,"

or the Capparis sodata. Having rested during the hot hours of

the day, we took up our quarters in the evening just beyond a

temporary hamlet of these islanders ; for although watchfulness,

even here, was very necessary in order to guard against any thiev-

ish attempt, yet, in general, the Budduma seem to be on good

terms with the Tebu, with whom they appear to have stood in in-

timate political connection from ancient times.

Tuesday, May 22c?. At the distance of only a mile from our en-

campment we passed, close on our left, the site of Wiidi, enliv-

ened by a few date palms, the whole open grassy plain to the

right, over which our former road to Kanem had lain, being en-

veloped in a wider or narrower strip of water. Having halted

again, at the beginning of the hot hours, in a well-wooded tract,

we observed in the afternoon a herd of elephants, which passed

the heat of the day comfortably in the midst of the water, and

among the number a female with her young. Farther on we
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were met by a troop of five buffaloes, an animal which, during

my former journey, I had not observed near the lake.

Thus we reached the new village of Ng^gimi, which was built

on the slope of the hills, the former town having been entirely

swept away by the inundation. Here we remained the forenoon

of the following day, the encampment being enlivened by a great

number of women from the village, offering for sale fish in a fresh

and dried state, besides a few fowls, milk, and "t&nmari," the

seeds of the cotton-plant
;
but, with the exception of a few beads

for adorning their own sable persons, they were scarcely willing

to receive any thing besides corn. I was glad to. see, instead of

the ugly Bornu females, these more symmetrical figures of the

Kanembu ladies, the glossy blackness of whose skin was agree-

ably relieved by their white teeth as well as by their beads of the

same color. Our friends the Daza, who five weeks previously

had been driven back by the Tawarek, had recovered here their

luggage, which on that occasion they had hastily deposited with

the villagers when making an attempt to cross the desert. They
were here to separate from us for a time, as, for some reason or

other, they wanted to pursue a more westerly track, leading by
the Bir el Hammam, or Met^mmi, which is mentioned by the

former expedition, while our friend Kolo was bent upon keeping

nearer the shores of the lagune, by way of Kibbo.

After a short conversation with the chief of the place, the May-
ISTg^gimibe, we set out in the afternoon, and, proceeding at a slow

rate, as the camels were very heavily laden, we passed, after a

march of about eight miles, along a large open creek of the lagune^

and, having met some solitary travelers coming from Kanem, en-

camped, about eight in the evening, on rather uneven ground,

and kept alternate watch during the night.

. Thursday, May 24dh. Starting at a very early hour, we soon

ascended hilly ground, but, after we had proceeded some miles,

were greatly frightened by the sight of people on our right, when
we three horsemen pursued them till we had driven them to the

border of the lake ; for this whole tract is so very unsafe that a

traveler may feel certain that the few people whom he meets on

the road, unless they bear distinctly the character of travelers like

himself, will betray bim to some predatory band. Having pro-

ceeded about nine miles, we halted near an outlying creek of the

lake, the water of which was fresh, although most of these creeks

contain brackish water. When we continued our march in the
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afternoon, we passed another creek, or rather a separate lake, and,

winding along a narrow path made by the elephants, which are

here very numerous, reached, after a march of a little more than

ten miles, the leafy vale, or "h&ideri," of Kibbo, and encamped
on the opposite margin. This locality is interesting, as constitut-

ing, apparently, the northern limit of the white ant. We, how-

ever, were prevented by the darkness from making use of the

well, as these vales are full of wild beasts, and we were therefore

obliged to remain here the forenoon of the following day,, a cir-

cumstance which was not displeasing to me, as I did not feel at

all well, and was obliged to have recourse to my favorite remedy

of tamarind-water. We pursued our march before the sun had

attained its greatest power, but met with frequent stoppages, the

slaves of our Tebu companions, who were heavily laden and suf-

fering from the effects of the water, being scarcely able to keep

up; a big fellow even lay down never to rise again. Indeed, it

would seem as if the Tebu treated their slaves more cruelly than

even the Arabs, making them carry all sorts of articles, especially

their favorite dried fish.

After a march of not more than twelve miles, we halted some

distance to the east of the well of KufiS, and were greatly excited

in consequence of the approach of our fellow-travelers the Daza^

whom, at the moment, we did not at first recognize. This locali-

ty was also regarded so unsafe for a small caravan, that we started

again soon after midnight, and halted after a march of about fif-

teen miles, when we met a courier coming from Kawar with the

important news that Hassan Basha, the Governor of Fezzan, who
had been suffering from severe illness for several years, had at

length succumbed, and that the E'fede, that turbulent tribe on the

northern frontier of A'sben, which had caused us such an im-

mense deal of trouble in the first part of our expedition, had un-

dertaken a foray to Tibesti, a piece of news which influenced our

own proceedings very considerably, as we were thus exposed to

the especial danger of falling in with this predatory band, besides

the danger which in general attaches to the passage through this

extensive desert tract, which extends from Negroland to the cul-

tivated zone of North Africa. It was this circumstance, together

with the great heat of the midday hours at this hottest part ofthe

year, which obliged us, without the least regard to our own comfort,

to travel the greater part of the night, so that I was unable to

rectify and complete, in general, the observations of the former
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expedition, the route of which, being entirely changed by the new

astronomical data obtained by Mr. Yogel, would be liable to some

little rectification throughout.

Having rested during the hot hours of the day, we pursued our

march about two o'clock in the afternoon, when, after a stretch of

about two. miles, we entered a fine hilly district, well adapted for

pasture-grounds for camels and sheep, but untenanted in the pres-

ent deserted state of the country. A mile and a half farther on

we passed the well of Mul, which was at present dry, and then

winding along the fine valley, were detained a long time by the loss

of another camel. Having then encamped, after a march alto-

gether of about ten miles, we started again an hour after midnight,

and, after traveling nearly thirteen miles, reached the well ofU'n-

ghurutm, situated in a hollow surrounded with fine vegetation,

and affording that most excellent fodder for camels, the "hadf
besides which, there was a great deal of " retem," or broom.

Monday, May 28th, Having spent the Sunday in U'nghurutin

quietly, and indulging in some little repose, we started a little

after midnight, and did not encamp till after a march of about fif-

teen miles. It was interesting to observe, when the day began to

dawn, that all along this region a considerable quantity of rain

had fallen, in consequence of which "had" and " sebod" covered

the ground, although we were extremely glad to escape from that

great annoyance to travelers, the feathery bristle, or "ngibbi."

Another twelve miles in the afternoon, through a more open

country, broken in the earlier part by a few specimens of the tree

"simsim," brought us to the well Bedwaram, or Bdlkashi-farri,

where we encamped at the foot of the eastern eminence, choosing

our ground with great care, as we were to recruit here our strength

by a longer stay, the well being at present frequented by a num-

ber of that section of the Gunda tribe of Tebu which is called

"Wandala," or " Aussa;" for in general the well is by no means

a safe retreat, and it seems to have been at this well, or in the

neighborhood, that Corporal Macguire was slain last year when
returning home after the report of the death of his chief, Mr. Vogel.

We had great trouble in opening the wells ; for we needed a

large provision of water, as, besides filling our skins, we had here

to water all our camels. Only one of the wells was open at the

time, and contained but very little water. It is easily to be un-

derstood in what a perilous position a small caravan would be if

attacked under such circumstances by a gang of highway robbers,
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and I felt particularly obliged to Sheikh rOmar for having afford-

ed me the protection of the salt-merchants, the Daza, who were
busy the whole day long in digging out the wells. I was glad to

find that the temporary inhabitants of the place behaved quietly

and decently, and even brought us some camels' milk, which they
bartered for small looking-glasses.

Having remained here also the 30th, we started in the after-

noon of the last of May, and, after a good stretch of nearly twen-

ty miles, encamped. We set out again after about four hours7

rest, when, having proceeded some six miles, we entered the open
sandy waste just beyond a fine group of simsim-trees, and halted

again during the heat of the day, after a march of about six miles

more. I here enjoyed again the wide expanse of the open desert,

which, notwithstanding its monotony, has something very grand

about it, and is well adapted to impress the human mind with the

consciousness of its own littleness, although, at the present season,

it presented itself in its most awful character, owing to the intense

heat which prevailed.

Having a tedious,march before us through the dreary desert of

Tintumma, we started for a long, wearisome night's march some
time before the heat had attained its highest degree, only one

hour after noon, but probably we should have acted wiser to

have waited till the heat was past, as the poor slaves of my fel-

low-travelers were knocked up before the heat came on. Only a

short rest of forty minutes was granted, at eight o'clock in the

evening, for a cold supper of Guinea-corn, when the caravan start-

ed again, to continue its night-march over this unbounded sandy

waste ; but I, as well as my chief servant, being on horseback, I

found myself at liberty to remain some time behind, indulging in

the luxury of a cup of coffee. I remained, however, almost, too

long ; and if it had not been that, contrary to my orders, which

were to the effect to spare the powder as much as possible, my
servants kept firing their pistols off at random, in order to cheer

themselves and the poor slaves, I should have had some difficulty

in following the caravan. Cheered by the firing, and perhaps im-

pressed with the awful character of the country which we were

traversing at such an hour, the slaves, forgetful of their over-fa-

tigue, kept up an uninterrupted song, the sounds of which fell oc-

casionally upon my ears, as I followed them at a great distance

;

but under the effects of this excitement, and in the cool of the

evening, they marched at such a rate that I did not overtake them
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till long after midnight, when freemen and slaves began to feel

exhausted, and would gladly have lagged behind ; and I had to

urge on several of these unfortunates, and prevent them from

staying behind, and falling a sacrifice to thirst and fatigue. One

of my servants was not to be seen. In fact, this desert is famous

for people well accustomed to it losing their way, and the white

sand, extending to a boundless distance, is so confounding that

people often miss their direction entirely. But the fatigue of this

night's march was very great indeed, and when the day dawned I

gladly availed myself of the opportunity afforded by a little herb-

age of giving a slight feed to my exhausted horse to obtain a few

minutes' repose.

Pursuing then our dreary march, while a heavy wind rose,

which, by raising the dust, made the desert look still more

gloomy, we gradually discovered the rocky mountains of A'ga-

dem ahead of us, but did not enter the peculiar valley formation

till a quarter past seven o'clock. Here we chose our camping-

ground in a corner surrounded by the "siwak," which form quite

a little plantation, and occasionally attract temporary settlers, es-

pecially of the tribe called Bolo-duwa or A'm-waddbe. Howev-
er, the -sand-wind made our stay here very cheerless, which was

increased by the circumstance of the ground being full of camel

lice, this being the usual camping-ground. The water of the well

was clean and excellent, but not very plentiful, so that we had to

take our supply for the road before us from a more northerly

well. The servant who was missing not having been found, we
waited anxiously for the arrival of the Daza in the afternoon,

when he made his appearance in their company. They had for-

tunately seen him at a great distance, when he had completely

lost his way, and was wandering southward. I made a present to

the man who had brought him back. We remained here the fol-

lowing day, and, besides the small luxury of the wild fruit of the si-

wak, I was glad to be able to buy a vessel ofbutter from our friends

the salt-traders, as my store of this article was nearly consumed.

Monday, June 4dh. The poor slaves of our companions were so

totally exhausted by the fatigue of the journey that they would

have preferred any thing to a continuance of such suffering, and

when we started at a very early hour a poor female slave tried to

make her escape by hiding herself in the bushes, but she was soon

found out, and received a severe flogging for her pains.

Proceeding along a very peculiar basin of natron at the foot of

Vol. III.—Q q
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the rocky slope, we reached, after a march of about four miles, the

northern well, situated in an open, pleasant landscape, the moun-
tains on the east side receding in the distance. We remained here

this day and the following forenoon, keeping back the Daza, who
were anxious to pursue their journey, for animals as well as men
stood in need of some repose, in order to enable them to traverse

the long desert tract which separated us from the Tebu country.

June 5th. Just about noon, as we were packing ready to start, a

thunder-storm gathered on the chain toward the east, and a few

drops ofrain fell whilewewere setting out. Having then keptalong

the valley for about three miles, we ascended the higher ground

with an easterly direction, and obtained a sight of the eastern slope

ofthe chain which borders the valley, which, although not so high

on this side as toward the west, seemed yet to have an elevation

of about 300 feet. About three o'clock we had again a slight

shower of rain. The whole of A'gadem, as I here became aware,

forms a sort of wide, extensive hollow, bordered on the eastern

side by this rocky chain, and toward the west at the distance of

about three miles, as well as toward the north, by sandy downs.

The higher level itself, over which our track lay, was broken by
considerable depressions, running east and west, and forming such

steep slopes, that Clapperton's expression of high sand-hills which

he had here to cross seems well justified ; and we ourselves took

up our encampment after a march of a little more than eleven

miles in a hollow of this description, bordered by high sand-hills

toward the west. However, our halt was very short, and soon

after midnight we pursued our march, the desert now becoming

more level, and therefore allowing a steady progress by night.

Pursuing our march with alacrity, we encamped, after a stretch of

about sixteen miles, in a spot which was fall of those remarkable

crystallized tubes which are called " bargom-chidibe" by the Ka-

nuri, and " kauchin-kassa" by the Hausa people, and the character

of which has been explained in such various ways, some suppos-

ing them to be the effect of lightning, while others fancy them to

be the covered walks with which the white ant had surrounded

stalks of negro corn. Pursuing from here our march, a little be-

fore two in the afternoon we entered a sandy waste, which well

deserved to be compared to the wide expanse of the ocean, al-

though even here small rocky ridges protruded in some places

;

and after a march of about ten miles, we ourselves encamped un-

der the protection of such a ridge.
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Thursday, June 7th. Starting again from here at a very early

hour in the night, we reached, after a march of about six miles,

the well of Dibbela, the romantic character of which, with its high

sand-hills, from which black rocky masses towered forth, together

with its dum palms, struck me not a little. But the water is

abominable, being impregnated with an immense quantity of na-

tron ; and it was here that Mr. Henry Warrington, who had ac-

companied Mr. Vogel to Kukawa, succumbed to the dysentery,

with which he had been seized on the road, the bad quality of the

water having probably brought the disorder to a crisis. It was,

moreover, a very hot day, although not hotter than usual, the

thermometer at two o'clock indicating 109° in the best shade I

could find j and the masses of sand all around were quite bewitch-

ing and bewildering. Starting again in the afternoon as soon as

the heat had reaehed its greatest intensity, we ascended the sandy

downs with a considerable westerly deviation, leaving just beyond

this hollow another one, with some talha-trees, and then keeping

over the sandy level with a ridge of the same character, and pass-

ing, after a march of about five miles, a great quantity of kajyi,

till, after a good stretch of altogether seventeen miles, we en-

camped on hard sandy ground. On this tedious journey I al-

ways felt greatly delighted, on our arrival at the camping-ground,

to stretch myself at full length on the clean sand, the softness

of which makes one feel in no want of a couch.

June 8th. Having encamped at a rather late hour, we did not

start so early as usual, and halted, after a march of about eight

miles, on a ground almost entirely destitute of herbage, but, what
seemed very remarkable, soaked by the rain of the previous day,

and affording another and still stronger proof of the incorrectness

of the opinion which had hitherto been entertained of this whole
tract never being fertilized by the rains. The soil also was full

of the footprints of the " bagr-el-wahesh," Antelope bubalis, which,

being pursued by the sportsmen of A'gadem and Dibbela, had
evidently sought a refuge in this region.

Having from hence made a stretch of about ten miles in the

afternoon, and halted for nearly four hours at sunset, we started

again for a wearisome night's march, deviating very considerably

from our former track ; and after a march of a little more than

eighteen miles, the latter part over a difficult range of sand-

hills, we reached in the morning the well of Zaw-kura in a dread-

fully-fatigued state, and with the loss of four camels ; but it was
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cheering to find that the locality—a vale richly adorned with si-

wak, or Capparis sodata, afforded some relief not only to the body,

but even to the mind. We here met with a small caravan of

Tebu, natives of the very ancient village of A'gherim or A'ghram,

the place of which I have spoken on a former occasion,* and

which lies three days northwest from here by way of Yawi. Be-

ing on their road to B6rnu, they were anxious to exchange their

camels for mine, the latter being accustomed to the climate of

B6rnu, whither they were going. . Such an exchange is certainly

advisable to travelers proceeding in either direction, in the event

of the animals of each party being equally good
;
but, on the one

hand, I wanted too badly the few camels which had withstood the

fatigue, and, on the other, those of these people were too poor to

allow me to accept their oflfer, and, in consequence, they had to

load the five horses which they had with them with water-skins.

These people gave us the important information that the ghazzia

of the Tawarek had returned from Tibdsti, having made only a

small booty of forty camels and thirty slaves, on account of the

Tebu having been on their guard, although they threatened to re-

turn at some future period. We remained here the following day,

enjoying the repose of which we stood so much in need. A strong

wind had been blowing all night, but the heat, at two o'clock in

the afternoon, reached its usual elevation of 108° in the best shade.

Monday, June 11th. We started again in the afternoon, \yinding

round the southeastern edge of the considerable mountain group

to which the vale is indebted for its existence, and having on our

right sandy downs. Just at the spot where we left the small

oasis, known to the traders of the desert as Zaw-kanwa, on our

left, we fell in with the footsteps of a small party, when, suppos-

ing them to be marauders, we followed them up for a while, till

we had convinced ourselves that they were people in search of a

runaway slave. Pursuing then our march altogether about six-

teen miles, we halted at nine o'clock in the evening, but started,

again at midnight, and, after a march of fourteen miles, reachSd>

Muskatenu, the southernmost limit of the oasis ofKawar, although

nothing but an inconsiderable shallow depression, full of marl and
alum.

Although the heat was greater than usual, the thermometer in-

dicating as much as 110°, we started with great alacrity in the aft-

ernoon, as we were now approaching the seats of Tebu power and

See vol. ii., p. 595.
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civilization in the heart of the desert, where nature has provided

this little fertile spot in order to facilitate intercourse between

distant nations. However, several sandy ridges opposed them-

selves to our progress before we reached the real beginning of the

valley, at the western foot of a large and broad-topped rocky

mound ; but the sand was not so deep as I had been led by the

description of other people to expect. Here the scenery became

highly interesting, the verdant ground—where small patches of

the grass called " ghedeb" and vegetables were sown, surrounded

by slight, fences of palm bushes—being overtopped by handsome

groups of palm-trees ; and cheered as I felt by this spectacle, after

the dreary march which we had made, I could not grudge my
people a few shots of powder. But while our friends, the Daza
salt-traders, encamped at the very thickest grove, where the di-

lapidated town of Bilma is situated, we ourselves entered a dreary

salt-pan, and encamped about a mile farther on, near a miserable

little village called Kalala, without the ornament or shade of a

single tree. Moreover, the ground was so hard that it was only

wifh the greatest difficulty that we were able to pitch the tent

;

and having no wood wherewith to cook a supper, a small hospi-

table gift from our friend Kolo, consisting first in a dish of fresh

dates, and afterward in a mess of cooked pudding, proved very

acceptable. The miserable hamlet, besides a few hovels scarcely

to be distinguished from the ground, contained only the ruins of

a mosque, which had been turned into a magazine for salt.

Our stay here became the more disagreeable, as toward the

morning of the following day a heavy gale arose, against which

this open tract offered not the slightest protection ; but I amused

myself by paying a visit to the salt-pits, in the high mounds of

rubbish a few hundred yards to the east of our encampment. I

was highly interested in the very peculiar character which they

presented, the pits forming small quadrangular basins of about

four or five yards in diameter, deeply cut into the rock, where all

the saltish substance contained in the 'ground collects, and is

thence obtained by pouring this water, impregnated with salt,

into moulds of clay, of the shape which I have described in my
notice of the salt-trade,* in that part of my journey where I was

myself traveling in the company of the salt-traders of A'sben.

The salt, filtering through the sides of the mound, had all the ap-

But at present only a small
j

* Vol. i., p. 392.
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prepared salt was lying here, the season for the K^l-owi to carry

it away being some months later, when this tract must present a

very different aspect, and exhibit a considerable degree of activi-

ty; and it would have been highly interesting if Mr. Overweg
had been able to visit the place at such a season, as he had in-

tended.

It was also a circumstance of considerable interest, that about

two o'clock in the afternoon, while the thermometer indicated

107° 3' in the best shade I could find, we had a slight shower, al-

though this whole region has been set down as an entirely rain-

less zone. My camels being greatly reduced, and several of them

of little value, I exchanged the two worst among them for one be-

longing to the Daza, our former fellow-travelers, who, being bent

upon staying here a few days before they undertook their home-

journey to Bornu, were thus enabled to wait until the animals

had recruited their strength.

June 14tih. At an early hour in the morning, long before the

dawn of day, we continued ourjourney northward along the Wadi
Kawar, as it is called by the Arabs, or the H&ieri-teg£, valley ofthe

Teg£ or Teda, as it is called by the natives, having the steep rocky

cliffs, which at times formed picturesque platforms, at about three

miles distance on our right. Meanwhile the country became beau-

tifully wooded at the dawn of the day, and numerous travelers

attested a certain degree of industry in this curious abode of men
in the heart of the desert. After a march of about twelve miles,

where the valley became contracted by a lower rocky ridge cross-

ing it, we encamped at the side of a palm grove, with a number
of draw-wells, or " khattatir," where every kind ofvegetable might

be easily raised. The ground produced u aghul" and " molukhia,"

or Corchorus olitorius, and was surrounded by high sandy downs,

while at some distance eastward a pillage is situated of the name
of E'ggir. Having halted here for about five hours, we pursued

our journey, the strip of trees closely approaching the rocky cliff,

and after a march of three miles, left on our right the village E'm-

i-maddama, and farther on, that called Shemidderu, lying partly

at the foot, partly on the slope of the rocky cliffs on our right.

Having then left a small isolated grove of date-trees on the same
side, we reached the beginning of the plantation of Dfrki; and

traversing the grove where the fruit was just ripening, we ap-

proached the dilapidated wall of the town, which presented a very

poor spectacle, and then kept between it and the offensive salt-
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pool on our right, and encamped on the north side. This town,

which, notwithstanding its insignificance, has a name all over the

desert, was of some importance to me, from the fact of its contain-

ing the only blacksmith in the whole of this oasis, whom I wanted

to prepare forme a double set of strong shoes for each ofmy horses,

as we had a very stony tract to traverse beyond this oasis. He
promised to make them, and to bring them up to us at A'shenum-

ma, but he did not keep his word, and thus was the cause of my
losing one of my horses in that difficult tract. Having passed the

villages of Tegimami and Eliji, we reached the town of A'shenum-

ma, the residence of the chief of these Tebu, situated on a lower

terrace formed by a gentle slope at the foot of the steep cliffs, and

encamped in the bottom of the valley near an isolated group of

sandstone rock, round which the moisture collects in large hol-

lows, scarcely a foot below the surface of the gravel. All around,

a rather thin grove of date-trees spreads out ; farther westward

there are the two salt lakes mentioned by the members of the for-

mer expedition.

In the afternoon I went into the town to pay my respects to the

chief, whose name is Mai-Bakr. The place, which seems to have

attracted the notice of Arab geographers from an early date, con-

sists of about 120 cottages, built with rough stones, and scattered

about on the slope, besides a few yards erected with palm branches.

The cottages are very low, and covered in with the stems and

leaves of the palm-tree. A solitary conical hut, like those of Su-

dan, was likewise to be seen. One of the stone houses exhibited

a greater degree of industry by its whitewashing, but the residence

of the chief was not distinguished in any way. The latter, who
bears the title of Maina, was a man of advanced age and respect-

able behavior. At the time of our entrance he was squatted on

fresh white sand in front of his " diggel," placed in the ante-cham-

ber or segifa. He received my present (which consisted of a black

tobe, two turkedis, and a haram, worth altogether about four Span-

ish dollars) kindly, and expressed hik hope that I might get safely

over the tract before me, if I did not lose any time by a longer

delay. Meanwhile a Tebu merchant who was present gave me
the very doubtful information that the people of Tawat paid to

the French an annual tribute of 60,000 dollars. The inhabitants

ofA'shenumma and of the neighboring places are very differently

situated from those of Dirki and Bilma, for the latter, on account

of their being the medium of communication in the salt trkde, are
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respected by the Tawarek, for whom they prepare that article, and

who, in consequence, do not plunder them even when they meet

them in the desert. Nay, they even protect them, as I have de-

scribed in the former part of my journey, so that merchants from

Dirki and Bilma were proceeding to Hausa by way of A'sben.

The inhabitants of the other places, on the contrary, such as

A'shenumma, are exposed to all sorts of oppression from the for-

mer, and even run the risk ofbeing slain by them when met alone.

With regard to the Tebu in general, I have already spoken re-

peatedly about their intimate connection with the Kanuri race,

and have enumerated the names of the sections of their tribe, so

far as I have become acquainted with them, and I shall say more

on the subject of their language in a preface to my vocabularies.

It was a remarkable fact, but easily to be explained, that the great-

est heat which I experienced in the desert was in this valley, the

thermometer at two o'clock in the afternoon rising daily to be-

tween 110° and 112°.

We remained here the following day, when I enjoyed the scen-

ery of the locality extremely, and made a sketch of it, which is

represented in the plate opposite. I also desired Corporal Church,

who, as I have stated above, was in my company, and who felt

assured that Captain Clapperton had indicated the mountain chain

on the west by mistake, to ascend the slope of the chain above

A'shenumma, in order to convince himself that that meritorious

traveler had not been misled in such a strange manner. With
the aid of my telescope, he discovered in the far distance to the

west a chain bordering the valley in that direction. This breadth

of the valley is even indicated by the distance intervening between
A'gherim and Fashi on the one side, and Bilma and Dirki on the

other.

It was the holiday of the Aid el fotr, and the inhabitants of
the little town celebrated the day by a religious procession, in

which there figured even as many as ten horses, and a few rounds
ofpowder were fired. The petty chief also sent me a holiday dish,

consisting of a sort of macaroni made of millet, with a porridge
of beans. It is a very remarkable circumstance, and one that

must not be forgotten by any traveler who pursues this road, that

the inhabitants of the Tebu country esteem nothing more highly,

nay, scarcely value any thing at all, except dried fish, the stink-

ing "buni," and that he may starve with all sorts of treasures in

his bags unless he be possessed of this article. I myself was even
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obliged to buy the grass or ghedeb (of which. I stood in need for

my camels) with dried fish, and I felt sorry that I had not laid in

a greater supply of this article in Barruwa.

Monday, June 17th. Before setting out, I thought it prudent to

pay another visit and bid farewell formally to Mai-Bakr, as I was

anxious, unprotected as I was, to secure my rear. I then follow-

ed my camels, and having crossed two defiles, formed by project-

ing cliffs, which interrupt the valley, reached, after a march of

seven miles, the town of Anikimma, situated at the side of an iso-

lated promontory projecting from the cliffs, which form here a

sort of wide recess, and encamped at the border of the palm grove,

when I immediately received some hospitable treatment from my
friend Kolo, who was a native of this place. This is the modern

road which is taken at the present time, the town of Kisbi, or

rather Gfeibi, which lies on the western side of the valley, and

along which the former mission passed, being at present deserted.

This road led in former times by Kisbi to Azan£res. But, al-

though we were treated in a friendly manner in this place, I did

not like to lose any time, but was anxious to proceed at once to

A'nay, the northernmost town in the valley of Kawar, in order

to prepare myself there, without the least delay, for that second

great station of my desert journey, which I had to traverse quite

by myself, as my friend Kolo was to stay behind, and was not

going to undertake the journey for a month or so. I recommend-

ed to him my freed slave 'Othman, who had remained behind, as

he was suffering from the effects of the Guinea-worm. Kolo,

however, accompanied me in the afternoon for a few hundred

yards, together with a Tebu from Tibesti of the name of Maina

Dadakore, who had recently been plundered of all his property

by the Tawarek. The distance from Anikimma to A'nay is not

very great, about two miles and a half. The site of A'nay is very

peculiar, as may be seen from the description given by the former

expedition,* who were greatly struck by its singular appearance,

although the view which they have given of the locality is far

from being correct. The first thing which I had to do here was

to endeavor, by means of dollars, cloves, and the remnant of dried

fish which I still had left, to procure as large a supply of ghedeb

as possible, in order to carry my camels through this trying jour-

ney, as my only safety with my small band of people consisted in

the greatest speed. It was very unlucky for me that the black-

* Denham and Clapperton's Travels, p. 17.
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smith, of Dirki broke his word in not bringing up the shoes for

my horses, a circumstance which would have been productive of

the most serious consequences if I had been attacked on the road,

as both my horses became lame.

Tuesday, June 18th. Having prepared every thing in the fore-

noon, we set out on our lonely and dangerous journey with a fer-

vent prayer, and after a march of little less than two miles emerged

from the valley, or h^nderi, through a rocky defile. We then

gradually ascended the higher level of the desert plain, and hav-

ing made a stretch of about sixteen miles, we encamped. Having

kept strict watch, as it was not improbable that some people might

have followed us, we started again at an early hour, long before

the dawn of day, and, after a march of about thirteen miles, reach-

ed Fggeba (Denham 7

s Ikbar), a shallow depression at the western

foot of a mountain, clothed with some herbage, and adorned with

a rich profusion of dum palms. The well here afforded a supply

of the most delicious water. However,' the locality was too un-

safe for our small troop to make here ' a long stay, it being fre-

quently visited by predatory expeditions. We therefore thought

it prudent to start again in the afternoon along the western road,

by way of Siggedim, which has been laid down very erroneously

by the former expedition, they probably not having taken the

accurate distances and directions of this route, as they relied upon

the direct track, which they had traced with accuracy. This road

is called "Nefasa seghira," from a defile or "thniye" which we
crossed about two miles and a half from our starting-point.

About ten miles beyond we encamped, and reached the next

morning, after a march of ten miles more, over a beautiful

gravelly flat, and crossing the track of a small caravan of asses

coming from Brabu, the beginning of the oasis of Siggedim,

stretching out at the western foot of a considerable mountain

group, the direction of which is from east to west, and well wood-

ed with dum palms, date-trees, and with gerredh, or Mimosa
Nilotica. The ground, which is richly overgrown with sebot, in

several places shows an incrustation of salt. We halted for the

midday hours, a little more than a mile farther on, near the well,

as we could not afford to make any long stay here. The place

was at present quite deserted, but I was told that about a month

later in the season people occasionally take up their temporary

cliff testified to the occasional presence of settlers.
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Prom hence we reached, in an afternoon's and a long morning's

march of altogether nearly thirty-four miles, the shallow vale of

Jehaya (Denham's Izhya) or Yat. We were in a sad state, as be-

sides being exhausted by fatigue, we were almost totally blinded

by the glare of the sand in the heat of the day. A smaller strip

of vegetation on the west side of the rocky eminences which dotted

this country had already some time previously led us to hope that

we had reached the end of our march ; but when at length we
had gained the spot, we found the vale, with its rich growth of

herbage, very refreshing, and men as well as animals had an op-

portunity of recruiting their strength a little.

June 22d The horse which the sheikh had given me being

quite lame, I wanted to mount the only one of the camels which

seemed strong enough to carry such a burden in addition to its

load, but it refused to rise with me, and I was thus obliged to

mount the donkey-like nag which the Sultan of Sokoto had given

me, my servant going on foot. It is certainly very difficult to

carry horses through this frightful desert with limited means, but

it is of the utmost importance for a small party to have a horse or

two with them, in order to scour the country to see whether all

be right, , and to make a spirited attack or to pursue the robbers

in case of a theft having been committed.

Having advanced in the course of the evening a little more

than eighteen miles, we traversed early the next morning a nar-

row defile, inclosed between rocky heights on both sides, in a very

stony tract of country, and halted, after a march of about twelve

miles, at a little distance from.the mountain group Tiggera-n-dum-

ma, where the boundary is formed between Fezzan and the inde-

pendent Tebu country,-by a valley, clothed with a good profusion

of herbage and a few talha-trees' just in flower. From here we
reached, after a march of sixteen, miles more, the well of Mafaras,

the southernmost well of Fezzan, in such a state of exhaustion

that we felt induced, notwithstanding the danger from the E'fad-

aye, to allow ourselves and the animals a day and a half's repose

;

I myself being particularly in want of a little rest, as I had been

suffering a great deal from rheumatism for the last few days. In

addition to this, the well contained so little water that it required

an enormous time to water the animals and to fill our skins. The

vale was pleasantly adorned with a good number of fine talha-

trees, and there was even one isolated dum palm, while of anoth-

er one nothing but the trunk was remaining. Although we had
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advanced so much toward the north, we did not yet feel the slight-

est decrease in the temperature, and the thermometer all this time,

at two o'clock in the afternoon, constantly indicated 109°.

This is the southern well of the name of Mafaras, while the

northern spot of the same name, where Mr. Vogel made his as-

tronomical observation, is about nineteen miles farther to the

north. We did not pass the latter till early in the morning of

the 26th, when, stretching over an open desert flat, a real mirror

or "meraye," the exhaustion of our animals became fully appa-

rent, so that just in the very place where a small Tebu caravan,

which had preceded us a few days, had left behind one of their

camels, we also were obliged to abandon the camel upon whose

strength we had hitherto placed our chief reliance.

About eleven miles beyond the northern well Mafaras, we halt-

ed during the heat of the day in a spot entirely destitute of herb-

age, and made another stretch of fifteen miles in the afternoon,

leaving the well-known mound of Faja, along which the road

leads to Tib^sti, at some distance on our right. In order to re-

cruit the strength of the camels we gave them a good supper of

dates, ground-nuts, and millet, so that each of the poor animals,

according to his habits and national taste, could pick out what

was most palatable to him.

June 27th. A march of about thirteen miles brought us to the

well u El A'hmar," or " Maddema," in an open desert country,

bounded on the west by a large, imposing mountain group, and

distinguished by a great profusion of khareb or kaye, the whole

ground being overgrown with "handal" or colocynth, and strew-

ed with bones. Here we passed an excessively hot day, the ther-

mometer indicating 114° at two o'clock in the afternoon in the

best shade I could find, and 105° at sunset, it remaining extreme-

ly hot the whole night, till after midnight, when a heavy gale

arose. Nature here showed some animation, and beetles were in •

extraordinary numbers ; we also beheld here*a herd of gazelles,

but no beast of prey.

At a very early hour the following morning we started with a

good supply of water, and, after proceeding for about ten miles,

reached a valley tolerably well provided with talha-trees and

overgrown with dry herbage. "We were obliged to stay here the

whole day, in order to give the camels a feed, as they were re-

duced to the greatest extremity : we had also to provide ourselves

with wood and water. But, although we staid here till the fore-
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noon of the following day, we had only proceeded a few miles

when we lost another of our camels, and thus were obliged to halt

earlier than we intended. In order to retrieve this loss we start-

ed before midnight, and marching the whole night, a distance of

about twenty-four miles, and making only a short halt during the

hottest part of the day, we encamped in the evening of the 30th

close to the well " El War" or u Temmi," having entered the nar-

row winding glen leading into the heart of the mountain mass

itself, although caravans in general encamp at its opening. We
remained here the following morning, when I found shelter from

the sun in the cave where the water collects, which is of a cool

and pleasant character, a heavy gale which had sprung up the

previous evening continuing all the while. But we had no time

to tarry here, this being the worst and most fatiguing part of our

journey. Taking all things into consideration, there is no reason

to wonder how Mr. Vogel made no observation during the whole

of this journey, comprising a tract of three degrees and a half.

Having filled our water-skins and watered the animals we pur-

sued our journey before noon, and made a stretch of about fifteen

miles. Starting then again at midnight, and marching twenty

miles, only halting about four hours at noon, we encamped at

night, but halted only for a couple of hours, after which we
marched about fifteen miles, and again halted for the heat of the

day. On this march we passed a very rugged passage called

" Thniye e' seghira," where the rocks were rippled in a very re-

markable manner, like the water. Having been accustomed to

an intense degree of heat for some time, we felt it very cold this

morning at sunrise, the thermometer indicating 68°, which was

certainly a great difference, it having been 81° the preceding

morning.

July 3d. Again we started, a little after midnight, and having

passed, early in the morning, with considerable difficulty and long

delay, the rugged sandy passage called " Thniye el kebira," we
halted, after a march of eight hours and a half, having accom-

plished only a distance of about fifteen miles. I felt greatly ex-

hausted, and I was the more sensible of fatigue, as I had a long

march before me, the well being still distant; and after a most

toilsome and wearisome stretch of more than eighteen miles, with

numerous delays, and several difficult passages over the sand-hills,

we reached the well "M^sheru," which is notorious on account of

the number of bones of the unfortunate slaves by which it is sur-
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rounded. The water of this well, which is five fathoms in depth,

is generally considered of good quality, notwithstanding the rem-

nant of human bones which are constantly driven into it by the

gale; but at present it was rather dirty. The whole country

around presents a very remarkable spectacle, especially the tract

closely bordering on the well to the north, and which, in a rather

maliciously witty manner, has been called by the Arabs " Dendal

Ghaladima" (" the Promenade of the Minister"). It would form a

good study for a painter experienced in water colors, although it

would be impossible to express the features in a pencil sketch.

But not even here were we enabled to grant ourselves the

slightest repose, only staying long enough to take in a sufficient

supply of water, and to slaughter one of our camels, which was

totally unfit to proceed. Having made this day about eighteen

miles, we reached the following day, after a moderate march of

from nineteen to twenty miles, the southernmost solitary date-

grove of Fezzan. Here we were so fortunate as to meet a small

caravan of Tebu, comprising a few very respectable men, who
brought us the latest news from Murzuk, where I was glad to

hear that Mr. Frederick Warrington, the gentleman who had so

kindly escorted me out of Tripoli more than five years previous-

ly, was awaiting me, and that the very governor who had been

appointed to the government of Fezzan during our first stay

there had a few days before again been reinstalled in that office.

July 6th. This was an important day in my journey, as, having

performed the most dangerous part of this wearisome desert

march, I reached Tegdrri or Tej^rri, the first outlying inhabited

place of Fezzan. The village, although very small in itself, with

its towering walls, the view of which burst suddenly upon us

through the date-grove, made a most pleasing impression, and I

could not prevent my people from expressing their delight in

having successfully accomplished the by no means contemptible

feat of traversing this desert tract with so small a band by firing

a good number of shots. In consequence of this demonstration,

the whole population of the little town came out to salute and

congratulate me on having traversed this infested desert tract

without any accident. But that was the only advantage that we
reaped from having reached a place of settled habitatkfri ; and

having taken up our encampment on the northwestern side of the

kasr, among the date-trees, we had the greatest difficulty in pro-

curing even the slightest luxury, and I was glad when I was at
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length able to obtain a single fowl and a few measures of dates.

There was, therefore, no possibility of our staying here and allow-

ing the animals a little rest, but we were obliged to push on with-

out delay to the village of Madrusa. But I had the greatest dif-

ficulty in reaching that place in the evening of the 8th, having

lost another camel and one of my horses ; and of the animals

which remained to me, I was obliged to abandon in Madrusa an-

other, while I had to pay for the hire of a couple of camels to car-

ry my luggage to Murzuk.

This was the native place of my servant El Gatroni, who had

served me for nearly five years (with the exception of a year's

leave of absence, which I granted him in order to see his wife and

children) with the strictest fidelity, while his conduct had proved

almost unexceptionable
;
and, of course, he was delighted to see

his family again. Besides a good breakfast and a couple of fowls

with which he treated me, he made me also a present of a bunch

of grapes, which caused me no little delight as a most unusual

treat. However, being anxious to get over this desert tract, I

started a little after noon the same day, and met at the village of

Bakhfl, about six miles beyond, a Tebu caravan, which was ac-

' companied by a courier from Kukawa, who had found an excuse

in the state of the country to remain absent on his mission to

Murzuk nine months, instead ofhaving retraced his steps directly

to his own country. About four miles farther on we reached Ga-

tron, consisting of narrow groups lying closely together, and by
the fringe of its date-grove contrasting very prettily with the

sandy waste around.

Here also we were hospitably treated by the relatives of an-

other servant, who was glad to have reached his home ; and we
encamped the following day at Dekir, where we had some trouble

first in finding and then in digging out the well, which was entire-

ly filled up with sand. In two very long days' stretches from

here, the first including a night's march, we reached the well, two

miles and a half this side of the village Bedan, when we heard

that Mr. Warrington was encamped five miles beyond, in the vil-

lage of Yes£.

Saturday, July 13th. Having got ready at an early hour, we
proceeded cheerfully through the poor plantation, scattered thinly

over a soil deeply impregnated with salt, and fired a few shots on
approaching the comfortable tent of my friend. I could not but

feel deeply affected when, after so long an absence, I again found

Vol. Ill—Br
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myself in friendly hands, and within the reach of European com-

forts. Having moved on a little in the afternoon to a more pleas-

ant spot, we entered Murzuk the following morning, and were

most honorably received by a great many of the principal inhabit-

ants, including an officer of the basha, who had come out a great

distance to meet us.

Thus I had again reached this place, where, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, all dangers and difficulties might be supposed to have

ceased. But such was not the case at the present time
;

for, in

consequence of the oppression of the Turkish government, a very

serious revolution had broken out among the more independent

tribes of the regency of Tripoli, extending from the Jebel over

the whole of Gurian, and spreading farther and farther, cutting

off all intercourse, and making my retreat very difficult. The
instigator of this revolution was a chief of the name of Grhoma,

who, having been made prisoner by the Turks many years before,

had, through the events of the Crimean war, contrived to make
his escape from confinement in Trebizond. This unforeseen cir-

cumstance caused me a little longer delay in Murzuk than I should

otherwise have allowed myself, as I was most anxious to proceed
,

on my journey
;
nevertheless, I staid only six days.

Having some preparations to make for this last stage of my
march, I had thus full opportunity of becoming aware of the im-

mense difference in the prices of provisions between this outlying

oasis of Northern Africa and ISTegroland, especially Kukawa, and

for the little supply which I wanted for my journey from here to

Tripoli I had to pay as much as 100 makhbubs. Besides procur-

ing here my necessary supplies for the road, my chief business

was in discharging some of my servants, and more particularly

Mohammed el Gratroni, whose fidelity I have mentioned before.

I added to the small remainder of his salary which I still owed
him the stipulated present of fifty Spanish dollars, which I would
willingly have doubled if I had had the means, as he well de-

served it, for it is only with the most straightforward conduct and
with a generous reward that a European traveler will be able to

make his way in these regions.

As for encountering the dangers of the road, the arrangement

of the basha, that a party of soldiers whom he had discharged,

and who were returning home, should travel in my company,

seemed rather of doubtful effect, as such a company, while it af-

forded a little more security in certain tracts, could not fail to
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turn against myself the disposition of the native population in

those districts where the revolt against the Turkish government

was a popular movement ; I was obliged, therefore, to leave it to

circumstances to decide how I should make my way out of these

difficulties. The basha for some time thought that the only safe

course for me to pursue would be to turn my steps toward Ben-

Ghazi, in order to avoid the revolted district altogether ; but such

apian seemed very objectionable, as well on account of the great-

er distance and expense of this road, as with regard to the disposi-

tion of the Arabs of that region, who, if the revolution should

prove successful, would certainly not lose a moment in following

the example of their brethren.

July 20th. I left the town of Miirzuk in the afternoon, and en-

camped in the plantation, and the next day moved on a short dis-

tance toward Sheggwa, where Mr. Warrington took leave of me.

Halting then for the greater part of the following day near the

village of Deldm, and making a good stretch in the evening and

the early part of the morning, we reached Ghodwa, with its pret-

ty plantation and its many remains of former well-being. Start-

ing again in the afternoon, and making a long stretch during the

night, we encamped in the evening of the following day at the

border of the plantation of Sebha, some twenty years ago the res-

idence of the chief of the Welad Sliman. Here we staid the fol-

lowing day in order to obtain some rest. The heat all this time

was very considerable, and the thermometer at two o'clock in the

afternoon, on an average, indicated from 110° to 112°.

July 26th. A march of from eighteen to nineteen miles brought

us from Sebha to the small town of Temahint, and we encamped

a little beyond the well, where a numerous herd of camels, belong-

ing to a camp of Arabs', was being watered. I was greatly pester-

ed during my halt by a number of Welad Sliman, who were anx-

ious for information with regard to their relations in Kanem, and

greedy for some presents.

Making a short halt in the evening, and starting a little after

midnight, we encamped the following day near Zighen. Here I

had to hire fresh camels in order to pursue my journey, and there-

fore did not set out again till the afternoon of the following day,

when, through the barren desert tract by O'm el
f

abid, and by a

very rugged mountainous passage, we reached the important

town of Sokna in the morning of the 2d of August.

Here the difficulties of my journey, in consequence of the rev-
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olutionary state of the province, increased, and, after a long con-

sultation with some friends to whom I had been recommended,

the only possible way of proceeding was found to be that of leav-

ing the usual track by way of Bonjem altogether, and taking an

entirely different road by a series of valleys lying farther west,

the road by Ben-Ghazi also having been found impracticable.

Sokna, even at the present time, is a very interesting place, as

well on account of its mercantile activity and its fine plantations

of date and other fruit-trees, as owing to the peculiar character of

its inhabitants, who still retain a distinct idiom of the Berber lan-

guage j* but at the present moment, on account of the total inter-

ruption of the communication with the coast, the price of provis-

ions was very high, and the natives scarcely knew what political

course to pursue. There was especially a merchant of the name
of Beshala, who showed me an extraordinary degree of kindness

and attention.

Having therefore waited until the arrival of the "rekas," or

courier, in order to obtain the most recent news, and having, in

consequence of their unfavorable tenor, been induced to increase

the wages of my camel-drivers, whom I had hired previously, I at

length got off on the 12th of August. Pursuing the track called

Tnk el Merhoma, which was never before traversed by a Euro-

pean, and passing by the wells El Hammam, El Marati, Ershidiye,

and Gedafiye, and then by the narrow Wadi Ghirza (the place

once the great object of African research for Lieutenant, now Ad-

miral Smyth), with its interesting ancient sepulchres in the form

of obelisks, we reached Wadi Zemzem on the 19th. Here there

was a considerable encampment of Arabs, and some of the ring-

leaders of the revolution residing here at the time, I found my-,

self in a serious dilemma. But the English were too much re-

spected by these tribes for them to oppose my passage, although

they told me plainly that, if they suspected that the English were

opposed to the revolution, they would cut my throat, as well as

that of any European traveler who might fall into their hands.

However, after some quiet explanations with them as to what was

most conducive to their own interests, and about the probability

of their succeeding in making themselves independent of the

Turkish sway, and after having promised a handsome present to

one of the more influential men among them, they allowed me to

* Also in El Fok-ha, distant three days from S<5kna, on the road to Ben-Ghazi,

the same idiom is spoken.
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pass on. I had also great difficulty in hiring some fresh camels,

the safety of which I guaranteed, to take me to Tripoli. I thus

pursued my journey to Beni-Ulid, with its deep valley overtower-

ed by the ruins of many a Middle-Age castle, and adorned by
numbers of beautiful olive-trees, besides being enlivened by many
small villages consisting of stone dwellings half in decay. On ap-

proaching the place, I fell in with a messenger, sent very kindly

to meet me by Mr. Eeade, her majesty's vice-consul in Tripoli,

who, besides a few letters, brought me what was most gratifying

to me in my exhausted state, a bottle of wine, a luxury of which

I had been deprived for so many years.

I had some little trouble in this place, as there was residing here

at the time a brother of Ghoma, the rebel chief himself, who had

sent an express messenger on my account; and differences of in-

terest between the various chiefs of the place caused me at the

same time some difficulties, though, in other respects, they facili-

tated my proceedings. Altogether I was very glad when I had

left this turbulent little community behind me, which appeared to

be the last difficulty that opposed itself to my return home.

In the evening of the fourth day after leaving Beni-Ulid I

reached the little oasis of 'Ain Zara, the same place where I had

staid several days preparatory to my setting out on my long Afri-

can wanderings, and was here most kindly received by Mr. Eeade,

who had come out of the town with his tent, and provided with

sundry articles of European comfort, to receive me again at the

threshold of civilization.

Having spent a cheerful evening in his company, I set out the

following morning on my last march on the African soil, in order

to enter the town of Tripoli ; and although the impression made
upon my mind by the rich vegetation of the gardens which sur-

round the town, after the long journey through the desert waste,

was very great, yet infinitely greater was the effect produced upon
me by the wide expanse of the sea, which, in the bright sunshine

of this intermediate zone, spread out with a tint of the darkest

blue. I felt so grateful to Providence for having again reached

in safety the border of this Mediterranean basin, the cradle of Eu-

ropean civilization, which from an early period had formed the

object of my earnest longings and most serious course of studies,

that I would fain have alighted from my horse on the sea-beach

to offer up a prayer of thanksgiving to the Almighty, who, with

the most conspicuous mercy, had led me through the many dan-
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gers which surrounded my path, both from fanatical men and an

unhealthy climate.

It was market-day, and the open place intervening between the

plantation of the Meshiah and the town was full of life and bustle.

The soldiers who had recently arrived from Europe to quell the

revolution were drawn up on the beach in order to make an im-

pression on the natives, and I observed a good many fine, sturdy

men among them. Amid this busy scene in the most dazzling

sunshine, with the open sea and the ships on my right, I entered

the snow-white walls of the town, and was most kindly received

by all my former friends.

Having staid four days in Tripoli, I embarked in a Turkish

steamer which had brought the troops and was returning to Mal-

ta, and having made only a short stav in that island, again em-

barked in a steamer for Marseilles, in order to reach England by

the most direct route. Without making any stay in Paris, I ar-

rived in London on the 6th of September, and was most kindlj-

received by Lord Palmerston as well as by Lord Clarendon, who
took the greatest interest in the remarkable success which had ac-

companied my proceedings.

Thus I closed my long and exhausting career as an African

explorer, of which these volumes endeavor to incorporate the re-

sults. Having previously gained a good deal of experience of

African traveling during an extensive journey through Barbafy,

I had embarked on this undertaking as a volunteer, under the

most unfavorable circumstances for myself. The scale and the

means of the mission seemed to be extremely limited, and it was

only in consequence of the success which accompanied our pro-

ceedings that a wider extent was given to the range and objects

of the expedition ;* and after its original leader had succumbed

in his arduous task, instead of giving way to despair, I had con-

tinued in my career amid great embarrassment, carrying on the

exploration of extensive regions almost without any means. And
when the leadership of the mission, in consequence of the confi-

dence ofher majesty's government, was intrusted to me, and I had

been deprived of the only European companion who remained

with me, I resolved upon undertaking, with a very limited supply

of means, a journey to the far west, in order to endeavor to reach

* This greater success was especially due to the journey which I undertook to

the Sultan of A'gades, thus restoring confidence in our little band, which had been

entirely shaken by great reverses.
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Timbuktu, and to explore that part of the Niger which, through

the untimely fate of Mungo Park, had remained unknown to the

scientific world. In this enterprise I succeeded to my utmost ex-

pectation, and not only made known the whole oi that vast region,

which even to the Arab merchants in general had remained more

unknown than any other part of Africa,* but I succeeded also in

establishing friendly relations with all the most powerful chiefs

along the river up to that mysterious city itself. The whole of

this was achieved, including the payment of the debts left by the

former expedition, and £200 which I contributed myself, with the

sum of about £1600. No doubt, even in the track which I my-

self pursued, I have left a good deal for my successors in this

career to improve upon ; but I have the satisfaction to feel that I

have opened to the view of the scientific public of Europe a most

extensive tract of the secluded African world, and not only made
it tolerably known, but rendered the opening of a regular inter-

course between Europeans and those regions possible.

* 4 'It appears singular that the country immediately to the eastward of Timbuc-

too, as far as Kashna, should bo more imperfec tly known to the Moorish traders

than the rest of Central Africa."—Quarterly Review, May, 1820, p. 234. Compare
what Clapperton says about the dangers of the road from Sokoto to Timbuktu. Sec.

Exped., p. 235.
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APPENDIX I.

PRESENT CONDITION OF THE PROVINCE OF ZA'NFARA.

The province of Zdnfara in former times was far more extensive than at present,

its ancient capital being situated half a day (hantsi) east from Sansanne 'Aisa, on
the road to Tdze, and this is perhaps Birni-n-Zanfara, founded by the powerful
chief Babari about a century ago. At that time the province was a powerful king-
dom, but at present it is in the most distracted condition, half of the places belong-
ing to it being still under the rule of the Fulbe, while the other half have revolted

successfully, and are strictly allied with the Gdberawa.
, Under the rule of the Fiilbe, or Fullan, are the following places

:

Zyrmi, with three governors: one, A'bu Hamid, who has ruled (in 1853) seven,

another, Tarna, who has ruled fifteen years, and a third one, a younger brother of
Tarna, but who has exercised power for thirty years ;* Kauri-n-Namoda, at present
governed by Mahamudu, a younger brother of the warlike and far-famed chief Na-
moda, who has ruled for the last twelve years

;
Bunka, Bdka, Gdga, Yankaba, Daba,

Banga, Birni-n-Maddera, Modiki, Monki with Ne-ebbusuwa, Kdre with Makauru,
Dunfawa, Duchi, Badarawa, Katuru, Kanna, Dan I'sa, Waunaka-n-Fellani (in or-
der to distinguish it from another town of the same name, which is allied with the
Gdberawa), Yangwoy, Kiawa, Rura, Wauni, Jirgaba, Gabake, Kangwa, Kadamusa,
Yanbukki, Take-adoy, Birni-n-Magaji, Birni-n-Tordwa or Marekay, with Dan Kor-
gii, Tuddu Makangeri, Rawiya, Bidaji, Chiton.
The independent places are the following

:

A'nka, residence of 'Abdu, the rebel chief of Zanfara (Serki-n-Zanfara) ; Maffa-
ra, residence of Scrki-n-Tle'ta

; Gummi, residence of the chief Banyari
;
Zoma, res-

idence of 'All, and close by Gdlli ; Sabdnbirni Daraga, residence of Banaga ; Ma-
radu, residence of Serki-n-Kaya ; Gaumache and Gdra close by ; Matusgi, residence
of Ajia; Garbadu and Kaggara, Munre', Bokura, residence of Serki'-n-Bawa ; Dam-
ri, Sabdngari, Diiffwa Matfara, a district, with the chief place, Ruwa-n-bdre : Dan-
kd, U'ya.

In order to arrange these places topographically, I shall first give an itinerary
from Kano to Sdkoto, by way of Kauri-n-Namdda.
Day.

1st. Rfmi-n-Gadd.
2d. Sha-ndno, a large walled place, having passed Yangada.

Sabbere.
^ ^ ^ SP

4th. Mdsawa, a large walled town, with a market ; short march.
5th. Ya-mantemaki, with a water-course on its east side running south

;
having

passed U'ngwa Samia.
6th. Sawi, having passed Ya-musa, Shaware, and Jigawa,
7th. Ajja, a walled place of middle size.

8th. Kiawa, very large walled place, formerly the capital of Zanfara, at present
rather thinly inhabited.

9th. Kauri-n-Namdda, residence of Kamdda (brother of Mahamudu), with a mar-
ket held every Monday and Tuesday, and a considerable water-course on
the west side, once a very large and populous place. A short day's march
south, a little west from this place, lies Riyawa (not Rania), and west from
it Bimgudu, at present said to be the largest place in Zanfara among those
which belong to the faction of the Fellani ; to its district or territory belong
the smaller places of Alibawa, Bidaji, Kasarawa, Modomawa, Faddamawa,

* Formerly there waa in Zyrmi a powerful governor belonging to the faction of the G/>berawa,
called Dan Jeka, who ruled twenty yeara, when he waB murdered by Mammedu (Mohammedu).
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Day. Kontambani, and the settlements of the Fellani-n-D<£waki, and the Fellani-
n-Take'-adoy.

10th. Birni-n-Gdga, on the east side of the same water-course.
11th. Ku'sara, a small place inhabited by Fulbe.
12th. Gwara, large walled place, having crossed a water-course.
13th. Bakura, large walled place, formerly residence of 'Ati'ku, the son of Hamedu,

till the town was taken by the Goberawa. To the territory of this town be-
long the places Sabdngaii, Dammeri, Sala, Dogdje.

Bakura from A'nka one long day south, farther than Gandi from Wurnd

;

Bakura from Gandi one good day south, passing by Gaumache. The river
forms a large bend west of Bakura, and at the angle lies Tymba.

14th. Tymba, walled place on the west side of the Giflbi-n-Bakura, at present in
the hands of the A'zena. Between Tymba and Bakura lie the towns Bir-
ni-n-Dambo and Birni-n-Riyade, and hereabout are the places Alibana,
Bidaji, Kasarawa, Fellani-n-Dawaki, Fellani-n-Take' - adoy, Mddomawa.
Faddamawa, Kontambani.

15th. Galadi or Danfa, large place, with a pond of stagnant water.
'16th. A place of elephant-hunters.

17th. Sdkoto.

I shall now connect Banaga, or rather Sabdnbirni Daraga, as it is more propeijy
called, with a few other places, and shall then conclude this Appendix, reserving
for Appendix III. an enumeration of the towns and villages situated along the
course of the Gu'lbi-n-Zdma to where it joins the Gulbi-n-Sdkoto.
From Banaga to A'nka is one long day north, just as from Gandi to Wurnd

;

from Banaga to Gummi three days W.N.W- i 1st day. Ade^ka, Gari-n-serki-Kiya-
wa. 2d. Birni-n-Tyddu, on the south side of the Gu'lbi-n-Zdma. 3d. Gummi,
passing by the town of Kaiwa.
From Banaga to Kotdrkoshe six moderate days' march : 1st. Bnri or Be'na. 2d.

Mutumji. 3d. Magami. 4th. Samn. 5th. Chafe. Gth. Kotdrkoshe'.
N.B.—Besides Bini and Mutumji, there are, in the same quarter, the district in-

closed between Banaga, Kotu-n-kura—Kotu-n-kura being from Banaga two days
S.W.—and Gwari, the small principalities of Macheri, Bana, More'bbu, and Kum-
bashi, all residences of petty chiefs, dependent in some degree on the governor of
Katsena.

Between Bakura and Zdma lie Damn, Sabdngarf, Sala, Takare ; farther on, en-
tering the territory of Zdma, Dangarunfa, Masu, Matsafa, Giisara, Bdkuyum, Solli.

From Sdkoto to Zdma, south, three days : first day, Danchadi, the same as from
Sdkoto to Wurnd ; then a long night's march, reaching in the morning Birni-n-

Magaji, distance the same as that from Zekka to Bunka ; from Magaji to Zdma
short march. From Gandd the distance is shorter.

Zdma lies about half way between A'nka and Gummi, on a river called after it,

Giilbi-n-Zdma ; but I shall give all the particulars with regard to the towns lying

along this valley farther on, in Appendix IV., as this river, which lower down is

called Gulbi-n-Gindi, unites with the Giilbi-n-Sdkoto within the boundaries ofKebbi.

I here subjoin a list of the places situated along the water-course, which lower

down is called " Gulbi-n-Sdkoto," between Sansanne-'Aisa and Dimbisd, but at

present almost all of them are destroyed and deserted : first, Tdze on the south side

;

Gawangasd, where the branch of Maradi and Chcl>eri joins the greater trunk val-

ley ; Alkalawa (written Alkadhawa), the former capital of Gdber, destroyed by the

Fdlbe, Laijinge, both south
;
Paday, north

;
Tsamay, north ; Tsiche, north

;
Bore,

south
;
Kakakia, north

;
Marennu, south

;
Marafa, south

;
Kirare, north

;
Shindka,

south ;
Giyawa, Dfmbiso. The valley, which probably has a very winding course,

must therefore approach Giyawa a little nearer than it has been laid down on the map.

APPENDIX II.

A FEW HISTORICAL FACTS RELATING TO GO'BER AND ZA'NFARA.

(a. ) Princes of Gdber.

Sdba, residing in Magdle, one day west from Chebiri, made war against Gunna
and Barba (Bargu), beyond the River Kwara, wherein he discovered a ford,

U'ba Ashe' succeeded to Sdba.
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Babari, King of Gober, reigned about fifty years, was introduced by the chief men
of Zanfara into Birni-n-Zanfara, then a wealthy place and the centre of an impor-
tant commerce (1764:), which he conquered and destroyed; whereupon he founded
Alkalawa, which then became the capital of Gober. This was the origin of the na-
tional hatred which exists between the Gdberawa and Zanfarawa.
Dangude, killed by the A'sbenawa.
Bawa, with the surname Mayaid, the warrior, on account of his restless and war-

like character. During the eight years of his reign he only remained forty days in

Alkalawa, waging war the whole time.

Yakoba, a younger brother of Bawa, reigned seven years, was killed by Agoreggi,
the ruler of Katsena, which place appears at that time to have reached its highest

degree of power.
Bunu reigned seven years, died in Alkalawa.
Yunfa reigned forty-four years.

Dane or Dan Yunfa reigned six years, made war against 'Othman the Reformer,
son of Fodiye, when he was killed by Bello, son of 'Othman, at the taking of Al-
kalawa.

Salehu dan Babaliwa resided in Mazum, reigned two years, till killed by Bello.

Gomki, seven years, slain by Bello.

'Ah', eighteen years, according to others twelve, slain by the Fulbe, together with
Rauda serId-n-Katsena.

Jibbo Tawuba reigned seven years, according to others three years, residing in

Maradi.
Bachiri, seven months.
The present King of Gober, generally known under the name of Mayaki, the

warrior, on account of his martial disposition, son of Yakoba, has ruled since 1836.

(b.) A few data with reference to the ruling families in Sdkoio and Gandd.

Bellobuilt Sdkoto while 'Othman was residing in Gandd; from hence the latter

went to Sifawa or Shifawa, thence to Sdkoto, where he resided ten years more.

Rulers ofSdkoio.

'Othman died 3 Jumad II., 1817 (A.H. 1233), aged sixty-four years, having resided

thirteen years in Gandd and Sifawa, and ten in Sdkoto.

Bello, twenty-one years, died 25 Rejeb, 1837 (A.H. 1253), aged fifty-eight years.

'Atiku, another son of 'Othman, succeeded him, reigned five years three months,
died in the beginning of 1843.

Alfyu, son of Bello, had reigned ten (lunar) years four months in April, 1853.

Rulers of Gandd.

Abd Allahi died 1827, Wednesday, A.H. 20 Moharrem, 1245.
Mohammed Wani died 1836, A.H. 4 Ramadhan, 1250.

Khalilu was, A.D. 1853, in the eighteenth year of his reign.

Cliildren ofFodiye, son ofMohammed.

'Ah', father of Mddibo 'Ali; Sheikh 'Othman ; 'Abd-Allahi ; Hotihun Maunuma;
Enhatakko, a daughter—all born of one mother.
Mamenaro; Elfa 'Omaro ; Mamma Juma, still alive; Bakddda—born of differ-

ent mothers.

Cliildren of
fOthman dan Fodiye.

Mohammed Bisada ; Sambo Wuliy ; Bello ; 'Atiku ; Mohammed Bokhari, a very
learned man, died 1840, A.H. the 23 Haj, 1255, aged fifty-five years three months

;

Hassan, father of Khalflu dan Hassan ; Mohammed Hajo ; 'Abd el Kadiri ; Ha-
med el Rufay, and Tsa, alive still, the former residing in Tdzo.
'AH Je'di, the father of A'bu '1 Hassan, serki-n-yaki

;
Moe'ji, an influential chief

of the tribe of the Woldbe ; and the serki-n-Syllebawa, were the three principal ad-
visers of 'Othman dan Fodiye, and were the persons who placed his successor, Bello,

upon the throne.

(c.) Fulbe Tribes.

Divisions of the Fdlani-n-Sdkoto.

Torunkawa, Tordde or Tdrobe, Torunkawa Sabuni (thus called because, when as
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yet nothing but m'allemin, or learned men, they prepared much soap, in order to
keep their dress of the purest white), Wolarbe, in Kebbi, Fellani-n-Konne, U'da,
herdsmen, Kasarawa, in Zdma, 'Alebawa, in Zyrmi, 'Alawa, in Kammane, Bidaza-
wa, in Dankogi, Fellani-n-daneji, in Katsena, Fe'llani-n-Dellaji, in Katsena, Fella-
ni-n-Bebeji, FeTlani-n-Yanddtu, Gezawa, Gatari, Fe'llani-n-Kiima, Fellani-n-Taka-
bawa, Jaiibe, dengi-n-'Othman (the family of 'Othman).

Fillani-n-A'dar.

Manstfbin Mohammedani, Balerankoyen, Kanerankoyen, Barengankoyen, dengi-
n- Abd el Kadiri, Tamankoye, Kugga, Tanagamawa, Sunsunkoyen, Kofayenkoyen,
Hirlabe, Chilawa, Alinkoyen, Alkamunkoyen, Gumborankoyen, Bdrotankoyen, Sek-
ke, Mabberankoyen, Sisankoyen, Wewebe, Bororoye, Gurgabe.

To the N.E. of Sdkoto lies the province of A'dar, with the chief market-place
Konni, ruled by four different chiefs or saraki :

Serki-n-A'dar Hamidu, belonging to the Tauzamawa, in A'zaw, a place four days
north from Wurno, fortified with a Keffi or stockade.

Serkf-n-A'dar M'allem, likewise of the Tauzamawa, in Illele, five days from Wurno,
with keffi ; one day from A'zaw.

Serkf-n-A'dar Yakoba, also Tauzamawa, in Tawa, six days from Wurno, one from
Illele.

Serkf-n-A'dar Sherlf, in Tsambo, four days from Wurno, one S.W. from A'zaw.

APPENDIX III.

Gi'mmul Sekho 'Othmano. Song of Sheikh 'Othman.

Allaho lamido dum essalato burdo fuk- God, the Lord, he excels all in superi-

ka : ority

:

Domada ya A'hmedu jemdo lesde fuk- He is greater than you, A'hmed (Moham-
ka.

" med); his light illumines the whole
earth.

Allaho gettaini omqje omojinde neimmo I praise the Lord God, who sent his

fukka. blessing [mercy ?].

Neloimo Alimedu hinne ktibdo takelle He sent A'hmed to all his creatures,

fukka.

Annoro makko yokam wdni asseli takeli His light shines over all his creatures

:

fukka

:

Annoro hakkfllo non anndro gi'de fukka : the light of intelligence, as well as that

of sight, all-comprising

:

Anndro Im£ni Mumemye tohaute fukka; the splendor of the Imam of the Faithful

reaches every where f

Anndro yimbe Wilaya ka annaba kd fuk- all the splendor of the Weli [holy men]

ka

:

and of the prophets

:

Nange he leuru he mdbgel jenatddi fuk- and when sun and moon unite all that is

ka, splendid,

Fandaki ussuru jellimmado fukka. their light does not reach His resplen-

dence.

Alteho humeri I^rahima t^kele fukka. God blessed Abraham among the whole
of his creatures.

Bolidel wolwide Mtisa der togeTe fukka. Moses obtained eloquence among man-
kind.

Ahdkki Tsa bosembido roibo rdho fukka. To Jesus was given strength and spirit.

Amdbda magiki bdluki non boyide fuk- Thou hast obtained a sight of Him (of

ka.
" God); thou hast obtained eloquence

and authority.

Allaho kamsddi A'damu der toge'fe fuk- God has distinguished Adam among all

ka. mankittd.

Nan subtediNilhuI'brahfmawoddu fuk- Thus Noah and Abraham were distin-

ka ;
guished in all their dealings

;

KurdsheHashimoderbalejemakkofukka. Kuresh and Hashem in their dwellings.
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Wollahe a: Allafukka.

Toggefo Alia bedd
ma:

Toggefo Alia bedd bebeles bebe chappe-
nima:

Toggefo Alia bedd bebeles heddtanfma:

Kaunay halfemma awesflc takele fukka

:

j fu fdema gamfdemaSubabe der U
bechubba

:

Ajejiam ojudiam gardoimi ddtoma no-
ne'mbo

:

Gam ndmbo haja mererre'tadum toma.
Gam derje mabe [mada?] deum turoye
dwayima.

By God thou hast been distinguished over
all God's creatures.

All the creatures of God, in
\

on earth, bless thee

:

all the creatures of God, in heaven and
on earth, praise thee

:

all the creatures of God, in heaven and
on earth, salute thee :

all the creatures of God, in heaven and
on earth, do homage to thee

:

all that is blessed in creation is blessed

through thee

:

all those who have been distinguished

among the creatures, have been distin-

guished on thy account

:

all that has been created, has been cre-

ated through thy grace.

On account of thy blessing have I come
to thee

:

for such a purpose have I addressed thee.

May God hear my prayer through thy
grace.

APPENDIX IV.

PARTITION OF KEBBI.

KEBBI, ACCORDING TO ITS PARTITION BETWEEN TIIE EMPIRE OF SOKOTO AND THAT
OF GANDO.

v

Garurua-n-Kebbi, rdba-n-'Aliyu.

That portion of Kebbi which belongs to Ahyu

:

Jekawadu, Tdzo (the residence of Bufay, a younger brother of Bello), Dankala,
Silame, Gandi, Koido, Kalammi, Birni-n-Gungu, Bubuche, Augi,* Tiggi, Lelaba,
Fadisiinko, Mera, all along the gulbi-n-Sdkoto, Dunday, B. Gomashe', Selaera (close

by the latter), Punari, Dangadi, B. Gaimnda, Bakale, B. Rdwa, Binji, Gammagam-
ma, Lokkeawa or Lukuyawa, Bodinga, B. Magebe'shi, Jare'di, B. Dandi, Danchadi,
Wababi, Bado, Fdro, Sirgi, Asare, Gangam, B. Buldi, Shagari, Gadarare, Bulonaki,
Kajiji, Jabo, Yabo (two towns of the name), Samna, Kalangu, Salahu, Mandera,
Baiwa, Dankal or Dankala, Gudali, Dukke, Bangawa, Gudifm, Re're', Tiggi, Ba-
gura on the N. shore of gulbi-n-Kebbi, Natsini, Kalilladan, Deme'na (near Atigi),

Tuwo-n-sdro (W. near Augi), Bangawa, Kalang (W. of Samna), Matankari, Ille'la,

Gajare, Dutsi-n-Kura, Gankay (E. from Aiigi), B.-n-Chcra, B. Yare'ndi, Sassagi're,

Bdnkan, Diddiba, Gannajae, Araba, Daraye, Trframum (E. of Au*gi), two towns of
the name of Fissena, one of them inhabited by Syllebawa, Gallujful gari-n-Sylleba-
wa, Ginnega, Bauje G. Syllebawa, O'ri, Baard, Kubddo, Laini, Gerterana (E. of
Dankala), Tuddu-Mankeri, Denke (Syllebawa), Girabshi, Kalambena (W. of Sdko-
to), B. Gessere (Syllebawa), Hausawa, Dingadi (Syllebawa), Badawa, Gumbi, Ar-
killa, B. Wasake' (Toronkawa), Danaji'wa, B. Sefe, Akatuku, Be'kina, Shu'ni, Damba,
Riyo Sfnsirga, Bagarawa, Baregay, Sangalawa (Syllebawa), Basoyi (or Bajoyi),
Bamgi, B.-n-Bodaye, B. Wage'rro, Dange, Bifdu, Sabadawa, Sesseda, Gajara, Gan-
tamd, Lambo, Dangeda, Sarufe, KutU"tturu, B.-n-Gmnega, Sifawa, Jaredi, Ginga-
wa, Kimba, Chilgdri, AlkaKji, A'diga, Dandangel, B.-n-Musuro, Dagawa, Rumde-
maunde (the great slave hamlet), Faka, Ddno, Biilbuh, Woake (baki-n-daji : on
the border of the wilderness), Zanzdmo, B.-n-Sarahd, Danehadi, B.-n-Foro (be-

tween Sdkoto and Zdma : mountainous), B.-n-Girgin, Gajera, Dangore, Bado, B.-n-
Fakku (on the rock), B. Pangalalla, B. Mdza, Yakurutu (all W. from Sdkoto), Gu-

• Aligi and Mera, the principal towns of Kebbi, together with Koido, were destroyed by 'Aliyu.

Augi was situated N. from Senina, the same distance as from Gawasu to Sdkoto, from Argungo
E.N.E. eight or ten miles. Opposite Augi the dallul Gaminda joins the gulbi-n-Kebbi from the N.,
and along it lie the following places : Birni-n-Gaminda, B. Ruwa, Bakale, Alkaliji, Bizzer, Sakibi-
yare, B. Buldi, Muza, Baiyawa, Dankal, Bubuche, close to the junction, and about eight or ten
miles from Argungu.
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dali, Labani, Ge'dembe, Girebshi, Baidi, Gawazg (gari-n-Bonkano), B.-n-Mamman
Gabdtf (W. of Gajtfre), Loagdbi, Machisi (gan-n-Rdba), Inname, Ajdge, B.-n-Gun-
gunge, Kambama, Gertarana, Surame, Le'ka, B.-n-Ffllile', B.-n-Kdkilo (now desert-

ed), Lokdko.
I here enumerate the towns and villages along the gulbi-n-Zdma^ although only

part of them belong to Kebbi. This is a branch which joins the gulbi-n-Sdkoto at

the town of Gindi, about eight miles S.E. from and opposite Bunza, and is equal to

it in the quantity of water, although the whole valley (or faddama) is said not to be
of the same width. Commencing from Bamaga, you pass on the S. side of the river

the town of Zdma, which has given its name to the river, and is situated half way
between A'nka and Gummi, and three good days S. from Sdkoto

;
starting from

Sdkoto you reach Danchadi, at the same distance as Wurno ; thence to Magaji, a
long night's march the same distance as from Zekka to Bunka; from here Zdma,
the same distance as Kaba from Wurno ; then you pass Dan Garunfa, Jaka, Birni-

n-Fellele, B. Kaiwa (on the S. side of the river), B. Tuddu (still in the territory of

Zdma), B. Kagah; B. Gummi (S.W. from the river, with a small territory of its

own), Gele'nge, B. Gussura (in the territory of Gummi), B. Adabka, B. Gairi, Gir-

kau (the first tOAvn of Kebbi), Zabga, Danganam, Birni-n-Kebbe (different from
Kebbi). Along the N. side of the river, again beginning with B. Zoma : Takare,
Sabdnbirni, B. Magaji, B. Gazurra (where 'Atfku, the predecessor of 'Ah'yu, made a
foray), Biikkuru, B. Solli, B. Fanda, B. Kunda (belonging to the territory of Gum-
mi), B. Falamgungu (N. of Gairi) ; from hence Gindi' W. at a short distance. It is

impossible to lay down the river from these data with accuracy. Probably not all

the towns have been given in their natural order. According to other information,

between A'nka and Takare, which lie on the N. bank, there are Birni-n-Tuddu k6-

rami and Bunkado, and between Takare and Gazurra, Dan garunfa and B. Mazu.
At Birni-n-Zondu, 25 m. from Gindi, the mayo-ranne'o, or dhanne'o (a very gen-

eral name, also to be recognized in Clapperton's Maiyarro), or fari-n-riiwa, joins the

gulbi-n-Sdkoto, and is said to be larger than the G. Zoma.

Garurua-n-Kebbiy rdba-n-IUiah'lu.

Towns of Kebbi belonging to Khahlu, as far as they are inhabited by Hausawa
and Fulbe (or Fellani)

:

The chief places besides Argungu, the residence of the rebel chief, and the centre

of the pagan worship with the holy tree (a tamarind-tree), called 41 tunka," are Gan-
do, Birni-n-Kebbi, "Tambawel,* and Je'ga;f the following list observes a certain

topographical order. The direction (W.S.) refers to Gando

:

Madadi, Kdchi, Fagha, Magaji-n-kada, Kauri-n-ladan, K. Mammane'di, Mangadi,
Gefuru, Margay, Rafi-n-bauna, Kangiwa, B. Bame, Doda-n-gussuma, Masama, Kds-
gara, B. Bagari, Gumbaye (E. of Gando), Yeldngu, B. Magu, B. Kdldi (W.), Ligi
(W.) ; Gdra-n-Dahawa (S.), Gdra-n-Kuttudu', B. Lalle, Gurzaw, Shi'mfeii, B. Masu,
Bagida, Rafi-n-dordwa (all of them S.); Gerge, Razay, Chimbilka (between Ah'ru
and Jega), Gumbi-n-dari (between Ahru and Ale'lu), Malissa, Dancha (close to it

Ddgo-n-daji), Mamangdma (all of them S. between Gondii and Gindi); Kdriytf,

Maruda, Kosari, Babamdi (E.), Lokere'nga, Rugga-n-dawa, Rumbuki, B. Rawa,
Kalambaina sdfwa (between Gondu and Tambawel, at present deserted), Kalam-
baina sabwa; Ydle (W., to the E. of Kambasa), B. Yamama (W. of Gondu, close to

Kalgo), Kamba gari-n-'Abd e' Salami, Sambawa, Bakaya (close to Madochi on the
River Gindi, E. of Birni-n-Gindi), Letse'da (near Gondii), Sobaki (between Gondu
and Argimgu), Ambursa (between Argungu and Zdro), Diltsicl (E. of Gondu), Da-
lijam (N.), Dinau (N. on the faddama-n-Argungu), Ujariyd (E. of Ambiirsa, be-
tween this and Argimgu), B. Kdsord (between Argungu and Zdro), Zdro or Je'ggara

(W. of Gondu), Kallml-ladan (E. of Gulma), Gulma (on the gulbi-n-Kebbi), Kallml
Mamma Yidi, Birni-n-Gatago, B. Madara (close to Gulma), Sdwa (N. of Gondu),
Zazagawa, Kdkose' (on the border of the territory of 'Ah'yu and Khalflu, and com-
manding the ford between Gulma and Argungu, therefore called " serki'-n-riia"),

A'damangutta (W. of Sdwa), B. Bunga, B. Mornanga (where natron is gathered),

* Tambawel, formerly the residence of the learned Bokhirl, at present that of his son 'Omfiro,
two days N. from Yuna. Near Tambawel Aliru. Yabo, two days E. of Birni-n-Kebbi, residence
of Mohammed Nyello, with the title of u Serki-n-Kebbi.'"

t Jeya, a very important place S.E. from Birni-n-Kebbi, at the same distance as S6koto from
Wurno ;

going there from Gando, you pass the night in Aliro, whence the distance to Je>a is the
same as that from Wurno to Bamuma. Jiga is the residence of Mdslemu, a grandson of"Abd e'
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Su*ru (E. of Bunza, on the gulbi, with a very white kind of salt)
j
B. Gepgi, B. Ktfka,

Tilli, Zo^irma, Gotomo, Aluwasa, Fe'linde, Lfgi (two towns of the name), Kam-
basa, Ambursa, B. Tari, Gulumbc, B. Laga, Kardi, Zdro, Hammahi, Ddgo-n-daji,

Kandali, Fulmungani, Kermi, Giwa-tazd, Maizumma, Kera, B. Gindf, Kimba, Ale'lu,

Jadadi, Kalgo, Maddochi, Rdmo, Dammadi, B. Kaya, Barga, U'mbutu, Girkau,

Zabga (close to the frontier of Zoma) ; back from Kebbi, Kola, Jtfgguru, Diggi, Mu-
tubari, Banganna, Samau, Maidehini, Garadi, Raba, Sabd-n-birni, Basaura, Matan-
kari (all these on the faddama-n-Kebbi).

Sections of the Fellani-n-Kebbi

:

Njabtangkoyen, Jogadankoyen, Magajiankoyen, Beyi'nkoyen, Terebbe, Jarangan-

koyen, Kalinkoyen, Dikankoyen (the first tribe of the Ftdbe who immigrated into

Kebbi), Mddibankoyen, Gundarunkoyen, Tarasankoyen, Kamakankoyen (regarded

as the most warlike among these tribes), Gumborunkoyen, Degelankoyen, Tafaran-

koyen (from Tafara, near Gandi), Tammankoyen, Jennankoyen.

The eastern part of the province of Dendina, in a political point of view, is now
comprised in the province of Kebbi.

APPENDIX V.

PART I.

TOWNS AND VILLAGES OF DE'NDINA.

The eastern part of the province of Dendina, in a political point of view, is now
comprised in the province of Kebbi.

Yelu,* the principal place of Dendina, at present the residence of a rebel chief.

See what I have said, p. fjgO; Gaya,f on the east side of the river, a most impor-
tant market-place of De'ndina ; Kah'mmadhi (Kah'mmori) ; Tara ; Tanda

;
Komba,

an important place for crossing the river ; Karimamma
;

Sanafina, junction of the

gulbi-n-S6koto
;
Debe; Kusara; Daki-n-gari, Birni-n-Zagha, Fona, three impor-

tant towns, very flourishing in former times; Fingilla; Kcngakoye, formerly very

important; Kamba; Tununga; B. Kokkoba; B. Dole
;
Banamakafo; Chuso; Bak-

way ; Matankari
;
Kaimki, with a wonderful tree (an idol?) ; B. Sengelu, with salt,

close to Suru ; B. Ginga, with salt
;
Bakoshi, with salt, which is boiled here ; Den-

dene', salt-work, baki-n-gulbi, on the bank of the I'sa; Shabe or Sabe, salt; Keji,

Jakwa, Tauro, Bendu, all along the gulbi-n-Kebbi ; Birni-n-Lanne ; Girro ; Zon-
do

;
B.-n-Biida; Jawaru baki-n-Kwara; Aljennare ; B. Kataru, between Keji and

Fona
;
Ungwa M'allem, east of Siko

;
Koifa, east of Giro

;
Shiba, east of Bendu on

the Kwara
;
Baindi, between the Kwara and the faddama Suru ; B. Zondu, near

B. Suru; Banime'tte
;
Lma; Sdlulu baki-n-Fdgha ; B. Riya baki-n-Fdgha ; Bana-

gaga, on the Kwara ;
Dude, on the Kwara ; B. Alahmne ; B. Tare, all these on the

east side of the Kwara, E. and S.E. of Gaya; B. Donubeni (almost deserted); B.
Kangnuawel, between Gaya and Dole

;
Nyansama, south of Ye'lu baki-n-Fdgha

;

Latakirri, between Bunza and Fdgha
;

Ge'za, in the wilderness between Bunza and
Fingilla; Tdrmushi baki-n-Fdgha, south of Debe; Ruma baki-n-Fdgha; Jdkwa;
Sellowe', between Bunza and Zogi'rma; B. Gdde

;
Siri, west of Gdde; Gede', on a

mountain in the faddama, between Ilede abd Zogirma ; B. Tamkora, east of Bak-
way; K6bia, south of Tamkora

;
Jariya, north of Kebia ; Bajuru, south of Jariya

;

B. I'ssedd, between Bakway and Giro; Kola, baki-n-faddama; Toddul, east of

Bakway, S.E. of Tarnkora ; Hdre [Ildre ?], east of Suru, baki-n-faddama ; Kahe-
bdka, north of Suru

;
Ballebombori, on the Kwara, half a day east of Gaya

;
Karja-

tame, on the Kwara, S.E. of Ballebombori
; Dumtinde, once destroyed by the gov-

ernor of Zoma; Dodfre, on the Kwara, S.E. of Karjatame; Sdnkoro, west of Za-

* Yelu, one day from Zog'irma through forest, one day "VV. from Bunza, south of the former road,
and about 8 m. S. of Kalliul, on the dallul Fogha.
From Yelu to Gaya, one day S.W., passing through the following places i Eamba, a large hamlet,

Kah'mjanflwa, Fatag/isu, Ruwa-n-kangwa Zagnnji, Pode-bodcji, a hamlet of Fulbe, or rather Zar-
gabe ; then Birui-n-Giiya.

From Yelu to Yauri, S.S.E., 8 short days. Fona, formerly a large town, which gave its name to

a whole province; Kusara; Windefada; Uesaekuttu, a hamlet belonging to the territory of Yauri

;

Shenga; Sawasi; Tondi; IMrni-n-YaurL

t Between Gaya and Kirotashi, another town higher up the Niger, about 15 m. 8. from Say, lie

the following places : Tara, Sanafina, and Bsmgaga. At Ivirot shi, the rafi-n-Zab rnii, which skirts

the east side of Tamkala, joins the I'sa, or Niger.
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gha ; B. A'ngana ; B. Wagguru, on an island in the river ; B. Niyaila, on the riv-

er; B. Zaghay, on the river; Biila, S.E. of Zaghay; Ubihga; B. Ydgumu, on an
island as large as Egga, and accessible by a ford in summer; Gullingare, S.E. of
Ydgumu; Dabbeje; B. Mongdttere, on an island; B. Sdka, between Jdkwa and
Tdro on the river * B. Kormissa, between Raha and Bunza ; Sdmbila

;
Kullwa, an

island, m^y Fulbe; B. Gabailo, on the river; B. Tutubara, on the river S.W. of
Dddime

;
Kujangu; Chiwa, in the faddama west of Tutubara; Jungul, in the fad-

dama; B. Gerkwa, on the Kwara, S.E. of Daki-n-gari, once the residence of a king
of Kebbi, who fled before the King of Zanfara ; B. Kamageme, south of Zagha ; B.
Jugudi, north of Fona ; B. Dania, on the river between Raha and Nyanga ; B. Na-
nia, oh the faddama, a rocky eminence with plenty of deleb palms ; B. Kiria, on
the ford where the river is crossed to Flo (baki-n-maike'tare-n lid) ; B. Modibdji,

on the river ;
Kullwa, in the Kwara, biradam gungu

;
Gungu-n-Gaya (Ake'tektf),

island of Gaya ; B. Dordwa, between Gaya and Tara, nearer to the former, on the

river; B. Bale'a, on the Kwara, a small and populous town; B. Buldi, between
Gaya and Kengakoye ; B. Maddochi or Kahi, south of Tununga, on the Kwara

;

B. Kattika, south of Siko, on a branch of the Kwara, with plenty of river horses

;

B. Yaay, on the Kwara, Fellani-n-Jogadawa ; B. Be'li, at a short distance north of
Ydgumu; B. Karufa, also called Jamde and Munday, on the faddama of the Kw£-
ra ; B. Bokki-bodehi (bokki means baobabs), east of Bakway, many Fellani ; B.
Rufani, close on the west side of Siiru ; B. Gdjia, called B. Birfji by the Fulbe, on
the west side of the river of Bunza ; B. Fdnia, on the same water ; B. Kusege, west
of Bakoshi, between it and Matankan, south of Bunza

;
Dembul, between Jinga

and Bunza, west of Kerraissa
;
Shema, south of Bunza ; B. I'ssafay, south of Bun-

za, with much agriculture ; B. Bdkkire', south of Bunza ; B. Dukkishi on a ran, be-

tween Geza and Fingilla ; B. Kukadd, at a short distance east of Debe ; B. Karfya,

east of Kukadd, south of Zogfrma ; B. O'wa, on an eminence overhanging a water
with crocodiles, east of Karfya ; B. Belaide, south of O'wa ; B. Bamba, south of
Yelu; Kalimjanawa, south of Bamba, east of DeT)e; Bunu, east of Kahfnjanawa

;

Wauna, hetween Dei)e and Gaya
;
Ddwa, west of Giro

;
Baba-abtf, between Bendu

and Giro ; Barkehi or Kalgo, between Tdro and Giro, on a ford of the river ; Bila-

mo, south of Jdkwa, between it and Giro
;
Yandertfdwel, formerly a hamlet, now a

town in the faddama; Bdlopassi, south of the former, and between it and Giro;
Goljillahi, on the Kwara.

Towns inhabited or colonies founded by Dendi or Songhay, on the west side of the

river, in the country ofBarba or Burgu.

Ild, beyond the Fsa, one day from Busa ; Garu" ; Lold -

f Birni-n-Samiya, a Son-
ghay colony, one day S.W. of lid, on the Gdru, a shallow branch joining the Kw&-
ra

;
Takku, one day south from Samiya ; the inhabitants have vindicated their in-

dependence against the Fulbe; Sheguna, at no great distance W.N.W. from Tak-
ku; Dere'nna, S.W. of Sheguna; Ifi'nna, south of Derenna; Stigu, residence of an
independent governor ; Udillo

;
Gan-n-Danga, Lord of Gendane ; B. Girris ; Yan-

tala ; B. Taru ; B. Gesserd
;
Laffaga, west of Bere'wuay ; B. Buttule, east of I'ld

;

B. Futtufuttu, west of Buttule ; B. Kdchi, west of Futtufuttu, inhabited by people

called Koi-jebaba, subjects of the Governor of Gaya ; B. Genne, on the Kwara, rich

in dordwa-trees ; B. Buri, on the Kwara, east of Genne ; B. Bailil, on a rocky em-
inence on the Kwara ; B. Befoye, west of Tanda, south of the Kwara ; B. Somsum,
south of the Kwara, which separates it from Gaya ; B. Farma.

I here add the itinerary of the track from Sdkoto to Komba on the Niger, which
was the common route of travelers a few years ago, and which will show the situa-

tion of several places mentioned in this and a former Appendix.

%. ft*, ope, place, havi„g passed the tfMft*.
2d. Katammi, territory of Khalilu.

3d. Augi, walled place, skirted on the west side by a water-course navigable in

the rainy season.

4th. Kanara, in the same valley.

5th. Gulma, at the foot of a large mountain, skirted on the east side by a frfddama.

6th. Saw a, rich in corn.

7th. Kaikaj^agi, a village skirted on the south side b}' a faddama.
8th. Kdka, birni, with a faddama on the south side.

9th. Daji (wilderness ; no town).
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10th. Debe, birni.

11th. Yelu, birni, in the valley of Fdgha, where salt is found.

12th. Tunga, a hamlet on a faddama, with plenty of rice and fish.

13th. Sanehina, on a faddama or backwater of the Kwara.
14th. Komba, on the other side of the Kwara, which you here cross.

places, beginning with De'bc', inhabited by Songhay or Jermabe

PART II.

A FEW REMARKS ON THE PROVINCE OF YA'URI, AND ON THOSE OF MA'URI AND
ZABE'RMA.

Mohammed, the elder brother and predecessor of Khalilu, granted imana to Dan-
Ay, a Nyffawi by birth, who ruled Yauri for thirty years, and was succeeded by Ma-
fori, who governs Yauri at the present time.

The annual tribute which Y'auri pays to Gando consists of 500 shirts, and from
thirty to fifty slaves, while that of Niipe consists of 1000 shirts and 300 slaves.

I will here add a few remarks with regard to Nupe or Nyffi. The northern

frontier of Niipe or Nyffi is Fashi ; the eastern border toward Gwari is Liffe ; the

southern one, Kdro, toward Yuguchi and Bunu. The large town Charagi, inhab-
ited half by Yorubawa, half by Nyffawa, is two days from Raba by way of Karakara.
It is the Yorubawa who call the Nupe people Tapa. The Nyffawa themselves call

the Hausawa, Kenchi, and the Fulbe, Goy. The Hausawa call the Nyffawa, as well

as some other related tribes, Baibay. The rivulet or faddama called Kontagdra
separates the territory of the Abe'wa or Ebbawa from that of Nupe, while on the

other side it borders upon Yauri. On the Kontagdra is the large town Kura, be-
longing to the Kambari. The Abe'wa live especially on the Manjara, are said to

have an idiom of their own, and are armed exclusively with arrows. The people
of Nupe Proper are exclusively cavalry.

Principal towns and villages in the province of Yauri, beginning from Bessekut-
tu : Shenga, Kakate, Dukku, B. Yauri, Gangwo, Sawasi, Tondi, Funtu-n-duchi,
Fombo, Sombo, A'rgida, Shdbbond, Rabakd, Bagede', Mofdngi, L,uchi, Mdchipa,
Ngaski, A'gura, O^aka (large place), Berway, Kwe'ne, Zente, Moji'nga, all near to

B. Yauri; Mdfild (domain of the heir apparent or " dan serki,'' half a day east from
Yauri), Wara (a place of embarkation, " baki-n-maketare," on the Kwara), Jatawu,
Kawdje, between Yauri and a place called Dandi Fellani

;
Bokki-jururu, Lanne,

Sonwuay, Duchi- or Dutsi-n-Mari. Now follow the islands, or "gungu," in the
river, all of which are inhabited by Kambari: SMshiya, Rdpiya, Gabailo. The
principal towns of the independent Kambari are Rejd, Be'to, Fantandachi, A'chira,
Shebbend, Raba-n-Kambari, Ubakka.

I here add the seats of three particular tribes settled in the neighborhood of Yau-
ri : the Bangi, between Yauri and Kotdrkoshe ; the Shengawa in Jakwa, between
Yauri and Hausa • and the Dekerkeri, settled in Tabe', Ztfru, Bangenjatawa, and in
Kagaye.

From Bunza to Yadki.

(a.) Western road.
Day.

1st. Tsaru.
2d. Allelu, on a river of the same name.
3d. Daji, perhaps the word meaning wilderness ; no town.
4th. Gangu (gungu, 4 1 the island" [on the Kwara?]).
5th. Yauri.

.

(6.) Eastern road.
Day.

1st. Bussukuttu, according to this information, a village of Kebbi ; but generally
regarded as belonging to the territory of Yauri.

2d. Kusar6, lying on the other side of a rivulet called Gulbi-n-Chuso ; here you
sleep when the river is full of water, the crossing of it occupying a long time

;

else proceed, and halt in Zango-n-dummia.
3d. Gangwo.
4th. Yauri.

I here give, as I have no other place, a sliort itinerary from Yauri to Kotu-n-
kilra, or rather Kbta-n-kord.

Vol. in.—S s

641

The latter
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1st Eagada, belonging to the territory of Yauri.
2d. A hamlet of the Kambari.
3d. Kota-n-kord, a place larger than Zmder, under the dominion of Katsena, with

# daily market.

ZABE'RMA.

The province of Zaberma or Zerma (Jerma) is bordered toward the southwest by
the Niger, toward the south by the province of De'ndina and the district of Tamka-
la, and toward the southeast by the province of Mauri. Its northern, or rather
northwestern border can not be well defined with the insufficient knowledge which
we possess of that quarter 5 although thus much is clear, that the district of I'mma-
nan, which lies between the former and Kidal, the province of the Debbrikal, or the
Bentf Se'kki, is to be sought for in that neighborhood. It is inhabited by a race of
Songhay and Tawarek, but apparently of a degraded and mixed character, who
give to the country, or at least to the eastern portion of the province, the name
Cheggazar, which, however, seems to attach to one locality in particular ; the people
of this tract appear to have a chief of their own named Hatta. The country, with
the exception of one or two open places, appears scarcely to have any centres of a
settled population, and the chief interest attaching to it seems to be the broad val-

ley, rich in natron, which intersects the province. (See Itineraries in the note.*)

The trees most common in the province are the gdreba or difrn palm, the &kkora,
and the g'ao, and the valley is said to be girt by fine tamarind-trees. This prov-
ince is also famous on account of its rich pasture-grounds, and is for this reason fre-

quented also by a good many sections of the Ftfibe or Fellani during some months
of the year, if the state of the land is favorable, even the cattle of the Fellani-n-
Katsena pasturing in that country.

I here give a list of the sections of the Fulbe or Fellani who usually pasture here.

Fellani-n-Zaberma

:

Jelgdbe, Dembube', Kurme', Semnankoye, Mddibankoye, Warbe, Fi'ttuga, Niban-
gankoyen, Kulasankoyen, Jaoorinkoyen, Chenbangankoyen, Dareankoyen, Farma-
ke,f Baliyankoyen, Tukankoyen, Kudurankoyen, Garganga.
The F^llani-n-Hausa call all those countrymen of theirs who are scattered over

these western districts by the nickname Mendnnata Hausare (properly, "I do not
understand Hausa"), proving by such a name, which is an opprobrium to them-
selves, their own loss of nationality, and that they, although Fulbe, usually address
their own people more in Hausa than in their own idiom, the Fulfulde language.

List of Places w MA'UKI or AHEWA'.
Zormakoye (residence of a special governor), Lokoye (the capital of the province

• 1. Itineraryfrom Augi, along a winding track, by way of Mawri and Zabirma, to Tamkala.
Day.
1st. Kdkoahe.
2d. Dambugel, belonging to the territory of Mauri or A'rewa.
3d. Dammana.
4th. Karakara, at the western frontier of A'rewa.
5th. Fergeza, village of elephant-hunters, the first place (mafari) of Zaberma.
6th. Tembekire.
7th. Ddso, open capital of Zaberma ; residence of Daud, son of Hammam Bakara, during the period

of my journey independent. Besides him, there seems to be another chief in Zaberma,
named Hammam Jymma. From here direction S. or S.E.

8th. Yeni, on the eastern side of the broad dallul B6so or Bosso, which comes from Kurfay, and
rejoins the Kwara at Kirotashi ; it is full of natron, but along the border of the valley there

9th Tamk °
f ^ fathom depfch*

2. Indication of a routefrom Yeni to Kurfay, in very long marches in a N.W. direction along the
natron valley.

1st Station. Teghazar or Cheggazar, on the west side of the dallul, at several miles' distance, and
evidently E. or N.E. from Driso. The data furnished by Mohammed el Masini are of the ut-

most importance, and fully confirmed. Jerma (Zaberma) on the right, probably S.E., of Te-
ghazar, and extending down to the very border of the River Kwara ; Teghazar, on the con-
trary, three days from the river, through a barren desert full of wild beasts, and the deep
stream running at half a day's distance.

2d Station. I'mmanan, likewise on the western, or rather northwestern side of the dallul.

3d Station. Kurfoy.

t Whether the name of this tribe has any connection with the name of the province Fermagha to

the west of Timbuktu, I can not say, Mr. Cooley suggests to me that it may have some relation to

the Mandingo,
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in former times), Giwaye, Damana or Dammana, Tiwellijc (Seberi), Gombora, Bir-

ni-n-Mauri, B<*be (with caverns), Galewa, Degeji, Sakari, Baki-n-diitsi, * Loga.

APPENDIX VI.

INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO THE PROVINCES OF GURMA, MO'SI, AND TOMBO.

The whole triangle interposed between the Niger toward the north, and the coun-

try of the Eastern Mandingoes or Wangarawa toward the south, appears to be in-

,
habited by a single race of people, whose language, although they are divided into

several different states and nations, nevertheless appears originally to have been of

the same stock. It is very probable that this race in ancient times occupied the

whole upper course of the Niger, and that this tract may have been wrested from

them in later times by the Songhay and the Mandingoes, especially that section of

the latter which is generally called Bambara. These are the Gurma toward the

N.E., the Tombo toward the N.W., and between them the Mosi, or, as they appear

to call themselves, More. Gurma, also, does not appear to be the indigenous name
by which those people designate themselves, but is, I think, of Songhay origin.

The Gurma, on account of the neighborhood of the centres of the Songhay empire,

appear to have lost almost their whole independence and nationality, the Songhay
conquering from them great part of their territory, and wasting the remainder by

continuous p&datory expeditions ; but the former seem to have recovered part of

their strength since the weakening of the power of the Fulbe in these quarters, who
followed upon the heels of the Songhay, and who appear to have formed settlements

all along the great high road from Masina to Hausa, having established themselves

firmly in the latter province from very remote times. The strongest among these

pagan kingdoms five centuries ago, and even at the present moment, is that of the

Mdsi, although the country is split into a number of small principalities, almost to-

tally independent of each other, and paying only some slight homage to the ruler

of the principality of Woghodogd. The Mdsi are called Morba (perhaps originally

More-Da, ba being, as Mr. Cooley informs me, a formative of personal nouns in the

Mandingo language) by the Bambara. They themselves give peculiar names to the

tribes around them, calling the Fulbe, Chilmigo ; the Songhay, Marenga ; the Gur-
ma, Bimba ; the Wangara, Taure'arga ; the Hausa people, Zangord ; the Asanti or

Asianti, Santi. The inhabitants of Gurma call the Hausawa, Jongoy; but the
name of the Fdlbe they have changed only very slightly, calling them Fuljo in the

singular, Fulga in the plural form. The Bambara give to the A'swanek or Swa-
ninki the name Marka. With regard to the line of Mandingo or Wangara settle-

ments, which extend through the whole breadth of this tract along the tenth paral-

lel of north latitude, I shall say more farther on. I will here only remark that

Mr. Cooley ("Negroland of the Arabs," p. 79) seems to have been right in his sup-
position respecting the original settlements of that eminent African race.

Besides the nationalities mentioned, there are in the tract described several

smaller tribes, the degree of whose affinity it is not so easy to determine, especially

as the names are more or less corrupted by the traders : Tuksawa, Gurunga, Ba~
sanga, well known also from other sources, with the chief places Larabu and Tan-
gay, the Susamga, Samgay, Kantanti, Karkardi, Chdkoshf, whose chief place, situ-

ated on an eminence, seems to be Gambaga, formerly supposed to be the name of a
country; Choksawa is probably only the Hausa form of Chdkoshi.
The Tombof seem to have been very powerful in former times, extending proba-

bly to the very banks of the Niger at Timbuktu, and became known to the Portu-
guese from the end of the fifteenth century ; but having still, in the latter half of

the last century, constituted an important political power, they seem to have suffered

very severely by the continual attacks of the Fulbe, who have invaded their territory

from two different quarters at the same time—from Masina toward the N.W., and

* It is very remarkable that, while this town is mentioned in that excellent little geographical trea-

tise of Mohammed ben A'hmed Masini, appended to Captain Clapperton's Second Travels, p. 332, as

belonging to the country or district of Emanoo, none of the other towns of Mauri which I have enu-
merated are there named, with the exception of Lokoye (Lu-koo-yow), but in their stead four others

of which I heard nothing. But those places which then were the most considerable may have been
aince either greatly reduced, or even destroyed. There can be no doubt that Mohammed's Emanoo
is the district I'mmanan, mentioned by me as lying between Tegbazar and MAuri.

t The Tombo call the Songhay " Jennaweiam."
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from Gilgoji toward the N.E., the latter province being entirely wrested from
them, so that they have lost all national independence, although they still retain a
large territory of about 150 miles in every direction. I will here at once proceed to

communicate the little information which I have been able to collect with regard to

them, in order then to subjoin a network of routes which will constitute a fair

framework whereupon to lay down, in an approximate manner, the topography of

Gurma and Mdsi. .

The country of the Tombo at present extends from the province of Gilgoji in the

N.E., the greater part of the inhabitants of which belong to the same race, and
Dwentsa in the N., and from near Konna toward the N.W., to the territory of Be-
nendugu, or country of the Beni, in the S., and to that of Yadega in the S.E.
From the latter they seem to be separated by the territory of the Urba and Tindgel,

who, however, evidently belong to the same stock. The eastern and western por-

tion of the region thus included is mountainous, the central part more level, and
clothed with a rich vegetation of tamarind and other trees. The chief place of the

whole territory is said to be A'rre, situated fifteen days from Gilgoji, and fifteen

from Dammaje', a place on the road to Wdghodogd, nine days from Sofara ; and
the next in importance are said to be the following towns or villages : Nmge, one

day south from Dwentsa, Bambar, Kaja, Nayamma, Hdnduk, Dimbili, Kong, Shdle,

A'mmala, Kdmmogam, Shdgo, Kaulu, Yelme, Kul, Tiyaugu, Shanger, Wddibu (ap-

parently inhabited, at least partly, by Mandingoes), Kana, Andul, Gi'mle, I'ndc, K£-
war, Fanjekkara, Kommaige, Tamtdngo, Mdwe, Timmin, Ulul. All these places

or towns are said to be of considerable extent, and to have each its own chief.

I now proceed to, give the itineraries illustrating the geography of Gurma and
Mdsi. But I must first say a word about Mr. Duncan's route from Abdme to Ada-
fudia, * or, as he writes, Adda-foodia, which will be found to coincide partly with the

region here described by myself. This route of Mr. Duncan will be found, in course

of time, to contain a few gross mistakes, to say the least. It is quite impossible for

an African traveler to go over such distances in so short a time as Mr. Duncan did,

who one day counts his journey at not less than forty-four miles, t It is not clear

from his journal whether the population of the places visited by him be Mandingo
or Fulfulde, although it appears to be evident, from certain hints which he throws out,

that he supposes it to consist of these two elements ;J but, in reality, the more north-

ern part of the route traveled over byhim is entirely inhabited by native tribes. Sup-

posing the population of the country thus traversed consisted of Fell6ta or Fulbe, it

seems very unlikely that these people, who are so suspicious, should allow a traveler

to hurry on at this rate, without any stoppages. Moreover, I doubt very much
whether in any of the countries hereabout dromedaries and elephants will be found

tamed, such as Duncan found in Sogbo, and whether the sugar-cane and oil-palm

grow there. I have not been able to connect any of the towns between Assaftfda

and Adafudia, as laid down by Duncan, with my itineraries, nay, I have not been

able to learn the names or become aware of the existence of any such places ; but

this I leave to future travelers who may have the fortune to visit that quarter.

I now give first an itinerary from Komba on the Niger to Sansanne Mangho, in

order to circumscribe the country of Gurma on its southeastern side, and thence to

Selga, the great /entrepot of the guro-trade.

A. Routefrom Komba to Sansanne Mangho.
Day.
1st. Kork
2d, NovilL^,
3d. Makuru, on a water-course without a current, numbers of wil

4th. Dagu, a village belonging to Gurma, and skirted by a f 1 '

side.

5th. Sdfo-n-Dagu, " Old Dagu," at present uninhabited.

6th. Bizuggu or Bisugu, large place, residence of chief Yanjo. Between Dagu

• Duncan's Travels.

t Vol. ii., p. 82. From Baffo to Zafoora. *' I had traveled forfcy-four miles (in one day) almoat

without halting." A still greater rate of traveling occurs p. 145.

t Duncan says (vol. ii., p. 96) that the Niger appears to he known here only hy the name Joleeba,

not Joliba. Whatever the form, that name is Mandingo ; nevertheless, he states the population ex-

pressly to helong to the Fellata (or Fulbe). The latter, from what he says (p. 109 and 126), seem to

hold the dominion of the country ; but none of the names which ho gives belong to that language.

Then the customs do not agree at all with such a state of BOciety, neither the pdto (p. 101,116, 119),

nor the prostration (p. 104, 111, 161, 155, 160, 173).
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Day.

and Biztfggu one day perhaps is left out ; at least, other travelers make
three stations between these two towns, the first in Sudo-mellc, the next in

Zokdga, a Gurma village, the third in Mekkera, another Gurma village.

7th. Tanga, a hamlet, bordered toward the south by a mountain, and skirted on
the east side by a water-course running from W. to E.

8th. Majori, a hamlet, on the north side of a large mountain.

I here add another direct road from Komba" to Majori without passing by Bi-

Day.

1st. Korkojango.
2d. Fellale, a mountain, and therefore called Fe'llald-n-dutsi (dutsi meaning

mountain in Hausa), with a water-course.

3d. Small water-course, with water occasionally.

4th. Dagu, a village of Gurma.
5th. Sudo-melle, a large market-place of Gurma, probably a settlement of the

Wangara, who are always called by the natives of this district Wangara-
Melle ;

" sudo" means dwelling in Fulfulde.

6th. A village belonging to Barba or Burgu.
7th. A village of idolaters in a mountainous district.

8th. Sabalga, a pagan village, still under Gurma. Bizuggu, one day west from

9th. Sabalgw, a small village, the whole country mountainous.
10th. A small water-course.

11th. Majori, now deserted.

9th. Halt in the wilderness "on the bank of a river" (baki-n-gulbi), which is

crossed on skins.

10th. Barbar, a hamlet.
11th. Famma; a mountain toward the east.

12th. Halt "on the bank of a river" (baki-n-gulbi) in the wilderness.

13th. Falale or Fellale, a large village, inhabited by native Gurma, naked, and only
protecting their hind quarters with a wisp. Mountainous. " Falale'," as I
have said, means mountain or rock.

14th. Belgu, called by the Hausa traders " maigigiiia, " on account of its being so
rich in deleb palms. Situated on the bank of the river in a mountainous
district.

loth. Sansanne Mangho or Mango ("the camp of Mohammed"), an old settlement
of the Mandingoes or Wangarawa, who seem to have been settled in this

quarter from ancient times, engaged in the gold trade between Kong and
Kukia (the old capital of Songhay), which received its gold from hence.
Even now a peculiar weight of mithkal (see vol. iii., p. 360) is still used
here. The number of inhabitants about 3000. The name of the present
governor is Kancho. From hence a track leads to Woghodogd.

16th. Halt on the border of a river, having crossed another river in the course of
the day.

17th. A well-inhabited (probably Mandingo or Wangara) place, called by the Hausa
traders " gaii-n-mai'be'ndega," on account of the people being all armed
with muskets. Territory of Governor Mangha.

18th. Sakoiga, territory of Yendi.
19th. Yendi, an important place, but not near so large as was believed formerly,

from the account given by the travelers to Asianti, it appearing, in reality,

to have a population of about 5000. They are idolaters, and drink buza or
peto in great quantity. The name of the governor is Kirgangu, before whose
house two baskets of meat are daily given to the vultures, to whom a sort
of worship seems to be paid.

20th. Sambo, a village situated on the other side of the river.

21st. Kobier or Kdbia.
22d. A halt on the bank of a river, no village.

23d. Sungungu.
24th. Tifru, a village.

25th. Yansala.

Saiga or Selga, capital of the province of Gonja, residence of a governor

;
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population about 1000 inhabitants, the market of the gtfro trade, and desti-

tute of water, which is brought from a rivulet at some distance, called

"gulbi-n-barawu," on account of its being occasionally infested by robbers.

I will now give at once the route from this place, which is connected with Kumas-
si, the capital of Asianti, by a tolerably ascertained route, to Tafiera or Tangrera,
an important point approximately laid down according to Caillie's route.

B. Routefrom Selga to Tonera by way of Kong
>,
very short marekes.

Day.

1st. Sugunkollo, a small town belonging to the province of Gonja, but ruled by a
governor of its own.

2d. Kdnkorosii, a place in a district rich in guro-trees.

3d. A rivulet, called by the Hausa traders u kurremi-n-fi'tta, " on account of its

banks being richly clad with the tree which supplies the leaves called " fitta,"

wherein the giiro is packed up in the little baskets called "wagha."
4th. Halt in the wilderness, traversed by a rivulet, and frequented by elephants.

5th. *A rivulet containing gold particles in its sand, and therefore called "gulbi-n-
zinaria." Territory of Gonja.

6th. Bitugu, a large town, residence of a governor of the name Adangara, who ac-

knowledges the supremacy of Asianti.

13th. Another river with gold, called therefore "gulbi-n-zinaria."

26th. Kong, a large town, the houses consisting entirely of clay dwellings. The in-

habitants, Mandingoes or Wangara, and most of them Mohammedans.
Also Fullan or Fulbe are found there. They have a good deal of weaving,
and their cotton is very celebrated, especially the kind called 4 4

el harrotafe"

in Timbuktu, with alternating stripes in red and black.

27th. Nafana, a village.

28th. Halt in the fields of Nafana.

29th. A village belonging to the territory of Tagon6, which stretches southward to

the neighborhood of a considerable place called A'rna.
30th. A large place, likewise in Tagond.
31st. Halt on the bank of a rivulet running from N. to S., navigable, during the

rainy season, and then animated by river-horses, but without water in the

dry season.

32d. Kemu, a large town of the territory of Tagond, with a considerable mountain
toward the south, and many small water-courses.

33d. Another village of Tagond.
34th. Village belonging to the territory of Fuluna.

35th. Another village of the same.

36th. A village of the territory Kurdugu. All these different territories are inhab-
ited by Mandingoes or Wangara.

39th. Kanyenni, a large town, situated on a kiirremi or a small water-course, and
an important market-place, the most important one of this whole tract with

the exception of Fura. The inhabitants Wangarawa, Moslemm, and idol-

aters.

40th. Seggana, on a water-course, as it seems, the same as that of Kanyenni.
50th. Gandni, an important market-place of the Fuluna.

59th. Tane'ra, another place of the Fuluna, larger than Gandni, and built of clay.

This is evidently Caillie''s Tangrera (i., p. 385 et seq.). In going from Ta-
fiera to Yamina, or Nyamina, a journey of twenty-nine short marches, the

traveler reaches on the fourth day a large river (probably the Bagoe of

Caillie'), on the other side of which the territory of Yamina commences.

C. From Kirotdshi, a town on the east side of the Niger, one day south of Say, to

Wdghodoghd.
Day.

1st. Halt on the west side of the Kwara or I'sa.

2d. Bdti, residence of a chief of Gurma.

4th. Wilderness.

7th. Bizuggu, called by the Hausa traders *
' Fada-n-Gurma, " " palace of Gur-

ma," and residence of a chief called by them Tobani-n-ki'fi.

8th. Yenga, the frontier town of Mdsi in this direction.

9th. Bennanaba (or rather Be-naba) or Nungu, called Nomma by the Ftflbe,
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Fada-n-Gurma by the Hausa people, the residence of Bojjo, the supreme
chief of Gurma : the name of his predecessor, it seems, was Chenchirma or

Yengirma. The distance from Biziiggu to the latter place seems rather

long for two common marches, although it certainly does not exceed sixty

miles ; other people make four halts, the first in Lando, the second in Bur-

gu, the third in Kankanchali, a large town, and the fourth in a place called

by the traders " Gan'-n-Magajia."

I here subjoin a route leading from Champagore to Lando or Lendo, a place

which is of considerable importance on account of its being the residence of the

warlike chief Wintelle, whose princely title is Fan-du. From Champagore : Ma-
yanga, a hamlet inhabited by slaves of the Fulbe

;
Champelga, already belonging

to the territory of Lendo ; Lendo.

Day.

10th. Tankurgtf.

13th. Kulfela, a well-frequented market-place of Mosi, and of greater importance

than all the other towns of Mosi ; the governor's name is Nabere Gager.

The inhabitants are celebrated archers. Another informant going from

Kulfela to Tankurgu makes three stations, the first in Ligflde Malguma, a

large town, the second in Lulugu, and the third in a village called Kogo.

15th. Woghodogho.

N. B.—If this were a tolerably direct road, it would have a great influence upon

the position of the various places mentioned ; but it would seem that my informant

turned away from his direct track in order to visit the market-place Kulfela. Oth-

er people, in going slowly from Kulfela to Woghodogho, spend eight days on the

road, sleeping the first night in Pashipanga, the second in Tangay, the third in Zo-

rdgo, the next in a place ruled by a man called Mane Bogonje, the fifth in another

village called Tangay, and reach Woghodogho on the eighth. I shall here join

Tankurgd with Sansanne Mangho by an itinerary, which, however, does not lay

claim to completeness.

Day.

1st. Benda, belonging to the territory of Busanga.
2d. Samga, a large town.

3d. Kantanti, residence of a chief of its own.
4th. Yanga.
5th. Sansanne Mangho.

D. From Ydgha to Beldnga {long marches).

Day.
1st. Kabo, a village of Yagha.
2d. Selungu, a Gurma village belonging to the territory of Belanga.

3d. Jafange, a large Gurma place (long march).

4th. On the bank of the River Shirba in the wilderness.

5th. Belang or Belanga, residence of one of the Gurma chiefs, styled Belem-be'ttu

(bettu means chief, king, in the Gurma language), who at present is one of

the most powerful rulers of that country, his territory extending about four

days' good march in every direction, the more important places being Yam-
ba, Sirbale', Jepangale, Base'rilu, Balga, Tubga, Dengo, Tampddo, Mokka,
Yopdnga, Japango, Be'la.

From Belanga to Nungu or Be-naba there are four very short days, passing by
Yamba, a large place, Ye'bel-yebel, and Tubga.

E. From Jibo, capital of the province of Gilgdji or Jilgddi {about 60 miles S. from
Munddro

y
55 W.S.W. from A'ribinda, and 35 S.S. W. from Tinge), by way of

Kaye, to Mdni and Woghodogho {very short marches).

1st day. Kaje. 2d. Sebbe. 3d. Gankoma (not Gaikoma). 4th. Tongomelle

or Tdngomaye, a market-place of some importance, which may be reached on horse-

back in one day from Jibo. 5th. Nyange. 6th. Kdbay. 7th. Surgusuma, the

last place of the territory of Gilgdji. 8th. Kelbo, the first village of the territory

of Mosi ; the border district in general is regarded as very unsafe. 9th. De'ffia.

10th. Sokkopendu. 11th. Kondu-be'tto (probably not the name of the place, but

that of the chief; this is perhaps the place Konda or Kamgo which is said to have
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resisted successfully an expedition of Sheikho A'hmedu). 12th. Saba. 13th.
Makkeri. 14th. Kaye, an important place where several roads meet.

From Kaye to Wdghodoghd.

1st day. Jetinga. 2d. Nessemetfnga. 3d. Luda. 4th. Maku. 5th. Bussu-
mo (or, as it is called by the traders, "Fadan Bussumo"), an important place, resi-
dence of a powerful chief, probably the most powerful of the Mdsi chiefs at the pres-
ent time, especially with regard to cavalry. 6th. Kurzumdgo, residence of a gov-
ernor ("yerima") under Bussumo. 7th. Mani, another residence of a powerful
chief, who, however, in a certain degree, seems to acknowledge the supremacy of
Bussumo. 8th. Yako, a considerable place. 10th. Wdghodoghd.

P. From Mdni— Yddega.

1st day. Yako. 2d. Kurzomdgo, not identical, as it appears, with the synony-
mous place mentioned in the previous itinerary ; residence of a governor under Ya-
dega. 3d. Jega, a considerable place, with huts of reed. 4th. Zamche. 5th.
Damme'ko. 6th. Pfssela. 7th. Yerimchi (probably only a name given to the place
by the traders as being the residence of a yerima or governor). 8th. Yadega.

G 1. From Mdni to Kong, and back by a more easterly road.

1st day. Temma. 2d. Yako. 3d. La. 4th. Sarma. 5th. Bdfori. 6th. Sa-
fane'. 7th. Langafera. 8th. Ditdri. 9th. Tebere'. 10th. Kong, a large place,

according to my informant, inhabited by Bambara. It can scarcely be identical
with the well-known town Kong, if the itinerary be correct ; but nevertheless it may
be the case.

G 2. Returnfrom Kong.

1st day. Fura, a large market-place. 2d. Dalo. 3d. Kebe'ne. 4th. Dullugu.
5th. Dakay, a place belonging to the territory of Mdsi. 6th. Kamshe'go. 7th.

Nete'nga. 8th. Lumbile. 9th. Jengard. 10th. Tenga. 11th. Yama. 12th.

I'migu. 13th. Mani.

H. From Kaye to Belussa, and thence to Belanga.

1st day. Dimla, a large town of Mdsi, with a warlike population, therefore called

"Maimashi" (mistress of spears) by the traders. 2d. Ponsa, also a considerable

place. 3d. Pissela. 4th. Belussa, a large town, seat of an independent Gurma
chief who possesses numerous cavalry.

From Belussa a person on horseback reaches Belanga comfortably the second day,

the great station between these two towns being Alitinga, still belonging to Mdsi,

and an important place, inhabited by Mdsi and Hausa traders ; but common native

travelers generally halt twice between Belussa and Alitinga, in Nycnnydga and Ko-
bifri, and once between Alitinga and Belanga, in a Gurma village called Yamba.
Belussa seems to be situated from .Belanga not true W., as I have placed it in the

map which I sent home, but a littje more to the N.
Between Belussa and Kulfela lie the following places : Jiga, Zamche, Salugu

(still belonging to the territory of Belussa), Kumshe'gu, Sore (a market-place), Wu-
ndgo, Yirnaba (residence of a Mandingo or Wangara chief, whom the traders call

Yerg&wa), then a village belonging to a Pullo resident in Kulfela (" ungwa serki'-n-

Fellani-n-Kulfela"), Futinga, Nakalba, Ligiddemel-dema, and Kulfela.

I. From Pissela to Ddre in Libtdho {very short marches).

1st day. Nagabfngo. 2d. Ponsa, a large place, the same as that mentioned in

the preceding itinerary. 3d. Gungay. 4th. Nantinga. 5th. Ldgu. 6th. Sam-
banga. 7th. Nakori. 8th. Keum. 9th. Belga. 10th. Ndba. 11th. Kwala.

12th. Tambo. 13th. Mararraba, belonging to Libtako, and inhabited by Fiilbe.

Mararraba means " half way" in the Hausa language, and it would be important to

know what the names of the two places are between which this village is considered

as lying half way. 14th. Kala, also inhabited by Fulbe. 15th. Debbero-dnkoy,

FUlbe. 16th. Laraba. 17th. Ddre.

K. Route from Stgo on the Niger to Mdggard in Mienka or Menka.

1st day. Fenya, having crossed a considerable river called B£bele' Sirsenkene'.
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2d. Faram, a place inhabited by Dhiuli, Jiili, or Mandingoes. 3d. Finyana (ditto).

4th. Kaya, inhabited by Jiili and Bambara. 5th. Gondigasd. 6th. Sinsunkord,
Bambara. 7th. Enje'nene. 8th. Fura, a village inhabited by slaves of the Fulbe.

9th. Konobugu, Bambara. 10th. Sanankord, Bambara. 11th. Kdnina, Bambara.
12th. Segebugu. 13th. Yensa, in the territory of the Fdngfona. 14th. Ycssi'ma-

na. 15th. Jinna or Jinnina, in the territory of Menka. 16th. Jitamana, resi-

dence of the chief of Menka. 17th. Meggara ; here the territory of Bobd begins

;

Tenyera from here ten days S.S.W., and Kong about twenty-three, by way of Fd
and Natkhe, S.E. .

APPENDIX VII.

PEDIGREE OF THE SHEIKH SI'DI A'HMED EL BAKA'Y.

Sidi 'Ukba, son of 'Omar, with the surname El Miistajab, the great conqueror of
Barbary.

Sakera, 'Abd el Kerfm. Doman.
Yadrilba. Mohammed. Yahia.
Said. Yakhsha. All'.

Sidi A'hmed, or Mohammed, el Kunti, born of a Limtuna mother called Yagedash.
He is said to have died in Fask, a district W. of Shingi't.

Sidi A'hmed el Bakay, died in Walata.
Sidi 'Omar e' Sheikh, is said to have changed the cruel custom prevailing in the

family before him, of murdering all the (male) children except one, and to have
left all his three sons alive. For this reason it is that his name occupies a prom-
inent position in El Bakay's poem. He was a great friend of Abd el KerimJaen
Mohammed el Maghi'li, and is said to have visited in his company the learned
Sheikh e' Soyuti in Egypt. He is said to have died A.H. 960 (A.D. 1553), in

the district of Gidi or I'gidi, E. of the Sakiet el hamra.
Sidi el Wafi, although Sidi 'Omar's second son, succeeded his father as Well, while

the Sheikhdom rested with his elder brother Sidi Mukhtar, who died in the sanc-
tuary or chapel called Zawyet Kunta, situated in the neighborhood of Bu-Ali,
the ksar or village of Tawat, where the family of El Maghili resided. El Wafi's
younger brother was Sidi A'hmed e' Kega.

Sidi Haiballa (Habib-allah).
)

Sidi Mohammed. f These four were only Wehye, without having the
SidiBu-Bakr.

f
dignity of Sheikh.

Baba A'hmed. )

Mukhtar, also called Mukhtar el kebfr, in order to distinguish him from his grand-
son. With him the dignity of Sheikh was transferred into this branch of the
family. He died A.H. 1226 (A.D. 1811). A dream or sacred vision, which he
had in the year 1209, is verv famous in those parts of Negroland.

Sidi Mohammed e' Sheikh died 2d Shawal, 1241 (10th May, 1826), during Major
Laing's residence in the hilleh in A'zawad.

Mukhtar, his eldest son, died 1263, in Timbuktu.
Sidi A'hmed el Bakay, Mukhtar's younger brother, the present chief.
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APPENDIX VIII.

TWO POEMS OF THE SHEIKH EL BAKAT, WHEREIN
HE SATIRIZES THE EUXBE OE MA'SINA.
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TRANSLATION OF THE TWO POEMS OF A'HMED EL BAKAT.

BY DR. JOHN NICHOLSON, PENRITH.

" In the name of God," &c.
4 'And our Sheikh and Lord, A'hmed el Bakay, the son of our Sheikh and Lord

Mohammed, the son of our Sheikh and Lord El Mukhtar, said, addressing the
assembly of the Fulan of Masina, when they attacked his guest, 'Abd el Kerfm
Barth, the Englishman, the Christian. (The metre is khafiT.)

"Tell the host of the Fulan—I say, shameful! I am attacked in a great and
weighty matter. Ye have sought my guest : you will find him, when you do find

him, mighty, protected, the free guest of a free man, who is the son of a free woman,
who was daughter of a freeman, and whose father was a freeman, who lavished

benefits. No slave bore me, nor did such foster me in their bosoms as a suckling

;

and my father is he whom you know, and his father. We have not descended from
Se'm, except as noble, as munificent, as white of face, as lords or chieftains. Among
their mothers there is no daughter of a slave who bears coals, like herself, that she

may sell them ; whose son is her master, whereas his father is his master ; who ef-

fected his manumission, as being obedient. No daughter nor son of Ham was my
parent, nor will I obey the sons of the lazy Ham. Among the sons of the lazyHam
none but fat women and corpulent men see guests [?]. My guest is my honor, and
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my honor never was in jeopardy, therefore its guest shall never be imperiled. 'Abd
Menaf ben Kosay ben Kilab ben Morra, my ancestor, and Luway ben Ghaleb, and
Nizar ben M'add admonish me not to fear, and Fehr ben Malik ben El Nadhr* for-

bids me to entertain alarm or suspicion. El Wan increases 'Omar, the Sheikh of
the sons of A'hmed el Bakay, by the addition of a fair, freeborn man ; and El Kuntx
increased him—the progeny of'Ah—who sprang from 'Ukba the Accepted, who per-
ished heroically. Such were my ancestors, noblemen, and their guest never died
in agony.

"The Sultan is not alarmed that the homage and allegiance of the Sultan will

not be duly paid.f He will not be afraid of you until the Sultan
%Abd el Mejid is

afraid of Nukniah.J War and blows are to be found elsewhere than where ye seek

;

and wounds among the Zinj drive forth the flowing blood—without molesting this

man—and long spears and cuts of swords round about on all sides, and the explo-
sion of cannons hither and thither, like thunders which crash in blasts and reverber-
ations. They consider the death in which men are destroyed—they count it a gar-
den and a vernal season of noble youths and gallant lads, and mature men, who
have grown old together in dignity, mounted on sleek, swift horses, steeds, coursers

trained to run, tall piebalds, five-year-olds, tall, fleet, wide-stepping, rapid, apple-

rumped, plump, long-boned, strong in back and neck, Arabian blood-horses of El
Hodh, or Taganet, or Kidal, § that are fed upon cooling milk.

"I am secure in my position. || He who attempts to contend with me will be cut

off, overwhelmed. I rely on Allah, the Lord of Moses, and Jesus, and the proph-
ets, that I may see myself contented. He aids the solitary and deserted with His
help, so that He overwhelms the multitude altogether. Lo ! Pharaoh was very
wicked and very mighty : he lost his way in the sea, and the host were laid low.

"Oh, Masina! reprove your brother, that he may become a submissive friend to

me, like the Imam Bello ; or that he may be to me as both his parents were before

:

if they did not suffer, they did not fear. Or let him leave me alone with his evil,

and I will leave him alone. The best of evil is that it should not manifest itself.

"Behold! the learned and the humane among you, the A'l Fodiye;^f they do
not adopt a chief

;
they do not adopt any but one who is wise about the way of the

Most High, and who sees and hears. They respect the honorable, because they are

themselves such. They do not associate with the ignoble
;
they only consort with

those that are saints, learned, poets, pious, abstemious. Repair the evil ye have
done our neighbor, and preserve affection for us

; preserve for us unfailing gratitude

and inviolate brotherhood. If ye were willing, like them, ye should be in it, and
would earn both fame and benefits. But nature is queen. If cowards only could,

they certainly would be brave."

"And he said again, addressing the Fullan on the subject of his guest. (The me-
tre -is Tawil.)

"Did Mohammed Si'd, the slave, and that slave a black one, really come from
A'hmed [ben] A'hmed, to inquire about my guest, in order to make him return as

[become] his guest, that he might plunder him, and fetter him, and make him a
guest of Kauri with him, and with San-Shirfu?** My guest is not accustomed to

this ! Or did Yaktan say the speech ? Is he not a dreamer? Yes, a dreamer, by
Allah ! A'hmed, A'hmed ! And, besides my guest, there is 'Aakil, and Yalam-

* All the preceding names are those of well-known ancestors of Mohammed, the prophet ; those
that follow are the poet' 8 own. .

t I can not approve this translation of Dr. Nicholson. I read and translate, " The Sul-

tan is not afraid lest he may not be feared, or obedience not be paid him. The Saltan ('Abd el Me-
jid) is not a young lad." El Bakay, I think, opposes here the Sultan 'Abd el Mejid to the young
chief A'hmedu ben A'hmedu, who was quite a young man. Dr. Nicholson observes that there is a
great fault in the metre of the first hemistich, but that the consonants of the text are strictly those
of the MS.—H. B.

t This place, Nukraah or Nugguma. is probably the small place of that name in Masina, and not
the village called also "Ksar el M'allemin," mentioned above, p. 179 ; but I am not quite certain
about it.—H. B.

5 Three districts celebrated for their breed of horses. Kidal lies between Mabruk and the country
of the Awelimmiden.—H. B.

B Literally, u My fat is in my wallet." Freitag, "Arab. Prov.," i., p. 664
TT The poet here exhibits to the hostile ruler of Masina the docile behavior of his friends, the rulers

of S6koto, the successors of the Sheikh F6diye.—-H. B.
** San-Shirfu is the name of one of the two kadhis of Timbuktu. Kauri is the name of the emir.

—H.B.
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lam, and Ridhwa, and Hamlan, and Kudsu and Dhurwad.* Will he take him be-
fore death and the Indian eimeters seize on his own head ? Will he take him,
while the sword and the spear are asleep, by stealth. Lo ! the lances do not miss
their aim. Will he take him where all the Tawarck are, and of the Arabs, a Sheikh,
and a mature man, and a lad ?

"The descendants of the Sheikh 'Othman ben Fddiye are our army; and of our
army Miisa ben Bodhal is a witness ; and Targaitamutu, the lions, whose tribe Li-

kaway,f the nephew of Alkiittabu, leads, who lightens, thunders; and A'khbi ben
Salem, round whom are the Igwadaren, and Woghdu Agga '1 Henne has a gath-
ered host. And among the Tinkinkif there are noble men, the Benu Hammalasa,
whose troop shows valor ; and young men from the Kel e' Su% who are lions in ca-

lamities, and who are brave, assist my guest. These are the people in El Islam

:

they do not disappoint me, and they are my brothers, and very useful and helpful

to me. I have among the tribe of the Fullan a body of men in the land who run
and hasten to defend the religion of Allah. Dearer to them than their house, and
family, and souls is the religion of Allah, who is mighty ! Whenever they see in-

fidelity and rebellion against their Lord, they resist, and go aside from every impi-
ous person. And I have some of the men of Allah in the land, and also of the

angels, as an auxiliary and a scattering host. And my trust—my trust is in Allah,
whose majesty is great ! and there is no help except from him; and Allah is most
mighty ! So there is no help except from him—not even from the angels, though
they be mighty and worthy of praise. He is God, who is great ! He redoubles His
aid against every oppressor who is violent and exorbitant. As for me, it is suffi-

cient protection against A'hmed that I should pray to Allah in the bellyt of this

night that approaches. I will aim my prayer at Him, at the dawn, like an arrow.
He shall find himself, when he sees to-morrow, smitten with death. But if he re-

pents one day, that will be best for him. But if he refuse—will not repent—then
the matter is referred to Allah. Before him Pharaoh, and Nimrdd, and 'Aad,
and Sheddad ben 'Aad rebelled ; but all those on whom their prophets invoked
vengeance perished, and disappeared, and were desolated. Moses, and Jesus, and
Salih, and Hud, and Abraham, and subsequently Mohammed, called on their Lord.
He alone then—glory to his name !—is the One we invoke. Just as they obey, so

will He answer and help the faithful. Then help me, O Lord, in the same way as
Thou didst help them, for there is no defense and no help above Thee. And bless

and prosper them with benedictions, for there are not any among them but those
that deserve praise and honor.

"Finished with the help of God," etc., etc.

APPENDIX IX.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE HISTORY OF SONGHAY AND THE NEIGHBORING
KINGDOMS.

A
S
D? 300. The kingdom of Ghana, or Ghanata, the central portion o?£f

dcn!M '

, com-
prises the present province of Baghena, founded by Wakayamagha
or mangha (mangho = great? Magha = Mohammed?) about three
centuries before the Hejra; the ruling family whites (Leucaethi-

opes? Fulbe?). At the com-
mencement of the Hejra twenty-
two kings had ruled.

§

Already, at this early date, an ex-
tensive Mohammedan quarter
existed in Ghanata, containing
12 mosques.

||
There is consid-

erable doubt with regard to the
accuracy of the date.

Za" Alayamin (Za el Yemeni) comes Jfctof*
to Kuki'a (El Bekri's Kugha, Ca Beg in

C

of Hejra.

da Mosto's Cochia), a very an- a.d. 679.

cient place, and the older resi- a.u. 60.

dence of Songhay, and founds

the eldest dynasty of the Za. The
Libyan origin of this dynasty, of

* This passage about Yaktdn neither I nor Dr. Nicholson are able to clear up fully—H. B.
t See what is said about this man, whose name is generally pronounced Elagwi, in Appendix XII.

of this yolume, p. 720. A'khbi, Woghdu, and the other people are mentioned repeatedly by me.—H. B. t ft c, The latter third.

« A'hmed Baba, J. L. O. S., vol. ix., p. 526. | Memoires de la Soc. de Geogr., vol. iiL, p. 1.

Vol. III.—T t
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Neighboring Kingdoms,
Death of Tiliitan, chief of the Lim-

tuna, very powerful in the des-
ert ; he adopted Islam, and con-
verted the neighboring Negro

Songhay.

which that of the Sonm was a a.d. 837.
mere continuation, is very dis- a.h. 222.

tinctly intimated by Leo Africa-
nus, in the words, "della stirpe

di Libya."*
Gdgd, an important commercial a.d. 893.

place, where Makhled E'bn Kai- a.h. 280.
dad, with the surname of A'bii

Yezi'd, that great revolutionist who brought so much "mischief over
Northern Africa, was born. His father came often from Tdzer to

this place for trading purposes,! evidently by way of Wargela, that
most ancient trading place on the northern border of the desert.

We thus see that the commerce between Northern Africa and Negro-
land was infinitely older than it has ever been supposed. I may
here add that I have not the slightest doubt that Wargela is meant
by the Bakalitis of Ptolemy (lib. iv., c. 7, p. 305, ed. Wilberg. ), which
he describes from the side of Egypt as lying beyond Fezzan, al-

though no Roman ruins exist in Wargela.

a.d. 900. Death of Ilettan, the successor of

a.h. 287. Tiliitan.

a.d. 918. Temim, the successor of Ilettan,

a.h. 306. slain by the Zenagha or Senhaja,
after which a division takes place

among the Berber tribes estab-

lished on the border of the des-

ert and Negroland.
Tin-Yeriitan, king of, or rather a

Berber chief having his residence
in, Aiidaghost, an important
trading colony of the Zenagha,
who appear at that time to have
dominated over the whole of the

neighboring part of Negroland, including Ghanata. In the very
year mentioned, this place, which carried on at that time a most
flourishing trade with Sijilmesa, was visited by the Arab geogra-
pher, E'bn Haukal.J Kugha (Kukia) was at that period so power-
ful that the King of Aiidaghost thought it prudent to make pres-

ents to the king of that place (the King of Songhay), in order to

prevent him from making war upon him. Nevertheless, twenty-

three Negro kings are said to have been tributary to another king
of Aiidaghost, named Tinezwa, in the fourth century of the Hejra.

The site of Aiidaghost is quite evident from El Bekrfs excellent

itinerary: "You march five days in the sand-hills of Waran, till

you come to the copious well of the Bern Wareth
;
then, farther on,

the well Waran; then a well-watered district of three days." At
the same time the abundance of gum-trees near Aiidaghost proves
distinctly that the distance of fifteen days intervening between Aii-

daghost or Ghanata (near Walata), is to be reckoned in a westerly

direction, and that Aiidaghost therefore is to be sought for in the

neighborhood of Tejigja and Kasr el Barka, and not to the north-
east of Walata. I shall say more on this subject in another place.

At that time Aulil was the great place for salt.

a.d. 990. Intercourse established with Ne-
a.h. 380. groland, according to the state-

Kiikia still the ordinary resid<

of the King of Songhay, who al-

ready at that period

very powerful.

Za Kasf, the 15th prince of the dy- a.d. 1009.

nasty of the Za, adopts Islam. a.h. 400.

* Descr. dell' Africa, lib. vil, c. 1.

t For this highly important statement, see E'bn Kbaldtin, tranB. by De Slane, vol. iii
, p. 201.

t Journal Aaiatique, i., 1842, p. 50.

§ Leo, 1. viL, c 1, even Bpeaks of Negroland &s if it had been quite unknown before hie time, M fu-

rono acopcrti."
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Songhay. Neighboring Kingdoms.
a.d. 1034. A'bii 'Abel Allah, son of Tifaut, surnamed Naresht, again unites under
a.h. 426. his sway all the Berber tribes of the desert; makes a pilgrimage;

dies 429.

a.d. 1040. Warjabi, the Mohammedan apostle of Tekru'r, died. Among others,

a.h. 432. the inhabitants of Silla were converted by him.

a.d. 1043. Jinni is founded,* and soon becomes wealthy, owing to the trade in

salt (from Teghaza) and gold (from Bi'tu).

'Abd Allah E'bn Yasin begins to teach and to reform.

a.h. 435.

a.d. 1048.

a.h. 440.

a.d. 1052.

a.h. 445.

Audaghost, which had become dependent upon Ghanata, conquered
and ransacked by the Merabetm, the disciples of Abd Allah Elm
Yasin, in the same year as Sijilme'sa.

a.d. 1055. Yahia E'bn 'Omar, chief of the Merabetm, dies, and is succeeded by
a.h. 447. his brother A'bii Bakr. The King of Ghanata, Tankamemn, son

of the sister of Besi, an excellent king, evidently dependent on A'bu
Bakr.

a.d. 1061. A'btf Bakr ben 'Omar makes an expedition on a grand scale against

a.h. 453. the Negro tribes.

A'bu 'Obaid Allah el Bekrfs invaluable Account ofNegroland.

G6gd,f or Gagho (the capital of a.d. 1067. The Senhaja, at this period, ruled
1, 7 :

'

1 ~" " "v
over the whole western part of

the desert, and spread Islam over
the neighboring parts of Negro-
land, especially toward Ghanata.

Farther eastward, between the

southerly bend of the Niger and
the later town of A'gades, were
the Seghmara, under the domin-
ion of the Tademekka, who had
a very large town (Tademekka),
a great commercial centre, nine
days from Gdgd, and forty from
Ghadames.

Between Tademelska and Ghanata
there was a commercial place of

importance called Tirekka (see

vol. iii., p. 438). Sama and
Hombori, considerable seats of
power.

Songhay), consisting of two a.h. 460.

towns, one the residence of the

king and the qttarter of the Mo-
hammedans, the other inhabited
by idolaters.

The Mohammedan worship so pre-
dominant already that none but

a Moshm could be king
;
nay, on

the accession of a new king,

three royal emblems, consisting

of a ring, a sword, and a Kuran
( * -sw2.*

)

?
which were said to

have been handed down from
former times, having been sent

by an Emir el Mumemn (evi-

dently from Egypt), were given
to him. Thus we see that al-

ready, at that early period, the

King of Songhay was a Ruler of

the Faithful, and the account of
A'hmed Baba, who dates Islam
in this kingdom from the year 400, is confirmed in a remarkable
manner. El Bekri calls the then ruling king Kanda, and he is

most probably identical with the Za Bayuki or Bayarkoy Kaima (of
A'hmed Baba), the third successor of Za Kasi.

Gogo already at that time was an important market place, chiefly for
salt, which was brought from the Berber town Taiitek, six days be-
yond TademeTcka, which place was nine days from Gogd.

El Bekri, besides Gogd, gives a very interesting account of Ktfgha,
but, unfortunately, he givesj no particulars with regard to its situa-

tion, except the distance of fifteen days from Ghanata, and espe-

* A'hmed Bftbd, J. L. O. S., vol. ix., p. 528, seq. He describes the site of this important town in

the most perspicuous and clear manner as being part of the year, from August to February, an isl-

and. The town was first founded in a place called Zagaru, on the south side of the southerly branch
of the river, and therefore not identical with the Zaghari of E'bn 1 iatuta.

had no knowledge of Jinni.
El Bekri appears to have

t El Bekri, cd. Macguckin de Slane, p. 183. The name ^Ji^ Jjii wnicn the Arabs give to the

inhabitants seems to have some connection with the Btirnarae of one of the successors of Sunni, B;i-

zekin or Bazerkin.
t El Bekri, 179. It is a great pity that just in this place the author, whose statements in general

are distinguished by their clearness, should commit a palpable mistake, by placing Ambara (Hom-
bori) west of Ghanata.
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cially neglects to determine its situation with regard to Gdgd ; but
there is no doubt that it was identical with the Kiiki'a of A'hmed
Baba, the old capital, Ca da Mosto's Cochia.*

This town, therefore, which was lying at the very outset of the Egyp-
tian caravan road, already at that time was inhabited exclusively

by Mohammedans, while all around were idolaters. It was the
greatest market for gold in all Negroland, although the quality of
the gold brought to Audaghost was better than that exported from
Kugha. Besides gold, salt, wod'a or shells (from Persia?), copper,
and euphorbium were the chief articles of trade.

Toward the end of the fifth centu-
ry of the Hejra, Timbuktu, or

Tumbutu, founded by the I'md-
shagh (Tawarek), especially the
tribes of the I'denan and the

Imedi'dderen, after it had been
for a time their occasional camp-
ing ground, just as was the case

with A'rawan. First settlement

at Bdsebango. It was at first a
small market place for the in-

habitants of the province of

R'ad. (?)

Gdgd, according to Ednsi, power-
ful, and dominating over the

neighboring tracts; horses and
camels ; the nobility well dress-

ed, having the face veiled; the

common people wearing leathern

frocks. The natives of Adjila

already, at that period, carried

a.d. 1076.

a.h. 469.

a.d. 1087.

a.h. 480.

Ghanata conquered by the Senha-
ja, and great part of the inhab-
itants, as well as the neighboring
districts of Negroland, compelled
by the Merabetin to embrace the
Mohammedan faith.

A'bii Bakr ben 'Omar takes up his

residence in this part of Negro-
land.

A^if Bakr ben 'Omiir dies.

a.d. 1153.

a.h. 548.

with Gdgd

a.d. 1203.

a.h. 600.

a.d. 1203.

El Edrfsi's account of Negroland,
composed at this period, is not to

be relied on in general, with the
exception of a few instances,

where he enters into particulars :

for instance, the populous state

of the towns of Silla and Tekrur
(Zagha), the latter being more
populous and industrious; the
salt mines of Aulfl, the only ones
known at that time in Negro-
land ! (p. 11) ; the rising of the

Mandingo or Wangara race (the Wakore'), a name then first ap-

pearing. Very doubtful appear the following data: Tirki, or Ti-

rekka, belonging to Wangara ; even Ktfgha, a dependence ofWan-
gara, while at the same time Gdgd—the real Gdgdf—is said to have
been absolute and independent. The great commercial importance
of Wargela" is confirmed, the inhabitants supplying Gdgd with dates,

and buying up the greater part of the gold brought there to market.
Rice cultivated on the Niger, in the district of the Mertfsa.

Ghanata ruled by a descendant of A'btf Taleb,t of the Zenagha tribe,

who paid allegiance to the khah'f in the East
;

but, if we can be-

lieve Ednsi, he had still a large empire.

Ghanata, having become very weak, is conquered by the Stfsu, a tribe

related to the Wakore'.

The tribe or dynasty of the A'rusiyin becomes powerful in the neigh-
borhood of Walata.

The inhabitants of Jinni, at least

the ruling portion, including the
king, adopt Islam.

? Baramindana, first Moslim king
of Melle, styled King of Tek-

Timbiiktu (erroneously) stated by a.d. 1213.

Leo Africanus§ to have been a.h. 610.

* Aloiae Ca da Mosto, Navigazione, c. 14.

t Edrisi makes great confusion, produced by the similarity of the names G6g6 or K6k6, Kuka
(on the Fittri), and Kerker, but what he relates (i., p. 23) seems really to refer to Q6g6.

t Edrisi, L p. 61 ;
compare Cooley, p. 66.

5 Leo, 1. vii., c. 6. As it is certain that no king of the name Slimun ruled at that period over
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founded by Mansa Sliman, This

is evident confusion, the reason

of which is that Mansa Sh'man,

who reigned in the middle of the

fourteenth century, restored Tim-
buktu after it had been plunder-

ed by the people of Mosi.

Neighboring Kingdoms.
ru*r by Makrizi, makes the pil-

a.d. 1235
to 1260.

a.h. 633
to 658.

a.d. 1233 With the death of Elm Ghama
to 1234. the domination of the great race

a.h. 631 of the Senhaja ends.* The re-

to 633. mains of this great tribe in the

southern part of the desert (the

Limtuna and Mcssilfa) [the lat-

ter as Mesheduf] are gradually reduced to the degraded condition

of tributaries. Islam spreads east of the Niger, and the name Tek-

rur appears in Kebbi, probably in connection with the town of Za-

gha (see Appendix VI.). Biru or Waldta at that time the great

emporium of Western Negroland.

Mari Jatah, King of Melle, on the upper Niger, conquers the Susu,

who at that time were masters of Ghanata. This is evidently the

period of the beginning of the great commercial importance of Jin-

ni, which now became a most powerful and wealthy state, as a well-

frequented market of the Serracolets or Wakore', Fillbe, Jolof, Ze-

nagha, the inhabitants of Western Tekrur, and the Udaya.f

a.d. 1259 Mansa Wali, son of Mari Jatah,

performs the pilgrimage to Mek-to 1276.

a.ii. 658
to 675.

a.d. 1276.

a.h. 675.

Some authors, such as Makrizi

(Opuscl. Mscr., fol. 129, r.), at-

tribute to this chief the conquest

of Gagho or Gdgd, that is to say,

Songhay, by the Mellians ; but

from the account of A'hmed
Baba it is clear that such was

A.D.

A.II.

1310.

710.

ka in the reign of Sultan Bibars.

Mansa Wali, brother of the latter.

Mansa Khalifa succeeds him ; of

insane mind ; is murdered by his

people.

Mansa A'bu Bakr.
Sakura, or rather Sabkara, a usurp-

er, made the pilgrimage to Mek-
ka in the time of El Malik e'

Nasir.

a.d. 1311 Mansa Musa (properly Kunkur
to 1331. Milsa), the greatest king of Mel-
a.h. 711 le, succeeds this usurper, devel-

to 731. ops the whole military and polit-

ical power of that kingdom,
which, according to the express-

ive terms of A'hmed Baba, J the Songhay historian, possessed "an
aggressive strength without measure or limit.

1
' While thus ex-

tending his dominion over an immense portion of Negroland, he
kept on the very best terms with the Sultan A'bu '1 Hassan of El
Maghreb (Morocco).

Mansa Musa subjected to his dominion the four large territories of the

Western part of Negroland ; first, Baghena, formed out of the rem-
nants of the kingdom of Ghanata, and including the whole inhab-— " % or theited country of Taganet and A'dere'r; secondl;

Western Tekrur, together with Silla ; then Timbuktu, at that time
still, as it seems, independent of Gdgd ; and finally Songhay, with its

capital Gogo. Jinni, however, probably owing to its nearly insular

character, seems not to have become subjected to Melle even at this

period, although it was engaged
in continual warfare.

Mansa Musa makes a pilgrimage

to Mekka, with a very numerous
1326.

726.

It is probably at the period of this a.d.

pilgrimage, and not before, that a.h.

Melle, Mr. Cooley, in order to explain Leo's statement, supposed him to be a king of the Susu.—Ne-
groland of the Arabs, p. 6T, seq.

* E'bn Khaldun, trans, by De Slane, vol. ii., p. 83. The same author, vol. ii., p. 160, seq., is the

authority for the history of Mellp. Comp. Cooley, " Negroland," p. 61, seq.

t De Barros, Asia, ed. Lisboa, 1778, 1. i, c. 8, p. 220.

X A'hmed Baba, in Journ. Leipsic Oriental Society, p. 530.
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both Songhay and Timbuktu be-
came dependent on Melle, al-

though the dependence was even
at this time limited, the King of
Songhay having, as it seems,
quietly made his subjection on
the approach of the host of Mel-
le. Mu*sa built a mosque and a
mihrab outside the then town
(Mohammedan quarter?) of
Gdgd.

Timbuktu also, as it would seem,
surrendered without resistance, *

and the King of Melle built here
a palace (m'a-dugu), and the
great mosque Je'ngere'-be'r, or

Jam'a el kebira, with the assist-

ance of the same I's-hak, a na-
tive of Granata (the "Granata
vir artificissimus" of Leo, al-

though commonly called e' Sa-
heli, as if he were a native of

Morocco), who built his palace
in Melle. That space of the

town of Timbuktu included be-

tween the two great mosques,
Jengere-ber in the southwestern

and San-kord in the northern

quarter, was at that time open
and not inhabited. The mosque
San-kore' is generally stated to

have been the oldest mosque
in Timbuktu, although A'hmed
Baba, who only states that it was
built at the expense of a rich

wife, is not very explicit with re-

gard to this circumstance.

Although Timbuktu thus lost its

independence, it reaped a great

advantage from becoming a por-

Neighboring

)

cortege, resembling an army, and
with great riches, going by way
of Walata and Tawat and re-

turning by Gagho or Gdgd.
Melle Proper seems to have had a

double principle of government,
one political and the other na-
tional. In political respects
Melle was divided into two prov-
inces, a northerly and a souther-
ly one, probably divided by the
Dhhiliba; the governor of the
former being called Farana* (Fa-
rengh) Sura, the other Sanghar-
zil-m'a.f But in national re-

spects Melle formed three large
provinces, Kala, Bennendugu,
and Sabardugu, each with twelve
chiefs or governors, J and each
represented at court by an in-

spector; the inspector of the
province of Kala was called Wa-
fala-fere'ngh. Kala comprised
evidently the province next to

Jinni, along the northern side of
the river, including the towns of
Sare and Same ; and the town
of Kala itself, which formed the
residence of the province, will be
spoken of in the Appendix to

this volume. Bennendugu, also,

the country of the Benni, known
from other accounts, lay entirely

on the S. side of the river, and
Sabardugu beyond, in the direc-

tion of the central portion of
Melle. The important district

Bitu or Bido seems to have been
included in Melle Proper.

tion of a powerful kingdom, and
being thus well protected against any violence offered on the part

of the neighboring Berber population ; and in consequence the town
increased rapidly, it becoming soon a market place of the first rank,

so that the most respectable merchants from Misr, Fezzan, Ghada-
mes, Tawat, Tafilelet, Dar'ah, Fas, Sils, and other places gradually

left Bi'ru or Walata, and migrated to Timbuktu, although this was
more frequently the case after the time of Sonni All.

The town of Timbuktu ransacked and destroyed by lire and sword by a.d. 1329.

the King of Mdsi, the garrison of Melle 'making their escape and a.h. ? 730.

giving up the town. The power of Mdsi, which up to this time has

* The translation of Mr. Ealfs in the Journal of the Leipsic Oriental Society is here not correct

He translates "er bezwang Timbuktu," while the words of the author are ^ -j^j c. Jb- We

do not know what part in these affairs the general, Sagminhu, bore, who, according to fc/bn Khal-
dun'e account, was stated by some of his informants to have achieved this conquest. There may
have been partial resistance in Songhay.

+
\jjJ ^ jJ^JCvJ • The final " "^i" in Mandingo, corresponds exactlywith the

final "ma" in the Kanuri titles.

% It is a very remarkable fact that the titleB mentioned by A'hmed Baba are all formed by attach-
ing to the name of a town the syllable "koy," which would seem to be of Songhay origin.
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always been the successful champion of paganism, is very remark-
able at such an early period, but the date is not quite certain

within a year or two. If the date given be right, it happened to-

ward the end of the reign of Mansa Musa.

a.d. 133W
to 1335.

a. ii. 732
to 736.

Mansa Magha succeeds to his fa-

ther Mansa Musa, and reigns

four years.

The Songhay prince 'All Killun,

or Kilnu, son of Za Yasebi, es-

capes in the company of his brother from the court of Melle, where
the princes had served as pages, Songhay owing allegiance to Melle

at that period. Having safely reached his native country, Songhay
Proper, with the capital Gogd, he makes himself independent in a

certain degree from Melle by founding the dynasty of the Sonni.*

a.d. 1335.

a.h. 730.

a.h. 737.

Mansa Simian, a brother of Musa
and uncle of Magha, succeeds to

the throne of Melle, and restores

the strength of the kingdom.
Mansa Sh'man again takes posses-

sion of Timbuktu, f and even
obliges Songhay Proper to ac-

knowledge his supremacy.

A king of Tekrur makes a pilgrim-

age.!

Timbuktu having been left, as it

seems, to itself for seven years,

relapses into a state of subjection

or allegiance to Melle, and re-

mains in this condition for the a.h. 752.

next 100 years.

Travels of E'bn Batu*ta, who visits Walata, the frontier province of a.d.

Melle, and an important trading place, where at that time the Ma- 1353.

sufa formed the higher class; thence, by way of Karsekho, he went a.h. 753
to Melle, or Mali, the capital of the great empire, situated on a 754.

northerly creek of the Dhiuliba,§ whence he proceeded by land by
way of Mimah to Timbuktu.

Timbuktu at that time was inhabited mostly by people of Mimah and
by Tawarek (Molathemin), especially Masufa, who had a head man
of their own, while the Melle governor was Farba Musa.

E'bn Batuta embarked in Timbuk-
tu, or rather Kabara, and went
along the river to Gogo, evident-

ly at that time the common
highroad of travelers. Gdgd at

that period was in a certain de-

gree dependent on Melle.

The fact of Mari J£tah conquering
Tekadda, at that time the com-
mercial entrepot between Son-
ghay and Egypt, also mentioned
by E'bn Batuta, shows clearly

a.d. 1359.

a.h. 760.

a.d. 1360.

A.H. 761.

a.d. 1360.

a.h. 762.

a.d. 1373.

a.h. 775.

The town of Tademeltka, or rather
Silk, in the territory of the Ta-
demekket, had by this time evi-

dently lost a great deal of its im-
portance.

Mansa E'bn Sh'man reigned nine
months.

Mansa Jatah, son of 1

ascended the throne.

The same king sent an embassy to

A'bu el Hassan of Morocco.
Mansa Musa (II.), son of the lat-

ter, a weak king, the vizier Mari
Jatah usurping the power and
conquering Tekadda (the trading

, , x o the supremacy of Melle over Songhay.
• ruled, Silman Nar. Their dominion was limited to Songhay and the

* A'hmed Buba says (•

After his death his bro

neighboring districts."

t The date seems to be certain, for if A'hmed Baba had only known that the second dominion of
the kings of Melle over Timbuktu, which they lost in the year 837, had lasted 100 years, we might
doubt about the fact that the epoch began exactly with the year 737, but the author gives the pre-
cise date of that very year. 1 therefore prefer his arrangement to the arguments of Mr. Ralfs.

p. 592. t Makrizi, Notes et Extraits, vol. x'ri., p. 638, note.

§ Cooley, "Negroland," p. 79.
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that he was master of Songhay,
and exercised over it a certain
degree of supremacy. Thnbiik-
- as Timbuch, appears in the

ppamondo Catalan—the first

e that it becomes known to

A.D.

A.H
1387.

789.

#
a.d. 1388.

a.h. 790.

a.d. 1390.

a.h. 792.

a.d. 1431.

a.h. 835.

Neighboring Kingdoms,
sion, vol. i., p. 365) for a short
time.

Mansa Magha, brother of the pre-
ceding king, succeeds to the
throne; is killed after a reign
of about a year.

Another usurper.

Mahmiid, a descendant of Mari
Jatah, the first king.

A king ofTekrur makes a pilgrim-
age, dies in the town of Tor, in

the peninsula of Sinai.

The empire of Melle begins grad-
ually to decline, the power be-
ing divided among three, or
rather five, separate parties, the
governors of each of the three

national provinces and the two
governors of the political prov-

inces ; the Tawarek at the same
time spreading devastation ev-

ery where.

Timbuktu conquered by the I'md- a.d. 1433.
shagh (probably not the Mastffa, a.h. 837.
at that time not yet blended with
the Arabs, and who had always
been powerful in that place) un-
der A'kil (Eg Malwal). The
people of Melle had been so
much weakened by continual in-

roads that they retired before the
greater force, and were driven
out forever. A'kil, however, did
not reside in the town, preferring

a nomadic life ; but he installed as governor, or Tu*mbutu-koy, Mo-
hammed Nasi*, a Senhaji from Shingit, who had also taken part in

the government of the town under the rule of Melle. This Mo-
hammed Nasr built the mosque Yahia in Timbuktu, which was
called after his friend the Weli Yahia from Tadelest. To the Tu*m-
butu-koy belonged the third part of all taxes and of the whole rev-

enue of the town. In the beginning the rule of the Tawarek,
which, according to the distinct statement of A'hmed Baba, never
extended beyond the river, was mild ; but gradually they became
overbearing, using even violence toward the wives of the inhabit-

ants, and offending 'Omar, the

son and successor of Mohammed
Nasr, by cheating him out of his

revenue.

a.d. 1448. The Portuguese Company for opening the trade along the coast of

a.h. 852. Africa is established.

a.d. 1454. Melle, in the account of Aloise Ca da Mosto, still a very powerful
a.h. 860. kingdom, the most powerful in the whole of Negroland, including

the whole of the Gambia, and most important for the commerce of

gold, the trade in which divided into three branches ; one proceed-
ing from Melle toward Kuki'a, and thence to Egypt; the other

from Melle to Tumbutu, and thence to Tawdt : the other likewise

by way of Tumbutu, but thence to AVadan (Oden), which then was
a veiy important place, not only

for gold, but also for the slave-

Timbiiktu, or Tumbutu, an impor- trade.* Timbuktu already at

tant entrepot for the salt-trade. that time was a very important
entrepot for the salt, which all

came from the mines of Teghaza.
a.d. 1460. The town of A'gades built, according to Marmol (see vol. i., p. 361),

a.h. 865-6. and nothing is more probable than that this commercial entrepot

was built about this time, perhaps a few years later, as it is Sonni
'Alf who is said to have destroyed the very important market-place
of Tademekka, which for many centuries had carried on the com-
merce between the Niger and Egypt.

• Ca da Mosto, Prima Xavigazione, c. 13. With regard to Oden, see c 10 ; for Timbuktu, c. 19.
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Soniii 'All, son of Sonni Mohammed D'au, "the great tyrant and a.d. 1464-5.

famous miscreant/' but a king of the highest historical importance a.h. 869.

for Negroland, the sixteenth of the Sonni, ascended the throne in

Gagho, and changed the whole face of this part of Africa by pros-

trating the kingdom of Melle.

Invited by 'Omar, the Tumbutu-koy, Sonni 'Ah' marches against Tim- a.d, 1468-0.

btfktu, which had never before belonged to Songhay Proper. While a.h. 873.

his horsemen appear on the south side of the river, A'kil makes his

escape toward Biru or Walata. Sonni 'All then, instead of attack-

ing immediately the town of Timbuktu, went first to El Hddh, the

southwestern province of Walata. Having thence returned to Tim-
buktu, from whence 'Omar also, the Tumbutu-koy, had meanwhile
lied to Bi'ru,* he ransacked and plundered the town, and made a
terrible havoc among its inhabitants, even surpassing that which
took place on the occasion of the pagan king of Mdshi conquering

the town. Sonni 'Ah' seems especially to have exercised some cru-

elty against the learned men. But, notwithstanding, the town
seems soon to have recovered from this blow, for it was in the latter

part of this century that it became more densely inhabited than
before. But the reason was that, in consequence of the conquests

of Sonni 'All, the Arab mer-
chants from the north broke off

their traffic with Ghanata or Walata or Biru becomes insignifi-

Walata (Biru), and instead began cant, all the merchants emigrat-

to visit the markets of Timbuktu ing to Timbuktu and Gdgo.
and Gdgd.

Sonni 'Ah' conquered Baghena, that

is, the centre or original part of the ancient kingdom of Ghanata
and the later Walata, but satisfied himself with making the chief of

that country his tributary. Sonni 'All then made Jinni likewise

tributary, which place had not been conquered even by the kings of

Melle, and he there likewise caused an immense bloodshed. Jinni

was at that time highly flourishing through its industry in native

cloth. f At a later time the first A'slaa held the King of Jinni as a
prisoner in his capital. (Leo, 1. vii., c. 3.)

It must have been Sonni 'All to

whom JoSo II. of Portugal sent In the southwestern part of the
an embassy ; and it was evident- desert the Berabrsh and the Uda-
ly that king who allowed the ya struggling for the predomin-
Portuguese to establish a factory ance. The Zenagha already in
in Wadan, or Hdden, which a degraded position,

however they did not preserve a.d. 1471. The coast of Guinea explored by
for a long time, the place being a.h. 876. the Portuguese,
too barren and at too considera- a.d. 1481. Alfonso V. dies; is succeeded by
ble a distance from the coast, a.h. 886. the still more energetic Joao II.
But nevertheless the establish- The Portuguese build Elmina,
ment of this factory is a very re- the first European establishment
markable fact. on the coast of Guinea.

a.d. 1488. The Jolof prince, Bemoy, came to

a.h. 894. Portugal, and communicated so

much information with regard to
the nations of the interior of Africa, especially the Mdsi, who, ac-
cording to him, had much in common with Christians, that he ex-
cited the greatest interest. It was supposed that the King of Mdsi
was the long-sought Prester John. Ogane is the native royal title

of the King of Mdsi. In consequence, from this time forward, nu-

* From A'hmed Baba we learn nothing more respecting the fate of 'Om:':r ; but we see in another
passage that Sonni 'All imprisoned Al Mukhtar, another son of Mohammed Nasr, who, from what
follows, it is evident was Tumbutu-koy.

t De Barros, in the highly interesting passage, i., 1. 3, c. 12, p. 257; and the curious report of the
German Valetin Ferdinand, by Kunstmann, in Abhandlungen der K. Paier., Akad., cl. iiu, vol. viii.,

first section a, 1856. 1 1 is, however, remarkable that the German author, although he speaks of Wa-
dan, does not say any thing of it ever having been a factory.
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merous messengers were sent into the interior by the King Joao
from different quarters, and a nearer alliance seems to have been
concluded with the King of the Mandingoes, although it was well

understood in Portugal at that
time that the empire of the Mel-
lians had fallen to ruin.

Sonni 'Ah' was drowned in a tor- 5th

rent on his return from an expe- ^j5j ^Xtf.'
dition against Gurma, after hav- A#Hi 398?
ing conquered the Zoghoran*
(not Zaghwana) and the Fulldn.

The power of the tribe of the Pullan in those quarters, in the south of
Songhay, at so early a date, is of the highest interest ; in the west
they are noticed at the same period repeatedly by De Barros.t

The army of the deceased king proceeded from B'anebi (Ben'aba ? the s Jud
5?q'o

capital of Gurma ; see Appendix VI., p. 647) to Dangha, evidently A,H> °98'

the place (Denga) touched at by myself on my journey, and here
Alri Bakr D'aii, son of Sonni 'Ah', ascended the throne. But Mo-
hammed, son of A'btf Bakr, a native of Songhay (' 4 Nigrita"—Leo)
and officer of Sonni, collected his party and marched against the
new king. But having attacked him at Dangha, he was beaten,
when he escaped to the neighborhood of Gagho, where he collected

again his army, and vanquished the king in a most sanguinary but
decisive battle. Sonni A'btf Bakr D'au* fled to Abar (Adar?),
where he died.

Mohammed ben A'btf Bakr, surnamed e' Thuri, on ascending the 14
^qo'

throne with the titles Emir el Mumcmn and Khalifa el Mosleimn, A,H
*
89fe*

adopted as royal title A'skia or Sikkia.J Thus the dynasty of a
foreign family, Libyan, Coptic, or Himyaritic, was supplanted by a
native Songhay and African (e tomb el dominio nei Negri), al-

though it leaned more toward Islam and Mohammedan learning
than the former one, for A'skia was a friend of the learned and fol-

lowed their advice.

The first thing .which this great Songhay king felt it incumbent to

do was to give his subjects some repose, by reducing his army and
allowing part of the people to engage in pacific pursuits, all the in-

habitants having been employed by Sonni 'All in warlike purposes.

Altogether it does not appear exaggerated what A'hmed Baba says

of this distinguished king, that 4

1

God made use of his service in or-

der to save the true believers (in Negroland) from their sufferings

and calamities."

Immediately after his accession to

power, A'skia sent for his brother The Songhay language extends as

'Omar, from Biru or Walata, far as Walata and Jinni.

which place already at this time
had so totally merged into a
Songhay province that the Songhay idiom, at least in the higher
circles, where a traveler like Leo was likely to move about, had be-

come the common language. " Questa gente," says Leo of the in-

habitants of Walata, "usa un certo linguaggio detto Sungai."§
A'skia then made his brother, in whom he had implicit confidence,

Tu*mbutu-koy, in the place of || Al Mukhtar ben Mohammed Nasr.

He then sent his older brother, likewise called
TOmar, but with the a.d. 1494.

surname Kumzaghu,T the Fereng of Ktfrmina, who conquered the End
QQ0

important town of Zagha, and made war against "Bukr m'a," a.h. 899.

* Fee what I have said respecting the tribe of the Zogbortin or Jifwambe, p. 129.

t See De Karros, in the passage mentioned bofore, 14 Key dos Fullos."
X The origin of this name, as stated by A'hmed B&bn, is not very probable ; but although it is true

that "A'skia" was rather a royal title, which the foundrr of this new dynasty adopted, neverthe-
less, in Negroland, the popular name of this great ruler and conqueror is nothing but A'skia, and that
was the reason why Leo calls him only by this name, changing it into Ischia.

5 Leo, 1. vi., c. 2, p. 13S, ed. Venezia, 1837.

II These words Mr. Kalfs (p. 533) has neglected to translate.

IT Whether this 'Omar received his surname Kumzaghu only from the circumstance of his taking
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(Burkum'a?), evidently a Mandingo governor of the empire of Mel-

le. He also, according to Leo, imprisoned the ruler of Jinni, whom
Sonni 'Ah had allowed to reside in his own capital, and kept him
during his lifetime a prisoner in

Gagho, ruling Jinni by means of

a governor.

Having thus not only consolidated, 20th Joao II., the indefatigable king of

but even extended the empire,
A *D

* Portugal, died,whose spirit found

the first A'skia undertook a pil-
A'\ r̂

no rePose but in Promoting the

grimage to Mekka,which brought A>II . 902. welfare of his people, and in dis-

him into contact with the princes tant discoveries, especially in Af-

and learned men of the East, 1 rica. As we learn from an oc-

and made him more famous than casional hint in Be Barros, * this

any other of his enterprises. king had already sent an embas-

The most distinguished men of sador to the Mansa of Melle.

all the tribes under his command
accompanied him on his great

journey, especially the great Weli Mur Saleh Jur, a Wakore', na-

tive of the town of Tutalna,f in the province of Tindi'rma, and 1500

armed men, 1000 on foot and 500 on horseback. He took with him

300,000 mithkal, but behaved so generously that, according to Leo,

he was obliged to contract a loan of 150,000 mithkal more. He
had an official investiture performed by the Sherif el "Abasi, as

Khalifa in Songhay, and took the advice of the most learned and

pious men, such as Jelal e' Soyuti. He also founded a charitable

institution in Mekka for the people of Tekrur.
August,

Haj Mohammed A'skia returned to Gagho. A D 1497-8.
DbuelF

Haj Mohammed undertakes an expedition, or a formal jihad, against a.d.

Nasi, the Sultan of Mdsi, having sent the Weli Mu'r Saleh Nur as a.h. 904.

an embassador to that king, in order to induce him to embrace Is-

lam. But the Mdsi people having consulted the souls of their an-

cestors, and refused to change their native worship, A'skia devas-

tated their country. He came back from this expedition in Rama-
dhan. He (himself or 'Othman) then conquered the country of Ba- a.d. 1499-

ghena, the ancient seat of the empire of Ghanah or Ghanata, the 1500.

king of which had already been made tributary by Sonni 'Ah', and a.h. 905.

slew the Fellani (Pullo) chieftain Damba-dumbi. We therefore at

this early period find the Fiilbe very powerful, as well in the south

(Gurma, see p. 666) as in the northwest ; while from De Barros we
learn that then* power in the southwest was not less great. The
Songhay king made an expedition against Abairu (?), and deprived a.d. 1500.

him of his kingdom.! a.h. 906.

A'skia then sent his brother 'Omar Kumzaghu against Melle, where a.d. 1501.

the Kaid Kam Fati Kalliyen seems to have exercised at the time a.h. 907.

supreme power; but 'Omar not feeling himself strong enough to

take the town of Zillen or Zalna, where the court of Melle seems to

have been, he sent for the king himself, encamping meanwhile in a
place called Tanfaren, a little to the east from Zillen. Haj Mo-
hammed A'skia then came in person, vanquished the kafd, destroy-

ed the town, together with the palace of the King of Melle, and
sold the inhabitants into slavery.

the town of Zagha, we can not decide : but there 19 no doubt that he must be distinguished from the

other brother of the same name, else A'hmed Biiba would be guilty of an absurdity. We never find

that a governor of the important province of Kurmina was at the same time Tumbutu-koy ; and the

difference of the two individuals is quite evident, for 'Omar Kumzaghu died 926, and 'Omar son of

Bu Bakr—that is to say, his other brother—the Tumbutu-koy, 928. See farther down.
* De Barros, i., 1 iii., c. 12, p. 257, dizendo (the later Mansa, in Manuel's time) que havia em boa

Ventura ser lhe enviado este mensajeiro, porque a seu av6 que tinha a seu proprio nome fora, envi-

ado otro mensajeiro do otro Rey D. Joao de Portugal.

t Tukalna, as the name is given by Ralfs, is wrpng.

t In the Cribla, the southwestern district of the great desert, there is a tribe of the name Welad
Ab6ri.
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According to Leo, * A'skia made tjie whole of Melle tributary, laying

such a heavy tribute upon that ruler that he entirely tied his hands.
Nevertheless the capital of Melle still at that time was a flourish-

ing place, and the largest town in Negroland, containing about
6000 dwellings. Perhaps this is

the town called Zillen or Zalna
by A'hmed Baba.

In the same year Haj Mohammed 'All Ghaji'deni, the powerful king
A'slu'a sent an expedition against of Bdrnu (see vol. ii., p. 589),
Bargtf, or, as it is more justly about this time probably under-
called, Barbu,t the country in- took his expedition to the south-
closed between Gurma, Yoruba, western frontier of his large em-
and the great river. The in- pire, beyond the Kwara, in or-
habitants of this country being a der to protect it against the en-
very warlike set of people, the croachments of his powerful con-
struggle appears to have been temporary the Songhay king,
very violent ; and although A'h-'

med Baba does not seem to inti-

mate the whole of the result, yet it is clear, from the fact that the
Songhay king was occupied with Bargu for the next four or five

years, that he met with great resistance j this is also clearly in-

dicated by traditions still extant in that country, the name Bargrf
being generally derived from the Songhay words five (go), horses
(beri), « five horses" being the only remnant of an army led into the
country by the Songhay king. Such a state of things is also clearly

indicated by another document.!
The Songhay king made an expedition against Kelinbtft. The fol- a.d. 1506.

lowing years no expedition seems to have been undertaken, the a.h. 912.

A'slua being busy with the internal affairs of his extensive empire,
which extended from Kebbi in the east as far as the present coun-
try of Kaarta, and from Bennendiigu as far as Teghaza. It ap-
pears that he staid the greater part of this period near Timbuktu,
where he was evidently when Leo visited this part of Africa, who
thought Timbuktu to be his usual residence, but nevertheless was
fully aware, although he did not clearly express it, that Gagho was
his other residence: u Questo signor fu preso dal detto Izchia e te-

nuto in Gdgo fino alia morte," I vii., c. 3, at the end. The A'skia

staid in Kabara, u the well-known harbor," when he heard of the

learned man, the Fakih Mahmud, having come to Gagho, and he
immediately embarked and went there by water, for almost all the

intercourse between Timbuktu and the whole western quarter, on
the one side, and the centre of the Songhay empire with its capital,

on the other, was along the river.

Haj Mohammed sends the B'akukurakoy 'All Fulanu and Belgha Mo- a.d. 1511

.

hammed Kiri against M'a Futa§ Kaital, the Fereng of Baghena, a.h. 917.

who had revolted.

Haj Mohammed, always extending his empire farther westward, a.d. 1512.

marched against a powerful chieftain, All'ai'n|| Almatm' Tfndhar, a.h. 918.

and slew him in Zaru. This is a highly interesting expedition,

* This is probably the meaning of the words of Leo, 1. vii., c. 4.

t This true native form of the name of that country A'hmed Bab;t gives himself. At the timo
when I made the excerpts I did not identify the name, having misspelled it Barka ; but the form
Barb?'/ is quite decisive.

i Appendix to (Jlapperton's Second Expedition, p. 338. "And it is recorded that, when the equi-
table Prince Hadgi Mohammed Allah-kaja (A'skia) ruled over this province, he could gain no advan-
tage over them."

„o „ J -

§ Jti*£ c^-si yjf
The name is remarkable ;

" m'a," a Mandingo word ; it

may belong to the title "fereng," as a sort of tautology.

0 ^iw
^J

5***^ ijr?*^*
Jt is not imProbable thafc the name An '

ain expresses the national

term Dhelian or Dhelianke, to whom this founder of the new dynasty in Futa Trfro belonged.
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as the results of it exercised a

powerful influence as far as the

coast, where the enterprising

Portuguese were at that time es-

tablishing their power. For it

happened just at the time that

Kolli, AH'am's eldest son, was
absent on an expedition, and
when he heard of the fate of his

father he fled with his army to

Ftfta, which at that time belong-

ed to the King of Jolof, and en-

deavored to assume the sovereign

power, in which attempt he suc-

ceeded by the slaughter of the

King of Jolof. The country of

Jolof thus became divided be-

tween Kolli (Kolli Salti [Satti-

gi ?] Tmdhar) and Dumala (Da-
mil, a common title, the Temala
of the Portuguese), the most
powerful of the governors of the

former king of Jolof.

At the end of this year, the Son-

ghay king marched against Kat-

sena, and returned from thence

Neighboring Kingdoms.

The Portuguese in the Senegal
quite surprised at the great flame

of war (incendo di guerra) which
at that time ravaged all the

countries from east to west.*

A.D. 1513.

a.ii. 919.

Kolli founded a powerful Negro
dynasty, and was succeeded by

his son Yurima, to whom suc-

ceeded Kalabi (Kolli Labbe) Ba-
tara, a most excellent prince, cel-

ebrated on account of his piety

and justice ; then followed Kata,

son of Yurima.
The Portuguese, under D'Ataidc,

take possession of Azemmiir.

in the first Rebi of the following

year. This is an extraordinary short time for so distant an expedi-

tion, even if he had been residing in the easternmost part of his

empire at the time when he undertook it. Nevertheless, if we can

believe Leo, the A'skfa conquered not only K£tsena, but also Gober

(which already at that time had a very large capital and a good

trade, and considerable industry, especially in leather work), Zan-

fara, Zegzeg, Kand, and almost

the whole of Hausa;t but it

would almost appear to me as if

Leo in this case had confounded
A'skia with Kanta, the ruler of

Kebbi.

lmpor-

About the end of this year the

A'ski^ marched against Al-
'Adalet, the King of A'gades,

and returned from thence the

A.D. 1514.

a.h. 920.

A.D. 1515.

A.H. 921.

• The following is the highly interesting account which we have received from De Barroa (Asia,

1., 1. 3, c. 12, p. 258) of this great commotion: M E nao somente per estea e per Pero d' Evora, maa
ainda per hum Mem Royz escudeiro de sua casa e per Pero de Astuniga seu moco d1 esporas que
elle levava por companheiro, mandou El Rey algunas vezes recados a El Rey de Tungubutu e ao
mesmo Temala (Damil) que se chiamava Rey dos Fullos. O qual Temala nestes tiempos foi nas
quellas partes hum inanidio de guerra levantandose da parte do Sol ex huma Comarca chamada
Futa con tanto numero de gente que seccavam hum rio quando a elle chegavam ; e assiera esquivo

e barharo este acoute d' aquella gente paga que assolava qnanto Be lhe punha diante. E como con

vesta ferocidade tinha feito grande damno emos amigos e servidorea del Rey, principalmente a el Rey
de Tungubutu, Mandi Mansa, Uli- Mansa mandou lhe per algunas vezes seus recados de amizade, e

outros de rogo sobre os negocios da guerra que tinha com estes." It is highly interesting to see how
the course of affairs in this quarter confirms all that we know from other sources. Thus M. le Colo-

nel Faidherbe, at present governor of the Senegal, in opposition to common tradition, which would
have carried back the foundation of the new dynasty in Futa, which he well understood proceeded

from the east, to the middle of the fourteenth century, arrives at the conclusion that it must have
been established about the year 1500

—

Bulletin de la Soc. Geogr., iv., p. 291.

t Leo heard this report evidently from merchants, and in a very exaggerated manner, for A'hmed
Bfiba would be guilty of inaccuracy beyond measure, if he had forgotten to mention a second expedi-

tion which Haj Mohammed, according to Leo's account, undertook three years after the first; nay,

such an expedition is totally impossible, on account of the hostility of Kanta, the ruler of Kebbi.

who made himself independent of Songhay the second year after the expedition to Katsena, and there

was no road from Songhay to Kan6 except through Kebbi.
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following year, having driven out, as we know from other sources,*

the Berber tribes, and transplanted there a good many of his own
people, although the Songhay language may have been spoken
there before this period. However, it is evident from Leo's ac-

count,! who seems to know nothing of this expedition, that the King
of A'gades paid tribute to A'skfa already before this time. At all

events, this was the highest pitch of power to which not only Haj
Mohammed himself, but the A'skias in general attained; for, on
his return from this expedition,

Kanta, the Governor of Lelsa, in

the province ofKebbi, who owed a.d. 1516. Kanta founds an independent king-
him allegiance, and who had ac- a.h. 922. dom in Kebbi. Starting from

• j i_ • aT_ * j _ tii ; t~v i xi ^ ~» „

against him, and vanquished him
in a great battle, after which he
made himself independent of

Songhay, and was successful, a.d. 1517. Kanta vindicates his independence
A'ski'a, who marched against a.h. 923. of Songhay.
him the following year, being
obliged to retrace his steps with-

out having obtained the slightest success. It is therefore next to

impossible that A'skfa* achieved the conquest of the Hausa prov-

inces, as described by Leo.
Haj Mohammed again visited the western part of his empire, and on a.d. 1518.
N

the 15th Ramadhan staid in Timbuktu. a.h. 924.

The name Songhay, not mentioned by former authors, becomes con-

spicuous, being employed as well by Leo as by De Barros.

The king resided again in Songhay Proper, and was in Sankar, a a.d. 1520.

place beyond Kukia, when he learned the death of his beloved a.h. 926.

brother 'Omar Kumzaghu, to whom he was so much indebted for

the stability of his rule. He then invested another brother, named
Yahia, with the governor- or ferengship of Kurmina, which certain-

ly was the most important province of the empire.

Haj Mohammed lost another brother, 'Omar the Tu*mbutu-koy (see p. a.d. 1521-2.

667), and thus having been deprived of his most faithful servants, a.h. 928.

and having passed the prime of life, became the plaything of his

overbearing sons, the intrigues taking.a more open turn after some
affair in Banku or Bango, the character of which is not quite a.d. 1524-5.

clear. a.h.931.

At length affairs assumed such a serious character that the heir-ap- a.d. 1627-8.

parent, or Ferengmangha Haj Miisa, the eldest son of the king, a.h. 934.

who had accompanied him on his pilgrimage, threatened to kill

him; so that the aged Mohammed fled to Tindirma, and placed

himself under the protection of his brother Yahia. The latter then

seems to have brought about some understanding among the mem-
bers of the royal family; for in the following year we find the old a.d. 1628-9.

king again in Gagho, when Mtfsa revolted openly against his father, a.h. 935.

and went with some of his brothers to Kiikia. Yahia, the Fereug
of Kurmina, being again requested by his brother to interfere be-

tween him and his sons, came to Gagho, and was sent by the latter

to Kukfa, but was openly attacked by the mutinous children and
murdered. Musa then, seeing that his father was powerless, re-

turned to Gagho, and toward the end of the year, on the great

holiday, forced him to abdicate, after a reign of thirty-six years and
six months. Nevertheless, he left him in his palace, while he him-
self staid in his own house. Haj Mohammed A'ski'a, as A'hmed
Baba says, was too great (or too mild) to rule a (turbulent) country

like Songhay.

rame, and finally in LeTta.and not being satisfied, rose

• See vol. L,p. 363, aeq. t Leo, 1. vii., c 9.
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That the extent of the empire in its prime, was not exaggerated by the

author of the History of Songhay is clear from the account of Mu-
lay A'hmed's expedition.

A'skid Musa began his bloody and restless reign by endeavoring to a.d. 1529.

murder all his brothers, and pursued them to Kurmina, where they a.h. 935.

had taken refuge under the protection of the governor of that prov-

ince, 'Othman Jubabu, another son of Haj Mohammed ; but he

forced them all to decamp, together with the governor of the prov-

ince himself, as well as the Governor of Banku or Bango, and other

great men. The aged 'All Fu-
lanu, who had accompanied El
Haj Mohammed on his pilgrim-

age, fled to Kand.*
Musa, having returned to Gagho,

continued the attempt to murder
his remaining brothers, as far as

he was able to lay his hands on
them, while they, on their part,

endeavored to rid themselves of

their tormentor, so that he had
not a moment's rest.

a.d. 1533.

a.h. 940.

'Abd el Kerfm ben Maghfli, from
Bu 'Ah', in Tawat, the great apos-

tle of Middle Negroland, where
he is stated to have transplanted,

the power formerly grafted upon
Songhay, is said to have died

this year. If this be really the

case, as it would seem to be,

a former passage in my work
about this distinguished man (vol.

i., p. 476) has to be altered a
little.

At this period the Portuguese sent presents to the King of Melle, who
was reduced to the western provinces of his empire, and therefore is

now styled Mandi Mansa, and who then waged war with Temala
(the Damil, rey dos Fullos ; see above). The Portuguese endeav-
ored also to open communication with the King of Mdsi (el rey dos

Moses), of whose power they had received reports, but from the

wrong side, namely, from Benin. The King of Mdsi was then
waging war with the Mandi Mansa.

In this sanguinary reign, it is cheering to find that the Portuguese
sent an embassy, among the other princes in the interior, also to a
nephew of this Musa, King of Songhay, f from the side of Mina, or

Elmina, their colony on the Gold Coast.

Musa died. Mohammed Bankore', son of 'Omar Kumzaghu, was made
A'skia in a place called Mansur. This cruel prince drove the old Haj
Mohammed from the royal palace, where even Musa had left him,
and imprisoned him in a place

called Kankaka. Mohammed
Bankore was a warlike prince,

but he was not successful in his

career, nor was he a favorite

with the people. He marched
against Kanta, but was totally

routed at a place called Wen-
termasa (a Berber name), and
fled most inglorkmsly, having a

a.d. 1534.

a.h. 941.

a.d. 1535-6.

a.h. 942.

The power of the kingdom of Keb-
bi more firmly established. But
after the death of the first Kanta,
the founder of the dynasty, his

two sons, Kanna and Himaddu,
fight for the royal power, when
Himaddu is said to have driven

• In this instance also it is not certain whether the town of Kan6 be meant, or whether that name
at the time attached only to the whole province.

t tl Tamben per via da fortaleza da Mina mandarao a Mohamed bem Manzugue e neto de Mussa
Key de Songo, que de huma (Jidade das mais populosas daquella grao Provincia a que nos commune-
mente chamamos Mandinga, a qual Cidade jaz no parallelo do Cabo das palmas, mettida dentro no
eertao per distancia de cento e quarenta leguas, segundo a sctuacao das taboas danossa Geografia."

—De Barros, A sm, 1. c. , p. 259. That nephew of Musa, therefore, was evidently governor ofthe former
principal province of the kingdom of Melle. "The king," says De Barros farther on, " was not a
little surprised at the King of Portugal sending him presents." It is very probable that among these

presents were the articles of Portuguese workmanship mentioned by the author of the memoir to

Philip II. , on the power of Mulay e' Dhehebi, as found by the Maroccains among the spoil of G6gho.
See lower down.
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very narrow escape through the back the former with the aid of

waters of the Niger. the Frflbe.

He then marched against Gurma, a.d. 1536.

and sent Mari Tamiza, the Fe- a.h. 943.

reng of Dendi, against the ene-
my. But the latter, having laid in chains all the leading men in

the army, deposed the king, 2d Dhu el K'ada (12th April), and in-

stalled Isma ail, a son of Haj Mohammed, on the throne as A'skia.

Isma ail brought his aged father from Kankaka back to Gagho, where a.d. 1537.

he died in the night preceding the 'Aid el Fotr, and was buried in a.h. 944.

the great mosque. In the same year Isma ail went to Dire * ,

A'skia Isma afl then marched against the Bakabdki (the chief of Boj- a.h. 945.

jo?), in Gurma, and killed and carried into slavery a great many
people, so that a slave in Gagho fetched not more than 300 shells.

A'skia Isma ail, a very energetic and much-respected king, unfortu- a.d. 1539.

nately reigned too short a period, and died after a reign of not a.h. 946.

more than two years, nine months, six days, in the month of Rejeb
(October or November).

The army, which had just marched out upon an expedition, made I's-

hak, another son of Haj Mohammed, A'skia, on the 16th Sh'aban.

The new king proved a very stern master, the severest king who
ruled over Songhay ; but he made himself also respected by his ene-

mies, even in the most distant quarter. Thus, in the third year of his a.d. 1542.

reign, he marched against Yaghaba (not Baghaba), the most dis- a.h. 949.

tant place of the sultans of Ban-
duk, or Bennendugu, on the re-

motest southwesterly branch of a.d. 1544. About this time Mohammed, the

the Niger ; and two years later a.h. 951. ruler of Bdrnu, fought a cele-

he waged war on the opposite brated and sanguinary battle

side of his vast dominions against with the King of Kebbi, proba-

Kiikurkab (Kokoy-Kabi?),f in bly Tdmo, who founded here a

the territory of Dendi. new and large capital, Birm-n-
In the course of this year I's-hak a.d. 1545. Kebbi. (See vol. ii., p. 590.)

sent his brother Daud, the Fe- a.h. 952.

reng of Kurmina, against Melle.

The Sultan (Mansa) of Melle, who, having been reduced to the po-

sition of a tributary chief by the great Haj Mohammed, seems to

have conceived the hope of making himself again independent un-

der his successors, left his palace and fled, and Datfd remained for

seven days in the capital, defiling the honor of the royal palace in

the grossest manner.
At the same time, this energetic Songhay king showed his power to a.d. 1549.

Miflay A'hmed, the powerful ruler of Morocco, who, looking about a.h. 956.

for a fresh source of strength, cast a longing eye on Negroland, and
requested the A'skia to deliver up to him the salt mines of Teghaza

;

whereupon I's-hak sent an army of 2000 Tawarek to Dar'a, who
plundered the market of the Benu* A'saj without shedding any blood.

But the Songhay king was destined soon to succumb
;
and, having

fallen sick, died in Kukia, where he had gone in the beginning of

that year, on the 24th Safar (24th March), after a reign of nine

years and six months, having named as his successor Daud, then

governor of Kurmina, who was fortunate enough to arrive before

Fs-Mk's death.

Datid having ascended the throne in Kiikia one day before the death

of Fs-hak, returned to Gagho on the 1st Rebi I. Daiid was a very

• Tbia phrase, S^fcJ J haa not been translated by Mr. Ralfs.

t There seems little doubt that the name Kubi is here implied, although A'hmed Baba himself
uses the form Kebbi, and he adds that it was the name of a locality, "makan;" but the author
had 'very little knowledge of these easterly regions, and probably did not know the relation of Keb-
bi-which he generally designates as the territory of Kanta—to Dendi, the name commonly given to

this province cast of the Niger.
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peaceable king, and undertook
no expedition at all. He re- a.d. 1553. Si'di 'Omar e' Sheikh, the great

sided toward the end of his life a a.h. 960. ancestor of the family of El Ba-
long time in Tindirma, the cap- kay, died in the district Gidi or

ital of the province of Kiirmina, Igi'di.

where he had a palace, and kept 1

a large establishment. A'skia

Daud, who is said by the Imam e' Tekruri, as cited by De Slane, *

to have imitated the example of his father, Haj Mohammed, died

after a reign of nearly thirty-four (lunar) years.

El Haj, or El Haj Mohammed, then ascended the throne, being the a.d. 1582.

eldest son of Daud, and named after his grandfather, whom he is a.h. 990.

said to have equaled in the qualities of bravery and patient endur-

ance, although he remained far behind in success, and was plunged

from the beginning of his reign in civil war, which began to rage

the very day of his accession to the throne, the Fereng Mohammed
Bankore preparing to oppose him ; but, fortunately, the latter was
induced by the Faki Mohammed, the Kadhi of Timbuktu, to give

up his pretensions, in order to apply himself to study. He was
then arrested and lodged in the state prison in Kantu.

Then El Hadi, son ofA'skia Daud, and brother of El Haj, whom, as the a.d. 1584.

most faithful, the king had intrusted with the government of Ktfr- Sftfe

qoo
mina, revolted, left Tindirma, and marched against the capital, Ga- A,H

'
yy^'

gho. He even succeeded in entering the town in the night before

the 4th Rebi-el-awel, clad in a coat of mail, and preceded by a trum-

pet, drum, and other insignia of royal power, while the A'skia, who
at the time was very weak and sick, was seized with fear of losing

his throne ; but through the aid of Hi'ki, the governor of the power-

ful province of Dendi, the revolt was overcome. El Hadi was
thrown into the state prison at

Kantu, and all his adherents

were severely punished.

While the empire was thus under- Together with Moshi, the ruler of

mined by intestine civil wars, the Biisa, on the Niger, is mentioned

great enemy who was to crush it by A'hmed Baba under this reign

from without approached from as a powerful king. The power

the north ; but this time the of Kebbi, therefore, probably had
danger passed by. Mulay Ha- begun to decline,

med, or A'hmed, in order to

learn the real state of affairs in

Tekrur, and especially in Songhay, whose power could not fail to

attract his attention, sent an embassy with costly presents ; but the

A'ski'a received the messengers kindly, and sent a more valuable

present in return, among other articles 80 eunuchs. But shortly after

the departure of this embassy the rumor spread of Miilay Hamed
having sent a large army, and this report was soon confirmed. The
Emperor of Morocco sent a very numerous host, said to be 20,000t
strong, in the direction ofWadan, at that time the general caravan

road,with the order to conquer all the places along the river (the Sen-
egal and Niger, probably, regarded together), t and thus to proceed
toward Timbuktu, an order which clearly shows the immense ex-

tent of the Songhay empire even at that time ; and the Imam e'

Tekrtfri§ distinctly states that, even at the time of its downfall,

it comprised a region of six months in extent. But this time also

• De Slane, in u La Revue Africaine," i., p. 291.

t The number may not be much exaggerated. It was probably this example which taught Mulay
Hamed that a small, well-disciplined army was by far more useful for such a purpose than an un-
disciplined host.

% Most probably the people in Morocco had a very confused idea of the relation of the two great

rivers of that region, the Senegal and Niger, with the ocean, and both rivers are here meant when

Mulay Hamed ordered the army ^Jbli tf*
Ci U *>SL

p^T** J.
''

§ Revue Africaine, L, 231.

Vol. HI.—U u
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the danger passea by, the numbers of the army themselves causing its

ruin in consequence of hunger and thirst. In order to take at least

a slight revenge, the Sultan of Morocco then sent an officer with a
small troop of musketeers to take possession of the salt mines of
Teghaza, which at that time supplied the whole of Western Negro-
land with that necessary1 article,* and thus to deprive the inhabit-

ants of Songhay of it.f It was in the month of Shawal (Septem-
ber) that the news reached Gagho that all intercourse with those
salt mines had been cut off. It

was then that people went and
dug salt in Tatfdenni and other

places.

J

While the danger was gathering a.d. 1586. The salt mines of Teghaza shut,

from without, a new intestine a.h. 994. and those of Taodenni opened on
war broke out, which does not this occasion.

§

appear to testify to the great

courage and energy for which
A'hmed Baba praises this A'skia.

For, in the last month of this year, the brothers of El Haj A'skia re-

volted, and brought Mohammed Bana, another of the numerous

sons of Daud, with them from Kara i^S?) to Gagho, and, depos- i

ing El Haj, installed the former in his place as A'skia, on the 4th
Moharrem. El Haj, probably, notwithstanding his original brave- a.d. 1587.
ry and energy, was suffering from disease all the time of his reign, a.h. 995.
He died (a natural death apparently) a few days after his deposi-
tion, having reigned four years and five months.

Immediately after the accession of Mohammed Bana to the throne, a
new conspiracy was formed, issuing from the state prisoners in Kan-
tu*, especially the two pretenders, El Hadi and Mohammed Ban-
kore, and aiming at the installation of Nuh, another son of Datfd,
the Farma of Bantal ; but the rebellion was successfully suppressed,

most of the conspirators killed, and Nuh, together with his brother
Mtfstapha, whom El Haj had designated as his successor (Fcre*ng-

mangha), laid in chains, and imprisoned in the province of Dendi.
The Balm'a, Mohammed e' Sadik, son of A'skia Ddtfd, having pun- a.d. 1588.

ished the oppressive governor of Kabara, and vanquished his own a.h. 99G,
brother Saleh, the Fere'ng of Kilrmina (24 Rebi II.), and being
joined by the troops of the latter,, and by many other bodies of the

great army of the West, the Fereng of Baghena, Mansa, the Hom-
borikoy, and others, left Kabara on the 1st Jumada. A'skia Mo-
hammed Bana marched out of Gagho on the 12th, in order to meet
the rebel, but died the same day, either from the effects of wrath,
or in consequence of the heat of the weather and his own corpu-
lency. He reigned one year, four months, and eight days.

The day following the death of Mohammed Bana, the army having
re-entered the town of Gagho, I's-h&k, another son of Datfd, as-

cended the throne as A'skia. But the Pretender, having been

* The place Tagh/iza seems to have had a considerable population at that time, which showB the
importance of this traffic. See Cailli"', ii. , p. 128.

t We see from this report the remarkable fact that the whole of Songhay at that time was provided
from Teghaza, while we have seen from El Bekri's account that in the eleventh century Songhay

Proper was supplied from the mines of Tautek. The words of Baba A'hmed, ^

»

not translated by Mr. Ralfs, can be only understood by. him who has traveled in Negroland, and wh»
knows what a precious article salt is in many regions, and what it is

41 to be deprived of salt."

t The translation of this passage by Mr. Kalfs (p. 543) is rather defective.

§ Baba A'hmed is here very distinct, stating expressly, apparently in order to contradict current

reporta, u and they dug (began to dig) here in Taodcnni the salt at this period" (^y^VlW

and they pave up [the salt mivrs of1 Teghdza this tfme, or on this occasion). The latter words have
not been translated by Mr. Kalfs at all.
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raised by his troops on his way to Gagho to the dignity of A'skia,

pursued his march, while A'skia I's-hak left his capital, when both

armies met at a place called Kamba-Ki'ri, evidently only four days'*

march from Gagho, where, after a violent struggle which lasted the

whole day, the army of the Pretender was beaten, and he escaped

toward Timbuktu. Great was the disappointment of the inhabit-

itants of this town. They had celebrated the accession to power of

their favorite, Mohammed e' Sadik, with the greatest manifesta-

tions of joy, and had even imprisoned, on the 21st, at his request,

the messenger who had announced the accession of I's-hak. On
the 28th, there arrived the favorite as a fugitive, who brought them
the account of the unfortunate battle, and, having plunged them
into deep sorrow, continued his flight, in company with the Hum-
borikoy, the Barakoy, by way of Tindirma, across the river to the

other side. He was, however, overtaken, and confined in the state

prison at Kantil, where he was killed, together with the Barakoy,
as were also the Tumbutu-koy and the Fnidshaghenkoy. Of course

the inhabitants of Timbuktu, having so openly favored the proceed-
ings of the Pretender, were severely punished, and a new Tumbutu-
koy, Al Hasan, the last during the Songhay period, and a new
I'mdshaghenkoy were installed. A'skia I's-hak likewise installed

new governors of Banku, Bal, and Kurmina, and confirmed others

in their provinces.

Having recovered from the severe shock inflicted upon the empire by a.d. 158S-9.
this rebellion, A'skia I's-hak undertook an expedition against Na- a.h. 997.

mandugu, evidently the place touched%t by myself on my road to

Timbuktu, inhabited by pagans of the Gurma tribe, and the follow-

ing year he undertook an expedition against some other part of a.h. 998-9.

Gurma, f namely, Tmfiri. Having thus had some respite, and con-
solidated his empire, he planned an expedition against Kala, the

province to the north of Jinni, which, it would seem, had been sub-

jected to the former A'skia ; but when about to undertake this ex-
pedition into the farthest parts of his empire, he heard of the arri-

valj of the Mahalla of the Basha" Jodar, a valiant eunuch of Mulay
Hamed, the Emperor of Morocco, with an army of 3600 musketeers,
in 174 divisions of 20 each besides the officers ;§ and he met him
on the battle-field on the 18th Jumad II., but fled before him.

Jddar remained only seventeen days in Gagho, when the Khatib Mah-
mud behaved in a very hostile manner toward the strangers. On
visiting the palace of the A'skia, in the presence of witnesses, he
found it not equal to his expectation, and accepted the conditions

of I's-hak, who offered to give him 1000 slaves and 100,000 raith-

kal of gold, if he gave up the conquered country. The Basha, al-

though he was not authorized to agree upon these conditions him-
self, consented to write an account of them to his liege lord, and re-

turn meanwhile to Timbuktu. He therefore wrote to Malay Ha-
med, in conjunction with the Kaid A'hmed ben el Haddad, adding
at the same time, in order to show his master that the conquered
country was not worth a great deal, that the dwelling of Sheikh el

Haram (a very inferior personage) in Morocco excelled by far the
palace of the A'skia. But the ambitious Malay Hamed, the friend

of Philip II., who, in following the example of his friend the mighty
prince of Europe, contemplated the conquest of new regions, was
filled with wrath at the receipt of the dispatches of his officer Jd-
dar, deposed him on the spot, and sent the Basha Mahmild ben
Zarkdb, accompanied by 80 musketeers, with instructions to under-

* Eighteen daya' march with an army from Timbuktu, nine days for a single horseman on flight,

t The name Gurma aeems to be employed here quite in a general sense.

t It is remarkable that Haba A'hmed does not intimate at all by what road the Basha arrived.

5 That Jodar was a eunuch, and a native of Almeria, we learn from a Spanish source, a paper
written the 10th of October, 1643, by an unknown author, in u Papeles Curiosas," of the Egerton
Collection, n. 10,262, p. 235 :

44 Aquel valeroso I- unuco renegado natural de Almeria;" and farther

on, 41 Eata conquiata hizo el famoao Jaudar, que fue celebre en Berberia como uno deloa delafama."

Songhay.
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take the command of the army, and drive A'skid I's-hak out of
Sudan.

Meanwhile Jddar having arrived at Mdse- or Bdse-Bango (the same
creek of the great river where I was encamped for some time) on the
last day ofJum£da II., remained encamped for thirty-five days, from
the first Rejeb till the 6th Sh'aban, outside the town of Timbuktu, *

when, the term fixed for the return of his courier from Morocco hav-
ing elapsed, he well saw that all was not right, and that his master
was not content with his proceedings. He therefore entered the town
with his soldiers, chose for himself the quarter of the Ghadamsiyi'n,
between the gate leading to Kabara and the market, as the most
densely inhabited quarter, and as containing the largest houses, for

the purpose of erecting there a kasbah, driving the inhabitants out
of their dwellings by force. It also seems, from another passage of
A'hmed Baba, that the Ruma shut all the gates of the town with
the exception of the gate leading to Kabara, the consequence of
which was that all the people, in order to enter the town or to go
out of it, had to pass through or under the kasbah, so that the whole
traffic and all the intercourse could easily be overawed by a limited
garrison.

On Friday, the 26th Shawal, the new Basha* Mahmtfd arrived in Tim-
buktu, accompanied by the two k&'d's, 'Abd el 'Arih' and Ham Ba-
raka, and deposed Jddar, reproaching him bitterly for not having
pursued the King I's-hak ; but Jddar excused himself by pleading
that he had no boats at his disposition. * The first thing therefore
which the Basha Mahmiid had to do was to procure boats, the in-

spector of the harbor having fled with the whole fleet in the direc-

tion of Banku or Bengu. It was on this occasion that all the trees

in the town were cut down.
On the 20th Dhii '1 Kada, the Basha* Mahmtfd left Timbuktu with

the whole of his army, taking the ex-bashd Jddar with him, and
installing in the government of the town the Kafd El Mustapha and
the Emir Ham from "Wadi Dar'a. Having kept the great festival

near the town in a place called Sihank (?), he marched against I's-

hak, who approached with his army to make a last struggle for his

kingdom and the independence of his country. But although the
A'skia seems to have been not totally devoid of energy, he could
not contend against that terrible weapon which spread devastation

from a great distance, for the Songhay do not seem to have pos-
sessed a single musket ; and it is not impossible that the Moroccains
had some small field-pieces,! while the Songhay did not even know a.d. 1591.

how to use the one small cannon which the Portuguese had once a.h. 860.
made them a present of, and which the Basha* afterward found in

Gagho. The consequence was that in the battle which ensued, on
Monday the 25th Dmi-el Hijrje, I's-hak and the Songhay were
beaten, and the king fled on the road to Dendi, making a short stay
in Kira-Kurma, and leaving behind him some officers, whom he or-
dered to make a stand in certain stations, especially the Balm'a
Mohammed Kagho, who had been wounded by a ball, and the Ba-
rakoy Buttu. To the latter he gave orders at the same time to

make forays against the Fulldn, a fact of the highest importance,

and which, combined with an-

other fact, which I shall soon
bring forward, shows how this The Fiflbe or Fullan begin to play
remarkable tribe, which we have a prominent part in the history

Been stirring in these regions al- of this region.

* Jonrn. Leip. Oriental Soc, ix., p. 649.

t This is not certain, although farther on A'hmed Baba mentions 1J^C» which Mr. Haifa trans-

lates (p. 554) by " Gcscbutz ;" but the common musket being called by the Arabs in and

near TimbGktu, it is not quite certain whether the author means field-piecea or matcjilocka.
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ready several years previously, as soon as they saw the established

government endangered, broke out in order to make use of circum-

stances for establishing themselves firmly in the country.

A'skia I's-hak wanted the Barakoy to imprison the royal princes who
were in his company at the time, in order to prevent their joining

the enemy, but they escaped ; and he also endeavored in vain to

cause a diversion in his rear by raising a revolt in Timbuktu, but his

messenger was killed. The Basha Mahmud ben Zarkub pursued

the king, and did not halt till he reached Kukia, having with him,

according to A'hmed Baba, 174 divisions of musketeers, each of

twenty men,* so that, if the ranks were all filled, he had 3480 men,
or, including the officers, about 3600 ; and these being all armed
with matchlocks, there was certainly no army in Negroland able to

resist them.t Seeing that a numerous undisciplined army against

a well-disciplined and compact band, armed with such a destruc-

tive weapon, was only a burden, the Songhay king seems to have
thought that a band of choice men, even if small in numbers, was
preferable, and he therefore sent Hfki Serkfa, an officer of acknowl-
edged bravery, with a body of 1200 of the best horsemen of his army,

who had never fled before an enemy, to attack the Basha. But
the fate of Songhay was decided

;
treachery and disunion still fur-

ther impaired the power which, even if well kept together, would
still have had great difficulty in resisting such an enemy. When
therefore that very body of cav-

alry rendered homage to the

Balm'a Mohammed Kagho, in a.d. 1691- The tribe ofthe Erhamena becomes
the beginning of the last year of 1592. powerful in the west.

the tenth century of the Hejra, a.h. 1000. The Zoghoran or Jawambe con-

and made him A'skia, I's-hak, quer great portions of the former

seeing that all was lost (from Songhay country.

Dendi, where he staid at the

time?), took the direction of

Kebbi.J He was, however, obliged to retrace his steps, as the Kan-
ta, the ruler of that kingdom, which at that period was still enjoy-

ing very great power, afraid probably of drawing upon himself the

revenge of the dreaded foreign foe, who with the thunder of his

musketry was disturbing the repose of Negroland, or moved by that

ancient hatred which since the expedition to A'gades existed be-

tween the Songhay and the inhabitants of Kebbi, refused him ad-

mission into his dominions. I's-hak therefore recrossed the river,

and went to Tera,§ where his last friends took leave of him. Even
the inhabitants of this very place, who have preserved their inde-

pendence till the present day, were not able, or were not inclined to

to defend their liege lord. "There they separated and bade each
other farewell. The king wept, and they (the courtiers) wept, and
it was the last time that they saw each other." There was certain-

ly a strong reason for weeping over the fate of Songhay. That
splendid empire, which a few years back had extended from the

the middle of Hausa as far as the ocean, and from Mdsi as far as

Tawat, was gone, its king an exile and fugitive from his native land,

" In order to make out the whole numbere of the army of the Basha, we must add the garriBon of

Timbuktu, which could certainly not be less than a couple of hundred men.
t It would be highly absurd to conclude, from what A'hmed Baba says of the strength of this

army, that itB numbers made it so, for in numbers it was certainly a very small array for Negroland,
where armies of from 30,000 to 50,000 men are of common occurrence, and the Imam e' Tekruri says

that the Songhay king had an army of 140,000 men. Revue Africaino, 1. c.

t Baba A'hmed writes this name exactly as it i3 pronounced, ^ n
f . while the name Kabi is never

used, but must have been formerly used, as is evident from the form Kabawa. See page 146.

§ jXj (p. 553), not Tara. There is no doubt that the well-known Songhay town of that name

(vol. iil, A p. V.) is meant.
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deserted by his friends and nearest relations, had to seek refuge
with his very enemies. Driven back from the Mohammedans in

Kebbi, he now turned toward the pagans of Gurma and those very
inhabitants of Tinfiri upon whom he had made war two years be-

fore ; and indeed the pagans were more merciful than the Moham-
medans, and forgot their recent wrong sooner than the latter their

old one; but probably the ex-king excited their fear, and after

having resided there some time he was slain, together with his son
and all his followers, in the month of Jumada the second.

Meanwhile there seemed to be still a slight prospect for the pretender

Mohammed Kagho to save at least part of the empire, as all that

remained of wealth and authority in Songhay gathered round him
to do him homage; but even now the ancient family discord pre-

vailed, and while he strengthened himself by some of his brothers,

whom he liberated from prison, especially Niih, the former governor
of Bantal, others among his brothers, sons of I)au"d, fled to the en-
emy, and, being well received, dragged after them a great many of

the most influential men of the army. After this Mohammed Ka-
gho was induced by treachery to throw himself upon the mercy of
the Basha, from whom he received the assurance that he had noth-

ing to fear ; but he was laid in chains, and soon after executed.

The Basha Mahmud, although he evidently governed the country
with a strong hand, nevertheless, in the beginning at least, thought
it more prudent to keep up a certain national form, and conferred

the dignity of A'ski'a upon the Barakoy Bultu ; but the latter soon
found it better to provide for his own safety by a speedy flight, and
the Basha then gave the hollow title of A'ski'a to Sh'man ben A'ski'a

Daiid, who had been the first to put himself under his protection.

The Basha then went to pursue Nuh, formerly Governor of Bantal,

who, having been liberated from his prison by Mohammed Kagho,
returned to Dendi, that outlying and important province of Son-
ghay, as soon as he saw his protector fail, and declared himself A's-
ki'a in Dendi ; but even beyond the Niger he seemed not to be safe

;

such was the remarkable vigor of this small Moroccain army and
the energy of its leader, under the auspices of that aspiring genius

Mulay Hamed. On the frontier of Dendi the Moroccain musket-
eers, within hearing of the subjects of Kanta, fought a battle with

this last germ of Songhay independence, and vanquished A'ski'a

Nuh even there ; and the Basha pursued the fugitive' prince with-

out relaxation from place to place for full two years, fighting repeat-

ed battles with him. Nay, he even built a fortress or kasbah in

Kalna (?*), and placed there a garrison of 200 musketeers under
the Kai'd 'Omar, as if he intended to hold possession forever of this

distant province for his master in Morocco. This is a highly inter-

esting fact. But a small spark of native independence neverthe-

less remained behind in this province, from whence the Moroc-
cains, after the first energetic impulse was gone, were forced to

fall back.

While the Basha himself was thus waging relentless war against the

nucleus and eastern part of the Songhay empire, the conquest and
destruction of national independence was going on no less in the

west. The great centre of national feeling and of independent

spirit in that quarter was Timbuktu, a town almost enjoying the

rank of a second capital, on account of the greater amount of Mo-
hammedan learning therein concentrated. It was on account of

* Accord*ng to the writer whose interesting account Macguckin de Slane haB pub-

lished in the 11 Revue Africaine," i., n. 4, p. 296, the authority of Mansur extended as far as Kand

;

nay, even the ruler of B6rnu is said to have made Mb subjection ; but the latter assertion is very

improbable, the then ruler of Ittirnu being none else than the warlike and energetic Edris A'lawdma.

It is remarkable, however, that that author mentions Kano" without saying any thing about Kebbi,

which was the neighboring kingdom, intervening between Songhay and Kan6, and at that time very

powerful.
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this feeling of independence, probably, that the inhabitants would
not bear the encroachments of the Kaid el Mustapha upon their

liberty, especially as he wanted to fill from his own choice, after the

death of Yahia, the place of the Ttfmbutu-koy, or Tumbutu-mangha,
as he is here called, the office of the native governor. Thus a bloody

t

tumult arose in the town, when the Tarki chief Ausamba came to

the assistance of the distressed Kaid, probably from motives of plun-

der, and thus the whole town was consumed by flames, it being a
dreadful day for the inhabitants. Nay, the enraged Kaid, who had
now got the upper hand, wanted to slaughter them all ; but the

Kaid Mami succeeded in re-establishing peace between the inhabit-

ants and El Mustapha, and quiet and comfort began to return, so that

even those who had emigrated again returned to their native homes.
Even the inspector of the harbor, who had retired to the province

of Banku or Bengu, came back with the fleet. The communication
therefore with Jinni and the region on the upper course of the river

was re-opened.
Having then made a successful expedition against the Zoghoran, who

devastated the districts of Bara and Dirma, and inflicted upon them
a most severe punishment, the

Kaid Mami went himself to Jin-

ni, which had suffered a great The Bambara appear as a conquer-
deal from the devastating incur- ing race,

sions of the pagan Bambara, and
took up his residence for a time
in the palace of the Jinnikoy. Having then installed 'Abd-Allah
ben 'Othman as Governor of Jinni, and arranged matters in that

distant place, he returned to Timbuktu. Samba Lamido ("lami-
do" means "governor"), evidently a Pullo, in Danka or Denga,
devastated many of the places on the Ras el ma, and committed
great havoc and bloodshed.

Thus the Moroccains had conquered almost the whole of this extens-

ive empire, from Dendi as far as and even beyond Jinni, for they

even took possession of part of Baghena, and conquered the whole
province of Hombori, or, as it is called, from its rocky character,

Tdndi or El Hajri, to the south of the river. Nay, they even con-

quered part of Tombo, the strong native kingdom inclosed between
Hombori, Mdsi, Jinni, and Jimballa. They had their chief garri-

sons in Jinni, Timbuktu, Bamba, which on this account received the

name Kasbah, in Gagho, and Kalna in Dendi, and their chief

strength consisted in intermarrying with the natives, and thus pro-

ducing a distinct class of people, who, as Erma or Ruma, are distin-

guished to this very day, while the peculiar dialect of Songhay,
which they speak, has been produced lately as a distinct language
by M. RafFenel.* But these half-castes soon found all their inter-

est in their new abode, and cared very little for Morocco, so that

the advantage which the latter country drew from this conquest was
only of a very transitory character. Certainly, there was some sort

of order established, but there was no new organization, as it seems,
the old forms being preserved, and soon becoming effete. On the
whole, we can not but admire the correctness of the following pas-

sage of Baba A'hmed, who says,
1

1

Thus this Mahalla at that period
found in Sudan (Songhay) one of those countries of the earth which
are most favored with comfort, plenty, peace, and prosperity every

where ; such was the working of the government of the Emir el

Mumenin, A'skia el Haj Mohammed ben A'bu Bakr, in consequence
of his jastice and the power of his royal command, which took full

and peremptory effect, not only in his capital, but in all the districts

of his whole empire, from the province of Dendi to the frontiers of

Morocco, and from the territory of Bennendugu (to the south of

Jinni) as far as Teghaza and Tawat. But in a moment all was

* Seep. 29T.
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changed, and peaceful repose was succeeded by a constant state of

fear, comfort and security by trouble and suffering ; ruin and mis-

fortune took the place of prosperity, and people began every where
to fight against each other, and property became exposed to con-

stant danger ; and this ruin be-

gan, spread, increased, and at

length prevailed throughout the

whole region."

Thus wrote old Baba A'hmed, who The kingdoms of Asianti and Da-
had himself lost every thing in home begin to become powerful,

consequence of that paramount
calamity which had befallen his

native land, and who had been carried a prisoner to the country of

the conqueror, till, owing to the unbounded respect which the en-

emy himself felt for the learning and sanctity of the prisoner, he
was released, and allowed to return to Songhay, where ne seems to

have finished his days by endeavoring to console himself for the loss

of all that was dear to him with science, and in writing the history

of his unfortunate native country.

Mulay Hamed el Manstfr, the conqueror of Songhay, died. a.d. 1603.

a.h. 1012.

Ze"ddn his youngest son, is proclaimed sultan, but has to sustain a long a.d. 1607.

struggle against his brothers 'Abd-Allah and Sheikh, and after an a.h. 1016.

unfortunate battle on the 8th December, is driven beyond the limits

of Morocco, when Sheikh is recognized for a limited period.

All these changes could not fail to exercise an immediate influence

upon the government of Son-
ghay, which had now become a
province of Morocco.*

Mulay Zedan died. a.d. 1630.

a.h. 1040.

Miflay 'Abd el Melek succeeds

him : is assassinated.

Mulay Walid succeeds him. a.d. 1635.

a.h. 1045-6.

a.d. 1637. The French make a settlement on
a.h. 1048. the Senegal.

The History of Songhay composed a.d. 1640. The Tademelsket are driven out of

by A'hmed Baba. a.h. 1050. their former seats and deprived

Great inundation in Timbuktu, in of their supremacy by the Awe-
consequence of the high level at- hmmid or A'wehmmiden (the

tained by the river. Lamta), who formerly had been
settled in Igi'di with the Welad
Delem, with whom they were al-

lied. Ivaridenne, the son of Shwash and of a wife from the tribe

of the Tademeltket, murdered the chief of the latter tribe, and drove
them out of A'derar, when they went westward and implored the

protection of the Basha, who assigned them new seats round about
the backwaters between Timbuk-
tu and Gimdam.

Miflay A'hmed Sheikh succeeds to a.d. 1647.

Miflay Walid, but is soon after a.h. 1057.

killed in a revolt.

Krdm el Haji usurps the throne : is a.d. 1654-5.

soon after assassinated. a.h. 1065.

Miflay Mohammed, son of Mulay a.d. 1664.

'Ah, the founder of the Filali dy- a.h. 1075-8.

nasty, dethroned by his brother

E' Rashid : E' Rashid takes pos-

session of the town of Morocco.

« I had no time to excerpt this latter part of Baba ATimed'u history, hut it ia full of information
with regard to this turbulent period.
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Sidi 'All, Governor of Su*s, takes

refuge in Songhay*— a proof
that the garrison stationed there

had made themselves quite in-

dependent of Morocco at that

time, notwithstanding the ener-

getic rule of E' Rashid, who died

a.d. 1667.

a.h. 1078-

1079.

Neighboring Kingdoms.
About this time the Welad Bille,

in Tishit, possessed great power.

a.d. 1672.

a.h. 1083.

a.d. 1672.

a.h. 1083.

Henntfn, the son of Bohedal, chief

of the Welad Mebarek, received

the investiture as ruler of Ba-
ghena from Isma ai'I.

About this time Soba, the mighty
king of Gober, residing in Ma-
gnate, one day west of Che"
makes warlike exp
yond the Kwara.

Malay Isma ail succeeds him, but
without being able to establish

his power over all parts of the
empire. It is very remarkable
that this king formed a standing
army of Negroes, especially Son-
ghay, whom he married to Moroccain women, in order to rule his

own subjects, just in the same manner as a body of Moroccain sol-

diers intermarrying with Negro
women dominated Songhay.
These were the "abi'd mfa Sidi

Bokhari."f
Mulay A'hmed, the nephew of Mtf- a.d. 1680.

lay Isma ail, Governor of Dar a a.h. 1091.

and Sus, undertook an expedi-
tion into Sudan, with a large

body of troops, and although he
lost 1500 men in crossing the
desert, brought back a rich spoil

in gold and slaves, principally from a place called Tagaret, which it

is not easy to identify, especially as it is said that he found there a
king of Sudan. It is probably a place in Tagamet, most likely Te-
jigja. There is no mention of a garrison dependent upon Morocco.
In tbis same year Timbuktu is said to have been conquered by the
Mandingoes (Bambara?). *

Marcb22,

Mulay A'hmed el Dhe'hebi succeeds to the aged Isma afl. Although a.d. 1727.

his reign lasted only two years, and he was constantly engaged in a.h. 1140-1.
civil war, he is said to have made an expedition into Sudan, from
whence he brought back great treasures.^ But this is evidently a
confused statement, and probably refers to the deeds of his elder
namesake, Miilay A'hmed el Dhehebi.

Mulay 'Abd-Alla succeeds to the a.d. 1729.
throne. Constant civil war in a.h. 1142-3.

the beginning of his reign.

a.d. 1740. About this time the Kel-owi take
a.h. 1153. possession of A'ir or A'sben.
a.d. 1757. Babari, powerful king in Gdber.
A.H. 1171—2.

Sidi Mohammed built Swe'ra or

Mogaddr.

a.h. 1184. revolution in Futa, combined
perhaps with a reaction of the

Wolof against the conquerors, §
or rather of the race of the To-
rdde—the Wolof intermixed with

About this time Gogo, which had the Fulbe—against the element
hitherto been ruled by the Ruma, Malinke and Pilllo. Sattigi

* Here again Jackson (Account of Morocco, p. 295) has made a moat erroneous statement, saying
that Sidi 'All escaped into Sudan, where the King of Bambara received him hospitably, so that 'Ali

was enabled to collect 8000 black warriors, with whom he miirched ngainst Morocco ; and that these
blacks were the means by which Isma'ail obtained influence in Timbuktu.

t There is great confusion in an article concerning this subject in a letter addressed by Jackson to
Sir James Bankes, in the Proceedings of the African Association, vol. i., p. 366. Here the annual
tribute which Timbuktu paid to this king is estimated at 5,000,000 dollars. The same sort of exag-
geration we find in all Jackson's statements.

t Even the very meritorious Graberg de Hemso, in his SpeccJiio di Morocco, p. 269, repeats this

statement. § See M. le Colonel Faidhei be, in Bulletin de la Soc. Geogr., 1850.
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was conquered by the Tawarek Sambalamu, the last of the Sol-
tribe of the Awehmmiden. tana Deniankdbe. The order of

Probably in consequence of this the succession is as follows

:

event A'gades, having been de- Che'ro Soliman Bal,
prived of its commercial re- Almame 'Abdu,
sources, begins to decline. Almame Mukhtar,

Almame Btf-bakr,

Almame Shi'ray,

Almame Yusuf,
Almame Biran,

* Almame Hammad,
Almame Makhmildo,
Almame Mohammed el Ami'n,

son of Mohammed Biran.
Venture collects his information
from two Moroccain merchants.
Tombo very powerful. Marka,
the Aswanek, in Baghena. Ka-
war, the Fiilbe, in Masina.

About this period falls the quarrel
between the Sheikh el Mukhtar
el kebir and the Welad Bille, the
former overthrowing the latter,

with the assistance of the Me'-
shedilf and the A'hel Zenaghi.

El Mukhtar opens friendship with
'Othman dan Fddie, the Jihadi,

who this year entered into open
hostility against Bawa, the King
of Gdber, and brought about that

immense revolution in the whole
centre of Negroland.

About this period a great struggle
between the Awelfmmiden and
the Tademekket.

The Eulbe make Gando, in Kebbi,
the seat of their operations.

The Euma, still powerful between
SCbi and Timbuktu, dominate
the passage of the Niger.

Sidi Mukhtar dies.

Great and sanguinary battle be-

tween the Songhay, Kama, and
Berabish on the one side, and
the Awehmmiden on the other,

near the island Kiirkozay.

Sheikh 'Othman dan Fddie before

his death divides his extensive

dominions between his brother
"Abd-Allahi and his son Bello,

the former receiving all the west-
ern provinces along the Niger,

with Gando as his capital, the

latter the southeasterly prov-
inces, with Sdkoto.

Lebbo commences hostilities with a.d. 1820. Constant war between Masina and
Mohammed Galaijo, the chief of a.h. 1236- Bambara.
Konari, vanquishes him, and 1237.

forces him to retreat eastward.

* Shftbini, p. 12. t Proceedings of the African Association, ii., p. 322.
t Itfrtcr, Erclkunde von Afrika, p. 446 seq., especially from Sidi Humed's statement (p. 303).

The chief Kawa, who rules seventy a.d. 1780.

years over the Awelfmmiden, a.h. 1195.

establishes a powerful dominion
on the north bank of the Niger
(A'usa).

Timbuktu, according to the very a.d. 1787.

doubtful statement of Shabihi,* a.h. 1202-
under the supremacy of Haas a. 1203.

If this were true, it would be a
very important fact; but it is

evidently a mistake, A'usa being
meant.

Timbuktu, under the sovereignty a.d. 1803-
of Mansong, at that time King 1804.

of Bambara [very questionable],f a.h. 1218.

Professor RitterJ supposes the

Moors to have been ejected at

that time, so that Timbuktu be-

came an independent Negro
town.

a.d. 1804.

a.h. 1219.

Mungo Park navigates the Niger, a.d. 1805-6.

a.h. 1220-1.

a.d. 1811.

a.h. 1226.

a.d. 1816.
1232-
1233.

Mohammed or A'hmed Lebbo
brings the religious banner from
Gando, and gradually acquires

the supremacy in Masina over

the native chiefs.

A.H.

a.d. 1817.

a.h. 1233.
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The Ftflbe of Masina occupy Timbuktu in the beginning of the year. a.d. 1826.

Major Laing left 'En-Salah on the 10th of January; was attacked, a.h. 1242-3.

and almost slain, in Wadi Ahennet, on the 27th (?), by a party of

Tawarek ; was received very kindly by Sidi Mohammed, the son of

Sfdi Mukhtar, in the hillet e' Sheikh Sidi Mukhtar, in A'zawad.

Sidi Mohammed died in consequence of a contagious fever. Laing

left this place about August 12th; arrived at Timbuktu August

18th
;
being ordered out of the town by the Frflbe, he left that place

on September 22d, under the protection of A'hmed Weled 'Abeda,

and was murdered by him and
Hamed Weled Habib, probably

on the 24th.

The Sheikh el Mukhtar, the son a.d. 1827.

and successor of Sidi Moham- a.h. 1243.

med settles in Timbuktu.
Caillie' stays in Timbuktu from the

20th April till the 3d May.
The Fiiibe enter Timbuktu with a

stronger force.

'Abd-Allahi, the ruler of Gando,
dies. Is succeeded by his son

Mohammed Wani.
A.D.

A.H.

1828.

1244.

a.d. 1831.

a.h. 1247.

A.D. 1836.

A.H. 1250.

a.d. 1844.

a.h. 1260.

Khalflu succeeds to the empire of

Gando.
The Tawarek conquer the Fulbe.

The Fillbe, under 'Abd-Allahi,

make a great expedition along

the Niger as far as Burrum.
Lebbo dies. His son A'hmedu a.d. 1846.

succeeds him. a.h. 1262.

Sheikh el Mukhtar dies in the a.d. 1848.

month Rebi el awel; El Bakay a.h. 1264.

succeeds him.
A.D. 1851.

a.h. 1268-
1269.

The young A'hmedu succeeds his a.d. 1852-3.

father A'hmedu. a.h. 1269.

The FUlbe make a great expedi- a.d. 1855. The Igwddaren opposed to the

tion against Timbuktu. a.h. 1272-3. Aweh'mmiden.

The Kel-gere's kill E' Nabegha, the
chief of the Aweh'mmiden, at

Tintalai't.

APPENDIX X.

COLLECTION OF ITINERARIES ILLUSTRATING THE WESTERN HALF OF THE DES-
ERT, ITS DISTRICTS, AND ITS INHABITANTS, AND THE COURSE OF THE UPPER
NIGER.

A. Eastern Route from Tawdt to Mabru/c, and thence to Timbuktu.

N.B.—The route proceeds from Aulef in Tidikelt, which is situated one short day

from A'kabli (this is the right accent), and three days from I'nsala or 'Am Salah,

the distance between A'kabli and the latter place being about the same.

Day.
2d. Terishumin, a well.

4th. Denm.
7th. Fnzize, a well. As far as this point the route follows a course a little E. of

S. (evidently in the direction of Gogo), but from this point onward S.W.
The syllable "i'n," or u 'in," seems to be the old Berber-Semitic form
for "ain."

14th. I'ndenan, a well, having crossed the desert tract called Tanezrufet.

17th. Tn-taborak ; the last stage is only half a day's march.

19th. Moila.

22d. Taunant; the last stage is half a day's march.

24th. Mabrtfk.

The ordinary and general road from Mabriik to Timbuktu leads by A'arwan

:
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2
da

?f
' Bi^JebeTia 1 1 shaU s

?
eak about these Places in tlie 6eneral account of

2 M A'rawan.
'

j
A'zawad -

4 44 Teneg el haye, or Teneg el haj.

1± « Timbuktu.

Between Tene'g el haj and the town there are the following localities : El A'riye,

El Ghaba, El Merera, A'thelet el Megfl, EHib el A'ghebe, Tiyare el Jefal, Tiyaret

el Wasa .

Route from the hillet e' Sheikh el Mukhtar, generally called " el hilleh" (see the

itinerary from Timbuktu to the hilleh, vol. iii., p. 310), to Tosaye, in long days'

marches
;

direction, as my informant supposes, exactly S.

:

Day.

1st. Nur, a mountain without water.

2d. A locality on this side of a place called Dergel.

3d. Kazuft, a large pond of water in the rainy season.

5th, Tosaye 8| great narrowing the river (see the journal).

B. Route from I'nzize to Gdgd.
Day.

4th. Timmfsau (hasi Miisa? I think it can not be the well of that name on the

direct road from Tawat to Mabruk, which would give this whole route a far

more westerly direction). Near the well is a rocky eminence like a castle,

and famous on account gf the tale of the footprint of Moses' horse, a story

also attaching to the other well which I mentioned. It appears, from this

route, that the arid desert, the Tanezrtffet, becomes narrower and more con-

tracted toward the east.

7th. Fn-azal ; the last march but half a day.

9th. Suk or "E' Suk" (Essuk), the ancient dwelling-place of the Kel e' Silk, now
without settled inhabitants, situated between two "kddia" or hilly emi-

nences, one lying toward the E. and the other toward the W.
,
just as the

ancient city of Tademekka is described, with which it was evidently identi-

cal (see the journal). The town was destroyed by the Songhay conqueror,

Sonni 'All, in the latter half of the fifteenth century. The vale is said to

be rich in trees.

11th. Gunhan, another site of an ancient dwelling-place, and once the residence of

the Kel-gunhan, with a hilly eminence.
13th. Takere'nnat, another site.

14th. Tel-akkevin (or Tin-akkevi'n), a well.

16th. Tin-dker; the last stage half a day's march.
18th. Gogo or Gagho, the last day again a short one.

C. Western Roadfrom Aulef to Mabruk.

1st. Dhahar el hamar, a hilly chain called the ass's back-bone.

3d. El Immeraghen.
5th. "VVallen, a well.

12th. A'm-rannan, a well, two days W. from Fn-denan, having crossed the arid

desert Tanezrufet. In summer you travel here by night. In winter, trav-

eling night and day, with only short halts, you may accomplish this march
in four days.

17th. I'n-asserer, perhaps "the well of the stony tract," or hammada, "serfr" be-

ing the proper term for such a region.

20th. Tin-hekikan, a well, in former times the common settlement of the tribe,

which thence has received the name Kel-hekikan. It is W. or S.W. of

the well called Taunant (see preceding page).

22d. Mabruk ; the last day's march a short one.

D. Afew particulars with regard to the region calledA 'zawad and the adjoining districts.

The name A'zawad is a corruption due to the Arabs of the Berber name A'za-

wagh (pronounced A'zawar), which is common to many desert tracts. But the dis-

trict which has become known to the Europeans under the name A'zaw6d comprises

an extensive tract of country to the% of Timbuktu, stretching northwestward as far
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as "El Ju*f," the groat sink or u belly" of the desert, full of rock-salt
T
and to the

N.N.E. a little to the N. of Mabrtfk, while its southern part, extending from the

distance of one day's march from Timbuktu to about three days northward, is more
properly called Tagdnet. I will only add that Caillie mistook the name A'zawad,

which ho writes Zawat, for that of a tribe (vol. ii., p. 97, and elsewhere).

The tract of A'zawad, although appearing to us a most sterile tract of country,

and thus characterized already by Arab travelers from the N., as E'bn Batuta and

Leo Africanus, is a sort of Paradise to the wandering Moorish Arab born in these

climes. For in the more favored localities of this district he finds plenty of food for

his camels, and even for a few heads of cattle, while the transport of the salt of Ta-
ode'nni to A'rawan and Timbuktu affords him the means of obtaining corn and any
thing else he may be in want of. There are four small towns in A'zawad, the most

considerable of which is A'rawan, a town small in extent, such as described by Cail-

lie',* the number of its inhabitants scarcely exceeding 1500, but a very important

place for this part of the world, and where a great deal of business is transacted,

incipally in gold, as I have described on a former occasion (p. 360, et seq.). On
I Ghadamsiye merchants are established here. It is a

ore, but which is indisputable, that the original inhab-

itants of this place, as well as of the whole of A'zawad, belong to the Songhay na-

tion, the Songhay-kim, even at the present day, being the favored idiom of which
all the inhabitants, including the Arab residents, make use. The present chief or

head man of the town is Sidi Mohammed, a younger son of the notorious chief El

Habi'b Weled Sidi A'hrned Agade, who died the year previous to my arrival in Tim-
buktu. The younger son gained the precedence over his elder brother O'ba, who
has performed a pilgrimage to Mekka solely on account of his mother being the sis-

ter of Hamed Weled 'Abeda Weled Rehal, the chief of the Berabi'sh, and the mur-
derer of Major Laing. The family of El Habib belongs to the I'gelad, forming at

present a small section of the large group of the A'weh'mmiden. They are now only

distinguished by their learning, but formerly they were very powerful, and, together

with the Imedidderen, were the most ancient inhabitants of the locality of Timbuktu.
The inhabitants of A'rawan pay an annual tribute of sixty mithkal of gold to the

Hogar, in order not to be molested by their continual predatory incursions.

The three other small towns or permanent dwelling-places in A'zawad, viz., Bil-

Jebe'ha, M'amiin, and Mabrilk, all lying in a line N.N.E. from A'rawan, almost at

the equal distance from each other of two days' easy traveling with camels, are

much smaller and less considerable than A'rawan. Of rather more importance at

present than the two others is Bu-Jebcha, which is principally inhabited by Kel e*

Siik, and has a little commerce ; but Mabruk seems to have been of great impor-

tance in former times, when it was inhabited by Songhay people, had a Songhay
name—Mabrilk being a comparatively modern name given to it by the Arabs—and
was the market of Walata. In some respects this place might seem to have a right

to be identified with the ancient Aildaghost ; and there are certainly the sites of

some former dwelling-places in the neighborhood, especially Tel-Aroast, two days

N.E. either from Mabruk or from the hilleh ; but in another place I have explained

(vol. iii., p. 658) why we have to seek the site of Audaghost in quite a different lo-

cality. There are some valleys clad with palm-trees to the east of Mabruk (see vol.

i., Appendix, p. 607), especially the valley called Tesilhte, which produces two differ-

ent kinds of dates, viz., the tissagin and the tin-aser. The names of the respective

chiefs of the three places are Mohammed Weled Sidi 'Omar, the chief of the tribe

of the Ergageda in M'amu'n
;

Naji'b Weled el Mustapha el Kel e' Stfki (the same
who signed the letter of A'wab, the chief of the Tademe'kket, giving a complete
imana to the English in the territory comprised between Gtfndam, Bamba, Timbuk-
tu, A'rawan, and Bu-Jebeha), together with 'Azizi in Btf-Jebeha, and Meni Weled
Sidi 'Omar in Mabruk. f
There was formerly in A'zaw£d another place with a permanent settlement, called

"El Hilleh," or "Hillet e' Sheikh Sidi Mukhtar," which I have mentioned in a
former place (vol. i., p. 602, and vol. iii., p. 310), two days east of M'amu'n, i and

* Caillij's Travels to Timbuctoo, vol. ii., p. 90, et seq. According to my information, A'rawan
seems to lie from Timbuktu about 15° W. from N.

t No merchant from the north can paBs Bu-Jebiha, and certainly not A'rawan, unlesB he bo es-

corted by Bome well-known person belonging to the tribe of the Tadem -kket,

X The position which I have assigned to these places in the map which I sent home from Tim-
buktu is slightly erroneous.



about the same distance from Mabrtfk, but this £lace was deserted a few years ago,
on account of the well Bu-Lanwar, which is stated to have had a depth of forty

fathoms, having fallen to ruins. The hilleh was situated in the "batn" or valley
at the northern foot of a black rocky chain of hills called « Ellib el Hejar." To the
north is another chain or ellib east of the hilleh ; but on this side, still in the batn,
is a locality called 4 4 El Madher," with good pasturage for horses. Other well-
known localities thereabout are Shirshe el Kebfra and Shirshe e* SegMra.
Of the wells of A'zawad, the following are the most notorious : first, in the south-

ern part of the district, toward Taganet, M'amun, different from the place of the
same name

;
E'nnefis, a copious well, two hours S.W. from M'amun, and situated

in a hilly district, thickly clad with underwood, and containing quarries of a beau-
tiful black limestone, from which the Tawarek manufacture their heavy arm-rings
or ashebe

;
Mere'ta, Makhnnid, Shiker, Gi'r, Kartal, a very copious well, 'En-filfil,

and others. Farther to the N. and N.W. are the wells Halul, El Hdde, Shebi, Te-
mandorit, Tdkar£t, Amshay, A'shorat, a well where the Sheikh A'hmed el Bakay,
in the early part of his life, resided for a long time, A'nnazau, to the north of Ma-
bnik; Alibada ('Ah Baba?), Bi£ el Mehane or Bel Mehan, the well mentioned in

the itinerary (vol. iii., p. 310) as distant about ten miles from the hilleh, Belbot, S.

of Bel Mehan ; I'rakshiwen
;
Merzahe, S. of the latter

;
Megagelat, two days S. of

the hilleh, and others.

The most famous wells in the district called Taganet are We'n-alshin, situated at

the distance of four days from Timbuktu and three from the hilleh, where Moham-
med e' Seghir, El Bakay's elder brother, usually encamps part of the year; Tin-ta-
tis, half a day S.W. from the former; 'En-dshif, I'mmilash, 'En-gibe, 'En-seek, 'En-
odeke, a well where Baba, a younger brother of El Bakay, has his encampment,
three days south from M'amun, four days N.E. from Timbuktu; A'menshdr, A'rra-
zaf, 'Arilk, El Makhmud, different from the well of the same name mentioned above

;

Igarre, Merizik, Twil, Waruzil.

Toward the north, the district of A'zawad is separated from the dreary and wa-
terless desert known by the general Berber name of Taneznlfet (meaning " arid

hammaxla") by the two small districts called "Afekle" (meaning the little desert,

or "afelle"), and north of it A'hrer. Afele'le is a highly favored region for the
breeding of camels, and contains some famous valleys, or 4< wadian," such as Tekha-
timit or Teshatfmit, Afud-enakan or Afud-n-akan, Tadulflit, 'Abatol, Shanism,
Agar, and others. A'hergr, likewise, is considered by the Arabs as a fine country,

diversified by hill and dale, with plenty of wells, and even temporary torrents. This
is the district in one of the valleys of which, H Wadi A'herer," Major Laing was at-

tacked and almost killed by the Tawarek.
Toward the east, the districts of A'zawad and Taganet are limited by several

smaller ones, where the Arab population is greatly mixed with the Berber or Ta-
warek element, especially the I'foghas. At the same time these districts separate

A'zawad from A'derar, the fine hilly country of the Aweh'mmiden, which is excel-

lent not only for the breed of camels, but also for that of cattle. These intermediate

districts are Tm-eggeldla, a district of about two days' extent in every direction, con-
sisting of black soil, and furnished with shallow wells; E. and E.N.E. of Taganet
is Tilimsi, a district rich in food for the camel ; E.N.E. of the hillet e' Sheikh el

Mukhtar is another district called Timitrtn, with many wells and a few villages

;

and E.N.E. of the latter, the district called Tiresht, or Tigkesht, bordering on
A'derar.

Of Arab tribes in A'zawad and the adjoining districts I have first to mention sev-

eral sections of the great tribe of the Kunta, who are distinguished by their purer
blood and by their learning above almost all the tribes of the desert.

The Kunta are divided into the following sections

:

The Ergageda, who were formerly regarded as the Welaye, or the holy tribe.

The Welad el Wafi, at present the Welaye, with the Sheikh A'hmed el Bakay
as Well, while his elder brother, Sidi Mohammed, exercises great authority

over the whole of A'zawad. The Welad el Wafi cultivate the friendship of

the Hogar, while the Welrid Sidi Mukhtar are the deadly enemies of the lat-

ter. They ore subdivided into three divisions, called

El Mesadhefa, Welad ben Haiballa, and Welad ben 'Abd e' Rahman.
The Welad Sfdi Mukhtar.
El Hemmal.
The Togat also are said to belong to the Kunta.
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The Berabish (singl. Berbushi), a tribe less numerous than the Kunta, mustering
about 260 men armed with muskets, and 180 horsemen, and not spreading over so

wide a tract, being concentrated in the district between A'rawan and Bu-Jebeha.
They pay a tribute of 40 mithkal of gold to the Hogar, and are molested by contin-

ual incursions of the Welad 'Alush. The Berabish, who probably are identical with

the Perorsi of the ancient geographers, have migrated southward since that time,

and are of very mixed blood. They lived formerly in El Hddh, and are mentioned
by Marmol Carvajal, who wrote in the seventeenth century, as visiting the market
of Sego ; in the beginning of the sixteenth century they lived still farther to the

west, and visited especially the market of Jinni.* The Berabish are divided into

two groups, the principal of which is ruled by the chief Hamed Weled 'Abeda We-
led Rchal, and consists of the following sections

:

The Welad Sh'man, the Shiukh, that is to say, the tribe to whom the sheikh be-

longs, and who have based their power and wealth upon the ruin and spoil of the

Welad Ghanem. The Welad 'Esh. The Welad Btf-Hinde. El Gwanm el kohol.

El Gwanm el bddh. Welad A'hmed.
These are the free tribes of this group ; the following are the degraded and ser-

vile tribes, the "lahnie" or "khoddeman the Yadas, the Ladim, or rather only

a small portion of that tribe, the A'rakan, the A'hel 'Aisa Tajawa, El U'ssera.

The second group of the Berabish as a whole, bears the remarkable name of

"Botn el jemel," on account of its being composed of heterogeneous elements,

brought together by chance, just as is the case with various kinds of food in the
" stomach of the camel." It is ruled by a chief of the name of Hamma, and con-

sists of the following tribes : Welad Relan ; Welad Deris, originating from Tafile'-

let ; Welad Bu-Khasib ; Welad Ghanem; and the Turmus, the latter being the tribe

of which I have spoken on a former occasion.

E. Route from Bone or from Hombori, by way ofKonna, to Hamda-Alldhi.
1

Dalla, the chief place of the province of the same name, is of considerable size,

and the residence of a governor. Modi Bole, who was a man of some note, died a
short time before the period of my journey. The place is mostly inhabited by Tom-
bo, only a small portion of the inhabitants being Songhay. The mountains arc in-

habited by the Sana, probably a section of the Tombo who have still preserved their

independence. The town of Dalla is two good days' journey from Hombori, and
one from Bone.

1 day. Dwentsa, a considerable place, said to be as large as Kukawa, and impor-
tant as a market-place. The road traverses a mountainous region, described as

being supplied with running streams (in the rainy season?), and to be richly clad

with trees.

] day. Dumbara, large place, seat of a governor, but destitute of any handicraft.

Country mountainous.
1 day. Nyimi-nyaba, a middle-sized place. Country a little mountainous.
1 day. Bore, a large town, seat of a governor. Country mountainous, intersected

by channels for irrigating the kitchen gardens. Cotton, rice, and corn are culti-

vated. All these appear to be very long days' marches.
2 days. Timme, a large town, seat of a governor. On the road you see the Dhiu*-

liba, or rather its floods, on your right, at least during part of the year. Cultiva-

tion of rice exclusively.

2 days. Kari or Konna (as the Songhay call it), seat of a governor, and important
as a market-place. All the black inhabitants of the*town speak the Songhay
language. The town is also called Benne-n-diigu or Bana-n-dugu, the tribe of

that name, the Benni, having probably extended much farther to the north in for-

mer times. See Caillie', ii., p. 16.

2 days. Niakongo, seat of a governor of the name of Haj Modi, brother of Haj
"Omar. After the rainy season the floods of the river closely approach the town.

1 day. Hamda-Allahi.

F. From Timbuktu by Gundam to Ydwaru, andfrom Ydwaru to Hamda-Alldhi.
D
3d. Gundam. There are no settled halting-places between Timbuktu and Gim-

• De Barros, i., iii., c. viii., p. 220, Genna. " Concorriam a ella os povos que lhe sao mais vizin-

bos s assi com os Caragolees, Fullos, JaMfos, Azaneges, Brabaxijs, Tigurarijs, Luddayas." See the

chronological tables at the end of this vol., p. 6T0.
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Day.
dam. People generally perform the distance in two days and a half. The
following is a list of the names of localities between these two places : T£-
shak, Eindenye, El Handema, Aristoremek, Egeti, Tin-getdn, Tin-rero,
Timbarageri, two villages of the name El Meshra, Takembaut, Tenkeriye,
Naudis, Gammatdr. Gundam is a walled town (ksar or koira), the chief
place of the district Aussa, and of considerable size, its population consist-

ing of Songhay, Ruma, and Eulbe or Eullan. The town has a suburb on
its W. side, where live the. Tdki, a tribe of the Eullan, and another suburb
on the water-side, where live the Erbebi. On the % side there is a black
hill, full of fernan. Also to the S. an eminence is seen presenting the
same appearance. The town is situated on the N. side of a large khalij or
rijl (branch of the river) coming from Dire and turning toward Ras el ma,
the celebrated 4

4

head of the waters," distant from here two days, either by
land or by water, W. a little N. Another creek runs from Gundam to Ka-
bara : but during the highest level of the inundation the whole country pre-

sents almost one uninterrupted sheet of water. On the east side of Gun-
dam is a dry creek called Arashaf, one day long and half an hour wide.
At its eastern border, E.S.E. from Gundam, is the place called Waye e' se-

men, with a creek adorned with the tree called taderes.

4th. A walled village (koira) of Imdshagh and Songhay on the trunk of the river,

having passed in the morning the branch on which Gundam is situated.

5th. Arabe'be, a village inhabited by Frflbe.

6th. Nyafunke, a large village, inhabited in former times by Imdshagh, but at

present peopled by Fiflbe.

7th. I'ketawen. Having passed in the morning close behind Nyafunke, a large

i branch of the river, halt at noon in a village called Shenfikoira.
8th. A'tara, a large village of Fiflbe, on the east side of a considerable branch of

the river going to Gasf Gumo.
9th. Eadhl-Allahi, a Eulbe village.

10th. Ydwaru. Ydwaru is one of the two chief places of Fermagha, and although
consisting entirely of reed huts, is said to be little inferior in the number of
its inhabitants to the town of Timbuktu. The importance of the place is

clear enough from the annual amount of tribute which it pays, amounting
altogether (zek'a and modhar taken together) to 4000 head of cattle. Dur-
ing the inundation, Ydwaru lies at the border of Lake D£bu, which at that
season extends from S'a to Ydwaru, but during the diy season it is about
one mile distant from the small branch. Close to the latter lies a suburb
where the Surk or Kdrongoy, a degraded section of the Songhay, dwell.*
In Ydwaru and the neighborhood live a great number of Eiflbe or Eullan
belonging to the following tribes : the Sonnabe, Yalalbe, Eeroibe, Ydwarun-
kdbe, and Jawambe or Zoghoran or Zoromawa.

G. From Ydwaru to Teningu.

1st. Urungiye, an important place.

2d. Mayo, a village so called from a small creek, the Mayo Sdrroba, on which it

lies. Between Urungfye and Mayo seem to lie the villages Seri and Nya-
mihara, the former inhabited by Songhay, the latter by Eiflbe.

3d. Ganga.
4th. Kdgi or Jdgi, having passed several hamlets, one of them called Gi'nnewd, a

hamlet of cattle breeders, with a ksar, then Dokd, Ngtfdderi, Jdfieri, Sab£-
re, and Burlul.

6th. Kora.
6th. Konna.
7th. Tene'ngu. The distance between Urungiye and Tcne'ngu can, however, be

performed in two days' good traveling.

Between Urungiye and Mdbti lie the following places : U'ro-Mddi, Kdram, a
Songhay village

;
Rogdnte, a hamlet of Fiilbe

;
YerSre, a hamlet inhabited by slaves

of the Fiflbe; Walo, on the Mayo Eenga; Kaya, a village inhabited by Aswanek;

* I have not been able to make even a short vocabulary of the idiom of these people. I only suc-
ceeded iu making out two terms which they UBe, ^mh^" ("how are you?") and "ena" ("wel-
come").
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and, finally, Sare-mdle and Sare-bele, the river probably forming a great bend near
Wdnyaka, so that these latter towns are touched at in coming from both sides, ei-

ther the N. or the S.

H. From Ydwaru to Hamda-Alldhi.
Day.

1st. Dogo, on a small creek.

2d. Shay, probably meaning the place of embarkation, on the N.W. side of the

river, which is very wide in this spot. , Pass on the road one or two branches
of stagnant water, which you must cross in a boat. Perhaps one of these
branches is the same on which the village Mayo lies.

3d. Encamp on the bank of a smaller creek (Mayo dhanneo?).
4th. Niakdngo.
5th. Berber, a very short march.
6th. Si'ye, in the morning.
7th. Hamda-Allahi, the capital of the kingdom of Masina.

I. List of towns and villages situated along the bank ofthe chieftrunk ofthe River I'sa-

be're or Mdyo-mangho, from Dire upward to Sansdndi. This branch is the north-

westerly one; the other, which Caillie' navigated, is the southeasterly, and is called

Bara-Tsa.

Dire, a very important place, one of the oldest settlements of the Songhay in this

quarter, situated at the point of junction of two branches which have separated from
each other in the lake De'bu.*

Tindirma, one of the original seats of the Songhay, by some regarded as the orig-

inal seat of the whole tribe. That portion of them called Sahena were especially

settled here. It is now principally the residence of the Chdki, who formerly were
settled in Gimdam. With regard to its importance in former times as the capital

of the province of Ktfrmina, see vol. iii., p. 290. A little distance from the bank of
the river lies Gitigatta, and on the island in the river the locality called " Al Mo-
halla," probably from having been once the spot where part of the Mohalla, or the
army of the Moroccains, remained encamped. At Tindirma the branch of Gitndam
separates from the main trunk of the river.

Hamma-koira.
Nyafunke.
Sibo. This is evidently the town Seebi where Mungo Park is said to have mad?

some stay on his voyage from Jenni to Timbuktu. (Clapperton's Second Journey,
Appendix, p. 334.)

Dhahabi-koira, called after a sherif belonging to the family of Millay el Dhehebi.
Gummo.
A'tara.

Tongomare.
U'ro.

Ydwaru. In crossing from Ydwaru the next branch, and leaving Giiram on one
side, you reach Zinzo, or Jinjo, or Gijo, as it is called, in four or five hours. This
is another of the oldest seats of the Songhay, and probably the place from whence
Islam spread in this quarter, there being here the sepulchre of a venerated saint
called Mohammed el Kaberi, belonging to the Idaw el Haj. It is not impossible
that this is the place of pilgrimage to which Scott, the sailor, went as a captive by
way of the Giblab, crossing the lake.t In the neighboring hamlet, Togga, also is

the tomb of a holy man called Morimana Baka. There is another tradition current
in Zinzo of a saint of the name of Elfa Zakkanya, who is said to have visited this

place at a time when no village existed, nothing but a cavern being then inhabited.
S.E. of Zinzo, at some little distance from Lake Debu lies A'wi. The Debu is so

* From Dire, down the river toward Timbuktu, my informant indicated several places which nei-
ther I myself nor Caillie have mentioned on our passage down the river : Buram, a large village
(K6ra, Danga), Semsaro (Koiretago), Lenga, all on the south side; ?egaliye, on the north side of the
river ; an adabay or hamlet, belonging to Buram, E'luwa, on an island

;
Hendibango.

t Edinburgh Philological Journal, vol. iv., p. 35, et aeq. There is no such district hereabout as
*' El Sharray,v but I have not the slightest doubt that this name is nothing but a corruption of the
term " e' sberk," with which the Moors of that region indicate the Bouth. There are some inaccura-
cies in Scott's account, which might cause suspicion of his sincerity ; and among these is the circum-
stance that he mentions as living on the lake the Moorish tribes of the E'rgebat and Sekarna, both
of which live in the northern districts. But it is very remarkable that he should call that tomb by
the name of 44 Saidna Mohammed."
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shallow during the dry season that the native boats can only proceed with great
difficulty along the main channel, and often stick fast entirely. In the dry season
the natives ford it by wading through the water. Where the main branch, called

by the Fiflbe Mayo balle'o, reaches the lake, at least during the rainy season, it di-

vides into a net of smaller branches, thus increasing the difficulty of the navigation.
On the contrary, the advantage of the smaller branch, the Bara-I'sa, or River of
Bara, called by the Ftflbe Mayo dhanneo, consists in preserving one unbroken vol-

ume of water. This was the reason probably why the party with whom Caillid

went down the Niger from Jinni followed this branch. Besides the Mayo balle'o

and dhanneo, the chief creeks which join the Delm are the Mayo Piru and the
Mayo Joga, not inconsiderable during the rainy season, but very small during the
dry one.

The lake, besides fish, contains numbers of that curious animal called ayil (m,a-

natus).

From the lake upward there lie along the principal branch of the river the follow-
ing places : Buri; Banghida; Waladu

;
Ingarruwe

;
Manyata; Kossananna; Tan-

nare ; Bdwa ; Kimnkiri ; Gande-Tama ; Sarbere
;
Kara, an important place, after

which the river is sometimes called "the River of Kara;" Inganshi; Daggada;
Kumay, a place of some importance, distant two days from Ya-salame,* which is

about three days from the considerable market-place Tenengu (p. 688), both west
from the river

;
Jugi

;
Nyasu

;
Kdlinango

; Sabare ; Bilrruwe
;
Fenga, a middle-

sized place, after which this whole branch of the river is also called " Mayo Fenga,"
about two hours E. from Tenengu, and one good day's march from Fafarak.
We now proceed along the southeastern shore of the Delm, and i

'

dhanneo.
Guram, a considerable place, situated round a large rocky eminence, kddia, as the

Arabs call it, or " haire," as it is called by the Fulbe, who celebrate it highly as the
"haire maunde Guram." The mount is so conspicuous in the flat alluvial level

that it is visible from Yowaru. Caillie' saw it at the distance of three or four miles
(ii., p. 18), and again farther on, where he calls it St. Charles' Island (ii., p. 20).
The village is separated into three distinct groups, one of which is called Guram
Fulbe, lying at the northern foot of the ko'dia; the other, Guram Habe, inhabited
by Songhay ; farther on and finally, Guram Siirgube, inhabited by (degraded ?) Ta-
warek or Surgu.

Bang.}
Both inhabited by Korongoy.

Sdba.

Sdrroba, situated at the foot of another smaller rocky eminence called "haire
Sdrroba," lying opposite to Guram on the S. side of the river, which seems to make
here a great bend. It is mentioned by Mohammed el Masini (Appendix to Clap-
perton's Second Journey, p. 331). Caillie gave it the ridiculous name of "Henry
Island."

Jantaye, a considerable place.

Mayo Tina, a place close to the former, inhabited by Tawarek.
Kdbi. (Compare Cailli^s account, ii., p. 16.)

Nye.
Batamane.
Sayo, distant half a day's journey from the Batamane, towns close to the bank of

the river becoming here more rare.

Wanaka, where the two branches unite, being joined besides by a small westerly
creek, called by some Mayo Fenga.
Hombdlbe, the principal seat of the Korongoy or Surk, who constitute the chief

inhabitants of the places Ngarruwe and Toy.
Karashiru.

Kara-ura.
Neme'nte, and not far from it inland the village called "rugga Bode."
Nata.

* I here add a short itinerary from YoVaru to Ya-salame

:

Day.
1st. Hasi Jollub, with a settlement of Zuwaye Sombunne.
2d. A well.

3d. Y6-aalame, a place of about the same size as Y6waru, on a backwater at a considerable dis-
tance from the chief river. From Basikunnu to Ya-salame, four days.
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Kammi.
Mdbti or Is&ka, situated at the point of junction of the two branches of the river,

which have divided at Jafarabe, a low point of land, as it seems, separated by the

river into a group of six islands, where all the boats coming from Hamda-Allahi
and the lower river, and proceeding to Sansandi, are obliged to disembark their

merchandise, which henceforward has to be transported on the back of donkeys to

the place of its destination. Of these two branches the northwestern* one bears also

the name of Mayo Jagha, from a very important place, the celebrated Zagha of the

Arab geographers, which, on account of its situation out of the great commercial

track, is at present not very generally known in those quarters. The original form

of the name, both with Songhay and Fulbe, seems to be Jaka or Jagha, but the let-

ters Z and J are continually interchanged. The town is said to lie at the distance

of one and a half days S.W. from Sare-dma, "the city of the (Mohammedan) re-

ligion," and only half a day N.E. from Jafarabe, f and is still celebrated on account

of its excellent '
' tan" or " leppi."

I here add a short list of the towns and villages between Kiina, the place where

the river is ordinarily crossed in proceeding from Sofara to the island of Masina
Proper, and Mdbti: from Kuna, about six miles E., is Nerna, situated on the E.

side of the river ; from Nema, Tikketia, on the W. side of the river
;

Sare-bele, on
the E., Sare-mele, on the W. of the river, N. of Tikke'tia; Gdmi, a large town on
the bank of the river

;
Mdbti, on the E. side, with large fortifications, if I have un-

derstood right, of an ancient date, where the two branches join
;
Nymitdgo, on the

E. side of the river.

The distance from Tene'ngu is also a day and a half, and between them lie the

following places, beginning with Tene'ngu s Takane'ne, Chilbe, a hamlet inhabited

by slaves, Kumbel, Ingelleye, Tafkiri, Kdllima, and Warangha.
From Jafarabe upward along the river are situated the places Kongunkoro ("old

Kongu"), Kdno, Jdru, Sibila, Maddina, Sansandi (this is the Songhay form) or San-
sanne (the Mandingo form), the well-known starting-point of Mungo Park's voyage
down the river. Mr. Cooley supposes that " di" is a contraction of " ding," mean-
ing "little.

"

K. From Hamda-Alldhi to Kdbara, by land, by way of S'a.

1 day. Niyakdngo, a large town at a considerable distance from the river ; much
cultivation.

1 day. Dene'ngu (?), a place inhabited by Ftflbe and Songhay, the latter being more
numerous than the former ; near the bank of the river.

1 day. U'ro-Biflo, a place inhabited by Fulbe, on the E. side of the T>ebu.

1 day. S'a, a large place, inhabited chiefly by Bambara, the seat of a governor, as

was also the case in former times ; on the E. side of the Mayo dhanne'o or Bara-
Fsa. Many dum palms, or rather dele'b palms, grow in this neighborhood, from
whence Timbuktu is supplied with rafters. The floods of the lake and the vari-

ous branches or creeks are so considerable during the rainy season that at that

period of the year a person can not reach Hamda-Allahi in less than six days.

1 day. Kdma, a small town of Bambara, at a considerable distance E. from the
river.

1 day. Chiay, close to the bank of the Mayo dhanneo.

1 day. Sare-fereng, a Bambara place. The road leads all the way along the S.E.
bank of the river.

1 day. Janginare, a Bambara place.

1 day. A'rkoja, a town partly inhabited by Bambara, partly by Songhay, the former
prevailing.

1 day. Dari, a large place of Ftflbe, who call it Dar e' Salam. No Bambara inhab-
itants.

1 day. Bongesemba, a village inhabited by Fdlbe Sudube, close to the point ofjunc-
tion, called I'sofay, of the two branches of the Dhitfliba, the white (dhanneo) and
the black (balleo), the quality of their waters being totally different, one being full

* On the southeastern branch up to Jenni or Jenne (this ia the Aswanek farm), or Zenne (Zinne,

as the Songhay call it), or Jinne (the Bambara form), lie the following towns and villages : Bolay, a
ksar or koira, Sildoy, Konne, Korae, Isaka or Mobti, Kuna, Sofara, Zinne. Sofara, which lies half

way between Hamda-Allahi and Jenni or Zinne, has a market every Wednesday and Thursday.
The eastern side of Sofara is skirted by a small branch or creek of the Niger called Gol6nno, and on
the eastern bank of the latter lies a village called Gofiima.

t These particulars I obtained after having finished my manuscript map in Timbuktu.
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of crocodiles, hippopotami, and fish, and the other containing nothing of the kind,

just as is the case with the Tsad. The water of the black river overwhelms the
white water of the dhanne'o. Cross the river.

I day. Tindirma, a large Songhay place. A long day.

1 day. Dire, one of the oldest places of the Songhay.
1 day. Dongoy, inhabited by Songhay, no Fulbe ; on the E. side of the river.

1 day. Tdyai, a Songhay village ; the Tademekket rove in this neighborhood.
Country level and without trees, being temporarily flooded.

2 days. Kabara, keeping close along the river, and crossing a small rivulet or creek.

L L From Hamda-Alldhi to Kafiima.
Day.

1st. Siye.

2d. Niyakdngo, having passed the heat in the hamlet called Berber.

3d. Benne-ndiigu or Itonna, having passed the heat in Namet-All£hi (a long
day's, if not two days' journey).

4th. Toy. Arrive before noon.

5th. A Songhay village or ksar.

6th. Konsa, a Fulbe village.

7th. A village inhabited by Ftflbe, Songhay, and Bambara.
8th. Takoti.

9th. Sambejerahit.

10th. Unguma.
11th. Kafiima, on a branch of the river coming from Bambara (see ante, p. 249),

end at a day's march from the latter place.

1st. Labo.
2d. Dora, a rtfmde, or slave hamlet.

3d. Takoti, or Jenginare, both on the Bara-Fsa, Jenginare lying a little to the

S.W. of the former.

4th. Another town on the Niger, the name of which informant has forgotten,

probably Sare-fereng.

5th. Gulumbu, on the widening of the creek Debu or Dobu. (Another road leads

from Kafiima, by Labo, Langdma, Konse, and another place, to Gulumbu).
6th. Doy or Toy, a large Songhay place.

7th. Karri, Konna, or Benne-ndugu, all names of the same place. On your way
you pass Kori-antsa, a large Pilllo village.

8th. Namet-Allahi, a town of the Feroibe.

9th. Fatoma, the market-place (the market being held every Saturday) of Konari,
not a large place.

10th. Hamda-Allahi, a good day's march of ten hours.

M. List of towns in Jimballa, ZdnJcara, and Aussa.

(a.) Towns in Jimballa, the district S. of the river, W. from the district Kiso:
Aytfn,Ku*fa, Sare-fere'ng (the town mentioned p. 689), probably the seat of gov-

ernment under the empire of Melle, Te'si, A'rkoja, Hore-aye, Dangal, Boria, Ngor-
ko or Gorofiya, a considerable market-place between Zankara and San-kore*, and
distant one and a half day's journey S. from Dari, Ktilesongho, Guddunga. The
following places lie in the central region of Jimballa : Tdrobe, Gmoy, Gunki, Gtfn-
gare, I'chi al Habe, Sen, Segiil, Bugo-linche're, Gndrija.

It is a very remarkable fact that three places to which the origin of the Bambara
nation is referred are said to be the oldest places in Jimballa, viz., Kanembtfgu,
Jengenabugu, and Tsorobtfgu.

The following are the tribes of the Fiflbe in Jimballa : Fittobe, Sangho, Urah'fo-

na\ Biisura, Kaya, U'ro-Mddi, Dugurtfbe, Tongabe in SeVi, Zukkare, Torddi (prob-

ably settled in the locality called Tdrobe), Nar-hau, Yaflfdli. There is besides a
tribe of Ftflbe called Ddngo, mixed with Ruma, settled in four places of Jimballa,

viz., Kuriim on the Mayo balle*o, Sel>i, Waki, and Gong. In Se*bi, the place men-
tioned p. 689, resides a chief of the Ruma, who formerly commanded the whole
communication along the river, and with whom therefore Park had some business
to settle—this evidently being indicated by the words wrongly translated by Mr. Si-
lame, "that they might cross the way of the river."
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South of Jimballa is the district Srikkere*, under the dominion of the Fulbc, but

chiefly inhabited by Zoghoran. Chief place Doko, one day from Koisa, and not far

from U'ro-Brflo.

(B.) Zankara, the district S. of the river, inclosed between the latter and the dis-

tricts of Kiso and Jimballa

:

Tomme, Changara, Manjebugo, A'njau, Jebar, Bako, Banikan, Ju, Jtf-karima,

Waki, Tondo, Jindigatta, Wabango, Kugu, Badi, Gom. The capital of this prov-

ince is Dari, or Dar e' Salam, residence of the governor 'Abd-Allahi, son of Sheikh
A'hmed. S.E. from Dari is Gannati, a considerable market-place.

(c.) In Aiissa (the province north of the river, between Timbuktu and Fer-

magha) :

Tomba, Me'kore near Gtfndam, Bankon'ye, Jango, Akoire-n-e'he, Hammakoire,
Kamba-dumba, Ungurimne, Nyafunche, Hardania or Be'llaga, Gnoro, Baba-danga,

Bafiaga, Tondi-daro, Gubbo, Dhahabi-koire, Si'bo, Alweli-koira, Gombo, Tommi,
Gaudel, Kurbal, Kattawen, Fadhl-illahi, A'ttora, Nunu, Nyodogu, Gaude, another

Mekore near Kurbal, Kabara-tanda, Duwe-kire' near Dongoy, Tasakal, Mankala-
gungu between Dongoy and Kabara, Telfi, Koddisabari

;
Sobdnne, I think, is not

the name of a place, but of a section of the Fdlbe settled here.

I also think this a fit place to insert some lists of towns lying along the various

routes traversing the territories of Fermagha, the province to which Yowaru be-

longs, and Bergu, the province bordering on the former toward the S., although I

can not fully testify to the accuracy of the order in which the towns are mentioned.

I will here also add that this district Bergu, as it is called by some of the natives,

the original form of the name being probably Marka, and of which Ya-salame is

the chief place, is a very fiat country, almost destitute of trees, and producing no
crops, but, on account of its ample supply of water, affording fine pasture-grounds.

Fermagha, on the contrary, is a well-timbered province. My informant is Daiul,

the brother of the PiMo chief Mohammed ben 'Abd-Allahi, whom I have mentioned
in my journal.

lowing places, beginning with the former : Banghita, a village of learned men or

m'allemi'n, Saredma, Ddgo, the place touched at in going from Yowaru to Niya-
kdngo by way of Shay, Uritnde, Gogdrla, Launyandc, Launerde, Mere'-unuma,

Urungfye (1st day) (Urungi'ye in the dry season is at half a day's distance from the

river; it is still reckoned by some as belonging to Masina); Tanna, Kanguru, hav-

ing crossed between these two villages a small creek, Herawa, Bandare, Chuki,

Kalasegi, Gachi- (or Gasi-) lumo, Nanka, KarangeYre, Surango, Kuru (2d day)

;

Modi Masanare, Kunaba, Jtfre, Ikare, Burburankdbe, Nydji, Diggesire, Ya-salame,

a considerable town inhabited by Aswanek and Fulbe (3d day).

Between Yowaru and Ya-salame, along the western road by Urungiye. After

having passed Urungiye : Alamaye, Ucha-malango, Ukannu, Jowengena, a village

called Almame, another called Fi'ttobe, Doroy, Sare-yaru, Diggesi're, Ya-salame.

Between Ya-salame and Saredina, a journey of three days : Kdra, TiXguri, Jap-
peje, Sendekubi, a hamlet inhabited by slaves of the Fulbe and Jaka, Sende-kdr-
robe, Chube, Bu-deraje, Ganda, Gauye, Nomarde, Saredma. This road probably

passes at no great distance W. of Tene'ngu.

Between Ya-salame and Konari, a journey of three days : Burtupedde, Geleji,

Ddko, not the one mentiond above, Jdnyori (1st day); Kdle, Wandebu'te, Kolle-

kombe, Salsalbe (2d day)
;
U'nguremaji, Konari.

Between Basikunnu and Ya-salame : Kussumare, Jafera, Jem-J^fera, a village

inhabited by slaves (1st day, short march); Binyamus, a place inhabited by Arabs,

Terebekko, Sorbara, Koilima. Tdgguri (2d day)
;
Ture-sangha, a place at present

inhabited by Arabs (formerly by Songhay? tdri=Mohammedan Maleki?), Kdjole,

Pache, Batawa, a place inhabited by harratin, Kare (residence of?) Bugone', chief

of the Bowar, Biiburankdbe, Um-muswele, Ya-salame.
Between Basikiinnu and Yowaru, a journey of five and a half days : Barkanne

or Barkannu (1st day) ; another road goes by Jeppata ;
Sham, Le're (2d day) ; Nim-

mer, a creek called by the Arabs "el ma hammer," "the red water," where you
pass the heat, Dogomera, Nyenche, Baya (3d day) ; Karunna, Gungu, Sale'nguru,

Chillunga, Gasi-ltimo (leaving Gasi-Jerma toward the N.) (4th day); Kalasege,

Chuki (5th day) ; Yowaru.
Between Ikannu, a town lying one day W. of Urungiye, and the town of Gundam :

SCda, Bundle, Sabere-ldde, Tanuma, Jamwdli, Tdinord (both of these villages in-
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habited by Songhay and Aswanek conjointly), Surango, Jabata, Lere, Gasi-Jerma,
Ndsi, Kati, Kabara, situated to the east of a large pond or dhaye, Kokdnta, a Son-
ghay village, Kat awd, Sumpi, Takaji, Nyddogd, Hdro, Tele, Gundd or Gimdam.

N. Route from Timbuktu to Sansdndi by way ofBasikunnu, from the information of
She'kho Weled A'mmer Waldti.

2d day. Gtfndam, having passed by Kabcra (not necessary, but most people do so)

;

Tasakant or Tasakalt, another village or adabay, a village called Duwe'kir6, and
Dunge, a village inhabited by Kuma.

3d. Tele, a creek or rijl, with many villages.

4th. Teriji't, a village on a creek of the river.

5th. Kat'awd, another village inhabited originally by Tawarek.
6th. Kabara, or, to distinguish it from the other village of the same name, Kaba-

ra Tanda, inhabited by Songhay.
7th. Janga, a place inhabited by Aswanek.
8th. Lere.

9th. Barkanni, a well, frequented by Arabs ; a long day's march.

10th. Basikunnu, a middle-sized place or ksar, inhabited by Arabs, especially the

Welad 'Ahish, a very warlike tribe, mustering about 700 armed people ; but the

chief part of the inhabitants consists of the slaves of the latter. Basikunnu lies in

the district called Eriggi, and is distant nine or ten days from Kasambara.
14th. Kiri, a well not far from the town of Kala, which informant intended to

avoid, the direct road passing close along the western wall of that town.

15th. Saraddbi, a deserted place.

16th. Falambugu, a place inhabited by Bambara.
17th. Swera, a considerable place.

18th. Sansandi.

O. Route from Sansdndi to Timbuktu, deviating a little from the general track forfear

of the Fulldn. Informant Sidi A'hmed el Mazdki el Bdgheni.

1st day. As£r (probably identical with Swera, the latter being the diminutive

form), a village inhabited by Bambara. You arrive a little after sunset, having
started from Sansandi in the afternoon.

2d. A place with a dhaye or tank. Pass the heat of the day in a deserted place,

leaving Karadtfgu a little to the E. This whole country is pillaged and laid waste

by continual forays, owing to the feud between the Benaber or Bambara and the

Fullan.

3d. Akdr, a deserted place or ksar.

4th. Encamp in a spot in the wilderness, having passed the heat of the day in a

place called by the Arabs Akumbu jemel ; leave the considerable place Kala, in-

habited by Bambara, to the W.
5th. Encamp in the wilderness*

6th. Sare-bala, a place formerly inhabited by the Welad 'Alush and the Idelebo,

but at present deserted.

7th. Gello, a village in the neighborhood of a large u dhaye" or pond, two days
from Ydwaru, at present inhabited by the Teghdaust.

8th. Bfr el Haj 'Omar, a well with an occasional encampment of the Zuwaye.
The road, which in the first part of the journey was almost from S. to N., here turns

more to the E.
9th. Lere, a village or ksar ofthe Welad Zayem, an Arab tribe dependent on the

Fullan. A branch of the river skirts its east and south side. Even in the dry sea-

son, immense sheets of water are here collected, as is the case with the whole of

Fermagha. The latter, which comprises this whole tract of country, is a larger

province and better inhabited than Ailssa.

10th. Gasi e' Sahcli or Gasi-Jerma, distant one and a half day's march to the
north from the more important place Gasi-Ghuma or Gasi-Liimo, the great market-
place of the "killa" or coarse colored stuff' of mixed cotton and wool, and the sec-

ond place of the province of Fermagha, next to Ydwaru. Gasi-Ghuma'lies on the
backwaters of the river running parallel with the main branch between Lake Delm
and Giindam, and joining the river near Saiga, while a branch runs from here to

Gasi-Jerma, and thence to Lere. Gasi-Jcrma has no great commercial activity,

but a good supply of corn ; shells are not current. It is inhabited by Songhay and
Zoghoran, and is distant five days from Basikunnu, toward the east.
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11th. Sudfi, a place inhabited by Songhay, and belonging to Aussa. You pass

the heat of the day in the ksar Nyeddugu.
12th. No place.

13th. A village or ksar on a branch of the river. You pass the heat of the day
near the dhaye Hdr, and then keep along this sheet of water, which is a branch of

the Ras el Ma, and, according to my informant, extends as far as Gasi-Ghrfma.

14th. Gundam. N.B.—Perhaps one station has been left out, viz., Tele.

17th. Timbuktu.

P. Route from Timbuktu to Walata.

1st day. Farsha, a locality at the foot of a hill.

2d. Mujeran, a lake in connection with the river, by means of the branch which
separates from the latter between Betagungu and Toga-bango, and encircled by hills.

A short day's march. Gundam from here S.S.W. The Kel-antsar of the I'gelad,

whose chief is Thaher, encamp here.

3d. GeleT) el Ghanem, a fertile locality, with a high mount seen from Gundam,
situated on the bank of a branch of the river. You pass between nine and ten

o'clock in the morning Abanko, a small place, inhabited by slaves and a few Son-

ghay.
4th. A'm-gunnan, a favored spot, where the slaves of the Tawarek cultivate the

ground. "A'm" is not pure Arabic, but of Semitic origin.

5th. Ras el ma* ("the head of the water"), called " A'raf-n-A'man" by the Ta-
warek or Fmdshagh, the outlying creek where the traveler from the north on his

way to Walata seems formerly to have first reached the river. This creek is stated

by tradition to have been dug by the Basha Jddar and his musketeers or " erma\"
On the south side of this basin, already mentioned by El Bekn',* there are small

villages or " adabay" (pi. " tadebit") inhabited by the rdelebd, a poor Moorish tribe,

said to be related to the Shemman-A'mmas. It is an important fact that all the

wheat consumed in Timbuktu is cultivated round the Ras el ma, and not brought
• from the north, as Caillie stated (Travels to Timbuctoo, vol. ii., p. 20).

Prom Ras el ma, which appears to be a little S. from W. of Timbuktu, the di-

rect road to Walata leaves the basin of the river, and reaches that place in seven

good days' marches, or even in traveling as a courier in five ; direction a little N.
from W. In the dry season there is no water along this road, but in the rainy

season plenty of tanks or "dhaye" are met with, so that at that time of the year

some people prefer traveling at their leisure, performing the distance in ten or twelve

days.

Our road keeps at some distance from the outlying backwaters of the river and
reaches, with a long march.

6th day. Ulakias, a very deep well, about twenty fathoms deep. On the way you
pass the locality " Tademet," called by this name from a group of " te'dumt," as the

baobab is called by the people of Timbuktu.
7th. A'dar, a well, with a small dwelling-place or "ksar" inhabited by Songhay

and slaves of the I'delebd.

8th. Bfr e» Selem, a well.

9th. Bu-Serfbe, a well; a long day's march. You pass another well called

Zegzi'g.

10th. Basikunnu.
15th. Walata, as the town is called by the Arabs and Tawarek, or Biru, as it is

called by the blacks, especially the Azer, a section of the Aswanek, who are the

original inhabitants of the place. It is a considerable town, consisting of houses

built carefully of a good species of clay, with a rough-cast of plaster, as it would
seem. But the situation of Walata, at the eastern border of the district El Hddh,
at the foot of a range of hills called "Dhahar Walata," which encircle it on this

side, while a large valley, richly clad with trees, skirts the north and east side, is con-

sidered as extremely unhealthy, and on this account is called "khaneg el haye,"

"the throat of the snake," the district El Hddh being considered as the snake.

Thus in this respect Walata entirely resembles Ghanata, or the capital of the em-
pire ; but besides being a hot-bed of disease, the town is now also the seat of pov-

erty and misery, which Ghanata, at least during its prime, certainly was not. For,

as we have seen (Chronolog. Tables, p. 665), in the course of the fifteenth century

* El Bekri, p. 160.
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all the commercial importance of that place was transferred to Timbuktu, and noth-
ing remained except the trade in provisions, especially negro corn or "eneli."

The inhabitants of Walata are a mixed race of blacks and whites. The former,

at present greatly reduced in numbers and their moral standard considerably low-
ered, belong to the widely-scattered nation of the Swaninki or Azer; the whites

are Berbers and Arabs, the Arabs belonging to various tribes, but especially to the

tribe of the Mehajib, who, even among themselves, make use almost exclusively of

the AzeViye idiom, this being the indigenous language.
About one mile west from Biru are the ruins of an ancient place called Teziight,

formerly inhabited by the Berber tribe of the Idaw el Haj, who were the chief prop-

agators of Islam over these parts of Negroland, and ruled them for a long time.

Among the ruins much gold is said to be found occasionally at this very day. At
that time Biru was only inhabited by native blacks. All circumstances taken into

account, although the whole district called El Hodh was once thickly covered with
towns or " ksur," it can not be denied that the double town of Tezught-Biru is more
fully entitled than any other place to be identified with the celebrated capital of the

Ghanata empire.* The distance of Ghanata from Has el ma—the five days being

taken at the rate of a courier—and that from Ami'ma, or Mime, or, as the name is

generally pronounced, Maima, a locality still bearing this name, although the place

is at present deserted, a little to the west of Le're, correspond exactly ; the distance

of three days from that place to the river (at Safnaku or Safekii) does not harmo-
nize exactly with the present state of the countiy, the smallest distance of Walata
from the river being five days, but it is not impossible that the outlying creeks eight

centuries ago approached a little closer the site of Walata.
* As for the distance of twenty days between Ghanata and Sill a, which is certainly

the town on the bank of the Niger visited by Mungo Park, it is to be considered at

the rate of marching with loaded caravans. Silla was a very important place, and
gave its name to the Sillat, that section of the Swaninki or Aswanek which is most
distinguished on account of the antiquity and purity of its Islam, but the town has

recently been destroyed in the wars between the Bambara and Fullan.

There is a spacious mosque in Walata, of high antiquity, but certainly wrongly
attributed to Si'di 'Ukba el Mtfstajab.

Between Walata and A'rawan ten days are counted, in an east-northeasterly di-

rection, through the " A'kela," the very name given to a portion of the old Gha-
nata, A'kela being nothing but another form of the name Aukar, a district consist-

ing of light isolated sand-hills, full of excellent shrubs for the camel, but entirely

destitute of water, the tribe of the Kdbetat, who are wandering hereabout, not less

• than th^ir camels, subsisting entirely on water-melons, which grow here in great

plenty, and contain a sufficient supply of the aqueous element.

Q 1. Routesfrom Walata to SansdndL

Most people who undertake this journey go from Walata to Basiku'nnu, and thence
to Sansandi, along the track described above ; for the direct route which I am now
about to communicate, according to the statements of my two informants, leads

through a district much frequented by Arabs from El Hodh, whom peaceful travel-

ers endeavor to avoid. I first give the route according to She'kho Weled A'mmer
Walati.

1st day. Simberinne, a spot in the sand-hills only a short, or rather half a day's

march.
2d. Kmi, a well.

3d. E' Shemi'n, a well of great depth.

4th. Sigannejat, a group of shallow wells dry in summer.
5th. Dendare, a large tank or dhaye, site of a former ksar, with an extensive for-

est or "ghaba."
6th. Kork, a wooded and hilly locality.

7th. El Baruk, a well.

8th. Bugla, a deep well surrounded by fine groups of the tedum or baobab. You
pass on the road the wells El Ghanimat and Jelluk.

9th. El Trelk, a well, or El Makrunat, a little farther on.

* I here can not omit to express my admiration of Mr. Cooley's critical judgment, who, from the
incomplete materials which he at the time possessed, arrived at the same conclusion in hi8 researches
on the Negroland of the Arabs. See especially p. 43.
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10th. Atwe'l, a well to the east of Sinyare, or you may make a long march, and
go to Farabiigu, a Bambara village.

nth. Kala, a large town of Bambara, only two or three hours from Farabilgu.

It is no doubt the same Kala which once constituted a small kingdom of itself, and
of which A'hmedBaba speaks so repeatedly.* In course of time it constituted one
of the three great divisions of the empire of Melle, the two others being Benne-
ndtfgu and Sabardugu.

12th. Sara-do'bu or Sara-dugu.
13th. Falam-bugu.
14th. Swera.
15th. Sansandi.

Q 2. Same route according to El Beshir.

N.B.—Informant proceeded on this route with a caravan of camels and pack-

oxen, the former traveling from morning till about four o'clock in the afternoon, the

latter resting during the heat of the day and following in the evening.

•1st day, Areni (evidently identical with Ri'ni), or another group of wells called

A'jel el A'hmar.
2d. Are'k, sand-hills, having passed the heat of the day at the Bi'r A'shim-me'n

(E' Shenrin).

3d. Ajabi, or, if you proceed a little farther and keep more to the east, Ten-
wakkar.

4th. El Ghanimat, a well with a pond or "dhaye."
5th. Encamp at the foot of a conspicuous eminence, " e' sin," of the chain called

"Dhahar Walata," which encircles El Hddh on the east side, and which is here
crossed.

6th. Encamp without water.

7th. Sinyare, a village or ksar of the Swamnki or Aswanek.
8th. Kala, as above. My informant states that this town, like the last station

before Sansandi, is called Swera by the Aswanek.
9th. Falambiigu, a few miles to the west of Karadugu.
10th. Swe'ra.

11th. Sansandi, a short march.

E. Route from Kasambdra to Walata.

Kasambara is regarded as the chief town in Baghena, and is often the residence
of the chief of the Welad Mebarek.

1st day. Lombo-tendi, a rather long day. Lombo-tendi is the name of a well •

and a ksar or village of clay huts, inhabited by Euraa or Erma (see ante, p. 296).
Besides Lombo-tendi, there are two other ksiir in Baghena inhabited by this re-

markable set of mulattoes, both of them called Barasafa, the one situated at no great
distance S.E. from Lombo-tendi. the other lying near Bisaga, to the N.E. These
three villages together form the group called in Baghena "Ksur e' Rumme."*

2d. Tamara, a tank or dhaye.
3d. Agammu, a well and tank.

4th. Bii-Lawan, a well.

5th. N'ama, a pretty ksar or small town, built about fifty years ago by a grandson
of Mulay Isma'ail, in consequence of a civil war which had broken out among the
Shurfa residing in Walata. The village is inhabited by Shurfa, Mehajib, and by
I'delebd. The houses are built of clay and stone ; the west side of the village is

skirted by a valley which contains some hundreds of palm-trees, and where some
tobacco is grown. N'ama is situated at the foot of the hilly chain which encircles

the whole of El Hddh, or the basin. You arrive early in the morning.
8th. Walata.

S. From Kasambdra to Jaivdra, from the information of Sidi A'hmed el Maztiki el

Bdgheni.

1st day. Encamp in the wilderness, having rested two or three hours in Bisaga.
2d. Retanne, a group of shallow wells or hasian. You pass the heat in Benon,

at present a ksar inhabited by Aswanek, but evidently identical with the place of
encampment of the chief of the Ludamar (Welad "Omar, pronounced A'mmer),

* Journal of Leip3ic Oriental Society, vol. ix., p. 52T.
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where Mungo Park suffered so much. Another road leads from Bisaga to Benon,
by a place called Dunn.

3d. Jawara, called by the Fulbe or Fulian Jara Melle, once the capital of the
empire of Melle, at present deserted

;
during the latter period of its existence in-

habited by Rumme (Ruma) and Gurmabe.
Jawara is distant one and a half day N.N.E. from Jebe'ga, and two days from

Samake'de, passing one night in Melle'ri, a ksar inhabited by the Welad Dabo (the

name given by the Arabs to one section of the Aswanek or Wakoro), and passing
the heat in a place called Arjdga. It is after this town, Jawara or Jaura, that the
Frflbe call the Swanmki, or Se'be, as they style themselves (the noblest section of the
Aswanek), by the name of Jaura-n-kdbe.
At a short distance from Melleri, south, lies the ksar Jemjtfmmu, and west of it

Sara.

T. From Kasambdra to Bu-Jedur or BalceL

1st day. Bisaga, a ksar of Aswanek, having passed the heat of the day in Joga.
2d. Joroni, a ksar of Aswanek. In the morning, not far from Bisaga, you pass

Medina, a large place, and farther, on Demmundali, and rest during the heat of the
day in A'gwcmt, a considerable ksar, likewise inhabited by Aswanek.

3d. Tureghamme, another ksar of Aswanek, having passed the heat in a place
called Kurche.

4th. Jebe'ga, a ksar of Aswanek. The traveler enters Kaarta, and the roads di-

vide. Jebe'ga is said to be two days S.E. of Mesfla.

5th. Samankede, a place inhabited at present by Bambara. You pass the heat in

a village called Are'ri, and leave the village Chencha on one side.

6th. El Kab, a ksar of Aswanek, having passed another place called Bu-SweMe,
and rested during the greatest heat in Korkord.

7th. Bventa, one of the chief places of the Aswanek. You pass the heat in Ydri,

another place of the Aswanek.
8th. Tenge, a village inhabited by Bambara, and dominating a mountain pass.

You halt during the hot hours of the day in Kasa, a village inhabited by Bambara
t
people.

9tb. Mamuru, the residence of a chief called Dembo Weled Mtfsa Korbo, situated

in a wide valley. You rest during the heat in Mowedi'na, a town inhabited by Bam-
bara and governed by a chief of the name of Hassan Bebele.

10th. Lewana, a large place, and residence of a governor dependent on the King
of Sego. You rest at noon in a village inhabited by slaves of the Bambara.

11th. Gun, the chief place of Jafunu (evidently identical with Raffenel's Kdghi),*
a considerable town built of clay, and containing, according to the statements of in-

formants, not less than sixty msi'd or places of worship. The inhabitants are Aswa-
nek, formipg a peculiar stock, called by the Fulbe " JaTunankobe." The popula-
tion of the country of Kajaga or Gejaga, S. of Jafunu, is said to consist likewise of
Aswanek, forming another tribe called Hairankdbe by the Fiilbe. You rest at noon
in Chama, a place inhabited by Bambara, and governed by a son of Morbo ; and be-
yond that place you enter Jafunu, Jafuna, or, as the name is pronounced by the
Arabs, Jafena.

15th. Bu'-Jedur, as the French settlement Bakel, to the S.S.E. of Bot-badiye, is

universally called by the Arabs. There are many towns and villages on the road,
the names of which informant had forgotten. You enter the province of Ftfta on
the 12th day.

U. Route from Kasambdra to Mcsila.

1st day. Bisaga. From Bisaga to Benon is one day's march from morning till

sunset, halting at noon in Dtfnu.

2d. In the wilderness.

3d. Ferenni, a ksar inhabited by Aswanek. It is the westernmost ksar of Bd-
ghena, being situated about six miles N.N.W. from Benon.

4th. Gogi, a shallow well or hasi belonging to Termessa, a district of El Hodh.
Arrive about noon.

5th. Beyond a well named Talli, rich in water and adorned with small trees,

where you pass the heat and proceed on your journey.

* Raffenel's Second Voyage, vol iM p. 223, acq.
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6th. Bowar, a copious well, constituting the W. frontier of El Hddh, and fre-

quented by the tribes of the Zenagha or Senhaja, Hemln, and Fata.

7th. Mesila, a group of shallow wells, the first of which is called Akertfd. With
regard to plants, the " dirs" is almost exclusively found here.

V. Route from Kasamldra to Nyamina.

1st day. N'ama, a ksar of the Welad Mazilk. Rest during thereat of the day in

a village called San-faga.

2d. Dynnia, a large and wealthy town of the Welad Yaggere, residence of a gov-

ernor called Miisa Najem, son of Bankdro, and dependent on the King of Bambara.
The town is rich in horses. You pass the heat in a place called Seredu, inhabited

by Aswanek and Bambara. Dynnia is distant one day's march W. from Aiassa,

resting at noon in a ksar called Wesat, inhabited by Bambara.
3d. Jdre, belonging to the district of Dynnia. You pass the heat in Watere', a

large Bambara place.

4th. Debala, a Bambara town belonging to the northwestern province of the Bam-
bara empire, called Keche. Rest during the heat in Delanga, a place distant only

six or eight miles from Jdre.

5th. Mekoye, a large place, residence of the Governor of Keche. Pass Kasam-
bugu, a large place inhabited by Arabs and Bambara.

13th. Nyamina, a considerable town and well-furnished market-place on the N.
side of the Dhiiiiiba. The market of Nyamina excels that of Sansandi in many re-

spects, and supplies a great proportion of the inhabitants of the western desert. The
district intervening between Mekoye and Nyamina is densely inhabited, but inform-

ant does not remember the names of the places where he slept. Not far W. from
Nyamina a very considerable creek or backwater separates from the river, opening
an extensive inland navigation. It divides itself into two branches, the eastern one
of which follows an almost northerly direction, approaching close to Tumbulle, a
ksar in the country of A'hel Yaggere, distant a day and a half S.S.W. from Dyn-
nia, and thence going to Jungunta, situated to the same distance S. from W. of
Dynnia (starting from Dynnia, pass the heat in Farku, sleep in Sillintiggera, arrive

in the morning in Jungrinta), after which the creek turns S. from W. to the coun-

lst day. Dali, one of the chief places of the Aswanek. Pass on the road the vil-

lages Zegheri, probably identical with the k
^j^\xj of the Arab traveler E'bn Battfta

(Journal As. Soc, 1852, p. 50); farther on Serere, then B'ambala, where you pass
day. East, at no great distance from Dali, was formerly the ksar

ace E. of B'afnbala is the village Kdshi; direction

the heat of the

called Debbus. At a short <

S.E., or rather E.S.E.
2d. Aiassa, a ksar of the tribe of the Teghdaust, of mixed Aswanek and Arab

blood, once very powerful and widely scattered, at present degraded to the condi-

tion of "lhame" or " khdddeman," serfs or tributaries, but still distinguished on
the score of their learning. The town ofAiassa itself is very remarkable on account
of its palm-trees, there being besides these no palm-trees in the whole of Baghena,
with the exception of two trees in Kasambara, where there were formerly four. About
six miles S.S.E. from Aiassa lies Safantara, a large Bambara place. Direction E.
of S. You halt during the heat in Yengdt. Here you also pass the heat of the
first day in going from Aiassa to Jawara in very short marches

;
sleep in El Awe-

na ; halt the second day in Seghalli, sleep in Jurni (Jordni) ; third day sleep in

Kurche; fourth day sleep in Torangumbu (Turaghamme) ; fifth day reach Ja-
wara.

From Aiassa to Akumb is two and a half days' march S.E. First day Raran-
rillle, making a short halt at noon in Tambebdgo ; second day Rullumbo, passing
the heat in Fugti; third day Akumb; distance the same as that between Kabara
and Timbuktu. A short distance N. from Akumb is Diggena, with a mixed popu-
lation of Bambara, Aswanek, and Fullan.

3d. Tambe-bdgo, a ksar of Bambara. Rest a couple of hours during the heat of

the day in Gala-bdgo, likewise inhabited by Bambara.
4th. Nyame-bdgo, another Bambara place, about noon.
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5th. Sleep in the wilderness, having rested at noon in Dambar- (or Damboy-)
keseba.

6th. Murja, in the morning.

In goingfrom Murja to Nydmina.

1st day. Khersanne, a Bambara place
\

arrive between three and four o'clock,

without having Raited on the road.

2d. Manzanne.
3d. KanU", a Bambara place, about three o'clock P.M.
4th. Kser (diminutive form of "ksar") el M'allemm, a place inhabited by Aswa-

nek students, and therefore so designated by the Arabs.

5th. Nyamina, before noon.

From Muija to Mekoye.

1st day. Gellu, a considerable place. It was formerly dependent upon Murja,

but it has succeeded in making itself independent, while the latter place lay desert-

ed and waste for nearly four years, and it has also preserved its independence since*

the rebuilding of Murja in 1852-3. Several towns or villages in the neighborhood
belong to Gellu.

2d. Debala. Pass on the road many ksur or small towns.

3d. Mekoye. A long day.

I here add a few less distinct data with regard to this region from the informa-

tion of Daiid.

Between Marikoire (probably identical with Mekoye) and Debala, the following

towns and villages : Belala, Dunde, Side, Nawelenna, Kalumbu, a Bambara place,

Debala.
Between Debala and Dinga, on a route of a little more than a day's journey, are

the following places : Waltere, Marenna, Sfrankdro, Tdwa, Ddchere, Dinga. Din-
ga is said by this informant to be the abode of the A'hel Y'eggara, a tribe of Bam-
bara.

Between Marikoire and Danfa, in a direction from west to east, two and a half

days' fast, or four days' slow traveling : Bule, Toldkkord, Sele, Bulo, Bane, Tun-
turubale, Kdssa, Barakdro, Bassala, two considerable villages or ksur, inhabited by,

Bambara people, Bankorondtfgu, Danfa.

Between Danfa and Debala, a two days' journey north, lie the following places

:

Dogoye, A'rsa, Marenna, Nambara, Babanuru, Mariam-Babanuru, Jefaudu, Bdn-
gel, Debala.
Between Ya-salame and Sdkolo, a three days' journey : Nyenchelle, Nyarinya-

nnde, Kare (see below), Urli, SokolQ; a long uninhabited tract intervening between
the last two stations.

X L Routefrom Kasambdra to Kola direct

1st day. Chappdto, a ksar of the Bambara, a few miles west from Dali. Halt
at noon in B'ainbala.

2d. Jibdnfo, a town inhabited by Frilbe. Pass the heat in U'm el 'Aruk. One
day from U'm el 'Aruk is Musaweli, a considerable ksar of the Aswanek, about two
hours north of Koli. Another road from Musaweli to Kasambara leads, 1st, to

U'm el "Aruk ; on the 2d day, by Ku'sh to Kola ; on the 3d, to Sere're ; on the 4th,

to Kasambara. One day and a half from Jibdnfo is Tangcnagha. Halt at noon
in Raranriille, a Bambara village

;
sleep at Furti or Dambo-selli ; reach at noon,

the next day, Jibdnfo.

3d. Koli, a considerable place ; arrive about three o'clock P.M. It is two hours
south from Musaweli.

4th. Encamp in the open country, having halted during the heat in Ku*mba,
which is not farther distant from Koli than Kabara from Timbuktu, and consists

of two villages, separated from each other by a valley, where the market is held

;

the northern village being called Fepbaga, and the southern one Lellaga.

5th. Kola, a Bambara place, distant two days northwest from Kala, and six from
Sansandi. Arrive before noon.
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X 2. Zigzag routefrom Sansdndi to Kasambara, according to the Jddsan el Mukhtdr*
Slow rate ivith camels.

2d day. Karandugu, dependent upon Bambara. Country level ; all the houses
clay ; no reed huts.

4th. Denfd, a large walled place, under the dominion of Bambara ; residence of

a governor ; abundance of trees, rice ; horned cattle, sheep ; much cotton. The
natives, dressed in tobes, take their supply of water from wells. In Karanddgu
informant changed his north-northeasterly direction for one going west.

5th. Salakord, a small village of Bambara, densely inhabited. Country well

cultivated. Arrive at sunset.

6th. Bermnkord, a small village, but well inhabited. Even the smaller towns
and villages in this quarter are constructed of clay. Grain in abundance ; much
honey and butter.

7th. Murja, a large walled place ; residence of a governor called Mamari, and
nicknamed by informant Elli-BiIseruwaL The inhabitants, including the governor,

all idolaters, but dress well ; like all the Bambara people, they have a golden stud

in the right ear. A great portion of them speak Arabic. They are armed with*

muskets and arrows. The country is perfectly level ; no valleys, only wells.

8th. Encamp at sunset in the open country. The country here intersected by
sandy ridges, ncbak or crreg rendering the passage difficult. No cultivation, but

tall trees ; no water.

9th. Kumba, first town of Baghena, separated by a ravine into two distinct quar-

ters, each ruled by a governor of its own. In the raviue or valley the market is

held. The inhabitants are all Mohammedans
;
speak Bambara. Informant, from

some cause or other, did not take the direct road from Murja to Kasambara by way
of Alassa.

10th. Koli, at sunset ; a large walled town, half clay, half reed. The whole
country is under cultivation; cattle and sheep; wells; no running water. The
Welad e' Rahmun, the Shdbahin, besides the Aswanek, have villages on the road.

There are also the Fulbe tribes, the Bowar, with the chief Bugend, and the Hasi-
nib6ro, with the chief Sumbunne, but acknowledging the supremacy of Baghena.

11th. Ronnga, a temporary dwelling-place of the roving tribes, including the
Ide'san. Arrive at four o'clock P.M., having rested at noon.

12th. U'm el 'Aru'k, a large village, with shallow wells. Much cotton and in-

digo. Arrive about noon. •

13th. Chapato, a place inhabited by Sellat, a section of Aswanek, Mohammed-
ans

;
many temporary settlers. Early in the morning.

14th. Ktfsh, a large place, residence of the Helbubu Welad Mahbub, who have
no handicraft or market ; make war in company with the Arabs ; are armed with
muskets ; their idiom Bambara, Aswanek, and Arab ; all clay dwellings.

15th. Tdnorar, small place ; as usual, consisting of clay dwellings ; residence of
the Artfsiyi'n, with their chief Sidi Sala ; herds of cattle ; no camels ; much honey.

16th. Kserat Shigge (probably meaning '
' the manufacturing or weaving towns,

"

shigge being generally the name given to cotton in these quarters). At present the
Kesima, a section of those in Su*s, dwell here. Arrival in the morning early.

17th. Kasambara, large place
;

clay and reed
;

residence, at the time of inform-
ant's journey, of Mukhtar, son of Mohammed, whom my informant believed able

to bring into the field from 6000 to 7000 cavalry, but only a few infantry.

Y. A few Notes on the present state of Baghena.

The name of Baghena, as it comprises part of the ancient territory of Ghanata,
has evidently also supplanted the ancient name. At present it does not comprise
a country naturally or politically united

;
for, naturally considered, Baghena forms

part of the district El Hddh, at least that portion of it which is most favored by
nature ; and in a political point of view it consists of the most heterogeneous ele-

ments, comprising districts inhabited by Aswanek, Arabs, and Fullan. The for-

mer, even at the end of the last century, were very powerful, when they became
known to Venture under the name of Marka,f through the medium of those two

* It would seem, from many indications, that this informant describes the country in the more
flourishing state which it enjoyed some years previously to my visit to Negroland.

t Venture, Vocabulaire Berbcrc, ed. Jaubert, Appendix, p. 225.
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Moroccain merchants who visited Paris at that time. This name is given to them
by the Bambara, who call their country Marka-kanne or kanda, and are greatly
intermixed with them. The Fullan hereabouts also formerly had great power, and
have become famous under the name Kowar.
The Aswanek, Swanmki, Se'be, or Wakore', were the original inhabitants of the

country, and once formed the principal stock in the vast and glorious empire of
Ghanata, the ruling class not improbably belonging to the Pullo stock, the Leukae-
thiopes, who were settled in this very region since the time of Ptolemy, till they
were overpowered by the nearly-related tribe of the Mandingoes or Jtfli, who, on
the ruins of the empire of Ghanata, founded a new empire, extending its influence

over the whole middle course of the great river. This new empire was called

"Melle," from melle, a word meaning "free," "noble," as the dominating tribe

of the Mandingoes called themselves, in opposition to their oppressed brethren, the

Aswanek, just in the same manner as the free, roving portion of the Berbers from
ancient times seem to have called themselves Mazigh, Imdshagh, in opposition to

the degraded settlers in the towns. The feeble remains of the empire of Melle,
which had been nearly annihilated by the Songhay, were extinguished, as it seems,
^n the beginning of the reign of Mulay Ism'ail, when the Arabs on the one side,

and the Bambara on the other, began to take the lead in those quarters, while the

Fulbe or Fullan appeared in the background.
The catastrophe of the extinction of this last remnant of the empire of Melle is

not without interest in the modern history of the western part of Central Africa.

For a civil war having arisen between the royal princes Dabo and Sagdne, sons of
Fere'ngh Mahmud, the late king or ruler of Melle (the title "Fere'ngh," instead of
the more exalted one of Mansa, showing his reduced state of rank), all the most
powerful tribes in that part of the continent took part in the quarrel : one faction

being formed by the Bambara, who, in the mean time, had won Se'go from their

masters and near relations the Mandingoes, the Welad Mazuk, the noblest portion
of the Welad Mebarek, and the A'hel Sembdru—that is to say, a section of the
Fullan, who meanwhile had settled in these quarters ; while the opposite party con-
sisted of the Ruma, or Erma, the Moroccain conquerors of Songhay, who had set-

tled down in certain places of that vast empire, and intermarried with the natives

;

the Zenagha ; the Welad 'Alush, a very warlike tribe, mentioned above ; and the
A'hel Masa, or Saro, a section of the "Wakore'. In this struggle the capital of
Melle was destroyed ; and while the people of Bambara took possession of the
southwestern portion of its dominions, the Welad Mebarek, with their friends the
Welad Mazilk, rendered themselves masters of its northeastern districts. For Hen-
nun, the son of Bdhedel, son of Mebarek, who had led this tribe in the sanguinary
and long-lasting war, received from the hands of Miilay Ism'ail, the energetic em-
peror of the Gharb, as a sort of feudal dominion, the lordship of Baghena; and his

successors have at least partly retained it up to this day. I here give a list of these
chiefs, adding the length of their reigns, wherever I was able to make it out

:

'Omar (A'mmer) Weled Hennun, a powerful chief, who has given his name to

the ruling tribe, which, after him, is called Welad 'Omar (A'mmer), a name cor-
rupted by Park into Lu^damar.

'Ah' Weled 'Omar ruled almost forty years ; was visited by Park shortly before
his death.

'Omar Weled 'All, ruled about thirteen years.

Mohammed Weled 'Omar was chief about the same number of years.

'All Weled Mohammed was chief seven years.

Hennun Weled Mohammed murdered his brother "All, but was chief only four

months, being murdered in his turn by
Mukhtar, a near relative of his, who was chief for about twelve years.

Babiine succeeded him. Between this chief and Hamed Weled 'All e* Sheikh
Weled Hennun Weled Bdhedel, there arose a civil war, which lasted seven years,

devastating all Baghena, and weakening especially the power of the Arabs. At
the end of seven years Hamed died, Babiine, who altogether ruled about nine years,

surviving him by one year. He was succeeded by

'Ah' Weled el Mukhtar, the present chief of the Welad Mebarek, who in 1853
had ruled two years.

As for the Fullan, or Fulbe, they had become very numerous in Baghena, and
were in possession of several ksur, principally Daguni, Jibdnfo, Kemefiydmo, Nara,
Kebda, Barreu, and Gurunge, till they were driven out of these places by 'Omar
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Weled Hennu*n, when most of the ksifr remained deserted. But the policy of the

Fullan of Baghena became entirely changed when their brethren on the other side

of the river, led on by the fanatical and energetic chieftain Mohammed Lebbo,

raised the standard of the Jihad in the year 1821. Jealous of their political inde-

pendence, which thus became threatened, they then joined the Arabs in their strug-

gle against the new empire of Hamda-Allahi, and supported them. Nevertheless,

favored as he was by the civil war among the latter, the chief A'hmedu, son of

Mohammed Lebbo, made considerable progress in Baghena, which was not arrest-

ed until recently. At present Sumbunne, son of Bu-Bakr, the present emi'r of the

Fullan in Baghena, has built a new ksar, the place El Imbediye mentioned above,

situated a few miles east from Lombo Tendi, and to the north of another ksar call-

ed Gurunge. There is also a Pullo emi'r in Baghena, of the name A'bu El Haji
Ibrahima, who seems to enjoy considerable authority.

As for the Aswanek of Baghena, who, as will have been gleaned already from
the itineraries, are masters of many ksur, their present policy is said to consist in

keeping prudently in the background, and economizing their strength for some
great exertion in favor of their own independence. I here insert a list of the sev-

eral sections into which the Aswanek are divided, as far as I have become acquaint-

ed with them

:

The Kometen, in Sansandi or Sansanni, which originally was an Aswanek town.

The Si'se, not unlikely related with the Susu, .

The Sasa.

The Konne.
The Berta.

The Berre.

The Dukkera or Dtfkerat.

The Sillawa or Sillat.

The Kagorat, a very remarkable tribe, distinguished by a lighter hue, and, ac-

cording to report, even by a peculiar idiom, while in other respects, especially by
the three cuts which they make along both cheeks, they approach closer to the cus-

toms of the Bambara and A'hel Masa.
The Kunnatat.
The Jawarat, speaking nothing but the pure Aswanek language, and divided into

the two sections of the Welad Dabo and the Swagi, the latter especially being very
numerous and warlike.

The Fofanat.

The Darisat.

The chief of the Aswanek in Baghena is Miisa, son of Bene'dik, who resides in

Ershan, at no great distance W. from Bisaga.

Related to the Aswanek are also the Saro, whose seats are one day S. from Jinni,

and who, together with the Bambara, fight against the Fulbe. Their former chief

was Chong Weled Musa.
The hostilities carried on between the inhabitants of the northern banks of the

Niger or Dhiuliba as a whole, on the one side, and the Fulbe of Hamda-Allahi on
the other, exercise their influence also upon the relation which exists between the

Arabs of Baghena and the Bambara, which therefore at present can not but be a
friendly one.

On the whole, the country of Baghena, which well deserves the attention of Eu-
ropeans, is not less capable of fixed settlements than it is fit for rehala life, or no-

madic wandering, although it is not suited for the camel. Besides cultivation

of dukhn, or, as it is here called, bishen or he'ni, and dhurra or saba, wild rice is

procured from the numerous swamps formed in the rainy season, as is also the case

in the whole of El Hodh. The trees most common in Baghena are the tedum or

baobab, at least in the southern districts, the roma or hyene, the chigfit, the bafere-

wa, and the aurnal ; of the date-tree I have spoken above.

Z. Routefrom Kasambdra to Tishit or SUtu,from the information ofEl Imam, a na-

tive of the latter place.

1st day. Mabruk, a large well or hasi.

5th. Ajwe'r, a large and much-frequented well, distant a long day's journey W.
from the celebrated well " Bir Nwal." As far as Ajwe'r the direction is almost N.,

but here it becomes N.W.
10th. Agerijit, in former times nothing but a well, but in the year 1850, owing
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to a civil war having broken out in TisMt, one section of the Welad Bille left their

home and settled near this well, where they built a small ksar or village. Here the
direction of the road changes to the W.

11th. Tishit, or, as the place is called by its original inhabitants, She'tu. These
indigenous inhabitants of Tishit are the Masina, a section of the Aswanek or 1 Aze'r,

consisting of two divisions, one of darker and the other of lighter color. These Ma-
sina are the founders of the kingdom of Masina or Masin, whose centre was the isl-

and or rude formed by the Mayo Balleo and the Mayo Ranne'o, with Tenengu as

its chief place. It is still an important market-place. Tishit is said by the Arabs
to have been founded by 'Abd el Milmen, about the fifth century of the Hejra ; but
that means only that about the period indicated the Berbers took possession of the

town, the original name of which they thus changed into Tishit. At present there

live in the town, intermixed with the Masina, the Welad Bille, who about two cen-
turies ago formed an extremely rich and powerful tribe, but part of whom, as stated

before, have at present emigrated. The consequence is that the town has decayed
greatly, and seems scarcely to contain at present more than about 3000 inhabitants.

Besides the Welad Bille, there live also in Tishit a certain number of Zuwaye or

Tolba, especially the A'hel Hindi Nislim.

Tishit lies not far from the southern foot of the Kodia, which encircles El Hodh,
and there is at no great distance from it a sebkha where an inferior kind of salt is

obtained. The only produce of the place are dates of various quality, the names of

which are as follows : Baseburk, Dermaktfl, Dermasuggin, Bataye, Mandinga, Ge'ti,

Habbes, Getfaf, Daram, Birkerawi, Zengi't, Tamaramye. All other articles of food
are brought from Nyami, which forms the great market-place of Tishit and the sur-

rounding country.

There is another more westerly road leading from Kasambara to Tishit, and
reaching on the 4th day the well called "Bi'r Fog," or perhaps "fdk," meaning
" the upper well;" on the 8th, another well or hasi called " A'jwe," and bringing
the traveler to Tishit on the 10th before noon.

AA. List of stations between Tishit and Walata,

1 short march, A'gerijit, the well where the road from Kasambara joins. 1 short
march, Tuwejinit. 1 long march, Bottat el abe's. 1 short march, A'ratan. 1

short march, 'Imdd elan, hills or columns 'of«and, one of them called 'Amad el Abi-
adh. This station is very important, as it is the point where the direct road from
Wadan to Walata joins this track. See lower down. £ day, Btf-mehaye. 1 day,
Tghelad Timasdra. } day, Shebbi, "m'aden sheb abiadh," mines of white alum.
1 long day, Ojaf. 1 day, Tagorarct. £ day, El 'Aytfn Khanfdreten Aisa. 1 day,
Wadi Ni'ti, with wells (hasian) and lghelad. 1 day, Walata.

BB. Routefrom Tishit to Bot-hadiye.

3d day. Tyggebo, a ksar or village inhabited by the Tcghdaust, a very remark-
able tribe, about whom I shall say more farther on, and by the Tajakant. The vil-
lage belongs to the district called Erkfz, perhaps identical with what others call
Taskast. About ten miles west from Tyggebo there is an ancient place called Nya-
dash, inhabited likewise by the Teghdaust.

4th. Erge'be, or rather a resting-place in the hilly district called by that name.
In another part of this hilly tract, on the frontier of Afdlle, a party of Zuwaye have
recently built a ksar or small town of the name of Makamet.

5th. E'nwasa>, a shallow well or hasi.

10th. Bu-botha, a well or hasi, evidently near a botha or swampy depression.
Between E'nwasar and this place there are other watering-places, but informant
has forgotten their names.

11th. Jdk, a well or hasi.

14th. Limddu, a ksar or village inhabited by the Medrambenn, a tribe of the
Kunta.

16th. Jigge, a valley with plenty of water in the rainy season.
17th. El Mai, a small island in a lake of fresh water, and not even drying up

during the dry season.

19th. Kra el asfar, a creek of the bahr Ftfta or Senegal, so called by the Arabs
21st. Bi'r el Ghala, a well.

22d. Testaye, a well.

23d. Bothddiye or El Bot-ha, as Fort St. Joseph seems to be called by the Arabs.
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CC. Stations on the route from Waddn to Tishit.

5 days, Bu-Seffye. £ day, Khat el Moina or Shwdkh. 1 day, Lobe'r. 1 long,

Tin-tet or Ghale'b e' dal. 1 day, FeKsb el milha. 1 day, Katib. 1 day, El Badi-
yat. 1 day, El Jeradiyat. 1 day, Ganeb, a well or basi, with date palms. 1 day,

Dikil ghaleb. 1 day, Tishft. From Wadan to the sebkha I'jil, a salt basin at the

foot of a considerable mountain, is ten days' journey with laden camels, and seven
with unladen ones going at a swift rate. 1 day, Tagalift, on the northern side of

the valley. £ day, Um el be'dh. 2 days, Aushish, in the district called Maghter,

consisting of high sandy downs. £ day, Bot-ha el haye. U day, El Argfye, the

nearest well to the salt lake. One day S. from the sebkha is the high mount I'jil.

DD. Stations on the route between Waddn and Waldta.

3£ days, Waran. 1 short, Te'sserat-tf-Lahiat. 1 long, Temnakararit. 1£ day,

Ijufa, all sandy downs. 1£ day, Akaratm e' sbot and Akaratm el had. 1 day, El
Mehamer. £ day, El Ksar-rawat. 1 day, Engewel. 1 day, Agamfyirt. 1 day,

Tmodhelan ; here this route joins the former one. 1 day, Btf-mehaye. 1 short,

Bege're, a dhaye. £ day, Shebbi. £ day, Keddamu. £ day, Warash. 1 short. El

Atilt (El Ethelet?) seraye. 1 short, Rek E'rdhedhfr. 1 long, El Ogudh el lum-
inal. 1 day, Rodh el hamra. 1 day, El Felfsh. 1 day, El Derrtfmbekat. £ day,

Walata.

EE. Stations between Waddn and El Khat, by a circuitous route.

1 short day, Tanifshirt, a hasi with date-trees; "tanu" means vale. 1 day,

A'hertfr. 4 days, A'wakan ; this part of the road passes through a desert tract

without wells, called Tayarat Idaw el Haj. 1 day, Sharamye. 1 day, Hasi el

harka. t day, Itilen, a mound. 1 day, El Khat, having passed the heat in Bu-
Sefiye. El Khat is a rich valley, which I shall say more about in the general ac-

count of El Hddh, and a very important locality where most of the routes traversing

this region join. A'wakan, which will be mentioned in a following itinerary, is thus

tolerably well determined.

FF. From Waddn to Rashid, by way ofEl Khat*

1 day, Roj, a well. 1 day, Shingft, an ancient town, which has become very
famous in the whole of the East on account of its having given its name to all the
Arabs of the West. The reason of this is said to be that a distinguished man, a
native of this place, of the name of 'Abd e' Rahman, visited the court of Harun e'

Rashid. I shall say more about this place farther on. 1 day, encamp beyond the
A7

kela without a well. 1 day, Hawe'shi. 1 day, Awazgar (identical with A'wa-
kan?), with a hasi at the foot of the kodia, leaving the small town of A'tar east-

ward. 1 day, Takenus and El Khdsa. 1 day, El Sharamye, a hasi or well belong-
ing to the Welad el Wafi, and still forming part of A'derer e' temar. 1 day, El
Khat Smirar, a tract with many wells, but, as it seems, on high ground, from whence
Teji'gja, Ksar el Barka, Rashid, and even Tisi'gi may be seen. 1 day, Taganet el

btfdha. 1 day, Rashid.

GG. From A'tar to Tejigja or Rashid.

N.B.—A'tar is two days E. of Shingit and Ojiift, another ksar or village which is

two days S.E. of Shingft, and one day S.S.W. of A'tar. (These data I had not
made use of in my map.

)

1 day, Tozardtfn, with a well or hasi. 1 short, Zenbe, a dhaye or pond. 1 day,

A'u's, difficult march, high kodia. 1 day, a locality a short distance to the south
of Shingft. 3 days through the A'kela, without a well ; then reach Kider Wamu,
a well three days from Shingft. 1 day, A'wakan, the above-mentioned well. 1

day, Hasi il harka. 1 day, Shwekh, or Khat el Moina, on the south side of the

Khat. 1 day, El Laye, a well. £ day, Tantfshight. 1 short, Atwel and Awe'n
Tisba. 1 day, E' Nwalfk Warzak. £ day, either Tejfgja or Rashfd, two villages

in Taganet, the distance of both places being the same. Tejigja is a place of con-

siderable renown.

• N.B.—This itinerary waa not made use of for the map of the western part of the desert which I

sent home from Timbuktu.

Vol. III.—Y y
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HH. From Tejzgja to Jdfena or Jdfunu.

2 days, Wedan, with a large dhaye or pond. 1 short, Adirg el Mejifj. 1 day,

Dhii el Rodiye, passing by Daiidad. 1 day, E' Nugga. \ day, Korkol, a kddia or

hill at the frontier of Tezizzay, between Aiikar and El Kddia. \ day, Garrugdt. 1

short, Agursh Gasamu. 1 day, Gundege nwame'len (wan mellen ?) two mountains
with hasian. 4 day, Kffa, a well or hasi. 1 day, U'm el A'khseb, a dhaye or ta-

murt, surrounded by baobab-trees. 1 day, Samba-sandiggi, a well, with plenty of

sgillem (the diim bush) and dele'b palms. 1 day, Isi'l, a dhaye. 1 day, Gar-allah,

a large dhaye. The district Asaba is south from here. 1 day, Erish. 1 day, El-

gflte el Khaddra, a large dhaye or pond full of fish. 1 day, encamp in the open
country. 1 day, Jafena or Jafuml, or rather Giighi or Gun, the capital of that

province, which is four or five days south of Bowar or 'Akertft, a well in Mesfla.

II. Route from Ksar el Barka—Bu-tdimtt.

Ksar el Barka is one short day southwest from Rashid.

1st day, GeT)bu, a tamurt or dhaye where saba or dhurra and wheat are cultivated

by the Welad Sidi Haiballa, who usually encamp here. 2d, Tisfgi, a short well at

the foot of a kddia, from whence the passes crossing the range of sand-hills toward
the south are seen. 3d, El Juwelat e' Twama, two of these passes, either of which
you may choose. 4th, U'm e' de'r, a hasi or well belonging to the district Agan.*
5th, El 'Aim', a hasi or well. 6th, Titarikt or A'sabay, a well about thirty-five fath-

oms in depth, and the most eastern of "El A'biar," or the deep wells, which have
given their name to the whole district called " El A'biar."

Besides the wells here mentioned, the most famous wells of "El A'biar" are the

following, all lying west of Aftdt : A'r-e'ddeke, Bu-Telehiye, Kezelan, Bfr el Barka,
Dukhn, Bu-Twerige, Yare, Bii-Tumbu'ski. Farther to the northwest from Aftdt,

and at the distance of about two days north from Bii-Twerfge, is a famous well

called Bu-tc'limit, but not to be confounded with the well of the same name men-
tioned hereafter. In the district of Aftdt there are only shallow wells.

7th, El Wastha, a deep well dug in stony ground. 8th, Twers£t, a group of

shallow wells. 9th, a well, being the property of a man called E' Sheikh el Kadhi,
with an encampment of the Ijejebd. 10th, Tin-dammer Abel, a well. 11th, Bu-
te'linrit, a large well or hasi near the camping-grounds of the Brakena, much fre-

quented. From here Bot-hadiye is said to be only one day and a half distant. If

that is the case, the latter must be identical with some place in the " He de Morlil."

KK. Routefrom Ksar el Barka to Kaliaide.

2d dav, Tesigi', the locality mentioned above. 3d, Letfatar, a large tamurt or

pond. 4th (long), Agayar, a well or hasi. 5th, Gnm, a hasi, belonging, like the

foregoing one, to the district Aftdt. 6th, Kereni, a hasi. 7th, El Wad, a val-

ley without water. 8th, El A'rruwa, a* hasi. 9th, encamp in the wilderness with-

out water. 10th, Shemmama, a name which is given by the Arabs to the whole dis-

trict along the north side of the Senegal. You arrive at the river opposite two vil-

lages called (by the Arabs) Gilru '1 hajar. It seems not to be identical with the

Gun '1 haire of the Fiilbe, as that is one short day from Bakel, while our route evi-

dently follows a far more westerly course, even west of the one which I am about

to give.

LL. Route from Kahaide to thefrontier ofTagdnet, direction N.N.&, according to Hdj
I'brahimfrom Kahaide.

1st day. E'njcku'di, or Tisflit Taleb Mahmu"d, a well with an encampment of

Arabs called collectively by my informant Shenagit and Limtlfna.

2d. Monge, a village of the Limttfna, consisting of tents made of camels' hair.

3d. Moyet, another village of the Limtuna, or rather two sections of this once
powerful but now degraded Berber tribe, the Dagebambera (this is probably not their

proper name), and the Welad e' Shefaga.

4th. Basengiddi, a village inhabited by the Limtuna, the Twabe'r (a section cf

the former), El Hejaj, the Rehala, El I^a, and the Wel6d 'Abd-Allah. The coun-
try rather hilly.

* On my MS. map I placed Ag/in wrong, giving it an intermediate position between Aft6t and
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5th. Wanja, or Jentfr, as you choose, both of them being settlements of Arabs, and
close to each other. Here live the Tagat, the Idaw el Hassan, the Welad Biyeri,

and the Jejeba, the food of these people consisting of sour milk, dhurra, and fruits.

From this spot you obtain a view of the mountains of Taganet and Asaba.

6th. Marde, a well with an encampment of the same tribes as Wanja. The
country is hilly and rich in herbage, the mountains or vales being adorned with
plenty of trees.

7th. Te'ri, a pool of stagnant water in the rainy season, while during the dry sea-

son only a well is to be found here. The country rather hilly.

8th. A'sheram, a settlement of different tribes. The mountains of Taganet seem
to be quite near.

9th. Tisflit Akerarer, a wadi in a mountainous tract, with scattered groups of

tents inhabited by Arabs.
10th. Dwenki, a mountain with a pool of stagnant water at its foot, but only in

the rainy season
;
during the dry season only a well is found.

11th. Yogbashi, a mountain with temporary inhabitants. Few trees.

12th. Nufni, a mountain pass, " the entrance or gate of Taganet," the mountains

being very high.

From Nufni to Kasr el Barka is a march of two days.

MM. Routefrom Bakel to thefrontier of Taganet by way of Asaba,

1st day. Samba-rainji, a considerable place inhabited by Aswanek, and situated

in a level tract inclosed between the foot of the mountains and the river.

2d. Hasi Weled 'All Baba, a well lying in the vale or depression inclosed between
the two mountain ranges along which your road winds. Kdmandd, a considerable

Aswanek village, lies on a more easterly road.

3d. Hasi Shagar, another well, with a camp of Arabs in the dry season.

4th. Tektake, as the place is called by the Arabs, or Bii-ttfrnke, as it is called by
the Aswanek and Fullan or Fulbe, the population consisting chiefly of Aswanek.
The village lies in the midst of the mountains ; the houses are built of clay, and a

few gardens are cultivated in the neighborhood, for although there is no running
stream, water is said to be found at the depth of only one foot under ground, and
the mountains, or "gide," as they are called in Aswanek, are full of trees. The
country nominally under the dominion of Fiita.

5th. Jibali, or, as the name is pronounced by the Arabs, JubeHi, a village situ-

ated in the midst of the mountains, at times inhabited, at others deserted. On pur-

suing your road you cross a mountain ridge, and then wind along a valley. The
mountains contain excellent rock for grindstones, shaped in quadrangular forms,

and like the stone found in the mountains near Mekka.
6th. Btfnga, an Aswanek village surrounded by steep rocks ; some gardens are

cultivated.

7th. Moila, an Aswanek village. The road keeps always in the mountainous
tract.

8th. Samma, an Aswanek village.

9th. Tattoputti, formerly a village, but at present deserted.

10th. Wakure, as it is called by the Fullan, or Wolo by the natives, a large place

situated in a deep valley or irregular vale, the rivulet Galliila flowing at no great

distance toward the W. from the place.

11th. Babbu, a village in a mountainous tract.

12th. Kachukordne, another village.

13th. Gelleil.

14th. Garaf Bafal, situated in the midst of the mountains, and being the tempo-

, rary abode of different wandering tribes.

15th. Fumo-bache, another settlement of that kind.

16th. Fumo-lawel, the same.
17th. Nebek, a place of the same nature ; mountainous tract continues.

18th. A'wenet A'r, the beginning of Taganet, the southeastern corner of which

is here hemmed in by the mountains of Asaba.

Asaba, according to this informant, is a broad mountain range, diverging as a

northern branch from the main range, the general direction of which is toward

Bundu, from which country it is separated by the river. The Fulbe call this mount-

ainous tract " Hairi-n-gar," and the Aswanek call it Gide'.
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NN. Routefrom Hamda-Alldhij the present capital of Masina, to Meshila, and thence to

Kahaide, according to Hdj Tbrahim ; route rather windingr

, and to be controlled by other

routes which I have already given.

1st day. Kunna (see above), a small town, but an important market-place, situ-

ated originally on the western bank of the Mayo balle'o, on an island in the Dhiu*-

liba, inclosed by the Mayo balle'o, "the blue river," and the Mayo dhanneo, or "the
white river," but at present built on the eastern shore of the Mayo balleo. What
is very remarkable, it is said to be inhabited by Songhay. A short march of three

hours.

2d. Nukuma, a place or district situated on the island, or " riide," inclosed by the

two branches of the river. Here in the beginning of his career resided Mohammed
Lebbo. There seem to be several hamlets, one of which is called Sebbera.

3d. Tummay, still on the island or rude.

4th. Sare-dma, a large place, and evidently one of the first towns converted to

Islam in these regions, situated on the western bank of the Mayo dhanne'o, which
you cross here, at half a day's distance E.N.E. of the ancient town Zagha or Jaka.
Inhabitants Songhay.

5th. Togord, a group of villages or hamlets, inhabited by the Fullan conquerors.

In Togord the road divides, one branch leading N.E. in two short days to ffene'ngu,

the original capital of Masina, passing by Tumilra, a large district inhabited by
Fiflbe.*

6th. Somdgirf, a considerable place inhabited by Bambara of the country.

7th. Diggfsere, an important Bambara town at some miles distance S.W. from
Tene'ngu, the road leading to which place, and from thence to Ya-salame, whither
a person may also proceed from Diggisere (see above), informant has left on his

right. Country open, adorned with zizyphus. v

8th. Fetokdle, a small place. The country richIn trees, the principal produce
consisting in rice and cotton.

9th. Kare, a Bambara town, governed by an officer of the name of Bugoni. The
country hereabout rich in cattle and camels, but the wells are said to have an enor-
mous depth, according to informant, not less than sixty fathoms. Cotton strips are
the standard currency of the market. *

14th. Sdkold, a town inhabited by Bambara people, but belonging to Masina.
Between the two stations you traverse for five days an open country inhabited by
Arab tribes, as the Welad S'ai'd, the Welad 'Alilsh, and the Gelagema, and rich in

elephants, giraffes, and buffaloes, abundance of water being found in stagnant pools.

On the second day of this march you leave the town of Kala on your left.

19th. Alaso or Alassa, a place belonging to Baghena, and inhabited by the We-
lad "Omran. The country which you traverse is thickly covered with trees, and is

the abode of the Nimadi, a wild set of people, who are stated by my informant to
possess nothing but dogs, with which they hunt the large antelope called "bakr el

wahesh" by the Arabs. (The name "Nimadi" is probably not the real name of
these people.) You sleep four nights in the open country.

22d. Kabiide. a well with temporary settlers. Pass two nights in the open coun-
try without a dwelling.

26th. Mu-saweli, a considerable place of Baghena. You pass on your march sev-
eral other places, the names of which informant does not remember.

27th. Dugum, a middle-sized town.
28th. Debampa, a large town of Baghena. All the houses are built of clay.
29th. Tordngu, another place of importance.
30th. Tindi, a small town about seven days N.W. from Koli, another town of Ba-

ghena. Tindi is inhabited by Aswanek or Swamnki.
31st. Khat e' dcm, a temporary dwelling-place of Arabs belonging to the tribes

of the Welad Mohammed, the Funti, and the Henu'n, with the Sheikh Mohammed
Fadhel, son of the protector Mukhtar. All the dwellings consist of tents of camels'
hair. Khat e' dem forms the beginning of the district called El Hddh.

33d. Tokko, a large pool of stagnant water, round which there is an encampment
of Arabs.

35th. Derfs, a dwelling-place of the "White Arabs," as my informant calls them.
Many tribes are wandering hereabout ; but almost all the towns are at present in

* An interesting account of this district is given in Hodgson's "NoteB on North Africa " n 70
from the information of a Blave in the United States. »

p *
V|
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the hands of the Ftflbe or Fullan. N'ama, the small town mentioned above as hav-
ing been built by the Shurfa, is three days E. a little N. from Dens.

37th. Nwal, a well with an encampment of Arabs.
42d. Tadirt, a well with tents of the same.
47th. Li'be, a well of the same character.

50th. Mesila, a spring of running water at the foot of the kodia which surrounds
El Hodh. The water of Mesila is said to run toward the south.

N.B.—It must be borne in mind in laying down this rout! that my informant, a
Ptfllo, wished to avoid the seats of the Weiad Mebarek, and therefore followed in
his generally northerly direction a very roundabout way.

56th. Afulle, or rather an open Arab village in the district so named, the mount-
ainous country having been entered on the fifty-second day. Afulle borders on
Kaarta, and its eastern part is inhabited by Bambara, but the northern portion is

inhabited by the following Arab tribes : the Fata, the Welad e' Nasr, the Elkwezi
or Lighwe'zi, the Aski'r, the Welad Bode, and by two tribes of the Zuwaye or Mera-
betin, viz., the Tenwaijid and the Laghelel. Some of the divisions of these tribes

are settled in the mountains, while others live in the plain called El Khe'nashfsh,
rich in pasture-grounds, between which and the mountains there is- a smalltown
called Ttfgguba.

59th. Tifiirgi, a well with Arab settlers. Country mountainous.
62d. U'mmat el adham, a well. The last three days no water is found along the

road, while in general, even in the tract intervening between two stations marked
by my informant, watering-places are occasionally met with.

67th. Kawal, a lively spring of water. Country mountainous.
73d. Tugguba, an open village inhabited by Arabs. Many springs in the mount-

ains.

76th. Waya, another Arab village.

78th. Meshila, called by my informant "ras el Futa," as the beginning of Futa
(at least in former times).

I now give the route from Meshila to Kahaide

:

1st day. Samoga, a mountain belonging to the mountainous district Asaba.
2d. Wakore, a village inhabited by Aswanek, but subjected to Futa as well as to

the Zenagha Arabs, to whom they pay tribute.

34 Galiila, a village inhabited by Aswanek, and dependent upon Wakore. It is

situated at the foot of a mountain, from the top of which a brook of living water
rushes down. This water-course is called Galiila, like the village, and is said to be
full of fish.

4th. De il Kurban, an Arab settlement on a wadi, with running water during
the rainy season, which is said to flow mto the Senegal. Country not under cul-

tivation.

5th. Jumlamye, another dwelling-place of the Zenagha on the same wadi.

6th. Wau Samberlam, a high mountain ridge extending toward Bundu.
7th. Gflte, another locality in the same ridge. The country not under cultiva-

tion, and only temporarily inhabited after the rains.

8th. Tashdt, a wadi with water in the rainy season. No cultivation.

9th. Bii-'Amud, an open tract of country, the pasture-grounds for the cattle of

the Fullan.

10th. Tara-miil, a locality on the same wadi. The country full of the large spe-

cies of antelopes, giraffes, elephants, and buffaloes, and richly clad with large trees.

11th. Shilliyul, the same wadi richly adorned with trees. The country nearly

level, only broken by a feAv hills. Abundance of cattle.

12th. Sugurere, a Fullan village. Country hilly.

13th. Bailabubi, on the same wadi. The country hilly
;
nothing but pasture-

grounds.

14th. Pittangal, another settlement of Fullan shepherds.

15th. Bogilchele, a place of the same description. At this point the Gurgul bal-

leo, or black Gurgul, a small water-course coming from the N. E. in the direction of

Gallula, joins the Gurgul dhann€o, running from Akerere in Taganet, the two form-

ing henceforward a considerable water-course, at least during the rainy season. Ac-

cording to this informant, the small craft from Kahaide can navigate this creek, but

of such communication the French accounts of the Senegal give no indication.

16th. Maktachuchi, or, as the spot is called in the Fulfulde language, Lumbirde-
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chtftinkdbe, a large pool of stagnant water, with river-horses, and surrounded by
fine pasture-grounds. A section of the Limtiina are said to cultivate this ground.

17th. Rak Hilhdbe, the plain of Hilhdbe
;
property of the Brakena.

'

18th. Kerfat, the fields of Kahaide.
19th. Kahaide, on the W. side of a great bend of the Senegal. On your road you

pass the large village Jeri-liimbun.

I will here add a list of the chief divisions of Ftfta, including the Wolof country,

such as rbrahi'm communicated them to me : Lore, Damga, Ferld, Nange-hore, the

centre of Ftfta, Toro, Walbrek, Nder, U'l, Niyan, Bachar, Kimmta, Ballindimgu
Salu, Jolof, Kayor.

00. From Meshila to BakeL Very short marches.

1st day. Samba-sandiggi, a w6di in the wilderness, with Arab settlers.

2d. Dawoda, a wadf.

3d. Nakhele, settlement of Sidi Makhmiid, of the Zenagha.
4th. Dundumtflli ; few settlers.

5th. Sdlefdl, village of Fulbe.

6th. Tektaket, all along the valley Mesfla or Meshila, which runs to the Senegal.

7th. Ydra, village or town of Fulbe, Aswanek, and Arabs dwelling together.

8th. Abdlli, a hamlet of Arabs, Welad We'si, and Fullan Rungdbe, under the

chiefs 'Omar Weled Bu-Sefi. Wddi Mangol. Few mountains.

9th. Swe'na, a hamlet of Fulbe, with a few Arabs.

10th. Nahal ; one day E. of the town Butti.

11th. Bayajam, a small hamlet of Fulbe Rungabe and Hel Mddin Alia.

12th. Ti'shi, small hamlet.

13th. Melge, large village inhabited by Fulbe and Hel Mddin Alia.

14th. Village of Chermo-Makkam, who died some time before, when his son,

Baidal Chermo succeeded him.

15th. Dar Salame, now Aswanek, formerly Hel Mddin Alia.

16th. Kidibi'llo, a small hamlet. Aswanek.
17th. Nenechd. Aswanek.
18th. Waigi'lle, a middle-sized place of Aswanek. Country level, small hills,

many trees, especially the kuddi. Always along the valley Mangol or Mesila.

19th. Kabu, large place of Aswanek, on the point where the Mesila joins the

Senegal.

20th. Lani, considerable place of Aswanek, on the S. side of the river, which you
cross.

21st. Kote'ra, a village of Aswanek close to Senegal.

22d. Gtfchubel (Gtftube' of the French), the point where the Faldme' joins the Sen-
egal. On the opposite side lies Yogunturd.

23d. Arundu, a village of Aswanek, having crossed the Fale'me'.

24th. Yaferd, on the Senegal.

25th. Golme, Aswanek under Bundu.
26th. Guri '1 haire, Aswanek.
27th. Bakel.

Even beyond Bakel, toward Kahaide, the seats of the Aswanek, Cheddo, or Wa-
kord extend as far as the isolated mountain Waunde, which lies on the N.E. shore,

and that is evidently the reason of this tract on the N. bank of the Senegal being
called Gangara or W£ngara, the country of the Wakore'.

N.B.—The routes from Wadan and Tjil to Sakiet el Hamrah, of which I have
collected an itinerary, I refrain from communicating, as they have been in some
measure superseded by Panet's route. (Revue Coloniale, 1851.)
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APPENDIX XL
LIST OF THE ARAB OR MOORISH TRIBES SCATTERED OVER THE WESTERN PART
OF THE DESERT, ACCORDING TO THE DISTRICTS OR NATURAL DIVISIONS OF
THE DESERT IN WHICH THEY ARE SETTLED.

The original inhabitants of these regions, at least since the middle of the eighth
century of our era, were the Berbers, especially the Zenagha, or Senhaja ; but these
tribes, since the end of the fifteenth century, it would seem, have been pushed back
and partly conquered by the Arab tribes to the south of Morocco and Algeria, who
either intermingled with them or reduced them to a degraded position. Thus there
are especially four classes of tribes: the free warlike tribes, 'Arab, or Harar; the
Zuwaye, or peaceable tribes ; the Khoddeman, or Lahme, identical in the southwest-
ern quarter with the Zenagha, the degraded tribes ; and the Harratm, or the mixed
stock. The characteristic feature of these Moorish tribes is the guflfa, or full tuft

of hair ; that of the Zenagha the peculiar fashion of wearing the hair called gata-
ya, as they cut the hair on both sides of the head, and leave nothing but a crest on
the crown, from whence a single tress hangs down sometimes to their very feet, or
they tie the ends round their waist.

The supposed ancestor of the Moorish tribes is Ode ben Hassan ben A'kil, of the
tribe of the Ratafan, who is supposed to have come from Egypt.

t, ARAB TRIBES IN BAGHENA.

The Welad Mebarck (sing. Mebarki), divided into the following sections : A'hel
'Omar Welad 'All, A'hel Henmim (e' Shaikh).

Fata, separated into the following divisions : Welad Moniin, Welad Dokkanan,
A'hel Bil Sef.

Eunti, separated into the following divisions : Welad Hammu el kohol, A'hel
Hammu el biadh, A'hel Mummu, A'hel Sfdi I'braMm, Welad Zenaghi, A'hel 'Omar
Shemati.
The following tribes are in a state of dependence upon them, or arc, as it is

called, their lahme, or their khoddeman : Idabuk, Ifoleden, A'hel 'Abd el Waned,
El Harretin (no proper name), El Mehajeriyin, these only partly degraded, Yadas

;

Welad el 'Alfa, A'hel A'hmed Hennun, whose khoddeman are the following tribes :

El Rowasil, Welad Salem, Basim, I'shalan, Welad Bille (the brethren of the Welad
Bille in Tishit, formerly Arabs, that is to say, free independent Arabs, but at pres-

ent khoddeman, paying however only the medariye, and not the kerama), El 'Abe-
dat, A'hel Udeka.
Next to the large group of the Welad Mebarek are the Welad Mazuk, living in

the ksur together with the Welad 'Omar.
Then the E'rmetat and the Naj ; while in a degraded state are El Shebahm and

El Habasha.
This is the place to mention a particular group or confederation of warlike tribes

called "El Imghafera," or Meghafera, and consisting of the Welad el 'Alia, Eata,

Abedat, Welad Mazuk, A'hel e' Zenaghi, A'hel 'Omar Shemati.

I a. ZUWAYE, OR MERABETlN, IN BAGHENA.

The Teghdaust, a mixed tribe, but considered as Arabs : the Edesan, Gelagema,
Idu* Belal in Baghena as well as in El Hddh, Tafulalet, said to have nothing in

common with Tafilelet.

Gesima, living partly in Baghena partly in El Hddh, and divided into the follow-

ing sections : Welad Taleb, Idaw-'Esh, Welad Abd el Melek, Tenagit, El Arusiyin

(a tribe very powerful in ancient times, to whom belonged Shenan el Arusi, the

famous despot of Walata and Tezught), E' Nwazi'r, A'hel Taleb Mohammed.
Tenwaiji'o, who collect the gum and bring it to the European settlements, sepa-

rated into the following divisions : A'hel Ymtit, Ijaj Burke, A'hel Baba, A'hel

Ibrahim e' Shiiikh (held in great veneration).

These four divisions live in Baghena, while the two following are scattered over

the district called Ergtfte, where the Tenwaiji'o are very numerous ; Welad Delem
ma intis (sic), Welad Bil Mohammed.
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Zemarik, separated into numerous divisions ; Welad Mtfsa, El Horsh, El Hare-
ba% Jewaule, EI Mekhainze, Ardel, Welad Shefu, El A'thamm, Welad 'Aleyat,

A'hel Dombi, A'hel 'Abd (these the Shiifkh), A'hel e' Sheger, Welad e' Dhi'b, E'
Zemarik (properly so called), very numerous.
Between Baghena and Taganet live the Welad Lighwezi, the relatives, but like-

wise the enemies of the Welad Mebarek.

H. MOORISH TKIBES IN EL HODH.

El Hodh is a large and extensive district, which has received this name, "the
basin," from the Arabs, on account of its being surrounded by a range of rocky hills,

" El Kddia," at the western foot of the eastern extremity of which lies Walata, and
near its southern foot Tishit, both of which belong to El Hodh. The N.E. part of

this district, which some centuries ago was densely covered with small towns and
villages, stretching from half a day 8. from Walata to a distance of about three

days, and being inclosed on the W. and E. by "ellib" or light sand-hills, is called

A'rik, and is rich in wells, among which the following are the best known : El Ke-
daye, Unkusa, Bil-il-gedur, Nejam, A'we-tofe'n, El Imbediyat, El Mebduya, Bu-
'Ash, Rajat, Teshimmamet, Tekifti, Nwaiyar, Tanwallit, and not far from it Are'n-

gis el telhye and Are'ngis el gibh'ye, Tunbuske, N. from the large well Nwal, men-
tioned above, El Bedd'a Ummi e' Duggeman, &c.

From A'rik, S.W. as far as Mesila, extends tlie district called Ajaumera, to which
belongs the famous well El U'ggela, called li surret el Hodh," on account of its be-

ing at an equal distance, viz., five days, from Tishit, Walata, Taganet, and Baghe-
na. Besides these, some of the most famous wells of this district are Ajwer, almost

at its northern extremity, Fogis, Bu-Derge, Bi'r el Hawashar, Ajdsh, Gunneu, El
Be'adh, these latter near Ergebe. The % border of El Hodh, stretching along the

base of the kddia between Walata and Tishit, is called El Bain. There are besides

several districts in El Hodh called Aukar, a Berber name identical with A'kela,

and meaning a waterless district consisting of isolated sand-hills. One Aukar, per-

haps that meant by El Bekn in his description of Ghanata, lies a short distance

west from Walata, near Tezught ; another district of this name lies between Tishit

and Mesila, to the north of Ajaumera. I now proceed to enumerate the tribes set-

tled in El Hodh.
The A'gelal, in several sections, viz.

:

Welad A'hmed, subdivided into the following divisions or "lefkhat: 11 A'hel T£-
leb Jiddu, A'hel Khalifa, A'hel A'hmed e' Taleb, A'hel Taleb Sidi A'hmed, Wed
(sic) Yebiii, Welad Sidi (El Kdbetat, A'hel Malum, A'hel Isma'ail, the Soltana, El
A'mera).
Weldd Musa, subdivided as follows : Welad Haj 'Abd e } Rahman, Welad Haj el

Amin, Welad Musa, properly so called. •

Welad Melek, subdivided : A'hel 'Abd-Allahi Weled Taleb I'brahim, A'hel Haj
A'hmedu, A'hel Boghadye.
The Welad Mohammed of Walata, in several sections, of whom a great part

originates from Tishit, while the sheikh family belongs originally to the BidtikeL
Their present chief is 'All Weled Nawari el Kuntawi, whose mother is the daugh-
ter of the Sheikh of the Legas : A'hel Tiki, Welad Legas e' Shitfkh, Lemwalish,
Welad e' dhib, Targalet, Deragela (belonging originally to the Brakena), WelacL el

Mojur, Welad el horma, Sekakena, A'hel e' Taleb Mustuf (a family of u tolba"),

I'de Mu'sa, Welad Aili, Welad Alu, Welad Sekie, Ltfkarat,

The Welad e' Nasir, very powerful, and divided into the following sections

:

Welad 'Abd el Kenm Weled Mohammed el M'atuk, with Bakr Weled Sene^e as

their chief.

Welad Mas'atfd Weled M'atilk, subdivided: El A'yasdt, El I'kemamera, Berdr-
sha, Ghe'raber, A'hel Musa (the Shiilkh, with the powerful chief 'Othnian el Habib).
Welad Yahia Weled M'atuk.

Welad Mohammed Weled M'atiik.

The J'afera, the ujim" pronounced like the French.; mjour.
The 'Atans, here and in Baghena.
The I'juman, divided into several sections, of which I only learned the names of

three: I'juman el 'Arab, I'juman e' tolbu, A'hel Mohammed.
The M&hedu'f, not independent, and, as it seems, of almost pure Berber origin,

and a section of the Limtuna, being most probably identical with the Mastffa, a
Berber tribe so often mentioned by the Arab writers, such as El Bekn, E'bn Batii-
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ta, &c, as settled between Sijilmesa and Timbuktu. They are divided into several
sections : Lahmcnnad, Welad Maham, Ujenabje, and others, as the Welad Yo'aza.
The Laghallal, a considerable tribe, divided into five khomais.

III. MOORISH TRIBES IN TAGA.NET.

Taganet is a large and well-favored district, bordering toward the E. and S.E.
on El Hodh, or rather the kddia encircling and forming El Hddh ; toward the
S.W., where there is a considerable group of mountains, bordering on Aftdt, by
which it is separated from Fiita, and toward the W. or W.N.W. separated from
A'derar by ranges of hills running parallel to each other, called "e' dhclda," or
"the ribs." Taganet—evidently a Berber name, contrasting as a correlative with
the name A'gan—is divided by nature into two distinct regions, viz., Taganet el ka-
hela, or Black Taganet, comprehending the southern part of it, and consisting of

fertile valleys, full of palm-trees, nebek, &c., excellent for the breeding of cattle and
sheep, but infested by numbers of lions and elephants, while it is fit for the camel
only in the dry season ; and Taganet el be'dha, White Taganet, called in Aze'riye,

or the language of Tishit, " Ge'r e' kiille," consisting of white desert sand, with ex-
cellent food for the camel, and with plantations of palm-trees in a few favored spots,

which contain the villages or ksur.

Of these there are three :

Tejigja, four days W.N.W. from Tishit, inhabited by the Idaw 'Ah' and the
Ghalli.

Rashid, one day from Tejigja, W.N.W., in the possession of the Kunta.
Kasr el Barka, the most considerable of the three, two days W.S.W. from Tejig-

ja, and three days from the mountain pass Nufni, which gives access to it by way
of Aftdt, likewise inhabited by the Kunta, who are the traveling merchants of this

part of the desert, and supply Shinghit and all those quarters.

Besides these* three ksur, there is, at the distance of one day from Tejigja and
three days from Tishit, another plantation of date-trees, but without a ksar, called El
Gobbu or El Kubba from the sanctuary of a Wcli of the name of 'Abd-Allah, and
belonging to the Idaw 'Ali.

*

As for the Arab tribes not settled in the ksur, but wandering about in Taganet,
there are first to mention :

The Zenagha, or Senhaja, or Idaw-'Aish, a mixed Berber tribe, who form a con-
spicuous group in the history of this part uf Africa, and have been the principal act-

ors also in the destruction of the empire of the Ruma or Erma. They are at pres-

ent divided into several sections, all called after the sons and grandsons of Moham-
med Shen, a fanatic man, who arose among this tribe a little more than a century
ago and usurped the chieftainship. His eldest son, Mohammed, who succeeded
him, left at his death the office of chief vacant, when there arose a sanguinary civil

war between his brother Mukhtar, whose partisans were called Shcratit, and his

eldest son, Swe'd A'hmed, and his party, who were called Abakak, from the red
fruits of the talha, on which they were obliged to subsist. The latter, having at

length gained the upper hand, killed all his uncles, and was succeeded after his

death by his son Bakr, who is ruling at the present time. The chief of the Shera-
tit is E' Rasui Weled 'Ali Weled Mohammed Shen.
Hel 'Omar Weled Mohammed Shen, the Soltana kabila of the Zenagha, subdi-

vided as follows : Hel 'All Baba Weled 'Omar, Bu-Bakr Weled 'Omar, Rasul We-
led 'Omar, Hel 'Ali Weled Mohammed She'n, A 'hel Swed (this is the strongest of

the divisions of the Zenagha), A'hel Resul Weled Alimbugga, Hel Bakr Weled
Mohammed Shen, A'hel Resul Weled Mohammed Shen.

Besides these, there are also the sons of Mohammed e' Sghir, viz. : Mohammed,
Mukhtar, Bu-Se'f, 'Ali, Sidi el Amin, Hcnnun, who have given their names to va-

rious sections of the great tribe of the Zenagha. In consequence of their intestine

feuds, however, this tribe has sunk from the first rank which they occupied among
all the Arab tribes

;
for, though decidedly of Berber origin, they are yet considered

as Arabs, owing to the tongue which they now speak.

The Kunta, part of this widely-scattered tribe distinguished by their learning and

their sanctity, and divided, as far as they live in Taganet, into the following sec-

tions :

Welad Bu-Se'f (the most warlike tribe of the Kunta).

Welad Sidi Bu-Bakr.
Welad Sidi Haiballa (properly Habib-Allahi), subdivided: El Nogudh, Welad el
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Bah, E'rkabat, these latter being probably the tribe found, according to Scott's
statement, not far from the N.W. shores of Lake DCbu, and who can not be the E'r-
gebat, as Mr. Cooley suspects, who never leave their homes in El Gadaj else Scott
never saw that lake.

Welad Sidi Wafi, subdivided as follows: Welad Sidi Bii-Bakr el Miel, Welad
Sidi Btf-Bakr el bddh.

IV. MOORISH TRIBES IN ADERER.

A'derer is a rather elevated district, composed of sand-hills grouped round a con-
siderable range of hills, as its name, meaning the mountain range, indicates, which
is the same as that of the district lying between A'zaw&d and A'fr, being distin-

guished from it only by a slight difference in the pronunciation. It is encircled to-

ward the north by the awful zone of immense sand-hills called ' 1 Maghter;" and to-

ward the south by another similar but less sterile girdle called » Waran," both of

these districts joining toward the east of A'derer, at a point called " El Gedam," at

the distance of six days from Wadan, in going from east to west : Metweshtiye,
first day ; Maderas hasi, second

;
Amasir, third j Zwfri wen Zwemra, fourth j Wa-

dan, sixth day, having passed a good many wells. Between A'derer and El Hddh,
and separated from that district of El Hddh which is called El Batn by a range of

hills to the north of Taganet, there is a very extensive valley or valley-plain called

Khat e' dem, running, as it seems, about east and west along the northern foot of

the ridge of A'derer, at the sou*h foot of which lies El Hddh, with abundance of

wells, and even a couple of ksur, or perpetually inhabited villages. The following

is a list of a few of these localities

:

Mochenge, shallow well, with a ksar belonging to the Gesima. Belle, well, and
ksar inhabited by Bambara (Aswanek?). These on the south side of the Khat,
where there are a number of shallow but full wells, of which the group called Khat
el Moina is one of the most considerable. In the middle course of the Khat there

is O'fani, a large dhaye or tank
;
Fctele, Ke'bi, Zorugo, all tanks ; but the largest

of these tanks is U'm el Medek, which lies on the road from the celebrated Bi*r

Nwal to Wa'dan, then Tweshtair and El Bahera, also large tanks ; on the west side

of the Khat there is the large well Tishti. The breadth of this celebrated valley,

with whose excellence the wandering Arab is as much enchanted as a European is

with the most romantic spots of Switzerland and Italy, is indicated by the distance

from Tishit to Wadan.
A'dere'r, according to the different nature of its various parts, is divided into

"A'derer e' temar" and "A'derer suttuf.
1
' In A'dere'r Proper there are four ksilr,

or towns, the most considerable of which, and the only one known in Europe, is

Wadan, a town smaller than Tislut, but at least, till recently, when it has likewise

suffered from intestine broils, better inhabited than the latter, and was evidently so

even in the first half of the sixteenth century, when the Portuguese established

here a factory for a couple of years. Wadan, as well as Tishit, was originally a
place of the Aze'r, -and the Azerfye is still the language of its indigenous inhabit-

ants. It has, besides, a considerable Arab population, belonging to the following
tribes :

El Arzazir.

Idaw el Haj, probably the founders of the empire of Ghanata, a tribe of great im-
portance in the history of African civilization, and divided into the following sec-

tions, as far as they live in A'dere'r : A'hel Sidi Makhmiid (the Soltana tribe, to

whom belongs the Chief of Wadan, 'Abd Allah W. Sidi Makhmu'd), Ide Yakdb,
Si'yam, A'hel el Imam ; while two other sections of them live in Erge'be, viz : El
U'tetad, El Idd-Geja\

As for the Rayan in Wadan, they are the khdddeman of the Idaw el Haj. The
Medrambenn, one of the tribes of the Kunta.
Wadan has a pretty plantation of date-trees of different sorts, of better quality

than those of Tishit, and the names of which are as follow : Sekani, Tennasfdi, El
Hommor, Tigibirt, Oweterdel, Be'zal el Bagra.
The town, composed of houses built of stone and mud, lies on the east side of the

valley, on stony and elevated ground. Its population does certainly not exceed
5000, who supply themselves with necessaries from Tishit, as they do not seem to
frequent in person the market of Nyamina or other places.

Shinghit, a small place built of stone, the same size as the town of D61 in Baghe-
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na, two days S.W. from Wad£n,* which has obtained a great name in the East, all

the Arabs of the western desert being called after it. Shinghit, situated in the
midst of small sand-hills, where a little salt is found, has a handsome plantation of
date-trees, where the tiggedirt and the sukkan are produced. It seems to have no
Negro population, all the inhabitants being Arabs belonging to the following tribes

Welad Jahe ben 'Othman, divided into the following sections: Welad 'Othman (to

whom belongs the despotic chief of the town, called A'hmed ben Si'di A'hmed ben
'Othman), El A'wesiat (who speak the dialect of the Zenagha, and have a chief of
their own), E' Redan, Welad Bu Lahie, Welad E'gshar, Idaw 'All.

A'tar, a well-inhabited little town or ksar. said by some to be larger than Shin-
ghit, situated two days nearly east from the latter place, the track descending along
the district called El Os, where date-trees and water are met with in several spots.

A'tar lies at the foot of a kodia, where the water collects, feeding a small planta-

tion of date-trees. No negroes.

Ojuft, a ksar not so well inhabited as the two foregoing ones, two days S.E. from
Shinghit, and one from A'tar S.S.W., likewise with a palm grove. Its principal

inhabitants are E' Smesid or Smasida, Zwaye. The inhabitants of Ojuft, with the

exception of the Smasida, do not travel, but receive every thing by way of Kasr el

Barka, where the people carry on some trade.

Besides the Arab tribes mentioned as living partially in the kstfr, there are still

the following tribes to be mentioned as having their encampments principally or ex-

clusively in A'derer.

The Tajakant are regarded as belonging to the Himyaritic stock, and wear the

gubba; they arc a large tribe, and are of great importance in the whole commerce
between the W. part of Morocco or "E' Sanel" and Timbuktu, which is entirely in

their hands. At present, in consequence of their feud with the E'rgebat, they are

embroiled in a civil war among themselves, while with the Kunta they are at peace.

I mention them here with regard to A'derer, though, as far as they are settled in

this district, they have been greatly weakened, and part of them at least seem to

have their principal abode in GiJi; they wander also in El Giblah. With Taga-
net, with which place their name has been connected, they have nothing whatever
to do. Tajakant is the collective form, a single individual being called Jakani, fem.

Jakamye. Their chief is Merabet Mohammed el Mukhtar, an excellent man.
They are divided into the following sections : E' Rumadhin or El Armadlrin, sub-

divided : 'Am el Kohol, Welad Sfdi el Haj, El Msaid, Welad S'ni'd.

Welad Mtfsanni, in two divisions, whose names I did not learn.

El U'jarat.

A'hel e' sherk.

Dr'awa.
The three latter tribes form at present one faction of the Tajakant, the two pre-

ceding, together with the Merabet, the other. Altogether they are certainly able

to bring into the field 2000 muskets, but they do not appear to be strong in cavalry.

The Sfdi Mohammed, another division of the Kunta.
In general the Kunta and the Welad e' Nasir form one group in opposition to the

Tajakant, Idaw el Haj, and the Zenagha.

V. MOORISH TRIBES IN EL GIBLAH AND IN SHEMMAMAH.

The whole tract of the desert between A'dere'r and the sea, in a wide sense, is

called Tins, but in a proper and restricted one this name is applied only to the

northern part of it, the middle tract of it being called "Magh-ter," and the south-

ern one u El Giblah;" but care must be taken not to confound this district with

what the Arabs of A'zawad and Timbuktu call "El Giblah," with which very vague
name, signifying in their dialect "the west," they indicate all that part of the des-

ert W. of them, from Walata as far as the sea. El Giblah is bordered toward the

N. by Magh-ter, toward the E. by A'derer, toward the S.E. by El Abiar, and to-

ward the S. by the Senegal ; this more favored southern tract, however, bearing the

particular name of Shemmamah, is covered with thick forests of the gum-tree, while

another portion of it, consisting of ranges of sand-hills, is called Igi'di or E' Swe'hel.

El Giblah, as well as all Tiris, has no permanent wells, being extremely dry and

sterile, but in the rainy season water is found just under the surface. A few of the

* The position of these places, as laid down in my original map, had to be changed a little from

my own data given in the itineraries, and from tho data of M. Panet's route to Shinghit, published

in the " Revue Colonialc," 1851.
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most remarkable expressions of the idiom of the Arabs of the Giblah are : sengetti,

dukno
j tajmilkhet}

kohemmi
5
m'

sna ?
nasse

5
,a£anat >

husiisu
;
adelagan, dun-

guri; tarer, hoy, a kind of vegetables; ghursh, hak; sofff, cleverness; asiifaf, clev-

er
;
likshasha, large calabash

;
bishena, saba ;

mutteri, heni
;

tasaret, mat of reed

;

tarzay, pi. terziyaten, aweba
;
smangeli, I have forgotten, it has escaped me

;
selli,

let this talk.

The* Brakena, a large tribe, levying tribute on the harbors of Bot-hadi'ye, but at

present greatly reduced, have partly become the khdddeman and lahme of the more
successful Terarza (a name totally distinct from Teghaza). They are divided into

several sections : A'hel Agreshi, the Soltana tribe, A'hel Weled 'Abd Allah (all the

sections of the Brakena being derived from this Abd Allah, son of Kerum), Welad
Sid, Welad Bakr, Welad Aid (formerly very powerful, at present "lahme"), Welad
Mansur, Welad Nurmash, Welad A'hmedu, A'hel Mehemedat, Welad A'gram, and
perhaps others.

The Terarza, a powerful tribe, with Mohammed el Habib Weled 'Omar Weled el

Mukhtar as chief, in two great sections : Welad A'hmed ben Daman, Welacl Da-
man. The names of the several subdivisions into which both these sections fall I

was unable to make out with certainty, with the exception of the name of that di-

vision of the former section to which belongs Mohammed el Habib, they being called

A'hel 'Omar Weled el Mukhtar.
The Elleb, a considerable tribe, who seem to have some sort of relation with the

Terarza, while the Erhahela are in a state of dependence upon them.
The Welad Abe'ri or Abiye'ri, a powerful tribe, with a respected chief called "El

Sheikh Sadiye," who resides generally near the well Bu-Telimit, mentioned above
as belonging to the district El A'biar, and distant about seven days S.W. from Wa-
dan and nine from Ojuft.

The Temekket: Idaw el Hassan, Idejfaga, Ijejebo, Tenderar, TesMmsha, El Ba-
rek-Allah, Limtuna (who are likewise still numerous in Aftdt, speaking Arabic)

;

other sections of the Limtiina, but who are now scattered over various portions of the

desert, are, besides the Mesheduf : the Ide-lebd, belonging to the group of Shem-
man-A'mmas, the Ide'-silli, the Udeshen, the Bedukel or Ibedukel> the Le'dem,
Twaber, and the Welad Moliik.

VI. MOORISH TRIBES IN MAGH-TER AND TlRIS.

Ti'ris, a word meaning in Temashight the shallow well, is separated from El
Giblah, as I have stated above, by Magh-ter, a girdle of immense sand-hills stretch-

ing almost from the sea-shore as far east as five days beyond Wadan, and varying
in breadth from three to five days. Tiris is very much of the same nature as El
Giblah, being destitute of water in the dry season, but presenting sufficient herbage
for the camel

;
however, the whole tract does not present one and the same charac-

ter, the western part, or "Ti'ris el Khawara," being much dryer than the eastern
portion, which extends from the hasi "El Auj," to near I'jil, and is called "Tiris
el Firar." In these two districts there can not be any permanent dwelling-places,

but there are two localities worth mentioning, which occasionally become the scenes
of much life and bustle. These are the harbor called A'gadi'r Dome and the sebkha
of Ijil. The former, being called by the Europeans " Arguin," and seeming to be
identical with the place called Weh'li by the Arab writers, when visited by a Eu-
ropean vessel attracts numbers of Arabs, principally of the tribe Malzen, between
whom and the strangers the Demesat act as brokers." As for the " sebkha" of I'jil,

which was discovered, it is said, about sixty years ago, it seems to lie in an opening
of the sand-hills of Magh-ter, which have to be crossed in coming from Wadan, as
well as from Sakiet el Hamra, having at some distance toward the south a high
mountain, on whose top some holy person, who was certainly an impostor, is said to
have seen a grove of palm-trees. It lies about half way between Wadan and Aga-
dir, and has rich layers of salt of a good quality, but of black color, probably of a
similar kinfl to the fourth stratum in Taodenni, called "El Kahela;" but there be-
ing no fresh water nearer than a good day's distance, at El Argiye, there is no per-
manent settlement here, and the Arabs, belonging to different tribes, who come
in considerable numbers for the salt, endeavor to get off as quickly as possible. The
Sheikh Si'di Mohammed el Kuntawi, who generally has his residence near the well
Sidati, exercises a sort of supremacy over the sebkha, and levies a small tribute on
those who carry away the salt. Besides the sebkha of I'jil there seems to be Here-
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about, perhaps nearer the sea, another sebkha, called U'm el Khashel), and belong-
ing to the Welad Haye ben 'Othman, but its exact position I have not been able to

make out. Among the Arab tribes wandering about in Tiris and Magh-te'r and the
adjoining districts, first of all must be mentioned the Welad Dcle'm, which tribe

seems to be the most numerous of all the tribes of the desert.

Welad Delc'ni being classed into two groups, at least by the Arabs of A'zawad,
called Welad Marcf and Delem el A'hmar. To the former group belong the fol-

lowing three tribes : .

Welad Molad, the most numerous section of the W. Dcle'm, but ill famed on ac-

count of their robberies, living also in Gi'di. They are subdivided as follows ; We-
lad Bu-Karsi'ye (to whom belongs the chief of the whole section, Hennun Welad
Twe'ta), El Hamaya (with a chief of their own, El Fadhel Welad Shwe'n), E' She-
hali (with a chief, the son of Allad), Welad Shaker, Welad Bu Hmde (who do not

live in Tiris, but in A'zawad).
Sekarna, also in several divisions, the name of none of which became known to

me, except that of the A'hel De'de, who are the Shiukh.
Welad Salem, with the chief Mohammed Weled 'Omar, living here or in Gi'di.

To the Delem el A'hmar belong the following : El O'dekat (the Soltana tribe of

the Welad Detem, whose famous chief, A'hmed Weled Mohammed el Eode'l, died a
few years ago at the age of 120, it is said. They are subdivided into the following

divisions : Wel£d e' Shiya, Welad Mansur), Welad Allab, Welad Ermithi'ye, Se-
rakhna, Welad Tagtfddi, Welad Shwekh, Welad Bu 'Omar (whose Shiiikh are said

to be the A'hel 'Omar Weled e' Sheikh Umbrehi), Welad el Khalega (?) (with the

Shiukh section A'hel 'Omar Weled Barka), Welad Siddum, Logora (?), Welad Te-
dran'n in several (ten?) sections, all paying tribute to the Welad Dcle'm, Welad

Yo'aza
(
J*j ) (allied with the Medramben'n, most of whom live in Tiris. They are

a powerful tribe, and fight against the Weldd Delcm. They do not wander much,
and are partly under the rule of A'hmed Sidi Weled Si'di Mohammed, partly under
that of Sidati), Tobalt, Lemmier, ShelDahm (the kinsfolk of those in El Hodh), We-
lad 'Abd el Wahed, El Arusiyi'n (the allies of the tribe of the same name), Imera-
gen (a very poor sort of people and of bad character, living near the sca-shore).

More exclusively, with regard to Magh-te'r, are to be mentioned A'hel Etfaga, El
Khatdt, Welad el Haj Mukhtar.

VII. MOORISH TRIBES IN EL GADA, AZEMMUR, EL HAHA, ERGSHESH, GIDI, AND THE
ADJOINING DISTRICTS.

These districts, which I treat in one chapter merely on account of the scanty and
imperfect information which as yet I have been able to collect with regard to them,

comprise a large tract of country in the N.W. quarter of the desert, and arc of very

different character. El Gada lies between Ti'ris and Wadi Nun, being separated

from the latter by the smaller district called Shebe'ka, and seems to bear almost the

same character as Tiris. But it appears to be divided into two different portions,

one of which is called " El Mirkh," and the other "El Be'dh." Gada in a certain

respect forms part of the larger district called Azemmur. The most celebrated lo-

calities of this district are Meskor, A'zafay, A'geshar, Mijik; from here N.E.. Asu-
marik, Tasumarit, El Genater, Zadenas, Beshan'f, Kedaye-Yetsellem, El Bellebiina,

Stelet bel Girdan, I'shirgan, Agarzezis, with the sebkha Abana, U'm el Koesen, El

Me'hajib.

The principal Arab tribes living in Gada are the E'rgebat, a large and powerful

tribe in several sections, living in "El Gada," as well as in Zi'ni, a district border-

ing on the E. side of El Gada, Welad Mu'sa, E'thalat (these two the Soltana sec-

tions), El Gwasem, El 'Ai'd-Esha or A'hel 'Esh, Welad Mohammed ben 'Abd-Al-

lah, and several others.

In Shebe'ka there are to be mentioned principally the Zergiyin, belonging to the

Ti'kkena, Yegut, Wetusa.
East from Shebe'ka, N.E. from Zi'ni, and N. from the Wadi Sakiet el Hamra, in-

habited by the Welad Bu-Seba, there extends the large district called El Hdha
y

principally inhabited by the powerful tribe of El 'Aaiib, who are said to have as

many as 1000 horse, and who are the enemies of the Duwe'mena and the Idau Be-

161. They are divided into several sections, viz : Legeradeba, about two hundred

;

El Bwadm, about the same number; El Gwasem (the Shiukh), about forty;

E' Nwaiji, the Tolba; Namena (El Renaneba, Ziyiit, Sidi 'Ah', Medini, Mbaha?).
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Besides the 'Atfrib, the district of El Haha is inhabited by the Limtima, especially

the Idaii-I'dderen, and, according to some informants, the Berber element seems
to predominate entirely.

El Haha appears to be limited toward the east by (jidi or Igidi
y
a girdle of high

sand-hills, about one and a half to two days in breadth, and rich in palm-trees,

yielding a good sort of date, called "je'he." Gi'di, at the distance of twenty days
east from the principal encampment in Sakiet El Hamra, stretches W.S.W. in the
direction of Tishit, from which place its southwestern end is separated by a naked
desert or "meraye" of about ten days. Gi'di has no regular inhabitants, the Taja-
kant, the Welad Molad, and especially the Kunta, visiting it annually and staying
some time .in order to gather the dates.*

To the S.E. of Igi'di is the district E'rgshe'sk, separated from it by the smaller
districts called Aftot and El Kart, the former one being a narrow girdle only half a
day broad, and consisting of white and black soil, while El Kart, adjoining Aftdt
toward the west, is about one day's journey in breadth, and exhibits an even sur-

face covered with pebbles and much herbage. E'rgshesh is a long and narrow gir-

dle of sand-hills, which stretches out in the direction from Tawdt to Waran, and,

passing at no great distance to the west of Taode'nni, joins Magh-te'r, or rather

Waran, at the S.W. end. This district, which is similar in its nature to Gi'di, and
not destitute of water between the high sand-hills, although not adorned by nature
with the equally graceful and useful palm-tree, is only from twenty to thirty miles

broad, and is bordered toward the north by the smaller district called El Hank, con-
sisting of black vegetable soil, rich in trees, and intersected by rocky hills or kddia.

There is in this district a famous spot called Lemezarrdb, with a large group of
palm-trees, the fruit of which is gathered by the Kunta, who, however, leave these

trees without any cultivation whatever.

On the S.E. side of E'rgshe'sh lies the district called El JvJ\ to which belongs
Taode'nni, rich in salt, but almost destitute of herbage, with the exception of the
more favored spot called El Hare'sha, situated at half a day's distance from Tao-
denni, to the E.N.E., where trees are found. The miserable place called Taode'n-
ni, consisting of only a few houses (where, besides the Sheikh Zen, nobody will stay
on account of the bad quality of the water), owes its existence to the desertion of
Teghaza about the year 950 of the Hejra. I have spoken of the salt mines of Ta-
odenni in the diary of my stay in Timbuktu ; here I will only add that in Taodenni
a black tobe purchases four camel-loads of salt or sixteen rifs, worth each 3500 or
4000 shells in Timbuktu. Taode'nni is distant ten days from Waran, going along
E'rgshe'sh; nine days from Btf-Jebeha; about the same distance from M'amtfn,
W.N.W. ; and ten to eleven days from Mabruk, N.W., viz: (going from Mabrtfk)
two and a half days to the well Anishay, five days to the old well called El Gatara,
and three days more to Taode'nni. f El Juf is bordered toward the north by the
district called Sane, a sort of hammada, with strips of herbage. In this district

wander the Wel&d Dele'm, the 'Aarib, the A'turshan, belonging to the tribe of the
'Aidde, and several tribes of the Kunta, principally the Ergageda, and the WeUd
el Wafi ; the principal chief also in E'rgshe'sh, Si'di Mohammed, is a Kunti.

VIII. DISTRICTS OF THE SAHARA BETWEEN AZAWAD AND TIMBUKTU ON THE ONE
SIDE, AND EL HODH AND BAGHENA ON THE OTHER.

Between A'rawan and Walrita there stretches a waterless desert of ten days, con-
sisting of isolated sand-hills, between which very good food for the camel is found,
and plenty of water-melons, sufficient to quench the thirst of man as well as of the
camel. This district, which is nearly of the same character as Magh-te'r, is called
A'kela, and the Kobetrit mentioned above are principally wandering hereabout.

South of the A'kela the country is rendered more verdant and fertile by the Niger
and its many backwaters, and there is one district especially noted for its pasturage,
viz., the famous Rds el md, mentioned by me repeatedly, where Arabs, principally
the Kunta and Berabfsh, with the small remnant of the almost extinguished tribe
of the Lansar, and the Welad S'ai'd el Boradda, encamp occasionally, and where

* At the time when I finished my original map which I sent home from Timbuktu, I had not col-
lected these materials.

t I here give the following data, without being able to connect them : From Taodenni, one and a
half day, Merit; then the same distance, Hasi l'mbedir; Zugguma, with the 'Arig Atwelc on its N
frontier, five days

; Asedareb, one day ; from here the Lhahar (el Hamar) ; three days from Tawat,
the hasi Telig, T to 8 fathoms deep.
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Zen el 'Abidin, a younger brother of Sheikh A'hmcd el Bakay had for a long time
his encampment. There is here also a small village of the Idelebd.

Between the A'kela to the N.E., the Dhahar Walata toward the N.W., and Fer-
magha toward the S.E., there is the district called Eriggi, with a ksar, or small

town, called Basikitnnu, mentioned in this volume. En'ggi is the chief district of

the Welad 'Alush, a not very numerous but warlike tribe, which extends its forays

over the whole of A'zawad, and is divided into two sections : El Khatterat, El
Elleb.

The Welad 'Alush are at present the principal tribe of a large group called Ddud,
whose elements I shall enumerate here together, though only a portion of the tribes

are living hereabout, and most of them have been mentioned by me before, in con-

nection with their respective districts.

El Ddiid, with Sheikh Siotdi.

DAUD MOHAMMED.

Welad Bflle, Welad Btf-Faida, Welad Talha, Welad Mummu, with Mohammed
Weled 'Ah' Enhdri, Welad Nahla, Welad Ghanem.

DAUD 'ARUK.

WeMd Zed, with Nef'a Weled Kedado, the Erhamena, Welad 'Alush, Welad
Yunes, Wel£d Rahmrin, Welad Mazifk, Welad Zayem, Gesharat, Welad Ber-hen,

S£kere Daye, Welfid Yillwi, and several others at present almost extinguished.

I shall here also enumerate the tribes composing the group called Ladem, with

the Sheikh , son of E' Shen : A'hel Tiki, A'hel Taleb Mustuf, Dermussa,
Legeraf, El A'ragfb.

Before concluding this list of the Arab tribes, which would be enlivened if histor-

ical knowledge were not a thing almost unknown in this part of the world, I shall

mention a few tribes who have founded something like an empire in the south part

of the so-called desert

:

El 'Arusiyi'n, about 600 a.h.

El Erhamena, who wrested the empire from Shenan el 'Aru*si.

Welad Bille, who, having succeeded to the Erhamena, became very rich and
powerful, till, as the Arabs say, they destroyed their empire themselves by pro-

voking the wrath of the Sheikh El Mukhtar el Kebi'r, about sixty years ago, when
their power was crushed by the Meshediif and the Zenagha.

A smaller empire was founded by the Welad Bu-Faida, who had their principal

seats round Kasari in El Hddh, N.W. from Baghena, till they were overpowered
by the A'hel e' Zenaghi.
The Imdshagh have peculiar names for the Arab localities, calling Gundam, Sa-

sdweli; A'rawan, Eshiggaren ; Berabfsh, Kd-jaberiye ; Kunta, or Kuntarar, Kd-bo-
rdsse; the 'Arab el Giblah, Udayen (sing. Uday).

I shall here add an itinerary of the route from Wadan to A'ghadir Dome, or, as

it is called by the Arabs, E' Dakhela, which I omitted in the right place. 1st day,

Selaurish. 2d, Shuf. 3d, El Mdrwesin, a kddia. 4th, Ddmus, a good well or hasL
5th, Tenwake, an uggada, with good water in the rainy season, but brackish during
the dry season. 6th, Encamp between Egjir and Rek el Mhdn. 7th, Swe'ta, a lo-

cality encompassed by hilly chains or kddia. 8th, Tagazimet, a hasi, 7 fathoms in

depth. 9th, Takeshtint, a hasi, 2 fathoms deep. 10th, E' Dakhela. The two
last days are short marches. The village A'ghadi'r is said to contain from 50 to 60
huts of reed, inhabited by the Imraghen, the chiefs of whom are Weled A xhmed
Budde Elm 'Omar and Mohammed Weled el Mre'ma.

APPENDIX XII.

SECTIONS AND FAMILIES OF THE GREAT SOUTHWESTERLY GROUP OF THE
I'MO'SHAGH OR TAWA'REK.

As Amdshagh (in the plural form I'mdshagh) designates rather in the present

state of Tawarek society the free and noble man in opposition to A'mghi (plural,

Imghad), the whole of these free and degraded tribes together are better designated

by the general term, the "red people," " I'dinet-n-sheggarnen," for which there

is another still more general term, viz.,
« Tishore'n.

"
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The whole group of these southwesterly Tawarek is now generally designated by
the name of Aweh'mmid, Wehmmid, or Awelfmmiden, the dominating tribe whose
supremacy is acknowledged in some way or other by the remainder ; and in that

respect even the Tademekket are included among the Aweh'mmiden ; but the real

stock of the Aweh'mmiden is very small. The whole group, therefore, in opposi-

tion, I think, to the name " Iregenaten," denoting the mixed group of tribes dwell-

ing S. of the Niger, is called " Tegesasemt."
The original group of the Awehmmiden ("Ulmdn" is the way the name is ex-

pressed in Tefinagh) are certainly identical with the Lamta (the t being a hard t,

which is continually confounded with the d), the name signifying probably " the

children of Lamta," or rather "Limmid;" or the name may originally be an ad-

jective. They dwelt formerly in Igidi near the Welad Delem, a Moorish tribe

which has received a great many Berber elements, till they emigrated to A'derar,

the country N.E. of Gogo, from whence, as I have stated in the Chronological Ta-
bles appended to this volume (p. 657), under the command of Karide'nne, son of

Shwash, or rather Abe'k, they drove out the Tademe'kket, at that period the ruling

tribe of this whole region. I here give a list of the most common camping-grounds
in A'derar : Amasin, Araba, Tin-daran, Yunnan or Gunhan, E' Suk (the last two
were formerly the sites of flourishing towns), Ijenshi'shen, A'zel adhar, Kidal, re-

garded often as a separate district, Endeshedait, Taghelib, Marret, Talabit, Tadak-
ket, Asway, Anemellen, Ansattefen, Asherdbbak, Tinzawaten, Tajemart, EleVi,

Dohe'ndal, Tinajola, Enrar, Ejarak, A'shu, Alkit, Takellut, Dafalliana, Enafaral

The ancestor of the AweKmmiden is said to have been named Si'ggene, a man of

the tribe of the Himyar.*
I now proceed to give a list of all the tribes belonging to this group, assigning

the first place to those who belong to the original stock 3

The Kel-eki'mmet, the royal section, or the Kel-amanokalen, separated, as it

would seem, into two subdivisions, one of which is called after Fatita, and the

other, if I am not mistaken, after U'ksem or O'kasem, the son of (ig) Imma, al-

though U'ksem was the father of Fatita. The present ruler of the tribe, and thus
the lord of this whole group, is Alktittabu, properly " Ktfttub-e'-di'n," "Pillar of

the Faith," a brother of the late and well-known chief E' N&begha, son of Kawa;
and besides him there is Thakkefi, the son of E' Nabegha, and Legawi or El A'gwi,
between whom and the ruling family there seems to be some little rivalry.

Targhay-tamut (the "u" is not generally expressed in Tefinagh), with the chief

Inlehat or Lehat, who likewise rules the tribe of the Tesgogamet. Sometimes, also,

Legawi is regarded as chief of this tribe. The Targhay-tamu't are subdivided into

the sections of the Ke'l-egeuk, the Ikare'raj'en, the Ihiawen, the Iberekiten, the
Idamman, the I'segran, the Kel-tabdnnan, the Ishege'ttan or Ishe'ggattan, the Ik-
herkheen, the Ke'l-kabay.

Tahabanat or Tahabanaten with the chief Kasel. They are subdivided into the .

Tahabanat ikawelen, T. isheggarnen, Ibatanaten (a name which might lead one to

infer that the tribe of the same name which at present lives among the degraded
tribes of the A'zkar (see vol. i., p. 202), originally belonged to this tribe, a state of
things which is not at all impossible), Khon'mmiden, Tarade*gha, Tamizgida.f

Ikhdrmeten,t with the chiefs Intagezzut and Eranre.
I'fogas, a section of that widely-scattered tribe of which I have already spoken

repeatedly. As far as they live with the Awehmmiden, they are governed by the
chiefs Innatayen, A'nisaduVa, Itkal, and Elrelmu, and are subdivided into the fol-

lowing sections : Kel-tebaghart, KCl-athogal, I'kare'rayen, Ibedd.e'dawen, Ibbezawen,
Tegetik, Ke'l-telatait, Ke'l-aseghalt.

.

Tin-eger-dgedesh, with the chief Kaulen, subdivided as follows : Ikarnanayen,
Kel-takabut, Telgh^sem, K^l-tikkene'wen, Tarbe'dege'n, Kdl-torfen.

Kel-tegilalet, with the chief Mokaile.
Kel-helwat, or I'd el Mashil, with the chief Wagi.
Shenfen, subdivided into the following sections : Kel-temdkkeret, Ihe'wan-Allen,

• Compare the account of A'btt "Omar E'bn 'Abd el Ber in E'bn Khaldun (trad, par Macguckin
de Slane, vol. i., p. 174). Siggene, who by my informants is Btated to be the ancestor of Lamt, may
seem to be identical with Asnag, the ancestor of the Senh^ja, or Zenagha, with whom the Awelim-
miden are intimately related.

t I will here observe that most of the vowels which I have to distinguish by an accent, as show-
ing the way of pronouncing the name, are not at all expressed in Tefinagh.

t The name seems to be nearly the same as that of the Khorimmeden.
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1

Kel-rardr, Kel-n-ker&nmar, Kel-abanafdgal, Kel-tabariat, Kel-arabbo, Kel-fe'rian,

Kel-tefelliant, Kel-inrawe, Ke'l-goken.

Edarragagen, with the chief Tawil Edarragagen wui (or wen) shejjerotnen,

identical with sheggarne'n, Ed. wui jezzoh'n.

Ekarrabasa, subdivided as follows : Kel-tikkene'wen (different from the above-
mentioned tribe of the same name) with Aibasu ig (the son of ) Ranni

;
Kel-ege'es,

with Lawis ig Hawe-Tawat; Tezgdgamet, with the chief Hamma-Hamma.
Kel-gasse, with Hamma.
Kel-n-ejnid, with Sinnefel in A'ribmda.
Targagasset or Tageggesat, with the chief ElUfi, very ill-famed as highway

robbers.

Ibelghawen, with the chief Adekara.
Eratafan, in ancient times a most powerful and celebrated tribe, from whom Has-

san ben A'kil, the forefather of the Udaya, sprung, but at present reduced and set-

tled on the middle course of the Niger, where I have described them (see p. 525).

Their chiefs are 'Omar and Mohammed el A'imn.
Tarka, a small fragment of a once powerful ttfbe, perhaps the Tarika of Arab

writers (see vol. i., p. 196, n. f), at present settled near Sinder on the Niger, where
I have mentioned them, with the chief Almuttu.

Ishedhenharen, with the chief Inteshe'khen.

Imeh'ggizen (mentioned by me on my route along the Niger), with the chiefs Wa-
rilki'm and Ishawadena.

Ebaibaten.

Igwadaren, formerly, when they were settled in A'zawad, a still more powerful
and totally independent tribe, with the chief A khbi ,ben Salem, who, just at the

time of my journey, when they were settled near Bamba, attempted to regain his

independence from his liege lord. This tribe is subdivided into the following sec-

tions: Kel-gdgi, the chief's tribe, but having, besides A'khbi, another chief of the

name of Sadaktu, hostile to the former
;
Tarabanasa, with the chiefs Teni and

Woghdughu ; Terfentik
;

Kel-tebankorit, with the chief Saul ;
Kel-hekikan, with

the chiefs Sfllekay, 'Ayiib, Kndha, and Zobbi, this little tribe presenting the most
striking example of the predatory and anarchical character of these nomadic hordes

;

Kel-tegharart, with the chief Khatem (surnamed or nicknamed by the Arabs El
Gherfe); Ke'l-tabdrit, with the chief Khe'bar (another section of this tribe living

with the I'regenaten) ; the Iwaraghen or Auraghen, another section of this widely-

scattered tribe which, once very powerful, has now lost a great portion of its inde-

pendence, with the chief Khazza.
Among the Aweh'mmiden live also the E'he-n-Dabdsa, or Elie-n-Elali, with the

chiefs Elakhte, Mushtaba, and El Moteldk, originally a section of the Telamedes,
a tribe of the Dinnik.

I now proceed to give a list of the degraded tribes, or Imghdd, of the AweKmmi-
den and Igwadaren

:

Imedidderen, a tribe still very numerous, and not quite so much degraded in the

social life of these regions as the other tribes, possessing even a good many horses,

but formerly distinguished by their power* as well as by their learning. It was
this tribe, together with the Tdenan, who founded the first settlement at the place

where, in course of time, the city of Timbuktu arose. Their chiefs are Bele, El UV
sere, and Khayar.
They are subdivided into a great many sections

:

Kel-gdsi, the most warlike section, with the chief El Khatir, whom I have men-
tioned repeatedly. They are warlike, and maintain especially a struggle against

the Governor of Hombori. Kel-e'he-n-sheggaren, E'debelle, with the chief Dari,

Tekaute, Kel-sammi, Iboghaliten, Erannarassen, Kel-ankit, or Kel-n-kit
;

Ildkan,

a tribe the name of which is no doubt connected with the town of the same name
mentioned by El Bekri (p. 179), as lying in the neighborhood of Kugha or Kukia;
Kel-te'rdit, Tabara-juwflt, Idirmaghen ; E'he-de'kkaten, Ebdnjiten ;

and, finally, a
group of four tribes, which collectively bear the name Kel-re'res, but each of which
has a separate name, Tafajejjat, with the chief Maijikma, Ikawalaten, with Ntagel-

lalet, Ekararayen, with Ntarede, and, finally, A'rkaten.

Auraghen (written Urgh), the larger portion of this once predominant and widely

scattered, but now degraded tribe, portions of which we have already met with else-

* To the Imedidderen belonged Koselete, the warrior who slew 'Ukba el Mustajnb, the great Mo-
hammedan hero in the history of the conquest of Africa.

Vol. III.—Z z
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where. They are divided into the two sections of white and black Auraghen, or

Auraghen-emellule'n and Auraghen-isattafnen.

Auragh-Auraghen, or Uraghraghen, with the chief Ofadi.

Tameltiitak.*

Imi'cha, with the chiefs Kamuwen and Khambellu.

Imezghe'rsen, with Sullatege' and Amust.
Kel-gosse. Kel-teneri.

I'kede'n. Kel-n-esheub.

I'mraran. Kel-tegeswan.

Mrfkalen-kalen, or Imekelkalen, with the chief Sididi.

Kel-wan, with the chief Si'di Mohammed ig Khade.
Ishemmaten.
Ibflkorayen, originally a section of the Dinnik.

Kel-ulli, the tribe so repeatedly mentioned in my journal as my chief protectors

during my stay in Timbuktu, divided into two sections, viz., the Kel-efelle, with

the chief E' Shugl, and the Kel-ide'r, with She'ri.

Tefarten. Kel-ghenneshen.

Imassejenberen. Gone.
Bdru. Kel-i'dal.

Eghashdmen. Ildghmaten.

Ijmdwejan. Tabakunt.
Ikeberedan. Meske'nderen.

Iddshan or Ildshan. Hawe-n-adagh or Haye-ladagh.
TJdalen. Iderak (? the same with Id-auragh).

Kel-ghennesh. ^ Daifd.

Kesebaten or Elkasebateff. Iletamaten.

Id-auragh (written Dtfrgh). Kel-tdfirwen.

I now proceed to enumerate the tribes of Am'slimen or Tolba, peaceable tribes

given to learning and religious devotion, among the group of the Aweh'mmiden.
Shemman-A'mmas, with the chief Mohammed ig Itdkke, once the Amandkalen

or Sultan tribe, in the town of Silk. They are divided into the following sections

:

Ikarbagenen, Iwarwaren, Kel-n-tashdait or Kel - tfbbele, Kel-amdelh'a or A'hel
E'shelmat, subdivided into the two sections of the El Wanki'lle and El Eniilli.

Debakar, called in Hausa Bend Sekki, settled in Kidal.

Bau Sehak: Kel-abakkut, Kel-azar, Kerzezawaten, Kel-bariyo, Kel-tabalo, dif-

ferent from the homonymous section of the I'ghelad, Dogentan, Idel)buten.

I'denan, once a powerful tribe, hostile to the Kunta, who made use of the assist-

ance of the Igwadaren against them. The I'denan are subdivided into the follow-

ing clans : Dindseddakant, I'denan eheawen Kidimmit, Ke'l-tesherave'n, Izimmaten,
I'nheren, Tajerejit, Imakdrda, Kel-ghala, Ildshan.

Kel e
1

Silk, a very numerous tribe of a peculiar stock, so called, as I have stated

in another place, from the important town of Su'k, probably identical with the town
called Tademe'kka by El Bekn, of which they were the chief inhabitants. They are

subdivided into a great many sections

:

First, there is a group of three tribes, which are referred to one common forefa-

ther, Yusuf, a native of Tekere'nnat : these are the Kel-tekerennat, who are evi-

dently called from the town Tekere'nnat mentioned above ; the Kel-ten&kse ; and
the E'gedesh. The Kel-tekere'nnat are subdivided into the Kel-tekerennat ikawe-
len, the Kel-tekere'nnat isheggarne'n, with the chief Intakluset, the Dwas Eji'mmik,

and the Disemakhshil. To the tribe of the E'gedesh belong the two principal chiefs

of the Kel e' Suk at the present time, Khozematen and Henna. Then there are the

Kel e' Suk wa-n-e' Su'k, whose name is connected with the town of Su'k in a twofold

manner, as having resided in that place longer than any other section, having prob-

ably their nomadic encampments on the site of the town after its destruction. Then
the Kel-bdgu, with Intellumt, formerly Id Mesu*d ; the El Salahu, the Eheawen
Nakfllu, with many subdivisions ; the Kel-gunhan ; the Kel-genshfshi : the A'hel
Igiwish ; the Isharam£ten, to whom belongs Naji'b ; the Id el Hanefi or Kel-esakan
embe'ggan ; the Ewiunhade'n, with rich herds of cattle ; the Kel-jeret ; Kel-adhar

;

Kel-tinhare'n ;
Kel-tdndibi; Kel-tejent; the Kel-emajaus

;
Kel-gabd; Kel-emassen.

• The latter part of the name appears to me to have some connection with the name of the Berber

town Tutek or Tautck, , from whence the salt waa carried to Tademokka in tha time of 151
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The Kel e' Suk have for themselves two tribes of Imghad, the Deletaye and the
Ibokhannen.

I now proceed to the large group of the Tademgkket, who, as I have stated, were
settled formerly in A'derar, round the town called after them Tademe'kka, but were
driven from thence by the Awelimmiden about the middle of the seventeenth cen-
tury, and have since been settled on both sides of the Niger from Bamba upward,
regarding as the limits of their territory Bamba on the east, Giindam in the west,

Btf-Jebe'ha in the north, and Bone in the south. As I have stated on a former oc-
casion, every merchant arriving in Bu-Jebeha from the north, on his journey to Tim-
buktu, even at the present day, is obliged to take a respectable man of this tribe with
him for his protection. The Tademe'kket made another attempt to render themselves
independent of the Awelimmiden, under their chief Eume'li, about the middle of the
last century, I think, and were for a time successful, but were then hunted down
by their rivals, and were obliged for a certain period to take refuge in Bambara.
The Tademekket are divided since about forty years ago into two great groups,

the Tingeregef, who dwell north of the river, and the I'regenaten, whose seats are
to the south of the Niger. I first proceed to enumerate the tribes constituting the
group of the I'regenaten, who are said to have received this name from the circum-
stance of their mixed character.

Ke'l-tebdrit, with Khebar.
Kel-e'he-n-sattefen, "the black tent," or tribe called hogu bibi by the Songhay,

khe'me el kahela by the Arabs, with the chief Inge'di.

Ke'l-tamulait, with the chief Saul.

Tejerbdkit, with Ermetu.
Ajelletlet.

Abelarlar (Abelaghlagh?).
Ke'l-deje.

Take'takayen dwell among the I'regen£ten, but belonged originally to the Igwa-
daren. One division, or kheme, of the Kel-brfrum also lives among the I'regenaten.
As Imghad of the I'regenaten the following tribes deserve to be mentioned s

The Ehawen A'darak, in several subdivisions : the Ke'l-efelle, with the chiefs Fe-
refere, A'den, and Mohammed Eksemena j the Kel-ide'r, with Bele', the chief men-
tioned by me in my journal, who is the principal chief of the whole tribe of the
Ehawen-n-A'dagh ; the Ke'lji'a, with A'shelma ; the Kel-domberi, with Alaide i the
Ke'l-te'nelak

;
theKel-dma; the Ta'zuwy-tazuwy, with Elfodiyi ; Kelrashar.

Akotef, with the chief Dalle, with the two subdivisions of the Hagelel and O'zgar.
Iburzazen.

Imitteshen.

Imesre'rsen.

Imakelkalen, another subdivision of this tribe, with the chief Manztfki.
Kel-re'mmat.
Tarbdka.
As Amslimen or tolba of this group, the following tribes became known to me

:

Isakkamaren, and Kel-sakkamaren, the latter with the chief El Kadhi Agge Ham-
meten, both these tribes being evidently fragments of the tribe of the Seghmara
(however the name may be spelled), described by El Bekn and other Arab geogra-
phers as settled on the northern bank of the Niger, round about Tademekka, and
occupying a district of many days' journey in extent

;
indeed, it must be supposed

that the Tademe'kka at that time were in a certain degree dependent on the Segh-
mara. The greater portion of this tribe we have found settled at the present time
in districts much farther toward the north. See vol. i., p. 605, seq. The Ibiduke-
len, and finally a group of three tribes which originally belonged to the Fghelad,
namely, the Kel-tarashit, the Kel-kabaye, and the Kel el horma.
The Tin ge'regef have received this name from the sandy downs, or "ellib," as

they are called by the Arabs, bordering on the north side of the Niger. Their

chief is A'wab, whom I have frequently mentioned in my Journal, and they are, as

far as I was able to make out, only divided into five sections : Tinge'regef e'he-n-ta-

mellelt, or those of the white tent
;
Tinge'regef ehe-n-takawelit, or those of the black

tent, to whom belongs A'wab ; the E'hemed, Ene'ka, and Telamedes.

In a certain loose connection with this group are the Fghelad, a very numerous
tribe, at present reduced to the position of Amslimen, who are spread over a large

tract of countrv, but are especially settled in the district Taganet, between A'zawad
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and Timbuktu. Here they have dug the deep wells which distinguish that district,

and their clans into which they are divided are therefore mostly designated from
these wells. Their chiefs are Mohammed Alimed ig Hawaii, E' Taher, and Mo-
hammed f

Ah\ The following is a list of their numerous subdivisions

:

Ke'l-antsar, Kel-n-wfwaten, Ke'l-n-Noku*nder, Kel-n-sherea, Kel-n-agdzen, Kel-
n-bagsay, Ke'l-n-tushawen, Kel-n-warrose'n, Kel-n-abellehan, Kdl-n-m'amu*r, Kel-n-
erazar, Kel-n-giba, Ke'i-tintabdn, to whom belonged the learned Sheikh Sidi

rAli in

the time of Baba el kebi'r, Kel-te'neg el hay or Debdrid, Kel-n-nettik, Kel-n~tinsm&-
ren, Kel-n-tintazalt, Kel-n-dshef, Kel-inneb, Kel-migagelit on the farthermost well

of Taganet, Kel-n-narzafef, Ke'l-tinudekan, Kel-tinekawat, Kel-n-teshak, Kel-hdr,

to whom belongs the great faki Taher, Kel-emaihdr, Ke'l-tele, Kel-n-tabaramit, very

rich in cattle, Kel-takankelt, Ke'l-tadrak, Inetaben, Kel-tehdroge'n, Ibidukelen, Ke'l-

taghashit, Kel-elhorma, Kel-kabay, Kel-sakkomaren, Kel-tadar, Kel-n-ke'zem, Kel-
tershawen, Ke'l-te'ndetas, Ke'l-tinhellate'n, Kel-insaid, Kel-eshfnkay, Kel-n-£lshinen,

Kel-n-jare'n, Ke'l-n-ayeren, Ihewan-ndr-eddi, Terbaz, Kel-tegallit.

I now proceed to mention the most easterly group of the Awelimmiden, who, in

a political sense, have totally separated from the stock, and are generally allied with

the Kel-gere's. These are the Awelimmiden wue'n Bodhal, or, as they are general-

ly called along the Niger, Dinnik, whose chief, Musa, enjoys great celebrity. The
sections into which this tribe is subdivided I have not been able to learn.

I will conclude this short notice about these southwestern Tawarek by stating, in

addition to the facts exposed in vol. i., p. 194, et seq., that I have not the slightest

doubt that the Imdshagh are represented in the ancient sculptures of Egypt by the

fourth human race, called T'amh'u, or the inhabitants of the country T'em'h, and
represented as of very light color, with their distinguishing curl on the right side of

the head, and their earrings, for the Mashawash, who are mentioned together

with the T'amh'u, seem to be nothing else but the same tribe under a different form
of name. See Brugsch Geographische Inschriften Altagyptischer Denkm'aler, ii.,

p. 78, et seq., and Plate I.

APPENDIX XIII.
A VOCAPULARY OF THE TEMA'SHIGHT OR TA'RKI'YE, SUCH AS SPOKEN BY THE

AWELI'MMIDEN.

A SHORT PROLEGOMENA, BY PROFESSOR NEWMAN.

The materials accumulated by Dr. Barth, enable us to give a more distinct re-

ply to the question, What relation does the Temashight (abbreviated in future as

Temght) language bear to the idiom of the Kabail of Mount Atlas, and to the
Shilha of Morocco ? The replies hitherto given have seemed to a great authority,

the Baron de Slane, premature, and, therefore, arbitrary.

I will try to write as one recapitulating facts, so far as I can discern facts, throw-
ing the remarks under separate heads :

1. The system of Pronouns in the Temght differs sufficiently from that of the
Kabafl to put a broad separation between the languages. The Baron de Slane has
already given a valuable table, comparing the Pronominal system in the (so called)
Berber tongues ; and there is nothing to be added to this. Temght does not differ

more decisively from Kabail in this respect than each differs from
Nevertheless, in the midst of the diversity, appear obvious and T

*

common origin. In fact, the suffixed pronouns differ but little.

2. The Numerals, in so far as they are not superseded by Arabic, are fundamen-
tally the same in all.

3. So far as Plural nouns can be formed regularly from the singular, the two
languages seem to observe substantially the same rules.

4. The mode of Conjugating the principal tense of the Verb has no greater di-

versity in the Temght and Kabafl than that found between mere dialects of the

The modes of forming the Present Tense are perhaps imperfectly understood as
yet in all these tongues.

It is on the surface of the Kabail that a Present Tense is formed by prefixing
adhi, ayi, or a'i to the principal tense. This prefix precedes the pronominal mark
of the verb. Similarly in the Temght we have eke or ege fulfilling the same func-
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tion; and (especially since the suffix pronoun of the Kabafl, ayi or ai ("me"), is

-ahi in Barth) this ehe seems to be the same element as Kabafl ayi.

Adhi (in Kab.) often expresses a Future or Subjunctive idea. Yet the clement
ara or ere is, perhaps, still more decidedly future. I have found this element, r, in

Barth, though rarely : for instance, ubbok, smoking ; and rabakagh, I smoke. In
Hanoteau, gh takes the place of r—sounds often confounded. To etymology it is

of interest to know which sound is here more correct. If gh, then we arc thrown
back on aghi of Kabafl, which has the same meaning as ayi, viz., "this." Also
the element ad means "this," fern. ati. It seems, then, that, prefixed to a tense,

they give the idea of Now or Presently.

Besides these external affixes, in an Appendix to my edition of Sldi Ibrahim's

Narrative, published by the (London) Asiatic Society, I elicited four internal meth-
ods of forming the Present Tense in Kabafl, viz., 1. by reduplication of the second
radical ; 2. by prefixing t to the root (with the sound of ts); 3. by prefixing 9 to

the root (sounded t on the lowlands, but English th in the highlands) ; 4. transi-

tive verbs, formed by s prefixed to the root, affix ai after the root, or sometimes
change the last vowel to a. The Temght, with which Dr. Barth's ear was famil-

iarized, disowns the distinction of the thick t (is) from the common t, as well as the

sound of English th. We can not, therefore (at least at present), distinguish in

this language between the second and third methods just recounted. But we may
positively assert that in Dr. Barth's specimens a prevalent mode of forming the

Present Tense is by prefixing t to the elementary part of the verb. Thus : aniyet,

ride ye (from a root which must be inay, he rode); etinne, he rides, mounts; enhi

(or eheni), look thou, find thou; inha, I have found; but tehinnen, they see; aten-

hegh, I find
;
inna, he said, he spoke

;
neketenagh tindralien, I spake peace

;
iwweu,

he went up
;

tewinagh, I climb up
;

ikor, it is dried
;

itogar, it is drying up.

On the other hand, where the prefix t is not found, but where Dr. Barth, not-

withstanding, assigns a present meaning, I am sometimes struck with a broad a,

which may perhaps denote present time, as in the fourth method of the Kabail
above noted ; but the materials are so few that this needs confirmation. Por ex-
ample, yedis, he laughed; ddsagh, I laugh; ikkel, he turned or returned; ekdlagh,

I come back.

5. The Noun of Action is formed from the verb by a t prefixed, and becomes
feminize. In this all the Berber tongues seem to differ little from one another, or

from Hebrew and Arabic.

6. The Transitive Verb is formed m Temght, as in Kabafl, by prefixing s to the

root. Thus : arid, washed
;
saradagK, I wash (a thing)

;
ddirif, a freedman ; sid-

der/agh, I set free
;

idau, he went in company
;
isdau, he brought together.

7. A Passive Verb, formed like the Hebrew Niphal, is found sometimes, but
rarely, alike in Temght and in Kabafl. Thus, from Barth's ibdyis, he is wounded,
comes the transitive sabayasagh, I wound ; and from this again a passive, ansabay-
asen, they were wounded. Indeed, also war nebuyis, he was not wounded ; formed
direct from the primitive. Barth has ekshe, eat thou; eheri inekshe, "the money
is spent probably, inekshe, is eaten.

8. A Reciprocal Verb or a Verbal Adjective is formed in both languages by pre-
fixing m to another verbal root. The practical use of this is comparable to the

vagueness of the Greek Middle Voice. In Kabafl it seems to be oftenest Reflective,

sometimes Passive; nor otherwise in Temght. Prom yohagh, he seized, comes
tdmmihagh (explained by Hanoteau as the Temght for), she was seized, where the

m is Passive. But from isitteg, he traded, imisitteg, he exchanged ; from idau, he
went in company (idiu, in Hanoteau), amidi, a comrade

;
isharrag, he fetched wa-

ter, amsharrag, a water-carrier; ikkel, he turned (generally neuter), isokal, he
caused to return, he replaced; simis'kal, barter thou (cause to replace mutually?)-,

ru, weep, sob (Kabafl root), itru, he weeps (Kab.), immerauen, (persons) weeping to-

gether
;

irtay, it was joined ;
imirtayen, mixed

;
isken, he pointed, showed ; emsd-

ken, they deliberate.

In fact n and m of these two heads appear to have no sharp distinction. They
are joined in Barth's anemang(K)a, battle; from nugh, fight thou (Kab.), or from
engh> kill thou. In Sidi I'brahim's Shilha, emmaghan, they fought (for emnaghanf).

9. Reduplicate verbs are found in both languages, comparable to those of Hebrew
and Arabic. Thus from inghal, it leaks (Barth), [in Kab., inghel, it gushed], we
have, as feminine, toraft dnghdlnaghel, the boat leaks

—

qu., is utterly leaky. Many
reduplicate verbs occur where we have to conjecture the primitive ; as in eshisheri-
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wulgh, I trot my horse
;
sheresherau, work the pump-handle, or pull the cord of the

well-lever ; imesharldrlaren or ereshaushauen, (the water) is boiling.

The Temght sometimes repeats the third radical, as in sktkarash, to till the
ground. That the root is Jceresk we know, since this is the sense of Kabai'1 kerez ;

and Kab. z often becomes sk in Temght. JSrgash, walk thou ; and yushirgesh, he
took a ride. From anjur, the nose-bone (anzer, of Kabail), by repeating the second
radical comes shinshar, nostrils ;

shinshor, to clear the nose. Evidently reduplica-
tion plays a large part in these languages. It sometimes appears to excess ; as
from ishwar, he begins, (izwer, he began, Kab. ) ;

sheshwdragh, I begin.

10. The Temght heaps formation on formation to an extent exceeding what ap-
pears in the specimens of Kabail which I have met. In fact, I have often had to

refer to Kabail or to Ghadamsi for the roots of Barth's verbs. Thus he has sanish-

lam, look about ; a double formation from ishlam, which must be the same as Gha-
damsi izlem (also Mem), he saw

;
esimmiktagh, I call to memory ; transitive from

the Kab. amekthi, a thought; from root iktha. Out of Ke'l (a tribe, people) the

Temght develops atkel, empire
;
amanokal, ruler

;
temandkalen, government.

11. The Temght, as exhibited in Dr. Barth's specimens, often seems to degen-
erate into a Negro jabber. When the pronoun nominative is prefixed to the verb,

a mere crude form of the verb may seem to suffice, just as though in Latin one were
to say ego reg, ilk reg, instead of rego, regit ; and for the third person the element

y (for "he") is often dropped ; as amut, he died, for yamut. Also, apparently from
the influence of vulgar Arabic, we find the first person plural form used for the sin-

gular ; as Nek noda(r), I fall (ego cadimus) ; Nek nuttef, I take (ego cepimus) :

sometimes also the Arabic form of the second person singular supplants that of

Berber, with the inconvenience of seeming to be third person feminine.
12. In Kabail I find a rather rare form of the Passive by prefixing wa to the

root. Thus from rebbi, rear, nourish (Brosselard), comes itwarabba, he is reared
(Luke iv., 16): from yurez, he chained; ittdrez, he chains; itwarzan, they are

chained (Luke iv., 19) ;
though here w may seem to be in the root: issen, he knew;

itwassen, it is known (Luke vi., 44); u atsayalaQ, sagha attatttisayalam (Matthew
vii., 1), is intended to express, "Judge not, that ye be not judged;" strictly, per-
haps, Non interrogate, ne-Jbrte interrogemini ; *Sidi Hamed often uses the (Arabic?)
verb isayal, he asked, for he judged. Here also we have ittusayal, he is judged,
which yields usayal or wasayal as the passive root, and wa as the passive element.
Again, inwaddar, it was trodden under foot (Luke viii., 5), compared with atar, the
foot, suggests that (dd being euphonic for double tf) n and wa here combine for a
passive idea. I have recited these cases because the form is rare, and might seem
doubtful. Now in Barth, besides irna, he exceeded, surpassed, conquered (supera-
vit), we find itwarna, he is conquered, which denotes a like passive formation.

13. The system of Prepositions is not wholly the same in Temght as in Kabail.
Yet they have in common en or na, of

;
si-, from or by

;
ghur, apud (pronounced

ror, with Barth)
; fel, upon

;
ger, between

;
dau, under

; g~, in
;
degh or der, at or

in ? d-, an untranslatable prefix, sometimes meaning with. This may seem the
same as id, d, meaning and. Behind, dar, in Barth, is perhaps a contraction of
Kabail daffir, Kabail azzaO, za9, front, before, is dat in Barth, seemingly the same
element. All this shows a very close relation of the two languages.

14. The vocabularies, with very great likeness, show also grave diversities, mak-
ing it impossible to regard the two idioms as mere dialects of one language. Un-
doubtedly a stranger is liable to overrate in detail the significance of this, and un-
duly to assume that words of the one are wholly foreign to the other. Thus, when
the Tawarek say ishek (De Slane) for a tree, which in Kabail is Oasta, Qasattu, we
are struck by the contrast. Nevertheless, in Kabail, ishig means a branch : "hence
it is nearly as our colonists say bush for forest, wood. Barth writes ehishk for ishek,
which still more obscures the relation. But, after all allowance, it remains that
the two languages have deviated so widely from their original that their identity is

only an etymological, not a popular fact. If Negro words be duly ejected from the
Temght, and intrusive Arabic from the Kabail, Shilha, etc., the remaining portion
of the vocabularies greatly illustrate one another, and seem adequate to reconstruct
the chief material of the old Libyan tongue. Barth has the high merit, to us, of
giving very little as Temght which can be accounted Arabic.
The Arabic words which do enter the Temght are not identical with those of the

Kabail, not even in religion. Thus prayer in Kabafl is tazzallit (from Arabic

Confirmation being confounded
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with Prayer, as elsewhere with Baptism. This word may have come from Chris-
tianity, since also sin in Temght and Ghadamsi is bekkad (once ebaket in Barth)

;

which seems, like the Welsh pechod, bechod, to be the Latin peccata. It is curions

to observe in Temght the root ibekket, he crouched or knelt, perhaps primitively as

a religious attitude. (Hanoteau has ibekket of a lion crouching; and Barth gives
asibaket for 44

sit with elbows on the legs against cold!") In this connection we
may note that the Kabail name of God is Rabbi, which in Arabic is "My Lord;"
but in Temght, besides A'manay, it is Mesina or Mesinak, which Barth takes for

"our Messiah," a Christian importation.

15. The prefix am before a substantive means in Kabail a possessor. At least

Hodgson gives many illustrations of this. I do not know that it distinctly appears
in Barth, though there are words thus explicable ; as ahuyye, the chase

;
ajnahuyyen,

a sportsman. But the Temght has, to express this sense, a very common prefix,

ila, unknown to the Kabail, as far as I am aware.

Thus from Ehen, a tent
;

ilehen, tented f«L e. married). It, indeed, seems to me
that this prefix has the wider sense of changing some other word into an adjective,

nearly as the German suffix -ig. Thus from dar, behind (prep.), comes iladara,

(one who is?), behind; from dat, before, iladata (one who is?), in front. One
may even suspect that ila here is the element of the verb " to be," from ilia, he was;
Hi, be thou. (Barth also has ile,

1
* here;" and in Kabail and Shilha elli is the rel-

ative "who," as in vulgar Arabic.)

The general conclusion seems to be that Temght, Shilha, Ghadainsi, Kabail, etc.,

are distinct languages, related as (we will say) Portuguese, Spanish, and Italian.

It may be here added that Dr. Barth unfortunately has not been able (in the

rude pronunciation to which he listened) to discriminate t from t, d from d, k from

k, z from 5 (if there is any ^ ), while gh was perpetually passing into g, k, or r.

It appears to me still doubtful how many consonants there are in Temght ; whether
there is any Ain, and whether there is any such distinction as the ts and th of the
Kabail. If we knew the sounds accurately, certain families of words might be less

confused and confusing.

In general, the pronunciation of words presented to us by Dr. Barth is softer

than that of the Kabail, and has a fuller and clearer vocalization. In one combi-
nation, indeed, the Kabail is the softer, and it may deserve attention j it is the En-
glish tch (written ch by Barth) for which he has ksh or tk. Thus the Temght ikshe,

he ate, itkar, it is full, are in Kabail ichche, ichchur. From Arabic kheshen, rough,
the Kab. makes ichchen, he is ugly. Again : it has ichchah and ichcham, he was hot

sound itkar, meaning,
pointing out that the T
found in Arabic.

^ or itkakh These cases are of L
hi has sometimes an older form of the word than 1

F.W.Newman.

7, nek.
Thou, ke, kay

;
fern. kam.

He, enta. She, entadi.

We, nekenet [nekenet ?] ; fern, nekenetet
[nekenetet ?].

Ye, kawenit [kawenit ?] ; fern, kametet.

PRONOUNS, ETC.

I have, nek ila rori (ego, est mihi).

Thou hast, ke ila rorik.

(Jem.), kamak ila rorirc (m. ?).

He has, enta ila roris, etc.

Myself, imanin
;
by myself, simani.

Thyself, imannek ; fern, imannem.
They, entenet [entenet?]; fern, entenetet Himself, herself, imannis.

[entenetet].

[N.B.—We, ye, they, in Tuareg
[Temashight] are given by De Slane

as Neknld, Kisnid, Entenid, with final d,

and by Ben Musa with final J or

Of me, mine, eni, ini, ino, in.

Of thee, inek; fern. inem.

Of him, enis, inis.

Of her, terns, tinis.

Of us, in&nagh.

Of you, inawen
;
fern, inekmet.

Of them, infisan
;
fern, inesnet.

Ourselves, imann&nagh.
Yourselves, imannawen

;
fern, imanekmet.

Themselves, imannisen ; fern, imannesnet.

He went, igele, yfgele.

Thou wentest, tegfilet [tegelet ?].

I went, egelegh.

They went, tigelen
;
fern, tigelenet.

Ye went, tigelem; fern, tigelemet.

We went, negele.

There is, eha [iha?=iga of Shilha];

ehan, there being.

There is to me, ehay, ehahi
;
fern, ethahe.
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There is to thee, ehik, hlk; {there being

to thee ?) ehan-kay.
There was, ilia.

There is, yile.

There once was, k&la ills.

One (a certain), iyen.

One by one, iyen, siyen.

Alone, iyente.

Other {alius), iyet, iyed.

Other {alter f), yednin,' nid.

[Compare Arabic root ayo), whence
ayedan."]

Some, others, iyed, iyed.

1 alone, iyentnek."

Thou alone, iyentke.

He alone, iyententa.

We alone, iyentanagh.

Ye alone, iyentenawen ; fern, iyente nek-

met.
They alone, iyente nisen

;
fern, iyente nis-

net.

I and thou, nek id ke.

[And, e. See 126, 127, and 130.]

Or, mer.
But, nun. [In apodosis, Hun,

{Prodigal Son.)~]

Yes, iya.

No, kala ! kala kala

!

This thing, adi {masc.f).

This {here) thing, tetid {fern. ?).

This year, ten!, teneda, tenidagh
Last year, tenindi.

Two years ago, tenendin.
This, that, awa, 6 [Jem. ata? rf\.

[These, those, win; fern. ch. of in at?]

This, wadagh
; fern, tadagh.

These, wuidagh
; fern, tidagh.

idagh [in both genders and numbers']

ecce

ashel to- ehad

la), ten [indagh?}

To - day,

idagh.

This is he, enta da<

That (ille), wuen
tindagh.

[This {neuter f and absolute), adi (?)].

also, tetid and tet, fern. ? Prodig.

Son, (te)selsemastet, tegimastet, impo-
suistis ei earn.

This and that, wuay wuay.
These and those, wuin wuin.

Who, which, awa; pi. wui (129),

Who? ennagh? mamus?
Whoever, awwa (129).

WJiatever is there, awway iladihen (126.)

c Those ropes, erewiyen wadagh.
< What trees ? innagh ehishkan.

( Which they twine, wui tellemin.

What ? ennagh awen ? endagh ? endegh
ma?

What is it ? nishin ?

[Num? utrum? awagh, perhaps, 56.]

Why? mefit? mefel? mas?
When? me?
On this side, siha, sihahe.

On this side, *ilahen, eladi.

On that side, ilasehen, ilahini.

Here, ile {etid? 138).

There, ilasehen, iladihen {dis ? 102).

In this place, iladiha dagh. )

In what place, ennagh edagh?
J

Where (is it) that, endagh dihan?
endegh diha? (nov

o-irov;)

Where? ma ege?
Where, diha, ihe {relative adv.)

[Uterque prceteriii, quo prceteriit,

Eretuset ika, diha ika.]

In what manner? de kawanenti
awwan entag ?]

At that place, dar (gh?) ageft wadagh.
[Every, igen, aigin?]

[In Shilha, kra
kraiget]

Every day, ashel igen.

Then, at that time, yawen asigan.

At every time, aigin kala.

[Kala, (une) fois?=M?aZ of Shilha,

=tekalt of Kabafl.]

Once upon a time (there being), kalayillen.

Never, aigin kala war.
atillen.

Always, harkuk [h&r=usque ?].

Formerly, ehingam, ahoja.

Once, qxxl, ibbfida (olim).

Somebody, mindam.
Everybody, eretuse [each of two ?].

The whole ) . .

Ay y run-et, iket.

All the world, rurret eddynia.
All the rivers, eghirriwan rnrret.

All of us, iket e'nanagh.

All of you, iket e'nawen.

All of it, iket enis.

About, nearly, turdau iket.

Just, exactly, adutet.

Not, war. (So Kab. Shil)
Nothing, war-harret.

Something, harret.

Only, ghas (so Shilha), war-har, non nisi.

But only, with the exception of, asal (asal,

Kab.).

The whole tribe has been extinguished with

the exception of afew lads, tausit ike'te-

nis temminde asel harret iliadan.

Much, egen
;
fern, teget.

Multitude, egod (129), yegot.J
[Quantity, lggde.

Number, eket.]

* Initial ila seems to convert an adverb or sub-
stantive into an adjective, like German -ig (root
ilia, he was ? yet ile, here, crosses us) ; so ehen,
tent

;
ilihen, tented.

t Agel, perhaps, is Kab. aghel, arm, in the
sense of side or direction. Compare arila.

t In Shilha, yeggot, it is abundant or numer-
ous. In Kab:\il, yeshatt is the Bame. De Slane
treats the latter as the"Arabic yeshcdd, intendit,
constrinxit.
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How often? merder ugida?
How much ? ma lgSde ?

At what price ? medcr ugCda?
How many? men eket? (=b

Dclaporte's Kab.)
Too much, agoteni.

Many of them, awagot daghsen.
Jlfosl of them, awagin daghsen.
[Somewhat, a little, in Ghaddmsi, eket.]

A few, wafaror
; pi. wafaroren.

awandurren [andurren, a little].

imadroini [madruln, B. M.~\.

[Comparing amdddaray, younger (am-

daray in Ben Musa), and the Kabafl
adrus, a little (of it), we get the root,

dru or dru, for littleness.]

Very, hullcn. [Ghad., hala, much; ha-
len, many; Hodgson's Kab.,* herla.]

Little by little, sullen sullen.

Generally, ordinanly, ennadir.

[A little, giak. See 146.]

One day, saagodi.

Hitherto, har egodi, 207 {usque ad nunc).

endi.

Now, egodi? azaradar [=azal adagh
(this day ?), amaradar (this time)].

Soon, agodedak [egodi idagh].

Not yet, har egodi war.
heregodi; endi.

[Num? anne'/ hi.]

(Adhuc anne pervenimus, quo ibamus ?
}

(Endi hi nussa, diha nikka? j"

[See also essi in G5, below; but
neither hi nor essi in this sense is con-
firmed.]

Before, dat (datai, datak, etc.), [=Kab.,
zath.]

Behind, dar (dar anagh, etc.), [—Kab.,
daffir.]

[ That which is] in front, iladata.

[That which is] behind, iladara. Barret,
after (prepos.), in Prodigal Son.

At, d. At the side, d edis.

By, s.

In, der, degh. Into, dag.

Of (partitive), degh.

Under, dau, cder [=Kab,, edau].

Down, sedir [=sedau].
Inside, anaigesh [from egish].

Outside, ageme, dagama [from egem].
Without, gema.
Between, gcr [me gerassen, which betwixt

them / i. e. which of the two?].

For, ror [ghur of Kab.].

Upon, felle, safelle, fel.

ser? 139.

Over, ginnegis, ginnegish [ginnege, 147].

From Kab., ennig.

A round, terlaite (after noun).

Until, har [Kab., ar.].

VERBS ARRANGED ACCORDING TO CONNECTION.
WITH NOTES DY PROFESSOR NEWMAN.

1. Wuegh, I was born.

Where wast thou born? Endegh akal wa-
dagh wuit ? ( What land that thou-wast-

born ?)

2. The woman is bearing {pregnant), tem-
mat toren.

3. The woman gives such, temmat teze

dut [tesetut].

He sucks the breast, itatet [itatet].

4. The woman suckles her child, temmat
tesankas roris.

He sucks, inakas.

5. I am alive, edargh.
He is alive, idar. (So Kab.)

6. The boy is ripe {of age), aliad awad.
The girl is ripe (of age), taliad tawad
Ripeness of age, tagat. An adult, ama-
wad.

7. The girl has a full bosom, taliad tis-

taurat.

* The commoner Kab. fchiralla, many, much,
is explained by Brosselard as a religious extrav-
agance, Kheir Allah, God is good. PerhapB he
has proof that I do not know ; else it might seem
to be a mere development of herla, or compound-
ed anomalously of khirhtila, " good many."

1. Yiau, he was born ? In bhilha, yu, a son.

2. A rau, offspring, Kab.
3. Ycxfftet, she gave suck, Kab. ; from itct, he

sucked the teat.

4 Koot intots ? he sucked.

8. He has grown old, iwashar.

/ grow old, washaragh.
9. He died, is dead, amut. (So Kab.)
10. Look! enhi!

I have not found, war enhegh.

Have you found my knife? abesar eni

tenhet?
We have found him, menhet. {Prod.

Son.)

We have again found him {we have re-

peated the finding), nolis tahanait.

{Prod. Son.)

I see, atenhegh.
Sight, ah&nay.
They see not, war tehinnen.

Nobody sees anything, war ihinne wa-
dem harret.
/ saw nothing, war inhegh harret.

11. Hook at with attention, esagadagh.

Look before you, sagere'he datak.

8. In Ghadiirasi, vsdr, old.

10. Ben Musa of GhadameB gives then, he saw

;

and ehini, look! as Tuareg (Temght). Eheni
and enehi, accordii

ad libitum ; also t\

pear.

positions
find, ap-

11. Kab. iftaa, he looked at; iseled, he observed.

Asijadan ia for asinadan (partic), attending.

Emgrah is a compound verb, from isag, he look-

ed, and irah, he loved.
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I look at toith pleasure, esagr&hagh.
I listen [to thee], nek asijadanak.
[low] do not listen [to us], war hanagh
tesjadet.

I looked around, asanishlamagh.
Let us look around, sanishlamanagh,

12. Ifeel with my hand, te'dishagli.

Feeling (subst.), tedisha.

13. I smell, insarghagh.
Let me smell {snuff at), disaraghagh.
/ take a snuff, saraghagh.

14. I taste, etalaghagh.
Taste (subst.), talagh.

15. / have eaten, ikshegh.
Give me (what) I-may-eat, ikfabi awwu-
ksbegb.

16. I am hungry, ilozagh.

17. I have e?wugh, iyuwanagh. (So Kab.)
We have enough, naiwcn.
Thou hast enough, tiyuwanat.

18. I drink, aswegh.
Diink! asu ! (So Kab.)
Give me to diink, ikfahi deswagh.

[ We give you], nikfek.

19. Thou gobbkst, no stopping! ke ten-

seat war di'kkera.

20. Hunger kills me [smites me?], inakahe
las.

I kill you, nek inrekay [inghekay]
21. Thirst overpowers vie, inrabifat [fad]

[or, inghahi, kills me].

22. / perspire, orafagh.

Perspiration (subst.), fmselba.

Hie water-carriers sweat, imsharr5gen
imselhe.saw [(there is) sweat to them]

23. Smoking, ubbok.

I smoke the pipe, rabakagh eben.

, sasagh ebeni (/ drink my pipe).

24. I say, ennegh. (So Kab.)
You told me, tenahit, [sbe told it to met]
Tell him, annas.

25. Utterance, asdkel [asokel?].

I answer, asokalagh eljawab.
Answer me, sokalabe el jawab.

Sanishlam,
which in Ben J

yellem.

12. Idish, he felt?

13. lsdregh, he smells (Temght of B. M.). If

this is a causative form, it implies a root, iregh,

it has a smell ; = Arabic rlhh. But it must not

be too easily identified with irgha, it burned.
14. Yalegh, he tasted; so Ben Musa's Tuareg

(Temght).
15. Ekshe, in Kab. hecomea echche.

18. lkfa [Arab, it sufficed] is ifka of Kab. he

gave. See 93.

20. Elsewhere Barth has inakken, they beat.

(Kab. has nugh, fight thou ! enqh, kill thou ! sep-

arate verbs ) Heb. A'aka ia either smite or Blay.

21. lnra (in Shilha, he overpowers, conquers)

becomes irixa (but see 129) in Kab., and unites

the senses supcrat and siipercst.

23. The present tense formed by initial r or at

is rare in Barth, common in Kabuil and Shilha.

26. Is6kal, causative, from ikkal, he turned

Restore to me my camel, sokalahi ame-
nis em.

/restore to you your thing, sokalagh har-
ret enak.
They make them go back, isokalen-ten.

He did not return my salute, war hay iso-

kal essalam.

/ replace the sword, esokalagh takoba.
The copying (of a book), asakal.

Shut the door, sokcl tefalwat.

/ shut the door, sokalagh tefalwat.

[Properly, turn the door.]

26. He does not speak distinctly, ital elis

enis [he has wrapt (or involved) his

tongue].

He rattles [stammers?], enta ahedendan.
She rattles [stammers?], tehadendan.

27. Thou talkest much, ke hek takalt.

I prattle, nek et-babc takalt.

28. I want to whisper, erhegh asimmetik-
tikagb.

29. I am eloquent, oradagh.
Eloquence, erkod [eghrod?],
A speech, meggered.
He is eloquent, israd elis enis [he made-
eloquent his tongue].

I praise, egeriddagh.
He harangues them, imeggered dassen.

30. I inquire, esistanagh.

Ask Mm the news, sistent fel isalcn.

(Ar. saal, he asked.)

31. Seek thou., unmagh [Kab. unag].
He sought for, yummagb, yesunimagh.
I seek your advice, nek summaghekay
tanhad.

'. Give us advice, ager tanha(d ?).

/ advise you, egerakay tanhad.
Advice, tanhad.

-, takshit [secrecy].

I tell you this secretly, inneghak awa-
dagb istaksbit.

We confer between ourselves, neger tan-

had gerenagh.
You must not repeat it to any one, war

i( t

tintennit (or war tisellit) awadem.
, and also 33. / will, I like, irhegh

for edcre.

2G. Dendan, or tentan, to ring or rattle, is Kab.
and Arab. , and Lat. , 'tinnio.

27. Takalt is pe.haps formed from Arabic.
Aval (vox), for kul, is the Kabail.

2S. Root tiktik'; the m is reciprocal, and s caus-
ative.

Perhaps from Arabic, ghercd, he warbled,
the guttural suffering obliteration.

32. Ger, throw, cast, in Kab. and Temght.
Xeger tanhad, we cast advice. In the forms su7n-
niaghekay (31), egerakay (32), irhckuy (33), yii-

fcko (35), we see that the Tawi'rek use the nom-
iuative kay or h\ for (thee) the accusative after a
verb [reserving the Kabuil suffix ak for the dative
(tibi) ?], and the final gh of the 1st pi. is s"

by k. Thus, irhC kay= erbeghkay.Y «.*. 1 nus, irlK kay= erbeghkay.
33. Irha in Chad, is ifrav, in Kab. is Ira.

.... . - , The word is evidently the Berber correlative of
Asokel, utterance, is like reddere vocet Arab, ifrahh, he rejoiced ; which the Kabail dia-

lect uses side by side with ft*
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/ like, love you, irhekay.

/ like not, vvur terhagh [or, wur-t-er-

hagh, I like him not?].

34. I can, edobcgh, dobegh.

35. We surpass him, nufe-t. [So in Shil-

ha.]

This man surpasses you, halis wadagh
yufeke.

It is better than, yufa.

36. It is useful, ymfa. [Arab, yinf a.]

, ahitenfa.

It is gone, finished, yimmedi.
It is enough, yuggeda.
It is suitable, [inituegi?].

It is impossible, awar inituegi.

There is, yile.

37. What shall I do? ma diknegh?
He who makes shoes, wa yekannen ibus-

hegan.
We did it, neknit.

It may be, imokan (is feasible)

38. The stars shine forth, itaren iknan

ebarbar.

This day is very fine, ashel idagh ikna

teshel deje.

It is wonderful, takonit.

39. / have done for thee, egeaghak.

/ have committed sin, egegh ebaket.

They haveformed a line, egen

I do [have done?], iggegh.

/mend a rent, tagagh tikist.

Make for me a pretty song, egahi anaya
ihosken. [Prod. Son, ahas nigge, ut

ei faciamus.]

Thou hast done wrong, teget tellSbist,

I have done (a good thing) for you, ta-

gaghak.
Thou hast done me a wrong, tagaihi tel-

lebist: [she has done me?].

Shall I fasten the horse? agyagh ais?

[Shall I do the horse?] See 186.

Ye have put thisfor me, tegimahi tetid

40. Do not do this, kissinadi?

A good thing, barret ulagen.

41. Stand up! ebde [so Kab. and Arab.]

I halt, stand still, ebdedagh.

Rise! enker [so Shilhd],

I rise, enkeragh.

A rising, tennakrat.
.:< ..> r r .. . .7... . ,'i,:.„ I^iJSj

^

34 Idab (he is able) must be inferred. Hence,

also, ad/lblb, expert, pi. iddbdben; and a new
verb, iddbab, be is expert.

37. Ken, do thou ! fac ! (Ben Musa's Temght.)

38. Ikna, it shone ? Iken, he made ?

39. Aj (^\) is Ghadamsi for do thou! In

Sbilha, igd, factum est ; in Temght it is active,

egit. The word seeraa to be lost in Kabuil. (See

etagagh and ig in 4T.)

40. Yul/lgrn, good, handsome, ia participial

allied. I think, to yf/lehe, it suits, it ia like ; in

Kab., elhfi, be thou good ;
with Venture, illia, he

s handsome or good.
J

In Kab. cnker becomes ekker.

I sit down, remain, ekemagh.
We have remained long, nekkim egen.
Do not stay ! ur takkfime.

42. I bow, stoop, edunkeagh.
Lie down! gen [so Kab.].
He lay down, igen.

Cause thy camel to lie ! siggen amfinis.

I rest myself, insegh.

Ipass the night, insegh. [So Kab.]
I lie on the side, insegh s alarm.

43. Sitting with bent legs, tinekaraft.

Sit thou with bent legs, senekaraffet.

[He picketed a camel, ikeraf amenis.]
Sit thou with elbows on knees, asfbaket.

Sitting with elbows on knees, tasbikkit.

Sit Uke Egyptian statues, asirterabarin.

44. / lie in bent form, ane'kamegh.

I lie on theface, abumbeagb.
The boat is capsized, toraft tebumbay.

I upset (a boat), subumbeagh.
/ lie outstretched, ezaragagh.
[(The head) & rested, irammagh?]
/ rest the head, eserammaghagh.
Resting the head, terammeghet.

45. Wink to him the eye, enrgras tet ; en-

segas tet.

/ twist up my face, asikaniagh edym-
meni.
Blink thou, annaronagh.
Blinking, tenironaghat.

I start up from having a vision, emSno-
mawagh.
/ shut my eyes, and have a vision, emau-
naagh.

46. I am sleepy, tenedomagh.
I doze(d), enuddemagh.
Sleep, etis, edis (e'tis).

He is asleep, itas, idas.

I want to sleep', irhegh edis.

Sleep is upon me, ehaihe'e'dis.

/ dreamed, ehorgeagh.
A dream, tahorget.

47. I start up (from a dream), iggedagh;
ebdrderit [ebordegh-it?].

/ snore, esakharegh.
Snoring, asakhadu.

/ breathe, esfnfosagh.

/ make a long breath, etagagh infas

makkoren.
He put his hands into his arm-pits, ig

ifasenis dag tidardagh enis.

1. Go thou! mus: si'kel.

42. Alar in, my side? Elsewhere, edis, side.

45. Asikaniagh perhaps means 1 aim, 1 point;

as asikken, aiming with a gun.

4G. In Kab., nuddam, slumber, and ites, sleep

;

yurga, he dreamed ;
terg'it, a dream

;
tergit (or

tergh-it?), a coal.

47. Iagedaah is, I flew (214), I leaped. Infas
is probably imported from Arabic.

48. Mus, move thou. For in Delaporte I find

itemmusu, s'agite ; asemmuscgh, je remue. In

the Prod. Son, mus= semm, to name or call. The
root sh-rgsJi seems to me formed from rgsh. So
sh-krsh from krsh ; the last radical being prefixed.
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I go [went?l egeleagh.
[traveled?], esdkalagh.

A traveler, amasdkal.
I walk, ergashagh.
Let him go ! e'yit erregesh

!

/ take a ride, ushirgeshagh.

49. I go on horseback, egeleagh nayagh.
He rides, etinne(y).

Mount ye ! anniyet

!

Cattlefor riding, innemenniyen.
50. Igo sporting, egeleagh ahuyye.

A sportsman, amahayen (plur. ?).

/ go by water, esakalagh dar eghirreu

[I travel by the river],

I go by land, elflagh esalim; perhaps,

/follow by the shore (asarim in vocab.,

but alim in 224).

Following, allien. (105, 201.)

Straight, isellilet.

Even, flat , £

Free, alii.

Freed, nellil.

51. I come, asagh.

/ arrive, ussegh.

, -watagh, wadagh.
We are arrived, new at.

Come! iyn! {Tad.)-, mellit. (Awelm,)

52. We went [we passed], nikka.

The ball passed his head, tesawe toke

eghaf enis.

I wish to go, irhegh tikaut.

Ifee, shun, egewuatagh.
He fed, igewat.

53. I go in, enter, egglshagh.

Come in to the tent ! eggish ehen

!

The rain enters the tent, aman esk&ran

dar ehen.

He went up and down, imgha.
He went down, imki (in 209).

I go about, tamaghagh.
—

, kelin falannagh.

54. Igo out [went out], ebarberagh,

The stars shine out, itaren iknan ebar-

bar.

The moon comes out, ayor ibarbar.

I come out of the boat, tabarbaragh to-

raft.

Set them loose ! simbara

!

55. Run I hasten! oshal, figgedigdig, ak-
k6ra fedigdig.

I run, oshalagh, olekwuale'gh.

Come back [to me] quick! kalahi shik.

/ return, come back, ekalagh [kalahi,

ekalagh (?). So Kab., ikkal, he turned
himself See 25, above]."

Come near ! ahaz

!

I approach, ahfizagh.

56. He started early, inshaya.

You start early, tinshayat, (subst.) tan-

shit.

I start early, ismarg&regh.
inshegh semmut [semmut, cold,

fresh?].

Early to-morrow, ashikken semmut.
I start in the afternoon, eduegh, (subst.)

tadtlit.

I icish to start late, erhegh taduit.

57. You start to-morrow morning from
Timbuktu, ke tinshayat ashikke dag
Timbutku.
You pass the heat in Kdbara, tekele't te

Kabaraten [you broil].

You start in the afternoonfrom Kdbara,
ke teduet dag te Kabaraten.
You lodge in Lenga, temendagh Lenga.
We pass the heat, nikkgla [we broil].

Where do we pass the heat to-day ? in-

degh dihau deniade nikkel ashel

idngh.

58. We lodgefor the night, nemendagh.
Ipass the night (I rest), insegh (42).

Wltere (is it) that we shall rest this night ?

endeg diha dihennas ehad idagh ? [read
dinennas ?]

59. TIiou dost not keep the path, war td-

herit. [Qu. from Turco-Arab., dog-
here, straight?]

I lose my way, ebehahi eberik.

49. Indy, he rides, is the root suggested by the

above, and is confirmed by amruly, a rider, in

Delaporte and Venture. In a passage of Zwawa
(Kabml) in De Slane, inig seems to me to mean
he rode. Are nayagh and etinnegh two forms of

the present? Or is nayagh I rode? In 62, ni-

yagh, I ride.

61. In Kab., yusa, he came ;
uslgh, I am come

Here asagh and usxlgh might seem different in

tense. Iwwat, in Kab., he approached.
52. Ikka, he passed, he went ; Kab. and Shil.

:

arigh dakagh, I wish to go, Temght of Ben Musa.
53. Eskdran, in Kab., "doing," faciens. Ima-

gha, he went vp (Kab.) ; he went down (Ben Mu
sa's Temght) ; he went Up and down (Delaporto's

Shilha) ; and here.

54. Barbar, extra, might seem a formative from
Arab, barra ; but the native root is ebru in Kabail,

which exists side by side with barra. There is

ibra, dimisit, repudiavit; incbran, repudium

;

aberru, manumissio; innabra, emisit (?) ; sinabra, road,

perhaps the same as simbara above.

55. Oshal is iizal of Kab., correlative to 'vjcl of
Arabic. Lekwual is like leklek (to trot) of Arabic,

Shik is zik offor which we have kellcel in Kab.
Kab.

57. Iktla is here iktla, Arabic kala, he broiled.
Brosselet gives as Kab. cklu, broil thou ; perhaps
a root common to both languages. Ekkcl is the
imperative for Turn yourself. In fact, to turn
and to roast may be modifications of one root

5S. Edag or edagh, a place : (edeg iyen, one
place; annagh cdakt what place?). Dtlj, house
with yard in Chadamsi, which = Arab. dar.
Idegh, lie dwelt? (Irhan adedckken Bosebango,
they want to dwell at Bosebango.) To this root
I am disposed to refer emcndagh. Izdegh, he
dwelt, is the Kabail.
Ehad, night, must be cluul. It is cfad of Gha-

damsi, rghed of Wadrcagh, ylcd of Delaporte, yU
of lli'imed, etc. Teglt in the Tuareg (Temght) of

Hodgson. The root is seen in Arab. Qa&i

scura fuit nox.
5:). Yohcr, he has kept the track? Eberik,

road, is Temght of Ben Muaa; in Kab. ebrid, in
Arab. derb.
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He has lost his way, ebeh&s eberek [fe
fellit earn via].

[Ibdhe, it misleads; ibehe, it misled?]
False, baho.

Liar, wambaho.
Renowned, anesbaho [boasted of extrav

60. He has found his way, enta iggero
abarraka.

I am tired, ildashagh.

Weariness, ilidish.

/ am veiy tired, ildashagh hullen hul

len.

My bones are shattered, nek tatakt&rau
eghasannini.

CI. Exhaustion, temanklt.
I repose, ekemagh dissiin.

adehagegh fessagh.

Let us repose a little, nehaget andurren
62. I ride a horse, neyagh ai's. (49.)

/ dismount, ezobegh. (66.)

Dismount ye, zobet.

/ make the camel lie down, esigganagn
amfriis.

Make thy camel lie, siggen amenis innek.

/ drive my horse on, egede'mmegh aisin.

63. I gofast, egelegh shik.

I make my horse trot, esbisheriwuegh
aisin.

Ikeep back my horse, esamasanagh aisin

I make him gallop, etegeriwuegh aisin.

I take a ride, ushirgeshagh ; adsummo-

04:. / will go into a boat, erhegh ogish-n

toraft [/ desire the entering of a boat] .

/ entered a boat, egishagh toraft.

Iget on the sand, taras&nagh tamellelt.

60. lggera (Igra), it lighted upon, is surely

Arabic jera. The 6 in iggSro may even be the

Arabic pronoun him. [? H. B.]

Tataktarau seems akin to karrau or kaurau, to

be torn, t being inserted as in the Arabic 8th form,

not a Berber practice. The root is not unlike
zarau; see below.

61. Temanklt. Compare War itemandfdt, lest

it hurt (him). Perhaps from naka. Dissun, my
side? EdU, side; uni, eni, of me.

62. Zob in this sense is found in Brosselard
but the Kabail and Shilha for it is vguz, ukuz,
eggiz. See ged, gdz, in TO, and oftener kbz, in 99.

Egedemmegh, perhaps (Arab. Qedem) I cause to

go in front.

Aisin, for als-ini (see end of 65), is only a clip

ped pronunciation.
68. Eshisheriwuegh, etegeriwuigh, seem to show

wuegh as marking the 1st pereon of a causative
verb, when the root ends in au. Shisherau, per-

haps, denotes frequentative alternative movement,
nearly as sheresherau, to work the pump-handle.
Esdmdsan, causative, from amdsan ?

Etegeriwuegh (I set loose ?) has et to mark pres

ent tense. I make the root iglwrau, it is easy
whence egheraugh, I am easier, yeherowen, easy
iharowen, spaciouB.

Adsummorbmaragh seems to be a causative

from a frequentative root mormor. Ad marks
present time.

64. Tardsdnagh (from yardsan), he touched?
he grazed ? Tursar (211), ran aground.

We have got on the sand, urannar-n-
akal.

/ disembark, tabarbaragh toraft.

65. Do we cross in a boat? nisger is to-

raft.

Or have we to go onfoot ? mer essi sfd-

arannanagh ?

I cross a river, isgeragl

I ford a river, nek yer teawent.
fake my horse through the river, kuletahi

aiseni.

66. Ipass a town, kayetannagh.
Shall we sleep in Kdbara, or pass it?

awak nemendagh e Kabaraten, mer
nokaitenit ?

J alight (and take quarters) at the house

of a certain man, ezubbegh rdr halis

iyen.

I climb down, nek azubbegh.
Mohammed Esghir [probably?] will

lodge with El Balcdy, Mohammed ess-

ghir kodosen azubbet ror El Bakay".'

67. / change my dwelling, ehonagh.
The Tademikket have transferred their

encampments at Gundam to Dosebango,

Tademekket ijoenit ahonenit ror Gun-
dam, irhan adedekken Bosebango.

68. I sioim, shafagh.

Do you understand swimming ? ke tezay

elishaf ?

69. I dance, dellillagh.

Iplay, edellagh.

He understands dancing extremely well,

issan dellul yulaghen hullen.

70. I spring, taggdagh.

I spring over a ditch, agederegh atgras

atukkek.

He jumped downfrom his camel, egeda-

65. Essi mav seem to be the Latin num, an, as

is in Delaporte's Kabail.
Ixger is izger in Kabail, perhaps more correct.

Yer may seem to be for yegh, first person of a
verb, so as to mean u I keep the ford" {teawent is

a ford) ; but ei/yi, in Barth, means let, leave, be-
ing the Kabail ejjt

Kulet, plural, from root kid? Compare ikel, he
marched : or is t radical ?

66. Ikayetan, he passed. Compare ikka, 52,

and yukaine, 147.

Awak, Latin "utrum?" Mer, "an."
Imendagh, he lodged ? See 59.

6T. Yehbn, he encamps? moved his camp?
{Ehe, e/win, a tent.) Ijoenit and ahonenit seem
two verbs of same tense? enit marks 3d pi. fern.

Adedekken— adedeghghen? Sec 5S.

68. El-Uhaf. If el is here the Arabic article,

shaf ought to be imported Arabic. Golius has

zdf, explicuit alas ac caudam; which easily be-

comes natavit. Ke tezaij= tezayt, it seems. In

89, ezay—esan, he understood.

69. Kab. zullel, to pirouette. In Shilha, adila-

lan, teaching, i3 from Arab, dell, a different root.

70. Tdgedagh (also), I fly; igged, he flew; see

47. Egeddrit and agrdtreah are* from another
verb, igertcr, or even ider, if ag here marks tense.

Ider, he came down, as in Kab. iter.

Ateras— Ader-aaf
Atukkek, a ditch.
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rit fel tarik. [Felis upon : down must
be in the verb.]

71. I climb up (a mountain, a tree), tewi
nagh (adar, elrishk).

J limp [sink down tJ, agozeagh.
/ get down ? agozeagh.
The thief climbed up the house in the

night, and dropped into the middle of it,

amakarad awen tarasham das ehad,
atarakat dar amasenis.
Ifall, noda(gh) (see 104),

Hefell, isStrek, atarakatet.

I threw down, satarakegh.
72. I trip, stumble, terselladagh, nekager-

tatuf.

/ slide down, nek aburzazawerit. [See
eborderit in 47.]

I strip my hand of skin, azelelDbegh.

/ limp, ehiagagh.
That camel limps with his right foot,

amenis wadagh ehiak s adar-n-arel.

73. / sing, nek egananasehak.
Do the Tawdrek sing ? Imosh&ghe iga-

nanasehak?
They are very fond of singing, irhanne
adigerSshen tarezek hullen.

They have their peculiar songs, entenet
lan tarezelc iraannesen.

Sing me a nice song, auiyahi asahak
ihdsken

;
egahe anaya ihosken.

74. I laugh, dazagh, tedazagh.

Thou laughest too loud, ke hik tadis le-

baset [tu, est tibi risus pravus]
Much laughing is not becoming, tadasit

teget war tawe'ge.

75. I smile, asibaksagh.

A smile, tibeksit.

I cry out, egeregh [egheregh]

71. Iwwen, Ghad., he went up; and Kab. tha
sawint, an eminence. Auen here= iwwen.
Das t some preposition.

Atarak, drop; isatarak, he threw down, let

drop ; yet isetrek neuter verb.

72. Irsellad, he struck the foot against.
Agigh tatuf, I have made a catching.
Adar-n-drcl, foot of the right.

13. Asihak— azeghak—aghezak by transposi-

tion ; a song, or singing ? Also anaya, a song.
In nek eganan we must see the participle iganan,
canens ; but eganan is canunt : for eghannan ?

the root is Arabic, ghann.
Tarezek, tarezzek= taghezek.
Irhanne= irlian, they love; see 33.

Lan, there were ?= ellan.

Adigereshen implies igeresh, he recited ? Com-
pare gher ; and gliered, warble, as Arabic.

74. Yedez, he laughed (B. M.'s Temght).
Tadlz, tadazit, laughter.

Lebaset must be feminine for lebasent, from
Uabtlsen, bad.

Teget for tegent, fem., from egen, much. But,
in 39, teget, thou hast done.

Wege also seems to be a root (compare Arab, we-
jeh—qii. spectabilis est) for decuit. Hence fern.

tauege; and war inituegi, it can not be (it will

not do).

75. Gher (here as in Kab.), is to call, to cry, to

read ; uniting Hebrew kara, call, and Arabic kara,
read. The k is often found for gh ; Hodgson says,

wrongly.

[/] moan,

I weep, hi

—

Why do you weep? mefel tehalit? mas
halit?

Do not weep, war telhet.

7G. / am silent, esdsanagh.
Be silent, susin.

77. / am sorry, nek ezenesjiimo.

J [?] am vexed, igrawent nisgam.
Do not be vexed, ease your mind [lift up
your heart ?], suli ulhinnek.

78. / do not dissemble, isakanagh imani
[I show myself].

[He dissembles], war sekene imannis.
You dissemble, tesirmaraday.
I am content, I allow, permit, ekebelagh.
{Arab., Kab.)

79. / trust, efelasegh.

Confidence, teffclist, tiffllas.

He confided (in African Arabic), falash
{seems to be the same root).

I am merry, nek ellewe.

80. Ipity him, nek egeras [egeghas?] te-

hanit.

I do not pity him, urhas ger [gegh?]
tehanit.

Have mercy on me, adenahi tehanit.

me), j
Eblls -

Why are you angry with me ? mas ke,
teje's fale {or felahi) atkar.

81. He dishonored him before all the world,
tezfimit dedesin idlnet rurret.

I slight you, tezemegh fellek, nek teze'-

makay.
[Slight, dishonor], tisemir.

He has dishonored me, enta tezemahi.
/fear, eksodagh.

Ihdl, he weeps ; compare Heb. and Arab, hallrf,

and Engl. wail. In Delaporte's Shilha, allan,
weeping, isillan^c&uB'mg to weep; h omitted.

76. In Kab. subim, be silent. Compare Arab.
samat, siluit; mmm, obturavit, os repressit.

77. Anesgwn't, or rather anezgum, seems to mean
sorrow (as in Kab.) ; but for the verb nothing near-
er appears than Arab, hazan, of which I have
thought it an inverted corruption. Nek ezenes-
jumo, for nek e8 enezgwu-o, I (am) in my sorrow?
Igrau-ent, see 60.

Suli, in Kab., lift up, cause to rise.

Ulhi, heart (Kab. uli), Arab, kalb, Heb. lib, dis-

play the same elements, though in disguise.

79. Ellewegh, I am merry. Elsewhere, illewen,
they were merry. Teslauit, leetificasti. Olewet,
happy; nlua, fem. tolua, wide, spacious; qu. laxus,
lagus, liber. Also frequentative, luelue, it was
let go 1 See 97.

80. Tehanit would recall Heb. and Arab. hann,
Eger, ger, perhaps for cgegh, I make.
Aden-ahi, spread over ine?
Etkur, atkar, Bhould be etkakh, or rather etkafa

atkah, but the Tawnrek can not sound h. It is

Kab. er.hchah, Arab, ajjah. But etkar means
11

full ;" Kab. echchur. See 103.
Tejcs— tegesh, enters ?

81. Testmegh, tezimegh. Root, ezem (deficien-

aS'o
1

fr
li6hted! <^*>m*
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Do not fear, ur teksok [teksod].

Do not tremble, ur termaga.
Thou art impatient, unsteady, ke terma-

det.

/ hide myself, efaragh imani
;
bikegh

imani; esiddakik.

/ cover my face with my hands, haragh
idemm.

82. / take care, ugasagh.
Bexvare of that man, ehe'wet halis wa
dagh, agas-n-niet.

He is of a treacherous disposition, eradar

(egh£dar?).

I do not care, war ekolagh.

Take care of the luggage, agis flalen.

83. / wait for you, ezedargh fillek.

Wait for him, zedar filles.

malaren ?

He is impatient, enta war izedar.

84. I recall to mind (my friends), nekesim
miktaghet imaraweni.
/ am not thinking at all, war inehi abS

In. (Thought does notfind me?)
I remember, nek esimmesuyakal (?) or

kagh (?).

85. 1 have forgotten, etuagh.

Thou hast forgotten, tetuat.

Forgetfulness, tatat.

I am accustomed to , nek esilmada
rak isul-n .

I am accustomed to smoke much, nek es

huaragh almeddak tesesen taba \cozpi

discam haustum tobacci].

I teach you, nek esalmadakay.
86. I know, sanagh.

Termaga : but terimmek, anxiety (with k), and
termddet (with d). In Kab. ergigi, tremble.
Esiddakik (-kigh? -ghigh?). From sideris (si

deghis?), "secretly," we might lay down sidegh,

as the root. But ised eghaf 6nis, "he hides his

head,'* gives us simply ised, he hides, and esidda-

kik, I hide thee.

Idemin, perhaps, iB dual, Two cheeks; Barth
has idemdwen (139) for faces, pi. : root udem,
cheek, face, Kab.

82. Ehewet— egeioet, of 52, "shun."
Niett [In Delaporte's Shilha the word means

"even," meme.]
IkH, he cares. Compare the Hausa verb kula,

to care, in the Rev. Mr. Schon'a vocabulary, and
ekull in 104.

84. Iktha, cogitavit, seems to be the Kab. root.

Hence imekthi, secum reputavit ; and here, isim-

mikti, the causative.
Imarau-eni, my friends? my sorrows? Else-

where immerauen, mutual weeping : root ru, sob-

bing, Kab. But imidaueni, my friends (Prod.

Son)
;
imidi, a friend.

Esimmesuyakagh suggests a root, suyak or
uyak; but esimmesuyaghak (I remember thee) a
root mya. Both are strange to me.

85. ttu, he forgot, Kab.
limed (Arab, and Heb.), he learned; isilmed,

he taught
;
here, he learned.

Esilmaddrak has a syllable too much; read

eeUmadagh. Then akisul or isul means custom ?

Almeddak— Almeddagh, (ut) discam.

Ishuar is for Kab. izwar, he began. So teshuar

torau, incipit pariat= partuiit.

Teses en taba; en is the prep, "of?"

I do not know, ur essanagh.
Do you not know? ke war tessinat?

I am puzzled, nek amdeggeg.
87. I understand, egerahagh.
I have not understood what you said, war
egerahagh meggerit.

/ understand a little Tarkiye, egerahagh
andurren da Temashight.
/ can not speak it, war dobegh assokel

enis.

&$, I am learning Tarkiye, etataragh al-

mud en Temashight [peto doctrinam].

/ know the Kurdn by heart, ikfasagh el

Kuran; etafagh.

89. Teach me Tefinaghen, agimelikahe Te-
finaghen.

I acquaint, inform you, elarSghak.

I read, nek raragh [gharagh].

Bead, tegeri [tegheri].

/ have read with the most learned of the

Kelissu/c, nek e'gerek ror el fakkiren

Kelissuk ezay (esan) tegSri nullen.

90. I write, katabagh. (Arab.)

Written, iktab.

/ count, esedanagb.
Counted, is£dan.

Are these cowries counted, or not? tim-

gel idagh ise'danen, mer war isedanen?

What is the name of this in Tarkiye?

wadagh, innagh ismennis se Tema-
shight ?

Your name? isme'nnek?

91. / pray, umadagh. [From Arab,
'amad, which degenerated from the

idea of confirming into the ecclesiasti-

cal baptizing.]

Have you finished your prayer ? ke te-

symdet timadennek ?

8T. Egerah, understand thou ? So agruhet, sci-

ence. It seema to be a pure native root, as isen,

he knew.
Meggerit is explained by Barth as me gervt=

me gherit ; or, rather, me teghrit, what thou hast
called out. Meggered {meghered) ia a harangue.
See 29.

Da, not certain Tem&shight, as Imoshaghe, for

Kab. Temazight, Imozagh,
Assokel; see 25.

88. Jtar, petiit. In Kab. I know only the caus-

ative iguthar, petiit, which is common. De Slane,

in a Berber (Shilha?) poem, has idder and iter;

viz., iwellik iddemin, toi que Ton implore (toJ? <r*

Xicaonevois ?) ; and win itran, be who wishes
(O £flTU»l/).

Ik/as is corrupt Arabic. Jlafiz, J^o^ -

Etafagh, I have caught or held last, often has
ic, as though wataf were the root. It is Arab.

y fttir^,, whether native or imported. Common
in Kab. See another etaf in 208.

89. A.qlnek, teach thou?
liar, he informed? llagh? compare Arab, la-

gha, locutus fuit.

Ezay, peritus fuit; as appears by comparing
this with 68. Esan is isan, scivit, as in 86. The
verb should be plural here ? Egerek= egh&regh ;

and the vowel of the penultimate distinguishes
the past tense from gharagh, present tense.

91. Tesymdet belongs to an important root,
im&da, it is finished (36) ; imda in Delaporte's
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92. (1) fold (my) hands [fingers], asim
mekeris isikk&den.

Fold ye your hands, simmekerissit isfk-

kadenawen.
Ifast, ezomagh. [Arab, sow.]
Are you fasting ? ke tazomet ?

93. / have had, once I had, kala ille

[Kala, once upon a time; ille, there

was ? rori or ghori seems wanting. ]

/ have not, war ror ille [read, war rori

ille].

I have nothing to eat, war iktSfagh ak-

shegh [non sufficio {quod) edam],

94. / add, give more, esewadagh.
Add to me a little, sewadahi andurren.

I arrive, wadagh [watagh].

We are arrived, nuat [newat].

(The cold) decreases, efenas.

/ lessen, nek afenis-tennet (?).

(offluids), esode'baragh.

95. Bring me something, auyoheet harret.

/ bring it to you, waueghakit.

/ leave, let, nek oyagh.

Let him go (walk), eyit erregesh.

96. / set free a slave, sidderfagh akeli.

A freed slave, akeli nellil.

A freedman, aderif.

Idivorce a woman, ezimmfzeagh tamate.

I marry, itidibonagh.

He has divorced his former wife, izi'm-

m&ze hannis, tadagh rdris tillo [qua ei

erat].

(And) has married a young girl, awe ta-

liad andurret. (On awe, see 95.)

97. / hold fast, etafagh.

We take [lay hold of], nuttef.

Catch it, hold it, dtiuft. (See 88.)

Holdfast the cord, atef irriwi.

Let go the cord, selluehle frriwi.

/ let go, selluelueragh.

98. Pluck off, ekas.

Ltake off, pluck, ekasagh.
Raise, take away, [tolle !] atkal.

/ carry off, atkalagh.

Iput the load on the camel, otagergh ilfi,-

len fel amenis ; nek etajerjegh ilalen.

[He heaped things upon him], egag fellas

ilalen.

99. / take the load (from the camel), eta-

kozagh ilalen; ezdzebagh ilalen (fel

amenis).

/ put on the (horse's) saddle, nek ekgral
alakif ; nek esewaragh alakif.

Put the saddle on, suar elakif.

/ take the saddle off, ekassagh elaluf.

(98.)

100. / seek, look for,vje'taragh. (88.)

What do you lookfor? ma teturret?

Search well, ummagh hullen. (31.)

/ entreat, beg, etaragh [another form of
the present for etetaragh ?].

101. I send, esokegh.

/ callfor, agaragh [agheragh ?J.
Call him, ageret [agheret?].

I show, esekenagh [point out].

JShoio me the road, sekenahi abarraka.

/ do not show you, nek war esekenaghak.
102. / collect, etawaragh.

/ hid [stored up ?] etwaragh.
I cover (myface with my hands), haragh.

Shilha. Barth has ejumddade, (the nights) are

passed. Causative, isimda, he ended. Also

imcnde [= imemde ?], (our food) is finished, gone.

See farther under 103,

93. Kala, une fois ; Kab. thekkik; Shilha, wal.

lktefa seems to be the Arabic 8th form, from
kefa, and not to be connected with itsfp. he gave,

unless this is itself only a corruption of the Arabic

94. Sewad Iscwat] seems to me the causative of

iuat, a root common in Kab. Thus iwat, acces

sit ;' incwat, addidit
Andurren, a little, combined with rnadru'm,

Bmall, gives a root dru. In Kab., edrus, a little.

The s must once have been a pronoun : edrus, a
little of it. See also endurret^ in 96, for young.

95. In Kab., awid, bring to me hither; yuwi,
he brought, led.* Auyoni muBt be formed of

auwi, bring ;
dhi, to me. In 9C, awe (=

dux it, for married.
Oyagh is a different verb, imperative.

Eyyi, let, leave; in Kab., eiji.

96. milil freed, from alii, free. A root of very
like sound is in 105, and another in 50. Izimiz

;

see in 81, izem, he dishonored.

Hannis, wife, and halis, man, are peculiar to

Temght. [Qu. halis, a u fellow;" hannis, "his
mate?"]

Taliad, lass
;
iliad, lad, 'are very like Arab, wc

lad, son, which in Temght alBO appears as abarad,

* In Prod. Son, tauyem, tuliatifl;

Elwuayamai

9T. Sellueluert But see 79.

9S. There are four roots in Kab. with the radi-

cals ks: (1.) Ekkes, aufer, exue; ikkee, exuit.

(2.) Eks, pasce (pecua) ; iksa, pavit; ikes, pascit.

(3. ) Iken, pupugit, momordit (serpens). (4. ) Eksv,
plica ; i km, plicuit ; ikessu, plicat. To the 3d I

refer Delaporte's ronfregit arbores ventus. I have
tried to resolve (2) and (3) into wdszt, carpniU
See also iks in 167 ; ckos, 213.

Atkal at first seems to be the Arabic thaqal;
but Ben Musa spells it with simple k, not k. Yet
atkel, government.
In Gliad, jejdq means laden. We have here a

root gag, gak, or gagh, meaning to heap or load;
frequentative, jejegh, Otagergh is present tense
(for otdgeghagh f), and etajejjegh apparently the
frequentative.

99. Etaknzagh might seem to mean, M I come
down," but it is here causative : as ezdztbagh for

esozebagh, because (I suppose) 8 becomes z through
the proximity of the other z. The roots kbz, gbz,
zob are named in 62.

Fel (upon) is used both of taking down and put-
ting up.

Ekeralaght ckeral, gird? In 160, ireled, he
girded, which perhaps Bhould be igheled.

Sewar, put on ; and et-awaragh, I collect (102),

seem to be akin. But see otcar, in 113.

101. Isbka, he sends, is possibly the causative
of ika, he passed ; fern. tbka.

War esekenaghak. Here, as in 105, the power
of war to attract the accus. pron. is neglected.
Elsewhere, as in 106, 129, we have the K a bail or
normal order.

102. Imnkas is the only instance I have ob-
served of 8 and r interchanging. In Brosselard
we read imugger and imigger, convenit. In De-
laporte the g becomes k. 'There is also in Kabail
'mger, he reaped, and imger, it waa thrown ; pau-
ive, from ger.
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IWe met there?], memokas dis.

Where did ye meet him f kawen
ataraokascm runs? \_Vos, quo
convenistis ad eum ?]

The people gather in one place, idinet ye-

mokasen s edeg l'yen.

103. The market is full, ewtfet yetkar.

The people go asunder, idinet lbbeda.

The tribe is scattered, tausit tesfmande.
104. / [we?] salute you, nigerak es sa-

lam.
Salute him, ageras es salam.
/ seize your hand, atafagh afos enik.

/ embrace him, ekulieghas.

He fell on his neck, and kissed him, yu-
dar fel erinnis ahasi timullut.

I embrace his knees, (and) kiss them, ne-

kudegh fel fadennis, ahasen e timullut.

A kiss, tamolit [tamolirt : tamGlight ?].

/ kiss, emolfiragh [emolgghagh ?].

105. Ifolloxo thee, nek elkamakay.
Follow him, elkemt.

I obey orfollow, nek elilal [elilagh].

Does El Khadlr obey the orders of Al-
kuttahu? El Khaclir elil Alkuttabu?
He does not obey him, war yilkfimit.

I refuse to submit to thee, nek ugaraghak
se'rhu.

That tribe has revolted against their chief,

tausit tadagh (tindegh) irhet amanu
kal nissen.

106. Help me! dehelahi.

/ help you, edehelaghak.
107. Makeplace [for me], shinkeshin felle

103. El3ewhere, asimanlc, with a torn dress
Urnminde (the tribe) is extirpated ; ezzud im
mende, our provisions are gone. These three
suggest that tearing and rending are the essence
of a root vmende. But. as this word mean3 (the
food) is finished (see 91), possibly all belong to

the root vm&da, 36.

104. Ager-as: either "throw salute," from over,

or u cry out salute," from glier; agMras. See 101.

Ekull, cherish thou ? See eknVin 82. Different
are ikel (?), he marched, iggel, he turned aside,
igla, he broiled : roots liable to confusion. Also
kUlet in 65.

Odegh, I fall? nodagh, we fall (71), war tidu,

lest thou fall ; if to be so written denote a root.

Idu (compare dau, under). But if tidu is untrust-
worthy, adar, or rather alar, is the root ; in Kab.
to go down.
Faden (ifaden?) pi. oiafnd, knee?
Ahasen. Aha— Aga of 39 ?

Imoler (imolegh), he kisses?
105. Elkzm in Kab. " arrive." Qu. may il-

kem, " pertinuit," explain the double use?
Serhu, victory, primacy. Yugar (Shilha and

Kab.), "it exceeds," and so once (I think) in

Barth. Thus ugaraghak serhu may seem to mean
"supero tibi praestantiam."
IrMt. Barth suspects it should be " war irhet,"

loves not. Final t is then useless. May not t be
radical, and irhat mean dejccit, excussitf

Amandkal, chief. 'IHnmokolen, they invest

their chief, 125. Atkel, government (spelt

by Ben Mtisa). These words, with the term
"k('l," seem peculiar to Temashight. i

106. lde~hcl, he helped? I

Vol. III.—A a a

108. I honor you, esimgharaghak.
He has not honored me, warhi isimghar.

109. / bear witness to you, egeh&ghak.
Bear me testimony, gehahi.

I swear, ehadagh [/ swore?"].

I swear, ohadagh.
/ swear falsely, ehadagh-s-baho.
lie swore falsely, yehad-s-baho.

Jmake peace between them, etenagh tina-

haren [/ speak goodness ¥ protection ?].

110. / go to law
,
esherragh. (Arab.)

, nek amisten.

I overcome you at law, irneghak seshe-
n'at.

I am cast in a strit, etiwarnagh
;

(the

money is lost), ehen inekshe.

111. I praise, egeriddagh.
i— (thee?), nek elakadakay.

Ipraise God, goder Mesi [godegh?].

/ promise to you safe conduct ; I engage

to you my faith, egishgrak alkawel.

/ will not betray (you), war ighadaragh.

/ break faith (with thee), nek irkshedak

alkawel.

He has broken faith (with me), enta irk-

shedahi alkawel : arzar da alkawel.

112. / have made him confess by some

means or other, nek csleakak estiwit

tezar alaretahi gaway okar.

/ deny, odelagh.

(/ refuse to you ?), nek odelakay, ode-
lagh el kher innek.

/ refuse to you, nek endarakay.
/ punish you, nek akazabakay.
lie has refused (to) me, indarahi.

\_IIe reficsed to me speech concerning it ?],

indarahi meggered sirs.

113. Pardon me! enshahi.

JT pardon you, enshaghak.

103. ldmghar (he made great), as in Kab., is

from the root mekkur, great ; the k becoming gh
in the causative, as in some other verba.

109. Geh, " testify thou," shows the root of the
Kab. inigeOO, a witness ; in Shilha also engi.

Tindthdrin is explained by Barth as " protec-

tion," and also "goodness." Combine it with
eheri, wealth, and perhaps with Arab, kheir, good,
since khrr is common in Kab.

110. Trna (Kab.), superavit, irnu, superfuit;

two verbs which are hard to keep separate, (tma
in Venture is il triomphe.) Here we have active

and passive irn'gJi, superari, etiwarnagh, supera-

tus sum. See the preliminary remarks.
Tnekxhe, strictly, 1 think, "is eaten;" a sort

of Niphal passive, from ekshe.

111. On egeiid {aghcridt), see 29.

Elakdddkay, from ilakad ?

Enisherak, or egishegh-ak t I enter to thee.

Alkawel is corrupt Arabic. Gtiadar also is

Arabic.
lrk<hrd seems a mistake for iahshoi (a parti-

cipial form), " deceiving" (see 115), from Arabic
ghesh, decepit.

Arzar : irza, he broke.

112. Vndcl, he denied?
Indar, he refused. So 218.

Azab, seems to be Arab, 'adab, torment; but
what is ak before it ? Does k replace lost ain t

113. JnsJut, he pardoned, recalls Arab, ima, he
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Pardon me, 0 Lord! e Mesi, takfut

Ransom him, sdkalas teffedaut em's.

/ lorong you, nek dwaradakay [dwara
nakay?].
Thou wrongest me, tdwaradahi.

114. I doubt, hesitate, am mistaken, nek
amdi'ggeg.

I am not mistaken as to what I said, nek
war amdi'ggeg tidid, au annegh.

Sins, pi. ibakkaden.
/ commit sin, nek eger [egegh] ebaket.

\_Ghad. Bekkaden, sins.']

I am authorized, egelayegh.
/ have been longing for you, ezdweragh.

115. I disturb you, nek ashelanakay.
You disturb me, ke teshledahi : ke te-

kesadahi makana nawa kannak.
Let me alone, aiyahi

;
{trouble me not),

war shillahi.

/ tickle, nek akerittegh (temandan).
116. I envy thee, nek munsheghakay.

'Abidin envies Bakdy on account of [the

Uliye], 'Abidi'n einunshagh El Bakay
fel temust innis.

/ cheat you, betray you, nek ghadarakay
{Arab.), nek ighdaraghak.
Thou hast cheated me, taghdarredahi.

117. I steal, dk&ragh. (So Kab.)
Theft, tokar (and te'karak, below).

A thief amkarae?. (So Kab.)
Thieves have stolen my camel, imakara
den okaren amenis eni.

The Kel-ulli are expert in stealing, Kel
ulli idababe'n dag te'k&ra/:.

/ seduce (?), nek takarfisak.

That man has seduced the woman (?),

halis adagh etakaras tamandant.
118. / take vengeance, nek azalagh era-

ni.

Vengeance is sweet, tamazilt-n-era tazed.

Takfut, "thou hast forgiven," as from akfu.
The A; is a corruption of om, from Arabic 'a/u.

Tefiedaut, ransom, from Arab. feda.
Sokdlas, return (repay) for him. See 25.

Owar, injure thou (?). Towarat, 2nd pers.

114. Tidid, true? truth?
Au= awiva, that which.
Ezoeragh, from Arab, zor, violence?
115. Sheta, disturb, bustle. See oshel, 55.

Akeritti (tickle thou?). In Kab. ekret, rake,
scrape. Below, karrauet, is torn.

116. Imunshegh, he envied ; amdshagh {imon-
sliagh ?), envious.

Fel, upon ; temust, affair.

117. Yukar, yhkar, he stole, seems to have sec
ondary verbs, yekarad, yekarak, yekaras.

Temandant^tamattut of Kab.? The form
does not seem to recur.

Ikarct8 in the Prod. Son is used for igharas, he
slaughtered.

118. Era, the debt of blood. Azal waB at first

written by Barth aa with . I suspect is ii

hero
(

, and means demand. Zal is of many

roots in Kab.
AzCd, azld, sweet.

He has revenged on them the blood oj his

father, izel dassen asheni-n-shfs.

/ beat you, nek watak.
He beat him, till the blood came out, ya-
wat, har tegmad ashen.

119. / imprison, ergellagh (awadagh
iyen).

A prison, ehe-n-erregal.

/ put in chains, egegh asesar dar erin-
nis [/ do a chain on his neck].

I put a waistchain on his back, a hand-
cuff on his hands, gegh teshim dar da-
rannis, gegh tiyat dar afasannis.

120. / circumcise, nek emank&den, {par-
ticip.).

Circumcised, imankad, pi. imankaden.
/ castrate, nek emeleagh.

121. / wound somebody, sabayasagh awa-
dem.
He is wounded, aboyis (?).

Wounded, anasbayas.
122. I box the ear, asfttegh.

/ slap the face, edebarahagh.
I kick, stamp with thefoot, lerselladagh.

/ strike with the knee, nek tesmen kas-

sadagh.
I give a foil, nek esfll&ras [esill&ghas].

123. 1 wrangle, nek tayCragh shelkikan.

/ cut {off) his head, nek testfggorast

[tesuggGgh-as-t],

Strangle thou {him), orea-s.

/ strangle {him), nek oreagh-as.
124. I go to war, iggelegh dagh egShen.

[Egehen, an inroad, or military expe-

dition.']

The people gather, idinet tidauen.

They intend an expedition, yeb
"

hen.

A'sMni, blood, is nearly as in Hausa. In Kab.
we find idemmin, as if Arabic pi.

Shi or tis father.

Yawat, 4, he beat," is the root, as in Kab.
Tegmad (with adverbial d final), from igem, he
went out ;

Temght, not Kab.
119. Irtigel, he imprisoned ?

Erl, neck (in Kab.) ; fel erinnis, on his neck
(Prod. Son). Dar {=dajir^ back? see the prep-
ositions). Jfasan, hands. I infer that asesar is

a collar or neckband, teshim, a waist-chain, tiyat,

a handcuff.
121. From 129, buyis (or aboyis t), a wound.

The causative verb is sabayas, wound thou ; the
passive (or Niphal), ivebuyis, he was wounded.
Also anasbayas (particip.), wounded.
Awddem, from Heb. and Arab, adam, man.
122. Tbaruh, he slapped ? (Ibardgh, he treated

insolently ?) See A barugh in 138.

123. Isugg, he cut off?

Oria, strangle, may be compared with m", neck,
Kab., and in 119.

124. 125. JgSle, he went or set off, Beems to me
the same root as tek&li, starting, setting off, which
in Kab. is tikli or thikli. I ventured to propose
writing the verb ikeli (see 233), and regarded si-

kel (travel) as its causative (viz., cause to go, & c
make the beastH start) ; as Arab. sulc. But Barth
insists that igS'e is necessarily sounded with g,
and tekkSli, eikM, with k.

Idinet; Arab, dunia, world? The word per-
vades North Africa. .
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The*/ deliberate, emsakan meden.
125. They are about to start, yeboken te-

keli.

The expedition takes horse, e'gghen l'r

keb. (Arab.)

They invest their chief, tinmdkolen ama
nokal nissen.

The expedition left, eg£hen e'ggle.

We shall fight, adenekne's. [Eknas,
battle.]

126. The expedition attached, egghen dhak.
They fell upon the cattle, ehokan ishi'tan,

They plunder the tents, asfeken ihannan.
They take away every thing, atafen auay
iladihen der rurret (they seize whatever

(is) there of the whole).

They taJce the male andfemale slaves, i'g-

falen l'kelan e tikelaten.

127. They lead away the horses, wottan
l'yesan. \They bring up ? See iwat in

I drive away the cows, dhagen iwan.
• the woolly sheep, dhagen tikinde

the (hairy) sheep, dhagen tihaten.

the goats, dhagen ulli.

128. There was nothing but weeping of the

women and children, war akimu har ti-

deden e iliadeni mmerauen dag tim-
shagh. [N.B. e, and; as 126, 130.]

Tliey fought hard, usasan agazar.

They would notflee, war ebokan e'gewet.

(52.)

129. They vanquished them only by num-
bers, e'ntenet war tanarnen har s egud.

Died, who died, amut, awa amut.

Emsakan seems to havem as a reciprocal form.

Mi'den, men, as in Kab.
125. lbbki is clearly used, just as in Kab. ibgha,

he will, he is about, he means ; and seems to be
the same word. Yet the latter is identical with
Arab, bagha, decuit, from which I think it is bor-

rowed. See 125. *

Inm/ikelfoT Imnr>Jceir See 105.

126. Ohak, ohag, in Temght, are the root awagh
of Kab., but take a stronger sense. Awagh is

"sume," but ohag, « cape, rape."
Ehokan in 127 is dhagen; but perhaps they

differ in tense.

Asfeken, I conjecture, should be asfeghen, they
empty ; from fagh. See 174

Ig/al may seem to be the same word as ik/el,

he ransacked. 130.

127. Tihaten seems to be the same word as tig-

haten, goats, from taghat, she-goat, in Kab. Barth
also has tarat (= taghat), she-goat; yet he is sure
that tihaten means (hairy) sheep; and that ulli

(which in Kab. is a flock of sheep or goats) is the

Temght plural for goats. In 137 ulli is sheep (?),

CThere is no doubt that ulli comprises occasion-

ally both sheep and goats.—B.]
128. Akimu is from iklm, it rested or remained

(41) ; also, it remained over. Har, except.

Immerau, reciprocal verb, from iru, he sobbed

;

immerauen, they sobbed mutually.

AgSzar, war. Usasan (perhaps), "they made
obstinate;" Ar. 'asa; which might generate a
causative verb, isasa. But for the Arabic root,

we have in Kab. azzay% henry. Seeazuen'
129. Wartan-arnen. The negative war

Was wounded, who was wounded, e'ge-

shen buylsen, awa buyis.

Was speared, who was speared, dgeshen
ti'dik, awa gishen.

Was smitten, ivho was smi\

ti'wit awa gi'shen.

The whole tribe was extirpated, tausit

ikdtgnes tdmminde. (91.)

Except a few lads who were absent, asel

harret iKaden, war hadarin.
TJiere was not one who was not ivounded,

war tflle dakhsen ere war nebuyis.

130. Men were broken and crushed, idinet

arzan e digdegen.

They ransacked their villages, atikfelan

emazaghe nissen.

TJiey took it and went away with it, elu-

ent, engelen d£ris.

The enemy despaired, ishinge arahag£n.

I despair, nek eheraharagh.
The whole town burns, agherim ike'tenes

irrar. (170.)

Theyfled into theforest, imar rasan fge-

shen ehishkan. [They were broken,

and entered the bushes.']

Iflee, nek arzegh. [/ am broken ?]

They make a stand, ibdgdan. (41.)

131. They gather, isartayen har emdk&san.
[Tliey caused to join, until they assem-

bled mutually.]

Their chief addressed them, emegered
dassen amandkal nissen. (29.)

132. He exhorted them to defend their wom-
en, innasen hawanim auadagh aka-

wen igerawen tidSden ennawen. [He
said to them .... that (?) to you they

set free your women.]
And your children, ezafnet d fliaden na-

wen.

the pron. accus. tan (them). Amen, they over-
came, as in Kab.
Egbd, multitude, as in Shilha yeggut, it was

numerous.
EgisJien seems to come from egish, enter or

pierce. (So egishdhi terjadauten, cup me behind
the ear, i. e. pierce to me the back-head. ) ldak,
he pierced with a spear, Heb. dakar; Ar. dakk
toat, ihe struck, smote. Hence tidik and tiw'ii,

feminine nouns.
Ere . . . qu. war-ere, ne-pas ? So Kab.
130. /rza, he broke ; also, he was broken ; but

for the passive we seem presently to find imarraz;
in Kabail imrez and irrez. Idigdeg or idiggid* he
crushed; frequentative. Compare Heb. dakalc,

Ar. dakk, to pound, etc.

Itik/el, present tense from Ik/elf See Ig/al,

inl2G.
AmazdgJie. Compare Tirtishagh, in 128.

Yelu, he took ? (not again.)

Ingel, Niph. from igilet (not again). But in-

gJieU it gushed out; qu. enghilen, eruperunt?

Irahagh, he despaired. EJie initial, marking
present, is al of Kabail.

131. Jrtay (neuter verb), it joined; Uertay (ac-

tive), he joined; imirtaijen (things), mixed.

132. Izaf, naked; izt/net, they (fem.) are

naked ?

Igerauen, they deliver, set free? rather, eghe-
tuen. » luxant." See 63.rauen, 1
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133. That you may not get a bad name
among men {?), amehak was&sen tesC-

Up! and let usjight till we penetrate to

their tents, awar hawenjen har tasne
ehanne nassen.

134. Till we fight them at their very tents,

har dirsen tirteyam dar ehenne nes-

sen.

Till you drive out their women, tesiffem

tideden nissen.

Take as hostages their children, termis-

sen arrasasen a/roren nissen.

Their children are your prey, ik'aden nis

sen ewunawen.
135. They raise the war-cry, esaraura-

wen.
They beat their shields, etede'rzen <5rehe

[aghere] nissen.

136. Tlieyform a line, dgen afod.

They make an assault, dshelen insirsen.

They have surrounded them
f
ralee'nten,

kuben falassen.

They break through them, ibelaggenten,

azraurawenten.

137. They have dispersed, abbfiden.

These were broken and those were broken,

arzen wuin, arzen wuin.
They fled like hares, egeVuaden shynd
e'gewat atek temarrueit pastor fugce
{quam) prozterit? lepus].

Like the sheep or goats before the wolf,

shynd ulli ishak ebak \instar gregis

{quam) invadit lupus'],

138. They are both afraid, e'nte'net ane-

me'ttesen ingarnianissen.

Let the proud championsfight, ayet inas-

baraghen ademanghan.
{Let) the champions step forth, sfggemet
etid inasbaraghen.

{One) champion the son ofNaber {Na-
begha), anesbaragh ineg en Nabegh.
And {the other) champion the son o/'Agwi,
d anesbaragh ineg el Agwi.

139. Their countenances are as the coun-

tenances of lions, idemawen nissen

shynd idemawen £heran.
Who are about to spring on their prey,

ainemeharnanin abdkan ademdkasen.
They fight hand to hand, amawaten.
The son ofAgwi has cut him through the

left shoulder, ineg el Agwi istak sers

gere dezar wa-n-te'shilgcn.

140. He parried that blow, ilhag arasset.

{They encounter-) their swords are bro-

ken, tamdkasen, tikabawen erzemet.

They throw the spears, anemiggfiren s

alaghen.

I throw the spear, nek egaragh alaghe.

One and the other throw it, igart wuay,
igart wuay.
This pierced him and that pierced Mm,
idakt wuay, idakt wuay.

141. Both ofthem are \

sen ansabayasen.

The blood gushesfrom t

a torrent, ingay asheni dar buytsen nis-

133. Amehak uimeghagh, anquisivi, 31).

Wdsdsen. See usdsan, 128 ; also teviisit, tribute.

Tesilim, audistis.

Ifiannen, tents.

134. Tirteyart^ jxi-as&mim. See 131.

Tesiffem, exire faciatis ? See ifay, exiit, 141.

Termissem, prehendatis. Irmes, prehendit, aB

in Ghadamsi.
135. Nek esraurawegh, I break through, should

be ezraurau-egh) 190, 136. Isaraurau, he shout-

ed, may he frequentative causative from ru, to

Bob, Kab. (128).

Iderez, he rattled ?

136. Afod, the knee 1 Egen, see 39.

OshSlen, they hurried, 55.

Insirsen, they made a descent? Kab. ires, he
went down ; sirs, bring down.

Raleyen, from iralay, he surrounded : whence
terlaitc, around.

Kttbe, form a circle? Compare kubba (Heb.

and Arab.), a (vaulted)ieleeping chamber, an arch.

Fal-assen, against them.
lbetag, pervaBit? (Ar. belagh, pervenit.) Az-

raurau, freq. to split (190), from irza (130).

137. Abbeden, read abbeten, or abbeden. Kab.

ibtu, divisit.

Shynd, in Kab. and Shilha, zund, zun, instar.

Egewuad, egewat, see 52.

Teman-uelt, a hare, from imerewel, run away
(Hodgson's Kab.), which is from irwel, he fled;

Arabic, rahhel.
Ebak or ebeg, a jackal.

Ishdk, invadit? Afterward (220) ishek, " (the

lion) attacks." Compare sink, quick ; Kah. zik.

13S. Imettes, he frightened ? (Not again.)

Ingarmaninsen, inter se? In Kah., gar, be-

tween ; also gaigar; and gaigarasan, inter se.

Ayet, let ye, 95.

Abdrdgh, proud; tebaroghit, opulence; anes-

bdrogh, man of wealth and grandeur. In Ven-
ture, ubtldgh, bien, richesse.

Ademdnghav, subjunctive. Imgha, he killed

;

imangha, he killed mutually, i. e. he fought.

Siggemet, exire facite. Igem, exiit, 118.

Etid, hither? [EMd, (the cold) increases.]

Ineg or inek, son ; only in Temght ?

139. Udem, cheek, in Venture; face, in Kah.
generally; pi. udemin. It is also akddum in

Kah., which suggests Heb. and Arab, kedem,
front, as akin. See 81.

Eher, lion, is afur in Ghad.
lharna seems to mean "he crouched," see 22;

although Earth has it otherwise in 222 : mehar-
nan, particip.

Aina, article or relative plural ?

Ademdkasen, occurrant (to encounter). Ad
marks subjunctive, as in ademanghan, 138.

Iwat, he struck : imawat, he struck reciprocally.

Istak, has gashed? has inflicted? Arab. 8th

form of siik, impulit ?

Sers, on'him ? So In Kab.—Delaporte, etc.

Gere, between?' Kab. gar (or, a wound? Arab.
jurhh).
Dezar, collar-bone ? or, ezar f vein.

Wa-n-teshilqen, which (is) of the left.

140. Uhag, he caught, 126.

Arassetf before (him) ? See 238.

Tdkdba, sword, as in Hausa.
Erzemet= Erzenet, 3d fem. pi.

Tger, he threw
; igdr, he throws, inemigger, he

throws reciprocally ; neuter verb : hence 8, with
the spear.

141. Asen enissen, two of them,
hes, engi or enji, a torrent, muBt be
feftyft. H gushed; see 174.
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sen ifay shynd enji [it comes out like,

etc.].

142. {They) lead them from the place, it

kclle'nten dihen unemanghan [they

cause-them-to quit where they have fought

mutually'].

They bind up their wounds, ctellenten

ibu'yiscn nissen.

They put to them remedies, egenassen
isCfra.

They die, amuten.
U3. They drive them bach, yekSnten, iso

kale'nren.

They have extirpated [crushed?'] their

tribe, irzan terert nissen.

I lay ambush, nek estedaf.

They have razed the whole town to the

ground, irzan aghgrim iketenes har
amds shynd akal.

144. I draio my sivord from the scabbard,

ei'kabagh takobani dagar titar.

I throw down the scabbard, asindaragh

titar.

I replace the sword in its case, esok&lagh

takoba dag titar ennis.

I draw the arrow {at him?), erkabagh-as

essim.

/ let fly the arrow, egeragh s essim (7
throw with the arrow).

I replace the arrow in the quiver, esuka

lagh essim dag tatanghot.

145. I load the gun, tasaksagh el barude.

7s the gun loaded or not ? el barude asik-

sek ? mor war asiksek ?

The left barrel is loaded, eman teshflgc

teze'ksak.

The right barrel is not loaded, eman arel

war czeksak; or, war teha harret
[there is not any thing]

;
or, war ekd-

marct.

146. Give me a little powderfor the eye of
the gun, ikfahe egil gi'ak, dag tet-n-el

barud.

Ifire the gun, si'nkaragh el barud.

I hit, watagh.
lie has kit him (?)just under the left eye,

watagh s el barud dag tagumast-n-
te't tan teshilgen.

147. The ball did not enter him, (but) pass-

ed over his head, war tiggisht tesawe,

toke eraf [eghaf ] enis ; ukaine teza-

waten gmnige eraf enis.

He has not aimed well, war asikgne e's in-

ne'mehel ; war esnamehel ; war esfn

esinnemeliel. (See 172, 195.)

He does not know how to aim, war esin

asikken.

148. His arm trembled, afos enis ishikat-

kat. (His hand.)
The ball has swerved, tisawaten akurret.

149. I trade, asi'ttegagh.

lam not a merchant, war estejjagh.

7 exchange, estegagh
;

mese'ttegh.

/barter, shniskalagh.

150. I buy, nazagh.
Thou hast bought dear, tazet azuen.

cheap, indeed! tazet erakescn, bo-

shor

!

7 provide myself with (stoi~e wjo) millet

(corn), esatagh eneli (alun).

All the Arabs,of'A'zawdd buy their guinea-

corn in Timlmktu, Araben-n-Azawagh

Tfnj, it comes out, replaces the Kab. ifagh (see

174) : hence, tufay, (the sun) comes out; tufit^

diarrhoea ; ofayen, effunduntur (grandines).

142. Ikelli, he caused to quil? sec 124. The
form reminds one of Arabic.

Itta\ he swathed, wrapped, folded, wound up
(so Kab.). Compare Arab, fetel; whence iflei,

ittel t

143. Yekm, they pass? {cause to pass).

Tertr\\

%

tTiht\.^o, a cup! (Is a tribe Tc-

rlght= Tart kXl)
Extelaf, Arab. 8th form? Esdcf, obscura fuit

nox, Golius.
Agherim, town. Ike'encp, all of it. [Some of

it, or, mwti of it, one might have judged. But
Barth is positive and consistent.]

Har amds, until it becomes?
144. Irktb, cvulsit, is native (180) : see 125 for

the very different Arabic.

Dagar, d ig ; read dagh.

Isiiuiar, he threw down? Vet indar, he re-

fused (112), and ennddir, often. Father asinda-

ragh is for asin>arakgh, from root itmik, he fell

(71) ; or for atintaragb, from it<r, he went down,

which is Temght as well as Kabail.

145. Tiusak <agh for ta*ak<akgh.

Ztksak, careless for seksak ? root saksak, cram,

press. (Jomp. Greek, <ra-y.

Tenh'dge, differently accented in 13"), 146,

Aril, the right. (These two words differ from

the Kab.) Arll-n-eshel is the won of day, i. e.

the upright ?

Ekeindrct is filled? It seems to me an Arabic
feminine form, corrupt for 'arnant, which Dela-
porte uses.

140. E'gil, powder (in the vocabulary).
Giak, a' little ?

Sinkar, cause to rise ? {cock the gun?) Inkar,
he arose ; 41.

Tagumast, a tooth? [So, it seems, in Barth'a
vdtab.] Tughinas in Kab. Qu. lie hit me in
the left e>;e-toothf

Tan, fem. demonst. = tinni of Kab. Elsewhere,
tin and tindagh, ilia.

147. Toke, 52
;
ukaine, 66.

Eraf=egluif (or ikhf), head.

Gmnige, above, from Kab. ennig, amplius, with
Kab. prep, g, in. In Kab. also sennig, aloft. In
Shilha, igi.

Js'.kkene, he points, aims.

Mehel f wait, expect, Kab. Elsewhere an'im-

mAhel, operae pretium.

148. Iahikdtkat, trembled; but shekdntat,

shiver.

Tisawaten, plural? Akurret— alcurrent, also

plur. ? Compare akcrdren, round.

140. Initteg and ifttejja must be variations of

one verb. They remind us of Arabic tujir, mer-

chant. Mescttegh, unless particip., is a recipro-

cal verb.
Simukctl, complicated form, from ikkal {ikkal)^

he turned ?

150. Iiulz, he buys; inz, he bought?
Tazet, for tanzet f This shows the root of izinz,

he sold, in Kab.
Erale's is Arab, rakhls, cheap. Elsewhere

Barth has ibkhas, cheap.

Isut, he stores up?
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iketenessen ikaten enfili dak Timbyt-
ku.

151. I sell, eshinshegh (=ezinzegh).
Sell me your horse, shinshahi ais innak
I do not sell my horse, war shinshegh ais

in [= ais eni].

Iwish to sell something, irhegh adeshinsh
[adeshinshagh] harret.

152. / borrow [rotolegh ?].

Lend me, sirdelahi.

I lend you, esirdelaghak.

I Imvefrom you money on loan, nek eha-
n&tay esirdalinnek.

You havefrom me —, ke ehankay esir-

dal eni.

He has from Mm —, enta ehant esirdal

153. His debt is large, amarwas ems Sgen.

I have a trade debt with you (lam in debt

to you), nek ehanatay amarwas innek.

Return me what I have lent you, sokelahi

awahak ismarwasagh. [Redde mihi

quod tibi commodavi.]

154. I begin, sheshwaragh.
asmtagh.

I Jiave begun copying the book, asmtagh
asakal el kilab.

He begins an Jiarangue, isint me'ggered.

155. Ijinish, end, simdegh.
He hasfinished reading theKurdn, isimde
(or yirtem) el Kuran.

(And) celebrates the day, ashel egel elyu-

h'mat. (Arab, walimat, epulum.)

My salutes to you for having finished the

reading of the Kurdn, ulimfitun ujibfitun.

It is finished, yimmeder [yimeda].

15G. Repeat, diis adak [adagh] soril.

Repeat this verse, dlis aghas (or smalis

aghas) tegharen.

Aziien, dear ; also hard (meat). Kab. azza, to

be heavy.
Ikdt, he measures ? 193.

152. Hotel, ia Arab, to weigh, is in Kab. lend
or borrow.

Elvanat-ayi, Bunt mihi? (fem. pi. ?)

Ehan-kuy, sunt tibi (masc. pi. ?)

Isirdalen, may be pi. "loans."
153. Amarwas, a debt, is also Kab., for I find

it in Luke, vii., 41, though not in Brosselard.

Ismarwas, he lent (a thing).

154. Ishashwar, frequentative; from Kab. iz-

war. So i8hivar, 85.

Isint, he begins (not Kab.), strangely like in

sound to iifimda, he ended. Since the latter is

causative (from imda, im&da), isint may denote a
root int, ccBptum est. Compare indi, not yet;

end (in composition), next; in Kab. net or ned,

alter. In Ben Musa's Temght, nedin, next to me.
155. Imda, see 91.

Yirtem, he completed? (Arab, confregit.)

Egel— aril, noon? (Aghel may be the true

spelling.)

15G. Or?7= Ar. akl, intellect? So we have
ardl, he thinks (223), for 'agal. Adak= adagh,

this.

Otis means " repeat thou." So in Prod. Son,

?iolis, we have repeated; tulis (adverbially),

again.
Smalis and aghas need fuller explanation.

Until you know it by heart, har tflmgdak
[ti'lmedat?].

157. Ifasten, e'kanagh.

Are the camels picketed, or not? immfi-
nas ikerafen, merwar ikerafen? (43.)

Shall I tie the horse or loosen (him)t
agiagh ais, mer aregh? [Shall I do
the horse, or undo him ?]

Let him eat that fine herbage, ayit adfk-
she te'she tindegh tahosket.

Set (ye) the horsesfree, sfmbarit lyesan.
I set free, asimbaragh.

158. Shut the door, sdkel tefalwat.

Open the door, arid tefalwat.

/ open the door, uregh tefalwat.

I cover, ushikambashagh.
159. Lock ye up, agfeltet.

/ lock up, agfeltagh.

I knock at the door, edagakagh tefalwat.

160. I put on [change?] my shirt, insaka-

lagh rishabani.

I reverse my shirt, abi:

bani.

Igird my loins, ehereldegh bessa; ege-
bessagh.

161. Iput onfine clothes, elasagh temalsa-

ten ihoskatnen.

The Tawdrek every where, in their en-

campments (tentoria sua) put on their

worst clothing, Imoshagh kodihen eha-
nan nissen sassaharen ashelrdhera an-
nesen.

157. loan, Kab., he tied, fastened.
Agiagh is pres. or fut. of iga, 39.

Irra means u to shut" in Kab., but " to loosen
and open" in Temght. Two verbs seem to* be
confused, namely, Ghad. efer, shut thou, Temght
elier, which represents Kab. err, related perhaps
to Shilha hccm', he returned (w is the r of Gha-
di'imsi?), Kab. irra, he brought back, came back;
but Ghad. er, loosen thou, which is Temght ar or
ur ; connected perhaps with eheru, egheru, loose.

See 63.

Teshe= Kab. teje, grass, etc.

Isimbara, he set free, fcee 54.

15S. Tefalwat— tafurt of Ghad.=faww< of
Kab.

Sokel, i. c. turn the door ; as in Kab. err, turn,
for shut. It is strangely like Arab, sckker el bub.

159. Agfelt seems to be a corruption of Arabic
kofl,, a lock. The final t is anomalous.
Hakak ia Hebrew and Arabic dakak.
160\ Ireled, he girded. Araldd,'& circuit fence

(a girding). In Kab. aghaldd, a city wall. A
simpler root is iralay ; sec 136.

Ehe- and ege- mark present tense, as al of Kab.
In fact we have ahi in 166.

yg&k waiat? Kab- awfis
»
middle. See amos,

161, Elis, clothing (of gun)
;
isilse, man's dress;

Has, he dressed himself, put on; temalsat, gar-
ment. This root is also Kab., where it is apt to
be confused with other roots : illes, he touched

:

Ves, he sheared sheep ; which I have not found
in Barth. "A fleece" combines the ideas of
shearing and clothing.

Ih/tskatiun is fern. pi. from ihdsken (a particip-
ial form), handsome.

Jsdau, he collected, from idau, it was collected

:

whence tidauen, they congregate
;
amidi, a friend.

In Kab. this root is replaced by idukkel, whence
also amdukkel, a friend; Udukkel, he collected.
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tazd-

linin iketenes

162. / sling on my sword
}
shel&gagh tako

bani.

/ {wet) lay down arms, nekes tazdlinin

(98.)

I undress, nekes rishabani. (We take
off my shirt?)

163. I wash, saradagh.
Washed (not new), arid.

\It is washed, ired.]

/ wash my face, radebagh ideimn.
I wash my hands, rassemagh ifassin.

I wring out the waterfrom my shirt, zym
mogh rishabani.

161. I dry my shirt, b&&ragh rishabani.

My shirt is not yet dried, rishabani indi

tibsarit.

I hang in the air, nekes orekagh fgetan

har tejmat innikkal, or abelanbak [/
hang (it) flying, until the moisture comes
out?~],

165. I cover,, ushikambashagh. (See 158.)

Shave my head, sarsahi eraf in [eghaf
ini].

I shave (myself?), erarsegh.

I clean, tekarkaragh.
Clean this, aferit den, amis.
Hook into the glass, saggehagh awanin
der tisit.

166. £ mend, nekanagh (nek ganagh

?

157).

/ will go to the blacksmith, irhegh tikaut-

n-enhad (volo profectionem faun ?).

That he may mend what is spoiled in my
gun, ahiyeken away lkhsheden dagh
el barudin.

167. I cook, boil, esangnegh.
Well boiled, ripe, yignan.

Not sufficiently done, m ignan.

Boil waterfor me, fksahe aman.
I broil, nek ekanafagh.
Roasted meat, fsan nekanaf.

168. Make afire, awet efeii.

/ make a fire, awetagh efeii.

I kindle the fire, sahedagh efeii, akenas-
seragh dfeii.

Kindle the fire, sdhad e'feii.

169. That it may not go out, war etemme-
katit.

Iput out the fire, nek ism^kket efeii.

The fire is going out, efeii tfsmaket;

efeii war ikenasmaket ; afckenes asis-

maken e'feii.

Thefire has gone out, efeii temraut.

TheJire revives, efeii heligle.

170. Light the candle for me, sokahi tefe-

telt.'

J light the candle, sekogh tefetelt.,

I burn, nek neserragh.

You have burnt your shirt, ke teserret

rishab innek.

171. / break, destroy, nek nirzagh, nek
ediggidagh.

JBroken, irzar [irza ?].

172. I throw, nek asanahel.

/ threw it on the ground, and crushed it

with my foot, satarakegh dar akal ada-

rabaragh.

173. I cut, nek neldvetas.

Mince the meat for me, akelisahi fsan.

I ait a pen, ekaradagh.
tekarkaragh (but 165).

Tazoli, iron, weapon ; from Kab. wezzdl, iron.

Root, gzl, to cut, etc
162. Ithelag, Tie put over the left shoulder

Teshilge. the left

163. Ired, sired, are also Kab.
Iradeb, he bathes with the hand ?

Irdsem, he besprinkles ? pours upon ? Kab.
has ireshshu for this ; but so Barth, reshresh,
rain-drops.

164. Ibsar, he dried, or was dry ?

Tibsarit seems to have Arab. fem. termination ?

(ikiu in Kah.)
Nek esoregagh ? I hang up ?

Iqetan, poles? igetan, flying.

Tejmat= tegmat, with Arab. fem. termination.

See ig&m, 138, 118.

Innikkal, abelanbak, moisture?
165. Stars, shave thou

;
ars, be thou shaved ?

Ikdrkar, be cleansed ?

166. Enhad, compare Arabic hhadld, iron.

Away ikhahcdtn, to tf>0aph>, article and partici

pie. Iklished, it is spoiled, nemakhshad, waste-

ful, in u Prodigal Son."
16T. Ingne, it is cooked, fem. trngne, partic.

iqnan. Perhaps the true spelling, then, is igne,

and causative imgnc In Sidi Ibrahim (Shilha)

I find isenu, he cooked.

Iks, boil thou. Compare ekos, hot; akil8t a
dish. Also 98.

Iknef is also Kab.
Isan— aisum— aksum, meat.
168. Awel, make, build, arrange. In Shilha,

!, stir thou ?

Akenassaragh is a compound verb, from fcen,

make, and iseragh, he burned, which is shortened
to iserr in Barth. See 170.

169. Imekat, it is extinguished ?

Ismakketx he extinguishes ?

Ikenasm&ket, compounded with fccn, make.
As'ismaken has no final radical t.

Heligle ^ahiligle, present tense, from iligle, it

revived ?

1T0. Esokegh, I send, in 101. Yet here sok,

light thou, and sekogh.

Iserra, or iserragh, is causative, from irrar or

iragh, it was burnt ; Kab. iragh, ihhragh, iden-

tical with Arab. hJiarak.

Neserragh, nirzagh, with n superfluous, is an
anomaly not rare in P.arth, apparently from the

perplexity introduced from Arabic, where n initial

vacillates in sense between 1st pers. sing, and lHk

pers. plural.
171. Idiggid, he smashed I See Dagalc in 159.

172. Asanahel and esnwmehcl of 147, have
something in common.

Isatarak, see 71.

Erdber, (the horse) kicks, 216.

Irbar, (the river horse) upset (the boat), qu.

stamped on ? crushed ? Then ad marks subjunc-
tive, and adardburagh — (ut) confringam.

173. Ekketas, cut (189) ;
ikarad, he cut (a pen ?).

Heb. karat.
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/ slit a pen, shofefaragh em aranibin
;

suttekSragh [/ scrape f]

Catch thou (what is thrown), ekbel.

Icatch, ekbelagh. [Ar. Receive, as in 78.J
174. /Jill with water, atkaragh s' aman.

You have filled this cup, tetkarat terert.

Till it runs over, har titfak.

/pour it out, nek esattgfit.

/ empty, esmgalagh [esingh-].

175. I upset it, subumbe'agh-at. (44.)

I scoop water, elkawagh aman.
Idraw, nek tesheresherawen aran. (63.)

Iwater the garden, saswagh eshikkarash

;

sangralagh aman der eshikkarash.

(186.)

I give to drink, esiswegh.

Give the horse to drink, sissu ais se beleas.

176. I go to fetch water, esharragagh
aman.
The water-carriers, imsharrogen.
Let us pitch t/ie tent, nektar (?).

/ pitch the tent, nek takanegh ehan
[/fasten or fix ? 1 5 7.]
I drive in the pegs, tetait&yagh.

177. I draw the ends of the leathei* covering

of the tent, tarerdagh tfse'das.

/ draw the ropes of the tent, tarerdas ere-

wiyen e'hen {he tightens to it?).

I spread the carpet in the tent, nekfatagh
der ehen : uwetagh tisiftak.

1 78. / hang up the dishes, nek selik ikesan.

the waterskin, the saddle, edid, ela-

kif.

I take down the tent, basseagh e'hen.

Take down your tents, <5bsiet ehennana-
wen.
These slaves work hard, ikelan idagh
arelenan egen [aghelenan].

Work (subst.), aralay [aghalay].

Em, the mouth (nib?).

174. Itkar= Kab. ichchur.
Titfak= titfagh t Yet for iffagh (it came out,

Kab.) we had ifan, 141. Also efoket, fem. tefoket,

present tense (§07), it comes forth. Below, titfar,
(the boat) leaks ; where r shows gh to be the true
spelling, as in Kab. See A'sfeken, 126,

Esdttefit, see 209.

Isingdl, read isinghal^ causative, from inghel,

it gushed. Sangralagh should be sangkalagh.
175. Elkau (Kab. elkay), deep ; hence telak, deep

channel
j

telkayat, (the boat) founders. But this

root is probably different.

176. Isharrag, see 63.

Itaitay, he drove in pegs ; he pricked (as a
scorpion).

177. Oreo, (root ?>, tighten ;
oreds, strangle him

;

oreaghaa, I strangle him ;
tareredgh (frequent), I

tighten.

Ifta, he spread ; corrupt Arabic, from fatahh.

In tisiftak the lost reappears as final I: Ifter,

mat, for iftahh and suftakht, carpet, in 226, 227.

U'wetagh, I arrange; see 16S.

178. SMik, foTselikghf Sidi Ibrahim (in Shil-

ha) uses Arabic 'alUk'for "hang up hence, per-

haps, selik as a causative.

Ebsi, ebdh, take down? Another verb is be-

mV
Ardlay,\voTk ; arelenan, they work. Nek ara-

179. / dress (?) a goat, agerassaragh ta-

ghat.

I draw back his neck, semelwagh-as,
I cut his throat, agerassagh-as.

I slcin him, 6shegh~at.

180. J shear a fleece, nek teliak telsak.

I pluck the bird, rakabagh tisag&den.

[/ tear off the feathers.] (144.)
He wrested it from me, irkab deri.

I peel the fruit, tekedmrmegh.
Ipasture the camels, danagh immenas.

181. I milk the cow, azikagh tes.

Milk thou, azik.

Has {this) cow been milked, or not? tes

tezak, mer war tezak ?

/ shake the milk (for making it sour), au-
tishagh netishnit eshahi akh.

182. I make ropes, nek attalemagh.
Hold me the rope, sennikfahi.
The Tawdrek are very clever in making
good ropes of leather, Imoshagh adiba-
ben dar erunan.
Those ropes—from (the bark of) what
tree do they make them ? erewiyen wa-
dagh innagh dhishkan win tellenin (or,

wuf digmaden).
/ weave woolen blankets, zatagh tibber-

gentin.

Which understand weaving better— the

Fulldn or the Songhay ? endekway isan
[endegh way isan] te'zi tehosken, jer
Afulan ped (?) E'hatan? or, emallg-
ten wum E'hatan du wum Fulan me-
geressen yitfa te'zeti?

lun, I sow (a field), seems to be aglutlun; root,
aghalay. But iralaij, he surrounded, 136.

179. lgharsa, he cut the throat (Shilha)
; agha-

rd*, or emghards, a butcher, Ghad. But Ven-
ture gives aghzdr for butcher, which points out a
relation to Arab, jezzdr. Observe that aghardx
is "a road" in Delaporte's Kab. and Ibrahim's
Shilha. [I suspect that agerassaragh should he
agherdsagh-ak, I butcher for thee.]
Semelluagh would seem related to emeliagh, I

castrate (120), if the sense agreed better.

Oshe, skin thou, is for oze; in Kab. uz or azu.
130. Teliagh, I cut (com, rice)

;
alihet, cut ye,

yield; alihe, cut, shear?
Tem'tgdden, from iged, he flew

;
agadld, bird.

In Kab. ighetdt, birds.

Ikcdim, he picked?
Jdan, pascit or pastus est; hence, amaddn, a

ahepherd; Kab. amaksa.
181. Azik i3 zeg or zegh in Kab.
182. Yellim, he spun, Vent. ; Ar. lemm, glo-

meravit. Presently, for tellenin read tellSmin,
they twine ?

Sennikf; root nikft or ikfat
Aran, leather rope : pi. erdn
Erewi, a (hempen) rope; so
Izat, he weaves ;

tczit, weaving. In Kab. zet,

weave thou.
Way-isan, who knew.
Emdlleten, the cloths ? the garments ? the tis-

sues?
Wui-n-Ehatav, etc.

Du, and ?

Me-ger-awn, which betwixt them ; i. e. which
of the two?

Yvfa, surpasses, excels,
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All of them know good weaving, esanan
tet iketene'ssen te'zit tebusken.

1S3. The women pluck the cotton, tidfidcn

itafasb fasenit, or, l'tafasb tikurukaren.
184:. I spin thread, tarerayagh.

The women spin thread, U'dcdon reremat.

/ weave cotton strips, czfitagli tabadoken.

/ sew, azarniiyagb.

I cut out {a shirt), arawagb.

/fold (a shirt), tedebagb.
I roll up, ekemingkCniegb.

185. I beat (a shirt), titebogb.

I beat it well, until it becomes bright, ta
desbagh, har te'kkenc si'ggeniugisb.

I dye, sadalagb.

Dyeing, tesadalit. [Yet, tesadalt, an

bani.

186. I work the ground, sbekarasbagb.
/ make a fence to the field, egatagb ara

lad yeshikke'rishin.

I saw, nek 'aralun [=aghalun.] (178.)

[Nekegegb alun? H. B.]
/ root up weed, tikomagh te'shc.

187. / plant a bush, adomegb eluViik.

/ dig in a pole, esuktagb ajid.

I cut rice, te'liagh tafakat. (180.)

Cut {ye) for me this, and put it for me
in the boat, alibetahi tetid, tegimahi
tetid der toraft.

188. / gather fruit, isirtftyagh (131) ara-

ten ehishkan

Esanantet must be fem. pi. from isun, he know
183. Rafashfeut, he plucked (cotton).

Tikurukiren, cottons; sing, takerdkerit, from
•enit, 3d pi. fem.
Ikirkxr, he cleansed ? See 1G4.

184. Ireray, he spun. Rvrcmatz= Rerainat,
fem. 3d pi., as elsewhere.

Iz midy, he sews. In liarth'a vocabulary, dza-
may; in Venture, tismi [tizrai?], a needle.

Irau, he cuts out. Ghad. 'ira, he shaved.
Ideh, he folded? But idd, he pounds, 183.

Ikcmin(y)kem, he rolled up, must be frequenta-
tive, from ikemin ?

185. I'Jbu, he beat?
Idesh, he hammered.
Siggmifigish, from siggtni, indigo ; finish, en-

trance ? or from xig, aspect ?

Tikist, a rent? (In Kab. a prick, sting.) Or,
rather, it means a pntch.

186. Ishekarash, he tilled, shekarash, garden
or field, are frequentative, from root kirash; in

Kab. karaz, to till, work the ground. It answers

to xuputto,.

Yegdt, he placed (found in Shilha, Tale of

Saby). Also, he made (a hedge, a pot). Tagdt,

she laid (eggs).

iSrk magtt, I what do?
War ged ddi, do not this.

Aghalun, participle? tXtfn% com?]
Jkom,l, he rooted up?
18T. Idom, he plants. <Ar. dim?)
Tegimahi (30), from iga. Two iiimperatives

posuistix for xecate et poni'e.

188. Ardten (arata, a crocodile), read a

ehishkan; or even ardden? In r *

ges), wheat.
a tree, is in De Slane's Temght ishek. dad

I pound, edilhagh.

7 pound rice, tifukkogb tafakat.

I winnow, kintihegb or tesabirtit regb-at.

189. / tie up the bundles of (Juinea-corn,

akittelcagh ashikkeraslun-n-eneli [the

fields of com.''].

I knead it, nek osaksak-at. (145.)

It is not well kneaded, war tikkene isus.

190. I hid, efaragh (abdidi, so Kab.)-, ct-

waragb (condidi? sec 102).

I cut ivood, ektasagh fgStan. (173.)

I split, csraurawegb [ezr-, 1 3G].

/ grind the knife on the stone, emsadagb
absar is tabont.

/ whet my knife, sataragb absarin.

Whet for me, estevari.

191. I hammer, tadesbagb. (185.)

I saw, tezezawagb.

/ chip, square planks, nek ateki.

I dig a icell, rasbagb anu [gbasbagh].

I build a well, nek azaraf anu.

a house, awetagh tarasham.
a boat, awetagh toraft.

192. / sew a boat, azemeagh toraft.

(184.)

/ repair a boat (by renewing the ropes

along the junctions of the planks), a*i-

dagh dar azamay.
/ stop holes along the junctions of the

planks in the boat, asidagh anabay;
stop the holes well, adegindigi.

I scoop out the water, aids aman, sun-

kel aman.
193. I make pots, egatagh telikkan. (18G.)

J measure, ekatagh erelan. (150, 178.)

I weigh, tawezanagh. (Arab.)

I divide, nek ebdekan.

We divide, nebbedud.

194. I join, asirteagh (131); nek asraok-

kasakkanet [comp. of mokas (occurro)

and ken (facio) ?]

/ press the limbs (to give them relief),

shampoo, rabazagh.

/ anoint, ashawagb
;
shageagh.

Ifan, awih'ngwalegh
;
azummegh-at.

I think it is the Kab. ish'tk, a branch; branch for

bmlu
Idah, he pounds ? Arab. dakk.
Inkinteh, isabir, he winnowed?
181. Ikitteleh, "he sheaved?"
190. I'netan, sticks, poles.

Imtild, he grinds ; also, sharp. It is from Kab.
zed, grind thou; and, perhaps, better written,

imzdd.
T/i.hd»t, tehiivt, rock (Temght).
101. Izezw, he saws?
Irsha should he iahsha; in Kab. ighza, he dug.

Izdref, strictly, he built; but awet, arrange,

etc., 168.

192. Isid, he closes ?

A kit, take out? 98.

Svnbl, rpad sunghel, cause to spout, empty
out

; 1T4, 175.

193. Ebdekan is against analogy. On ibdu see

137. Ibdud may be frequentative. But cb'de, cb~

of 41 are quite different, allied to Arabic.
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195. It is wonderful, tejujab {Arab, ajeb)

takdnit. (38.)

Thou must go to Gundam, ahushel ke
ehe temeshalit is Gundam.

It is worthy, animmehel dirs.

Straight on, sinne'mghel.

This is worthless, wadagh animmehel
ahastauyet yewulaghen.

196. Our provisions are gone, ezzud nn-
mende. (91.)

The money is spent, ehgri l'mmghesh.
Tliat is lost, wadagh aba.

Tliat is its character, immek idagh afal

ikene.

197. It pains (me), ikmahi ; uzerahi.

It itches, ehahi dktlmash. [TJiere is to

me an itching.'}

It. is swollen, eray ; ekaf tasannist.

This smells nice, wadagh ada yehosken.
[Adunn, smell?']

This meat smells bad, isan wadagh in

sagak [insaragh] ; isan wadagh adun
nis irke.

198. The meat is well boiled, fsan ingne.

(167.)

The loaf is mouldy, tagelet tebtfnk*

The shirt is torn, rishaba anzarrawet
(211); rishaba karrawet.
The iron is rusty, tazoli war te ten-

nek.
makes sparks, tikkgne teshori.

hisses, ishirarakrak, ishibarakrak.

199. is red-hot, tazoli tuwas.
is melting, tazoli timshelarlag

hisses in the water, tazoli isan af-

^ar faddar^dar aman.^^

is torn, edid erarrawet.

has a hole, edid imbek.

200. The house lets in the rain, tarasham
teshinke.

This well never dries up, anu wadagh
aigin kala war itogar (or, war ikor).

It is always full of water, har kuk hant
aman.
The water soaks in, aman inses.

The pond has dried up, tibengrawen in-

sheshnet.

201. The road divides, abarraka tabarrat
tibbeda.

One branch going to the left and another

to the right, allien fyet fel arm wa-n-
aril, fyet telaudat teshelgen.

202. The sun rises, tafok tiggemat (118);
tafok berber desin enis.

has mounted the heavens, tafok ta-

seggde ishinnawen.

(—— has begun to decline, tafok tezlwal.

Arab.)
is about to set, tafok tabok eggdel.

has set, tafok todal.

203. The year is fertile, awatay fkkena-
teni.

is sterile, awatay igamanna.
204. The rainy season is come, akase yuse.

is gone, akase fgSle, or yi'mmgde.
e cold increases, asemmet £tid.

— is strong, asemmet lkk'ene tigawet.
— lessens, asemmet efenas. (94.)

is over, asemmet ebegbag.

195. Ahushel, it is necessary? ke, thou; ehe te-

meshalit, ehouldest travel ? (verb imcshal f).

Animmehel dirt*, (there is) an aim in it, an ob-

jecting? See 147. Isrimahal, it is worthy (Par-

able of "Prodigal Son").
196. Wadaijh aba, read wadagh abadt In

"Prodigal Son" we have first abnd for "was
lost" (which is Hebrew, not Arabic), and next

abat, in same sense ; verses 24 and 32.

19T. OkHmash= ekmez, rub, scratch, Kab.
Adunn, corrupt Arabic.

Irke, dirty ? So Venture. In Brosselard, irka,

it is decayed. In " Prodigal Son," egcgh irk, 1

have done evil.

Innek, is bright ? is clean ?

199. Esinge (rewritten from faint pencil markB),

qu. isingheit 1T4.

Yadim, it leaked?
Imbek, it is pierced ?

200. Uhinke, it admits water?
Aigin kald, at every time.

Ikor, Kab. it was dry. The k is liable to be-

205. The {forty) dark nights are passed,

ehaden isattefen, or esattafnen, ebar-
bar, or ejumadgde.
The black winter is t

elit tabarbar.

Mar kuk, usque ad ceternumf .

Hant, there are ; fem. pL ?

Inses, is drunk up ?

Tibengrawen, the tanks ? fem. pi.

Jmhesnet is 3d fem. pi.

201. Abarraka, road. Tebarrat for tabarrakt
appears a diminutive for the same.

Allien, following, 105.

Jyrt, alter, as Kab., ye&\ in Shilha. It is Arab.

^^j^. [Here it would seem fem. of iyen.]

Arln seems to be plural. Afterward we have
are in like connection. Er is "branch" of a

river. Also wri idemennis seems to mean "to-
ward his face." I interpret are or cm, direction.

(Also eri, neck.)

Aril, right, is also the "noon" (of day),= "up-
right." Since in Kab. ofits ayyafus or awitfus is

the " right hand," I conjecture that aril, right, is

the same word as Kab. aghel, arm. See 228.

Telaudat t telilat? or telilant?

202. Desin (fidis, side).

Del, to stoop ? Ahedal, is humble ; but del, to

cover, darken ?

203. Ikken&tem, from iken, it makes ; tilieni,

dates ? teni, dates, Mozabi and Wadreagh. Also
ofdtfni, barren (land), llkkena is productive;
tSnl, this season ?—H. P>.]

Igamanna, barren, and emannet, fertile, and
manna-n-dwatay, famine-year, need fuller eluci-

dation. •
204. Tigawet. for tikuaet, strength ; Arab. ?

205. Ehad, night'; Ghad. e/ad; Wadreagh,
eghed (compare Arab, ghea, obtexit) ; Kab. egyat.

Asattef, (with t in Ben M6sa), black (or dark ?').

Akdiiel, black, is aghogul in Wadreagh, for

Which Venture has inghdl.
Ejumddade, freq. from imedaf
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The white (i. e. mild part of the) winter

is come, tegisht tamellelt tagerist.

206. The Laves arc fallen, alan atarakat

(71), alan ainin.

The boughs are stripped, afelliga tikasen.

The tree is getting new leaves, ahelaklak

ehishk.

blooms, ehishk inshar.

fa bearing fruit, ehishk aboriarak.

is not fidl grown, ehishk war iduil.

is dead, ehishk akkor [is dried}.

207. The dates are ripe, teheni tingnc.

(167.)

not yet Hpe, telieni har egodi war
tingne.

The herbage is coining forth, teshe ebar-

bar or tafokat [tafoghat, 174].

Tlie guinea-corn comes forth, eneli efo

kat.

The guinea-corn gets reed, it&i ena ko

Th
Vl

d(t 11) b ' tl ( tbbl) U
geri yikhta.

208. The com is making large leaves, eneli

eje farketen.

The guinea-corn is ripefor harvest, eneli

itafarat (eferat).

Tlie herbage is drying up, teshe takkor

[taggor].

The ear of the corn comes out, tiggemat

tegent eneli
The ear is ripe, tegent tingna. (167.)

209. The river is rising, te'defit egish eg-

hirreii [flood enters the river?].

The water stagnates, ainan ibdaden.

soaks in, esintatarar.

is sinking, aman abukiurel.

The river is veryfull this year, eta

ten!.

It will not sink at all, war obalumbi.

The rivers are joining, eghfrriwan imo-

kasen or irtayen. (102, 131.)

210. Almost all the rivers run into the sea,

eghfrriwan rurret imokasen ror eghir-

reu wa symmed [meet at the salt river~].

,
etafaman 213.

TegishU as tiggemat in 202, etc., aeems to have

final t as feminine mark, like Arabic.

206. Ami, is faded?
Ildklak, budded forth?

Inshar, is beautiful ? Inshagh ? compare amon-
shagh, envious, etc., 11G.

Iduil (not again). In Kab. itulan or idhulan,

kinsfolk, softened from itcgulan, as I think.

20S. Eferat, yields harvest ? In vocab. tefer-

ten, salary, qu. revenue? Heb.

TegSnit. spike of corn (vocab.).

209. Tete/it, flood? swell? from etaf?

Abuki yurii, is about to sink?
Obaki imghi, chooses to go down. See 50.

Etaf, it pours or runs freely (not the same as

etaf, to seize, with ^) : hence causative, isattef

he pours, 174. In Kab. for etaf we find effid, and
also effi, the d being pronominal.

Teni, this year, = Lintda. With tin compare
Arab, sen", year.

210. Wa symmed, the fait. I observe that

retains the meaning of the before an adjective as

The boat is leaking, toraft nakal [na-
ghal] ; toraft tinral [tinghal] ; or tin-

ralnarel [tinghalnaghel] (see 174,

192, sunkel); toraft. titfagh (174).

[The boat is foundering], toraft telkayat

(175); toraft tibbenekway.
* The people who row (?) the boat get

out (?), l'dinet audetannaret toraft tit-

far [titfagh.].

* The people perished, some swam in the

water, fdinet ab&ten iyeden yeshaffen

dar aman.
* Another rolls the boat sportively (?),

l'yat inafar toraft sehuyam.
* The people who are (of the ?) village,

under the water deep (?), idinet auehan
amazagh dedu aman lagat.

* Those people lay goat-skins in the mid-

dle ofthe water which .... idinen wniii

degen fdeden der me'zen dor aman
auay ti'nianten.

211. The boat is upset, toraft tebumbay.

(44.)

breaks asunder, toraft takaurawen.
The boat ran on rocks, toraft tikkeseast

tahunt.

And sunk, and remained on the ground,

tursar, telkayat, tckkel edir-n-aman
[became under-of-the-water].

212. The water enters the tent, aman ig-

gesh e'hen.

This water stands still, is stagnant, aman
wadagh ibbe'daden.

It does not hasten much (lias no current),

war ushel hullen.

This river has a strong current, eghfrreu

wadagh o'shel hullen.
' The water is boiling, aman imeshar-
larlaren,

aman ereshaushauen.

is not yet boiling, aman indi ime-
sharlarlaren.

is very hot, aman ekos hullen.

Boil [heat] water for me, iksahe aman.
Let it cool in the skin, eyit yesmat de'r

edid.

214. The birdflies, eggdid fgged.

The young bird will fly [wishes to fly],
akirt abok tegad.

well as before a participle, though it is lost with a
substantive.

* All conjectural.

211. Ibbenekuay, pres. from Ibbeneka ?

Ikaurau and ikarru (tear, rend violently), re-
mind one of ezraurau, 190, 135, 136. Also tatak-
tarau, is shattered ; with t interposed, as in Ara-
bic 8th form.

lkkesea>:-t, pierced it? frequent, from ikes?
Turmr, for turza? was broken? Yet see yara-
sav, 64.

213. Isharlarlar, ishaushau? it boils or bubbles.
214. Kab. igtat, birds (sing, agadet, Hodgson

:

read aantrt) ; "but in Brosselard, ok\e[, pi. iktat, a
Little bird. We have here the root iget, it flew, it

irang aloft, 47, 70 ; whence isegge't, it mounted
^ 216), and Usciggat, a feather.

«
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The bird sings nicely, egSdid elemisli

yehosken.
The hen cackles, takeshilt rar midden-
nis.

lays eggs, t£k6shilt tagat e'sarek.

is screaming, takeshilt tegabatolt.

215. The egg is not yet hatched, tesadalt

ur tisfakket.

The egg is spoiled, tesadalt tigggded.

The eggs are spoiled, tesadalen egadid-
denad.

The young bird picks (at the egg), akau-
kautet akirt.

He will come forth, ahad efoket.

The cock is crowing, akes egetaroren.

216. The horse neighs, ais etehinmt.

prances, ais oskar.

goes backward, ais eraren.

rolls, ais abelanbalet.

kicks, ais erabar or isakat.

is lame, ais eliiak.

rolls in the sand, ais inafar.

—— has mounted the mare, ais asugge*-

dit tabagot.

217. The camel is crying, amSnis ejfti.

growls, amenis abeggeg.
throws up the nose, amenis ctish-

burdel.

The she-camel has brought forth, tdlamt

tdrau.

fa about to bring forth, tdlamt tesh-

war tdrau.

Elemisli may seem a derivative or compound
from isla, he heard, amisli, a voice.

Takeshilt, a hen ; elsewhere, takeshlt, which
Beems more correct, as it is the feminine form of

dices, the cock, which again perhaps is more cor-

rectly akez, the z in Temght changing to sh. In
Kab. the forms are ayazit, a cock, tayazlt or tha-

yazit, a hen; for agliaztt, thaghazU, it seems.

Even in Temght it may be inquired whether gh
is not more correct than k; i. e. aglwz, a cock, ta

ghezU, a hen.

Rar, i. c. ghar, cries
; ^")p. Midden-nis, her

cackling. On den or denden] see 26.

E'sarek, a Utter (of eggs) ?

215. Tujedcd, U birded? (214), ?\ e. is quicken-
ed. It is fem. sing., and the fern. pi. egad\ddenat
(not -mid). Elsewhere, ikhshed, it is spoiled, 167.

Kaut (for hack, hew, cut) seems a widely-spread
root. Arab. Jcat'a, and above, ektas.

Ahad efoket, may be future tense. See 174 and
220. Final*, feminine mark?
^etaroren^igetaghoren, present partic. from

ighdr.
216. lhinnet, nearly Latin hinnio.

Oskar, prances. In Kab. isekkar, he caused to

stand
;
iskar, he made ;

aksar, the lower part.

Brar, goes backward? Kab. 'nrur, the back.

Irdbar, perhaps, "stamps:" 172.

Isdkat, kicks.

Isdgget, as in 214, 202, etc. ; unless final -tit is

here frequentative.
^

^ ^

wdwi ^Hence in K^phaf migffi ^irijjv.fii bet

218. The camel is lying down to receive the

load, amenis egen, egag fellas ilalen

[one heaps on Mm the luggage, 98].

The camel refuses to rise, amenis tinda-

ras te'nn&krat.

Too much load on him, dgan fellas ilalan

agdteni.

The camels graze, immgnas idanan.
The she-camels cry, they want to be milk-

ed, tdleimn egewanet, irhanet tazit.

219. The bullock lows, £make emjju.
The cow lows, tes anrjju.

The cows chew the cud, iwan afaradSnit.

The cows are sated, iwan iwanet.
They lie down, ikaramenet.
The cows are returning from the water,

iwan asiiwanet, iktarnet fel aman.
The cows return the food, iwan isdkal-

net. (25.)

220. The he-goat bleats, esholak ahflglet.

The she-goats bleat, iflli essilafnet.

The ram bleats, abakkar asilef.

The sheep bleat, tihaten esilafnet esme-
dane'snet.

221. The lion roars, eher emggu, eher

erfkku.

The lion is crouching, eher ehernen abdk
fellauen ehe.

[will attack people], eher ehadi's-

hek idinet.

[tears in pieces ?], ashmaraurauest
idinet.

[destroys them'], eshmahishten Idi-

net.

222. The dog snarls [crouches? see 139],

edi teharna.

The dog bites, edi tad.

barks, edi itishut or it&das.

The scorpion bites (me), tataihi tasirdant.

223. The ostrich runs fast, ennehel eha-

sar hullen.

nt or tdlamt, camel, fem. for dWm or cl-

n, words not used in this dialect. Evidently
elnham= Ueb. gemel. It also makes aram in

Shilha.

Teshwar, Kab. tezivar, Bhe precedes or begins, 85.

218. Indar, he refused, 112. It differs from
asindar, throw down (which is perhaps asintar,

from itar, he went down), and from emendar, to

lodge for the night, which is emendagh,
Egan, it lies.

219. Afarad. See efSrat, in 208.

Iwanet, from root iwa or iwan, to satiate. In
Kab. thayaioant or tfiawant, Batiety.

Iwdn, cows, may be shortened from Kab. yugd-
wen, steers. The root yilg is, as in our tongues, a
yoke ; whence thayuga, a pair.

Asii-dnet, they have drunk.
War seems to be Arab. 8th form, from Tear.

220. Ahilelet, from elll, to cry aloud. Ghad.
Ill, Kab. esiwel, from awal, voice. Barth has

alBo asilel.

Asilef, bleat, is more specific.

I/ierna, he crouched. See 139.

Ishek invasit (137) ; but future (215) ehadisluzk,

invadet.
Imehcsh, (ray money) is spent;

quent. with causative sense, i
'

hilated.

222. Tctftirdant, more correctly tazerdemt, scor-

pion, as in 227. In Kab. tegirdumt and tegeremt.
Tatoihi, has stung met from tatay, drive in a

peg, 176.

Enntihel, bo Hodgson ; not ennShe, ostrich.
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The ostrich hides his head in the bush,

^nnfihe fsed arafenis [aghafenis] der
elrishk.

He thinks nobody sees him, arel war te-

hinnen idinet.

224. The man was sitting on the shore,

ahalis akiin rur alim-n-aman.
Suddenly a crocodile seized him by the

leg [knee?\ and went away with it

[himf], azued arate irmast safod, il

mar deris. (Deris, under it ?)

225. The river horse rose in the water (to

the surface of the water), and snorted,

ajamba askaket dar aman isafarad.

The river horse has upset the boat, ajam-
ba irbar toraft.

The river horse has shattered the boat,

ajamba tarzar [tarza ?] toraft.

226. The vulture hovered over the gazelle,

elullen ilay ginnigis ashinkat.

Until it pounced upon it, and tore out its

eyes, har asgen felles istaras, lkas tet-

tawennis.

Lay the pillow upon the mat (carpet),

sins adafor fel isffter [fel isiftakh].

227. / this mornivgfound a scorpion under

my cajpet, nek tifaut idak enhagh te-

« zerdemt dau tesuftakhten.

Lay a cloth under your saddle, ege tas-

' m'shwart dau me'dash.

Lest it hurt the back of your horse, war
er&shadet (or itemanakit) arorin ais

innak.

228. At that place the river runs upon rock,

dar agel wadagh aman dshalen fel ti-

hon.

He fell along the [gallery ? landing-

place?'], enta etarakatet fel soro.

Till he came below the staircase [steps of
the gallery har dse dau lbtalen surd.

All the day he sat in his tent, ashel Tur-

ret ekem der ehennis.

wadagh

229. He put it in his pocket, enta eget der
clsheb.

Do not enter the house, war tegfishit ta-

rasham.
Stay outside, e'bbedid dagama.
Outside the town, ageme-n-6ghenm.
There is nothing but mere sand, war ehet
har akal meilen.

230. Thou hast not given me my (full)

right, war he tawedet el hakki.

He went before me, igg&e iladatai.

Look before you, that you may not fall,

sagere'he datak, war tidu.

I went behind him, e'gelegh ilad&ras.

Let us look behind us, sanishlamanak da-
ranak [sanishlamanagh daranagh].

Lest these men betray us, war hanak
[hanagh] ighadernit idinet fdagh.

231. All round this mountain, adar wads
terlaite,

there is fine pasture, <2he te'she tehoske.

At the side of the mosque, tamizgfda d'

edisennis [the mosque, at its side],

is a large well, ehe anu makkoren.
Sit down at my side, arem d' edism.

232. Opposite each other, inehasan gere-

san.

Sit opposite to me, thy face to me, arim
dihadar annadid seri idimennek.

lie sat opposite, Idsface to me, ekem an-
nadid seri ideme'nnis.

To your right, dek aril innek. (201.)

Keep to your right, akel sibbcrin arflin-

nek [go keeping your right f].

To your left, fel teshelgmak.

233. When you gofrom Timbuktu to Gun-
dam, ke tese'kalak dak Timbytku kek
Gundam.

Leave the river at your left, dye eghirreu

fel are wa-n-teshilgen.

Ised. See 81.

Aril See 156.

War et-ehinnen, non eum vident ?

224. Allm, edge, border? In 50 we have esa-

Ivm, shore, and amrim in vocabulary. Else-

where, allm is skin, for aglim of Kab. Also alim,
chaflF, Btraw, in Kab.
Azued, sudden (heavy).

Irmas, seized. Afod, knee, in vocabulary.
Tlmar, not again in this sense.

225. Irbar, crushed with his feet, 172.

Tarzar : compare Irzar in 171.

226. Har asgen, until ; felles, upon it ; istceras,

it pounced, from iras, it descended. Thus asgen

seems to mean "a time," "a while." In Kab.
azgen, half, middle, part.

Sins, cause to rest ? from insa, he rested ? 42, 58.

Isiftakh, evidently from Arab, fatakh. The fj
is presently corrupted into kh.

227. E'ge, make, for, put.

Erashddet seems to be subjunctive from tshad

or ishadet. Compare Arabic shadha, he harmed.

Itemanakit, root nakat Temankit is exhaus-

tl(

?28. Agel, place? (Is it the same as aghel, Kab.

arm? See 201 on ariO

229. El jib is Arabic.

Dag jmia, on the outside, aa&me, outside, are
from igevi, he went out, 118, 138; whence also

gema, without (sine).

Mdlcn, white ; here for pure.

Akal, mould, soil, as in Kab. Elsewhere in

Temght it is land or country.

230. El hakk is Arab., and fii

noun "my." Tassedet, thou hast i

sequasti. See 168.

Sagerehe, if it is one word, would seem by 11 to

mean "look with pleasure."

Tidu (rather tidut t or tidurt?). See 104
Sanishlarn. See 11.

Ighadernit, fern, plur., because idinet (duniat,

Arab.) is fern.

231. Arem— agtem= aqlm— ekem , Bit, stay.

232. IneMsnn— inehdzav, from ihaz, 55, he
was near. Gensan, inter se.

Dihadar, from Arab. "present."

Ann&dld, irapd\\t)\os ? from ned, aXAo?
Kab.). Ben Musa gives ghlm nediu, sit near i

as Temght. So endi, nearest, next. It is i

with d or t thick in Kab.
A kel, go thou ? see 124 ;

or, turn thou ? See 25.

Sibber, from Arab. ,/T* 1

233. Tesekalak, read tesekalat? 2nd pers. sing.
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And you have open country on your right,

d-dyak bdderar fel are wa-n-arfli.

234. [Ordinarily tfre river is shallow, below
the place of this yea?*], ennadir eghfr-
reu adejasal, eder adiget temdagh.
This exceeds that, wadagh yugar wadagh.
There is nothing left of it, war aki'men
ders harret.

235. That is a different thing, wadagh
amus harret.

It is rare, war agit.

Similar, amdlehen.
It is like, yulehe, yiile.

Like, shynd, sund [zund?]
All the same, beiish.

236. Whichever way you take, every where
you find water, atif tigedi titetaffet,

dags attiggeraut aman (take straight

which-you-take, on it you alight (on) wa-
ter?).

Keep straight ow, attil tigfidid ghas (keep
straight only).

Straight, tigSdid.

237. Do not [trouble yourself? or run?~}

this way, nor that? war has tishlet, sl-

ha, wofla slha.

Tlie river runs between mountains, eghfr-
reu yushal ger adaren.

The road leads through a thick forest,

where are plenty of lions, abarraka teha
(igesh) arkit urma; ihe tawftkastj

ehant ewokhsan.
238. / arrived before him, and had to wait

for him, nek dsagh arassit awadagh
fndee dawat shwarakfidas.

I arrived after him [thee?~\, nek dsegh
darak.

After the corruption of the whole earth,

Jesus will descend, daret adigdig-n-

£kal lkdtenes, adezubet 'Ai'sa.

NOUNS.
' A'manay.

God
> { Mesi.*

By the great God, se A'manay makkaren
or imakdren.

Our Lord, Mesi-nak.

The great God, Mesi-nak imakdren.

God the ruler, Mesi'-nak yitkal.

( Mesi-nak enta ghas.

The one God, 4 Mesi-nak lyen ghas.

( Mesi-nak iydntinten.

God, who has no fellow (companion), Mesi-
nak war ilamidi,

nor has shape ? (bounds ?), war ilara,

nor measure ? war ilehit.

God has no measure neither of space nor

time, Mesi'-nak u*ri hehe'ndek war ile

dek war ihddek, war ihedek wa, wolla

dar w£, war ihehdndek, war ugedi tf-

keti.

Lord of the ( imekeder-n-talrewen.
wonders, \ Mesis-n-talrewen.

The Uncreated, wardikhah'g. (Arab.)

Hie Creator, amakhalag. (Arab.)

Cultivator of the soul? amakarash imman.
Lord of the soul, Mesis imman.
Hie Merciful Shepherd, amadan-n-tah£-

nint.

The Victorious, emirni.

The Extirpator, amang.
TJie Living, emay (from Arab, hay).

The Judge Supreme, ntarna tdgerit (?).

All the creatures of the Lord are to gather

in (in the court of) Jerusalem on the day

of resurrection, timakhluken - n - Mesi-
nak rurret didaunet istdrrabat-n-bdt el

Makkadus dshel wa-n-el kiamet.
One part of them enter the hell and remain

there, others enter paradise and remain
there, wui tajdshen tdmsi ajishente, wui
tajdshen aljennet ajishente.

The evil spirits, alghafariten. (Arab.)

Devil, ebh's. (Arab.)

Angel, anyelus, * pi. anyelusen.
Demon, alshm, pi. alshlnen. (Arab.)

Female demon, talslun.

Tlie paradise enter the people who
been) good, the hell those ivho (have

bad, aljennet atajdshen l'dinet wui yo-
laghnin, te'msi atajdshen l'dinet wui la-

basen.

Tlie throne (of ( al kurshi. (Arab.)

God), \ algharsh. (Arab.)

The day of resurrection, ashel wa-n-el ki-

dmet.

Oyak, elsewhere, is " I left."

Boderdr, open country.

234. <S ennddir, in custom ?

Adejasal, pres. tenBe from gazal, to be short?

(gzl or wzl.)

235. AmUs, moves, changes?
War agit, it does not do (it) ?

Yulehe, yUle. See 40.

Sund is zund and zun in Kah. (Arab, zain,

comely, elegant.)

236. In Kab. tidld, true, seemB to he here tig&-

did or tidggid.
* MeBi, perhaps originally the name of the Mes-

siah, although rim means master in Temght.

Attil, be thou?= iftf

23T. War ash tishlet: has, for him? tishlet,

from yushal, runs, or from shela, disturb, bustle,

116.

Ihe or diha, where.
Ehant, 152, there are.

Wokhs, wild beast ; Arab. wahhUsh.
Tawak(h)a8t, wild beasts collectively.

238. Esagh = eeegh, from yosct
he arrived.

Arasxet= K&b. azzeth, before? See 140. Indi,
(not) yet
Dawat, from awa$, he arrived ? 51.

Shuaragh-ed-<X8i I anticipated him ?

Buret, for dmr, after : so darret in Prod. Son.
Adigdig, crush, in 130.

Adezubet, from zob, 62.
• Anyelas, the Greek aytcKot.—H. B.
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The world, eddiinia (rurret).

Heaven, ashi'nna.

The seven heavens, say
Sun, tafok.

The sun warms his face hot to-day, tafok

'dit ideminis wakilsen ashel dm.
np. tencdet, fever heat.~]

sun burns, the people are perspiring,

tafok tarra, idinet tufay dersen tide

[exit per eos sudor].

The strength of the sun's heat, tisenanit (n
takus enis).

ISunbeams, ezereran-n-tafok.

Dawn of sun (of day), enareren-n-tafok.
The sun is eclipsed (to-day), tafok te'mmere

ashel idagh.
Moon, ayor.

TJie moon is about to come forth (rise), ayor
abdki ebarbar.

The moon rises, ayor ebarbar.

The moon is setting, ayor aboki ejedel.

The moon sets, ayor odal.

Full moon, ahador (akokehat ?).

Moonlight, timelie-n-aydr.

Halo, afarak-n-ayor.
The moon has a halo, ayor yuwat afarak.

The moon is eclipsed to-night, ayor ame're
ehad idagh.

Galaxy, mahellen.
Star, atar

;
pi. itaren.

The stars shineforth, itaren iknan ebarbar.

The stars shine brightly, itaren iknan ashi-

shi'llwak.

Lucifer, tatari.

Vewr f amawen-n-eliad.yesper
'- \ ashi'mmelesh.

Pleiad, shettahat.

Cross (mejbua), amanar.

Itafaut (of sun).

temellolot (of moon).

tisakhsaren (as thrown through lat-

tice-work, etc.).

Darkness, tihay.

Fata morgana, ele.

Shade, shadow, tele.

** {"net.
riii (iredem.W jasammet.
The cold has penetrated to my bones, asam-

met ejaserin darrim eghas em'.

North, afelle.
* South, agiis.

East, araaina.

West, ataram.
Northeast (between east and north), ger

amaina ge de felle.

Air, hawa. (Arab.)

Summer, iwilen.

Beginning of rainy season (called awara in

Timbuktu), asheragu.

Rainy season, akase.

The rainy season is over, Skase lbse

Cold season, tagerist.

The dark nights (the worst part of the cold

season), ehaden esattcfen.

Spring (called tiffsko ( afasko.

in Timbuktu), \ fatafet.

Wind, gale, temadalet.

/ see there is rising a heavy gale, anhiagh
dehe'n denakar temadalet imakkdren.

Storm, whirlwind, teshigwalet.

&* du .» i teshwalet teshigwalet.
Storm gathers,

}^ derg

Heavy rain-clouds, tamsfggenaut.

Red clouds, riggerakin.

Lightning, e'san.

Thunder, e'jaj.

It thunders, etajij.

Lightning (thunder) has struck the tree and
'split it,* ejaj odagh fel ehfshk atakhtak

aTaras faras.

„ . ( aiinne.

It is raining, ajmne egat.

The rain is coming, it is dripping, akona
izay, dekun tabakhtabek.

Raindrops (reshresh), tidam.

Moderate rain, ahis.

Heavy shower, tabeut.

Long-lasting rain, now ceasing, then begin-

ning again, tahalehalay.

Hail, igidirshan.

TJie hailfalls, beating and tearing the tents,

igidirshan dfayen, ishoharnin nabajen
ihannan isararawen ihannan.

Rainboio, agagdnil (ajejenet?).

Fog, abinnag, ebennag.

To-day is afoggy day, nobody can see any-

thing, ashel* idagh fja ebe'nnag, war
ihmne awadem harret.

Dew, taras.

Much dew hasfallen t

ija taras tejet.

Time, elwakkat.

Year, awatay.
Five years, summus utien.

Century, temSde-n-awatay.
A year offamine, marine.

Month, ayor.

Three months, karad ayoren.

Day, ashel.

Four days, akos eshflan.

This is afine day, ashel idagh lkkena te-

sheldeje.

Dawn, enarer.

Morning, tifant.

Dhahar (about 9 A.M.), agidelsit.

Heat of the day, tarahod.

j^r ( arfl-n-ashel.
oow

> \ ammas-n-ashel.
Zawdl, aziwal.

Dhohor (about 2 P.M.), tezar.
x

Aser, takast.

* The Tawarek attribute this effect to the
thunder.
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Sunset, agadel-n-tafok.

Time ofprayer after sunset, almos.
Evening, taduit.

Prayer of 'ashd, tesotsin.

Night, chad
;
pi. dhaden.

Midnight, \
am^as-n-dhad

* ' ( tazunne-n-ehad.
To-morrow, ashikke.

Early to-morrow morning, ashikken sem-
mut.

To-morrow at noon, arfl-n-ashel ashikke\
The day after to-morrow, ashel wuen shel

asln'kke.

Yesterday, endishel.

Last night endahed, endod.
Tlie day ( ashelendm.
before < ashelnad.
yesterday, ( ashel wuen asel endazel.

T»o years a9o, f—V
Next year, awatay wue 'lkamen ewuanen

had.

This month, der ayor fdagh.
Next month, ayor wa yi'lkeme ayor idagh
This month is about to close, ayor wadagh Current, amanen (waters).

Wilderness, arkit.

Clearforest, dhishkan amitare'tare'cn.

Impassable covert, arkit urma.
Denseforest, arkit aril, or akdren.
Desert, affile {prop. North).
Hammdda, desert plain, tanazrtffet.

Plain, e'taras.

Large valley, erarar.

Valley with a torrent, eghasher=eghzer
in other dialects.

Small torrent, egherrer.
Mountain, adar

; pi. adaren.
Inaccessible mountain, adar urma* war tcli*

abarraka.
Hill, tadakt.

Sand-hill, tegift
;
pi tegefen.

{Range) of high sand-hills, tegefen ogida-
henet.

Small sand-hill, teneshmor.
Rock, tahonit.

Stone, tahon.

Source, tet
;
pi. tittawen.

( deep, ami.
River, eghirreu.

ishwar ihbeded or amut.
Saturday, Esse'bbet.

Sunday, Alhad.
Monday, Elitmn.
Tuesday, Eltenata. >Arab.
Wednesday, Larba.
Thursday, Elkhamis.
Friday, Eljymma.
Week {seven days), sa shilen (eshflen).

Moharrem, Tamasi'ddig.

Safar, Te'urt tate'zaret. ) Turen
Rebia I., Te'urt tatilkamat. J san£tet.

Rcbia II, Azi'ma zaren.

Jumdd L, Aziman ammas.
Jumdd II, Aziman terirden.

Rejeb, Tinemegeren.
Sh'abdn, Janfo.

Ramadhdn, Azum.
Hdj, Tesubdar.
Shawdl, Tesissi tate'zaret. ) Te'sist

Dhu elHeje, Tesissi tatilkamat. \ sanaten.

Fire, eTeu.

Flame, tahist.

Spark, temantest
;
pi. temantesin.

Fire-coals, tezozan.

Ashes, e'zit-n-e'feu.

Smoke, ahu.

Water, £man.
Land, earth, akal.

Country of the Awelimmiden, dkal wi£-n-

Wueh'mmidcn.
Island, atftel.

Well,

Branch of river,
<| d̂dar-n-eghirreu.

Wave, tmczemmart.
Deep place of channel in river, telak-n-
aman.

Bank of river, £sarim, or e'salim.

Ford, tcawent.
Torrent, rivulet, anghi.

Sea {the salt river), eghirreu wa symmen.
Temporary lake, pond, abeng.
Black naked soil round a pond, tifarrawen.

Green surface on stagnant pool, taln'zzak.

Cavity, hole, terarart {dim. 0/ erarar).

Sand, temelilt.

Lime, talak.

Mud, illebe'k.

Stones, or, rather, round masses of lump
{called afaray in Timbuktu), Jor build-

ing), ebelghetan.
Black soil, akal ikaiielit.

White sandy soil, akal imellen.

Field, sbekarash.

Stubble-Jield, tedik
; pi. tedken.

Hedge,fence, afarak. {Arab.)
Slightfence, tafarak.

{858*
Tree, ehi'shk

;
pi. ehishkan.

Yo*n
ff

tree, lush, j'jj*^
Root {of tree), te'kewe'n.

Wood, esagher.

Bad spot in wood, ikensh kerashen.
Branch, flleket

;
pi. illiktan.

Splinter, ti'mctaut; pi. tiraetawen.

Leaf, alan chi'shk.
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Large haves (?), tefarketen-n-ebisbk.

Dum-leaves, takflkaten-n-akof.

Bark, tissi'fuft.

Peel, husk, kekkaben.
Flower, tabuit.

Fruits, (pi.) araten-n-ehfshkan.

Seed, seeds, isamban.
Thorn, isinnan.

Talha. 6sagher (te'sagbart).

Mimosa gummifera, auwarwar.
A thorny tree in the river, tagerabba.

E'til, aghar (taghart).

Duwe" (variety offeus), tedumumt.
Sidderet el hoe, akellefe.

Tamarind (tree andfruit), bususu.

Monkey-bread-tree (baobab), tekiidust.

Fruit of monkey-bread-tree, teffngora.

Tree called asabay in Timbuktu, ana.

Nebek-tree (zizyphus), ferke'nnish.

Nebek-fruit, tabakkat
;
pi. tibakkaten,

El irdk, j-
Capparis sodata, t&hak.

Root of siwdk, eke-n-tdshak.
Dum bush (sgillem), akof.

Dum palm, tagait.

Fruits of dum palm, tibelkukawen.
Seed of dum palm, tibargarraren.

Date-tree, tashdait.

Date, teheni.

Date-stone, egeft.

DeUb (Borassusflabelliformist), tekilkat;

pi, tekukaten.

rr r (fresh, tdshe.
Herbage,

te
'
she yekor.

Pennisetum distichum (eniti) uzak.

Had, tasharet.

Talubbut, teliggit.

Bu re'kkeba (Panicum colonum), ararfasu

Young, tender herbage, l'nghalas.

Reed, kdgeri.

Knot ofreed, tekardofen-n-kdgeri.

Pennisetum typhoideum (he'ni), eneli.

( white, aborak.

s (sdba), < red, keldnki.

/ r
I

black, sfbi.

_ c tellumt.

Bran, < di£.

( abid.

Ear of the corn, tegenit.

Seeds of the corn, tezawen.

The large seeds (?), igdnshiten.

The small seeds (?), isemardten.

Crops about to come forthfrom the ground,

sibbergabelagh afagh.

Corn of all kinds, alun.

( asaka.

Various species of J
asralt(asghalt?).

krtb (Pba). )
tashit.

( tejebalt.

Rice, taTakat.

Wheat, elkame. (Arab.)

Barley, farkasiibu.

Cucurbita melopepa (el haddsh), berabera\

Vol. III.—B b b

Water-melon, kaukaunc.
Onion, takhfar

;
pL tdkhfaren.

Cotton, takerdkerit
;
pi. tikurukaren.

Indigo, siggeni.

Nymphcea lotus, kaldkald.

Endairi, tikmdi.

Senna (fdlajit), abellenj£t.

Saffron, tenarmet.

JEsckpias gigantea (turja), ttfrsha
;
pi. ttfr-

shawen.
Colocynih, lemu.

Bundle (bawi'ye), banguru
;

pi. banguru-
ten.

Two small bundles, akas.

Tame animals, erezegen.

Camel, amenis
;
pi. immenas.

She-camel, tolamt.

Herd of camels, tdlemin.

An active camel (omali), enigga.
Old camel, 'amal.

Young camel,
\

Herd of 100 head of ( wuasigen.
camels or cattle. (temedent.

Ox, assau; pi. eswanea (Hausa, sah, pi
sanu).

n 7 (biwan. (Tademekket.)
Cow, tas; pi

|Bhftaif>
fAwelimmid.)

Fattened cow, not bearing young, tamzak.

Ox of burden, audis
;
pi. audfsen.

Bullock, amake.

iesek.e'hedel.

aldki
;
pi. ildkian.

abarkau.
ilingeya

;
pi. ilingeyaten.

All kinds of animals for riding, sawat
;
pi

sawaten.
Horse (common good horse), ais

;
pi. l'yesan.

Horse of excellent qualities, (ais) anakfor

(brave?)

Horse of inferior qualities, ibegge.

Afavorite horse, tasenit (well known ?)

This is my favorite horse ; I do not allow

any body to mount it, wadagh tasem'tin

;

war ikbelagh atetenne awadem.

A7 „ ( afakkarem.
N<*> Ikdkoro.
Horse ofpeculiar color, ashulag.

Gray horse, with spots of brown, amiflas.

Other variety, aderi.

Gray, agelan.

Gray, with a shade ofgreen, idemmi.
( aharas.

Brown horse, -3 atelak.

(ais neggor.
Horse with white feet, ais w£-n-asabor.

Mare, t£bagot (fern, of ibegge ?).

Foal, ahogi.

Filly, tahogi't.

Ass, ished; pi ishedan. [ Ghad., azid

;

Ben Musa's Temght, ahid.]

Female ass, teshdd.
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Full-grown ass, azar [azagh?]; Hausa,
saki.

Full-grownfemale ass, tazaut, tezaght.
Old male ass, adanki.

c temaintfk.
Young ofass, 1 ahdlil

; fern, tahdlilt.

C tamay.

Sheep, te^pl. j$g*
Sheep with long wool, tikindemen.
Young of ( kiruwan

;
pi. kiruwaten.

sheep. < ajaimara; pi. ajafmaratin.

Ram, abbegug . pi. fbbegan.
He-goat, ashdlak.

She-goat, taghat
;
pi. tQli.

Bog, ddi
;
pi. iyedan.

Cat, mils.

Mice, akor.

Field-mice, ado.
Fdret el khd, araranga.
Rat, irallen.

Young of lion, aledash.

i bubanti.

Surnames of lion, < budegaye.
( intende.

Leopard, awashit, elwashil.

Surncmes of leopard, \^^.
Hyena, aridal.

Surnames of hyena,
\ Jg*^

Jackal, ebeg
;
pi. ebeggan.

( intaindt.

Surnames ofjackal, < intaine soso.

( intangren.

Elephant, elu
;
pi. eluan.

Giraffe, amdar
;
pi. inridderen,

Erkemim (buffalo), asarake.

Lymhe, Leucoryx, ashamal
;
pi. ishemal

JJ'rik, antelope, esham.
XJrkiye, thefemale, tesham ; turik.

Ar, other antelope, agmgara.
Oryx, tedent ; tederaten.

Other species of antelope, abeshaw
;
pi. te-

beshawen.
Gazella mohor, (Snhar; fern, tenhar; pi
tenharen.

Young of mohor, alimmu.
Gazelle, ashmkat.
Young ofgazelle, ausm'm.
Resting-place of gazelle, abatol-n-ashm-

kat
;
pi. ibtal.

Wild sheep, ulli-n-ariik.

Porcupine, hedgehog (dhurbdn), tamarait.

Gamfud (squirrel?), teken&it.

Hare, temaruwelt.

Small animal like the hare, ashan £ba-

Bu el gedemat, akazase.

Ihaya.

abardawil (?).

River-horse (called banga in Timbuktu),
agamba.

Crocodile (dkaray), \^
Smaller species

(j&jL^,Lacerta monitor?),
zangway.

Chameleon, tahau.
Frog, £gar.

Manatus, ayii.

Fish, amen.
Largest species offish (Perca Nibticaf),

teheddelt-n-aman.
Large black fish, deshir.

A species ofwhite color and great thickness,

tagursiyat.

c tagundirit.

Other species, < teheddadash.
( sanya.

A fish with four large teeth and red tail,

zawegmi.
Cyprinus Niloticus, da.

Mormyrus oxyrinchus, wusi.

(
hora.

[
hanjerit.

Malapterurus electricus f tarlfbambd.
Smallest species offish, ishenra.

Snake, tashilt.

Large species of snake which devours the

gazelle, tanaroet.

A large snake, between green and black, ta-

gfber.

Tabeknke, tajebdaret.

Other kinds of ( ime'ggel.

snake, ( emellel katettfngu.

Scorpion, tezdrdemt.
Lizard, magedar; pi. imegedaren.
Bu-ne'na (small black lizard), agarayan.

Turtle,
I

far
-9f/

'
( small, akeyun.

Bird, agadfd
;
pi. lggedad.

Young bird, akirt
;
pi. lkirtdn.

Cock, akes
;
pi. ikesan.

Hen, takesln't.

Chicken, fkirtan-n-trikeshi't.

Pigeon, teddeberat
;
pi. idebiren.

Egg, tesadalt
;
pi. tesadalen.

Ostrich, e'nnehe (ennehel ?) ; pi. enhal.
Empty egg of osti'ich, placed on the top of

the huts, atakis-n-dnneho
;
pi. itkas.

Vulture, agadir
;
pi. fgderan.

Iladaya, tegardimmat.
Rahme, taralgi.

Guinea-hen (called in Timbuktu el kab&h),
tailelt; tailalen.

Young of guinea-hen, isuwiten.
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Kumarin, tenek.

Grow, pi. ti'bkaken

Stork, wahya.
Spoonbill (ddanay), gelgtftta; pi. gelgut-

titcn.

Sparrow, akabor.

Little red bird, sheterjenne.

Fly, pi. eshan.

Horse-fly, azaruwal.

Bee, isimbo
;
pi. isimboen.

Musquito, tadest.

Small black ant, teatuf.

Large red ant, adehik.

Large black ant (el kos), kfldeko.

White ant, temmedhe.
Ant-hill, arammin.
Worm, ibekkebek.

Worm whose bite is painful, ekimdal
Mukhet elardh (venomous), agaraye.
Earwigs (amaroes), asis.

A white worm that penetrates into the nose

of the camel, tdzera.

Corn worm, multfl.

Leather worm, tukemat.
Beetle, akhshinsher

;
pi. takhshmsharen.

Lice, telik
;
pi. tilkin.

Camel lice, tesalufet
;
pi. te'selfin.

Caterpillar, tazelit.

Tail of horse, cow, camel, etc., tedeinbut.

Hair on the front of horse, taunshut.

Mane, azak.

End of mane, tul azak.

White spot on thefront of horse, tesennit.

Hoof, eskar
;
pi. i&karen.

Trot, tereggit.

Peculiar kind of trot, taghala.

Gallop, ashawenk.
{tahaja.
tiki'nkaren.

arashad.

tillik.

Ulcer of horse, etc., tefedit.

Dry scab, ashiyut.

El mebbdr, amserar
Sudden death, rarat,

Place where the horses usually lie

asabel-n-bal.

Chest of camel, tasgint.

Horn of ox, esok
;
pi. fskawen.

Hoofs of ox, tfnsawen.

Udder, teze.

Teat, ifaffar.

FootpHnt, esem
;
pi. ismawen.

Place offormer cattle-pen, adanda.

Dead body, makhsulj. (Arab.)

Bill of bird, akamkon.
Wing, pi. aferewen.

Feather, tesaggad ;
pi. tesaggaden.

Nest, asakok.
Crest of cock, ararkob wa-n-akes.

Gills of cock, tilaghlaghen.

Fins of fish, sasangun-n-amen ;
pi. sasan-

guten-n-amen.

Man, husband, alis, halis
;
pi. m^den.

D 7 ( fdinet.

Wife, partner, hannis.

Mongrel, shankot.

Mother, amma.
Grandfather, tis-n-tis.

Grandmother, ammas-n-mas.
Ancestor, amaren

;
pi. emarrawen.

Brother, 5^ amakar
'

{ younger, amadaray.
rp . { lknewen.

^. ( elder, tamakart.
*

( younger, tamadarait.

{SSSfiP
Paternal uncle, j***^
Sister's son, tagdshe, tagese.

i from father's side, ulatemas-

(His) aunt,yrQ

n
n mother's side, ulatemas-

(
n-ma(s).

Elder sister offather, tamakart-n-aba.
Cousin, abubash.

Son ofaunt, ara-n-deden.
Niece, ara-n-7/iedenet ?

Mother offamily (inula el kheme), mesfs-n-

eha.

Family, agadish, egedesh.

Widow (during the first three months), ta-

mat tetaf alhuddet. (HalfArab.)
Embryo, ara.

Son
< { ro'n\'riiri.

Boy,
\
^*™d -

J1
( alaroren.

Lad (adult), amawad
;
pi. imawaden.

Daughter, welet.

Girl, taliad
;
pi. tiliaden.

Full-grown (handsome girl), tamasroit
;
pi

timisroyati.

Old man, amghar (pronounced amrdr).

Elderly woman, tamaghast.

^;n
' {n \^6hi\; pi. ijohelen.

{inemadas.
akasay.

anakharam. (Arab.)

anobe.

Grandson, ru*ri-n-ruri.

Father-in-law, adegal.

Mother-in-law, tadegalt.

Son-in-law, aleges.

Daughter-in-law (?), ahannis.

Brother ofwife, tilusin.
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Brethren-in-law, ilu*sanen.

Bridegroom, < amazelay.
Young husband, \ amaselay? Kab., isli.

Bride, temazelait, temaselait? Kab.. tis

lit.

Foster-brothers, anim&ttaden.

Cldef amanokal.
Great chief, liege lord, amanokal imakd-

ren.

Commander-in-chief, amaway-n-e*gehen.
Great warrior, champion, ehe-eshar *, pi.

wuin-eshar.

Chief counselor, tf-tanbad; pi. me'den
wui-n-tanhad.

Followers, party ofchief, kel-tamandkala,

J5W™„*, S
amashigh

;
pi. imdshagh.

Freeman,
} aK1; ^ illllaL

Degraded man, serf, amghi; pi. imghad
(irreg.for imgbaw) •

Slave, akeli
;
pi. ikelan.

Female slave, takelit.

Concubine, taweliat
;
pi. tawehaten.

Son ofafemale slavey ruris-n-t&kelit.

Son of a slave and a free woman, abdgheli

;

pi. abdghelite.

Freed slave, aderif
;
pi. idirfan.

Son ofa freed slave (Iiartdni), inederfi
;
pi,

inediirfa.

Eunuch, agor
;
pi. igdrawen.

Countryman, man of the same tribe, Mis
nanak {prop, our man, the pron. accord-

Their^countrymen, halis nissen.

Stranger, young man who goes abroad to

study, el mo'aza
;
pi. kel*-el-mo'aza.

Guest, amaghar
;
pi imagharen.

Friend, imldi.

Fellow, amande*n.
Enemy, eshfnge

;
pi. fshinge.

Neighbor, rmharag.
Rivals, pi. amrkeben.
Learned, holy man, amslim.
Scholar, ettali (ettalib), ettalaba.

Herdsman, shepherd, amadan.
Sportsman, amahayen

;
pi. im&hoyen.

Townspeople, kel-agherim (the final m is

sometimes changed to b).

Boatman, i?™r
j
PL

'
\ lsakkaytfmmo.

, ( asurka. (Surh.)
Fisherman,

^ l1korung^enan . (Korongoy.)

Husbandman, anasdamu
;
pl. imsduma.

Smith, a man of a great variety of occupa

lions (mallem), dnhad
;
pl. inhaden.

Female smith (malkma), tdnhad
;
pl. te*n-

haden.
Saddler, bambaro.

Qi^nU* 5
way sanne ebiishege.

Shoemaker,
^ way kamien eblishe{?e .

Sandal maker, way raggeden tifedelen.

i'

imashenshit
;

pl. iminshin-
shan.

e* Shilltfkh (prop, a Berber

from the North),

pl. kdl-innezan.

Retail dealer, pl. efoforeten.

Broker, amsfttig.

Traveler, amasdkal.
Tailor, anazemmaye.
Weaver, akaikay.

Barber, wai-zarzen.

( wai essanna assafar (he who
Medical man, ) knows a remedy).

( ine*ssafar.

Drummer, ajati'tkart e' thobl.

Horseman, \
a^s

j
Pl ^-lyesan.

'
( ennamenne ;

sing, amnay ?

Cavalry, ashfrgisb.

A body of horsemen, aberig.

Footman, amenggish
;
pl. immeriggisen.

Camel rider, ag-amenis
;
pl. k^l-immenas.

Singing beggar, asahak.
Rich man, anesbardgh.

Thief, amakarad.
Highway robber, am£ktas-n-abarraka,,/ro7n

ktas =secare,just as kt'a el trik.

Swindler, arrabakherrabakh.
Outcast, ark-meden.

i tin-amedist.

Whore, < tin-asbakkad.

( tin-azene. (Half Arab.)
Witness, tagdhi

;
pl. tigdharen.

Hostage, adaman. (Arab.)

Messenger, anem£shal; pl. inemfshalen.
A body ofpeople, temagelait.

(Great) army, tabu.

Tribe, tausit; pl. tiusi.

Nation, terert.

Pagan, akafar. (Arab.)

Pullo, Fulldn, Aful; pl. Ififlan.

Songhay, Ehet
*,
pl. Ehetane.

Arab, 'Arab, Gbarab
;
pl. Gharabe.

People of the North, Kel-afelle.

Kuhta, Kel-borasse.

Berabish, Kel-jaberiye.

Kd-geres, Arewan.
Awelimmiden wen Bodhdl, Dinnik.
Gundam, Sasaweli.

A'rawdn, Esbfggaren.

* The syllable fee/, which occurs in many of

these compositions, means people, inhabitant*.

See vol. i.,p. 278.

Head, i f
kaf, eraf, eghaf.

» \ karkore.

Eye, tet
;
pl ti'ttawe'n.

Eyelid, abflhad.

Eyebrows, lleggan.

Eyelashes, fnharen.

Small hair in eyelashes, elewen.

The pupil, eribbe ; pl. iraben.

Eye-water, taheri
;
pl. tihtfretln.

Tears, imethawen.
Comer ofeye, dreg.

Ear, temazug.
Earlaps, \

Earhole, \
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Ear-wax, teltak.

Nostrils, atinsherit
;
pi. shmshar.

Nose-bone, anjur.

Mouth, em.
Lip, adalol.

Dimple over the lips, abatol-n-adalol.

Mustaches, am£ssowan.
Whiskers, ikararen.

Tonsils, izilmas.

Dimple, amader; pi, imddal.
Grain de beaute*, ahalu.

{Dog-tooth ?), taghumest.
Tooth, teeth, esen

;
pi. isinen. {Arab.)

Cheek-tooth, tar-esen.

Palate, tewallakaten.

Gum, \'
( tehamawi.

Space between the teeth, timeziyen.

Forehead, timin.

Back of the head, takardawit, terjadawit.

Crown ofhead, tekarkorit.

Temples, elekalelv.

Region near the temples, ikilmamak.
Hair of man, tegawdt.
Hair-pud, abagor.
Gray hair, tishoshoen.

Bald pate, tetarait.

Curls ofwomen's hair, tdshikkat.

Neck, eri.

Breast, tigirges.

Nipples, imgigaren.
Female breast, efef

;
pi. ifrffan.

Fullfemale breast, taguratfaft.

Heart, ulhi.

Flesh of heart, chikten.

Lung, turawen.
Spleen, tfggezan.

Liver, amalakis.
Soul, l'man.

Breath, unfas {Arab. Sem.).

Bowels, tessa.

Stomach, tabutut.

Paunch {?), abarkot.

Kidneys {?), afeddaren.

Pericardium, tekafenkafok.

Navel, tezitan.

Bones, eghas
;
pi. eghasan.

Marrow, aduf.

Nerve, arinnrin.

Blood, asheni.

Veins, azaren.

Pudenda mul, anabak.

fern., taboka.

Womb, fgillan.

Shoulder, tegirgest ;
pi tigfrgas.

Arm \
uPper, akshar.^r77

*'
\ lower, amazar.

Flesh on arm, akshal.

Armpit, tidirdagh.

Hair of the armpits, dmzudcn-n-tidirdagh.
Elbow, taghemirt

;
pi. tighamar.

Joint of hand, tesmdert.

Hand, afus.

Palm ofhand, adi'kc.

Fist, timzogot.

Finger, asukkod
;
pi. fskad.

Thumb, ikmdsh, e'gemesh.

Forefinger, asilkkod-n-atarak.

Middle finger, sikkerit benna.
Little finger, madera benna.
Nail, e'skar; pi. lskaren.

Skin on nail, tellegest
;
pi. telldgesen.

Back, aruri.

Backbone, taneshrdmi.

Ribs, irredishan.

Haunch, tasege; pi. tisscguwin.

Hind-quarters, tez.

Fat backside ofwoman, tebtflloden.

Fundament, tagheme.
Rectum, amesi.

Knee, afod.

Fetlock joint, tagar-n-afod

Lo^part of leg,^
Sole offoot, iteffar.

Heel, tauzezit.

Ankle-bone, agosh.

Toe, tinsa
;
pi. tfnsawen.

Skin, elim.

Perspiration, fmzelha.

Dirt, irda.*

Mucus ofnose, uisheran.

Spittle, tisdta.

Vomiting, ibesan.

Urine, awas.

Excrements, e'der.

of child, tarshat.

( toret.

( takharast.

Sleep, etis.

Snoring, asakhadu.
Sleeping of limbs of body, elbabe'sh.

Hunger, las. Enak ahe las, lam hungry.

Thirst, fad.

Dream, tahorget.

Fatigue, eltiddish.

Exhaustion, temankit.

Hearing, tisseli.

Seeing, ahanay.
Taste, tembe (temc/e ? yumdi, he tasted).

Life, tamuddere.
Maturity, taghad, tawad.

Virginity, talbakkart.

Death, tamantant {sic, irregular).

Burial, timmittal.

Agony, ineshan.

Health, essahat. {Arab.)

Sickness, tolhinne.

Fever, tokos.

Fart

* The d seems to have taken the place of a &
Compare irk el hdl
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(Merdr), tehanf It.

A cold, tesumde.
Catarrh, gobdrit.

Cold in the chest, ahegim.
Liver complaint, ausa.
Itch, amagheras.
Swollen belly, kikkar.

Dysentery, taghenaut.
Swollen eye, tehadadait.

Swollen face, azelalam.

(aibonen.
Worms, 4 ikanakanen.

(izoliten.

Guinea-worm, ikewen.
Syphilis, nani.

Wound, abuyi's.

Fainting, akates.

Medicine, essafar.

Purge, alawa.
Poison, essim. (Arab.)

Old age, tagerist (prop, winter).

Intellect, teite.

Intelligence, temosne.
Knowledge, ugere.

Science, tisunet.

Anxiety, terimmegh (termagha?).
Mirth, ease, tedawit.

Happiness, smile, tebegsit.

Sorrow, anasgom.
Meditation, iminduden.
Love, tarha.

Goodness, tinaharen.

Compassion, tehamnet.
Wrath, atkegh.

Baseness,

Shame (envy?), alrar. (Arab.)

Slight, insult, tezemiten.

Humbleness (shyness ?), amagewat.
Tradition, tardart (tahdart? Newman
teghdart,#..B.).

Valor, akfior.

Cowardice, amtftso.

Word, meggedhed, meggered.
Voice, arrrisli.

Eloquence, erkod.

Slowness of tongue, ti'list.

Tale, tanfost
;
pi. tmfosen.

Gossiping, tehadendan.
Business, tahore.

Thing, harret.

Object, tetuk.

The altitude,
\ ||gk

Manners, custom, alghada. (Arab.)

Tattooing, tegias.

Mark by burning on arm, tedi.

Circumcision, tamankad.
Salary, teferten.

Tribute, teusit.

Present, takot.

Government, temanokalen.
Empire, sovereignty, atkel.

Protection ifrotection,^
^ tindhar6n {goodnes8y

Imdm
> {llklZtl. (Arab.)

Peace, el muslekh. (Arab.)

Feud, agezar.

Expedition, war, egehen
; pi. fg-hanen,

t-». i, • ( anemangh.
Ftghtwg,

\ e
.

nikm^
Line of battle, afod.

Victory, sar-hu.

Attack (?), afti.

Ransom, j^g** &al/Jrab.)

Occupation, eshshughl. (Arab.)
Trade, essibbab. (Arab.)

Deposit, tagaleTet.

Profit, alfaidet. (Arab.)

j)efa
{ amaruwas (ofgoods).

1
( aserdal (of a money loan).

Wealth, money, eheri.

Expense, tettuk.

Journey, essikel.

Departure in the afternoon, ta"dwit.

Promenade (search ?), tfmak.

Stay, tardmet, taghe'met. (Arab, f)

( Terike), takasit.

Wedding, ashel nedubu.
Play, eddil.

Dance, adellul.

Danger, tamiittis.

On this road there is danger, tabarak 1i-

dagh ehe tamiittis.

Clapping ofhands, tdkast.

Snapping with the fingers, asissarake.

Humming ofwomen, tarlfllit
;
pi. tirlelak.

Great holiday, tesubbadar.

Birthday of Mohammed, ashel wa diwen
e' nebi.

Prayer, 'amiid. (Arab.)

Religious bow, edunket.
Prostration, asfjet. (Arab.)

Call to prayer, ako.

Charitu I
temaseddega. (Arab.)

tfiaiity,
\ takdt (a present).

Charity on occasion ofthe death ofa person,

tikkefren.

God's will, ftus Mesf-nak.
Divine power, egi Mesf-nak.
Divine permission (prop, supremacy, from

irna), tarna Mesf-nak.
Unity of God, tfsit.

Sorcery, asherik.

Charm, talisman, tekardi.

Talisman against wounds in battle, guruken.
Food, ashe'kshu.

Breakfast, segi'mgira.

Supper, amansi.
A drink, tesis.

Dakno (the favorite Songhay drink), tedak-
not.
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Rejira (a drink made of cheese and dates),

areire.

Common hasty pudding, asink, ashmk.
Pudding ofIndian corn, ashmk-n-saba.
Boiled rice, tarari.

Rice boiled with a profusion of butter, abi-

lold.

Rice boiled together with meat, markhfe.
Mohamsa, tekhammezin. {HalfArab.)

*» issr
Bread (takelit in Songhay), tegflle; pi. tf

gilwin.

Meat, isan.

Bit (a cut) of meat, taminket.
Megatta, a celebrated C talefakdt.

dish ofmeat, \

Dried meat, isan yekdr
White fat, tadhont.
Broth, esin.

Honey, taraut.

Milk, akh.

All sorts of milk, ekhawen.
Sweet milk, akh wa kafayen.
Scum of milk, takafit.

Cream, afarar.

Sour milk, silla.

Very sour milk, esillay isymmen.
Sour milk mixed ivith water, akraiheme

litest
Butter, lidi.

Fresh butter, tdsedut.

Cheese, chikdmaren.
Vegetable butter, bulanga.
Salt, temesit.

Salt incrustation, aharrar.

Pepper, ijekembe.
Black pepper, ill.

Cayenne pepper (zdzet e
1 sherk), tishusha-

ten.

Kamun, akamil.

Sweetmeats, tasddin.

Kola-nut, etafat goro.

Tobacco, taba.

Snuff, isarak.

Kohol, tazdlt temellelt.

Cotton strips (tdri), tabeduk.

Benige (one strip of a shirt), tasuwit
;
pi.

tisuwat.

Dress, isile.

Small shirt, rishaba.

Small white shirt, rishaba emellen.

Small black shirt, rishaba esattefen.

Shirt of divers colors, awi yawi.

Large shirt (derr'a), tekdtkat.

Checkered tobe, called filfil, or shahanye,

tekatkat tailelt.

Sort of shawl thrown over ( arasuwe.

the shoulder (feruwdl), \ tesi'ggebist.

Long, black, narrow shawl ^
wrapped round theface,

} tesifgemi'st!

Turkedi, or mdhafa, aleshuk.

Shawl of divers colors, &tel lejen tama-
wet.

Shroud, tamarzet.

Silhdm, abernush.

Caftan, tekarbas.

Buttons, ibdnien.

Trowsers, breeches, kirtebe.

Red cap, takumbut.
Girdle, timmtke.
Belt, tagebist.

Outside of shirt, afdlle-n-rishaba.

Backside of shirt, cdin rishaba.

Sleeve, shanfas.

Fringed border, tibekaukawen.
Embroidery with silk, timkarrawen.
Pocket, alshib. (Arab.)

Embroidery on the pocket, tekardi-n-alshib.

Other sort of embroidery, idigon.

A peculiar embroidery on the shoulder, til-

jam. ;

,

on the back, telejumet.

Rags, tabarde.

Small leather pocket (b4t)for tobacco, worn
round the neck, ennefe.

The covering of the same, abdshig.

Lace to support it, teulil.

Firestone, tefarraset.

Firesteel, ennefet-n-efeu.

Tinder, tasgirt.

Bowl, eben.

Tube ofa pipe, tellak.

Bonefor smoking, aduf-n-taba.

Mouthpiece,

Dirt in the pipe, tidi.

Snuffbox,
\\

a
Xttlnet.

Tweezers, irummedan.
Kohol box, akdk.
Brush for the kohol, emarruwet.
Grinding stone, tasit.

Knife, absar.

/-> ( absar-n-azarres.
uazor,

^ jginalui azurdum.
( anazemay.

Needle, < istanfos.

(elmintul. (Kd e' Suk.)

Twist, teneluk.

Scissors, timaldash.

Looking-glass, tfsit.

Key, |

t/serarift.

( asayar.

Lock, tasugfilt.

Rosary, isldanen (pi. of tasedit, a single

bean).

Pen, aranib.

Ink, aim'dde.

Paper, elkat. (Arab.)

Sheet ofpaper, taswilt.

Writing table, asellun.

Book, elkittab.

Ornament on book, tan'tten.
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Writing, akatab.
Writing with large letters, izaurawaten.

Writing with small letters,
j
j^™*tet '

Line, essudder; pi. esstfdderen. (Arab.)

Alphabet, agamek.
Single letter of alphabet, elkharf. (Arab.)
Dot on or under the letter, tidebakka.
Arm-ring worn by the men, ashebe.

Arm-ring worn by the ( ishfnkoten.

females, \ ishibga.

Foot-ring offemales, azabor.

Finger-ring, tad-hot.

Ring worn in the hair offemales, tebellau-

ten
;
pi. tubellawen.

Far-ring, tesabboten
;
pi. isaban.

Necklace, tasghalt.

String ofbeads hanging downfrom the head

of the females, tesfggort.

Khalldla, a ring used by the (Arab) females
to fasten their robe, tesakkanast.

A sort of small cover, or umbrella, worn
occasionally by females to protect the

head, ahennek.
Shoe, ebiishege

;
pi. btfshegan.

Sandal, tefedele
;
pi. tifedelen.

Weapons, tazoli.

Sword, takoba.
Long sword, ebdru.
Dagger, telak.

Long dagger, gdzema.
Sheath, titar.

Handle, a>af- (aghaf-) n-takoba.

Spear, agor.

C asgar.

I
esar.

Spear with many barbs, k&karak.
Small barbs, timsmnaren.
Barb of spear, tamaya.
Shield, aghere.

Bad sort of shield, agheressfl.

Bow, taraya.

Bowstring, asagim.
Arrow, assfrn.

Quiver, tatanghot.

Barrel ofgun, dman.
Gun, elbarud.

Pan, anabag.
Covering ofgun, dlis-n-elbarud.

Cock, astel-n-elbarud.

Bayonet, shabiile.

Ramrod, asetaktik.

Powder, dgil.

Shot, tesawai.

The sound offiring, tezaggaten.

Pistol (kabiis), temaghedart. (Arab.)

Saddle, elakif.

Tershe of the saddle, timoldash.

Saddle-cloth, elis-n-elaklf.

Girth, ashashif.

The buckle ofgirth, tawinist.

Cord in the buckle, tafillwit

Stirrup, inerkeb.

Bridlf I
aljam ' (Arab -)&mte*

\ m®>% (Awel.)

Mouthpiece, {jjg*
(Shkdla), azanis.

(Derket), simdi.

(El haske), tefarrwit.

Foot-cord, tefart.

Nose-bag, tagerik.

Spur, immi
;
pi. mimitan.

Camel-saddle, dtterik.

Small piece of leather under the saddle,

ashebdtbot.

Leather tassels ornamenting the camel-sad-

dle, aganuwen.

Head-ornament of camel, adelak.

A broad camel-saddlefor mounting, takha-
wit. (Arab.)

Camel-saddlefor luggage, artfku.

Nose-cord of ox of burden, ashau.

Saddle ofpack-ox, adafor.

Donkey-saddle, astik.

Whip, abarteg.

Stick, tabdrit.

Shepherd's hook, ajdkar.

Rope, irrivi.

Rope from dum-leaves, irrivi-n-akof.

Rope for securing the calves during the

night, asiddi.

Leather rope, aran
;
pi. eronan.

Small leather rope, tarant.

Hoe, itddimut; pi. itidimun.

Hoefor sowing, akon.
Axe, tdtale.

Hammer, afaddis.

Iron hammer, asawa.
Bellows, tashart.

Anvil, tahont.

Any sort of support whereupon to beat any
1

thing, abardsha.

Tongs, \
»'^medan.

9 7
< assessawen.

Nail, astel
;
pi istelen.

Peg, oegarar.

Iron ring, tazdbut.

Chain, tasuggenist.

Guitar, sehardenit.

Horn, tesinsak.

Drum, attibbel.

Drum-stick, itkar.

A kind offlute, ararib.

Boat, tdraft; pi. tdrefi.

Small boat, takarambet.

Polefor the boat, agit ;
pi. lgetan.

Prow of boat, akarankon.
Covering of boat, girrim tdraft.

Bench, karbindu.
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Net, t&art
;
pi. te*taren.

Large net, tdtart amakkarit.
Harpoon, zii (not prop. Temght).
Harpoon furnished with a barb, hama.
Harpoon with three orfour points, hargita
Long thin iron chain for catching fish, te-

gergerit.

Trapfor catching the gazelle, tendnbat.

( ofgrass, teselat.

Matting round the tent, tedawanet.
i atakkos.

Carpet, < ahwar.
( asuso.

Other carpet, called el getifa, tagediinfist.

Bed, asifter.

Bargo, or coarse woolen blanket, aberuk.
Pillow, adafor

;
pi. idefran.

Sort ofdiwan of reeds, tawidarat.
Portable bedstead, teshe'git.

Polesforming the teshe'git, iseguge.

Supports of tese'git, tigi'ttewen.

Mortar, tinder.

Pounder, ashakal.
Cooking-place, 6s\d.

Stonesfor cooking, ihankarayen.
Coal-pan, ferna.

Cooking-pot, telekkenit.

Water-pot for making the ablution

prayer, eben wa-n-el walla.

Water-bottle (ofgourd), akasis.

Water-skin,

Skin for victuals, anwar.
for sour milk, tanwart.

for butter, tarassalumet.

—******jass*
Small skin, tamshit.

Purse, bag, abelbot.

Bag with a separate bottom, teshelbakas.

f takiist.

Drinking vessel, < terazzut.

( arajut. (Awel.)

( tikeroast.

Copper cup, < terert-n-darur.

( ternannas.
Wooden vessel covered with leatherfor con-

taining butter, tesagenit.

Bucket, age, aja.

Large dish, watering trough, azawa; pi.

izawaten.

Funnel, asiggefi.

Spoon, tasdkalt.

Drinking spoon, asflko.

Large stirring spoon, aserwi.

Forked stickfor stirring the sour milk, efa-

ranfar.

Polefor suspending the skins of milk, tasis-

kart.

Plaited dish of straw (tebek), tisit.

Basket, faranfo.

Suniye, large basket, tasdwanit.
Large vesselfor honey, faranfaro.
Wax candle, tabdrit-n-tafetelt.

Leather tent, che;* pi. chennan.
New leather tent, e'he naina.
Leather tent, worn, ehe kit.

Middle pole, temankait
;
pi. temankayen.

The smaller poles on the two sides, tigitte-

wen.
Mope passing over the poles, aharak.
Double cord, teronin-n-ahak.

Forkedpo le,

| aser£mser£m .

Interior of tent, bilgu.

Exterior of tent, kekke.
Awe'ba, teshehat.

A particular space of the tent called gherd-
ra, taghaiit.

Tent ofcotton, ehe mellcn.

Tent-pole, agit
;
pi. fgetan.

Village oftents, encampment (rehala), ama-
zagh

;
pi. imezaghen.

Place offormer encampment, ti'mshagh.

Hurdle
) °-CT

le
'

d
r
gin

/ m
j ofsheep, afarak-n-ulli.

Place ofpasturage, amadol.
House, tarasham

;
pi. tarishmen.

Court-yard, ammas-n-ehe.
room, tikrurien.

Staircase, {
ibtalen-n-soro._

7
( isiwiwan-n-soro.

Terrace, afelle-n-tarashamt.

Ceiling, iwursakka.
Store-room, teshka.f
Water-closet, ide'r-n-aha.

Wall of court-yard, aralle.

Door, tifalwat
;
pi. ehe'nnan.

Window, inabagen tarashamt.
Hut, e'he

;
pi. ehe'nnan.

Hamlet (adabay), tadabay.
Town, agherim

;
pi. lghirman.

Town wall, aghaddv.
Street (trjerit; pi. tijeraten), tesharrot.

Market, ewuit.

Shop (ten da), bugo
;
pi. bugoten.

Mosque, tamizgida.

Nave of mosque, assaf
;
pi. assafen.

Tower of mosque, soro-n-tamizgida.
Place of meeting, reme-n-meden.
Tomb, asikke (azikke, Kabail).

Place, dihal (?).

Region, eljihalet.

Ar>a7c 5 terammert.*n(JL6
' hidinnekt; pi tidi'nnek.

Cowry, tamgellit
;
pi. timgel.

This word is mentioned by E'bn Haukal in
the tenth century, as meaning a Berber encamp-
ment. Journ. /siat., 1842, vol. i., p. 40.

t A station on the road to Andaghost was called
by this name. El Bekrj, p. 157.

Compare Capt Lyon'B Travels, p. 315.—H.B.
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Caravan (akabar
;
pi. akwabfr), terrekeft

(rekeba)
}
pi. ike'beran.

Provisions, azad. {Arab.)
Luggage, flala.

Merchandise, ashed (?).

Packet, ghadi'le.

Calico (shigge), masr.
Figured cotton, talazi'ggi {formedfrom the

word shigge).

Silk, el khan'r. (Arab.)
Atlas, bimbirri.

Sword-cord (el hamfle), el mejdifl. {Arab.)
Bed cloth, elbush.

Cotton, takerokerit.

Bullock's leather, ered.

Spices, adiiwa ze'den.

Elghdlie, tfltek.

Beads, timarrowani.

temsarakat.

Silver, azeref.

Gold, liragh.

Copper, dartfgh.

Lead, tezawaten.

Solder (tezemimet), ahellun.

Iron-thread, ftali.

Ivory, tusk of elephant, teshdlat-n-elu.

Ostrichfeathers, tesaggadcn-n-ennehe.
Gum, taintfst.

Wax, dkese.

Price, em.
Yard, agel (aghel ? arm ?).

Fathom, tihid. A measure offour fath-
oms, akos £t-hid.

A mouthful, te'hak.

A quantity that may be taken by two fin-
gers, takedimmit.

A handful, tagebuzzit.

What may be grasped by an outspread
hand, te'bart.

What may be grasped by both hands, ibsu-

TI-IE STORY OF THE PRODIGAL SON IN TEMA'SHIGHT.

(Luke xv., 11.)

Tanfost : Aliad enne makhshat n ehen.
Tale : The youth who (was) wasteful of substance.

11. Kalay illen awadem l'yen ilaroris, ile essin iliaden. 12. Inne aw entukke
Once was a man one having children, having two youths. Said the younger

n dersen y obannis : Ikfahi adegger-eni dare eheri wa n nek. Yenker tesan,
of them to his father : Give me my portion (?) of the substance which (is) thine. Arose their sire,

yezon geresan eherinnis. 13. Har darretadi s eshilan madroini, yenker
weighed out between them his substance. Until afterwards in days a few, aroBe

aliad ennin, yessinte eherinnis ike'tenes isokal yikka akal fyen ogugen

;

son younger (?) gathered (?) his substance all of it, returned passed (to) land one distant;

yekim dars ; ekhshet eherinnis ger tideden. 14. Darret dkhashat-n-eherinnis,
dwelt in it ; wasted his substance among women. After the wasting" of his substance,

azuet tetuk egel ghalle dar akal fdagh : ebhas harret. 15. Enker yikka
a heavy thing bread (?) dearth in land that : failed ? to him a thing. He arose passed (to)

halis iyen, isufure imannis ghoris dar agherim idagh : hak irdemas shek&rash
man one, hired himself to him in district that: he took ? sent ? him (to) field

enis, edanas immenas enis. 16. Hun tulis oles war iksha, asal alan-n-
of him, he fed for him his camels. But again ? he ate not, 8ave leaves of

ehishkan wuidagh taten imm6nas. 17. Enta isiggere dar imannis, inne ye
bushes which eat camels. He contemplated in his soul, said to

imannis : Nek, obani ille 'klan agoteni ; eretuse* daghsen ila wa
his soul : As for me, my father (is) having servants many ; each of them having what

ikshe : hun nek amaradagh enakahe las ; beh&he harret (or igafeTli khor ez
he eats : but I now kills me famine ; fails (?) to me a thing,

ze'men). 18. Amaradagh, t&t&r&gh denkar(agh) geligh gher obanin(i), ahas
Instantly I will Beek (that I) arise, I go toward my father, I may

innegh: Obani, nek ege^ irk harret gerit Mesmak gerit ke. 19. Nek
to him say : My father, I have done evil thing between? our God, between thee. I

war issimmemahala^A damusa^A aliad innek. Amaradagh! ag&he ghss dar
not am worthy I be called Bon of thee. Now 1 make me only in

13. Tideden, women, may seem to mean
J

14. TegeUt, is a loaf: qu. egel. bread? 1
IT. Amaradar, or amar adagh of vv. 18,

"this time."
19. Damu8agh= ad-amu8-agh. The root amus seems to represent ism (name), of Arabic, which

is also used as substantive.

enni of Kab., " that time," or
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ikfilannak. 20. Hun inker, dse as obanis. Obanis yenhet har agiidcyugig;
thy servants. But he arose, came to(?) his father. Ilia father saw him until very far

;

cgas tehaninet ghas; yushel sirs ghas; yudar fel erinnis, *ahas
made for him mercy only ; hastened upon him only ; fell upon his neck, that to him

i-timullut. 21. Hun innas roris : Obani, hun nek cgegh irk-n-harret
Tie-ma?/ kiss ? But said to him his child : My father, but 1 have done evil of thing

gerit Mesmak ed ke dar tub's. Hun amaradagh nek war issimmah&lapA
between our God and thee in repetition. But now I not am worthy

damusa^ aliad innak: atafahi, udef ijel ikelannak. 22. Inne tis y
I be called son of thee : take me, (like one of?) thy servants. Said his-sire to

ikfilannis: ^hauyet tekatkat tehosken, selsem-as-tet
;

tauyem tathod
his servants : Ho 1 bring-ye a robe beautiful, ye have clad to him it; Ye have brought a ring

tehosken, tegem-as-tet degh asukkot enis
;

tejimas bushegan
beautiful, ye-have-made-to-him-ft on finger of him; ye-have-made-to-him shoes

ihdskatnen &Qgh fteTrannis. 23. Et wuayamas ahSdel eddenn
beautiful on feet of him. Ye have brought for him calf fat

ta^Aere'samas, tekenfamas adenekshit ne'llewa*. 24. Mashan rdri

(that) ye butcher for him, ye roast for him, (that) we eat it (and) be merry. Because my child

yemmut, tuh's ahone : abat, nolis tehanait. Entenet fllewen
was dead, again (is) alive ? he was lost, we have repeated a finding. They rejoiced

imanassen. 25. Ewa amakar ennis ihe shekarash-n-issen ekanneten,
their soul. He who (was) the elder (son) of him fields of them to work them

har iggel eliennis, har ennChas e'he n tis, isle ami'sli n tesinsan
until he went (to) hia tent, until he approached tent of his-sire, he heard a hearing of cymbals?

d aranib de te'khast. 2G. E^A&re iyen dar ik£lan, isi'sten-t, innas:
and timbrels? and dancing? He called one of the servants, asked-him said to him:

Wadagh mamus ? 27. Innas ak&i : Amadarainek adosem* tik

;

This what-is-it ? Said to him the servant : Thy younger (brother) arrives (to) thy sire

;

tik e^Aerisas aliSdel iddCrin, fel amoye n amdkes enis,
thy sire has-butchered-for him calf fat upon cause (?) of meeting of him,

en tadro enis sel-rafiet. 28. Iggish atkar [atkahh] amakar enis, yunge
of receiving (?) of him in safety. Entered anger elder (brother) of him, he refused(?)

adfggesh ehe n tis. I^mat obannis e'hennis, erarit.
he should enter tent of his sire. Came-out his father (from) his tent, entreated (?) him.

29. Isdkalas metered, inne ye obannis: Enhe, logh aiitian agdteni nek
He returned to him harangue, he said to his father : See, I am (?) years many I

these ?

Madama^Aak : k&la war ikAshe agh ulhi n nek : hun kay kala war tiklahi shel
have served thee : oncc-not I have wasted heart of thee : but thou once not givest me day

iyen ta^Aat iyet, sagarrassa^A, hana^A-teslawit, nek d ilhidaweni.
one she-goat one I caused to butcher, (that) thou to us cause to rejoice, me and my friends.

30. Hun aliad innek wada^A, awayikhshet eheri-n-nek ike'tenes ger deden,
But son of thee this, who wasted" substance of thee all of it among loves (?),

te'zar fkal, te#Aarassas 6h6del eddenn. 31. Innas tis

:

the afternoon he came, thou hast butchered for him calf fat. Said to him his sire :

Ke tekeme den sedes-en(i) harkuk ; ehen ni ike'fenes eheri-n-nek. 32.
Thou dwellest with me at side of me always ; my substance all of it (is) thy substance.

Mashan essimmemehel ahas-nigge tarha-n-nis asemusi'nten fel tamusne
Because it is worthy (that) to him we make joy of him because from ? upon the-name

innit enta amadaray - innek wa indurren yamut tuli's fdar; abat,
of-this-that he thy-younger (brother) the little (one) was dead again lives ; was lost,

nenhet.
we have found him.

* 20. Or, ahaz itimullut, he approached for the kiss. Timullut is a substantive elsewhere.
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APPENDIX XIV.
EL BAKA'Y'S LETTER OP RECOMMENDATION.

TRANSLATED BY DR. NICHOLSON.

In a preface in rhymed prose, Ah'med el Bakay, having enumerated ten genera-
tions of his ancestors, addresses his letter to all into whose hands it should fall, of
his brethren and friends among the Arabs, the Tawarek, the Fullan, and the Su-
dan, in the land of El Islam, and especially in the land of A'la Eddi'ye, the noblest

of the sons of 'Abdallah and 'Othman the Imam, among whom the Imam 'Ah' ben
Mohammed Bello is distinguished

;
next, to those in the land of the faithful and

humane, his brethren of the people of Bornu, and especially their excellent Sheikh
'Omar

;
and, lastly, to all Moslims in the land. He then enters on his subject of

recommending to them the Christian traveler in the following terms

:

"Our and your guest, 'Abd el Kerfm Barth, the English Christian, has visited

us from your part, and we honored him suitably, and were not wanting to him in

any thing, and befriended him openly and privately, and defended him from no-
madic wanderers and settlers, until we restored him to you in safety, just as he
came from you in respect. Now there is no fault to find with our present reception
of him, nor with your treatment of him in time past ; for the guest of the munifi-
cent is munificently treated, and injury to the good is forbidden ; and it is the na-
ture of the good and pure to be helpful, just as malice is the disposition of the
wicked; and kind acts and intentions are acceptable both to men and to God.
But you require to be urgently admonished to treat our and your guest with honor,
beneficence, and equity. And do not be deluded by those who say, * Behold, he is

a Christian ! let no kindness be shown to him ! let it be counted acceptable to God
to hurt him !' For such sentiments are contrary to the Kuran and the Sunna, and
are repudiated by men of intelligence. It is written, * God does not forbid your
showing kindness and equity to those who do not wage war with you on account of

your religion, nor expel you from your abodes, for God loves the equitable.'* And
God says (in reply to those who say 'we are not bound to deal equitably with the

heathen'), 1 Nay, with whoever is faithful to his pledges, and fears God, for God
loves those that fear him.'t And we have heard from the saints about the dispo-

sitions of the prophets, and their inculcation of beneficence to all men. The Prophet
used to say, ' Whenever honorable persons come to you, receive them with honor;'

and he used to show respect to all that came to him, whether they were Moslims,

or Kitabit,t or infidels. And he gave injunctions concerning those among them
who were on terms of compact, and those who were on terms of tribute ; so that he
said, * Whoever kills a companion^ shall not smell the odor of Paradise ; and its

odor can be perceived at a distance of 500 years' journey.' And his forefather,

Abraham, was kind to every body, so that God mentions him in his book with ref-

erence to his generous conduct to guests, and extols his mildness in his altercation

with the angels sent on account of the unbelievers ; for he says, * He disputed with

us about the people of Lot; lo ! Abraham is humane. '|| And an embassy from the

Christians of Najran came to the prophet, and he received them with honor, and
did them justice, as it was his disposition and his custom to do ; then he made a
treaty with them on terms of tribute, and did not molest them or their religion after

he had invited them to accept El Islam, and they had received his missives ; and
he kept faith with them. This, too, was the way he treated the Jews of Medina,
before he went to war with them. Thus God says, * Thou wilt not cease to dis-

cover deceivers among them, with few exceptions ; but forgive them, and pardon
them, for God loves the beneficent. 'f And they used to salute him by saying,
' Assildm 'alaika /'** with Kesra of the Sin ; but he used to make no other answer
but 'And on you !' At last 'Ai'sha observed it, and reproached them, and cursed

them; but he reproved her. So she said, 'Did you not hear what they said?'

* Sur., lx., 9. t Sur., Hi., 69. t i. e. People of the Book, Jews or Christians.

§ jJL\xsi> II Sur., xi.,7T. 1 Sur., v., 16.

** The name of some bitter tree. This story is told in Miehkut el Masfibib, vol. ii., p. 394; but

assdm {destruction) in the word there used.
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And he replied, 4 But did not you hear how I returned their salutation? Now
what I wished them will be granted, but what they wished me will not be granted.'
And it was only as respects the enemies of God—persons fighting against God and
his prophet, and waging war with the adherents of El Islam for the sake of their
religion—that the prophet forbids what he forbade as to this mode of treatment.
"
T "

"~
1

' "
~

1

"

1

'

' ' "
' ' Lte the

has a
; day a man of the Fullan, of the Fullan of

the West, who pretended to be learned, but who had no learning, who said to me,
'Does not God say, " You will not find any people who believe in God and the last

day, loving those who resist God and his prophet, "f (and the rest of that verse), and
yet you love this Christian unbeliever?' I replied, 'Do not you, too, obey this other
word of God ? *

' God does not forbid you to show kindness and equity to those who
have not borne arms against you on account of religion, and have not expelled you
from your dwellings, for God loves those that deal justly ; God only forbids your
being friends with those who bore arms against you for the sake of religion, and
who expelled you from your abode, or who aided in expelling you." '£ Then he
held his tongue. So I said to him, 4 Speak ! Do you think that one of these verses

abrogates the other ? If so, you lie, and are made a liar. Or do you think that

one is contradictory to the other, and that the contradiction is in the mind of God?
If so, you are a fool, and are made a fool of, and lead astray and are led astray.

Or do you believe part of the book and disbelieve a part? If so, you are one of those

of whom it is said, uDo ye believe one part of the book and disbelieve the other ?"§
If so, you are an unbeliever crying out against unbelief. ' Then he asked me to ex-
plain to him. So I said, 1 Let it suffice you as to this mystery and difficulty, that

your head is sprinkled with gray, but that you are ignorant of the book of your Lord
which has been revealed to you, and about the Sunna of your Prophet ; for the ordi-

nance about the hostile unbelievcr|| and the believer who is not hostile, is Avell known
in the book and in the Sunna. As for the unbeliever who is not hostile, there is no
prohibition to treat him kindly, whereas to deal justly with him is a positive duty. As
for the hostile one, nothing is said about his being treated with kindness, therefore

kindness to him is not expressly enjoined ; but God has only prohibited friendship

with him in preference to Moslims, or helping him against Moslims. But kindness
and equity toward an unbeliever who is not hostile is manifestly lawful ; whereas
friendship with a hostile unbeliever is expressly unlawful, and kindness and equity

toward him are among doubtful duties ; and the unbelievers who are hostile, or hin-

derers, or contumacious belong to one class, and are subject to one ordinance, and
with such, affection—whatever belongs to intimate friendship—is forbidden. This
is the law with regard to unbelievers. As for Kitabis, they are under special laws,

whether they be hostile, or under covenant of peace, or under tribute, We may
marry the Kitabis of any description. Now, if any one asserts that it is not lawful

to show kindness to a Kitabi, let him tell me what he would do with a Kitabi wife,

seeing that God has commanded us to treat our wives with kindness and beneficence,

and the Prophet has enjoined it. Therefore, if this were true with regard to the

Kitabi wife of a Moslim, there would be absolutely no difference but that of sex be-

tween her and her father and brothers ; so that whatever kindness and beneficence

are due to his wife, the daughter of his connections by marriage, are undoubtedly

due to those connections themselves. And the Emir of Masina the Fullani spoke,

to me both ignorantly and inhumanely about this Englishman, and insisted on ab-

surd and frivolous postulates. And he—nay, his doctors, without learning, piety,

or religion—adduced as evidence certain verses from the book of God which were

revealed about hypocrites, about 'Abdallah ben Obbai E'bn Salul^[ and his compeers,

and they disgraced themselves by the display of their ignorance of the Kuran and

Sunna. Nay, they could not adduce a single word out of the Sunna, nor a sentence

from the Canon Law,** which is their learning, notwithstanding their ignorance of

it! Since they did not find either in the Sunna or Canon Law any thing that

agrees with their aims, but only what is merely contrary to them, they had recourse

to the Kuran, and they perverted it violently, iniquitously, ignorantly, carelessly,

• Sur., ix., U. t Sur., lviii., 22. t Sur., lx„ 8. § Sur., iL, 79.

! '
. *j\<<\ a

- H Tbie is a noted pcraonage io the Kuran, •*
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derisively, and sportively. But woe unto them for what their hands have written ! and
woe unto them for the reward they will reap

j
Among what I said to them was this :

If what you aim at were a part of the Mohammedan religion, either theoretically
or practically, I would have outrun you in receiving it, and Khalil ben 'Abdallah
and 'Othman ben Mohammed Bello, the two descendants of Fodiye, would have
outrun you

;
nay, the great Sultan, our lord Abd e' Rahman, the son of your lord,

Hisham, and the Khakan of the two lands and seas, the Sultan 'Abd el Mejfd, the
son of the Sultan Mahmu"d, the son of the Sultan 'Abd el Hamid, would have an-
ticipated you. As for your postulate, * that you have inherited the duty of doing
battle with the infidels and of hating them from the time of our fathers and grand-
fathers, we are more nearly related to them than you, for you have no ancestry in it,

since you have only adopted your present opinions about thirty years ago, and a man
only inherits from his father and grandfather. Whose guest is this Christian ? And
again, in whose alliance and safe-conduct is this Christian ? He is the guest and
protege of the Sultan of the Faithful, 'Abd el Mejid, and of the Imam of the Mos-
lims, our lord 'Abd e' Rahman. Lo ! he inherited the duty of warring with the in-

fidels from his fathers and grandfathers ; and he possesses his religion from the ear-
liest of the fathers, from the time of the prophets. But as for the people of Niikku-
ma,f they have neither religion, nor learning, nor understanding, nor humanity.
What then gives them any superiority or pre-eminence over those eminent persons,

seeing that they are the tail of mankind, living in the tail of the world, and that, up
to this date, the invitation of the Sunna and of indispensable dutiesj has not reached
them? But there is no need to dilate on what they say in their perversity, nor on
what is said to them in disputation. The main thing is that you should know, O
you body of believers, that God has sent us prophets with His book and His ordi-

nances, and has elucidated them and made them plain, and that whoever wishes to

add to them in what He has enjoined is accursed and cast out, and whoever dimin-
ishes aught therefrom is condemned and punished. Therefore treat the Moslim
according to the treatment ordered for him in the book of God and in the Sunna
of the Prophet, whether the Moslim be an upright or a careless one ; treat the Ki-
t£bis as they are to be treated, whether they be hostile, or under compact, or under
tribute ; and treat the Infidel generally as he is to be treated, whether he be hostile

or not hostile :
1 For all are His servants ; His will is irresistible by them ; His or-

dinance sticks close to them ; His knowledge comprehends them.'§ Whoever treats

these different classes with any other treatment than what He has appointed errs in

his judgment and is wicked. And this Christian is to-day the guest of the Mos-
lims, under their protection, their covenant, and safe-conduct. No Moslim can
lawfully hurt him. On the contrary, to injure him is a burning shame. Nay, he
has the rights of a guest, for the guest of the munificent is munificently treated

;

and every believer is munificent, and every hypocrite is sordid. And does that mu-
nificence which is not imprinted in the disposition make a believer ? The recom-
pense of kindness is by kindness, in imitation of the character of the merciful Lord.

God says, 'Is ther,e any recompense of kindness except kindness?' II And behold!
this man's nation, the English, have done us services which are neither doubted or

denied : which are their friendship to our brethren the Moslims, and their sincerity

to them, and their cordiality with them, and their helpfulness to our two Sultans,

Abd e' Rahman and 'Abd el Mcji'd. This is publicly known and acknowledged
about the English. It is, therefore, our right and duty to show gratitude for their

kindness, and to strengthen whatever covenant and confidence there is between us
and them. And I apply this to you, my brethren. Therefore whoever belongs to

the jurisdiction of our Tawarek, the people of Karidenne, the kingdom of Alktfttabu

ben Kawa ben Imma ben Ig e' Sheikh ben Karidenne, and then whoever is behind
them ofmy companions and friends, Dinnik, the kingdom of my brother, and nephew,
and pupil, Musa ben Bodhal ben Katim then those behind them of our partisans

the people of Air the Kel-geres and the Ke'1-owi ; then our darlings, Ala Fodiye,

their learned men, the intelligent and humane, who have the ordinances and the

right of decision, on them be my salutation and el Islam ! the people of the Imam,

• That is, m ain principle on which you base your wish to hurt a Christian ; or it means pretense.

t That, is, the Fulbe of Mfisina. About Nukkuraa, or Xukuma, see the note, ante, p. 708.

§ This passage rhymes in the original, and seemB to be quoted from some familiar source, but it is

not in the Kurtm. U Sur., lv., 60. IT See about the Dinnik, p. 721



the high-minded, the son of Bello, the Imam ben 'Othman, the perfect. Tor, lo !

my guest is a guest of theirs, who -has nothing to fear from them, since they profess

obedience to God,* and know that he protects the ordinances. And especially, as

their lord, the Imam Mohammed Bello—God favor him !—said to me, and wrote
to me with his own hand, that he and his kingdom were at my disposal so long as

it was strung on his string ;f therefore I have authority, and I admonish you about
my and your guest, indeed about whatever Englishman shall come after him,
whether he come to me, or pass near you, or abide among you for a time and then
return. And what I demand and charge you, the same injunction I lay upon my
brethren (though I have not seen them with my eyes, I have seen them by my faith,

and I count kindred with them by the ties of religion), the people of Bornu, especially

the Sheikh 'Omar ben Mohammed, the Emir, the Just. Then let not that which
is dreaded hinder you.J Lo! he is a distinguished man among the Christians.

§

However there are between us and them such protectors of El Islam and cham-
pions|| of the peoples (the Christians), that if they break through them to get at us,

and attack us, there is no good of life, and no sufficiency in a host. But God is*

our reliance : surely He outwits every deceiver, betrays every traitor, and makes
every unbeliever a liar ; for he says in his book, to us and to His Prophet, 4 God is

your stay, and those of the believers that follow you.'^[ 4 If they try to deceive you,

then God is your support. It is He that has strengthened you with His help, and
with the faithful, and has united their hearts.'** It is then by the religion of

God that we are exalted and are victorious. Religion is weak only through its

professors.ff The blessing of the Book of God and the blessing of His Prophet be

on us and with us. So let not fear seize any Moslim that they should deceive him
and cheat him, on the ground that there is rebellion against the cause of God
among them, and that the Sunna of His Prophet is violated among them. And
whatever there is of slaughter and battle with him, let him suppress it for its day;
for the weakest of men in sense, and the mightiest of them in ignorance, is he who
rushes to evil when its season has not come, and who is no match for it on the day
when it arrives. And as for me, brethren, I have written for the Englishman spe-

cially a general safe-conduct, in which I have included every one in my land, and
have added thereto your land, in reliance on your religion and your sure con-
viction, and in dependence on your intelligence and humanity. Do you then
write for him as I have written, on the condition of our being subject to our
Imam, our Lord 'Abel e' Rahman, and our Sultan, 'Abd el Mejid ; and be not

like the people of Nukkuma, for they are like the deaf and dumb, since they are of-

fensive to me. Lo ! I love my guest the Christian. Be careful that he be not hin-

dered in any thing ; for the Prophet used to love the Kuraish, in spite of their un-
belief in him and their hostility to him. God says, * There has come to you a Proph-
et from yourselves

;
grievous to him is your wickedness ; he is anxious about you. 'ft

And he said to him, * Thou wilt not direct whomsoever thou lovest.'§§ And he used

to love his uncles, and to delight in their conversion to El Islam, especially A'bu
Taleb

;
except that he knew the decrees of God about the community, and was li-

able to them together with the community. The most ignorant of men is he who
is ignorant of the Book of his Lord and the Sunna of His Prophet, so that he li-

censes for himself what is unlawful, and forbids what is lawful, and draws near to

Him with that which removes him to a distance from Him, and keeps aloof from
that which brings him near to Him, who fancies that he does well as to his actions

while he does evil as to what is enjoined. God is not worshiped by any act (or rite)

but what He has ordered, and is not approached by a worshiper that he should re-

mit any thing but what is remitted. Now salutation is what is reiterated to you,

and honor is what is wished to you. Farewell."

* d£La <J U. t ^J^^J

X Le., be not deterred by fear. § ^Jtf$ <L)\

J El Bakuy means the Emperor of Morocco and the Sultan. IT Sur., viii., 65.

" Sur., viii., 64. tt 4&3 ^ ^j jj) tm&*4 ^M' tt Sur., ix., 129.

§5 Sur.,xxviii.,56.
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APPENDIX XV.
CHIEF TOWNS AND RESIDENCES OF THE INDEPENDENT SONGHAY BETWEEN

THE NIGER AND MY ROUTE BY YA'GHA AND LIBTA'KO.

Kulman, a large place, the name of which has already become known in Europe
through the information of other travelers, in consequence of its great importance as
a well-inhabited strong town, as also as a frequented market. The chief part of the
inhabitants belong to the tribe of the Kdize', with the chief (koy) Fom, the son of A'r-
kosu (A'rkostf izze), or, as the Tawarek call him, ag A'rkostf. It may now be laid
down in the map with tolerable accuracy, being said to be distant from Tongi (see

p. 499) thirty miles to the west.
' Tera, the town mentioned already by A'hmed Baba, said to be even larger than
Kulman, and the very largest of the ksiir of the free Songhay, equaling the city of
Timbuktu in size, four days from Tongi S.W., two from Ddre E.N.E. The inhab-
itants wear their hair in long tresses, and possess a good many horses

;
they are

totally independent.

Darghol, residence of the Songhay princes, the descendants of the A'skfa or Sfk-
kia, the chief ofwhom at the present day is Koy Kalmia ; the inhabitants very war-
like, armed with shield, spear, and sword, like the Tawarek. But the energy of
these Songhay is counterpoised and baffled by the disunion which prevails among
themselves, the inhabitants of Darghol waging war with those of Tera, who do not
acknowledge their supremacy. The position of this important town, I am sorry to

say, I am not able to determine even approximately. It is veiy desirable that a
European traveler should explore this whole region.

The most important of the other towns of the Songhay are : Kosa
;
Takala, ruled

by Hawa, a woman (even in Timbuktu, before the conquest of the town by the
Fulbe, a woman is said to have exercised the chief influence)

;
Dordgun ; Kanse-

ka-koira, Bdkar-koira (both called after their chiefs)
;
Kiirchi, with the chief Hem-

ma; Tezi; GdrOshi; Karta; Kakaru, or Bambelokoire (called from the chief,

Bambelo ; a powerful community, dominating the neighboring towns and villages)

;

Bangum; Keregu; Fdmbiten, with the chief Hamma Fdmbit
;
KanfuK; Hamma-

koire
;
Syrbi ; Larba (the town mentioned in a preceding part of this volume, said

to be as large as Say, with which and Tamkala it was intimately allied at the time
of the rising of the Reformer 'Othman, and offered the most determined resistance)

\

Sffada, Bargul; Kasanni; Alikdnchi; Garubanda; Kongozekoire
;
Wozebango;

S£tumen; Wdsolo; Badduleji; BarrobdnghaJa ; Kalobanda.
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APPENDIX XVI.

FRAGMENTS OF A METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER.

Date.
Hour of the

Day.

Dec. in

scale ol

Fah.
Remarks. Date.

Hour of the
Day.

Deg. in

scale of

Fah.
Remarks.

1852. 1852.
I

Nov. Dec.
25 sunrise. 41 Outside Ktikawa at 24 sunrise. 55

the village Kali- 25 sunrise.

1.30 P.M. 91 luwa. 1.30 P.M. 78

27 sunrise. 50 26 sunset. 72
Sky all this timesunset. 74 27-31 No obsv'n.

28 sunrise. 52 cloudy.

1.15 P.M. 91 1853.

sunset. 81 Jan.
29 sunrise. 64 1 sunset. 73

1.30 93 2 sunrise. 55

sunset. 81 3-10 No obsv'n.
Fine morning.30 sunrise. 58-5 11 1.30 P.M. 85

Dec. 12 sunrise. 56 Fine morning.

1 sunrise. 57-5 1^0 P.M. 87-5

Strong wind.2.0 P.M. 87 13 sunrise. 54

sunset. 77 2.0 P.M. 75
2 sunrise. 59 14 sunrise. 54

sunset. 75 1.30 P.M. 76

3 sunrise. 52 15 sunrise. 51
2.0 P.M. 88 Heavy E. gale.

16
1.30 P.M. 76

4 sunrise. 51 sunrise. 55
1.0 P.M. 88 17 sunrise. 57

sunset. 77 1.30 P.M. 77

5 sunrise. 47 18 sunrise. 55
1.30 P.M. 94 1.30 P.M. 77
sunset. 82'3 19 sunrise. 57

6 No obsv'n. 2.0 P.M. 80
7 1.30 P.M. 81-2 sunset. 71-5

sunset. 70'2 20 sunrise. 56-5

8 sunrise. 52 Heavy northerly
gale.

21 2.0 P.M 86
Cold wind.22 sunrise. 56

sunset. 69-5 2.0 P.M. 75

9 sunrise. 48 23 sunrise. 47'2

2.0 P.M. 82-5 1.30 P.M. 75
sunset. 75 24 sunrise. 50-4

10 sunrise. 56 Foggy in the morn- 2.0 P.M. 80-2

ing. 25 sunrise. 50

sunset. 73-5 1.45 P.M. 85-7 Fine day.
11 sunrise. 54 26 sunrise. 48-5

sunset. 75 1.45 P.M. 85-2

12 sunrise. 53 07Ll sunrise. Ol 0

sunset. 72-5 1.50 P.M. 89-4

13 1.20 P.M. 84 28 sunrise. 59*6

14 1.45 P.M. 83 1.45 P.M. 89-5

15 sunrise. 57 29,30 No obsv'n.

1.30 P.M. 81 31 sunset. 75

sunset. 76 Feb.
59'516 1.30 P.M. 83 sunrise.

sunset. 72-30 i sunrise. 58-60

17,18 No obsv'n. 1.30 P.M. 90

.
19 1.30 P.M. 81 24 | sunset. 76

In the evening heat-sunset. 73 25

20 sunrise. 50 lightning toward

21 sunrise. 52 Cold N.E. gale; the N.
very heavy. 26 Cloud}-, the sun shin-

1.40 P.M. 77 ing forth at times;

22 sunrise. 40 Veo* cold, but no in the afternoon

wind. the whole sky to-

23 Foggy morning. ward the S. over-

Vol. III.—C c c
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Hour of the
Day.

Deg. in

scale of

Fah.
Remarks. HoW the 3fc 5

Dfty- Fah.
Remarks.

1.15 P.M.
1.30 P.M.
sunrise.

sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

1.30 P.M.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunset.

1.15 P.M.
sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
1.30 P.M.
1.15 P.M.
No obsv'n.

3.0 P.M.
3.0 P.M.
sunrise,

sunrise.

2.15 P.M.
5.30 P.M.

No obsv'n.

8.0 ' P.M.

95
96
66
85
75
97
92

72
92

70
92
70
88
72
96
72
96*5
91*5

72
98*3

75
99
92
72
98-5

92
90
101
74
106
103-5

100-5

100
103
79-5

81
103-5

cast with thick

clouds ; in the
evening cool and
fresh as if after a

rain. Heat-light-
ning.

Windy.

Cloudy; heavy gale.

Clear.

The evening and the
following night
very sultry.

The whole -.day hea-
vy gale.

Weather clear.

Fine morning.

Fine morning.

Very fine morning.

Heavy gale, s

thickly overcast";

no rain with us,

but heat - light-

ning.

Sk)T thickly over-

cast ; thunder-

storm the follow-

ing night, but no,

rain.
1

Sk}' thickly over-

cast in the mora- 1

ing; a few drops
of rain.

(Some rain early in

the morning.)

1853.

April
4

20
21

22

23
24

25

26

1.30 P.M.

sunset,

sunrise.

1.30 P.M.

sunrise.

1.30 P.M.

sunset,

sunrise.

sunset,

sunrise.

1.30 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

1.30 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

1.30

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
2.45
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.

sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

(94)

104.5

80
70

(95)
105-7

71-3

(95)
105-7

94
77-5

90
72
105-7

89
68
106

89
70
105
85
64
106
108
66
109
90
77

107-5
110
93
77-4

108
95
81
110-5

72
110-5

93
77
108-5

94
80
106-5

93

79
103
98
78
102

95
78
106-5

93

82
106
96
81-7

In the cool hall of a
clay house.

In shade outside.

Strong wind.

Sky toward the W.
overcast with
clouds.

4.30 P.M. a few
drops of rain.

Sky overcast.

2.0 P.M. 106

Cloudy in the after-

noon.

Sky overcast.

Thunder - clouds

from east, only a
few drops of rain

;

heat-lightning.
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Date.
Hour yl tlie

Day

Lien.

soalo of

Fiih.

1853,

April
26
57

28

29

30

May
1

10

11

Remarks.

12

sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M,
sunset.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M

sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.

sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.

sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M,
sunset.

2.0 P.M.
No obsv'n.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M

95
82
110

97
110
98
83
98-5

85
110

92

82
109
97

80
106
98
82
109

108

98
81'5

105

97
83
106

98

77

101

80
109
95
84
105

102

1853.

May
13

82-5

104
86

76
103

In the afternoon a

thunder - storm
rose from the E.

5.15 P.M. heavy
gale and a little

rain.

During the night
heavy wind, but
no rain.

During the night
wind, heat-light-

ning.

In the afternoon

sky cloud}' ; in

the evening heat-

lightning.

Sk)r overcast and
cloudy, but no
rain.

9 o'clock P.M. all on
a sudden, a heavy
shower, lasting

about one hour.

Air refreshed ; win-
dy.

No rain.

A most oppressive

and disagreeable

evening.

About sunset thun-
der-storm from the

N.
;
good fall of

rain lasting about
one hour, refresh-

ing the air.

20

23

Hour of tho
Day.

Dep. in

scale of

sunset,

sunrise.

No obsv'n.

sunrise.

sunset.

sunrise.

No obsv'n.

2.0 P.M.

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

99

96-5

75

80'5

93

79

104

Remarks.

sunset. 92-3
i
j

sunrise. 80*5

sunrise.
On T> TVTZ.U Jr.lYL.

i no

sunset. no

sunrise. OZ 0

2.0 P.M. 104
4.0 P.M. 99

5.0 P.M. 79
sunrise. io

2.0 P.M. 95
sunset. 88
sunrise. 78*5

2.0 P.M. 107

sunset. 92
sunrise. 77-5

2.0 P.M. 96
sunset. 89
sunrise. 78

sunset. 84
sunrise. 79
sunset. 90-5

sunrise. 80
2.0 P.M. 94-4

sunset. 82-4

sunrise. 75

sunset. 89-5

sunrise. 79-5

2.0 P.M. 99

In the afternoon
thunder - storm
with very heavy
rain.

In the afternoon
clouds.

Clouds toward the S.

(Gando.)
Fine cool morning;

in the afternoon
thunder - storm,

but no rain.

a the afternoon
thunder - storm
from the N. ; aft-

er sunset a slight

shower with us,

lasting about half

an hour.

der - storm from
the N. with mod-
erate rain about 5

o'clock.

A slight fall in the
morning; cloudy.

About 4 P.M. thun-
der-storm in the S.

Early in the morn-
ing a few drops
of rain.

Early in the morn-
ing a slight thun-
der-storm with a

little rain ; the

whole day sky
overcast.

Early in the morn-
ing a little rain.

At 5 P.M. thunder-
storm accompani-
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Hour of the
Day.

g. in

scnle of

Fah
RemarkB. Date.

Hour of the
Day.

Deg. in

scale of

Fah.
RemarkB.

1853.

May

June
1

10

11

12

13
14
15

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

7.0 A.M.

73'5

90
86
76
73

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

sunrise.

7.0 A.M

90
87
77

92
89
73

78
73

No obsv'n.

2.0 P.M.
sunset,

sunrise.

91
84-5

75

No obsv'n,

sunset,

sunrise.

ed by heavy rain,

lasting till late at

night.

Sky gloomy.

Thick clouds gath-
ering. From 7.30

A.M. rain half an
hour tolerably
heavy, then gentle
till 9 o'clock, when
the sun shone
forth.

A thunder-storm in

the distance.

In the night thun-
der - storm, with
much rain, last-

ing till late in the

1853.

June
16

17

No obsv'n.

Thunder-storm ga-
thered from E.

j

6.5 A.M. it began
raining, the first

hour heavy, then
gentle till about
9 o'clock. Thun-
der storm late ir

the evening, with
a few drops of
rain.

Fine morning.
8 A.M. the sun
broke through the

clouds.

Very fine morning.
About three o'clock

in the morning a
moderate shower.

About midnight
from 10th to 11th
a little rain accom-
panied by heat-
lightning, but no
thunder-storm.

In the afternoon
thunder - clouds
gathering, but the
rain went south-
ward.

At 4t o'clock A.M.
a thunder - storm
gathering from
the E., followed
by violent rain.

98

87

1.30 P.M. 100

28

29

30

sunset,

sunrise.

84
73-5

The following night
a little rain.

The sun broke
through the clouds
about 8 A.M.

Fine morning; in the
afternoon tnunder-
storm from the E.
passed by.

About 4 o'clock P.M.
thunder - storm
from the E., but
no rain.

In the afternoon
thunder-storm at
some distance.

(Say.)—In the aft-

ernoon overcast.
After sunset a
thunder-storm ga-
thered from E.N.
E., refreshing the
air ; much wind
but no rain.

In the following
night thunder-
storm, but no rain.

The sky clearer.

Sky overcast. 7 A.M.
severe thunder-
storm gathered,
setting in with a
violent gale fol-

lowed by heavy
rain lasting about
three hours.

Fine morning.
Cloudy and stormy.
Sky thickly overcast,
the clouds pro-
ceeding from the
N. 6.45 A.M. to

7.25 moderate rain,

afterward gentle
till 9 o'clock.

Sk}' overcast. About
noon a few drops.

About 1.30 P.M.
heavy rain.

Sky thickly over-

cast in the morn-
ing, afterward
cleared up.

Fine morning, toler-

ably clear. In the*

afternoon a thun-
der-storm in the
distance \ late in

the evening a sec-

ond one gathered
from the E., and
reached us after

11 o'clock,with ex-
traordinary force

for the first hour,
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Date.

1853,

June

July
1 No obsv'n,

6
7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Hour of tho
Day.

Dee. in

scale of

Fab

No obsv'n

No obvs'n.

sunset. 80

RemarkB.

then more gentle,

till 2 o'clock A."

Sky about noon
thickly overcast

and atmosphere
oppressive ; clear-

ed up in the after-

noon.
Clear.

Sky overcast. 8.30

A.M. a thunder-
storm gathered,
accompanied by
violent rain till

9.45, afterward
lasting with inter-

mission till 12.30

Fine weather.

In the afternoon a

heavjr thunder-
storm, but no rain

Sky overcast, rain}-

10 A.M. the sun
broke through the

clouds.

P.M. a thunder-

storm gathered
from N. proceeded
westward, bring-

ing us only a few
drops.

In the afternoon
thunder-storm,but
only a few drops
of rain.

No thunder-storm

;

windy. (Libtako.)

During the follow-

ing night heavy
thunder - storm,

but no rain here.

About 4 o'clock P.M
thunder-storm to-

ward the S., but

not a drop of rain.

In the afternoon

again thunder-
storm without
a drop of rain.

Cool.

After 2 P.M. thun-

der-storm in the

distance, thewhole
sky becoming gra-

dually overcast.

From 5.15 P.M,
moderate rain till

8.30, and after-

ward a slight fall

Atmosphere refresh-

ed. In the even-

ing moderate rain.
|

1853.

July
19

23

Hour of the
Day.

Dep. in

scale of

Fall.

27

28

31

RomarkB.

At 2 P.M. consider-

able rain, with
frequent interrup-

tions, but no thun-
der-storm.

Sky in the morning
verj' cloudy, but
no rain.

Wind westerly; no
rain.

At 7.40 A.M. a
black thunder-
storm gathering
from the E., fol-

lowed by moder-
ate rain lasting till

10 o'clock.

Sky mostly over-

cast. About 5 P.M.
thunder-storm to-

ward the N.W.,
then turned by the

E. toward the S.

and reached us
about8 P.M. again
from the W. ; nrst

moderate rain, aft-

erward very hea-

vy, but not accom-
panied by wind,
continuing till ll

o'clock at night.

Fine sunny day
; no

rain.

Clear.

About 2 A.M. heavy
thunder - storm,
followed by rain,

lasting till 7
o'clock.

Late in the evening
thunder-storm fol-

lowed after mid-
night by moderate
ram, at times in-

terrupted.

At 6.30 A.M. a hea-
vy thunder-storm
gathering from E.,

followed by heavv
rain, lasting till

noon. Sky did not
clear up till near
sunset.

Clear.
Heavy dew at night,

fine morning,
scarcely a cloud
to be seen. At 9
o'clock P.M. a
violent thunder-
storm with heavy-
rain.

The sun broke
through the clouds
about 7 A.M., and
the day remained
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Date.
Hour of the

Day.

e. in

scale of

Pah.
Remarks.

Hour of the
Day.

Dee. in

scale of
Fah.

1853.

July

Aug

7
8
9
10

11

12

13

U

fine till 3 o'clock

P.M. when the

clouds gathered,
and at 4 P.M. were
followed by a very
heavy shower,
lasting about j
hour with the ut-

most violence after

which it became
more moderate,
lasting till long
after midnight.

In the afternoon
cloudy, but no
rain.

Very fine day, but
the heat gradually
oppressive; clouds
gathering in the
afternoon. At 9
o'clock P.M. hea-

vy gusts of wind
and moderate rain
till morning.

At 2 P.M. thunder-
storm in S.W.

\

about 9 P.M. vio-

lentthunder-storm
with heavy rain
lasting about \
hour, followed by
a second rain very
slight, but lasting

till morning.
At 4.40 PTM. a
heavy shower last-

ing till 4.55.

Clear.

In the evening thun-
der - storm with
heavy rain.

No rain.

Clear.

Sky overcast.

7 P.M. a very vio-

lent thunder-storm
with heavy gusts
of wind and much
rain.

No rain.

4 o'clock P.M. athun-
der - storm from
the E., with rain
lasting about £
hour, first violent,

afterward becom-
ing more moder-
ate.

In the afternoon
thunder-storm to-

ward the S.

7 A.M. dark thun-
der-clouds gather,

ed from N, bring-

ing a little rain,

1853.

Aug.

15

16

17

18

19

20
21
22

23
24,25
29

30

No obsv'n.

No obsv'n.

No obsv'n.

31

Sept.

No obsv'n,

and the electric

matter not having
been discharged a
very sultry day
followed.

The whole day thun-
der-storm toward
the N. and W.

Past midnight a
violent thunder-
storm gathered,
followed by mod-
erate rain, and an-
other fall of rain
toward morning.

At4£ o'clock P.M. a
little rain.

In thenightthunder-
storm but no rain.

Clear butvery warm.
After 6 P.M. a hea-
vy thunder-storm
from E., with
much wind, but
moderate rain

;

the air not much
refreshed.

Warm sunny day.

A thunder - storm

;

heat - lightning
without ram.

At noon a thunder-
storm from the
east. 12.45 a lit-

tle rain. The rain
clouds went from
S. to W., then
turnednorthward

;

in that direction
much rain.

Morning cool; in the
evening a thun-
der-storm without
rain in our neigh-
borhood.

In the evening the
sky thickly over-
cast ; thunder -

storm gathered
only afew drops of
rain, heavy gale.

8 P.M. a thunder-
storm as in gener-
al, from the E,
8.3 tolerably hea-

vy rain, only three

minutes. 4.35P.M.
a second thunder-
storm.

Heat-lightning in
the evening ; hea-
vy gale.
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Date.
Hour of the £5fc*5

Day,
6Cftl° of Remarks.

Hour of the
Day.

Dee. in

8CIUG of
Fah.

Remarks.

1853.

Sept.

5

8
No obsv'n,

10

11

12,13
14

15

16
17
18

19
20

21

24
25

26

27

No obsv'n.

Heavy westerly

gale.

(Timbuktu.)—In the
evening thunder-
storm with heavy
clouds

;
but with-

out rain.

In the evening hea-

vy thunder-storm
from the N. ; vio-

lent rain from 8

to 8.30 P.M., then
less severe till

11.5 ; afterward
heavy gale.

In the afternoon a
little rain.

Sky in the afternoon

thickly overcast.

Cloudy.
2. 5 P.M. a little rain;

afterward thun-
der-storm and con-

siderable rain.

The clouds driven
about b}>- a storm.

Greater part cloudy.

Tolerably clear.

2 P.M. very violent

gale
2

followed by
considerable rain.

Fine morning.
Earl}- in the morn-
ing heavy gale

with a few drops
of rain ; air be-

came cooler.

Tolerably clear.

At 7 o'clock P.M,
a thunder - storm
with moderate
rain.

Heavy gale.

Clearer.

Sunrise not clear

afterward windy.
In the evening thun-

der-storm without
rain.

Sky not clear. About
noon a gale arose,

Toward morning a
little rain

;

thickly overcast;

several times rain,

especially in the

afternoon ; in the

evening consider-

able ram.
1.30 P.M. heavy

rain, but short. 8

P.M. another fall

of rain, moderate,
but lasting till 11

o'clock.

1853.

Oct.

1

2
No obsv'n.

?!

9

10
11,12
13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26

27
to

Nov,
24
25

26
27
28
30

1854.

Jan,
1

2

3

lft> obsv'n,

No obsv'n,

[ Noobser-
f vation,

sunrise,

sunset,

sunrise,

sunrise,

sunrise.

sunrise,

2.0 P.M,
sunrise.

1.30 P.M.

56
76
56
63
62

In the afternoon
thunder - storm
passed by toward
the W. without
bringing rain.

3.33 P.M. thunder-
storm with heavy
rain, lasting more
than an hour.

Clear.

4 o'clock P.M. thun-
der-storm toward
the N.

4 P.M. rain with
interruption.

Sky not clear.

Clear.

Overcast; at 4 P.M.
a thunder-storm
from the N. with
heavy gale, but
only a few drops

of rain.

Cloudy in the east.

In the afternoon
cloudy.

Night cool ; fine

morning.
Cool night.

The morning clou-

dy; N.E. gale.

N.lL wind.
Clear

;
gradually

N.E. wind arose.

Very <

Clear
ing.

62-2

88-5

61
87-5

cold niorn-

Tolerably clear.

Very cold
;

heavy
northerly gale.

Month of December
no rain ; sky gen-
erally dull in the
morning, only oc-

casionally clear.

Cold.

Clear sky.
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Date.
Hour of the

Day.

Deg. in

Bcole of

Fah.
^ Remarks. Date.

loD4. 1 OKA1004.

Jan. Feb.
4 sunrise. 66 Sky overcast; clear-

ed up toward sun-
set.

0
.

sunrise. 60 Clear sky ; cold.

sunset. 77 '5
n
O Clear sky ; cold. Mar.

sunset. no
7 sunrise.

l.\J -T.iVl..

59*5

85
sunset. 87 6

oo sunrise. 61*5 A fine day. Jooth

these days warm-
er at sunset than
in the afternoon.

A
4
e
O

on P M r-t-
iO

n
0

sunset. 77*5

9 OA "D TV/TZ.U Jr.M. 85 Sky overcast.
10 sunrise. 64
11 sunrise. 64 7

OA T> TVT o

-

OO o
sunset. 80 y

12 sunrise. 66 10

13 sunrise. 55 Very cold day.
14 Not quite so cold.

15 Sky overcast in the
morning ; about 11

noon clearer, then 12
again overcast

;

thunder in the dis-

tance. Toward lo
evening heatlight-
ning; only a few
drops of rain after

midnight. 14.

16 Cold wind.
1717 No observation. 1

R

10

lo loieraoiy cola. oRy
somewhat clearer.

10

19 sunrise. 60 17

sunset. 76 18

20 Sky overcast
;
verj*

cold and cheerless.

19

2.0 P.M. 66 2.30 P.M. a few 20
drops of rain.

91Li.sunset. CO

91 sunrise. 01
2.30 P.M. 77 Sky clear.

f

!

sunset. 69
22

lo
24
25

sunrise. 48 Sky clear. (Broke
this day in reality

my last thermom-
eter.)

uieai

.

Tolerably clear.

Fine da}T
. Morning

delightful.

26 Morning clear.

27

28
29
30

Forenoon not quite
clear.

No observation.

Cold and windy.
Clear and cold.

22

31 Clear.

Feb. 23
1 Not quite clear. In

this month very
few particular ob-

24
25

Hour of the
Day.

Deg. in

scale of
Fah.

servations, but in

general the morn-
ings proved colder
than those in Jan-
uary.

In the first days of
March a very hea-
V}- gale in the fore-

noon.
In the morning

clear, then over-
cast.

Clear.

Clear morning.
Heavy northerly

fale the whole
ay long, carry-

ing much sand.
Clear.

Clear.

Sky not clear.

Overcast; the sun
scareely evercame
forth. A few drops
of rain.

Overcast.
Windy, not clear.

Heavy gale dur-
ing the night.

Cloudy. fii the
course of the day
a very heavy gale
arose.

Overcast; no wind;
evening clear.

Clear.

Clear in the fore-

noon, then dull.

Overcast.
Clear.

In the afternoon sky
dull.

Sky clear in the
morning.

Sky overcast with
clouds, a dropping
continued during
the whole of the
morning. At 8^ in
the evening mode-
rate rain. A more
regular rain at 11
o'clock, lasting till

1 o'clock. After
midnight, follow-
ed by a heavy tor-

nado.
The dropping con-
tinued in the morn-
ing. Sky thickly
overcast, drops of
rain falling now
and then.

A warm sunny day.
Dull sky.
The sky the greater

part of the day
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Hour of the
Day.

>e. in

8CIU0 Of

Fan.

1854.

April

11

12

13

14

15-18

19

21
27

May
1

No obsv'n.

overcast ; toward
evening a little

sunshine. About
11 o'clock at night
some dropping.

Skydull; somedrop-
ping the whole of

the day. About
11 o'clock at night

a regular rain be-

gan to fall, lasting

till about 2 o'clock

in the morning.
Dull and cool

;
drop

pingcontinued the

whole day Ion

and dark cloui__

had been collect-

ing about noon
regular rain set

in about 2 o'clock

P.M., lasting till

5 o'clock.*

Between 1 and
o'clock in

t

the

morning again a
light rain, lasting

about an hour.

After sunrise the

sky became clear-

er, and at 9 o'clock

A.M. the sun burst

forth ; heavy gale

all the day long.

Day clear, but win
dy ; not too warm_

Sunny, but strong

gale blowing.

At times sunny, then
dull,rather windy.

Dull ; a little drop-

ping in the after-

noon.
Clearer. About sun-

set a heavy gale

sprang up.

A warm da}-.

Fine cool morning,
with the usual
northerly gale

;

in the afternoon

quiet.

Warm day.
Morning cool.

Fresh wind.
Very cool night.

Warm day; no wind.
About sunsetover
cast.

Night not so cool

About 1 o'clock

P.M. heavy gust

of wind.

* All the people assured me that the preceding year the rain-fall about

been much more considerable. They generally reckon four rainy days in

and call this season the Nisan.

Date.
Hour of the

Day.

Dep. in

scale of

Fob.
Remarks.

Warm. About 2

o'clock P.M. vio-

lent gusts of wind.
A warm day.

About noon a south-
erly gale.

No observation.
The sun very trou-

blesome.
Sky dull

;
windy.

Night very warm.
Sk}r in the morn-
ing not clear.

Fine morning; day
very warm.

Very warm day. At
9.30 P.M. a light

and short fall of
rain followed by a
breeze.

The sky in the even-
ing thickly over-
cast with clouds.

Cloudy ; the sun
burst forth about
3 o'clock P.M. All
this time along
the Niger a heavy
dew in the even-
ing and during
the night.

A clear day.

A clear day. 3 o'clock
P.M. thunder in
the distance, to-

ward the S. and
S.E. 3.45 a reg-

ular rain, lasting

10 min. Round
about us thunder
and rain, lasting

till evening. At 5
o'clock P.M. an-
other light rain

and dropping till

sunset.

Morning tolerably

clear. At 3 P.M.
clouds gathered in

the east; thunder
in that direction.

Gradually a storm
ascended from the

south like a bat-

tery, breaking
forth with a tre-

mendous gust of
wind. At 7 o'clock

P.M. the thun-
der clouds return-

ed from the N.,
whither they had

this time of the year had
March and three in April,
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Date.
Hour of the

Day.

Dec. in

scale of

Fah.
Remarks. Date.

Hoar of the
Day.

Dee. in

scale of

Fah.
Remarks.

1854.

May

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13,14
15

16

22
23
24

25

withdrawn, and a
mostviolent show-
er of rain came
down, lasting for

an hour, with un-
abated violence,

then more moder-
ate till 9 o'clock

P.M. At 1 P.M.
temperature con-
stantly between
104° and 108°.

Sky still overcast,

the sun bursting
forth about 8
o'clock A.M. Ev-
ening clear.

The whole day sky
overcast, the at-

mosphere about
sunset very op-
pressive.

Sky dull.

Sky still dull; in the
afternoon clearer.

Da}' dull and clou-

dy, evening clear.

A hot wind from the
desert in the after-

noon.
Hazy and overcast

in the afternoon.
Clear.

Clear in the morn-
ing; hotwindfrom
the desert in the
afternoon. About
1 P.M. tempera-
ture between 105°

and 108°.

Strong northeaster-

ly wind, called

"erffe."
Very cold morning.
Cold morning.
(Bamba.) — Sky

thickly overcast, a
heavy rain toward
the S., beyond the

Niger. Gradual-
ly a heavy gale
came up

;
ranry.

Even with us a

few drops of rain

fell. 9£ o'clock

A.M. a heavy
shower lasting 15
minutes. The sun
broke through the

clouds about 3
o'clock P.M.

Sky in the morning
tolerably clear,

since noon over-

cast with clouds.

About 2 P.M. a
light rain of short

1854.

May

26

27

28

29
30

June
1

2

3
4

duration. About
3 P.M. another
thunder - storm
arose, but passed
by without rain,

only the thunder-
claps being heard.
5 o'clock another
thunder - storm,
with a powerful
sand - storm, but
no rain.

Sky overcast. At
2 o'clock P.M. a
light shower fol-

lowed by asecond.
On the southern
side of the Niger
a great deal more
ram fell. Later in
the afternoon the
sky became clear-

er, but the whole
of the evening
much heat-light-

ning toward the
N. and N.E.

2J P.M. a heavy
thunder - storm
rose from the E.,

but passed by
without rain, car-
rying with it an
immense quantity
of sand.

Warm daj^; a thun-
der-storm in A'ri-

bmda.
Clear day.
Rainy day; in the

earlier part of the
day twice a little

rain. At 3.30P.M.
a very heavy gale
arose, but bring-

ing us only sand.
RaininAribmda.

The airbecamemuch
cooler. Several
thunder-storms in
the afternoon, the
second approach-
ing from theN. at
6 o^clock P.M. fol-

lowed by a light

fall of rain at 6.15,

continuing, with a
short interruption,

till 10 o'clock at
night, and cooling
the hot sandy soil.

Cool and fresh ; fine

day.
Fine warm day.
In the morning a
thunder-storm to-
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Hour of the
Day.

Dor,
acalo of

Fab.
Remarks.

Hour of tho
Day.

Doe. in

HCUlo of
Fuh.

Remarks.

ward the W. ; at

8 o'clock a heavy
gale.

A clear day, after-

ward windy. At
5 o'clock f\M. a
thunder - storm
arose, but without
rain near us.

Veiy warm day.
Exceedingly warm

;

in the evening
heat-lightning in

every direction.

2.30 after midnight
a thunder - storm
rose, followed by
light rain, lasting

from 3.30 to 8.30
A.M. Then follow-

ed a heavy gale.

Fine.

Cloud}' in the after-

noon
j

heat-light-

ning in the even-
ing.

A thunder-storm ga-

thered at 2 o'clock

after midnight,
accompanied by a
heavy gale, but
no rain. Sky the

whole day hazy.

At 3 o'clock in the

morning a thun
der - storm ap-

Sroached from the
but only a few

drops of rain fell.

About 4 o'clock in

the morning
thunder - storm
gathered, without
thunder andlight-
ning, but consid-

erable rain, last-

ing till 8.30.

Fine.

About sunset
threatening thun-
der-storm arose,

but passed by
without any rain.

In the night, how-
ever, tolerable

rain without much
wind.

Fine.
Clear.
About 9 o'clockA.M.

the sun broke
through the clou-

dy sky. In the

eveningheat-light-

ning ; no rain.

A little clouxly; very

1854.

June

26

27

28

29

30

July

hot ; heat - light-

ning in the even-
ing.

Warm.
A little cooler.

Cloudy ; several
times a few drops
of rain, with thun-
der toward the W.
3.30 P.M. a hea-
vy thunder-storm
approached, pass-

ed by toward the

N., where much
rain fell.

About 5 o'clock P.M.
a thunder-storm

Eassed over our
eads withoutrain

but accompanied
by a heavy gale
of wind.

Clear and fine morn-
ing, about noon
very warm, in

the evening heat-
lightning. About
8 o'clock P.M. a
thunder - storm
without rain ; aft-

er midnight a sec-

ond, gathering
from the S.W.,
with a little rain.

Fine day ; clouds and
heat-lightning in

the evening.
Clear morning ; aft-

erward very warm.
About 2 P.M. a
storm gathered
from the E., and
brought a light

rain of short con-

tinuance ; return-

ed afterward from
the W., and ap-

E
reached with a
eavy rain at 4.30

P.M., lasting half

'

an hour.
Fine clear morning

;

About 8 o'clock A.M.
a strong gale.

Clear.

Fine cool morning.
About sunset a thun-

der - storm ap-

{)
roached gradual-

y from theE., but
without rain.

P.M. rain, in the
beginning lighter,

then more con-
siderable, coming
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Hour of the
Day.

ee. in

6cale of

Foh,
Remarks.

Hour of the
Day.

Dee, in

scale of
Fan,

Remarks.

from the N. At
5 o'clock another
heavy fall of rain,

lasting about 20
minutes.

Clear.

Early in the morn-
ing a thunder-
storm passed by
without anjT rain.

About sunset a thun-
der - storm from
the E., accompa-
nied by a light

rain, lasting till

late at night.

Clear.

A fine clear morn
ing.

About 10 o'clock

P.M. a thunder-
storm, which had
long been gather-
ing, broke forth

with heavy rain,

which with less

vehemence con-
tinued the whole
night long, ac-

companied by a
heavy gale.

About 10 o'clock

thick clouds over-

cast the sky, but
were scattered by
a heavy gale. At
2.30 in the mom
ing a heavy rain
broke forth, not
accompanied by
thunder, lasting

about 20 minutes.
The sky thickly

overcast in the
morning, in the
afternoon clear.

About 6 o'clock in

the morning
heavy thunder-
storm gathered,
breaking forth

with a heavy rain

at 6.30, lasting
with equal vio-

lence till about 8
o'clock, then gen-
tler till 10.30.

The sky beautifully

clear in the morn-
ing, in the after-

noon occasional-

ly overcast with
clouds.

Clear. At 10 o'clock

in the evening a

thunder-storm ga-

1854.

July

18,19
20

21

27

28

31

thered from the
S.E., but brought
us only moderate
rain.

Clear.

5 o'clock in the morn-
ing a very black
battety of thun-
der - clouds ap-
proached from the
S.E., bringing a
heavy tornado, but
onljr a few drops
of rain.

In the night, from
21st to 22d, a mod-
erate rain.

Cool morning, great
humidity.

Clear.

In the morning hea-
vj- rain-clouds,but
no rain. In the
afternoon a thun-
der-storm gather-
ed from the E.,

but the clouds
were scattered.

Clear.

3.30 P.M. a thun-
der-storm in the
E., bej'ond the
river.

Warm day. About
4 o'clock P.M. a
heavy thunder-
storm gathered
from the W., but
was scattered

;

then a second one
from the N., with
violent rain, last-

ing from 6.30 till

8 o'clock. After
half an hour's res-

Site another thun-
er - storm broke

forth, with heavy
wind and rain, the
dropping continu-
ing till near morn-
ing.

The sky overcast,

the sun breaking
through the clouds
at 4 o'clock P.M.

At 9.30 P.M. a hea-
vy thunder-storm
arose, although it

had been clear be-

fore, and a violent

rain followed.

Sky the whole day
overcast; cleared
up in the after-

noon.
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Date.
Hour of the |*ft § Remarks. Date.

Hour of the

Day.

p. in

stale of
Fah.

Remarks.

1854.

Aug.

2

10

11

12

13

Clear.

Day dark and clou-

dy, the sun break-

ing through the

clouds about noon.

Fine evening.

Drops of rain con-

tinued to fall the

whole morning,
the sun breaking
through the clouds

at 2.30 P.M.
8 o'clock A.M. the

sky thickly over-

cast; rain}r
. Rain

set in at 8.45, con-

tinued with inter-

ruption; at 3.30

P.M. a very hea
vy shower, lasting

half an hour with
great violence, af-

terward more gen-

tle.

Day rainy.

4.50 P.M. a light

rain.

Lightning early in

the morning, fol-

lowed at 5.45 by
a moderate rain

without wind, last-

ing till 7.10 ; then
single drops of

rain. The sun
broke through the

clouds at noon
a fine afternoon.

A fine day; no
rain.

Sky the whole day
overcast ; after

P.M. threatening
thunder - clouds

gathered, dis-

charging a violent

rain, lasting till 5

o'clock ; then more
moderate, but set-

ting in with fresh

violence at 6, and
lasting till

o'clock.

Dry.
Clear in the morn-

ing, overcast at

noon, and drops of

rain. At 3 o'clock

heavy thunder-

clouds, but with-

out rain.

At 3.5 P.M. a thun-

der-storm,but only
moderate rain,

lasting half an
hour.

Clear,

1854.

Aug.
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

The whole day sky
overcast, but no
rain.

A few drops of rain
in the morning;
during the after-

noon sunshine.

Sky thickly over-
cast. The rain
commenced at

6.30 A.M., lasting

almost the whole
of the day, at

times light, at

others violent.

(Gando.) — In the

course of the
morning the sun
broke through the

clouds. In the aft-

ernoon rain with
interruption ; after

sunset a heavv
rain, lasting al-

most the whole of

the night.

The rain began to-

ward morning
with increased vio-

lence ; a little rain

in the course of the

following ni^ht.

A heavy rain in the
morning, lasting

half an hour, then
dropping till 9
A.M. ; afterward
the sun broke
through the clouds.

Tolerably clear in

the morning, at

times a few drops
of rain, a thun-
der-storm in the
afternoon

;
regu-

lar rain from 4
P.M. till 8 P.M.

Tolerably clear

;

from 11.30 A.M.
drops of rain till

about 2 P.M. Af-

terward the sun
broke through the

clouds. The af-

ternoon clear.

2 o'clock A.M. a hea-
vy shower lasting

till 4.30, then a
little rain occa-

sionall3r
. At 3

o'clock P.M. a
thunder - storm
from N.W. with
rain at intervals,

more continuous
from 4 o'clock P.M.
till about sunset.
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Hour of the
Dny.

tee. in

Bale of

Fan.
Remarks.

Hour of i

Day.

Dej
seal

Fan

>g. in

lie of Remarks.

1854.

Sept.

About noon a thun-
der-storm in the

distance; 1.50 P.

M. a light rain till

3 o'clock; at ,4
P.M. the sun
broke through the
clouds.

Sky cloudy. About
9 o'clock P.M. a
few drops of rain

lightning and
thunder.

Overcast. At 7

o'clock the sun
broke forth, fine

and genial. One
o'clock P.M.
light shower of
rain ; from 2 to

4 o'clock another
light shower.

Fine day. At sun-

set a thunder
storm gathered

v

at 8 o'clock P.M.
a light rain ; then
repeatedly in the

course of the
night.

Rain in the morn-
ing till 7 o'clock

A.M. Just after

sunset a thunder-

storm, with mod-
erate rain ; then
at 9 o'clock

second one ex-

cessively violent,

lasting about an
hour and a half.

6.45 A.M. a light

thunder - storm,

with moderate
rain, lasting till

8 o'clock, then the

weather tolerably

clear. At mid-
night a violent

shower.
Day tolerably clear,

2 P.M. heavy rain.

In the evening
violent thunder-

storm, but with-

out any rain,

In the night heavy
rain lasting al-

most till morning.
Dry.
At 4.30 P.M. heavy

storm, little rain.

Clear. In the after-

noon and evening
a thunder-storm,

with much heat-J

1854.

Sept.

10

11

12

13

14

18

22

23,24
25

26

27

lightning,but only
a few drops of rain.

At 11 o'clock P.M.
a heavy thunder-
storm with heavy
rain, but only of
short duration.

Dry-
In the latter part of

the night, toward
morning, heavy
rain ; then after a
little interruption

another shower
till 8.30 A.M.

At sunset a thunder-
storm from the S.

passed by toward
the W.. 'bringing
us but little rain.

"Weather clear. At
10 P.M. thunder-
storm with but lit-

tle rain.

Cloudy. About 9
o'clock P.M. a
heavy shower.

In the evening heat-
lightning in the
S.W. : no rain.

At 7 o'clock P.M.
rain of long con-
tinuance.

In the evening thun-
der-storm, but no
rain.

No rain.

In the evening heat-
lightning ; no rain.

Thunder-storm, but
no rain, in the
evening.

Ver}' warm day ; in
tne evening again
dry.

No rain.

Very fine morning.
In the afternoon
heavy thunder-
clouds passed by
with a few drops
of rain.

About 7 o'clock A.M.
a little dropping

;

afterward the dark
clouds were scat-

tered. About 9
o'clock P.M. a
thunder-storm ga-
thered

;
only a few

drops of ram.
Dry.
Heat - lightning in

the evening.
Heat - lightning in

the evening.
In the evening clou-

i
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Dato.
Hour of tho

Day.

Dep. in

HOftlo of

Full.

Remarks. Dnte.
Hour of tho

Day.

Dop. in

bchIo of
Full.

1854.

Sept.

28

29
Oct.
1-4

5

6-8

10-30

1855.

Jan.

A^il

April

15

16

17

18
19

20-24

25

27
28
29

30

4

7
10

No obsv'n.

No obser-

vation.

12.30 P.M.

2.0 P.M.

2.0 P.M.
No obsv'n.

2.15 P.M.

2.0 P.M.
2.0 P.M.
No obsv'n.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
2.0 P.M.

No obsv'n.

2.0 P.M.

103

103

107

108

112-5

113

82
113
112-5

106

dy ; heat - light-

ning. After 9

o'clock a thunder-
storm gathered
with a heavy gale,

but little rain

about 10 o'clock.

Heat - lightning fa

the evening.
Dry.

No rain.

At 10 o'clock P.M.
a heavy gale, fol-

lowed by a tolera

ble fall of rain

lasting till 3
o'clock.

No rain.

(Mon'ki.) — In the
night from the 8th
to 9th, heavy fall

of dew, like rain.

Nb observation.

(Kukawa.) — Rain-
clouds.

Repeated thunder.
A few drops ofrain

Not clear.

Warm day, with
southerly wind.

11

In the evening heat-

lightning toward
the S. and S.E.

3.30 P.M. a tempest,
with a sand-storm,
a few drops of

rain, more toward
theN.E. Aheav\
gale. After sun-

set a heavy thun-

der - storm, but
without rain.

In the night a thun-

der - storm, with
much , lightning,

and a heavy gale.

1855.

May
15

16

17

18

19

June
5

29

30
July

2'

5

22
24
27

2.0 P.M.
2.(10 P.M.
2.30 P.M.
No obsv'n.

2.15 P.M.
2.30 P.M.
1.45 P.M.

No obsv'n.

2.30 P.M,
2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

sunset.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

sunrise.

2.0 P.M.
2.30 P.M.
2.30 P.M.
2.30 P.M.
sunset.

sunrise.

2.30 P.M.

2.0 P.M.
sunrise.

sunrise.

sunrise.

1.0 P.M.
2.0 P.M.
2.30 P.M.

104
109
108

108
110
107-5

110
112

73
83
69
109
76-5

79
109
111-5

109
109
101-5

86

114

109
81

68
68
111

112
108

A hot day. Heat-
lightning in the
evening.

2.30 P.M. a thun-
der - storm from
N., passing to the
W. Thunder and
lightning, but no
rain.

Heat - lightning in
the evening.

From 4 o'clock till

7 o'clock A M. a
light rain with in-

terruption, accom-
panied by a strong
gale.

Early in the morn-
ing a light rain.

At noon a thunder-
storm gathering;
12.30 P.M. a light

rain; 4 P.M. an-
other light rain.

(Kalala, near Bil-

ma.)—A little aft-

er midnight a hea-
vy gale arose; 1.45

P.M. a little rain.

Warm day.
Heav}' gale in the

night.

Very heavy sand-

storm earl}- in the

morning.
A heavy gale.
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AT>are, tribe of Musgu, numbers of them captured
for Blaves, ii. 405.

A'bbega, the freed Marghi lad, iii. 22.

'Abd-Allah, the learned Tawati i. 316.

'Abd-Allahi, son of Fodive and brother of 'Oth-

man, iii. C35 ; his children, 143, note ; notice of

his work, 13S.

'Abd el Kader, sultan of Bagirma, ii. 555.

'Abd el Kuder organizes a religious revolution in

Futa, iii. 681.

'Abd el Kadcri, Bultan of A'gades, i 320; his in-

vestiture, 336; his letters, 346; his deposition
and his confidence in me, iii. 137.

Abila, mount of Air, i 306.

Abu Bakr el Wakshhi, first acquaintance, L 382

;

A'bii el Hassan, governor of Tamkala, interview
with, iii. 539 ; his character and position, 541.

A'bu-Gher, village of Bagirmi, market, ii. 515, 066.

A'damawa, country of, a Mohammedan kingdom
ingrafted upon a mixed stock of pagan tribes,

ii. 127, 189; character of, 191; a country for

colonies, 15S; different character of settlements,
191 ; itineraries passing through the districts of,

i. 626.

Adansonia digitata, the most common tree through
the whole breadth of Central Africa, i. 531, ii.

93 ; in Baghena, iii. 703 ; colossal specimen?, i.

531, ii. 112; different vaiiety, iii. 66; peculiar
domain, i. 449 ; the constant companion of hu-
man society, 451, iL 221 ; on the Niger, iii. 524
-527 ; use of the leaves of, for vegetable soup, i.

433, ii. 57, 110, iii. 39, passim ; use of the fruit

for imparting an acid taste, ii. 10.

A'dar, governors of, iii. 636 ;
country of, and towns,

i. 599 ; limits of, iii. 121.

A'dar, well and hamlet in Aussa, iii. 095.

A'dar-andurren, u the little creek," usual ferry on
the Niger, iii. 500.

A'dar-n-haut island and its inhabitants, iii. 463.

A'derar, country of the Awelimmid, list of wells

and pasture-grounds of, iii. 472, note.

A'der6r, district described, and Moorish tribes in,

iii. 714.

A'dish6n, the Musgu prince, conduct of, toward his

female slaves, ii. 347 ; his reception by the viz-

ier, 359.

A'fade, town and district, ii. 436, 571.

A'fage, town, ii. 338.

Afalesselez, character of, arrival at the well, i. 223.

African warfare, interesting incident in, hi, 462;
cruelty of, iL 394.

Afulle district and its inhabitants, iii. 709.

A'gades and its inhabitants described, i. 317-360

;

its history, 361 : period of foundation, iii. 664 :

its ancient gold trade, i. 367 ;
prices in market,

375 ;
identity of its language with that of Tim-

buktu, 334 (compare iii. 670); Ground-plan of,

372; dungeon, 336; great mosque and tower,

355; investiture of the sultan, 336; audience
hall, 320.

A'gata, village and mount, i 305.

Agerijit, village and well, iii. 703.

A'ghadir D<5me, village and inhabitants, iii. 719.

Aghufi, ancient town of Kanem, ii. 306, 629, seq.

A ghele district on the Niger, iii. 495.

Agho, formerly large town of Kanem, ii. 294, 629.

A hmed Baba, notice of his work, iii. 146 ; his char-

acter, 282,^68.

TIL—D D D

A'hraed bel Mejub, Arab traveler, notice of, ii. 35.

A'hmedu, Seko (Sheikh), ruler of Masina, his hos-
tility toward me, iii. 312, 314, 341.

Aido £rass, with prickly involucre, L 412.

'Am Zara, described, i. 91 ; welcome reception in,

on home-journey, iii. 629.

Air, or A'sben, ethnographical relations of, i 278;
A'ir not Ahir, 276, note. See A'sben.

Airi, the great Bait caravan, its gathering, i. 392,

396 ; estimate of its numbers, 452 ; went former-
ly only as far as Katsena, 467.

A'jiri village, i 583.

A'karambay, iron gates of, narrow passage in Ni-
ger, iii. 503.

A'la, Alia, Bornu town and vicinity, ii 323.

Alairiik village, ii. 246.

Alali-A'dia valley of Kanem, ii. 303.

Alamay, or Allamay, Bornu town, i 554, iii 5S6.

Alamaibe, or Allamaibe, village, hospitable treat-

ment at, iii. 585.

Alaso, or Alassa, town of Baghena and its vicinity,

iii 699, 708.

Alaune, Bornu town, i 574, iii 35.

Alawo, town of, ii. 99.

'Aliyu, sultan of S6koto, fh-st meeting with, iii

105; his character, 117; sets out on an expedi-

tion against the G6berawa. 109 ; his proceedings,

122-124; returns to Wurno, 136; interview with,

558; his justice, 563; farewell interview with,

505.

Alkuttabu, chief of the Awelimmid, iii 319, pas-

cles at, i. 1S1.

Ammas, lt the islands and swampy grounds in the
Niger," iii 474.

A'nay town, in the valley of Kawar, iii. 619.

Angala, see Ngala.
Anikimma, Tebu town, iii. 619.

Anislimen, Merabetin or Tolba, peaceable tribes of
the Kel-owi, i. 265 (compare 264, n.); of the
Awelimmiden, iii. 722 ; of the I'regenaten, 723;
See Merabetin.

A'nnur, chief of Tintellust, sends us an escort, i
267; interview with him, 293; his character,
293, 425; parting with, 425 ; visit him at his es-
tate, 437.

A'nnur karami, a relation of the former, i. 220;
his lodgings at A'gades, 330.

Ant-hills of immense size, ii. 499 ;
indicating the

neighborhood of a river, 163.

Antilope, different species, Bubalis, i. 225, iii 611

;

A. Addix, i 576; A. Leucoryx, 403; bucklers
made from its skin, 404; its meat, 408; A.
Oryx, ii. 495, iii 29 ; A. Soemmering^, i 576, ii

475 ; other species, 65.

Ants, serious attack of black, ii. 524; battle be-
tween red and white, 524; winged, 230; white
on the Niger, iii. 438, note, 528 ; northern limit
of, i 416, iii 606 ; abundance of ants in Katsena,
84.

Arab or Moorish tribes of the western part of the
desert, list of, iii. 711.

Arabs, native Arabs, or Shiiwa, of B6rnu, and
neighboring countries, ii. 88; early settlements
in Kanem, ii 652; chiefs of, 638; their inter-
course with the Fulbe, iii 254

Arama, see Ruma.
Arborescent Euphorbiacea}, ii 429.
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Archer, mounted, rare, L 5S1; in F6gha, iii. 166.
Architecture of A'gades, L 350, 352; of Kand, 509

of dwellings in Sarawu, 140; in Mubi, 211; oi

the Musgu tribe, iL 413; of palaces in Logon,
445 ; in Mas-ena, 517 ; of dwellings in Masina,
iii. 180, 1S1; in Naraantugu, 194,195; in Tinge,
215 ; in Timbuktu, 307 ; insecurity ofclay houses,
ii. 520; more solid architecture in former times,

i 577, ii. 518; Songhayand Hausa architecture,
iii 526.

Argungo, residence of rebel chief of Kebbi, iii. 146.

A'ribinda, town of, and its inhabitants, iii. 212.

A'ribmda, meaning southern bank of Niger, iii.

213.

Ar6kn.ru valley described, i. 228.
Asaba mountainous district, iii. 707.
A'sada, valley of Air, described, i. 30S.

A'sben, or Air, first view of, i. 236; nature of the
country, 252; mountains of, 257 ; forms of name,
258, n.

Aaclepias gigantea, enormous specimens, i. 219,

264; usefulness of, 417; bears testimony to the
fertility of the soil, 315; wide extent, 558, ii.

60, 61, passim ; its monotonous character, i.

547; characteristic of the neighborhood of Kiik-
awa, iL 225.

Aser village, near Sansandi, iii. 694.

Asettere valley, i. 230.

A'sfer, singular food of this bird, 1 127.

Asfura valley, ii. 294.

A'shenumma and its inhabitant?, iii. 515; dried
fish the best medium of commerce at, 61 S.

Ashij or Asiiu, well of, importance of, i. 237, 603.

A'skia, Mohammed ben Abd Bakr, king of Song-
hay, his greatness, iiL 2S6; his rise, reign, and
death, 666-670. Compare i. 3G1.

A'sodi, description of the town, i. 303.

Asses, usual beasts of burden ofGuro travelers, iii.

1S7; compare 363; excellent breed in Air, i.

299; in Dar-Fur, it 96; in M6si, iii 364, 202;
plenty of, on the Niger, 411, 455.

A su town, ii. 567 ; not name of river, 56S.

Aswanek tribe, sections of, iii. 703.

A'tar, town of A'derer, iii. 715.

Alantika mount, highest mountain of my route,

it 164.

Audaghost, notice of, i. 361 ; iiL 658, 659.

Auderas, beautiful valley of Air, described, i 311.

A'ussa district, towns in, iiL 693.

Aussa, general term for north bank of Niger, i.

471; iii. passim,
Auyok territory described, iii. 44.

A'wab, chief of the Tin-ger-egedesh, interview and
religious discussion with, iii. 335; his account of

Mungo Park, 340.

Awelimmiden, origin, iii. 6S0; sections and fami
lies of, 720 ;

peaceable tribes of, 722.

Ayoru, village and inhabitants, iii. 215.

Ayu, or Manatus, found in the Bonuve, ii. 193;
in the Shari, 473; in Lake Ddbu, iii. 690; and
in the Niger in general, 409.

A'zawad, district north of Timbuktu, and adjoin

ing districts, notice of, iii. 6S4.

A'zawagh, district on the Niger, iii. 6S4.

A'zemay, village on Niger, and its inhabitants, iii.

Azkai^tribe of Imdshagh, historical notices ofthe,

Babaliya, town of Bagirmi, notice of, ii. 693; con-

dition of treaty with regard to, 637.

Bfibir tribe, notice of the, ii. 120.

Bochikam, branch of Shuri, great breadth, ii 678;
upward, places along the, 078; downward from
Mas-ena to Musgu, 6S6.

Badamuni, or Gadabuni, fresh and natron lakes,

iii. 64, 67; village described, 66.

Badanijo, village of A'damawa, described, ii. 144.

Badarawa, walled town of Zanfara, with a consid-

erable market, iii. 100.

B*gel6, mount of A'damawa, ii 175; hamlets of,

«, , 196, note.

of Bjghena, identity with part of the ancient Ghan-
ata, Arab tribes in, iii. 711; present state and
historical notices of, 701.

Baghzen mount, i. 304, 39S.

Bagirmi, description of the natives, ii 4S6; fe-

males, 521 ; historical survey of, 543 ; when first

mentioned, 623; general character of, 557-560;
arms, language, and dress, 561; government,
562,

Bagma village described, ii. 133.

Bahr el Ghazal, large valley ea8t ofTsad, described,
ii. 609.

Bakada village and inhabitants, ii 481, 495.

Bakay, sec Sheikh Sidi A'hmed.
Balanites ^Egyptiaca, northern limit of, i. 227,
395

,J
wide range over Negroland, 564; name

in A'damawa, ii 193; fruit of much value in
Bornu, 57; in Bagirmi, 560; bread made from
the fruit of, 515; leaves used likewise, 492, 560;
fine specimens on Niger, iii 518, 521; in Tim-
buktu, 322.

Bamba, or Kasbah, town on the Niger, and inhab-
itants, iii. 442.

Bambara town and inhabitants, iii 245-252.
Bambara country, present ruler, iii. 318.

Bamurna valley, with sugar plantation, iii. 127.
Banal, mountainous district of Bagirmi, and in-

habitants, ii 690.

Banara and its inhabitants, ii. 689.

Banana (Mvsa Paradmaea), i. 4S0; common in
the southern provinces, 621, iL 193, iii. 143.

Banay village, iii. 263.

Bandego village of A'damawa, i. 572.
Baobab, see Adansonia.
Barakat, town and inhabitants, L 209; vicinity

described, 210.

Baratawa village, fine tamarind-trees near, iii, 62.
Barea village of Musgu country, ii. 363.
Bai-gu or Barba country, north of Y6ruba, iii 668.
Barley cultivated on the Niger, iii. 442.
Barno locality on Niger described, iii. 4S6.
Barth, Dr., his previous travels in Barbary, vol. i

p. vii; course of his studies, ii. 167; volunteers
to accompany Mr. Richardson in the exploration
of Central Africa, vol. i. p. viii; joins the expedi-
tion at Tunis, 29; arrival at Tripoli, 39; resi-

dence at and excursions around, 40-S9
; journey

across the desert, 90, seq. ; residence at Murzuk,
150-156; departure from Murzuk, 15S; negotia-
tion with Tawarek chiefs, 164, 165; joins the
caravan, 168; astray in the desert, 1SS-192;
arrival at Ghat, 193; departure for the open
desert, 208; joins the Kel-owi caravan, 212;
reaches the Tinylkum caravan, 232; alarms
from Tawarek freebooters, 23S-255; attacked
and pillaged by the Merabetin, 259-262; endan-
gered by a desert torrent, 266 ; arrival of escort
from A'nnur, 267; arrival at Tintellust, 275;
residence in Tint6llust, 292-298; nocturnal at-

tack, 295; journey to A'gades, 299-317; resi-

dence at A'gades, 317-360; interview with the
sultan, 320; receives letters of protection, 346;
residence in Tin-Taggana, 379-3SS; religious

conversation with A'nnur, 385; joins the salt-

caravan, 389 ;
parting with Mr. Richardson, 425

;

interview with the governor of KtUsena, 456;
theological discussion with Bel-Ghot, 465; de-
parture from Katsena, 4S0; residence in Kau6,
4S9-525; severe attack of fever, 492; audiences
with the ghaladima, and governor, 493-495;
sets out from Kan6 alone, 525; joins the sherif
'Abd-el-Khafif, 530; interview with ghaladima
'Omar, 555; enters B6rnu, 561; news of Mr.
Richardson's death, 562; visit to his grave, 572;
interview with the governor of Duchi, 584; ar-

rival at Kfikawa, 591; servants and debts ofthe
mission, 592; interviews with the vizier, 593;
amicable arrangements, 596; debts of the mis-
sion discharged, ii 45; expedition to Lake
Tsad, 60-76; meeting with Mr. Overweg near
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Kaliluwj't, 80; departure from Kukawa, 85; [Beans, cultivation of, L 51; iii. 35, passim.
journey to Yola, 87-178; interview with tho'Boan-tressels excellent food for camels, Hi. 79.
governor, 182; anxiety and sickness, 1SG; mis- B.-chi town and neighborhood, i. 480.
sion repulsed, 180; return from A'damawa to

Kukawa, 199-226; interview with the vizier,

227; expedition to Kunem, 243-510; joins a
band of the Welad Sliman, 273; interview with
the sheikh of that tribe, 277; camp taken, 305;
continued illness, 204-311; return to Kukawa,
310; accompanies the expedition against Man-
dura, 310-424; discussion on slavery with the
vizier, 325-32S; cut off from the army, 307-369

;

return to Kukawa, 423; journey to Bagirrai,

425-503
;
stopped at the Shari river, 403 ; suc-

ceeds in crossing, 409 ; residence at Meld, 473 ;

laid in irons, 000; proceeds to Mus-eiia, 502;
interview with the lieutenant-governor, 504;
becomes a retail dealer, 511 ; arrival of letters

and supplies, 531; audience with the sultan,

535; departure from Mas-ena, 543; arrival at

Kukawa, 573; treaty of commerce signed by
the sultan, 575; death of Mr. Overweg^ 578;
parting interview with the Sheikh 'Omar, iii.

19; departure for Timbuktu, 20; enters the
Komadugu of Bdrnu, 27; reaches the moun-
tainous province of Muniyd, 43; interview with
the governor, 53 ; visit to the natron lake, 03

;

arrival of pecuniary supplies, 75; interview with
the governor of Katsena, 83 ; discussion on po-
lygamy with 'Abd-e'-Rahman, 80; journey from
Katsena to Sdkoto, 88, seq. ; interview with
'Aliyu, 104, 139 ; letter of franchise, 108; resi-

dence in Wurno, 110-139; arrival at Gando,
142; transactions with the sultan, 145, 14G; un-
safe journey through Kebbi, 14S-171 ; first eight

Bedanga and its inhabitants, ii. 081, 088.
Bedde territory and its inhabitants described, iii. 38.

Bedstead, kind of, necessary for an African trav-
eler, i. 429 ; curious bedsteads in A'gades, i. 350.

Beehives, i. 4S5; underground, ii. 103.

Bees, dangerous attack by, ii. 407.

Be-gungu island, in the Niger, iii, 581.
Behinde village, iii. 593.

Belang, important town of Gurma, iiL G47.
Bclem, residence of M'allem Delii, town and its

inhabitants, ii. 154, 200.

Bello, sultan, character, iii. 344; notice of his work,
iii. 138.

ilussa, important town of Mdsi, iii. G4S.

Beni-Ulid, troublesome place, iii. 029.

Bennanaba, or Benabn, chief town ofGufnia, mean-
ing of name, iii. G40.

Bendn, camp where Park was kept a prisoner, iii.

097.

Bentang-tree. See Silk cotton-tree.

BunuwO river, ii. 103, 200; the great arm of the
Kwara, 107; period of rising and falling, 172;
its importance for the intercourse with the in-

terior, S4, 327, 329.

Benzari, town of Manga, i. 543.

Berabish (sing. Berbushi) tribe, sections of, in
A'zawad, iii. G87; their hostility toward me, 331,

339 ; chief of Berabish murderer of Major Laing,
330 ; death of his son, 342.

Berber population, historical notices of, i. 194; li-

centious manners of frontier tribes, 242 ; iii. 4G2.

Berboruwa well of Manga country, iii. 43.

of the Niger, 171; El Walati, specimen of a Bcii village and inhabitants, ii. 200; route to from
Moorish character, 198; stay in Libtdko, 200- Ngcgimi, 207, note; former importance, 020, seq.

207; transactions with the Tawarek, 235, 241; Bcrainkoro, Bumbara village, iii. 701.

interview with the emir of Sarayamo, 256; Besher villages and well near Kukawa, i. 500.

embarks on a creek of the Niger, 259; interview Beteha valley of Wadai, principal villages along
with Sidi A'lawate in Kabara, 277; arrival atj the, ii. 671.

Timbuktu, 2S1
;

religious discussion with Sidi Beting district, character of the Niger in, iii. 508.

A'lawate, 304; attack of fever, 303-307; first Bu el Hamesh, well of Kunem, ii. 308.

interview with Sheikh el Bakay, 309-311; Un-|Blrchi village, iii. 571.

settled residence in Timbuktu, 312, seq. ; dan- Birmenawa town, i. 536, iii. 582.

gerous situation, 331 ; interview and religious Birni, or Ghasr-cggomo, the old capital of Bdrnu,
with A'wab, — ' " '

'

'

bis account of

ission with
founded _

ruins, iiL i

whom, ii. 5S9; description of ita

jviungo rai'K, ;
religious uiscuhsjuu wiui ruins, iu. oi.

Sheikh el Bakay, 343 ; discussion on the relation Birni town on Niger and inhabitants, iii. 530.

of Christ and Mohammed, 349; on the prophets, Birai-n-Debe, site of and forest scenery, iii. 159.
uWho is a Moslim?" 3S4; forced to leave the Birni-n-Kebbi and its inhabitants, ul 153, 550;
town, 388; political meeting, 394; departure

from Timbuktu, 403 ;
retrograde movement, 413

;

final departure, 432 ; enters the desert, 449 ; ar-

rival at G6g6, 479; parting with El Bakay, 495;

travels along the southwestern bank of the Ni-

ger, 490-533; an alarming adventure, 529;

second residence in Say, 534; interview with the

governor, 534; arrival at Tamkala and inter-

view with the governor, 539 ; attack of dysentery

at Wurnd, 560 ; interviews with 'Aliyu, 558, 5G4

;

second residence in Kand, 537; pecuniary diffi-

culties, 578; meeting with Mr. Vogel, 586; last

residence in Kukawa, 592; arrangements with

Mr. Vogel, 593; attack ofrheumatism, 596; dif-

ficulties and delays, 599; traverses the desert

with a small Tebu caravan, 602-626; stopped by
Arabs, 628; arrival at Tripoli, 629; arrival in

London, 630.

Baruwa, or Biirruwa, town and vicinity, it 258, iii.

G03.

Baeengiddi village, iii. 706.

Basikunnu town and inhabitants, m. 694.

Basikunnu and Ya-salame, list of places between,

iii 093

Bat-ha large valley and river of Wadai, ii 648,

663, seq.

Batta tribe in A'damawa, ii. 196.

Baure, a Bpecies of ficus, large specimen, i. 314;

poorer specimens, iii. 63.

BiyfinTus inhabitants, ,\ 640.

N. B. Other names beginning with the term Birni
look for under the second part of the name.

Bitinkdbe tribe, in. 531.

Bizuggu town, iii. 644.

Blacksmiths of the Tawarek, i. 301; blacksmith's
workshop described, ii. 102.

Boats on the Tsi'ul, ii. 65; on the Shari, 447, 450;
of the Musgu, 3!>1 ; on the Bi-nuwi*, 169 ; on the
Niger, iiL 172, 250, 523; represented in PI. 267,

Bodinga town and market, iiL 556.
Bdghel valley, its picturesque and rich character,

i. 314.

B6go village, ii. 362.

Bokhari, governor of Khadeja, bis expedition
against Khadeja, his success, and what use he
made of it, i. 543.

Bokhari, learned man of Sdkoto, iii. 635.
Bokhari, a learned man of Gando, iiL 146.

Bone village, iii. 235.

Bongesemba village, on the Upper Niger, or Dhiu-
liba, different quality of the water of the two
branches of the river at, iii. 691.

Books should be sent out to Central Africa, iii. 372;
manuscript books in Bagirmi, iL 506.

Bore town, iii. 687.

table of events and list of
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B<5rnu army, appearance of, H. 348; detachments
composing the cavahy of, in the expedition to
Musgu, 638.

B6rnu proper, boundaries of, i. 561.
Bornu-Gungu, or Barnu-Gungu, island in the Ni-

ger, scenery round, iii 497.
Borzari, town of Bornu, iii. 37.
Bose village and inhabitants, iii. 525.
Boseb&ngo village and inhabitants, iii. 189, 192.
Bread of Maguria, i. 404; of balanites, ii, 515.
Budduma, islanders of the Tssad identical with the

Yedina, ii. 64; their character, 64; their canoes,
66; Overweg's visit to their islands, 232.

Bugari village, ii. 466; described, 479.
Buggoma river, iii. 210.

Bugla well, iii. 696.

Bugomau town on Shun, ii. 477.
Bulala, dynasty of, identical with Gaogn, ii. 545;

divisions of the, 676.

Bullock-riding, attempt at, i. 299; excellent bul-
locks in Air, 304, 427; the bullock the native
beast of burden, ii. paaidm.

Bulls used by the ancient kings of Fezzun for draw-
ing their chariots, sculptures confirmatory of, i.

178.

Bunday mountain rnnge, i. 303.

Bundi town, i. 156, iii. 586.

Bundore village, dye-pits at, iii. 192.

Bune, Old and New, iii. 46.

"Bune Knyurde S'aid" village and meaning of
\ name, iii. 390.

Bunka town and its inhabitants, iii. 96, 509.

Burj el Melha, a ruined castle, i 37.

Burgu or Burku, interesting country, ii. 245, 613.
Burre hamlet, rocky character of the Niger near,

iii. 504.

Burrum, or Bahr el GhazAl stations along, ii. 611.

Bussumo town, iii. 648.

Butter, fresh, not to be got in B6rau, nor in Negro-
land in general, ii. 5S0, iii. 100.

Butter- tree, Bassia butyracea (kadena, t6so), in

KAteena, i. 480, 482, iii. 90; A'damawa, ii. 109,

123, 143; in great numbers on Niger, iii. 263
527.

Euwa tribe, divisions, ii. 680.

Buwa-DasAr tribe, ii. 693.

Bypi, npurishing^ snws^in Niger, iii. 439, 441

Caillie, Rene, the traveler, iii. 265, 310.

Camel, the, not indigenous in Africa, i. 179 ; prices

of, in Bornu, ii, 58; camels of Bornu, 369,

Camel races, i 270.

Canoes on the Benuw6, ii. 168 ; see Boats.

Capparis sodata, uses of, i. 247; wide extent of,

247, 263, iii. 405, 434, 504; in the Burrum, ii

612; berries of, i. 247, iii. 436.

Caravan trade of Timbuktu with Morocco, 366.

Caravans avoid the villages bordering the desert,

i. 118.

Castle of the Prophetess, a Roman ruin at El Jem,
i. 31.

Cattle, horned, indigenous or imported, ii. 402;
introduced into many districts by the Fulbe.

Champagore, town and residence of Galaijo, de-

scribed, iii. 180.

Champalawel town, iii 186.

Chereka mount, i. 302.

Chifdwa town described, i. 545.

Chire described, ii. 683.

Civilization, false, its influence in furthering the
slave trade, iL 326 ; of Negroland, only means
of, 501.

Clapperton, Captain, probable cauBe of his death,

iii 131 ; his great merit as a traveler, 125.

Clay the chief food of the Dingding tribe, i. 647

;

clay-hoiiBes, insecurity of, ii. 520.

Cocks used in deciding lawsuits by wager of bat-

tle, ii. 217.

Commerce of LibtakoHiL 201 ; of Timbfiktu, 675,

857; of Kand, i. r
acq.; ofWaday,ii

Corchorue olitoriue, common vegetable in A'gades,

ISUSffSSS-
1 041 in BttSirmI> a* ,n

Costume of Demmo chiefs, ii. 381.

Cotton cultivated from Bagirmi to Timbuktu, Pre-
face, p. xv. ; best cotton near lakes and rivers, it
333; in Bagirmi cultivated in ridges, 489; chiefly
cultivated by Bornu people, 559 ; the wealth of
Dikowa, 330, 430; on Niger, iii. 529, 531; the
staple in market of Badarawa, 100 ; cotton ex-
tensively manufactured in Kan6r i 510; from
the 11th century in Silla, iii. 365; celebrated in
Kor6rofa, i. 621; in Kong, iii 646; in Zagho,
691.

Cotton-fields, general neglected appearance, ii. 332;
well kept, iii. 95.

Cotton-strips as money, ii. 55; in the country
towns of B6rnu, i. 568; in A'damAwa, ii. 151;
m^Bagirmi, 511; in Libtaka, iii. 203; in I'saye,

Croton tiglium in Bagirmi, ii. 560.

Crowe, Mr., H.M.'s consul-general in Tripoli, i 39,
495.

Crystallized tubes, iii 610.

Cucurbita lagenaria, ii. 142, 323.

Cucurbita Melopepo, ii. 401; in general use for

seasoning the food, 341, iii 348.

Cultivation of t/»e different species of corn in va-
rious districts greatly varying, ii. 143, 192.

Currency, defection in Kukawn, ii 55; very vary-
ing in different districts, difficult to know before-
hand, iii 196.

Cyperus esculentus, ii 105, 427 ;
porridge of, 142.

Dabuwa villnge, ii. 430.

Daghel village, residence of Othman the Reformor,
iii. 125.

DAkkwa, meaning of the term, i. 430.
Dalla town, iii. 687.
Dalla province, iii. 218.

Dumarak, ancient capital of So, ii. 593.
Dambeda village, iii. 77.
Daraerghu, corn-fields, i. 413; animals and vegeta-

tion of, 416; list of villages, 421; origin of the
name, 420.

Dan-Fnwa, town and inhabitants, iii. 568.
Dunkama, site of, i. 450.

Dan-Shiiura district, towns and villages in, Hi
566, note.

Dan-Shiiura, walled town, iii 565.

Darghol and its inhabitants, iii. 524, 768.
DunnagwA village, i. 559.

Darroro town, i 613.

Daura, eldest state of HAusa, i 472 ;
province of,

611 ; character of governor, iii 76.

Dates of A'sben, i 252; Kano, 524; of Tawat,
species of, iii. 346, note ; of Bambn, 443.

Date palms in A'sben, i. 252, 262; in Tas&wa,
439; in Kan6, 524; in A'dam:'iwa, ii. 193; in
Logon, 438, 450; in KAnem, 300, 307; in Ba-
girmi, 683; in Timbuktu, iii. 322; in Bamba,
443; inGog6,473; loaded with fruit, 555; palm,
bushes, 523, 580.

DAway village, iii 590.

Dawerghu described, ii 246.

Day, islands of, in the Niger, iii. 269.

Dube, site of, iii. 547.

Debu lake, its shallow character, iii 687; ayu or
innnatus found in, 690.

D6ffowa town, i. 563.

Dekir well, iii. 625.

Deleb palms, i. 449, ii 136; the fruit and its uses,
138; wide range of this palm, 362, 397, 405,
442, 450, 493, 525, 560, iii. 89, 579, 581, jkw-
sim.

Demmo village and scenery, ii 879; pagan prieBta
and chiefs, 881.

Dcmsa, countryof this tribe, ii 201.
Dendi, capital of, iii. 141.

Dondina, towns and villages of, iii. 639.
eeq. ; of Kiikawa, 307, Denfo, walled town, and its inhabitants, iii. 701.

Denga village, iii 193.
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Denham, Major, his adventures in Mandara, ii.

320; his want of accuracy, iii. 125.

Deris, a dwelling-place of the "White Arabs," iii,

T08.

Desert, journey across, i. 171, scq.
;
highest mount-

ain pass in, iii. 505; torrent, effects of, 551;
heart of the, i. 222, iii 609 ; extent of rain into
the desert, 614.

Desert near Timbuktu, residence in, iii. 315.

DobM hamlet and inhabitants, iii. 219.

Devil's dance at TageleL, i. 424.
Diggera and vicinity, ii. 341.

Diggera, a tiibe of Tawarek, formerly of wide ex
tent, now reduced, i. 472, ii. 594, iii. 19, 51.

Dikowa, large town and vicinity, ii. 324.

Dimisuga village, hospitable treatment at, iii. 5S9.

Dimla town, iii 648.
Dire town, iii. 689. »

Dirma province, iii. 290.
Dirki town, iii. 614; historical notice of, ii. 595.

Dodo, worship of, i 424.

Dodowa cakes, i. 414, 433; an important article of
trade with Sokoto, iii. 98.

Dogo, southernmost village of Bagirmi, described,

Dogo village, near Say, iii. 533.

D6go-n-daji town, iii 555.

Domestic slavery in Negroland, i. 527.

Donari town, iii. 42.

D6re,chieftown ofLibtako,iii200; market,201-204.
Dorowa (Parkia), chief tree in the provinces of

K;'itsena and Zariya, iii. 89, passim.
Dynnia town and inhabitant?, iii. 629.
Duchi district described, L 5S4.
Duchi town described, iii 99, 569.
Dum palm, exclusive region near Zurrikulo, i
558; wide range of over Negroland; in Air,

262, 308; near Y6, ii. 250: in Logon, 442; Ga-
zawa, i. 439, iii. 80; in Fogha, 162; in Mm mi,
647; on the Niger, 406, 518, 521, 526, 528, 620;
use of the fruits of in Say, 525; in Tamkala,
538; the kernel, ii. 54, 253.

Duncan, his route from Baffo to Adafudia full of
errors, iii. 644.

Dunki-tree leaves used as vegetable, iii. 532.

Dunu village described, i. 566.

Dyeing, the art of, imparts to several regions of

Negroland a certain tincture of civilization, i

444; superiority of in Kano, 512; in Uje, ii. 95
in Bagirmi, 4SS ; in Zanfara, iii. 98, 570.

Dwentsa town, iii. 687.

1 Hausa boy,

Ebn Batuta's Travels, i 365; mentions Edris as

King of Bornu, ii 22.

E'deri and its caverns, i. 138.

Edible wild fruits, ii 104, 109; edible poas, see

Poa; edible productions, 142.

Edris Alawomo, greatest king of B6rnu, ii 593

;

expeditions of from B6rnu to Kaneiu, 617.

E'fadaye, lawless tribe, i 287 ; their strength, 3S3.

Eg6, fertile valley, described, ii 612.

E'geri, valley of, i. 219.

Eghellal mount and village, i. 303; valley, 304.

Egyptians, ancient, probable intercourse of the

Songhay with, iii. 293, 464.

El A'biir, district near the Senegal,wells of, iii706.

El A'hmar well, iii. 622.

El Arb'a'm described, i. 30,

El Bekri's account of Negroland, iii, 659 ; mention
of various words still in use, shigge, 303, n.

El Edrisi's account of Negroland noticed, iii. 660.

El Gada and adjoining districts described, and
Moorish tribes in, iii. 717.

El Giblah and Shemmamah described, and Moorish

tribes in, iii. 715.

El Haha district and tribes, iii. 717.

El Hank district described, iii. 718.

El Hasi, the well at the foot of the Hammada, i

130.

El Hddh district described, and Moorish tribes in,

Hi 712.

. _jl Roman remains at, i 31.

El Juf district described, iii. 718.
Elkeb, singular monuments on the plain of, i 7L
El Khwin described, i. 29.

El Medaina, a ruined Roman station, i. 36.

El Walati, his character and appearance, iii. 198;

from, 356.
'

El War, or Temmi, well, iii. 623,
Elephants, frequent in A'damawa, ii 193; herd

of, going to water, 262 ; predominant in Musgu,
345, 346, 350 ; in Gurma, iii 192.

E'm-n-ktiris headland, camping-ground at, iii. 437.
Encampment, Arab, private life in, iii 328 ; of Ta-
warek represented, 423.

"English house" at Kukawa, ii. 45.

English hill near Tin-tellust, i. 275.

Eratafani (Ghatafan, compare Ebn Khaldim,
trans, by De Slane, i 38), camp of the, iii 519.

E'razar valley, i 263.

E'rgshesh, district described, iii 718.

Ernesse camping-ground described, iii. 426.

Euphorbia, poisonous, i. 411, iii 405.

European goods brought to Kan6, i. 517 ; to Tim-
buktu, iii 336.

Europeans, in what little esteem held by some peo-

ple, iii. 402.

Exogyra Overwegi found near Wadi Tagije, i 116.

Faki el Bahr, most learned man in Wadui, ii. 662.

Fdki Sambo, a very learned Pullo at MAseftit, ii

506.

Fiilal6, village and costume, iii 645.

Fall tribe in Fumbinu, ii. 196.

Fanyakangwa town, iii. 584.
Farara described, i. 422.

Faro river, ii 171, 200.

Fatawel, great ivory market, ii. 346.

Female chiefs and sovereigns in Bornu, ii. 593; of
the Welad Rashid, 655.

Female infidelity rare among the nobler tribes of
the Tawarek, iii 425 ; female head-dress in Ba-
girmi, ii. 470; in Kano, i. 497.

Female apparel in general in Negroland, i. 440 ; in
Musgu, ii 406; in Songhay, iii 481.

Fenorang valley, i. 239.

Fereng-mangha, explanation of the title, iii 292,
note.

Ferry-boats made of calabashes, L 5S1, iii, 34.

Festival of the 'Aid el Kebir in A'gade?, i. 336;

in M::sena, 532; in Timbuktu, iii 352; in Yal
gha, 197.

Ficus, very large specimens, i 314, iii 427.
Filiyo village and its inhabitant?, iii. 214
Fire-arrae, their influence in furthering the slave

trade, ii 327; numerous in Bornu in the Becond
half of the sixteenth century, 503.

Firki-ground, a peculiar kind of soil, i. 587, ii. 88,
passim.

Fish very plentiful in Musgu, ii 408, 411 ; differ-

ent species found in Niger, iii 754: dried fish,

an important article of commerce in Bornu, ii

247; value of, as a medium of commerce at
A'shenumma. iii. 618.

Fittri, the "lake" of the Kuka, more considerable
places around, ii 675; the districts mentioned,
621, 633.

Fleas in Kukawa, ii. 4S; in Ttimkala, iii 539.

Fodet valley, mountain scenery, i 269.

Fdgha valley, iii. 162; mode of preparing salt,

164; character of the people, 165; separation
between the Hausa and Songhay races, 166.

French, excitement caused at Timbuktu by their
movements in the north, iii 415-421.

Fugabd Kobber, village of the, ii. 288.

Fulbe of Mandara, ii. 353 ; degenerate Fulbe, 113

;

their intelligence and veracity, 132; first ap-
pearance in B6rnu, 592, 595; immigration into
Bagirma, 549 ; facilitated by the Shuwa. 503

;

history of, and growth of their power in Sokoto,
iii 112; tribes of, 113, note; their important
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mission, 331; along Upper Niger, 679; their

580.

F61be huts figured, iii 223.
Fulbe of A'damawa, their famous expedition to the

far South, ii. 204.

Fumbina, extent of, ii. 191; described, 192; vari
ous tribes, 196-198.

Funeral Dance, at I'sge, ii 216.
Fura village, iii 649.
Fura, favorite drink, mode of drinking, i 331.
Futa country, chief divisions of, iii. 710.

Gabata. sacred site of, iii. 60.
Gabben and its inhabitants, ii. 687.
Ga-bero, description of the tribe, ill 484; their

hospitality, 485; divisions of the tribe, 485,
note.

Ga-bibi tribe, iii 497.
Gabore hamlet, iii. 580.
Ga|Huffi^Mr., British Agent at Murzuk, i. 151,

Gakoira town, site of, iii. 265.

Galula village and Abater-course, iii 709.

Gamerghu district, ii 92; tribe nearly related to

the Mandara, 93.

Gando empire, climate and extent of the, iii 147

;

rulers of, 635.

Gando town described, iii. 143, 566
;
average rain

fall in, 554.

Gaogo, kingdom of the, ii 544; reason of its pow
er, 557.

Garbo village, iii. 168, 544.

Gareji village, i. 543.

Gargara, iron used in Bagirmi obtained from, ii,

682.

Gar-Sara described, ii. 689.

Garu, an island town in the Niger, iii. 522.

Gasi-Ghuma, great market-place of Fermagha, iii.

694.

Gatara village, iii 542.

Gaumache hamlet, iii. 150.

Gauri town, notice of, ii. 693.

Gawasu village, interview with the sultan of So-

koto, iii. 104
Gazawa, independent pagan town, i. 445; places

lying round it, 447; fortifications and markets,
448 ; chief men, iii 81.

Gebi valley described, i. 247.

Gellu town, iii. 700.

Gerki, town and its inhabitants, i. 535, iii 581.

Gesgi valley of Kanem, ii. 297.

Geshiya town and its inhabitants, iii. 40.

Gesma town and its inhabitants, iii. 41.

Gezawa, town of province of Kano, and its inhab-
itants, i 528.

Ghadames, inhabitants of, great merchants, set-

tled in Kdtsena, i 462; Kano, 500, 503; Tim-
buktu, iii. 326* 676, 366.

Ghaladima 'Omar, interview with, i. 554.

Ghamaru, brick ruins of, i. 577; favorite residence
of the former kings of B6rnu, ii. 634.

Ghana, or Ghanata, kingdom, historical notices of,

iii. 657, 660.

Gharivo el gharbiya, Roman gateway at, i 120;
and Arab tower, 122.

Ghariya e' sherkiya. i. 125.

Ghasr-eggomo, former capital ofBurnu (see Birni),

ruins of described, iii. 29.

Ghat, arrival at, i. 193 ;
description of, 204.

Ghergo, Songhay town on the Niger, and inhabi-

tants, iii 438.

Ghurain and its villages, i. 60-64; hatred against
the Turks, 63; subterranean dwellings, ib.

Gida-n-Alla village, iii. 580.

Giraffe, home of the, i. 403; rare in the populous
districts, in Musgu, ii. 91, 346; frequent on

"

Niger, iii 468, 440.

Gilmiram, wells of, i. 427.

Gdber, princes of, iii. 634; connection of the no-

blest family with the Copts, i. 277; the G<ibc*
rawa, once masters of A'aben, ib.

G6g6, Gagho, or G'ao, capital of the Songhay em-
pire, noticed, iii. 658, 659, 660; conquered by
the Awelimmid, 6S2 ; town and inhabitants de-
scribed, 479 ; survey of the Niger, 493.

Gold, the chief commercial staple of Timbuktu, iii.

359 ; import of gold into Kano, i. 522
;
gold trade

in former times in Kukia, iii. 645, 660; gold
found in Bcnuwe, ii 109 ; rivers containing gold,
iii. 646.

Gona, locality on the Niger, iii. 496.
Gonda-trees (Mo Papaya) i. 432, 482, 646, ii.

liciouB fruit, i. 119.

Gongungo village, iii. 193.

Gonja (countiy of the k61a-nut), routes to, iii 646

:

trade to, 364.

Goreba fruit (see Dum palm), i 432.
Gdrebi torrent, iii. 180.
Gorgom town, iii. 79.

Gdsuwa down, i. 543.
G6te district, iii. 526.
Government: a feudal form spread from Melle
over great part of Negroland, iii. 662; in B6rnu,
eclectic, with a very strong aristocratic element,
ii. 27; in Fulbe states more republican, 9; of
Bagirmi, 562; of Wadai, 653 ; in Songhay, more
despotical, iii. 288.

Gozenakko village and its inhabitants, i, 432.
Grain, different prices of, ii. 56, iii. 561.
Granaries, tower-like, iii. 229 ;

granaries or corn-
stacks as usual in Negroland, i 416, 426; in the
Manga countiy, iii. 36.

Ground-nuts, an essential article of native food,
and important article of export trade, ii. 142,
479 ; in Bagirmi, in general cultivated to a small
extent, 193, 558, passim; cultivated between

Guinea-worm disease, i. 231 ; produced by drink-
ing stagnant water, ii 224; not met with in
women, ib.

Gulbi, general meaning, ii. 451,
Giilbi-n-Lokoto swamps, iii. 549,
Gulumbe, walled town, iii 151, 551.
Gumda village, iii 79.

Gummel, town, its commercial importance and its

inhabitants, i. 536; its state of decay, iii. 582.
Gumrek, lake, i. 412.
Gundam town described, iii. 687.

Gundumi wilderness, passage through, iii. 103.
Guram town, iii. 690.

Gurara river, Lander's Rari, i 612.
Gure, capital of Muniy6, described, iii. 52-57; visit

to the governor, 53 j his character, 54.

Gurgul, a small shallow drain of Senegal, iii 709.
Guri and inhabitants, iii. 698.

Gurma, hilly country of, iii 179 ; colonized by the
Songhay, 184; province and inhabitants of, 643;
their connection with the Tombo, ib.

Guro-nute, a commercial staple of Timbuktu, iii

362; their import into Kan6, i. 514; conditions
of the trade in, ib.

Gushi territory, villages in, iii. 64.

Gwanin el Kohol, section of the Berabish, notice
of the, iii. 385.

Gwasem, Roman sepulchre near, i. 95.

Haddada, peculiar tribe in Kanem, account of, Si.

608.

Haj Beshir, biographical notice of, ii. 40 ; end of
his career, 605

;
policy with regard to the pagan

tribe;?, 398, 419.

Haj Mohammed A'skifi, iii. 286. See A'skia.
Hamda-Allahi, capital of empire of Masina, iii,

321, 689, passim.
Hamiyen, warm springs of, described, ii. 668.

the Hammo, son-in-law to Annur, i. 298, 342; parting
with, 402.

Hammada, description of the, i. 127-133; mean-
ing of the term, 132.
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Handara village, iii. 71.

Huusa, historical notices of, i. 470; intelligence

of race and general character, 535; character
and importance of language, pamm ; ita rela-

tion to the Berber, 471, n. ; nobleman and reti-

nue, iii. 543.

Hatita, chief of the A'zkar, arrival of, i. 1G2; his

dealings, 171 ; sketch of, on his camel, 173.

Halluf, Kanemma chief, ii. 290, seq.

Haw-n-adak, an encampment, iii. 241.

Hay, method of storing, in the Musgu country, ii.

355.

Headdress of females in Bagirmi, ii. 470; in Kn-
no, i. 497; in Kukawa, ii. 59; in Belarigo, 53

;

curious ornaments of, in Libtako, iii. 204.

Hunderi Siggesi, valley of Kanem, ii. 300.

Hendi-kiri, camping-ground near, on the Niger,

iii. 436.

Hereditaments with some African tribes descend
from the possessor to his sister's yon, i. 280
probable foundation of the custom, 281.

Hibiscus esculentus, ii. 246, 544; in general use

in Bagirmi, 559.

Hillet e' Sheikh Sidi el Mukhtar, a celebrated
place of A7orship, i. 607, iii. 309.

Hogur, or Hagara, account of the, i. 605.

Holcus eernuus, cultivated to great extent in Bdr-
nii, i. 5SS, ii. 88; different varieties of, found in

different districts, 192; sorghum, the general
grain in Bornu, 220; h. saccharatus, in south-

ern provinces of B6rau, in Musgu, ii. 339; the

red species in Musgu, 354.

Hombori mountain range figured, iii. 226; de-
scribed, 225.

H6mbori town, route to, iii. 220, vote.

Horses, indifferent, in A'gades, i. 316; fine in Da-

passim ; their dread of mentioning the name of
their deceased father, 416; encampments of the
tribes settled on the Niger, 422 ; the great south-
westerly group of, 719 ; the I'moahagli represent-
ed on the Egyptian monuments, 724.

Indigo, first appearance of plant, i. 394; way of
raising, in Bagirmi, ii. 494 ; in Wud;,i, 0G1 ; cul-
tivated to great extent, iii. 141, passim.

Inscriptions, Roman, in Gh&riya, i. 123; Berber,

146, 233, pasaim ,* Rock, ii. 139.

I'regenaten, subdivisions of, iii. 723; peaceable
tribes of, 723.

Iron, best iron in Bubanjidda, ii. 102, 195; good
quality in Mundara, 216, but indifferent in Kan6,
i. 522; in Bagirmi, 682; in Wadawi, 661.

Iron-stone abundant near Munghono, ii. 226.

Irrigation by lambona or khattatir, i. 263, 480; ii.

253 ; in Kanem, 292; iii. 442.

I'sa, Songhay name of the Niger, iii. 268.

I'sa-bore, the principal branch of the I'sa, towns
and villages along the bank of the, from Dire to

Sansandi, iii. 689; towns and villages on the
southeastern branch between M6bti and Jenin,

691.

I'sayo village, tower-like granaries, iii. 228; in-

habitants, 229; deserted at a later period, 369.

I'sge district of Marghi, ii. Ill; village and its in-

habitants, 141; hut and costume, 215; funeral

dance, 216.

Islamism, struggle between, and paganism, i. 450;
when introduced into Central Negroland, 474;
into Kanem, ii. 23, 5S2; into Logon, 455; into

Bagirmi, 550; into Wadai, 643; into Songhay,
283 659

Itisan, historical notices of, i. 28S; subdivisions of,

290.

Niger, iii. 410 ; their way of covering the mouth, Kalikagori village, ii. 247.

merghu, 418; Bdrnu horses, their excellence, ii.

58, 242; exposed to all changes of weather, Jacob
?
Jew servant to Denham and Clapperton, i. 31.

156; barbarous Musgu mode ofsecuring seat on,'Jafarabe, group of islands in Upper Niger, iiuport-

374; fine race of, in Libtako, iiL 205; of Tawa-| ant for commercial intercourse, iii. 327, 691.

rek, on Niger, 240, 241; numerous in Sarayamo, Jawura, Park's Jarra, former capital of Melle, iii.

255, 25S; indifferent in Timbuktu, 3S6; of thel 698.

Songhay, 473; value of, in the desert, 621. |jebel Manterus, ascent of, i. 59.

House, in Kano, plan of, i. 509; in Kukawa, plan Jebel Mstd, ascent of, i. 70.

of, ii. 46; in Timbuktu, plan of, iii. 307; houses!Jcga, important town of Kebbi, commerce of, iii.

in A'gades, i. 350, 352. 147, 551.

Hulluf, Logon town, famed for sorcery, ii. 440. Jehaya valley, or well, iii. 621.

Huts, general character of, i. 415; huts called ban- Jenur village and inhabitants, iii.

go or bongo, 440, ii. 97, 119; hut in Mubi, 211; Jerma, old, described, L
various species of, in B6rnu, 226 ; of Shiiwa, 90;

of Marghi, 105; of Musgu, 416; see Architect-

ure; in Yagha, iii. 195; of nomadic Fiilbe fig-

ured, 223 ; of Fulbe in Bagirmi, ii. 503 ; in Song-

hay, iii. 226, 228.

Ibawdjiten, notice of the tribe, iii. 473.

I'bo tribe, notice of, i. 647.

I'dinen, mount, the holy and dreaded mountain of

the A'zkar, i. 186; visited, 188; led astray on
return from, 190.

I'ggeba well, iii. 620.

Igdmaren, encampment at, on the Niger, iii. 455.

Dcademmelrang valley, singular formations in, i.

234.

Ikannu and G-undara, list of places between, iii. 694.

Ikazkezan, general character of tribe, i. 282 ; a

freebooter, 418.

Bori, large town of Ydruba, i. 540.

Imeggelelo district, iii. 240.

Imghad, meaning of the term, L 202 ; historical

notices of the, of the A'zkar, 202 ; of the valleys

round A'gades, 314; of the I'regenaten, iii. 720;

of the Awelimmiden, 721.

I'mraanang district, iii. 642.

Immen.'in valley, threatened attack in, i. 253.

I'm6shagh, or Tawarek, sections and families of

the A^kar, i. 198 ; origin and antiquity of the

name, 202; of the Kel-owi, 282 ; of the Kel-geres

and Itisan, 290; their encampments, 408; the

Sakomaren, 605 ; of the Hogar, 606 ; their cus-

toms, how changed by their settlement on the

146 ;
new, 146.

Jibali village and mountains, iii. 707.

Jidder, ruined hamlet, fine crops, iii. 537.
Jimballa district on Niger, towns in, iii. 692.
Jingeri village, iii. 590.

Jinni, or Jenni, founded, iiL 659; adopts Isldm,
660 ; subject to Melle, 661 ; conquered by Sonni
'Ali, 665.

Jinninau valley, magnetic iron-stone near, i. 245.

Judicial decision among the Marghi by cock-fight-
ing, ii. 216.

Jugguru territory, iii. 156.

Jyju district, hamlets in, iii. 561, note.

Kabara town and inhabitants, iii, 273-277, 321

;

Bpecial governor in former times, 289 ;
passage

wrongly understood, ii. 590,
Kabowa village, i. 568.

Kada-marga village, ii. 502.

Kadammellet mount, i. 257, 253.

Kaduna river, L 612, 613.

Kagza, well of, iii. 26.

Kakali village, ii. 369.

Kakaru town, iii. 768.

Kala, westernmost town of territory of Log6n, it

Kala, considerable Bambara town, former import-
ance, iii. 662, 697.

Kalala Tebu village, mode of preparing salt at, iii

613.

Kalemri B6rnu village, in ita state of welfare, L
558 ; half deserted, iii. 558.
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KaMuwa village, near Kukawa, first arrival at, i. Kebbi, province of, iii. 148; form of name, 122,
590 ; encampment in, on setting out for Tim-
buktu, iii. 23.

Kaliluwa Gremari village, school at, ii. 222.
Kalliyr.l town, on the valley of Ftigha, notice of

bravery of inhabitants, Hi 165, 545.
Kalowa village described, i. 564.
Kambasa, walled town of Kebbi, iii. 149 ;

speci-
mens of civil strife, ib.

Kamman6 town of Zanfara and inhabitants, 560.

Kanem, the original portion of the Bornu Empire,
ii. 21, 5S0; power of, 5S3 ; when given up to the
Bulala, 5S7; reconquered, 590; most important
indigenous tribes of, 29 ;

general character of,

256; Bornu white shirts the medium of com-
merce in, 283 ; account of the eastern parts of,

607 ; Imam Ahmed's account of, 617.
4

Kanembu, their superior appearance in compari-
son with Che Kanuri, iii. 605 ; settled on shores

of the Tsad, ii. 67 ;
cattle-breeders, 71 ; their

original native attire, 68; manner of protecting

their heads from rain, 210 ; huts figured, iii. 603.

Kano and its inhabitants?, i. 4S9
;
ground plan of

town, 495 ; quarters of, 107 ;
history of, 504, 611

;

not identical with Ghana, 505; population, 509

;

commerce, 510 ; revenues and administration of

the province, 522 ; chief places in the province,

609 ; second residence in, iii. 573 ; climate unfa-
vorable to Europeans, 374.

Kan6 to A'lamay, route by way ofKhadcja, i 557,
note.

Kanta, fights the King of Bornu, ii. 590 ;
dynasty

of, in Kebbi, iii. 153; vanquishes the King of

Songhay, 670.

Kanuri, identical with Bomawi, origin of name
[changed by the Mandingoes into the form Ka-
nin-ke] ; characteristics of, i. 536 ; fine speci-

mens of Kanuri females, ii 206.

Kanyenni, important market-place ofWangarawa,
noticed, iii. 646.

Karammia-treeB, i. 432.

Karawa, former capital of Mandara, ii. 595.

Karba village, i. 87.

Kardi, walled town of Kebbi, corn-magazine, iii.

153.

Kare town and vicinity, iii. 708.

Kargha, or Karka, the S.E. comer of the Tsad, i.

560, ii. 632, 646.

Kargimawa village, i. 553.

Kari, or Konna, important town on Upper Niger,

iii. 688.

Kasambara, chief place of Baghena, iii. 701.

Kaeanni hamlet and vicinity, iii. 525.

Kashirama town, i. 575.

Kaso village, iii. 79.

Kasr Khafaji 'Aamer, el gharbi and e' sherki, re-

markable specimens of ruins of Byzantine and
middle-age architecture, i 107.

Kasr Dawan, remarkable Bpecimen of a stronghold

of Arab chieftain, i. 82.

Kasr D6ga, Roman sepulchre of immense size in

the Tarhona, i 79.

Kasr el Jahaliyeh, Mohammedan legends concern

ing, i. 41.

Kasr el Jebel, Turkish fortress of, i. 45; excursion

from, 45-52.

Kasr Jefara and its vicinity, i. 89.

Kasr Ghurian, Turkish fortress of, i. 60, 64.

Katsena, town of, i. 452 ; more healthy than Ka
n6, 478

;
history and description of, 470 ;

kings

of, 473 ;
surrounding country, 480 ; quarters of

the town, 608; chief places in the province, 009;

return to, iii 82 ; interview with the governor,

84; amount of tribute paid by, 101.

Katakirri, edible bulbous root, ii. 109.

Katuru, walled town of Zanfara, iii. 102.

Kauye-n-Salakh, magnificent tulip-tree near, i.430.

Kawa, great chief of Awelimmid in former times,

iii. 682.

Kawa village, ii, 75.

Kawo, the characteristic weed of Negroland. See

note; partition of, between Sokoto and Gando,
637; fertile but swampy valleys, 551; former
importance of, 548; dynasty of Kanta, 153, 670;
number of walled towns in, 151.

Kechiduniya village, iii. 42.

Keghamma, former dignity in B6rnu, ii. 591.
Keghamma, in Kanem, ii. 303.

Kelara antelope, notice of, ii 65.

Kol, meaning ot the word, i. 204, 278.

Kel e' Suk tribe, whence named, iii 458; their
peculiar character, 468 ; subdivisions of, 722.

Kek-no district, rich in natron, described, iii. 63.

Kil-fade, their former nobility, i 287.

Kel-gercs, historical notices of, i. 286 ; subdivi-
eious of, 290.

Kel-n-Nokunder, notice of the, iii. 406; second
residence with them, 427.

Kel-owi, historical notices of, i. 278; rule of suc-
cession, 280; their degraded character, 281;
sections of the tribe, 282 ; hostility against the
Kel-geres, 289, 316 ;

expedition against the We-
lad bliman, ii. 274.

Kenaniye, tribe of, in Kanem, ii. 31, 32, 634.

Kendaji island, wild scenery of the Niger at, iii

516.

Kenga Matiya described, ii. 681, 689.

Khalaifa, valley and villages, i. 4S-51.
Khalilu, sultan of Gando, character of, iii. 143,
553 ; extent of his empire, 147.

Khat, fertile valley in the western desert, iii.

705.

Khat e' Dero, a temporary Arab dwelling-place
of camel-hair tents, iii. 708.

Khat el Moina, celebrated well in the Khat, iii

705.

Kher-Alla, the slave governor, interview with, i.

584.

Khurmet bu Matek, a defile, i. 105.

Kibbo valley, the northern limit of the white ant.
iii. 605.

Kikla, district of, described, i. 56.

Kings of Bornu, singular ceremonies at the elec-
tion of, ii. 27 ; sensible of fine scenery, 333.

Kirogaji hills, iii. 531.

Kirotashi town on Niger, iii. 639 ; route from, to
Woghodogho, 646.

Kobetat tribe, rely for their supply of water on
water-melons, iii. 696.

K6chi village, iii 551.

Koiretago town, iii. 268.

Kokia-tree, i. 449 ; the most common tree in the
Musgu country, ii. 370, et passim*

K6koroch6 Bagirmi village, ii. 497, 507.

Kola, strong walled town of Kebbi, iii. 155.

Kola-nuts. See G tiro-nuts.

Koli, walled town, and vicinity, iii. 701.

K611e-k61le, Bagirmi village, ii. 493, 566.

Komadugu of Bornu, described, i 574, iii. 27.

Kong, town of YVangara, noticed, iii. 646.

K6ra, large island in Upper Niger, iii. 264.

Kora, other smaller island, iii. 410.

Koramma, general meaning of "small water-
course," i. 212.

Koria village, iii. 200.
K oil 1*1ma and its inhabitants, ii. 687.

Korna or kurna tree, wide extent over Negroland,
ii. 47 ; its fruit not unpleasant, 431 ; beautiful
specimens, 105.

Korom village and vicinity, ii 355.

Korome, outer harbor of Timbuktu, iii. 269.

Kororofa, its former power, i. 504; description of,

622.

Kortita tribe, on the Niger, iii. 526.

KostAri village, ii. 428.

Kdtoko, province of, historical view of, ii. 436

;

different dialects of, 432.

Koyt'im district and inhabitants described, iii. 24;
tribes of the, 27.

Krenik, former capital of the Soy, ii. 438.
Kserat Shigge, town. iii. 701.

Knbo, Songhay town, described, iii 220.
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Kughn, identical with Kukia, the old capital of
Soughay, account of, iii. 659.

Kuka, town of Kebbi, Hi. 156.
Kuka raairmi, camping-ground, i. 531 ; Kuka mai

furu, ib.

Kiikawa, present capital of Bornu, a modern
town, not identical with Gaoga, i. 531 ; de-
scribed, great fair at, 52 ; interviews with the
vizier, 5.13, 59G, ii. 227 ; return to, 228

;
rainy

season in, ib.
;

festival, 237 ; last residence in,

iii. 592 ; fulfillment of vow, 593.
Kuka, or Kuku, tribe of, Bottled in Fittri and
along the Bat-ha, ii. 545, 621, 633, 6T5,jpos«fm.

Kula-n-kerki described, i. 421.
Kulfela, very important market-place of Mosi,

iii. G-i7.

Ktflkada village, iii. 90.

Kulman, independent Songhay town, and its in-

habitants, iii. 768.

Kumba town and its inhabitant*, iii. 701.

Kumkummia, a Euphorbia, from which poison
for arrows is obtained, i. 411.

Kuna, or Kunna, town and important market-
place on Upper Niger, iii. 708 ; and Mobti,
towns and villages between, 691.

Kunta tribe, sections of, in A'zawad, iii. 686; in

Aderer, 714.
Kuran, chanting of, in the desert, iii. 317, 34:

>

the opening prayer of, it 18G; the divergent
precepts of, made a point of serious dispute and
quarrel between my friends and enemies, iii.

7G4 ; read at the sepulchres of the old kings of
Bornu, ii. 020 ; said to he handed down to the
rulers of Songhay from Egypt, iii. 659.

Kuraye town and vicinity, iii. 91.

Kuri, large species of bull, i. 560.

Kiirrefi, town and remarkable fortifications, iii.

92.

ice of Ka"tsena, i.

Kurulu village and mount, ii. 145.

Kusada, large town of province

Kush, town of Baghena, and inhabitants, iii.

701.

Kwana tribe, i. 622, ii. 326.

Kwara, lower part of Niger, chiefly used by Araer-

Lahaula Marghi village and its inhabitants, ii.

121, 214.

Laing, Major, dates of his journeys, murder of,

iii. 683 ;
probable motives of the conduct of the

Tawarek toward him, 309, note; kindness of

the Sheikh el Bakay's father toward him, 309

(compare i. 607); his stay in the u hUle,,t
i.

607 ; none of his papers in existence, iii. 310.

Lake of Biban, i. 35.

Lamiso town and market of Bornu, iii. 5S5.

Larba, or Laraba, independent Songhay town, iii.

189, 527, 768.

Leather of Katsena celebrated, iii. 85.

Leather tents, iii. 235.

Leather work of A'gades, i. 358 ; of Kano, 514

;

of Sokoto, iii. 134; of Timbuktu, 357.

Lelldli village and vicinity, iii. 531.

Leo Africanus, a very good authority for general

relations, but not to be trusted in single in-

stances, ii. 24 ;
quoted passim.

Leptis and its ruins, i. 87.

Lure village and vicinity, iii. 694.

Letter worn as a charm, iii. 207 ;
impression of

letter received near Timbuktu, 432.

Lewana town, iii. 698.

Libtako province, iii. 197 ; its capital, 201 ; polit-

ical state, 204; places in, 206, note; fine breed

of horses, 105.

Lion of A'ir, i. 377 ; and of the whole border re-

gion of the desert, iii. 519 ; in great number
along the Niger, 405, 418, 427, 519.

Locusts roasted, a favorite dish, i. 443.

Locusts and hawks, swarms of, i. 571; great

droveB of, iii. 497.

Log6n, province of, ii 439 ; historical account of,

454; food, manufactures, and language, 457,
458 ; towns and villages, 641.

Logon, river and town, ii. 383, 570.
Logon, Birni, town and its inhabitants, ii. 442;
palace of the Ihalaghwan, 443

;
palace of the

sultan, 444.

Lombo-tendi, a village and well of the Iluma, iiL

697.

Lord Clarendon's benevolence, iii. 630.

Lord Palmerston's dispatch, copy of, ii. 024; his
kind reception on ray return, iii. 630.

Lord Russeirs letter, iii. 432.

Lushiri village, i. 569.

Mdbani town and neighborhood, ii. 94.

Macguire, Corporal, slain at Bedwaram, iii. 607.

Miidani, El, his sect, i. 37, 63.

Madrusa village, of Fezz^.n, iii. 625.

Maduwari village, near the Tsad, and its inhabit-
ants, ii. 66 ; death of Mr. Overweg at, 578.

Ma-faras, southern well of, arrival in a state of
exhaustion, iii. 621.

Maga district, ii. 91.

Magara bush, uses of, i. 4S8.

Magaria, notice of the tree and its uses, i. 404.

Magariya town, near Sokoto, eite of, iii. 125, 130.

Magh-ter and Tiris, districts of the westerly
desert, described, and Moorish tribes in, iii.

716.

Magira, or Queen Mother, her influence in Bornu,
ii. gfJ ; in Bagirmi, 5G2 ; in Wadai, 653 ; in Mu-
niyo, iiL 55.

Magnetic ironstone, i. 245.

Maiduguri, market-place described, ii. 94.

Maijirgi village and inhabitants, iiL 79.

Maikonomari-kura town, iii. 37.

Maje district, its fertility and beauty, iiL 90.

Maje town, iiL 572.

Makam, holy station, Makdm e' Sheikh ben *Abd
el Kerim, L 310 ;

Makam, on road from Aseu to

Tawat, 603.

Maket-n-ikelan, curious custom at, i. 243.

Maktachuchi pool with river horse*, iii. 709.
Malam villages, iii. 584.

Mainmari village, iiL 36.

Mauatus. See Ayu.
Mandd. or Mond6, important town of eastern part

of Kanem, ii. 60D, 611.

Manga province and its inhabitants described, iii

36 ; Manga female, 3G
;
places iu, 36. note; war-

riors and their equipment, 549.

Mansa Musa, greatest king of Melle, notice of, iiL
661.

Manure used by Musgu, ii. 382.
Manzo, Kashella Manzo, iii. 37.

Mararraba, half way between Ghat and A'ir, L
235; between Sdkoto and Wurno, iii. 648.

Marde well and vicinity, iii. 707.
Marghi tribe, notice of the, ii. 117 ; superiority of

their race, 117 ; relation to country, list of places,
120, note ; funeral dance, 216.

Mari mount, L 394.

Mariamari village, lion at, iii. 590.
Mariaw ridge, i. 231.
Marikoire and Debala, places in Baghena, towns
and villages between, iii. 700.

Marikoire and Dinga, towns and villages between,
iii. 700.

Market frequented during the hottest hours of the
day, i. 539 ; of A'gades, 374 ;

Tasiiwa, 437 ; Ga-
z.iwa, 448 ; Katsena, 463 ; Kano, 493 ; Kukawa,
ii. 53

; Uje, 98 ; Sarawu, 150 ; Dikowa, 333

;

Mas-ena, 511; at A'bu-Gher, 515; principal
market-places in Wadai, 660 ; in Timbuktu, iii.

326, 357; Pore, 201-204; in M6si, 647; along
the Upper Niger, 694, 699 ; in the country of the
Wangarawa, 646.

Marriage ceremonies of the Kanuri, ii. 252, note.
I shall here adduce what I forgot to remark with
regard to Timbuktu, that there the young hus-
band and his wife are obliged to remain three
days at home after the marriage ceremony.
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Sanctity of marriage even among the pagan
tribes, i. 435, passim.

Marte town and inhabitants, ii. 322.
Mas-efla, capital of Bagirmi, its commerce and in-

habitants, ii. 503-543 ; ground-plan, 517 ; pal-
ace of the sultan, 518; arrival of the sultan, Mi
526 ; his triumphal entry, 527.

M6shena, Bornu town, i. 552, iii. 5S5 ; interview
with the governor of, i. 546.

Masakwn (Holcus cernuus), cultivation of, in Bor-
nu, i. 58S

; got in in December and January, ii.

441.

M6sina country on the Upper Niger
;
description

of principal districts, iii. 691; its ruler, 312,
322, note ; his hostility toward me, 334, passim.

Mauri district, places in, iii, 643.

M'awo town of Kanem, account of, ii. 606; val-

leys in the neighborhood, 607 : its ancient ce-

lebrity, 619.

Mbutodl village, and its picturesque character de-

Mehedi^the expectation of his speedy appearance,

Meheres, tovm of, described, i. 32.

M6heri, swift camel, i. passim.
Mele ferry, on the Shari, ii. 468 ; detained for the

first time, 472 ; second time, 439.

Melle kingdom, iii. 661, 662 ;
begins to decline,

664; important in power and tbe gold trade,

664 ; forms of government, 662 ; cause of ex-
tinction, 702.

Mendefi mount', probably trachytic, ii. 115.

Merabetin identical with Anislimen tribes, given
to a holy life and study; the Merabetin of J in-

taghode attack and pillage the expedition, i.

26U ; suffer from a foray of the Awelimmid, 265
;

are punished by the Sultan of A'gades, 349

;

their warlike and revolutionary character, 384.

Merke fruit said to preserve horses from worms,
iii. 92.

Mesallaje at A'gades, i. 355.

Mesellata, plain of, i. 83
;
fortress, 84.

Mesheru well, surrounded by human bones, iii.

623.

Meteorological Registers, i. 651, ii. 695. iii. 769.

Mice, abundance of, i. 416,

Minge village, iii. 538 ; visit to the governor, 539.

Minta district, iii. 244.

Mirriya town described, iii. 72.

Mithkal a weight of gold of different value of

A'gades, i. 367, 375; of Timbuktu, iii. 360;
Sansanne Mangho, 645.

Mizda, its scenery and inhabitants, i. 100.

M6bti town, iii. 691.

Mohammed ben A'hmed Sherif, his journey to

Lake ISyassa, ii. 182.

Mohammed ben 'Abd el Kerim, great apostle of
Central Negroland, place of prayer in the val-

ley of Taghist, founded by, i. 310 ; his influence
in Kataena, 473, 475 ; his death and connection
with the history of Songhay, iii. 671.

Mohammed Boro joins the expedition, i. 151 ; ir-

ritated against us, 163 ; stirs up the camp, 235

;

rendered friendly, 252 ; his house and family at

A'gades, 322; friendly parting from, 343; his

patriarchal character, 322.

Mohammed ben Khottar, the Sheikh El Bakdy's
nephew, iii. 388, 444, 490, 495, passim.

Mohammed Galaijo, chief of Champagure, iii. 182,

315 ; his son, 320.

Mohammed Titiwi, ominous meeting with him,
ii. 77.

Mohammed e' Sfaksi disputes with the Tawnrek
chiefs, i. 164: debt toward him contracted by
tbe mission, 593 ; at length discharged, ii. 575

;

last trouble with him, iii. 87 ; final meeting,
583.

Mohammed Lebbo, founder of Pullo kingdom of
Masina, iii. 182, 68 i.

Mohammed Lowel, governor of A'damawa, inter-

view with, ii. 183.

Mohammed Truinba, or el 'Aker.'.t, and his slave Nests,

caravan, i. 166 ; his service in bringing me a
good supply of money, iii. 75.

Moito, town of Bagirmi, described, ii. 665.
Mokori village of Bagirmi, ii. 481, 491.
Mdkoro district and its inhabitants, ii. 569.
"olghoy district, ii. 104; village and its inhab-

itants, 105, 218.

Mondo village. See Mand6.
Moriki town, iii. 569.

Morocco, emperor of, sends an army to invade
Songhay, iii. 673 ; a second time, and with suc-
cess, 675 ;

conquers the whole of Negroland from
Baghena to Dendina, 679 ; merchants of, their
jealousy against me during my stay in Tim-
buktu, 334, 349 ; trade of Morocco with Tim-
buktu, 366.

Mosi province and inhabitants, notices of, iii. 643;
importance of tbe country in the struggle be-
tween Paganism and Islamism, 643 ; their cot-

ton strips, 202; their asses, 202.

Mountain group, sketch of an interesting, i. 245;
ranges, view of, 246 ; uniform character of, in
North Africa, passim.

Mount Tekut, ascent of, i. 60.

Mowedina town, iii. 60S.

Moyet village, iii. 706.
Mubi town and vicinity, ii. 131, 211; description

of a hut, 211.

Muglebu village, ii. 209 ; its rich vegetation after
the rains.

Mujeran lake, a part of Niger, iii. 6S5.

Malay Hamed. See Morocco.
Miilay el Mehedi, Ms knowledge of astronomy,

iii. 354.
Mules rare in Negroland, i. 530.
Munduro village, curious thatch-work, iii. 225.
Muniyo, mountainous province of, iii. 43 ; reve-
nues derived from, 53 ; principal towns and vil-

lages, 56, note; singular ceremony at the elec-
tion of its rulers, ii. 27.

MuniyOma, governor of Muniy<5, his princely
character, iii. 55.

Munke village, ii. 441.

Murja, walled town of Baghena, and its inhab-
itants, iii. 701.

Murzuk, arrival at, i. 149 ; description of, 152

;

its character approaching that of a town of Ne-
groland, 156 ; return to, iii. 626.

Musgu country, expedition to, ii. 344; enter, 353;
pillaged village, 354 ; chief places in, 356, note

;

its unfavorable situation, 359.

Musgu tribe, notices of, ii. 356 ;
industry in ma-

nuring their fields, 3S2 ; worship their ances-
tors, 367 ; their fetish, 357; weapons, 374; wom-
en, national dress of, 406 ; dwellings, 380, 414,
416.

Musquitoes, great nuisance in Kebbi, iii. 347,

Mustafaji village, ii. 476.

N'ama town and inhabitants, iii. 697.*

Namantugu and its inhabitants, iii. 198.

Natron caravans, i. 533.

Natron incrustations in Air, i. 312 ; chief places
where natron is procured in Negroland, ibidem.
itron lake, iii. 45; of Keleno,64; of Badamuni,

Natron trade in Kan6, ii. 260 ; in Gummel, 539.

Neat-dung, salt prepared from, ii. 260.

Neat-dung, fresh used for plastering the inside of
the walls and excluding vermin, ii. 48.

Needles, value of, as an article of exchange, ii.

349; various kinds of needles wanted in dif-

ferent regions, iii. 216 ; the general custom of
giving needles as small presents to people on
the road, passim.

Negro, few really Negro tribes in the interior of
the continent, ii. 106.

Negroland, El Bekri's account of, iii. 659; El
Edrisi's account of, noticed, 660 ; Leo'B account
of, i. 363; ii. 24, and passim; policy in, 398;
Had condition of, iii. 563.

' pendulous, ii 551.
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Ngata town described, ii. 432.
Ngarruwa town, iii. 43.

Ngegimi village mid iuhabitanta, ii. 261, iii. 605

;

route from, to Beri, ii, 26T, note.

Nghakeli, north limit of the balanites, description
of the valley, i, 227.

Ngdrnu town and vicinity, ii. 61, 573.

Ngurutuwa (general name, meaning u a place full

of river-horses"), grave of Mr. Richardson at,

i. 572 ; towns of similar name, passim.
Niger, first view of, iii. 171; its various names
mean 4 'river," 172 (origin of name Niger from
"n-eghirri.:u") ; boats on, 172; net-work of
creeks, 249

; probable explanation of its anom-
alous rising, 850 ; difference in the quality of

the water of the two branches of the Upper Ni-
ger, 691 ; nutritious grass growing in, see Byr-
gu; information of districts along the Niger Ri fi-n-Mai
from Timbuktu to Sansanding, 680 ; places
along, between Waraka Island and Ans6ngho,
420, note.

Nimadi, a wild set of hunters, iii. 708.

Njimie, old capital of Kanem, ii. IS), 590, 620,
623.

Nomadic herdsmen in B6rnu. i. 580.

Nukuma district on island Rude, iii. 70S.

Nux purgans, iii. 127.

Nyamina town and market-place, iii. 699
Nyengay lake, iii. 252.

Oil palm in A'damawa, ii. 193 ; iaolated specimen
in the valley of Fogha, iiL 54G.

Oitilli island (identical with Ghutil), appearance
of the Niger at, iii. 532.

Ojuft, town of A'deror, and inhabitants, iii. 715.

Olalowa, town of Damcrghu, described, L 421.

Cm el hammam, village of Fezzan, described, i.

157.

Onions introduced together with wheat, ii. 57,

512 ; great benefit to European travelers, ih.
\

Wushek, iii. 60
;
very excellent in Gando, 147

;

introduced into Timbuktu, 274.

Orthography adopted, explanation of the, i. 17.

Ocrcteropus ^Ethiopicus, i. 4')7, 532.

'Ocnm in Bugoman, prince of Bag'irmi, career of,

ii. 551-555.
"Othman dan F6diye the Reformer, his influence,

iii. 115 ; hi3 song, 636.

Overweg, Dr., his qualifications, i. 12; arrives at
Tunis, 29 ; his memoranda, iL 233 ; his journey
to Tasawa, i. 431 ; arrival at Kukawa, ii. 80

;

voyage on the Tsad, 232
;
journey to Gujeba and

Fika, 574 ; his death and burial on the borders
of Lake Tsad, 578.

Pagan charm, ii. 427.

Paganism, struggle of, with Islamism, L 450,

328, 359 ; Mosi champions of paganism, iii. 643

;

remains of paganism in Mohammedan comrau
nities, ii. 427, 503.

Palm, the three species of palms common to Ne
groland in the same locality, iiL 142.

Park, Mungo, revenge for injuries inflicted by, a
probable motive to the attack of the TawareR
upon Major Laing, iii 309, note; A'wab's ac-

count of, 340 ; fired at any one who approach-
ed in a threatening attitude, 469 ; bad effects of

this, 470 ; reminiscences of, 447, 457, 481, 499
;

mistaken with regard to Sc-go, 316, note.

Pennisetum distichum, its annoyance and uses, i,

313, 405, 409, iii. 62, 482, et passim.
Pepper indispensable in hot countries, iii. 78.

Pharaoh, tradition regarding the visit of a, to Bur-

rum on the Niger, iiL 464.

Pigeons, multitudes of wild, and device against, i.

503 ; pigeons in great request and cheap in Tim-
buktu, iii. 316.

Pilgrim tradere, ii. 96, 464, iii. 167, passim.
Pirtwa village, ii. 87.

Plow drawn by slaves in the valley of Auderas, i.

311 ; no plow used in Negroland, 311.

Poa, edible, in Burnu, iL 247 ; various species,

428 ; in great use in Bag'irmi and Wadai, 528,
559.

Poisoned arrows, remedy against, i. 538.
Polygamy, singular illustration in favor of, iii.

86; polygamy limited by Fulbe of Masina to
bigamy, 183.

Portuguese, their endeavors to open up the inte-
rior of Africa, iii. 669, 671.

Prayers for the dead, iii. 380.

Priesthood, no distinct, iL 381.

Prodigal Son, story of the, in TemAshight, iii. 762.
Produce of Africa, ii. 401.

Pullo. See Fulbe.
Pullo Ibrahim, the pious and learned pilgrim, no-

tice of, ii. 36.

Rabda and its villages, i. 57-59.

l-Maun, large, swampy valley, 5

Rains, great diversity of, in different localities, iL

229 ; rare in the morning, i. 272, ii. 210 ; in Air,
i. 294; in the desert, iii. 614; little in Kukawa,
ii. 229 ; much in Gando, iii. 554 ; for the regis-

ter of the fall of rain, see Meteorological Ta-
bles.

Rainy season in Kukawa, ii. 229.

Ralle, pass of, described, i. 182.

Ras el ma. celebrated creek of Niger, iii. 695.

Reade, Mr. , 11 .M s vice-consul in Tripoli, his kind-
ness, i. 39, iii. 629.

Redam district described, iii. 26.

Red worms, march of, iii. 222.

lieligious structures, i. 71, 82.

Ren, town of Logon, described, ii. 434.
Kibago village and district, ii. 176.
Rice, wild, in the forests Bouth of B6rnu, iL 345

;

cultivated in part of A'damawa, 177 ; in Kebbi,
iii. 134, 148, passim; rice tiggra in Bag'irmi, ii.

597 ; not cultivated in Bornu, easternmost limit
of cultivation, iii. 80 ; in Bagirmi, ii. 559 ; intro-
duced from Egypt to Burrum on the Niger, iii.

405 ; rice only to be got in the husk, 406 ; in El
ll('»dh,703.

Richardson, Mr., his arrival in Tripoli, i. 39 ; his
trouble with the chiefs of Gh it, 207 ; his death,
i. 562. (For account of his sickness see my let-
ter, published in the Preface to his own Jour-
nal.) His grave, 072 ; his property, 595.

River-horses very common in almost all stagnant
or running waters in Negroland, passim; their
wrath at being disturbed, iiL 4S8.

Rivers, their names in Negroland merely signify
water, ii. 451.

Roman remains at El Jem,L 31 ; at El Medaina,
36 ; and near Um e' Zerzan, 52 ; in Tarhona,
77, 79 ; Gwasem, 95 ; ruins in Wadi Talha, 111

;

in Wadi Tagije, 113 ; sepulchres near the well
Taboniye, 120, 121 ; gateway at Ghariya el ghar-
biya, 121 ; in e' Sherkiye, 125 ; near Jerma, the
southernmost relic of their dominion, 145.

Routes :

A'damawa : from C'hamba to Baya, L 642.

Ch»mba to Tib' ti, L 645, 646 ; Tibati to the
I'bo country, 646.

Chibowa to Lame, L 638.

Gewe to Karnak Lrigone, L 633 ; to Lere, 636.

Gider to Fatawel, i. 632.

Gurin to Ray-Buba, i. 635 ;
Ray-Bi'tba to Ri-

bago, 635 ;
Ribago to Sarawu, 636.

Ham irruwa to Yola, L 626
; by way of Kon-

cha,627.
K6ncha to Jdro-Fangel and Baya, i. 643 ; Jdro-
Fangel to the Jetem country, 648.

Meso, by Bina. to I'ssege, i. 633.

Mora to Yola, L 628.

Ngaundere to the Bati, i. 650.

O'blo to Deramo, L 637 ; Demmo to Laga, 639.

Ray to Lame and Laga, i. 639 ; to Lere, 637.
Ray-Buba to Baya, i. 640 ; to Mbafu, 649.

Sarawu, by Gider, to Fatawel and Binder, L
631.

Y61a, by Gurin, to Baya, i. 641.
A'gades to Azawad, i. 606; to Bilma, 601; to
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Routes—continued.
Damerghu, 600 ; to Marddi, COO ; to S6koto,
599 ; to Tawdt, 602.

Desert, western half ; A'tar to Tejigja or Rashid,
iii. 705; Tejigja to Jdfena, 706.

Aulef to Mabruk, western road, iii. 684.
Bakel, by Asaba, to the frontier of Tagdnet,

iii. 707.

Hamda-Alldhi, by S'a, to Kdbara, iii. 691 ; to

Kdnima, 632 ; to Kahaide, by Meshila, 708

;

Kahaide to the frontier of Tagdnet, 706.

Kasambdra to
g
Bu-jedur, iii. 698 ; to Jawdra,

697 ; to Kola, direct, 700 ; to Mesila, 638

;

to Nydmina, 699 ; by Murja to Nydmina,
699 ; to Tishit, 703 ; to Waldta, 607.

Kasr el Barka to Bu-telimit, iii. 706; to Ka-
haide, 706 ! Kahaide to the frontier of Ta.
gdnet, 707.

Meshila to Bakel, iii. 710.

Murja to Mekoye, iii. 700.

Sansandi to Kasambdra, zigzag, iii. 701 ; to

Timbuktu, 694.

Tawat, by Mnbruk, to Timbuktu, iii. 683.

Timbuktu, by Gundam and Y6waru, to Ham-
da-Alldhi, iii. 687; by Basikunnu, to San-
edndi, 694; to Waldta, 695; to the hillet

Sidi el Mukhtdr, 310. note.

Waddn to A'ghadir Dome, iii. 719 ; to El Khat,
circuitous, 705; to llashid, by El Khat, 705

;

to Tishit, 705: to Walata, 705.

Walata to Sansandi, iii. 696.

Y6waru to Tencngu, iii 6S8 ; to Yasalame,
690, note.

Dar-Fur

:

Tendelti to A'm-majura, ii. 674; to Runga,
674

D6ndina province : from Sokoto to Komba, on
the Niger, iii. 641.

Yelu to Yduri, 639.

Gurma and Mosi provinces: from Edne, by
Konua, to Hamda-Alldhi, iii. 687 ; Cham-
pagdre to Landd, 647.

Hombori,by Konna, to IIamda-AUahi,iii. 687.

Jibo to Kaye, iii. 647.

Kanima to Hamda-Alldhi, iii. 632.

Kaye to Wdghodoghd, iii 647 ; to Belussa and
Beldnga, 64S.

Kirotdshi to W6ghodogh<5, iii. 646.

Komba to Maj<Sri, iii. 644 ; to Sansdnne Man-
gho and Saiga, 644.

Mdni to Kong, iii. G18 ; return, 648.

Pissela to D6re, iii. 648.

galga, by Kong, to Tafiera, iii. 646.

S6go to Moggara, iii. 640.

Tdnkurgu to Sansanne Mangho, iii. 647.

Yagha to Beldnga, iii. 647.

Yendi to Yagha, iii. 187, note
Kdnem : from Ahmari to Karnak Ldgone, ii.

610,

Beri to Taghgel, ii. 609 ;
Taghgel, by 'Alimari,

to Moito, 610.

Bir el Kurna, by Bir el 'Atesh and Mussebi,
to Ege, ii. 612; Eg6 to Y'en or Beled el

'Omiyan, 613.

M'awo to Taghgel, ii. 608.

Routes in Kanem in the sixteenth century, ii,

617-637.

Ngegimi to Ege, ii. 612.

Yaw6 to M'aw6, ii, 611.

Kan6 and neighboring provinces : from Ddras6
to Yakoba, i 624.

Kano to Katab, i. 616 ; Katab to Ydkoba, 618

;

Kan6 to Ydkoba, 617 ; to Zinder, 610 ; by
Zdriya, to Keffi-n-Abdezenga, 611.

Jemm:Va-n-narrdro to Keffi-n-Abdezenga,
with branch to Lafiya Bercbei*6, i. 614.

Katagum to Sh6ra, L 625 ; Shera to Ynkoba,
626.

Keffi-n-Abdez6nga to T6to and Fnnda^ i 614.

Zariya, by Katab, to Darr6ro, i. 613.

To Yakoba, from different points, i. 619.

Routes—continued.
Waday and Bargimi : from Babdliyd to Moito.

ii. 693.

Bub6 to Miltu, it 678 ; to Bang-Day, 684.
Chaken to Kim, ii. 683.

Eittri to M'awd, ii. 676.

Kukawa, by Logdn Birni and Bua6, to Bang-
Bay, ii. 691.

Ldffand to Bang-Bay, ii. 682.

Lay to Salin, ii. 683.
Mabbele to Fong, and from Fong to Busd, iL
685 ; to Lay and Kim, 683.

Mds-ena to Bang-Bay, ii. 684, 686 ; to Bubo,
by Lairy, 680; to Gongomi, 680 ; to Kenga
Matdya, 680 ; to Kirbe, 679 ; to Ldffand and
Bus6, 677 ; to Lairy and Moito, by Kdlle,
681; to M'aw6,by Gdwi,693; to Meddebd,
694; to Moito by Debdba, 682; to Muegu,
686; to Runga and Silld, 688; to Salin,
684: to Wdra, 663-666.

Miltu to Gdgome, ii. 679.

Miltu and Day. and from Day to Lay, ii. 685.

Shenini, by O grog6, to Bororit, ii. 668
j

to
Dumta, 671 ; to Jurlu, 671 ; to the Moku,
or Iron mines, 672 ; to Nyesere, 671 ; to Sil-

h^by way of A'ndeld, 672 ; to Silla, direct,

Wdra to Dumta, ii 670 ; to Runga, 674 ; to
Shenini, 667 ; to Wddi 'Orddha, 677.

Yrduri province: from Bunza to Yduri, and
from 1'duri to Kotd-n-kor6. iii 641.

Zaberma province: from Augi by Mduri and
Zaberma to Tdmkala, iii. 642.

Yeni to Kurfay, 642.

Zanfara province : from Bdnagd to A'nka and
to Kot6r-koshe, iii. 634.

Kan6 to S<5koto by Kduri-n-Nam6da, iii 663.

Rudu, sleeping-hut, described and figured, iii. 102.

Ruined monastery in the Sch'abet Um el Kha-
rab, i. 107.

Rumd, historical notice of the, iii 296 ; at Bamba.
notice^of the, 446; in S6bi, on the Niger, 689,

S'a, important town on Upper Niger, and neigh-
borhood, iii. 691 ; in former times, z90.

Sab6n Birni, walled town, iii 100.

Sahara, districts and tribes of, between A'zawdd
and Timbuktu on one side, and El Hodh and
Baghena on the other, iii. 718.

S'aid ben Salah, chapel of, i 37 ; legend concern-
ing, 41.

Saint Augustine's statement regarding the use of
bulls for chariot-drawing by the ancient kings
of Fezzdn, sculptures confirming, i. 178.

Sakomdren tribe, account of the, i 605.

Sdla, walled town of Kebbi, iii. 141.

Saldkor6 village, iii. 704.

Saiga, chief town of Gonja, emporium of the guro
trade, noticed, iii. 645.

Salla-leja, religious festival at A'gades, i. 342.
Salt, a commercial staple of Timbuktu, iii. 360

;

prices of in Timbuktu, 362, 431 ; salt and gold,
principal articles of barter from the most ancient
times, 361 ; bitter quality of Bait at Bilma, i
392 ; excellence of salt of Taodenni, iii. 164

;

how it is obtained, 361 ; salt of Ingal, i 366

;

crust of, on elevated ground, 139; corn-fields,

thickly encrusted with. 147 ; localities of, be-
tween Asiu and Tawdt, 604 ;

prepared from cap-
paris and neat-dung, ii. 260 ; mode of extract-
ing from earth in the vale of Fdgha, iii. 164

;

mode of preparing, and saltpits at Kalala vil-

lage, 613 ; mode of preparing hi Bum-'iida, on
the B6nuw6, ii 191, note; in Miltu, on the
Sh.'ri, 260 ; want of, how deeply felt, iii. 674,
note.

Salt trade in Kami, i 515 ; in Timbuktu, iii. 828,
361.

Salt caravan, i. 392 ; estimate of its number, 453.
See Airi

Sanch6rgu, farming hamlet, iii. 179.
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Sand-hills between Sblyuti and El Charbi, journoy
over, i. 139-143 ; menace the plantations, 141

;

isolated sand-hills without water, called Aukar,
or A'kela, ill 712 ; immense ridges of sand-hills

in the Western desert, 716, 713. •

Sanem ben Hamed. n, ruins of the temple of, i. 81

San-koro, mosque of, iiL 324 : how restored, 395.

San-shirfu, the Kadhi, iii. 056.

Sansanne 'Aisa, walled town, Ui. 102.

Sansanne Mangho, Mandingo town, iil. 045 ; the

gold weight of, 360.

Sauyare town, iii. 266.

Sar described, iL 690.

Sarawu, important double village ; hut described,

iL 14J, 147.

Sarayamo town and inhabitants, iii. 256.

Sare-d'ma town, on upper Niger, iii. 708.

Say, important town on the Niger, iii. 171 ; mar-
ket, 176, 177; its importance for European traf-

fic, 177; second residence at, 534 ; market, 535;
appearance of the Niger at, 536.

Say, valley of, iil. 533.

Scorpion, effects of bite of a, iL 346.

Scott the sailor, iiL 089.

Sculptures in the desert, i. 177.

Sebba, chief place of Yagha, town and inhabitants,
iii. 194-197 ; hut described and figured, 195.

Sebkha, explanation of the term, i. 35.

Sefuwa dynasty, its foundation in kanein, iL 21

;

of Berber origin, 26.

Segero village and neighborhood, iL 141.

Selufiet, valley and village, L 262.

Senhaja tribe noticed, iiL 661.

Senudebu village and hills, iiL 528.
Sepulchre of Sidi Mukhtar at Timbuktu, iiL 380.

Sepulchral monument in Wadi Tagije, L 114 ; at
Taboniye, 119.

Sepulchres of the Musgu, ii. 366.

Sesamum, cultivation of, i. 4S8, ii. 142, 595 ; in

Adamawa, 193, 480, 494, 658, iii. 533.

Sfakes, halt at, L 31 ;
voyage hence to Zarzis, 31,

35.

Shabare village, iii. 79.

Sh'abet el Kadim, Roman milestones near, L 9S.

Sh'abet Urn el Kharab, Christian remains in the,

L 107.

Shamo district, ii. 102.

Shari river, ii. 463, 473, 477 ;
places on the, from

B&goman upward, 677 ; from Bugoman down
ward, 694; meaning^fname, 3S3.

Sheikh Sidi Attuned el Bakay arrives in Timbuk-
tu, iiL 307 ; first interview with, 309, 311 ; reli

gious discussions with, 327, 343 ; his attachment
to his family, 328 ;

pedigree of, 649 ; two poems
by, 650; translated, 655; his letter of recom-
mendation, 761 ; his unceasing kindness, 355

;

delivers a lecture on the equal rank of the proph-
ets, 372; prays at the sepulchre for his mother-
in-law's soul, 380 ; his noble family, 447

;
part

ing with, 493.

Shell money, mode of reckoning, i. 442; shells

principal currency in Kan6, 522 ;
recently in-

troduced into Kukawa, ii. 55 ; current in Muni-
yd, iiL 53 ; in Zinder, 75 ; in S6koto, 122, 126

;

in Gando, 145 ; in Say, 177 ; in Yagha, 197 ; in

D6re, 202 ; in Timbuktu, 303 ; in Bunka, 569

;

no currency in the country towns of B6rnu, i.

55 ; in A'damawa, 151 ; in Bagirmi, 511 ; none
in I'saye, iii. 230.

Shibdawa village, rich scenery, i. 4S2.

Shigge, term for cotton in Western Negroland, iiL

3U3 note ; Kserat shigge, 701.

Shinghit town and inhabitants described, iiL 705,

714; extension of name, Shenagita, ib.

Shirts, common white of B6rnu, the commercial
medium in Kanem. iL 283; also in Bagirmi,

511 ; and in A'damawa, 151 ; even in Kukawa,
for buying large objects, 155. See Tobes.

Shitati district, vales of, ii. 308 ; Shitati tribe call-

ed after the district, 607.

Shuwa Arabs, notices of the, ii. 88 ; population,

notices of, 328 ; villages, 340 ; remarkable char-
acteristics, 328, 5U4 ; amount of their cavalry,
610.

Shuwa tribes in Bagirmi, iL 052.

Sidi A'lawate, interview with, iii. 270; presents
extorted by, 30u

;
religious discussion with, 304.

Sidi 'AH ben Salah chapel and ruins, i. 81.

Sidi 'All, merchant in lvano, 4 )2, iii. 573.

Sidi Mohammed, El Uakuy's elder brother, arrives
at Timbuktu, 373; interests himself in my
favor, 378 ; his character, 395.

Siggedim oasis, iii. 620.

Silla, very important town on upper Niger, where
cotton weaving first nourished, iii. 364.

Silk cotton-tree, immense specimens of, placed at

the gates of many a town in Negroland, i. 483,
iii. 566.

Sing-melek, the vizier, in Wnday, ii. 657.

Sirba river, iii. 190 ; reed-raft, 1^0 ;
country be-

yond, 191 ; its appearance at Garbeguru, 027

;

and at Kuttuk61e, 528.

Sinder town and island, in the Niger, iii. 521.

Sittahe village, ii. 434.

Slave-hunting and butchery, ii. 369, 379 ; conse-
quences, 394.

Slavery in A'damawa, iL 190.

Slavery and the slave-trade, influence of firearms

and civilization upon the increase of, iL 326

;

domestic—its quiet course, i. 439, 027.

lave-trade in Kano, i. 515.

Slaves cruelly treated by the Tebu, iii. 606
;
yoked

to the plow in the valley of Auderas, i. 311

;

prices of, in the countries S. of Bagirmi, iL 512 ;

in Mas-efia, 540.

Smelting furnaces described and figured, iii. 158.

Smoking, Musgu passionately fond of, ii. 396 ; in-

habitants of Niger likewise, iiL 446.

Snake, large, killed, ii. 270.

reduced by the king Edris A'lawOma, 59;

their former capitals, 438.

Soda, corn-fields thickly incrusted with, L 147.

S6f e' jin, rich valley, its fertility, L 105.

Si'ikna town noticed, iii. 627.

Sokoto, present state of, iii. 117
;
aspect of the

county, 124; rulers of, 635; Fulbe tribes in,

636.

Sokoto town described, iii. 128 ; second visit to,

553 ; swollen torrent, 557.

Song of Sheikh 'Othman, iii. 636.

Songhay, historical notices of, iii. 2S1 ; it3 civil

polity, 2SS
;
provinces, L'39-91

;
commerce, 294

;

army, 295 ; and neighboring kingdoms, chrono-
logical table of, 657.

Songhay, independent, between the Niger and my
route by Yagha and Libtako, chief towns and
residences of the, iii. 70S ; an inhospitable race,

170, 494 ; their mode of carrying water in buck-
ets, 219.

Songhay and Fulbe costume and weapons, iiL 529.

Songho-sare, farming village, iiL 169.

Sonni 'Ali, king of Negroland, iii. 286, 6G4
;
plun-

ders Timbuktu, 665 ;
conquers Baghena, 605

;

drowned, 666.

Spider, large poisonous, iiL 454.

Stirrup, Arab, valuable properties of, ii. 324.

Subterranean villages in the GhurLm, i. 63.

Sudo-melle market-place, iiL 645.

Sugurti tribe, costume of, ii. 67,

Suk town, notice of, iii. 458, 684.

Sulleri town, ii. 162, 2u0
;
described, iii. 44.

S6mmoli, peculiar species of wild cat, described,

iL 350.

ungiiruro village, iiL 101.

Superstition, i. 549 ; ii. 381.

Surk, tribe, iii. 339, OSS.

Suwa-KoloUuwa well, iii. 51.

Syllebawa, or Sias'lbe, divLsions of the tribe, iiL

130, note.

Taboniye, Roman sepulchres near tins well, i. 118,

120.
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Tabu, or great army of the Awelimmiden, iii. 382.
Tadein6kket tribe, historical notice and subdivi-

sions of, iiL 723 ; the town called Tademkeka by
the Arab geographers, 335, 66:), 458, 684,

Tagabata village, mountain scenery, iii. 52S.
Tagama, account of the habits of this tribe, i. 407,

Tagan..ma town described, i. 547.
Taganet, district of Western desert described, and
Moorish tribes in, iii. 713.

Taganet, other more limited district of same name
to the north of Timbuktu, iii. 685, 680.

Tagelel, village of A'nnur, described, i. 421.

Ta-gherbust and picturesque fountain, i. 47.

Taghist valley, celebrated place of prayer, i. 310.

Tahont-n-eggish, first rocky island in the Niger,
iii. 452.

Tailelt tobes, i. 345, 513, passim.
Tajakant tribe keep up the communication be-
tween Timbuktu and Morocco, iii. 330, 346, 366.

Takala town, jji 768.

Takulum, valiey of Kanem, ii. 300.

Talba, walled town, iii. 150.

Talisman, curious one at TaganSma, i. 549.

Tamarind-tree, its beautiful shady character, prin-
cipal ornament of Negroland, i. 418 ; first full-

grown specimen, 430 ;
splendid specimens, ii. 61,

iii. 62; on the Niger, 443, 5U4; silk-worm feed-
ing on the leaves of the tamarind -tree, i 513,
note ; the fruit the most refreshing drink, ii. 5i 16,

passim ;^est medicine for usuaUropical disease,

Tamki, dress and food of the, ii. 6S8.
1

Tanera town, iii. 646.

Tantanah, mountain, probable [uncertain] identi-
fication of, i. 215.

Taraban&sa, their camp and costume, iii. 408.
Taramt district, W. of G6g6, iii. 495.

Tarlmna, the district and its ruins described, i.

75-83.

Tasawa territory, revenues of, i. 434; the town
and its inhabitants, 436; market, 443.

Tasawa, village of Fezzan, i. 162.

Tautilt camping-ground described, iii. 410.

Tawarek, .sve Imeshagh, chiefs arrive at the camp
near Tasawa village, negotiations with them, i.

165; their continual advance into Negroland,
iii 19; chiefs at Timbuktu, letter of franchise

obtained from, 340 ;
encampment, 236-23S

;

tume, 243 ; want of unity, 371.

Tawash, Homan sepulchre near, i. 145.

Taw at, the people of, the chief merchants in A'ga-
des, i. 317 ; in Timbuktu, iii. 346, 368

; ray chief

protectors, 389, 420; their relation to the French,

421 ; said to pay tribute to them, 618 ; the horse

of Tawat, i. 338, note.

Tcbu, form of the name, ii. 26, 624 ; their near re-

lation to the Kanuri. 30, 284 ; their long wars
with the former, 5S3 ; their tribes, families, and
settlements, 613 ; their former settlements in

Kanem, 632, 633; their settlements along the

Komadugu, i. 570, ii. 595, iii. 27 ; their cruelty

toward their slaves, 606; the towns and vil-

lages along Tebu road, 612 ; their predilection

for dried fish, 618 ; their commercial journeys
to Mandara, ii. 150.

Tefinagh inscription, i. 233
;
writing, iii. 416.

Tegerri village in Fezzan, iii. 624.

Teghdaust, important tribe of western desert, iii.

711.

Tejigia, town in the district A'der6r, iii. 713.

Tektake village and inhabitants, iii 707.

Tel6shera peak, ascent of, i 390.

Telisaghe, remarkable sculptures at, i 174.

Temashight, story of the Prodigal Son in, iii. 762

;

vocabulary, 724, 761.

Tenge village, iii 608.

Tengik, the most elevated peak in Air, i 256, 262.

Tents, the kind suitable for travelers in hot cli-

mates, i. 90
;
advantage of a few days' residence

previous to starting, 91.

T6ra and its inhabitants, iii. 768 ; the last Song-
hay king's leave-taking in T6ra, 677.

Tergulawen well, dangerous locality, i 404.

Termites used as food, ii. 230. See Ants.
TeBs6mmak described, i. 169.

Tewiwa and its population, i. 147.

Thniye e' seghira and Thniye el kebhu, rug
passages, iii 623.

Tiborawen, rapids of the Niger near, iii. 506.
Tidik valley, i. 257.

Tigdre, farming village, iii. 169.

Tigedda valley described, i 307.

Tiggera-n-dumma mountain grou
Tigger-urt'in and its inhabitants, I

Tihore, village, iii. 170.

Tillage, peculiar mode of, in Bagirmi, ii 503, 525.
Tiili town and inhabitants, iii. 158. 548.
Timbuktu, approach to, iii 278

;
political situation.

297 ; view over the town, 302 ; plan of a housed
307

j
the great mosque, 322, 662; Mosque San-

kore, 662 ;
ground-plan of the town, 323 ; de-

scription of the town, 325 ; its former extent,

324 ;
population, 326 ; the inundation, 344 ; sub-

sides, 376 ; its origin, 284 ; when founded, 660

;

becomes dependent on Melle, 662
;
destroyed by

the King of M6si, 662 ; visited by E'bn Batuta,
603 ; becomes known to Europeans, 664 ; con-
quered by the I'moshagh, 664; plundered by
Sonni 'Ah, 665 ; becomes more important, ib.

;

conquered by Jodar, 676 ;
commerce, 675; pres-

ent commercial relations of, 357 ; commercial
importance of its position, 369 ; identity of its

language with that of A'gades, i 334; why so
few trees in the town, iii. 322 ; not considered
very healthy, 341 ; late hours, 348, 385.

Timme town, iii. 687.

Timraisau well, footprint of Moses' horse near,
iii. 684.

Tindirma town, iii 2H0, 789.

Tinge town and inhabitants, iii. 214.

Tin-ger-egedesh, notice of the tribe, iii. 469.

Tin-rassen, interesting incident in African war-
fare at, iii. 462.

Tin-sham an, former capital of A'sben, i. 2

Tin-sherifen district, iii 457 ; 8

Niger at, 460.

Tin-tagh-Ode, important village of, i 264.

Tin-teggana valley, i. 379.

TinttHlust valley described, i 274; village resi-

dence of the powerful chief A'nnur, ibid; desert-
ed, 378.

Tintumma desert, iii. 608.

Tinylkum, account of this tribe, i. 158 ; their con-
duct in our adversities, 250, 254.

Tishit town, its inhabitants and produce, iii. 704.

Tobacco cultivated in Katsena, i 485; of Katsena
much esteemed, iii. 85 ; little cultivated in B6r-
nu, 90 ; varieties in or near Timbuktu, 368 ; in
Ghergo, 439

; Bamba and E'gedesh, 44S ; culti-

vated in great extent by the Musgu, ii 386;
formerlv in great extent along the Niger, iii

411, 442; prohibited in Timbuktu, 368 ; tobacco
chewed with natron by the Kel-owi, i. 312.

Tobes, varieties of, i. 510; made in Sansandi, iii

494.

Toe, destruction of the little, by a flesh-worm, ii

486.

Tolba, or Zuwaye, peaceable tribes of Arabs, iden-

tical with the term Anislimen among the Tawa-
rek, iii 711, passim.

Tombs in Musgu country, ii. 366.

Tombo province and inhabitants, notice of, iii. 643.

T6ddibi mount, iii. 472.

Tdndifu. village, iii. 171 : swarms of birds at,

537.

Tongi hamlet, iii. 499.

Tonorar village, iii 701.

Tornare village on the Niger, busy state of the
river at, iii. 518.

T6saye, remarkable narrowing of the Niger at, iii

463.

T6so, edible fruit of the Bassia Parkii, ii 109.

See Butter-tree.

Trik el Merhoma track, iii. 628.
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Tripoli, arrival at-, i. 89
; excursion from, 40-80

;

final departure from, 01 ; return and embarka-
tion for Marseilles, iii. 629,030 ;

importance of
Tripoli for the intercourse with the interior,

rivftiue, p. xi.

Truffles commou in many parts of the desert, i.

128.

Tsad, excursion to the, ii. G3; description of its

characteristic featui'es, 04; representation of the

grounds along its swampy shore, 71 ; the open
water, TO ; a fresh-water lake, 26T ; mentioned
in document, 626.

Tuburi and their lake, ii. 337 ; Dr. Vogel's exag-
gerated opinion of its size and importance, ib.

Compare i. 03S.

Tulip-t i'eo, i. 430.

Tumpouga town, desolate site of, iii. 190.

Tungure valley, cotton plantations and palm
grove, iii. 52.

Tunis, journey from, to Tripoli, i. 29-39.

Turi, term, meaning of, i. 36.>, note.

Turtles in Damerghu, i. 41$: in Kanem, ii. 281

;

near Kiibo, iii. 221.

Tyggebo village and inhabitants, iii. 704.

Tynjur, tribe of, their dominion, ii. 51S, 643; re-

mains of them in Mondo, 572, 611.

U'ba, northern frontier town of A'daraawa, de-

scribed, ii. 120, 212.

Ugrefe, the village and its inhabitants, \ 143.

Ujti, fertile and populous district, the finest dis-

trict of Bornu, ii. 93, 219; relation to slave

trade, 98.

Ulakias, deep well, iii. 695.

U'le-Teharge sandy downs described, iii. 42S.

L"m el 'Ariik village, iii. 701.

Urn e' Zerzan, i. 52 ; Koman sepulchre near, 52.

tlnan, valley, i. 399.

U'ra, well of, i. 5S5.

Vegetables, common, of the country, i. 481.

Vocabulary of the Temashight, as spoken by the

Awelimmiden, iii. 724.

Vogel, Dr., meeting with, in the forest, iii. 586
;

and at Kukawa, 593; his journey to Uombe and
Yakoba, i. 618, 623 ; to Wuday, ii. 618.

Wadan, town in Aderer, and inhabitants de
scribed, iii. 714; Portuguese factory in, 665.

Wadan, town in Fezzan, formerly belonging to

Bornu, ii. 584.

Wadan (Ovis tragelaphus), i. 227, passim.
Wad y, historical sketch of, ii. 644 ;

ethnograph-
ical account of, 649

;
government of, 653

;
army,

658 ; household of the sultan, 059 ; towns and
villager*, 659 ; commerce and market - places,

659 ; manufactures and productions, 661; learn-

ing and food, 601.

Wadi town, L 567.

Wadi Kawar, iii. 614.

Wadi Kan and its caverns, i. 67.

Wadi Sof-e'-jm, ruined castle at, i. 107.

Wadi Tagije, fine sepulchral monument in, i

113.

Wadi Talha, Roman ruins at, i. 111.

Wadi Zemzem and its wells, i. 117, iii. 628.

Wakore, indigenous name of a great section of the

Mandingoes, iii. 702.

Wakur ,i village, iii. 707.

Walata town and inhabitants, important trading

place in the time of Ebn Batuta, iii. 665 ; de-

cline, 665, 695.

Wandala (MandarA) mountains, ii. 115.

Wandering Arabs migrating, ii. 223.

Wangara village, ii. 572.

Wangarawa, name of the eastern Mandingoes, iii.

Ill, 202, 645, 646; merchants in Katsena Wan-
garawa, i. 479.

Wani river, i. 560.

Wanja village and inhabitants, iiL 707,

Wantila village, iii. 528.

Wara described, ii. 664.

Warm clothing, would find a ready sale in Cen-
tral Africa, ii. 334.

Warrington, L- redone, hia kind services, i. 39, iii.

W rise' town, iii. 580.

Water, scarcity of, in many districts of Bornu,
i. 551, 5S7; iu Bagirmi, ii. 480; water unwhole-
some, iii. 532, 548.

Water combat, ii. 3s5.

Water communication between the basin of the
Tsad and the Bay of Biyafra, ii. 391.

Water lilies in Tsad, ii. 75; in ^Xig. r, iii. 59,
441.

Water-inelons the principal food of the K6betat
tribe, iii. 696.

Waza district described, ii. 420.

Welad Bu-Sef, account of this tribe, i. 117.
Welad Sliman, camp of, ii. 271; history of the

tribe, 273; interview with their slxukh, 277;
their habits and mode of life, 278 ; Jewish ad-
venturer, 283

;
preparations for attack, 295; at-

tacked by the natives, 304, 305.

Well, greater industry in raising water from, iii.

78.

Wells of Koyam very deep, iii. 25, 591
;
A'zawad,

the most famous of, 6S6 ; of Dibbela impregna-
ted with natron, 611 ; of Mul and U'nghurutin,
G07 ; of Taganct, the most famous, 6S6 ; of Zaw-
kura, 611.

Wheat, cultivated in Ngornu, ii. 57, 427
;
princely

di-di in A'gadcs, i. 327 ; at Yd, ii. 253; in W'u-
shek, iii. 6i); on the Niger, 442; at the Has el

Ala, 6. 5 ; wheat and rice fetch double the price
of the native corn, ii. 57.

White ant, northern limit of, iii. 306.

Wild oxen, numerous in the desert, i. 225, iii. 011.

.S'.v Antilope Bubalis.
Women of Kukawa contrasted with those of Kano,

ii. 5.).

Wueelleri stockade, i. 550.

Wukari, capital of Kororofa, and its inhabitants,
i. 020.

Wuliya district, beauty and careful cultivation of
the", ii. 3S3.

Wulu village and inhabitants, iii. 208.

Wurno described, iii. 118 ; second visit to, 5G0
;

attack of dysentery at, 560.

Wushck town and inhabitants, described, iiL 57.

Yagha principality, iii. 194 ; places belonging to,

196, note.

Yakoba, its position, ii. 611.

Yali water, iiL l!l7.

Valowe. river bed, ii. 332.

Yamiya well, iii. 44.

Yams not indigenous in the interior of Africa, iii.

90 ; not cultivated in Bornu, ii. 57 ; cultivated

to some extent in A'damawa, 205; in Kororofa,

621 ; in Kebbi, iii. 140 ; eastern limit of culti-

vation, near Katsena, ib.

Yara, ruined town, iii. 150.

Ya-salame and Konari, list of places between, iiL

693.

Ya-salame and Saredina, list of places between,

iii. 6.(3.

Ya-salame and S6kolo, towns and villages be-

tween, iii. 700.

Yauri, towns, villages, and tribes in, iii. 641.

Yele district, ii. 224.

Yelu town, iii. 105.

Yen, chief town of Burgu, described, ii. 613.

Yendi town noticed, iii. 645.

Yerimari town, iii. 580.

Yerimari village, ii. 103.

Yd town and vicinity, ii. 249 ; stay at, iii. 602.

Yola town and its inhabitants, ii. 179 ; described,

189
Ydwaru, important town on Niger, described, iiL

688 689
Yowaru and Ya-salame, list of places between, iii.

693.

Yuri, cliffs on the Niger, iii. 532.
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Za Alayamin founds the dynasty of Za, iii. C57.
Zaberma, towns, villages, and tribes in, iii. 642

;

historical notice of, 289.
Zagha town, on Upper Niger, of great importance

in former times, iii. 691.
Zagha, town of Dendina, iii. 289, 639.
Zanfara, present condition of the province, iii. 97,
633 ; historical notices, 634.

Zangway, monitor, footprints of the, iii. 435.
Zankara district, towns in, iii. 693.
Zariya, its astronomical position, i. 611 ; tribute
paid by, iii. 95. -

Zarzis described, i. 35; journey hence to Zowara,
35-37.

Zawiya and surrounding country, i. 42.

Zengiri komadugu at, iii. 32.

Z .kka, town and fortificatione, iii. 94.

Zenne, or plaid, varieties of, i. 510.
Zenzur, town of, described, i. 41.

Zinder town, account of, iii. 72.

Zintan, account of the people of, i. 105.

Zoghawa, tribe of, ii. 652.

Zogirma and its inhabitants, iii. 15G.

Zogoma, town, ii. 333.

Zoromawa, or Zoghoran, their first appearance,
iii. 679 ; their amalgamation with the Fulbe,
112 ; their importance in Sdkoto, 129.

Zowara and surrounding country, i. 3S.

Zurrikulo town, i. 561, iii. 42, 538.

Zyrmi town, iii. 97.

THE END.
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